AMIA 2020 Informatics Summit Welcome Letter
On behalf of AMIA and the Informatics Summit Scientific Program Committee, we are pleased to
welcome you to the thirteenth AMIA Informatics Summit!
The Informatics Summit serve as the primary forum to connect with leaders in the field of informatics
who are advancing translational science at the nexus of bioinformatics and clinical research.
The meeting brings together translational scientists, data scientists, informatics researchers and
practitioners from academia, industry, government and non-profit sectors to share knowledge and
best practices, and to forge collaborations across boundaries.
Equally emphasizing discovery and impact, the Informatics Summit welcomed submission on the
innovation, evaluation, and implementation of transformative concepts, methods, and technologies to
accelerate translational science and precision medicine. It includes contributions to foundational
concepts and methodologies as well as applications with public health impact.
The following types of submissions were submitted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Papers
Student Papers
Podium Abstract Presentations
Posters
Panels
Systems Demonstrations
Ignite-style Talks
Workshops

Moreover, the following awards were presented:
•
•
•
•
•

Marco Ramoni Distinguished Paper Award for Translational Bioinformatics
Clinical Research Informatics (CRI) Distinguished Paper Award
Data Science Best Paper Award
Informatics Implementation Best Paper Award
Student Paper Competition Award

We thank you for your contribution and participation!
Marina Sirota, PhD
Chair, 2020 Scientific Program Committee
University of California, San Francisco
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Research Data Network Ontologies for Precision Cancer Medicine supporting
i2b2 and OMOP
W. Scott Campbell, PhD, MBA1; James R. Campbell, MD2; Christian Reich, MD, PhD3; Rimma
Belenkaya, MA, MS4
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University of Nebraska Medical Center, Department of Pathology and Microbiology, Omaha,
Nebraska;
2
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Department of Internal Medicine, Omaha, Nebraska;
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York, NY
Abstract
Research data networks created over the past decade including OHDSI and PCORnet offer the promise of access to
large data sets to investigators for hypothesis testing. The data sets based on information collected and stored in the
EHR are largely managed by common data models to support query interoperation. These data models, however,
are insufficient to address the precision cancer medicine use case. The introduction and extension of network
ontologies based on ONC standards greatly extends the utility and functionality of these research network to serve
the cancer medicine use case.
The development, deployment and use of ONC standards into a shared ontology for cancer precision medicine
research will be discussed by this panel. In particular, the integration of SNOMED CT, LOINC and RxNorm will
be described along with research use cases in PCORnet and OHSDI networks and across the OMOP and i2b2 data
structures. Information capture including discrete pathology and genomics data and its incorporation into these data
warehouses will be reviewed.
Participants will gain insights into management and deployment of ONC ontologies and reference terminologies to
support research objectives. Database requirements and operational considerations for successful use of ONC-based
ontologies will be provided, as well as, example research queries.
Introduction
Research data networks developed over the past decade including PCORnet and OHDSI use EHR-based information
as a primary source of data. Through the use of common data architectures and common data models, these
networks provide the promise of supporting both local and network-wide research efforts. While these data
networks serve laudable research uses, they are not prepared to support precision cancer medicine use cases in their
current form. Precision Cancer Medicine (PCM) research requires access to data not typically recorded nor
represented well in ONC data standards including anatomic and molecular pathology data and newly developed
molecular therapies. Furthermore, the data networks’ use of ONC standards and their underlying concept models is
limited1. SNOMED CT, LOINC and RxNorm concepts are associated with data elements within these data sets and
are critical to PCM research, but the nature of the relationships between the concepts represented within each
standard is variable and left to each datamart manager’s discretion. This variation and the lack of domain
ontologies to provide conceptual metadata ultimately limits the types of PCM questions that can be readily asked of
the datamart.
To address the shortcomings of these data networks to adequately serve the Precision Cancer Medicine use case,
consolidated efforts in terminology development, management and deployment are necessary. The panelists will
describe the components required for successful precision cancer research in the context of specific use cases that
are representative of the domain. Terminology development for use in cancer pathology data capture using
SNOMED CT for surgical and molecular pathology will be presented. Management of clinical enterprise workflows
to capture clinical information in discrete and encoded form is discussed. How standards are incorporated into
OHSDI (OMOP-based) and PCORnet (i2b2-based) data models will be explained, and the development and
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deployment of a unified reference terminology and ontology using LOINC, SNOMED CT and RxNorm will be
reviewed. These three distinct building blocks of data representation and management will be used to demonstrate
how Precision Cancer Medicine research can be supported by international research networks in an era of evolving
clinical science. The panel will address the following topics:
Use of standards in research data networks: OHSDI (OMOP)/PCORnet (i2b2) – C Reich; JR Campbell
PCORnet has been struggling to support ONC terminology standards in their Common Data Model (CDM) since
CDMv3. Deployment of standards in the proposal for CDMv5 is more mature and complete but PCORnet has not
yet coped with the deployment of ONC metadata in their information model as is true of OMOP installations. This
places the researcher in the awkward position of having to construct their own code value sets for every research
question and to distribute the code sets with their queries, a process subject to error and non-reproducibility.
The OHSDI network is prescriptive in its use and application of reference terminology standards, and removes
ambiguity surrounding data and its intended meaning. The OHSDI approach reduces the burden of researchers and
data mart managers with regards to data management and shared queries of data from disparate sources.
Terminology development for pathology genomics, lab medicine and therapies – JR Campbell
A primary impediment to structured reporting of clinical and genomic data for precision medicine is limitations in
the structure and content of ONC terminologies. Although LOINC has proposed new terms for some genomic
observations, under specification of the LOINC metadata model, poorly defined metadata for RXNORM and
inadequate integration with the concept models for SNOMED CT, coupled with incomplete content across the
spectrum of Precision Cancer Medicine is insurmountable for the research informatics datamart manager.
University of Nebraska has been working with colleagues in PCORnet and OHDSI to extend LOINC, SNOMED CT
and RXNORM to the rigor of full ontologies with extensions to content to include precise, complete and logically
consistent metadata supporting queries and analytics for the PCM researcher2,3.
Common concept model for unified ontology of ONC – JR Campbell
ONC terminology standards were specified as part of a 2000 analysis by NCVHS4 of those reference terminologies
in the US domain which were compliant with ontologic standards proposed by the NLM. Although the individual
terminologies were vetted for structure and content, they were of inconsistent semantic rigor. Currently they are a
patchwork designed to ‘cover’ the major semantic domains of the EHR but do so with no consistent agreement as to
binding of the terminology to the EHR information model nor to the metadata definitions of the concepts
themselves. In order to better support analytics for research, Nebraska has been working with NLM and LOINC to
develop and publish a unified ontology for the ONC terminologies of SNOMED CT, LOINC and RXNORM5.
Managing the clinical enterprise to create structured data capture model – WS Campbell
OHSDI and PCORnet research networks both rely heavily upon information collected and stored in the EHR. This
information is extracted from the EHR, transformed to conform to a CDM and/or characterized with metadata, and
loaded into these datamarts. Non-discrete data is extremely difficult to extract reliably while discrete EHR data is
relatively easy to extract although many discrete EHR data elements are not represented or characterized using ONC
terminology standards. Encoding these data introduces additional, complex steps in the transformation process
which can be eliminated when data is captured and represented by data standards at the point of data collection.
Pathology and genomics data collection and storage in the EHR is neither discrete nor encoded which creates a
barrier to importing PCM data into research datamarts. Nebraska has deployed methods to capture pathology and
genomics data in discrete fashion and encoded using ONC reference terminologies to facilitate PCM data into
research data networks.
Example use case – Colorectal Cancer Precision Medicine – WS Campbell; R Belenkaya
As part of a PCORnet funded effort, Nebraska investigated the readiness of EHR data as developed and deployed in
clinical research warehouses to support PCM. Specifically, investigators sought to identify all patients diagnosed
with stage 4 colorectal cancer between 2013 and 2016, or who developed metastatic CRC in the same time period.
Further refinement involved identifying those patients who received some form of genetic evaluation and received a

2

targeted therapy. Conformance of targeted therapy with FDA guidelines was then assessed. Analysis was done by
data extraction from CDW’s and compared with manual chart review. Results will be reviewed including data
readiness to support PCM queries and data domains in need of evaluation.
Discussion Questions
1. Why do reference terminologies need to interoperate?
2. Why have reference terminologies not worked together before?
3. How can a unified reference terminology be distributed and maintained?
4. Can industry be engaged to facilitate adoption of unified standards?
5. How do the terminologies and common data models interact?
Statement of participation
All participants agree to participate in this panel presentation and discussion.
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Building Longitudinal Records for Research while Preserving Patient Privacy
1

Thomas W. Carton, PhD, MS1, Andrew J. Gregorowicz, MS2, Toan Ong, PhD3
Louisiana Public Health Institute, New Orleans, LA; 2The MITRE Corporation, Bedford,
MA; 3University of Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus, CO

Abstract
Conducting patient centered outcomes research typically involves a process of assembling information on the
individuals being studied. When answering research questions, there is often the need to build a longitudinal record,
which includes a comprehensive clinical summary of the patient. Generating a longitudinal record requires gathering
all relevant information across multiple information systems and organizational boundaries. To successfully gather
this information, researchers must be able to correctly identify patients across organizations and maintain their
privacy in the process. This panel will discuss the approaches taken by the Childhood Obesity Data Initiative (CODI)
to address this issue. First, the panel will discuss the use of Privacy Preserving Record Linkage (PPRL) techniques.
This allows the linkage of patient records across organizational boundaries without disclosing personally identifiable
information (PII) between the parties. This will include a brief primer on fuzzy matching with PPRL. Then the panel
will review how these concepts have been applied to queries on PCORnet, the infrastructure leveraged by CODI. In
closing will be a discussion and question and answer session on how CODI is building longitudinal records across
organizations to answer research questions related to childhood obesity interventions.
Learning Objectives:
•

What PPRL is, how it works, and how it has been adapted to support a pediatric population

•

How PPRL has been applied to support research at regional and national scale

Introduction
Performing research in the area of childhood obesity benefits from having a complete picture of a child’s care, from
the healthcare they receive in a clinical setting to interventions in the community setting. However, building a
dataset of longitudinal records for a pediatric population presents a number of challenges. Regardless of patient age,
linkage of health records often involves exposing personally identifiable information (PII) outside of an organization
to a third party that can attempt to match individuals. At a regional scale, a small collection of organizations may
work with a third party to provide record linkage services. Unfortunately, scaling this approach beyond a small
number of organizations is difficult as all the organizations need to place their trust in a single third-party. Further,
this third party becomes a larger target for identity thieves as it stores a greater amount of PII. An alternative
approach to this problem is the use of Privacy Preserving Record Linkage (PPRL) techniques. This technology
allows for record linkage by obfuscating PII prior to transmitting it beyond organizational boundaries. This reduces
the risk profile for and trust requirements in a third-party performing record linkage.
This panel will explore approaches for achieving PPRL using techniques that allow for probabilistic matches. It will
then shift to applications of these approaches. This includes a presentation on the use of PPRL in PCORnet, which
enables the construction of longitudinal records at scale. It also includes a presentation on the CODI project, which
tailors the PPRL techniques to pediatric populations. The panel will conclude with a discussion on this material with
some thoughts on how audience members may leverage the artifacts being developed within the CODI project.
Privacy Preserving Record Linkage
Record linkage is a family of methods to identify shared patients between healthcare institutions [1,2]. Most record
linkage methods rely on commonly shared identifiers, also referred to as linkage variables, such as first name, last
name, date of birth, or social security number. It is common practice that patient data from the sources are
consolidated and linked by a trusted third party [3,4]. Traditional RL uses clear-text identifiers, which have
significant privacy concerns and typically cannot be shared for research across data partners without patient
consent [5]. New RL methods, called Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage (PPRL), are being developed using
encrypted identifiers to protect patient identity [6,7]. Dr. Toan Ong will present on what PPRL is and how it is
applied.
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PPRL methods can be classified into two major categories: deterministic and probabilistic. Deterministic PPRL
methods link records based on the exact agreement/disagreement of one or more hash values of the linkage
variables [8]. Deterministic PPRL methods often have very low number of false positives and are scalable because
of the simplicity of value similarity computation (equality). However, deterministic PPRL methods often fail to
match records with discrepancies in their values.
Probabilistic PPRL methods determine the likelihood that two records refer to the same entity. The most widely
used probabilistic PPRL is the Fellegi-Sunter (FS) method, which uses conditional probabilities to estimate match
and non-match numeric scores for each value of a linkage variable [9,10]. Based on these scores, a normalized
summation weight is assigned to each linkage variable indicating its significance in contributing to an overall
similarity score [11].
The similarity between the values of two linkage variables in each pair of records is quantified by distance. PPRL
techniques use hashing functions to obfuscate sensitive information. While this approach is effective when
information contained within patient records is an exact match, it does not address situations such as typos,
nicknames, or other possible variations in data. These variations in data can be addressed by constructing n-gram
sequences from identifiers and using the resulting sequences to construct Bloom filters [12]. The resulting filters can
be compared to establish distance. The overall similarity score between two records is computed as the weighted
sum of the distances of all linkage variables. This similarity score will then be compared to a match threshold to
determine if a match between two records is a true linkage.
Finally, deterministic and probabilistic PPRL methods can be fine-tuned to improve linkage performance, dependent
on the characteristics of the source data and constraints on linkage accuracy [13].
Use of Privacy Preserving Record Linkage in PCORnet
Dr. Tom Carton represents PCORnet, the National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network, which consists of
nine Clinical Research Networks (CRNs), two Health Plan Research Networks, two national Coordinating Centers,
and one overarching, unifying foundation. While PCORnet has touted its large reach across the country and speaks of
a network with over 100 million patient records, the actual number of de-duplicated, unique patients is still unclear.
However, PCORnet is currently developing and will have in place by Spring 2020 a network-wide PPRL approach to
data linkage with the technology and governance to link on-demand for specific research projects, many of which will
involve pediatric populations.
PCORnet is drawing on the work of individual networks in developing the network-wide approach. This presentation
will describe the history of within-CRN linkage, how lessons learned translated into a generalizable PCORnet-wide
approach, and the methods used to select and implement a PPRL method. This is an active project and the presentation
will cover research queries that will be deployed in the Spring 2020 timeframe.
The CODI Project
Childhood obesity impacts almost 14 million U.S. children and is associated with serious and costly immediate and
future health risks, lower academic achievement, and poor mental health. Research that assesses and compares
childhood obesity interventions is hindered, however, by limitations in researchers’ ability to link patient records
across information systems where pediatric health-related data are stored.
To address this challenge and to improve data capacity for childhood obesity research, the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, funded by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Trust Fund, is leading the Childhood
Obesity Data Initiative (CODI). CODI will use and modify existing tools in innovative ways to facilitate access to
patient-level, linked, longitudinal data that includes risk factors, clinical and community settings’ weight management
interventions, and health outcomes across health systems and sectors.
Andy Gregorowicz will discuss how CODI is using PPRL with a focus on a pediatric population. This will create a
longitudinal data set that can answer research questions such as “What are the characteristics of weight management
interventions associated with effectiveness?” CODI is focused on developing this approach with publicly available
tools so that the methods developed for childhood obesity can be repurposed for other research domains.
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A panel of Dr. Carton, Dr. Ong and Mr. Gregorowicz will be moderated by Nedra Garrett. The panel will discuss how
the CODI project is generating a synthetic population to test publicly available PPRL tools. This discussion will
encompass the behavior of PPRL solutions when encountering variations of data observed in real world data. It will
also cover the differences in using PPRL for research as opposed to a patient care context.
Panel Discussion
•

What are some of the differences between identity matching for patient care as compared to matching for
research?

•

As research continues on PPRL techniques, how will it improve in the future?

•

What were some of the hurdles encountered in scaling record linkage beyond regional collaborations?

•

What are some of the areas CODI researchers are exploring?

•

How can other organizations participate in the CODI collaboration?

Conclusion
Building longitudinal records across organizations for research is difficult under typical circumstances. Use of PPRL
reduces the risk of exposing PII when linking records. When this barrier is lowered, it becomes easier to gather a
larger group of collaborators. Work is happening to take this approach to a national scale. Further, the CODI project
is demonstrating that it is possible to use this approach on pediatric populations, where linking is more difficult.
Participation
All participants have agreed to take part on the panel.
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Abstract
Widespread adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems and consumer electronics has resulted in large
volumes of health-related data potentially available for research.1,2 However, realizing the value of these data for
research has been slow due to challenges in both the data and the health information technology (IT) infrastructure
that supports it.1 This panel will discuss efforts by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information
Technology (ONC) to guide the development of a future health IT infrastructure that supports use of electronic health
data for research. This work addresses three objectives: (1) articulate a vision for an ideal health information
ecosystem that supports research; (2) identify stakeholders’ priorities needed to address challenges within the current
ecosystem; and, (3) propose a Policy and Development Agenda that will contribute to realizing an ideal health
information ecosystem in which both the health IT infrastructure and the data it supports are optimized.
Introduction
The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) Chief Scientist Division (CSD),
responsible for developing and evaluating ONC’s overall scientific efforts and activities, recently completed an effort
to understand and define the work needed to advance the nation’s health IT infrastructure over the next 3 to 5 years in
support of innovative biomedical and health services research.
ONC’s vision is for a health IT infrastructure that supports alignment between the clinical and research ecosystems
enabling faster, better, and easier access to data for research. The future health IT infrastructure will: (1) facilitate
capture of highly reliable and valid data; (2) ensure the data are standardized and interoperable; (3) make available
tools to aggregate and configure data from multiple sources; (4) incorporate robust methods of identifying patients
and matching them across systems to ensure adherence to the necessary privacy and security procedures, and (5)
support the capability to return this information to the point of care for actionable use.
ONC identified policy and development priorities to address health IT infrastructure gaps and challenges to achieve
its vision that support easier access to high-quality data and broaden opportunities for research participation. Activities
needed to address the gaps and challenges were compiled into an action agenda organized into the following areas:
improve the health IT architecture, enhance standards development, advance governance, and support people and
processes to advance biomedical and health services research through education and communications efforts.
Improving the Health IT Infrastructure for Research
The health IT infrastructure – which encompasses technical architecture and standards, governance, and policies to
enable interoperability – must also support researchers by providing appropriate access to data that can be used to
conduct research that will lead to better treatments and improved care.3,4 The health IT infrastructure must also support
the translation of point-of-care health tools into improvements in patient and provider experiences.5 The policy and
development agenda identifies eight priorities one or more associated calls to action to achieve two key areas of the
vision:
•

Easier Access to High Quality Data: (1) Improve data quality at the point of capture, (2) Improve data
federation and storage services, (3), Improve data aggregation tools, (4) Improve access to interoperable data,
and (5) Improve knowledge sharing solutions

•

Broaden Opportunities for Research Participation: (6) Increase transparency and incentives, (7), Improve
recruitment processes, and (8) Improve consent management processes

The panelists will discuss the action agenda, which includes a set of activities in the area of collaboration,
demonstration and pilots, education and communications, policy levers, access to tools and services, research and
evaluation, standards, and tool development. The panelists will discuss each action agenda component and describe
the policy and/or development action(s) needed along with the activities, collaborators, and timeline that are critical
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to achieve each component of the action agenda. Panelists will also discuss barriers both experienced and anticipated
to achieving these priorities and provide examples of how institutional and infrastructure challenges are considered
and addressed to facilitate research.
Panel Objectives and Presenters
Panelists will discuss the policy and development agenda including priorities for improved access and use of highquality data. These include improving data quality at the point of capture, data federation and storage services, data
aggregation tools, and access to interoperable data, knowledge sharing solutions. Panelists will present national
priorities related to providing opportunities for research participation, such as: increasing transparency and initiatives,
improving patient recruitment, and improving consent management.
Mr. Kevin Chaney, a Senior Program Manager at ONC within the Chief Scientist Division, will moderate the panel.
Dr. Teresa Zayas-Cabán, is the Chief Scientist at ONC and her division leads ONC’s scientific and evaluation efforts
including PCOR, precision medicine programs, and Leading Edge Acceleration Projects (LEAP) in Health IT. Dr.
Zayas-Cabán will provide an overview of ONC’s research priorities.
Dr. Jon White recently served as the Deputy National Coordinator for Health IT at ONC and provided leadership
support for development of ONC’s research priorities. He is currently the Associate Chief of Staff of Research at the
Salt Lake Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center and will offer national and VA perspectives on health IT data and
infrastructure needs to support research.
Panel Discussion Questions
•
•
•
•
•

What health IT architecture improvements are essential to make advance computational capacity and storage
available to researchers?
What activities are needed to advance standards-based mechanisms to find and identify data or link researchrelevant data sources outside the patient care setting with EHR data?
What standards gaps should be prioritized and what barriers exist to resolving the widest gaps?
What governance and policy levers can help researchers better understand the data models within EHR and
health IT systems?
How can research opportunities using EHR data be expanded beyond large health systems and ensure
diversity of research study participants (such as organizations that serve underserved communities and
vulnerable populations)?

Panel Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Participants will gain a better understanding of industry stakeholder perspectives regarding national health
IT priorities to support research.
Participants will learn the challenges within the current health IT data ecosystem that hinder the ability to
effectively use health IT data for research.
Participants will learn the policy and development actions for specific stakeholders that can improve the
ability of health IT to advance research.
Participants will be able to identify the activities relevant to them to participate and engage in to advance
national health IT priorities to advance research.

Conclusion
Over the last decade, the health IT infrastructure has largely supported the capture, access, and exchange of standardsbased health information at the point of care. However, additional solutions, standards, and governance is needed to
support the effective use of health information to improve care through clinical research and patient-reported outcomes
research. ONC has developed a forward-looking Policy and Development Agenda to enhance and expand the needed
health IT infrastructure for effective research and improved care delivery.
Statement of Participation
Each of the panelists and the moderator have confirmed that they will participate if this submission is accepted, at the
assigned timeslot during the Informatics Summit.
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Abstract
Academic medical centers and health systems are increasingly challenged with supporting appropriate secondary use
of clinical data. Enterprise Data Warehouses (EDWs) have emerged as central resources for these data, but often
require an informatician to extract meaningful information, limiting direct access by end users. Concurrently, the
open source community is enabling open, modular, and innovative tools for data extraction, manipulation and
visualization. In this panel, we will focus on the open source Leaf software, which we developed, and use cases within
academic medical centers and their research and analytics strategy. Leaf is a lightweight self-service web application
for querying clinical data from heterogeneous data models and sources. We believe that Leaf fits into a larger more
modular, interoperable and shareable research analytics ecosystem. Here, we will introduce Leaf, provide an
overview of Leaf functionality and then present several use cases from organizations participating in the Leaf
community. These include the University of Chicago, Johns Hopkins University, Harvard University, Case Western
University and the University of Washington.
Introduction to Panel
Healthcare organizations are challenged to manage ever increasing quantities of data, driven by the rise of electronic
health record (EHR) systems, patient-reported outcomes, registries, mHealth devices, genomic databases, and other
clinical and non-clinical systems1-3. Beyond importing these heterogeneous and complex data into Enterprise Data
Warehouses (EDWs), healthcare organizations are responsible for cleaning, integrating, and making the data
accessible to appropriate users and consumers, maintaining organizational compliance, and protecting patient privacy
and preventing security breaches. Even in cases where data are successfully integrated and made available, their
extraction can be time-consuming and difficult for consumers who may not have IT or informatics backgrounds.
Academic health systems are uniquely poised to provide modular and exchangeable innovative tools to enable
analytics. Leveraging emergent standards around data models, data interchange and terminologies, open source
software can enable impactful use of these standards. To that end, we developed Leaf, a lightweight open source dragand-drop web application that enables direct querying of arbitrary clinical data resources as part of modular analytics
solutions. Because Leaf is a ‘blank canvas’ and can be used with i2b2, OMOP, or other proprietary or custom data
models, making new data sources and biomedical concepts available in Leaf is often relatively simple, with no data
extraction or transformation required. Utilizing an Agile development process with ongoing engagement of clinical
users and stakeholders, we have incrementally improved Leaf functionality based on user feedback, adding capabilities
such as visualizations, real-time de-identification algorithms and optional direct REDCap4 export. We have prioritized
the use of human-centered design5 techniques and modern web best practices to make Leaf’s user interface clear and
intuitive. The result is a simple but powerful tool for our clinicians and researchers that requires fewer technical
resources to maintain compared to other cohort discovery tools. Through the Institute of Translational Health Sciences
(ITHS) in Seattle and as part of our collaboration with the Center for Data to Health (https://ctsa.ncats.nih.gov/cd2h/),
Leaf source code has been released (https://github.com/uwrit/leaf).
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A Panel Discussion on Next Generation Research Analytics Platforms and Use Cases for Leaf
Dr. Paul Nagy, John Hopkins University Using Leaf as part of the Johns Hopkins precision medicine initiative as a
clinical research registry management tool assisting managing diverse data collection and cohort discovery from EMR,
imaging, sequencing, specimen, and research data sources. Leaf is part of our cloud-based precision medicine
analytics platform and helps clinical research teams perform sub cohort analysis. Python Jupyter notebooks were
developed to create Leaf concept configuration through data profiling techniques of heterogeneous data
sources. Future plans include adding derivative anatomical and radiological (Radlex) ontologies from medical
imaging segmentation and classification algorithms.
Mark Beno, Cleveland Institute for Computational Biology at Case Western Reserve University Using Leaf as
one of the first self-service cohort creation tools for clinical researchers using the University Hospitals of Cleveland
OMOP data mart that was facilitated by the Cleveland Institute for Computational Biology at Case Western Reserve
University. We plan to develop custom add-ons to Leaf that are defined by clinicians, via specific use cases, and then
are abstracted for reusability across the enterprise. For example, plotting vital signs of patients in the PICU 6 hours
prior to and 6 hours after the administration of ibuprofen. Future plans include rolling Leaf out to our other affiliate
hospitals in the Cleveland area, as well as participating in the Leaf network for cohort discovery.
Dr. Griffin Weber, Harvard University Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) was an NIHfunded project from 2004-2014 that developed a modular open source software platform for query, exploration and
analysis of large clinical and genomics databases [Murphy 2010]. Its web-based query tool inspired the design and
functionality of Leaf. Today, i2b2 is used at more than 150 institutions worldwide and has an active developer
community. At Harvard Medical School, we created software that configures Leaf to run on top of an existing i2b2
database, opening the door to other i2b2 sites who want to benefit from the new Leaf user interface. Lessons learned
include: (1) In order to make Leaf generalizable to any database schema, it lacks the performance optimizations that
are possible in tools like i2b2 that have a fixed schema. In the future, it might be useful to build a few platform-specific
query optimizers into Leaf. (2) Some i2b2 features (e.g., certain types of concept modifiers) do not have a direct
parallel in Leaf. Though, Leaf adds functionality not found in i2b2.
Dr. Kari A. Stephens, University of Washington Using Leaf as a cohort discovery tool for a regional EHR data
sharing network across community facing primary care settings, aka Data QUEST which is partnered with the
WWAMI (Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, and Idaho) region Practice and Research Network (WPRN).
Data QUEST includes a harmonized set of OMOP configured data warehouses across 23 primary care clinics in
Washington and Idaho and has supported over $100M in grant funded research, providing research ready datasets to
advance translational science in community based primary care settings. Leaf provides self-service cohort discovery
for the Data QUEST Coordinating Center, which is also currently assessing its potential value for distributing Leaf to
the data sharing partners for local use.
Dr. Sean D. Mooney, University of Washington, Moderator The University of Washington manages two clinical
data repositories that are used for research. First, UW Medicine, maintains an enterprise data warehouse (EDW) that
serves both operational and clinical needs and contains data feeds from our inpatient and outpatient systems. Leaf
was originally built to serve as a window into our EDW. Second, we maintain a research repository of de-identified
data from community clinics throughout the five state WWAMI (Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana and Idaho)
region called DataQuest. DataQuest is built on OMOP and uses Leaf to integrate data across those sites.
Other Participants We are limited to four panelists and a moderator. We expect other participants from the
University of Chicago, UW Medicine and the WWAMI region to participate and potentially present use cases from
their analytics challenges and strategy.
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Questions for Audience / Discussion Topics
1.

What are opportunities for open source, shared software in clinical research analytics?

2.

What challenges and opportunities exist in building more interoperable tools in this space (such as Natural
Language Processing, visual analytics, predictive analytics, etc.)?

3.

What barriers still exist in utilizing the cloud in clinical research analytics?

4.

What are the challenges in mapping Leaf Concepts to OMOP or other data models and ontologies? What
mechanisms are used to ensure the quality of the source data (e.g. OMOP that has been ETL’d from
heterogeneous source systems)?

5.

What are the challenges in bringing together two open source products like Leaf and i2b2 (e.g., governance,
software license, user support, etc.)?

Statement of Participation
All participants have agreed to take part on the panel.
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AMIA Informatics Summit 2020 Panel Proposal
Recruitment Innovation Center: Assessing Institutional Capabilities and Appropriate EHR
Recruitment Strategies
Abstract
The ability to support a learning health care system at a national level requires reliable data to
inform policy and clinical practice decisions. Controlled intervention trials, which depend on
effective recruitment and enrollment, continue to be one of the most recognized sources of
data for this effort. The Recruitment Innovation Center (RIC) is developing recruitment and
retention strategies to improve the quality of clinical trials, raise awareness of the value of
research and increase trial enrollment and health outcomes across America. During the past 12
months the RIC has enabled innovative work by developing methods to support sites who
would like to leverage their local electronic health record (EHR), their EHR data, and other
informatics tools for recruitment and retention in clinical trials. This panel will examine three
interrelated activities and how they can positively impact the challenges of recruitment and
retention: EHR driven recruitment strategies; 2) Governance and maturity models for
implementation and EHR recruitment; 3) Implementing recruitment strategies in a Cerner/Epic
environment.
Keywords: Recruitment technologies, Secondary use of EHR data, Learning healthcare system
Panel members:
Daniel Hood, MPH, Regenstrief Institute, Indianapolis Indiana
Jeremy Harper, MBI, Regenstrief Institute, Indiana Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute
, Indianapolis Indiana
Umberto Tachardi, MD, FACMI, Regenstrief Institute and IU School of Medicine, Indianapolis
Indiana
Moderator:
Peter Embi, MD, MS, FACP, FACMI, Regenstrief Institute and IU School of Medicine,
Indianapolis Indiana
Panel Description
The EHR, because of the breadth and depth of data about potential study participants, has been
seen as a logical opportunity to address the issues of recruitment and retention for individual
clinical trials. The promise of accessing and using these enterprise systems and associated data
sources have been delayed for numerous documented reasons including: individual investigators
lacking knowledge of the data source, required tools, governance issues, and implementation
requirements of the local EHR data environments. These impacts have been particularly acute for
non-informatics investigators who may have never interacted with an IT shop. Recognizing this
inherent disparity, the RIC has been providing direct support, expertise and evaluation support.
This allows the RIC to provide targeted assistance to individual investigators through the Trial
Innovation Network (TIN). This panel will describe three different areas of research which have
been used in real world scenarios to evaluate, guide and implement approaches to leverage EHR
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data for practical support of recruitment and retention is clinical trials. In addition to presenting
data in these areas the panel will participate in a discussion with conference attendees about best
practices, successful strategies and how current practice and experience can be shared and
leveraged to benefit researchers and participants on a national scale.

Presentation 1: Developing a Decision Matrix to Assess EHR Driven Recruitment Strategies
This presentation will highlight the decision matrix which was developed to help assess what
EHR specific strategy may be appropriate to use (if any). We will also discuss several categories
of EHR driven recruitment: (a) patient/PHR-directed alerts; (b) clinician-directed point-of-care
alerts; (c) researcher-directed alerts; (d) registry-driven recruitment; (e) general EHR data
queries/cohort identification for asynchronous participant contact; (f) patient-directed kioskbased alerts. We will include evidence/feedback generated from ~15 studies for which the RIC
EHR optimization team has engaged in consultations as well as some of the outputs of those
consultations.
Presentation 2: Assessing existing governance and maturity models of a site prior to
implementing an EHR based approach to recruitment
This presentation will draw upon evidence/feedback generated from the RIC informatics team as
well as engagement with RIC awarded studies. The presentation will highlight strategies that
have been developed by the RIC EHR Optimization service line to engage with study sites and
assess their local IT maturity and governance.
Presentation 3: Developing EHR specific recruitment tools in a Cerner/Epic environment
Developing tools that are EHR specific first requires you to identify specific functions within
your EHR that can be co-opted or developed for research. Examples of coopted capabilities
include: Notifications: regarding potential participants for retention and tracking;
Documentation: Flowsheets, MARs, orders, problem lists; Subject Recruitment: patient health
record communications, Clinical trial alerts. This presentation will describe creating new
opportunities for implementation approaches beyond the standard clinical workflows for game
changing approaches and designed optimizations.
Relevance
A previous survey of controlled clinical trials research within the United States (US) provided
data which described how many trials are being conducted and how many participants are being
recruited. The results showed there were 10, 974 actively recruiting interventional trials, whose
target enrollment exceeded 2.8 million participants, with an average recruitment target size of
259. Another analysis of US clinical trials concluded that 80% of clinical trials fail to meet
enrollment timelines and up to 50% of research sites in multi-center trials enroll one or no
participants. Many sources have concluded that a major reason contributing to delayed and failed
enrollment is lack of awareness within the target patient population.
We believe that a large cross section of the AMIA Informatics Summit attendees include
clinician scientists, clinical research information officers (CRIOs), bioinformaticians, biomedical
informaticians clinical enterprise administrators, clinical informatics scholars and students and
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that members from all of these groups can contribute to the panel discussion and will learn from
the moderated exchanges following the presentations.
Discussion Questions
Data strategies utilizing the Electronic Health Record
1. What are current capabilities of your EHR with regards to participant recruitment?
2. Are there resources (people, tools) available to assess the best, or any, strategy for
utilizing the EHR for recruitment?
3. Is there an established ‘data pipeline’ from trial development, through approval, to
recruitment that includes EHR data?
4. To what extent is re-use of EHR data a subsidized resource? Is this a barrier?
Governance and Maturity Models
1. How would you rate the governance environment at your institution in terms of access
to clinical data for research recruitment?
2. Are there institutional guidelines and policies regarding access and use of clinical data
for research?
3. What institutional barriers currently exist, with regards data access?
Developing EHR specific recruitment tools
1. Are vendor specific recruitment tools available to your researchers who are not directly
involved in providing health care?
2. How effective are multiple alerts for similar patient populations?
3. Are patient directed alerts, as opposed to provider directed alerts, available at your
institution?
4. What are some of the barriers to EHR specific recruitment tools?
Participant Agreement
If accepted, each of the panelists listed in this proposal have agreed to attend the conference
and participate in the panel/
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Real-World Implementation of Patient-Reported Outcomes (PRO) into
Electronic Health Record (EHR) Systems
1

Stephanie Garcia, MPH1, Daniella Meeker2, MPH, Kyle Bradford, MPH3
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, Washington, DC;
2
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA; 3Research Action for Health
Network (REACHnet), New Orleans, LA

Abstract
Advancement in clinical research and decision support is hindered by limited inclusion of patient reported outcomes
(PRO) data in electronic health records (EHRs) and other health IT solutions, preventing the availability of patients’
perspective in their own care. Although there are some EHRs that capture PRO, such as the National Institutes of
Health (NIH)-funded Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) instruments, collecting
this data at the point of care is not common practice. Digital tools to streamline the collection of PRO are not widely
adopted due to challenges in workflow integration and lack of standards. Patient perspective and autonomy remains
a powerful tool to ensuring healthcare decisions are informed by patients and used to impact prevention, diagnosis,
treatment and long-term care. This panels presents findings from a project that aims to address gaps in the availability
of PRO data by standardizing the integration of PRO with EHRs and other health IT systems.
Introduction
Patient-reported outcomes (PRO) consist of “any information providing the status of a patient’s health outcome which
comes directly from the patient without interpretation of that patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else”.1
Although evidence shows that PRO can improve health outcomes, are relevant to clinical care and research, and offer
insights into health status, symptom burdens, treatment adherence, and quality of life, PRO data is not routinely
available in electronic form. Limited access, lack of standards, and complicated data applications threaten the
opportunity of advancement for researchers who want to analyze PRO across practices or health systems. These
researchers can benefit from a more standardized approach to data collection.
A vital goal for collecting PRO data is to enhance clinical decision-making and focus on data-driven care. Successful
incorporation of PRO measures within this context requires continuous collection of accurate, valid, accessible, and
reusable data in real time to support patient care, clinical research, quality improvement, and effectiveness treatment
options.2,3
Patient Reported Outcomes
This project aims to standardize the integration of unstructured PRO in electronic health record (EHR) and other health
IT systems and accomplish semantically consistent common data elements (CDE). The standardization of PRO data
across health IT products can be achieved by using semantically consistent CDEs for data capture and using standard
ways to exchange the data across health IT systems. The project implemented workflow and administrative processes
to support testing of the technical specification. Common data element and data capture standards allow for PRO
assessments to be conducted and easily shared regardless of the EHR or health IT solution being used. The project
involves three models (Figure 1) for patient reported outcome measure (PROM) administration and incorporation of
external PROM instruments: (1) using EHRs or other health IT systems, (2) using an external application or the
Assessment Center4 application programming interface (API), or (3) using an EHR to launch a SMART on FHIR app.
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Figure 1. PRO Data Flow Options
Panel Objectives and Presenters
This panel will bring together the federal funder that oversees the pilots Office of the National Coordinator for
Health IT (ONC) and leadership from pilot sites. Expert panelists will provide an in-depth review of how the
inclusion of PRO is shaping patient’s treatment plans and can significantly improve health outcomes. This
discussion will provide the audience with an understanding of patient reported outcomes, describe methods for
measuring them, highlight successes and challenges experienced at pilot sites, and discuss implications for clinical
research.
Ms. Stephanie Garcia, program manager of ONC’s patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) initiatives within
ONC’s Chief Scientist Division will introduce and moderate the session. Ms. Garcia supports the Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) portfolio of intradepartmental projects that are funded through the PatientCentered Outcomes Research Trust Fund to support the development of a robust data infrastructure that enables the
incorporation of patient responses into research.
Dr. Daniella Meeker, Director of Clinical Research Informatics at the University of Southern California, will discuss
the EHR-based PRO capture and exchange implementation of the HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(FHIR) PRO Implementation Guide (IG) with the EASIPRO system that includes 150 validated PRO measures at
the pSCANNER (patient-centered scalable national network for effectiveness research) network. pSCANNER
integrates data from three existing networks covering over 24 million patients. Dr. Meeker will discuss experiences
in integrating external PROM instruments with EHRs and SMART-on-FHIR sandboxes.
Kyle Bradford, Associate Director of Informatics at Louisiana Public Health Institute will discuss experiences from
the Research Action for Health Network (REACHnet) pilot site. REACHnet is a clinical data research network of
health systems in Louisiana and Texas covering 7 million patients. Mr. Bradford will discuss REACHnet’s Health in
Our Hands tablet-based collection of PRO data from patients and implementation of the HL7 FHIR PRO IG to map
patient questionnaire data to a FHIR resource and stored in a FHIR server to support PRO data capture and
exchange. Mr. Bradford will highlight experiences in collection of Physical Function PRO data and discuss
applications to clinical research, patient recruitment, and identification of patients for clinical interventions.
Panel Discussion Questions
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•
•
•
•

What key decisions must be made by organizations considering administering PROMs to patients?
How do organizational differences, vendor variations, and other factors affect the ability to standardize PRO?
What are the advantages, disadvantages, and other considerations when evaluating different PRO
administration models (i.e., EHR, external PRO system, app/API integration)?
How should organizations work with their EHR vendor to deploy PRO? What EHR configuration or
localization is needed?

Panel Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Participants will learn about different types of patient reported outcomes and models for integrating them
within health IT systems.
Participants will have an improved understanding of the technical areas for standardization and critical
integration of patient reported measures.
Participants will learn about the technical specifications and workflows for implementing different PROM
models and understand the implications of real-world workflows for PROM administration.
Participants will learn about experiences from pilot sites implementing various PROM models and
understand how to use the technical specifications and implementation guide in their own implementations.

Conclusion
While the focus of this project is to develop research infrastructure for PCOR, it simultaneously provides data needed
to improve care delivery, patient experience, and decision support. This project and standards development effort
supports development of a learning health system where research routinely enables and contributes to improved
patient-centered outcomes. PRO standards development and implementations that support multiple models for capture
and interoperable exchange of patient-reported data can offer flexibility and the opportunity to leverage established
external instrument repositories, integrated EHR PROMIS instruments, and external PRO databases. Understanding
the available options and lessons learned from standards development and pilot sites can foster increased adoption of
PRO standards and development of best practices for the industry.
Statement of Participation
Each of the panelists and the moderator have confirmed that they will participate if this submission is accepted, at
the assigned timeslot during the Informatics Summit.
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Title: Addressing Competing Interests in Engaging with the Learning Healthcare System within an Academic
Institution
Organizer: Benjamin A. Goldstein, PhD, Department of Biostatistics & Bioinformatics, Duke University,
Durham NC
Participants:
(1) David Dorr, MD, Department of Medical Informatics and Clinical Epidemiology, Oregon Health Services
University, Portland, OR
Chief Research Information Officer
(2) Christopher Lindsell, PhD, Department of Biostatistic, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
Director of the VICTR Methods Program and Associate Director of the Center for Clinical Quality and
Implementation Research
(3) Devin Mann, MD, Department of Population Health, New York University, New York, NY
Senior Director Informatics Innovation
(4) Eugenia McPeek-Hinz, MD, Department of General Internal Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC
Associate Chief Medical Information Officer
Abstract
With the advent of the modern electronic health record (EHR) system the dream of learning healthcare system
(LHS) – one where lessons learned from clinical encounters are integrated to improve clinical care – has been in
reach. However truly realizing a learning healthcare environment requires the cooperation and coordination of
experts with diverse skill sets. Moreover, since most of these efforts occur at academic medical centers, most of
the work is being conducted by academics. This raises important questions of how best to integrate this work
into one’s academic research agenda.
In this panel, we will convene a diverse panel of experts who are actively engaged in developing a LHS at their
local institutions. Each panelist has a different academic background and plays a different role in helping to
realize a LHS at their local institution. We will cover the various needs of a LHS - overall structure, clinical
integration, quantitative expertise, & research dissemination - and some of the implicit challenges within each.
A general description of the panel and the issue(s) that will be examined and a brief description of each
panelist's presentation
The 90-minute didactic panel session will consist of 4 brief 10-minute presentations by those actively involved
in creating a learning health system (LHS). Each presentation will be followed by 4 minutes for questions and
answers. The final 30 minutes will be devoted to a moderated discussion between the panel members and
attendees. By the end of this session, participants should be able to achieve the following learning objectives:
1. Describe structures, methods, and activities employed commonly in learning health systems
2. Identify challenges – both internal and external – to achieving a learning health environment
3. Recognize the diversity of skills and perspectives needed for a successfully learning health system.
The panel will be moderated by Dr. Benjamin Goldstein, Associate Professor of Biostatistics and
Bioinformatics at Duke University. A biostatistician by training, and informatician by function, Dr. Goldstein
works closely with the Duke University Health System to develop and evaluate tools to help spur a learning
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health care environment. He also maintains and active research agenda focused on how best to use EHR data for
clinical research.
The panel members consist of biomedical scientists that are involved at their local institutions with developing
and implementing aspects of the learning healthcare system (LHS). While we are all interested in this shared
goal, we each bring a unique perspective. For example, while all quantitatively oriented, the panel contains
informaticians, biostatisticians, and clinicians. Moreover, while some of the panelists maintain active research
agendas, others are primarily involved in quality improvement (QI) work. Finally, some of us are senior
members of our departments while others are still developing their academic careers.
The goal of this panel is to discuss the diversity of perspectives and oftentimes competing interests involved in
engaging locally with the learning healthcare system. We will focus on how different groups can best
complement one another – as opposed to counteract – and how to maintain both a duel local and national focus.
Specifically each panelist will discuss:
Dr. Dorr will discuss the structure of a LHS. He will focus on Oregon Health Services University’s (OHSU)
experiences performing pragmatic trials, in spanning operational and research informatics, the main capabilities
and potential deployments needed at OHSU to further LHS work, and the future of LHS at OHSU. The focus
will be on the broad processes, people, and tools that are helpful in establishing a LHS, and the underpinning
role of culture and collaboration in transformation. Specific opportunities such as engagement with learning
collaboratives and training grants will be discussed.
Dr. McPeek-Hinz will discuss the clinical integration of a LHS. She will explore the challenge of building
clinical care tools within the EHR that are efficient and usable and also lay a foundation for LHS. She will
review the secondary challenges of presenting back discrete clinical EHR data at the patient, population and
research cohort levels to facilitate improve patient outcomes. EHR tools for data visualization and extraction as
well as limitations will be defined. The importance of informaticians to inform and support build of EHR
content and IT tools will be explored. Finally the need to partner with the analytics and statistical colleagues to
measure impact of interventions and extend research questions back into the EHR for further learning will be
reviewed.
Dr. Lindsell will discuss quantitative needs for a LHS. He will review the complementary roles of informatics
and biostatistics, shortcomings when they are engaged separately, and strengths when working together. In
addition, he will describe a workflow for fully embedding a pragmatic trial into the electronic health record and
the regulatory challenges involved with getting to pragmatism, and he will offer a framework for developing and
deploying predictive analytics within a healthcare system.
Dr. Mann will discuss integrating research into a LHS. He will focus on the facilitators and barriers to
conducting IT centric research and operational innovation within an academic health system. This discussion
will review challenges to garnering NIH support for this type of informatics implementation research and how to
align it with goals and processes of clinical operations. It will a range of projects he is leading to integrate
commercial software into the AMC EHR ecosystem and how to use rapid RCTs to drive CDS improvement
efforts. He will also discuss his efforts to build capacity for digital health innovation at his institution in a way
that help clinicians and researchers unlock their ideas to design digital solutions for clinical problems. Finally,
he will discuss the role of informatics innovators in helping AMC’s make the transition to new paradigms of
clinical care that align with larger shifts in technology, society, care delivery and financing of healthcare.
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An explanation why the topic of this panel is timely, urgent, needed, or attention grabbing is required with
a discussion of anticipated audience.
We believe that this panel will engage multiple audiences. First, involvement in learning healthcare system
activities is oftentimes a very local endeavour. This panel will bring together an audience of individuals who are
involved in this space but also share a research focus (the Summits Audience). Second, as the Summits is more
targeted towards researchers it will introduce concepts and opportunities in doing learning healthcare work to a
larger community. Third, many of these issues – balancing quality improvement vs research, collaborating with
those with different methodological backgrounds – is applicable to those working in a variety of informatics
applications. Finally, given the heterogeneity in this space, we believe this topic is best addressed as a panel with
audience participation. The speakers will be able to lay out some of the big picture issues and questions, but we
look forward to the collective audience experience.
A list of discussion questions to enhance audience participation.
Some questions we hope to address include:
1. How should LHS activities be coordinated – top down with an institutional vision or bottom up with
individual investigators proposing projects and activities?
2. Who should be part of analytic teams? What is the best way for Biostatisticians and Informaticians to
complement each other?
3. What are the best evaluation metrics? Clinical outcomes, financial, patient satisfaction?
4. Who should financially support LHS activities? How to pitch ROI to health system? Should the goal be
to seek external (NIH) funding?
5. What knowledge is generalizable, i.e. publishable? How best to tie this work into an academic portfolio?
6. How should faculty be evaluated based on single center health system efforts?
A statement from the panel organizer that all participants have agreed to take part on the panel.
All panelists named on the authorship list have agreed to take part in this panel.
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Facilitating Research through the Childhood Obesity Data Initiative
Alyson B. Goodman, MD/MPH1, Ray King, PhD/MSc1,
Peter Mork, PhD2, Andrew Gregorowicz, MS2, Matthew Daley, MD3
1CDC, Atlanta, GA; 2MITRE, Atlanta, GA; 3Kaiser Permanente, Denver, CO
Abstract
Childhood obesity impacts almost 14 million U.S. children and is associated with serious and costly health risks.
Research that assesses childhood obesity interventions is hindered by an inability to link patient records across information systems where pediatric health-related data are stored. The Childhood Obesity Data Initiative (CODI) aims
to improve data capacity for childhood obesity research by facilitating access to patient-level, linked, longitudinal
data that include health outcomes, information about weight management interventions, and risk factors. This panel
will include a federal project lead, technical experts, and a clinical researcher who will present:
1) The studies that CODI enables—childhood obesity comparative effectiveness research, program evaluation,
and population health surveillance.
2) The CODI data model; architecture for contributing data; process for assembling longitudinal data; and
means by which research queries are processed.
3) The perspective of a CODI participant, including research interests and the steps taken to participate in
CODI.
Learning Objectives:


Learn how CODI supports childhood obesity research and



Gain insight into the informatics requirements of research data networks.

Introduction
Childhood obesity impacts almost 14 million U.S. children and is associated with serious and costly immediate and
future health risks, school absenteeism, social issues such as bullying, and poor mental health. Research that assesses
and compares childhood obesity interventions is hindered, however, by limitations in researchers’ ability to link
patient records across information systems where pediatric health-related data are stored.
To address this challenge and to improve data capacity for childhood obesity research, program evaluation and
surveillance, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), funded by the Patient-Centered Outcomes
Research Trust Fund, is leading the Childhood Obesity Data Initiative (CODI). CODI leverages existing IT tools in
innovative ways to facilitate access to individual-level, linked, longitudinal data that includes clinical outcomes,
clinical and community settings’ weight management interventions, and risk factors across health systems and sectors.
Access to patient-level linked data through CODI will:
1) Enable multisector patient-centered outcomes research on interventions,
2) Align evidence-based interventions with the needs of patients & communities,
3) Improve the timeliness and geographic specificity of public health surveillance using local multi-sector data
within distributed networks, and
4) Enhance data capacity for healthcare quality improvement and program evaluation.
To achieve improved data capacity for childhood obesity research, CODI solved several informatics challenges, which
the presenters will describe in this panel:


Researchers defined childhood obesity research use cases and identified priority research questions for
CODI; answers to these questions can inform implementation and efficacy of childhood obesity interventions



Informaticists analyzed the research questions to determine the extent to which the PCORnet Common Data
Model (CDM) can answer those questions. When this analysis identified research questions that could not be
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answered using CDM, the informaticists augmented CDM with ancillary data tables that contain the
information needed to close these gaps.


Systems engineers developed a query architecture for CODI that allows pediatric weight management
programs—both clinical and non-clinical—to contribute data to CODI, a trusted third party to assemble
longitudinal patient data, and researchers to receive answers to their queries.

CODI developed these solutions within the PCORnet infrastructure. In CODI, a researcher submits their query to a
trusted third party. The trusted third party determines what data must be retrieved from the participating CODI data
contributors. Those participants review the requests to ensure compliance with data use agreements and institutional
policies. The trusted third party assembles the data into a longitudinal record for each child that includes clinical and
non-clinical data. Finally, the researcher receives the answer to their research query.
In this panel presentation, we will delve into the technical details of how CODI provides value to the research
community. The intended audience for this panel comprises public health researchers and implementors of research
data networks and surveillance systems.
Moderator
Dr. Alyson Goodman is the CODI Director and will moderate the panel. Dr. Goodman is a board-certified pediatrician
and medical epidemiologist in the Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity, & Obesity at CDC. Dr. Goodman is the
Division lead for electronic health information, including child obesity data integration and interoperability standards,
clinical decision supports, and leveraging novel technology to spread best practice and harmonize data elements for
surveillance, program evaluation and research. Her role as the Obesity Prevention & Control Branch lead for health
services research on childhood obesity includes augmenting public health support for implementation, spread and
scale of best-practices for childhood obesity prevention & treatment. She received her MD and MPH from Emory
University in 2007, completed pediatrics residency training at Boston Children’s Hospital/Boston Medical Center,
and a post-doctoral CDC fellowship in applied epidemiology with the Epidemic Intelligence Service.
Research Questions
Dr. Ray King is the CODI Co-Director. Dr. King is an epidemiologist and informaticist in the Division of Nutrition
Physical Activity and Obesity. He leads projects investigating the utility of EHR data for obesity population health
and surveillance and co-leads the CODI effort developing methods, tools and services for integrating multisector data
for childhood obesity population health decision support. He has 18 years of experience at CDC with an interest in
spatial epidemiology and a systems approach to understanding the distribution and determinants of disease and the
development of multisector solutions for population health prevention and control. Dr. King is a graduate of CDC’s
Public Health Informatics Fellowship and Emerging Infectious Diseases Fellowship. He received his PhD and MSc
from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and BA from Emory University.
Dr. King will provide an overview of the Childhood Obesity Data Initiative, including how it will improve data
capacity for health services researchers and public health surveillance. Dr. King will review how CODI leverages
existing infrastructure to improve access to data that can answer questions around the prevalence of childhood obesity
within communities, childhood obesity screening and actions, weight management intervention “dose” and
characteristics associated with weight management programs, and cost effectiveness of those interventions. He will
describe the innovative elements of the CODI data models. Finally, he will describe the significant level of stakeholder
engagement in the CODI decision-making process.
Data Modeling
Dr. Peter Mork is the chief data engineer for CODI. Dr. Mork is a Principal Health Systems Engineer with MITRE.
They have nearly two decades of experience in biomedical & health informatics, with an emphasis on information
management. They provide technical guidance to a wide range of government agencies. Their research activities have
resulted in dozens of publications and patents in data integration, cost estimation, object-relational modeling, intrusion
detection, privacy policies, and semantic web knowledge sharing.
Dr. Mork will first describe the CODI data model. The CODI team extracted data concepts from the high-priority
research questions that would shed light on the information gaps that exist in order to evaluate the effectiveness of
childhood obesity programs. We then conducted a technical environmental scan to determine the extent to which
CODI participants would be able to provide data related to those data concepts, and for the record linkage to develop
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a patient-level longitudinal data file. This environmental scan also revealed potential gaps in data quality and concepts
for which insufficient data standardization has transpired.
Based on the research questions and the identified gaps, we developed ancillary tables that augment CDM with data
elements specific to CODI. For example, CODI needs one set of ancillary tables to support record linkage and another
set of tables to support weight management programs or services or interventions. In the presentation, we will
demonstrate how the CODI data model aligns with the researchers’ questions.
Building and Querying Longitudinal Records
Andrew Gregorowicz is the technical lead for CODI. Mr. Gregorowicz is a Principal Software Systems Engineer with
MITRE. He has been an active member of the Health IT standards and interoperability community for over 10 years.
In his role, Mr. Gregorowicz has developed system architectures and prototypes for several government agencies. He
is an active member of the open source software community, with contributions spanning infrastructure tools to
clinical applications. Mr. Gregorowicz received his MS from Boston University.
Mr. Gregorowicz will describe how CODI processes data. He will begin by providing an overview of the extensions
the CODI team made to the PCORnet architecture described above. These extensions provide support for privacypreserving record linkage used to link children across sites
and for iterative queries necessary to identify study
cohorts based on the cohort definition provided by a
researcher.
Finally, he will describe the techniques CODI uses to
assemble longitudinal data. Decision rules describe how
to handle situations in which conflicting information
exists for a patient. For example, different sources may
have different values for a patient’s race or date of birth.
These rules also flag biologically implausible values for
height, weight, and BMI based on all available data, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Finally, he will describe the endto-end sequence of events that transpire to answer a
researcher’s query.

Figure 1: Red X’s indicate biologically implausible values

Participating in CODI
Dr. Matthew Daley is a pediatric clinician-researcher and site lead for CODI. He is a pediatric health services
researcher and practicing pediatrician. He has worked extensively in national and regional distributed data networks.
Dr. Daley will provide the perspective of a CODI participant. He will begin by describing the specific research
interests from his organization’s perspective and summarize the 28 use case questions that CODI will support. These
use cases fit into three general themes, such as “What dose and characteristics of weight management interventions
are associated with effectiveness?”
Next, he will share the steps that have been taken to make clinical data available for research within PCORnet. He
will share lessons learned supporting the CODI data model.
Discussion Questions


What other conditions are well suited for the application of CODI infrastructure and technology?



How might CODI benefit from other investments in data interoperability?



How might CODI handle missing data when building a longitudinal record for a child?

Participation
All participants have agreed to take part on the panel.
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FHIR -- Implementing the HL7 Interoperability Platform
Charles Jaffe, MD, PhD1; Josh Mandel, MD2; Viet Nguyen, MD3; Janet Campbell, BA4; Clem
McDonald, MD5
1

Health Level 7, Del Mar, CA; 2Microsoft, Redmond, WA; 3Stratametrics, Salt Lake City, UT;
4
Epic, Verona, WI; 5National Library of Medicine, NIH, Bethesda, MD.

Abstract
HL7 FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) is now 10 years old. To date, it has been implemented in over
3000 sites worldwide. FHIR supports the broad continuum including patient care, population health, evolving
payment models and clinical research. In March of last year, both the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) and the Office of the National Coordinated for Health IT (ONC) released two complementary Notices of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to improve the Interoperability of health data. This panel will explore the emergence
of FHIR implementation across the broad continuum of biomedical research, clinical care, patient empowerment,
value-based payment systems, and population health.

Introduction
This panel will provide the attendees with the background, the rapidly evolving processes, the technical elements, and
the innovative approaches to solving the complex problems of interoperable data exchange. In the last decade, FHIR1
has been embraced by developers of technology solutions, by government regulatory bodies, by academic institutions,
and by Public Health agencies worldwide. The adoption of FHIR-based solutions has been accelerated by coalescence
around a single API structure. The process has been embraced by both public- and private-sector initiatives and by
reliance upon a highly consistent maturity model and a reliable strategic roadmap.
Within the scope of this panel, we will highlight the innovative approaches to these strategic goals and articulate the
framework for their solution. Unprecedented collaboration by private-sector companies and by broad based coalitions
have largely refined the business model for application development. Moreover, innovative government-based
initiatives have fostered the sharing of genomic data for both applied and basic research.
Perhaps the most far-reaching acceleration of FHIR adoption was predicated on the publication of the notices of
proposed rule making by both CMS and ONC. For the first time, this established HL7 FHIR as the platform by which
biomedical information will be exchanged.

Defining the challenges
For standards development organizations and the supporting programs that provide implementation solutions, there
are major hurdles for enhancing interoperability while respecting the enormous investment in legacy systems. During
the debate, in both academia and industry, some solutions have accelerated enhancements to the integration of basic
and clinical science into the challenges of patient care. At the same time, public health agencies, both local and
national, have benefited from innovative solutions for collecting data and reporting critical healthcare emergencies
and population-based recommendations for preventative care. This is apparent in the fields of cancer care and
metabolic diseases. Even more prominent is the integration of genetic and genomic data into diagnosis and treatment.
In addition, government agencies are requiring standards that support the complexity of our reimbursement systems.
Moreover, as our fiscal model for healthcare financing shifts from payment for services to payment for quality,
additional standards are required to accelerate delivery and to support analytics.

SMART on FHIR2
Currently, an ONC-funded project at Boston Children’s Hospital emerged to leverage the commitment to the API
model of data exchange and reuse. In close partnership with HL7, SMART on FHIR emerged as a critical solution to
achieving inter-system interoperability. The support for OpenAuth 2 and Secure ID, two ISO standards that enable a
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consistent trust framework for internet-based authentication and financial transactions and provide a much-needed
layer to the emerging FHIR stack. Most critically, the partnership enabled a fabric for both cross-system and crossEHR platform data exchange. SMART on FHIR grew on two fronts. Not only did it become a critical enabler of future
interoperability programs, such as the Argonaut Project, but it also fostered the development of an app store for
production level FHIR-based applications and solutions.

The Technical Growth of HL7 FHIR
The success of the Argonaut Project3 has provided a clearly defined catalog of FHIR-based profiles and
implementation guides that support the objectives defined in the US-centric Meaningful Use requirements. Because
of the technical rigor and consistency of the process, the Argonaut framework has been adopted by government outside
of the US, with particular attention on the FHIR-compliant APIs. To the significant impact of the Argonaut Project
profiles on intersystem interoperability, the private sector collaboration has been further enhanced by the adoption of
these implementation guides by the Sequoia Project Carequality initiative, built upon a national health information
network and trust frame work, as well as the CommonWell Health Alliance program for patient matching. This
commitment to the FHIR-enabled platform has fostered far reaching enhancement of patient matching and the
concomitant reduction in matching errors and the attendant costs.
During the last two years, the broad landscape of compensation for care has evolved from a fee-for-services model to
one in which compensation is driven by clinical outcomes. This value-based care scenario has been embraced by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as well as by the private-sector payers. This had lead to the
creation of the Da Vinci Project4, in which this community of payers collaborate in a pre-competitive environment to
leverage FHIR for delivering clinical data for a broad range of use cases that foster value-based care. In addition to
the payer community, Da Vinci includes EHR vendors, academic health systems, and application developers. The
vision of the Da Vinci consortium embraces a broad range of innovative approaches to streamlined payment systems
including real-time prior authorization.
Lastly, ONC has funded HL7 to develop a critical addition to the FHIR platform for collecting bulk data for integration
and analytics. Now referred to as Bulk Data on FHIR, the uses for this data extend far beyond payment systems,
including the CMS introduction of Blue Button 2.0, which enables Medicare recipients to download their clinical data.
Other Federal agencies, including the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) envision the use of this
specification for bio-surveillance, as well as morbidity and mortality reporting.
Nearly a year ago, HL7 announced the publication of Release 4 of FHIR. Now an ANSI standard, R4 is backward
compatible, more stable, and capable of incorporating additional data and information sources. At the same time, HL7
continues of the development of R57, expected to be published in the summer of 2020. R5 will provide more normative
resources, more seamless integration of HL7 v2 and CDA specifications, as well as multi-language support and
federated servers.
Growing the Community of Implementers
Google Brain and Verily leverage FHIR for a host of development projects, not limited to analytics. In conjunction
with several leading EHR vendors, the clinical decision support landscape if being re-imagined with the emergence
of CDS Hooks. 5 This technology enables a broad range of clinical decision support data sources to be integrated into
the point of care without leaving the EHR environment. Most critically, Apple announced6 that it had integrated the
FHIR platform into iOS 11.3, in collaboration with now more than 350 health systems and providers, to potentially
transform the means by which patient access their data from across multiple sources and systems.
Lastly, the FHIR Accelerator Program has been created to streamline the on-ramping of new FHIR implementation
communities. When introduced early this year the program was comprised of already established implementation
initiatives, including the Argonaut Project, the Da Vinci Project and the CARIN Alliance. Throughout the year,
additional communities including, Gravity, supporting Social Determinants of Healthcare, the Consortium for Agile
Genomics, as well as Codex, the diverse oncology consortium, have all implemented FHIR to advance care delivery.
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Conclusions
At the conclusion of this interactive panel, participants will be able to 1) articulate the value model of the HL7 FHIR
platform for patient care, applied research, population health, or patient engagement; 2) formulate technical, business,
and workflow strategies that enable the integration of open APIs (Application Programing Interfaces) and HL7 FHIR
resources to enhance interoperability initiatives and data integration; 3) exploit the ease of FHIR implementation to
enhance technical strategies, reduce development time, decrease project implementation costs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/FHIRDevelop/?ref=learnmore)
SMART on FHIR. http://smarthealthit.org/smart-on-fhir/
Argonaut Project-HL7. http://argonautwiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Main_Page
Da Vinci Project. http://www.hl7.org/about/davinci/index.cfm?ref=common
CDS Hooks. https://github.com/argonautproject/cds-hooks/wiki/Introduction-to-CDS-Hooks-and-the-patientview-hook
FHIR integration into Apple iPhone. http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/apple-launch-health-records-apphl7s-fhir-specifications-12-hospitals
FHIR R5 Roadmap. https://onfhir.hl7.org/2019/01/20/fhir-r5-roadmap/
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Leveraging Decision Support Analytics, FHIR, and Case Reporting for
Information Exchange
Ninad K. Mishra, MD, MS1, Jon D. Duke, MD, MS2, Saugat B. Karki, MD, MS1, Natalie V.
Collins, MPH3
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA1; Georgia Tech Research
Institute, Atlanta, GA2; Public Health Informatics Institute, Decatur, GA3
Abstract
Historically, reportable conditions were manually submitted to public health agencies. This practice is now being
modernized by electronic reporting from either the laboratory or from the electronic health record (EHR). The
electronic lab report (ELR) is a reliable method to report cases to public health as commercial and clinical labs send
positive test results to the local health authorities. However, ELRs have less information available as it lacks
demographic and additional clinical data. We added clinical and demographic data to the ELR via Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR) queries. To complete the information loop, we have used automated case reports
as a data source for analytics and decision support. Patient data, including demographics, medications, and allergies,
were analyzed by the clinical decision support algorithm to return gonorrhea treatment and screening
recommendations to the provider. This continuous update of patient records (using FHIR) and bi-directional exchange
of information enables electronic case reporting and actionable clinical decision support (CDS) to simulate a learning
health system prototype.
Panel description and each panelist’s presentation
We will discuss system architecture for each component of the project and how this architecture functions together as
a learning health system. The panel draws from public and private sectors and has experts working on different aspects
of the problem. Mainly, two different approaches have been considered for automating case-reporting of notifiable
diseases. We will discuss these approaches, how ECR creates an automatic case report with enriched demographic
and pertinent clinical information once the case criteria have been met. Similarly, the ELR generates a case report
based on laboratory test results but lacks much of the clinical and demographic information required for a complete
case report. The FHIR-based approach is triggered by an incoming ELR and extracts demographic and clinical
information from the EHR from where the laboratory request first originated. While the ECR provides a snapshot of
the case in time, the FHIR-based enhancement of the ELR and the ECR has the potential to continuously update the
record as new information becomes available. This provides a more complete and enhanced case report. As a feedback
loop, the same ECR generated from an EHR is also used for analytics and clinical decision support which returns
specific gonorrhea treatment and screening recommendations to the provider.

Presentations
Moderator: Dr. Ninad Mishra, who has led this program with partners from public and private sectors, will moderate
this panel discussion and would present on the bidirectional nature of the project including how analytics and decision
support is applied to the process of electronic case and lab reporting.
Speaker 1: Why Gonorrhea is chosen as a use case for bi-directional information exchange
Dr. Saugat Karki will describe Gonorrhea case reporting and treatment as a use case. In 2017, over 500,000 cases of
Gonorrhea were reported to public health. This pattern of increasing cases over the years with reduced antibiotic
susceptibility to mainline treatment portrays a worrying trend.
Speaker 2: Electronic Case Reporting from EHRs
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Natalie Viator Collins will describe how case detection logic can be implemented within existing clinical IT systems
to identify suspected cases of chlamydia and gonorrhea based on a patient diagnosis or positive laboratory result.
Coded values sets for diagnoses (ICD-10-CM and SNOMED CT) and laboratory observations (LOINC and SNOMED
CT) consistent with narrative criteria published by the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists are available
to implementers based on input from subject matter experts. Once relevant cases are identified, patient encounter data
are used to populate the Health Level 7 electronic initial case report and transmitted to the jurisdictional public health
agency in accordance with existing laws and regulations. Previous pilot work found that the case detection logic
demonstrated sensitivity and specificity values above 99% for both conditions relative to paper case reports from
provider offices. Use of ECR in the community health center setting more than doubled provider-based reporting
compared to traditional reporting methods.
Speaker 3 Enhanced ELR using FHIR
Dr. Jon Duke will describe the use of FHIR for enhancing the ELR. As noted above, this approach can add to the data
provided by the ELR and ECR received from the EHRs as they are both a snapshot of the case at a particular time. In
contrast, the FHIR based method has the potential to continuously update the record as more information becomes
available such as information on treatment that may not be available at the time of initial ECR. Specifically, Dr. Duke
will discuss an implementation of a FHIR-based system that automatically retrieves relevant clinical data for patients
with positive laboratory results for Gonorrhea/Chlamydia. Notable features of this system include clinical quality
language (CQL) based queries, automated repeat data pulls to populate data that may not be available at the time of
diagnosis (e.g. treatment), data filtering and redaction capabilities, and a FHIR-based terminology server to expand
term sets without requiring access to the open internet. We will review a pilot of the system and the results from a
pilot test implementation
Panel importance and urgency
Gonorrhea cases have been continually increasing for the past few years, with 555,608 cases reported in 2017. More
accurate, complete, and timely data are needed for enhanced public health surveillance and clinical case management.
Increases in antibiotic resistance further complicate this situation and demand timely attention. Due to decreased
susceptibility to antibiotics, dual therapy with Ceftriaxone and Azithromycin is the only CDC recommended treatment
regimen for Gonorrhea. Treatment guidelines are also subject to periodic changes, and hence, it is challenging to
ensure continued provider adherence to the most recent treatment guidelines
Although this use case is for Gonorrhea, similar architecture can be implemented for most of the notifiable conditions
that are reported via ELR. The target audience includes health informaticians, EHR vendors, health IT leaders,
clinicians, government officials, computer scientists, and public health professionals.
Discussion Questions
•
•
•

What is the current status of ELR, ECR and their FHIR based enhancement?
What is a learning health system prototype including both case reporting and decision support?
How a bi-directional information exchange between public health and private providers could simulate an
early prototype for a learning health system?

Assurance
The panel organizer (Ninad Mishra) vouches that all listed participants have agreed to take part on the panel.
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Early Experiences of the Cancer Moonshot’s IMPACT Consortium in
Implementing Patient Reported Outcomes for Cancer Symptom Management
Joshua E. Richardson, PhD, MS, MLIS1; Ashley Wilder Smith, PhD, MPH2; Andrea L.
Cheville, MD3, Michael Bass, MS4; Michael Hassett, MD, MPH5
1RTI

International, Chicago, IL; 2National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD; 3Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN; 4Northwestern University, Chicago, IL;
5Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA
Abstract
As part of its Cancer MoonshotSM, in 2018 the National Cancer Institute established an initiative to fund a consortium
that aims to improve the monitoring and management of patients’ cancer-related symptoms using informatics
solutions. The consortium, Improving the Management of symPtoms during And following Cancer Treatment
(IMPACT), is comprised of three research centers and a coordinating center that are tasked with collecting and
sharing symptom data from across the cancer care continuum – at the point-of-care in oncology clinics and via remote
settings – and evaluating the effects that cancer-related symptom management tools and data have on patients,
through interventions conducted in care delivery organizations. The research centers leverage informatics strategies
such as novel electronic health record user interfaces, patient-directed mobile health interventions, and symptombased clinical decision support tools. This panel will discuss their efforts with developing and implementing symptom
management tools, and highlight the solutions and challenges encountered. Learning objectives include
understanding current issues with developing and implementing systems for tracking cancer-related symptoms and
using decision support tools for effective supportive care and symptom management.
Significance
Cancer-related symptoms such as fatigue and pain are key indicators and outcomes in cancer care, yet patients and
clinicians traditionally have had limited access to symptom data and electronic monitoring and management tools. A
growing area of research is looking at ways informatics can support symptom management such as remote screening
tools, symptom decision support tools embedded into electronic health records (EHRs), and tools that support care
coordination among patients, oncologists, and clinical staff.1 Multiple stakeholders would benefit from informatics
research that identifies effective ways to develop, implement, and scale symptom management solutions that improve
the delivery of cancer care.
As part of the Cancer MoonshotSM, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) funded a research consortium to test systematic
efforts for improving cancer symptom control across multiple oncology settings. This consortium, Improving the
Management of symPtoms during And following Cancer Treatment (IMPACT),2 funds three research centers
(supported by one coordinating center and NCI scientists) that are conducting pragmatic trials in oncology settings,
leveraging informatics-based solutions for collecting and routinely assessing symptoms based on data that include
electronic patient reported outcomes (PROs), integrating symptom-based clinical decision support (CDS), and
integrating those data into care pathways to improve symptom management and patient health outcomes. Clinical and
research data from EHRs (Epic Systems Incorporated, Verona, WI) and supporting systems will be aggregated into a
publicly-accessible data commons to enable consortium-level statistical analyses. Key to the effort is having the
informatics-based interventions deployed and evaluated according to concepts from the field of implementation
science; more specifically, the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research.3 Through an implementation
science-based approach, IMPACT intends to further the body of evidence and promote best practices for scaling and
spreading effective cancer informatics interventions for symptom management.
General Description of the Panel
This panel will present how IMPACT projects are deploying informatics-related solutions for supporting symptom
management in cancer care and share with audience members the consortium-wide lessons learned to date. Ways in
which projects are carrying out those efforts include (but are not limited to) automated means such as InfoButtons to
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provide patient-specific and validated self-management education materials for symptoms; clinical decision support
to direct oncologists and nurses to PRO data and symptom management tasks during patient encounters; and a
smartphone-based intervention that enables patients to report their symptoms in real time and have those data
integrated into EHRs.
The panel will be organized as follows:
Time

Speaker

Topic

5’

Richardson

Moderator – Introduction of the panelists

15

Smith

Briefly review the Cancer MoonshotSM, IMPACT’s aims, and how IMPACT supports
NCI’s broader vision

15’

Cheville

Review of the E2C2 project to integrate PROs for improved self-management of
cancer-related symptoms

15’

Bass

Review of the NU IMPACT project and its use of InfoButtons to help patients manage
cancer symptom severity

15’

Hassett

Present SIMPRO’s development, implementation, and use of eSyM – an integrated and
extensible set of tools built within Epic to help patients and clinicians manage cancer
symptoms

25’

Richardson

Lead discussion, Q&A with audience

Learning Objectives
1.
2.
3.

Understand the current issues in developing and implementing health IT that facilitates PROs for
monitoring and managing cancer-related symptoms.
Learn about new approaches to developing and implementing patient- and clinician-facing tools to enable
the effective use of symptom data to coordinate cancer care.
Learn how researcher centers are applying implementation science-based study designs to evaluate the
effects of health IT for symptom data in oncological care pathways.

Individual Speaker Contributions
Joshua E. Richardson, PhD, MS, MLIS: Dr. Richardson will introduce the panel participants to frame the
importance and challenges with integrating symptom data into cancer care, describe IMPACT’s goals, then lead the
discussion after panel presentations.
Ashley Wilder Smith, PhD, MPH: Dr. Smith will frame the importance and challenges with integrating symptom
data into cancer care by describing NCI’s goals for IMPACT.
Andrea L. Cheville, MD: Dr. Cheville will describe her team’s efforts to implement cancer-related symptom data
into care workflows at affiliated clinics and evaluate their effects on cancer-related sleep disturbance, pain, anxiety,
depression, and fatigue, as well as functional decline.
Michael Bass, MS: Mr. Bass will present NU IMPACT’s efforts to integrate PROs into care workflows with an
emphasis on addressing the technological challenges and solutions they have developed.
Michael Hassett, MD, MPH: Dr. Hassett will provide an overview of SIMPRO’s multi-site effort to implement an
intervention (eSyM) that gathers patient symptom data, allows patients to view past symptom reports, provides
patients with self-management tip sheets, presents patient symptom data to clinicians, and supports clinician
management of patients reporting severe symptoms.
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Discussion Questions
There is growing interest in informatics-based solutions to promote more effective symptom management in cancer
care, such as patient-specific cancer educational materials and oncologist-facing CDS. However, the development and
implementation of such interventions is still in their nascent stage and so lessons from the field can inform new and
best practices. We expect the audience will want to engage the panelists in discussions on approaches for effective
implementation of cancer-related symptom management tools. The discussion questions include:
1.
2.
3.

What are the challenges for managing and monitoring cancer symptoms that informatics can address?
What are strategies to effectively engaging patients with cancer to generate accurate and reliable PROs?
How may symptom data be effectively integrated into oncology care that support clinical decision-making?

Anticipated Audience
The anticipated audience includes clinicians, patients, researchers, and informatics professionals who have an interest
in cancer informatics including implementation strategies, PROs, and CDS. Given the national priority represented
by the Cancer MoonshotSM, the panelists’ experiences provide timely and needed insights to implementing and scaling
systems for managing symptoms in cancer care.
Attestation
The organizer has assurances from all participants that they will be available to participate at the AMIA 2020 Summit.
Conclusion
IMPACT is a multi-center consortium that started in 2018 in order to implement and evaluate system-level strategies
for managing symptoms within routine clinical care. IMPACT grantees must develop a variety of informatics-based
solutions in order to achieve grantee-specific aims as well as achieve consortium-level goals for disseminating
evidence-based informatics implementation strategies for cancer symptoms. The panelists will discuss their
experiences and efforts with developing and implementing symptom management tools and highlight the solutions
and challenges they encounter.
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Abstract
Endometriosis is a complex and high impact disease affecting 176 million women worldwide with diagnostic latency
between 4 to 11 years due to lack of a definitive clinical symptom or a minimally invasive diagnostic method. In this
study, we developed a new ensemble machine learning classifier based on chromosomal partitioning, named
GenomeForest and applied it in classifying the endometriosis vs. the control patients using 38 RNA-seq and 80
enrichment-based DNA-methylation (MBD-seq) datasets, and computed performance assessment with six different
experiments. The ensemble machine learning models provided an avenue for identifying several candidate biomarker
genes with a very high F1 score; a near perfect F1 score (0.968) for the transcriptomics dataset and a very high F1
score (0.918) for the methylomics dataset. We hope in the future a less invasive biopsy can be used to diagnose
endometriosis using the findings from such ensemble machine learning classifiers, as demonstrated in this study.
Introduction
Endometriosis is a complex yet common gynecological disorder of reproductive-aged women. It is characterized by
the presence of endometrial tissue outside of the uterine cavity. Endometriosis is a high impact disease, commonly
associated with chronic pelvic pain and infertility. Therefore, it significantly impairs mental and physical quality of
patient’s life and their work performance is seriously compromised. About 176 million women worldwide are
suffering from endometriosis and about 8.5 million women solely in the North America1. Endometriosis affects
reproductive aged women (5-10%), women with subfertility (20-30%), and women with chronic pelvic pain and
infertility (40-60%)2. About 70% of teens who are suffering from pelvic pain are later diagnosed with endometriosis3.
In the U.S., endometriosis is a leading cause of hysterectomies (approximately 600,000 cases) performed every year4.
The total cost (direct and indirect) of endometriosis has been estimated at €30 billion in Europe and $22 billion in the
U.S. each year, and direct costs have increased gradually5.
Though laparoscopy is currently the gold standard diagnostic approach for endometriosis6, it is an invasive procedure
and may not be appropriate for all women with a history and physical examination indicative of endometriosis. There
are many studies that assessed the diagnostic value of biomarkers for endometriosis in endometrial tissue, menstrual
or uterine fluids and immunologic markers in blood or urine for clinical use as a diagnostic test for endometriosis;
however, no reliable biomarkers were recommended7. Due to the lack of reliable recommended biomarkers, the
current diagnostic latency is on average 4 to 11 years8. To reduce the sufferings and expenses related to the disease,
an early intervention is essential. Studies have shown that endometriosis patients have an altered methylome and
transcriptome, which could lead to the identification of biomarkers for developing a minimally invasive diagnostic
technique for endometriosis9.
Applications of machine learning methods on microarray expression data or next generation sequencing data have
been advanced over the last several decades for discovery of biological patterns10. For microarray expression data, use
of both supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods have shown great success11, including the application
of: (a) clustering techniques such as hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering for identifying the groups of genes
that share similar functions or expressions12, and (b) disease vs. healthy classification tasks using various methods
such as Decision Trees, Random Forests, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Bayesian Networks13. Although the application of machine learning classifiers on transcriptomics or methylomics data
had limited success14,15, the classification difference of gene expressions in transcriptomics data or the difference of
DNA-methylation in methylomics data between disease vs. healthy can provide avenues for the development of
endometriosis diagnostic method9,16.
In our previous works, we have successfully demonstrated the application of various machine learning techniques for
classifying the endometriosis patients vs. the control patients using both transcriptomics and methylomics data17,18. In
this work, we describe our new ensemble technique called GenomeForest based on chromosomal partitioning. We
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systematically examined how well the newly developed ensemble technique perform in classifying endometriosis and
control samples using both transcriptomics and methylomics data. The assessment was done from three different
perspectives: (a) evaluation of classification performances of the GenomeForest ensemble classifier, (b) implication
of three different normalization techniques, and (c) implication of differential analysis. The results were compared
with the results from our prior work on the application of various machine learning techniques on the same dataset
published elsewhere17,18.
Methods
Subjects and Tissue Collection
The women participated in this study were aged between 18-49 years and all undergoing a laparoscopy procedure,
either diagnostic laparoscopy for pain or infertility or seeking laparoscopic sterilization. Prior to surgery, the physician
obtained informed consent following the IRB protocol. Endometrial biopsies were collected under general anesthesia
prior to surgery. During laparoscopy, the physician thoroughly examined the peritoneal cavity and visually confirmed
the presence or absence of endometriosis. Endometriosis patients had visually and histologically confirmed
endometriosis. The control population were visually confirmed to be free of endometriosis. The tissue samples were
processed for generating high-throughput mRNA transcriptomics data (RNA-Seq) and DNA methylomics data (MBDseq). Our transcriptomics dataset includes 38 single-end RNA-seq samples (22 controls and 16 endometriosis) and the
methylomics dataset includes 80 MBD-seq DNA methylation samples (36 controls and 44 endometriosis). More
details can be found in our earlier publication18 on the same datasets.
Transcriptomics and Methylomics Data Preprocessing
We preprocessed the transcriptomics and methylomics data using several widely accepted bioinformatics tools. For
transcriptomics data, we used FastQC, Cutadapt, Bowtie2, TopHat and HTSeq in different steps of the preprocessing.
We used hg38 as reference genome. After getting the read count data from HTSeq, the rest of the analysis was
performed using R packages. Low count genes were removed using the filtering criterion: keep the genes that have at
least 1 count per million (cpm) reads mapped in at least n samples, where n is the smallest group size. For DNAmethylation data, we used FastQC, Cutadapt, Bowtie2, Samtools, Picard and R packages for preprocessing the data.
We segmented the genome sequence into tiling windows of size 1,000 bases, which is widely used and recorded the
number of reads that are mapped to each tiling windows/regions. Read count are the number of aligned reads that
uniquely map to the hg38 reference genome. Very low count regions were filtered out using the filtering criterion:
keep the regions that have non-zero counts per million (cpm) reads mapped in at least n samples, where n is the
smallest group size. More details about the data preprocessing are available in our earlier publication18.
The read count data was normalized using three different techniques: (a) logarithm of counts per million (logCPM) of
trimmed mean of M values (TMM)19, (b) Quantile normalization (qNorm)20, and (c) Voom normalization (vNorm)19.
For differential analysis, a generalized linear model (GLM) followed by likelihood ratio test was applied using the
edgeR package to identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the transcriptomics data and differentially
methylated regions (DMRs) in the methylomics data. The significance of the genes/methylated regions were defined
by using an adjusted p-value cutoff set at 5% using the false discovery rate (FDR) method for multiple testing21.
In the methylomics data analysis, our goal is to identify the methylated regions of interest (MROI) and find the nearby
genes. Mapping of an MROI to the reference annotation file helped us to extract the nearest genes from that MROI.
Our goal is to identify the genomic features such as the protein coding genes, long intervening noncoding RNA
(lincRNA) genes, microRNA (miRNA) genes, Ribosomal ribonucleic acid (rRNA) genes, small nucleolar RNA
(snoRNA) genes, and small nuclear RNA (snRNA) genes. The distance threshold for the MROI position to the
genomic region was set to 10,000 bps. An MROI can be in the upstream/downstream region, or it can fall into a gene.
GenomeForest
In machine learning, an ensemble is a set of k base classifier models (M1, M2, M3,…., Mk) for the purpose of creating
an improved composite classification model (M). A set of k training datasets (D1, D2, D3,…., Dk) are created from the
master dataset (D), where Mi is created by training a classifier model on Di (1 ≤ i ≤ k). For classifying a new data tuple,
the ensemble model M generates a class prediction based on the votes of the base classifiers. We developed an
ensemble method called GenomeForest (Figure 1), in which each of the classifier is a decision tree classifier
representing a classification model for each pair of chromosomes (up to 23) so that the collection is a forest
representing the whole genome. C4.522 is a popular algorithm for decision tree construction that uses entropy
minimization or information gain for attribute selection criteria. We used an improved version of C4.5 (called
C5.0/see523) for constructing the decision tree in this study. Confidence factor is used as a parameter for tree pruning
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in C5.0. The default value for confidence factor is 25% or 0.25. If the value of confidence factor is smaller than 0.25,
it causes more pruning and vice versa.
In GenomeForest, given a whole genome sequencing dataset (D), up to 23 training datasets (DChr1, DChr2,…….., DChr22,
DChrX) are created by partitioning the dataset, D, in which a training dataset DChrN (where N in ChrN is the chromosome
number 1, 2, 3,….., 22, and X) contains the attributes corresponding to chromosome N. A decision tree model DTChrN
is trained by using a training dataset DChrN. A composite prediction score (PS) for each class is calculated by using
voting (score for each DTChrN model is 1) or weighted by various performance measures such as accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, precision, F1 score, area under the curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristics graph, and Matthews
correlation coefficient (MCC). The final predicted class (PC) for a new data tuple is the class with the highest total
prediction score. There are two class labels (endometriosis vs. control) in our transcriptomics and methylomics
datasets. As such, the formula for calculating the composite or total prediction scores for the endometriosis and the
control classes are presented in Formulas 1 and 2. Formula 3 identifies the final predicted class.
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜 =

(𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝐶(𝐷𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑁 ) == 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜 ) 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑆(𝐷𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑁 ) 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 0)

∑

(1)

𝑁=1 𝑡𝑜 22 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑋

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 =

∑

(𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝐶(𝐷𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑁 ) == 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 ) 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑆(𝐷𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑁 ) 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 0)

(2)

𝑁=1 𝑡𝑜 22 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑋

𝑖𝑓 (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜 ≥ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 ), 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝐶 = 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝐶 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡

(3)

Cross Validation and Model Performance
For model validation and comparing results between the experiments (described below), we applied the leave-one-out
cross validation for computing the performance measures. This ensures two things: (1) the record used for model
validation is not used for model construction, and (2) all records are used for model validation. This technique is useful
for dataset with smaller number of samples such as in our study. The final model is constructed using all records. We
computed several model performance measures: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1 score, Matthews
correlation coefficient (MCC), and area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC); the leave-one-out
cross validation approach was used for calculating these measures.

Figure 1. GenomeForest – an Ensemble of Decision Trees Representing Classifier for Each Chromosome for a Whole
Genome Sequencing Dataset
Machine Learning Experimental Approach
We performed six different experiments using the GenomeForest ensemble classifier as shown in Table 1.
Performance measures of each model were computed using the cross-validation approach described above. We used
the default value of confidence factor (0.25) so that the decision tree is optimally pruned. For each of the
GenomeForest experiment, we applied seven different criteria (such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1
score, MCC, and AUC) for ranking the decision tree models (DTChrN), used the highest ranked models (topN = 1, 2,
3,……, 23) in the ensemble process, and eight different criteria for scoring (including accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
precision, F1 score, MCC, AUC and voting). This experimental approach produced up to 1,288 (7 x 23 x 8)
GenomeForest ensemble models for each category of GenomeForest experimental approach as listed in Table 1.
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In experiment (1-3) (Table 1), we applied different normalization techniques on the raw read counts of
genes/methylated regions and then applied GenomeForest. In experiment (4-6), differential analysis using GLM was
performed first on each partitions of the dataset (DChrN) to reduce features, such as genes in the transcriptomics data
and genomic regions in the methylated data. After that, we applied different normalization techniques on the raw read
counts of differential genes/methylated regions and then applied GenomeForest.
Table 1. Machine Learning Experimental Approach using GenomeForest
Experiment Name

Experiment Name

Experiment Name

(1) TMM + GenomeForest

(3) vNorm + GenomeForest

(5) qNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

(2) qNorm + GenomeForest

(4) TMM + GLM + GenomeForest

(6) vNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

The datasets were filtered for low read count genes for the transcriptomics datasets and for low read count methylated
regions for the methylomics dataset. For the transcriptomics dataset, GenomeForest experiments were conducted in
two scenarios: (a) all genes including protein coding, lincRNA gene, miRNA gene, rRNA gene, etc. are present in the
dataset, and (b) only protein coding genes are present in the dataset. For the methylomics dataset, all methylated
regions except lower read counts were present.
The results of the six experiments using the GenomeForest models were compared with the same set of experiments
using the regular decision tree models as well as three machine learning models using an enhanced algorithm for
detecting biomarkers named Biosigner24; the models in Biosigner include Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis
(PLSDA), Random Forest (RF), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Biosigner is an enhanced algorithm for
detecting biomarkers. The details of the work on same dataset using decision tree and Biosigner experiments were
published in Akter et al. (2019)18.
Results
Transcriptomics GenomeForest Results
After pre-processing of the 38 RNA-seq data, we created a dataset containing the read counts of 58,050 genes in which
18,852 genes were protein-coding. After filtering for low count genes, 14,154 genes were included in the dataset in
which 11,687 of them were protein coding genes.
We applied the six experimental approaches using the ensemble-based GenomeForest algorithm on both protein
coding and non-protein coding genes (denoted as “all genes” in this article) that includes 14,154 genes and on protein
coding genes only that includes 11,687 genes. For each experimental approach, we created up to 1,288 GenomeForest
models for various combinations of ranking matrices, value of topN and scoring matrices as described in the Method
section. Out of the up to 1,288 GenomeForest models in each experimental approach, the performance measures of
one of the best GenomeForest model are presented in Table 2. Within the six experimental approaches using all genes,
the best performance was obtained for the “qNorm + GenomeForest” experiment by using the top 18 decision tree
models (DTChrN) ranked by the sensitivity measures and using precision as the scoring criteria. This experiment
achieved the accuracy of 94.7%, sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 90.9%, precision of 88.9%, F1 score of 0.941 and
the MCC of 0.899. Within the six experimental approaches using protein coding genes, the best performance was
obtained for the “vNorm + GenomeForest” experiment by using all 23 decision tree models (DTChrN) and using F1
score as the scoring criteria. This experiment achieved the accuracy of 97.4%, sensitivity of 93.8%, specificity of
100%, precision of 100%, F1 score of 0.968 and MCC of 0.947. A total of 73 genes were identified by the individual
decision tree models across all 23 pairs of chromosomes from the “vNorm + GenomeForest” experiment using the
protein coding genes and three of these were differentially expressed and downregulated. We compared these 73 genes
with the gene list found from the decision tree and Biosigner models in our previous study18; NOTCH3, B4GALNT1
and GTF3C5 were found common between GenomeForest and decision tree genes. All three genes were found
downregulated in the differential analysis. Only NOTCH3 was found common between GenomeForest and Biosigner.
Table 2. GenomeForest Performance Measures Using Transcriptomics Data
Gene Feature
Set

Experiment Name

topN

Ranking
Metric
Name

Scoring
Metric
Name

All

TMM + GenomeForest

23

NA

F1 Score

0.895

0.938

0.864

0.833

0.882

0.792

All

qNorm + GenomeForest

18

Sensitivity Precision

0.947

1.000

0.909

0.889

0.941

0.899
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Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 Score MCC

All

vNorm + GenomeForest

21

AUC

AUC

0.947

0.938

0.955

0.938

0.938

0.892

All

TMM + GLM + GenomeForest

1

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.737

0.813

0.682

0.650

0.722

0.489

All

qNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

1

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.816

0.813

0.818

0.765

0.788

0.626

All

vNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

1

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.816

0.813

0.818

0.765

0.788

0.626

Protein Coding

TMM + GenomeForest

18

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.947

1.000

0.909

0.889

0.941

0.899

Protein Coding

qNorm + GenomeForest

23

NA

MCC

0.947

1.000

0.909

0.889

0.941

0.899

Protein Coding

vNorm + GenomeForest

23

NA

F1 Score

0.974

0.938

1.000

1.000

0.968

0.947

Protein Coding TMM + GLM + GenomeForest

2

F1 Score

Voting

0.895

1.000

0.818

0.800

0.889

0.809

Protein Coding qNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

2

MCC

Voting

0.842

0.938

0.773

0.750

0.833

0.702

Protein Coding vNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

5

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.868

0.813

0.909

0.867

0.839

0.729
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Figure 2. Performance Comparisons Using All Genes of the Transcriptomics Dataset
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Figure 3. Performance Comparisons Using the Protein Coding Genes of the Transcriptomics Dataset
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Performance Comparisons of Models Using Transcriptomics Data
We have compared the performance of GenomeForest with our earlier machine learning classifier18 applied on the
same dataset. A bar chart comparison of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for experiments using all genes are
presented in Figure 2. In this scenario, the “qNorm + GLM + GenomeForest” and “vNorm + GLM + GenomeForest”
experiments have a balanced accuracy, sensitivity and specificity but does not outperform all of the experiments. The
“qNorm + GenomeForest” experiment produced the highest accuracy and specificity among all the experiments and
outperformed all of the experiments by F1 score and MCC. A bar chart comparison of accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity for experiments using the protein coding genes are presented in Figure 3. In this scenario, the “Biosigner
(SVM)” method has a balanced accuracy, sensitivity and specificity but does not outperform all of the experiments.
The “vNorm + GenomeForest” experiment produced the highest accuracy and sensitivity among all of the experiments
and outperformed all experiments based on F1 score and MCC. In both scenarios, GLM was useful for improving the
overall performance in case of the decision tree application but GenomeForest was able to produce the best
performance without using GLM.
Methylomics GenomeForest Results
We had 80 enrichment-based DNA-methylation (MBD-seq) samples where 77 samples met the quality control criteria
(35 controls and 42 endometriosis). After pre-processing the data, we created a dataset containing the read counts of
3,088,281 methylated regions. After applying filtering criteria for lower read counts, 2,577,382 methylated regions
were included in the dataset for further analysis.
We applied the six experimental approaches using the ensemble-based GenomeForest algorithm on the methylomics
dataset that includes 2,577,382 methylated regions. For each experimental approach, we created up to 1,288
GenomeForest models for various combination of ranking matrices, values of topN and scoring matrices as described
in the Method section. Out of the up to 1,288 GenomeForest models in each experimental approach, the performance
measures of one the best GenomeForest model is presented in Table 3. Within the six experimental approaches, the
best performance was obtained for both “qNorm + GenomeForest” and “vNorm + GenomeForest” experiments by
using the top 22 decision tree models (DTChrN) ranked by the F1 score and also using F1 score as the scoring criteria.
Both experiments achieved the accuracy of 90.9%, sensitivity of 92.9%, specificity of 88.6%, precision of 90.7%, F1
score of 0.918 and the MCC of 0.817. A total of 109 MROIs were identified by the individual decision tree models
across all 23 pairs of chromosomes from the “qNorm + GenomeForest” experiment. We found 24 genes within the
distance of 10,000 bps from those 109 MROIs, in which the biotypes of the genes were as follows: protein coding
(n=7), lincRNA (n=3), antisense (n=3), sense intronic (n=1), snoRNA (n=1), snRNA (n=2), and pseudogene (n=7).
The location of the regions from the genes were upstream (n=15), downstream (n=4) or overlapping (n=5). We
compared these 24 genes with the gene list found from the decision tree models18 and found MFSD14B to be common.
Performance Comparisons of Models Using Methylomics Data
We have compared the performance of GenomeForest with our earlier machine learning classifier18 applied on the
same dataset. A bar chart comparison of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for experiments using the methylomics
dataset are presented in Figure 4. The “qNorm + GLM + GenomeForest”, and “vNorm + GLM + GenomeForest”
experiments have a balanced accuracy, sensitivity and specificity but does not outperform all of the experiments. Both
the “qNorm + GenomeForest” and “vNorm + GenomeForest” experiments produced the highest accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity among all the experiments and outperformed all of the experiments by F1 score and MCC. In our earlier
study, we have shown that GLM was useful to improve the overall performance in case of decision tree application18
but GenomeForest was able to produce the best performance without the help of GLM.
Table 3. GenomeForest Performance Measures Using Methylomics Data by Leave-One-Out Cross Validation
Ranking
Scoring Metric
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 Score MCC
Metric Name
Name

Experiment Name

topN

TMM + GenomeForest

23

Accuracy

Accuracy

0.870

0.929

0.800

0.848

0.886

0.740

qNorm + GenomeForest

22

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.909

0.929

0.886

0.907

0.918

0.817

vNorm + GenomeForest

22

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.909

0.929

0.886

0.907

0.918

0.817

TMM + GLM + GenomeForest

2

Specificity

Voting

0.831

0.881

0.771

0.822

0.851

0.659

qNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

7

AUC

AUC

0.818

0.810

0.829

0.850

0.829

0.636

vNorm + GLM + GenomeForest

1

F1 Score

F1 Score

0.792

0.810

0.771

0.810

0.810

0.581
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Figure 4. Performance Comparisons Using the Methylomics Dataset
Discussion
This work achieves our aim of broadly evaluating the newly developed ensemble approach, named GenomeForest,
under different experimental scenarios. Also, we have successfully shown that it can improve model performances in
classifying endometriosis and control samples using whole genome transcriptomics and methylomics data. Our newly
proposed classifier outperforms various machine learning classifier algorithms (decision tree and Biosigner) on the
same datasets that have been published earlier18.
First, the ensemble technique can achieve a high classification accuracy. For whole genome sequencing data, we
applied a logical partitioning approach based on each chromosome. We trained decision tree models on each
chromosomal partition of the dataset and developed an ensemble approach for creating a composite collection of a
forest model consisting of a set of decision trees representing the whole genome. We named this ensemble
classification algorithm as GenomeForest. We experimented with various ranking and scoring techniques using
GenomeForest and found that F1 score is best for both ranking and scoring. This model was able to outperform its
counterpart.
Second, differential analysis using the GLM is widely used to identify the DEGs from the transcriptomics datasets
and DMRs from the methylomics datasets. In our previous work18, we have shown that differential analysis was useful
for improving the performance of decision tree application by reducing the features (genes/genomic regions).
However, in this work, we have shown that GenomeForest was able to produce the best performance without the help
of differential analysis. We also evaluated different normalization techniques as a classifier’s performance may vary
depending on the normalization techniques. We found that qNorm performed the best when all genes were considered
and vNorm performed the best when only the protein-coding genes were considered in the transcriptomics dataset.
For the methylomics dataset, both qNorm and vNorm normalizations performed the best in the GenomeForest
application.
Third, the ensemble machine learning classifiers can be trained for creating highly accurate models for classifying
endometriosis with high sensitivity and specificity thus creating the opportunity for precision medicine application for
endometriosis. Mainly because of the complexity in diagnosis techniques, there is a delay from symptom onset to
diagnosis ranging from 4 to 11 years which is very high. The ensemble machine learning models in this study achieved
a very high F1 score; a near perfect F1 score (0.968) for the transcriptomics dataset and a very high F1 score (0.918)
for the methylomics dataset. Although the predicted markers require further experimental and clinical validations, we
hope in the future a less invasive biopsy can be used to diagnose endometriosis using ensemble machine learning
classifiers-based findings as demonstrated in this study.
Fourth, we experimented if ensemble of a few top ranked chromosomes (ranked by different performance measures)
could classify the disease samples from the controls. We observed that the best ensemble model used various numbers
of decision tree models in different scenarios: (a) for the transcriptomic dataset using all genes, the best ensemble
model was created using top 18 chromosomes ranked by sensitivity and scored by precision, (b) for the transcriptomic
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dataset using protein coding genes only, the best ensemble model was created using all chromosomes, (c) for the
methylation data, the best model was created using the top 22 chromosomes ranked and scored by F1. Therefore, we
concluded that instead of using few chromosomes, ensemble of most of the chromosomes in the GenomeForest could
give us the best classification model.
Fifth, GenomeForest can assist in the identification of candidate biomarkers of endometriosis using transcriptomics
and methylomics data. In our previous study, we discussed the candidate biomarker genes of endometriosis extracted
from decision tree and Biosigner models18. All the machine learning models (GenomeForest, decision tree and
Biosigner) have identified NOTCH3 as a candidate biomarker. It is also differentially expressed and downregulated
in our study. The NOTCH3 signaling may play a major role in oncogenesis, tumor maintenance, and resistance to
chemotherapy25. NOTCH3 is associated with breast cancer development26 and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
(PDAC)27, lung carcinogenesis28 and endometrial carcinoma29. Dysregulation and decrease in NOTCH signaling
pathway is also associated with endometriosis30,31. B4GALNT1 and GTF3C5 were identified by the decision tree18 and
GenomeForest experiments. Trimarchi et al. (2017) identified B4GALNT1 to be related to endometrial cancer32.
B4GALNT1 is associated with two pathways: Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - ganglio series and Sphingolipid
metabolism, and diseases named Spastic Paraplegia 26 and autosomal recessive. GTF3C5 was reported as
differentially expressed between endometrioid endometrial cancer and non-endometrioid endometrial cancer33. Some
other candidate biomarker genes are also related to different types of cancer. For example, ZBTB8A may be involved
in gastric carcinoma, gastric adenocarcinoma cell differentiation, cancer invasion and metastasis34. Aghajanova et al.
(2011) identified H1FX to be differentially expressed in the comparison of severe versus mild endometriosis samples
in the mid-secretory phase endometrium35. Other known functions of H1FX are Cancer, Cell-To-Cell Signaling and
Interaction, and Skeletal and Muscular Disorders. AIMP1 is a cytokine that is specifically induced by apoptosis, and
involved in the control of angiogenesis, inflammation, and wound healing. It is also involved in the stimulation of
inflammatory responses after proteolytic cleavage in tumor cells. Baek et al. (2018) identified KLC4 to be associated
with human lung cancer cell lines36. XRCC2 promotes colorectal cancer cell growth, regulates cell cycle progression,
and apoptosis37 and mutations in XRCC2 can increase the risk of breast cancer38. The aberrant expression of MED19
is involved in tumorigenesis and it promotes the proliferation of breast cancer39. Tamaresis et al. (2014) identified
NRXN3 to be differentially expressed in severe vs. mild endometriosis40. CELF2 was reported as a putative tumor
suppressor gene in colon cancer41. IL17RA plays a pathogenic role in many inflammatory and autoimmune diseases.
Bunch et al. (2011) reported that the expression of PGRMC1 is significantly decreased in the endometrium of women
with endometriosis42. Fang et al. (2011) suggested that abnormal HRH4 expression plays a role in the progression of
colorectal cancers43.
Lastly, the finding of many cancer and tumor associated genes using GenomeForest approach is consistent with our
previous findings using other machine learning classifiers18. Several studies investigated the relationship of
endometriosis with cancer. Sato et al. (2000) and Thomas et al. (2000) have found some cancer associated mutations
in endometriotic lesions44,45 and significant shared genetic correlation in both endometrial cancer and endometriosis46.
Some other studies have found that endometriosis patients are at a higher risk of developing several malignancies:
ovarian cancer, breast cancer, renal cancer, thyroid cancer and brain tumor47. Both cancer and endometriosis have
some similar characteristics: metastasis, angiogenesis and resistance to apoptosis. However, only endometriosis is
considered to be a benign condition. More genomic studies are needed to investigate the association of endometriosis
with cancer.
In summary, this study demonstrated that GenomeForest, an ensemble machine learning classifier, is a robust and
reliable approach for classifying endometriosis using transcriptomics or methylomics data. We concluded that an
appropriate GenomeForest diagnostic pipeline for endometriosis should use (a) either transcriptomics or methylomics
data, (b) vNorm for protein-coding genes, qNorm for all genes and either qNorm or vNorm for the methylomics data,
(c) chromosomal partitioning with ensemble of decision trees for greatest increase in classification performance, (d)
no differential analysis is necessary for feature reduction, and (e) F1 score for both ranking of the individual models
and generating the composite score. The conclusion was made based on the use case of endometriosis classification
in this study. Further study is needed to generalize the results across multiple disease classification cases. Also,
development of prediction classification models for endometriosis and other diseases using integrated multi-omics
data would be an interesting investigation.
Data Availability
The datasets generated for this study can be found
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE134052;
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE134056.
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Abstract
The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine is the most effective way to prevent HPV-related cancers. Integrating
provider vaccine counseling is crucial to improving HPV vaccine completion rates. Automating the counseling
experience through a conversational agent could help improve HPV vaccine coverage and reduce the burden of
vaccine counseling for providers. In a previous study, we tested a simulated conversational agent that provided HPV
vaccine counseling for parents using the Wizard of OZ protocol. In the current study, we assessed the conversational
agent among young college adults (n=24), a population that may have missed the HPV vaccine during their
adolescence when vaccination is recommended. We also administered surveys for system and voice usability, and for
health beliefs concerning the HPV vaccine. Participants perceived the agent to have high usability that is slightly
better or equivalent to other voice interactive interfaces, and there is some evidence that the agent impacted their
beliefs concerning the harms, uncertainty, and risk denials for the HPV vaccine. Overall, this study demonstrates the
potential for conversational agents to be an impactful tool for health promotion endeavors.
Introduction
High-risk types of human papillomavirus (HPV) can lead to serious cancers in adults – including cervical, penile, head
and neck, and several others. The most effective method to protect against HPV-related cancers is the HPV vaccine,
which has been proven to protect against exposure to this virus1. Unfortunately, HPV vaccination rates continue to be
lower than the targeted goal of 80%2. One predictive study mentioned that if at least 70% of the population were to
receive the HPV vaccine, up to 6 million deaths could be prevented. One key tactic to increase the rate of HPV
vaccination is patient-provider communication3, 4. In several studies, patient-provider communication has resulted in
an effect on HPV vaccine uptake, as many patients and consumers prefer to discuss the HPV vaccine with their
provider to make a decision5-10. Furthermore, patient-provider communication is a method endorsed by the President’s
Cancer Council to improve HPV vaccination rates11.
The practice of patient-centered care has risen to prominence in recent years. Traditional medical care is physiciancentered, in which physicians are seen to hold positions of authority over patients, but under the patient-centered
approach, the patient’s needs, feelings, concerns, and expectations are prioritized. This enables the physician to fully
understand the patient’s perspective to provide the best care possible. Effective communication between providers
and patients is critical to facilitate exchange of information necessary for diagnosis and treatment while establishing
mutual trust, involving both instrumental and affective behaviors.
Instrumental communication fulfills a patient’s “need to know and understand,” while affective communication fulfills
a patient’s “need to feel known and understood”12. More specifically, instrumental communication involves asking
the patient questions about their symptoms, informing them of a diagnosis and treatment options, and discussing
possible side effects. Meanwhile, affective communication involves being open and honest, expressing empathy, and
addressing the patient by name—above all, viewing the patient as a person, rather than just a medical case. Only 7%
of affective communication is verbal; non-verbal cues include tone of voice, eye contact, facial expressions, body
language, and physical proximity13. Patients are extremely sensitive to these cues and may question their physician’s
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genuineness if their verbal utterances seem inconsistent with their non-verbal behaviors (such as if the physician was
withholding information about the severity and prognosis of the disease).
There are many positive effects of providing patient-centered care through instrumental and affective communication.
These outcomes include increased patient satisfaction and understanding, which depend greatly on non-verbal
affective behavior of physicians such as physical proximity14. On the other hand, dominant and controlling behaviors,
such as frequent interruption to overshadow the patient in conversation, result in decreased patient satisfaction15. A
physician may underestimate their patient’s desire for information or fail to adequately communicate this information
by using medical terms instead of everyday language, which may cause misunderstandings and lead to patient
dissatisfaction and non-compliance. Additionally, patient-centered care is empowering; cancer patients who were
given the opportunity to participate in decision-making about their treatment experienced higher quality of life and
less anxiety16.
Moreover, research has shown that the patient-centered approach produces optimal health outcomes, which is the
ultimate aim of medical care. This may occur through direct or indirect pathways; for instance, clear communication
would facilitate mutual understanding and trust, which could increase patient adherence and improve their condition17.
Better-quality communication during history-taking and discussion of management plan is associated with symptom
resolution, pain control, and physiological measures such as blood pressure and blood sugar level18. When patients
perceive that their visit was patient-centered—especially if they found common ground with the physician for their
management plan—they experienced better physical and emotional health19. Also, diagnostic tests and referrals two
months after the visit were half as frequent if it was perceived to be patient-centered, which indicates increased
efficiency of care.
Another important perspective to consider is that the implementation of patient-centered care addresses racial, ethnic,
and socioeconomic disparities and improves access to health care for disadvantaged populations. These patient
populations tend to ask fewer questions during visits and have lower health literacy, which often leads to worse
outcomes20-22; for this reason, it is especially important to prioritize their perspective and help them fully understand
their condition and treatment23, 24. Patients who lack health insurance and a consistent health care provider, or who
have negative perceptions of their general health, also tend to rate provider-patient communication more
unfavorably25. As these patients are most in need of effective communication with their physicians, open discussion
should be encouraged to engage with them and help them access health services and community resources17.
Despite the benefits of patient-centered communication, most physicians do not receive adequate training to develop
these communication skills, which tend to deteriorate over time26, 27. In fact, complaints about clinical care typically
arise due to poor communication, rather than technical competency issues. Common reasons for malpractice claims
in the United States involve inadequate explanation of diagnosis or treatment and patients feeling ignored, devalued,
or rushed28. Meanwhile, physicians tend to overestimate their communication skills: for instance, in a national survey
conducted by the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons, 75% of orthopedic surgeons reported satisfactory
communication with patients, but only 21% of patients reported satisfactory communication with their surgeons29.
One potential concern of patient-centered care is that physicians “responding to every whim of the patient” may
increase expenses to the health care system19. However, physicians with a more patient-centered communication style
actually have fewer standardized diagnostic testing expenditures, as well as total standardized expenditures30. While
these physicians tend to have longer visits with patients, there was no relationship between visit length and costs after
adjusting for patient-centered communication scores. Nevertheless, longer visits are associated with preventive
services, such as vaccination28. When recommending vaccines to patients, applying patient-centered communication
is especially important to fully address their perceptions and concerns about vaccination, thereby promoting a shared
understanding between physicians and patients that is essential for highly individualized clinical discourse.
The quality of a provider’s recommendations for the HPV vaccine may have an impact on parents’ decisions to
vaccinate their children. For example, weak recommendations for the HPV vaccine are correlated with a lower
likelihood of getting the HPV vaccine 31, 32. A national survey also revealed hesitancy to recommend the vaccine and
inconsistent recommendations among providers33. Some studies have found that one-third to one-half of eligible
patients do not receive any recommendation for the HPV vaccine from their provider 3, 32. Time constraints may also
prevent providers from thoroughly discussing the HPV vaccine with their patients34, 35.
The rising use of speech technology among consumers may open doors for patient-provider communication. Speechbased dialogue systems are software agents that carry discourse with a user involving several speech turns. We propose
the possibility of automated discourse that could mimic the dialogue interaction between the patient and provider and
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respond consistently to each patient. This could inspire the patient to initiate discussion about the HPV vaccine, while
offsetting some of the communication responsibilities of the provider by preparing the patient to ask specific questions
and discuss their decision in detail when they see their provider. Some studies have also noted that young adults want
to discuss their vaccination decisions with providers36, 37, have misconceptions of the HPV vaccine and HPV38, and
are at high risk for HPV infection39, 40. Also, the younger demographic may have different informational needs
compared to adults, such as the emphasis of sexual health practices to prevent HPV transmission. As such, an
automated dialogue system may help in tailoring the discourse for individual users.
In a previous study41, we performed an initial usability trial on using a conversational agent for HPV vaccine
counseling among parents with at least one child under 18. The trial was conducted using the Wizard of OZ protocol
that simulates natural language interface tools for agents or robots with a human operator (“wizard”) in a remote area
that is directing dialogue interaction of the machine42. The overall takeaway, despite some limitations on the speed of
the “wizard” responses and the stoic speech, was receptiveness towards the ease of use and features of the agent,
including interactivity of the dialogue and real-time question answering, useful information, and clarity of
communication.
In this study, we applied the same procedure on a sample of college-aged adults at a Texas public university. HPV
vaccination rates in Texas are much lower than in the rest of the United States (32.9% - 26.6% for boys and 39.7%
for girls)43. This time, we collected more detailed data, including perceived beliefs of the HPV vaccine and responses
from validated usability surveys. One aspect we were interested in exploring was how an agent would fare with similar
systems that employed a voice interface, which would provide feedback critical to evaluate the effectiveness of the
design of our HPV conversational agent. Furthermore, we wanted to know the potential impact of a conversational
agent on vaccine uptake, which is a cue to action that may be predicted by health beliefs44. If there is some early
evidence that a conversational agent may have a positive impact on health beliefs, this may warrant further study.
Therefore, we propose the following questions:
•

RQ1: What is the overall usability of a simulated conversational agent compared to the usability of most
interactive voice user interfaces?

•

RQ2: Are there any correlations of the usability of the conversational agent with the various users’ perceived
beliefs towards the HPV vaccine?

•

RQ3: Could a conversational agent for the HPV vaccine improve users’ perceived beliefs?

Methods
Participants were recruited from an undergraduate participant pool at Texas A&M University- College Station
(TAMU) and chose to participate for an extra credit in a public speaking course1. Potential participants were young
adults between the ages of 18 to 26. Out of 25 total participants, 11 were females and 14 were males, and the average
age was 20 years. The majority were white (n=19) followed by Black (n=3), Hispanic (n=2) and Asian (n=1),
respectively. 8 participants reported receiving the HPV vaccine, 8 reported not receiving the HPV vaccine, and 9 could
not recall if they had received the vaccine. The study was conducted during the first week of April of 2019, utilizing
the Wizard of OZ protocol42 where the dialogue exchange is handled by a drone operator of the conversational agent
(designated as “Beverly”). During the study, 1 participant experienced technical difficulties and was removed from
analysis, resulting in a final sample size of 24.
Each participant was offered an explanation of the study (design, procedures, and risks) and was given time to ask
questions; they were told that their participation was voluntary and that they could withdraw from the study at any
time without negative consequence. If they agreed to participate, the study personnel obtained informed consent from
them and the participant entered a designated observation area on the TAMU campus with a simulated conversational
agent device (Wizard of OZ). The conversational agent, “Beverly,” initiated a conversation with the user and about
HPV and the HPV vaccine for 20-30 minutes. The drone operator utilized a script designed by study personnel to
counsel on the HPV vaccine41. After the simulated counseling information session, each participant completed surveys
to evaluate usability of the conversational agent and assess their health beliefs regarding the HPV vaccine.

1
The University of Texas Health Science Center’s Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects(HSC-SBMI19-0102), and Texas A & M University Human Research Protection Program (IRB2019-0118M) approved this
study.
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The surveys were modified from three instruments: the System Usability Survey (SUS)45, 46, the Speech User Interface
Service Quality (SUISQ)47, 48, and the Carolina HPV Immunization Attitude and Belief Scale (CHIAS)49. SUS is a
validated industry standard to provide a “quick and dirty” scoring for usability, with a rating between 0-100 derived
from 10 survey items. The SUS score can be interpreted by associating it with a letter grade (i.e. 80-89 = B, 70-79 =
C, etc.) or an adjective rating50, 51.
SUISQ is a 25-question survey developed specifically for interactive voice response applications based on four factors:
User Goal Orientation (8 items), Customer Service Behaviors (8 items), Speech Characteristics (5 items), and
Verbosity (4 items). User Goal Orientation describes the “system’s efficiency, user trust, confidence in the system,
and clarity of the speech interface.” Customer Service Behaviors involve “friendliness and politeness of the system,
its speaking pace, and its use of familiar terms.” Speech Characteristics refer to “naturalness and enthusiasm of the
system voice,” and Verbosity is the “talkativeness and repetitiveness of the system52.” Each item is on a Likert scale
between 1 to 7 (1 for strongly disagree to 7 for strongly agree). The factor scores are the mean of all items in each
category and an overall score is the mean of the factor scores (Verbosity mean is reversed).
CHIAS is a 16-item survey with four factors (Perceived Barriers, Harms, Effectiveness, and Uncertainty) that are
aligned with the health belief model44, a well-known health behavioral change model that has a long history in vaccine
uptake research. Survey items for Perceived Barriers relate to "barriers to HPV vaccination including cost and access
to a healthcare provider"49. Perceived Harms pertains to "perceived potential harms from the vaccine including health
problems"49. Perceived Effectiveness and Uncertainty survey items describe subjective notions of the "effectiveness
of HPV vaccine in protecting against genital warts and cervical cancer"49 and "not having enough information about
the HPV vaccine and perception of community vaccination norms"49, respectively. Each survey item is on a Likert
scale (1 for strongly disagree to 4 strongly agree). Lower ratings represent positive attitudes towards the HPV vaccine.
This survey has demonstrated stability of the factors to describe HPV vaccination attitudes over time. With the
exception of the Perceived Effectiveness factor, the other three factors have been attributed to parent HPV vaccination
intention and predicted HPV vaccination utilization of parents53. CHIAS is adaptable for young adults and has been
shown to have similar validity to the parent version54, 55. This version targeted for young adults includes one additional
factor called Risk Denial55, a factor relating to low perception of risk of the HPV infection. Two recent studies utilized
this variation of CHIAS on samples of a young population under 25. Kamimura and colleagues utilized the Risk Denial
and Benefit factors of the survey to measure differences between Vietnamese and United States college students56,
while Hanson and associates focused on and measured the Perceived Effectiveness, Uncertainty, and Harms factors
of the CHIAS model for their survey study57.
We utilized the same software system that we developed to provide speech dialogue interaction with a natural language
(NL) interface for the user41. The software was developed using iOS SDK for the tablet and Java for the desktop
application to remotely interact with the user through the tablet’s NL speech interface. We also employed the same
script in our previous trial, but we modified the language to reflect the target demographic. For example, a scripted
statement like “[i]f your child is vaccinated with the HPV vaccine it will protect against various HPV viruses which
causes many precancerous and cancerous lesions in males and females” became “if you are vaccinated with the HPV
vaccine...”
Results
We collected survey responses from patients using the aforementioned instruments (SUS, SUISQ, and CHIAS). For
four questions of the CHIAS survey, we reversed the scale to match the direction of the other CHIAS variables so that
higher scores were indicative of lower receptiveness for the HPV vaccine. For the SUS survey, we omitted the question
“I think I would like to use the system frequently,” because participants were unlikely to use the system again.
According to Lewis & Sauro analyses, removal of this question would not have a major impact on the statistical
validity of the SUS final score58. To compensate for the omitted question, we adjusted the SUS calculation58 because
we do not foresee this agent being used every day as a consumer tool. Rather, we envisioned the agent to be situated
in a clinical environment while the patient is waiting for their health care provider. Statistical analysis was completed
through IBM SPSS v25.
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RQ1: For the primary question regarding
overall usability, we computed a one sample ttest against a reported average SUS score for
voice interfaces, μ = 72 (n = 233)51. The
analysis produced a t-statistic of t(23)=1.627,
p=0.059. Overall, there is 94% confidence that
the system has a score above the industry mean
of 72. This would reveal that the conversational
agent had an on-par or a slightly above average
SUS score with industry-based interactive
voice interface systems.
We also looked at the differences between
users by vaccination status (See Figure 1). The
SUS overall score was higher among those that
Figure 1. SUS Scores among different vaccination statuses. Red
never had the vaccine (μ = 80) compared to
line is the average of all participants. Black line is the baseline
those that did have the HPV vaccine (μ = 77)
mean measure reported for interactive voice interface systems.
and those did not know if they had the HPV
vaccine (μ = 74). We also looked at the
attributes of individuals in relation to the SUS score to ascertain any association with the SUS Score. A Fisher Exact
Test (p = 0.54, 12.42) indicated a statistically marginally significant relationship between vaccination status and SUS
score. None of the other attributes such as school classification, parents’ income, etc. indicated any significance with
the SUS Score.
While the SUS survey has a history of being a valid measurement tool for quick usability scoring, the SUISQ survey
has yet to be as standardized as the SUS. We administered the SUISQ survey (See Table 1) in conjunction with SUS,
as recommended by Lewis59. We looked at the correlation between SUS and SUISQ to ascertain any significant
relationship. For the most part, there appears to be a positive correlation between SUS score and SUISQ score that is
moderately strong and statically significant (r=0.486, p=0.016). For the User Goal Orientation and Verbosity factors
of SUISQ, there also appears to be a strong, positive relationship with the SUS score (r=0.508, p=0.005 and r=0.627,
p=0.000, respectively). There is also a moderately positive correlation between Customer Service Behavior score and
SUS score (r=0.438, p=0.014).
RQ2: To answer RQ2, we investigated any correlations
Table 1. SUISQ Factor means and overall score.
for usability with the participants’ beliefs of the HPV
vaccine. In comparing those who reported to not have
SUISQ Factor
Mean (SD), n=24
received the HPV vaccine with those who reported to
have received the HPV vaccine, we calculated the
User Goal Orientation
4.69 (0.96)
Spearman rank correlation. Among those that reported
Customer Service Behavior
6.09 (0.60)
to not have received the HPV vaccine, there was a
strong inverse relationship (i.e., a lower CHIAS rating
Speech Characteristics
3.10 (1.29)
indicates a greater propensity for the HPV vaccine)
Verbosity (reversed)
3.26 (1.03)
between SUISQ and the Perceived Effectiveness
construct, which was statistically significant (rs= -.711,
SUISQ Overall Score
4.29 (0.75)
p=0.037). There was also a strong inverse relationship
between the Verbosity factor of SUISQ and the
Perceived Uncertainty construct for the CHIAS, which was statistically significant (rs= -0.874, p=0.05). Among those
that reported to have received the HPV vaccine, there was a strong inverse relationship between the overall SUISQ
score and the Perceived Barriers and Perceived Effectiveness constructs, which were statistically significant (rs= 0.639, p=0.044 and rs= -0.655, p=0.039, respectively). In addition, there was a strong inverse relationship between
the Verbosity factor of SUISQ and the Perceived Effectiveness construct, which was statistically significant (rs= 0.764, p=0.014).
RQ3: Lastly, we investigated if there was any improvement in the users’ perception of the HPV vaccine compared
to samples from published studies conducted by Kamimura et al.56 and Hanson et al.57. We re-scaled our collected
CHIAS data to match the scales for Kamimura’s and Hanson’s CHIAS data – a 5-point and 11-point scale,
respectively. Then we computed a one-sample t-test with the means of the CHIAS factors using the CHIAS factors
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of the aforementioned studies. Table 2 summarizes our results where the green signifies statistical significance, gray
signifies marginal statistical significance and red signifies no statistical significance.
There appears to be better beliefs and perceptions with Risk Denial (μ =1.41, p=0.00), Perceived Harms (μ =1.92,
p=0.00) and Perceived Uncertainty (μ =2.13, p=0.00) among the individuals who interacted with our conversational
agent. There was some improvement if accounting for the marginally statistical significance with Perceived Barriers
(μ =1.94, p=0.09). There was no evidence of improvement with Perceived Effectiveness despite a better rating (μ
=3.82, p=0.26).
Table 2. Comparison of previous studies’ means of CHIAS constructs between agent and published studies.
Lower values for CHIAS indicate positive attitudes in favor of the HPV vaccine. Green rows indicate statistical
significance, gray rows represent marginally statistical significance, and red represents no statistical significance.
Adjusted p-value calculated with Holm-Bonferroni using alpha level of .05. ±Kamimura, et, al.,+Hanson, et, al.
CHIAS Construct

Agent + CHIAS

CHIAS

p-value

adjusted p-value

Perceived Barriers

1.94

2.33 (n=437)±

0.09

.0125

Risk Denial

1.41

2.00 (n=437)

0.00

.01

Perceived Harms

1.92

3.5 (n=108)+

0.00

.01

Perceived Effectiveness

3.82

4.3 (n=108)

0.26

.02

Perceived Uncertainty

2.13

4.8 (n=108)

0.00

.01

Discussion
This second attempt at the Wizard of OZ experiment was performed on young adults who are also potential targets
for the HPV vaccine, considering the recently expanded approval of the vaccine for adults up to 45 years of age60. In
this study, we administered a more detailed usability survey involving the System Usability Scale (SUS) and Speech
User Interface Service Quality (SUISQ). SUS is a general usability measurement scale based on 10 Likert scaled
questions that has proven reliability. While SUISQ is a more robust usability survey for voice user interfaces, it has
yet to achieve the reliability of the SUS. Together they may provide further validation support for SUISQ59. We also
administered a health belief model survey, the Carolina HPV Immunization Attitudes and Beliefs Scale (CHIAS), that
was tailored for young adults55 to see if there were any correlations between the health belief constructs and usability
variables. We compared the means for each of the constructs with those from previous studies that used this modified
survey for a younger population56, 57.
RQ1: The overall usability (i.e. satisfaction, effectiveness, and efficiency), measured through the SUS score, indicated
the conversational agent had average to slightly better scores than many of the interactive voice interface systems (a
SUS score of 77 versus 72; 94% confidence). Additionally, there was a marginally statistically significant relationship
between SUS score and HPV vaccination status. There were slight variations of the SUS score among the different
users in comparing those that had received the HPV vaccine (SUS score of 77) with those that did not know if they
had received the vaccine (SUS score of 74). The individuals that never received the HPV vaccine rated the system
high at 80. This score indicates that this tool could be effective for individual users who had never received the HPV
vaccine and could perhaps inform and encourage them better than other paper-based methods. With a small sample
size, we can conclude that there is preliminary evidence that our conversational agent (while simulated) has a strong
usability for people who never received the HPV vaccine. In the future, we can further analyze why those that didn’t
know if they received the HPV vaccine scored lower and perhaps look into methods to improve SUS scores among
this group of individuals.
RQ2: Lower values for the health belief ratings indicated a propensity for the HPV vaccine. Therefore, we sought any
statistical significance showing an inverse relationship between the CHIAS constructs and usability factors. No
significant relationship exists between SUS and the CHIAS constructs, but there are some statistically significant
relationships between the SUISQ factors and the CHIAS constructs. Among the individuals who never received the
HPV vaccine, there was a strong inverse relationship between SUISQ Overall Score and Perceived Effectiveness of
the HPV vaccine. This would indicate that unvaccinated participants who liked the conversational agent are more
likely to believe that the HPV vaccine is effective and consider getting vaccinated. Within that same group, the
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Verbosity factor — measuring how repetitive and talkative the agent is — had a significant inverse relationship with
the Perceived Uncertainty construct. For background, the Verbosity score was reversed for analysis, so a high
Verbosity score indicated low repetitiveness and talkativeness of the agent. Perceived Uncertainty represents
sufficiency of information concerning the HPV vaccine. What we gather from our preliminary results for the
relationship between Verbosity and Perceived Uncertainty is that the content and information related to the vaccine
and HPV-related diseases that was spoken by the system was not deemed meaningless and was adequate for the user.
Of interest, the individuals who reported to have received the HPV vaccine also shared the same relationship pairing
— Verbosity ≈ Perceived Uncertainty, and Overall SUISQ ≈ Perceived Effectiveness. Also, SUISQ had a significant
relationship with the Perceived Uncertainty and Perceived Barriers constructs. The Perceived Barriers rating reveals
any external challenges that could impede obtaining the HPV vaccine. Since individuals reported having the HPV
vaccine, it is clear they overcame any barriers that could have prevented them from obtaining the HPV vaccine. The
various relationships with several variables are more likely due to them already having the HPV vaccine, since the
SUISQ overall score was associated with three of the five CHIAS constructs.
RQ3: When we analyzed the Carolina HPV Immunization Attitudes and Beliefs Scale (CHIAS) user data with the
CHIAS mean results from other published studies that used the same survey56, 57, there was a statistical difference (i.e.,
improvement) with various means of the constructs from the CHIAS. Aside from the Perceived Effectiveness
construct, there was also a marginally significant statistical difference with the Perceived Barriers construct. In absence
of a true control group, there is some evidence of impact on health beliefs and perceptions of the HPV vaccine as a
result of using a conversational agent for the HPV vaccine.
Limitations: This study has several important limitations. The most significant limitation is that the study lacked a
control group. Because we needed to have as many participants as possible to provide stronger analysis of the results,
we had all of the participants interact with the conversational agent and used the means data for some of the constructs
to compare with existing studies. Also, with the lack of resources and time (and the nature of human computerinteraction studies), the sample size was relatively small and is not generalizable to a larger population. With a larger
sample size, some of the marginally significant statistical findings could have had more validity. Among those that
reported not knowing whether they received the HPV vaccine, no significant inverse relationship with any of the
variables existed, so we need to investigate why this was the case. It might be possible that they have low health
literacy, but we cannot be certain unless we measure their health literacy skills. It may also be due to their lack of
interest in their personal health, in which case a tailored dialogue intervention may be needed for this group. Another
limitation is that the age group recruited through this study (young adults) may differs from another intended
demographic who will use our conversational agent, namely parents of pediatric patients. Although parents were
receptive to the usability of the conversational agent in a previous study41, we have not yet gathered data on their
beliefs towards the HPV vaccine, which may not necessarily be the same as those of college-aged adults.
Conclusion
Overall, based on the initial analysis, we conclude that our initial design for a conversational agent for the HPV vaccine
is robust and likely to be consistent with industry standards. Future assessments with a larger, more diverse population
would allow us to further validate the usability and likeability of our conversational agent. Also, the usability may
have some correlation with the health beliefs of its users as it relates to the HPV vaccine. Lastly, based on comparisons
with previous studies assessing health beliefs among young adults, the conversational agent could potentially impact
the health beliefs of the users as it pertains to the HPV vaccine. This study provides initial evidence on the validity of
using a conversational agent to improve vaccination rates. While these results are preliminary at best and lack a large
sample size, there is some promise that deploying this type of tool within a health care environment could be feasible,
especially since conversational agents promote patient-centered communication, which is important to achieve better
health outcomes. Also, the relatively good usability rating which encompasses overall satisfaction could be analogous
to patient satisfaction, which is an important outcome of patient-centered communication that we discussed earlier. In
addition, the implementation of conversational agents in a health setting could possibly address some of the
communication challenges rooted in demographic disparities (language barriers, low health literacy, etc.), and offload
some of the communication burdens that impede on providers’ time. However, additional research is needed to further
validate our findings. This work could potentially be extended to other vaccine needs and health topics as well.
Future Direction: In this study and the last, we utilized the Wizard of OZ protocol to simulate a conversational agent
for the HPV vaccine as a pilot study. Our next endeavor is to provide a fully automated agent to provide discourse on
the HPV vaccine with health consumers. Currently, we have developed some of the knowledge bases61-64 and software
components that can provide this interaction65, 66, and we plan on live testing them sometime in the near future with
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both parents and young adults. Overall, this experience with the simulated system provided us with knowledge for
future development and planning for an autonomous conversational agent that can counsel patients on receiving the
HPV vaccine, with the potential to be extended towards other health promotion topics.
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Abstract
Research Domain Criteria (RDoC), which is a recently introduced framework for mental illness, utilizes various units
of analysis from genetics, neural circuits, etc., for accurate multi-dimensional classification of mental illnesses. Due
to the large amount of relevant biomedical research available, automating the process of extracting evidence from
the literature to assist with the curation of the RDoC matrix is essential for processing the full breadth of data in
an accurate and cost-effective manner. In this work, we formulate the task of information retrieval of brain research
literature from general PubMed abstracts. We develop BRret (Brain Research retriever), a novel algorithm for brain
research related article retrieval. We use a large dataset of PubMed abstracts annotated with RDoC concepts to
demonstrate the effectiveness of BRret. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study aimed at automated retrieval
of brain research related literature.
1

Introduction

Recent advances in mental illness research highlight the need for the adoption of a new framework for mental illness1 .
Frameworks such as the DSM (the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) have been the standard in
clinical psychiatry2 . These frameworks rely heavily on signs and symptoms to classify mental disorders. Such an
approach has been optimized to increase the inter-agreement classification among practitioners2 . However, relying on
the signs and symptoms is shown to produce diagnoses of mental disorders that do not express the heterogeneity of
these classes3 . Consequently, they fail to agree with the findings in neuroscience and genetics research4 . They also
have limited utility in expressing the underlying cause of the condition or guiding its treatment.
Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) is a framework for mental illness research introduced by the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) in 20095 . Unlike the DSM, where mental disorders are based on descriptive phenomenology,
the RDoC framework relies on multiple sources of neuro-biological and behavioral data in order to produce fuller
descriptions of what is happening in the brain and how that relates to brain function. Every RDoC category (mental
disorder) is associated with elements under various units of analyses. These units include factors such as molecules,
cells, circuits, self-reports, etc. The confluence of these sources constitutes a dimensional analysis of mental disorders,
which is of great utility to personalized medicine for mental disorders.
Although the RDoC framework holds a lot of promise for mental illness classification, it is still in the research and
development phase. NIMH funds research that specifically relates to the RDoC matrix, which is a two-dimensional
matrix defining relevant units of analysis (e.g. cells, circuitry etc) for every domain of functioning (i.e., RDoC construct). The contents and categories of the RDoC matrix are periodically updated upon new findings in workshops
organized by NIMH5 . In order to accelerate the progress on RDoC research it is imperative that biomedical literature
that has been developed outside of the RDoC matrix be tagged with the relevant RDoC constructs.
In our previous work, we obtained a dataset of about 43,000 PubMed abstracts labeled with one or more RDoC
categories, with the help of a domain expert6 . We used this dataset to apply multi-label machine learning algorithms
to perform automated document classification. We were able to achieve 96% macro AU ROC score using a shallow
neural network. However, since we intend to classify any record from PubMed articles, a first step would be to decide
if that record is relevant to brain research or not. Thus, we need to filter out only articles relative to brain research, by
developing an information retrieval (IR) component for brain research articles. By retrieving brain research articles,
we will be able to assign RDoC tags to a wide range of available literature. Here, we define brain research as traditional
brain science, psychology, psychiatric conditions, and generally anything involving perception or thought.
In this study, we build BRret (Brain Research Retriever), a binary classifier that will discriminate between brain
research relevant articles and all other biomedical research articles. For this purpose, we use the dataset from our
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previous work6 , which contains 26 RDoC concepts (out of 39 total)i . This dataset serves as a sample of brain research
related articles. This sample is not representative, however, which adds complexity to building a good model. In
addition, this dataset does not contain any negative examples, i.e., articles that are not related to brain research.
Therefore, building a binary classifier while having biased labeled instances of the positive class and no instances of
the negative class is a challenging task, since most machine learning algorithms assume the presence of both positive
and negative samples.
Therefore, BRret employs a novel algorithm that uses positive and unlabeled data for discriminating between relevant
and non-relevant articles through metadata available for PubMed articles. Using the above-mentioned dataset, we
demonstrate that BRret is fast, accurate and robust compared to a series of baseline models ranging from other machine
learning algorithms to topic modeling. However, it is important to note that the classification setting described above
differs from the traditional semi-supervised learning settings. Figure 1 shows that distinction. Essentially, we lack
any negative examples in the training dataset that would be present in the traditional semi-supervised setting, which
makes this problem more challenging. Therefore, semi-supervised methods were not used as baselines.

(a) Semi-supervised setting in two-dimensional space. The
blue crosses represent positive data points, the red dashes represent negative data points, and the black dots represent unlabeled data points.

(b) Positive and unlabeled setting in two-dimensional space.
The blue crosses represent positive data points, and the black
dots represent unlabeled data points. There are not any negative
data points in this setting.

Figure 1: Semi-supervised setting and Positive and unlabeled setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work to the task of classification with
settings similar to the one considered here. Section 3 provides an overview of the methods, discussing the experimental
setup, datasets, preprocessing, text representation, and models used in the experiments. Section 4 presents the main
results and section 5 presents the discussion of the the key observations from the experiments. Section 6 presents
conclusions and future directions.
2

Related Work

There have been few promising attempts at the task of binary classification with positive and unlabeled data. One of the
earliest works dealing with text classification with unlabeled data involves using the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm with Naive Bayes classifier to show that the addition of 10000 unlabeled examples reduces the classification
error by 30%, compared to using only 300 labeled examples (20 Newsgroupz dataset)5 . Another work that has been
evaluated on the same dataset is the biased SVM7 , which is a soft margin classifier with two different weights assigned
to positive and unlabeled errors. A higher weight is assigned to the positive examples than the unlabeled ones, so
they have a higher penalty. The biased SVM is reported to achieve an F1 score of 0.805 on the 20 Newsgroups
dataset, which constitutes a 4% increase over the previous best performance7 . Additionally, the Positive Example
Based Learning (PEBL)8 framework was used to classify homepage webpages without using negative examples to
train the model. They showed that the Mapping Convergence (M-C) algorithm trained on positive and unlabeled data
reaches the same performance as SVM classifier trained with labeled data8 .
i https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research/research-funded-by-nimh/rdoc/constructs/rdoc-snapshot-version-3-saved-5-18-2017.shtml
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Other similar examples include: using Rocchio classifier to obtain an initial set of ”reliable negatives” and use SVM
classifier iteratively (until the validation set contains no negative)9 , SVMC (Support Vector Mapping Convergence)
algorithm to show good performance when the positive class is not too undersampled10 , use a Naive Bayes based
augmented version of EM (A-EM) and use an additional set of irrelevant documents which are extremely unlikely
to belong to the positive class and include them to the regular unlabeled set to reduce their level of noise11 . Finally,
Elkan et al. proposes a mathematically principled approach that relies on simple assumptions about the sampling of the
positive labeled examples to map non-traditional classifiers (positive and unlabeled documents) to traditional classifiers
(positive and negative)12 . They achieve better results than the state-of-the-art biased SVM on TCDB record/document
classification.
The task of retrieving brain research related articles also can be categorized as an information retrieval (IR) problem.
While there are no existing methods for retrieving brain research articles, there is a plethora of IR methods for general
web search. With the recent progress of deep learning, many of the state-of-the-art general-purpose IR models are
developed using neural networks and word embeddings13–16 .
3
3.1

Methods
Experimental Setup

An outline of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 2, showing dataset distribution for training and testing.

Figure 2: Experimental setup for training and testing
of the classification algorithms. Each training algorithm
is trained on five different training sets, producing five
classifiers per classification algorithm. The performance
is evaluated on an independent test set.
3.2

Figure 3: Test set distribution. There are 535 negatives,
194 positives, and 71 unannotated (Not Sure) samples.

Datasets

The training set contains 42,936 abstracts that were used in a previous study6 . The RDoC abstracts can be thought of
as a subset of the brain research data since they cover only 26 of the 39 categories of RDoC. However, those abstracts
would be considered a biased positive sample of brain research articles because they come from a subset of RDoC
labeled articles. In addition to the positive labeled set, we retrieved several unlabeled sets which contain positive and
negative examples. Thus, no explicit negative training set is used in the training process.
To account for the impact of varying the size of the unlabeled data on classification performance, we use five differently
sized sets of unlabeled data that were drawn randomly from PubMed, using the NCBI Entrez Utility17 . The five sets are
of the following sizes: 43k, 100k, 200k, 300k, 400k. The choice of these sizes is arbitrary but will help us distinguish
which methods are robust to changes in the training set size. Note that the classifiers trained using different sets of
unlabeled data, i.e., 43k vs 100k, are considered different classifiers (although they may be using the same algorithm).
As the dataset becomes larger it becomes more imbalanced, which may impact the performances of the algorithms
considered. We designed our experiments this way to allow for robustness comparisons across these algorithms.
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Finally, to create a set for testing the performance of our methods, we have randomly drawn 800 abstracts from
PubMed. This set was manually annotated by a collaborator who has expertise in brain research. The class distribution
of this dataset is shown in Figure 3.
3.3

Data Preprocessing and Text Representation

We apply the same preprocessing procedure for all the methods. These steps include: 1) removing non-standard
characters, 2) removing stop words, and 3) stemming. The PubMed abstracts were represented as bag-of-words
(BoW) features.
3.4

Evaluation

Each classification algorithm is trained on the five different set sizes. These sets are split 3/4 for training, and the rest
for validation. Each of these experiments is repeated five times and the average performance of these trials is recorded.
We use several metrics18, 19 to compare the performances:
• AU ROC (Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve): ROC is the true positive rate (sensitivity)
plotted against the false positive rate (1 − specif icity) for many classification thresholds. An area of 0.5 represents completely random predictions while an area of 1.0 indicates perfect classification.
• P recision = true positives/(true positives + f alse positives)
• Recall = true positives/(true positives + f alse negatives)
• F1 = (2 ∗ P recision ∗ Recall)/(P recision + Recall)
3.5

Models

We consider a variety of algorithms to train a classifier with a biased sample of positive examples, and a set of unlabeled
examples. We first present our in-house developed algorithm BRret, followed by two supervised learning algorithms
(Naive Bayes, and Neural Nets) and several other sophisticated methods as the baseline methods for evaluating the
effectiveness of BRret. In our preliminary experiments, we also used MedlineRanker20 , Support Vector Machines
(SVMs)21 , and One Class SVMs22 . But they are left out of this description due to their inferior performances.
3.5.1

BRret (Brain Research retriever)

The classification algorithm we developed for this task of classifying PubMed records is based on three sets of metadata
associated with these records: 1) Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) termsii , 2) Journal names, and 3) Keywords. The
algorithm relies only on normalized counting of these terms in the positive and unlabeled sets to make decisions on
new unseen sets. Algorithm 1 below shows how the training process works.
First, train is a set composed of all PubMed information elements for every record in RDoC and unlabeled record.
validate is defined similarly, for the validation set. We also define the variable combinations to be every combination
of the metadata sources for the purpose of selecting the best subset.
Inside the for loop (lines 6-9), we explicitly define Rtrain{validate} and Utrain{validate} to be only the elements in
the subset combination considered for RDoC and unlabeled training and validations sets. Then, for every RDoC
labeled PubMed record in the validation set (line 11) which contains ”unseen” examples, we compute the number
of matches with RDoC set and normalize by RDoC set’s size (BRcount ). BRcount represents a confidence level of
an article belonging to brain research area. We perform a similar computation with (nonBRcount ), for non-brain
research confidence level, using matching with the unlabeled training set. For every record in Rvalidate , we compute
the probability that the unseen record belongs to the positive set (i.e., brain research) and store it in RDoC (line 16).
We perform a similar computation for record in Uvalidate to compute confidence scores for the unlabeled validation
ii https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/introduction.html
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set. The objective of this algorithm is to find the metadata combination subset that maximizes the mean difference in
confidence scores between RDoC and U nlabeled.
Each iteration uses some combination of the MeSH terms, journal names, and keywords associated with each article to
train. At the end, the combination subset of the three information sets mentioned above that maximizes the difference
between the mean confidence score among the RDoC related records and the mean confidence score among the unlabeled records (lines 28-32) is returned to be used on the test set. The algorithm outputs confidence scores on a test in
a similar fashion by computing similarity with Rtrain or Utrain . According to our experiments, the best combination
set contains both journal names and keywords.
The sets of MeSH terms, keywords, and Journal names of a new article are compared with the same total sets in the
training data. For example, if a MeSH term for a test article also appears in the positive training data, the variable
BRcount is incremented by one, increasing its probability to be labeled positive. In our experiments, we only count
exact matches. Keywords are sets of words/phrases that capture essential concepts/topics discussed in a publication.
They are added to many PubMed abstracts directly by the authors of the publication to make it easier to search for.
Algorithm 1 BR RET
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

train := lists of keywords K, journal names J, and MeSH terms M, for each training article.
validate := lists of keywords K, journal names J, and MeSH terms M, for each validation article.
combinations ← {[K], [M, J], [K, M ], [M, J], [K, J], [K, M, J]}
maxdif f erence ← −100
for combination ∈ combinations do
Rtrain ← combination elements ∀ RDoC articles ∈ train.
Rvalidate ← combination elements ∀ RDoC articles ∈ validate.
Utrain ← combination elements ∀ unlabeled articles ∈ train.
Uvalidate ← combination elements ∀ unlabeled articles ∈ validate.
i←0
for RDoCpmid ∈ Rvalidate do
r ← |RDoCpmid ∩ Rtrain |.
u ← |RDoCpmid ∩ Utrain |.
BRcount ← r/|Rtrain |
N onBRcount ← u/|Utrain |
RDoC[i] ← BRcount /(BRcount + N onBRcount )
i←i+1
end for
i←0
for U nlabeledpmid ∈ Uvalidate do
r ← |U nlabeledpmid ∩ Rtrain |.
u ← |U nlabeledpmid ∩ Utrain |.
BRcount ← r/|Rtrain |
N onBRcount ← u/|Utrain |
U nlabeled[i] ← BRcount /(BRcount + N onBRcount )
i←i+1
end for
d ← mean(RDoC) − mean(U nlabeled)
if d > maxdif f erence then
maxdif f erence ← d
Bestcombination ← combination
end if
end for
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3.5.2

Supervised learning algorithms: Naive Bayes (NB) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

One of the most commonly used baselines for biomedical text classification is the Naive Bayes(NB) algorithm21 . The
NB classifier relies on a simplified version of Bayes theorem wherein the features in the model are assumed to be
conditionally independent. The NB algorithm was implemented using scikit-learn toolkit23 with default parameters.
In our previous study6 , we found that ANNs worked well with our data, so we use it for this task as well. We use a
shallow architecture with 3 layers and 10 nodes per layer. The ANN algorithm was implemented using scikit-learn23 .
3.5.3

Positive and unlabeled (PU) classifiers

Learning from positive and unlabeled data is a classification setting where the training dataset contains positive data
and unlabeled data. That is, no labeled negative examples are available. The classifier in such setting is referred to
as a non-traditional classifier. On the other hand, when positive and negative labeled data are available, we refer to
the classifier as a traditional classifier. A mathematically principled approach that relies on basic assumptions about
the distribution of the training data hypothesizes that the confidence scores of a non-traditional classifier differ by a
constant factor c from the traditional classifier, given that the positive labeled data were drawn completely at random12 .
This is expressed in Lemma 112 , where the constant factor c can be estimated using the average confidence score from
the predictions of a trained traditional base classifier on a set drawn randomly in a similar fashion as stated in the
aforementioned assumption. A traditional classifier that output confidence scores can be adapted to a non-traditional
classifier that can be applied to the classification setting we have. However, it should be noted that our sampling of the
positive labeled data is biased, which violates the assumption of this method.
We use PU in combination with other probabilistic classifiers. First, the traditional probabilistic classifier is fitted
to the data with unlabeled examples assumed negative. Then, we estimate the constant c by averaging the classifier
probabilities on positive samples. Then, as stated in Lemma 1, probabilities of the traditional classifier are divided by
the constant c to obtain the PU classifier probabilities. In this work, we use the PU as an adapter on the ANN and NB
classifiers described in previous subsections. We call them PU ANN and PU NB, respectively. The PU algorithm was
implemented using the code given elsewhereiii .
3.5.4

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) + K Nearest Neighbors

The Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is an algorithm for topic modeling. It is a generative process that simulates the
process of writing a piece of text24 . For every document in a collection, LDA finds a probability distribution of a set
of topics related to the document and find the word distribution per topic. The generative process, then, is modeled by
sampling from these distributions to simulate the generation of a document.
Using LDA, we can model the common topics mentioned within the RDoC corpus and then compare that with inferred
topics in the validation and test sets. Specifically, we compare the topic composition of the unseen document using
the Jensen-Shannon metric25 to all documents in the training set. We retrieve the closest 20 neighbors based on these
distances and report the proportion of those documents that belong to the RDoC set as the confidence score.
The LDA algorithm was implemented using the Gensim package26 . The number of topics was set to 200. Default
values were used for other parameters. In our preliminary experiments, we also used Latent Semantic indexing (LSI)27 .
But it is left out of this description due to its inferior performance.
3.5.5

LDA + PU

Alternative use of LDA can be as a feature representation for other learning algorithms. That is, LDA gives topic
composition for all documents in the training set and can infer topic composition for a new unseen document. Therefore, we attempt to use this representation of the input text for the ANN-based PU classifiers, instead of the BoW
representation. We call this LDAPU classifier.
iii https://github.com/aldro61/pu-learning
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4

Results

In this section, we consider a subset of the best algorithms in terms of the average F1 and average AU ROC, due to
a large number of classifiers. We first filtered the top ten classifiers (regardless of the algorithm used) based on the
average of F1 and AU ROC values. The top ten classifiers include: five BRret classifiers, 2 PU NB (43k and 100k)
classifiers, 1 NB (43k) classifier, 1 LDA PU (43k) classifier, and 1 LDA (43k) classifier. Then we selected all the
algorithms that have at least one classifier in top 10 (i.e. BRret, PU NB, NB, LDAPU, and LDA) for our analysis.
Figure 4a shows the average F1 and average AU ROC for the best training algorithms (i.e. any algorithm with at least
one classifier in the top ten). Each pane contains scores for a classifier displayed by the unlabeled set size (43k-400k)
used for the training set. The figure is annotated with best F1 and AU ROC scores for each of the five algorithms.
Similarly, Figure 4b shows the average P recision and average Recall for the best training algorithms. Tables 1 and
2 show the F1 and AU ROC values across varying unlabeled set size (43k-400k) used for the training set.

(a) Average F1 and average AU ROC for the best five classification algorithms over the two performance measures. Classifier scores are displayed for each unlabeled set size (43k-400k).
The figure is annotated with best F1 and AU ROC scores for
each of the five classifiers.

(b) Average P recision and Recall for the best five classification algorithms. Results are shown for each unlabeled set size
(43k-400k). The figure is annotated with best P recision and
Recall scores for each of the five classifiers.

Figure 4: Results for the best five classification algorithms.

Classifier

43

100

K
200

300

400

BRret
LDA
LDAPU
NB
PUNB

0.788
0.807
0.815
0.823
0.825

0.788
0.815
0.693
0.829
0.827

0.799
0.794
0.762
0.820
0.819

0.800
0.797
0.812
0.801
0.803

0.797
0.769
0.693
0.800
0.799

Table 1: AUROC results for the best five classification algorithms. K is the unlabeled set size.
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Classifier

43

100

K
200

300

400

BRret
LDA
LDAPU
NB
PUNB

0.749
0.729
0.710
0.717
0.717

0.750
0.691
0.573
0.684
0.696

0.761
0.612
0.560
0.667
0.677

0.768
0.556
0.536
0.678
0.677

0.770
0.522
0.468
0.665
0.679

Table 2: F-1 results for the best five classification algorithms. K is the unlabeled set size.
5

Discussion

The AU ROC metric will be informative of the overall ordering of the articles in the test set. Thus, AU ROC is
independent of the classification threshold. Although NB has the highest ranking in terms of average AU ROC, it
doesn’t outperform other classifiers by large margins. The AU ROC here doesn’t seem to be affected much even when
F1 fluctuate between 0.5 and 0.7 (for example, LDAPU pane).
Since F1 metric is based on a fixed threshold, its results are easier to interpret. In terms of the F1 metric, we obtain the
best scores with the BRret classifiers (with all the training set sizes). LDA is the closest classifier to BRret, scoring 4.15
F1 points less. This is a larger margin than the one observed in the AU ROC metric between the best and second-best
classifier. Additionally, as the size of the unlabeled training set is increased, BRret algorithm seems to have the most
robust F1 performance, as it is generally increasing its average F1 , while the other algorithms are mostly decreasing.
We used the default threshold used in scikit-learn package, which is 0.5.
The Figure 4b shows that the BRret classifiers always have the highest levels of Recall, regardless of set size. This
means that the BRret classifiers have the highest proportion of brain research articles labeled correctly. On the other
hand, LDA outperforms the other classifiers in terms of P recision, except for the smallest set size. This indicates
that LDA has the highest proportion of predicted brain research articles that are correctly labeled. However, we would
like to highlight the fact that BRret is the only algorithm with both a high precision and high recall while all other top
performers suffer from low recall. This suggest that most of the articles retrieved by BRret are relevant, but BRret is
able to retrieve many of the relevant articles. This is a very important feature to have in an IR tool used by clinical
researchers because they do not want to miss any articles that may be relevant for their query.
Moreover, the best BRret classifier has 60 false positives, LDA has 55, and they share 19 of the same false positive
mis-classifications. Also, the BRret classifier has 69 false negatives, LDA has 93, and they share 51 of the same
false negative misclassifications. Thus, the best classifiers agree more on false negatives, suggesting that some of the
abstracts labeled positive don’t have sufficient evidence in the abstract text for being related to brain research. We
identified two random abstracts that are shared false negatives between BRret and LDA and one true positive example,
to explain the possible source of error. The true positive example (PMID: 19144501) contains evidence for both
classifiers. This is an article in the Schizophrenia Research journal (evidence for BRret classifier) and contains words
such as ”antidepressant”, ”schizophrenia”, and ”antipsychotics” (evidence for LDA). On the other hand, the two false
negatives (PMIDs: 29285302, 25731593), do not contain similar evidence. The first one is published in the Oncotarget
journal, which focuses on oncology research and the closest evidence in the abstract for this article to belong to brain
research is the mention of strokes. Because strokes affect blood flow to the brain, this article was annotated as brain
research by the human annotator. The second article was annotated as brain research for the same reason, too.
Upon discussing some of these examples that are difficult to classify with the annotator, it was suggested that some
articles are better annotated with a third category. This would create a multi-class problem with ”directly related to
brain research”, ”indirectly related to brain research”, and ”unrelated to brain research”. This would be better suited for
the biocuration since articles about oncology with a mention of strokes would hardly be of interest to RDoC research.
BRret on average takes 262 minutes for computation while LDA, LDAPU, NB, and PUNB take, 1,245, 474, 83, and
83 minutes, respectively. All experiments were run on a GNU/Linux server with Intel Xeon 2.2 GHz processors. This
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demonstrates that BRret is able to perform at a higher-level while not compromising on efficiency.
6

Conclusion

In this paper, we developed an accurate classification algorithm for retrieving brain research articles (BRret), which
utilizes the metadata associated with PubMed records. Our experimental results involving a large number of classification algorithms demonstrate that BRret is a fast, accurate and robust algorithm for tackling the problem of training on
a sample of biased positives and random set. Our experimental setup consisted of five different training set sizes (43k,
100k, 200k, 300k, 400k) for random articles and the RDoC related article set as the positive set. The random sets were
used to model a negative set and the RDoC set was used to model a positive set. The first is not a true negative set and
the latter is only a biased positive set, which makes this problem more difficult than ordinary binary classification.
The results of the experiments reveal that the BRret classifier, which utilizes journal names and keywords, is the best
in terms of a F1 and lags slightly behind NB in terms of AU ROC. Moreover, BRret algorithm has the most stable
performance as the size of the unlabeled training set is increased. Finally, the differences observed in the F1 among
the best classifier were larger than those among AU ROC, thus we considered the F1 for interpretation of the results.
We observed that the BRret classifier has higher levels of Recall, while LDA tends to have the best levels of
P recision. This led to a consideration of the false positives shared between the two classifiers, which revealed a
potential modification to the current classification setting. Thus, as a future task, a re-labeling of the test set into three
categories that account for ”indirectly related to brain research” instances would be more appropriate for this purpose.
Another fruitful future task would be to improve the “match” function in BRret algorithm by incorporating partial or
soft similarity measures. This functionality could be improved by using soft cosine similarity between word/ BERT
embedding vectors. This will likely improve the performance due to using distributional similarity of words or phrases
instead of exact matching. Another area of potential improvement is expanding the data source beyond PubMed using
other valuable sources of brain research related literature such as Embase, IEEE, and ACM. Similarly, the inclusion of
full text in addition to abstract text will likely improve the overall performance.
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Abstract
Data from medical examiner offices are not commonly used in informatics but may contain information not in medical
records. However, the vast majority of data is not standardized and is available only in large free text fields. We
sought to extract information from the medical examiner database using Canary, a natural language processing tool.
The text was then standardized to fit the selected normative answer list for each field. Multiple terminology and
vocabulary standards from a variety of settings were utilized as data came from the medical examiner and interviews
with next of kin. Thirty-seven percent of the metadata fields could be mapped directly to existing standards, twentyfive percent required a modification, and thirty-eight required creation of a standardized normative answer list. The
newly formed database (New Mexico Decedent Image Database (NMDID)), will be available to researchers and
educators at the beginning of 2020.

Introduction
Medical examiners investigate roughly 20% of the deaths in the United States.1 They conduct investigations into the
cause and manner of death as well as circumstances of death. Investigations into deaths are based on state laws, not
federal, so the types of cases that are investigated differ on a state-to-state basis. Depending on the location, the deaths
investigated include roughly one-half to two-thirds natural causes.2 In the state of New Mexico in 2010, the majority
of cases were from natural (25%), or accidental (35%) causes, with 17% suicides, 13.5% unknown causes and 9.5%
homicides.3 These data are extremely important for research on public health issues and epidemiology.2,4-5
Additionally, medical examiner offices utilize electronic records, but they are often unstandardized and contain many
free text fields. However, there is growing recognition of the need for informatics training in Pathology.6
Most commonly, informatics is focused on using data from the electronic medical record to improve the health of the
living. The research described here takes a novel approach and uses data from a medical examiner office to create a
database that can be used to improve the health of the living. Medical examiner data is a great resource for
informaticians, even in its unstandardized form, because it includes several data elements absent in traditional medical
records. The most important of these elements is cause of death as it is not always available in the electronic health
record; however, medical examiner records also include autopsy reports, toxicology information, demographic
variables, police reports, medical diagnoses, and medication lists.5
In New Mexico, The Office of the Medical Investigator (OMI) is a state-wide, centralized medical examiner’s office.
Any individual who dies in a sudden, violent, untimely, or unexpected manner, and any person who is found dead and
the cause of death is unknown, is routed to the OMI for a possible autopsy (OMI website). The Center for Forensic
Imaging at the OMI was awarded a grant from the National Institute of Justice in 2010 to evaluate whether postmortem
computed tomography (CT) scans could supplement or supplant a traditional autopsy (2012-DN-BX-K019). Between
2010 and 2017, 85% of decedents that underwent an autopsy received a high resolution, full-body CT scan. This
produced over 15,000 whole-body 3-D CT images. Each CT data set consists of two sets of images, optimized for soft
tissue and bone. Each image set consists of 4,000 axial image slices, each with a 512 x 512 matrix and a slice
thickness of 1 mm, with 0.5 mm overlap. In addition, each individual’s record includes six scout images comparable
to whole body radiographs of the decedent. However, records do not associate the scans with any organized lifestyle,
health, or cause of death metadata.7
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In 2014, a study determined the Minimum Data Set to associate with these CT images using a modified Delphi method.
Researchers from a wide variety of fields (anthropology, medicine, forensics, informatics, epidemiology, biomedical
research and dentistry), selected 59 variables through an iterative process that they believed to be essential to making
the CT scans useful to researchers in multiple fields.7 In 2016, the National Institute of Justice awarded a grant (2016DN-BX-0144) to create the CT database with associated lifestyle, health, and cause of death information. The
associated information includes nine additional variables that derive from the investigators’ own research
(grandparent’s origins, marital status, ethnicity, and Hispanic identification). The data for all 68 variables derive from
both VAST (the OMI’s primary database that stores and organizes information regarding the cause of death, lifestyle
and health information, in order to investigate the cause and manner of death), and through phone interviews with
next of kin.8-9
Data in VAST are primarily in free, unstandardized text fields and requires natural language processing to extract. An
example of the lack of standardization is the field sex/gender, which can be listed as M, m, male, or Male. The lack
of standardization limits the ability to retrieve information effectively and requires much more time to clean before it
is used. In its current form, as data complexity increases, data recovery becomes less accurate. In addition, information
such as medications taken by the decedent are found in long free text fields. These free text fields require data
extraction to make the data useful.10
We sought to extract, clean and standardize data from VAST to populate the 68 metadata variables in the new database
in order to make the database useful to the widest array of researchers. The New Mexico Decedent Image Database
(NMDID) will be available to bona fide researchers and educators at NMDID.unm.edu in early 2020.

Methods
Our first step was to alter the metadata to be HIPAA compliant in regards to personal health information (PHI), even
though, according to NM state laws, the data are in the public domain (Inspection of Public Records Law). This step
was undertaken as the investigators hope to expand the database to include more African American and Asian
American decedents from other states. Other states may have stricter laws in place regarding the data from medical
examiner’s offices.11 The 18 elements of PHI were considered with each metadata field, in particular this effected date
of birth, date of death, and zip code. In addition, physical safeguards were installed in the database, with audit logs
and limiting access through accounts.
Before any data standards could be applied, the 59 metadata fields, that were previously selected through a modified
Delphi method with experts from multiple fields, had to be operationalized.7 For example, the field “sex/gender”
needed to be separated into two distinct fields, as it included two different aspects of data. Additionally, fields like
“substance abuse” and “history of substance abuse” were grouped together so they could utilize the same normative
answer list. The process of determining the content of each field was repeated for the entire metadata set.
Once the metadata fields were operationalized, each field was investigated using the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) to determine relevant pre-existing data and vocabulary standards (see figure 1). In order to
accomplish this, each term was searched in the UMLS using the metadata term, synonyms, medical and common
language terms. The list of resulting standards was compiled and evaluated for effectiveness in this particular database
by the authors. For example, some data were to be provided by next of kin, so could not be expected to be as technical
as data coming from VAST. Vocabulary standards were then selected by the authors, modifications made if necessary,
and implemented into the database. For those metadata fields where no known vocabulary standard or no normative
answer list existed, the authors collaborated and determined a new standard for this particular data set (e.g. “alcohol
use”).
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Figure 1. Method of metadata and vocabulary standard selection
The actual data was exported into Excel sheets from the relational database (VAST) in which it resides. Multiple fields
required data cleaning prior to any analysis. This was accomplished using Open Refine.12 In addition, may of the fields
within VAST are completely free text fields, with no standardization except for how the data is entered. Data were
extracted from free text fields and autopsy reports using Canary Natural Language Processing Software.13 Canary is a
data extraction freeware tool. Natural language processing was used to capture “medications”, “cadaver length”,
“cadaver weight”, and “environmental conditions” (i.e. where the decedent was found). In the future, we will add data
for cases where next of kin could not be contacted by using Canary to extract “marital status,” “socioeconomic status,”
“diagnoses,” “activities,” “drinking status,” “drug use,” and “occupations”.

Results
NMDID, the new database to house the health and lifestyle data and scout images (preliminary image similar to an Xray), was created in MySQL and currently contains 20 MB of data (without scout images). The CT scans are housed
separately as to minimize the size of the database.
In order to remain consistent with HIPAA PHI standards, certain alterations were made to the metadata fields. For
example, “birth date” and “death date” became year only, and “zip code” became only the first three digits. The data
from the medical examiner are public and open to request in New Mexico, but may not be in other states. Because we
might want to expand to include data from other states in the future, we designed the database with the most restrictive
standards that still allowed data use.
After determining which variables needed to be combined, which variables should be separated into two or more
fields, and adding additional variables specific to the authors’ research, we had 68 metadata variables in three areas:
census, health, and circumstances of death (see table 1).
For each of these metadata fields, there were three different ways a vocabulary standard could be selected/created:
1) There was an existing data standard that required no modification;
2) A data standard existed but required modifications;
3) No appropriate data standard or normative answer list existed, so a new standard was created.
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Table 1. Final set of metadata that are HIPAA compliant and operationalized.
CENSUS
HEALTH
Sex
Cancer
Birth year
Congenital and genetic disorders
Death year
Chromosomal abnormalities
Zip code
Dental health as an adult
Age in years
Dental health as a child
Age in months
Scoliosis
Gender
History of broken bones
Number of pregnancies
Facial trauma
Number of live births
Plastic surgery
Marital status
Surgery
Living weight
Implants
Living height
Radiation therapy
Race
Medical diagnoses
Tribal affiliation
Notes on medical diagnoses
Ethnicity
Medications
Hispanic identification
Substance usage
Birth weight
Quit date of substance
Birth weight category
Years of substance usage
Birthplace
Tobacco type
Years in the US
Tobacco usage
Mother’s birthplace
Drinking status
Father’s birthplace
Dietary pattern
Mother’s mother birthplace
Occupations
Mother’s father birthplace
Duration of occupations
Father’s mother birthplace
Activities
Father’s father birthplace
Strenuous lifting
Educational level
Socio-economic status as a child
Socio-economic status as an adult
Carcinogens

CIRCUMSTANCES OF DEATH
Primary cause of death
Contributing cause of death
Manner of death
Identification method
Bone density
Death city
Death county/tribal land
Cadaver condition
Cadaver length
Cadaver weight
CT scan settings
Time delay after death
Name of person entering data

Data extraction and cleaning
Once data standards had been determined, some data could be extracted from VAST to populate the database prior to
calling next of kin. This information included standardized data (e.g. manner and cause of death), free text simple
fields (e.g. method of identification, sex, race, ethnicity). The standardized data was imported directly into NMDID,
while the simple free text fields were cleaned using OpenRefine and then imported.12 A great deal of effort was spent
extracting data from long, complex free text fields (e.g. scene investigation notes, medication notes; see table 2). Once
the long free text fields were exported from VAST into Excel or Word documents, the needed data was extracted from
the fields using Canary.13 Using this software, code was developed that separately extracted two sets of data: case
number and a medication list, and case number and “cadaver length” and “cadaver weight.”10 The “medication” lists
were further altered to change them into RxNorm CUIs.14 Additionally, the “cadaver weights” and “cadaver lengths”
were in pounds and inches for half of the data and had to be converted to kilograms and centimeters.
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The medications were extracted from a field that only contained medication data, and was standardized in how they
were listed. Canary contains a list of medication names that can be used, however, it is not maintained and therefore
does not necessarily contain all possible medications at the time of extraction. It was decided that the list was adequate
as the medication list is verified when calling next of kin for additional data. “cadaver weight” and “cadaver heights”
were extracted from the autopsy reports. Within the report many organ weights and lengths are given, thereby making
it impossible to just extract measurements alone.

Discussion
Data standard without modification
Twenty-five of the 68 metadata fields had existing standards that could be applied without modification. Standards
were derived from multiple sources, including LOINC (incorporating trial codes), SNOMED CT, internal standards
specific to the OMI, ISCO, ICD-10 and RxNorm.14-19
One example of a metadata field that did not require any modifications was “cause of death”. The OMI had internal
standards that were determined when the office originally switched from paper records to an electronic system. These
codes represent five sections (unnatural, natural, other, pending and undetermined), which are each subdivided further.
For example, unnatural includes carbon monoxide poising, stab wounds, and hanging, while natural includes
pneumonia, obesity, and renal failure. There are a total of 83 subcategories that the pathologist may select for cause
of death. As this is an internal standard that is unique to the OMI, in the future it will require a crosswalk between it
and other systems.
Another, more common standard that did not require any modifications was “smoking status.” Since some of the data
in investigation reports come from decedents’ medical records, we determined that this would be the best standard to
follow. After examining all the standards available, we selected LOINC 72166-2 and SNOMED CT codes for the
normative answer list, which are used in the electronic health record.16-17
Data standard with modifications
Seventeen of the 68 metadata fields required modification from an existing standard. These standards were primarily
from LOINC (including trial codes).15-16
One example of a metadata field that required some modification was “birthplace.” LOINC code 63490-7 is a trial
code from PHEN-X (consensus measures for Phenotypes and eXposures) that asks where patients were born.16 The
two possible answers are:
1) In the US, and
2) Outside the US.
Since our population includes many Mexican Americans and Mexican nationals, Mexico was added as an option for
birthplace. We also added a category to account for cases of missing information. The result was the following
normative answer list:
1) In the US,
2) In Mexico,
3) Outside US and Mexico, and
4) Unknown.
A second example is data describing decedent “drug use”. We contacted a substance abuse counselor to determine
which standards were currently being used in practice. This included ICD-10 and DSM-5.19-20 The ICD-10 categories
were selected since DSM-5 has a category for alcohol, which is being recorded separately in our database. ICD-10
codes are for mental and behavioral disorders for specific drugs (F10-F19). F19 was modified to exclude an answer
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of “multiple drugs,” as the database is designed to record use of more than one drug type per individual. Additionally,
each category was repeated to describe past drug use, as this is being captured in the same field (as it is for alcohol
and smoking).
New data standard creation
The remaining 26 metadata fields could not be related to an appropriate normative, standard answer list. For example,
“medical diagnoses” was a complicated field as information came from VAST and next of kin interviews. As a result,
the data could be specific or vague. For this field, ICD-10 codes at the category level or precise SNOMED CT codes
could have been implemented.17,19 SNOMED CT standard is used to identify medical problems within electronic
health records, while ICD-10 is used for billing.17,19 Both standards require coding the response as a computerreadable number. Due to the vast number of precise SNOMED CT codes and the lack of everyday use of them by
physicians and researchers, we excluded its use for this database. Category level ICD-10 codes were next considered,
but there are a large number of ICD-10 codes that would likely not be found in our population (such as Pinta and
Yaws). Further, next of kin may also not know the level of detail used in either ICD-10 or precise SNOMED CT codes
regarding most diseases a decedent had experienced. As a result, a modified and more general approach has been
undertaken. We generated a list of the 20 most common diseases, disorders, and conditions found in this population
(through an informal survey with OMI pathologists) and their corresponding SNOMED CT codes. The result will be
to combine some of the diagnoses data into one standard, but such a summary approach was deemed necessary given
that the information can come from non-medical individuals (next of kin), yielding information that privileges
accuracy over precision. A free text field has also been added to capture additional diagnoses that were not included.
This allows for future addition of specific disease information to the database.
Drinking status was another field for which there was no appropriate data standard for the normative answer list.
SNOMED CT contains a code for recording alcohol consumption and contains a normative answer list; however, it
uses “recommended sensible amount” as the differentiator between normal and excessive use.17 The National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) considers “at-risk” drinking as more than 14 drinks per week for men
and seven per week for women.21 Therefore, the standard was created with these limits in mind:
1) Never drank,
2) Low risk (<14 drinks per week for men and <7 drinks per week for women),
3) High risk (>14 drinks per week for men and >7 drinks per week for women),
4) Previous high risk,
5) Drinker, current status unknown,
6) Unknown if ever drank.
The last two categories (5 and 6) were added in as next of kin may not know and the OMI’s database may not contain
the relevant information.
Data extraction and cleaning
Using Canary for data extraction came with some limitations.13 When extracting medications from the free text field,
many had been spelled incorrectly in the investigator’s original notes. Others medication names were newer and not
included in the medication list built into Canary. Information could not be extracted from the free text in either of
these cases. This could have been rectified by updating the list. Since each medication is verified when calling next
of kin, this additional step was not taken.
When extracting lengths and weights of the cadaver, some cases were missed because the data was not originally
entered in the standard format. In general, the relevant text was formatted as “weighs XX kg, XX cm in length.” This
simplified extraction of the values and units from the external examination section of the autopsy report. It was not
possible to search solely by number and units as multiple organ weights and lengths are reported in the autopsy report.
A separate data extraction was run to capture infant or fetus lengths and weights as the values are standardized
differently than adults. In addition, the case number was pulled from the report. However, if the report contained a
number from another decedent, which might happen when two decedents were found together, Canary would on
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occasion assign a cadaver length and weight to multiple decedents. However, this resulted in duplicates of the
additional case number. To remedy this, data were searched for duplicates and corrected by hand. This was the case
in 20 cases out of 15,248.
Table 2. Example of complex free text fields, de-identified, before data extraction (including drug misspellings).
Decedent 1: field supplemental notes
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Prescribed To:
XX Presc #: X Pharmacy: MD/DO Prescribing: X,
MD Medication Prescribed: Prednisone Dosage:
50mg Date Filled X Qty Issued: X Qty Left: X Qty
and Frequency Taken: take 25 by once each day for 3
days only
********************
Prescribed To: XX Prescription #: X
Pharmacy:
MD/DO Prescribing: X, MD Medication Prescribed:
Betasron Dosage: 3mg Date Filled X Qty Issued: X
Qty Left: X Qty and Frequency Taken:
******
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * Prescribed To: XX
Prescription #: X Pharmacy: MD/DO Prescribing X,
MD Medication Prescribed: Provigil Dosage: 200mg
Date Filled X Qty Issued: X Qty Left: X Qty and
Frequency Taken: 1 every day * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * Prescribed To: XX Prescription #: X
Pharmacy: MD/DO Prescribing: X, MD Medication
Prescribed: Detrol LA Dosage: 4mg Date Filled X
Qty Issued: X Qty Left: X Qty and Frequency Taken:
1 monthly

Conclusion
Vocabulary standards and terminologies are of the utmost importance in the creation of databases, in order to ensure
interoperability. For this reason, we searched medicine, forensics, anthropology, and other fields for standards to apply
to our new database. Thirty-seven percent of the metadata fields could be mapped directly to existing standards. This
included fields such as smoking status, sex, gender, and marital status. Twenty-five percent required a modification
of the standard to apply to this particular database. Among those modified was birthplace and drug usage. The majority
of the metadata fields (38%) required new standards to be developed or normative answer lists to be developed. One
field was added as a free text field (“other medical diagnoses”).
Medical examiner data is an underused resource for public health data, because, unlike vital statistics data, it has
generally been unavailable to the research public. Medico-legal data has several advantages, including that it is
associated with lifestyle and health data, unlike vital statistics, which, while easily available and standardized, is not
very rich. The NMDID will provide 15,248 CT scans and associated metadata to researchers, creating an entirely new
resource. NMDID sets a precedent, and perhaps some new standards, for the use of medico-legal data from other
resources worldwide. NMDID will be available to researchers at the beginning of 2020 at NMDID.unm.edu.
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Abstract
In most electronic health record (EHR) systems, clinicians record diagnoses using interface terminologies, such as
Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO). When extracting data from EHRs for collaborative research, local codes are
often transformed to standard terminologies for consistent analyses despite the potential for loss of fidelity. EHR
diagnosis codes may be standardized directly during the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process to the “Meaningful
Use” clinical data exchange standard, SNOMED-CT, or to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
terminologies commonly used for billing. We examined the performance of ETL standardization via the direct IMO
mapping to SNOMED-CT, and via IMO mapping to ICD-9-CM or ICD-10-CM followed by UMLS mapping to
SNOMED-CT. We found that for both ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM, only 24-27% of diagnosis codes map to the
same SNOMED-CT code selected by the direct IMO-SNOMED crosswalk. We identified that differences in mapping
lead to loss in the granularity and laterality of the initial diagnosis.
Introduction
In most electronic health record (EHR) systems, clinicians record discrete diagnoses using local or commercial
interface terminologies, such as Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO®)1. These interface technologies provide internal
mappings to various external terminologies needed for clinical or business data exchange, such as the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD), 9th Revision, Clinical Modification ICD-9-CM 2, ICD-10-CM3, and Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT)4. These terminologies are international standards that
help to structure information consistently across practices for disease and mortality reporting. The mappings from
EHR system terminologies to external standards are proprietary and not available for public use.
Multisite research increasingly makes use of common data models to facilitate data sharing, reuse of analyses across
data sources, and distributed analytics. When extracting data for collaborative research from EHRs to common data
models, codes are typically be transformed to standard vocabularies to support interoperability and integration5,6.
Data is often stored in different data structures at different institutions, and even when the same EHR vendor is used,
there may be multiple vocabularies in use to represent the same medical condition or clinical outcomes. Further, the
Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process may not be standardized across institutions, which leads to potential
information loss that is neither quantified nor represented in the standardized model. This makes analysis of the data
challenging and complicated. Transforming to a standard terminology partially addresses these problems to improve
interoperability of data from different datasets7. In addition, use of standard terminologies may facilitate the
research process by allowing for more widely understood and reusable code set generation.
The National Pediatric Learning Health System (PEDSnet) is a PCORnet Clinical Data Research Network (CDRN) 5
comprising eight of the nation’s largest children’s hospitals 8,9. The goal of this network is to support a wide range of
pediatric research by using a common data model for extensive observational data on over 6 million children.
PEDSnet includes patient data such as clinical diagnoses (visit diagnoses and problem list), procedures, medications,
labs, vitals, demographics, and visit metadata.
PEDSnet data is standardized to both Observational Health Data Science and Informatics (OHDSI) Observational
Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)10 and PCORnet5 common data models. The OHDSI OMOP common data
model and standard vocabulary11 includes precomputed relationships that are established between various diagnosis
terminologies (e.g. ICD-9-CM/ICD-10-CM) and standardized SNOMED-CT codes, based on Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS) mappings. All diagnosis codes are transformed to SNOMED-CT codes prior to
aggregation. SNOMED-CT is a relatively complete ontology created by the College of American Pathologists
(CAPS) to support clinical decision making and analytics12. However, in this transformation, there is the potential
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for loss of fidelity due to semantic differences between the EHR terminology, whether locally-established or
commercial, and the target terminology. In some cases, semantic mismatch may arise from differences in
terminology size and granularity. For example, the current version of IMO’s diagnostic terminology contains over
800,000 terms, while in the OHDSI OMOP standard vocabulary (version v5.3 09-APR-18), there are 297,286
SNOMED-CT codes of a type likely used to describe a diagnosis, 109,389 ICD-10-CM Codes and 18,672 ICD-9CM Codes. Other causes for semantic mismatch include differences in terminology structure (e.g. level of precoordination) or semantic focus (e.g. disease biology vs resource utilization). The aim of this study was to examine
the performance in standardizing local diagnosis codes to SNOMED-CT via IMO’s direct mapping to SNOMEDCT, or via the IMO-ICD mapping often done within a health system for claims generation.
Methods
Data Standardization. Figure 1 summarizes the potential ways to standardize source diagnosis codes during ETL.
Path A represents the native source system mapping from the IMO code to one or more SNOMED-CT codes. Path B
represents the translation from IMO through an ICD code (ICD-9-CM or ICD-10-CM), which was mapped in a
second step using OHDSI OMOP/UMLS crosswalk in order to map to a SNOMED-CT Code.

Figure 1. Mappings Path from IMO through SNOMED-CT or ICD9/10-CM to standard SNOMED Code.
Data Extraction. We extracted data for 1,115,772 patients at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) (1)
received care at a physical visit and (2) had at least one diagnosis code in their record on or after January 1,2009
using an automated Python based tool. For each diagnosis code entered as an IMO term in the EHR, the IMOgenerated mappings to SNOMED-CT, ICD-9-CM, and ICD-10-CM were extracted. We first chose a random subset
of patients who had emergency department and outpatient visits between August and November 2015, an interval
chosen to span the ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM conversion in clinical operations. A second random subset was chosen
of patients who had visits between January and April of 2018, to determine whether any phenomena seen in the first
time interval were associated specifically with the conversion in clinical operations.
Mapping Assessment. We examined the presence of the IMO-derived codes in the OHDSI vocabulary (version v5.3
09-APR-18). In addition, the rate of mapping to an OHDSI-designated standard SNOMED code through both the
native SNOMED mapping (path A) and the translation through an ICD code using the OHDSI/UMLS crosswalk
(path B) was assessed using structured query language (SQL) to examine exclusive matches. The difference
between ETL paths was summarized as a “mapping identity” proportion, that is, the proportion of final codes in the
OHDSI OMOP CDM that were the same via path B as those obtained via path A. We evaluated and termed
unmappable codes as “loss” in mapping at various points in each path.
Results
For the earlier sample analysis (August-November 2015), we retrieved 42,454 unique IMO diagnosis terms from
625,204 visits for 251,775 patients (Table 1).
Table 1. Demographics for visit subsets.
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August – November 2015

January – April 2018

Number of Patients

251,775

257,026

Number of Visits

625,204

683,166

ED

34,969

44,332

Outpatient

590,235

593,184

Number of Diagnosis Codes

1,609,988

1,985,993

Unique Diagnoses Codes

42,454

41,446

ICD 9 Codes (%)

44%

N/A

ICD 10 Codes (%)

100%
56%
As shown in Table 2, the internal IMO-SNOMED crosswalk produced the lowest percentage (0.028%) of loss in
both inclusion of the source code in the OHDSI OMOP vocabulary and in mapping to a standardized SNOMED-CT
code.
Table 2. Comparison of mappings for earlier time interval
IMO Target
Terminology

IMO
Mapped
Codes
(N)

IMO
Mapped
Codes
Present in
OMOP (N)

Loss in IMO
mapping (%)

IMO Mapped
Codes with
OMOP Standard
Code (N)

Loss in
OMOP
mapping (%)

Cumulative
Loss (%)

Mapping
identity
(%)

SNOMED

42,454

42,444

0.024

42,442

0.0047

0.028

NA

ICD-10-CM

32,108

31,406

2.18

31,389

0.054

2.24

27

ICD-9-CM

29,881

29,746

0.45

29,691

0.18

0.64

24

ICD-10 codes had the highest percentage of loss in the OHDSI OMOP vocabulary (2.24%). This finding was
replicated in the later time interval as well (Table 4). To better understand the reasons for mapping failure, we
examined the most frequently used mapped and unmapped codes in our data set. Unmapped codes from IMO to any
external terminology most often correspond to growth and developmental diagnoses, adverse events, and congenital
malformations (Table 3), though the range is wide.
Table 3. Most common mappable and unmappable IMO diagnosis codes.
Mapped IMO Code

Unmapped to any external
terminology

Outpatient Visits

n (% visits)

Outpatient Visits

n (% visits)

WCC (well child check)

100,128 (16.9)

1,678 (0.2)

Need for prophylactic vaccination and
inoculation against influenza
Pharyngitis

63,307 (10.7)

Other known or suspected fetal
abnormality, not elsewhere classified,
affecting management of mother,
antepartum condition or complication
Deceased-donor kidney transplant
recipient
Optic glioma

11,304 (1.9)
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442 (0.07)
184 (0.03)

URI (upper respiratory infection)

8,848 (1.5)

Glioma of brain

129 (0.02)

Mild intermittent asthma,
uncomplicated
Emergency Visits

7,990 (1.4)

Fetal cardiac anomaly affecting
pregnancy, antepartum
Emergency Visits

98 (0.02)

Fever in pediatric patient

3,217 (9.2)

Neonatal thrush

14 (0.04)

Viral syndrome

2,944 (8.4)

Reflux

13 (0.04)

Fall, initial encounter
Viral URI

2,368 (6.8)
2,146 (6.1)

Mononucleosis
Abdominal distention

8 (0.02)
7 (0.02)

Cough

1,597 (4.6)

CLABSI (central line-associated
bloodstream infection)

7 (0.02)

n (% ED visits)

As shown in Table 3, codes that do not map to any external terminology vary and are recorded for 10,704 patients
(5%) of the population in the subsets analyzed primarily, and 124,097 patients (14%) of the population as a whole.
Overall, for both ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM, only 24-27% of diagnosis codes map to the same SNOMED-CT code
selected by the direct IMO-SNOMED crosswalk.
For the more recent sample analysis (January-April 2018), we retrieved 41,446 unique IMO diagnosis terms from
683,166 visits for 257,026 patients (Table 1). Because time was well after the ICD conversion, ICD-9-CM codes
were not analyzed. However, similar trends were observed, with a marginal decrease in relative mapping fidelity
(Table 4). Once again, only 24% of diagnosis codes map to the same SNOMED-CT code by the direct IMOSNOMED crosswalk and the IMO-ICD10-SNOMED crosswalk.
Table 4. Comparison of Mappings for later subset
IMO Target
Terminology

IMO
Mapped
Codes (N)

IMO Mapped
Codes Present
in OMOP (N)

Loss in IMO
mapping (%)

IMO
Mapped
Codes with
OMOP
Standard
Code (N)

Loss in
OMOP
mapping (%)

Cumulative
Loss (%)

Mapping
identity (%)

SNOMED

41,446

41,349

0.23

41,347

0.0048

0.24

NA

ICD-10-CM

41,446

41,349

0.23

41,008

0.82

1.06

24

To better understand the differences in mapping (Table 5), we randomly selected and manually compared 200
discordant mappings via ICD-9-CM and 200 via ICD-10-CM to the IMO-SNOMED mappings by manual review by
one expert (CB). In most cases, the two approaches yield codes at different levels of specificity in the SNOMEDCT hierarchy. For ICD-9-CM, the IMO-SNOMED mapping provides a mapping that preserves the intended
diagnosis to the original term 66% of the time, versus 68% when comparing the ICD-10-CM mapping to the IMOSNOMED mapping.
Table 5. Examples of Mapping Differences (IMO-SNOMED, ICD10 and ICD9)
IMO Description
Numbness of Toes
Cerebellar
ataxia/dyskinesia
Choking episode

Direct SNOMED
Numbness of toe
Cerebellar Disorder

Via ICD
Altered Sensation of Skin
Cerebellar Ataxia

Preferred Mapping
Direct SNOMED
Via ICD

Choking sensation

Finding of head and neck
region

Direct SNOMED
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Intestinal malrotation
Genetic disease carrier
status testing
Duchenne muscular
dystrophy

Congenital malrotation of
intestine
Genetic finding

Congenital anomaly of
fixation of intestine
Genetic disorder carrier

Equivalent

Duchenne muscular
dystrophy

Hereditary progressive
muscular dystrophy

Direct SNOMED

Via ICD

During our review of the 400 terms, we observed three different recurring reasons for loss of fidelity: (1) Mappings
in the crosswalk that result in a loss of granularity, (2) Deprecated Mappings and (3) Differences in how laterality is
preserved. We also observed incorrect mappings presumably due to human error and interpretation that were a result
of incorrect mappings in the crosswalk that result in a completely different diagnosis and alternate clinical terms for
the same diagnosis. Below are examples of each case:
Loss of granularity: Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is a severe type of muscular dystrophy characterized by
changes/mutations in the DMD gene and the absence of dystrophin. SNOMED-CT is the only standard terminology
that fully represents the DMD diagnosis. DMD does not have a specific ICD code and therefore transforming to the
standard SNOMED code through an ICD crosswalk, be it ICD-9-CM or ICD-10-CM, results in a loss of granularity,
leaving an investigator unable to differentiate DMD from other classifications of muscular dystrophy. In this
particular scenario, 633 (0.06%) patients are affected.

Deprecated or Invalid Mapping: The deprecation or remapping of codes can also lead to loss of fidelity for a
diagnosis. In the case of the diagnosis of “reflex sympathetic dystrophy of the lower limb”, the IMO-specified
mapping is to a retired SNOMED-CT term, for which there is not a live mapping to a current SNOMED-CT term in
the OHDSI vocabulary. The IMO-specified mapping to ICD-9-CM loses the anatomic specificity, and is in turn
mapped to the SNOMED term “complex regional pain syndrome type 1”. In this particular scenario, 886 (0.08%)
patients are affected. This is important to highlight because while the current standard SNOMED code is deprecated,
at the time of diagnosis the code was valid.

Precoordinated laterality in ICD-10: In some cases, the IMO-specified mapping to SNOMED-CT discards laterality
preserved in the ICD-10-CM mapping, choosing a code from the international version rather than a US extension
code that parallels available ICD-10-CM specificity. Where the goal is a 1:1 mapping that includes laterality, these
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other terminologies are better adapted to the analysis than international SNOMED-CT. For example, for the
diagnosis of “stress fracture, right ankle”, one can retrieve a single code from IC D-10-CM or the US extension to
SNOMED-CT. This is not true for international SNOMED-CT where both the “stress fracture of ankle” and another
code must be used to capture the anatomic detail by post-coordination. For this particular term, 4 (0.001%) patients
are affected. However, looking at other ICD-10-CM diagnosis terms that include laterality information, such as
“left”, “right”, “upper”, “lower”, “top” and “bottom”, where the mapping to SNOMED does not include this
information, 38,471 (15%) patients are affected.

Recent Terms: Castleman Disease, or angiofollicular lymph node hyperplasia, has only recently acquired a specific
ICD-10-CM term; editions of ICD-10-CM prior to 2016 as well as ICD-9-CM map to a nonspecific
lymphadenopathy term. The up-to-date mapping is shown below. This case affects 15 (0.001%) patients.

Incorrect mappings: Klinefelter Syndrome is a chromosomal condition that affects male physical and cognitive
development, resulting from the presence of two or more X chromosomes as well as a Y chromosome. Based on the
figure below, Klinefelter Syndrome is appropriately represented in SNOMED-CT and both varieties of ICD.
However, an error occurs in the OHDSI mapping of the ICD-9-CM term, where Klinefelter is mapped to Turner
Syndrome, a chromosomal condition that affects female physical and cognitive development, wherein a female is
partly or completely missing an X chromosome. This case affects 142 (0.01%) patients.
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It is important to note for this case in particular that this loss of fidelity was likely the result of human error.
However, this also sheds light on the nature of the current crosswalks between various vocabularies. Most of the
mappings are not native to the standard vocabulary but are created and supported by various organizations, with
varying levels of capacity. The task is very time-consuming and prone to error due to the complexity and abundance
of codes.
Conclusion
Terminology standardization across time and across data sources is an important tool in the design of repeatable
analyses. However, the path taken from local codes used at the point of care to community standard terminologies
can significantly affect the degree to which standardized terms align with the concepts clinicians intended to
express. This has potentially significant research implications for accurate identification of cases, diagnosis codebased phenotypes and outcomes of interest in an analysis.
When we examined the standardization of IMO codes to the OHDSI OMOP CDM via the direct IMO mapping to
SNOMED-CT and its intermediate mapping to ICD, we found that only 24-27% of IMO codes map to the same
SNOMED-CT term via both paths. We found that the internal IMO-SNOMED crosswalk produced the lowest
percentage of loss (0.028%) in both inclusion of the source code in the OMOP vocabulary and in mapping to a
standardized SNOMED-CT code whereas ICD-10 codes had the highest percentage of loss in the OHDSI
vocabulary (2.24%). While we anticipated that there might have been differences between the 2015 and 2018
subsets due to different IMO terms being available around the ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM changeover, this was not
the case. We observed 24% of codes mapping to the same SNOMED-CT codes from ICD-10-CM in the latter
subset. Detailed manual review of a sample of discordant codes revealed a number of potential reasons for the
observed differences such as mappings in the crosswalk that result in a loss of granularity, deprecated mappings,
differences in how laterality is preserved, recent clinical terms and incorrect mappings.
In related work, other studies demonstrate the loss of fidelity in mapping. Matcho et al. 12, focused on ICD9-CM,
SNOMED-CT and MedDRA mapping for medical product surveillance, found that only 46% of diagnosis codes in
their study dataset had a 1:1 mapping (mapping fidelity as we described) to SNOMED-CT concepts when assessing
completeness of mapping and required some additional grouping to achieve better mapping rates. Hripcsak et al. 13,
found that knowledge engineering was required to improve performance of mapping of ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM
where simple automated methods to generate concept sets had errors up to 10%. Further, Fung et al. 14, in
investigating automated methods for translating ICD codes in clinical phenotype definitions found that all methods
of mapping require some level of human validation.
When performing retrospective studies, it is important to consider the implications of using terminologies and
mappings that are being updated and are dynamic. We thought it important to highlight deprecated and incorrect
mappings to relay this. In addition to such, mappings could yield varying levels of specificity. In our manual review,
we observed that for ICD-9-CM, the IMO-SNOMED mapping provides a mapping that preserves the intended
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diagnosis to the original term 66% of the time, versus 68% when comparing the ICD-10-CM mapping to the IMOSNOMED mapping.
This study reflects the coding practice at a single institution and may be biased of its clinical practice. However, the
high proportion of existing mappings to ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM vocabularies implies that standard business
practice of constraining clinician input to terms that will yield billable codes would not in itself be expected to alter
the results. Further, review of additional discordant codes might reveal new reasons for the difference in mapping,
with potentially different impact on analyses. As Rijnbeek, 15 suggests, as we assess common data models we must
take into consideration their impact on the study results.
Additional work to assess the quality of both IMO and OMOP terminology mappings used here, as well as other
crosswalks, enhanced query tools and mapping services used in the health services research community, will
improve our understanding of the potential systematic impact on large-scale clinical research.
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Abstract
Although experts have identified benefits to replacing paper with electronic consent (eConsent) for research, a
comprehensive understanding of strategies to overcome barriers to adoption is unknown. To address this gap, we
performed a scoping review of the literature describing eConsent in academic medical centers. Of 69 studies that met
inclusion criteria, 81% (n=56) addressed ethical, legal, and social issues; 67% (n=46) described user interface/user
experience considerations; 39% (n=27) compared electronic versus paper approaches; 33% (n=23) discussed
approaches to enterprise scalability; and 25% (n=17) described changes to consent elections. Findings indicate a
lack of a leading commercial eConsent vendor, as articles described a myriad of homegrown systems and extensions
of vendor EHR patient portals. Opportunities appear to exist for researchers and commercial software vendors to
develop eConsent approaches that address the five critical areas identified in this review.
Introduction
Academic medical centers, pharmaceutical sponsors, and other stakeholders have identified benefits of electronic
consent (eConsent) for research (1,2). Following a successful pilot of replacing paper informed consent with eConsent
at our institution (3), we sought to understand how other institutions implemented eConsent for research at the
enterprise level. Although multiple review articles have addressed participant understanding of informed consent
procedures, to our knowledge the literature lacks a comprehensive understanding of approaches for replacing paper
informed consent with eConsent in an academic medical center. To address this gap, we performed a scoping review
guided by five areas identified as critical to success of our pilot including ethical, legal, and social issues; user
interface/user experience; comparison to paper; enterprise scalability; and changes to consent.
Methods
We conducted a scoping review following the Joanna Briggs Institute recommendations (4) and defined it using the
population, intervention, comparison, and outcome (PICO) format. Specifically, we defined the population as centers
performing clinical research with affiliations with major medical schools. The intervention of interest was the
electronic informed consent process. With respect to comparison, we examined eConsent that may or may not have
been contrasted with paper-based processes. For outcome, we examined the efficacy of eConsent.
Search strategy
A medical librarian (DD) and research specialist (KP) jointly developed and executed a search strategy for articles
that described obtaining electronic informed consent. On December 11-15, 2017, searches were run in Ovid
MEDLINE® (In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE® 1946 to Present), Ovid Embase
(1974 to present), the Cochrane Library (Wiley), Scopus (Elsevier), and ABI/Inform (ProQuest). Search terms for
all databases included controlled vocabulary and/or keywords as appropriate. Complete database search strategies
are available at https://www.github.com/wcmc-research-informatics. In February, 2019, we retrieved additional
records in two ways: 1) by reviewing the bibliographies of articles that met inclusion criteria, and 2) identifying
papers that had cited included articles since their publication.
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Figure 1. PRISMA workflow diagram of the review process
Screening and eligibility
We included articles that described electronic informed consent processes at clinical research centers or articles that
compared the effectiveness, efficiency, and cost of paper-based versus electronic informed consent process. We
excluded articles that only described using electronic content for recruitment or for conveying information without
using electronic means to obtain consent. The literature search yielded 2872 articles and 767 duplicates were excluded.
Two reviewers (CC, PL) screened 2105 articles for inclusion based on the title and abstract and then reviewed 220
full text articles. The final analysis included 69 studies (Figure 1).
Data extraction and summary
Three reviewers (CC, PL, TRC) categorized each paper according to its geographic area, article type as defined by the
Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association (i.e., original research, perspective, review), disease area,
study population (i.e., adult, pediatric), and purpose (i.e., clinical trial, biobank). Additionally, drawing from
institutional experience, we determined whether each paper described ethical, legal, and social issues; user
interface/user experience considerations; comparison of electronic and paper methods; enterprise information
technology scalability; and the ability for participants to change consent elections. The reviewers compared ratings
and resolved disagreements through discussion. For details on selected studies and search strategy, please visit the
online supplement described above.
Results
As described in Table 1, 75% (n=52) of articles described activities in North America with the preponderance (n=50)
in the United States. The majority of articles presented original research describing novel approaches and evaluations
of methods. More than half of articles (n=38) did not focus on a particular disease area with the remainder detailing
initiatives across different medical specialties, the bulk of which addressed collection of biospecimens and data to
enable precision medicine. Nearly all articles (94%) described efforts in adult populations with pediatric-focused
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articles originating from one institution. About half (52%) of articles described consent for specific clinical trials while
nearly a third described efforts for biobanking.
Table 1. Characteristics of papers meeting inclusion criteria.
Domain of Interest

N=69

Geographic area
North America, n (%)
Europe
Asia
Oceania

52 (75)
13 (19)
2 (3)
2 (3)

Article type
Original research
Perspective
Review

50 (72)
14 (20)
5 (7)

Disease area
None
Precision medicine
Other
Asthma
Genetic disorders
Neurology
Mental health
Diabetes

38 (55)
9 (13)
9 (13)
3 (4)
3 (4)
3 (4)
2 (3)
2 (3)

Population
Adult
Pediatric
Both

65 (94)
3 (4)
1 (1)

Clinical trial
Biobank
Both

36 (52)
22 (32)
11 (16)

Purpose

Description
Ethical, legal, and social issues
User interface/user experience
Comparison to paper
Enterprise scalability
Changes to consent

56 (81)
46 (67)
27 (39)
23 (33)
17 (25)

More than 80% of articles described ethical, legal, and social issues while about two thirds described user
interface/user experience design considerations. 33% of articles described enterprise information technology
scalability, and 25% described methods to enable participants to change their consent elections.
Ethical, legal, and social issues
Digital divide
Younger users were found to be more satisfied with using technology for informed consent (5). Conversely, older
participants may be more skeptical of mobile technology and thus more concerned about their privacy and
confidentiality while using their phones (6–8). In a focus group study, minorities and rural area residents expressed
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concern over access to computers and the internet, computer literacy, privacy and confidentiality, relating to the use
of eConsent for research (9).
Biobank-specific issues
Biobanks, which aim to recruit a large number of participants to contribute samples, have created unique challenges
in informed consent: the sheer number of participants from whom researchers must obtain consents; and the need to
link the samples with participants’ electronic medical record (EMR), and other information such as family history,
lifestyle and environmental risk factors; and the requirement that participants must broadly consent to any type of
research (10). In many cases, studies are retrospective and therefore information about them are difficult to
communicate to participants in advance, when they initially signed the consents (11). In addition, biobanks typically
operate under different protocols approved by various IRBs; separate consents may be needed and a way of tracking
them is essential (12).
Many researchers have suggested using technology to allow participants to monitor and keep track of use of their
biological samples over time (13). In addition, methods for protecting the privacy of participants (e.g., deidentification) are not well-suited for genetic research because genetic information identifies the participants and their
families as predisposed to certain hereditary diseases (14). Further, it was found that participants who use eConsent
to enroll in biobanks are generally less diverse than the population that enrolls using traditional consent (10,15).
Computer literacy was found to be a factor affecting user uptake in electronic biobank consent (16).
Electronic signature validity
In the US, electronic signatures for consent must comply with 21 CFR 11(c), a federal regulation which states that an
electronic signature must be unique to one individual, and organizations must verify the identity of the individual.
European countries impose similar requirements on researchers (7,17). A study revealed that some institutional review
boards (IRBs) were uncertain whether electronic signatures were valid, which laws would apply, and how the
electronic signatures would be stored (18).
Ensuring trust
Participants are concerned about privacy breaches, data misuse, and anonymity relating to eConsent (19). To secure
the participants’ information, researchers have used encryption for data in transit, not storing information on a server
(20). However, researchers are not consistently applying encryption to both data in transit and at rest (21). Some
researchers expressed concerns about storing biometric information on cloud storage and suggested storing the
information on the users’ local devices instead (22). Others pseudonymize the data (21).
Due to the European Union’s newly implemented General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), digital consent
management systems will have to be upgraded across the globe (13). GDPR states that research participants have the
right to determine how and with whom their medical information is shared. Implicit consent or research requiring
opting-out is not acceptable informed consent (23).
User interface/user experience (UI/UX)
User interface
As comprehension is an important part of informed consent, using a multimedia electronic format could increase the
comprehension effort and several studies measured that via the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) which assesses
the perceived effort to complete a task (24,25). In addition to the participant’s experience and time to complete the
informed consent form, studies described the staff’s task load (26,27). Some studies discussed the benefit of social
annotation, where participants can see each other’s comments about the eConsent, as a trusted way to question the
research while lessening social pressure (28–30).
User experience
Two studies used an existing commercial telemedicine platform, Doxy.me, and found the ability for participants to
complete the consent form in real-time with remote researchers to be interactive and similar to the in-person experience
(5,20). One pilot of an online dynamic consent portal had overall positive user experience results and noted that the
identity verification’s multi-layer process had a negative impact on user experience but an advantage to data security
(31). Researchers should remember that multimedia does not automatically meant interactive (32).
Comparison to paper
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Comprehension
Some studies found that participants (including minors) using eConsent had a better understanding of the information
presented to them, when such consent had interactive components, quizzes, tailored information, graphical media, and
annotations (8,27,33–39). In one study focusing on underrepresented participants in research in the US, certain
minorities and rural area residents expressed in their focus groups that eConsent was easier to use, more interesting,
and better for understanding (9). In one case, the level of understanding is the same among participants without any
mental illness, but a web-aided multimedia consent may facilitate understanding and provide better satisfaction in
participants with schizophrenia (39).
Research has not consistently shown that eConsent is superior to paper consent in facilitating participants’
understanding of information (40). Three studies found no significant difference in the level of understanding achieved
by the participants using paper, a PDF, or a website/tablet version of consent in the United Kingdom, the US and
Canada (41–43). While video-embedded eConsent can facilitate participant understanding, the format of the consent
(digital versus paper) alone did not appear to affect understanding in one study (44).
Regardless of the form of consent, many studies have advocated that in-person interactions or other forms of
communications with researchers remain a part of the eConsent process, to ensure participants’ understanding of
consent information and to foster trust, particularly for more complex and riskier studies. (11,13,32,33,37,41,45–47).
Customization of amount of information
eConsent may provide a solution that could tailor the amount of information presented based on users’ choice (8).
One study showed that when participants were given the choice to receive more, the same, or less information in the
eConsent form than presented on a paper consent form, a majority of them choose less information, suggesting that
the amount of information in the paper consent was more detailed than what participants are willing to read (41).
Another study similarly found that participants read informed consent documents quickly, particularly on paper, and
preferred to have shorter and simpler consent forms (34,43,48). However, there is also evidence indicating that users
do not thoroughly review click-through agreements online (40), or eConsent for a genetic study (49). Many
participants think less than half of the consent form is vital, and perceive the consent form as providing legal protection
for researchers, rather than informing participants (30,39). With respect to user satisfaction, participants found the
use of eConsent to be less stressful compared to paper because they could proceed at their own pace and have more
control over the consent process (24,50).
Enterprise scalability
Systems integration
To scale eConsent for research across the enterprise, multiple studies cited the need for information technology
infrastructure (10), including wifi connectivity (16,42,51), informatics personnel for development (15,16), and
helpdesk personnel for support (16,52). Four studies emphasized benefits of integrating research consent data with
electronic health record (EHR) systems and electronic data warehouses (16,23,27,37,52,53), including through the use
of emerging HL7 FHIR standards (23). Three articles described use of EHR participant portals to collect consent for
research from participants (37,52,54). Three studies emphasized the need for academic medical centers to consider
ontological models of consent (12,27,51).
Authentication
Studies also emphasized a need for proper authentication through usernames and passwords, finger-drawn signatures
(10,22,55), biometrics (22), and blockchain (56). Of note, Li described a novel system called USign, a signature
verification method that can integrate with existing eConsent systems and provide a new authentication token (55).
Two studies (51,56) described approaches to tracking versions of protocols and informed consent forms to which
participants consented.
Enterprise examples
Institutions with multiple publications describing enterprise deployment included Partners Healthcare (10,52),
Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) (20,26,53), University of California San Diego (27,57), and University
of Greifswald in Germany (23,51). At MUSC, Sanderson noted the success of piloting eConsent in “high-volume but
low-pressure” clinical areas and the “overwhelmingly positive” reception from MUSC staff that led to roll-out to
additional practices (53). Welch described extension of Sanderson’s approach from physical patient visits to
telemedicine encounters (20). Although nearly all articles described novel system implementations, one study
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described commercial eConsent offerings from six software vendors (58). Two studies described use of Apple
ResearchKit in smartphone app-based eConsent for lower-risk studies (59,60).
Changes to consent
Changes to consent range from protocol updates and amendments to withdrawal. One study proposed a dynamic
consent model that allows for personalization and flexibility, such as allowing a biobank participant to amend their
broad consent based on new research activities (15). Dynamic eConsent can be further defined as utilizing the
technology to allow for on-going engagement with the participants to maintain their consent preferences (19).
Multiple papers (19,27,30,57) described identifying the organization type of the data recipient as participants may
only wish to consent to providing limited data to for-profit organizations. There are numerous technical approaches
to electronically tracking this data, ranging from blockchain (56) to HL7 FHIR (23). Two studies described trusted
third-party organizations that would securely maintain the data and govern who could access the data (56,61).
Discussion
Based on the results of the selected articles, there was no unified approach or guideline for replacing paper consent
with eConsent. Academic medical centers described diverse implementations and addressed the five areas of interest
– ethical, legal, and social issues; user interface/user experience; comparison to paper; enterprise scalability; and
changes to consent – variably. However, the differences do not appear to be dictated by the disease areas or the
purposes for which eConsent is obtained (i.e., whether it was for a clinical trial or a biobank). In addition, research
studies did not consistently find that eConsent is superior in facilitating participants’ comprehension of information
(62). While the traditional paper-based consent is widely accepted for authentication, there is not yet universal
acceptance of electronic signature.
The selected articles were predominantly about US adults, but some studies focused on the pediatric population. For
research involving children, researchers needed to modify the process to obtain consent from parents or guardians
(21), which can be a challenge for scheduling in-person paper consent. eConsent that can be provided remotely from
home may be a solution in pediatric clinical trials (63).
Although biobanking studies represented 32% of studies and clinical trials were 52%, our analysis addressed biobank
studies at length because of unique challenges, such as participants’ genomic data being considered a commodity (11).
Compared with clinical trials, biobanks tend to have a larger number of participants and therefore, the consent process
must be scalable to accurately track changes in consent in order to gain participants’ trust (9,19,61,62).
The usage of eConsent should not replace human interaction – rather it can provide another medium for interaction.
Participants should nonetheless have the ability to ask researchers questions and could also have the ability to ask each
other through social annotations. However, lack of access to and familiarity with the technology itself can create
additional obstacles to consent. As the access to technology increases, the pool of participants could increase too as
they are no longer limited by physical proximity to an academic medical center. However, until that increase, there is
a potential for participation skewing to younger, more affluent participants who currently have access. This digital
divide not only impacts UI/UX, but also impacts the enterprise scalability as under-represented communities tend to
have limited access to eConsent’s technical requirements such as stable, high-speed wifi.
This review may not have identified all relevant articles, despite attempts to be as comprehensive as possible, such as
an additional search in February 2019 to increase timeliness. The reviewers (CC, PL, TRC) are not physicians, but
have a diversity of professional backgrounds. It was the reviewers’ first time using the systematic review software,
Covidence, in conjunction with the reference manager, F1000Workspace, but the usage enabled accounting for the
articles during the review process.
Due to the HITECH Act and the transition to EHRs, a monoculture emerged as many healthcare organizations shifted
to a single vendor of clinical information systems (64). As paper consent transitions to eConsent, our review showed
a lack of a leading commercial eConsent solution, as articles described a myriad of homegrown systems (1–3) and
extensions of vendor EHR patient portals (1,2). Using a multitude of systems can result in inefficiencies and the need
for researchers to develop additional workflows and interfaces to address gaps as seen in the PCORI ADAPTABLE
and NIH All of Us Research Program studies (65,66). Opportunities appear to exist for researchers and commercial
software vendors to develop eConsent approaches that address the five critical areas discussed in this review.
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Abstract
Clinical decision support tools that automatically disseminate patterns of clinical orders have the potential to
improve patient care by reducing errors of omission and streamlining physician workflows. However, it is unknown
if physicians will accept such tools or how their behavior will be affected. In this randomized controlled study, we
exposed 34 licensed physicians to a clinical order entry interface and five simulated emergency cases, with
randomized availability of a previously developed clinical order recommender system. With the recommender
available, physicians spent similar time per case (6.7 minutes), but placed more total orders (17.1 vs. 15.8). The
recommender demonstrated superior recall (59% vs 41%) and precision (25% vs 17%) compared to manual search
results, and was positively received by physicians recognizing workflow benefits. Further studies must assess the
potential clinical impact towards a future where electronic health records automatically anticipate clinical needs.
Introduction
Healthcare often falls short of recommended, evidence-based care, with overall compliance with guideline
recommendations ranging from 20 to 80%.1 Variability and uncertainty in medical practice may compromise quality
of care and cost efficiency, especially in scenarios where knowledge is inconsistently applied.2 The advent of the
meaningful use era of electronic health records (EHRs)3 creates the opportunity for data-driven clinical decision
support (CDS) that utilizes the collective expertise of many practitioners in a learning health system.4–8 Tools such
as order sets already reinforce consistency and compliance with best practices,9,10 but maintainability is limited in
scale by a top-down, knowledge-based approach requiring the manual effort of human experts.11 Moreover, the
intended vs. actual usage of EHR order sets may not align with physician workflows.12 A key challenge to fulfill a
future vision for clinical decision support13,14 is the automatic production of content from the bottom-up by
data-mining clinical data sources.15
Previously, we developed a clinical order recommender system by automatically data-mining hospital EHR data.16
The results of this approach align with established standards of care15,17,18 and is predictive of real physician behavior
and patient outcomes.16 Our underlying vision is to seamlessly integrate a system into clinical order entry workflows
that automatically infers the relevant clinical context based on data already in the EHR and provides actionable
decision support in the form of clinical order suggestions, analogous to Netflix or Amazon.com’s “customers who
bought A also bought B” system.19,20 As with many machine learning models designed to support clinical decision
making, it is unknown if physicians will actually accept such suggestions into their clinical decision workflow. Most
prior studies in automated development of clinical decision support content15,16,21–25 have been strictly analytical
evaluations, with few studies assessing the response of human clinicians to such recommender tools and their
ordering patterns. More broadly, the majority of physicians have significant distrust or negative attitudes toward the
EHR,26–28 which may affect how well these tools could be adopted.
This study seeks to address these issues by examining physicians’ behaviors while interacting with a clinical
provider order entry (CPOE) interface that simulates an electronic health record for hospital clinical scenarios. We
specifically examine physician ordering patterns, time spent, and survey responses when a clinical order
recommender system is added to standard functionality.
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Objective
Determine whether clinicians will use machine learned clinical order recommendations for electronic order entry in
simulated inpatient cases. Further assess how such recommender systems will be viewed by physicians and affect
their workflow.
Methods
As described previously,16 we extracted deidentified structured data for all inpatient hospitalizations from the
2009-2014 STRIDE clinical data warehouse.29 The data covers >74K patients with >11M instances of >27K items
(medication, laboratory, imaging, and nursing orders, lab results and diagnosis codes). We built a clinical
collaborative filtering (recommender) system based on this data, modeled on Amazon’s product algorithm19,20 using
item co-occurrence statistics.
We built a simulated computerized physician order entry (CPOE) interface with open technologies including
PostgreSQL, Python, Apache HTTP, and HTML/JavaScript. Our unique addition is an automated recommender
(Figure 1), analogous to a “Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought This…” service that anticipates other
clinical orders that are likely to be relevant based on similar prior cases in prior electronic health records.

Figure 1 – Simulated clinical order entry interface, notes and clinical order recommender. Standard functions
include navigation links to review notes and results (top-left). Order entry includes a conventional search box for
individual orders and pre-authored order sets (top-right). A recommender algorithm suggests clinical orders (right),
in this example triggered by a presenting symptom code (Shortness of Breath, ICD9 786.05). Clinical orders
predicted most likely to occur next are highlighted under Common Orders, while those under Related Orders are
less likely but disproportionately associated with similar cases and thus may be more specifically relevant.
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Figure 2 – Simulated clinical order entry interface, results review and clinical order manual search. Users can order
diagnostics such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) studies to review results (left). This may require simulated passage of
time for results to be ready (e.g., CT Head requiring another 44 minutes for results to be ready). Conventional
manual search for clinical orders via a text search box (top-right) yields clinical order options (right) identified by
prefix. In this example, identifying all clinical orders with a word starting with “cef.”
A panel of board certified internal medicine physicians (AK, JH, LH, and JHC) developed clinical cases for
common inpatient medical problems including unstable atrial fibrillation, neutropenic fever, variceal gastrointestinal
hemorrhage, bacterial meningitis, and acute pulmonary embolism (Table 2). Each case includes clinical notes to
represent the patient’s history and physical exam. Diagnostic test results are only visible and change state if
respective orders are entered (e.g., low hemoglobin revealed only if a blood count is ordered and changes if a blood
transfusion is ordered). With each order entered, the clinical order recommender list updates based on the
accumulating patient information.
We recruited licensed physician participant users with experience admitting medical inpatients within the past year
through local mailing lists. Participants were offered $195 to use the interface to simulate admitting hospital patients
and complete a survey over the course of an hour. A researcher guided participants through two demonstration cases
(diabetic ketoacidosis and chest pain) to illustrate basic functions (data review, order entry, order sets) as well as the
use of clinical order options presented by the recommender system. The subsequent five test cases were presented to
participants in a sequence randomly assigned for each user (Table 2). Each case was randomly assigned as either an
intervention case with the recommender system available or a control case without the recommender system not
available. Conventional clinical order entry options including order set checklists and manual search of individual
orders by name were available in all cases, making usage of the recommender system completely optional.
Participant activity was recorded through screen capture, audio, and user interface tracking software. Metrics
compared between the intervention and control cases include the time to complete the case and the number of
clinical orders selected from manual search vs. the automated recommender system, with P-values assessing
differences calculated by two-tailed t-test. The study was approved by the Stanford Institutional Review Board.
Results
Participants
A total of 34 physicians participated in this phase of the study, with a median of 3 and interquartile range of [3, 5.25]
years since obtaining their medical degree, 22 (64%) identified their primary specialty as Internal Medicine, 9 (26%)
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identified Emergency Medicine, 18 (53%) were resident trainees, and 14 (42%) were board certified in their
respective specialty.
Case-Based Scenarios
Table 2 summarizes key elements of the five case scenarios that participants were tested with.
Presenting Symptom
(ICD-10) / Diagnosis Case Summary
Fever (453.3)

Key Findings

Most Common Orders (Total
Orders)

32 year-old patient with
diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma
presenting with fevers and
rigors after receiving
chemotherapy (R-CHOP) 10
days prior.

Hypotension, lactic
acidosis, severe
neutropenia

Sodium Chloride IV Bolus (42)
Metabolic Panel, Comprehensive (33)
Blood Cultures (32)
Cefepime, IV (31)
CBC with Differential (31)

25 year-old previously
healthy patient presenting
with fever, headache, neck
stiffness, and photophobia

Fever, significant
neck stiffness on
examination,
absence of rashes

Ceftriaxone, IV (33)
Sodium Chloride IV Bolus (32)
CBC with Differential (32)
CSF Culture and Gram Stain (32)
Glucose, CSF (30)

70 year-old with a past
medical history including
systolic heart failure and
COPD presenting with
worsening dyspnea following
a vacation to Hawaii

Hypoxia (81%
oxygen saturation),
tachycardia, absence
of jugular venous
distension, minimal
wheezes

CBC with Differential (31)
ECG 12-Lead (31)
Metabolic Panel, Comprehensive (27)
NT-proBNP (25)
Albuterol-Ipratropium, Inhaled (22)

66 year-old with a history of
diastolic heart failure
presenting with palpitations

Tachycardia (rate
>150 beats/min),
hypotension,
irregularly irregular
pulse

ECG 12 Lead (46)
DCCV (29)
CBC with Differential (28)
Metabolic Panel, Comprehensive (26)
Consult to Cardiology (23)

Hematemesis (K92.0) 59 year-old with a history of
alcoholism and NSAID use
Acute Variceal
presenting with hematemesis
Bleeding

Tachycardia, spider
angiomata, scleral
icterus, mid
epigastric pain

Consult to Gastroenterology (59)
Sodium Chloride IV Bolus (41)
Prothrombin Time/INR (40)
CBC with Differential (40)
Metabolic Panel, Comprehensive (37)

Chemotherapy
Induced Neutropenic
Fever

Headache (R55)
Bacterial Meningitis

Dyspnea
(R06.00)
Acute Pulmonary
Embolism
Palpitations (R00.2)
Unstable Paroxysmal
Atrial Fibrillation with
Rapid Ventricular
Rate

Table 2 - Summary description of simulation cases tested. Last column reflects the most common clinical orders the
test participants used in each case, with the total in parentheses counting repeat orders. ICD, International
Classification of Diseases; R-CHOP, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, hydroxydaunorubicin, oncovin, prednisone;
CBC, complete blood count; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; INR, international normalized ratio; ECG, electrocardiogram;
NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; DCCV, Direct Current Cardioversion; IV, intravenous.
Physician Experience
Overall, physicians spent an average time of 6.7 minutes per clinical module, with a mean 54.4 navigation clicks
between sections (e.g., notes vs. results review) and 16.5 clinical orders per case. In subgroup analysis of resident
physicians in training vs. non-residents (Table 3b), there appears to be varying effects with residents spending less
case time and ordering more with the recommender available, while non-residents spent more case time. Across
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different simulated case types (Table 3c), there was not a consistent trend in physicians taking more or less time to
complete cases with the recommender system available. Physicians ordered a greater amount of orders when the
recommender system was available (mean 17.1 vs. 15.8 orders per case, p<0.001). The recall of the recommender
options was consistently greater than manual search options (59% vs 41%), indicating users were more likely to find
the clinical orders they wanted from the automated recommender lists than from options returned by manual search.
The precision of the recommender options was similarly greater than manual search options (25% vs 17%),
indicating users had to sift through fewer irrelevant options to find the clinical orders they wanted than the number
of irrelevant options produced by manual searches.12
All Cases

P

No
68
6.7+/-0.7
59.4+/-4.8
15.8+/-1.0
15.8+/-1.0
84.1+/-9.4

Yes
Recommender Available
102
Number of Cases
6.7+/-0.6
0.71
Case Time (Minutes)
51.4+/-3.7
0.12
Navigation Clicks
17.1+/-0.8
<10-280 Clinical Orders, Total
7.0+/-0.7
<10-50 Orders from Manual Search
41.8+/-5.8
<10-20 Options from Manual Search
10.0+/-0.7
Orders from Recommender
39.5+/-0.9
Options from Recommender
19%
17%
Manual Search Precision
25%
Recommender Precision
41%
Manual Search Recall
59%
Recommender Recall
Table 3a - Usage metrics when clinical order recommender system was available vs. not. Reported as totals,
proportions, or means +/- standard error. Options reflects clinical order options that were presented to the user for
consideration via either manual search results or automated recommender. Recommender precision (positive
predictive value) reflects the proportion of clinical order options from the recommender that were actually used.
Recommender recall (sensitivity) reflects the proportion of all clinical orders used that arose from the recommender
options.
Non-Residents
Residents (Trainees)
No
Yes
No
Yes
Recommender Available
30
45
38
57
Cases
7.1+/-0.5
8.1+/-0.7
6.5+/-0.8
5.7+/-0.4
Case Time (Minutes)
61.4+/-4.9
54.7+/-3.9
57.7+/-4.7
48.8+/-3.5
Navigation Clicks
17.2+/-1.2
17+/-0.9
14.7+/-0.9
17.2+/-0.7
Clinical Orders, Total
17.2+/-1.2
7.1+/-0.7
14.7+/-0.9
6.9+/-0.8
Orders from Manual Search
79.6+/-8.8
43.9+/-5.9
87.7+/-9.8
40.2+/-5.7
Options from Manual Search
9.7+/-0.7
10.3+/-0.7
Orders from Recommender
39.7+/-0.9
39.4+/-0.9
Options from Recommender
22%
16%
17%
17%
Manual Search Precision
24%
26%
Recommender Precision
42%
40%
Manual Search Recall
57%
60%
Recommender Recall
Table 3b - Usage metrics when clinical order recommender system was available vs. not, separated by Resident
physicians (trainees) vs. non-Residents. Reported as totals, proportions, or means +/- standard error.
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Atrial
Fibrillation,
Unstable
No Yes

GastroIntestinal
Bleed
No Yes

Meningitis,
Bacterial

Neutropenic
Fever

Pulmonary
Case Description
Embolism

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

9
7.0
55.3
20.4
20.4
73.3

25
5.3
39.8
15.8
7.4
41.8
8.3
38.2
18%
22%
47%
52%

19
4.4
37.5
12.3
12.3
56.1

15
5.3
37.0
14.1
3.2
30.9
10.9
35.9
10%
30%
23%
77%

15
9.4
74.1
15.8
15.8
100.8

Yes Recommender Available
19 Number of Cases
9.0 Case Time (Minutes)
65.8 Navigation Clicks
20.1 Clinical Orders, Total
9.7 Orders from Manual Search
58.5 Options from Manual Search
10.1 Orders from Recommender
42.6 Options from Recommender
21%
16%
28%
22%
16% 17% Manual Search Precision
24% Recommender Precision
49% Manual Search Recall
50% Recommender Recall
Table 3c - Usage metrics stratified per simulated case scenario for when the clinical order recommender system was
available vs. not.
10
4.2
46.4
10.7
10.7
50.9

24
6.5
47.9
14.7
5.5
22.6
9.2
36.6
25%
25%
38%
62%

15
8.6
83.4
21.0
21.0
131.5

19
7.8
68.1
21.3
8.5
58.2
12.7
44.8
15%
28%
40%
60%

Survey Responses
Overall, the clinical decision tool was positively received by the study participants, where 94% agreed or strongly
agreed that the tool would be useful for their position. Moreover, 89% agreed or strongly agreed that the system
would make their job easier and 85% felt that it would increase their productivity. Participant comments suggest that
physicians believe the system would be more useful for cases that involved common diagnoses or standardized
treatment algorithms. Others mentioned the tool’s utility for diseases that may require several simultaneous orders
(for example, diabetic ketoacidosis). A small subset of responses noted that the tool could be used for patients
presenting to the emergency department without a clear diagnosis, as this would facilitate expedient ordering of
several screening tests to help differentiate the patient. Additional comments indicate physicians felt that the tool
would be less useful for sub-specialized care or for patients that require few simultaneous orders.
Survey Question
I would find the system useful in my job
Using the system would make it easier to do my job
This system would increase my productivity
This system would let me complete tasks more quickly
This system would increase my job performance

1

2

3

4

5

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
4%
9%
4%
9%

7%
7%
7%
9%
7%

46%
44%
41%
37%
48%

48%
46%
44%
50%
30%

Table 4 - Physician Survey Responses. Responses were assessed based on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly
Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree).
Discussion
We found that the use of a clinical order recommender system for common clinical scenarios seen in inpatient
emergency medicine did not clearly affect the amount of time physicians spent on an EHR interface. Physicians did
place slightly more total orders per case, although this varied by scenario and user training level. Importantly,
physicians placed less orders from manual searches as a result of the tool. The recommender demonstrated superior
recall of orders, suggesting that users were more likely to find the orders they wanted from the recommender rather
than from manual searches. Similarly, the tool’s greater precision for suggested orders indicated that users were not
exposed to as many irrelevant order options when compared to manual searching. The tool was positively received
by the study participants, who identified clear benefits toward their workflow and productivity. This represents a key
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study to examine the use of clinical recommender decision support tools on physician ordering habits as applied
toward inpatient emergency clinical scenarios.
Implications of this study include that such decision support tools based on clinical ordering patterns can be
integrated and readily accepted for usage into physician workflows. While many systems attempt to improve the
EHR experience by providing standardized order sets to streamline and improve care,30–33 static order sets often do
not align with individual cases with many extraneous or irrelevant order options.12 Our recommender tool essentially
functions as a dynamical clinical order set that continuously updates in response to new patient information,
demonstrating increased accuracy and reduced need for conventional manual searches. This may account for the
largely positive views of the participants, suggesting that physicians will accept machine generated clinical order
tools if they are embedded into clinical workflows.
Time motion studies indicate that clinicians spend most of their time in the EHR,34,35 with many spending
significantly more time searching for and entering orders.36 While this study showed a reduction on reliance of
manual searches, interestingly, it did not show a reduction in the amount of time that physicians spent per simulated
case. The simulated test setting may have lead participants to artificially fill the time within cases, or perhaps the
reduction in manual search efforts freed their cognitive attention to attend more to the medical decision making tasks
of each case. Notably, most of our study participants were experienced physicians who have likely developed
diagnostic/treatment algorithms based on their previous training. Table 3b suggests that the tool could provide time
savings to less experienced physicians (in residency training) who may not be familiar with the EHR interface or
have less refined diagnostic/treatment schemata.
The total number of orders tended slightly to increase as a result of the recommender system (mean 1.3 additional
orders per case), though this varied by case. The quantity of orders placed with a recommender system may be
dependent on the clinical context, where some scenarios (i.e. meningitis) may have more standardized approaches to
treatment37 compared to others (i.e. dyspnea), which may affect how recommended a la carte o rders are viewed.
Indeed, the purpose of commercial product recommender algorithm is to increase the amount of products a customer
will buy.20 While order sets have been shown to promote cost-effectiveness,38,39 further evaluation is needed to
determine how much clinical recommender systems are promoting improved care with more useful orders vs.
reducing cost-effectiveness with more unnecessary orders.
Limitations to this study approach include the nature of collaborative filtering algorithms tending to recommend
patterns of historical behavior, but risk a “cold start”40 problem when they are unable to recommend newly available
treatments while still recommending older, possibly obsolete, practices. This is not unique to the recommender
systems however, as existing standards of information dissemination such as clinical practice guidelines warrant
manual updating and dissemination every few years.41 For example, the manually-authored static order sets available
in our own institution for deep venous thrombosis treatment still recommend warfarin therapy, despite direct oral
anticoagulants largely becoming the current standard of practice.42 Guidance for up-to-date medical care clearly
must come from multiple sources, though this points to one potential advantage of the collaborative filtering
approach in that it can rapidly and automatically adapt to newly emerging practices.
Technical limitation considerations include that the tool was based on a clinical data warehouse of electronic health
records data that may not be available at all institutions. Similarly, the lack of a broadly accepted open architecture
that allows for custom workflow integrations into common commercial EHRs, limits the ease of implementation of
the system components studied. Our users were given an orientation of the recommender system and its purpose
before engaging with the practice scenarios, which likely contributes a Hawthorne effect on how users interacted
and viewed the system.
At a time when the EHR is met with distrust and negativity by clinicians from the burdens of documentation and
data entry, clinical recommender systems represent a key opportunity to improve the quality, consistency, and
experience of healthcare. We hope this will be an important step towards a future where EHRs anticipate clinical
needs without even having to ask, so that clinicians can start to feel like the computers are working for us, instead of
the other way around.
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Conclusions
Clinical order suggestions from a data-driven recommender system were readily used and accepted by physicians
across a variety of simulated inpatient clinical scenarios. These systems did not clearly affect time spent in the EHR,
but physicians were more likely to find the clinical orders they wanted using such tools as compared to manual
search methods (i.e. superior recall). Usage may vary by clinical scenario, with further evaluation needed on the
clinical value of how such tools affect ordering habits. Nonetheless, clinicians overall view such clinical
recommender systems positively, perceiving a clear potential benefit toward their workflow.
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Abstract
Asthma is a prevalent chronic respiratory condition, and acute exacerbations represent a significant fraction of the
economic and health-related costs associated with asthma. We present results from a novel study that is focused on
modeling asthma exacerbations from data contained in patients’ electronic health records. This work makes the following contributions: (i) we develop an algorithm for phenotyping asthma exacerbations from EHRs, (ii) we determine
that models learned via supervised learning approaches can predict asthma exacerbations in the near future (AUC ≈
0.77), and (iii) we develop an approach, based on mixtures of semi-Markov models, that is able to identify subpopulations of asthma patients sharing distinct temporal and seasonal patterns in their exacerbation susceptibility.
Introduction
Asthma is a chronic condition that affects about 300 million people worldwide1 including about 8% of the U.S.
population2 . Asthma exacerbations, which frequently require acute care, can be life-threatening events and account
for a significant fraction of the asthma disease burden3 . Well characterized triggers of exacerbations in asthmatic
patients include respiratory viruses, allergens, environmental pollutants, occupational exposures, and medications
such as aspirin and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs4 . Additionally, having had a prior exacerbation is a
significant risk factor for recurrent exacerbations3 .
In this study, we address two questions that are pertinent to understanding and managing exacerbations. First, we consider to what extent exacerbations can be predicted given a patient’s clinical history as represented in their electronic
health record (EHR). Prior studies on predicting asthma exacerbations have employed small sets of manually selected
variables, and have been devised and evaluated using smaller patient populations (in the context of clinical trials in
some cases)5–7 . In contrast, we are interested in determining how effectively exacerbation risk models can be learned
from EHR data in a setting in which we are agnostic about which variables are useful predictors. To address this question, we first devise a phenotyping algorithm for exacerbations and apply it to electronic health records for a cohort of
28,101 asthma patients. We then use supervised learning methods to train models to predict exacerbations in advance,
given prior entries in a patient’s EHR. The motivation for this analysis is to (i) improve patient care by anticipating
exacerbations, and (ii) identify potentially unrecognized risk factors that may be indicated in EHR variables.
The second question we address is to consider whether distinct temporal exacerbation phenotypes can be elicited from
EHR data. The facts that patients have varying exacerbation triggers and that some patients are more exacerbation
prone indicate that there are diverse asthma phenotypes. We address the task of identifying temporal/seasonal phenotypes by clustering patients according to the temporal patterns of their exacerbations. The motivation for deriving
such temporal/seasonal phenotypes is severalfold: to (i) characterize seasonal exacerbation frequency at a local scale,
(ii) be able to better detect associations between environmental factors and exacerbations by analyzing subpopulations
that have similar temporal/seasonal exacerbation profiles, and (iii) improve our exacerbation risk-assessment models
by conditioning on a patient’s temporal/seasonal exacerbation phenotype.
Cohort
The patient data used in this study is sourced from a clinical data warehouse for the University of Wisconsin Health
system. The data we use consists of electronic health records for 28,101 asthma patients. The information we extract from the EHRs comprises demographic variables and time-stamped events. The demographic variables include
age, sex, race, and ethnicity (Hispanic or non-). The time-stamped events include problem list diagnoses and other
diagnoses (both encoded using ICD-9), procedures (with associated CPT-4 codes), medications (with each drug represented in a three-tiered hierarchy), primary complaints and departments associated with clinical encounters, readings
of six vital signs (systolic and diastolic blood pressure, temperature, pulse, respiration, and oxygen saturation, all
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encoded in terms of being high, low or normal), and asthma control test (ACT) scores, encoded in terms of being
well-controlled (≥ 20), somewhat controlled (16 ≤ score ≤ 19), or poorly controlled (≤ 15).
Patients were selected for inclusion in our study if they had one or more ICD-9 codes of 493.xx (asthma) anywhere in
their problem diagnosis list, or two or more such codes anywhere among other coded diagnoses. EHR data for all of
these patients was available between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2011. This study was reviewed and approved
by the the University of Wisconsin Health Sciences IRB as protocol M-2009-1273.
Methods
In this section, we describe approaches to three tasks that we have addressed: (i) phenotyping asthma exacerbations
from EHRs, which is a necessary precursor for the other two tasks, (ii) predicting a near-term asthma exacerbation
given a patient’s clinical history as represented in the EHR, and (iii) identifying subpopulations of asthma patients who
have similar temporal/seasonal patterns in their exacerbations.
Phenotyping Asthma Exacerbations: For the purpose of clinical studies, an exacerbation is typically defined in terms
of an urgent visit to a health care provider for asthma symptoms coupled with a need for treatment with oral corticosteroids. Based on these criteria and accepted operational definitions8–10 , we implemented a phenotyping algorithm for
recognizing exacerbations from events recorded in an EHR.
Our approach phenotypes an exacerbation when three components are observed in close temporal proximity: (i) a
qualifying clinical encounter, (ii) a co-occurring respiratory diagnosis, and (iii) a prescription for, or administration of,
oral corticosteroids. We define an exacerbation as beginning if a patient’s EHR includes one of several types of clinical
encounters, co-occurring with a respiratory diagnosis code recorded on the same date, and followed within seven days
by a prescription of oral corticosteroids. Any further prescriptions of oral corticosteroids within five days of the last
prescription are considered extensions of the same exacerbation. The full interval of the exacerbation begins with the
co-occurring encounter and respiratory diagnosis and ends five days after the last oral corticosteroid prescription. This
approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
A qualifying clinical encounter is detected by meeting one of the following conditions: (i) an encounter with type
Hospital Encounter, Office Visit, Telephone, Orders Only, or of the generic type Appointment when additionally associated with a visit type of Office Visit, (ii) a recorded encounter associated with an inpatient or urgent care
department, or (iii) a charge associated with a CPT code in the range 99221-99223 (initial hospital care), 9923199233 (subsequent hospital care), 99251-99255 (inpatient consultation), or 99281-99285 (emergency department visit). The associated respiratory diagnosis codes that can indicate the start of an exacerbation are ICD-9
493.x (asthma), 46[0-6].x (acute respiratory infections), 48[0-6].x (pneumonia), 490.x (bronchitis nos), 491.x
(chronic bronchitis), 519.x (other diseases of respiratory system), or 786.x (symptoms involving respiratory
system and other chest symptoms).

Figure 1: An illustration of the exacerbation phenotyping task. The figure shows three example patient timelines and
the resulting exacerbation event that is recognized in each. Short, vertical black lines on the timeline represent days.
Vertical red, blue and green lines represent events recorded in the EHR. The duration of a phenotyped exacerbation is
represented by the extent of the corresponding horizontal black line over the timeline.
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Predicting Asthma Exacerbations: Given our phenotyping algorithm to identify exacerbations in electronic health
records, we can use supervised learning methods to train models that try to predict these exacerbations in advance.
There are various ways in which this task can be framed. Here we approach the problem as a classification task: given
a patient’s history up to a given decision date, we want our model to predict whether the patient will experience an
exacerbation within the next 90 days or not. The event window of 90 days was selected because follow-up visits for
asthma tend to be 3-6 months based on guideline recommendations. In this section, we describe three approaches we
have used to learn classification models for this task.
We have investigated a number of variable representations for this task. One approach is to represent static and
time-stamped event variables together using a fixed-length vector representation, comprising a summary of the event
variables concatenated with the static variables. Alternatively, we can represent event variables by formulating a
sequence of vectors for each patient, with each vector representing the events at a given time-stamp. This sequence,
together with a fixed-length vector representing the static variables, forms a representation that preserves the patient’s
temporal history instead of summarizing it.
The first learning method we apply is logistic regression with L1 and L2 regularization11, 12 . Here we use a fixedlength vector representation comprising binary variables to represent the occurrence of each event variable in each of
two different temporal windows: (i) over the last six months, and (ii) over the entire observation period, prior to the
decision date. We perform internal cross-validation to tune the strength of the regularization.
A second learning method we apply to this task is a random forest13 . We test two different fixed-length vector representations here: with event variables summarized based on (i) their occurrence in different temporal windows (as
for logistic regression), and (ii) recency. In the latter case, for each event type (e.g. for each possible diagnosis), we
include a numeric variable whose value represents the number of days since the last occurrence of the event. For
example, a single variable in this representation indicates how long it has been since the patient has had an ICD-9 code
in the 020.xx range. In the case in which a patient has not had the event recorded within the period covered by our data
set, we set the variable value to ∞. Note that, for random forests, the scale of each variable is not important, and thus
values of ∞ are not problematic since it is the relative ordering of variable values that matters. We tune the maximum
tree depth as well as the number of sampled variables per split using internal cross-validation.
A third learning method we apply is a Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) neural network14 . In contrast to the
logistic regression and the random forest, where the
variables summarize the patient’s temporal history, the
LSTM network is able to directly process the sequence
of events in the history. However, some event types,
namely problem diagnoses, other diagnoses, and interventions (procedures and medications), comprise large
vocabularies (our cohort includes observations of 4,398
problem diagnoses, 6,533 other diagnoses, and 8,745 interventions) of which only a small subset is recorded at
each encounter. Instead of working directly with the resulting sparse, high-dimensional vectors, we first map
these event types to an embedded space, resulting in
dense, lower-dimensional vectors that are then used to
form the event sequence for the LSTM. To learn the
weights for the embedding layer, we use Med2Vec15 , a
method that obtains distributed representations of medical concepts, while capturing the context represented by
the ordering of EHR visits as well as the co-occurence
of codes within an EHR visit. Separate embeddings of
size 200 are generated for problem diagnoses, other diagnoses, and interventions. These are then concatenated,

Figure 2: The LSTM network for predicting exacerbations. Time-stamped event variables x1 . . . xn are represented by formulating a sequence of vectors, with each
vector representing the events at a given time-stamp
x1,t . . . xn,t . Diagnoses and interventions are embedded
into dense, lower-dimensional vectors. The static demographic variables xn+1 . . . xm feed directly into the output
layer of the network.
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along with the other event variables, to produce the event representation at each time-stamp in the record. The ordered
sequence of events forms the input sequence for the LSTM. We use an LSTM cell state of size 100 and a sigmoid
output layer. The static demographic variables feed directly into the output layer. For the loss function, we use binary
cross-entropy with L2 regularization. Figure 2 shows the LSTM network architecture.
Identifying Subpopulations of Asthma Patients: To address the second task of identifying subpopulations of patients
who share common temporal/seasonal patterns in their exacerbations, we develop a clustering approach based on a
mixture of semi-Markov models. The motivation for this approach is to identify groups of patients who have commonality in the (i) durations of their exacerbations, (ii) durations of periods in which their asthma is controlled, and
(iii) seasonal dependence of their exacerbations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Modeling exacerbation state sequences using a semi-Markov model. (a) Example state sequences for
three patients. (b) A semi-Markov model for characterizing asthma exacerbations. Nodes represent states and edges
represent allowable transitions. Aside from the silent start and end states, each state has a duration distribution.
As illustrated in Figure 3a, the data that is input to this approach consists of a state sequence for each patient along
with a duration for each state. We can think of each patient as transitioning between two states, exacerbated and
controlled, or perhaps remaining in the controlled state throughout the observation period. Since we cannot detect
an exacerbation that starts before our observation period, we assume that all patients are in the controlled state at the
beginning of their sequence. Moreover, because these sequences are both left- and right-censored (i.e., we observe
the state sequence only for the period from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2011), we divide the general controlled state into three separate states: first-controlled, internal-controlled, and last-controlled. Since we assume
that all patients are in a controlled state at the beginning of a sequence, all sequences begin with a first-controlled
state. An internal-controlled state represents the period between two exacerbated states during which a patient’s
asthma is controlled. Only patients who are recorded as having at least two exacerbated states during the study period
have internal-controlled states. Finally, patients who have had at least one exacerbated state will also have a lastcontrolled state. With this partitioning of the controlled states, we can separately estimate the durations of sojourns in
the internal-controlled state thereby avoiding the bias that would be imposed in estimating controlled state durations
by also including the censored durations of the first-controlled and last-controlled states.
Each state has an associated duration (with days as the units), and thus we can represent patient p’s exacerbation
history as follows:
(p)
(p)
(p)
(p)
s(p) ≡ hs1 , . . . , sLp i,
d(p) ≡ hd1 , . . . , dLp i
(p)

Where s(p) represents the state sequence for patient p, d(p) represents the corresponding duration sequence, si
(p)
represents the ith state in patient p’s history, di represents the duration of this ith state, and Lp represents the length
of the history in terms of the number of state visits. A semi-Markov model16 represents the probability of a patient’s
history as:
Lp h 
Y
 
i 




 
(p)
(p)
(p)
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(p)
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P si | si−1 P di | si
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P s(p) , d(p) = P s1 | start P d1 | s1
i=2
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where each P si



(p)
(p)
(p)
| si−1 term represents a state-transition probability, and each P di | si
term represents
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(p)

(p)

the probability of staying in state si for the duration di . Because we assume that all sequences begin in the firstcontrolled state, P (first-controlled | start) = 1. Likewise, P (end | last-controlled) = 1. Figure 3b depicts the
states and transitions for such a model.
In order to capture the effect of seasonal determinants of exacerbations, we can extend the above model to use inhomogenous duration distributions for the controlled states. Specifically, our approach uses distinct duration distributions for the controlled states conditioned on the month in which the patient entered the controlled state. In this
way, the timing of a patient’s transition to the exacerbated state can depend on the time of year. To implement this
(p)
inhomogeneity, we extend the represention of patient p’s exacerbation history to indicate the month mi in which
(p)
each state si is entered:
(p)

(p)

(p)

s(p) ≡ hs1 , . . . , sLp i,

(p)

d(p) ≡ hd1 , . . . , dLp i,

(p)

(p)

m(p) ≡ hm1 , . . . , mLp i

We then condition on the month sequence when determining the probability of the states and durations:
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(p)
P end | sLp .

i=2

Note that, in this formulation, the duration of the sojourn in the first state does not depend on the month
since all of our sequences
begin on the same date.

(p)
(p)
Additionally, for P di | last-controlled, mi
and


(p)
(p)
P di | exacerbated, mi
in our models, there is no
(p)

dependence on mi . We make this choice for the lastcontrolled state because our durations in this state are
censored and hence not informative. Although it would
be reasonable to have the duration distribution for the
exacerbated state depend on the month, we posit that
there is not a strong dependence here and choose not to
incorporate it into our representation.
To represent duration distributions, we use histograms at
the time granularity of days. The duration for all states is
capped at 1,826 days (five years) which is the length of
our patient histories. All controlled states have a minimum duration of one day and the exacerbated state
has a minimum duration of five days (since our exacer- Figure 4: A mixture of semi-Markov models for characterbation phenotyping procedure specifies this as the mini- izing asthma exacerbations. The mixture components are
mum duration). To contend with the sparsity of our data shown enclosed in gray boxes.
when estimating durations, we use Gaussian kernel density estimation (with bandwidth = 0.3) followed by discretization to days to smooth the histograms.
In order to cluster patients into distinct subpopulations, we construct a mixure of semi-Markov models as shown in
Figure 4. Each component of the mixture incorporates the set of states shown in Figure 3b, aside from there being a
common start state. Thus, for example, instead of having one first-controlled state, there is one per component. The
transition probabilities from the start state represent prior probabilities of mixture components (i.e., mixture weights).
By allowing the parameters in the component semi-Markov models to vary from one component to another, we can
learn state transitions and duration distributions that characterize different subpopulations.
We learn the parameters for our mixture of semi-Markov models using an Expectation Maximization approach. To
initialize the duration parameters for each state, we randomly select from the training set 10 events corresponding to
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the given state (and month when applicable) and use these events to estimate the associated duration distribution. The
transitions going out of each state are initialized to a uniform distribution. To mitigate the effect of local optima in
the EM procedure, the parameter estimation process is restarted 10 times, each time re-initializing the model with a
different randomly selected subset of events from the training data. For a given number of components k, we then
select the model that maximizes the likelihood of the training-set data.
Results
In this section, we describe our results from phenotyping asthma exacerbations from EHRs, predicting near-term
exacerbations, and identifying subpopulations of asthma patients who have similar exacerbation patterns.
Phenotyping Asthma Exacerbations: We applied our
asthma exacerbation phenotyping algorithm to the electronic health records for 28,101 asthma patients. The
algorithm identified a total of 14,447 exacerbations in
these records. Figure 5 shows how the frequency of exacerbations varies by time of year in our patient cohort.
Several notable features are present in this plot, including a spring peak corresponding to pollen-triggered exacerbations, an early fall peak corresponding to the increase in respiratory virus illness as children return to
school, and a smaller peak centered on the holiday travel
season.
Figure 5: Plot of exacerbation frequency by time of year in
our cohort. The y-axis represents the percentage of patients
Predicting Asthma Exacerbations We evaluate our suin our cohort who are in the midst of an exacerbation event
pervised learning approach for predicting asthma exacon a given day of the year.
erbations using 10-fold cross-validation. In the present
study, we consider one decision date per patient. For a patient in the training set, we train on data in the patient’s EHR
that precedes the decision date and determine the class label for the patient according to whether they experienced an
exacerbation within 90 days after the decision date or not. For a patient in the test set, a learned model is given data
in the patient’s EHR that precedes the decision date, and then predicts whether the patient will have an exacerbation
within the next 90 days.
To ensure that our models are seasonally independent, we choose decision dates such that they are uniformly distributed throughout the days of the year, and we have at least 90 days on record after the decision date for each patient.
Moreover, we left-censor the patient histories as needed to ensure that we have observation periods of the same length
for every patient.
Figure 6a shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for logistic regression models learned using L1
regularization over a fixed-length representation based on the occurrence of event variables in two temporal windows:
(i) spanning the last six months, and (ii) spanning the entire observation period prior to the decision date. We show
results with and without the inclusion of the large-vocabulary variables in the EHR, namely the problem diagnoses,
other diagnoses and interventions (medications and procedures). In this way, we can evaluate the predictive value
gained from the inclusion of these richer but more complex EHR variables for the purpose of predicting asthma
exacerbations. L2 -regularized logistic regression models were also learned and evaluated, but yielded lower area
under the curve (AUC) values than the L1 -regularized models.
The results shown in Figure 6a suggest that, given an asthma patient’s past electronic health record, we are able to
predict whether they will have an exacerbation in the near future with some degree of accuracy. The inclusion of
large-vocabulary variables yields a small but significant boost in AUC, indicating the value of these richer but more
complex variables in predicting exacerbations.
Figure 6b shows ROC curves comparing multiple classifiers and representations used to predict asthma exacerbations,
namely: (i) the best-performing logistic regression model, using L1 regularization and a temporal window-based
representation, (ii) random forest models using temporal-window and last occurrence-based representations, and (iii)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: ROC curves for asthma exacerbation prediction, comparing (a) L1 -regularized logistic regression models,
with and without the inclusion of large-vocabulary EHR categories (diagnoses and interventions), and (b) the bestperforming logistic regression model (L1 regularization and a temporal window-based representation), random forests
(temporal window-based and last occurrence-based representations), and LSTM (sequence-based representation).
the LSTM model using a sequence-based representation. Notably, logistic regression outperforms the more complex
models given the same representation (random forest) as well as richer representations (random forest, LSTM).
In order to gain insight into which EHR variables are most valuable in predicting asthma exacerbations, we analyze
the best-performing L1 logistic regression model by ranking its coefficients in decreasing order of magnitude, and list
the top-25 associated variables in Table 1. These results suggest that while exacerbations in the last six months are the
single greatest predictor for exacerbations in the near future, a diverse set of variables are useful as predictors. Perhaps
surprisingly, the majority of the most important variables correspond to events observed at any point in the patient’s
past observation period, as opposed to more recent events observed in the last six months. While small-vocabulary
variables such as previous exacerbations, ACT scores, vitals and demographics provide significant predictive value
(as indicated in Figure 6a), the large-vocabulary variables (diagnoses and interventions) dominate the list of most
important predictors upon their inclusion. Notably, some asthma diagnosis codes are negatively associated with future
exacerbations. A possible explanation is that these codes tend to be associated with less acute cases of asthma.
Identifying Subpopulations of Asthma Patients For the second task considered, we evaluate our mixture of semiMarkov model approach to clustering patients by partitioning our patients such that 80% of them are in a training set,
and the remaining 20% are in a test set. For each specified number of mixture components, k, we learn a model using
data from patients in the training set. We then evaluate the model by determining the likelihood of the test-set patients
under that model. To mitigate the effect of local optima in the EM procedure, we use 10 multiple random restarts for
a given value of k and then select the model that maximizes the likelihood of the training-set data.
Figure 7 shows the resulting test-set log likelihoods for values of k ranging from 1 (a single semi-Markov model) to 35.
We can draw several conclusions from these results. First, the models with multiple components explain the test-set
data better than the individual semi-Markov model. Second, the log likelihood keeps rising as we add components to
model until about 20, and it then levels off. Even with 35 components, however, we do not see evidence of overfitting.
To gain insight from the models, we can inspect the learned parameters. Figure 8 shows selected duration distributions
from a learned mixture of semi-Markov models when the number of components k = 5. Each row represents a
component. The first column shows the duration distribution for the exacerbated state, and subsequent columns
show duration distributions for the internal-controlled state conditioned on entering the state in the months of January,
April, July or October. Recall that the internal-controlled state has a separate duration distribution for each month
of the year; we show the distributions for only four months due to space limitations. Table 2 shows the transition
probabilites for each component in the mixture.
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Table 1: Top-25 variables of L1 -regularized logistic regression model by coefficient magnitude.
Coef
0.90
0.48
0.41
0.35
0.29
-0.27
-0.22
-0.22
0.21
-0.21
-0.18
0.18
-0.17
0.17
0.17
-0.16
0.15
0.15
-0.14
0.13
-0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12

Window
6 Months
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
N/A
Ever
Ever
6 Months
Ever
Ever
6 Months
6 Months
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
N/A

Category
Exacerbations
Prescription meds
Diagnoses
Exacerbations
Procedures
Problem diagnoses
Diagnoses
Problem diagnoses
Procedures
Diagnoses
Demographics
Administered meds
Procedures
Procedures
Procedures
Diagnoses
Charges
Diagnoses
Procedures
Prescription meds
Procedures
Procedures
Diagnoses
Charges
Demographics

Variable
Asthma exacerbation
Corticosteroids
V58.65: Long-term (current) use of steroids
Asthma exacerbation
Periodic preventive medication, infant
493.90: Unspecified asthma
493.81: Exercise induced bronchospasm
493.00: Extrinsic asthma, unspecified
Hospital discharge day management < 30 min
493.90: Unspecified asthma
Race: White
Anticholinergics
Office outpatient visit < 5 min
Office outpatient visit < 15 min
Breathing capacity test
V03.89: Other specified vaccination
IV infusion therapy/prophylaxis
493.90: Unspecified asthma
Urinalysis
Penicillin Combinations
Office outpatient visit < 15 min
Residual lung capacity
493.92: Unspecified asthma with acute exbn
HB-visit units 46+ minutes room usage
Age: 55-60 Years

The distributions shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 illustrate several notable differences among the components.
Component A mostly represents patients who struggle
to keep their asthma under control. Within this component, the duration distribution for the exacerbated state
has a long tail, and the probability of transitioning to
the internal-controlled state is relatively high indicating that many patients in this component have experienced multiple exacerbations during the observation period. However, this component also seems to represent
the patients who did not experience any exacerbations
during the observation period. This is indicated by the
relatively low transition probability (0.7509) from the
first-controlled state to the exacerbation state. The patients who do not take this transition remain in the firstcontrolled state for the entirety of the observation period. Component B represents patients who have infre- Figure 7: Log likelihood of the test set data as the number
quent exacerbations. This is indicated by the relatively of components, k, is varied.
low probabability of transitioning from the exacerbated state to internal-controlled state, meaning that most of these
patients had only one exacerbation during the observation period. Components C and D are similar to one another
except that patients in the former generally have somewhat more prolonged exacerbations and shorter sojourns in
the internal-controlled state. Component E represents patients who rarely, if ever, experience exacerbations. The
probability of transitioning to the exacerbated state is near zero and the duration distributions are very close to their
initialized values.
The internal-controlled duration distributions show heterogeneity across the months, generally being more peaked in
the proximity of fall. However, with the 5-component model, we do not see components with pronounced specificity
for seasonal exacerbation patterns (e.g., we do not see a component that obviously corresponds to fall exacerbators).
We see such clusters in some of the models with more components.
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Figure 8: Selected duration distributions from the mixture of semi-Markov models. Each row shows a selection of
the learned state duration distributions for a mixture component in a 5-component model. The first column shows
the duration distribution for the exacerbated state. Subsequent columns show duration distributions for the internalcontrolled state, conditioned on entering the state in January, April, July or October.
These results demonstrate that our mixture of semi- Table 2: Transition probabilities for the 5-component mixMarkov models approach is able to identify subpopula- ture of semi-Markov models.
tions of patients who exhibit meaningful differences in
Component
Transition probabilities
the temporal patterns of their exacerbations.
first-controlled to
exacerbated to
Discussion

A
B
C
D
E

exacerbated
0.7509
0.9965
0.9981
0.9985
0.0003

internal-controlled
0.7317
0.2150
0.5894
0.5237
0.4996

We have presented approaches and empirical results that
address two key tasks in modeling asthma exacerbations
from electronic health records. First, we considered to
what extent exacerbations can be predicted given a patient’s clinical history as represented in their electronic
health record. Our results indicate that learned models are able to predict exacerbations with a moderately high degree
of accuracy (AUC ≈ 0.77) when given such information. The ability to predict asthma exacerbations is important
to identify the patients that require more aggressive treatment plans and closer medical followup to improve patient
outcomes. Second, we considered whether distinct temporal exacerbation phenotypes can be elicited from EHR data.
Our approach to this task, which is based on a mixture of semi-Markov models, was able to identify subpopulations
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of asthma patients sharing distinct temporal and seasonal patterns in their exacerbation susceptibility.
There are several directions of future work that we plan to explore. First, we plan to investigate whether the mixture of
semi-Markov models approach can lend value to our supervised learning approaches for predicting exacerbations. One
way in which we might do this is by using the mixture model to cluster each patient based on their past exacerbation
history and then computing a seasonally varying, cluster-specific risk score that is another input variable for the
exacerbation-prediction models. Second, we plan to extend our exacerbation-prediction models by incorporating
environmental variables. We also plan to investigate other formulations of the exacerbation-prediction problem, such
as addressing it as a time-to-event task.
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Abstract
Up to 50% of antibiotic use in hospital settings is suboptimal. We build machine learning models trained on electronic
health record data to minimize wasteful use of antibiotics. Our classifiers flag no growth blood and urine microbial
cultures with high precision. Further, we build models that predict the likelihood of bacterial susceptibility to sets of
antibiotics. These models contain decision thresholds that separate subgroups of patients whose susceptibility rates
to narrow-spectrum antibiotics equal overall susceptibility rates to broader-spectrum drugs. Retroactively analyzing
these thresholds on our one year test set, we find that 14% of patients infected with Escherichia coli and empirically
treated with piperacillin/tazobactam could have been treated with ceftriaxone with coverage equal to the overall
susceptibility rate of piperacillin/tazobactam. Similarly, 13% of the same cohort could have been treated with cefazolin
- a first generation cephalosporin.
Introduction
Over 700,000 people die a year from antibiotic resistant infection - a figure that is rapidly growing1 . If nothing
alters its trajectory, the annual death rate by 2050 will exceed 10,000,0001 . Lack of working antibiotics would push
many modern day medical practices into extinction. Antibiotics are used prophylactically before surgery to prevent
surgical site infection, and in conjunction with chemotherapy and HIV treatment when a patient’s immune system is
compromised. Antibiotics used improperly needlessly expedite the rate at which microbes develop resistance. Up
to 50% of antibiotics prescribed in hospitals are either inappropriate or suboptimal2 . Clinicians use their expertise
to prescribe antibiotics of the proper type, duration, and route of intervention; but, prescribing the antibiotic that
maximizes the likelihood of coverage while minimizing overkill is challenging.
The Joint Commission requires American hospitals to implement antibiotic stewardship programs that educate healthcare workers on best prescribing practices. Clinicians are trained to order microbial cultures for presumably infected
patients before beginning a course of antibiotics. Microbial cultures are sent to a microbiology lab for testing, and
after about two days, the identity of the infecting agent is determined. Most microbial cultures fail to grow bacteria.
If bacteria is isolated, further drug susceptibility analysis is performed, and after another day results return showing
whether a set of commonly prescribed antibiotics will cover the infecting agent. In critical cases, clinicians cannot wait
for susceptibility results. They start empiric treatment, a euphemism for guessing the diagnosis and optimal therapy.
Empiric treatment typically consists of broad-spectrum drugs like piperacillin/tazobactam (Pip/Tazo) that maximize
likelihood of microbial coverage even though something more targeted likely would suffice. Broad-spectrum antibiotics can devastate patient microbiota, and lead to the emergence of often deadly Clostridium difficile (C. difficile)
infections3 . When susceptibility results are returned, clinicians de-escalate to targeted treatment. An illustration of
this clinical workflow is shown in Figure 1.
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) have been used extensively for clinical decision support4, 5 . Several of these studies
address the inefficiencies of empiric antibiotic treatment. Ribers and Ullrich use a random forest to predict microbial
culture results of primary care patients in Denmark suspected of urinary tract infection6 . They report that use of their
classifier could reduce antibiotic prescription by 7.42 percent without reducing the number of infections treated with
antibiotics. Hernandez et al fit a series of classifiers to microbial culture data to predict the likelihood of bacterial
growth7 . Their study results were promising, but the potential for generalized performance across time and unseen patients remains unclear. Yelin et al use personal clinical histories to predict the likelihood of microbial resistance to sets
of antibiotics8 . Their prediction models and algorithmic prescribing policies show promise that machine learning can
help decrease ineffective antibiotic prescriptions for patients with UTIs. More work is needed to address stewardship
goals; that is, how we can use machine learning models to maximize patient coverage with narrower-spectrum empiric
drugs.
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Figure 1: Graphic illustration of antibiotic delivery workflow. On Day 1 a patient shows up to the hospital with a
possible infection. A clinician prescribes empiric antibiotics (broad-spectrum) to maximize the likelihood the patient
responds. At the same time, a microbial culture is ordered. After Day 3 the identity of the infecting agent, if one
exists, is confirmed. At Day 4 susceptibility results return detailing a set of appropriate antibiotics, and the patient is
de-escalated to directed therapy.
Antibiograms are standard of care tools that summarize bacterial susceptibility patterns of commonly administered
antibiotics9 - see Table 1. Each cell represents the proportion of microbes isolated in cultures susceptible to a particular antibiotic. Antibiograms are used by clinicians administering empiric treatment. Our objective is to develop
an approach that allow clinicians to prescribe narrower-spectrum antibiotics with likelihood of coverage equivalent to
coverage rates of broader-spectrum drugs reported in antibiograms. Specifically, the aim of this study is to 1) predict
whether bacteria will grow at all in microbial cultures and 2) predict which antibiotics an infecting bacteria will be
susceptible to - creating personalized antibiograms for individual patients using patient EHR histories and machine
learning models.
Table 1: 2014 inpatient antibiogram constructed using Stanford EHR data. Each cell indicates the proportion of
microbial isolates susceptible to the corresponding antibiotic. Clinicians use these tables to inform empiric antibiotic
treatment. Probabilities are based on prevalence, and are not adjusted on an individual patient basis. R indicates the
microbe is assumed resistant to the corresponding antibiotic, and therefore not tested. NA indicates the microbe is
not tested due to our microbiology labs’s selective reporting guidelines. E. coli = Escherichia Coli, K. pneumoniae =
Klebsiella pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa = Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pip/Tazo = piperacillin/tazobactam.
Organism Name
E. coli
K. pneumoniae
P. aeruginosa

Pip/Tazo
0.94
0.88
0.89

Ampicillin
0.46
0.0
R

Cefepime
0.91
0.91
0.87

Ceftriaxone
0.81
0.87
R

Cefazolin
0.75
0.81
R

Levofloxacin
0.67
0.87
NA

Ciprofloxacin
0.67
0.84
0.81

Methods
Dataset
We use the Stanford Medicine Research Data Repository (STARR) inpatient clinical data warehouse which contains
de-identified patient EHRs between 2008 and 2014. This dataset includes the set of all microbial cultures ordered at
Stanford University Hospital, a tertiary academic medical center. Microbiology data includes presence of bacteria,
type of bacteria, and antibiotic susceptibility analyses. The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) technique is
used to assign labels (Susceptible, Intermediate, Resistant) to each antibiotic tested against the infecting agent grown
in the microbial culture10 . Our entire dataset includes patient demographics, comorbidities, lab orders, vital signs,
medications, and treatment teams.
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Prediction Tasks
No Bacterial Growth Predictions
We train binary classifiers that predict lack of bacterial growth in blood and urine cultures. Cultures with no bacterial
growth are assigned to the positive class. Cultures that grow bacteria are assigned to the negative class. Patient medical
timelines often contain multiple blood and urine culture orders. We include only the first blood and urine culture a
patient receives in our analysis.
Bacteria Susceptibility Predictions
Consistent with our microbiology labs selective reporting guidelines, we infer susceptibility to Pip/Tazo if the organism demonstrates susceptibility to ampicillin. We infer susceptibility to newer generation cephalosporins if the agent
demonstrates susceptibility to older generation cephalosporins. We train binary classifiers for each microbe/antibiotic
combination. Cultures whose susceptibility results come back Susceptible are assigned to the positive class. Intermediate and Resistant labels are assigned to the negative class. Clinicians would not treat patients with an antibiotic
labelled Intermediate. The full list of microbes and antibiotics for which we make susceptibility predictions on is as
follows.
Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Klebsiella pneumoniae (K. pneumoniae)
• Ampicillin
• Cephalosporins (Cefepime, Ceftriaxone, Cefazolin - 4th, 3rd, and 1st generation)
• Fluoroquinolones (Levofloxacin, Ciprofloxacin - 3rd and 2nd generation)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa)
• Cefepime
• Ciprofloxacin
Train Validation and Test Splits
We split our training, validation, and test sets based on the years cultures were drawn. Our training set consists of
cultures ranging from 2009 to 2012, our validation set contains cultures ordered in 2013, and our test set contains those
ordered in 2014. To preserve model generalizability on new patients, the sets of patients in our training, validation,
and test sets are disjoint.
Feature Engineering and Re-sampling
We use patient demographics, comorbidities, prior lab tests, vital signs, medications, and treatment teams to make
predictions. Prediction time for our no growth classifiers is the point at which microbial cultures are ordered. Prediction time for our susceptibility classifiers is the point at which infecting agents are known. Categorical features are
represented as counts over the past 1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 30, 90, 180, 365, 730, and 1460 days. We also include the total count
of occurrences over a patient’s entire medical history, and the number of days since the last occurrence. Numerical
features are represented with summary statistics over the past 14 day window. These summary statistics include the
minimum, maximum, median, mean, standard deviation, first, last, and slope over the window. Models are fit on 4261
features. Missing values are imputed by taking the mean over columns. Features are standardized, and the Synthetic
Minority Over-Sampling Technique (SMOTE) is used to address extreme class imbalance11 .
Model Selection
We train three machine learning models for each prediction task: a logistic regression with L1 regularization (LASSO)12 ,
a random forest13 , and a gradient boosted tree model using the extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) implementation14 .
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We tune the LASSOs regularization coefficient with a cross validation grid search sweeping over values 10−8 to 108
in power of ten intervals using only our training set. The number of trees in our random forest models is set to 100. We
tune the maximum number of features each tree is able to look at and its max depth. We set the number of boosting
rounds for our XGBoost models to 100, the learning rate to 0.3, and tune the max depth of each tree, the percent of data
each tree sees, the maximum features each tree uses, and the gamma, alpha, and lambda regularization parameters.
For each task, we select the model type that performs best on our 2013 validation set with respect to the area under
the receiver operator curve (AUROC), retrain on the union of our training and validation sets, and evaluate the final
performance on our 2014 test set. Technical performance of each final model is evaluated using AUROC and AUPRC
(area under the precision recall curve). 95% confidence intervals are computed by bootstrapping the 2014 test set.
Estimating Clinical Relevance
We estimate the clinical utility of our models by retroactively computing the fraction of patients that could have been
given less broad-spectrum drugs at the same susceptibility rate as Pip/Tazo shown in the 2014 antibiogram. Pip/Tazo is
a commonly used broad spectrum antibiotic for empiric treatment because its efficacy against gram negative bacteria
is high. In this analysis we restrict our one year test set to patients empirically treated with Pip/Tazo. We say a patient
was empirically treated with Pip/Tazo if the order timestamp of Pip/Tazo was in between the order and result time of
the microbial culture. For each model, we retroactively look for a decision threshold where recall is maximized and
precision is at or above the 2014 antibiogram susceptibility rate for Pip/Tazo. We then report the fraction of patients
in our test set whose predicted probabilities were at or above this decision threshold.
Results
Predicting No Growth Blood and Urine Cultures
Here we show the technical evaluation of our no growth blood and urine culture models. 95% of blood cultures fail to
grow bacteria. 76% of urine cultures show no signs of growth. Table 2 shows AUROC and AUPRC values for each of
our three models (LASSO, Random Forest, and XGBoost) on our validation set, as well as final model performance
on our one year test set.
Predicting Bacterial Susceptibility
Next we show the technical evaluation of our bacterial susceptibility classifiers. Bacterial susceptibility over the 20092014 time period is mostly stationary over time, as seen in Figure 2. Table 3 shows the AUROC and AUPRC of the
final model, model type, and corresponding 2014 antibiogram susceptibility rate for each prediction task.
Table 2: Model performance for our two no growth prediction tasks on both our validation and test sets. Area under
the precision recall curve (AUPRC) and area under the receiver operator curve (AUROC) are shown for each of our
three model types trained using the training set and evaluated with the 2013 validation set. AUPRC and AUROC of
our final models are shown for the 2014 test set. 95% confidence intervals are estimated by bootstrapping the test set.
RF = random forest, XGBoost = extreme gradient boosting, LASSO = logistic regression with L1 regularization.
Culture Type
Blood [N = 19,938]

Urine [N = 16,765]

2013 Validation
Model Type AUPRC AUROC
LASSO
0.98
0.68
RF
0.97
0.61
XGBoost
0.97
0.64
LASSO
0.90
0.70
RF
0.88
0.68
XGBoost
0.88
0.66
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2014 Test
AUPRC

AUROC

LASSO

0.97
[0.96, 0.97]

0.64
[0.60, 0.68]

LASSO

0.87
[0.86, 0.88]

0.69
[0.67, 0.71]

Model Type

Figure 2: Bacterial susceptibility to a set of commonly prescribed antibiotics by year. Susceptibility is mostly stationary over our time window.
Estimating Clinical Relevance
Here we show the clinical relevance of our microbe susceptibility classifiers. Figure 3 shows how we choose clinically
useful decision thresholds, and how they are analyzed to retroactively estimate the subset of patients that could have
been given narrower-spectrum antibiotics at the same rate of coverage as Pip/Tazo in our one year test set.
Discussion
No Growth Predictions
Each of our no growth classifiers contain operating regions that flag no growth cultures with high precision. Our
blood culture classifier is able to predict 30% of all no growth blood cultures with > 98% precision. Our urine culture
classifier predicts 36% of all no growth urine cultures with > 90% precision. While lack of bacterial growth in blood
Table 3: Technical performance of bacterial susceptibility classifiers on our one year test set. Best model indicates
the type of model that had the highest area under the receiver operator curve (AUROC) on our 2013 validation set.
For each model we show area under the precision recall curve (AUPRC), AUROC, and the 2014 antibiogram value which is simply baseline prevalence. RF = random forest, XGBoost = extreme gradient boosting, LASSO = logistic
regression with L1 regularization. Small variations of N within each microbe type exist due to our microbiology lab’s
selective reporting guidelines. We report the minimum N for each microbe type.
Organism

E. coli [N = 2,424]

K. pneumoniae [N = 671]

P. aeruginosa [N = 693]

Antibiotic

Best Model

Ampicillin
Cefepime
Ceftriaxone
Cefazolin
Ciprofloxacin
Levofloxacin
Cefepime
Ceftriaxone
Cefazolin
Ciprofloxacin
Levofloxacin
Cefepime
Ciprofloxacin

RF
XGBoost
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
LASSO
XGBoost
RF
XGBoost

2014 Antibiogram
Susceptibility
0.46
0.91
0.81
0.75
0.67
0.67
0.91
0.87
0.81
0.84
0.87
0.88
0.81
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AUPRC

AUROC

0.53 [0.48, 0.60]
0.96 [0.93, 0.98]
0.86 [0.83, 0.90]
0.81 [0.77, 0.86]
0.79 [0.75, 0.84]
0.76 [0.71, 0.82]
0.97 [0.94, 0.99]
0.95 [0.92, 0.97]
0.86 [0.81, 0.93]
0.86 [0.77, 0.92]
0.90 [0.84, 0.95]
0.92 [0.83, 0.97]
0.90 [0.83, 0.94]

0.60 [0.54, 0.65]
0.73 [0.65, 0.78]
0.63 [0.56, 0.69]
0.60 [0.54, 0.67]
0.67 [0.63, 0.72]
0.67 [0.64, 0.72]
0.74 [0.62, 0.84]
0.70 [0.61, 0.78]
0.61 [0.52, 0.70]
0.56 [0.44, 0.67]
0.56 [0.44, 0.67]
0.66 [0.50, 0.76]
0.66 [0.53, 0.75]

(a) Precision Recall Curves

(b) Patient Subsets

Figure 3: (a) precision recall curves for classifiers evaluated on patients empirically treated with
Piperacillin/Tazobactam (Pip/Tazo) in our one year test set. Cross-hairs highlight decision thresholds where recall
is maximized such that precision exceeds or equals the 2014 antibiogram value for Pip/Tazo. 2014 Pip/Tazo antibiogram values for P. aeruginosa, E. coli, and K. pneumoniae, are 0.89, 0.94, 0.88 respectfully. Test set sample sizes
are N = 48, N = 119, and N = 59. (b) percentage of patients whose predicted probabilities exceed these decision
thresholds. This corresponds to subsets of patients treated with Pip/Tazo with susceptibility rates to narrower-spectrum
antibiotics equal to the 2014 antibiogram values for Pip/Tazo. Microbe-antibiotic combinations for patients given
Pip/Tazo whose baseline coverage rates exceed Pip/Tazo in 2014 are not shown, as 100% of these patients could have
been given the antibiotics at the Pip/Tazo coverage rate without using machine learning models. These combinations
are K. pneumoniae - Cefepime, K. pneumoniae - Ceftriaxone, and P. aeruginosa - Cefepime
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or urine cultures does not necessarily mean lack of infection, there is a high likelihood that a large portion of these
patients are not infected. These patients often receive empiric antibiotic treatment when it is not needed. We do not
recommend that clinicians neglect treatment for individuals whose cultures are predictably negative. However we may
suggest that these patients be placed on less broad-spectrum antibiotics - especially when paired with predictions made
by our susceptibility classifiers that indicate high likelihood of susceptibility to narrower-spectrum drugs.
Bacterial Susceptibility Predictions
Our bacterial susceptibility classifiers contain decision thresholds that separate subsets of patients that could have
been given narrower-spectrum antibiotics at the same coverage rate as Pip/Tazo. Clinicians often empirically prescribe
Pip/Tazo because its likelihood of covering the suspected infecting agent is high. Use of broad-spectrum antibiotics
when something more targeted would have sufficed has severe implications on patient health, cost of care, and the
development of antibiotic resistance. Broad-spectrum agents can negatively impact patients’ microbiota, and lead
to an increased risk of C. difficile infection. Cost of care is increased not only because broad-spectrum agents are
more expensive, but because less broad-spectrum cephalosporins and fluoroquinolones can be administered orally and
reduce length of hospitalization15 . And finally, overuse of broad-spectrum drugs severely affects the efficacy of these
drugs in the decades to come due to emerging resistance.
Antibiograms guide adequate coverage and are the current standard of care in leading health institutions. They summarize microbe susceptibility patterns but do not leverage patient specific prior knowledge. We have shown that machine
learning models can better discriminate bacterial susceptibility results to sets of antibiotics. Personalized antibiograms
would allow clinicians to empirically prescribe less broad-spectrum drugs at higher rates of susceptibility.
Limitations
Predictive performance was variable for our different prediction tasks. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that many of our
models contain useful operating regions that would allow clinicians to prescribe less broad-spectrum empiric treatment
at high likelihood of coverage.
We note that lack of bacterial growth in a microbial culture does not infer lack of infection. Thus even though we
are able to predict with high precision that a microbial culture will not grow bacteria, we are not able to draw the
conclusion that these patients are not infected and should not be given antibiotics. Our predictions do however suggest
that smaller antibiotics may be more appropriate, especially when paired with predictions suggesting the likelihood of
susceptibility to these drugs is high.
Lastly due do the fact that our clinical relevance analysis was based on decision thresholds found in our one year
test set, generalizability of coverage rates at these thresholds on new data remains unclear. This combined with our
relatively small test set sample sizes after filtering for patients empirically treated with Pip/Tazo (Figure 3a) means
that more work is needed to analyze prescribing polices that retroactively use these thresholds to optimize coverage
on unseen data. Nevertheless we do show that decision thresholds exist that separate subsets of patients whose rates
of coverage for narrower-spectrum antibiotics match antibiogram values for Pip/Tazo.
Conclusion
Machine learning tools can predict lack of growth in microbial cultures and likelihood of bacterial susceptibility
to sets of antibiotics based on readily available EHR data. Personalized antibiograms better discriminate bacterial
susceptibility compared with antibiograms (current standard of care) by leveraging patient specific medical histories. Personalized antibiograms have the potential to improve antibiotic stewardship by allowing clinicians to choose
narrower-spectrum empiric antibiotics with high levels of confidence.
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the task of spatial role labeling for extracting spatial relations from chest X-ray reports.
Previous works have shown the usefulness of incorporating syntactic information in extracting spatial relations. We
propose syntax-enhanced word representations in addition to word and character embeddings for extracting radiologyspecific spatial roles. We utilize a bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) conditional random field (CRF)
as the baseline model to capture the word sequence and employ additional Bi-LSTMs to encode syntax based on
dependency tree substructures. Our focus is on empirically evaluating the contribution of each syntax integration
method in extracting the spatial roles with respect to a S PATIAL I NDICATOR in a sentence. The incorporation of
syntax embeddings to the baseline method achieves promising results, with improvements of 1.3, 0.8, 4.6, and 4.6
points in the average F1 measures for T RAJECTOR, L ANDMARK, D IAGNOSIS, and H EDGE roles, respectively.
Introduction
The spatial relationships described in radiology reports are critical to their proper interpretation. Most of the actionable
clinical findings in the reports are usually described with their corresponding body locations. Such finding-location
relationships are often followed by the radiologist’s opinion on probable diagnoses described with uncertainty phrases
or hedging terms. Thus, it is useful to automatically identify such spatially-related radiology entities consisting of a
finding, its body location, any associated diagnoses, and hedging terms from these unstructured reports. The structured
representation of the spatial relations has the potential to aid the referring clinicians to get the mental visualization of
the radiologist’s spatial interpretations of the imaging studies. Extracting spatial relations can also augment the existing
auto-annotation framework of large-scale radiology images [1] .
Many studies have worked on extracting various useful information from radiology reports [2,3,4,5,6,7] and there also
exists numerous works that focused on extracting spatial relations [8,9,10,11,12,13,14] from free text. However, only a
few studies [15,16,17] have worked on the intersection of these two domains, and to our knowledge, no prior studies
have attempted to explore the contribution of syntactic information, more specifically in deep learning frameworks, to
extract the spatial relations from radiology text.
Besides contextual and sequential information, extracting spatial information usually relies on syntactic structures of
natural language denoting any spatial relation expression. This involves accurately assigning spatial roles to the syntactic arguments involved in a spatial relation. This is well-supported by the fact that, in the general domain, many
previous studies have used various syntactic and lexical features such as the dependency relation of a word to its syntactic head and POS-tag for extracting spatial information by employing traditional machine learning methods [8,9,10,11] .
A few works focused on developing rule-based approaches using grammatical rules and lexico-syntactic patterns for
identifying and classifying spatial relations [13,14] . Moreover, in context to spatial relation extraction in appenditicisrelated radiology reports, previous studies have shown the effectiveness of using syntax by creating rules based on
syntactic dependency patterns [15] and developing other features utilizing syntactic parse trees [16] .
In this paper, we adopt the spatial representation framework (Rad-SpRL) introduced in our previous work [17] . The
framework is based on spatial role labeling (SpRL) [18,19] and extended for understanding of spatial meanings in radiology text. A spatial preposition (S PATIAL I NDICATOR) triggers the existence of a spatial relation in a sentence. The
4 spatial roles corresponding to generic radiology entities with respect to a S PATIAL I NDICATOR are T RAJECTOR,
L ANDMARK, D IAGNOSIS, and H EDGE. An example annotation of the spatial roles and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR is
presented in Figure 1. To extract these spatial relations automatically, we use character-enhanced bidirectional long
short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) with a conditional random field (CRF) layer, described in the previous work [17] , as
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Figure 1: Example Rad-SpRL relation.
the sequence labeling method for extracting the spatial roles from an annotated corpus of 2000 chest X-ray reports.
We consider this as our baseline system. In this work, we focus on exploiting syntactic information with the aim of
improving results and empirically understanding the role that syntax plays in spatial relations.
Several deep learning-based methods have been developed for relation extraction, some of which incorporate syntactic
structures, particularly dependency paths, into their model architectures [20,21,22] . However, the main intention behind
these approaches (e.g., using Tree-LSTMs) is to classify the relation between a pair of two target words, which is different from detecting the entities (or the target words) participating in a relation from all possible words in a sentence.
However, recent work on the more general task of semantic role labeling (SRL) has demonstrated the usefulness of
syntax-enhanced representations at word-level by incorporating syntax into sequential neural networks to simultaneously encode the syntactic and contextual information for a given word (e.g., syntax-aware LSTM) [23,24,25,26] . A few
other works have demonstrated the potential of integrating syntax information for representing words in tasks such
as machine comprehension [27] and machine translation [28] . It is often argued that deep learning obviates the need for
including linguistic features into a model, that word embeddings combined with sequential models like RNNs are
sufficient. But as the prior works demonstrate, incorporating syntax information in representing words is beneficial
for tasks that rely on linguistic structures.
Inspired by these approaches, we present a series of syntax encoding methods for spatial information extraction. In
particular we incorporate syntax-aware word representations or word-level syntax embeddings. We develop syntactic
sequence embeddings resulting from dependency tree substructures (e.g., direct dependents, ancestors) to represent
words. We also conduct experiments with syntactic sequence embeddings resulting from the shortest dependency path
between a word and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR. All the syntactic sequence embeddings are generated using a Bi-LSTM
framework. These syntax-aware word representations are then incorporated into the baseline Bi-LSTM-CRF sequence
tagging module to extract the 4 radiology-specific spatial roles with reference to a S PATIAL I NDICATOR. We compare
the results of each of the syntax integration approaches with our previous results [17] in extracting the spatial roles from
the Rad-SpRL corpus of chest X-ray reports.
Related Work
A lot of work has focused on general information extraction from radiology reports, either identifying disease-specific
reports or extracting disease-specific information from the reports. However, to be concise and more relevant to the
aim of this paper, we conduct a brief review of the existing literature on the following two sub-areas.
Spatial relation extraction in the medical domain. Previous studies have used NLP for extracting spatial relations
from biomedical literature, health-related social media, and clinical reports. Kordjamshidi et al. [8] aimed at extracting
spatial relations between bacteria names and their locations from biomedical scientific text at the discourse level.
Another work [29] emphasized the challenges related to resolving anaphoras for extracting spatial relations from the
Visual Genome dataset. Roberts et al. [30] proposed an approach for extracting spatial relations between disorder or
symptom expressions and body locations from consumer health questions and is so far the only study to use SpRL in
the medical domain. Only three studies [15,16,17] have focused on extracting spatial relations in the radiology domain,
two of which are specific to appendicitis. Rink et al. [15] identified findings which are spatially related to appendix, and
Roberts et al. [16] extracted the anatomical locations of radiographic findings including the underspecified anatomical
terms (e.g., base and lobe of an organ) from the reports. In this paper, we demonstrate a more comprehensive spatial
information extraction approach consisting of finding-location-diagnosis relationships which is generic enough to
extend to other types of radiology reports.
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Contribution of syntax in deep neural networks. Numerous works have incorporated syntactic information into deep
learning models for various NLP tasks such as relation extraction [20,21,22] and SRL [23,24,25,26,31] . For example, in SRL,
He et al. [26] highlighted the importance of using syntactic information for representing words by combining features
including character-level, linguistic, predicate-specific, and dependency relation features. Although the contribution of
syntax is often challenged when considered in context to its use in deep learning frameworks, He et al. [26] demonstrated
the usefulness of syntax by achieving state-of-the-art results on benchmark SRL datasets. In the general domain,
Ludwig et al. [32] included lexical, syntactical, and semantic features to encode words, similar to Kordjamshidi et
al. [11] , for SpRL by stacking a multilayer perceptron (MLP) on top of a LSTM network. Moreover, a previous work on
SpRL adapted a deep learning model based on convolutional neural networks that was originally proposed for SRL [33] .
Realizing the benefits of adding syntax information in both SRL and SpRL, we propose to experiment with different
word-level syntax representations for extracting spatial roles from chest X-ray reports.
Methods
I

Rad-SpRL Corpus

Our annotated Rad-SpRL corpus consists of a subset of 2000 de-identified chest X-ray reports from a total of 2470
non-normal reports as judged by 2 human annotators collected from the Indiana Network for Patient Care [34] . The
detailed description of the spatial relation annotation process as well as the annotation statistics is provided in Datta et
al. [17] There are a total of 1972 spatial relations annotated in these 2000 reports. In Rad-SpRL, the four spatial roles
(example shown in Figure 1) are defined as follows:
1. T RAJECTOR: object (finding, anatomical location) whose spatial position is being described
2. L ANDMARK: location of the T RAJECTOR (may also be chained as a T RAJECTOR to another L ANDMARK)
3. H EDGE: phrase indicating uncertainty (e.g., could be, may represent)
4. D IAGNOSIS: disease/clinical condition the radiologist associated with the finding
II

Baseline Method

Our baseline Bi-LSTM CRF model architecture is described in Datta et al. [17] , which is similar to the architecture
proposed in Lample et al. [35] . This uses a concatenated representation of pre-trained word embedding xwe
i , character
ind
embedding xce
,
and
an
indicator
embedding
x
as
input
for
each
word
w
into
a
single
hidden
layer
Bi-LSTM
i
i
i
network, where i represents the position of a word in a sentence. The Bi-LSTM layer is followed by a CRF layer
which performs label classification at the word level. Thus, the baseline model for SpRL is a sequential network with
character-enhanced word representations.
III

Syntax-aware Word Representations

We use information from dependency parse trees to encode words for extracting the syntactic arguments participating
in a spatial relation. Dependency trees capture both short and long distance dependencies between words through
dependency links. These links or relations are labeled using different categories. We generate the dependency parsing
information in the pre-processing step using the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [36] . An example of dependency parse
produced by Stanford CoreNLP for a sample sentence – “There are areas of airspace opacity within the left lung base
which may represent atelectasis or infiltrate.” is shown in Figure 3. We remove the subcategories from the dependency
relation tags (e.g., NMOD:OF is changed to NMOD). We describe the various word-level syntactic embeddings added
to the baseline architecture in the following subsections and the overall model framework is presented in Figure 2.
D IRECT D EPENDENTS . For each word, we define the syntactic substructure as the collection of all its immediate
children or dependents. We use a neural network to encode the syntactic sequence resulting from the direct dependents
sub-tree for every word in a sentence. This syntax encoding mechanism is similar to the one used in a previous
work [27] . In Figure 3, we note that for the word ‘represent’ a final encoded syntactic embedding is generated from the
sequence of its direct children nodes, which are ‘areas’, ‘may’, ‘atelectasis’, and ‘infiltrate’.
We use a Bi-LSTM as the syntax encoder. This way the model learns for every word a representation based on the
sequence of both words and dependency relations of its direct children. We process the child nodes in the Bi-LSTM
network in the order they appear in a sentence. Each child node nij is represented by concatenating its own pre-trained
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Figure 2: Overall model architecture.
xwe represents the pre-trained word
embedding, xce represents the character embedding, xind represents the indicator embedding, and xsyntax represents the syntax embedding for each
word in a sentence.

Figure 3: Example dependency parse diagram produced by Stanford CoreNLP Enhanced++ Dependencies.
de
word embedding nwe
ij and the corresponding vector representation of the dependency label nij linking it to its parent
wi , where j stands for the position of the child node in the children sequence. Thus, the concatenated representation
de
[nwe
ij ; nij ] corresponding to every child node is sent as input to the Bi-LSTM syntax encoder. Finally, we adjoin the
last hidden states of both the forward and backward LSTMs to represent the syntactic embedding xddep
for a word wi .
i
we
ce
ind
The final concatenated representation [xddep
;
x
;
x
,
x
]
of
syntax,
word,
character,
and
indicator
embeddings
i
i
i
i
for every word wi is then fed into the input layer of the baseline Bi-LSTM CRF sequence labeling model. An example
of the syntax embedding encoded for the word represent in the above sentence is shown in Figure 4.

PARENTS . We define the syntactic substructure considering the immediate parents for each word. The aim is to
include parent information of a word into the model. We thus encode the sequence of parents for each word utilizing
a Bi-LSTM with their original order in a sentence being preserved. For example, in the sentence demonstrated in
Figure 3, the word ‘infiltrate’ has two direct parents ‘represent’ and ‘atelectasis’ with dependency labels DOBJ and
CONJ respectively. The mechanism to generate the syntactic representation for each word based on its parent nodes’
information using a Bi-LSTM encoder is similar to the one described for direct dependents in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Example illustrating the direct
dependents-based syntax encoding for the
word ‘represent’ in the sentence shown in
Figure 3. The dimension of the word embedding for each child node is 100, whereas
the dimension of dependency label embedding is 50.
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Figure 5: The SDP in the example sentence
is as follows: [‘airspace’-COMPOUND(↑)‘opacity’-NMOD(↑)-‘areas’-NMOD(↓)‘base’-CASE(↓)-‘within’]. The dependency
links along the shortest path between
‘airspace’ and ‘within’ are indicated by blue
edges. (↑) here indicates the path direction
to be from dependent to governor whereas
the (↓) indicates governor to dependent
direction.

Figure 6:
We encode the
dependency label sequence
[COMPOUND↑,
NMOD↑,
NMOD↓, CASE↓] using a
Bi-LSTM network. The dimension of dependency label
embeddings in our experiments
is 50.
A NCESTORS . We experiment with including the ancestor subtree for each word. Here, the syntactic sequence would
involve traversing the dependency path originating from a word all the way up to the root via the direct parents.
We use Stanford CoreNLP basic dependencies. For instance, in our example sentence, the ancestor nodes sequence is
[‘opacity’, ‘areas’, ‘are’] for the word ‘airspace’. The corresponding dependency relation sequence is [COMPOUND,
NMOD, NSUBJ]. For each word in a sentence, we concatenate the word and dependency label embeddings for each
node in the ancestor sequence and feed them into the input layer of Bi-LSTM syntax encoder. The model structure for
ancestor-based syntax embedding is similar to the direct dependents structure (shown in Figure 4).
A LL D EPENDENTS . We model the dependency subtree representation of a word using all its dependent nodes. For
each word, we perform a depth-first-search (DFS) traversal on the dependency graph considering the word as the root
node. This captures the sequence of dependency relations corresponding to the edges covered in the DFS. We use
the Stanford CoreNLP basic dependencies. The sequence of nodes and the corresponding dependency relations are
encoded using a Bi-LSTM network (similar to the framework described in Figure 4) to get a final syntax encoding for
a word which is concatenated with the word, character, and indicator embeddings before feeding into the baseline.
S HORTEST D EPENDENCY PATH (SDP). The SDP retains the most relevant information in a sentence and has been
widely used in NLP tasks such as relation classification [22] . We learn a sequence encoding for each word in a sentence
by incorporating the dependency path information between that word and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR. Figure 5 presents
the dependency relations along the shortest path between the word ‘airspace’ and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR ‘within’
in the example sentence used in Figure 3. In this specific example, the SDP covers the nodes [‘airspace’, ‘opacity’,
‘areas’, ‘base’, ‘within’]. Each dependency label dij along the SDP between a word wi and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR is
represented by a vector dde
ij that uniquely identifies the combination of a dependency label type (e.g., COMPOUND)
and its direction (e.g., ↑), where j is the position of the label in the sequence along the SDP. We then encode the
sequence of dependency labels using a Bi-LSTM network to get a final dependency path representation xsdp
for each
i
word wi in a sentence (illustrated in Figure 6). This representation is finally concatenated with the word, character,
ce
ind
and indicator embeddings [xsdp
; xwe
i ; xi , xi ] to feed into the input layer of the baseline network. Between a word
i
and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR, the source node in the dependency path is considered as the one which appears first in
the sentence.
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S HORTEST D EPENDENCY PATH (SDP) L ENGTH . Besides word, character, and indicator embeddings, we add an
embedding corresponding to the length of the SDP between a word and the S PATIAL I NDICATOR. This provides the
model information about how far a word is with respect to the S PATIAL I NDICATOR in the dependency tree along
the shortest path. In the example shown in Figure 5, the SDP length between the word ‘airspace’ and the S PATIAL
is concatenated with the word, character, and indicator
I NDICATOR ‘within’ is 4. This SDP length embedding xsdpl
i
we
ce
ind
embeddings to get the final word representation [xsdpl
;
x
;
x
i
i , xi ].
i
POS (Part-of-speech). We use CoreNLP to tag the POS of each word. For each word, we concatenate its word, character, and indicator embeddings with a vector xpos
that uniquely identifies the POS tag of that word. The concatenated
i
we
ce
ind
representation [xpos
;
x
;
x
,
x
]
is
then
used
as
the input vector to the Bi-LSTM in the baseline model.
i
i
i
i
P OSITION O FFSET. In order to make the model informed about the relative position of each word in a sentence with
respect to the S PATIAL I NDICATOR, we append an embedding xpi corresponding to an integer p, where p denotes the
relative distance of the current word from the S PATIAL I NDICATOR. For example, in the sentence above (Figure 3),
the words ‘airspace’ and ‘lung’ are at -2 and +3 distance away from the S PATIAL I NDICATOR ‘within’ respectively.
Hence, the value of d for ‘airspace’ is -2 and for ‘lung’ is +3.
IV

Experiments

We extracted the spatial roles in a sentence given the gold S PATIAL I NDICATOR. The word-level input for the baseline
Bi-LSTM CRF sequence labeler included pre-trained word embeddings, character and indciator embeddings. Our
experiments with every syntax-enhanced method added a specific syntax embedding with the word, character, and
indicator embeddings as input for each word to the Bi-LSTM CRF model. We performed 10-fold cross validation to
evaluate the generalizability of the contribution of each of the word-level syntax representations to extract the spatial
roles across the Rad-SpRL corpus. This resulted in each iteration consisting of 1495, 186, and 186 sentences in the
train, development, and test set respectively. We selected the hyperparameter values based on the development set
(presented in Table 1). We used pre-trained medical domain MIMIC-III embeddings (100 dimension)1 as word emsdpl
p
ind
de
de
sem
beddings in all the models. All the embeddings (xce
, xpos
) were randomly initialized
i , xi , nij , dij , xi
i , xi , xi
and updated during training. In our experiments, the models were implemented using TensorFlow [37] .
All the models including the baseline were evaluated by exactly matching the spans of the predicted spatial roles with
those of the gold annotated roles on the test set. For every model variant and for each iteration of the 10-fold CV, we
calculated the precision, recall, and F1 measure for each of the 4 spatial roles as well as the overall measures of these
three metrics considering all the roles together. We considered adding only a specific syntax embedding at a time to the
word representation in order to assess the contribution of incorporating individual word-level syntax representations.
Hyperparameter
xwe
i (Pre-trained word embedding)
xce
i (Character embedding)
xind
(Indicator embedding)
i
nwe
ij (Pre-trained word embedding of nodes in D IRECT D EPENDENTS , PARENTS , A NCESTORS , and A LL D EPENDENTS )
nde
ij (Dependency label embedding of nodes in D IRECT D EPENDENTS , PARENTS , A NCESTORS , and A LL D EPENDENTS )
dde
ij (Embedding corresponding to dependency label and direction)

Value
100
100
5
100
50
50

xsdpl
(SDP length embedding)
i
xpos
(POS tag embedding)
ip
xi (Position offset embedding)
LSTM hidden size (Direct dependents, Parents, Ancestors, All dependents)
LSTM hidden size (SDP)
LSTM hidden size (character embeddings)
LSTM hidden size (baseline Bi-LSTM sequence labeler)
Learning rate
Word dropout

50
30
30
150
50
100
500
0.01
0.5

Table 1: Hyperparameter values.
1 https://northwestern.app.box.com/s/eprxyxmee37p3d6khqbpn125tyttq4u6
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BASELINE
A LL D EPENDENTS
A NCESTORS
D IRECT D EPENDENTS
PARENTS
POS
P OSITION O FFSET
SDP L ENGTH
SDP
POS + SDP L ENGTH
POS + SDP
POS + D IRECT D EPENDENTS
POS + P OSITION O FFSET

T RAJECTOR

L ANDMARK

D IAGNOSIS

H EDGE

OVERALL

90.276
90.298
90.408
90.346
89.890
91.243
90.758
90.875
90.365
91.608
91.059
90.800
91.332

94.608
94.479
94.832
94.715
94.735
95.409
94.625
94.553
94.883
94.485
94.553
94.788
95.003

71.465
72.026
69.339
72.746
70.153
74.658
72.451
72.447
72.998
73.342
76.093
74.047
73.597

73.266
73.946
74.364
75.923
71.816
76.425
75.225
77.827
77.119
76.201
77.483
75.208
76.687

89.216
89.267
89.339
89.467
88.830
90.489
89.514
89.900
89.787
90.171
90.247
89.769
90.228

Table 2: Average F1 of 10-fold CV. The highest value for role is shown in bold. The grey rows indicate the syntax
integration methods which performed better than the BASELINE method for all the four spatial roles.
Results
Table 2 shows the average F1 measure over 10-fold cross validation results for all spatial roles and for the overall F1
for each method. We note that adding POS tag embedding to the word representations used in the BASELINE method
performed the best for extracting all the spatial roles except for H EDGE when only a single syntax embedding was
considered. SDP L ENGTH showed the highest performance for extracting the H EDGE role. Since the POS and the
SDP L ENGTH demonstrated the highest performance in extracting the spatial roles with respect to a S PATIAL I NDI CATOR , we experimented with the combination of these two embeddings. Since POS performed the best for majority
of the spatial roles, we also experimented combining POS with each of SDP, D IRECT D EPENDENTS, and P OSITION
O FFSET embeddings since the latter three variants outperformed the BASELINE for all four spatial roles. We found
that the POS + SDP L ENGTH method performed the best for T RAJECTOR extraction and POS + SDP performed the
best for D IAGNOSIS, outperforming the results when only the POS embeddings were used. However, we notice that
the improvement rates in the average F1 measure are varied across the spatial roles, with the highest improvement of
1.3, 0.8, 4.6, 4.6, and 1.3 for T RAJECTOR, L ANDMARK, D IAGNOSIS, H EDGE, and OVERALL respectively.
Discussion
Our discussion focuses on how best to integrate syntax into radiology spatial relation extraction. We begin with an
error analysis, comparing the syntax-aware models to the BASELINE in order to get a sense of the pros and cons of
our approach. We then describe potential new directions to overcome the current shortcomings. The results in Table 2
illustrate that adding word-level syntax embedding improves the performance of a Bi-LSTM sequence encoder in
labeling the four spatial roles in a sentence provided the gold S PATIAL I NDICATOR. We present a few examples
in Table 3 to show the syntax embedding methods which correctly extracted the spans of all the spatial roles in a
sentence, some of which were either missed or wrongly predicted by the BASELINE system. It can be observed
that examples 4 and 5 are the same sentences having two S PATIAL I NDICATORs – ‘in’ and ‘overlying’. While the
BASELINE system failed to recognize the H EDGE role in both the instances, it also mis-predicted ‘left midlung’ as
the T RAJECTOR with respect to ‘overlying’. This might be because most of the T RAJECTORs appear to the left of
the S PATIAL I NDICATOR and ‘left midlung’ exists as T RAJECTOR in the Rad-SpRL dataset. However, incorporating
syntactic information in the word representations helps as we found that P OSITION O FFSET, D IRECT D EPENDENTS,
POS, and POS + SDP L ENGTH methods correctly predicted all the spatial roles in both the sentences. In example 3,
the BASELINE method missed ‘stomach’ as a L ANDMARK. One of the reasons can be that there are very few instances
of ‘stomach’ in Rad-SpRL (only 1) where it appears as the grounding location of any finding. But, it can be said
that encoding structural information of sentences facilitates in recognizing such rare entities as spatial roles since all
the syntax integration methods except for A NCESTORS correctly recognized ‘stomach’ as L ANDMARK in addition to
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Sample sentence

1. There are advanced degenerative changes of the glenohumeral
joints bilaterally with bone-onbone articulation, remodeling of
the glenoid, and extensive subchondral cystic change.
2. XXXX interstitial airspace opacities in the lower lobes most consistent with atypical infectious process in the setting of XXXX.

3. Fluid noted in small bowel and
stomach.

Spatial roles
missed by
BASELINE
‘bone-on-bone
articulation’ and
‘extensive
subchondral
cystic change’ as
T RAJECTORs
‘most consistent
with’ as H EDGE
and ‘atypical
infectious
process’ as
D IAGNOSIS
‘stomach’ as
L ANDMARK

Spatial roles
mis-classified by
BASELINE
‘glenohumeral joints
bilaterally’ and
‘remodeling’ as
T RAJECTORs

Syntax method correctly predicting all
the roles

—

D IRECT D EPENDENTS, SDP, POS,
SDP L ENGTH, P OSITION O FFSET, A N SCESTORS, PARENTS , A LL D EPEN -

‘XXXX
represents’ as
H EDGE

—

P OSITION O FFSET, D IRECT D EPEN DENTS , SDP L ENGTH , POS, POS +
SDP L ENGTH, A LL D EPENDENTS

‘XXXX
represents’ as
H EDGE

‘left midlung’ as
T RAJECTOR

P OSITION O FFSET, D IRECT D EPEN DENTS , POS, POS + SDP L ENGTH

‘may reflect’ as
H EDGE and
‘sequela of old
remote XXXX’
as D IAGNOSIS
—

—

SDP, D IRECT D EPENDENTS

DENTS

—

SDP, D IRECT D EPENDENTS, POS,
POS + SDP L ENGTH, SDP L ENGTH,
P OSITION O FFSET, PARENTS, A LL D E PENDENTS

4. Focal opacity is noted in the left
midlung overlying the 9th posterior
rib which XXXX represents healing rib callus.
5. Focal opacity is noted in the
left midlung overlying the 9th posterior rib which XXXX represents
healing rib callus.
6. Corticated bony density over
the lateral aspect of the clavicle
may reflect sequela of old remote
XXXX.
7. There is a 38 mm lucency in
the right humeral head with geographic 1A margins.

‘right humeral head’ as
T RAJECTOR

D IRECT D EPENDENTS

SDP, D IRECT D EPENDENTS, SDP
L ENGTH, POS + SDP L ENGTH, P OSI TION O FFSET

Table 3: Error analysis of a few sample sentences in Rad-SpRL corpus. The S PATIAL I NDICATOR considered in each
sentence is shown in bold. The de-identified terms in the sentences are indicated by ‘XXXX’.
‘small bowel’. Examples 1 and 7 are sentences where L ANDMARKs appear to the left of the S PATIAL I NDICATOR and
T RAJECTORs to the right. In both these cases, it was found that the BASELINE system mis-predicted the L ANDMARKs
as T RAJECTORs, however with the addition of syntax information, these roles were correctly recognized. We found
that particularly SDP and D IRECT D EPENDENTS performed consistently well in this special scenario.
The main focus of our work is to quantitatively evaluate the contribution of various syntax-aware word representation
methods for extracting the spatial roles involved in any spatial relation between common radiology entities. Therefore,
we highlight the performance of these syntax encoding methods to extract the four spatial roles with respect to a given
S PATIAL I NDICATOR and do not devote much attention in building an end-to-end system that would extract both
S PATIAL I NDICATOR and the spatial roles jointly. However, we aim to exploit neural joint learning methods, already
proposed by a few previous studies [20,38] , in the future. Taking into consideration the importance of syntax in spatial
relation extraction as well as an alternative mechanism to incorporate syntax into sequential neural networks such as
LSTMs, we further aim to utilize Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [31] over the Bi-LSTM sequence encoder
to model syntactic dependency structures of a sentence and thereby use the latent feature representations at the word
level for extracting the spatial roles. Although we address the generalizability of our syntax integration methods across
different parts of the Rad-SpRL dataset, we do not evaluate the performance of these systems on other institutional
datasets which we aim to cover in our later work.
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Conclusion
This paper proposes incorporating syntax-enhanced word representations into a Bi-LSTM CRF neural network for
identifying radiology-specific spatial roles in context to a given S PATIAL I NDICATOR in a sentence. Our work primarily focuses on empirically understanding the contribution of different syntax representations in labeling the spatial
roles. We are able to achieve improved results with these additional embeddings with average F1 measures of 91.6 for
T RAJECTOR, 95.4 for L ANDMARK, 76.1 for D IAGNOSIS, and 77.8 for H EDGE. In the future, we aim to incorporate
some more recent syntax encoding methods such as GCNs, evaluate on other datasets, and develop joint learning
models for extracting both S PATIAL I NDICATOR and the spatial roles collectively.
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Abstract
Mapping local terminologies to standardized terminologies facilitates secondary use of electronic health records
(EHR). Penn Medicine comprises multiple hospitals and facilities within the Philadelphia Metropolitan area
providing services from primary to quaternary care. Our Penn Medicine (PennMed) data include medications
collected during both inpatient and outpatient encounters at multiple facilities. Our goal was to map 941,198 unique
medication terms to RxNorm, a standardized drug nomenclature from the National Library of Medicine (NLM). We
chose three popular tools for mapping: NLM’s RxMix and RxNav-in-a-Box, OHDSI’s Usagi and Mayo Clinic’s
MedXN. We manually reviewed 400 mappings obtained from each tool and evaluated their performance for drug
name, strength, form, and route. RxMix performed the best with an F1 score of 90% for drug name versus Usagi’s
82% and MedXN’s 74%. We discuss the strengths and limitations of each method and tips for other institutions
seeking to map a local terminology to RxNorm.
1. Introduction
1.1 Standardization of Medication Nomenclature and RxNorm
Data interoperability is a concern for effective communication of health information. Standard medication
nomenclature can promote patient safety and facilitate secondary use of clinical medication data. The National
Library of Medicine (NLM) produces RxNorm, a standardized nomenclature for clinical drugs1,2. RxNorm provides
standard names for clinical drugs for human use, both branded and generic, and their links to active ingredients, drug
components, and other related brand names. The purpose of RxNorm is to allow health systems to communicate
drug-related information efficiently and clearly. In the latest release of the RxNorm dataset includes about 54,000
distinct active drug names (RxNorm August 2019 Release).
1.2 Mapping Local Medication Terms to RxNorm
Manually mapping local terms to RxNorm concepts is a time-consuming process and requires a significant amount
of work by domain experts3. Developing a tool to automate this process requires time and efforts to validate the
results when the tool is applied in different contexts. Using publicly available tools can shorten the process to map
local terminologies to RxNorm. However, it is important to decide which is the most appropriate tool for the job. In
this paper, we describe the process in which we found the most appropriate medication-mapping tool for a master
list of medications from our institution at Penn Medicine (PennMed).
2. Methods
2.1 Tools for Mapping Terms to RxNorm
2.1.1 RxNorm API and RxMix
The NLM has developed publicly available drug Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) through Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) and Representational State Transfer (RESTful) web services for users with programming
skills to integrate into applications4. Bodenreider and Peters developed RxMix to enable users who do not have
programming skills to benefit from NLM’s API resources4. RxMix is a web-based interface enabling users to create
queries with combined functions of the RxNorm, RxTerms, NDF-RT, RxClass, and Interaction APIs (which can be
accessed via https://mor.nlm.nih.gov/RxMix/). Users can build a workflow of API functions to execute batch queries
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against the multiple APIs. An interactive mode allows users to test queries on a single input value, before executing
in batch mode. RxMix offers output in Extensible Markup Language (XML), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), or
text format.
From the RxNorm API, we used the function getApproximateMatch (REST) or getApproximateTerm (SOAP) to
normalize medication strings to RxNorm5. The normalization approach used is described in more detail here6. A
drug-centric token matching approach is used in the approximate matching method. Drug names are identified
against a drug name list for matches, along with several other methods: token splitting, drug name expansion, and
spelling correction. Extracted candidate strings containing the drug are scored to determine the closeness to the user
string. Tokens of the candidate string are compared to tokens of the input string and similarity is determined by
calculating the Jaccard’s coefficient.
Users can also install RxNav-in-a-Box to query the RxNorm RESTful API locally7. RxNav-in-a-Box uses Docker to
create two container images (Tomcat container and MariaDB container). However, the user is responsible to keep
the system up to date with the latest version, which is generated on a monthly basis. In addition, the spelling
suggestions resource is not included in RxNav-in-a-Box, and therefore this will have an effect on the Approximate
Term function. No output will be given for a query of a misspelled medication, where normally the RxNorm API
will give an output with a comment, stating the spelling suggestion for the token.
For the purpose of this paper, we reviewed outputs from the RxMix application and RxNav-in-a-Box. RxMix
accesses the RxNorm SOAP web services, while RxNav-in-a-Box provides a local version of RxNorm REST web
services. We used Docker Desktop Community Edition (version 2.0.0.3) for the RxNav-in-a-box (downloaded June
2019) two container images: Tomcat and MariaDB. We fetched JSON data from the local REST API in RStudio
(Version 1.2.1335).
2.1.2 MedXN
Sohn et al. (2014) developed an open source Medication Extraction and Normalization (MedXN) system to extract
medication information from clinical notes and normalize it to the most appropriate RxNorm concept unique
identifier (RXCUI). MedXN uses Apache’s Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) in a
serialized hierarchal annotation flow. MedXN extracts the mediation from text, parses out the attributes, and
composes the medication and attribute association. The attributes include the following: dosage, strength, frequency,
form, and route. Next, the MedXN system converts this information to the Rxnorm Standard and maps it to the
corresponding RXCUI. The output will have two RXCUI: the DrugRxCUI (i.e. sulfaSALAzine [RXCUI = 9524]),
and the NormRxCUI with the medication attributes (i.e. Sulfasalazine 500 MG Oral Tablet [AZULFIDINE] RXCUI
= 208437). The MedXN system was developed on the ‘Current Medication’ section in clinical notes, which varies
from unstructured narratives to lists of medications8.
2.1.3 Usagi
The Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) program is a multi-stakeholder, interdisciplinary
collaborative that grew out of the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP). The OMOP Common
Data Model (CDM) is a standardization approach that allows for the systematic analysis of disparate observational
databases9. Usagi is a java application that creates mappings from source coding systems into standards
terminologies stored in the OMOP Vocabulary10. Standard vocabularies for use in OHDSI tools are available for
download through the Athena download site (http://athena.ohdsi.org). Usagi uses Apache Lucene free text search
engine and provides a score for each match, with 1.00 being a 100% match10.
2.2 Filtering of Drug Names and Linking Synonymous Drugs
Our Penn Medicine (PennMed) data include medications collected during both inpatient and outpatient encounters at
multiple hospitals and facilities. Because of this, we have medication strings sourced from several applications and
contexts. The medication list used in this paper also includes medications that in some cases were last ordered
between 1980s through 2019.
We started by filtering the medication strings to prepare them for the matching tools. Some strings had medications
along with other information that would be unnecessary for the matching process. While MedXN was created to find
medications and their attributes within a clinical note, Usagi and RxNorm API require cleaner data. For instance, the
score given by the RxNorm API depends upon the amount of words in the string. In the original string, there may be
attributes that could be important clinically, but would lower the accuracy of the matching algorithm, as illustrated
in Table 1. Instructions mentioned after the medication are outside the scope of RxNorm, which does not encompass
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frequency and duration in their clinical drug concepts. MedXN was developed to capture these attributes, but having
extraneous information in the medication string would likely increase error for tools not developed for extraction
from clinical notes.
Table 1. Difference in RxMix Approximate Match output with and without clinical information.
Original
Cleaned

Input
ZOMETA EVERY THREE MONTHS AS PREVIOUSLY
DIRECTED
ZOMETA

Score
14

RXCUI Match
18346

STR match
AS

100

285143

Zometa

Quotes around the string, and other added characters can have an effect the score (Table 2). If the input string
contains four drugs: acetaminophen (APAP), dextromethorphan (DM), doxylamine, and pseudoephedrine
(PSEUDOEPH). For a query in the RxNorm API, an input with PSEUDOEPH-DOXYLAMINE-DM-APAP"
resulted in the partially correct output (RXCUI = 1094349), but "PSEUDOEPH-DOXYLAMINE-DM-APAP gave
the correct output (RXCUI = 466524). Punctuation and erroneous characters can greatly affect the results. The
partially correct output is missing one of the four drugs from the input string: acetaminophen.
Table 2. RxMix Output RXCUI, output string, RxMix Score, and accuracy for variations of the same input.
Input
PSEUDOEPH-DOXYLAMINEDM-APAP
"PSEUDOEPHDOXYLAMINE-DM-APAP
82 PSEUDOEPHDOXYLAMINE-DM-APAP
PSEUDOEPH-DOXYLAMINEDM-APAP"
"PSEUDOEPHDOXYLAMINE-DM-APAP"
130064 "PSEUDOEPHDOXYLAMINE-DM-APAP"

Output RXCUI
466524
466524
466524

Output string
Acetaminophen /
Dextromethorphan /
Doxylamine /
Pseudoephedrine

1094349
1094349

RxMix Score
100
100

Accurate?

Yes

80
75

Dextromethorphan /
Doxylamine /
Pseudoephedrine

1094349

75

Partial

60

Before and during the filtration process, we used the interactive mode of RxMix. This helped to see what aspects of
strings should be filtered out. See Table 3 for specific examples of filtered terms. The descriptions of the topics are
not extensive, as there are several variations within each topic. Because the list contained a large amount of strings,
not all unnecessary strings could be removed without significant effort. By the point of the process at which we
linked synonymous strings, any unnecessary strings caught after are still included in the list due to time constraints.
Table 3. Examples of filtered terms from local medication list.
Topic of String
Notes

Description
Work notes, school notes, etc.

Lab orders
Instructions
Procedures

Basic metabolic panel, blood panel, etc.
Medication instructions, please give, cancel, D/C,
ignore, etc.
CT scan, Ultrasound, Echocardiogram, etc.

Health services

Nurse visit, OT, PT, speech, hospice, etc.

Medical equipment

Ambulatory equipment, wrist support, etc.

Investigational
drugs
Unknown meaning

Randomization number, experimental, etc.
Numbers only, combination of letters and numbers
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Examples
"CURRENT MEDICATION LIST
ACCOMPANIED PATIENT"
".URINALYSIS PANEL"
"IGNORE 2ND GI COCKTAIL
ORDER"
"CT SOFT TISSUE NECK
WITHOUT CONTRAST HUP"
"HOME SKILLED NURSING
VISIT"
"RECLINING SHOWER CHAIR
AND COMMODE"
"RANDOMIZATION NUMBER
173 [drug name] STUDY DRUG"
".5504400"

Distinct medications at start
(n = 941,198)

Remove 'drugname (MD: physician name)'
(n = 776,879)

Filter out sensitive information
(n = 742,650)

Filter out procedures, investigational drugs, lab
orders, & medical equipment
(n = 707,681)

Filter out more sensitive information
(n = 702,626)

Filter out instruction only strings
(n = 701,125)

Filter out number only & blank strings
(n = 700,835)

Link synonymous drugs
(n = 494.146)

In RStudio, we filtered out non-drug related strings using regular
expressions in base R 11. For each of the strings, we created a new ID
number and set the strings to all uppercase. We set each non-drug string ID
equal to zero, to be removed later. A record of the original IDs and the
variants was kept. See Figure 1 for details of the filtering process and the
size of the list at each stage. Non-drug strings pertained to other orders and
notes, such as work notes, instructions, procedures, lab orders, health
services, and medical equipment orders. We also filtered out drug strings of
cancelled orders, or notes to change the above order. Sections of drug
strings with sensitive information were removed, such as patient names,
date of birth, dates, time, location, and health practitioner names. Common
medical prescription abbreviations and general medical terms were
referenced to filter non-drug strings and unnecessary information from
drug strings 12–14. In order to prevent filtering actual drug strings from the
list, the filtering regex was completed manually, overlooking which strings
were filtered out by each function.
The last stage of the filtration process was completed by removing all
spaces from strings and removing duplicates. This decreased the size of the
list significantly, since many duplicates included different practitioner
names or instructions within the string. We filtered out names using
personal pronouns, possessive adjectives, possessive pronouns, and
common names15–17.
2.3 Manual Review of Results

A random sampling of 400 medication ID strings from the cleaned version
of the medication list was extracted into a comma-separated values (CSV)
Figure 1. Filtering process of
and text file. The sample list was manually reviewed for possible patient
master medication list.
information and categorized as a medication or non-medication related
string. Not all non-medication strings were filtered from the list. 38 of the
400 strings were determined as non-medication strings. For example, “FETAL MONITORING FOR MULTIPLES”
indicates a health service, but has no mention of medications. In RxMix, the workflow was set to the
RxNorm:getApproximateMatch function, the sample text file was loaded for input, and the output was selected to
text. RxMix automatically uses the most recent RxNorm release. For the MedXN 1.0.1 collection processing engine
(CPE) GUI, the sample set was processed with the default settings to run the matches. This MedXN version is from
December 2013 and the RxNorm version is limited to that year. For Usagi, we downloaded the latest relase of the
vocabulary from OHDSI’s Athena and built the index in Usagi from this vocabulary
(https://github.com/OHDSI/Athena). The sample set CSV file was imported into Usagi (v.1.2.7, downloaded
4/3/2019). We filtered by vocabulary (RxNorm), and by domain (drug). The first suggested match (the highest
scored match) was approved for the entire list.
The output for each tool was imported into RStudio to convert into a CSV file. Each output was compared to the
original sample list, to determine medication strings that were not matched by the tool. The RxMix output was
specifically limited to one output per medication id—specifically, the first candidate string for each string. For ease
of comparison, the SAB=RXNORM normalized drug names and term types were merged with the output by RXCUI
and RxNorm atom unique identifier (RXAUI) from the RXNCONSO data file 1. Next, the output was converted to
CSV and manually reviewed.
Table 4. Variables for manual review and their definitions.
Type
Medication
Drug
Strength
Form
Route

Definition
Is this a medication string?
The medication or ingredient
The strength of the medication (eg, ‘800 mg’)
The physical form in which the drug is specified to be administered (eg capsule, tablet)
The route of administration (eg, intravenous, oral, etc)
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Each medication string was reviewed manually, rather than against a gold standard because there can be several
RXCUI for a medication, depending on the granularity. The output was reviewed upon five variables: medication,
drug, strength, form, and route. Refer to Table 4 for more detail on the definitions of these variables.
The medication variable refers to whether the string pertained to a medication or a non-medication string, which
would be determined as yes (Y) or no (N). Each output that was determined to be a medication string was then
classified as true positive (TP), false positive (FP), false negative (FN), true negative (TN), or partial (PART) for the
following attributes: drug, strength, form, and route. TP
Table 5. Precision, recall, accuracy and F1 score
means the match was correct, TN means there was correctly
formulas.
no match, FP means there was an incorrect match, FN means
there was incorrectly no match, and partial indicates there
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑃𝑃𝑉) =
was a component of the drug missing. To compute the
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
manual review, binary classification was used. 1 indicates a
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
positive class, and 0 indicates a negative class. The first digit
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (𝑇𝑃𝑅) =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
indicates the predicted value, and the second indicates the
actual value: TP (11), FP (10), FN (01), and TN (00). These
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
values were analyzed in RStudio to create confusion tables,
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
violin plots, and to calculate precision, recall, accuracy, and
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
F1 score. See Table 5 for the formulas for each of these
𝐹= 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
measures. In addition, we calculated the analysis of means in
RStudio, using the ANOM package to understand
significance of score and performance18.
See Figure 2 for two examples
of the manual review of the
output strings. The first
example demonstrates a match
"SYNTHROID 250 MCG TABLET"
Synthroid 150mcg Tablet
where the drug is the same and
the form is the same between
Form is the same
the input and output. However,
Syntactically equivalent
the strength changes from 250
mcg to 150 mcg in the output
"NORMAL SALINE 0.9% 1000 ML 100 ML/HOUR"
HYDROMORPHONE 0.2MG/ML NS ING 100ML
and is therefore inaccurate. In
RxNorm there is no RXCUI for
250 mcg Synthroid tablets,
Narcotic incorrectly matched
meaning this strength is not
included in RxNorm. For the
Figure 2. Comparison of input and output strings for manual review.
means of this analysis, this is
classified as not applicable for
the strength attribute. If the strength was included in RxNorm, it would be classified as false positive. The attributes
for this example would be as follows: TP for drug, NA for strength, TP for form, and TN for route. In the second
example from Figure 2, both the input and output contain semantically equivalent variations of normal saline. The
output string incorrectly matches hydromorphone to the string, causing this to be reviewed as a partially correct
output for the drug variable. Overall, if a component of the string is within the RxNorm vocabulary, then the
attribute is applicable. If the drug, strength, form or route is not within RxNorm, then it is not expected and is
labeled NA.
Medication is the same

After analyzing the results from the matching tools with the sample set, we decided to use the RxNav-in-a-Box to
query the full medications list.
Lastly, we conducted a manual review of two subsets of the filtered medication list: inpatient and outpatient. The
inpatient and outpatient delivery medication lists consist of medications received at any time point between 20062017 by women who eventually delivered a baby at Penn Medicine. These lists include the distinct count of medical
record number (MRN) of each string. The top 100 of the distinct MRN count were manually reviewed for precision,
recall, accuracy and F1 score.
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3. Results

Table 6. Comparison of Matches

3.1 Medication Matching Tool Queries

Tool
RxMix
Local RxNorm API
MedXN

The time to run each medication-matching tool varied. For the 400
medications in our evaluation sample, the tools took the following
amount of time: MedXN ran just under 1 second, Usagi ran in
approximately 1 minute, the local RxNorm query ran in
approximately 90 seconds, and RxMix sent the output via email in
under 2 minutes. RxMix, local RxNorm API, and Usagi each give a
score for every output (MedXN did not provide a score).

Match
Percentage
393 / 400 98.25%
359 / 400 89.75%
225 / 400 56.75%
31 / 400* 7.75%
Usagi
400 / 400 100%
*matched to a specific NormRxCUI

The sample set included 362 medication strings and 38 non-medication strings. See Table 6 for the number of
matches per tool and the percentages from the total of 400 strings. MedXN has the highest number of unmatched
strings, leaving only 225 strings with matches. Of those 225 matched strings, 31 were successfully matched to a
more specific RXCUI (NormRxCUI). The local API query has a higher number of unmatched strings compared to
the
RxMix
Precision
F1 Score
output due to
1
1
the lack of
0.9
0.9
spelling
0.8
0.8
suggestions.
0.7
0.7
For
this
0.6
0.6
query,
an
0.5
0.5
additional
34
0.4
0.4
0.3
strings
0.3
0.2
0.2
(8.50%) left
0.1
0.1
unmatched.
0
0
Usagi
Medication
Strength
Form
Route
RxMix
Local RxNorm
MedXN
Usagi
matched 100
RxMix
Local RxNorm
MedXN
Usagi
Medication
Strength
Form
Route
percent of the
Figure 3. Plots of Precision and F1 scores for each tool by subdomain.
strings.
In Figure 3, all of the tools performed well on the medication subdomain. MedXN consistently demonstrated precise
outputs for all of the subdomains, however the lower recall scores (Table 7) resulted in lower F1 scores for
especially medication, form and route domains. The Usagi results indicate lower precision scores than the other
tools reviewed, but the high recall leads to overall higher F1 scores for all domains. As expected, both variations of
the RxNorm API perform comparably.
As expected, the RxMix output and Local RxNorm API query performed similarly (Table 7). MedXN had great
precision for drug, strength, and form, but the low recall contributed to a lower F1 score for those variables. Usagi
Table 7. Precision (P), Recall (R), Accuracy (A), F1 score, and match score p-values (p) for TP and FP classifications
for each subdomain (drug, strength, form, route) by each tool.
Type

MedXN*
P

Drug

R

Usagi
A

F1

P

RxMix
R

A

F1

Class

0.94 0.61 0.62 0.74 0.70 0.99 0.69 0.82 TP
FP

Strength 0.84 0.84 0.78 0.84 0.55 0.77 0.56 0.64 TP
FP
Form

0.91 0.60 0.76 0.72 0.69 0.87 0.74 0.77 TP

Route

0.86 0.67 0.79 0.75 0.79 0.77 0.71 0.78 TP

FP

FP

p

P

Local RxNorm API
R

A

F1

Class

p

P

R

A

F1

Class

p

< .001 0.84 0.98 0.83 0.90 TP

< .001 0.85 0.95 0.82 0.90 TP

< .001

< .001

< .001

FP

< .001

< .001 0.78 0.92 0.80 0.84 TP

< .001 0.79 0.92 0.81 0.85 TP

< .001

< .001

< .001

FP

< .001

< .001 0.90 0.93 0.90 0.91 TP

< .001 0.88 0.93 0.89 0.90 TP

< .001

< .001

= .001

FP

FP

FP

< .001

< .001 0.87 0.64 0.73 0.74 TP

FP

< .001 0.94 0.66 0.73 0.74 TP

< .001

< .001

= .001

= .004

FP

* MedXN does not include a match score
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FP

overall had poor precision, but the F1 score shows to be higher due to the high recall for drug, form and route. The p
values for each tool across the domains indicate that score and performance are related. FP output scores of form
and route are not significant for RxMix, and the FP output scores were not shown to be significant for the local
RxNorm API query.
Strength

Score

Local RxNorm

Drug

FP

TP

TP

Strength

Table 8. Precision (P), Recall (R), Accuracy (A), and
F1 score for each variable inpatient and outpatient
subsets.

FP

TP

Drug

FP

TP

FP

Type

TP

FP

TP

Figure 4. Violin plots of False Positives and
Scores. Each row of the figure indicates the
medication matching tool: RxMix, Local
RxNorm API, and Usagi, respectively. The
distribution of scores for the drug and strength.

Inpatient Subset

Outpatient Subset

P

R

A

F1

P

R

A

F1

Drug

0.97

1.00

0.97

0.98

0.95

1.00

0.95

0.97

Strength

0.89

1.00

0.96

0.94

0.94

1.00

0.95

0.97

Form

1.00

0.98

0.99

0.99

0.98

0.52

0.60

0.68

Route

0.96

0.71

0.90

0.82

0.97

0.33

0.40

0.49

Strength

Score

Usagi

FP

Score

RxMix

Drug
Drug

In Figure 4, each row displays the violin plot for the drug,
strength, form, and route, showing the density of true
positives and false positives among the scores. For each
tool, a lower output score will indicate a poor match (Figure
4). False drug matches tend to have lower scores with a
higher density of scores from 20-30, or 0.2-0.3 respectively.
Strength FP matches sit higher around 40, or 0.4, and have
higher scores with errors than drug FP outputs. From and
route FP matches generally sit low, but the contrast is not as
great as those illustrated on the drug and strength violin
plots.

3.2 RxNav-in-a-Box for local RxNorm API query of
filtered medication list

The query took 17 hours and 18 minutes to complete and
matched 445,695 (90.20%) of the 494,146 strings in the
filtered medication list, leaving 48,451 (9.80%) unmatched
to RXCUI. In the output, 360,894 (80.97%) strings have a
score greater than or equal to 30, 230,868 (51.80%) strings have a score greater than or equal to 50, and 66,638
(15%) have a score greater than or equal to 80.
Shown in Figure 5, the outpatient and inpatient queries performed comparably for precision across all subdomains.
However, as shown in
Precision
F1 Score
1
1
Table 8, the outpatient
0.9
0.9
query review indicates
0.8
0.8
lower F1 scores on the
0.7
0.7
form
and
route
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
medication attributes,
0.4
0.4
while the F1 score for
0.3
0.3
inpatient falls lower for
0.2
0.2
only
the
route
0.1
0.1
0
0
subdomain.
The
Medication Strength
Form
Route
Medication Strength
Form
Route
inpatient and outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
queries perform well on
drug
and
strength
Figure 5. Precision and F1 scores by subdomain for inpatient and outpatient subsets
attributes of the strings.
The outpatient form and route attribute F1 scores show the lowest performance in comparison to the F1 scores in
Table 7, due to low recall. Additionally, these attributes also show low accuracy scores for the outpatient subset.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Strengths and Weaknesses
Each of the tools have been developed for different use cases to map medication strings to a standardized format.
The approximate match function from RxNorm API was developed to normalize medication strings to RxNorm and
therefore performs well for our review. MedXN is meant to extract medication information from clinical notes. This
may have led to poorer performance on our sample. While MedXN matched over half of the sample to a general
medication RXCUI, only 31 (~14%) of those generally matched were also given a more specific RXCUI as the
result of parsing and normalizing the input string. While this tool is shown to perform well on the medication section
of clinical notes, that performance did not generalize as well to our medication list. The Usagi tool was developed to
accommodate for several vocabularies within the scope of the CDM, and not just for RxNorm. Usagi’s scope and
purpose is to map to the CDM, and it is assumed that each match should be reviewed and approved. Because the
matching algorithm is not specific to the RxNorm nomenclature, its holds back the performance for matching to
RxNorm. This tool is more useful to mapping a shorter, perhaps higher-level list to the CDM.
The tools tended overlap for strings that have matches that could not be classified as true positives. None of the tools
correctly matched strings with the drug morphine sulphate abbreviated as “MSO4” in the input string. Abbreviations
of dextrose (e.g. “D50”, “D5W”) also led to incorrect matches across all tools. Strings with combination drugs (e.g.
“CHLORPHEN-DIPHENHYD-PE-APAP PO MISC”) tended to only partially match the drugs in the string. Across
all tools, strings with exact brand names of cold/flu medications resulted in false positive drug matches.
4.2 Importance of Input Strings for Accurate Output
There are several reasons that the tools would point to the wrong match, or provide no match for an input string.
While the tools overall perform well, even an unnecessary character can cause an error in the output. This makes the
tools highly sensitive to the quality of the input strings. In addition, the medication list included several strings of
concepts not captured within the scope of RxNorm, these include: non-therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals, bulk
powders, contrast media, food, dietary supplements, and medical devices1. Our list also includes several spelling
errors. The source of the medication strings, such as the health information system, will have an effect on the overall
quality of the strings. The software’s own local terminology may have local abbreviations and formats that a
medication matching tool may not necessarily capture appropriately. Several strings included strengths outside of
RxNorm. It may be an entry with dose and strength combined into the amount of the drug given to the patient, a
strength not included in RxNorm (i.e. foreign drug), or simply a typo.
The outpatient and inpatient PennMed subsets are from any time point between 2006 and 2017, during which it is
more likely for the data to be in a more standardized format. The complete filtered medication list and the sample set
are from approximately the 1980’s to 2019, in which such a time frame may have changes in the medication records
and a lack on standardization in the earlier years. Also, we reviewed the most used medication strings in the
outpatient and inpatient subsets (again they are more likely to be in a standardized format). Because of this, the
inpatient and outpatient queries performed better for drug and strength attributes in review than the queries from the
sample set. In the inpatient medication query, over half of the medication strings matched with a score of 100.
Moreover, the outpatient query shows low accuracy and F1 scores. This may be due to a number of reasons: more
standardized nomenclature in the inpatient setting, and more out-of-scope strings in the outpatient list. In addition,
the outpatient data was obtained from 1,048 distinct clinics within PennMed as described previously19, and data may
have been captured differently across clinics.
Cleaning and filtering the medication list before using a matching tool should help improve the tool’s performance.
In the case for Usagi, it may be required to have strings parsed, standardized, and merged before using the tool.
Processing through the list, such as removing information out of the scope of RxNorm, and removing sensitive
information should be part of the process before using a matching tool. It is important to note that when there is a
possibility of sensitive information in the medication list, that the list should not be submitted on a query to another
server. Therefore, it would be more appropriate to use a locally installable API, such as the RxNav-in-a-Box.
4.3 Abbreviations and Acronyms in Medication Strings
The NLM lists abbreviations and acronyms used in the RxNorm normalization process20. The user may be able to
refer to this list to find acronyms and abbreviations in their list that will not be matched properly. For instance,
‘MSO4’ (morphine sulfate) is not listed as an abbreviation, and therefore the RxNorm API does not perform well
and fails to match it the corresponding RXCUI. In this case, MedXN has more flexibility because a user with
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knowledge of UIMA can customize patterns in the system. Medication strings from older data will likely include
outdated acronyms and abbreviations. For example, MSO4 (morphine sulphate) and MgSO4 (magnesium sulfate)
are abbreviations that should be spelled out since they are likely to become confused for one another. Several of
these ambiguous practices are included on recommendation lists to promote safe medication practice. While these
tools have been developed to accommodate such terms, they can be limited to the terms captured in their data.
4.4 What Can We Learn About Using Publicly Available Medication Mapping Tools?
Because the input string quality is very important to the quality of the output, the user must consider the amount of
pre-processing necessary. The effort of data preparation is time-consuming, as described earlier during the filtering
process. For example, it would be a significant effort to extract medications from clinical notes in order to prepare
the data for use with the RxNorm API. Perhaps in this case it would be useful to use MedXN, and then used the
parsed data to capture RXCUI of higher granularity for outputs without specific NormRXCUI.
The amount of time a tool takes to run its algorithm should be considered. While MedXN quickly matched our
sample set, a significant portion were unmatched to RXCUI. Moreover, a local query depends on the server in use.
Several standard vocabularies are available from Athena for use in Usagi, but an index of multiple vocabularies
significantly slows down the algorithm. An index of just the RxNorm vocabulary runs in approximately one minute,
while a complete collection of vocabulary runs in approximately 4 minutes. The file format can also have an effect
on the run time. Usagi performs better with a CSV file input in comparison to a text file format, which took
approximately ten minutes to run. MedXN also favors a CSV format file and took just under one second to process
compared to the three seconds for a text file. RxMix requires a text file format for batch jobs, while MedXN and the
local RxNorm query are more flexible.
We observe that publicly available state-of-the-art medication matching tools for RxNorm standardization perform
well overall (>70% F1 score across all three tools). Scores help to indicate where a user should set a threshold to
increase the accuracy and precision of the output matches. Unfortunately, scores were not provided among MedXN
output, making this type of filtering impossible. For tools that provide a score, having cleaned input greatly
improves the score and quality of the output. This is especially important concerning longer strings and strings with
more than one drug. Users may test a sample and determine an appropriate score threshold for their use case. Clear
description of the algorithm used in publicly available tools can also help users understand and provide appropriate
error handling.
4.5 Limitations and Future Work
There are several limitations of our work. Our manual review was conducted by an informaticist (LD) and not a
pharmacologist and therefore certain nuances with regards to specific drug combos and their equivalence or lack of
equivalence may be less then ideal. In addition, several strings in the filtered list still contained terminologies
outside of the scope of RxNorm, such as medical devices and dietary supplements. This could have an effect on the
overall analysis, while the tools could have performed better without these unnecessary strings. The 400-string
sample was selected randomly, however no methods were used to ensure a representative sampling was obtained. In
result, the sampling is not necessarily representative of the filtered master medication list. Lastly, MedXN’s
performance may be underestimated due to depending on a 2013 RxNorm release.
Future work includes further classifying input strings into drug types to understand matching performance based
upon class. It may also include comparing input strings across years, investigating how the strengths of the tools
may be combined, and assessing newer tools as they become available. Further work could use lenient metrics when
reviewing the performance of these tools, to have assess for partially correct matches for the medication attributes.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we performed a comparative analysis of three state-of-the-art medication-mapping tools—RxMix,
Usagi, and MedXN - for converting local medication terminologies to RxNorm using non-standardized medication
strings as input. Using filtering, we were able to clean a set of 941,198 unique medication terms from PennMed
down to 494,146 (52.5% of original size). This filtering greatly reduced the efforts of applying any of the three tools,
especially with regards to time intensiveness. Our analysis shows that all of the tools performed reasonably well
(>70% F1 score). RxMix performed the best with an F1 score of 90% for drug name versus Usagi’s 82% and
MedXN’s 74%. Our findings also indicate the importance of understanding the local medication terminology, and
understanding the development context of the matching tools in consideration (e.g., clinical notes, medication
terminology) because this can alter the performance of the tool for a given task. Our comparative results of these
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three popular and state-of-the-art tools for mapping non-standardized medication strings to RxNorm can help direct
others efforts to choose an appropriate method for their use case.
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Abstract
With the increasing use of social media data for health-related research, the credibility of the information from this
source has been questioned as the posts may not from originating personal accounts. While automatic bot detection
approaches have been proposed, none have been evaluated on users posting health-related information. In this paper,
we extend an existing bot detection system and customize it for health-related research. Using a dataset of Twitter
users, we first show that the system, which was designed for political bot detection, underperforms when applied to
health-related Twitter users. We then incorporate additional features and a statistical machine learning classifier to
improve bot detection performance significantly. Our approach obtains F1 -scores of 0.7 for the “bot” class, representing improvements of 0.339. Our approach is customizable and generalizable for bot detection in other health-related
social media cohorts.
Introduction
In recent years, social media has evolved into an essential source of information for various types of health-related
research. Social networks encapsulate large volumes of data associated with diverse health topics, generated by active
user bases in continuous growth. Twitter, for example, has 330 million monthly active users worldwide that create
almost 500 million micro-blogs (tweets) per day.i For some years, the use of the platform to share personal health
information has been growing, particularly amongst people living with one or more chronic conditions and those living
with a disability. Twenty percent of social network site users living with chronic conditions gather and share health
information on the sites, compared with 12% of social network site users who report no chronic conditions.ii Social
media data is thus being widely used for health-related research, for tasks such as adverse drug reaction detection1 ,
syndromic surveillance2 , subject recruitment for cancer trials3 , and characterizing drug abuse4 , to name a few. Twitter
is particularly prevalent in research due to the availability of the public streaming API,iii , which releases a sample of
publicly posted data in real-time. While early health-related research from social media focused almost exclusively on
population-level studies, some very recent research tasks have focused on performing longitudinal data analysis at the
user level, such as mining health-related information from cohorts of pregnant women5 .
When conducting user-level studies from social media, one challenge is to ascertain the credibility of the information
posted. Notably, it is important to verify, when deriving statistical estimates from user cohorts, that the user accounts
represent humans and not bots (accounts that can be controlled to produce content automatically and interact with
other profiles)6, 7 . Bots may spread false information by automatically retweeting posts without a human to verify the
facts or to influence public opinions on particular topics on purpose6, 8, 9 . For example, a recent study10 showed that the
highest proportion of anti-vaccine content is generated by accounts with unknown or intermediate bot scores, meaning
that the existing methods were not able to fully determine if they were indeed bots. Automatic bot detection techniques
mostly rely on extracting features from users’ profiles and their social networks11, 12 . Some studies have used Honeypot
profiles on Twitter to identify and analyze bots13 , while other studies have examined social proximity14 or both social
and content proximities12 , tweet timing intervals15 , or user-level content-based and graph-based features16 . However,
in response to efforts towards keeping Twitter bot-free, bots have evolved and changed to overcome the detection
techniques17 .
i https://www.internetlivestats.com/twitter-statistics/.

Accessed: 05/06/2019.

ii https://www.pewinternet.org/2011/05/12/the-social-life-of-health-information-2011/.

Accessed:
08/15/2019.
iii https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tutorials/consuming-streaming-data.html. Accessed: 05/06/2019.
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The objectives of this study are to (i) evaluate an existing bot detection system on user-level datasets selected for
their health-related content, and (ii) extend the bot detection system for practical application within the health realm.
Bot detection approaches have been published in the past few years, but most of the code and data necessary for
reproducing the published results were not made available18–20 . The only system for which we found both operational
code and data available, Botometer21 (formerly BotOrNot), was chosen as the benchmark system for this study. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first study on health-related bot detection. We have made the
classification code and training set of annotated users available iv .
Methods
Corpus
To identify bots in health-related social media data, we retrieved a sample of 10, 417 users from a database containing
more than 400 million publicly available tweets posted by more than 100, 000 users who have announced their pregnancy on Twitter5 . This sample is based on related work for detecting users who have mentioned various pregnancy
outcomes in their tweets. Two professional annotators manually categorized the 10, 417 users as “bot,” “non-bot,” or
“unavailable,” based on their publicly available Twitter sites. Users were annotated broadly as “bot” if, in contrast to
users annotated as “non-bot,” they do not appear to be posting personal information. We extended the definition of
“bot” to include any user that is not a personal account because, in utilizing Twitter data for health-related studies,
we seek to identify only accounts that are posting user-generated information. Users were annotated as “unavailable”
if their Twitter sites could not be viewed at the time of annotation due to modifying their privacy settings or being
removed or suspended from Twitter. Based on 1000 overlapping annotations, their inter-annotator agreement (IAA)
was κ = 0.93 (Cohen’s kappa22 ), considered “almost perfect agreement”23 . Their IAA does not include disagreements
resulting from the change of a user’s status to or from “unavailable” in the time between the first and second annotations. Upon resolving the disagreements, 413 (4%) users were annotated as “bot”, 7849 (75.35%) as “non-bot”, and
20.69 (19.9%) as “unavailable”.
Classification
We used the 8262 “bot” and “non-bot” users in experiments to train and evaluate three classification systems. We split
the users into 80% (training) and 20% (test) sets, stratified based on the distribution of “bot” and “non-bot” users. The
training set includes 61, 160, 686 tweets posted by 6610 users, and the held-out test set includes 15, 703, 735 tweets
posted by 1652 users. First, we evaluated Botometer on our held-out test set. Botometer is a publicly available bot
detection system designed for political bot detection. It outputs a score between 0 and 1 for a user, representing the
likelihood that a user is a bot. Second, we used the Botometer score for each user as a feature in training a gradient
boosting classifier, which is a decision tree-based ensemble machine learning algorithm with gradient boosting24 and
can be used to address the class imbalance. To adapt the Botometer scores to our binary classification task, we set
the threshold to 0.47, based on performing 5-fold cross-validation over the training set. To further address the class
imbalance, we used the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE)25 to create artificial instances of “bot”
users in the training set. We also performed 5-fold cross-validation over the training set to optimize parameters for the
classifier; we used exponential as the loss function, set the number of estimators to 200, and set the learning rate to
0.1. Third, we used the classifier with an extended set of features that are not used by Botometer. Based on our manual
annotation, we consider the following features to be potentially informative for distinguishing “bot” and “non-bot”
users in health-related data:
• Tweet Diversity. Considering that “bot” users may re-post the same tweets, we used the ratio of a user’s unique
tweets to the total number of tweets posted by the user. Here, 0 indicates that the user has published only the
same tweet multiple times, and 1 shows that each tweet is unique and has been posted only once. As Figure 1
illustrates, a subset of “bot” users (in the training set) have posted more of the same tweets than “non-bot” users.
• URL score. During manual annotation, we found that “bot” users’ tweets frequently contain URLs (e.g., advertisements for health-related products, such as medications), so we use the ratio of the number of a user’s tweets
iv https://healthlanguageprocessing.org/towards-automatic-bot-detection/
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containing a URL to the total number of tweets posted by the user.
• Mean Daily Posts. Considering that “bot” users may post tweets more frequently than “non-bot” users, we
measured the average and standard deviation of the number of tweets posted daily by a user. As Figure 1
illustrates, a subset of “bot” users post, on average, more tweets daily than “non-bot” users.
• Topics. Considering that “bot” users may post tweets about a limited number of targeted topics, we used topic
modeling to measure the heterogeneity of topics in a user’s tweets. We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)26
to extract the top five topics from all of the users’ 1000 most recent tweets (or all the tweets if a user has posted
less than 1000 tweets), and used the mean of the weights of each topic across all of a user’s tweets.
• Mean Post Length. Considering that the length of tweets may be different between “bot” and “non-bot” users,
we used the mean word length and standard deviation of a user’s tweets.

Figure 1. The distribution of features for “bot” and “non-bot” users in the training set.
• Profile Picture. In addition to tweet-related features, we used features based on information in users’ profiles.
Considering that a “non-bot” user’s profile picture may be more likely to contain a face, we used a publicly
available systemv to detect the number of faces in a profile picture. As Figure 2 illustrates, a face was not
detected in the profile picture of the majority of “non-bot” users (in the training set). In contrast, at least one
face was detected in the profile picture of the majority of “bot” users.
• User Name. Finally, we used a publicly available lexiconvi to detect the presence or absence of a person’s name
in a user name. As Figure 2 illustrates, the name of a person is present (1) in approximately half of “non-bot”
user names, whereas the name of a person is absent (0) in the majority of “bot” user names.
v https://github.com/ageitgey/face_recognition.
vi https://pypi.org/project/gender-guesser/.

Accessed: 08/15/2019.
Accessed: 07/25/2019.
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Figure 2. The distribution of faces detected in profile pictures and names identified in user names for “bot” and
“non-bot” users in the training set.
Results
Table 1 presents the precision, recall, and F1 -scores for the three bot detection systems evaluated on the held-out test
set. The F1 -score for the “bot” class indicates that Botometer (0.361), designed for political bot detection, does not
generalize well for detecting “bot” users in health-related data. Although the classifier with only the Botometer score
as a feature (0.286) performs even worse than the default Botometer system, our extended feature set significantly
improves performance (0.700). For imbalanced data, a higher F1 -score for the majority class is typical; in this case, it
reflects that we have modeled the detection of “bot” users based on their natural distribution in health-related data.
Table 1. Precision, recall, and F1 -score for three bot detection systems evaluated on a held-out test set of 1652 users.
Precision, recall, and F1 -scores are reported for the “non-bot” class (NB), the “bot” class (B), and an average of the
two classes (avg.).
Classifier
Botometer Default
GB Classifier Botometerscore
GB Classifier Botometerscore+F eatures

Precision (NB, B, Avg.)
0.974, 0.276, 0.625
0.963, 0.285, 0.624
0.985, 0.678, 0.831

Recall (NB, B, Avg.)
0.919, 0.542, 0.730
0.962, 0.288, 0.625
0.982, 0.724, 0.853

F1 -Score (NB, B, Avg.)
0.945, 0.361, 0.653
0.962, 0.286, 0.624
0.984, 0.700, 0.842

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that (i) a publicly available bot detection system, designed for political bot detection, underperforms when applied to health-related data, and (ii) extending the system with simple features derived from
health-related data significantly improves performance. An F1 -score of 0.700 for the “bot” class represents a promising benchmark for automatic classification of highly imbalanced Twitter data and, in this case, for detecting users who
are not reporting information about their own pregnancy on Twitter. Identifying such users is particularly important in
the process of automatically selecting cohorts27 from a population of social media users for user-level observational
studies28 .
A brief error analysis of the 25 false negatives users (in the held-out test set of 1652 users) from the classifier with
the extended feature set reveals that, while only one of the users is an account that automatically re-posts other users’
tweets, the majority of the errors can be attributed to our broad definition of “bot” users, which includes health-related
companies, organizations, forums, clubs, and support groups that are not posting personal information. These users
are particularly challenging to automatically identify as “bot” users because, with humans posting on behalf of an
online maternity store, or to a pregnancy forum, for example, their tweets resemble those posted by “non-bot” users.
In future work, we will focus on deriving features for modeling the nuances that distinguish such “bot” users.
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Conclusion
As the use of social networks, such as Twitter, in health research is increasing, there is a growing need to validate the
credibility of the data before making conclusions. The presence of bots in social media presents a crucial problem,
mainly because bots may be customized to perpetuate specific biased or false information or to execute advertising or
marketing goals. We demonstrate that, while existing systems have been successful in detecting bots in other domains,
they do not perform as well for detecting health-related bots. Using a machine learning algorithm on top of an existing
bot detection system, and a set of simple derived features, we were able to improve bot detection performance in
health-related data significantly. Introducing more features would likely contribute to further enhancing performance,
which we will explore in future work.
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Abstract
Drug-drug interactions (DDI) can cause severe adverse drug reactions and pose a major challenge to medication
therapy. Recently, informatics-based approaches are emerging for DDI studies. In this paper, we aim to identify
key pharmacological components in DDI based on large-scale data from DrugBank, a comprehensive DDI database.
With pharmacological components as features, logistic regression is used to perform DDI classification with a focus
on searching for most predictive features, a process of identifying key pharmacological components. Using univariate
feature selection with chi-squared statistic as the ranking criteria, our study reveals that top 10% features can achieve
comparable classification performance compared to that using all features. The top 10% features are identified to be
key pharmacological components. Furthermore, their importance is quantified by feature coefficients in the classifier,
which measures the DDI potential and provides a novel perspective to evaluate pharmacological components.
1. Introduction
Drug-Drug Interactions (DDI) can account for 30% of Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) 1 , which lead to 1.3 million
emergency department visits and 350,000 hospitalizations in the United States each year 2 . Recently, there is an
increasing trend of polypharmacy 3 , especially among the elderly people. According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, the percentage of the US population taking five or more prescription drugs in past 30 days increased
from 4.0% during 1988-1994 to 10.9% during 2011-2014. For seniors 65 years or older, the proportion increased from
13.8% to 40.7% 4 , which boosts the incidence of DDIs. Thus, identification of possible DDI before a drug is launched
into market becomes critical.
DDI can be broadly classified into two categories: pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) DDI. PK
DDIs are the cases when a drug affects the PK processes, namely, absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) of another co-administered drug. This will lead to concentration variations of the parent drug or active
metabolite at the site of action. PD DDI would happen if one drug has an antagonistic, additive, synergistic or even
indirect effect on the action of another drug. Key pharmacological components involved in PK and PD DDI include
four groups: carrier, transporter, enzyme and target 5 . A carrier is a secreted protein which can bind drugs and carry
them to move around the biological fluids. A transporter is a membrane protein which can facilitate in the influx or
efflux of xenobiotics. An enzyme is engaged in the bio-transformation of many substances. A target is a biological
component which drugs can interact with to exert a direct pharmacodynamic effect. Carriers, transporters and enzymes
are usually involved in PK DDI while targets mainly mediate PD DDI.
Traditional strategies to identify DDI are often based on a series of in vitro and in vivo studies. When the in vitro experiment results indicate that the compound interacts with certain pharmacological components, i.e., carriers, transporters,
enzymes and targets, subsequent in vivo experiments would be conducted to verify the interaction 6 . To accelerate
wet-lab DDI identification efficiency, in silico approaches can also be used, such as 1) predicting whether a compound
interacts with certain carrier, target, enzyme or transporter using in silico virtual screening approaches 7 and 2) studying mechanisms of a compound in ADME using various PKPD models 8–12 . However, most studies only test a limited
number of drugs at a time involving several selected pharmacological components, which are considered important
in DDI based on previous experience. However, one essential question remains unanswered: which pharmacological
components are most relevant to DDI and should be recruited in the follow-up studies, especially considering the high
cost of studies and long duration of experiments?
In the past decade, with the rise of ‘Big Data’, informatics-based DDI studies exploiting large-scale data are emerging.
These studies can be classified into two broad categories based on the goals: 1) DDI detection studies and 2) DDI
prediction studies. DDI detection studies focus on detecting novel DDI signals for existing drugs, such as mining
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into FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS), social media, literature, and electronic health records (EHR)
for potential DDI 1,13–19 . DDI prediction studies focus on predicting novel DDI signals for new drugs or new drug
combinations using drug knowledge databases 5,20–32 . Nonetheless, these studies are not aimed at understanding the
pharmacological components through which a DDI occurs, and the question above still remains unanswered.
In this study, we aim to identify important factors contributing to DDI, which is a feature selection problem per se
in the context of DDI classification. To achieve this goal, we conduct a DDI classification task with pharmacological
components as features, and select most contributing features as the most influential pharmacological components.
2. Methods
The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 1. We embed the key pharmacological components identification in
a typical classification task and search for the most relevant features. We first generate different feature subsets by
keeping different proportions of all features in the training set using univariate feature selection method. We then
use these feature subsets on the testing set to perform DDI classification respectively. Finally, we evaluate classification performances of these feature subsets for best feature subset selection. To make the identified pharmacological
components more reliable, this process is repeated 30 times.
Study
Dataset
Training
Set i

Feature
Selection

•
•

Random split
Repeat 30 times

•
•

Top p% features
p = 5, 10, …, 100

Feature
Subset j

Testing
Set i

Statistical
analysis

Best Feature
Subset

Classification

Performance
metrics

Key
Components

Figure 1: Methodology for Key Pharmacological Components Identification
2.1 DDI Classification
2.1.1 DDI Dataset Construction
DrugBank is a comprehensive drug database with basic drug information such as pharmacological components that a
drug interacts with, as well as a list of DDIs, which originate from drug package inserts and are usually treated as the
gold-standard, positive DDI 33 . In this study, we use the latest version 5.1.4 (released on 2019-07-02) of DrugBank as
the data source.
We first construct a drug information table with the following information: 1) drug types: ”small-molecule” or
”biotech”, 2) drug groups: ”experimental”, ”investigational” or ”approved”, and 3) pharmacological components interacting with a drug: carriers, transporters, enzymes and targets. After parsing the DrugBank database in XML format,
we get 13,339 drug entries in total. We then construct a DDI table by extracting all the DDI records for each drug,
which results in 2,723,944 DDI records. In the final step of constructing DDI data repository, we narrow the study
scope to the 2,594 approved, small-molecule drugs, which form 3,363,121 unique drug-drug pairs. A drug-drug pair is
an instance in the DDI repository. Next, by querying the basic drug information table, we retrieve the pharmacological
components for each drug in all drug-drug pairs. By querying the DDI table, we label DDI status for each instance.
If the drug-drug pair is in the DDI table, then an interaction exists and the instance is labeled as a positive DDI case.
Otherwise, it is labeled as a negative DDI case. Among the 3,363,121 instances, there are 615,537 positive DDI cases
and the positive rate is 18.3%. The DDI data repository construction process is illustrated in Figure 2.
We randomly pick 200,000 DDI cases from the repository as the current DDI study dataset, with a positive rate of
18.3%.
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Figure 2: Construction of the DDI Data Repository
2.1.2 Feature Engineering
Since our study objective is to identify key pharmacological components, we use carrier(s), target(s), enzyme(s) and
transporter(s) interacting with the two drugs in each DDI instance as features. In the study dataset, a DDI instance I i
consists of two drugs Di, 1 and Di, 2 . For drug Di, 1 , the interacting carriers, transporters, enzymes and targets are denoted as carrieri, 1 , transporteri, 1 , enzymei, 1 and targeti, 1 , respectively. Similarly, for drug Di, 2 , its corresponding
pharmacological components are denoted as carrieri, 2 , transporteri, 2 , enzymei, 2 and targeti, 2 , respectively.
One common hypothesis for the cause of a PK or PD DDI is that there are some overlaps in certain pharmacological
components which two drugs can both interact with 5 . Thus, we only retain the overlapping pharmacological components for Di, 1 and Di, 2 in a given DDI instance I i to get carrieri , transporteri , enzymei and targeti . They are
then aggregated over all DDI instances to form Carrier, T ransporter, Enzyme and T arget and are converted into
binary vectors using one-hot encoding as features to classify DDI (Figure 3). In total, there are 498 features, including
16 carriers, 65 transporters, 62 enzymes and 355 targets.
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Figure 3: One-Hot Encoding for Pharmacological Components
2.1.3 Classifier
In this study, we adopt logistic regression (LR) as the classifier because of its high interpretability. LR uses a logistic
function to model a binary target variable Y with features X 1 , · · · , X D . The log odds of the event that Y = 1 is
defined in Eq. 1:
P (Y = 1)
= β0 + β1X 1 + · · · + βDX D
(1)
log e
1 − P (Y = 1)
where β 1 , · · · , β D are coefficients for features X 1 , · · · , X D . These coefficients can be interpreted in a straightforward
way. For example, if β 1 = 1, then increasing X 1 from 0 to 1 increases the odds of event Y = 1 by a factor e. In
our setting, for a given pharmacological component with β coefficient being 1, if two drugs can both interact with the
component, the interpretation is that the odds of a positive DDI is increased by e times.
To counteract the effect of imbalanced classes in our dataset, we adjust the weights to make them inversely proportional
to class frequencies. Other hyper parameters in the LR classifier are set based on 5-fold cross validation using the entire
study dataset, which consists of 200,000 DDI cases and 498 features. All the hyper parameters are kept constant during
subsequent experiments.
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2.2 Feature Selection
The study datasets are randomly splitted into a training set (50%) and a testing set (50%). Univariate feature selection
is used to rank all features in the training set in a supervised way. Since the target variable and the features are all
binary vectors, we choose chi squared statistic as the ranking criteria. We thereby generate different feature subsets
by varying the top percentile of the ranked features, i.e., the proportion of features to be recruited in the classification
task. For example, with the whole feature set denoted as F , feature subset F P represents the top P % features in F
ranked by the chi squared statistic (P ∈ {5, 10, 15, · · · , 100}).
2.3 Feature Subset Selection
Each F P selected in the training set is applied in the DDI classification task. Classification performance is examined
by the following metrics, namely, accuracy, recall, precision, F1 socre, area under the Receiver Operating Curve
(AUROC) and area under the Precision Recall Curve (AUPRC). The classification performance reflects DDI predictive
ability of each F P . The best feature subset F P is expected to have the best classification performance. Note that the
DDI classification task is repeated 30 times by randomly splitting the study dataset 30 times to appeal to the central
limit theorem for later statistical analyses.
2.4 Identification of Key Features
With the top percentile P identified, we extract all the features in feature subset F P over 30 repeats. For each individual
feature, i.e., a pharmacological component, we also extract their corresponding β coefficients in the LR classifier as a
measure for DDI potential.
3. Results
3.1 Best Feature Subset
We test the classification performance of F P (P ∈ {5, 10, · · · , 100}) over 30 repeats and calculate the mean and 95%
confidence interval (CI) of the evaluation metrics (Figure 4). When the top 5% features are used, all the metrics have
the lowest value with statistical significance, which could be caused by insufficient number of features for classification. When the top 10% features are used, accuracy, recall, precision and AUPRC reach the peak value. When P
increases from 10 to 100 with a step size 5, the metrics are either gradually decreasing or reached a plateau state.
Overall, F 10 can achieve comparable performance with F 100 , i.e., the whole feature set F . Therefore, F 10 is the
optimal feature subset.
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Figure 4: DDI Classification Performance using Feature Subsets of Top P % Features (Mean ± 95% CI, N = 30)
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3.2 Key Pharmacological Components in DDI
We extract individual features in all F 10 over 30 repeats. To further compare their importance, we extract their
corresponding β coefficients in the LR classifier as well as the number of occurrences over 30 repeats (Figure 5).
In total, there are 64 key pharmacological components identified as important in causing DDI, including 2 carriers
(12.5% of Carrier), 15 transporters (23.1% of Transporter), 15 enzymes (24.2% of Enzyme) and 32 targets (9% of
Target), which are discussed next.

Pharmacological Components

1. Carrier
1. Carrier: Alpha−1−acid glycoprotein 1
1. Carrier: Serum albumin
2. Transporter: ATP−binding cassette sub−family G member 2
2. Transporter: Bile salt export pump
2. Transporter: Canalicular multispecific organic anion transporter 1
2. Transporter: Multidrug resistance protein 1
2. Transporter: Multidrug resistance−associated protein 1
2. Transporter: Multidrug resistance−associated protein 4
2. Transporter: Solute carrier family 22 member 1
2. Transporter: Solute carrier family 22 member 11
2. Transporter: Solute carrier family 22 member 2
2. Transporter: Solute carrier family 22 member 6
2. Transporter: Solute carrier family 22 member 8
2. Transporter: Solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 1A2
2. Transporter: Solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 1B1
2. Transporter: Solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 1B3
2. Transporter: Solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 2B1
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 1A1
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 1A2
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2A6
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2B6
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2C19
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2C8
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2C9
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2D6
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2E1
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 3A4
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 3A5
3. Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 3A7
3. Enzyme: UDP−glucuronosyltransferase 1−1
3. Enzyme: UDP−glucuronosyltransferase 1−9
3. Enzyme: UDP−glucuronosyltransferase 2B7
4. Target: 5−hydroxytryptamine receptor 1A
4. Target: 5−hydroxytryptamine receptor 1B
4. Target: 5−hydroxytryptamine receptor 2A
4. Target: 5−hydroxytryptamine receptor 2C
4. Target: Alpha−1A adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Alpha−1B adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Alpha−1D adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Alpha−2A adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Alpha−2B adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Alpha−2C adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Beta−1 adrenergic receptor
4. Target: Beta−2 adrenergic receptor
4. Target: D(1A) dopamine receptor
4. Target: D(2) dopamine receptor
4. Target: D(3) dopamine receptor
4. Target: D(4) dopamine receptor
4. Target: Delta−type opioid receptor
4. Target: GABA−A receptor (anion channel)
4. Target: Gamma−aminobutyric acid receptor subunit alpha−1
4. Target: Histamine H1 receptor
4. Target: Kappa−type opioid receptor
4. Target: Mu−type opioid receptor
4. Target: Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M1
4. Target: Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M2
4. Target: Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M3
4. Target: Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M4
4. Target: Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M5
4. Target: Potassium voltage−gated channel subfamily H member 2
4. Target: Prostaglandin G/H synthase 1
4. Target: Prostaglandin G/H synthase 2
4. Target: Sodium−dependent noradrenaline transporter
4. Target: Sodium−dependent serotonin transporter
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Figure 5: Identified Important Pharmacological Components for DDI Classification
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Key Carriers
Serum albumin with a median β coefficient around 1 is a plasma protein which can non-specifically bind drugs. Studies
were conducted on its binding sites which can cause DDI 34 . Another carrier, alpha-1-acid glycoprotein 1, is also a
carrier involved in the binding and transporting of multiple drugs. When two drugs can both bind to this carrier, either
drug or both drugs can have altered distribution and a DDI is expected 35 .
Key Transporters
Important transporters in DDI revealed by our study are mainly in two categories: ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, such as ATP-binding cassette sub-family G member 2 (ABCG2, BCRP), bile salt export pump (BSEP) and
Multidrug Resistance Protein 1 (ABCB1, MDR1, P-gp), and solute carrier family (SLC) transporters, such as solute
carrier family 22 member 2 (SLC22A2, OCT2) and solute carrier organic anion transporter family 1B1 (SLCO1B1,
OATP1B1). A systematic review on membrane transporters in drug development has pointed out that these transporters
have a role in clinical DDI 36 . For instance, P-gp distributed in intestine, kidney proximal tubule, liver and blood brain
barrier can export a wide range of drugs, such as cyclosporine, doxorubicin, digoxin and loperamide. The role of P-gp
in absorption, distribution and excretion makes it to have a high potential to cause DDI. Another transporter, BSEP,
mainly located in hepatocytes and responsible for drug excretion, has median β coefficient around 4.5, which indicates
its prominent importance in DDI as well.
Key Enzymes
Phase I metabolizing enzymes such as Cytochromes P450 (CYPs) have long been perceived as a key factor in DDI 37 .
It is reported that in liver, a major organ for drug metabolism, the highest expressed CYP isoforms include CYP1A2,
CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2E1 and CYP3A4, which are all manifested in the identification results 38 . Other isoform
such as CYP2B6, which demonstrates clinical significance in recent years, is also captured 39 . Several phase II metabolizing enzymes such as UDP-glucuronosyltransferases (UGT), including UGT1-1, UGT1-9 and UGT2B7, have
median β coefficients higher than 2, indicating a non-negligible role that they play in DDI. Unlike CYP mediating
oxidation reactions, UGTs mainly catalyze conjugation reactions. For example, UGT2B7 converts codeine, an opioid
anagesic, into codeine 6-glucuronide, a major active metabolite responsible for 60% analgesic effect of codeine 40 .
Meanwhile, methadone, a medication to treat opioid use disorder, can inhibit UGT2B7 and substantially reduce the
plasma concentration of codeine 6-glucuronide to form a DDI with codeine 41 .
Key Targets
Identified targets mainly include the following categories: 1) 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) receptors (a.k.a serotonin
receptors) and sodium-dependent serotonin transporters (a.k.a., serotonin transporter, SERT) which are the targets
for many antidepressant medications, 2) adrenergic receptors which correspond to adrenergic drugs, 3) dopamine
receptors whose targeted drugs are mainly used to treat Parkinson’s disease, 4) opioid receptors which are the targets
for opioid drugs, 5) GABA-A receptors whose agonists include benzodiazepines, 6) muscarinic acetylcholine receptors
(a.k.a cholinergic receptors) which correspond to antispasmodic drugs, and 7) prostaglandin G/H synthases (a.k.a.,
Cyclooxygenases, COX) which are the targets for non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).
Among the 64 identified pharmacological components, 50% of them are targets. There are two reasons why drug
targets consists of the major group. First, there is a large number of features in the Target group. Secondly, PD DDI
mediated by drug targets exist more widely than PK DDI, because target agonists or antagonists directly strengthen
or weaken their therapeutic effect making PD DDI more likely to be detected. On the contrary, PK DDI mediated by
carriers, transporters and enzymes can lead to concentration variations, which, however, may not necessarily exert a
noticeable PD effect.
3.3 Insights for DDI Study
Two cases studies are conducted to generate insights for DDI studies.
Trending Pharmacological Components Group in DDI
We aggregate all the identified pharmacological components by the four groups, i.e., Carrier, Transporter, Enzyme and
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Target (Figure 6), where the unpaired two-samples t-test is used to compare whether there is statistically significant
difference between different groups with regard to the β coefficients.
Target is the most influential group in DDI, with β coefficients significantly higher than the other three groups (p <
0.0001). On the contrary, Carrier is the least important group which has statistically lower coefficients than the other
three groups (p < 0.0001). For Enzyme and Transporter, Transporter has slightly higher coefficients than Enzyme
with statistical significance (p < 0.001), which demonstrates that drug transporters can contribute to DDI equally as
enzymes. Interestingly, it is not until in recent years that the significance of transporters has been well addressed by
researchers 36 . Our findings can be corroborated by the current DDI study trends.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Coefficients in Different Pharmacological Components Groups
Novel Measure beyond Amount and Activity

Cytochrome P450 Isoforms

We extract all CYP isoforms and their corresponding coefficients over 30 repeats. Since all CYP isoforms occur in
each repeat resulting in sample size at 30, the unpaired two-samples t-test is used to examine the statistical significance
(Figure 7). CYP2A6, CYP2D6 and CYP1A2 with coefficients of no statistically significant differences are identified
to be the most important CYP isoforms in DDI, closely followed by CYP2C9 > CYP3A4 > CYP2C8 > CYP3A5 >
CYP2C19 > CYP2B6 > CYP2E1 > CYP1A1 > CYP3A7.
Enzyme: Cytochrome P450 2A6
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Figure 7: Comparison of Different CYP Isoforms Coefficients (Mean ± 95% CI, N = 30)
In traditional DDI studies, the amount and activity of CYP isoforms measured via in vitro experiments provides prior
knowledge to predict the importance of different CYP isoforms in drug metabolism and DDI 38 . In our study, feature
importance can also act as a novel measure for DDI potential and allows evaluation of the CYP isoforms directly from
a DDI-centered perspective.
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4. Discussion
Traditional routine DDI studies such as wet-lab experiments often require broad knowledge on pharmacological components. Due to the high study cost and long experimental duration, it is infeasible to perform experiments on all
pharmacological components. Identification of most relevant carriers, transporters, enzymes and targets is critical in
wet-lab studies.
Different from other informatics-based DDI studies, our study focus on utilizing large-scale information on DDI
to generate insights and boost wet-lab study efficiency. In order to answer the question “which pharmacological
components are most relevant to DDI”, we conduct an informatics-based DDI study to demystify the underlying
key carriers, enzymes, targets and transporters in DDI. A machine-learning methodology based on classification and
feature selection is developed to identify key pharmacological components and strong literature evidence supports
our findings. Furthermore, by exploiting logistic regression, a classifier with interpretable feature coefficients, the
importance of the key components is also quantified, which can act as a novel and direct DDI-oriented measure to
evaluate the pharmacological components.
Our approach is not without its limitations. First, the nature of interaction between the drug and the pharmacological component is not considered. At this stage, we only take into account whether a drug interacts with a specific
pharmacological component. In the current feature engineering process, we do not capture how a drug induces or
inhibits the pharmacological component, or if the drug is merely a substrate. The relationship between a drug and
its corresponding pharmacological component will be further explored. Secondly, DrugBank may not have the most
complete DDI information, and we will explore other potential data sources. In the future, in addition to the logistic
regression classifier, we will also explore deep learning classifiers, in particular those with interpretable capability.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we use an informatics-based approach to study which pharmacological components are most relevant
to DDI. We identify a list of key pharmacological components including 2 carriers, 15 transporters, 15 enzymes and
32 targets. The quantified importance of these components in DDI in our study is consistent with current DDI study
trends and acts as a novel measure for pharmacological components from a DDI-oriented perspective.
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Abstract
Healthcare analytics is impeded by a lack of machine learning (ML) model generalizability, the ability of a model to
predict accurately on varied data sources not included in the model’s training dataset. We leveraged free-text
laboratory data from a Health Information Exchange network to evaluate ML generalization using Notifiable
Condition Detection (NCD) for public health surveillance as a use case. We 1) built ML models for detecting syphilis,
salmonella, and histoplasmosis; 2) evaluated generalizability of these models across data from holdout lab systems,
and; 3) explored factors that influence weak model generalizability. Models for predicting each disease reported
considerable accuracy. However, they demonstrated poor generalizability across data from holdout lab systems being
tested. Our evaluation determined that weak generalization was influenced by variant syntactic nature of free-text
datasets across each lab system. Results highlight the need for actionable methodology to generalize ML solutions for
healthcare analytics.
Keywords: Machine learning; Generalizability; Notifiable condition detection; Public health surveillance
Introduction
Rapid advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI), uptake of health information infrastructure and the ever-increasing
availability of electronic health datasets present considerable potential to leverage machine learning solutions to
address medical and population health needs. In contrast to more archaic rule-based systems, machine learning
approaches (a) do not rely on labor intensive human-driven rule development1, (b) learns multiple ‘overlapping rules’
to classify each instance, thereby facilitating increased classification robustness2, and (c) are capable of more complex
classification tasks that cannot be effectively automated by rule-based approaches3. Machine learning has led to stateof-the-art results on a number of health challenges such as cancer case detection4, prediction of in-hospital mortality,
unplanned readmissions5, need of treatment for depression6, and access to social risk and needs7.
The impact of robust decision models will only uphold expectations if they demonstrate external validity by generating
accurate predictions across a variety of diverse healthcare systems8. A machine learning model that cannot accurately
predict outcomes for a population that is different to the original population it was trained on suffers from weak
generalization9,10. Machine learning researchers have long sought to develop generalizable algorithms11. However,
efforts to demonstrate generalizability for health analytics has been limited12,13. Replication of published machine
learning models often show substantially different conclusions on optimal modeling techniques. Several attempts to
replicate existing efforts have led to results significantly in the opposite direction of the original study11. Thus,
implementers seeking to deploy successful machine learning solutions across various sites must often expend
considerable time and resources to ‘re-invent the wheel’ using facility-specific datasets.
Generalizability is impacted by the cost and effort of obtaining diverse datasets for decision model training. However,
there is little methodological knowledge on the causes of weak generalizability in healthcare , nor the value of
leveraging varied datasets from multiple sources for better generalizability. Better assessment of weak generalizability
across varied patient populations and datasets could significantly improve our understanding of the generalization
challenge.
Objectives
Increasing interest in Notifiable Condition Detection (NCD) for public health surveillance presents a suitable use case
for our efforts. Notifiable conditions are diseases of public health concern that must be reported to government
authorities by law14. However, accurate, automatic identification of notifiable diseases using existing patient data are
an ongoing challenge. Previous work has demonstrated the ability to leverage machine learning for detecting notifiable
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diseases such as Hepatitis C, Hepatitis B, Chlamydia, and Gonorrhea15 using free-text laboratory datasets extracted
from an Health Information Exchange (HIE), a network of interconnected health information systems 16, example
laboratory report messages can be found in appendix D. Prior efforts have demonstrated the ability to identify cancer
cases using plaintext laboratory reports and machine learning approaches for case reporting to public health
registries4,17 Neither study on machine learning in public health reporting evaluated the model architecture’s ability to
generalize. Given the state of the existing literature, we sought to; a) train decision models capable of identifying three
notifiable conditions using test and train data sampled independently of their source, b) assess generalizability of these
decision models by exploring how well they perform on previously unseen data sources from lab systems excluded
from the training process, and c) evaluate potential causes of weak generalization.
Materials and methods
Data extraction and preparation.
The Indiana Network for patient care (INPC)18 served as the data source for our study. One of the largest, continuously
operated statewide Health Information Exchanges (HIE) in the US, the INPC covers 32 health systems, >100 hospitals,
a multitude of laboratory systems and over 40,000 providers spread across Indiana19. We processed all electronic
laboratory reports sent to the INPC from various participating lab systems during the years 2016 to 2017 to identify
reports related to Syphilis, Salmonella, and Histoplasmosis. Each report was available in Health level Seven version
2 (HL7 v2) format20. Thus, relevant reports were identified by use of Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes
(LOINC)21 codes related to each disease as determined by the Public Health Information Network Vocabulary Access
and Distribution System (PHINVADS)22 and supplemented by a keyword search (appendix A). We created a gold
standard for supervised learning by manually reviewing each of the identified reports and tagging them as either
positive or negative for each disease under test.
Objective 1 – Decision Models for Notifiable Condition Detection (Overall model training method)
We vectorized reports for each disease using a bag-of-words approach23. HL7 V2 OBX5 (observation) and NTE (note)
entries of each report were combined into a single string and tokenized by splitting using white space. We selected
tokens to be included in the feature vectors by pooling all tokens for each disease and selecting tokens with a frequency >
5. We randomly split the data for each disease into 80%-20% train-test splits. We used the scikit-learn python
package24 to train Random Forest25 classification algorithms using 20 max random features and 1000 trees as
parameters to train models to predict if a report is positive or negative for the corresponding disease under test (figure
1.a). Random forest was selected due to previous success in machine learning tasks addressing various healthcare
challenges.17 We chose 1000 trees due to acceptable train time and performance trade off and 20 random features
because it is within the range of √𝑚 to log2(m+1) where m is the number of features that demonstrate optimal
performance.25 We evaluated machine learning performance by using holdout test datasets to calculate precision, recall,
F1-Score (harmonic mean between precision and recall), and Area Under the ROC Curve (ROC-AUC) for each
disease.
Objective 2 – Generalizability assessment (Laboratory-level holdout method)
To evaluate the generalizability of decision models across data from previously unsampled lab systems, we used the
following methods. We linked laboratory reports on the three diseases to lab systems they originated from. Next, we
used a frequency threshold to filter out reports from lab systems with the lowest reporting rates for each disease. For
each selected lab system x and disease under evaluation, we iteratively used all reports not associated with the lab
system x as the train dataset and all reports associated with lab system x as the test dataset. We refer to this process as
the ‘laboratory-level holdout’ method (figure 1.b). To evaluate the performance of models using the laboratoryholdout methods, we measured the performance of each model’s prediction on its corresponding test set using
precision, recall, F1-Score, and ROC-AUC scores.
Figure 1 contrasts the overall model training method (1.a) vs. the laboratory-level holdout method for generalizability
assessment (1.b).
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Figure 1. Overall model training method (1.a) vs. the laboratory-level holdout method for generalizability assessment
(1.b).
Objective 3 – Explore Causes of weak Generalizability
We investigated the relative distribution of features across reports submitted from each lab system to quantitatively
assess differences in report content. This enabled us to determine what factors contributed to performance variations
in models trained using the overall and laboratory-holdout methods. We hypothesized that clustering feature vectors
extracted from each lab system would highlight relationships between feature vectors and the corresponding lab
system they were extracted from. However, clustering feature vectors from all lab systems was untenable as the
distribution of messages from N institutions distributed among N clusters would result in (N-1) x (N-1) degrees of
freedom. This would invalidate the normality assumption for all counts, thereby making it impossible to effectively
apply chi-squared analysis to determine relationships between lab systems and cluster on report feature vectors.26
Instead, we sought to identify all possible combinations of two lab systems (lab system pairs) for each disease, cluster
data from these pairs into two clusters, and assess the relationship between lab system pair and feature vector for
statistical analysis.
We selected the same subset of lab systems identified in objective 2 for this assessment. Feature vectors for all lab
system pairs were analyzed using the K-Means algorithm27 with K=2. Chi-squared test for independence was used to
determine whether the clusters of feature vectors were independent from the lab system of origin.
Figure 2 presents an overview of our research methods.

Figure 2. Flowchart presenting the complete study approach, from data exaction to evaluation of each objective.
Results
Data extraction and preparation
We evaluated a total of 1.7 million laboratory reports collected by the INPC between 2016-2017. Figure 3 presents
the number of reports per disease, together with results of the manual review (% positive or negative/indeterminate
for each disease). Disease prevalence (% of positive cases) ranged from 18% to 82%. Vectorizing reports for each
disease generated feature vectors of lengths 940, 3446, and 1634 for Syphilis, Salmonella, and Histoplasmosis
respectively.
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Figure 3. Prevalence of each disease across overall lab report set
Overall model training method
Table 1 presents the precision, recall, F1-Score, and ROC-AUC for each disease, as calculated using the overall model
training method. We note that all performance metrics for each disease were relatively high despite our use of basic
supervised learning approaches without any optimization. We verified the robustness of thse results by 10-fold crossvalidation and found the minimum and maximum F1-Scores for all overall models to be within ±0.05 of the presented
leave-one-out F1-scores. As such, we continue to use the leave-one-out performance results in this paper for ease of
exposition.
Table 1. Performance of overall models

Disease
Syphilis
Salmonella
Histoplasmosis

# of positive reports / #
total
reports
(Prevalence %)
133/541 (24.6%)
223/1358 (16.4%)
143/662 (21.6%)

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

ROC-AUC

0.89
0.97
0.88

0.91
0.95
0.96

0.90
0.96
0.92

99.22%
99.91%
99.18%

Laboratory-level holdout method for generalizability assessment
Based on the distribution of lab reports across each lab system, we identified 29 reports as the optimal minimum for
inclusion of a lab system for the laboratory-level holdout method. This cutoff was chosen to account for a break in the
frequency of messages across laboratory systems in the Syphilis dataset, which was our most data-constrained disease
dataset. We identified (8, 10, 12) labs with >= 29 reports for Syphilis, Salmonella, and Histoplasmosis, respectively.
Table 2 shows the minimum, maximum, and median values for each performance metric. A comprehensive list of
performance metrics for each laboratory-level holdout test is presented in appendix B.
Table 2. Summary of holdout model performances for each disease
Performance
metric
Precision
Recall
F1Score
ROC-AUC
Frequency Pos
Frequency Neg

Syphilis
Min
0.24
0.11
0.2
66.67%
5
10

Max
1
0.95
0.97
99.11%
156
958

Median
0.97
0.655
0.76
98.02%
44.5
25

Salmonella
Min
Max
0
1
0.14
1
0.01
0.99
48.27% 100%
2
228
154
1031

Median
0.97
0.73
0.715
99.56%
44.5
415.5

Histoplasmosis
Min
Max
0.66
1
0.18
1
0.29
1
72.34% 100%
12
224
16
1086

Median
0.925
0.935
0.925
99.32%
18.5
22.5

To investigate the role of disease prevalence on varying performance metrics reported across each laboratory-level
holdout assessment, we plotted disease prevalence vs. F1-score for each disease under study (figure 4). We note that
F1-scores may vary significantly across systems that reported similar prevalence.
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Figure 4. prevalence vs. F1-Score for each laboratorylevel holdout assessment.

Assessment of report variations across various lab systems
We identified (38, 32, 35) lab pairs for Syphilis, Salmonella, and Histoplasmosis, respectively. However, not all unique
pairs clustered by K-Means were suitable for chi-squared analysis. Table 3 describes all pairs suitable for chi-squared
analysis (valid lab pairs), the number of pairs that failed to show a statistically significant relationship between the
feature vector cluster and lab system pair at the 99% confidence level (non-significant pairs), number of unique lab
systems comprised the pairs of lab systems that failed to show a significant relationship (unique non-significant labs),
and the average proportion of reports belonging to the cluster with fewer messages (average lesser cluster size). Each
pair was clustered into two groups, so if the average lesser cluster size is P, then the average greater cluster size is (1P)%.
Table 3. Variations in lab reports across various lab systems
Disease
Syphilis
Salmonella
Histoplasmosis

Valid
pairs
12
183
33

lab

Non- Significant Pairs
(%)
0 (0%)
8 (4%)
8 (24%)

Unique Non- Significant
Locations
0
5
6

Average
Lesser
Cluster Size
35.45%
26.17%
31.34%

Discussion
Despite widespread acknowledgement of its value28, generalization of decision models for healthcare is rarely
performed8. We found that decision models that deliver strong performance metrics using data from multiple systems
still fail to generalize to data from other holdout systems. The approach we adopted to investigate model
generalizability represents a simple method readily transferable to other datasets and use cases.
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Models trained using the overall training method performed well with F1-Scores >= 0.9 for all three diseases. However,
the laboratory-system holdout method demonstrated highly variable performance when models were tested on holdout
datasets. These variations in holdout model performance are much greater than can be accounted for by random
variation in model training as evidenced by 10-fold cross validation F1-scores of the overall models. The median F1score of 0.925 for Histoplasmosis indicated a substantial number of models maintained high performance. However,
F1-scores for Syphilis and Salmonella were 0.76 and 0.715, demonstrating that a majority of models exhibited
substantial performance degradation when generalizing. Additionally, all three diseases reported minimum F1-scores
of < 0.3. The uniformly poor minimum scores indicate the high likelihood of a model failing to generalize to certain
institutions.
Comparison of prevalence vs. F1-Score for each laboratory-level holdout assessment (figure 4), as well as other
performance metrics from each lab system (appendix B) demonstrate that variations in model performance does not
mimic differences of data sources at a macroscopic level. Prevalence vs. F1-Score plots (figure 4) do not show a clear
relationship between F1-score and the positive-negative balance of the holdout dataset. Many lab systems with
roughly equivalent prevalence reported considerable differences in machine learning performance. This suggests that
differences in individual report characteristics are a likely primary contributor to performance variability instead of
overall characteristics of the holdout dataset. Clustering evaluation provided quantitative support for the difference
in report characteristics across lab systems. The overwhelming number of lab system pairs showing a significant
relationship between report institution and cluster suggest that differing message structure is a likely cause for poor
generalizability. The average proportion of data in the lesser cluster shows that the difference in clusters is not a few
outlying vectors, but that each cluster corresponds to a significant number of lab messages. Both salmonella and
histoplasmosis datasets contained eight pairs of lab systems that failed to show a significant relationship between lab
systems and clustering of messages. However, the eight salmonella pairs contained only five unique lab systems, and
the eight histoplasmosis pairs contained only six unique lab systems. This affirms the consistency of clustering
procedure, as it would be expected that if messages from lab system A overlaps with B and B overlaps with C, then
A and C are more likely to overlap. These checks indicate that the clustering analysis correctly detects substantial
differences in lab messages across holdout datasets.
Our results provide important evidence that performance of a machine learning model on a singular dataset does not
imply the model will generalize well to an external dataset. We also provide empirical evidence for an intuitive
explanation that this phenomenon is caused by different characteristics of the individual reports such as vocabulary
and sentence structure as opposed to the size or positive-negative balance of the overall datasets. One might expect
that a machine learning algorithm might perform poorly on messages containing unfamiliar words and phrases or
combinations thereof. From a mathematical perspective, the clustering experiment emphasizes that the machine
learning algorithm is often forced to extrapolate when predicting on unseen data sources, which is known to be
concerning in any statistical model. Even though these results may be intuitive, they highlight the need for a clear path
towards implementing machine models in real healthcare settings. Currently, papers that exemplify the potential of
machine learning in healthcare focus almost solely on performance on a homogeneous dataset, leading to uncertainty
of model generalizability and the pathway to implementing the model across real healthcare settings unclear.
We identified several limitations in our study. We leveraged laboratory reports on specific illness from a large HIE
network. Thus, these results may not be applicable to other healthcare use-cases or datasets. Further, we used bag-ofwords as our sole vectorization procedure. The generalizability and clustering results are likely dependent on the
vectorization procedure used. Thus, it is unclear how use of other common preprocessing methods such as negation,
word vectors or use of context would influence model performance. Additionally, we were unable to identify specific
lab report characteristics of a lab system that caused poor generalizability. Our current experiments were limited to
holding out one lab system at a time. However, multiple lab systems could be held out in a combinatorial approach to
gain more robust results.
Future research will evaluate the feasibility of more inclusive HIE participation for analytics. When healthcare systems
contribute to the training dataset, then generalizability is more likely. Determining the feasibility of enabling
healthcare systems to train models on their own data could be a solution for similar reasons. Improvements to our
understanding of model generalizability in the healthcare setting could also guide other solutions. Possibly there could
be a representative dataset with a minimal number of contributing institutions. Discovering how to identify a minimal
set of data sources to build a generalizable model is still unknown. Error analysis of messages misclassified by the
developed holdout models will be a crucial component of determining factors of generalizability. Alternatively, a
degree of data standardization could improve observed generalizability. Finally, techniques that improve model
generalizability would alleviate some of the need for the above solutions. Our results indicate that suboptimal models
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fail to accommodate new words missing from the training data set. Normalizing data could minimize the impact of
this issue, for example, by using a medical or word vectors to map similar words to words to similar vectors, so that a
feature vector containing unseen words will still have a similar distribution to vectors in the train dataset.
Conclusion
We demonstrate that studies showing highly performant machine learning models for public health analytical tasks
cannot be assumed to perform well when applied to data not sampled by the model’s train dataset. Our clustering
results provide evidence that differences in data representation among data sources account for this poor generalization.
These results highlight need to consider more inclusive training pathways for machine learning models in healthcare.
It is currently unknown the degree to which many published ML models in the healthcare domain are generalizable.
Administrative or technical support structures would likely be required to implement these models at other institutions.
Considering model generalizability when designing future algorithms and evaluating model generalizability could
reduce the need for external support structures and ease difficulty in achieving practical application of machine
learning in healthcare.
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Appendix A. List of Keywords and LOINC codes used to identify HL7 reports pertaining to each diseases.
Syphilis
LOINC Codes: PHVS_LabTestName_Syphilis Version 9. OID: 2.16.840.1.114222.4.11.4212
Additional Keyword(s): None
Salmonella
LOINC Codes: PHVS_LabTestName_Salmonellosis Version 7. OID: 2.16.840.1.114222.4.11.4198
Additional Keyword(s): “salmonella”
Histoplasmosis
LOINC Codes*: PHVS_LabTestName_Histoplasmosis Version 6. OID: 2.16.840.1.114222.4.11.4163
Additional Keyword(s): “histoplas”
*LOINC code 24647-0 was removed from histoplasmosis list as this code corresponded to test showing past
histoplasmosis infection
Appendix B. Results of the Laboratory-holdout assessment per each notifiable condition. Note that laboratory names
have been masked using identifiers.
Syphilis
Institution #
1
2
3
4
5
6

# of reports
1114
703
222
114
68
40

Disease prevalence (%)
156 (14%)
131 (18.63%)
47 (21.17%)
91 (79.82%)
42 (61.76%)
17 (42.5%)
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Precision
0.24
0.98
0.9
1
1
0.86

Recall
0.58
0.95
0.79
0.11
0.19
0.71

F1-Score
0.34
0.97
0.84
0.2
0.32
0.77

7
8
Salmonella
Institution #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Histoplasmosis
Institution #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

37
29

27 (72.97%)
5 (17.24%)

0.96
1

0.85
0.6

0.9
0.75

# of reports
1099
807
620
507
503
420
411
363
342
308

Pos-Support
68 (6.19%)
17 (2.11%)
9 (1.45%)
94 (18.54%)
21 (4.17%)
2 (0.48%)
228 (55.47%)
72 (19.83%)
17 (4.97%)
154 (50%)

Precision
0.98
1
1
0.84
1
0
0.96
0.89
0.93
0.98

Recall
0.71
0.41
0.33
0.9
0.14
1
0.75
0.46
0.76
1

F1-Score
0.82
0.58
0.5
0.87
0.25
0.01
0.84
0.61
0.84
0.99

# of reports
1310
1244
94
74
53
44
42
42
40
39
36
32

Pos-Support
224 (17.1%)
215 (17.28%)
13 (13.83%)
14 (18.92%)
32 (60.38%)
25 (56.82%)
21 (50%)
19 (45.24%)
18 (45%)
18 (46.15%)
12 (33.33%)
16 (50%)

Precision
0.66
0.88
0.92
0.88
0.93
1
0.88
0.94
1
1
0.91
0.66

Recall
0.18
0.93
0.92
1
0.84
0.96
1
0.84
0.94
0.94
0.83
0.18

F1-Score
0.29
0.9
0.92
0.93
0.89
0.98
0.93
0.89
0.97
0.97
0.87
0.29

Appendix C. Table containing the minimum, median, and maximum number of whitespace delimited tokens
contained in laboratory reports of each disease dataset.
Syphilis
Salmonella
Histoplasmosis

Minimum
4
4
4

Median
26
45
103

Maximum
815
7055
1151

Appendix D. Two example messages corresponding to a positive and negative salmonella laboratory report. Note
the lack of consistent structure across messages. Protected health information has been redacted from the messages.
Salmonella (Positive case):
gram stain of blood culturevial indicates presence ofgram negative bacillus. direct mass spectrometry testing
performed on positive blood culture bottle indicatespresence of salmonella species. additional testing including
susceptibility when appropriate to follow. identifications performed by maldi tofmass spectrometry were developed
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and performance characteristics were determined by pcl alverno hammond in. salmonella species identified by maldi
tof mass spectrometry. sent to illinois state department of public health.
gram stain of blood culturevial indicates presence of gram negative bacillus. culture in progress. identifications
performed by maldi tofmass spectrometry were developed and performance characteristics were determined by pcl
alverno hammond in. salmonella species identified by maldi tof mass spectrometry.
Salmonella (Negative case):
normal gi flora present preliminary report <date> at <time> no enteric pathogens isolated stool screened for salmonella
shigella staphylococcusaureus campylobacter and sorbitol negative e. colifinal report <date> at <time>
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Abstract
Reliable cohort discovery is an essential early part of clinical study design. Indeed, it is the defining feature of many
clinical research networks, including the recently launched Accrual to Clinical Trials (ACT) network. As currently
deployed, however, the ACT network only allows cohort queries in isolated silos, rendering cohort discovery across
sites unreliable. Here we demonstrate a novel protocol to provide network participants access to more accurate
combined cohort estimates (union cardinality) with other sites. A two-party Elgamal protocol is implemented to ensure
privacy and security imperatives, and a special attribute of Bloom filters is exploited for accurate and fast cardinality
estimates. To emulate mandatory privacy protecting obfuscation factors (like those applied to the counts reported for
individual sites by ACT), we configure the Bloom filter based on the individual site cohort sizes, striking an
appropriate balance between accuracy and privacy. Finally, we discuss additional approval and data governance
steps required to incorporate our protocol in the current ACT infrastructure.
Introduction
Cohort discovery is the search for counts of patients (subjects) who share some set of attributes. The purpose of cohort
discovery may be either retrospective or prospective. A retrospective study may look at incidence of a particular
disease within a certain population over time. It may look at the effectiveness of past treatments for different
populations or analyze a wide range of aggregate data to evaluate a hypothesis. It may even involve mining the data
for hidden insights. Prospective studies typically have in mind the eventual recruitment of subjects for a clinical trial.
But investigators must first discover if sufficient numbers of subjects exist to allow conclusions realistically to be
drawn with statistical significance or with some level of confidence.
Clearly, working across multiple sites will render more studies feasible than confining research to a single site. This
is particularly important for rare diseases or for populations with lower incidence of particular diseases. However, the
naïve summing of cohort counts from different sites is very likely to be overly optimistic. Kho and associates,1 in a
city-wide linkage study in Chicago report a cohort overlap of 28% for a common disease. Overcounting is a particular
problem in the context of public health. But undercounting is also a potential problem. Given the siloed nature of
medical records, it is possible for the attributes of interest for individual subjects to be scattered across multiple sites.
To include such individuals, it is necessary to have a unified picture of patient attributes.
Attaining such a unified picture is the goal of various privacy preserving record linkage (PPRL) systems, which is
another active area of research.1–3 Some clinical research networks adopt PPRL to achieve optimal cohort discovery
and flexibility in data interrogation. But PPRL approaches are by their very nature centralized and, despite efforts2 to
mitigate security exposure, suffer from the need for all participating institutions to trust a common honest broker. This
results in the need for complex arrangements for institutional oversight and a single point of failure. But
fundamentally, PPRL is not necessary for the common task of cohort discovery.
Cohort discovery is perhaps the core use case for clinical data research networks like Accrual to Clinical Trials (ACT)4
and its predecessor Shared Health Research Information Network (SHRINE).5 As a network linking multiple sites,
ACT should provide investigators with an easy and accurate way to estimate the number of cohort members that exist
across different sites. Unfortunately, at present the ACT interface only report counts for individual sites and overlooks
the fact that individual patients may have been treated at the more than one site. This could lead naïve investigators to
potential overestimates of cross-site cohort sizes if they simply sum the counts from the individual sites.
Recent work by Raisaro and associates6 suggests a straightforward method for securely aggregating cohort counts
across multiple sites using additively homomorphic Elgamal encryption. However, their method does not address the
potential for overestimating cohort size. Indeed, their approach performs the naïve addition on behalf of the
investigators and might serve to obscure the fact that overestimation is occurring. Furthermore, their approach includes
a third party or cloud provider to carry out the computation. We here demonstrate a system with neither of these
disadvantages.
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Like this prior work, our solution satisfies the security requirement against an honest-but-curious (semi-honest)
adversary and leverages an elliptic curve Elgamal cryptosystem. But while they frame their work in terms of centrally
linked Informatics for Integrating Biology to the Bedside (i2b2)7 sites, we here focus on an application to the more
distributed ACT network. We also take advantage of a unique characteristic of Bloom filters,8 first observed by
Michael and associates,9,10 whereby the cardinality of set membership may be inferred from the “density” of the Bloom
filter. This technique allows us to derive accurate estimates of cohort sizes across two sites and also to tune the
probabilistic accuracy of the results with parameters.
By controlling the size of our Bloom filter, our system provides a mechanism to provide a range of differential privacy
through the expected accuracy of its cardinality estimate. We find our obfuscation method to be more principled than
the one currently observed in ACT and i2b2 itself, which simply by convention add a random number between -10
and +10 to all reported results.11,12
Our work here may be seen as a new protocol for private set intersection cardinality, very similar to the approach
taken by Egert et al.,13 but differing in some implementation details.
Method
As detailed in previous studies,10,14 given a set of n elements and a Bloom filter BF with m bits and k hash functions,
the expected total number of zero bits within the Bloom filter can be approximated by
) 23
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Let patient cohorts from two different healthcare providers be represented by two private sets 𝑆) and 𝑆: , with their
respective cohort sizes represented as |𝑆) | and |𝑆: |. Because the common elements between the two sets will be
mapped to the same Bloom filter bits, the following holds true:
𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) ∪ 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: ) = 𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: )

(2)

As first observed by Michael et al.,9,10 this equality indicates that the number of zero bits from 𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) ∪ 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: ) can
be used to estimate the union cardinality |𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: |. Using Equations (1) and (2), we obtain this:
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Therefore, the union cardinality for |𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: | can be approximated as follows:
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Equation (4) indicates that the union cardinality for two private set can be approximated using the number of zero bits
in the union of the two Bloom filters. However, obtaining 𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) ∪ 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: ) securely for two private sets is not
straightforward. Although the Bloom filter bits themselves do not immediately reveal private information, directly
comparing the two discloses the private set’s membership information. In our context, this means allowing one site to
learn which of its own patients also have had encounters at another healthcare provider. Such information is likely to
be considered sensitive health information and thus must be protected. Therefore, a proper protocol is required to
guarantee that at the end of the computations, the sites involved learn the union cardinality with the other site, but
nothing else about the other’s private set contents, beyond perhaps the size of the intersection of patients shared by
both sites.
We now demonstrate a secure protocol to address a common use-case scenario for the ACT network: After conducting
an initial preliminary cohort query, an investigator from one site desires more accurate details on a combined cohort
with another site. This would be a natural follow-up step for the current ACT workflow. In our notation, the site who
initiates a joint cohort size calculation is site 1, and the other site 2.
Note that because the respective isolated cohort counts |𝑆) | and |𝑆: | have been received (in the output from the regular
ACT query), obtaining union cardinality |𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: | automatically unveils intersection cardinality |𝑆) ∩ 𝑆: |.
Determining the specifics of such an intersection has received considerable attention from biomedical informatics
researchers1,2,15 because these subjects’ clinical data resides in disparate silos, and it is often necessary to carry out
privacy preserving recording linkage to assemble a more complete healthcare picture for those subjects. We focus on
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cardinality, which is a much more common task and one which is often carried out with a non-human subject
determination and much less institutional (IRB) oversight.
The specific design goal for our two party protocol is securely computing the number of common zero bits
∑'
&()[[𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) ∪ 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: )]& = 0] of two Bloom filters 𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) and 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: ), in order to estimate the union cardinality
for |𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: |. In the following pseudocode, we implement a secure protocol based on the Elgamal cryptosystem. The
standard Elgamal algorithm is known to be multiplicatively homomorphic: 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝑋)𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝑌) = 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝑋𝑌). That is, the
decryption step recovers the multiplication of original values. A modification known as exponential Elgamal makes
the process additively homomorphic by performing encryption as 𝐸(𝑔 S 𝑔T ) = 𝐸(𝑔 SUT ), where g is the generator for
a cyclic group. Such techniques have been used in secure applications, such as electronic voting.16 Our main intuition
here is to leverage the homomorphically additive feature of Elgamal encryption to count the common zero bits
securely. We define this secure protocol as follows:
Input
𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ), 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: ): two private Bloom filters of same size m
Output
|𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: |: union cardinality for two private sets
Step 1: Bloom filter encryption at site 1
(𝑔, 𝑝, a, b ) ← Key Generation
Overwrite Bloom filter zero bits with 𝑔)
Overwrite Bloom filter one bits with 𝑔K
repeat m times:
generate random integer 𝑘&
𝑟&[&\]) ← 𝑔2J , 𝑡&[&\]) ← b 2J 𝐵𝐹& (𝑆) )
[&\])
send 𝑟
, 𝑡 [&\]) to site 2
Step 2: Additive homomorphic encryption at site 2
repeat m times:
if 𝐵𝐹& (𝑆: ) is zero:
𝑟 [&\]: ← 𝑟 [&\]: 𝑟&[&\]) , 𝑡 [&\]: ← 𝑡 [&\]: 𝑡&[&\])
[&\]:
Send 𝑟
, 𝑡 [&\]: back to site 1
Step 3: Decrypt and obtain union cardinality
D
Decrypt 𝑔∑JLB[[GH(IB )∪GH(IC )]J(K] ← 𝑡 [&\]: (𝑟 [&\]: )7a
'

|𝑆) ∪ 𝑆: | ← .− 1 ln .
2

∑D
JLB[[GH(IB )∪GH(IC )]J (K]
'

1

Algorithm 1. Protocol for secure computation of private set union cardinality.
The above algorithm describes a secure two-party protocol to compute the union cardinality for 𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) and 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: ).
Site 1 first generates Elgamal keys, where 𝑔 is the generator for a cyclic group whose order is 𝑝, a is private key, and
b = 𝑔a is the public key. To leverage the homomorphically additive property, the zero bits and one bits from the
Bloom filter of site 1 are replaced by 𝑔) and 𝑔K respectively. This will make the exponents of 𝑔 essentially function
as a counter when site 2 performs multiplications of the cyphertext it receives. Because site 2 only performs
multiplications upon its zero bits, the exponents of 𝑔 will record the number of zero bits in the union of two Bloom
∑D
JLB[[GH(IB )∪GH(IC )]J (K] . To
filters, i.e., ∑'
&()[[𝐵𝐹(𝑆) ) ∪ 𝐵𝐹(𝑆: )]& = 0]. This ensures the decryption will recover 𝑔
determine the exponent value here, one could employ a brute-force approach by comparing it with 𝑔& for every i
between 1 and m. However, more optimized techniques are available.17 In the end, the union cardinality—that is, the
exact number of patients found in the two cohorts—can be estimated using Equation (4).
The above security protocol is described using Elgamal encryption in modular arithmetic mode. A major drawback
for such an implementation is that the key size must be large enough (2048 bits per the current NIST
recommendation18) to satisfy security requirements. This leads to runtime performance that is too slow for practical
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use. To address this, we choose an elliptic curve Elgamal implementation, which provides the required security, but
with shorter keys and much faster execution, as shown below. When the elliptic curve is applied, homomorphic
addition is performed directly, with no need to perform exponentiation. Other authors19,20 describe the properties of
elliptic curve Elgamal systems.
Note that Egert and associates13 present a very similar solution. Our approach differs primarily in step 2, where we
omit the use of a one-time ephemeral key as unnecessary in this application, as discussed below. We assert that the
correctness and security proofs provided in this prior work also apply to the approach presented here. Crucially, our
implementation incorporates the elliptic curve optimization to make its use practical.
Results
In this section, we conduct a systematic analysis to evaluate the overall accuracy and performance of our method.
Regarding accuracy, we conduct a systematic survey to assess the impact of various Bloom filter parameters: cohort
size n, filter size m, and the number of hash functions k. As shown in Equation (1), given the observed number of zero
bits in the Bloom filter, the original cohort size can be approximated. The accuracy can be quantified as the difference
between the approximated size 𝑛_ and actual size 𝑛. Regarding performance, we measure running time for the proposed
security protocol, decomposed into the three steps described in Algorithm 1.
In our analysis, we define the ranges for the surveyed parameters n, m and k by leveraging domain characteristics of
healthcare data. The objective here is to confine the parameters to plausible ranges and then fine tune them to obtain
the desired accuracy. Medium-to-large healthcare organizations typically have patient counts measured on the order
of millions. In our simulated ACT workflow, however, during the initial site-specific cohort query, the sizes of the
input cohorts have been reduced by filtering on specified attributes such as age, visit time, disease conditions, etc. We
therefore survey the parameter landscape using realistically sized cohorts: “100K” represents a large cohort, “3K” a
medium-small cohort, “300” a small cohort, and “10” a rare disease cohort. In addition, we include a synthesized
medium cohort called “27K,” which we use to conduct performance evaluation. The “27K” refers to the joint cohort
from two 15K cohort, with 3K overlapping. Note the different sizes used here refer to the projected joint cohort size
across two institutions, not the cohort size within one institution (or the naïve sum of the original site-specific sizes).
For example, “3K” can be conceived as the joint cohort of two 1.8K cohort, with 0.6K overlapping. Also, as long as
the parties involved adopt the same Bloom filter parameters, such an accuracy analysis can be carried out directly
using the Bloom filter computed using the projected joint cohort, as indicated by Equation (2).
We generate synthetic patient identifiers using a Python synthetic data module for the five cohort types described
above. The input token to the Bloom filter is constructed by concatenating full name, birthday, gender, and race. In
our experiments, we first choose Bloom filters of three different sizes (m) including 220, 221, 222 bits. As described
below, Bloom filters of such sizes produce reasonably small error for the joint cohort size approximations. An
additional 223-bit Bloom filter is introduced only for the 27K cohort and performance testing. In addition, we vary the
number of hash functions (k) used from 5 to 70 at an interval of 5. Thus, we have 56 different sets of Bloom filter
parameters (based on 4 different m’s and 14 different k’s) to measure the accuracies for joint cohort size
approximation.
For each of these Bloom filters, a set of hash functions must be chosen. For example, when m=220 and k =5, five hash
functions whose output domain is 220 are required. Here we construct the hash functions needed by taking five groups
of 20 bits directly from SHA512. Our rationale here is that, assuming SHA512 is a perfectly random hash function,
the adjacent bits are independent. Therefore, we can use, for example, [SHA5121:20 SHA51221:40 SHA51241:60
SHA51261:80 SHA51281:100] for [hash1 hash2 hash3 hash4 hash5]. In our experiments, we run 100 trials for each set of
Bloom filter parameters. In order to use different hashing function in each trial, each time a random salt is applied.
Table 1 records the average absolute error from each of the 100 trials over different sets of Bloom filter parameters.
At the end of each trial, the approximated joint cohort size (denoted as 𝑛_) is approximated using the number of the
zero bits, k, and m, as indicated by Equation (4). For the two small cohorts (300 and 10), the approximation produces
essentially no error at all. For the 3K cohort, the approximation error is bounded under 2. With carefully chosen values
for k and m, the two larger cohorts can be approximated with a target accuracy. We observe the general trend that
larger Bloom filters (m) produce more accurate approximations. Additional hash functions (k), however, have more
variable effects—at times only causing small fluctuations and at other times producing large swings in the
approximation error.
To study these effects further, we carry out an experiment using the 3K cohort. We extend the range of Bloom filter
sizes to span from 212 bits to 222 bits, and we choose three different values for k. As shown in Figure 1, when m is
fixed, using more hash functions eventually sharply increases the error because when the Bloom filter becomes
saturated (i.e., has very few zero bits), the approximation is no longer reliable. The approximation method eventually
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fails completely when k is so large there are no zero bits left. Therefore, it is crucial to find a combination of m and k
to avoid Bloom filter saturation.
Table 1. Effect of varying Bloom filter parameters on the joint cohort size approximation error (absolute value).
Cohort

100K

27K

3K

300

10

100K

27K

3K

300

10

BF Size
(m)
220
221
222
220
221
222
223
220
221
222
220
221
222
220
221
222
220
221
222
220
221
222
223
220
221
222
220
221
222
220
221
222

5
59.1150
42.5947
28.4333
17.1687
11.7782
7.7362
5.0591
1.8284
1.3190
0.9129
0.1718
0.1217
0.0809
0.0002
0.0001
0.0001
40
133.6641
65.7969
32.5583
20.8807
12.0104
8.8822
5.5293
1.7643
1.1981
0.8335
0.1664
0.1087
0.0877
0.0045
0.0015
0.0010

10
72.7650
42.4416
31.8758
14.3976
11.8477
7.8110
4.8840
1.8424
1.2602
0.8501
0.1866
0.1274
0.0820
0.0005
0.0012
0.0001
45
140.8472
58.5237
33.8773
18.8007
12.1935
8.9735
4.9521
1.8360
1.2312
0.8151
0.1834
0.1182
0.0870
0.0040
0.0017
0.0007

Number of Hashes (k)
15
20
25
79.3392
86.8683 106.0820
45.2651
59.3722
48.2498
31.0468
29.1293
33.9877
15.9641
18.1680
18.3876
11.7399
9.8007
13.4917
7.4603
7.9397
8.4320
5.3341
5.6396
4.9046
1.8066
1.8051
1.8041
1.4094
1.1475
1.2309
1.0611
0.7915
0.8765
0.1495
0.1695
0.1662
0.1239
0.1350
0.1015
0.0907
0.0781
0.0881
0.0014
0.0025
0.0027
0.0004
0.0010
0.0018
0.0002
0.0002
0.0011
50
55
60
157.6722 222.0954 240.5228
58.2900
67.6420
73.1976
37.4493
35.3310
34.3872
18.9996
17.2436
20.9258
12.9939
11.6454
12.0297
7.3361
7.7145
6.9361
5.4996
5.4670
5.8028
1.7693
1.8842
1.5426
1.0481
1.4357
1.0894
0.9473
0.7925
0.8839
0.1633
0.1855
0.1434
0.1042
0.1264
0.1217
0.0839
0.0743
0.0770
0.0043
0.0043
0.0050
0.0024
0.0025
0.0041
0.0010
0.0017
0.0015

30
103.4911
47.1774
32.5676
16.6319
11.1053
7.8703
5.9379
1.6581
1.1529
0.9656
0.1624
0.1168
0.0878
0.0020
0.0017
0.0007
65
259.3404
72.0229
34.5136
19.3951
12.8091
7.8177
5.7409
1.9212
1.2089
0.9478
0.1730
0.1138
0.0796
0.0051
0.0030
0.0025

35
112.5107
56.3000
28.2345
16.6352
11.9843
8.1500
5.8194
1.9110
1.1945
0.9088
0.1799
0.1049
0.0796
0.0035
0.0019
0.0007
70
323.5785
79.0250
37.3122
21.6140
12.1870
7.6313
5.5582
1.8256
1.2983
0.7537
0.1781
0.1161
0.0954
0.0061
0.0028
0.0018

In Figure 1 we note one configuration of particular interest. A Bloom filter with m = 217 and k = 30 produces an
average absolute error of 5. In the current nationwide ACT network, a default obfuscation factor is chosen from the
random uniform distribution [-10, 10] and applied to all reported site counts.11,12 This corresponds to an expected
absolute error of 5. Similarly, an average absolute error 10 emulates an obfuscation factor from the equivalent range
of [-20, 20]. Therefore, using these Bloom filter settings for the “3K” cohort provides a joint cohort size 𝑛_ obfuscated
in a manner similar to what is currently seen in ACT. Other obfuscation factors may also be targeted.
For our performance test, we observe the median cohort sizes returned for all production queries received by our own
ACT node to be approximately 15,000. We therefore synthesize two sets of patients of this size with 20% (3000)
overlapping records. As this results in a total joint cohort size of 27,000, we call this cohort “27K” in Table 1.
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Indentify Bloom filter parameters to emulate ACT obfuscation factor
60.0
50.0

Number of
hashes

40.0
30.0
20.0

k=5
k = 30
k = 70

m=2^17, k=30 Bloom filter's avg
absolute error is 5, which emulates
applying a obfuscation factor within [-10, 10]

10.0
0.0
2^22

2^21

2^20

2^19

2^18

2^17

2^16

2^15

2^14

2^13

2^12

Size of the Bloom filter (m)
Figure 1. How Bloom filter parameters m and k can be chosen to emulate obfuscation factor used in ACT.
The 20% overlap was chosen to reflect the average percentage reduction in three cohorts studied by Kho and
associates.1 Using the heuristic described above, we conducted a parameter search to obtain the ideal m and k values
for this cohort size. Setting m = 223 and k = 45 produces the average absolute error of 4.95, which is closest to 5 among
all the sets of parameters and corresponds to the obfuscation factor in the range [-10, 10]. Our goal here is to produce
results that are indistinguishable from a real-world ACT cohort query with appropriate obfuscation.
Using these parameters with our 27K synthesized data, we measure the performance of our proposed two-party secure
protocol. The Bloom filters for both sites are trivially computed in a few seconds. Performing the Elgamal encryption,
however, depends on how it is implemented. For our initial proof of concept, we naïvely computed modular arithmetic
operations per the original Algorithm 1. Using this approach, step 1, the most time-consuming step, takes more than
one day. With an optimized elliptic curve solution (using a 256-bit elliptic curve key to provide the same level of
security as a 3072-bit RSA key), steps 1–3 take 49.4 minutes, 26.5 minutes, and 6.2 milliseconds, respectively. So
overall, the protocol can be completed for two input sets of size 15,000 with 20% overlap in 76 minutes. General
running time can be extrapolated linearly. For example, the step-1 encryption time using only a 222-bit Bloom filter
should be half the current running time because the number encryptions are reduced by half.
Our experiments were conducted using an open-source elliptic curve Elgamal Java library,21 operating over OpenSSL
1.1.1.a, on a prime256v1 elliptic curve. The experiments were performed on a system has an Intel i7-8750H 2.2GHz
CPU and 16 GB memory.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss how our approach can enable more accurate joint cohort discovery as an extension to the
existing ACT workflow. We also contemplate additional data governance and approval steps that might be required
for this extension. The complete extended workflow is illustrated in Figure 2. In the current ACT network,
participating sites connect to a central hub, through which they submit and respond to cohort queries. The workflow
ends when the isolated cohort counts from the participating sites are returned to the querying site. Through our
protocol, we enable a “phase II” extension of the existing workflow for cross-site joint cohort discovery.
Armed with compiled list of cohort counts, the requester may identify sites as targets for potential joint cohort
discovery. They might select institutions located nearby or those known to specialize in the diseases identified in phase
I. Such institutions would be candidates for more accurate joint cohort discovery because patients are likely to visit
multiple healthcare providers when they are geographically close to each other or to travel to visit specialist physicians
no matter where they are located. Both of these situations could lead to significant cohort overlap. In our illustration,
such a site is found to be institution X, whereas the requester is from institution A.
Consider the 27K cohort example. At this stage we assume 𝑁abcda = 𝑁e = 15000, and 𝑁S = 15000. That is,
institutions A and X both have 15000 patients matching the query A issues. The joint cohort discovery phase begins
when the requester submits a request to the ACT hub to pursue joint cohort discovery based on the results from phase
I. The hub then checks whether such request conforms to its own policy and forwards the request to institution X once
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approved. Upon receiving this request, X may need to check with its local IRB for review. Although the subsequent
workflow only calculates union cardinality and no linkage information on the patient level between A and X is
exposed, since A knows 𝑁e and learns an obfuscated 𝑁S during phase I, it can estimate the proportion of its own
gI ∩I /𝑁e , where 𝑁
gI ∩I = 𝑁e + 𝑁S − 𝑁
gI ∪I , and 𝑁
gI ∪I approximates the set
cohort who also visit X using 𝑁
h i
h i
h i
h i
union cardinality of 𝑆e ∪ 𝑆S . Revealing such information (while minimal) might be concerning to the IRB of X
because it reveals provider information of its patients on a probabilistic level. In our 27K example, A will learn the
patients in its own cohort have approximately a 20% chance of also using X as their healthcare provider. Thus, only
if the IRB of X approves such level of disclosure should phase II continue.

Figure 2. Extending current ACT workflow into joint discovery phase.
Once the ACT hub receives approval from X, it proceeds to determine the appropriate Bloom filter parameters. As
demonstrated previously, the choice of the parameters depends on the desired approximation accuracy. Notice that in
the performance test using 27K, we use the exact |𝑆e ∪ 𝑆k |, but the ACT hub must estimate this value within
[max(|𝑆e |, |𝑆S |), |𝑆e | + |𝑆S |], the theoretically possible range for |𝑆e ∪ 𝑆k |. Note that the values for |𝑆e | and |𝑆S | are
obfuscated already in phase I. The ACT hub therefore only provides an estimate for |𝑆e ∪ 𝑆k |. Using Table 1, the ACT
hub then extrapolates the needed Bloom filter parameters for the desired error level. In the 27K example, we represent
the approximation error as the obfuscation factor, thereby demonstrating our algorithm can provide an almost identical
behavior of the current ACT network. (We note in passing that fixing the so-called obfuscation factor to a value in the
range [-10, 10] is rather more arbitrary than scientific. More rigorous and quantifiable privacy guarantees could be
enforced at this point in the protocol.)
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Klann22 and associates have described an ad-hoc principle to dynamically determine the appropriate amount of random
noise. The data we present in Table 1 can also be used to interpolate Bloom filter parameters to meet a specific level
of accuracy, which is functionally equivalent to an obfuscation factor. Such a strategy of interpolating Bloom filter
parameters could be deployed at the ACT hub to determine suitable sets of parameters programmatically. A possible
enhancement might be to allow the desired accuracy to be negotiated by the two parties involved. As a general
guideline, higher accuracy always requires larger Bloom filter.
Papapetrou and associates10 provide a closed form for the probability that set cardinality as reflected by the number of
one bits contained in the set's Bloom filter representation falls within a specified range. Following their notation, let
𝑆l 7) (𝑡) be the expected number of elements in a Bloom filter given t bits are set to 1. They establish
𝑆l 7) (𝑡) =

o
D
B
2×mn .)7D1

mn .)7 1

(5)

and that ∀𝑛a , 𝑛q : 𝑛a ≤ 𝑆l 7) (𝑡 − 1) and 𝑆l 7) (𝑡 + 1) ≥ 𝑛q , the set cardinality lies between 𝑛a and 𝑛q with probability at
least
1 − 𝑒 \7)7Il(3u ) × v𝑆l(𝑛a )⁄(𝑡 − 1)x

(\7))

−𝑒

7

g ({|))C
(oyBzA
g ({| )
CA

(6)

Thus, after site A calculates the set union cardinality, they can reason probabilistically about the amount of obfuscation
actually afforded by the Bloom filter. Despite our best estimates, the parameters m and k selected by the hub may
produce a Bloom filter that is too accurate. If so, site A may infer the exact cardinality to a high degree of certainty
by simply evaluating Equation (6). Clearly, the desire for accurate counts and the need to obscure counts are at cross
purposes. The inherent ambiguity in Bloom filters guarantee some level of obfuscation. In some cases, however, this
obfuscation factor is vanishingly small, and transparently so. This fact should be part of site X’s IRB calculus, and
mitigating this issue is a topic for future work.
At the end of the joint cohort discovery phase, optionally (and perhaps in the interests of fairness), A may share the
gI ∪I with X through the ACT hub. However, doing so may raise additional data governance issues. Also,
answer of 𝑁
h i
while the main objective of phase II is to solve the overcounting problem, by applying some modified strategies in
phase I, it is also possible to mitigate undercounting. For example, if A specializes in disease C, and X specializes in
disease D, using a CÙ¬D query at institution A, and a DÙ¬C query at institution X, the two cohorts obtained could
be processed in phase II to estimate the cohort size for the patients who have both C and D, which would likely be
undercounted during phase I using a generic CÙD query. However, as this strategy also raises governance concerns,
undercounting remains a topic for future work.
With regard to the security aspects of the phase II extension, we use secure cryptographic algorithms Elgamal and
elliptic curve. The sensitive information as (highlighted in red in Figure 2) includes subject PHI and the unencrypted
Bloom filters. However, these sensitive data never leave the local institutions. The information crossing the boundary
of institution A is the encryption of the A’s Bloom filter. Since each bit in A’s Bloom filter has been individually
encrypted, institution X cannot tell whether it is a zero bit or one bit. As the workflow continues, institution X performs
homomorphic additive encryption and obtain one final ciphertext that no one but institution A can decrypt because
only A has the required Elgamal private key. Equally important is that institution X’s Bloom filter is also sufficiently
concealed after executing the additive homomorphic encryption. Even if provided with the complete input and output
for the homomorphic encryption, it is computationally infeasible to recover zero-bit positions in institution X’s Bloom
filter. Assuming the number of these zero bits is z, it takes on the order of }'
• = 𝑚!/(𝑚 − 𝑧)! 𝑧! trials to determine
~
the indices of zero bits by brute-force. Due to the relatively large Bloom filter created from any realistically sized
cohort as well as the fact that only Institution X knows the exact value of z, such an attack is beyond the reach of any
computationally bounded adversary.
Conclusion
Given the above discussion, we assert our proposed approach is sufficiently secure to be used in practice, such as in
the actual ACT deployment. In the 27K example, the total encryption and decryption time for institution A is about
49.4 minutes, and the total homomorphic encryption time for institution X is 26.5 minutes. This indicates that the
likely bottleneck might be the additional local approval and ACT hub approval at the beginning of phase II. Given
these facts, we also assert our proposed approach is sufficiently efficient to be used in practice. A software demo for
our presented workflow, including the dataset and programs to reproduce our results, can be found on GitHub.1 Our
1

See https://github.com/dongxiao/UnionCardinality.
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implementation uses only standard Python, Java and open source libraries. No special vendor software is required.
Therefore, it is easy for participating ACT institutions to adopt this approach locally.
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Abstract
The effective use of EHR data for clinical research is challenged by the lack of methodologic standards,
transparency, and reproducibility. For example, our empirical analysis on clinical research ontologies and
reporting standards found little-to-no informatics-related standards. To address these issues, our study aims to
leverage natural language processing techniques to discover the reporting patterns and data abstraction
methodologies for EHR-based clinical research. We conducted a case study using a collection of full articles of
EHR-based population studies published using the Rochester Epidemiology Project infrastructure. Our
investigation discovered an upward trend of reporting EHR-related research methodologies, good practice, and the
use of informatics related methods. For example, among 1279 articles, 24.0% reported training for data
abstraction, 6% reported the abstractors were blinded, 4.5% tested the inter-observer agreement, 5% reported the
use of a screening/data collection protocol, 1.5% reported that team meetings were organized for consensus
building, and 0.8% mentioned supervision activities by senior researchers. Despite that, the overall ratio of
reporting/adoption of methodologic standards was still low. There was also a high variation regarding clinical
research reporting. Thus, continuously developing process frameworks, ontologies, and reporting guidelines for
promoting good data practice in EHR-based clinical research are recommended.
Introduction
The rapid adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has transformed the way in which medical records are
routinely collected, integrated, and stored. This transformation holds great promise for driving clinical research by
enriching patient information, integrating computable phenotype algorithms, and facilitating cohort exploration on
an unprecedented scale. Studies have demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness of using EHRs for large cohort
comparative effectiveness research1, case-control2, and retrospective chart review studies3. Despite this great
potential, there are many challenges to the effective use of EHR data for clinical research, particularly due to the
high heterogeneity and complexity of EHRs4, 5. Thus, understanding the challenges of using EHR data becomes
critical to ensure the quality of clinical research.
Chart review is a common method for facilitating EHR-based observational research. It is a process of extracting or
reviewing information from EHRs and assembling a data set for various research needs such as case ascertainment,
status validation, information collection, and case matching6. However, evidence has suggested that the
methodologies of chart review lack standardization, scientific rigor, and reporting guidelines. For example, a review
conducted by Gilbert et al. on three emergency medicine journals discovered that among all studies related to
retrospective chart review, only 11% reported the use of an abstraction form and 4% reported inter-rater agreement7.
Meanwhile, informatics tools have been developed to enhance the use of EHR data for supporting clinical and
translational research. For example, Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (I2B2) is a patient privacy
preserving query tool for facilitating research feasibility assessment8. Once study feasibility is determined, data
capture tools such as Redcap, TELEforms® (Cardiff Software, Inc., Vista, CA), and Studytrax® (ScienceTRAX
LLC, Macon, GA, USA) aim to facilitate patient information collection. Protocol management aids such as Protocol
Builder® (Biomedical Research Alliance of New York) and questionnaire development tools like QDS™(NOVA
Research Company, Bethesda, USA) ensure the document development process is more efficient. Additionally,
many informatics methodologies, such as natural language processing (NLP), have been leveraged to perform chart
review by automatically extracting clinical concepts from unstructured EHR data. Various types of EHR-based
phenotype algorithms have been developed, ranging from drug-related adverse events9 to individualized risk
prediction10. However, even with the great advancement of clinical research informatics, there is a lack of systematic
understanding of how the tools and methods are utilized and reported, as well as the impact on overall research
quality. Our empirical analysis on clinical research ontologies and reporting standards found little-to-no informaticsrelated standards.
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An additional challenge for EHR-based clinical research is reproducibility. This often manifests as the withholding
of key methodological details such as data abstraction methods, protocols, processes, and definitions11. Several
pragmatic evaluations of high-profile clinical journals have shown that only ~11% to 25% of projects can be
replicated12-14. The issues often appear as the inability to reproduce research data. Mobley et al. surveyed faculty and
trainees at MD Anderson Cancer Center, and discovered that 50% of respondents had experienced issues with data
reproducibility in cancer-related research15. The consequences of invalid methodologic processes and
unreproducible results in biomedical research can be serious, such as preventing clinical knowledge translation,
wasting scientific resources, and delaying treatment timing16.
To ensure valid, transparent, and reproducible clinical research, a growing number of informatics related efforts
have been reported. Several clinical research ontologies have been developed to ensure scientific standards,
including Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe)17 and Biomedical Resource Ontology (BRO)18. Leveraging
existing ontologies, Kong et al. further expanded the schematic representation of clinical research using Conceptual
Model Representation (CMP) to aid the development of clinical research databases19. Sahoo et al. created an
informatics framework that allows detailed research data elements to be systematically mapped and represented20.
By combining NLP techniques, Valdez et al. were able to build an ontology-based clinical research knowledgebase
for evaluating research studies and enhancing study reproducibility21. Ross et al. systematically analyzed eligibility
criteria in clinical trials using heuristic rules and logic22. Our project aims to enhance the current informatics
solution by demonstrating a methodologic development process (corpus development, sub-language analysis, and
modeling) that uses NLP to discover the reporting patterns of EHR-based observational studies. Our investigation is
focused on studying the trends, variability, utilization and adoption of EHR-based data abstraction related
methodologies. Existing clinical research ontologies and research reporting standards were leveraged to help define
important data elements.
Methodology
Data Selection The Rochester Epidemiology Project is a National Institutes of Health-funded research infrastructure
that collates and indexes health care information from virtually all sources of medical care available to residents of
Olmsted County, Minnesota23. It has maintained a comprehensive medical records linkage system for over half a
century, which makes it an ideal resource for conducting population-based studies. These data have been utilized by
investigators throughout the country, resulting in more than 2,000 publications on a wide range of health care topics
from top clinical journals and conferences including JAMA, NEJM, and Lancet. Our study investigated all articles
from the REP publication registry between 1995 and 2016. In total, 1,543 articles were retrieved; 321 were removed
due to their non-convertible PDF format or no full text being available. The final data set was comprised of 1,279
articles.
Guideline We adopted existing guidelines gathered from the Reporting Guidelines for Health Research EQUATOR
Network24 including RECORD (REporting of studies Conducted using Observational Routinely-collected health
Data) and STROBE (The Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) as the baseline
guideline25, 26. Additional methodologic strategies were borrowed from research by Boyd et al. and Horwitz et al.,
including training, abstraction forms, meetings, monitoring, and testing of interrater agreement27, 28. In consultation
with the above standards and guidelines, we defined the use of EHRs to include the following processes: feasibility
assessment, cohort identification (case selection), and data retrieval. Reporting categories were included as follows:
Reporting
Category

Definition

Participants

The methods of study population selection (such as codes or algorithms used to identify
subjects), validation of the codes or algorithms used to select the population, data linkage
process, participant follow-up and matching.

Variables

The methods of the classification, assessment, and validation of variables (exposures,
outcomes, confounders, and effect modifiers)

Data sources

The methods of data assessment (reliability and validity) and data collection (development,
training, validation, and administration, such as blinding)
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Annotation Based on the baseline guideline, we randomly sampled 200 articles (from 1,279) for manual review. 71
out of the 200 reports were randomly sampled and double read to determine interrater reliability. We defined two
objectives for this process. The first objective was to assess the reporting cohesiveness to the existing standards.
Each article was annotated for the presence or absence of methodologic standards provided in the guideline. The
second objective was to identify additional important activities that were not captured by the current standards, such
as recently proposed best practices and methodologies for the use of EHRs.
The annotation process was conducted according to Corpus Annotation Schemes29, including organizing training
sessions, developing annotation guidelines, multi-phase annotation, evaluation, and adjudication. Four annotators
(N.W., J.J, X.Z, and S.P) were given initial one-hour training. Questions raised from the training exercise were used
to refine the baseline guideline. In the first week, each annotator annotated four to eight papers (two papers for every
batch). After each batch, the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was calculated using F-measure (2* precision *
recall/(precision + recall)). The matched cases were determined by comparing the bipartite set alignment for two
annotated sentences using Kuhn-Munkres algorithm30. A consensus meeting was organized to resolve disagreements
and annotation issues. The process continued until a high agreement was reached. Over the next three to four weeks,
weekly batches of a total of 200 papers were annotated. Each document was independently annotated by two
annotators. After the weekly assignments were completed, we computed the IAA, resolved disagreements, and
clarified the guidelines.
The final gold standard annotations were created by combining the individual experts’ annotations followed by
adjudication of the mismatches. The jointly annotated training notes were added to the gold standard but excluded
from the final IAA computation. The annotation tool for this project is Multi-document Annotation Environment
(MAE), a Java-based natural language annotation software package31.
Natural Language Processing Based on the above methodologic standards and gold standard corpus, we developed
an NLP algorithm to automate the manual process. The infrastructure for the NLP system was adopted from the
existing open source NLP framework MedTaggerIE32, a resource-driven open-source Unstructured Information
Management Architecture (UIMA)33-based IE framework. The NLP algorithm was developed through three steps:
1) prototype system development based on existing knowledge and standards, information theory algorithms, and
expert knowledge, 2) formative system development using a training dataset and manual case review for iterative
refinement, and 3) final system evaluation using a test dataset. A total of 200 annotated articles were divided into a
training set (n=100) and a test set (n=100).
Section Detection The initial step was to exclude irrelevant information by segmenting the information into different
sections. Since MedTaggerIE contains a built-in section detector through terminology lookup34, we only needed to
modify the dictionary to match with sections for clinical research. Based on STROBE, we included sections that are
related to study method, study design, data (collection), case definition, and participants (cohort).
Concept Extraction Concept extraction is a knowledge-driven annotation and indexing process to identify phrases
referring to concepts of interests in an unstructured text. We leveraged Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), to
provide heuristic ranks of n-gram features (an adjoining sequence of n items from a given sample of sentences) for
keyword prototyping. Table 1 lists the top 15 n-gram features that were automatically generated from the algorithm.
Table 1 Example of N-gram Features with High PMI Scores
Reporting
Category

Top Uni- and Bigram Features with the
Highest PMI Score*

Example Sentence

Participant

records; medical; medical records; residents;
identified; reviewed; records of; review;
complete; case; county residents; were
identified; subjects; were reviewed; nurse

“We reviewed charts to identify cases of PJP,
cross referenced with the REP database using
diagnostic codes for PJP and the Mayo Clinic and
Olmsted Medical Center databases.”

Data source

medical records; data; records of; reviewed;
information; was collected; records linkage;
used; database; nurse; system; selected; from
the; obtained; by trained

“We used the REP database to retrieve all
medical records for residents of Olmsted county
who had an established diagnosis of any of the
subtypes of CLE”

*Keywords in second column were only for system prototyping and had not been manually curated
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Due to a high textual similarity between participant and data source, additional patterns needed to be identified in
order to accurately distinguish the two classes. Thus, we analyzed the syntactic patterns by parsing the dependencies
of each sentence. We used the Stanford CoreNLP 3.9.235 and integrated it into the existing MedTagger UIMA
framework. We found the majority of methodologic events can be modeled into concepts separated by semantic
connectors. For example, Figure 1 shows the syntactic structure of sentence objective (event confirmation) and
methodologic event (medical record review) were connected through the case making element and the adjectival
modifier.

Figure 1. Parsing structure of case ascertainment
Context Detector The assertion and temporal expressions were handled by the MedTaggerIE context detector. The
assertion of each concept includes certainty (i.e., positive, negative, and possible) along with experiencer (i.e.,
patient, associated with someone else), while temporality identifies historical or present. For example, from the
sentence “Data were collected from a random sample using questionnaires,” “Data” would be extracted as a data
concept and “collected” would be extracted as a methodology concept, along with corresponding assertion status
“positive”, temporality “past”.
Normalization and Summarization After keywords or phrases were extracted from a sentence, they were normalized
to a specific concept. As an example, the phrases “patient record” and “medical record” were normalized to the
concept of “data”. The normalized categories were processed by the rule engine, a series of conditional clauses
including “and”, “or” and “not” independently. A summary of these concepts, keywords, and modifiers are listed in
Table 2.
Table 2 Keywords for Concept Extraction
NLP Concept

Keywords*

Population
selection general

assemble(d); categorize(d); choose(chosen); classify(classified); construct(ed); contact(ed);
draw(drawn); determine(d); establish(ed); screen(ed); select(ed); recruit(ed); invit(ed);
sample(d); abstract(ed); cohort screen(ing); complete(d) abstraction
search(ed); review(ed); identify(ied); exclude(d); include(d); confirm(ed)/ascertain(ed);
avoid(ed);
measurement(s)/ assessment(s) performed; assessed; measure(d); determine(d); evaluate(d);
search(ed); review(ed); identify(ied);
retrieve(d); collecte(d); obtaine(d); retrieve(d); contact(ed); interview(ed); complete
abstraction;
data
collection/abstraction;
questionnaire(s)/survey(ies)
was/were
designed/used/created/mailed;
validate(d); validation; confirm(ed); verify(verified); verification; ensure(d); agreement(s);
agreement measure(s); accuracy; inter/intra-rader/annotator/observer agreement(s);
agreement(s) between; IAA; test retest; gold standard; kappa; reliability; validity; (doubly;
double; triply; triple; quadruply; quadruple) + (review/read/exam/assess/measure) + (twice;
multiple times); Consensus; disagreement(s) resolved;
linking; link(ed); data linkage; linkage system; indexing; cross referenc(ed/ing); cross
match(ed);
follow(ed) up; follow(ed) up through; follow up period; follow(ed) for
match(ed) with; matching; match(ed) (subject) to; matched pair with; matched(ing) on;
matched in (characteristics); matched for;
cohort (of); sub(-)cohort; population; participant(s); patient(s); control(s); case(s); resident(s);
child; children; man; men; woman; women; subject(s); adult(s); volunteer(s); person(s); survey
respondent(s); comparison group(s)
abstractor(s); specialist(s); fellow(s); RTP(s); research temporary professional(s); intern(s);
author(s); reviewer(s); operator(s)

Population
selection specific
Measurement
Data collection
Validation

Data linkage
Follow up
Matching
Cohort-related
Study
team/abstractor
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Eligibilityrelated
EHR-related

eligible; eligibility; ineligible; criteria; criterion; inclusion criteria; exclusion criteria; included;
excluded; screening protocol; screening
medical record(s); information; data; record(s); characteristic(s); chart(s); sample(s);
questionnaire.?; database; computerized diagnostic index; EHR(s); EMR(s); electronic medical
record(s); electronic health record(s); survey(s);
Terminology
diagnostic; diagnostic code; ICD(s); international classification of diseases; CPT(s); current
procedural terminology; Berkson code (s or ing) (REP cohort only); symptom(s); factor(s);
UMLS
1) Medical concept, 2) procedures, 3) medical professional expressions):
Dictionary
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
* Keywords should be connected through wild card regular expression (i.e. (\S?\s?){start, end}) for fuzzy matching;
additional refinement is required when used for different data sources.
The following patterns were used to identify the common expressions for each class. We used square brackets “[]”
to represent each concept group, parentheses “()” for direct keywords, curly brackets for “{}” typed dependencies,
“|” for the conjunction or, and “&” for the conjunction and. The expressions for dependencies were followed by the
Stanford Typed Dependencies Manual35, where “auxpass” represents passive auxiliary, “case” represents casemarking elements, “mark” represents a marker which introduces a clause subordinate to another clause, and “amod”
as an adjectival modifier. Textbox 1 provides the logic rules for nine different events related to the use of EHRs for
clinical research.
Textbox 1 NLP Rules for Extracting Methodologic Events
Reporting
Category
Participants

Methodologic Events
Study population selection
(study event)

NLP Rules




[Cohort-related] & {auxpass} & [Population selection
general] & {preposition case-marking element} &
[Population selection specific]
[Population selection general | specific] & {preposition
marker} & [Population selection specific] & ([Cohortrelated | Eligibility])
[Data] & {auxpass} & [Population selection specific]
& {preposition case-marking element} & [Study
team/abstractor] & {preposition marker} & [Population
selection general | specific]
[Population selection concepts] & {auxpass} &
[Validation]
[Cohort-related] & [Study population selection] &
[Validation]
([EHR related] | [Cohort-related]) & [Data linkage]





[Cohort related] & {auxpass} & [Follow up]
[Follow up] & [Cohort related]
[Matching] & [Cohort related]



[UMLS Dictionary (medical concept | procedure)] &
[Measurement]



[UMLS Dictionary (medical concept | procedure)] &
[Measurement] & [Validation]



[EHR related] & {auxpass} & [Data collection] &
{preposition case-marking element}
[Study team/abstractor] & [Data collection] & [EHRrelated]
[Population selection general] & {preposition marker}
& [Data collection] & [EHR-related]




Variables

Data sources

Screening validation (validation
of screening protocol,
procedure, inclusion and
exclusion criteria)
Data linkage process (study
event)
Participant follow-up (cohort
study only)
Matching (matched studies
only)
Measurement and classification
of variables (study and clinical
event)
Validation of variables
(confirmation of subject has
certain characteristics)
Data collection (study event)
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Data quality assessment
(validation of data collection
tools, frameworks, protocols
and methods)



[Data collection] & [Validation]

Evaluation After section selection and sentence detection, the final test corpus consisted of 1220 sentences. Each
sentence was pre-annotated with either one of the nine categories listed in Table 4 or “other”. The final system was
evaluated on all tasks using F-measure.
Analysis of Methodologic Reporting Patterns We applied the algorithm to the entire REP cohort from 1995 to
2016. Each sentence was categorized into the above nine categories. Once the category was determined, we
conducted a sublanguage analysis to identify how each activity was conducted. Briefly, we identified the top five
commonly used case-marking elements and markers including “using”, “through”, “with use of”, “with”, “via” for
identifying the key methodologic expressions. The expressions that cannot be identified automatically were assessed
through manual review. Furthermore, we applied the research practice framework proposed by Boyd et al., Horwitz
et al., and Gilbert et al. to evaluate the quality of the reported methods through the identification of the following six
activities: screening/data collection protocol, training, blinding, inter-observer agreement, team meetings, and
supervision. To understand the usage of informatics tools and methods, a trend analysis was conducted using leastsquares regression to test the incremental significance of the use of methodology throughout the years. Finally, we
randomly sampled 40 articles to conduct an authorship and affiliation analysis through manual review. The goal of
this analysis is to understand whether there would be a variation regarding the reporting patterns given the first
author’s training background. As the focus of our study is observational research, we classified each author into
epidemiology background and other using the affiliation information from PubMed. We then defined the positive
outcome as the satisfaction of at least three activities from the framework (Boyd et al., Horwitz et al., and Gilbert et
al.) and the negative outcome as less than three criteria were discovered.
Results and Discussion
Performance of Annotation and NLP Three articles were removed due to no full-text found. The averaged interannotator agreement (IAA) of manual reviewing of 71 articles is 0.863 in F-measure. The evaluation of the NLP
system on the test articles is provided in Table 3. We found the identification of variables was the most challenging
task. Many expressions either lacked context or used very specific terminology such as directly referring to the
inventor’s name (e.g. Morris, a type of clinical rating scale assessment for dementia). The MedTaggerIE dictionary
look up from UMLS Metathesaurus was able to provide additional context information such as medical concept and
assessment type, however, the performance of the system on this task is capped by the comprehensiveness of the
dictionary. Despite this limitation, the system achieved a moderate-high performance over nine different tasks.
Table 3 Performance of IAA and NLP System of Nine Different Tasks
Reporting
Category
Participants

Variables
Data sources

Methodologic Events
Study population selection
Screening validation
Data linkage process
Participant follow-up (cohort study only)
Matching (matched studies only)
Measurement and classification of variables
Validation of variables
Data collection
Data quality assessment

NLP (Fmeasure)
0.716
0.866
0.900
0.888
0.955
0.780
0.759
0.850
0.967

Analysis of Methodologic Reporting Patterns Our analysis showed that manual chart review was the most popular
method reported for study population selection (51.92%) and case validation (7.97%) and the second most popular
method for data collection (4.14%). We found electronic retrieval (i.e. query) was the most popular method for data
collection (6.18%). However, there were a large number of articles that did not specify what methods they used for
various tasks, e.g. only 49% of articles mentioned activities related to data collection. We believed this was due to
the lack of reporting standards. For example, the expression like “all clinical variables were either obtained
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electronically or from patient records” described a potential data collection activity that was conducted. However,
there were no related expressions discussing how exactly the data were collected, when this activity happened, or
who conducted the abstraction. Furthermore, even among the sentences with abstractors mentioned, 77% use the
pronoun “we” as an unspecified expression for the entire method sections.
Table 4 Summary of Methodologic Events Among 1279 Articles from REP
Sections

Methodologic Events*

Number of Articles
(n=1279)
90.30% (1155)
51.92% (664)
30.6% (391)
7.43% (95)
1.49% (19)
1.41% (18)
1.09% (14)
22.28% (285)
7.97% (102)
5.47% (70)
0.70% (9)
26.11% (334)
49.57% (634)
21.11% (270)
35.26% (451)
29.48% (377)
7.35% (94)
1.41% (18)
0.47% (6)
9.85% (126)
1.96% (25)
0.16% (2)
49.18% (629)
6.18% (79)
4.14% (53)
1.40% (18)
0.70% (9)
0.63% (8)

Participants

Study population selection
Chart review
Database Query
Standard terminology
Cohort screen tools
Computer-based algorithms
Natural language processing
Validation
Chart review
Existing criteria
Questionnaires/survey/interview
Data linkage
Participant follow-up
Matching
Variables
Measurement/Assessment of variables
Clinical intervention/criteria
Questionnaires/survey/interview
Chart review
Computer-based algorithms
Validation
Questionnaires/survey/interview
Existing criteria
Data
Data collection
sources
Electronic retrieval
Manual chart review
Survey/questionnaire/interview
Electronic data capture tools
Data quality assessment
*Categories are not mutually exclusive.

In assessing the use of methodologic standards, 5%
(61) reported the use of a screening/data collection
protocol, 24.0% (146) reported training for data
abstraction, 6% (74) reported the abstractors were
blinded, 4.5% (57) tested the inter-observer agreement,
1.5% (19) reported that team meetings were organized
for consensus building, and 0.8% (10) mentioned
supervision activities by senior researchers. In
comparison with the study conducted by Gilbert et al.
Figure 2 Comparison of author training background
in 1996, we found an increasing number of studies
and literature reporting.
reported the use of good methodologic practices when
dealing with EHRs. However, no single methodologic
standard had an adoption rate of 25% or greater among the 1279 articles. Our author and affiliation analysis showed
that papers with the first author of epidemiology background were more likely to report good practices (Figure 2).
However, the result was not significant (p-value = 0.118).
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The trend analysis showed a significantly increased number
of articles reported using informatics-related methods (i.e.
electronic data capture, phenotype algorithms, etc.). Figure
3 shows an upward trend of using informatics methods
since 1998 (p-value < 0.0001).
Among these articles, we were able to identify 11 different
phenotype algorithms from 14 articles that used computerbased algorithms for case ascertainment (Table 5).
Table 5 Computer Based Case Ascertainment Algorithms

Figure 3 Number of articles use informatics
method.

Computer Based Case Ascertainment Algorithms
Interstitial lung disease
Myocardial infarction
Osteoarthritis
Fracture risk assessment
Antineutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibody –associated vasculitis
Vertebral deformities
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease
White matter hyperintensity volume
Herpes zoster
Cause of death
Heart failure

Articles
36
37-39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46, 47
48
49, 50

Conclusion
In summary, our study demonstrated a process of using informatics to discover research reporting patterns and
methodologic events from a series of papers that used the REP cohort. Our investigation discovered an upward trend
of reporting research methodologies, good practices, and the utilization of informatics-related tools and methods for
EHR based clinical research. Despite these findings, the methodologic standards were still consistently underreported. We also discovered high variation regarding clinical research reporting. Developing process frameworks,
ontology models and reporting guidelines for the given context are recommended for future work.
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Abstract
Hypotension in critical care settings is a life-threatening emergency that must be recognized and treated early. While
fluid bolus therapy and vasopressors are common treatments, it is often unclear which interventions to give, in what
amounts, and for how long. Observational data in the form of electronic health records can provide a source for
helping inform these choices from past events, but often it is not possible to identify a single best strategy from observational data alone. In such situations, we argue it is important to expose the collection of plausible options to
a provider. To this end, we develop SODA-RL: Safely Optimized, Diverse, and Accurate Reinforcement Learning, to
identify distinct treatment options that are supported in the data. We demonstrate SODA-RL on a cohort of 10,142 ICU
stays where hypotension presented. Our learned policies perform comparably to the observed physician behaviors,
while providing different, plausible alternatives for treatment decisions.
Introduction
Patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) are among the sickest in the hospital, and require many different types of
interventions to control and respond to their unstable physiological conditions. For instance, antibiotics are given to
control infections [1], and anticoagulants are given to dialysis patients to prevent thrombosis [2]. Patients with the
highest acuity may be given more aggressive and invasive interventions such as mechanical ventilation [3] as well.
In this paper, we focus on decisions to give fluid bolus therapy [4] and vasopressors [5] when treating hypotension and
shock. Hypotension is associated with overall higher morbidity and mortality in across several populations, including
populations with sepsis [6] and populations in the emergency department [7]. However, despite the importance of
addressing this problem, decision making for hypotension management is not standardized, and treating these patients
effectively is challenging. Although it has been studied extensively [8], the choice of bolus size and timing, as well as
which vasopressor to use and in what dosing regimen is not well understood.
Reinforcement learning (RL), a branch of machine learning focused on learning how to make a sequence of decisions
toward some desired outcome [9], has the potential to help us use past data to assist with these decisions. Recent
applications of RL to healthcare include managing sepsis [10], schizophrenia [11], mechanical ventilation, [12], and
heparin dosing [13]. However, as noted in [14], quantifying the quality of a proposed treatment policy is challenging.
Observational data create hard limitations on the kinds of policies that can be credibly evaluated: one cannot evaluate
policies that recommend treatments that were never or rarely performed, and even when the recommended treatments
have support in the observed data, the value of different choices may be impossible to statistically differentiate.
Thus, instead of attempting to identify a single optimal treatment policy from observational data—which is often
impossible—in this work, we focus on identifying a collection of distinct, plausible policies. Having such a collection
of options can provide insights into multiple versions of treatments that may be of similar efficacy, and it also provides
a step toward providing personalized recommendations by creating a space of reasonable treatment options. One way
to think about this approach is to note that the variation that we see in clinician actions is likely to be safe—patients
are typically treated conservatively to avoid iatrogenic harm. Amid this variation, our goal is to identify a collection
of treatment policies that are both distinct—that is, different from each other, so as to provide choices of options—
but also likely—that is, are not too far from current practices. To this end, in this work we develop SODA-RL:
Safely Optimized, Diverse, and Accurate Reinforcement Learning, as a technique to identify a collection of plausible
high-efficacy policies. By drawing potential treatment policies from the variation in current practice—that is, actions
currently taken by clinicians—we ensure that our options are likely to be safe, or at least as safe as current practice.
∗ Please

note that a slightly longer version of this paper with an identical title, along with an appendix with additional supporting figures and
tables, can be found on ArXiv.
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Our results on a cohort of hypotensive ICU patients demonstrate that all three components of SODA-RL (Safety,
Diversity, and Quality/Accuracy) are necessary. The distinct policies learned by SODA-RL achieve roughly the same
estimated value as the observed clinician policy, and our qualitative results suggest that the different policies do indeed
pick up on real underlying options for treatments.
Background
We will model the problem of hypotension management as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), a standard formalism in
reinforcement learning [9]. An MDP is defined by a state space S that describes the current setting of the environment
(e.g. clinical variables describing a patient’s current physiological state), and an action space A of possible actions
that can be taken (e.g. treatments to administer such as IV fluids or vasopressors). The Markov in MDP refers to the
assumption of Markovianity in the state transition distribiution. That is, we assume that at time t, the next state st+1
is determined solely from the current state st and action at , i.e. ptrans (st+1 |s1:t , a1:t ) = ptrans (st+1 |st , at ), where s1:t
and a1:t refer to the complete history of previous states and actions. To complete the specification of the MDP, we
define a discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1] that balances the value of current vs. future rewards, along with a reward function
r(s, a) that assess how good the actions being taken are. For instance, the reward function might take positive values
for physiologically stable states that lead to improved patient outcomes, and take negative values for states leading to
physiological instability and decompensation.
We refer to a decision making strategy as a policy, and let π(a|s) indicate the probability that action a is taken when in
state s. In this work we focus on stochastic policies, although it is also possible to learn deterministic policies where
the same action is always taken from a given state. A trajectory τ is a sequence of states, actions and rewards received
in an interaction with the environment: τ = (s1 , a1 , r1 , . . . sT , aT , rT ). We define the value V (π) of a policy as its
expected sum of future discounted rewards:

V (π) = Eτ ∼pπ,trans (τ )

T

t=1


γ t r(st , at ) ,

(1)

where pπ,trans denotes the distribution over trajectories τ generated by following the policy π and transitioning between
states according to the distribution ptrans .
An optimal policy π ∗ is one that achieves the highest possible value (eq. 1). The field of reinforcement learning (RL)
provides a suite of tools for learning an optimal policy π ∗ via interactions with the environment. That is, we typically
do not have direct access to the transition distribution ptrans and must instead learn by trying actions and seeing their
results (e.g. giving a treatment to a patient and observing the outcome). However, such experimentation is obviously
both unethical and impractical in clinical domains, as unsafe actions may be recommended. The subfield of batch
RL attempts to learn policies based on previously collected trajectories (e.g. from information in the electronic health
record describing the clinical states and treatments given to patients).
A key question in batch RL is off-policy evaluation, that is, how to estimate the value of a proposed policy given only a
collection of trajectories collected according to some other (potentially suboptimal) policy πbeh . One class of methods
for accomplishing this relies on importance sampling, a general technique for estimating properties of a distribution
of interest (e.g. the distribution of rewards if we follow our policy π ), given only samples generated from a different
distribution (e.g. the distribution of rewards if we follow the clinician behavior policy, πbeh ). In this work, we will use
a state-of-the-art estimator, the Consistent Weighted Per-Decision Importance Sampling (CWPDIS, [15]), to estimate
the value of the policies we learn using a retrospective set of clinician behavior trajectories Dbeh :

V

CWPDIS


t

π(ani |sni )
n∈Dbeh rnt ρnt
(π, Dbeh ) ≜
γ 
, ρnt ≜
.
π (a |s )
n∈Dbeh ρnt
t=1
i=1 beh ni ni
T


t

(2)

The quality of the estimate in eq. 2 will depend on how many trajectories are retained by the reweighting by ρnt , known
as the effective sample size (ESS) [16]. Informally, the ESS gauges how many samples from the true distribution of
interest would provide an estimator with similar quality. Even though the number of trajectories N = |Dbeh | may
be large, high variance in the distribution of the importance weights ρnt may cause the resulting estimate to be very
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unreliable, and only provide non-negligible weight on a few trajectories. For instance, if N = 1000 but the ESS is
only 5, then our estimate using 1000 trajectories from πbeh to estimate the value of our policy π will perform about as
well as using only 5 trajectories actually collected according to π .
We focus on the ESS of the CWPDIS estimator at time T , the end of the trajectory:

2
N
ρ
nT
n=1
ESS = N
.
n=1 ρnT

(3)

If all the importance weights {ρnT }N
n=1 are equal, it is easy to see that the ESS is simply N . In this work, we use the
ESS as an indicator of the reliability of the estimate of a proposed policy’s value. If the ESS is low, then even if the
value estimate is high, the proposed policy is not trustworthy and may actually not be high-quality, because that high
value estimate was effectively measured from only a few trajectories.
Related Work
The batch or off-policy RL literature generally focuses on safe and efficient learning using off-policy evaluation techniques [14, 17, 18]. In this work, the notion of safety we use is employed by the assumption that clinicians generally
perform well and very rarely make unsafe actions. This is somewhat distinct from other concepts of safety in the area
of safe RL, such as those comparing the bounds on different off-policy evaluation metrics (e.g. [19]). Moreover, there
has been limited exploration of learning collections of distinct agents within the off-policy RL community.
Within RL more broadly, most prior work involves notions of diversity that are not aligned with the kind of efficient
exploration-amongst-safe-options setting we are interested in. [20, 21] use notions of diversity that don’t directly
compare action probabilities, but rather compare features such as neural network parameter differences or the entropy
in a single agent’s action probabilities. More related is [22], who learn a policy over options and can train multiple
options (in an off-policy manner) using a rollout from a single option. Although the distinct options can give rise
to agents with distinct behaviors, there is no explicit diversity component in the objective, and it is unclear how
to summarize the kinds of distinct trajectories that are possible and what combination of options leads to the most
interesting policies.
Our motivation for seeking a collection of distinct policies in the reinforcement learning setting is aligned most closely
with the end goal of [23]: presenting a broad set of representative solutions as a tool for hypothesis generation and to
discover specific directions of interest for further inquiry. Their primary application focus is on malware detection,
and they first learn a set of good policies followed by a post-hoc clustering step to identify diverse candidates, whereas
we learn diverse policies via a joint optimization. [24] learn collections of distinct policies using a divergence metric
between distribution of trajectories induced by policies. However, their work focuses largely on on-policy settings
where a simulator of the environment is available and collection of policies is learned sequentially rather than jointly.
In our case, we jointly optimize to find a collection of distinct, plausible alternatives from a collection of alreadycollected observational data, which can inform clinicians of multiple hypotheses for treatment strategies.
Finally, there exist several papers using data to inform decisions in the ICU. [10] and [25] also use RL to learn fluid
and vasopressor treatment strategies, but specifically in septic patients, and their focus is on optimality and not safety
and diversity. [8] focuses on predicting response to fluid bolus therapy, as the treatment does not always work. There
are also many papers that attempt to predict onset of various kinds of interventions (e.g. [26]) and onset of hypotension
events (e.g. [27, 28]). All of these works try to identify one policy, rather than providing reasonable alternatives.
Cohort and Data Processing
We draw our trajectories from the publicly-available MIMIC-III database [29]. The full database contains static and
dynamic information for nearly 60,000 patients treated in the critical care units of Beth-Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston between 2001-2012. We use version 1.4 of MIMIC-III, released in September 2016.
From the database, we considered adults (at least age 18), with MetaVision data (only patients for whom we could
reliably and easily extract both start and end times for interventions). We then removed patients with very short ICU
stays of less than 12 hours. For all other ICU stays, we only consider the first 72 hours within the ICU admission,
as patients who are in the ICU for extended periods of time often receive different care than the initial treatments in
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Characteristic
Age, mean years (25/50/75% quantiles)
Female (%)
Surgical ICU (%)
Non-white (%)
Emergency Admission
Urgent Admission
Hospital Admit to ICU Admit Time, mean hours (25/50/75% quantiles)

Summary Statistic
67.3 (57.5,69.3,80.5)
47.8%
48.7%
23.9%
81.5%
1.2%
25.7 (0.02, 0.04, 15.97)

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of the total cohort of N = 10, 142 ICU stays we use in this work.
the crucial first few days after admission. We required at least three distinct measurements of mean arterial pressure
(MAP) below 65mmHg, indicating probable hypotension, and used only the first ICU admission if a single patient
had multiple admissions. This filtering process resulted in 10, 142 ICU stays. We split the dataset into N = 7, 000
ICU stays (of which we use 1, 000 as a validation set for hyperparameter selection and 6, 000 for training), and
the remaining N = 3, 142 as a held-out test set for final evaluation. See Table 1 for baseline characteristics and
demographics of the selected cohort.
In addition to these 7 baseline variables, we also include features derived from 10 different vital signs (e.g. heart rate,
MAP) and 20 laboratory measurements (e.g. lactate, creatinine). Vitals are typically recorded about once an hour from
(continuous) bedside monitors, while labs are typically only measured a few times a day from blood samples drawn
from patients. We also include indicator variables that assess whether or not a variable was recently measured, as the
action of decided to measure certain variables may itself be very informative [30].
Lastly, we extracted information on the interventions of interest: fluid bolus therapy and vasopressor administrations.
We combine different types of fluids and blood products together when forming our fluid action variable (we only
include common NaCl 0.9% solution, lactated ringers, packed red blood cells, fresh frozen plasma, and platelets).
We include five different types of vasopressors for the vasopressor action: dopamine, epinephrine, norepinephrine,
vasopressin, and phenylephrine. We map these five drugs into a common dosage amount based off norepinephrine
equivalents, following the preprocessing in [10], where the infusion rates are in mcg/kg, normalized by body weight.
To apply RL to a problem, we must formalize the state and action spaces, as well as defining a reward and a time-scale.
We now describe each of these pieces below.
State Space, Time Discretization, and Imputation We discretize time into hourly windows, and derive an 89dimensional state vector, consisting of the baseline variables in Table 1 and values of the physiological and indicator
variables (see appendix in Arxiv version for details). We impute any unobserved variable with the population median.
Once a variable is observed in a given hospital admission, we then use the last observed measurement until a new
value is measured. If more than one value is measured in a given hour window we take the most recent value, except
for the three blood pressure variables, where we use the minimum value, as clinicians typically treat patients based on
their most recent worst blood pressure value.
Action Space We discretize the two types of interventions, fluid boluses and vasopressors, into 4 and 5 different
discrete doses, so that in total there are 20 unique actions (see appendix in Arxiv version for details). To compute
the dose of a vasopressor, we aggregate the total amount of vasopressors given in each hour window, normalized by
weight. For fluids, we only include fluids boluses of at least 200mL administered in an hour or less.
Reward We use the common target of a mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) of 65mmHg. We consider MAP
values above 65mmHg as acceptable (reward 1), and decrease the reward using a piecewise linear function, with
inflection points at 60mmHg, and 55mmHg, down to a minimum of 28mmHg (the lowest observed MAP in our data,
which we assign a reward of 0). Sufficient urine outputs are allowed to ignore the penalty for moderately low MAP
values of 55mmHg or higher, as clinically the slightly lower MAP is less concerning if their fluids are well balanced.
See appendix in the Arxiv version for a visual depiction of the chosen reward function. We leave a more thorough
investigation of potential reward functions to future work. However, it is important to note that when we present
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SODA-RL in the next section, rewards are not included in the optimization, so the algorithm will be agnostic to choice
of reward and this will only affect the post-hoc value estimates.
Methods
When treating hypotension, there may legitimately exist different treatment strategies that are equally effective for a
particular patient (e.g. one that focuses on vasopressor use and one that focuses on fluid use). There may also exist
treatment strategies whose quality cannot be distinguished from the observational data.
Below, we introduce an algorithm, SODA-RL: Safely Optimized, Diverse, and Accurate Reinforcement Learning, for
learning a collection of distinct, reliably high-quality policies from a batch of data. Doing so requires three parts.
First, we want to make sure that any policy (π ) that we recommend never takes potentially dangerous actions i.e.
π = safeπbeh (π). Second, we want the policy to be high-performing. Finally, we want the collection of policies (Π)
to be distinct (that is, not repeating the same recommendations). The following objective function incorporates all of
these desiderata:

Π∗ = argmax − LQ (πbeh , Π) − λLD (Π), s.t. π = safeπbeh (π), ∀ π ∈ Π,

(4)

Π

where LQ is a loss function that measures discrepancy between our collection of policies and the behavior policy, LD
is a loss function (with associated regularization strength λ) related to diversity within the collection of policies. Note
that before SODA-RL can be run, we first need to estimate the clinician behavior policy, πbeh . Following [31], we do
this using a k nearest neighbors approach to count the proportion of each action observed in the 100 nearest states. To
quantify distance between states, we use a manually constructed distance function that weights each of the 89 state
variables differently depending on their relative importance to this clinical application.
Safety: safeπbeh (π) The goal of the safety constraint is to ensure that a policy does not take a dangerous action. For
our purpose, we define dangerous as unknown or rarely performed: assuming that the clinicians are choosing amongst
reasonable decisions most of the time, there likely exists good reason for treatments that are not chosen. And even if
not, there is no way to tell, given the current data, the potential consequences of a never-tried treatment.
The safe operator safeπbeh , uses an indicator function ( ) to only allow state-action pairs where the behavior action
probability is greater than some threshold . For a given state, if multiple actions are allowed but some are not, the
action probabilities are normalized over only the allowable actions.
safeπbeh (π(s, a)) ∝ [πbeh (s, a) > ] · π(s, a)

(5)

Distinct (LD (Π)), Likely (LQ (πbeh , Π)) Collections: The safety operation simply ensures that we do not take actions that are completely non-evaluable. However, it does not ensure that the policies will be of high quality. One
option is to directly optimize policies with respect to the CWPDIS estimator in equation 2. However, [32] note that
gradient-based optimization of importance sampling estimates is difficult with complex policies and long rollouts, and
we experienced difficulty attempting to optimize this directly.
Thus, we will instead follow a different strategy: our goal will be to identify a collection of likely, distinct strategies.
This objective is based on the intuition that the current clinician behaviors are generally reasonable. Our goal is to
essentially disentangle the distinct treatment strategies that clinicians are currently using in practice and then each one
can be evaluated and filtered using a value estimate from equation 2.
We shall measure how likely a proposed policy is given current clinician behavior at a particular state as the difference
l(π, πbeh ) where l is some loss function. We will consider the average difference over all policies in the collection
LQ (πbeh , Π)) and over all states in the batch (B ) as the overall similarity (or quality) of the collection of proposed
policies and clinician behavior:
N
1 
LQ (Π, πbeh ) =
l(πi , πbeh )
(6)
N i=1
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Of course, the optimal solution to equation 6 is to make all policies in the collection identical to the clinician policy.
To separate out the strategies that clinicians may be using, we add a diversity term, weighted by hyperparameter λ,
that will encourage us to discover a distinct collection of policies. We define the diversity between two policies as an
average of the symmetric KL between their action probabilities, over all observed states in the batch B :


1
1
B
SymKLπi ,πj = Es∼B
KL(πi (s)||πj (s)) + KL(πj (s)||πi (s))
(7)
2
2
For a collection of policies Π = {π1 , π2 , . . . , πN }, we define the diversity measure as the average of the pairwise
diversity measure for pairs that are distinct:

LD (Π) =

N

2
SymKLB
πi ,πj
N (N − 1)

(8)

i,j:i∕=j

Together, equations 6 and 8 represent the tension between finding policies that are likely—have high support in the
observed data—and yet distinct. Identifying this collection, we provide a space of potential policies that may be useful
in any situation, and the opportunity for clinicians to optimize over the range of action they are already performing.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we provide details for the setup of our experiments on the particular task of hypotension management
in the ICU. We try out two different variants for the loss function l defined in equation 6. The first is the standard
cross-entropy (CE) loss function, that will encourage a policy’s action probabilities at each state in the batch to be close
to the action that was actually taken. The second is the symmetric KL distance (symKL; also used for the diversity
term), where here the distance is between the action probabilities for the behavior policy and the policy to be learned.
In practice, we try a range of λ values (1,0.4,0.1,0.01,0.001), and try several values for  in equation 5 (.01,.03,.05;
corresponding to only considering actions seen in at least 1, 3, and 5 of the 100 nearest neighbors of a given state,
respectively). To actually learn a policy π(a|s) that maps states to action probabilities, we use a simple three-layer
feedforward neural network (multilayer perceptron), with 128 units per layer. Thus, the parameters to learn are three
sets of weight matrices and bias vectors for each policy π . In our experiments we jointly learn 4 policies at once. We
train our methods using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 100 trajectories at a time,
and use a modest 10−6 multiplier on an L2 regularization term on all policy parameters.
Evaluation Metrics While our optimization metric aimed to identify distinct, likely treatment policies from the data,
our original objective was to identify distinct, effective policies that can serve as options for clinicians. We evaluate
the effectiveness of a policy via the CWPDIS estimator in equation 2, with γ = 0.99. We also provide the effective
sample size of a policy using equation 3. Together, these metrics provide an estimate of the effectiveness of a policy;
CWPDIS value is an estimate of the policy’s value, while the ESS is a measure of confidence in that estimate. We also
present the CE and symKL loss functions that are optimized in the quality term, as additional metrics to measure how
likely a given policy is with respect to the behavior policy and behavior actions taken. We measure the distinctness of
the collection using the average symmetric KL between each pair of policies, i.e. equation 8. Lastly, to measure safety,
we count the number of times a policy places a non-negligible probability (i.e. above 0.01) on an action disallowed by
the safety term in equation 5.
Baselines We consider ablations of our approach to determine which aspects are most important to identifying a
collection of effective policies. In particular, we explore variants where we turn off various combinations of the
diversity and quality terms and safety constraint. We ran experiments with all three (the full method) using both the
CE and symKL losses to measure quality, and also ran versions with: only a diversity term with safety constraint,
and no quality term; a diversity and quality term but no safety constraint; a quality term and safety constraint, but no
diversity term; and diversity term and quality terms alone, with no safety constraints.
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Setting

Diverse
and Safe

Diverse,
not Safe
Safe, not
Diverse
Not Safe
or Diverse

Diversity
Weight

Safety
Mask?

Quality
Term

# Kept
Agents

CWPDIS
Value

High
High
Low
Low
High
High
High
Low
Low
High
None
None
None
None

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

CE
SymKL
CE
SymKL
None
CE
SymKL
CE
SymKL
None
CE
SymKL
CE
SymKL

3
3
0
4
4
0
2
0
0
0
4
4
0
0

34.25 ± 0.07
35.43 ± 1.45
36.70 ± 0.10
35.86 ± 1.51
41.74 ± 0.36
38.29 ± 0.32
36.74 ± 0.08
-

CE w/
Beh.
Actions
1.03 ± 0.04
1.13 ± 0.11
0.52 ± 0.00
2.44 ± 0.65
1.14 ± 0.15
0.52 ± 0.00
0.52 ± 0.00
-

Quantitative Metrics
SymKL w/
Beh. Action
ESS
Probabilities
0.58 ± 0.06
352.2 ± 94.5
0.62 ± 0.13
221.5 ± 102.4
0.06 ± 0.00
282.9 ± 30.8
1.39 ± 0.47
310.7 ± 180.9
0.92 ± 0.32
234.7 ± 146.1
0.08 ± 0.00
96.1 ± 18.8
0.06 ± 0.00
284.1 ± 27.2
-

SymKL btw
pairs
of agents
1.95 ± 0.21
2.05 ± 0.23
0.00 ± 0.00
3.27 ± 0.00
2.90 ± 0.00
0.01 ± 0.00
0.00 ± 0.00
-

# Times
Agents Allowed
Unseen Actions
0±0
0±0
0±0
0±0
29230 ± 12387
0±0
0±0
-

Table 2: Quantitative results (means and standard deviations) for each collection of learned policies. For comparison,
note that there were 3, 142 trajectories in the test set, so this is the highest achievable ESS. Furthermore, the empirical
average of the returns in the test set was 37.90, so this is a reasonable estimate of the value of the behavior policy. We
only show results for agents who learned a policy that had an ESS of at least 50. We show results for  = 0.03.
Results
Table 2 presents our quantitative results. As a means of constraining our results to only include policies where we can
reliably estimate their value, we prune out learned policies that have an individual ESS of less than 50 on the test set of
N = 3142 trajectories, regardless of their value estimate. In general, most policies that we learn have value estimates
that are quite close to the average returns on the test set of 37.90, which is an unbiased and reliable estimate of the
value of the clinician behavior policy.
A major takeaway is that without the safety constraint, the optimization is very likely to end up learning a policy with
an unacceptably low ESS. However, even if the ESS is reasonable, there will be a large number of transitions where
the agent is recommending unknown, never before seen actions for patients similar to the current state. Without the
diversity but with the safety constraint, it is possible to achieve better CE and SymKL loss values that push you closer
to the behavior, but at the cost of very low to no diversity. Without a quality term of some sort, the combination of
diversity and safety learns a very diverse set of policies that still has good value and ESS, but is substantially further
away from the behavior. It often confidently recommends actions that were unlikely, but still possible, under the
behavior. Lastly, using only a quality term also typically fails to learn a policy with a reasonable ESS. In contrast, the
full method SODA-RL using all three terms is a tradeoff in the middle, still learning a fairly diverse set of policies, but
sticking much closer to the behavior.
Lastly, we present qualitative results from the policies presented in the second row of Table 2, i.e. high diversity
(λ = 0.4), a safety constraint of  = 0.03, and the symKL loss in the quality term. Figure 1 illustrates the local diversity
learned by this collection of 3 policies, at a particular state. The blue bars in the figure show the estimated behavior
policy action probabilities, while orange, green, and red show the SODA-RL probabilities. Agent 1 (correctly) places
high confidence in the low-vasopressor, no-fluid action (v1,f0), while agent 2 places high confidence on the mediumvasopressor, no-fluid action (v2,f0) and agent 3 assigns moderate probability to several other actions.
Figure 2 presents a more global picture of the type of diversity that the policies learn. Agent 1 primarily places high
probability on high doses of vasopressors with fluids, low doses of vasopressor with no fluids, and medium doses
of fluids with no vasopressors. Agent 2 mostly focuses on lower doses of vasopressors, regardless of fluid amount.
Lastly, agent 3 largely recommends various amounts of fluids across a range of low to moderate vasopressor doses.
For additional qualitative results similar to these two, see the supplemental figures in the appendix of the Arxiv version.
Some of these illustrate additional states with high local diversity at that state among agents, and others show the
distribution of action probabilities across subsets of states where different types of actions were taken and where
patients were in states with high physiological instability (i.e. low MAP and high lactate).
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Figure 1: One representative example of a particular state (with variable values presented on the bottom) where the
three retained policies learned by SODA-RL exhibit high diversity. For this example, there were 14 actions that the
policies were able to exploit, from the safety constraint. Agents 1 and 2 place high probability on a small number of
actions, while agent 3 spreads out amongst several reasonable alternatives.
Discussion
In this paper we introduced SODA-RL, a reinforcement learning approach for identifying a collection of effective
treatment policies from observational data. When applied to the task of hypotension management in the ICU, we
found that it is crucial that all three components in Equation 4 are utilized so that the learned policies are diverse, safe,
and not that far from current clinical practice. Additionally, our qualitative results on a learned collection of policies
suggests that they are each picking up on diverse sets of practices in the treatment of hypotension.
However, one of the major assumptions that we make is that the current set of features that comprise our definition of
state are actually sufficient for a clinician to act on (i.e., that our defined state actually satisfies the Markov assumption).
This is likely an unrealistic assumption, but future work could explore other ways of learning state-statistics, and our
methods can be seamlessly combined with any state representation.
Another interesting line of future work would be to explore how and why different types of vasopressors are given,
especially settings where more than one are given (e.g. vasopressin, which is often combined with another drug
like norepinephrine). Finally, blood pressure targets themselves are an area of active research [33]. We focused on
achieving certain targets in our rewards as that ensures that the actions were closely linked to the outcomes. More
general forms of patient outcomes—e.g. mortality—may be more interesting, but have their own challenges, as these
outcomes depend on many factors outside of how a patient’s hypotension is managed.
Overall, we believe SODA-RL represents an important and under-explored direction in reinforcement learning for
healthcare: it is often statistically impossible to identify optimal treatment strategies from observational data. However
it is possible to identify a collection of plausible alternatives, drawn from current practice variation. This collection can
provide a starting point for clinical experts to perform a targeted review—starting with chart review, perhaps ending in
a trial about different treatment options; once vetted, it could be used to help patients and providers think about options
in the context of the patient’s specific presentation and the provider’s experience and expertise. Our proposed SODARL algorithm ensures that those alternatives are distinct and have sufficient support in the data, enabling what we
believe will be a more practical and impactful way for clinicians to draw treatment policy insights from observational
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Figure 2: Overall action probabilities. Each column corresponds to one of the 20 actions in our action space. The top
row shows the physician behavior probabilities aggregated across all patients in the test set. The bottom three rows
show probabilities from the three different agents, from the same run of the algorithm presented in Table 2.
data sources.
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Abstract
Modern electronic health records (EHRs) provide data to answer clinically meaningful questions. The growing data
in EHRs makes healthcare ripe for the use of machine learning. However, learning in a clinical setting presents unique
challenges that complicate the use of common machine learning methodologies. For example, diseases in EHRs are
poorly labeled, conditions can encompass multiple underlying endotypes, and healthy individuals are
underrepresented. This article serves as a primer to illuminate these challenges and highlights opportunities for
members of the machine learning community to contribute to healthcare.
Introduction
Health problems impact human lives. During medical care, health providers collect clinical data about each particular
patient, and leverage knowledge from the general population, to determine how to treat that patient. Data thus plays a
fundamental role in addressing health problems, and improved information is crucial to improving patient care.
Using data, machine learning has driven advances in many domains including computer vision, natural language
processing (NLP), and automatic speech recognition (ASR) to deliver powerful systems (e.g., driverless cars, voice
activated personal assistants, automated translation). Machine learning's ability to extract information from data,
paired with the centrality of data in healthcare, makes research in machine learning for healthcare crucial.
Interest in machine learning for healthcare has grown immensely, including work in diagnosing diabetic retinopathy1,
detecting lymph node metastases from breast pathology2, autism subtyping by clustering comorbidities3, and largescale phenotyping from observational data4. Despite these advances, the direct application of machine learning to
healthcare remains fraught with pitfalls. Many of these challenges stem from the nominal goal in healthcare to make
personalized predictions using data generated and managed via the medical system, where data collection's primary
purpose is to support care, rather than facilitate subsequent analysis.
Existing reviews of machine learning in the medical space have focused narrowly on biomedical applications5, deep
learning tasks well suited for healthcare6, the need for transparency7, and use of big data in precision medicine8. Here,
we emphasize the broad opportunities present in machine learning for healthcare and the careful considerations that
must be made. We focus on the electronic health record (EHR), which documents the process of healthcare delivery
and operational needs such as tracking care and revenue cycle management (i.e., billing and payments). While we
choose to focus on the inpatient setting as the majority of machine learning projects currently focus on this data-rich
environment, we note that clinical data is heterogeneous, and comes in a variety of forms that can be relevant to
understanding patient health9.
In this work, we cover the unique technical challenges that should be considered in machine learning systems for
healthcare tasks, especially as performance between trained models and human experts narrows10. Failure to carefully
consider these challenges can hinder the validity and utility of machine learning for healthcare. We present a hierarchy
of clinical opportunities, organized into the following general categories: automating clinical tasks, providing clinical
support, and expanding clinical capacities. We conclude by outlining the opportunities for research in machine
learning that have particular relevance in healthcare: accommodating shifts in data sources and mechanisms, ensuring
models are interpretable, and identifying good representations.
Unique Technical Challenges in Healthcare Tasks
In tackling healthcare tasks, there are factors that should be considered carefully in the design and evaluation of
machine learning projects: causality, missingness, and outcome definition. These considerations are important across
both modeling frameworks (e.g., supervised vs. unsupervised), and learning targets (e.g., classification vs. regression).
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Understanding Causality is Key
Many of the most important and exciting problems in healthcare require algorithms that can answer causal, “what if?''
questions about what will happen if a doctor administers a treatment11. These questions are beyond the reach of
classical machine learning algorithms because they require a formal model of interventions. To address this class of
problems, we need to reason about and learn from data through the lens of causal models (e.g., see prior work12,13).
Learning from data to answer causal questions is most challenging when the data are collected observationally; that
is, it may have been influenced by the actions of an agent whose policy for choosing actions is not known.
In healthcare, learning is done almost exclusively using observational data, which poses a number of challenges to
building models that can answer causal questions. For instance, Simpson's paradox describes the observation that the
relationship between two variables can change directions if more information is included in the model12. To better
understand this issue, consider prior work in which researchers found that asthmatic patients who were admitted to
the hospital for pneumonia were more aggressively treated for the infection, lowering the subpopulation mortality
rate14. A model that predicts death from asthma will learn that asthma is protective. If, however, an additional variable
to account for the level of care is included, the model may instead find that having asthma increases the risk of death.
This example demonstrates that causal models are not only useful to evaluate treatments, but can also help to build
reliable predictive models that do not make harmful predictions using relationships caused by treatment policies in
the training data11. To account for these challenges, strong assumptions must be made that cannot be statistically
checked or validated; i.e., gathering more data will not help15. The shortcomings of classical statistical learning when
answering causal questions are discussed in greater detail in prior work16.
Models in Health Must Consider Missingness
Even if all important variables are included in a healthcare dataset, it is likely that many observations will be missing.
Truly complete data is often impractical due to cost and volume. Learning from incomplete, or missing, data has
received little attention in the machine learning community (although exceptions exist17-19), but is an actively studied
topic in statistics20. Because healthcare is a dynamic process where vitals are measured and labs are ordered over time
by doctors in response to previous observations there are strong dependencies between what variables are measured
and their values, which must be carefully accounted for to avoid biased results (e.g. see prior work21 Appendix B).
There are three widely accepted classifications of missing data mechanisms; i.e., the measurement mechanism
determining whether a value is recorded or not22. The first, missing completely at random (MCAR), posits a fixed
probability of missingness. In this case, dropping incomplete observations---known as complete case analysis---is
commonly used (albeit naively), and will lead to unbiased results. Second, the data may be missing at random (MAR),
where the probability of missingness is random conditional on the observed variables. In this case, common methods
include re-weighting data with methods like inverse probability of censoring weighting or using multiple imputations
to in-fill23,24. Finally, data may be missing not at random (MNAR), where the probability of missingness depends on
the missing variable itself, or other missing and unobserved variables.
Sources of missingness must be carefully understood. Sources of missingness should be carefully examined before
deploying a learning algorithm. For example, lab measurements are typically ordered as part of a diagnostic work-up,
meaning that the presence of a datapoint conveys information about the patient's state. Consider a hospital where
clinical staff measures patient lactate level. If a power outage led to a set of lactate levels being lost, the data are
MCAR. If nurses are less likely to measure lactate levels in patients with traumatic injury, and we record whether
patients were admitted with trauma, the data are MAR. However, if nurses are less likely to measure lactate levels
when believed to be already, then the lactate measures themselves are MNAR, and the measurement of the signal
itself is meaningful. The key feature of missing data is that there may be information conveyed by the absence of an
observation, and ignoring this dependence may lead to models that make incorrect, and even harmful, predictions.
Include missingness in the model.
Including missingness indicators provides the most information for making
predictions25. However, learning models without an appropriate model of missingness leads to issues such as
inaccurate assessment of feature importance and models that are brittle to changes in measurement practices. For
example, troponin-T is commonly measured only when a myocardial infarction is considered probable. A model
learned by treating troponin-T as MCAR would likely overpredict the rate of myocardial infarction on data where
troponin-T was more regularly measured. A model trained with MAR troponin values would be more robust to this.
Missingness can reflect human biases. We note that data may also be missing because of differences in access,
practice, or recording that reflects societal biases26-27. Models trained on such data may in turn exhibit unfair
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performance for some populations if a machine learning practitioner is unaware of this underlying variation; thus,
checking models across groups is important28.
Make Careful Choices in Defining Outcomes
Obtaining reliable outcomes for learning is an important step in defining tasks. Outcomes are often used to create the
gold-standard labels needed for supervised prediction tasks, but are crucial in other settings as well, e.g., to ensure
well-defined cohorts in a clustering task. There are three key factors to consider with outcome definitions: creating
reliable outcomes, understanding the relevance of an outcome clinically, and the subtlety of label leakage.
Create reliable outcomes from heterogeneous source data. Multiple data sources should be considered when creating
labels because EHRs often lack precise structured labels. Or, in some cases, structured labels may unreliable29. For
example, a diagnostic clinical code for pneumonia could mean a patient was screened for pneumonia rather than that
they actually had pneumonia. Machine learning methods to pool different data types and obtain a more reliable label
is known as phenotyping30, and is an important subfield of machine learning in healthcare31,32. Recent work has
emphasized the need to integrate the rich information available in clinical notes, and building natural language
processing pipelines to extract information from unstructured clinical text accurately is an active subject of research33.
Understand the outcome in context of a healthcare system. Medical definitions are working models using current
scientific understanding of a disease. As understanding evolves, so does the definition. The implication for machine
learning is that good predictive performance on labels based on such definitions is only as good as the underlying
criteria. For example, acute kidney injury (AKI) is an important critical illness with two recent definitions: RIFLE34
and KDIGO35. Similarly, it is tempting to use the actual behavior of clinicians as labels, but it is important to remember
that they may not be correct. For example, work that targets prediction of clinical actions must carefully consider
whether the treatments are good labels, and whether ``incorrect predictions'' are in fact forecasting treatments that
would have been given by other clinicians rather than treatments that would optimally treat the patient36-38.
Beware of label leakage. The information collected in an individual's hospital encounter is tightly coupled across
time, and this can result in information about the targeted task outcome leaking back into features. While exploiting
such relationships between features and targets is a goal of learning, information leakage can render a prediction
meaningless. Consider predicting mortality of hospital patients using all available data up until their time of death.
Such a task could lead to a pathological prediction rule—"if the ventilator is turned off in the preceding hour, predict
death.'' This commonly happens when patients and their families decide to withdraw care at a terminal stage of illness.
A machine learning algorithm trained naively on this signal would have high predictive performance by nearly any
metric, yet absolutely no clinical utility. High capacity neural models examining the entire EHR may also be subject
to label leakage39; for example, a final diagnostic label could leverage labels that appear within clinicians' initial
hypotheses, confirming clinical consistency in hypotheses, rather than predicting a diagnosis based on relevant data.
Addressing a Hierarchy of Healthcare Opportunities
There are many high-impact opportunities in healthcare. Before fitting models, goals should be clearly identified and
validated as worth solving. Here, we frame potential healthcare opportunities into three high-level categories:
automating clinical tasks, providing clinical support, and expanding clinical capacities. The details of how a technical
solution is deployed can change its intent, and it is therefore crucial to engage clinical stakeholders early on.
Clinical Task Automation: Automating clinical tasks during diagnosis and treatment
There are many tasks currently performed by clinicians that present low-hanging fruit for machine learning
researchers. Clinical task automation encompasses a class of work that clinicians currently do. These tasks are welldefined (i.e., known input and output spaces), and thus require the least amount of domain adaptation and investment.
The evaluation of task replacement is also straightforward—performance can be measured against existing standards.
We emphasize that algorithms should not replace clinical staff, but rather be used to optimize the clinical workflow.
Clinical roles will likely evolve as these techniques improve, empowering staff to spend more time with patients40.
Automating medical image evaluation.
Medical imaging is a natural opportunity for machine learning because
clinicians undergo intensive training to map from a fixed input space (e.g. the images) to an output (e.g. the diagnosis).
There have been several recent successes in applying deep learning to medical imaging tasks. For example, physicianlevel parity in the detection of diabetic retinopathy1, distinguishing between malignant and non-malignant skin lesions
using in dermatoscopic images41, detecting lymph node metastases from breast pathology slides2, and detecting hip
fractures in x-ray images42.
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Automating routine processes. Similarly, automating routine clinical processes stands to reduce the burden placed
on clinical staff43. For example, prioritizing triage order in the emergency department is often left to staff44, but could
be done algorithmically. Likewise, summarizing the contents of patients' medical records45 is a time-consuming, but
valuable, task. For example, when hospital staff are unsure about patient's disease status, they may call for an infectious
disease consultation in which a specialist meticulously reviews all the available patient data, and manually summarizes
disparate sources into a series of recommended tests and treatments44. Researchers can leverage work from natural
language generation working towards generating summaries from structured her data, saving much needed time47.
Clinical Support and Augmentation: Optimizing clinical decision and practice support
Another set of opportunities focus on supporting and augmenting care. Rather than replacing a well-defined task,
support requires understanding clinical pain points and working with clinical staff to understand appropriate input
data, output targets and evaluation functions. Opportunities for support focus on work that often suffers due to realworld constraints on time and resources, often leading to information loss and errors (e.g., mistaken patient
identification, flawed interpretations, or incorrect recall48). In this setting, it is appropriate to evaluate how models
improve downstream outcomes in tandem with clinical input rather than head-to-head comparisons to clinical staff49.
Standardizing clinical processes. Variations in clinical training and experience lead to ranges of treatment choices
that may not be optimal for targeting the underlying maladies of a patient's state. For example, clinical staff may be
unsure which medication sets or doses are most appropriate for a patient50. To support such needs, past work has
examined recommending both standardized order sets to help care staff quickly assess what medications they may
have missed51 and default dosages to avoid dangerous dosing52. We note that automating a static, existing, protocol is
significantly easier than full decision support for complex clinical guidelines that may change over time, and there is
potentially much value in both in-hospital and ambulatory decision support53, and at-home support54.
Integrating fragmented records. Finite resources can also lead to a lack of communication and coordination, affecting
patient care. For example, it can take years to identify domestic abuse survivors because any single clinical visit in
isolation may be consistent with other causes (e.g. an admission for bruising is consistent with a spontaneous fall).
Only a thorough review of a patient's record will demonstrate the pattern of repeated admissions and other indicators
(e.g., partners' alcohol abuse55). While possible without support systems in principle, machine learning can be a
powerful tool, e.g., identifying domestic abuse up to 30 months in advance of the healthcare system56.
Expanding Clinical Capacities: New horizons in screening, diagnosis and treatment.
As healthcare records become increasingly digitized, clinicians are faced with an ever-increasing amount of novel
data for patients and populations. The result is an opportunity to give the healthcare system a new set of capacities to
deliver healthcare in better and smarter ways. Importantly, creating new capacities requires the most involvement with
clinical collaborators, and impact should be measured both in innovation and clinical value.
Expanding the coverage of evidence. While healthcare is an inherently data-driven field, most clinicians operate
with limited evidence guiding their decisions. Randomized trials estimate average treatment effects for a trial
population, but numerous day-to-day decisions are not based on high-quality randomized control trials (RCTs)57. For
example, the majority of commonly used ICU treatments are not rigorously empirically validated58; some analysts
have estimated that only 10-20%59 of treatments are backed by an RCT. Even in settings where an RCT exists, the
trial population tends to be a narrow, focused subgroup defined by the trial's inclusion criteria60, but that cohort may
not be representative of the heterogeneous population to which trial results are then applied61. Finally, RCT results
cannot reflect the complexity of treatment variation because, in practice, patient care plans are highly individualized.
Prior work found that approximately 10% of diabetes and depression patients and almost 25% of hypertension patients
had a unique treatment pathway (i.e., zero nearest neighbors) in a cohort of 250 million patients62. One way forward
would be to leverage this naturally occurring heterogeneity to design natural experiments63 that approximate the results
of an RCT using fewer resources, thereby allowing a much larger set of clinical questions to be investigated.
Moving towards continuous behavioral monitoring. Phenotyping is an important goal in healthcare30, and wearable
data provides an ongoing way for devices to collect continuous non-invasive data and provide meaningful
classifications or alerts when a patient needs attention. Recent work has focused on predicting such varied outcomes
as heart attack from routinely collected data64. There are further settings where non-invasive monitoring may be the
only practical way to provide detection. For example, automatic fall detection for geriatric patients, or enforcing hand
washing compliance in a clinical setting65. Importantly, prior challenges identified in label leakage, soft labels,
confounding and missingness must be considered carefully. In phenotyping chronic conditions, patients are often
already being treated, and so early detection may sometimes amount to identifying an existing treatment.
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Precision medicine for early individualized treatment. Precision medicine seeks to individualize the treatment of
each patient; this is particularly important for syndromes—conditions defined by a collection of symptoms whose
causes are unknown66. For instance, acute kidney injury (AKI) is defined by a collection of symptoms characterizing
kidney failure, not an underlying cause67. Two individuals may have developed AKI for different reasons because
there are many reasons that kidneys can fail. More measurements of the two individuals could reveal the difference in
cause, which may in turn suggest alternative treatment strategies68. By personalizing over time, one can learn
individual-specific treatment effects that address the cause of the syndrome11,69,70 in a particular individual. This relates
to the ideas from “N=1” crossover studies in experimental design72. Personalized treatment is enabled by growing
repositories of longitudinal data, where long-term progressions of an individual's health are available73-76.
Opportunities for New Research in Machine Learning
Addressing the hierarchy of opportunities in healthcare creates numerous opportunities for innovation. Importantly,
clinical staff and machine learning researchers often have complementary skills, and many high-impact problems can
only be tackled by collaborative efforts. We note several promising directions of research, specifically highlighting
those that address issues of data non-stationarity, model interpretability, and discovering appropriate representations.
Accommodating Data and Practice Non-stationarity in Learning and Deployment
In most existing work, models are trained on the largest dataset possible and assumed to be fit for deployment, i.e.,
models do not keep learning. This is problematic in clinical settings, because patient populations and recommended
treatment procedures will change over time, resulting in degraded predictive performance as the statistical properties
of the target change. For example, clinicians previously assumed that estrogen was cardioprotective in menopausal
women77 and hormone therapy was routinely prescribed as a preventative measure until large trials reported either no
benefit or an increase in adverse cardiac events78. In developing new models for healthcare, models must be made
robust to these changes, or acknowledge their mis-calibration for the new population79.
Internal Validity - Shift over time.
In a notable example of concept drift, Google Flu Trends persistently
overestimated flu due to shifts in search behaviors80. The initial model was a great success, leveraging Google search
data to predict flu incidence; however, without update the model began to overestimate flu incidence in subsequent
years as user search behaviors had shifted. While the drift was unintentional, the example motivates the need for
models that continuously update.
External Validity - Shift over sources. There is also no reason to believe a priori that a model learned from one
hospital will generalize to a new one. Many factors impact generalizability, including local hospital practices, different
patient populations, available equipment, and even the specific kind of EHR each uses—transitions from one EHR to
another create non-obvious feature mapping problems81,82. This issue will remain until infrastructure to easily test
across multiple sites becomes prevalent. The absence of such standardization creates opportunities with respect to data
normalization and the development of models that are robust to differences in data collection at different sites83-84.
Creating models robust to feedback loops.
Models that learn from existing clinical practice are susceptible to
amplifying the biases endemic to modern healthcare. While not yet observed in healthcare, such feedback loops have
been noted in the deployment of predictive policing85. Such biases reflected in deployed predictions can propagate
into future training data, effectively creating a feedback loop that causes further bias86. Work in algorithmic fairness
should be considered as it motivates the need for systems that are sufficiently aware that they can alert us to such
unwanted behavior. Additionally, models trained on EHR will learn from existing procedures, rather than represent
formally best-practice protocols, which may be problematic given low manual compliance in much clinical practice87.
Creating interpretable models and recommendations
In a clinical setting, black box methods present new challenges. Traditionally, quantitative training has not been
emphasized in a physician's extensive medical training88 and most physicians do not have a robust understanding of
rubrics such as positive predictive value89. Models cannot be deployed “in the wild” at a low cost, and clinical staff
must justify deviations in treatment to satisfy both clinical and legal requirements.
Defining what interpretibility means. There are many possible ways to interpretability, e.g., through feature space
minimization, model regularization, or a preference for particular classes of models that have well-known post-hoc
analysis methods90. For example, providing a posterior distribution over possible decision lists91. Such lists can
provide a natural way for clinicians to think about the relative risks of their patient's condition.
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Moving from interpretation to justification. In other domains, many forms of interpretability rely on human expertise,
e.g., a model may highlight a single sentence from a user review (“The coffee is wonderful.”) as the rationale for a
review prediction. Clinicians are unlikely to have a similar contextual framework, and it is unlikely to be obvious what
a particular pattern of lab measurements that maximally activates a model means, biologically or clinically45. We
argue that models should instead provide ``justifiability''; beyond explaining a specific prediction, models should strive
towards justifying the predictive path itself. For example, recent work has proposed that locally-interpretable results
can be presented for each individual prediction92. Another possibility is learning influence functions to trace a model’s
prediction through the learning algorithm and back to its training data, thereby identifying training points most
responsible for a given prediction93. Outside of reassuring end users, justifying a machine learning algorithm's decision
is also important for security concerns, as medicine may be uniquely vulnerable to “adversarial attacks”94,95.
Adding interaction to machine learning and evaluation. Machine learning work in healthcare has an opportunity to
create systems that interact and collaborate with human experts. Clinical staff provide more than their expertise; they
also act as caregivers, and empathy is recognized as an important element of clinical practice96,97. Building
collaborative systems can leverage the complementary strengths of physicians and learning systems. There are many
threads of research in the machine learning literature that can serve as a foundation for such systems. In active learning,
for example, the goal is to leverage an oracle in order to learn using fewer samples98. Apprenticeship learning is
another related set of ideas99. The study of collaborative systems, where the human and machine work together, is still
in its early stages. Examples of such systems include content creation algorithms that alternate back and forth between
human and machine proposals108, and intelligent, data-driven operations for drawing software101.
Identifying Representations in a Large, Multi-source, Network
Representation learning has prompted great advances in machine learning; for example, the lower dimensional,
qualitatively meaningful representations of imaging datasets learned by convolutional neural networks. Healthcare
data lacks such obviously natural structures, and investigations into appropriate representations should include multisource integration, and learning domain appropriate representations.
Integrating predictions from multi-source high-dimensional data. Individual patient data has ballooned to include
many sources and modalities, making integration more challenging in systems currently struggling with overload88,102.
Using high-dimensional data to make well-calibrated predictions of established risks is a way that researchers can
contribute. For example, inferring drug-resistance status in tuberculosis from whole-genome sequencing data103,
predicting cardiovascular risk from EHR data64,104, readmission and mortality risk from longitudinal EHR data39,105,
and predicting cardiovascular risk from retinal images106. New memory models are needed for sequence prediction
tasks, because such records are not evenly spaced, can cover very long durations, and early events can affect patient
state many years later; early work in this space has targeted learning individual variable decays in EHR data with
missingness107.
Learning meaningful representations for the domain. Learning meaningful state representations that provide good
predictive performance on diverse tasks, and account for conditional relationships of interest, is an important area.
Dealing with representations explicitly may be advantageous because they can conveniently express general priors
that are not specific to a single predictive task108, and this is particularly important for zero-shot learning109 in unseen
categories. There are several potential opportunities to address for representations for a clinical setting. First, a single
patient input (e.g., physiological data) can correspond to many possible correct outputs (e.g., diagnostic codes), and
this must be possible in the representations we explore. Additionally, there is likely value in incorporating structure
and domain knowledge into representation learning. There has also been some initial exploration into learning
representations of other data types that simultaneously capture hierarchy and similarity110-112.
Conclusion
In this work, we give a practical guide that researchers can engage with as they begin work in healthcare. We
emphasize that there are many opportunities for machine learning researchers to collaborate with clinical staff, and
encourage researchers to engage with clinical experts early on as they identify and tackle important problems. Such
efforts may lead to models that are clinically useful and operationally feasible113.
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Abstract
Individuals increasingly rely on social media to discuss health-related issues. One way to provide easier access to relevant information is through sentiment analysis – classifying text into polarity classes such as positive and negative. In this paper, we
generated freely available datasets of WebMD.com drug reviews and star ratings for Common, Cancer, Depression, Diabetes, and
Hypertension drugs. We explored four supervised learning models: Naive Bayes, Random Forests, Support Vector Machines,
and Convolutional Neural Networks for the purpose of determining the polarity of drug reviews. We conducted inter-domain and
cross-domain evaluations. We found that SVM obtained the highest f-measure on average and that cross-domain training produced
similar or higher results to models trained directly on their respective datasets.

1

Introduction

Due to the rapid growth of online communication, individuals increasingly rely on medical social media to discuss
health-related issues1 . In 2013, The Pew Internet Health Tracking Survey2 reported that of the 81% of adults who
use the internet, 72% have searched online for health-related issues, and 18% have consulted online reviews of a
specific drug or medical treatment within the last 12 months. This plethora of patient-generated health information,
specifically drug reviews, is not only useful to other patients, but also to the larger medical and scientific communities.
Past work has found this data to be useful for a variety of tasks, including identifying adverse drug reactions3–5
and illicit drug use6 ; as well as building user recommendation7 and patient assisted healthcare systems1 . A tool for
extracting information about patient attitudes or sentiments from such drug reviews would offer valuable information
that improves the effectiveness of these approaches.
Previous work on medical sentiment analysis has focused on biomedical literature8–11 and clinical narratives12–14
(generally objective and technical in nature15 , but includes information relevant to determining patient outcomes) as
well as social media1, 16, 17 (more subjective in nature15 , but provides more patient-centric experience information18 ).
Medical social media data presents particular difficulties for sentiment analysis due to the use of jargon, non-standard
medical terminology, incorrect spelling, and incorrect grammar. In addition, medical texts commonly use sentiment
words which may have the opposite meaning in the medical domain15 . For example, a lab test with a negative result
may indicate a positive patient outcome. Thus, determining sentiment in medical social media presents challenges that
stem from both the medical and general sentiment domains.
In this paper, we explored four machine-learning based approaches to the sentiment analysis of online drug reviews.
We present Medinify19 , a Python package for collecting patient drug reviews published to WebMD.com, as well as
training and evaluating the effectiveness of these machine-learning algorithms. Using Medinify’s review collection
capabilities, we collect drug review datasets for five different drug classes and conduct an inter- and cross-domain
evaluation over those datasets. Our results show that our approach performed better or on par with pre-existing work
in the field.
Our error analysis reveals key areas of concept normalization and negation detection that may increase our basic
method’s performance. However, some statements can be difficult for even humans to assign a sentiment to or they
may be factual and contain no sentiment at all. A cross-domain analysis reveals that, in general, a model trained on a
large dataset of reviews for a multitude of drugs classifies review sentiment equally or more accurately than a model
trained only on reviews for the drug type being classified. The specific contributions of this paper are:
• Freely available datasets of drug reviews for sentiment analysis research
• Freely available open source package (Medinify) for scraping and processing drug review data from WebMD
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• Freely available open source package (Medinify) for easily training sentiment analysis classifiers
• Inter-domain analysis using 10-fold stratified cross validation of four classifier on five different datasets
• Cross-domain analysis of drug reviews for generalizability of the classifiers across drug types
2

Related Work

Sentiment analysis research focuses on analyzing opinions, sentiments, attitudes, and emotions20 . Research separates
sentiment analysis into two main areas: subjectivity analysis, which focuses on separating facts from opinions, and
polarity classification, which focuses on whether the text is either negative or positive17 . In this work, we focus
on polarity classification. Current approaches to sentiment analysis include rule-based methods that utilize special
lexicons21–24 , machine learning approaches25, 26 , and hybrid methods27, 28 . All of these approaches have been applied
to different domains and categories of sentiment27 .
Most recently in the public health domain, there are three state-of-the-art sentiment analysis systems that most align
with our work and have been evaluated on drug review data:
• Jiménez-Zafra, et al,16 evaluated the sentiment of 1,620 reviews from two corpora of drug reviews. They used
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) exploring four word representations: 1) term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), 2) term frequency (TF), 3) unigrams, and 4) word embeddings. Their results showed that word
embeddings obtained a slightly higher accuracy than TF-IDF.
• Yadav, et al1 evaluated sentiment analysis over approximately 2,000 medication or 4,400 medical condition posts
from patient.info for Anxiety, Depression, Asthma, and Allergies. They compared machine and deep learning
approaches using unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, a medical abbreviation dictionary, and SentiWordnet as features into
a multi-layer perceptron, Random Forest (RF), and SVM as well as a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) using
word embeddings. They found the CNN out-performed the other machine learning methods and that the system
was able to classify the medication posts with a significantly higher precision and recall than the medical condition
posts.
• Carrillo-de-Albornoz17 evaluated sentiment analysis over 3,500 online health posts on breast cancer, Crohn’s disease, and allergies from the eDiseases website. They explored unigrams, word embeddings, and concept embeddings with additional syntactic and domain specific features into SVM, RF, and Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers. They
found that unigrams obtained a higher accuracy than using the embeddings as features into the NB and RF but that
the embeddings obtained a higher accuracy when used as a feature into an SVM.
3

Data

The datasets consist of WebMD reviews obtained through the Medinify WebMD Scraper19 which takes as input a list
of drugs and returns a comma-separated value (CSV) file containing: 1) the text of the user’s comment, 2) the star
ratings the user gave the drug, 3) the date the review was posted, and 4) the name of the reviewed drug. WebMD
allows users to post free text reviews of a drug and provide a star rating for three categories: Effectiveness, Ease of
Use, and Satisfaction.
We use both the Effectiveness and Satisfaction ratings as determiners for each review’s polarity class. While neither
rating directly corresponds to the reviewer’s general sentiment toward the drug being reviewed, both ratings reflect
some aspect of that sentiment. Across all datasets, Effectiveness ratings tends to be more positive (of all non-neutral
Effectiveness ratings, 68.82% were positive), while Satisfaction ratings are more evenly distributed (53.27% of nonneutral Satisfaction ratings were positive). We do not use the Ease of Use rating, as these ratings are overwhelmingly
positive. We believe this is due to the majority of drugs we use being in pill form, which patients may consider easy
to take, regardless of the patient’s attitude toward the drug.
The five drug review datasets are separated by drug class: Common, Cancer, Depression, Diabetes, and Hypertension.
Table 1 shows the number of reviews, number of reviews with each star rating, the ratio of positive to negative reviews,
and the final number of reviews from the Effectiveness and Satisfaction star ratings for the datasets. The Common
dataset is designated by WebMD and contains 93 of the most highly reviewed drugs. This dataset is the largest and
contains a diverse set of drugs, however, it is worth noting that at least 16,471 (∼20%) of the Common reviews were for
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drugs that are used to treat depression. The Cancer dataset is made up of all reviews for the drugs listed at cancer.gov
at the time of writing. The Depression, Diabetes, and Hypertension datasets are made up of all reviews for the
drugs listed at centerwatch.com † under “Depression,” “Diabetes Mellitus Types I and II” and “Diabetes Mellitus,
Type 2”, and “High Blood Pressure (Hypertension)” respectively. WebMD maintains separate reviews for the generic
and alternate forms of each drug, both of which are included in each dataset except Common.
∗

Table 1: Effectiveness and Satisfaction ratings class distributions. Positives include [4,5], negatives include [1,2].

4

Dataset
Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension

Total Reviews
84,390
9,946
16,151
5,094
10,688

Dataset
Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension

Total Reviews
84,390
9,946
16,151
5,094
10,688

Effectiveness rating class distributions
1 Star 2 Star 3 Star 4 Star 5 Star
14,230 7,299
14,168 19,554 29,139
1,586
718
1,800
2,264
3,578
2,755
1,310
2,565
3,887
5,634
920
578
983
1,027
1,586
1,752
1,120
2,202
2,576
3,038
Satisfaction rating class distributions
1 Star 2 Star 3 Star 4 Star 5 Star
24,492 8,216
12,194 14,477 25,011
2,860
1,092
1,636
1,722
2,636
4,478
1,453
2,340
3,117
4,763
1,738
614
736
725
1,281
3,966
1,421
1,664
1,481
2,156

Pos:Neg Ratio
2.268
2.320
2.457
1.674
1.690

Training Reviews
70,222
8,146
13,586
4,111
8,486

Pos:Neg Ratio
1.207
1.103
1.329
0.853
0.675

Training Reviews
72,196
8,310
13,811
4,358
9,024

Method

In this work, we developed a system, Medinfy19 , to automatically compile drug review datasets and evaluate machinelearning methods for classifying drug reviews as either positive or negative. We explored using unigrams and word
embeddings29 reporting the best performing feature set. The word embeddings were generated over the WebMD drug
review datasets using a dimensionality of 100. We studied four supervised machine learning methods: Random Forest,
Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines, and Convolutional Neural Networks. The details of these four classifiers and
the best performing feature set are described below. Each classifier’s hyperparameters were tuned over a random
sample consisting of half of the Common dataset using a grid search.
• Naive Bayes - Medinify uses the Scikit Learn implementation of a Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm30 . When
training the Naive Bayes classifier, review text data are represented as unigram frequency vectors. The reported
results are generated using the hyperparameter settings: α = 1.0; fit prior = True.
• Support Vector Machine - Medinify uses the Scikit Learn implementation of an SVM-based classifier30 using the
rbf kernel. Review data are represented as averaged word embeddings. The reported results are generated using the
hyperparameter settings: c = 10; γ = 0.01.
• Random Forest - Medinify uses the Scikit Learn implementation of a Random Forest classifier30 using the gini
criterion function. Review text data are represented as unigram frequency vectors. The reported results are generated
using the hyperparameter settings: trees = 100.
• Convolutional Neural Network - Medinify implements a convolutional neural network in PyTorch31 . The input is
the review data represented as matrices of word embeddings. There are three hidden layers that each convolve 100
filters with a default stride of 1. These layers use filters of sizes 2x100, 3x100, and 4x100 to represent bigrams,
trigrams, and 4-grams. The output of each layers is calculated, max pooled, and concatenated. This result is then
sent through a dropout layer with a probability of 0.5, a fully connected linear layer with an output size of 50, and
finally another fully connected linear layer that outputs a logit, which represents the predicted class when input into
a sigmoid function.
∗ https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs
† https://www.centerwatch.com/drug-information/fda-approved-drugs/medical-conditions
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In our experiments, we focus on a binary classification of the reviews. We labeled 1-2 star reviews as negative and 4-5
star reviews as positive. This assumes that a user’s star rating corresponds to the sentiment in their comment, which
is not always the case as the user may report in their text that the drug works but has terrible side-effects or that the
drug was not sufficiently effective but was easier to take than another drug due to reduced side-effects. This limitation
could be ameliorated by manually annotating the review data in future work.
5

Results and Discussion

To evaluate the efficacy of the machine learning systems, we conducted three evaluations:
• Inter-domain Evaluation: we conducted an inter-domain evaluation to determine the effectiveness of four machinelearning algorithms for classifying the sentiment of each dataset: Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Support Vector
Machines (SVM), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).
• Rating Evaluation: we evaluated the effects of training models on two of the different rating metrics offered by
WebMD, Effectiveness, and Satisfaction. These two metrics represent different aspects of reviewers’ sentiments,
and have different distributions between positive and negative reviews.
• Cross-domain Evaluation: we conducted a cross-domain evaluation to analyze the generalizability of the models
across reviews for all collected drug classes. For this, we evaluate using classifiers trained over the Common
dataset to predict the sentiment on the Cancer, Hypertension, Diabetes, and Depression datasets. This cross-domain
analysis leads to some of the best performance.
Inter-domain Evaluation. To perform an inter-domain evaluation of the four machine-learning models, we performed
10-fold cross validation over the five drug datasets. Tables 2 to 5 shows the precision, recall, and f-measure results and
majority label baselines (Baseline). These baselines are the f-measure and precision of naively guessing the majority
class for all instances in a dataset (recall baseline is not reported, as it is always 100% when naively guessing the
majority class).
Table 2: Naive Bayes 10-Fold Cross Validation Results for Effectiveness Ratings

Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

Baseline
Precision F-Measure
69.34%
81.90%
71.72%
83.53%
70.08%
82.41%
63.56%
77.72%
66.16%
79.63%
68.17%
81.04%

Precision
80.15% (+/- 1.49%)
80.13% (+/- 3.08%)
81.80% (+/- 2.08%)
77.16% (+/- 6.50%)
76.11% (+/- 1.45%)
79.07%

Prediction
Recall
84.87% (+/- 4.23%)
89.90% (+/- 3.07%)
91.37% (+/- 2.93%)
80.51% (+/- 13.89%)
84.41% (+/- 2.07%)
86.21%

F-1 Measure
82.36% (+/- 1.73%)
84.63% (+/- 0.91%)
86.26% (+/- 0.81%)
77.70% (+/- 7.60%)
80.02% (+/- 0.98%)
82.19%

Table 3: SVM 10-Fold Cross Validation Results for Effectiveness Ratings

Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

Baseline
Precision F-Measure
69.34%
81.90%
71.72%
83.53%
70.08%
82.41%
63.56%
77.72%
66.16%
79.63%
68.17%
81.04%

Precision
80.78% (+/- 0.96%)
80.21% (+/- 2.08%)
83.37% (+/- 1.06%)
78.14% (+/- 3.55%)
76.66% (+/- 1.04%)
79.83%

Prediction
Recall
89.77% (+/- 2.29%)
92.04% (+/- 2.39%)
91.20% (+/- 1.50%)
82.67% (+/- 10.14%)
86.16% (+/- 1.89%)
88.37%

F-1 Measure
85.02% (+/- 1.12%)
85.68% (+/- 1.13%)
87.10% (+/- 0.77%)
79.82% (+/- 5.11%)
81.12% (+/- 0.82%)
83.75%

The results show that the Depression dataset was the easiest to classify for all of the models and also had the lowest
standard deviations. This is likely due to the difference in the lexical and semantic attributes present when expressing
sentiment for this Drug class (discussed below), as well as this dataset’s large size.
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Table 4: Random Forest 10-Fold Cross Validation Results for Effectiveness Ratings

Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

Baseline
Precision F-Measure
69.34%
81.90%
71.72%
83.53%
70.08%
82.41%
63.56%
77.72%
66.16%
79.63%
68.17%
81.04%

Precision
76.76% (+/- 0.94%)
76.33% (+/- 2.06%)
78.24% (+/- 0.81%)
73.71% (+/- 3.52%)
73.59% (+/- 0.66%)
75.73%

Prediction
Recall
93.31% (+/- 1.57%)
94.39% (+/- 1.16%)
95.48% (+/- 1.16%)
85.37% (+/- 10.72%)
87.96% (+/- 1.60%)
91.30%

F-1 Measure
84.22% (+/- 0.87%)
84.38% (+/- 1.00%)
86.00% (+/- 0.45%)
78.64% (+/- 5.26%)
80.12% (+/- 0.75%)
82.67%

Table 5: CNN 10-Fold Cross Validation Results for Effectiveness Ratings

Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

Baseline
Precision F-Measure
69.34%
81.90%
71.72%
83.53%
70.08%
82.41%
63.56%
77.72%
66.16%
79.63%
68.17%
81.04%

Precision
83.80% (+/- 0.54%)
80.71% (+/- 1.36%)
84.18% (+/- 0.79%)
76.79% (+/- 2.44%)
77.65% (+/- 0.91%)
80.63%

Prediction
Recall
85.73% (+/- 2.14%)
84.29% (+/- 2.27%)
86.25% (+/- 1.50%)
81.40% (+/- 3.14%)
79.11% (+/- 2.89%)
83.35%

F-1 Measure
84.74% (+/- 0.93%)
82.43% (+/- 0.87%)
85.20% (+/- 0.83%)
78.96% (+/- 1.41%)
78.33% (+/- 1.06%)
81.93%

The SVM model resulted in the highest f-measure across all datasets while the CNN model resulted in the lowest
average f-measures. The Naive Bayes model resulted in comparable precision scores with the SVM model, but resulted
in lower recall scores, indicating that the Naive Bayes model, when being validated over review data from the same
drug class it was trained over, is more discriminative about classifying reviews positive. The CNN model had a similar
issue, resulting in relatively high precision scores and low recall scores.
Rating Evaluation. Here, we evaluated the models trained on both the Effectiveness and Satisfaction ratings. Table 6
shows the precision, recall, and f-measure 10-Fold Cross Validation scores for an SVM model on Satisfaction scores;
Table 3 shows the equivalent scores for an SVM model trained over Effectiveness scores. The results across the other
three the machine-learning models were similar.
Table 6: SVM 10-Fold Cross Validation Results for Satisfaction Ratings

Common
Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

Baseline
Precision F-Measure
54.70%
70.71%
52.44%
68.80%
57.06%
72.66%
53.97%
70.10%
59.70%
74.76%
55.57%
71.41%

Precision
79.67% (+/- 2.67%)
77.01% (+/- 2.68%)
82.15% (+/- 2.63%)
78.90% (+/- 5.94%)
78.21% (+/- 4.67%)
79.19%

Prediction
Recall
82.20% (+/- 2.94%)
77.24% (+/- 3.63%)
84.80% (+/- 2.70%)
78.76% (+/- 6.02%)
71.91% (+/- 3.56%)
78.98%

F-1 Measure
80.86% (+/- 1.81%)
77.06% (+/- 2.20%)
83.41% (+/- 1.68%)
78.43% (+/- 2.14%)
74.82% (+/- 2.96%)
78.91%

Much of the difference between the results for models trained over Effectiveness and Satisfaction ratings comes down
to each metrics’ class imbalance, specifically the positive bias in each dataset’s Effectiveness rating. In models trained
over the relatively balanced Satisfaction ratings, precision and recall scores tend to be comparable, while all models
trained over Effectiveness ratings are higher recall than precision. For all four models, the average f-measure results
while training over Satisfaction were lower than when training over Effectiveness.
Cross-Domain Evaluation. Here, we trained a new model for each of the types of machine learning algorithms on
the entire Common dataset (with duplicate comments removed) and evaluate its performance classifying the reviews
of the other four datasets: Cancer, Depression, Diabetes, and Hypertension. Tables 7 and 8 show the precision, recall,
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Table 7: Naive Bayes and SVM Cross-Domain Results
Naive Bayes Results
Precision Recall
Cancer
80.04%
83.20%
Depression
94.09%
80.08%
Diabetes
84.50%
76.67%
Hypertension 73.57%
79.82%
Average
83.05%
79.94%

F Measure
81.59%
86.52%
80.39%
76.57%
81.27%

Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

SVM Results
Precision Recall
88.37%
80.69%
91.89%
82.52%
91.10%
74.48%
79.19%
78.94%
87.82%
78.94%

F Measure
84.35%
86.95%
81.72%
79.19%
83.06%

Table 8: Random Forest and CNN Cross-Domain Results
Random Forest Results
Precision Recall
Cancer
92.57%
77.59%
Depression
95.98%
77.12%
Diabetes
93.65%
70.17%
Hypertension 88.83%
73.66%
Average
92.76%
74.64%

F Measure
84.42%
85.52%
80.23%
80.54%
82.68%

Cancer
Depression
Diabetes
Hypertension
Average

CNN Results
Precision Recall
71.47%
72.90%
69.73%
75.12%
63.51%
72.14%
65.75%
68.90%
67.61%
72.26%

F Measure
72.18%
72.32%
67.55%
67.29%
69.84%

and f-measure over each of the drug classes. Overall the results indicate that models trained over a large drug review
dataset with a diverse range of drugs being reviewed can generalize to smaller datasets composed of reviews for more
specific drug classes. However, while this is the case for the Naive Bayes, SVM, and Random Forest models, these
results did not hold for the CNN model.
The results show that the SVM models resulted in the highest f-measure for the Cancer and Hypertension datasets,
while the Random Forest model resulted in the highest f-measures for the Depression and Diabetes datasets. The
Random Forest model always resulted in higher precision scores and lower recall scores than the Naive Bayes and
SVM models, indicating the this model was less discriminative than the other two when classifying reviews as positive.
The CNN model’s low performance indicates that this model was unable to adequately generalize to smaller and less
diverse datasets. This, and the CNN’s performance during 10-Fold Cross Validation, indicates that this model is better
at fitting to a specific dataset’s lexical and semantic attributes than the other three models, but this ability hinders
the model when attempting to generalize. In the case that a certain drug or class of drugs had a sufficient number
of reviews to train a model for that specific type of data, the CNN may perform better than the other three models.
However, for drugs and drug classes without an adequately large number of reviews to train a model, this CNN model
would perform worse at classification than the other three.
The cross-domain f-measure results for all models except the CNN were comparable with the f-measure results obtained through 10-Fold Cross Validation, with the lowest negative variation being -2.63% for SVM models classifying
the Diabetes datasets, and the highest positive variation being +4.55% for SVM models classifying the Hypertension
dataset. All models trained over the Common dataset performed worse when classifying the Diabetes dataset than
models trained over the Diabetes dataset during 10-Fold Cross Validation. The Hypertension dataset saw the highest
improvements, although the Random Forest model still performed 0.42% worse. The similarity between the Naive
Bayes, SVM, and Random Forest models’ performance during cross validation and cross-domain evaluation is significant because it indicates that training on an large and diverse drug review dataset could be an effective way to classify
a drug review dataset with too few reviews to adequately train a model over.
6

Most Informative Words

Table 9 shows the top ten most informative words for each of the datasets as identified using the Naive Bayes classifier.
These are the word features with the highest probability of being classified positive or negative, based on their distribution across the two classes. The positive oriented words are italicized. Analysis of the top most informative words
for Depression shows that one possible reason that this dataset resulted in some of the best classification results was
that this dataset’s lexicon contained more distinctive words. These words, such as psychosis, overdose, and godsend,
have obvious positive or negative sentiments. The probabilities for the Depression dataset’s most discriminative words
were also relatively high compared with the probabilities for the four other datasets, besides for the extremely high
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probability of the word saver being classified positive in the Common dataset.
Table 9: Most informative features from the Naive Bayes classifier
Common
term
pos
saver
37.9
lawyer
1.0
marketing 1.0
lifesaver
18.6
enabled
18.4
downside 16.7
godsend
15.6
downfall
15.2
stevens
1.0
steven
1.0

neg
1.0
20.4
18.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
14.3
14.3

Cancer
term
pos
amgen
1.0
admitted
1.0
ruined
1.0
saved
17.5
ruin
1.0
vaccination 1.0
fda
1.0
label
1.0
wonders
12.2
wonderful
11.9

neg
27.9
24.5
17.7
1.0
16.1
14.4
13.5
12.7
1.0
1.0

Depression
term
pos
overdose
1.0
saver
20.8
downside 18.1
saved
16.6
psychosis 1.0
garbage
1.0
poison
1.0
daze
1.0
lifesaver
12.4
godsend
12.1

neg
21.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
14.8
13.6
13.4
13.3
1.0
1.0

Diabetes
term
pos
please
23.1
kill
1.0
broke
1.0
food
12.4
spasms
1.0
migraine 1.0
failure
1.0
fever
1.0
swelled
1.0
list
1.0

neg
1.0
14.5
14.5
1.0
11.0
11.0
10.1
9.9
8.7
8.7

Hypertension
term
pos
controls
14.5
mistake
1.0
wonderful 12.5
pleased
12.4
kill
1.0
satisfied
10.5
sign
1.0
internal
1.0
fever
1.0
americans 1.0

neg
1.0
12.9
1.0
1.0
12.0
1.0
9.8
9.8
8.7
8.5

Hypertension was difficult for having less important features (pos : neg magnitude shown in Table 9). The occurrence
of traditionally neutral words like “americans” as negative also implies that there were not as many high impact
features as there were in the other datasets. An analysis of the comments that contained ”americans” showed that of
the 28 comments, 26 are users referring to themselves as ”Black” or ”African” Americans. Of these comments, 17
are for the oral version of the drug ”Lisinopril.” Only 5 of these ”Lisinopril” comments have a positive effectiveness
rating and of those, 4 of them include references and concerns over adverse side effects and allergic reactions. Further
research is required to evaluate the inclusion of drug as a feature in reviews and the potential for drug review sentiment
analysis as a tool for adverse drug effect monitoring.
In addition to revealing unexpected features, the better performance of the Random Forest and SVM models on the
Hypertension dataset during cross-domain analysis indicates that the lack of highly informative features may result in
better generalizability. Further investigation into the correlation between the types of words used and the difficulty of
classification is required and could reveal easy ways to determine the best dataset to use for training, depending on
what type of reviews are classified.
Listing important features also revealed some interesting words like “steven” in the Common dataset. An analysis
of the Common reviews that contained “steven” showed that in almost all cases it is a reference to Stevens-Johnson
Syndrome, an acute life-threatening condition that can occur from drugs that appear in the Common dataset, such as
“allopurinol.”32
7

Error Analysis

Analysis of review classifications across the datasets revealed certain patterns in how the four models mis-classified
sentiment. We identified five areas that resulted in improper classification.
Negation. We did not implement negated term identification, therefore comments with negations were a consistent
problem. For example, all four models consistently classified one review in the Depression dataset stating “...i dont
thank [sic] it works because notthing [sic] has changed 4 me.” as positive, despite a clear negative sentiment. Implementation of some sort of rule-based method to recognize and account for negation should be a critical part of any
sentiment analysis method as a single token can completely reverse the entire statement’s orientation. This can be
challenging since a statement such as “been on it for about 6months [sic] now and it has helped me out alot [sic]. i
am not like i use to be in the past with anger and depression issues” is clearly positive but contains a negation.
Contextual Information. For all four models, but especially for the models that only took lexical data as input,
complex contextual information also resulted in a mis-classification. For example, the models rated the following
comment, which clearly expresses a positive sentiment, negative, due to extensive descriptions of side effects.
I have taken for over 15 years. It was a mircle drup [sic] for me. I thought I was going to be wheel
chair bound but not any more... I was unable to climb stairs, raise hands over head, hurt all over and had
nodules on elbows (that have gone away)...
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Additionally, shorter reviews like “AWFUL” and “have not had any change in feelings” were classified as positive
when they should be negative. Interpreting complex contextual information correctly requires more sophisticated
parsing; however, with free-form reviews, it can be difficult to obtain enough information for a program to make a
judgment call. For example, the short review “still have depression” may be too short and not contain enough data to
accurately assess it’s polarity, while a human can easily do so quickly.
Neutral Questions/Mixed Information. Some comments are difficult even for a human to classify because they
contain either mixed or neutral information such as the question, “When should this pill be taken?” or, “can i get
treatment done on claxa oral please thank you”. These types of reviews may contain negatively or positively associated
words which are not meant to convey sentiment in this context, but rather ask a question. In our pre-processing of
the dataset we removed all punctuation; however, for instances like this, utilizing punctuation may be beneficial to
performance. Other errors may be due to the fact that users gave a high star rating for effectiveness, but discussed
negative side effects in their comments. This error in particular is difficult to detect without manual review or more
sophisticated text analysis due to the nature of our dataset.
Incorrect Spelling. Some comments with clearly negative or clearly positive sentiment, such as, “i dont [sic] thank it
works because notthing [sic] has changed 4 me”, and, “i has relefe [sic] some of the sorness [sic] from my sholders
[sic]”, were misclassified because the words expressing sentiment were misspelled. During pre-processing, we did
not fix grammatical errors like these. Such corrections in the future may alleviate this error.
Acronyms. Comments often include acronyms. Some do not pertain to the overall sentiment classification such as the
“4” in “nothing has changed 4 me.” However, some contribute to the overall sentiment of the review. For example, the
Depression dataset contains 46 comments that include the acronym “lol” at least once, with 6 of those being negative, 8
neutral, and 32 positive. Interestingly with “lol”, we often saw it when individuals were using self-deprecating humor.
For example:
Asked to switch from Venlafaxine ER 75mg (Effexor XR)because of bad side effects. Since switching I
have been dizzy almost constantly. I am hoping that it is due to the switch in meds. Mood seems to be the
same, which is good. But I don’t like being a “dizzy broad”. lol
8

Comparison with previous work

Table 10 shows an indirect comparison with three state-of-the-art sentiment analysis systems evaluated on drug review
data. The table includes the language, dataset, data size, machine learning algorithm (ML), features, and top accuracy
obtained by each of the systems; as well as our system and the dataset size and accuracy ranges. The accuracy range
contains all accuracies that model obtained across both the 10-fold cross validation and the cross-domain evaluations.
The results show that our system, using only unigrams as features, performs on par with current systems. We believe
that the reason for this is two fold. First, the unigram results also evaluated by these systems – specifically JimenezZafra, et al.16 and Yadav, et al.1 – obtained accuracy results that were close to that of the word embeddings. Second,
the amount of data used in our experiments is 2 to 51 times that of these systems.
Table 10: Indirect comparison with state-of-the-art systems over drug reviews
System
Jimenez-Zafra, et al.16
Yadav, et al.1
Carrillo, et al.17
Medinify (our system)
Medinify (our system)
Medinify (our system)
Medinify (our system)
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Language
Spanish
English
English
English
English
English
English

Data
Drug Opinions
patient.info
eDisease
WebMD
WebMD
WebMD
WebMD

Size
1,620
2,000
3,500
6k-84k
6k-84k
6k-84k
6k-84k

ML
SVM
cNN
SVM
NB
SVM
CNN
RF

Features
word embeddings
word embeddings
lexical; syntactic; sentiment; domain
unigrams
embeddings
embeddings
unigrams

Best results
0.65
0.82
0.68
0.77 - 0.86
0.80 - 0.87
0.78 - 0.85
0.79 - 0.86

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we generated datasets of WebMD.com drug reviews and star ratings for Common, Cancer, Depression, Diabetes, and Hypertenion drugs. We explored four supervised learning models: Naive Bayes, Random Forest,
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Support Vector Machine, and a Convolutional Neural Network for the purpose of determining the sentiment polarity
of drug reviews. We found that the SVM models performed with the highest f-measures on average. Additionally,
we conducted a cross-domain evaluation by training models on a dataset consisting of all the reviews for WebMD’s
“common drug” list, and found that this model produced similar results to models trained directly on the test dataset.
Using a Common trained model may be a viable technique when classifying a small set of reviews or comments that
are difficult to classify because of their features. Analysis of the most informative words for the Naive Bayes models
trained on each dataset reveals that the higher f-measures achieved when evaluating the Depression dataset may be
due to reviewers using words highly associated with sentiment. In contrast the Hypertension most important features
had a lower pos:neg ratio and were harder to identify as positive or negative. Our error analysis revealed that negation,
complex contextual information, and grammatical issues each caused the models to misclassify reviews. Future work
could mitigate these issues by integrating spelling and grammar correction, and identifying negation.
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Abstract
Identifying patient characteristics that influence the rate of colorectal polyp recurrence can provide important insights
into which patients are at higher risk for recurrence. We used natural language processing to extract polyp
morphological characteristics from 953 polyp-presenting patients’ electronic medical records. We used subsequent
colonoscopy reports to examine how the time to polyp recurrence (731 patients experienced recurrence) is influenced
by these characteristics as well as anthropometric features using Kaplan-Meier curves, Cox proportional hazards
modeling, and random survival forest models. We found that the rate of recurrence differed significantly by polyp size,
number, and location and patient smoking status. Additionally, right-sided colon polyps increased recurrence risk by
30% compared to left-sided polyps. History of tobacco use increased polyp recurrence risk by 20% compared to
never-users. A random survival forest model showed an AUC of 0.65 and identified several other predictive variables,
which can inform development of personalized polyp surveillance plans.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer in the United States, killing over 50,000 individuals each
year 1. CRC often develops from adenomas, polyps arising from glandular epithelial tissue 2. Accumulation of genetic
and epigenetic mutations in these adenomas can result in CRC progression 3. CRC can also arise from hyperplastic
polyps, which previously had been thought of as benign lesions 4. Surveillance of the colorectal region via
colonoscopies has proved extremely successful in preventing CRC, as polyps can be removed before they turn
cancerous 5. Depending on the size, number, and histology of polyps, various surveillance plans are routinely
recommended 6.
Previous studies have examined time-to-death for patients with CRC 7,8. However, the relationship between
precancerous polyps and time to subsequent polyp development in the context of multiple relevant risk factors has not
been comprehensively modeled, despite the fact that polyp recurrence is quite common. The associated rates of
recurrence within the 1-, 3-, and 5-year surveillance periods are 10.9%, 38.2%, and 52.5%, respectively 9. While polyp
recurrence is common, the fact that patients experience it at different rates, including some who do not develop
subsequent polyps at all, suggests the existence of risk factors that influence susceptibility to polyp recurrence. This
differential susceptibility motivates investigation into how individual traits and characteristics influence the rate of
polyp recurrence. Variables linked previously to greater chances of recurrent polyps include the number of polyps at
baseline 10, polyp size 11, polyp location 12, and gender 13.
Time-to-event analysis, also known as survival analysis, is one useful approach to understanding the influence of
various factors on the amount of time that elapses before the occurrence of a certain event (polyp recurrence, in this
case), and can aid in determining which factors drive those differences 14. Although time-to-event analysis has been
performed previously in the context of colorectal polyp recurrence 9,15, patient-level predictive modeling was not
performed, nor were specific risk factors described. Another study 10 performed basic predictive modeling with
physician-curated records, but did not consider free-text medical records and colonoscopy reports, which may contain
a wealth of additional information that could be potentially useful in modeling the factors that drive polyp recurrence.
In this study, we focused on identifying variables that influence the risk of polyp recurrence by using demographic
and clinical information obtained from electronic medical records (EMR), as well as polyp characteristics
automatically extracted from colonoscopy records, to develop a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline. We
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expect that the integration of our findings into CRC surveillance programs could potentially improve risk assessment
and follow-up recommendations for patients.
Methods
Patient cohort selection
The colonoscopy information of 4,273 randomly selected patients who underwent colonoscopy from 2011 to 2017
was obtained from Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (DHMC; Lebanon, NH), a tertiary academic care center.
Use of human subject data was approved by Dartmouth Institutional Review Board with a waiver of informed consent.
Of note, the patient records before this period were not available for this study due to the installation of a new EMR
system at DHMC in 2011. This data was filtered using the following inclusion/exclusion criteria for each patient:
1.
2.
3.

At least one record of a polyp must exist,
Records must display no evidence of colitis or Crohn’s disease (patients who are usually under intense
surveillance),
Records of two or more colonoscopies must exist, separated by at least 6 months (records that occurred less
than 14 days after another visit were assumed faulty due to poor colon preparation).

The first record containing polyp information was considered the baseline time point for that patient (t = 0) and was
paired with the first subsequent record showing recurrence (if the patient was recurrent) or the last available record (if
the patient was non-recurrent). These selection criteria resulted in 953 patient record pairs included for further analysis,
while 3,320 patients (77.7% of the original dataset) were excluded for failure to meet these criteria. Of these remaining
pairs, we observed 731 polyp recurrence events and 222 non-recurrences (76.7% recurrence rate over 6.25 years). 712
recurrences and 214 non-recurrences had completely non-missing data for all variables considered in this study and
were included in the final Cox proportional hazards and random survival forest models; hence, 27 patients were
excluded due to missing data. All information except sample time and recurrence status was propagated to the
subsequent records from the first, allowing us to predict time to recurrence from information available as of the first
colonoscopy only.
Extraction of polyp characteristics from EMR
To obtain information about colorectal polyp characteristics, we developed an in-house natural language processing
(NLP) information extraction pipeline written in Python 3.6 (Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, OR). This
pipeline leveraged the NLTK python library 16 to mine colonoscopy reports and extract information relating to polyp
sizes, numbers, and locations, as these polyp features have previously been found to be important in the development
of colorectal cancer 10–12. Our NLP pipeline allowed us to completely automate the information extraction process,
from retrieving EMRs to finalizing the variables prepared from text, without manual curation.
First, we scanned for the presence of known colonic locations from a controlled vocabulary used by DHMC that
included the following locations: transverse, sigmoid, ileum cecum, anus, ascending, descending, hepatic, rectum,
ileocecal, and splenic. Additionally, both textual and digit representations of numbers were detected using a dictionary
lookup that converts both representations to floating point variables. Whenever a number was identified, the script
determined whether it corresponded to a size or a quantity of polyps by identifying whether units (“mm” or “cm”)
were present alongside or closely after the number.
We reconciled the correspondence between polyps and their features by creating lists of polyp sizes and locations in
the order in which they were found by the parser. Both polyp location and sizes for each polyp were reported in this
same order for the total number of polyps in each colonoscopy record. Finally, we aggregated polyp information for
each visit by averaging polyp sizes and incrementing a master list of locations in which polyps were found during that
visit. Because sizes were often reported as a range (minimum to maximum size for each polyp), both size bounds were
parsed (one value was used for both bounds if only a single size value was provided).
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Incorporation of patient demographics and clinical data
Demographics and clinical data were queried from the DHMC EMR (Epic, Verona, Wisconsin) and were merged with
the extracted polyp information for our analysis. This data includes anthropometrics such as gender, age, body mass
index (BMI), smoking status, marital status, race, and ethnicity. Records were excluded from the final Cox
proportional hazards analysis in cases of missing data. Continuous variables such as age and BMI were factorized by
using the median to demarcate lower and higher bins. For polyp location, if most polyps in a given visit were localized
in the left colon, it would receive the “left” designation, and vice versa. The designation of “other” was conferred in
cases where polyps did not localize to either side more.
Model Development
Kaplan-Meier curves were generated and log-rank tests were performed to determine the significance of each variable
in influencing time to recurrence. Variables with log-rank p < 0.2 were used in generating a Cox proportional hazards
model using the survival package in R 17. A forest plot was used to visualize the resulting risk ratios with the ggForests
package 18. A random survival forest model was generated using the randomForestSRC package 19. As random forest
models are adept at handling many potentially redundant features, unlike Cox proportional hazards models, all
variables in the dataset were used in the survival random forest model 20. Because traditional Kaplan-Meier analyses
depend on discretized factors, we created binned variables for our analysis using median and tertile partitions. Thus,
binary (greater or less than the median) and/or factorized (tertile) versions of continuous variables such as age, height,
number of polyps, and polyp size were created.
Results
We plotted Kaplan-Meier time-to-event curves to assess whether various EMR features influence time to polyp
recurrence in our cohort, shown with a common censor time of 95% of the total time period 21. These factors include
age, gender, BMI, height, weight, smoking status, smoking frequency, race, ethnicity, marital status, polyp count,
polyp location, and polyp size. Of these features, size of polyps (p = 0, Fig. 1) significantly altered time to recurrence:
with increasing size, the time to recurrence shortens.

Figure 1. The time to polyp recurrence becomes shorter with increasing polyp size at the baseline screening.
Furthermore, the number of polyps (p = 0, Fig. 2) likewise shows that having more polyps shortens the recurrence
timeframe. Tobacco use (p = 0.056, Fig. 3) also may hasten time to recurrence. Here, the “Never” class indicates
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patients who have never used tobacco, while the “Used” class consists of those who have (including current and former
regular smokers). Those who used tobacco showed significantly reduced time to polyp recurrence. Finally, polyp
location played a significant role (p = 0.032, Fig. 4), with right colon localization coinciding with a significantly
increased polyp recurrence rate compared to the left or other regions.

Figure 2. Having more than the median number of polyps (i.e., two) at the first colonoscopy coincides with more
rapid polyp recurrence.

Figure 3. Tobacco use (current or past) may reduce time to polyp recurrence.
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Figure 4. Polyp time to recurrence is faster when polyps localize to the right colon.
In additional analyses, we observed that other factors such as BMI and gender, which were previously considered to
influence polyp recurrence or colorectal cancer, showed weak or statistically insignificant associations to polyp
recurrence. Similarly, all other factors included in our analysis did not show significant associations with time to
recurrence.
All informative features according to this Kaplan-Meier time-to-event analysis with p < 0.2 (polyp number, polyp
size, tobacco use, colon location, BMI) were used to create a Cox proportional hazards model for polyp recurrence.
Wherever continuous versions of the same (discretized) variables existed, they were used in place of the discretized
variants shown in the Kaplan-Meier analysis; namely, polyp number, size, and BMI. The model is overall significantly
predictive (𝜒 " (6) = 228, p = 0), and the risk ratios with 95% confidence intervals for each risk are provided in Fig. 5.
The recurrence risk ratio (RR) increases with increasing number of polyps (RR = 1.1; 95% CI: 1.07-1.1) and maximum
polyp size (RR = 1.1; 95% CI: 1.07-1.1). Use of tobacco increases polyp recurrence risk by 1.2 (95% CI: 1.03-1.4)
times that of never-users. Finally, having polyps primarily in the right colon confers 1.2 (95% CI: 1.07-1.5) times the
risk of polyp recurrence compared to the left colon.
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Figure 5. Forest plot of risk ratios from our Cox proportional hazards model for polyp recurrence. The dashed line
represents the reference (baseline) risk ratio of 1.0 (no increase or decrease in risk).
We also produced a random survival forest model to predict time to polyp recurrence. A random survival forest model
is a modification of traditional random forest models using a set of survival-tree-specific splitting functions (based on
default log rank splitting rule 22), prediction objectives (cumulative hazard function), and evaluation criteria (Harrell’s
Concordance error rate for out-of-bag/OOB error estimation) 19. The model was generated with 1,000 trees and all
variables mentioned above, including both continuous and discretized versions of the same variables when applicable,
for a total of 37 predictors. The random survival forest model produced an out-of-bag error rate of 28.48% for the
whole time period, as well as an area under the curve (AUC) score of 0.65 (Fig. 6) when computed at a prediction
timepoint of 1,500 days. The prediction timepoint of 1,500 days was chosen as the ground truth for the AUC
calculation as there is fairly clear separation in the plotted survival curves around this period. The most important
features reported by the model are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 6. The receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve for the random survival forest model predictions at 1,500
days from initial polyp detection shows an AUC of 0.65. True positive rates (TPR) are shown on the y-axis and false
positive rates (FPR) on the x-axis.

Figure 7. Variable importance scores shown are the log10 of the absolute value of the random survival forest model
importance weights. Polyp features (size, number, location) and BMI dominate the listing.
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Discussion
We analyzed EMR records of polyp information and applied time-to-event analysis to characterize polyp recurrence.
Kaplan-Meier curves, Cox proportional hazards models, and random survival forest models were explored in order to
demonstrate the effects of polyp characteristics, patient demographics, and clinical information on the rate of polyp
recurrence. We found features associated with decreased time to polyp recurrence that may prove to be important in
tailoring patient surveillance plans based on patient health data and initial colonoscopy results.
In particular, polyp size and number were found to be important for increasing the risk of polyp recurrence. This
finding is consistent with previous studies, including the current colonoscopy surveillance guidelines 6 which suggest
that greater size 23 and increased number of polyps 24 correspond to polyps at a heightened risk of developing into
cancer. One possible explanation for this association is that the probability of deleterious mutations arising may
increase with polyp size. Another potential hypothesis is that the increased volume of polyp tissue serves as a
biomarker for high underlying mutation burden in the surrounding tissue. In addition to polyp size and number,
tobacco use was also associated with differential time to polyp recurrence. Tobacco use has previously been linked to
development of hyperplastic polyps 25, despite being found to be of only marginal significance in a previous study 10.
Furthermore, smoking has been linked to both the greater presence of distal versus proximal adenomas as well as to
increasing multiple versus single adenomas 26. Interestingly, the latter association may to some extent be driving the
increased polyp number mentioned previously.
Notably, the general colonic location of the polyps recovered in the initial colonoscopy was found to be a significant
predictor of polyp recurrence, with polyps located in the right colon predisposing patients to higher recurrence risk.
The histological features of the two sides are known to differ at a molecular level 27, and there are previous reports of
poorer prognosis for patients diagnosed with right-colon CRC 28, which the authors attribute to potential increased
mutation burden in the more ileocecal-proximal colon (classically, the right colon). It can be inferred that a higher risk
of polyp recurrence in the region is consistent with the comparative aggressiveness of right-sided CRC. The increased
recurrence rate in the right colon, however, might be confounded by left-sided polyps being easier to detect due to
their polypoid morphology 29.
To enable group comparisons in the Kaplan-Meier analyses, some categorical variables were generated from
continuous variables (e.g., BMI, polyp size, and number). However, the reduction in dynamic range when discretizing
continuous variables may lead to inferior performance in models capable of utilizing continuous variables, such as the
Cox proportional hazards model and the random survival forest model. We found that swapping in the continuous
versions of the discretized variables that were shown to be significant with the survival curve analysis produced more
significant coefficients in the Cox proportional hazards model. Hence, consistent with intuition, the continuous
versions of variables considered in this study tend to be more informative than their discretized counterparts.
The random survival forest model AUC score of 0.65 and the reasonably low out-of-bag (OOB) error rate of 28.48%
are indicative of promising predictive model performance. Comparatively, an AUC score of 0.5 denotes performance
of a random model, much like an OOB error rate of 50% in the case of random survival forest models 19. Unlike AUC
calculation, the OOB error rate in random survival forest models is derived from Harrell’s concordance index 29, and
thus is not dependent on specifying a prediction timepoint 19. Interestingly, BMI performed as a strong predictor in
the random survival forest model in comparison to the Cox proportional hazards model and survival curve analysis.
This may be due to the complementary role of BMI information in relation to other covariates which were held out of
the simpler models but included in the random survival forest model.
Overall, our analysis shows time-to-event (or “survival”) analysis is a powerful technique for elucidating the factors
that drive polyp recurrence. Notably, use of NLP afforded extraction of polyp size, number, and location from
colonoscopy records and these were critical in differentiating and predicting time to recurrence. Because polyp
recurrence is an important risk factor for the emergence of colorectal cancer, this analysis may have implications for
CRC diagnosis as well. Some of the most significantly associated factors discovered by this analysis are consistent
with previous work, but are further extended in this paper to introduce clinically relevant risk ratios and predictive
models. As a result, this analysis can be useful for establishing a patient-specific risk of polyp recurrence. Additionally,
using the proposed predictive machine learning model, we can estimate time to recurrence based on patient clinical
data and polyp characteristics available from the initial colonoscopy. Such a model can usher in a precision-medicinebased approach for personalizing CRC surveillance plans.
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Importantly, our time-to-event analysis pipeline with EMR data extends to predicting other outcomes such as CRC
itself and even other cancers and cancer precursors. For example, the risk of breast cancer is known to increase by at
least four-fold in the presence of high-risk breast lesions such as atypical ductal hyperplasia and atypical lobular
hyperplasia 31. It is feasible to extend the current pipeline to prediction of time to developing new cases of high-risk
lesions given patient factors such as age, hormonal molecular subtype, and other characteristics derived from patient
medical records. One strong advantage of using NLP to analyze EMR is that this allows extraction of any predictors
contained in these records as opposed to being limited to only curated, structured data.
There are some limitations in the presented study. First, edge cases are possible in our dataset where the first record
containing polyp information is not the first true incident. In these cases, this information would be recorded in other
EMR systems at other institutions. To mitigate this risk, we plan to collaborate with a state-level colonoscopy data
registry for a more comprehensive data collection and to makes these occurrences less likely. In addition, there might
be cases where a recurrent polyp was not truly new but was instead an existing polyp that was missed in the previous
colonoscopy. In the current study, we cannot separate these two cases, but we do require that all patients have a
baseline polyp in our patient inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Refinement of our models with data from more patients outside of a single medical institution may further improve
predictive performance as well as generalizability. This may be particularly salient in the present case where over 76%
of patients experienced polyp recurrence in the 6.25 years of data available, a higher number than previously reported
elsewhere 9. Practically, for the collection of this particular type of data in the future, the inclusion of structured polyp
information fields in medical records would dramatically reduce errors associated with NLP of unstructured text.
Ultimately, it is our goal to enable the optimization of colonoscopy administration through a paradigm in which the
frequency of each patient’s follow-ups is determined according to that patient’s predicted time to polyp recurrence.
Achieving this goal, which we will pursue in future work, may allow physicians to spare low-risk patients unneeded
colonoscopies while more aggressively monitoring patients at greater risk of rapid polyp recurrence.
Conclusion
In closing, our study evaluated how morphological characteristics of colorectal polyps influenced the rate of polyp
recurrence. We found that polyp size, number, location, and patient smoking status correlated significantly with the
recurrence rate. Moreover, colon polyps on the right-side increase recurrence risk by 30% compared to polyps on the
left-side, and a history of tobacco use increased recurrence risk by 20% compared with never-users. Finally, we trained
a random survival forest model for predicting survival that achieved an AUC of 0.65 and identified other predictive
characteristics that could be helpful for developing personalized polyp surveillance plans.
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Abstract
We present sig2db as an open-source solution for clinical data warehouses desiring to process natural language from
prescription instructions, often referred to as “sigs”. In electronic prescribing, the sig is typically an unstructured
text field intended to capture all requirements for medication administration. The sig captures certain fields that the
structured data may lack such as days supply, time of day, or meal-time considerations. Our open-source software
package facilitates the workflow needed to process sigs into a structured format usable by clinical data warehouses.
Our solution focuses on extracting concepts from prescriptions in order to understand the intended semantics by
leveraging known natural language processing tools. We demonstrate the utility of concept extraction from sigs and
present our findings in processing 1023 unique sigs from 5.7 million unique prescriptions.
Introduction
Although the adoption rate for electronic prescribing has continued to rise in response to several federal legislative
actions and implementations of incentive programs1 , safety issues persist2, 3 . One such issue is the possible disagreement between structured and unstructured prescription data3 . Each electric health record (EHR) implementation of
electronic prescribing varies in terms of what is available as structured data; sigs are typically implemented as unstructured free-text data. “Sig” is short for the Latin, signa (“write”) or signetur (“let it be written”); these are usually
imperative sentences such as “Take one tablet daily.”
Medications have long been the subject of natural language processing research. The Third i2b2 Workshop on Natural
Language Processing Challenges for Clinical Records4 focused on extracting medication information from patient
discharge summaries and yielded many solutions capable of extracting drug information such as name, dose, and
administrative route5–9 . Medications were also the subject of the 2018 n2c2 Shared-Task and Workshop which yielded
several results related to adverse drug events and medication information within EHRs10–12 . Several solutions exist for
using standardized vocabularies to represent medication information, such as drug name and drug classes13–15
Medication sigs and natural language processing (NLP) research have also intersected; a 2019 study analyzed drug
indications and found that only 7.41% of their study’s 4.3 million prescriptions contained drug indications and of that
minority, 30.35% were indicated for pain16 . Sigs have also been used to calculate the morphine milligram equivalent
daily dose (MEDD) for opioid prescriptions using both structured sigs and unstructured sigs through regular expressions and string matching17 . The challenges of working with medication, prescription, and free-text sig data include
the unpredictability of free-text17, 18 ; this can be challenging for solutions based on parsing and regular expressions
and motivate the development of a robust solution capable of extracting relevant semantic information.
The outpatient EHR at our campus medical center, University of Kentucky Healthcare (UKHC), does not have a
structured sig field; it is entirely free text and is required in order to submit an electronic prescription. Table 1 shows
the top ten most common sigs in our UKHC data (2012 to 2019) and immediately demonstrates that there are several
lexicographically unique ways to represent semantically equivalent sigs. Punctuation is the only difference between
pairs ranked (1,4) and pairs ranked (3,6). Pairs ranked (8,9) differ by the usage of the phrases “every day” versus “once
daily”. The phrase “by mouth” is sometimes specified; the others are implied to be an oral medication by use of the
word tablet. The use of the integer “1” and the word “one” also varies.
We will detail our workflow for extracting semantics from sig fields and demonstrate that semantically equivalent sigs
can be grouped together for analysis. We also explore whether concept extraction causes information loss by testing if
extracted concepts can successfully represent semantically equivalent sigs.
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Table 1: The most popular free text sig fields in UKHC data (outpatient prescriptions); redundancies due to punctuation differences are included.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sig
take 1 tablet daily.
take 1 tablet daily as directed
take 1 tablet twice daily.
take 1 tablet daily
take 1 tablet at bedtime.
take 1 tablet twice daily
take 1 capsule daily.
take 1 tablet by mouth once daily
take 1 tablet by mouth every day
take one tablet by mouth daily

Frequency
857,803
220,765
209,078
208,101
141,869
121,211
103,654
87,324
80,010
64,115

Methods
Our workflow for processing unstructured sig data is described by Figure 1. We stream source data from our clinical
data warehouse and immediately normalize the raw texts and split the results into separate files in preparation for processing. For natural language processing, we use Metamap19 and in particular its ability to leverage the UMLS20 and
map text to the known vocabularies 21, 22 . The parameters to Metamap are configurable; we chose to default to fielded
MetaMap indexing (MMI) output to assist with output parsing and we also enabled word sense disambiguation. Word
sense disambiguation will resolve ambiguities within the text and select the best mapping available from candidate
matches; this yields one concept per mention within the text22 .

Figure 1: A high-level overview of sig2db’s workflow
We then parse the output of MetaMap into a structured format designed for easy integration into the clinical data
warehouse. An identifier uniquely identifying the sig is propagated through the process in order to link the structured
results back to the source data. Although we have chosen MetaMap for our local implementation of sig2db, a call
to any binary process from a different NLP tool would be able to be swapped in if it is accompanied by the needed
output parser. The software is intended to help coordinate the workflow needed to convert sigs from a clinical data
warehouse into structured data suitable for supplementing source data. Our code is open-source and available online23 .
We include database definitions for tables to which output from sig2db can be directed. These tables store a list of
unique sigs with their equivalent normalized version and a list of concepts extracted from the sigs.
In Table 2, we present a selection of results from the twenty most popular sigs found within our data. Our process
creates a one-to-many relationship: one sig may contain many concepts. From the table, the trigger is the text that
triggered MetaMap in identifying this concept. The P.O.S. is the part of speech identified for this text. The Pref.
Concept Name is the UMLS Preferred Concept Name for the concept mapped to this text. The UMLS Semantic Type
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is the semantic type associated with the concept. Most sigs contain at least a temporal concept and a quantitative
concept. The most popular semantic types are listed in Table 3 with their corresponding frequency.
There are additional fields not listed in Table 2 due to space constraints: the concept unique identifier (UMLS CUI),
a MetaMap relevance score, starting position of the text, length of the text, and any linked MeSH (Medical Subject
Headings) tree codes24 . The CUI field helps uniquely identify the concepts identified within the sigs; positional
information helps disambiguate order of concepts identified.
Table 2: Example sigs and their corresponding extracted structured data
Orignal Sig
take 1 tablet daily.
take 1 tablet daily.
take 1 tablet daily.
take 1 tablet daily.
take 1 tablet twice daily.
take 1 tablet twice daily.
take 1 tablet twice daily.
take 1 tablet twice daily.
take 1 tablet at bedtime.
take 1 tablet at bedtime.
take 1 tablet at bedtime.
take 1 tablet at bedtime.
take 1 tablet by mouth once daily
take 1 tablet by mouth once daily
take 1 tablet by mouth once daily
take 1 tablet by mouth once daily
use two sprays in each nostril once daily
use two sprays in each nostril once daily
use two sprays in each nostril once daily
use two sprays in each nostril once daily
insert 1 suppository rectally at bedtime.
insert 1 suppository rectally at bedtime.
insert 1 suppository rectally at bedtime.
insert 1 suppository rectally at bedtime.

Trigger
take
one
tablet
daily
take
one
tablet
twice daily
take
one
tablet
bedtime
take
one
tablet mouth
daily
use
two
sprays nostril
once daily
insert
one
suppository
bedtime

P.O.S.
verb
noun
noun
adverb
verb
noun
noun
adverb
verb
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
adj.
verb
adj.
noun
adj.
verb
noun
noun
noun

Pref. Concept Name
Take
One
Tablet Dosage Form
Daily
Take
One
Tablet Dosage Form
Twice a day
Take
One
Tablet Dosage Form
Bedtime (qualifier)
Take
One
Oral Tablet
Once daily
Utilization Qualifier
Two
Sprays per Nostril
Once daily
Insert
One
Suppository
Bedtime (qualifier)

UMLS Semantic Type
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical Material
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical Material
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical Material
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical Material
Temporal Concept
Functional Concept
Quantitative Concept
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical Material
Temporal Concept

Preprocessing is known to impact natural language processing25 . Our normalization process sanitizes the text by
ensuring consistent capitalization, removes punctuation, and converts integers to their word equivalent. For example,
the sentence, “take 1 tablet daily”, is converted to “take one tablet daily”. For this sentence, the 1 gets assigned the
semantic type of classification without normalization, but one gets assigned the semantic type of quantitative concept
after normalization and better represents the intended semantics of the sig. Our initial normalization process stripped
out all punctuation and initial probes of the data revealed that decimal points were erroneously being stripped from
numbers and hyphens were erroneously being stripped from numerical ranges. For this reason, we skip normalization
of decimal numbers and ranges; sigs containing phrases such as “2-3 times” get mapped appropriately to a concept
representing “2-3 times”.
Results
We tested our workflow by processing any sig from our outpatient EHR that had more than 1000 prescriptions associated with it. In total, we processed 1023 sigs corresponding to 5.7 million prescriptions; this accounted for 30.5% of all
prescriptions in our EHR. These 5.7 million prescriptions originated from 1.5 million outpatient visits. We extracted
5170 concepts from the 1023 sigs using sig2db; only 399 of these concepts were distinct. Table 4 shows the top ten
most frequent concepts by reporting the raw count of concepts yielded and the count of distinct sigs from which these
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concepts were generated.
Since sigs are imperative sentences, the most common concept extracted was Take, occurring in 65.5% of our sigs.
The most common quantitative concept was One. These trends suggest a large percentage of the sigs are simply
instructing patients to take one of something. The most common biomedical or dental material concept was Tablet
Dosage Form, followed by Oral Tablet, and together account for almost half of our sigs. Daily and Twice a day were
the most common temporal concepts, occuring in 38.1% of our sigs.
Table 3: Frequency of the most popular semantic types
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Semantic Type
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Biomedical or Dental Material
Health Care Activity
Functional Concept

Count
1543
1124
675
673
276

Occurs in Distinct Sigs
928
923
669
672
239

Percent of Sigs
90.7
90.2
65.7
65.4
23.3

Table 4: Frequency of the most popular concepts
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Semantic Type
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical or Dental Material
Temporal Concept
Biomedical or Dental Material
Temporal Concept
Temporal Concept
Quantitative Concept
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept

Concept Preferred Name
Take
One
Tablet Dosage Form
Daily
Oral Tablet
Twice a day
Hour
Two
Four
Day

Count
670
567
313
253
177
154
146
137
118
112

Percent of Sigs
65.5
55.4
30.5
24.7
17.3
15.1
14.3
13.4
11.5
10.9

Table 3 shows the top five most frequent semantic types by reporting the raw count of types yielded. One sig can
contain multiple concepts of the same type; consequently, we also report the count of distinct sigs from which these
types were generated and percentage of sigs this represents. 9.3% of the sigs did not contain a quantitative concept.
Valid examples of this include, “apply sparingly to affected areas twice daily”, “inject as directed for severe hypoglycemia”, and “take as directed”. For similar reasons, 9.8% of the sigs did not contain a temporal concept, in part
due to variations of “take as directed”. Some sigs appear to have omitted the temporal constraint by mistake: “take
one tablet twice”, “inject one ml intramuscular”, and so on.
“As directed” is a special case which does not convey specific semantic information about the intended temporal and
quantitative constraints. Variations of this sig include “as directed”, “take as directed”, “take as directed per package
instructions.”, “take as directed on patient instruction card.”, and “use as directed on package”. For these medications,
the structured data accompanying the sig is overwhelmingly blank, having 66.4% of the fields, such as day supply,
blank. Given this, if a “directed” concept represents the sig, it implies we should not expect much value of the
structured data.
We immediately noticed that the mapping for sigs containing “as directed” were consistently incorrect. “As directed”
gets mapped to a concept with a preferred name of “Reproductive Human Cells, Tissues, and Cellular and TissueBased Products from Known Donor to Directed Recipient” and a semantic type of “Pharmacologic Substance” which
are both obviously incorrect. This is a failure of the word-sense disambiguation component, which attempts to identify
the best matched concept; a better mapping with the preferred name of “Direct” and a semantic type of “Qualitative
Concept” is scored slightly less than the erroneous mapping.
MetaMap can block unwanted mappings as a configuration option and because our unwanted mappings are consistent,
we are free to remove the erroneous concept from consideration. The existence of an obviously unwanted mapping
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motivated a manual review of the 50 most popular sigs. These 50 are only 4.89% of processed sigs but they correspond
to 3.4 million prescriptions (59.6%).
Information Loss
There is a risk of losing information when converting a free-text sig into structured data; specifically, if text is matched
to an incorrect concept, the intended semantics of the sig may not be accurately represented. We asked a healthcare
data analyst familiar with the electronic prescription system to write a sig given a set of extracted concepts produced
by sig2db. The analyst-generated sig was compared to the original sig and assessed if it captured the same semantic
information. The exact phrasing of the analyst-generated sig and the original sig did not have to match; only the
semantics mattered in judging equivalence. The comparison is straight-forward due to the short nature of sigs. Consequently, another bad mapping was discovered in four of the top 50 (8%) and is detailed in Table 5. Out of the 1023
sigs, 73 (7.1%) contained this erroneous concept.
Table 5: Examples of consistently incorrect mapping yielding “One time” concept
Orignal Sig
take 1 tablet 3 times daily.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily as needed.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily as needed.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily as needed.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily as needed.
take 1 tablet 3 times daily as needed.
take 1 capsule 3 times daily
take 1 capsule 3 times daily
take 1 capsule 3 times daily
take 1 capsule 3 times daily
take 1 capsule 3 times daily
take one tablet four times daily
take one tablet four times daily
take one tablet four times daily
take one tablet four times daily
take one tablet four times daily
take one tablet by mouth four times a day
take one tablet by mouth four times a day
take one tablet by mouth four times a day
take one tablet by mouth four times a day
take one tablet by mouth four times a day

Trigger
take
one times
tablet
three
daily
take
one times
tablet
three
daily as needed
take
one times
capsule
three
daily
take
one times
tablet
four
daily
take
one times
tablet mouth
four
day

Pref. Concept Name
Take
One time
Tablet Dosage Form
Three
Daily
Take
One time
Tablet Dosage Form
Three
Daily as Required
Take
One time
Capsule (Pharmacologic)
Three
Daily
Take
One time
Tablet Dosage Form
Four
Daily
Take
One time
Oral Tablet
Four
Day

UMLS Semantic Type
Health Care Activity
Intellectual Product
Biomedical Material
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Intellectual Product
Biomedical Material
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Intellectual Product
Biomedical Material
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Intellectual Product
Biomedical Material
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Health Care Activity
Intellectual Product
Biomedical Material
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept

All sigs from Table 5 exhibit the same issue: the trigger is “one times” and is mapped to a concept with a semantic
type of “Intellectual Product”. MetaMap selected this over the concept “One”, which was the second most popular
concept in our results, because the intellectual product concept scored better. MetaMap allows filtering by semantic
type and because “intellectual product” is not relevant for sigs, we can safely exclude it from consideration.
Discussion
Our workflow transforms free-text sigs into structured data which can readily be used by clinical data warehouses. By
focusing on extraction of concepts, we enable semantic analysis and unlock data that would otherwise be unavailable
in our EHR. Our results indicate that the over-whelming majority of sigs contain temporal and quantitative concepts
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which assist in understanding the intended prescription instructions.

Figure 2: Semantic types and how many distinct concepts each type
Converting free-text into concepts reduces the complexity of interpretation of text by condensing a high-volume, highvariety data set into one with manageable cell sizes should one need to manually map concepts to a known truth. For
example, quantitative and temporal concepts could be mapped to canonical values where concepts such as “daily”
has a value of 1, “twice daily” a value of 2, “weekly” has a value of 1/7, and so on. In conjunction with mapping
quantitative concepts such as “One” to 1, “Two” to 2, and so on, this supports logic to determine quantity per day of
medications. The relatively small frequencies shown in Figure 2 per each type of semantic type show that creating
such mappings is a reasonable task.
One of our motivations for initiating this project was to generate data not found in our clinical data warehouse. Time
of day for medication administration is not available in our outpatient EHR’s structured data. Table 6 shows the
frequency of “time of day” concepts within the 1023 sigs processed and frequency within actual prescriptions from
our outpatient EHR. Of those 1023, 76 matched the “Bedtime (qualifier value)” concept; the 433,409 prescriptions
for bedtime medications correspond to 2,456 distinct drugs which could now be studied or reported upon according to
administration time.
Food considerations are also possible to extract with the semantic type of “food”. Table 7 shows the frequency of
food-based concepts and their frequency within the sig and prescription data.
The existence of sigs with flexibility and ranges in the instructions complicates calculating quantity per day. For
example, “apply 2-3 times per day” allows for either two doses or three doses. A maximum quantitative value would
represent the dosage ceiling; a minimum would represent the smallest amount taken.
A previous study found that only 7.41% of prescriptions had drug indications and of that minority, 30.35% were
indicated for pain 16 . The semantic nature of our solution allows us to explore semantic types as a surrogate pointer
to medication indications; reasonable semantic types for concepts that might be indications include signs/symptoms,
findings, and diseases/syndromes. For concepts with signs/symptoms as their semantic type, pain was only represented
in 13% of the sigs. For concepts with finding as their semantic type, pain accounted for 41.5% of records. Table 8
shows an example sig with pain as an indication and the resulting concepts extracted with sig2db. In this example,
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Table 6: Frequency for concepts with desired time of day for medication administration
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Concept Preferred Name Sig Total Prescription Total
Bedtime (qualifier value)
76
433,409
Morning
21
97,711
Night time
8
24,189
Evening
9
14,930
Evening meal
3
11,437
Daily before breakfast
3
6,125
Once a day, at bedtime
2
2,747
Daily with breakfast
1
2,540
Late
2
2,037
Afternoon
1
894
Every morning
1
892
Table 7: Frequency for concepts with food considerations
Concept Preferred Name
Food
Drink (dietary substance)
Tea
Juice
Soft food
Beverages
Snacks

Sig Total
24
9
1
1
1
1
1

Prescription Total
67,965
24,332
9,233
9,233
1,672
591
457

pain is simply a stand-alone concept and the only context for a finding of pain within a prescription sig would be for
an indication.
Table 8: Example of a sig having pain as an indication
Orignal Sig
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.
take one tablet every six hours as needed for pain.

Trigger
take
one
tablet
six
hours
as needed
pain

Pref. Concept Name
Take
One
Tablet Dosage Form
Six
Hour
As Needed
Pain, NOS

UMLS Semantic Type
Health Care Activity
Quantitative Concept
Biomedical Material
Quantitative Concept
Temporal Concept
Qualitative Concept
Finding

We are not limited to studying indications for pain. Table 9 lists concepts extracted with a semantic type of finding,
sign or symptom, and disease or syndrome; most of the findings are indications with the notable exceptions of “Severe
(severity modifier)” and “Does chew”. These are findings about other mentions in the sig, such as a chewable pill or a
severe headache.
Concepts for “as needed” or “PRN” medications are also extracted as temporal concepts. All of these examples
demonstrate that additional data can be extracted from prescription sigs. These concepts all belong to standardized
vocabularies and could act as a supplemental data source to the original prescription data. Additionally, the concepts
allow for grouping individuals with prescriptions with semantically similar sigs for comparative analysis; this would
not be possible with the unprocessed free-text sig values.
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Table 9: Frequency for concepts with a semantic type of finding
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6

Semantic Type
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Finding
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Sign or Symptom
Disease or Syndrome
Disease or Syndrome
Disease or Syndrome
Disease or Syndrome
Disease or Syndrome
Disease or Syndrome

Concept Preferred Name
Pain NOS
Nausea
Does chew (finding)
Blood pressure finding
Cough
Severe (severity modifier)
Insomnia
Constipation
Vomiting
Soft stool (finding)
Wheezing
Spasm
Chest Pain
Headache
Signs and Symptoms, Respiratory
Breakthrough Pain
Respiratory distress
Severe diarrhea
Labored breathing
Migraine Disorders
Hypoglycemia
Hyperglycemia
Asthma
Diaper Rash
Malnutrition

Sig Total
33
10
5
8
6
2
2
3
2
1
4
3
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
5
2
2
1
1
1

Prescription Total
130,616
22,911
21,493
18,720
11,026
8,443
5,532
4,122
2,546
1,236
9,740
6,084
6,031
5,052
3,776
3,031
1,011
829
575
11,449
8,443
7,445
1,086
648
90

Conclusion
We presented our open-source sig2db software for processing natural language prescription sig data. The end result is
a structured data set intended to complement existing data within clinical data warehouses; this extracted semantic data
can be used for reporting, research, or quality assurance. The concepts are associated with semantic types. Semantic
types, such as temporal concepts or quantitative concepts, can be used to figure out quantity per unit of time. Time of
day, such as morning or bedtime, can be determined by the extracted concepts. Other semantic types, such as findings,
signs or symptoms, and disease or syndromes, can be used to understand the context of the medication administration
such as the intended treatment indication. Food considerations, such as “take with food,” can be determined by
analyzing concepts with a semantic type of food.
We described in detail the challenges of processing sigs due to their entirely free-text nature. Bad mappings can occur;
if known in advance or discovered through output analyses, these bad mappings are easily avoidable by banning the
consideration of troublesome concepts and matches. Our solution leveraged Metamap to extract concepts, but other
concept extraction tools exist and can be plugged into our solution. An output parser for the chosen tool would need
to be added before integrating results into the clinical data warehouse.
We plan to review a larger selection of sigs in order to measure information loss and to gain knowledge of any
additional sub-optimal mappings. We also plan to develop algorithms capable of leveraging extracted concepts to
estimate intended medication quantity per day. Extracted concepts belong to standardized vocabularies included in the
UMLS; this gives us structural information, such as cross-concept relationships, which we plan to explore as future
work with the goal of supplementing prescription data. Sigs are free-text fields and manifest in a variety of ways; our
extraction from sigs will support merging semantically equivalent sigs together and consequently grouping patients
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together according to similarity of prescriptions. The semantic output of sig2db and the easy integration into clinical
data warehouses will enable clinical research with sig data.
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Abstract
Complementary alternative medicine, especially dietary supplements (DS), has gained increasing popularity for
weight loss due to its availability without prescription, price, and ease of use. Besides weight loss, there are various
perceived, potential benefits linked to DS use. However, health consumers with limited health literacy may not
adequately know the benefits and risk of overdose for DS. In this project, we aim to gain a better understanding of the
use of DS products among obese people as well as the perceived benefits of these products. We identified obese adults
after combining the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data collected from 2003 to 2014. We found
that there is a knowledge gap between the reported benefits of major DS by obese adults and the existing DS knowledge
base and label database. This gap may inform the design of patient education material on DS usage in the future.
Introduction
Obesity, a complex chronic medical condition having multifactorial etiology, is on the rise not only in the US but also
around the globe.1 In the US, the prevalence of obesity among population 18 years or older has increased from 33.7%
in 2007-2008 to 39.6% in 2015-2016, whereas prevalence of severe obesity in adults has increased from 5.7% in 20072008 to 7.7% in 2015-2016.2 The resultant, global epidemic is considered to be a consequence of an imbalance
between reduced energy expenditure and increased energy intake.3 Low socioeconomic status such as lower income
and lower level of education is associated with a greater risk of obesity.4 It was estimated that an obese person in the
US incurs an average of over $1,400 more in annual medical expenses, accumulating to approximately $147 billion
in medical expenses spent per year in the US.5 Moreover, obesity has been reported to contribute to about 100,000 –
400,000 deaths per year in the US.6
Obesity in adults is defined as a body mass index (BMI, i.e., weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared)
of ³ 30 kg/m2or more. Obesity is often represented in terms of three categories based on BMI values, i.e., Class 1
(BMI=30 to 35 kg/m2), Class 2 (BMI= 35 to 40 kg/m2), and Class 3 (BMI ³ 40 kg/m2). Class 3 obesity is sometimes
categorized as “extreme” or “severe” obesity. Obesity is often a predecessor of chronic, more serious medical issues
(e.g., Type 2 diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, ischemic heart disease, stroke),7 and/or mental health conditions (e.g.,
depression, anxiety, eating disorders),8 in addition to functional limitations ensuing in poor quality of life and high
mortality rates.9 Apart from public health concerns, the high prevalence of adult obesity also poses a substantial
financial and economic burden resulting from extravagant medical care costs.10
Currently, there are a number of available options out there to simply maintain a healthy weight, or to actually treat
people with obesity or those who are at a high risk of weight-related comorbidities. This ranges from lifestyle changes
(e.g., exercise, diet modifications) to more aggressive treatments, i.e., pharmacological (e.g., Phentermine, Orlistat,
Lorcaserin, Naltrexone/Bupropion) and/or invasive bariatric surgeries (e.g., gastric banding, gastric bypass, Rouxen-Y gastric bypass).9 However, the vast majority of treatment around lifestyle changes often fail due to
noncompliance resulting from various factors, e.g., poor motivation, lack of time, gaps in knowledge/awareness, lack
of strong commitment to seeing actual results.11 On the other hand, most of the pharmacological and surgical
procedures are associated with a substantial amount of health risk and at the cost of large dollar amounts.9 Hence,
people often are looking for alternative therapies (e.g., supplements, acupuncture, non-invasive body-contouring)
which are effective, quick-acting with minimal side effects, easily available, and relatively cheap. Many patients who
are overweight and obese consider using dietary supplements for weight loss.
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The popularity of complementary alternative medicine (CAM), especially the use of dietary supplements (DSs) for
weight management, has gained much popularity. Aside from the health benefits resulting from weight loss, there are
various other reasons for people to turn to DSs for losing weight and/or maintaining a healthy weight, e.g., resulting
frustration from failures in previous weight loss attempts following strict diet and exercise regimens, DSs being falsely
considered as “magic bullets” that are “natural and safe”, easy availability without a prescription, easy to take, less
expensive, bypassing the physician’s office visit fee, inflated advertising claims.12 Some of the commonly used DSs
classified according to their proposed mechanism of actions are DSs: stimulating energy expenditure (e.g., Ephedra,
Bitter orange), modulating carbohydrate metabolism (e.g., Chromium, Ginseng), increasing satiety (e.g., Guar gum,
Psyllium), increasing fat oxidation or decreasing fat synthesis (e.g., Green tea, Licorice), blocking absorption of fat
(e.g., Chitosan), eliminating excessive body water (e.g., Dandelion, Cascara), enhancing mood (e.g., St. John’s wart),
and others (e.g., Laminaria, Apple cider vinegar).12
Interestingly, earlier studies have revealed that the use of DSs is more commonly preventive with an aim to maintain
and improve overall health, rather than being therapeutic in order to treat obesity.13 According to the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 2003–2006, a nationally representative, cross-sectional survey, obese
respondents reported relatively less DS use (48%) than those categorized as overweight (57%) or normal weight
(56%).13 Hence, DS users, as compared to non-users, are significantly more likely to have better dietary patterns,
exercise regularly, maintain a healthy weight, and avoid tobacco products.13 It is also known that DS consumers with
limited health literacy may not adequately know the benefits and risk of overdose for DSs.14 Thus, it is critical to
create a DS profile for general health consumers to inform the design of patient education material for DSs.
In this project, we aim to gain a better understanding of the use of DS products among obese people as well as their
perceived benefits of these products. We used the combined NHANES data from 2003-2014 to answer three research
questions (RQ):
RQ1: What are the perceived benefits of DS use for patients with obesity?
RQ2: Are there associations between patients’ socioeconomic status and demographic information with DS use?
RQ3: Is there a knowledge gap between the benefits for DS for patients with obesity and existing DS knowledge
bases?
Methods
Data Source
NHANES is a continuous cross-sectional health survey conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics of
CDC.15 It evaluates a stratified multistage probability sample of the non-institutionalized population of the United
States. The survey samples are first interviewed at home, followed by a physical and laboratory test in a mobile
examination center. Its rigorous quality control standards ensure national representativeness and high-quality data
collection. NHANES data have facilitated various public health16 and biomedical informatics research.17-19
Data Preparation
We first extracted the demographic, examination, and dietary data from NHANES for survey years 2003 – 2014 (6
survey cycles). To strengthen the analytical power of the study, survey data from multiple survey cycles were
combined for the following analyses. Inclusion criteria included: (1) DS use information, and (2) age ³ 18. We split
this cohort into a control and obese group based on BMI, with the obese group including all participants having BMI
³ 30 kg/m2. From NHANES data, we removed 1937 participants (5.4%) with no BMI values. We also removed 27
participants with no values for taking DS or not. The “wtint2yr” variable (2-year sample weight for interviewed
participants) is a sample weight assigned to each sample person by NHANES to match U.S. census population totals.
It represents the number of non-institutional people in the US that a survey participant can represent. According to
NHANES analytical guideline1, when appropriately combining all 6 survey cycles, we divided “wtint2yr” by 6 to
construct new sample weights before the analyses. Note that the one person only appeared in one survey cycle. After
applying sample weights, the control group includes the remaining 21,997 respondents with a total sample weight of
140,431,403 and the obese group includes 11,954 respondents with a sample weight of 73,697,181.
1

https://wwwn.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhanes/2011-2012/analyticguidelines/analytic_guidelines_11_16.pdf
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DS use was pulled for this cohort. Total and individual DS use was available for all survey cycles although detailed
data was inconsistent for years 2003-2004 and 2007-2008. These inconsistencies caused minor issues with data
processing but not with the data validity. DSs used were grouped into types based on product information. Detailed
information on reasons for DS use was available for survey cycles from 2007-2014.
Data Analysis
Basic Characteristics: We first created a profile of the cohort with respect to gender, age, race, and household income.
On the more detailed data from 2007-2014, we assessed the major perceived benefits of the DSs used by the cohort,
stratified by specific DS type.
Comparing the Reported DS Use with Existing Knowledge Bases: We analyzed the individual reasons given by
survey participants for years 2007-2014 related to DS use. In addition, we also investigated if the information provided
in the existing knowledge base aligns with the reported use of a particular DS. In our previous study, a qualitative
evaluation was performed (RR- a coauthor, physician and health informaticist) and compared across five selected
databases for presences of essential data elements after cross-checking them against a preliminary, standardized set of
data elements.20 It was learned that Natural Medicine Comprehensive Database (NMCD)21 was found to be the most
comprehensive of all the resources, providing DS information that is reliable, clinically relevant data and evidencebased, monitored and updated regularly. Hence, in this study, we compared the reported benefits of obese adults in
NHANES with NMCD aiming at identifying the knowledge gap.
Correlation Analysis: We used Pearson correlation coefficient to assess the correlation between numeric variables
(e.g., age and the number of DSs taken). We also used multivariate logistic regression to evaluate the impact of basic
characteristics on DS use between control and obese groups. In addition, we attempted to use analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) for the correlation analysis between a numeric and categorical variable (e.g., household income and DS
use). ANCOVA is a method that is subject to a number of assumptions including: 1) linear relationship between
dependent and independent variables, 2) independent homogeneous normally distributed error, 3) homogeneity of
regression slopes between groups. Unfortunately, these assumptions were not met in our case, thus ANCOVA results
are not reportable in this study.
Results
The average BMI for males in the obese group was 35 kg/m2. The average BMI for females in the obese group was
36.53 kg/m2. Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of the study population. Out of the 33,951 survey participants,
51.26% (weighted frequency, WF, is 109,766,046) self-report taking at least one DS. The control group accounts for
74,458,068 of this and the obese group accounts for 35,307,978. The participants in survey cycles 2007-2014, they
were asked if ‘they took the product on their own‘ (Self) or ‘doctor or health provider told me to’ (HCP). For this
group of survey participants (taking WF 170,115,087 DSs in total), 74.12% were taken due to their personal will and
the remaining 25.88% were taken due to the advice of a health care practitioner. When looking at the control the WF
are as follows “Self” – 88,231,094 (76.44%) and “HCP” – 27,200,815 (23.56%). The obese group is 37,855,117
(69.23%) and 16,828,061 (30.77%) respectively. Wald Chi-square tests showed statistically significant differences
between the control and obese groups with respect to gender, age group, race, and household income (P<.0001).
Table 1. Basic characteristics of the study population
Variable
Gender
Male
Female

Overall
Control
Obese
WF
WF
(%)
(%)
69,398,631 33,945,341
(49.42%)
(46.06%)
71,032,772 39,751,841
(50.58%)
(53.94%)

0 DS
Control
WF
(%)
37,481,223
(54.01%)
28,492,112
(40.11%)

Obese
WF
(%)
19,739,505
(58.15%)
18,649,699
(46.92%)

21,130,392
(15.05%)

14,144,116
(66.94%)

4,676,915
(71.33%)

1 or more DS
Control
Obese
WF
WF
(%)
(%)
31,917,408 14,205,836
(45.99%) (41.85%)
42,540,660 21,102,142
(59.89%) (53.08%)

Age
18-24

6,556,637
(8.90%)
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6,986,276
(33.06%)

1,879,722
(28.67%)

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 and over

25,791,429
(18.37%)
25,153,315
(17.91%)
26,139,764
(18.61%)
18,781,403
(13.37%)
12,680,140
(9.03%)
10,754,960
(7.66%)

11,813,620
(16.03%)
14,941,874
(20.27%)
15,787,763
(21.42%)
12,794,888
(17.36%)
7,809,087
(10.60%)
3,993,312
(5.42%)

14,561,110
(56.46%)
12,795,306
(50.87%)
11,529,146
(44.11%)
6,469,237
(34.44%)
3,670,919
(28.95%)
2,803,501
(26.07%)

7,778,604
(65.84%)
9,218,501
(61.70%)
8,009,651
(50.73%)
4,844,214
(37.86%)
2,598,196
(33.27%)
1,263,121
(31.63%)

11,230,319
(43.54%)
12,358,010
(49.13%)
14,610,617
(55.89%)
12,312,166
(65.56%)
9,009,221
(71.05%)
7,951,459
(73.93%)

4,035,016
(34.16%)
5,723,372
(38.3%)
7,778,111
(49.27%)
7,950,674
(62.14%)
5,210,891
(66.73%)
2,730,191
(68.37%)

10,937,873
(7.79%)
6,838,482
(4.87%)
98,016,824
(69.80%)
13,389,691
(9.53%)
11,248,533
(8.01%)

7,093,000
(9.62%)
3,634,863
(4.93%)
48,756,475
(66.16%)
11,304,379
(15.34%)
2,908,465
(3.95%)

7,503,518
(68.60%)
4,059,906
(59.37%)
40,424,225
(41.24%)
8,518,257
(63.62%)
5,467,429
(48.61%)

4,865,723
(68.60%)
2,222,149
(61.13%)
22,858,918
(46.88%)
6,931,321
(61.32%)
1,511,093
(51.96%)

3,434,356
(31.40%)
2,778,576
(40.63%)
57,592,599
(58.76%)
4,871,434
(36.38%)
5,781,104
(51.39%)

2,227,277
(31.40%)
1,412,714
(38.87%)
25,897,557
(53.12%)
4,373,057
(38.68%)
1,397,372
(48.04%)

2,185,115
(1.56%)
3,642,234
(2.59%)
7,013,669
(4.99%)
6,979,855
(4.97%)
8,526,874
(6.07%)
13,829,794
(9.85%)
12,077,157
(8.60%)
11,950,643
(8.51%)
9,129,822
(6.50%)
7,942,767
(5.66%)
46,857,423
(33.37%)
10,296,050
(7.33%)

1,040,625
(1.41%)
2,363,568
(3.21%)
4,088,184
(5.55%)
3,925,689
(5.33%)
4,840,260
(6.57%)
8,092,533
(10.98%)
7,681,006
(10.42%)
6,404,692
(8.69%)
5,057,820
(6.86%)
5,039,288
(6.84%)
20,313,403
(27.56%)
4,850,113
(6.58%)

1,334,103
(61.05%)
21,68,371
(59.53%)
3,977,111
(56.71%)
3,988,366
(57.14%)
4,577,403
(53.68%)
7,328,211
(52.99%)
5,822,324
(48.21%)
6,509,041
(45.53%)
4,297,419
(47.07%)
3,494,125
(43.99%)
17,870,026
(38.14%)
341,156
(55.11%)

703,261
(67.58%)
1,433,092
(60.63%)
2,358,676
(57.70%)
2,296,441
(58.50%)
2,797,069
(57.79%)
4,536,612
(56.06%)
3,810,995
(49.62%)
3,325,334
(51.92%)
2,479,668
(49.03%)
2,541,089
(50.43%)
9,451,482
(46.53%)
2,655,484
(54.75%)

851,012
(38.95%)
1,473,863
(40.47%)
3,036,558
(43.29%)
2,991,489
(42.86%)
3,949,471
(46.32%)
6,501,583
(47.01%)
6,254,834
(51.79%)
5,441,602
(54.47%)
4,832,404
(52.93%)
4,448,642
(56.01%)
28,987,397
(61.86%)
276,400
(44.89%)

337,364
(32.42%)
930,476
(39.37%)
1,729,508
(42.30%)
1,629,248
(41.50%)
2,043,190
(42.21%)
3,555,920
(43.94%)
3,870,010
(50.38%)
3,079,358
(48.08%)
2,578,153
(50.97%)
2,498,199
(49.57%)
10,861,921
(53.47%)
2,194,629
(45.25%)

Race
Mexican American
Other Hispanic
Non-Hispanic White
Non-Hispanic Black
Other Race or MultiRacial
Household Income
$0 to $4,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $44,999
$45,000 to $54,999
$55,000 to $64,999
$65,000 to $74,999
$75,000 and over
No answer
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We looked at the individual reasons given by survey participants for years 2007-2014 related to DS use. Participants
were given a list of options to choose from for each DS. They could choose one or more options from the given list.
Table 2 shows the top five reasons. In addition, we also looked at DS use for two additional reasons that were believed
to be applicable to the population we are studying. These included ‘For Weight Loss’ and ‘To Maintain Blood
Sugar/Diabetes’. Reasons for DS use were matched to specific DS type. Table 2 shows the type of DS with the highest
weighted frequency and percent of total response for each reason. The most frequent DS types for the obese group
and the control group are the same across all the reasons.
Table 2. Reason for DS use matched to type of DS

Reason

General Overall Healtha
Bone and Joint Healthb
To Supplement Diet/Food Not Enough
Heart Health/Cholesterol
To Get More Energy
For Weight Loss
To Maintain Blood Sugar/Diabetes

Group

Most frequent DS
type

Control
Obese
Control
Obese
Control
Obese
Control
Obese
Control
Obese
Control
Obese
Control
Obese

MVMMc
MVMMc
Calcium / Bone/ Joint
Calcium / Bone/ Joint
MVMMc
MVMMc
Omega-3
Omega-3
MVMMc
MVMMc
MVMMc
MVMMc
MVMMc
MVMMc

Weighted
Frequency
of
responses
for this
DS type
26,453,115
12,189,835
12,815,331
5,192,835
7,851,917
3,335,217
4,770,226
2,814,685
3,613,966
1,999,447
356,359
402,195
283,031
251,621

% of
total
responses
for this
reason
42.38%
42.58%
63.61%
57.23%
54.41%
50.64%
48.84%
53.79%
42.51%
44.60%
32.36%
30.57%
36.00%
29.10%

a: Includes: To prevent health problems, to improve my overall health, to maintain health/to stay healthy, and to prevent colds/boost
immune system.
b: Includes: For healthy joints/arthritis and for bone health/build strong bones/osteoporosis.
c: Multivitamins/multiminerals

The top five types based on the weighted frequency of DS are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Top five types of DS
Control
(Weighted
Frequency) / (%)

Obese
(Weighted
Frequency) / (%)

MVMM

57,398,221 / 32.25%

25,997,389 / 32.03%

Calcium / Bone / Joint

25,353,315 / 14.25%

10,730,464 / 13.22%

Vitamin B / B-Complex

15,114,941 / 8.49%

7,646,862 / 9.42%

Omega-3

13,742,677 / 7.72%

6,678,531 / 8.23%

13,059,133 / 7.34%

6,009,226 / 7.40%

Dietary Supplement

a

Botanical

a: DS classified as a botanical if it is part of a plant, tree, shrub, herb, etc.

Table 4 shows the top five DS types compared to the seven reasons we focused on. In addition, we also investigated
if the information provided in the existing knowledge base aligns with the reported use of a particular DS. We found
consistency between the reported use of a particular DS (as extracted from NHANES data) for conditions like general
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overall health, bone and joint health, supplementing food and diets, and heart health/cholesterol, and its
use/effectiveness provided in the existing knowledge base (i.e., NMCD). In fact, we found additional useful
information about the primary use of a particular DS in addition to its other uses, e.g., use of calcium mainly for bone
and joint health other than to improve general health.
For rest of the three conditions (i.e., getting energy, losing weight and maintaining blood sugar), we found that often
consumers are taking DS indiscriminately without sufficient, current and scientific knowledge on how a particular DS
actually impacts human body, e.g., the use of MVMM and Vitamin B-complexes for losing weight and/or
maintaining blood sugars among diabetic patients rather than their actual role of simply supplementing diet in people
who are on restricted diets.
Table 4. DS types and comparison of reported benefits for DS use compared to known knowledge bases
Calcium / Bone /
Joint

MVMM
Reason

Group

General
Overall
Healtha

Control

Bone and
Joint
Healthb

Control

Obese

To
Supplement
Diet / Food
Not
Enough

Weighted
Frequency
(%)
26,453,115
(42.4%)
12,189,835
(42.6%)
1,631,498
(8.1%)

Supported
by the
KB?

Primarily

Yes

Weighted
Frequency
(%)

Supported
by the KB?

Weighted
Frequency
(%)

Yes

1,661,002
(5.8%)

4,436,521
(7.1%)
2,174,237
(7.6%)

12,815,331
(63.6%)

221,802
(1.1%)

4,013,511
(6.4%)

5,192,835
(57.2%)

Control

7,851,917
(54.4%)

946,322
(6.6%)

Obese

3,335,217
(50.6%)

482,093
(7.3%)

1,203,612
(8.3%)
384,737
(5.8%)

179,802
(1.8%)

734,043
(7.5%)

Obese

Primarily

Control

784,580
(8.0%)

Obese

453,180
(8.7%)

61,349
(1.2%)

To Get
More
Energy

Control

3,613,966
(42.5%)

183,743
(2.2%)

Obese

1,999,447
(44.6%)

To
Maintain
Blood
Sugar

Primarily

853,981
(9.4%)

Heart
Health /
Cholesterol

For Weight
Loss

Vitamin B /
B-Complex

Control

356,359
(32.4%)

Obese

402,195
(30.6%)

Control

283,031
(36.0%)

Obese

251,621
(29.1%)

Yes

Yes

No

No

c

4,170
(0.4%)
53,291
(4.1%)
29,274
(3.7%)
27,005
(3.1%)

Supported
by the
KB?

Primarily

Yes

Conflicting

Yes

Primarily

No

No

62,440
(5.7%)

c

87,574
(6.7%)

Insufficient

54,507
(6.9%)
98,499
(11.4%)

5,613,467
(9.0%)

Supported
by the
KB?

Yes

1,041,431
(5.2%)
554,147
(6.1%)
725,957
(5.0%)

Yes

Yes

No

c

No

c

4,770,226
(48.8%)
2,814,685
(53.8%)
236,695
(2.8%)

Botanical
Weighted
Frequency
(%)
3,319,571
(5.3%)

Yes

446,372
(2.2%)

Yes

432,633
(3.0%)

Primarily

759,119
(7.8%)

No

546,402
(6.4%)

205,332
(18.6%)

Yes

Yes

278,418
(21.2%)
137,073
(17.4%)
295,622
(34.2%)

a: Includes: To prevent health problems, to improve my overall health, to maintain health/to stay healthy, and to prevent colds/boost immune
system.
b: Includes: For healthy joints/arthritis and for bone health/build strong bones/osteoporosis.
c: DS can be used to supplement diets for people on restricted diets such as those actively participating in weight loss or those with DM

Correlation Analysis
We were interested in testing the correlations between the number of DS taken (DS Count) and age, BMI. Table 5
reports the results of Pearson correlation coefficients. Both age and BMI have significant correlations with the number
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Yes

Yes

300,371
(5.7%)

48,707
(4.4%)

3,777
(0.4%)

Yes

106,195
(1.6%)

295,225
(6.6%)

39,871
(5.1%)

Yes

156,958
(1.7%)

93,423
(2.1%)

74,769
(5.7%)

Supported
by the
KB?

1,653,574
(5.8%)

482,233
(7.3%)

500,191
(9.6%)
2,406,102
(28.3%)
1,246,553
(27.8%)

Weighted
Frequency
(%)

2,412,219
(8.4%)

165,819
(1.8%)

68,179
(1.5%)

c

Omega-3

Yes

Yes

Yes

of DS taken. However, the correlation between DS count and BMI are negative, which means a person having lower
BMI value are likely to take more DSs. These findings are consistent with the results in the published study.22
We further used a multivariate logistic regression model to assess the impact of basic characteristics (gender, age
group, race, and household income) on DS use between control and obese groups. We found that the obese group is
less likely to take DS than control group. In addition, male respondents are less likely to take DS compared to female
(odds ratio=0.560, CI: 0.530-0.592, p<0.001). When setting the 45-54 years old age group as the reference, younger
respondents who are under 45 are less likely to take DS. On the other hand, older respondents who are over 54 are
more likely to take DS. Regarding race, Mexican American, other Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black, and other race or
multi-racial are all less likely to take DS compared to the reference group Non-Hispanic White. Moreover, respondents
who reported the household income is $75,000 and over are more likely to take DS compared to other lower levels of
household income.
Table 5. Correlation analysis with the DS data with Pearson correlation coefficients
Variable Pairs
DS Count – Age

Coefficient
0.28234

P-value
< 0.001

DS Count – BMI

-0.03596

< 0.001

Table 6. Multivariate logistic regression results
Odds Ratio
95% Confidence Interval

P-values

Obese or Not (reference = Control Group)
Obese Group

0.783

0.742

0.827

<.0001

0.560

0.530

0.592

<.0001

18-24

0.462

0.407

0.526

<.0001

25-34

0.637

0.567

0.715

<.0001

35-44

0.737

0.642

0.846

<.0001

55-64

1.613

1.440

1.806

<.0001

65-74

2.172

1.889

2.497

<.0001

75 over

2.535

2.219

2.897

<.0001

Mexican American

0.510

0.460

0.565

<.0001

Other Hispanic

0.665

0.593

0.747

<.0001

Non-Hispanic Black

0.564

0.511

0.623

<.0001

Other Race or Multi-Racial

0.875

0.769

0.997

0.0449

Gender (reference = Female)
Male
Age Group (reference = 45-54)

Race (reference = Non-Hispanic White)

Household Income (reference = $75,000 and over)
$0 to $4,999

0.520

0.407

0.663

<.0001

$10,000 to $14,999

0.463

0.395

0.541

<.0001

$15,000 to $19,999

0.473

0.408

0.547

<.0001

$20,000 to $24,999

0.542

0.465

0.633

<.0001
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$25,000 to $34,999

0.576

0.515

0.645

<.0001

$35,000 to $44,999

0.708

0.609

0.823

<.0001

$45,000 to $54,999

0.745

0.641

0.867

0.0002

$5,000 to $9,999

0.452

0.383

0.533

<.0001

$55,000 to $64,999

0.747

0.641

0.869

0.0002

$65,000 to $74,999

0.809

0.697

0.938

0.0054

NA

0.573

0.496

0.663

<.0001

Discussion
In this study, we used the NHANES data to assess the use and perceived benefits of dietary supplements among obese
adults. Demographics clearly play a role in DS use. Based on the information in Table 1, female is more likely than
male to use DS. With respect to age, the older the respondent was, the more likely he/she used at least one DS. The
45-54 year-old age group was the only age group in which there was no statistically significant difference in DS use
between obese and control groups. Race also plays a role in DS use, with non-Hispanic Whites showing the highest
percentage of DS use. Other Race or Multi-Race respondents were the only category in which there was no
significance in terms of DS use. Household income is also shown to play a role in DS use. Those that have an income
over $35,000 have a percentage of use of 48.08-53.47% versus those under $35,000 have a percentage of use of 32.4243.94%.
With respect to the correlation between age and BMI information and the number of DS taken, we found that both age
(coefficient = 0.28, p-value < 0.001) and BMI (coefficient = -0.04, p-value <0.001) have significant correlation with
the number of DS taken, indicating that older adults and those with lower BMI are likely to take more DSs. It is
consistent with the results from a previous study that obese respondents reported relatively less DS use (48%) than
those categorized as overweight (57%) or normal weight (56%).13 Hence, DS users, as compared to non-users, are
significantly more likely to have better dietary patterns and exercises.
The overall impression from the results of this study is that obese population does not show increased usage of DS to
facilitate weight loss. The results between the obese group and the control group are quite similar.
Another clear opportunity shown in the results was that most respondents took DSs on their own, as opposed to be
told by the healthcare professionals. They could have learned about the DS from word of mouth, advertisement, or
some sources other than a health practitioner. There is clearly an opportunity for knowledge about DSs to be passed
to this population via healthcare providers. The actual benefit of each DS may be clearer if the information was from
providers instead of another source.
We also investigated if the information provided in the existing knowledge base aligns with the reported use of a
particular DS. We found that often consumers are taking DSs indiscriminately without sufficient, current and scientific
knowledge on how a particular DS actually impacts the human body. This includes use of calcium for heart health,
despite a considerable number of existing controversies (validated by various research studies) regarding the
association between dietary calcium intake and risk of mortality from cardiovascular disease and its causes.23
Similarly, the use of MVMM and Vitamin B complexes for losing weight and/or maintaining blood sugar among
diabetic patients rather than their actual role of simply supplementing diet in people who are on restricted diets.
Similarly, use of herbs for conditions like weight loss, diabetes, heart health etc., with a false perception that they
have minimal or no side effects since being natural products. Overall, we found NMCD to be reasonable in finding
the relevant information for most of the ingredients/products despite a few challenges. Since NMCD has DS related
information as monographs with detailed information at “ingredient” level, DS products corresponding to more than
one ingredients, e.g., MVMM, Vitamin B / B-Complex need to be searched individually for each comprising
ingredients for any specific information. In contrary, although Dietary Supplements Label Database (DSLD) is
primarily a product level resource with plenty of multi ingredients products, the information provided is not helpful
since it is (1) not specific (providing only LanguaL™ related dietary claims or uses), and (2) fragmented/distributed
under various sections.
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We also noted the lack of consistency of information in the DS knowledge bases. The information available to
researchers/professionals is not always accurate and is not always up to date. We also acknowledge that there is no
one, comprehensive DS knowledge base available to consumers. It is clear that from a consumer perspective, the DS
knowledge affects the actual use of DS. In our preliminary comparison between the reported benefits for each of the
major DSs and the knowledge base, there is a knowledge gap between the perceived and documented benefits of the
DSs.
Limitation
A few limitations should be noted when interpreting the study results. First, the most recent data was not available at
the time of the study. Second, specific usage information was not available for the entire time frame. Third, in the
correlation analysis, some variables (e.g., BMI, number of DSs taken) are skewed, which may affect the correlation
analysis. We attempted a few transformations (e.g., square root transformation) but have not fully resolved the data
skewness problem.
Future Work
Additional studies comparing DS use in adult in the obese versus non-obese populations would provide additional
information regarding DS use in the adult population as a whole and potentially provide more information regarding
the use of knowledge bases. In addition, we would also like to look at medication use in the obese population using
NHANES data to see what knowledge can be gained from this diverse database. We would like to also perform a
study looking at specific questionnaire data related to certain health conditions and related medication use in the adult
population to see what information can be gathered regarding specific diseases and how they relate to obesity. As
clinical trials generate gold-standard medical evidence, we are also interested in assessing the population
representativeness of DS trials and identifying the systematic biases in the eligibility criteria in the trial design using
informatics methods such as Generalizability Index for Study Traits24 and its variants.18,25
Conclusions
Complementary alternative medicine, especially dietary supplements, has gained increasing popularity for many
reasons including availability without prescription, price, and ease of use. Besides weight loss, there are various
potential benefits for DS. Nevertheless, health consumers with limited health literacy may not adequately understand
the benefits and risk of overdose for DS. In this project, we aim to gain a better understanding of the use of DS products
among obese people as well as their perceived benefits of these products. We identified obese adults after combining
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data collected during 2003-2014. We found that there is a
knowledge gap between the reported benefits of major DS by obese adults and the existing DS knowledge base and
label database. This gap may inform the design of patient education material on DS usage in the future.
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Abstract
A growing quantity of health data is being stored in Electronic Health Records (EHR). The free-text section of these
clinical notes contains important patient and treatment information for research but also contains Personally Identifiable Information (PII), which cannot be freely shared within the research community without compromising patient
confidentiality and privacy rights. Significant work has been invested in investigating automated approaches to text
de-identification, the process of removing or redacting PII. Few studies have examined the performance of existing
de-identification pipelines in a controlled comparative analysis. In this study, we use publicly available corpora to
analyze speed and accuracy differences between three de-identification systems that can be run off-the-shelf: Amazon
Comprehend Medical PHId, Clinacuity’s CliniDeID, and the National Library of Medicine’s Scrubber. No single system dominated all the compared metrics. NLM Scrubber was the fastest while CliniDeID generally had the highest
accuracy.
Introduction
Electronic health records (EHR) data is increasingly being used to support research in the translation research community1 . A significant amount of important information is trapped in free-text format in clinical notes2, 3 . However, these
text notes often contain patient names, dates of services, and other types of personally identifiable information (PII),
which imparts a significant burden associated with the risk to patient confidentiality on the utility of these important
sources of data. In the United States, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) provides data
privacy and security provisions for safeguarding the confidentiality of patients4 . Moreover, based on the Common
Rule, in order to use patient data for research, researchers are required to obtain either an informed consent from
patients or a waiver of informed consent from an institutional Internal Review Board (IRB)5 . Therefore, automated
de-identification may alleviate the regulatory burden associated with the use of text data for research. A significant
amount of work has been invested in investigating various approaches for de-identification6 .
However, few studies have examined the performance of existing text de-identification software in a controlled comparative analysis7 . In this study, we use publicly available corpora to analyze speed and accuracy differences between
three de-identification systems that can be run off-the-shelf. The three systems were chosen to reflect a diversity of
approaches in currently maintained systems that can be run without any additional training or configuration.
Methods
First, we discuss the annotations of interest that will be the focus of our accuracy metrics. Second, we provide a
brief overview of the reference corpora used to determine system accuracy. Third, we describe the three text deidentification systems to be evaluated. Fourth, we explain the tool used to generate the accuracy metrics.
The HIPAA Privacy Rule “Safe Harbor” method lists eighteen categories of identifiers or PII that a complete deidentification system must target. Because we are dealing with text data exclusively, we can put aside imaging and
audio-related categories. The remaining PII categories applicable to text are: names, geographic subdivisions, dates,
telephone & fax numbers, vehicle identifiers, serial numbers, device identifiers, email addresses, URLs, social security
numbers, IP addresses, medical record numbers, account numbers, certificate numbers, license numbers, and any other
unique identifying number, characteristic, or code.
Not all of these categories are addressed by the systems we evaluated. Even those categories addressed by all systems
are not equally addressed. As such, we have pared down the possible categories for evaluation into two sets: shared
categories (i.e., those targeted by all three systems) and specialty categories (i.e., those addressed by two of the three
systems). Figure 1 contains a visual summary of those two sets and what underlying categories compose them.
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Figure 1: PII categories coverage
The A DDRESS category includes standard mailing address components such as street, city, state, country, and postal
code, even though the Safe Harbor method only includes components smaller than a state. Other geographic locations,
like named geographical features, also fall under this category.
The AGE category comes in two flavors due to the specificity of the HIPAA Safe Harbor method. Technically, only
ages over 89 are considered PII. The NLM Scrubber targets precisely this class. Many analyses (including Amazon
Comprehend, CliniDeID, and both reference corpora) actually treat all ages as PII. Potentially, this definitional gap
between AGE 90+ and A LL AGES could inequitably hurt NLM Scrubber’s scores as compared to the other systems.
The evidence does not support this possibility, as addressed in the results section.
The A LPHA N UMERIC category is a composition of the more commonly separated P HONE FAX category and all the
general identifier categories (e.g., social security numbers and device IDs), which tend to be alphanumeric strings.
Amazon Comprehend and CliniDeID treat P HONE FAX as separate from the other identifiers but NLM Scrubber merges
them all. As such, we considered evaluation at the composite level to be more equitable. For completeness, we split
P HONE FAX from other ID’s when evaluating specialty types for Amazon Comprehend and CliniDeID.
Finally, the NAME category also required special consideration. The Safe Harbor method only requires names of
patients, relatives, employers, or household members to be de-identified. The two reference corpora include patient
and provider names. The three de-identification systems tag patient, provider, and other names (e.g., relatives of
the patient). In the output of Amazon Comprehend and NLM Scrubber, we cannot differentiate between the name
subtypes. As such, we evaluated all systems at the name level rather than filtering by subtype. We should expect to
see a slight inflation of false positive counts across all three systems as a consequence.
With respect to specialty categories, ID and P HONE FAX were treated individually for Amazon Comprehend and
CliniDeID. The DATE category is annotated by CliniDeID and NLM Scrubber but not by Amazon Comprehend1 .
Specifically, calendar dates like “June 19th” are tagged as PII but not times, seasons, etc. The E A DDRESS category
includes electronic addresses like email addresses and URLs, which Amazon Comprehend and CliniDeID tag but not
NLM Scrubber. The P ROFESSION category includes job titles and is tagged by Amazon Comprehend and CliniDeID
but not by NLM Scrubber. Further, each system was also evaluated against their own individual maximum possible
set of categories out of all the above mentioned types.
1 Amazon provides a separate detect entities service endpoint that does annotate full dates (i.e., month, day, and year together), days of
the week, months, and times. However, because it is annotated by a separate service on a separate endpoint from the other PII categories, we would
need to run every note through two systems for full coverage, which is beyond our intent of evaluating simple, off-the-shelf systems.
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While we report individual category accuracy metrics, we also evaluated each system as if all annotations belonged
to a single supertype of PII. This analysis is separate from micro- and macro-averaging individual category results.
Finding PII in a note but tagging it as the wrong category will lower the micro- and macro-average scores but will still
count as a true positive instance of the PII supertype.
All evaluations were done with respect to two publicly available corpora: the 2014 and 2016 i2b2 de-identification
challenge corpora8, 9 . These corpora include more annotated PII categories than the shared and specialty categories,
such as health care units and organization names (both interpreted as geographic subdivisions). The 2014 corpus is
split into 790 training notes and 514 test notes. The 2016 corpus is split into 200 development notes, 600 training
notes, and 400 test notes. A note in the 2016 corpus is longer than one in the 2014 corpus with an average of 1,863
words per note versus 617 words per note, respectively. For consistency purposes, all corpora were processed as plain
text files with one note per file. Timing results are aggregated across the training and testing documents. Performance
scores are reported for both the training and testing splits. All de-identification systems were tested out-of-the-box.
Amazon Comprehend Medical2 is a cloud-based natural language processing (NLP) system. We have focused only
on their detect phi service endpoint (also called PHId), which can be run via API calls or remotely on an AWS
instance. Our testing leveraged a simple Python script to read in a note, post it to the service endpoint, and then
convert the returned output to the brat standoff format10 . The server region, which determines the physical location of
the servers that data is processed on, is the only additional parameter providing during these API calls. The service
was rate-limited to at most 20k characters per note. Thirty five notes exceeded this limit and were not analyzed. For
production purposes, additional logic could be constructed to split notes into overlapping tiles of text to still maintain
all context clues to PII while keeping under the rate-limit.
Clinacuity’s CliniDeID3 is available for Linux, macOS, and Windows. The on-premises version can be run using a
graphical user-interface (GUI) or via the command-line. The test results reported below used the CentOS commandline version 1.5.0. CliniDeID offers several levels of de-identification. We selected the level ‘Beyond HIPAA Safe
Harbor’ to align the coverage of categories such as names with other systems (e.g., so provider names were also
tagged). Timing results did not include resynthesizing the PII detected (i.e., consistently replacing PII with realistic
random surrogates), although that option was available. We ran our evaluations using a special testing license.
The National Library of Medicine’s Scrubber4 is the oldest of the three systems and freely available online for Linux
and Windows. The most recent version (v.19.0403L) included both a command-line and GUI version. The default
system output is a redacted version of the original note. The only parameters we provided were the input and output
directories. Additional parameters, such as a file of whitelisted terms to never de-identify (“preserved terms”), were
not used. The classic opening line of Moby Dick is converted to “Call me [NAME].” Because our evaluation tool
(described in more detail below) relied on annotation offsets noted in the reference corpus for scoring, we needed to
map the NLM Scrubber’s output file to a character offset anchored annotation format. Namely, the string “Ishmael”
covers the ninth to fifteenth characters in the original. The bracketed redaction “[NAME]” covers the ninth to twentysecond characters, which both fails to match the original offsets and bumps out the offsets of all future annotations. To
solve this problem, we wrote a script to convert NLM Scrubber’s output to brat standoff format. The script attempts
to line up the preceding and following context around all bracketed forms to anchor the redaction in the original note.
Consecutive redactions (e.g., the “[NAME]\n[A DDRESS]” format used on envelopes) were merged. That is, because
we could not reliably determine the character boundary between the annotations, we associated both annotations with
the full span of both, effectively creating two fully-overlapping annotations. This decision forced all evaluations
to be run as ‘partial matching’, as described below, so as to not unfairly count overlapping annotations against the
system. Roughly speaking, as long as a system output PII annotation text span at least partially overlaps a reference
PII annotation span in the same category, it is considered a true positive.
Performance evaluation was done using ETUDE11 (Evaluation Tool for Unstructured Data and Extractions), a freely
available open source tool5 , which was developed and maintained by the first author. All scoring was done using
2 https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/medical/
3 https://www.clinacuity.com/home2/clinideid/
4 https://scrubber.nlm.nih.gov/
5 https://github.com/MUSC-TBIC/etude-engine
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the command-line engine to facilitate scripting. A GUI is also available6 . The ETUDE engine parses each of the
reference and system documents based on corpus specific configuration files. Using separate configuration files per
corpus allows each to be in a different format (e.g., brat vs. inline XML) with different schemata (e.g., the engine is
responsible for binning CliniDeID’s patient and provider names into a single category for scoring). We used the partial
matching flag for evaluating annotation alignment. That is, as long as two annotations at least partially overlap their
spans and match categories, it is considered a true positive. Using the exact match flag would inequitably hurt systems
when they differ from the reference standard by punctuation (e.g., “Ishmael” vs. “Ishmael.”) or when the system
aggressively splits annotations (e.g., “[Moby Dick]” vs. “[Moby] [Dick]”). Metrics include True Positives (TP), False
Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN), Precision (i.e., positive predictive value), Recall (i.e., sensitivity), and F1 (i.e.,
an F-measure with a β value of one).
Results
No single system dominated all the compared metrics. Before we delve into the particulars of speed tests and annotation evaluation, we need to look deeper at the nlm2brat.py Python script performance summarized in Table 1. As
Table 1: Annotation Counts for the Five Primary NLM Scrubber Annotation Types at Each Stage of Processing

Type
ADDRESS
AGE90+
ALPHANUMERICID
DATE
PERSONALNAME

NLM Scrubber
Annotations

nlm2brat.py
Annotations

Anchorless
Annotations

% Anchored Annotations
Out of All Annotations

4304
119
10297
9980
32372

4304
119
10297
9980
32372

10
0
5
10
63

0.9977
1.0000
0.9995
0.9990
0.9982

described above, nlm2brat.py (available on-line7 ) is responsible for converting the output of the NLM Scrubber
to brat standoff format. The latter of these formats can be scored using ETUDE. The NLM Scrubber generates five
tags (with the normalized category type in parentheses): ADDRESS (A DDRESS), AGE90+ (AGE), ALPHANUMERICID (A LPHA N UMERIC), DATE (DATE), PERSONALNAME (NAME). The second column in Table 1 shows the
total counts of each tag across the training and test splits in both corpora. The third column shows the counts of tags
present in the brat files generated by the script. Note that all values are identical, indicating that all tags were correctly
found. Finding a tag is a necessary but not sufficient condition for extracting the character offsets for said tag. The
fourth column shows the counts of all tags found but not anchored by character offsets. These unanchored tags are
predominantly the first of three consecutive tags separated by nothing or limited whitespace. The final column reports
the total percentage of successfully anchored tags. The high percentages here (99.7+% for all types) allows us to feel
confident that the tag extraction and format conversion has not introduced significant noise.
Table 2 summarizes our speed test results. The NLM Scrubber was indisputably the fastest of the three systems. As per
the second column, the time taken to process 10k characters is roughly half as long as for Amazon Comprehend and an
order of magnitude faster than for CliniDeID. Likewise, the characters processed per second (column three) is roughly
Table 2: Key Speed Test Characteristics of the Three Systems
Tool
Amazon Comprehend
CliniDeID
NLM Scrubber

Secs / 10k Char

Chars / Sec

Total Notes

Secs / Note

Notes / Sec

32.38
189.61
13.69

308.88
52.74
730.61

2269
2304
2300

0.57
3.39
0.24

1.75
0.29
4.09

twice that of Amazon Comprehend and, again, an order of magnitude more than for CliniDeID. As noted in column
four, NLM Scrubber failed to process four notes. This failure was due to the presence of non-ASCII characters and
6 https://github.com/Clinacuity/etude-viewer
7 https://github.com/MUSC-TBIC/corpus-utils
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should not bias our results. In contrast, the thirty-five notes not processed by Amazon Comprehend were the longest
notes. The failure here has the potential to slightly increase the real average speed per note for this tool. As a final
quirk of the timing evaluation, the CliniDeID and the NLM Scrubber tests were run on a different class of computer
from the Amazon Comprehend tests. Amazon Comprehend is always run on an arbitrarily large cloud server in AWS.
In contrast, the other two systems were run on a development server at MUSC with four dual core 2.66 GHz processors
and 32 GB of RAM.
Figure 2 presents a visual overview of the relative performance metrics for our tools. The complete data underlying
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Figure 2: Accuracy for shared categories (left), specialty categories (center), and at the PII supertype level (right)
these graphs is presented in Tables 3–8. The box-and-whisker plot highlights the full range of performance across the
training and test splits for both corpora. That is, four individual data points are summarized by the box-and-whisker.
To see the specific performance on the test split for each corpus, refer to the tables at the end.
At a high level, across categories, CliniDeID reliably outperformed the other two systems. A DDRESS is the only
category for which Amazon Comprehend did not clearly beat NLM Scrubber. The two systems are roughly equivalent
in terms of F1 with Amazon Comprehend having a higher recall score and NLM Scrubber having a higher precision.
More specifically, Amazon Comprehend seemed to have the largest performance gap around A DDRESS. The range for
AGE recall is also fairly wide compared to the other categories. The very low raw number of E A DDRESS annotations
makes it difficult to draw any real conclusions about performance. P HONE FAX performance is surprisingly fragile
with a wide range for a category that, intuitively, should be fairly consistent. Digging in to Table 6, we can see a very
high false positive rate for this category. Generally, this tool has better recall than precision.
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For CliniDeID, E A DDRESS and ID are the most difficult categories. All other categories’ performance metrics are
reliably in the upper nineties. If anything, recall tends to be slightly higher than precision across categories.
For NLM Scrubber, AGE is not reliably tagged. We would expect higher recall than precision if the performance
metrics were dominated by the mismatch between the reference standard, which tags all ages, and the system, which
only tags ages 90+. In fact, we find higher precision than recall, which implies the system is more conservative in its
tagging of spans as AGE. Manual inspection of errors indicates that many of the spans incorrectly annotated as NAME
are in fact organizations or hospitals. For instance, “Hollings Cancer Center” is annotated as “[PERSONALNAME]
Cancer Center”. Likewise, the low precision for A LPHA N UMERIC stems from dates and other numbers being tagged
erroneously. For instance, “Living with father since [ALPHANUMERICID]” is actually a date.
Discussion
The rightmost graph in Figure 2 provides a good holistic view of the systems. Amazon Comprehend performance is
generally acceptable. CliniDeID performs at near ceiling. NLM Scrubber, despite poor performance on several shared
categories, generally performs better than average and only slightly worse than Amazon Comprehend when taking
frequency of annotation types into account.
In prioritizing patient privacy, users should prioritize recall over precision. In that light, we should be more concerned
with NLM Scrubber’s performance on A DDRESS tags than on A LPHA N UMERIC tags even though the F-measure for
the latter is the higher of the two categories because its recall is also the lower of the two. In a similar vein, the type
of note to be de-identified should also play into decision-making. For instance, NLM Scrubber’s relatively low AGE
category performance is less important for a pediatric dataset, which is unlikely to have many ages mentioned over the
required threshold. Likewise, Amazon Comprehend should be safer to use on pathology reports, which are unlikely to
include many instances of A DDRESS, than on history and physical notes, which are more likely to include references
to previous residences or care facilities. The lack of comprehensive coverage of all PII categories by NLM Scrubber
and Amazon Comprehend also restricts the viable distribution options for notes processed by these systems. That is,
notes processed by CliniDeID will have more types of PII de-identified than those processed by the other two systems.
This wider range of de-identified information means these notes can be shared with a broader audience without leaking
PII. For instance, releasing notes with the original professions and electronic addresses, which NLM Scrubber does
not annotate, still intact may only be advisable for more circumscribed distribution.
All three systems require a minimum amount of basic engineering work to encapsulate them in a regularly run pipeline
(e.g., hourly or daily). Even batch processing, as we did in our evaluation, likely requires reformatting notes from
their source format (e.g., dumping them from a database into flat files) and output file parsing and/or reformatting.
CliniDeID has the widest range of output options.
The gaps in category coverage of NLM Scrubber and Amazon Comprehend may be acceptable or may need to be
supplemented by a secondary system. As mentioned above, for instance, combining the detect entities and
the detect phi service endpoints would extend Amazon Comprehend’s category coverage. This doubling of the
pipeline would, of course, double the direct cost for using Amazon Comprehend. NLM Scrubber could be run in
tandem with another de-dentification system with better performance on AGE or A DDRESS categories. It could also
be run in series with a filter engine to reduce the high false positive rate in those categories with high recall but low
precision. Along these same lines, de-identification could need to be integrated into a more comprehensive processing
pipeline that included annotation or extraction beyond PII categories. Amazon Comprehend is the most flexible for
integration into larger pipelines through the use of API calls. On the other hand, these calls require notes containing
PII to be sent to an off-site server. In contrast, CliniDeID and NLM Scrubber can be run fully locally.
Coverage, ease of integration, cost, and output formats are three key components we have only lightly touched on due
to the wide range of context-dependent contingencies tied to these factors.
Conclusion
While this evaluation has strived to be thorough, a wide range of additional evaluations need to be run to better
understand the full landscape of text de-identification tools. For instance, speed evaluations were conducted under
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a simplistic analysis of one machine type that is not otherwise under any significant system load. We still need to
investigate the impact of document size on processing speed. Average note size from three different silos in our own
Research Data Warehouse range from 375 to 1900 characters. Are speed increases linear or exponential with character
count? Testing additional systems will also improve our understanding of the software landscape. However, expanding
the evaluation to include more systems is a non-trivial task. For instance, MIST12 , the MITRE Identification Scrubber
Toolkit8 , only ships with a de-identification engine and not the model necessary to run the engine, which must be
trained on local data. On the other end of the spectrum, Microsoft’s Presidio9 includes all necessary pre-trained
models but has a relatively complex installation procedure.
The next two classes of extension relate to improved evaluation tooling rather than additional test conditions. The
nlm2brat.py script we developed can be extended in functionality. We documented the impact of three consecutive
redacted spans in a row on conversion. Performance here could be improved to guarantee all redacted spans are
anchored. Smarter anchoring algorithms could be tested to see if we can more reliably find exact spans for the
redacted annotation rather than needing to merge adjacent redactions. Other output formats could also be added to the
script (e.g., inline XML files or CAS XMI files for UIMA compatibility). Finally, the core issue in de-identification
surrounds leaking PII. We evaluated performance at the coarse level of the annotation. Finer-grained analyses at the
token and character levels will help us understand exactly how much and what type of PII is most likely to be leaked
by the various systems.
While no perfect solution exists for text de-identification, the ideal tool for your particular application will need to
integrate and balance a wide range of constraints.
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Table 3: Complete Table of Amazon Comprehend Shared Category Performance Results

2014
Address
Age
AlphaN.
Name
2016
Address
Age
AlphaN.
Name

TP

FP

FN

Training
Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Testing
Prec

Rec

F1

501
1160
1031
3924

2095
99
445
349

700
70
163
265

0.1930
0.9214
0.6985
0.9183

0.4172
0.9431
0.8635
0.9367

0.2639
0.9321
0.7723
0.9274

380
730
728
2593

1351
67
283
187

463
34
114
198

0.2195
0.9159
0.7201
0.9327

0.4508
0.9555
0.8646
0.9291

0.2953
0.9353
0.7858
0.9309

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

1598
2586
159
3034

2951
378
48
721

986
844
21
337

0.3513
0.8725
0.7681
0.8080

0.6184
0.7539
0.8833
0.9000

0.4481
0.8089
0.8217
0.8515

1007
1641
125
1990

1643
255
45
400

580
569
13
212

0.3800
0.8655
0.7353
0.8326

0.6345
0.7425
0.9058
0.9037

0.4753
0.7993
0.8117
0.8667
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Table 4: Complete Table of CliniDeID Shared Category Performance Results

2014
Address
Age
AlphaN.
Name
2016
Address
Age
AlphaN.
Name

TP

FP

FN

Training
Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Testing
Prec

Rec

F1

1197
1224
1196
4189

26
30
307
46

5
9
2
3

0.9787
0.9761
0.7957
0.9891

0.9958
0.9927
0.9983
0.9993

0.9872
0.9843
0.8856
0.9942

840
758
839
2788

25
13
110
45

3
6
3
3

0.9711
0.9831
0.8841
0.9841

0.9964
0.9921
0.9964
0.9989

0.9836
0.9876
0.9369
0.9915

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

2784
3605
191
3660

65
38
27
66

7
32
0
6

0.9772
0.9896
0.8761
0.9823

0.9975
0.9912
1.0000
0.9984

0.9872
0.9904
0.9340
0.9903

577
752
46
757

15
6
1
4

1
17
0
0

0.9747
0.9921
0.9787
0.9947

0.9983
0.9779
1.0000
1.0000

0.9863
0.9849
0.9892
0.9974

Table 5: Complete Table of NLM Scrubber Shared Category Performance Results

TP

FP

FN

Training
Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Testing
Prec

Rec

F1

444
5
795
3794

845
50
3210
3523

758
1228
403
398

0.3445
0.0909
0.1985
0.5185

0.3694
0.0041
0.6636
0.9051

0.3565
0.0078
0.3056
0.6593

294
6
547
2501

416
20
1807
2111

549
758
295
290

0.4141
0.2308
0.2324
0.5423

0.3488
0.0079
0.6496
0.8961

0.3786
0.0152
0.3423
0.6757

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

953
5
124
3376

484
18
2145
8880

1814
3604
66
265

0.6632
0.2174
0.0546
0.2755

0.3444
0.0014
0.6526
0.9272

0.4534
0.0028
0.1009
0.4247

566
6
99
2258

292
9
1562
5866

1162
2348
52
146

0.6597
0.4000
0.0596
0.2779

0.3275
0.0025
0.6556
0.9393

0.4377
0.0051
0.1093
0.4290

2014
Address
Age
AlphaN.
Name
2016
Address
Age
AlphaN.
Name

Table 6: Complete Table of Amazon Comprehend Specialty Category Performance Results

2014

TP

FP

FN

Training
Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Testing
Prec

Rec

F1

eAddress
IDs
PhoneFax
Profession

3
535
164
174

1
227
550
151

3
343
152
60

0.7500
0.7021
0.2297
0.5354

0.5000
0.6093
0.5190
0.7436

0.6000
0.6524
0.3184
0.6225

1
387
127
127

1
156
341
95

0
238
90
52

0.5000
0.7127
0.2714
0.5721

1.0000
0.6192
0.5853
0.7095

0.6667
0.6627
0.3708
0.6334

2016

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

eAddress
IDs
PhoneFax
Profession

3
30
126
706

1
32
19
1141

2
13
11
652

0.7500
0.4839
0.8690
0.3822

0.6000
0.6977
0.9197
0.5199

0.6667
0.5714
0.8936
0.4406

7
22
100
478

3
19
29
707

1
9
7
483

0.7000
0.5366
0.7752
0.4034

0.8750
0.7097
0.9346
0.4974

0.7778
0.6111
0.8475
0.4455
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Table 7: Complete Table of CliniDeID Specialty Category Performance Results

TP

FP

FN

Training
Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Testing
Prec

Rec

F1

7263
6
880
317
233

35
0
303
3
2

232
0
1
0
1

0.9952
1.0000
0.7439
0.9906
0.9915

0.9690
1.0000
0.9989
1.0000
0.9957

0.9820
1.0000
0.8527
0.9953
0.9936

4838
1
625
216
178

18
0
107
1
4

142
0
0
1
1

0.9963
1.0000
0.8538
0.9954
0.9780

0.9715
1.0000
1.0000
0.9954
0.9944

0.9837
1.0000
0.9211
0.9954
0.9861

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

5390
7
44
147
1464

24
8
26
1
144

333
0
0
0
7

0.9956
0.4667
0.6286
0.9932
0.9104

0.9418
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9952

0.9679
0.6364
0.7719
0.9966
0.9510

1066
2
4
42
355

5
1
1
0
30

53
0
0
0
1

0.9953
0.6667
0.8000
1.0000
0.9221

0.9526
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9972

0.9735
0.8000
0.8889
1.0000
0.9582

2014
Date
eAddress
IDs
PhoneFax
Profession
2016
Date
eAddress
IDs
PhoneFax
Profession

Table 8: Complete Table of NLM Scrubber Specialty Category Performance Results

2014

TP

FP

FN

Training
Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Testing
Prec

Rec

F1

Date

2906

935

4589

0.7566

0.3877

0.5127

2177

617

2803

0.7792

0.4371

0.5601

2016

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

TP

FP

FN

Prec

Rec

F1

Date

1257

745

4421

0.6279

0.2214

0.3273

795

538

3026

0.5964

0.2081

0.3085
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Abstract
Learning Health System (LHS) proposes a new paradigm in scientific enterprise to facilitate the rapid movement of
data to knowledge (D2K) and knowledge to practice (K2P). Informatics can play a pivotal role in facilitating feedback
loops and rapid cycles of learning across D2K and K2P. Though informatics has been acknowledged as a critical
component of LHS, it remains unclear how leaders in informatics are conceptualizing its role in promoting LHS. This
study sought to gain insights from informatics leaders and experts on their perspectives around role of informatics in
LHS. We conducted semi-structured interviews with fourteen informatics leaders across different informatics domains
and leadership positions. Our results revealed areas of agreement around key concepts related to LHS as well as
opportunities to improve messaging and add clarity to the role of informatics in promoting LHS.
Introduction
The learning health system (LHS) model is a novel model emphasizing continuous improvement and innovation . It
was proposed by the National Academy of Medicine (NAM) nearly a decade ago in 2007. LHS is envisioned as a
system in which science, informatics, incentives and culture are aligned for on-going improvement and innovation. In
addition, the LHS model involves embedding best practices in care delivery and capture of new knowledge as an
integral part of care process. Greene et al., describe the six phases of a learning health system which comprise scan,
design, implement, evaluate, adjust and disseminate . Additionally, Greene et al. propose a practical model promoting
bidirectional discovery . Currently, LHS is being propelled to the forefront through federal policies (Nationwide
Interoperability Roadmap by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC)
includes LHS by 2024) and national training initiatives . Numerous national efforts spanning across patientcenteredness , effectiveness research and digital infrastructure have laid the foundation for LHS. Recently, the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) has launched an initiative to create a national learning health system.
This initiative, AHRQ Evidence Based Care Transformation Support (ACTS), is bring together stakeholders in order
to develop a roadmap to creating a national LHS . Informatics is key in these efforts. Though the concept of LHS has
existed for a decade, a recent review highlighted the paucity of research in this space , which underscores the need for
additional guidance related to LHS concepts and facilitation of LHS projects and research.
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The National Academy of Medicine definition in 2012 recognizes “informatics” as an essential ingredient of a LHS .
Informatics can contribute in a multitude of ways to advancing LHS, which is a multi-disciplinary and multistakeholder enterprise. It can facilitate rapid and real-time knowledge dissemination using the power of health
information technology. Informatics can also play a foundational role in LHS due to the emphasis on implementation,
evaluation and recalibration . There is an explosion in health data currently available including clinical documents,
labs, medications, images, genetics, surveys, personal tracking, sensors and implanted devices. This brings about an
innate need to integrate a variety of data with varying veracity along with an exponential increase in volume of data .
There is a need for data standardization, creating venues for efficient exchange of data and interoperability, moving
data quickly enough to offer real-time access and ensure continuity in access and decrease disruptions/sporadic data
sharing. Informatics can be enabler of these capabilities and accelerate movement towards LHS.
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The healthcare ecosystem is undergoing a shift in trajectory due to changes in care delivery (beyond the confines of
physician settings to encompass allied health professionals, alternative medicine, and community care), new venues
of knowledge (insights from genetics and other omics) and recognition of social determinants as influencer of health.
The movement to empower patients and promote personalized care and create networks of patients adds another
dimension. Operations and research in this multi-faceted context require addressing some of the fundamental scientific
and engineering challenges which were identified in the National Science Foundation workshop . This also brought
forth the idea that making LHS a reality may lead to an emergence of science around large-scale learning systems
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comprised of cyber-physical-social ecosystems. Informatics is one of the enablers to advance science that spans across
sectors.
Because data is integral to the development and functioning of LHS, it is clear that informatics and informatics
professionals will be a key part of LHS initiatives. It is essential to understand the perspectives of leaders in the field
of informatics on definitions and drivers for LHS and their opinions on the role of informatics in supporting LHS.
While there has been work in the areas of data governance, improving data quality for research, and standards,
currently there is paucity of literature which specifically addresses the role of informatics in LHS. Given the
importance of informatics in this emerging paradigm, it is critical to understand and articulate its contribution. The
objective of this study was to gain insights from informatics leaders and experts on their perspectives around the role
of informatics and informatics professionals in LHS.
Methods
This qualitative study utilized an exploratory descriptive approach. It involved interviews with experts in different
domains of informatics regarding their opinions, beliefs, and experiences with LHS.
Pilot Work and Interview Guide Development
Initially, we conducted semi-structured interviews with three domain experts about LHS concepts. Interviews were
conducted in person at an academic conference and lasted approximately 60 minutes. Notes from these interviews
were reviewed for key concepts. We used these concepts to develop an interview guide containing questions related
to the role of informatics in the LHS. Our final guide had twelve questions total across five categories ranging from
LHS expertise and experience, definitions, drivers, information architecture and workforce needs.
Study Population
We sought experts from a wide variety of subject areas within the field of informatics including public health
informatics, clinical informatics, bioinformatics, and nursing informatics among others. We also sought participants
working in a wide variety of settings including government, academia, clinical and private consulting. We were also
interested in interviewing participants with different types of positions. Fourteen experts were identified based on
participation at LHS meetings, FACMI membership, and expert recommendation and reputation. All the identified
experts agreed to be interviewed and participate in the study.
Interview Process
Interviews were conducted between June 2018 and January 2019. Interviews were conducted in person with local
participants and remotely with participants located around the country. Two authors (GH and PR) conducted each
interview. Participants were provided with the interview guide ahead of time for review. Each interview lasted
approximately 30-45 minutes. We recorded interviews and took notes from the discussions. One interview failed to
record.
Analysis
For each participant, we reviewed notes and recordings from the interview sessions to create a transcript of the session.
We initially reviewed two interviews and selected key themes. We used these themes to developed a set of codes for
each question. Two authors (GH and PR) reviewed the codes for completeness of coverage and tested them on two
transcripts. We reviewed our codes and agreed on any changes to establish a final set of codes. Two authors (GH and
PR) coded each interview together, resolving all discrepancies through discussion. Analysis was conducted using
Dedoose® (v.8.0.35, Los Angeles, CA), a software tool for transcribing and coding data. We summarized some study
aspects such as participant characteristics in tabular format.
Results
Participant Characteristics
Our final study sample consisted of fourteen participants. Participants represent a wide variety of different roles and
backgrounds and ranged from early career professionals to retirement age. The expertise of the participants spread
across multiple informatics domains and together they covered all main informatics areas (clinical informatics, public
health informatics, nursing informatics, translational bioinformatics and consumer informatics). Many experts worked
in the population health informatics space given their role in their organization. Every interviewed expert had extensive
experience in informatics research and healthcare delivery.
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Some of the example LHS activities that participants were involved in include (1) governance and operational
leadership of clinical information systems; (2) oversight/advocate quality improvement project/initiatives at enterprise
level, (3) consulting on health information technology projects nationally and (4) informatics research. Participant
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Expertise and Experience of LHS Study Participants.
Informatics Domain (n)*

Example Roles**

LHS Activities

§ Chief Health Information
Officer
§ Chief Information Officer
§ Professor

- Governance and operational leadership
of clinical information systems
- Informatics research
- Oversight/advocate quality improvement
project/initiatives

§ Academic researcher
§ Consultant

- Involvement in LHS meetings
- Consult on health information
technology projects nationally
- Informatics research studies

§ Public health leader
§ Public policy

- Expert panelist in LHS meetings
- Leadership on state public health and
state-level e-health initiative
- Policy direction at national level on
health information technology

Population Health Informatics
(10)

§ Organizational
strategy/leadership

- Governance and operational leadership
of clinical information systems
- Oversight/advocate quality improvement
project/initiatives at enterprise level

Translational Bioinformatics (2)

§ Operational leadership
§ Academic researcher

- Governance and oversight of
translational bioinformatics projects
- Informatics research

§ Academic researcher
§ Graduate-level informatics
educator

- Informatics research
- Advocacy for consumers and health
information technology

Clinical Informatics (5)

Nursing Informatics (2)

Public Health Informatics (4)

Consumer Informatics (5)

*some experts worked across informatics domains (e.g. clinical informatics & population health informatics) and hence are included in
multiple categories (total n=14); **almost all experts interviewed had multiple roles across spectrum of governance, operational oversight,
research, public policy, graduate-level informatics educator etc.

Understanding of LHS and the Role of Informatics
We asked participants four questions around the definition of LHS and the role of informatics. The questions were:
1)
2)
3)
4)

What is your understanding and definition of learning health systems?
What do you think are key drivers of learning health systems?
What is the role of informatics in learning health systems?
What do you think are the information architecture requirements for learning health systems?
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We identified themes related to these four areas. The themes and the number of participants who mentioned each
theme are represented in Figure 1. The most-mentioned theme for each category was cyclical (12) for definition;
culture (13) for key drivers; understand, interpret and analyze data (13) for role of informatics; and systems to support
information retrieval (12) for architecture requirements. Table 2 summarizes selected quotations for each main theme.

Understanding and Definition

Key Themes
Abstract

5

Cyclical

12

Inter-Connected

10

Organizational behavior

8

Quality improvement

9

Stages

4

Data driven process

10

Culture

13

Key Drivers

Data
IOM Work

4
1

Incentives

8

Quality improvment

7

Systems to generate data

5

Data driven decision making

7

Role of Informatics in LHS

Big data and data science

9

Key part of LHS

8

Sociotechnical

8

Standardization of data

5

Store and retrieve data

8

Understand and interpret and analyze data

13

Information Architecture
Requirments

Basic infrastructure

5

Continuous data stream

6

Interoperability

6

Standards

8

Systems to support information retrieval

12

Tools and techniques for knowedge generation

11
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Figure 1. Themes and Categories from Expert Interviews on Learning Health Systems.

Table 2. Expert Opinion Organized by Themes and Highlights from Interviews
Themes

Code

Sample Quotes

Cyclical

“Embodies a virtuous cycle of learning”

Cyclical/Quality Improvement

“Iterative process to bring evidence into practice, learn
from that experience, improve and disseminate”

Understanding and
Definition
Organizational behavior

“Need a culture of LHS, needs to come from the top
down to achieve the goals of LHS”

Culture

“Culture-unless an organization is committed it will not
happen”

Data

“Underlying data is key-capture relevant data from clinical
encounters”

Quality Improvement

“Measuring quality”

Key Drivers

Store and retrieve data
Understand, interpret and
analyze data

“Informatics is focused on collection, storing, analysis
and sense making of healthcare data”

Sociotechnical

“The human side of human computer interaction”

Big data and data science

“One (role) is data science, an approach to collect,
analyze and organize data”

Standards

“Standards-open and not proprietary”

Tools and techniques for
knowledge generation

“Knowledge capture”

Role of Informatics
in LHS

Information
Architecture
Requirements

Continuous data stream

“Never ending stream of data that is processed all the
time”

Organizational Support for LHS
We asked participants what healthcare organizations and professional organizations can do to support LHS. For
healthcare organizations, we identified four main areas that organizations can focus on to support LHS: 1) data science
2) implementation science 3) education and training, and 4) increase awareness. For professional organizations, we
identified five areas: 1) implementation science, 2) support of best practices, 3) education and training 4)
implementation science, and 5) support resource sharing.
Important Areas of Knowledge for LHS Professionals
We asked interview participants what they thought were key areas of knowledge for professionals working in LHS.
We identified 42 different areas of knowledge that we grouped into seven categories. Domains are summarized in
Table 3. We identified a wide variety of different important areas of knowledge. Domains can vary depending on the
type of professional an interview participant was thinking about as they were describing the needs. Future work should
explore in greater detail which domains are most important and specific skills needed for various types of positions.
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Table 3: Knowledge Areas for Informatics Professionals to Support LHS
Top Level Domains
Data related

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data analysis
and presentation

1.
2.

Healthcare Systems

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Healthcare Knowledge

1.
2.

Human computer
interaction
IT systems knowledge

1.
2.
1.

IT Methods
Miscellaneous

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

Sub Domains
Data governance
7.
Data provenance
8.
Data mart/deidentification
9.
Data/information flow
10.
Data Quality
Data Science
11.
12.
Data Analysis
3.
Biostatistical skills
4.
5.
Systems thinking
7.
Process Improvement
8.
Workflow
9.
Impact of Implementation
10.
Integrating knowledge
11.
Implementation Science
12.
Patient Safety
3.
Clinical understanding
4.
Human factors engineering
Usability/Systems design
Cloud-based systems and
network architecture
EHRs
Natural Language Processing
Machine learning
Organizational goals
Policies
Problems

Data Governance
Standards
Data Analytics
Data collection and
completeness
Predictive analytics
Data management
Outcome Measurement
Data to knowledge
Knowledge Representation
Processes
Knowledge to practice
Systems Analysis
Workflow Processes
Applying evidence based
practice
Quality Improvement
Patient Engagement
Healthcare Quality

3. Clinical Decision Support
3.
4.
5.
3.

Databases
Research Infrastructure
Operational Systems
Coding

4.
5.
6.

Institutional Review Board
Scalability
Phenotyping

Examples of LHS Activities
We asked participants to cite examples of LHS activities and initiatives. Participants largely discussed single
initiatives that could be part of larger LHS projects. Examples of initiatives include population health management,
consumer representation at advisory boards, and systems to track patient outcome postoperatively and communicate
with providers in order to improve readmission rates. Classifying work as LHS activities was difficult due to lack of
a clear and widely accepted definition of what fits into the LHS framework.
Next Steps for LHS
We asked participants what their vision of successful LHS would look like and what kinds of changes it would ideally
bring to healthcare. We referred to these visions as “good news stories”. Participants identified a variety of potential
good news stories with regard to LHS from improved patient engagement to fusion of healthcare across public health
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and human services domains. Some examples of “good news stories” include: applying the LHS model to Social
Determinants of Health (SDH), increasing patient engagement in healthcare, implementation of preemptive
pharmacogenetics testing, and broad recognition of the importance of data and continuous quality improvement.
Discussion
Our results revealed key themes related to LHS concepts. Experts agreed that changes in the healthcare system and
efforts to improve value and financing are driving health systems toward becoming LHS. Experts also agreed that the
adoption of systems to collect data and the availability of data is a driver for becoming LHS. However, the driver
most frequently cited by expert participants was culture, along different examples of the types of cultural elements
that drive LHS. These included commitment by frontline staff, initiative by leadership driving change, and changes
in patient expectations. This illustrates the importance of factors outside of technical expertise and technology
infrastructure that are critically important to the success of learning health systems. More clarity is necessary around
the cultural changes needed for successful LHS initiatives and changes.
There was also broad agreement among the informatics professionals that we interviewed for this study that
informatics is an essential ingredient of LHS. This points to an opportunity for informatics professionals to drive
change in the healthcare system as well as a need to increase messaging around the role informatics can play. Future
work should examine how those outside of informatics view the role of informatics in the LHS.
Current literature describes the vision and directions for LHS and also provides descriptions of case studies and
LHS initiatives . But, there is lack of literature on expert perspectives, specifically relating to informatics. This study
represents a first step toward understanding how leaders in informatics are thinking about and understanding learning
health systems. Our study illustrates that there is work to do toward developing a shared understanding about what
LHS work looks like. Our results point to a need to better define the concept and engage informatics professionals.
4,11,12

13-15

One of the limitations of our study is the small sample size. This was addressed by the fact all participants are highly
regarded experts. Another potential limitation is that the study interviewees are in informatics-focused roles. Hence,
they portray a positive picture of the field and a likely bias. This will be addressed by the recommendation mentioned
earlier that future studies solicit the opinion around informatics contributions towards a LHS from various
organizational leaders and experts who are not in informatics domains.
Broadly, our expert population agreed on a definition of LHS that involved cycles of learning, connection across areas
of health systems, use of data to drive decision making, and quality improvement. However, experts pointed out that
the concept was abstract to them, that it was difficult to define the concept or label projects and initiatives relating to
LHS. This points to a greater need to define the concept of LHS, make it more concrete in terms of specific areas of
work, and improve messaging around LHS. Lack of clear consensus regarding the definition of LHS and clarity around
what type of work fits within the LHS framework makes identifying clear, concrete steps toward LHS development
difficult. Healthcare organizations and professional organizations can play a key role in promoting LHS, messaging
the concept and defining what it looks like in practice, and promoting education, training and resource sharing.
Conclusion
Our study revealed key themes that experts consider as important when defining LHS, the drivers, the role of
informatics and information architecture requirements for LHS. Our study points to a need to more clearly define and
conceptualize LHS for informatics professionals and share case studies and lessons learned. Overall, better messaging
on the role of informatics in promoting LHS is needed. Our study also indicates enthusiasm about the future potential
of LHS. Future work should involve more case studies around current LHS initiatives, surveys of professionals
working in LHS and skills and training required, and an informatics maturity model that defines progress toward LHS.
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Abstract
The need to organize a large collection in a manner that facilitates human comprehension is crucial given the
ever-increasing volumes of information. In this work, we present PDC (probabilistic distributional clustering),
a novel algorithm that, given a document collection, computes disjoint term sets representing topics in the
collection. The algorithm relies on probabilities of word co-occurrences to partition the set of terms appearing
in the collection of documents into disjoint groups of related terms. In this work, we also present an environment
to visualize the computed topics in the term space and retrieve the most related PubMed articles for each group
of terms. We illustrate the algorithm by applying it to PubMed documents on the topic of suicide. Suicide is a
major public health problem identified as the tenth leading cause of death in the US. In this application, our
goal is to provide a global view of the mental health literature pertaining to the subject of suicide, and through
this, to help create a rich environment of multifaceted data to guide health care researchers in their endeavor to
better understand the breadth, depth and scope of the problem. We demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
algorithm by providing a web portal that allows mental health researchers to peruse the suicide-related
literature in PubMed.
Introduction
The rapid growth of the biomedical literature in PubMed can make it challenging for researchers, clinicians,
healthcare providers and the general public to find the information they need: an average search in PubMed returns
hundreds to thousands of documents. Studies have shown that physicians, for example, need to find relevant
information at the point of care, driving the need for human comprehension of any large document collection.
Providing access to a literature collection in a way that is intuitive, organized and easy to comprehend is crucial for
clinical decision making.
Advances in technology enable large-scale data analysis to process and extract useful information from published
literature or social media that pertain to a given topic or a subject term. Many studies have tried to capture and
organize in a humanly understandable format the body of scientific literature in PubMed, and other big collections
to provide a global view of a field. Research methods have been developed to organize the PubMed literature into
meaningful clusters to address specific questions. For example, Guo and Laidlaw 1 combine established coherent
topics discovered by topic models and concept map analysis to encourage exploration and research idea generation.
MeSH terms have traditionally been used2 and continue to be used to visualize and present research topics in
PubMed3, 4. GoPubMed5 utilizes Gene Ontology (GO) terms to categorize and group PubMed publications. Semantic
Medline6 provides literature search and knowledge exploration by the summarization of the semantics of biomedical
documents. More recently, Ilgisonis et al.7 proposed concept-centered semantic maps of PubMed publications, by
creating concept links based on semantic similarity between two concepts. Yeganova et al.8 proposed an algorithm
for discovering themes in biomedical literature and apply it to analyze a collection of articles on the topic of single
nucleotide polymorphisms. Wu et al.9 used co-occurrence analysis to investigate trends in psychiatry and Wang et
al.10 researched topics in literature on adolescent substance abuse and depression.
Numerous studies on topic analysis can be found in the computer science literature. For example, Blei et al.11
developed the well-known Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), an unsupervised learning method to extract topics
from a corpus, which models topics as a multinomial distribution over words. Since its introduction, LDA has been
extended and adapted to several applications. For example, the Correlated Topic Model12 uses the logistic normal
distribution instead of the Dirichlet to address the issue of modelling correlations between topics, which LDA does
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not. The hierarchical LDA13 groups topics together in a hierarchy. He et al.14 combined LDA and citation networks
to address the problem of topic evolution. However, one common problem with LDA, as with many other methods,
is the need to decide a priori the number of topics. When dealing with large amounts of life-scale data, users generally
have no anticipated number of clusters in mind. Results, however, can change substantially depending on the
parameter chosen.
In this work, we describe PDC, a novel clustering algorithm and apply it to explore publications in PubMed. The
proposed algorithm is generic and may be applied to any collection of documents. The algorithm uses a
mathematically defined optimization criterion that naturally determines the topics produced. Using the PDC, we
identify a partitioning of a term set into disjoint groups of closely related terms (single terms, pairs of terms, and
MeSH terms) that define the topics within a selected subject area in PubMed. We further provide a visualization
environment that not only allows one to observe the global landscape of the selected subject but also explore each
cluster by providing access to the topic terms and the PubMed articles most related to the topic.
We utilize the PDC algorithm to examine the suicide related literature in PubMed. A significant amount of work
exists on computational approaches developed to address problems of mental health and suicide. For example, Yates
et al.15 proposed methods for identifying posts in support communities that may indicate a risk of self-harm. De
Choudhury et al.16 developed a statistical methodology to infer which individuals could undergo transitions from
mental health discourse to suicidal ideation. With the application of the PDC on the suicide related literature, and our
computational visualization of the literature pertaining to suicide, we do not claim to offer solutions, rather we aim
to present the published data as it partitions naturally following this probabilistic distributional approach and open
up the results to clinicians and researchers to help them visualize potential areas of interest.
This study contributes on two dimensions. First, the PDC algorithm represents an algorithmic contribution of a novel
method for finding topics from large amounts of biomedical literature. Second, we provide an extensive analysis of
suicide literature in PubMed: to our knowledge, this is the first study attempting to analyze the suicide literature in
PubMed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe in detail our clustering approach and the
framework we develop for visualizing these results. In Section 3 we apply PDC to analyze the ~81,000 PubMed
documents retrieved with query “suicide”, demonstrate the computed topics and topic terms, and show how we
propose browsing PubMed articles retrieved with topic terms. In Section 4, we discuss our clustering approach and
draw conclusions.
Methods
A Probabilistic Clustering Formulation
A general clustering problem can be defined as follows: let us suppose we are given a nonempty finite set of
objects, U, and a probability function p with the interpretation that for any objects x,y ∈ U, p(x,y) has the
interpretation as the probability that x and y should be clustered together. As such, we require p(x,y) to be a
symmetric function.
Consider functions
 : U  U → 0,1
(1)
that satisfy the pseudo metric axioms
 ( x, x) = 0, x U

 ( x, y ) =  ( y, x), x, y U
 ( x, z )   ( x, y ) +  ( y, z ), x, y, z U .

(2)

We refer to such δ as partition functions as they are in one-to-one correspondence with hard partitionings of U.
Given any such partition function δ, we can define its probability by
p( ) =  x, yU p( x, y)(1− ( x, y )) (1 − p( x, y)) ( x, y ) (3)
Optimal clustering corresponds to finding a partition that maximizes the probability:

  = arg max p( )

(4)

partition 

By applying log to (4) and dropping a term that does not involve δ, we may rewrite (4) as
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 p ( x, y ) 
log 
(5)
 .
partition 
 1 − p ( x, y ) 
This is a typical formulation for the set partitioning problem and is known to be NP hard. Many heuristic
approaches exist, depending on details. Our approach takes advantage that the sum in (5) only involves pairs of
points from the same cluster, this will greatly speed up the search for the optimal clustering.
The PDC algorithm starts with all points in one cluster and involves calling a splitting algorithm repeatedly
on each produced cluster to split all the clusters produced as far as possible. When no cluster can be further split
to increase the sum in (5), we will have achieved a local optimum. This local optimum is the output of the
algorithm.
The splitting algorithm examines each element to see how negatively it is related to other elements (negative
log odds in (5)) and chooses the k most negative elements for further analysis. The negativity of an element is
measured as the sum of all the negative log odds it has with other elements in its cluster. The more polarized the
relationships, the more advantage there may be in splitting a cluster. There can be no advantage in splitting unless
there are negative relationships between elements in the space. In all the work reported here we have used the
value 10 for k , and we try all 10 options and keep the best result produce. The splitting algorithm heavily relies
on the single point optimization, a building block of our approach. Starting with a given split, single point
optimization attempts to improve it by moving each element to a different cluster that most improves the sum.
When all the elements have been tested, if at least one move improved the sum, the algorithm tries another pass
through the data to check if the sum can be improved again. This continues if the sum improves but is limited to
at most m passes through the data. Big improvements in the sum generally come early in the computation and the
limit is to avoid long calculations with almost no benefit. For the applications reported here we use m=30. The
details of the PDC algorithm including the splitting algorithm and the single point optimization are provided in
Islamaj et al.17.
The PDC algorithm is generic and can be applied to any collection of objects. Our interest is in applying it to
a collection of documents on the topic of suicide that we seek to analyze. The results of the algorithm heavily rely
on the definition of the probability function, which, in our application, represents the probability of two terms
being related. In the next section we define how we compute that probability for pairs of terms s and t.

  = arg max



x , yU   ( x , y ) = 0

Distributional Clustering probabilities
Let’s assume that s and t represent two terms that occur in a set V of documents of size N. Let ns and nt represent
the number of documents in V that contain the terms s and t, respectively. We then consider whether s and t are
related, i.e., whether they co-occur in documents in V at a level higher than would be expected by chance. If we
allow r to denote such a relationship we seek an estimate for p(r | data) where data denotes the frequencies N, ns,
nt and nst, where nst is the number of documents containing both s and t. Our estimate will be for

 p(r | data) 
 p(r | data) 
 p(data | r ) p(r ) 
log 
 = log 
 = log 

1
−
p
(
r
|
data
)
p
(

r
|
data
)




 p(data | r ) p(r ) 

(6)

We applied Bayes theorem to obtain the term on the right. We will begin with the assumption that

p(r ) = p(r ) = 0.5

(7)

so that we can ignore priors. We note that the set V is naturally partitioned by s and t into four subsets

Vs t , Vs t , Vs t , and Vs t and these subsets naturally define four probabilities ps t , ps t , ps t , and ps t .
Using these probabilities, we can write the probability of seeing the numbers N, ns, nt and nst, as:

MCpsnstt ps( s t st ) p( stt st ) p( s st
n −n

n −n

N − n − nt + nst )

(8)

where MC represents the appropriate multinomial coefficient. We will refer to this as the multinomial model
and to (8) as the multinomial estimate. Since the four basic probabilities must sum to one the model involves the
estimation of three unknowns. A slightly simpler model is based on the four sets Vs , Vs , Vt , and Vt . These sets
also give rise to corresponding probabilities, but we only need estimate ps and pt because of the relations between
them. We will refer to this as the binary independence model. Based on the binary independence model we can
also estimate the probability of seeing the numbers N, ns, nt and nst as

MC  ps pt  st  ps (1 − pt )
n

( ns − nst )

(1 − ps ) pt 

( nt − nst )
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(1 − ps )(1 − pt )

( N − ns − nt + nst )

(9)

We note that the binary independence model approximates the multinomial model and in fact gives the correct
estimates for the probabilities of the four sets Vs t , Vs t , Vs t , and Vs t if and only if the independence
condition is satisfied:
ps t = ps pt . (10)
We seek estimates for p(data | r ) and p(data | r ) . Our problem naturally breaks into two cases. The first case:

nst  ns nt / N . (11)
In order to estimate p(data | r ) we assume there may be a bias in that s and t may occur together more often than
expected by chance. Since this dependence can only be captured by the multinomial model we take (8) to represent

p(data | r ) . In order to estimate p(data | r) we assume that any apparent bias in the co-occurrence of s and t
is simply the result of a random process and that their distribution is appropriately modeled by the binary
independence model. This leads us to take (9) to represent p(data | r ) . The interpretation here is that s and t
are independent of each other and even if their overlap is large that must be understood as a random event. In the
case of (11) then we have
 ps  t 
 ps t 
 p(data | r ) 
log 
 + (ns − nst ) log 
+
 = nst log 
p
(
data
|

r
)
p
p


 s t
 ps (1 − pt ) 
(12)
 ps t 


ps t
+(nt − nst ) log 
 + ( N − ns − nt + nst ) log 

 (1 − ps ) pt 
 (1 − ps )(1 − pt ) 
In the second case we have
nst  ns nt / N . (13)

and we must reason differently. We again need an estimate for
log ( p(r | data) / (1 − p(r | data)) ) (14)
and we make use of (6). Now, however, we interpret p(data | r ) with the assumption that s and t are related and
we should have seen data consistent with (11) and the data we see, i.e. (13), is just a random accident. For the
probability of this accident we use (9) as the appropriate estimate. In order to compute p(data | r ) we assume
there is a bias, only now against s and t occurring together. Since this negative dependence cannot be modeled
by the binary independence model we must model it with the multinomial model and we estimate p(data | r )
with (8). Notice how roles have been reversed. In this case (12) is replaced by the same equation with the sole
difference being the right side of (12) has its sign switched. If we let  m represent the multinomial distribution
and  i the binary independence distribution over the event space s  t , s  t , s  t , s  t as represented
in (8) and (9), then we can express our results using the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence 18

 p (data | r )   N  DKL ( m || i ), if nst  ns nt / N
log 
.
=
 p (data | r )  − N  DKL ( m || i ), if nst  ns nt / N

(15)

This is helpful because we know the KL divergence is always positive unless the two distributions are identical,
i.e., unless we have independence as defined by (10), in which case the KL divergence is zero.
Finally, we note that regardless of the case (6) can be written as
 p (r | data ) 
 p (data | r ) 
 p (r ) 
log 
 = log 
 + log 
 . (16)
 1 − p (r | data ) 
 p (data | r ) 
 p (r ) 
Thus, we can always adjust all our odds ratios up or down by a constant factor

log ( p(r ) / p(r ) ) (17)
reflecting a prior log odds ratio different than the 0 produced by equation (7). In many practical applications it is
important to set the prior log odds, (17), equal to some negative constant. This is because in the forgoing
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development we have set no lower bound on how related

s and t must be to be considered related. Thus (11)

may be an inequality by the tiniest of margins and still the left side of (16) will be positive and the algorithm will
attempt to cluster

s and t together. Note that the left side of (16) will be positive exactly when
 p(data | r ) 
 p (r ) 
log 
  − log 
 (18)
 p(data | r ) 
 p(r ) 

Thus setting (17) to a negative constant effectively sets a lower bound to the relatedness of terms the clustering
algorithm will attempt to cluster together.
Graphical Literature Analysis
We have applied the distributional cluster analysis to terminology that occurs in subsets of MEDLINE records in
the PubMed database. We illustrate the algorithm on a set of documents retrieved from PubMed with a query:
suicide OR suicide [MeSH Terms]. The query retrieves ~81,000 documents that we denote as the set V and let
M represent the whole PubMed. Take W to be the set of single terms, term bigrams, and MeSH terms that
appear in the titles and abstracts of documents in M . We can analyze each of these terms to see how it is
distributed in records in V and in M − V . If a term appears more in V than expected by chance given its
number of occurrences throughout M , we can compute a p-value that the term would appear this many or more
times in elements of V using the hypergeometric distribution. We then apply the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure19 with a false discovery rate set to 0.01. Since this may yield too many terms for practical analysis, we
also apply a frequency limit as needed to trim down the size of the resulting set of terms. We denote the set of
terms by U and apply to it the PDC.
We begin our analysis of a set U of terms by running the PDC algorithm with (17) set to zero to produce a
clustering which we denote by
produce

C n +1

from

Cn

C 0 . Then if C n

represents the clustering produced when (17) equals −n / 2 , we

by applying PDC with (17) set to −(n + 1) / 2 to all the clusters in

Cn

of size greater

than 100. Because more splitting takes place as (17) becomes more negative we progressively reduce the size of
the large clusters until all clusters are of size 100 or less. The result is a set of K clusterings

Cn n=0

K −1

at K

different levels (0 up to K − 1 ) which are progressively finer the higher the level. The next step is to run through
the clusters at each level, beginning with the lowest level and collect the clusters at each level that do not occur at
any lower level. In this process we ignore any cluster of size one or that has an associated score of 0. We denote
the resultant collection of clusters by C . In the process of collecting the clusters we also number them beginning
at 1 so we can write C =  xi  . Any cluster in C at a level above 0 will occur as a subset of some larger cluster
in C at a lower level. This allows us to define a function L : C → C by setting L( x) = x if x  C0 and L( x) = y
if x  C  Ck , y  C  Ck  , k   k and x  y and for no larger k  is there a y satisfying these conditions. The
function L allows us to conveniently fill out a two-dimensional number grid. The grid is assumed to have as
many places in the horizontal direction as there are terms in the clustering and K places in the vertical direction.
The grid is initially filled with zeros. The grid is filled out progressively from bottom to top. At level zero we take
each cluster

xi

in the order they are numbered and working from left to right in the grid we place i in the grid

as many times as there are points in cluster
any cluster

xj

xi . This string of i 's

at a higher level we use the relation

L( x j ) = xk

then represents the cluster

to note that

xk

grid as a string of k 's at a lower level. We then look above this string of k 's at

in the grid. For

has already been placed on the

x j 's

level and working left to

right find the first grid point filled with 0. We then fill as many grid points at that level with
in cluster

xi

j as there are terms

x j . In this way every cluster is represented in the grid at its level with a string of numbers of length the

size of the cluster. Further the clusters are organized vertically so that each cluster at a level above zero is placed
over the larger cluster from which it was derived by splitting.
Based on the number grid just described it is now possible to create a graphically representation of the clustering
results. We scan the grid from left to right looking down from the top level and record the first non-zero number
we see moving from the top down for each horizontal position. We end this process when we reach a horizontal
position where all the numbers at all levels are zero. As a result we will have a sequence ir  of indices where r
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represents the horizontal position and ir the number of a cluster that was placed on the grid. The sequence ir 
is composed of short runs of the same index representing a cluster. If the cluster represented was of size less than
20 we replace the numbers in the grid with the color blue at that location. If the cluster is of size 20 or larger, but
not all the grid points for the cluster appear in the sequence ir  we replace the numbers in the grid with green.
This represents a part of a cluster of size greater than 100 that splits to produce a cluster or clusters at a higher
level. If the cluster is of size 20 or larger and all the grid points for the cluster appear in the sequence ir  , we
replace the numbers in the grid with the color red. This appears as a red bar in the graph. These red bars represent
the most significant clusters and in order to improve their display and differentiation from each other we move
each such red bar upward vertically as many levels as there are points in the cluster. The strongest clusters are
represented by the blue and green peaks indicating many levels of splitting to obtain a cluster of size 100 or less.
Results and Evaluation
Evaluating the performance of topic modeling algorithms is a challenging task. It is challenging not only because
manually created gold standards are required, but also because creating such gold standards is not a well-defined
task. Results may vary depending on the goal of the task and be equally useful for their particular tasks. We evaluate
our model based on its ability to compute meaningful topic terms.
Evaluating topic-term association with topic coherence measures
Topic Coherence measures score a topic by measuring the degree of semantic similarity between high scoring words
in the topic. These measures capture the semantic interpretability of the topic based on topic subject terms. Recent
studies have investigated several topic coherence measures in terms of their correlation with human ratings20, 21. Two
measures that have been demonstrated to correspond well to human coherence judgements are NPMI22 (normalized
pointwise mutual information, also referred to as the UCI measure), and the UMass23 measure.
Here we use the NPMI and the UMass coherence measures to evaluate the topic coherence on the suicide dataset.
Our algorithm applied to the ‘suicide’ dataset results in 302 topics. PDC computation is based on unigrams and
bigrams. We evaluated our top scoring terms against those computed by LDA. The Mallet opensource tool 24 was
used to run LDA on the suicide dataset using unigrams and bigrams and default parameters. Guided by the number
of topics obtained by our method we ran LDA with the same number of topics as produced by PDC.
Table 1 presents the results based on UMass and NPMI coherence metrics respectively for the top 5, 10, and 20 topic
words produced by PDC and LDA. Results demonstrate that top scoring terms computed by PDC achieve a better
coherence score then those computed by LDA using the NPMI measure in all three settings. When using the UMass
measure, LDA measures show better numbers than the PDC cluster terms.
Table 1: Comparative evaluation of PDC topics with LDA topics using the UMass (a) and NPMI (b) coherence
metrics on the suicide dataset.
UMass

Top 5

Top10

Top20

NPMI

PDC

-25.9908

-201.642

-1429.8

LDA

-19.1805

-104.29

-586.5

(a)

Top 5

Top10

Top20

PDC

7.98422

33.9968

135.381

LDA

6.49662

27.4303

106.706

(b)

To investigate this discrepancy, we examined the top 20 terms produced by PDC and LDA for each cluster. The
number of unique tokens produced by PDC is 6,040. The number of unique tokens in LDA is 2,313. Moreover,
we calculated the average document frequency of these terms. The average document frequency of the top 20
terms in the LDA clusters is 3,785, while the average document frequency of the top 20 terms in the PDC
clusters is 143. We observed a very big difference in the document frequency of topic terms produced by these
two methods, which demonstrate that the PDC algorithm identifies clusters of terms of a more specific nature
than those identified by LDA. This analysis is illustrated in Figure 1.
This analysis may explain why the UMass measure numbers are higher for the LDA topic terms. These results
highlight the differences between PDC and LDA. The normalization used in the NPMI corrects for the
frequency difference between the two methods. Overall, the PDC algorithm has the advantage that we do not
need to adjust the number of clusters. The optimal number is automatically found. Further the resulting topics,
are more narrowly focused, which may be of value when researchers need a detailed view.
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Figure 1. Document frequency of top 20 topic terms for the clusters identified by the PDC and the
Figure 2 Graphical depiction of the output of the topic clustering algorithm. All peaks represent well-formed
topic clusters. Clicking on each cluster reveals the set of terms that define that cluster, and the set of PMIDs
that scored highest for that cluster. We have noted the cluster names depicted in Table 2.
LDA algorithms, respectively.

The scope of Mental Health Illness and Suicide in PubMed Articles
In biomedical research, new knowledge is primarily presented and disseminated in the form of peer-reviewed journal
articles. Searching through literature to keep up with the state of the art is a necessity for many individual biomedical
researchers. In this work, we identify and study the set of PubMed articles related to suicide using the PDC clustering
method. When applied to the suicide literature, our topic analysis algorithm identified 302 topics, each topic being
represented by topic terms along with the score. For each topic, we generated a topic name from either the top scoring
MeSH term, or the top scoring bigram listed in the top twenty ranked topic terms. Then, all PubMed documents are
scored with respect to each topic. Some of the largest topics are on “suicide risk factors”, “mortality”, “depressive
disorders”, “assisted suicide”, “suicide prevention”. The PDC algorithm also shows a clear partition of the literature
where the research concentrates on “suicide gene”, which is an important genetic therapy technique as a potential
way of treating cancer and other proliferative diseases, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 is a graphical representation of all the term clusters identified using the PDC algorithm on the PubMed
suicide literature. A closer inspection of these groups reveals coherent groups of terms, as we show in Table 2. In
Table 2 we randomly selected ten clusters of terms from those depicted in Figure 2. As seen the number of terms
varies. The most important terms in each cluster are shown in the table. For the full list of terms as well as the top
scoring PubMed articles associated with them visit
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Wilbur/IRET/MKXPOST/SUICIDE/suicide.svg.
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Table 2 An illustration of top scoring term clusters from the distributional probabilistic clustering
algorithm. For each cluster we show the number of terms, the cluster title and a list of top scoring terms.
Topic Size
(#of terms)

Topic Title

100

assisted suicide

100

mass media

100

attempted suicide

100

statistics & numerical
data of homicide

100

prevention & control
of suicide

100

military personnel

73

crisis intervention

78

professional burnout

59

drug overdose

54

treatment-resistant
depressive disorder

Top 10 terms
assisted suicide // assisted // physician assisted // physician // legislation
& jurisprudence of assisted suicide // euthanasia // right to die // personal
autonomy // terminally ill // terminal care
media // mass media // imitative behavior // news // newspapers as topic
// newspaper // media reporting // newspapers // celebrity // copycat //
media coverage
results // study // risk // suicidal // female // attempts // ideation //
attempted suicide // conclusions // suicidal ideation
homicide // firearms // statistics & numerical data of homicide // gun //
mortality in gunshot wounds // statistics & numerical data of firearms //
legislation & jurisprudence of firearms // ownership // gun // firearm
related
prevention & control of suicide // prevention // suicide prevention //
preventing // preventing suicide // program evaluation // program //
gatekeeper // health education // gatekeeper training
military personnel // military // psychology of military personnel // army
// soldiers // statistics & numerical data of military personnel // personnel
// active duty // duty // combat
crisis // crisis intervention // hotlines // telephone // callers // calls //
methods of crisis intervention // telephone crisis // suicidal crisis //
lifeline
professional burnout // burnout // psychology of professional burnout //
epidemiology of professional burnout // prevention & control of
professional burnout // workplace // complications of psychological
stress // maslach burnout inventory // psychology of workplace //
emotional exhaustion
drug overdose // overdose // opioid // mortality in drug overdose //
opioid-related disorders // opioid analgesics // epidemiology of drug
overdose // poisoning of opioid analgesics // psychology of drug
overdose // prevention & control of drug overdose
ketamine // treatment-resistant depressive disorder // therapeutic use of
ketamine // drug therapy of treatment-resistant depressive disorder // trd
// depression trd // ketamine's psychology of treatment-resistant
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depressive disorder // acting // antidepressant effects // acting
antidepressant
To further help researchers make sense of this partitioning of the uses of the initial search term (suicide), clicking on
a cluster from the graphical interface will bring up a pop-up window composed of two panels. On the left panel the
whole list of cluster terms is shown. The ranking order corresponds to the score produced by the PDC algorithm. On
the right panel we give the top scoring PubMed articles most associated with the cluster of terms on the left. Again,
the ranking order reflects how well each article scores against the terms in the cluster on the left. This usage is
depicted in Figure 3, where our selected cluster is the first one listed in Table 2.
Conclusion
In this study, we presented a probabilistic distributional clustering algorithm that can be used to describe a
collection of terms pertaining to a major topic. Starting with a query term and selecting the set of documents
returned from that query, this computational analysis allows the browsing of different topics that represent the
usage of that term in the collection of documents. For example, applying the PDC algorithm on the suicide related
literature in PubMed, we see topics such as: attempted suicide, assisted suicide, suicide risks in youth and
adolescents, suicide risks in military personnel, but also suicide gene therapy. An important contribution of our
work is the graphical literature analysis, which is a procedure that allows a global view of all topics and related
documents as they are discovered in every stage of the PDC algorithm. Our presentation of the published literature
as it partitions naturally following the probabilistic distributional approach, opens up new possibilities for
researchers to examine the different aspects of a subject in the literature. The website is available at:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Wilbur/IRET/MKXPOST/SUICIDE/suicide.svg.

Figure 3 Clicking on a cluster in the graphical interface brings us a pop-up window showing the topic terms
on the left, and the most related articles to that topic on the right. Clicking on each article links to the
PubMed record. The figure demonstrates the topic “assisted suicide”.
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Abstract
Developing high-performance entity normalization algorithms that can alleviate the term variation problem is of great
interest to the biomedical community. Although deep learning-based methods have been successfully applied to
biomedical entity normalization, they often depend on traditional context-independent word embeddings.
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), BERT for Biomedical Text Mining (BioBERT) and
BERT for Clinical Text Mining (ClinicalBERT) were recently introduced to pre-train contextualized word
representation models using bidirectional Transformers, advancing the state-of-the-art for many natural language
processing tasks. In this study, we proposed an entity normalization architecture by fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT
/ BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models and conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the pre-trained
models for biomedical entity normalization using three different types of datasets. Our experimental results show that
the best fine-tuned models consistently outperformed previous methods and advanced the state-of-the-art for
biomedical entity normalization, with up to 1.17% increase in accuracy.
Introduction
Entity linking, which aims to link entity mentions detected in a document to their corresponding concepts in a given
knowledge base (KB) or an ontology1, is one of the fundamental tasks in information extraction. The main challenges
of this task are (1) ambiguity – the same entity mention may be linked to multiple concepts, (2) variation – the same
concept can be linked by different entity mentions, and (3) absence – entity mentions may not be linked to any concept
in the given KB. In the biomedical domain, this task is also known as entity normalization or encoding. Unlike in the
general domain where ambiguity is the primary challenge, variation is much more common than ambiguity in the
biomedical domain2,3. Therefore, developing high-performance entity normalization algorithms that can alleviate the
variation problem is of great interest to the biomedical community.
Many studies have focused on solving the variation challenge in the biomedical domain, resulting in development of
rule-based methods3–5, machine learning-based methods6,7, and deep learning-based methods2,8. Kang et al.5 developed
a rule-based natural language processing (NLP) module containing 5 types of rules, to improve disease normalization
in biomedical text. Ghiasvand and Kate4 first automatically learned 554 edit distance patterns of term variations
between all the synonyms of disorder concepts in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)9 as well as between
the entity mentions in the training data and their corresponding concepts in the UMLS. They then normalized the
entity mentions in the test data by performing exact match between the variations generated by the learned patterns
and an entity mention in the training data or a concept name in the given KB. Their system named UWM was the best
system for the disease and disorder mention normalization task of the SemEval 2014 challenge4,10. D’Souza and Ng3
proposed a multi-pass sieve system by defining 10 types of rules at different priority levels to measure morphological
similarity between entity mentions and candidate concepts in the given KB. Leaman et al.7 proposed a pairwise
learning-to-rank method by adopting vector space model to represent entity mentions and concepts, and using a
similarity matrix to measure the similarities between entity mentions and candidate concepts. Xu et al.6 also proposed
a pairwise learning-to-rank method by defining 3 kinds of features and employing the linear RankSVM11 to normalize
each positive adverse reaction mention to an entry in MedDRA. Their system achieved the best performance in the
TAC 2017 ADR challenge12. Li et al.2 proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture that regarded
biomedical entity normalization as a ranking problem, which takes advantage of CNN in modeling semantic
similarities between entity mentions and candidate concepts. The method outperformed traditional rule-based methods,
achieving the state-of-the-art performance. Luo et al.13 proposed a multi-view CNN with multi-task shared structure
to normalize diagnostic and procedure names simultaneously in Chinese discharge summaries to standard concepts.
Although deep learning-based methods2,13 have been successfully applied to biomedical entity normalization, they
required pre-trained word embeddings that were often learned from a large corpus of unannotated texts. Word2vec14
has been widely adopted to pre-train word embeddings from large corpora and was also used in the work of Li et al.2
and Luo et al.13. Recently, ELMo15 generalized traditional word embeddings to contextual word embeddings and
advanced the state-of-the-art for several major NLP benchmarks when integrating contextual word embeddings with
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existing task-specific architectures. The Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT)16 introduced minimal task-specific
parameters and could be trained on the downstream tasks by simply fine-tuning the pre-trained parameters. Unlike
ELMo and GPT, which used unidirectional language models for pre-training, Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) introduced masked language models to enable pre-training deep bidirectional
representations and advanced the state-of-the-art for eleven NLP tasks17. Based on the BERT architecture, BioBERT18
(BERT for Biomedical Text Mining) and ClinicalBERT19–21 (BERT for Clinical Text Mining), which were domainspecific language representation models pre-trained on large-scale biomedical articles and clinical notes, were
introduced to advance the state-of-the-art performance on many biomedical and clinical NLP tasks.
Despite promising work on the pre-trained BERT / BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models for many NLP tasks such as
named entity recognition (NER), relation classification (RC) and question answering (QA) in both the general
domain17 and biomedical domain18–22, no existing work has investigated the models for biomedical entity
normalization. This task is very different from the above NLP tasks in that NER and QA are token-level tagging tasks
and RC is single sentence classification task while biomedical entity normalization can be seen as sentence pair
classification task, where we decide whether a candidate concept can be linked by a given entity mention. As a
preliminary study, here we proposed an entity normalization architecture by fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT /
BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models and conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the pre-trained
models for the entity normalization task using three different types of datasets in the biomedical domain.
Table 1: Statistics of the three types of datasets used in this study.
ShARe/CLEF
NCBI
TAC2017ADR
(Clinical Notes) (PubMed Abstracts) (Drug Labels)
train
test
train
test
train
test
#documents
199
99
692
100
101
99
#mentions
5,816 5,351
5,921
960 7,038 6,343
5,921
960 6,991 6,325
#mentions that are linkable
4,175 3,601
#mentions that are unlinkable 1,641 1,750
0
0
47
18
#concepts
88,150
9,664
23,668
Methods
Datasets
We used three different types of datasets in this study, namely ShARe/CLEF - the ShARe/CLEF eHealth 2013
Challenge corpus23, NCBI - the NCBI disease corpus24, and TAC2017ADR - the TAC 2017 ADR corpus12. Table 1
shows the statistics of the three datasets.
ShARe/CLEF: This dataset contains 298 de-identified clinical notes collected from a US intensive care data
repository including discharge summaries, electrocardiograms, echocardiograms, and radiology reports, which was
partitioned into 199 notes for training and development and 99 notes for testing. Based on a pre-defined annotation
guideline, a disorder mention in each clinical note was manually annotated with its mapping concept unique identifier
(CUI) within the SNOMED-CT subset of the UMLS9. If there was no mapping concept for a disorder mention, a CUIless label (i.e., unlinkable) was assigned. We followed the guideline to construct the SNOMED-CT subset from the
UMLS 2012AB, which contains 88,150 disorder concepts. Table 1 shows that 28.2% of the training mentions and
32.7% of the testing mentions were unlinkable, which illustrates the absence challenge of entity normalization.
NCBI: This dataset contains 792 PubMed abstracts, which was split into 692 abstracts for training and development,
and 100 abstracts for testing. A disorder mention in each PubMed abstract was manually annotated with its mapping
concept identifier in the MEDIC lexicon25. In this study, we used the July 6, 2012 version of MEDIC, which contains
7,827 MeSH identifiers and 4,004 OMIM identifiers, grouped into 9,664 disease concepts. Different from the
ShARe/CLEF dataset, only those disorder mentions that can be mapped to a concept in MEDIC were annotated in
NCBI. As a result, all the annotated disorder mentions have their corresponding concept identifiers.
TAC2017ADR: This dataset contains 200 drug labels, which was split into 101 labels for training and development,
and 99 labels for testing. An adverse reaction in each drug label was manually annotated with its mapping MedDRA
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Lower Level Term (LLT) and the corresponding Preferred Term (PT). If there was no ideal PT mapped for an adverse
reaction mention, a High Level Term (HLT) or a High Level Group Term (HLGT) was provided if appropriate,
otherwise an “unmapped” tag (i.e., unlinkable) was assigned to the mention. In this study, we constructed a KB from
MedDRA v18.1, which contains 21,612 PTs, 1,721 HLTs, and 335 HLGTs, grouped into 23,668 unique concepts.
Note that only 0.7% of the training mentions and 0.3% of the testing mentions were unlinkable in this dataset.
Entity Normalization - Problem Definition
Given an entity mention 𝑚 recognized from a sentence 𝑥 within a document 𝑑, and a KB which consists of a set of
concepts, the task of entity normalization is to link 𝑚 to the corresponding concept 𝑐 in KB, 𝑚 → 𝑐. If there is no
mapping concept in KB for 𝑚, then 𝑚 → 𝑁𝐼𝐿, where 𝑁𝐼𝐿 denotes that 𝑚 is unlinkable.
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[SEP]
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Figure 1: System architecture for entity normalization used in this study.

Entity Normalization – System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the system architecture for entity normalization used in this study, which consists of four modules:
preprocessing, candidate concept generation, candidate concept ranking and unlinkable mention prediction.
•

Preprocessing: We preprocessed each mention and each concept in KB with the following strategies.
-

Spelling Correction – For each mention in the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets, we replaced all the misspelled
words using a spelling check list as in previous work2,3. (e.g., fist à first, sytem à system, etc.)

-

Abbreviation Resolution – We used Ab3p26 toolkit to detect the abbreviations within each document, and then
replaced each mention in short-form abbreviation with its corresponding long form. (e.g., WT à Wilms tumor)
Specifically, for the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets, we also expanded all possible abbreviated disorder
mentions using Schwartz and Hearst’s algorithm27 and a list of disorder abbreviations collected from Wikipedia
as in previous work2,3.

-

Numeric Synonyms Resolution – We replaced all the numerical words in the mentions and concepts to their
corresponding Arabic numerals as in previous work2,3,7. (e.g., one / first / i / single à 1)

-

Other Preprocessing – Finally, we tokenized all the mentions and concepts by whitespace, removed all the
punctuations, stemmed the tokens with the Porter stemmer and converted all the tokens into lower case ASCII.
All of these were implemented using the CLAMP28 toolkit.

•

Candidate Concept Generation: We generated candidate concepts for each mention with the commonly used
information retrieval (IR) based method6,29–31, which included the following two steps. We first indexed all the
concept names and training mentions with their concept ids. Then, we employed the traditional IR model of
BM2532 provided by Lucene to retrieve the top 10 candidate concepts {𝑐* }-.
*,- for each mention 𝑚.

•

Candidate Concept Ranking: We reranked the candidate concepts by fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT /
BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models, where we transformed the ranking task as a sentence-pair classification task.
Specifically, for each mention 𝑚 and a candidate concept 𝑐, we constructed a sequence [CLS] 𝑚 [SEP] 𝑐 as the
input of the fine-tuning procedure, where [CLS] was the special word used for the classification output, and [SEP]
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was the special word used for separating 𝑚 and 𝑐. The output of the fine-tuning procedure was the final hidden
state of the first word [CLS] of the input sequence, which was a fixed-dimensional word embedding 𝐶 ∈ ℝ: . The
only new parameters added during the fine-tuning procedure were 𝑊 ∈ ℝ<×: , which was used for the final
classifier layer. Here 𝐾 = 2 was the number of classifier labels. If 𝑐 is the mapping concept for 𝑚, the classifier
label is 1, otherwise the label is 0. The probability of label=1 was computed with a softmax function, which was
used as the ranking score of each pair (𝑚, 𝑐): 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑚, 𝑐) = 𝑃(𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 = 1|𝑚, 𝑐) = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐶𝑊 P ).
•

Unlinkable Mention Prediction: Because some entity mentions may not have any mapping concepts in KB, it
is necessary to predict unlinkable mentions. If there were no candidate concepts returned from Lucene BM25, we
predicted 𝑚 as an unlinkable mention and return 𝑚 → 𝑁𝐼𝐿 undoubtedly. Otherwise, we chose the top ranking
concept 𝑐 ∗ = arg max 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑚, 𝑐 ] ). Here, we validated whether 𝑚 → 𝑐 ∗ holds by adopting a simple and widely
W X ∈{WY }[\
YZ[

used method to learn a NIL-threshold 𝜏. Namely, if 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑚, 𝑐 ∗ ) > 𝜏, then 𝑚 → 𝑐 ∗ , otherwise 𝑚 → 𝑁𝐼𝐿. We
learned the threshold 𝜏 from the training data with a small held-out development set.
BERT Models
In this study, we used the pre-trained BERT33, BioBERT34, and ClinicalBERT19 models for the fine-tuning procedure.
BERT models were trained on Wikipedia and BooksCorpus. BioBERT models were initialized with BERTBase_Cased
model and pre-trained with additional biomedical corpus including PubMed abstracts (PubMed), PubMed Central fulltext articles (PMC), or PubMed+PMC. There were three types of publicly available ClinicalBERT19–21 models trained
with clinical notes from MIMIC-III (Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III) critical care database35. Huang
et al.20 pre-trained the ClinicalBERT model from scratch with randomly sampled 100,000 clinical notes from MIMICIII. Si et al.19 pre-trained two ClinicalBERT models initialized from BERTBase_Cased and BERTLarge_Cased with all the
clinical notes from MIMIC-III. Alsentzer et al.21 pre-trained two ClinicalBERT models initialized from BioBERT
with all the clinical notes and all the discharge summaries from MIMIC-III. In this study, we investigated the two
ClinicalBERT models at 300K training steps released by Si et al.19. More specifically, we investigated four different
versions of BERT models (i.e., BERTBase_Cased, BERTBase_Uncased, BERTLarge_Cased, BERTLarge_Uncased), three different
versions of BioBERT models (i.e., BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed, BioBERTBase_Cased+PMC, BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC),
and two different versions of ClinicalBERT models (i.e., ClinicalBERTBase_Cased+MIMIC, ClinicalBERTLarge_Cased+MIMIC).
Parameters Settings
For fine-tuning, most model hyperparameters were the same as those saved in the pre-trained model, with the
exception of the batch size, learning rate, and number of training epochs33. In this study, we fixed the learning rate at
2e-5, tuned the batch size with 16 and 32, tuned the number of training epochs from 1 to 10, and saved the model with
the best performance.
Evaluation Metrics
Following previous work2,3, we evaluated the performance of different entity normalization algorithms in terms of
accuracy, which was the percentage of entity mentions that were correctly normalized.
Table 2: Comparisons of different pre-trained models. The bold score denotes the best performance of each dataset.
BM25
BERTBase_Cased
BERTBase_Uncased
BERTLarge_Cased
BERTLarge_Uncased
BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed
BioBERTBase_Cased+PMC
BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC
ClinicalBERTBase_Cased+MIMIC
ClinicalBERTLarge_Cased+MIMIC

ShARe/CLEF
85.14
90.62
90.58
90.73
90.66
91.10
90.99
91.09
90.62
90.88
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NCBI TAC2017ADR
88.23
91.09
88.85
92.62
88.65
92.97
88.85
92.87
88.13
92.87
88.23
93.22
88.65
92.97
89.06
93.17
88.96
92.70
88.13
92.94

Results
Comparisons of different pre-trained models
Table 2 shows the performance comparisons of different pre-trained models with the BM25 baseline for biomedical
entity normalization. From the table, we see that (1) All the BERT / BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models outperformed
the BM25 model by at least 5.44% (90.58 vs. 85.14) and 1.53% (92.62 vs. 91.09) on both the ShARe/CLEF and
TAC2017ADR datasets. Most of them outperformed the BM25 model for the NCBI dataset by up to 0.83% (89.06 vs.
88.23) except BERTLarge_Uncased, BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed and ClinicalBERTLarge_Cased+MIMIC. (2) The BERT models
with cased version were better than that with uncased version in most cases for biomedical entity normalization. (3)
For the ShARe/CLEF and TAC2017ADR datasets, all the three BioBERT models outperformed the BERTBase_Cased
model and both the two ClinicalBERT models outperformed the corresponding BERTBase_Cased and BERTLarge_Cased
models. However, for the NCBI dataset, only BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC and ClinicalBERTBase_Cased+MIMIC were
better than BERTBase_Cased. (4) BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed achieved the best performance on both the ShARe/CLEF and
TAC2017ADR datasets, while BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC achieved the best performance for the NCBI dataset.
Comparisons with existing work
We compared the following state-of-the-art methods with our best fine-tuned BERT-based ranking model.
•

UWM4: the best challenge system on the ShARe/CLEF dataset, which is a rule-based system.

•

TaggerOne36: the best machine learning-based system up to date on the NCBI dataset. It performs named entity
recognition and normalization jointly, which is significantly different from our problem definition.

•

Xu et al.’system6: the best challenge system on the TAC2017ADR dataset, which is a machine learning-based
system.

•

D’Souza & Ng’s system3: the best rule-based system up to date on both the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets.

•

CNN-based ranking2: the best deep learning-based system up to date on both the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets.
Since we cannot completely reconstructed the KBs as used but not released in Li et al.’s work2, we reimplemented
the system and used the same settings as described in their paper. In addition, we employed word2vec14 to train
the word embeddings with a dimension size of 50 from all the clinical notes in MIMIC-III19, the PubMed
biomedical abstracts as used in Li et al.’s work2, and the drug labels as used in Xu et al.’s work6 for the
ShARe/CLEF, NCBI, and TAC2017ADR datasets, respectively.
Table 3: Comparisons with existing work. The bold score denotes the best performance of each dataset.
UWM4
TaggerOne36
Xu et al.’s system6
D’Souza & Ng’s system3
CNN-based ranking2
CNN-based ranking (reimplement)
Our best BERT-based ranking

ShARe/CLEF
89.50
NA
NA
90.75
90.30
88.97
91.10

NCBI TAC2017ADR
NA
NA
88.80
NA
NA
92.05
84.65
NA
86.10
NA
86.67
90.24
89.06
93.22

Table 3 shows the performance comparisons of the state-of-the-art methods with our best fine-tuned BERT-based
ranking models for biomedical entity normalization. The table shows that our best BERT-based ranking models
consistently outperformed previous methods and achieved the state-of-the-art performance in terms of accuracy by
0.35%, 0.26% and 1.17% on the ShARe/CLEF, NCBI, TAC2017ADR datasets, respectively. Note that, due to we
used different KBs, the results of our reimplemented CNN-based ranking on the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets
were different from that reported in Li et al.’s work2.
The impact of different batch sizes
Table 4 shows the impact of different batch sizes on the three datasets. We compared batch sizes of 16 and 32 as
suggested by Devlin et al.17. From the table, we observe that (1) For the NCBI and TAC2017ADR datasets, setting
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batch size as 16 achieved better performance than as 32. For the ShARe/CLEF dataset, there was no obvious difference
between different batch size settings. (2) The best performance was achieved when batch size was set as 16 on all the
three datasets.
Table 4: The impact of different batch sizes. The underlined score denotes that the performance of the model with
the current batch size was better than the other choice. The bold score denotes the best performance of each dataset.
batch size
BERTBase_Cased
BERTBase_Uncased
BERTLarge_Cased
BERTLarge_Uncased
BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed
BioBERTBase_Cased+PMC
BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC
ClinicalBERTBase_Cased+MIMIC
ClinicalBERTLarge_Cased+MIMIC

ShARe/CLEF
16
32
90.56 90.62
90.56 90.58
90.73 90.71
90.66 90.66
91.10 91.01
90.81 90.99
91.01 91.09
90.62 90.54
90.88 90.73

NCBI
16
32
88.85 88.65
88.65 88.13
88.85 88.33
88.13 88.13
88.23 88.02
88.65 88.65
89.06 88.85
88.96 88.44
88.13 88.02

TAC2017ADR
16
32
92.62 92.56
92.97 92.65
92.42 92.87
92.87 92.70
93.22 92.98
92.97 92.89
93.17 92.89
92.70 92.67
92.94 92.80

Discussion
In this study, we developed an entity normalization architecture by fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT / BioBERT /
ClinicalBERT models and conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the pre-trained models
for the entity normalization task using biomedical datasets of three different types. Our best fine-tuned models
consistently outperformed previous methods and advanced the state-of-the-art on biomedical entity normalization by
up to 1.17% increase in accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to apply and evaluate the pretrained BERT / BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models for biomedical entity normalization.
From Table 2, we notice that although all the best fine-tuned models outperformed BM25 on the three datasets, it did
not improve too much on the NCBI dataset (i.e., by up to 0.83%). BERTLarge_Uncased and ClinicalBERTLarge_Cased+MIMIC
performed even worse than BM25. This indicates the difficulty of this dataset. Choosing an appropriate pre-trained
model for this dataset is necessary. In the future, we will further investigate better methods for this dataset, e.g., tuning
different learning rates to find a better fine-tuned model.
The BERT models with cased version were better than that with uncased version in most cases for biomedical entity
normalization. This indicates that the BERT models with cased version could capture more precise contextualized
word representations than that with uncased version, and they are benefit for the entity normalization task.
The three BioBERT models were initialized with BERTBase_Cased and pre-trained with biomedical corpora34. The two
ClinicalBERT models were initialized with BERTBase_Cased and BERTLarge_Cased, and pre-trained with clinical notes
from MIMIC-III19. For the ShARe/CLEF and TAC2017ADR datasets, all the three BioBERT models outperformed
the BERTBase_Cased model and both the two ClinicalBERT models outperformed the corresponding BERTBase_Cased and
BERTLarge_Cased models. For the NCBI dataset, BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC and ClinicalBERTBase_Cased+MIMIC were
better than BERTBase_Cased. These indicate that the domain-specific BioBERT and ClinicalBERT are more appropriate
than BERT for biomedical entity normalization. It would be interesting to pre-train a new bidirectional language
representation model from scratch (or initialized with BERTBase or BERTLarge) using a large amount of drug labels
from dailymed37 and evaluate their effects on the TAC2017ADR dataset. We plan to conduct these studies in future.
The best performance was achieved when fine-tuning BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed for both the ShARe/CLEF and
TAC2017ADR datasets, and when fine-tuning BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC for the NCBI dataset. This indicates that
the model (i.e., BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed+PMC) initialized with BERTBase_Cased and pre-trained with both PubMed
abstracts and PubMed Central full-text articles is effective for the NCBI dataset, and the pre-trained model (i.e.,
BioBERTBase_Cased+PubMed) with only PubMed abstracts is useful for both the ShARe/CLEF and TAC2017ADR datasets
as well. This also illustrates that PubMed Central full-text articles are helpful for the PubMed abstracts but not for the
clinical text and drug labels.
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From Table 3, we notice that our best fine-tuned BERT-based ranking consistently outperformed the CNN-based
ranking on all the three datasets, which indicates that pre-trained contextualized word representation models using
bidirectional Transformers are more effective than the traditional context-independent word embeddings for the entity
normalization task. Although the best fine-tuned models consistently outperformed previous state-of-the-art methods
on all the three datasets, the improvements on the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets were 0.35% and 0.26%, which
was less than that on the TAC2017ADR dataset (i.e., 1.17%). For the ShARe/CLEF dataset, the main reason may be
that we may not have completely reconstructed the ontology used in previous work2–4, which was not released. For
the NCBI dataset, the best performance was from TaggerOne (i.e., 88.80) which was reported by Leaman and Lu36.
Their model was a joint model, which performed named entity recognition (with gold entity mentions as input) and
normalization simultaneously. Such joint models could often leverage more contextual information to achieve better
performance36,38. In the future, we will also investigate joint models to further improve entity normalization
performance.
At this time, we applied and evaluated the pre-trained BERT / BioBERT / ClinicalBERT models for candidate concept
ranking by transforming the ranking task as a sentence-pair classification task, which was a pointwise learning to rank
method. We will further investigate pairwise learning to rank methods as used in previous work6,7. We are also
planning to introduce the features used in Xu et al.’s system6 into the final classifier layer of the candidate concept
ranking module.
Conclusion
In this study, we applied and evaluated pre-trained language representation models for entity normalization using three
biomedical datasets of different types. Preliminary results show that fine-tuning the pre-trained language
representation models effectively advanced the state-of-the-art for biomedical named entity normalization.
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Abstract
Biobanks have facilitated the conduct of large-scale genomics studies, but they are challenged by the difficulty of validating some phenotypes, particularly for complex traits that represent heterogeneous groups of patients. The guideline
definition of COPD, based on objective spirometry measures, has been preferred in genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) conducted with epidemiological cohorts, but spirometry measures are seldom available for biobank participants. Defining COPD based on International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes or self-reported measures is
highly feasible in biobanks, but it remains unclear whether the misclassification inherent in these definitions prevent
the discovery of genetic variants that contribute to COPD. We found that while there was poor agreement in classification of UK Biobank participants as having COPD based on ICD diagnosis codes, self-reported doctor diagnosis or
spirometry measures, contrasting GWAS results for these definitions provided insights into what patient characteristics
each trait may capture.
Introduction
COPD is a major cause of morbidity and mortality that remains a public health challenge worldwide1 . Smoking is
its most common risk factor, accounting for approximately 8 out of 10 COPD-related deaths in the U.S., but COPD
risk is also influenced by environmental exposures such as secondhand smoke and air pollution1, 2 . Persistent airflow
limitation is a hallmark feature of COPD, and the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease guidelines
(GOLD) recommend use of spirometry, in conjunction with patient symptoms, to establish a diagnosis of COPD. Although this guideline definition is the cornerstone of diagnostic criteria for COPD in most clinical trials and research
studies, in day-to-day practice, physicians and healthcare providers often rely on patient history and clinical exam features to diagnose and treat COPD3, 4 . Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of COPD and related traits, including
lung function and smoking, have identified many disease-associated loci and have contributed to the growing recognition that multiple pathobiological mechanisms underlie the lung function changes that receive the diagnostic label
of COPD. Uncovering these so-called endotypes is a goal of precision medicine efforts that seek to improve patient
outcomes with targeted preventive and treatment strategies.
The creation of biobanks that link electronic health record (EHR) data to DNA and other biospecimens have facilitated
the conduct of large-scale genomics studies for over a decade5–8 . Biobanks have been used to successfully identify loci
associated with various diseases, and they have been leveraged to develop novel approaches, such as phenome-wide
association studies (PheWAS)9 . A major limitation of biobanks is that much of their phenotype data is biased, as EHR
data was not collected for research purposes. This limitation is more pronounced for complex disease such as COPD
that consist of highly heterogeneous subjects. International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes are commonly
used to assign affection status to biobank subjects due to the simplicity and convenience of their use, often under the
rational that the large sample sizes available in biobanks will counterbalance problems arising from misclassification.
In the case of COPD, ICD codes and self-reported data can be obtained with relatively low cost and effort, but they
are subject to misclassification. Spirometry data is objective but is not usually available for general population studies,
and when it is present in EHRs, it is biased by indication, as spirometry tests are only ordered for specific patients. The
UK Biobank, which aims to investigate genetic and nongenetic determinants of a wide range of diseases of middle and
old ages10 , is an exception: it is the largest spirometric study ever conducted in the UK, with measures available for a
large proportion of lifelong non-smokers11 .
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Although previous studies have noted poor agreement among different COPD definitions3, 4, 12–15 , few have evaluated
how the different definitions affect GWAS results. Borlée et al.16 found that most associations between COPD and demographic risk factors were similar across different COPD definitions, despite variation in prevalence estimates. Such
consistency of associations, however, may not be expected in GWAS because the precision and accuracy of phenotype
have a considerable impact on the ability to detect genetic signals that explain only a small fraction of disease susceptibility. The UK Biobank provides an unprecedented opportunity to assess the impact of different case definitions
on the identification of COPD-related genetic loci due to its wide range of diagnostic measures and the availability of
spirometry data for most genotyped subjects. Here, we used UK Biobank data to perform GWAS of COPD defined in
three ways: 1) based on ICD diagnosis codes, 2) based on self-reported doctor diagnosis, and 3) according to GOLD
criteria. Comparison of GWAS results revealed insights into what each of these traits may represent, demonstrating
that genetic studies can shed light on inconsistencies observed among definitions of a complex trait.
Methods
Data and COPD definitions
UK Biobank data from a total sample comprising 502,536 individuals aged 37-73 at recruitment was obtained (Figure
1). COPD was defined based on ICD diagnosis codes (ICD-coded COPD), self-reported doctor diagnosis (self-reported
COPD), and pre-bronchodilator spirometry measures (GOLD-based COPD) as follows:
1. ICD-coded COPD: participants with any of the following primary and secondary ICD codes were regarded as a
COPD case:
• ICD-9: 491 (Chronic bronchitis), 492 (Emphysema), and 496 (Chronic airways obstruction, not elsewhere
classified) from UK Biobank data-fields 41203 and 41205.
• ICD-10: J41 (Simple and mucopurulent chronic bronchitis), J42 (Unspecified chronic bronchitis), J43
(Emphysema), and J44 (Other chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) from UK Biobank data-fields 41202
and 41204.
Controls were subjects without any of these codes. This definition resulted in 14,690 cases and 487,846 controls.
2. Self-reported COPD: affection status was defined according to information obtained from a verbal interview conducted during the initial assessment and an online follow-up questionnaire, which were available for 501,700
individuals. Participants with any non-cancer illness codes corresponding to ‘COPD’, ‘emphysema/chronic
bronchitis’, and their child categories were considered as COPD cases (UK Biobank data-field 20002). Participants were also classified as having COPD if they provided a positive answer to any question in UK Biobank
data-fields 22128 (Doctor diagnosed emphysema, Online follow-up), 22129 (Doctor diagnosed chronic bronchitis, Online follow-up), and 22120 (Doctor diagnosed COPD, Online follow-up). Controls were remaining
subjects with completed verbal interview and online questionnaire data. This definition resulted in 14,224 cases
and 487,476 controls.
3. GOLD-based COPD: following quality control filters of spirometry data undertaken as described in Shrine et
al.17 , the ‘best measure’ per individual of forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1 ) and forced vital capacity
(FVC) were selected. This yielded measures for 353,469 individuals, from which cases were defined on the
basis of pre-bronchodilator evidence of moderate-to-severe airflow limitation by the modified GOLD criteria as
described in Hobbs et al.18 Controls were defined as persons with normal spirometry measures. This definition
resulted in 28,355 cases and 254,470 controls.
Additional phenotypes were extracted from participants’ responses to a computer-assisted interview, self-completed
questionnaires, and physical measures at the visit based on UK Biobank data-fields 31 (sex), 50 (height), 20003 (age),
20160 (ever smoked), 21000 (ethnic background), 21001 (body mass index), and 22006 (genetic ethnic grouping).
Statistical analysis
The demographic characteristics of participants were summarized by proportion or mean. Fleiss’ Kappa19 (κ) was
calculated to represent a level of agreement using the common set of individuals among the COPD definitions (n =
282,812). Multivariable logistic regressions were performed to evaluate the associations between participant characteristics and the three definitions of COPD. For each COPD definition, a GWAS was performed using the subset of
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Figure 1: COPD assignment and statistical analysis workflow.
case-control samples who self-identified as White British and had very similar genetic ancestry based on a principal
component analysis of genotypes, while excluding subjects who had a mismatch between self-reported and genetic sex
as determined by chromosomal make-up, sex chromosome configurations that were not XX or XY, or had non-normal
heterozygosity and missing rates according to measures provided by the UK Biobank team20 . These procedures resulted in 11,977 cases and 393,798 controls for ICD-coded COPD GWAS, 11,688 cases and 394,081 controls for
self-reported COPD GWAS, and 23,417 cases and 214,284 controls for GOLD-based COPD GWAS (Figure 1). At
the genotype level, variants with minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.01 or imputation INFO score measure < 0.3 were
excluded. Association testing was performed in a generalized mixed model framework using SAIGE21 to account
for relatedness and fine-scale population structure, while including as covariates age, age-squared (age2 ), sex, height,
smoking status (ever versus never), and 4 principal components. We used FUMA22 to obtain functional characteristics of genetic loci based on GWAS summary statistics. GWAS results were contrasted by comparing genome-wide
significant loci directly or by measuring pairwise genetic correlations. Genetic correlations between the different case
definitions were estimated using linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression23 using the effects of all SNPs with
INFO score > 0.9 and pre-calculated LD scores based on 1000 Genomes Project data for European populations24 .
Table 1: Demographic characteristics of the participants according to different COPD definitions
ICD-coded COPD
N
Age, mean (SD)
Male %
Ethnic background∗ %
White
Mixed
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Chinese
Others
Not Available
Body mass index (kg/m2 ) %
Underweight (< 18.5)
Normal (18.5-25)
Overweight (25-30)
Obese (≥ 30)
Not Available
Ever smoker %
Asthma† %
Lung function
FEV1 predicted percentage, median
FEV1 /FVC ratio, median
*
†

Self-reported COPD

GOLD-based COPD

Total

Control

Case

Control

Case

Control

Case

502,536
56.5 (8.1)
45.6

487,846
56.4 (8.1)
45.3

14,690
61.4 (6.3)
55.0

487,476
56.4 (8.1)
45.5

14,224
59.4 (7.2)
49.3

254,470
55.8 (8.1)
43.2

28,355
59.2 (7.4)
53.2

94.1
0.6
2.0
1.6
0.3
0.9
0.6

94.0
0.6
2.0
1.6
0.3
0.9
0.5

96.3
0.5
1.1
0.6
0.1
0.5
0.8

94.1
0.6
2.0
1.6
0.3
0.9
0.5

96.7
0.5
0.9
0.6
0.1
0.5
0.6

96.7
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.3
0.6
0.3

94.6
0.5
1.9
1.4
0.2
0.8
0.5

0.5
32.3
42.2
24.3
0.6
59.8
7.4

0.5
32.5
42.4
24.0
0.6
59.0
6.6

1.6
26.1
36.2
34.7
1.3
87.1
35.8

0.5
32.5
42.4
24.2
0.5
59.3
6.9

1.3
28.3
39.0
30.7
0.6
77.2
25.9

0.4
34.0
43.4
22.2
0.1
58.8
4.9

1.0
33.7
41.3
24.0
0.1
72.7
20.2

92.2
0.77

92.5
0.77

70.7
0.68

92.4
0.77

80.3
0.72

96.8
0.78

67.4
0.64

Ethnicity categories follow the tree structure of ethnic background in the UK Biobank touchscreen questionnaire (UK Biobank data-field 21000)
Affection status was assigned based on having ICD-9 493 and/or ICD-10 J45 codes
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Results
Demographic characteristics
Characteristics of participants summarized using all available records for each COPD definition are provided in Table
1. More than 94% of participants self-identified as White. Among all participants, two thirds were overweight or
obese, and nearly 60% had a positive smoking history. The proportion of cases was similar between the ICD-coded
(2.92%) and self-reported (2.84%) COPD groups, and much higher in the GOLD-based COPD group (10.03%). Participants classified as having COPD were older, more often male, and more often a former or current smoker across
all definitions. COPD cases showed a greater proportion of asthma diagnosis than controls in all definitions. Lung
function was decreased in cases versus controls for each COPD definition, with the GOLD-based group having the
greatest difference between case and control medians of percent predicted FEV1 and FEV1 /FVC ratio.
Subject overlap according to COPD definitions
In total, 33,666 cases were identified by at least
Participants who met
GOLD-based COPD
any of the COPD definitions
one COPD definition among the 282,812 par(n=28,354)
(n=33,666)
n=22,755
ticipants whose case-control status could be as(67.6%)
certained according to all definitions (Figure 2).
Agreement of affection status according to difn=1,310
n=2,627
(3.9%)
(7.8%)
ferent COPD definitions was low: only 4.9% of
n=1,662
n=3,304
(4.9%)
n=1,674
(9.8%)
participants classified as cases by one of the three
Self-reported
(5.0%)
ICD-coded
n=334
COPD
(1.0%)
COPD
definitions met the criteria of all three. Of 28,354
(n=6,610)
(n=6,296)
GOLD-based COPD cases, more than 80% were
A set of the participants having valid records for all COPD definitions (n = 282,812)
not classified as cases according to ICD codes
or self-reported doctor diagnosis. Approximately Total UK Biobank participants (n = 502,536)
half of the self-reported COPD cases and a quar- Figure 2: Overlap of COPD cases as classified by different COPD
ter of the ICD-coded COPD cases were not clas- definitions. Of 33,666 participants identified as having COPD by
sified as having COPD by the other definitions. at least one definition, only 1,662 participants (4.9%) met case
The κ statistic (SE) among the three definitions criteria of the three definitions (κ = 0.185).
was 0.185 (0.001), indicating a poor agreement.
The pairwise κ statistic was as 0.293 (0.007) for the ICD-coded versus self-reported COPD, 0.198 (0.005) for the
ICD-coded versus GOLD-based COPD, and 0.115 (0.005) for the self-reported COPD versus GOLD-based COPD.
Table 2: Associations between participant characteristics and different COPD definitions
Odds ratio (95% CI)
ICD-coded COPD
Age
Gender (vs. female)
Male
Body mass index (vs. normal)
Underweight (<18.5)
Overweight (25-30)
Obese (≥30)
Smoking status (vs. never)
Ever smoker

Self-reported COPD

GOLD-based COPD

∗

1.048 (1.046-1.051)

1.061 (1.059-1.063)∗

1.261 (1.214-1.309)∗

1.078 (1.038-1.119)∗

1.430 (1.391-1.471)∗

4.467 (3.788-5.237)∗
0.893 (0.852-0.936)∗
1.537 (1.466-1.613)∗

3.218 (2.704-3.803)∗
0.974 (0.930-1.019)
1.324 (1.261-1.390)∗

2.808 (2.397-3.275)∗
0.797 (0.771-0.823)∗
0.938 (0.904-0.973)∗

4.359 (4.128-4.607)∗

2.170 (2.077-2.268)∗

1.842 (1.786-1.899)∗

1.094 (1.091-1.098)

∗

Multivariable logistic regression model using age, gender, body mass index, and smoking status as independent variables. Samples were restricted
to White ethnic background (UK Biobank data-field 22006), as these were the subjects used in GWAS. ∗ P < 0.001.

Associations between participant characteristics and COPD
Logistic regression results were consistent with observed trends in demographic profiles of participants (Table 2).
Participants who were male, older, and had a positive smoking history (i.e., ever smokers) had higher odds of COPD
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diagnosis, regardless of which definition was used. While being underweight versus having normal weight consistently
raised the odds of COPD classification, the magnitude and significance of associations between COPD and other
categories of body mass index varied among the definitions. Specifically, obese participants had increased odds of
GOLD-based COPD classification but reduced odds of ICD-coded or self-reported COPD; overweight participants
had reduced odds for ICD-coded and GOLD-based COPD but no significant difference versus normal weight for
self-reported COPD.

Figure 3: Manhattan plots of GWAS results from three different COPD definitions: A) ICD-coded COPD (11,977
cases, 393,798 controls), B) Self-reported COPD (11,688 cases, 394,081 controls), C) GOLD-based COPD (23,417
cases, 214,284 controls). P values were two sided based on Wald statistics without multiple-testing adjustment. Each
risk locus was annotated with its nearest coding gene. The green horizontal dashed line represents a genome-wide
significance level (P < 5×10−8 ).
GWAS results
Genetic loci associated with COPD differed substantially according to case definitions (Figure 3). There were 66 loci
with genome-wide significant associations for GOLD-based COPD, but only 2 and 4 for the self-reported and ICDcoded COPD, respectively. A risk locus near HHIP was the only one shared across the three GWAS. Two additional
loci near CHRNA3 and CHRNA4 overlapped between the GOLD-based and ICD-coded COPD GWAS. In contrast to
the low overlap of genome-wide significant loci, the estimated genetic correlation (SE) that utilized genome-wide data
was higher, with measures of 0.884 (0.055) for ICD-coded versus self-reported COPD, 0.703 (0.036) for ICD-coded
versus GOLD-based COPD, and 0.652 (0.050) for self-reported versus GOLD-based COPD. Consistent with these
observation, the direction of associations at the lead significant loci were similar across the three COPD definitions
despite their differing effect sizes (Table 3).
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Table 3: Summary statistics for the lead variants at genome-wide significant loci
ICD-coded COPD
rsID

Position∗

rs12914385k
rs1828591
rs151176846
rs4838290

Self-reported COPD

GOLD-based COPD

Allele†

RAF‡

OR§

P

RAF

OR

P

RAF

OR

P

15:78898723
4:145480780
20:61997500
9:128475056

C/T
A/G
T/C
C/T

0.38
0.39
0.08
0.64

1.14
0.91
1.18
1.08

2.59 × 10−22
1.62 × 10−11
2.90 × 10−11
3.99 × 10−8

0.38
0.39
0.08
0.64

1.06
0.93
1.07
1.04

8.84 × 10−6
4.53 × 10−8
6.60 × 10−3
1.65 × 10−3

0.38
0.40
0.08
0.64

1.11
0.86
1.11
1.03

1.02 × 10−24
4.37 × 10−49
2.04 × 10−8
5.20 × 10−3

rs6537293
rs12939457

4:145479761
17:38032188

A/G
T/C

0.39
0.48

0.91
0.96

1.91 × 10−11
1.03 × 10−3

0.39
0.48

0.93
0.93

2.44 × 10−8
2.57 × 10−8

0.40
0.48

0.86
0.98

1.34 × 10−49
1.09 × 10−2

rs13113591
rs34712979
rs111704647
rs262126
rs7733410
rs10851839
rs57062879
rs4713572
rs10476063
rs11645016
rs1964516
rs1420472
rs1896797
rs12614274
rs35945722

4:145489097
4:106819053
15:78900650
6:142835364
5:147856522
15:71628370
10:12278525
6:32626952
5:156928823
16:75311828
4:89875909
3:168776326
15:84274591
2:229583850
2:239893783

C/T
G/A
C/T
A/C
G/A
T/A
A/G
T/C
G/A
C/T
C/T
G/T
G/A
A/G
G/A

0.39
0.26
0.33
0.31
0.44
0.67
0.51
0.40
0.33
0.64
0.51
0.44
0.49
0.08
0.19

0.91
1.05
1.14
0.97
0.96
0.98
0.98
1.05
1.04
1.03
1.04
1.02
0.98
0.95
0.97

2.47 × 10−11
7.29 × 10−4
4.19 × 10−21
6.36 × 10−2
4.12 × 10−3
1.20 × 10−1
2.14 × 10−1
8.16 × 10−5
8.42 × 10−3
4.43 × 10−2
2.14 × 10−3
1.26 × 10−1
8.15 × 10−2
2.64 × 10−2
5.76 × 10−2

0.39
0.26
0.33
0.31
0.44
0.67
0.51
0.40
0.33
0.64
0.51
0.44
0.49
0.08
0.19

0.93
1.06
1.07
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.99
1.04
1.02
1.04
1.03
1.02
0.98
0.97
1.00

7.90 × 10−8
6.10 × 10−5
1.49 × 10−6
2.98 × 10−2
1.55 × 10−2
1.71 × 10−2
2.39 × 10−1
5.21 × 10−3
1.13 × 10−1
6.67 × 10−3
2.00 × 10−2
1.59 × 10−1
1.72 × 10−1
2.00 × 10−1
8.12 × 10−1

0.39
0.26
0.33
0.31
0.44
0.67
0.52
0.40
0.33
0.64
0.51
0.44
0.49
0.08
0.19

0.86
1.18
1.13
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.91
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.08
1.08
0.93
0.88
0.91

1.15 × 10−49
5.47 × 10−46
6.40 × 10−30
1.30 × 10−29
8.35 × 10−27
2.99 × 10−23
1.08 × 10−19
2.73 × 10−18
1.33 × 10−15
4.26 × 10−15
7.98 × 10−15
2.26 × 10−14
1.41 × 10−13
1.11 × 10−12
1.24 × 10−12

ICD-coded COPD

Self-reported COPD

Gold-based COPD¶

∗ position based on GRCh37; † non-risk/risk allele; ‡ risk allele frequency; § odds ratio; k lead variant according to GOLD-based COPD at the same
locus; ¶ the top 15 lead variants at genome-wide significant loci sorted according to P values

Discussion
Well-defined and reproducible case definitions are critical for the identification and replication of genetic associations,
and definitions of COPD based on measures of spirometry as recommended by GOLD guidelines have thus been
preferred in genetic epidemiological studies. Because spirometry data is often lacking or obtained in a highly biased
fashion in EHRs and large administrative datasets, ICD codes and/or self-reported measures have been used in COPD
biobank studies to assign affection status, despite the high likelihood of misclassification that doing so entails. Using
a population sample of adults from the UK Biobank who have spirometry data, as well as ICD codes from medical
encounters and self-reported measures of health, we assessed the impact of using three different COPD definitions on
GWAS results.
The proportion of COPD cases classified according to the three definitions we obtained was consistent with previous
findings in which the spirometry-based definition yielded a higher prevalence of COPD16, 25, 26 . Although the current
guidelines recommend that persistent respiratory symptoms in combination with spirometric evidence of obstructive
airflow limitation should be used to establish a diagnosis of COPD, epidemiological studies generally have defined
COPD with spirometry alone1 . The latter approach has a high sensitivity of diagnosis, as most of true COPD patients
would be identified but also an increased false positive rate, as some people with spirometric evidence of airflow
obstruction are asymptomatic and lack other clinical evidence of disease. Underdiagnosis of COPD, on the other
hand, is likely to occur with the definitions based solely on ICD codes and/or self-reported doctor diagnosis because
people typically seek medical attention when symptoms interfere with daily activities. Additionally, published reports
have failed to find evidence of airflow obstruction on spirometry for a substantial portion of COPD patients identified
by ICD codes or self-reported doctor diagnosis13, 27, 28 .
The poor agreement we observed among who was classified as a case by the three COPD definitions (κ = 0.185) was
also consistent with previously published reports3, 4, 12–15 . Less than 5% of COPD cases met all three case definitions,
and there was greater agreement between the ICD-coded and self-reported CODP (κ = 0.298) compared to the
other pairs of COPD definitions. Despite the disagreement among definitions, the direction of associations between
participant characteristics and case assignment were similar and consistent with previous studies: a person with COPD
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was more likely to be older, male, and have a positive smoking history3, 25 . Although the association between being
obese and having COPD varied according to COPD definition, the consistent positive association between being
underweight and COPD diagnosis is supported by recent findings from both patient- and population-based studies3, 16 .
Thus, each case definition may select for distinct sub-phenotypes of COPD that still capture its core clinical features.
Based on the number of genome-wide significant loci, we observed little genetic overlap across COPD definitions.
The large number of loci associated with GOLD-based COPD were not identified with the other COPD definitions.
As expected, these loci mapped to genes previously reported in GWAS of lung function measures and COPD such as
C1orf87, VGLL4, ADCY5, BTC, RREB1, ID4, ITGB8, ARNTL, and ADAMTSL317, 29, 30 . Only one locus near HHIP was
identified in the three GWAS. The HHIP gene, which encodes a member of the hedgehog-interacting protein family,
is a well-known COPD susceptibility locus that has been identified in GWAS and gene expression studies17, 31, 32 and
has also been associated with COPD exacerbations2 . Two additional loci near CHRNA3 and CHRNA4 were associated
with both ICD-coded and GOLD-based COPD. Variants in/near the CHRNA3 and CHRNA4 genes, which encode
subunits of the nicotine acetylcholine receptor superfamily, have been associated with smoking behavior and a range
of complex lung diseases30, 33, 34 . A locus that was unique to ICD-coded COPD was close to MAPKAP1, a gene
associated with various smoking behavior phenotypes in recent GWAS29, 33 . Taken together, the loci associated with
ICD-coded COPD suggest that this trait represents smoking-related COPD with symptoms that are sufficiently severe
to lead people to seek emergency care. Alternatively, the results could indicate that smokers are more likely to receive
ICD codes for COPD when presenting with relevant symptoms. Because smoking is such a prominent risk factor for
COPD, we performed an additional GWAS of ICD-coded COPD using the subgroup of cases with a positive smoking
history. This sub-analysis yielded the same genome-wide significant loci as the non-stratified ICD-coded COPD
without additional signals a result that is not unexpected given that 87% of ICD-based cases had a positive smoking
history. Further biobank studies with a greater number of COPD non-smokers or more detailed smoking history may
shed light on which genetic associations are due to smoking status versus COPD.
Besides HHIP, there was one other genome-wide significant association in the self-reported COPD GWAS adjacent
to ZPBP2. The presence of an association with this gene, which is part of the well-known asthma-associated 17q21
locus35, 36 , suggests that the self-reported COPD definition also captured patients who have or have had child-onset
asthma. Interestingly, according to ICD codes of asthma, ICD-coded COPD had the greatest proportion of people
with asthma (36% versus 26% in self-reported COPD), and yet asthma-associated loci were not present in ICD-coded
COPD. Although asthma and COPD are distinct conditions, it can be difficult to differentiate them in practice due
to the similarity of their signs and symptoms37, 38 . Recent studies have focused on asthma-COPD overlap given that
patients with both diseases have traditionally been excluded from clinical trials despite having greater morbidity than
those with asthma or COPD alone39 . Our GWAS findings underscore the particular difficulty in classifying patients
with both asthma and COPD, and they suggest that classification of asthma in adults by ICD codes yields a phenotype
that is different from the childhood-onset asthma that is characterized by a strong 17q21 association signal.
In contrast to the results of overlapping genome-wide significant loci, there was substantial genetic correlation among
COPD definitions when the effects of all well-imputed SNPs that did not reach genome-wide significance were considered. Observed correlations suggest that a large fraction of genetic liability is shared across the different definitions,
even if loci did not reach genome-wide significance due to ‘noisy’ classification schemes. For example, a case according to one definition could be a control in another, a situation that affected the ICD-coded and self-reported definitions
most, as a far greater number of GOLD-based COPD cases could be assigned as controls by the other definitions.
This greater potential of misclassification in the ICD-coded and/or self-reported COPD may have attenuated genetic
signals more severely, leading to only a few loci reaching genome-wide significance. Further, differences in statistical
power due to decreased sample sizes of ICD-based and self-reported COPD cases compared to GOLD-based cases
could have yielded fewer genome-wide significant findings among loci that still show the same direction of effect and
consistent odd ratios.
Given the high genetic correlations, one could argue that using phenotype information from EHRs and questionnaires is
justifiable because sample sizes much larger than those restricted to having spirometry measures can be obtained. Our
results, however, found that a non-negligible proportion of genetic effects were still unique to each definition. As the
κ statistics indicated, COPD defined by spirometry was less similar to the other definitions. Therefore, even a highly-
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powered GWAS of COPD based on ICD codes or self-reported measures may not identify the genetic associations
found with spirometry-based definitions.
Limitations of our study include the fact that the UK Biobank is not representative of the general population with
respect to a number of health-related characteristics where the participants are, on average, more health-conscious40 .
This could introduce a bias toward underreporting COPD, which would especially impact the definition based on
ICD codes and self-reported doctor diagnosis, as these would not be obtained without patient-perceived symptoms
that led to seeking of medical care. Secondly, a variety of comorbid conditions were not accounted for that could
have influenced genetic signals, via over- or under-estimating differences among case definitions. Further study of
the associations that were unique to GOLD-based COPD in the context of comorbidities beyond asthma may clarify
how they contribute to COPD-like symptoms, or why despite having evidence of airflow obstruction, some individuals
remain asymptomatic38 . Finally, we restricted the genetic analyses to participants of European ancestry, and thus, our
results may not be generalizable across other racial/ethnic groups.
In summary, we found poor agreement between ICD-coded, self-reported and GOLD-based COPD definitions, and
considerable differences in genomic risk loci identified via GWAS of UK Biobank participants classified according to
each definition. Although use of ICD codes and self-reports are convenient and efficient for phenotype classification
in COPD, even large sample sizes achieved by their use may not yield association signals as strong as those of more
objective criteria such as lung function measures. Nonetheless, comparison of GWAS results obtained for different
COPD definitions revealed insights into what each of these traits may represent and how genetics studies can shed
light on complex phenotypes.
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Abstract
Knowledge graphs have been shown to significantly improve search results. Usually populated by subject matter
experts, relations therein need to keep up to date with medical literature in order for search to remain relevant. Dynamically identifying text snippets in literature that confirm or deny knowledge graph triples is increasingly becoming
the differentiator between trusted and untrusted medical decision support systems. This work describes our approach
to mapping triples to medical text. A medical knowledge graph is used as a source of triples that are used to find
matching sentences in reference text. Our unsupervised approach uses phrase embeddings and cosine similarity measures, and boosts candidate text snippets when certain key concepts exist. Using this approach, we can accurately map
semantic relations within the medical knowledge graph to text snippets with a precision of 61.4% and recall of 86.3%.
This method will be used to develop a novel application in the future to retrieve medical relations and corroborating
snippets from medical text given a user query.
1

Introduction

Medical knowledge changes, evolves and shifts as new discoveries are made. In order to offer their patients appropriate
care, clinicians have a strong need to stay up to date with the latest FDA approved drugs and practice guidelines from
renowned medical associations. Today, information systems such as UpToDate1 , Clinical Key2 and Dynamed3 are
used to search for medical literature that may help pressing point of care questions. However, their content is still
manually curated and maintained by teams of domain experts - they diligently scan the medical archives in search for
relevant information to include in synoptic documents usually aimed at clinicians.
Given that medical information is projected to double every 73 days in 2020, whereas in 2010 it was doubling only
every 3.5 years4 , these curator-driven solutions are unlikely to scale. Instead, technological solutions that automate
the delivery of the right snippets of information to the right person in the right context at the right time have never
been so critical. To understand the types of questions that clinicians need answered, we looked at the Ely taxonomy5
- a seminal paper that highlighted the types of questions that clinicians need answered when using computational
systems. The 3 most common questions categories were: i) “What is the drug of choice for condition x?”, ii) “What
is the cause of symptom x?”, and iii) “What test is indicated in situation x?”. However, as Del Fiol et al. observed in
2014, roughly half of all point of care questions go unanswered6 . Insufficient time is often cited as the main barrier
to point of care learning. Other barriers to successful point of care search often include the need to search for patient
comorbidities and contexts, the ever-growing volume of medical evidence, lack of awareness of which resource to
search for specialty questions, skepticism and lack of trust regarding the quality of search results, etc.7 .
With that requirement in mind, the Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG) was created as a resource containing
400,000 medical concepts and 200,000 manually created medical relations (e.g., R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS has drug
M ETHOTREXATE). The primary intent of this knowledge graph is to support indexing and retrieval of relevant medical
content in order to facilitate point of care search. An informal evaluation of H-Graph revealed that it could be used to
answer 96% point of care questions (based on a set of 6 cardiovascular diseases and questions from the Ely taxonomy5 )
whereas the standard reference solutions could only answer 27% of the specific questions8 .
Knowledge Graphs have been shown to be effective tools to address multiple search and knowledge inference problems
in healthcare and biomedicine9–12 . However, unless there is a team dedicated to keeping that knowledge constantly
updated, alternative technological solutions are needed that ensure that important relationships such as newly approved
drugs, biomarkers and results from real-world evidence studies are maintained. As such, the need to connect knowledge graph triples to text snippets supporting or denying those relations is very much a critical need. That capability is
also a dependency for the more complex problem of automating the extraction of medical relations from medical text.
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In this research, we present an unsupervised approach to align unstructured text snippets in medical textbooks with
medical relations. This approach leverages a Medical Knowledge Graph composed of different biomedical concepts
(e.g., drugs, diseases, symptoms, etc.) represented in a concept hierarchy and different biomedical relations of a
fixed set of relation types (e.g., has drug, has clinical finding), as well as uses word embedding vectors (i.e., words
represented in a high-dimensional vector space based on co-occurrence in literature). The key contributions are:
1. We identify and evaluate text snippets in two medical textbooks Ferri’s Clinical Advisor 2019 and Conn’s Current Therapy 2019 that corroborate medical relations, curated by experts in the Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge
Graph (HG), for three diseases D IABETES M ELLITUS, A STHMA, and R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS.
2. We investigate the coverage of our knowledge pertaining to these three diseases in HG with respect to the set of
text snippets that can be mapped to corroborate a medical assertion in HG.
This research will enable the identification of corroborating text snippets from multiple literature sources for an approved medical relation in the knowledge graph. In turn, the knowledge graph can be used to drive search applications
to retrieve the right snippet in a literature source given a user query (e.g., Drugs to treat Asthma in a pregnant adult).
We will conclude with a brief discussion on the development of such a novel HG point of care search application.
2

Related Work

The health care community has been one of the earliest adopters of knowledge graphs. Driven by the need to create
interoperable representations of knowledge that could be used at point of care, several innovations in healthcare have
made use of and published data and knowledge graphs using these technologies12–15 . In fact, one of the formats in
which FHIR can be downloaded and created — the current HL7 proposal for healthcare interoperability — is Resource
Description Framework (RDF), the W3C standard for the generation and maintenance of knowledge graphs.
Over the years, there have been several applications that have made use of these knowledge graphs to produce knowledge or empower search. PhLeGrA16 used these technologies to enable federated graphical queries across pharmacological evidence from the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System and phenotypes from multiple sources. ReVeaLD17
enabled cancer chemoprevention researchers to formulate complex queries against more than 80 RDF graphs to drive
in silico drug discovery for breast cancer research.
Phrase (or sentence) embedding are numerical vectors that encode the semantics of a phrase. They can be generated
using a weighted average of the embedding vectors for the words in the sentence. Phrase embeddings have been
shown to achieve significantly better performance over sophisticated, supervised methods (e.g., Recurrent Neural
Networks models) on text similarity tasks18 . Increasingly, knowledge graphs are being combined with word and
phrase embeddings to analyse and answer questions from medical text, to recommend safe therapies, to conduct
pharmacovigilance using social media, or to discover novel adverse-drug reactions10, 19–22 .
The main benefit of our unsupervised boosted approach is that we don’t require training data or memory-intensive
models. A similar weighted average approach, where the weights were the inverse document frequencies (IDFs) for
words, was used to align class labels in biomedical ontologies with metadata fields in the BioSamples repository21 .
3
3.1

Materials
HG: Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph

Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph23 (termed HG henceforth) is a platform built to enable advanced clinical decision support, precision medicine, and point of care content discovery. It comprises data from heterogeneous health-care
information sources and relations extracted from literature. HG includes knowledge and data about diseases, drugs,
order sets, guidelines, cohorts, journals and books.
HG’s core is based on UMLS terminologies and refined by subject matter experts, incorporating also medical jargon
and acronyms. As of August 2019, HG consisted of 400,000 biomedical concepts classified under specific semantic
groups (e.g., D RUG, D ISEASE) and arranged in a parent–child poly-hierarchy. These include more than 75,000 diseases, 46,000 drugs, 63,000 procedures, and 90,000 symptoms. HG contains more than 200,000 manually generated
relations between different concepts bound under a fixed set of 15 relation types (e.g., has drug, has clinical finding).
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of HGViz, an in-house visualizer, which provides a synoptic view of HG content.
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Figure 1: Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG): A screenshot of HGViz, an in-house visualizer, provides
a synoptic view of HG content. A) For the concept A STHMA, HG has related content in different languages, as
well as content that is classified for more specific-forms of A STHMA (e.g., C HRONIC O BSTRUCTIVE A STHMA).
B) HG links content related to A STHMA from existing journals and books (e.g., Ferri’s Cinical Advisor 2019). C)
A STHMA is linked to other concepts in HG (e.g., drugs, symptoms, diagnostic procedures) through expert-curated
semantic relations. D) The HG concept A STHMA is mapped to related concepts in other terminologies (e.g., ICD10, SNOMED CT). E) A hairball visualization of HG allows the user to browse all semantic relations for A STHMA
grouped according to different relation types (e.g., has clinical finding, has drug).
3.2

Medical Textbooks

Ferri’s Clinical Advisor 2019 and Conn’s Current Therapy 2019 are widely used medical textbooks published by
Elsevier and accessible through the Clinical Key search engine2 . The intended audience of these books are clinicians,
who used it for information relevant for point of care. Ferri has 1037 chapters, of which 799 chapters cover a single
disease (e.g., R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS). The remaining chapters cover disease classes or combinations, differential
diagnosis, lab tests, medical algorithms, etc. Conn has 331 chapters, of which 235 chapters cover a single disease.
Over a period of 2016–2019, more than 200K unique search queries made by users against the Clinical Key search
engine have led users to access Ferri and more than 100K search queries have led users to access Conn.
The chapter structure for disease chapters in both the textbooks is fairly uniform — each chapter is generally divided into multiple sections related to basic information, epidemiology and demographics, etiology, diagnosis, and
treatment. However, the section titles might be different and text snippets corroborating medical relations may be
under different sections with varying titles (e.g., text snippet corroborating medical relations of relation type has drug
may be present in sections with titles Chronic Rx, Pharmacologic Therapy, Treatment, etc.). Additionally, diseaserelated information can be present in chapters related to more specific forms of the disease. For example, the medical
assertion (R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS has complication J OINT D ESTRUCTION) can be corroborated by the sentence
“Progressive joint destruction, particularly in affected hips, can occur even with aggressive management.” present
in the chapter on J UVENILE I DIOPATHIC A RTHRITIS, a more specific form of R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS. Finally,
multiple text snippets from different, but related, sections in different, but related, chapters can support a medical
assertion in HG. We will leverage the HG hierarchy and word embedding vectors to address this.
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3.3

Word Embedding Vectors

In this research, we represent text phrases and sentences found in the two medical textbooks, as well as the semantic
relations in HG as high-dimensional numerical vectors. We then use these embedding vectors to compute similarities
between text snippets and medical relations. Toward this end, we use word embedding vectors generated previously24
from a corpus of approximately 30 million biomedical abstracts, stored in the MEDLINE database, using the GloVe
(Global Vectors for Word Representation) software25 . More than 2.5 million words appearing in biomedical abstracts
are represented as numerical vectors in 100 dimensions. These word embedding vectors were downloaded from
FigShare26 under a CC BY 4.0 license and have been used previously to align biomedical metadata terms with ontology
terms21 , as well as to align schema elements across the vocabularies of biomedical RDF graphs24 .
4

Methods

4.1

Preprocessing of Unstructured Text in the Medical Journals

Each chapter in the Ferri and Conn medical textbooks was provided as a separate, self-contained XML file that was
passed as input through a preprocessing pipeline with multiple operations.
The first operation converted the XML file to a JSON document, after the extraction of chapter titles and textual
content, organized into sections and sub-sections, while omitting tables, figure captions, etc. As part of this operation,
the nesting structure of the sections and subsections was used to extract a “breadcrumb trail” comprising chapter title,
section title, sub-section title, and so on. For example, based on the nesting structure, the sentence “Most commonly
used agents are methotrexate (MTX), hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), sulfasalazine (SSZ), and leflunomide (LEF).” has
the breadcrumb trail Treatment → Chronic Rx in the chapter on R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS.
As part of the next operation in the preprocessing pipeline, we used the spaCy27 software to split section text contained
within different sections and subsections into individual sentences. We use an in-house Concept Mapper API to
annotate chapter titles and individual sentences for each chapter with HG concepts. For example, as shown in Figure
2A, the underlined concepts (i.e., R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS, M ETHOTREXATE, etc.) in the chapter title and sentence
in Ferri will be annotated by the Concept Mapper API.
4.2

Generating Candidate Snippets for a Semantic Relation

In Figure 2, we present a diagrammatic representation of our method to generate candidate text snippets from medical
textbooks Ferri and Conn given an expert-curated medical assertion present in the Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge
Graph (HG). In the subsequent subsections, we will briefly describe each component of this method in more detail.
4.2.1

Extracted Text Snippets from the Medical Textbooks

For this research, we define a text snippet as a parsed and extracted object of type mj = (chapterj , sectionj , sentencej )
from a specific medical textbook (i.e., either from Ferri or Conn), where sentencej is the parsed sentence (Section
4.1), sectionj indicates the section title where the sentence is present, and chapterj indicates the chapter title where
the section is present. Most chapter titles are representative of a specific disease. An actual text snippet from a chapter
on R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS in the Ferri’s Clinical Advisor 2019 medical textbook is shown in Figure 2A.
4.2.2

Semantic Relations in HG

We define a semantic relation ei = (Si , Ri , Oi ) in HG, where Si indicates the subject of the semantic relation (e.g.,
Si = R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS), Ri indicates the relation type (e.g., Ri = has drug), and Oi indicates the object
of the semantic relation (e.g., Oi = M ETHOTREXATE). In the above semantic relation, both the subject and object
are distinct medical concepts (or nodes) that are present in a concept hierarchy with designated semantic types (e.g.,
R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS is a child of AUTOIMMUNE D ISEASE, and has J UVENILE I DIOPATHIC A RTHRITIS and
F ELTY S YNDROME as its children concepts.). Figure 2B showcases a subgraph from HG, with one semantic relation
and few hierarchical relations.
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Figure 2: Diagrammatic Representation of the Snippet–Relation Alignment Method: A) Snippet from the Ferri’s
Clinical Advisor 2019 Medical Textbook showcasing chapter title, section title, and sentence Text. B) Subgraph from
the Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG) showcasing the (R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS has drug M ETHOTREX ATE ) semantic relation, as well as parent/child concepts for R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS and M ETHOTREXATE in the
HG hierarchy. C) Embedding vectors are generated using an unsupervised approach for section title, sentence text,
HG relation type, and the semantic Relation. D) Two cosine similarity values are computed: section and relation type
similarity, and sentence and semantic relation similarity. E) Concept Mapper annotates HG concepts in the chapter
title and the sentence of the snippet (underlined here), and generates boost values. A Snippet–Relation Mapping Score
is computed using the cosine similarity values and boost values.
For this research, we only use 160,000 validated semantic relations of 15 relation types in HG.
With respect to the Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG), we define the following functions:
• parents(Ct ) retrieves the set of all parent concepts for the concept Ct in the HG hierarchy
• descendants(Ct ) retrieves the set of all descendant concepts for the concept Ct in the HG hierarchy.
• path(Ct , Cu ) retrieves all the semantic relations and hierarchical relations on the shortest undirected path between the concepts Ct and Cu in HG.
• relations(Ct , Rt ) retrieves the set of all semantic relations with subject Ct and relation type Rt .
4.2.3

Phrase Embedding Generation Method

In this research, we follow the approach outlined by Arora et al.18 to compute the weighted average using unigram
probabilities of words in the MEDLINE corpus28 . For each phrase (i.e., section title, relation type label, sentence text,
semantic relation), we remove a set of 129 English stopwords (e.g., ‘and’, ‘the’) and compute a phrase embedding
vector using a weighted average of words in that phrase.
xs =

1 X
α
xw
|s| w ∈s α + p(wi ) i
i
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In this equation, xwi indicates the word embedding vector for word wi in the phrase (Section 3.3), whereas p(wi )
indicates the unigram probability of the word wi in the MEDLINE corpus of biomedical publication abstracts. α is
a scalar quantity. For more frequent words, the weight α/(α + p(wi )) is smaller, so this down weights the frequent
words. |s| indicates the total number of words in the phrase.
Using this method, we generate the following sets of 100-dimensional phrase embedding vectors (Figure 2C):
xsectionj : Embedding vector for a section title (e.g. Pharmacologic Therapy) in Ferri or Conn.
xsentencej : Embedding vector for a phrase or a sentence (e.g., Most commonly used agents are methotrexate (MTX), hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), sulfasalazine (SSZ), and leflunomide (LEF).) in Ferri or Conn.
xRi : Embedding vector for a relation type (e.g., has clinical finding, has drug) in HG.
xei : Embedding vector for a semantic relation (e.g., R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS has drug M ETHOTREXATE).
4.2.4

Cosine Similarity Score Computation

Using the 100-dimensional phrase embedding vectors, we compute two similarity matrices (Figure 2D):
Sima Similarity matrix between all section titles in a specific medical textbook and all relation types in HG. Each
cell in this matrix sima (i, j) denotes the cosine similarity score between HG relation type Ri and section title
sectionj in the medical textbook.
sima (i, j) =

xRi · xsectionj
||xRi ||||xsectionj ||

Simb Similarity matrix between all sentences in a specific medical textbook and all validated semantic relations in HG.
Each cell simb (i, j) denotes the cosine similarity score between a semantic relation ei in HG and a sentence
sentencej in the medical textbook.
simb (i, j) =

4.2.5

xei · xsentencej
||xei ||||xsentencej ||

Using the Concept Mapper to Boost the Snippet–Relation Mapping Score

As described in Section 4.1, we use the Concept Mapper API to identify HG concepts that may be present in the chapter
chapterj
sentencej
}).
title (concept set denoted as {Ck
} henceforth) and in the sentence text (concept set denoted as {Ck
We use these concept sets to generate boost scores for certain relation–snippet mappings.

chapterj

})
 1.35 if (Si ∈ {Ck
chapterj
boostSi =
1.25 else if (descendants(Si ) ∩ {Ck
}=
6 ∅)

chapterj

1.15 else if (parents(Si ) ∩ {Ck
}=
6 ∅)

sentencej

})
 1.25 if (Oi ∈ {Ck
sentencej
boostOi =
1.15 else if (descendants(Oi ) ∩ {Ck
}=
6 ∅)

 1.05 else if (parents(O ) ∩ {C sentencej } =
6
∅)
i
k
For each relation–snippet mapping, we assign a boost score boostSi if the subject Si of the HG semantic relation ei
is present in the chapter title chapterj of the snippet, or if any of the descendants or direct parents for subject Si in
the HG hierarchy is present in the chapter title. Similarly, we assign a boost score boostOi if the object Oi of the
HG semantic relation ei is present in the sentence text sentencej of the snippet, or if any of the descendants or direct
parents for object Oi is present in the sentence text. Due to the chapter structure of the medical textbooks in this
research (i.e., chapters are organized according to diseases), we assign a higher boost score for the presence of subject
concept in the chapter title compared to the presence of object concept in the sentence.
Finally, we generate a combined mapping score for a relation–snippet mapping as shown in the equation below.
score(i, j) = boostSi ∗ boostOi ∗ (sima (i, j) + simb (i, j))
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Relation–snippet mappings are sorted according to this mapping score, and the top 5 snippets with the highest relation–
snippet mapping score are selected as “candidate snippets” in a particular medical textbook (i.e., Ferri) given the
particular HG relation.
4.3

Evaluation Methodology

Using the approach indicated in the previous section, we generate candidate relation–sentence mappings for three
diseases: D IABETES M ELLITUS, A STHMA, and R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS, using content from both Ferri and Conn.
We further selected only those mappings with a score ≥ 2.5. The score threshold of 2.5 for the candidate mapping
selection was decided heuristically.
To evaluate the algorithm, 3 domain experts, with knowledge pertaining to biomedicine, were asked to independently
review 2 random samples of these mappings — 250 relation–snippet mappings from Ferri and 250 relation–snippet
mappings from Conn. Experts were asked to review each relation–snippet mapping on a 4-point scale:
0:
1:
2:
3:

No association between snippet and relation in Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG)
Negative association between snippet and HG relation
Positive association between snippet and HG relation
Uncertain association between snippet and HG relation

We compute inter-reviewer agreement using the Fleiss’ kappa metric (computed using the R package ‘irr’), a statistical
measure for assessing the reliability of agreement between a fixed number of raters when assigning categorical ratings
to a number of items29 . Under the assumption of a 2.5 score threshold and assuming all HG relations are covered in
one or both books, we compute precision and recall measures for each relation type.
5

Results

245,809 sentences grouped under 22,246 sections were parsed from 1,037 chapters of the Ferri’s Clinical Advisor
2019. Similarly, 88,711 sentences grouped under 5,278 sections were parsed from 331 chapters of the Conn’s Current
Therapy 2019 using the preprocessing pipeline. Only 1,175 unique words, occurring 3,334 times, in Ferri (out of
34,523 unique words and 2,603,653 total words) and 914 unique words, occurring 2,495 times, in Conn (out of 28,335
unique words and 1,618,966 total words) could not be found in the vocabulary of biomedical words and did not have
associated word embeddings. 5 candidate snippets (i.e., (chapter title, section title, sentence)) are generated, from both
Ferri and Conn textbooks, for three diseases in Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG): D IABETES M ELLITUS
(161 semantic relations), A STHMA (274 semantic relations), and R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS (223 semantic relations).
3 domain experts evaluated 2 samples of 250 relation–snippet mappings generated from the two medical textbooks
Ferri and Conn. Considering the 4-point evaluation scale (presented in Section 4.3), the inter-reviewer agreement,
as determined by the Fleiss’ kappa metric, was 0.404 for Ferri and 0.378 for Conn. However, assuming a binary
scale (i.e., only a positive association between a HG relation and a text snippet is valid for a relation–snippet mapping), Fleiss’ kappa metric for inter-reviewer agreement increased to 0.533 for Ferri and 0.492 for Conn. This metric
indicates moderate agreement among the reviewers on the scoring of the relation–snippet pairs.
A consensus was reached (i.e., 2 out of 3 reviewers agreed) that 307 entries demonstrated a positive association
between an HG relation and a text snippet in either Ferri or Conn (61.4%). 213 out of these 307 entries (69.8%)
received a unanimous verdict from all the three reviewers. A majority of the reviewers were undecided on 57 entries
(11.4%), decided that a negative association exists between a relation and a text snippet for 7 entries (1.4%), and
decided that no association exists between a relation and a text snippet for 90 entries (18%). Only 39 entries out of a
total of 500 relation–snippet mappings evaluated by domain experts had diverging scores among all three reviewers.
A few of these examples have been shown in Table 1. The first two rows are example mappings for the relation type
has drug, where the mapped snippets are reflective of negative treatment outcomes for more specific forms of the
disease (i.e., ACUTE S EVERE A STHMA or J UVENILE I DIOPATHIC A RTHRITIS). However, the reviewers diverged
on whether it can be inferred on whether A STHMA or R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS can generally be treated by those
specific drugs. Similarly, the second set of examples for the relation type has clinical finding include snippets from the
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Figure 3: Breakdown of Reviewer Scores according to Relation Types: Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph
(HG) contains several relation types as shown on the Y-axis. While we generally obtain a consensus of score 2
(positive association) for mappings pertaining to most relation types, a large proportion of has differential diagnosis
and has clinical finding mappings achieved a consensus of 0 (no association) for both Ferri and Conn
treatment-related sections. Hence, the reviewers diverged on whether to interpret NAUSEA and VOMITING as clinical
findings for D IABETES M ELLITUS, or as side effects for specific drugs used to treat the disease.
Consensus scores for relation–snippet mappings stratified according to different relation types are shown in Figure
3. It can be easily seen that HG possesses a greater number of validated relations of type has clinical finding and
has drug, for the three diseases studied in this research. Moreover, while we generally obtain a consensus score of 2
(positive association) for mappings pertaining to most relation types, a large proportion of mappings where the relation
is of type has differential diagnosis or has clinical finding has a consensus score of 0 (no association).
1,015 candidate relation–snippet pairs (out of a total 3,290 candidates) from Ferri and 873 candidate relation–snippet
pairs from Conn satisfy the threshold of mapping score ≥ 2.5. At a precision of 61.4% (as indicated above) for
the three diseases D IABETES M ELLITUS, A STHMA, and R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS, recall can be computed to be
86.3%. That is, 568 out of 658 semantic relations can be corroborated by at least one text snippet from either Ferri or
Conn for these three diseases at a mapping score >= 2.5.
384 semantic relations can be corroborated by multiple text snippets across both the medical textbooks. For example,
the Ferri statements “Most commonly used agents are methotrexate (MTX), hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), sulfasalazine
(SSZ), and leflunomide (LEF).“ and “Triple therapy – MTX, HCQ, and SSZ – has been shown to be superior to MTX
alone.” can both corroborate the medical assertion R HEUMATOID A RTHRITIS has drug M ETHOTREXATE.
6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this report we present our method for pairing/matching relations, manually curated and stored in a knowledge graph,
with sentences from two point of care books: Ferri’s Clinical Advisor and Conn’s Current Therapy. We used phrase
embeddings and boosting of certain keywords (e.g. ”Treatment” in section title vs ”treatment” as predicate of an
relation) to improve matches. The similarity between relations and sentences was computed using cosine similarity
and evaluated using a goldset, generated by 3 biomedical experts, made up of 250 relation/sentence pairs from each
book. It is worth pointing out that consensus was reached between the 3 annotators only in 307 cases and interannotator agreement was only moderate. These numbers illustrates the difficulty in automating such mappings - if it is
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Table 1: Few relation–snippet mappings where all 3 reviewer scores diverged.
Subject

Chapter
Name
Asthma

Section

Sentence

Basic Information

rheumatoid arthritis has
drug anakinra

Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

Treatment

diabetes mellitus has
clinical finding nausea
diabetes mellitus has
clinical finding vomiting

Diabetes Mellitus
Diabetes Mellitus

General
Rx
Treatment

“Status asthmaticus, or acute severe asthma, is a refractory state that does not respond to standard therapy such
as inhaled beta-agonists or subcutaneous epinephrine.”
“IL-1 and IL-6 antagonists, anakinra, and tocilizumab
for those with systemic JIA Meta-analysis of randomized
controlled trials did not show statistically significant differences in the efficacy or safety profile of these agents.”
“Nausea is its major side effect.”

asthma
has
epinephrine

drug

“Major manifestations are postprandial fullness, nausea,
vomiting, and bloating.”

challenging for annotators to agree, it is even more challenging to build a computational method that tries to automate
that work. Based on the consensus results, the method described here was precise in assessing the association between
a relation and a snippet 61.4% of the time for the 3 tested diseases and a recall of 86.3% assuming that all relations on
HG should have a matching snippet in one of the two books.
Another consideration worth making is that the 3 diseases selected for goldset generation were all immune diseases
(with the exception of D IABETES M ELLITUS T YPE 2, which made up some of the text from each of the books). This
may mean that the method described here may not generalize to other disease types or other books, for that matter. A
larger goldset would be needed to allow generalization.
There are a few other limitations of the research presented here. Elsevier Healthcare Knowledge Graph (HG) is a
proprietary knowledge graph, so far, and the medical textbooks Ferri and Conn are closed domain and have a fixed
disease-focused structure. In the future, we would like to expand this research to extract and align snippets from
unstructured, open domain, literature, with publicly available knowledge graphs (e.g., UMLS)12 . Moreover, we would
like to incorporate contextualized word embeddings and graph embedding vectors to improve the performance of our
methods. We also plan to explore supervised learning methods to learn the boosting and the similarity functions.
As part of future work, we are in the process of developing a novel application that is powered by HG to retrieve
medical relations and corroborating snippets from medical textbooks given a user query (e.g., “Drugs to treat Asthma
in a pregnant adult” or Diagnostic procedures for Rheumatoid Arthritis). Given a user query, the concept mapper
will be augmented to use some of the defined H-Graph functions (e.g., path(Ct , Cu ) or relations(Ct , Rt ) as listed in
Section 4.2.2) to identify concepts, relation types, as well as shortest paths (composed of semantic relations) between
different concepts, in the user query. Given the set of semantic relations and the method described in this paper, we
can also present snippets from medical textbooks that corroborate these semantic relations.
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Abstract A third of adults in America use the Internet to diagnose medical concerns, and online symptom checkers
are increasingly part of this process. These tools are powered by diagnosis models similar to clinical decision support
systems, with the primary difference being the coverage of symptoms and diagnoses. To be useful to patients and
physicians, these models must have high accuracy while covering a meaningful space of symptoms and diagnoses. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first in studying the trade-off between the coverage of the model and its
performance for diagnosis. To this end, we learn diagnosis models with different coverage from EHR data. We find
a 1% drop in top-3 accuracy for every 10 diseases added to the coverage. We also observe that complexity for these
models does not affect performance, with linear models performing as well as neural networks.
Introduction
As of 2019, over one-third of adults in the USA turn to the Internet to find an answer to their medical concerns1 . While
the majority of online access to care is through popular search engines – 1% of Google search queries have a medical
symptom in them2 – online symptom checkers offer patients more directed information for guiding medical decisionmaking. In these online tools, patients input their initial symptoms and then proceed to answer a series of questions that
the system deems relevant to those symptoms. The output of these online tools is a differential diagnosis (ranked list
of diseases) that helps educate patients on possible relevant health conditions. Online symptom checkers are powered
by underlying diagnosis models or engines similar to those used for advising physicians in “clinical decision support
tools”; the main difference in this scenario being that the resulting differential diagnosis is not directly shared with the
patient, but rather used by a physician for professional evaluation.
Diagnosis models must have high accuracy while covering a large space of symptoms and diseases to be useful to
patients and physicians. Accuracy is critically important, as incorrect diagnoses can give patients unnecessary cause for
concern. However, inferring clinical diagnoses in user-directed, online settings is non-trivial. User-reported symptoms
can be vague and under-specified, creating challenges for capturing and disambiguating fine-grained symptoms. Using
machine learning to map complex sets of symptoms to diseases entails a fundamental trade off between coverage and
accuracy: in order to understand as much as possible, we would want to increase coverage, but increasing coverage
may introduce more neighboring symptoms and conditions, affecting accuracy.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first in studying a central aspect of any automated diagnosis model:
the trade-off between the number of diseases covered by the model and its performance for diagnosis. Intuitively, it
is easier to train a high accuracy model for discriminating between a small number of possible diseases. However,
this setting is misaligned with practice, where physicians are trained to diagnose a variety of common diseases while
still being able to recognize a wide range of rarer diseases and clinical presentations that require urgent evaluation.
Diagnosis models need to emulate a physician’s broad diagnostic reasoning so that accuracy does not come at a high
cost of being lower utility to a patient.
To study this trade-off, we need a scalable way to learn models for diagnosis with expanding disease coverage, which
requires a large collection of clinical vignettes. Clinical vignettes are descriptions of patient cases that are often used
for medical education. For our purposes, clinical vignettes include symptoms, clinically significant findings (history
of diabetes), and diagnosis. We obtained our clinical vignettes from electronic health records (EHRs), which provide a
more efficient and scalable approach than using curated clinical vignettes as in Razzaki et al.3 Extracting good clinical
vignettes from EHRs is challenging due to heterogeneous structure of EHR data. Diagnosis labels on EHR data are
often based on ICD codes which are primarily used for billing. Substituting single billing codes for diagnosis as
ground truth diseases can be misleading as multiple codes may represent the same presentation or group of symptoms
for a diagnosis. Vice versa, the findings associated with one particular code can be very different from the findings
associated with a different code, even if they are coding for the same base diagnosis. For example, while ‘pneumonia”
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and “tuberculosis pneumonia” are both related to pneumonia, they can have very different associated symptoms.
The aim of this paper contrasts with previous works3, 4 where the emphasis was on benchmarking symptom checkers.
These papers reviewed the performance of several symptom checkers but did not explore the impact and trade-offs
associated with the number of disease and symptom targets in the benchmark dataset. While Razzaki et al.3 mentions
using a probabilistic graphical model that was manually tuned using manually curated clinical vignettes, there was
little clarity on which diseases and symptoms were modeled.
To summarize, the main contributions of our work include:
• Introducing and analyzing the importance of the trade-off between the number of disorders and the accuracy of
diagnosis models in user-facing settings. Experimental results show that an increase in 10 diseases considered
can cause an approximately 1% drop in top-3 accuracy.
• Introducing a methodology for building scalable patient-facing symptom checkers from electronic health records.
• In our problem formulation, increasing model complexity had little impact: linear models performed as well as
overparameterized neural networks.
Related Work
Modeling differential diagnosis: Early models for diagnosis were doctor-facing AI expert system models (c.f.
Mycin5 , Internist-16 , DXplain7 and QMR8 ) with the goal to emulate physicians’ medical diagnostic ability. These
systems have two components: an expert-curated knowledge base and an inference engine that is manually optimized.
The inputs to these systems are clinical findings, which are used to derive a differential diagnosis based on the inference engine acting on the knowledge base9 . These models were later interpreted within a probabilistic formulation
to model uncertainty in differential diagnosis10 . In this formulation, diseases and their presentations form a bipartite probabilistic graph with the conditional probabilities and priors derived from the variables in the expert system.
However, exactly computing the posterior distribution over the diseases based on the observations (input findings)
is intractable in these models, and so the emphasis of this line of work has been on approximate probabilistic inference, including Markov chain Monte Carlo stochastic sampling11 , variational inference12 and/or learning a recognition
network13 by exploiting various properties (e.g. sparsity) of the instantiated graph.
While our paper is also focused on generating a differential diagnosis based on an input set of findings, we differ in
two ways: first, we want to use the resulting model in a patient-facing scenario (e.g. online symptom checker) where
the input to the system is constrained to a set of findings gathered directly from a non-expert (non-physician) user.
Second, we want to investigate the challenges in learning a diagnosis model based on clinical cases from EHR data,
as opposed to manually curating a diagnosis model.
Machine learned models from EHR The increasing availability of EHRs has led to surge of research in learning
diagnostic models from patient data. In Wang et al.14 , a multilinear sparse logistic regression model is used for disease
onset prediction. In Rotmensch et al.15 , a probabilistic noisy-OR model was learned to infer a knowledge graph from
electronic health records, which can be used for diagnosis, similar to probabilistic inference in expert system. More
recently, emphasis has been placed on directly learning diagnostic codes (ICD) predictions using deep neural networks,
either instantaneously or through time (c.f.16–20 and references therein).
In Rajkomar et al.19 , a machine learned model was proposed to predict ICD codes from both structured and clinical
notes in EHR. Similarly, Liang et al.20 introduced a model for predicting ICD codes for pediatric diseases with the
provision that appropriate organ systems most relevant for the clinical case are manually designated for training.
Our work differs from these studies in two ways: first, we are interested in models for diagnosis that output the
pertinent diagnosis in a manner that is useful to the patient, where it corresponds to a disease as a whole instead of
only to an ICD code. For example, ‘acute otitis media’, or the common ear infection is more useful as a grouping
of ICD codes (H65.1, H66.0, H65.0, H66.0) in a patient-facing setting than each ICD code alone. In the latter case,
patients do not need to understand the difference between suppurative vs non-suppurative, they just would know they
have an ear infection. Second, we would like the model to take as inputs the symptoms reported by the patients. Note
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that none of these approaches have been applied to the online telehealth setting where the patient using the system
have no lab results or have a physical exam done.
In another recent work21 , there were early results to show how knowledge from clinical expert systems can be combined with data from EHR to learn models for diagnosis. Similar to our setup, this paper also used diagnosis labels.
However, the experiments that involved EHR was done on a small-scale corresponding to seven easily discernable
diseases from clinical notes of patients admitted in the hospital. In contrast, we are interested in understanding the
trade-off between accuracy and coverage.
Evaluation of symptom checkers: In a recent study in Semigran et al.4 , diagnosis and triage accuracy of over 50
competing symptom checkers are evaluated. This provides a useful benchmark study for use for subsequent studies.
Since then, there have been subsequent studies comparing the accuracy of the symptom checkers against the goldstandard performance of human doctors on the same test set3 .
In Razzaki et al.3 , a hand-coded probabilistic model (explicit details of the model are not provided in the paper) is
manually tuned. In particular, an iterative procedure is used to manually tune the parameters of the graphical model,
based on curated clinical cases. This can potentially explain the high accuracy on the test set especially since the details
on the setup are not provided, such as how broad their coverage was of the diseases or findings in their underlying
model. For our paper, we use the same evaluation set as that provided in Semigran et al.22 but do not use any manually
curated clinical cases or perform manual tuning; instead we train machine learning models for diagnosis with the goal
to understand the trade-off and fidelity of these models.
Methods
From electronic health records to medical diagnosis training data
Electronic health records (EHRs) provide access to large sets of patient-level clinical information, including patients
symptoms and their corresponding diagnosis. This data can be useful for training models for medical diagnosis;
however, this data is also extremely noisy. For instance, patients can present with complex medical histories and comorbid diseases yielding a constellation of findings, all of which can be associated with multiple diagnoses. Moreover,
patients have several visits over time, complicating the demarcation between the start and end of a disease.
We use electronic phenotyping23 to identify patients with diseases of interest. The phenotypes that defines a disease is
assumed to be known. Algorithm 1 outlines our approach to phenotyping and clinical case generation.
The “phenotype” of disease d (phenotype(d)) is the set of codes that distinctly identify the disease state. We represent the entire EHR in temporal order where data is organized by patient and by time. Each patient may have
different types of records, including encounters (visits with the doctor), medications, labs etc. For a patient p, let
Tp = [e1,p , · · · et,p ] represent their timeline (chronological ordering) of their t, p encounters. The method IDENTIFYAlgorithm 1 Algorithm for constructing clinical cases for a single disease.
Input: A disease d, its phenotypes phenotype(d) and EHR: {Tp }, resolution time τ
Output: A set of clinical cases Dd = {(x1 , d), · · · , (xT , d)} corresponding to disease d.
Dd ← ∅
P ← IDENTIFY-PATIENTS({Tp }, phenotype(d)) {Select patients that have diagnosis d.}
for p ∈ P do
(ts,p , te,p ) ← RESOLVED-DISEASE-TIME-WINDOW(p, Tp , phenotype(d), τ )
x ← EXTRACT-FINDINGS(ts,p )
Dd ← Dd ∪ (x, d)
end for
PATIENTS in Algo. 1 identifies all the patients in the EHR who satisfy the following two criteria: (1) the patient p
has an encounter ek,p with at least one property in phenotype(d) satisfied and (2) ek,p is an out-patient visit to mimic
typical conditions encountered in a telehealth setting. For a condition to be identified as resolved, we assume that
the patient has no follow-up after the diagnosis, for τ days (see illustration in Figure 1). The method RESOLVED-
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DISEASE-TIME-WINDOW identifies the temporal window of encounters for the patient p that satisfies phenotype(d)
and has not followed-up in the medical system for τ days, which is shown as the “phenotype-present” period below.
We assign all the encounters within that temporal window to that diagnosis, assuming that the last visit corresponds
to resolution of the condition. Figure 1 provides as quick overview of valid and invalid encounters for a disease
phenotype.
Once the encounter window is identified, the next step is to derive from that window a training example. EHR records
may contain both unstructured clinical notes as well as structured data that captures information such as chief complaint, medications, lab orders or candidate diagnoses for that encounter. The unstructured clinical note provides more
detailed description of both subjective and objective components, assessment and plan, and is particularly important
for capturing all the subjective content related to the patient visit. We use the clinical note corresponding to the first
visit of that temporal window for the diagnosis (ek−1,p in the Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Examples of four different patient scenarios for creating model training data from electronic health records.
The disease time window is defined by the set of sequential encounters, ei , p, corresponding to the phenotype of
interest, p. Scenario C is discarded as an encounter because a different phenotype, q, is present within resolution
period, τ
The first visit clinical note enables identifying the main chief complaints and history of present illness that eventually
led to the diagnosis. The subsequent notes tend to focus on other clinically relevant measurements including laboratory
measurements and imaging that are not available in a patient-facing interview situation. The EXTRACT-FINDINGS
method takes clinical note as the input and returns a set of patient-facing symptoms present in the note. Internal to
this method is access to universe of symptoms that can be asked in a patient-facing setting. The implementation of
this method involves two stages: First, an in-house machine learned model does named entity recognition to identify
entities in clinical text. Next, a smart lookup based method is used to constrain the entities to those are applicable in a
patient facing setting (answerable by the user).
Constructing the training dataset We considered a dataset of outpatient primary care patient visits at Stanford Health
Care from February 2015 to November 2016. We restricted to only patients in the age range of 18-50 years to limit the
effect of co-morbidities and chronic conditions. We generated clinical cases pertaining to each disease according to
algorithm 1 using their corresponding phenotypes. To confirm disease resolution, we use τ = 30 days as the duration
without a follow-up.
To represent a broad set of differential diagnoses, we included approximately 160 diseases from a wide variety physiological categories (endocrine, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, etc). We also ensured disorders have varying urgency
- some could be treated at home while others required immediate attention by a physician. While we excluded very
rare diseases, the disease set generally had a wide range of prevalence. The ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes that represented
each disease phenotype required manual curation by medical experts. Although a disease could clearly be related to
many ICD codes, not all of those codes reflect a typical manifestation for a disease and we chose the most generic
code(s) to represent the disease. For example, the disease ‘pericarditis’ can have several representations including
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I31.9 for ‘Diseases of the pericardium, unspecified’, I30 for ‘Acute pericarditis’ and I01 for ‘Rheumatic fever with
heart involvement’. For our use case of patient facing diagnosis, we choose only the codes that correspond to typical
presentation of the disease in its acute form without comorbidities or concurrent pathologies. This would mean that
we would exclude I01 for acute pericarditis because its underlying cause is Rheumatic fever.
The resulting dataset had 79,355 patients, covering 103,989 encounters of 164 diseases of interest. On average,
there were 1.8 valid encounter windows. Each clinical case constructed had 14.75 positive and 8.1 negative findings.
Negation of findings were found using NegEx24 . 10% of patients and their encounters were held as validation set for
model tuning, and the remaining 90% were used for model training. In the Results section, we describe the evaluation
set used for model evaluation.
There is a large class imbalance in the dataset as some diseases were more prevalent than others. Therefore, we adopted
the following strategy for data balancing during training: we limited the maximum number of examples per disease to
be 3000 through undersampling. For diseases that have less than 3000 examples, we up-sample with replacement.
To study the trade-off between the accuracy of the diagnosis model as a function of the number of diseases, we
constructed the following derived datasets: D0 , D+20 , D+40 and D+60 . D0 corresponds to the dataset with labels that
are of interest. In our setting, we used the diseases that are part of the Semigran evaluation set (discussed in evaluation
dataset in Results section) as D0 . The subsequent datasets correspond to adding training cases for additional diseases
(+x) to D0 and 20 extra diseases over D+x−20 . As example, D+40 corresponds to the dataset with 40 extra labels
(diseases) over D0 and 20 extra labels over D+20 . The training cases for a label is same across datasets. Curated by
the medical team, these additional diseases satisfy at least one of two properties: (a) it is a disease that may need to be
ruled out when considering a differential diagnosis from D0 or (b) it is a common disease in a tele-health setting.
Models
We are interested in a machine learned approach that takes symptoms as input, and outputs a ranked list of diagnosis (differential diagnosis). Ideally, we can formulate this as a ranking problem, with rank-ordered training labels.
However, electronic health records often provide the set of diseases in differential diagnosis but thye are not always
correctly ordered. Therefore, we formulate differential diagnosis as a classification task, and use the output scores
from the model to rank the diagnosis.
Let S = {s1 , · · · , sK } be the universal set of K symptoms that can be elicited from the patients. Let Y = {1, ..., L}
correspond to L diagnoses that are of interest.
We assume access to a labeled data set of N clinical cases, D = {(x1 , y1 ), ..., (xN , yN )}. For each case n, yn ∈ Y
is corresponding diagnosis for the case. Each element xn,j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} represents whether the symptom xj ∈ S is
present (1) absent (−1) or unknown (0) in the corresponding nth patient. Note that the vast majority of symptoms are
unknown in each clinical case, yielding a sparse representation.
PN
The goal is to learn a function from f : X 7→ Y that minimizes empirical risk: minf ∈F n=1 δ(yn , f (xn )), where
δ : Y × Y 7→ R measures the loss incurred in predicting f (xn ) when the true label is yn . During evaluation we use
0/1 loss and during training we use the surrogate cross entropy loss between the delta one-hot encoding of yn and the
output softmax probability vector provided by the function f . Note that having a binary 0/1 loss is a simplification
and we would ideally have a loss function that is cost-sensitive: for instance, misdiagnosis of disease that needs urgent
care can lead to bad outcomes.
We experimented with different well-studied classification models, including multiclass logistic regression and multilayer perceptron with and without distributed representation (using embedding layer) for symptoms, in order to study
the hypothesis of whether a non-linear model that takes into account dependencies between symptoms are more effective for this task.
Multiclass logistic regression: This model learns a linear mapping between z and label y, with the mapping function
defined by:
exp(bk + z(x).wk )
P
(1)
P (y = k|s, W, b) =
1 + j exp(bj + z(x).wj )
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where wj is a vector of weights, bk is the bias for the k th class and z(x) is featurized representation of inputs x.
In our setting, z(x) is a binary feature vector that is 2 × |S| to model presence and absence of symptoms. One can also
think of using |S| dimensional ternary vector corresponding to presence, absence and none. In practice, we found that
the clinical notes may specify the same symptom as positive or negative in different regions of the clinical note. For
instance, a person coming in with no fever may be asked to follow-up when he or she has a fever. This means that in
the note ‘fever’ is mentioned in both senses; however, there is only one valid sense, in this case absent. We decided to
model present and absent symptoms separately to let the machine learned model infer the correct predictor from the
model. We leave as a future work to design models that can discern if the symptom is present or absent or unknown in
the patient, based on the entirety of the clinical note.
Deep neural networks: These models can automatically capture higher order relationships of symptom-symptom
interactions through layers of interaction between variables. We experimented with two versions of the deep neural
networks - the basic multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and an extension that uses embeddings to represent the symptoms
in continuous space (MLP-embedding). MLP uses the same input representation as logistic regression but with an
architecture of two fully connected layers with a rectified linear (ReLU) activation, as opposed to single layer of
connections through W as in logistic regression. In the case of MLP-embedding, we learn separate embeddings for
the present and absent symptoms. The architecture of the MLP-embedding model includes the embedding layer for
the inputs, followed by average embedding which are then passed through two layers of fully connected layers with
ReLU non-linearity. Dropout layers and L2 regularization are used for controlling model capacity.
All models are trained with minibatches of size 128 using stochastic gradient descent with initial learning rate of
0.01 and momentum 0.9. All parameters of the model are updated at each step of the optimization. The parameters,
including embeddings, are initialized randomly. The hyperparameters are tuned using the validation set; however for
the given model architecture, we did not find substantial difference in parameters.
Evaluation dataset and metrics
Evaluation dataset: The experiments were evaluated on the following datasets:
• Semigran: This a dataset made available as part of study in Semigran et al.22 where over 50 online symptom
checkers were evaluated. This dataset consists of 45 standardized patient clinical vignettes, corresponding to 39
unique diseases. We used the simplified inputs provided along with the clinical vignettes, as previously used in
other studies.
• EHR test: To validate the generalization of the model to a different time period, we constructed a test set from
EHR corresponding to a different time period of Feb 2017-Nov 2017. This test set is constructed following
the same approach that is used for training set construction. We restricted to only those diagnosis labels as in
Semigran to understand the difference in performance and also transfer learning capability of the trained model.
This resulted in 20,771 cases for the 39 unique diseases.
We want to emphasize that while Semigran dataset is publicly available and there have been studies on evaluating the
symptom checkers on this dataset3, 4, 22, 25 , none of the studies discuss the underlying model or the finding/diagnosis
space in which the model operates.
Metrics: We are interested in a metric that is valuable in deployment contexts; in particular, to aid doctors and patients
in creating a differential diagnosis so that the relevant diagnoses are considered within a small range of false positives.
For this purpose, we report top-k accuracy also known as recall@k (k ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 20}), or sensitivity in medical
literature.
PT Pj=K (t)
(t)
t=1
j=1 [ŷ [j] = y ]
,
(2)
top-k = recall@k =
T
where [a = b] is the Iverson notation that evaluates to one only if a=b or else to zero. ŷ (t) [j] is the j th top class
predicted from a model when evaluating test case t.
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Results
Learning diagnosis model from EHR The goal of this initial set of experiments is to establish the applicability of
the diagnosis models learned from electronic health records to patient-facing situations.
Table 1 shows the accuracy of the models trained using D0 on the evaluation datasets. The results show that we can
learn a model from EHR that generalizes to new datasets. Note that in this experiment, both the training set and the
evaluation set have the same diseases as labels. Also, all the three machine learned models have similar performance,
and this trend continues for larger number of diseases. In our setting, linear models are as effective as neural net
models, and this makes sense given that the input space is high dimensional and very sparse.
In the table we also report results from Fraser et al.25 where twenty medical experts studied each case in entirety
(some cases include more information such as labs that are not available in patient facing applications) and came to
consensus, showing that the top-3 accuracy is still not at 100%, showcasing the difficulty of agreeing on diagnoses
even by human experts.
Dataset
EHR test

Semigran

Approach
LR
mlp
mlp-Embedding
experts25
LR
mlp
mlp-Embedding

top-1
54.19% (.32)
56.11% (.55)
53.16% (.94)
72.1%
50.67% (1.86)
48.44% (3.65)
48.89% (3.51)

top-3
79.03% (.25)
82.11% (.38)
79.03% (.57)
84.3 %
75.11% (1.86)
69.78% (2.53)
69.33% (1.85)

top-5
88.16%(.18)
90.79% (.22)
88.52% (.42)
82.22% (1.56)
77.33% (2.89)
76.45% (1.99)

top-10
95.30%(.10)
96.99% (.11)
96.00% (.27)
88.45% (.99)
84.89% (2.89)
87.11% (3.97)

top-20
98.9%(.06)
99.38% (.02)
99.19% (.06)
91.55% (1.86)
90.22% (1.25)
92.0% (3.71)

Table 1: Model trained on D0 . Top-K accuracy on evaluation set. Standard deviation across 5 random initialization is
provided in ()
We also want to call out that the results from the study in Semigran et al.22 that releases this evaluation set; the
average performance of the online symptom checkers is at 50% in top-20 for Semigran. In a recent study3 , results
were provided for only 30 clinical cases. When extrapolated, assuming remaining 15 cases were wrongly diagnosed,
their top-1 accuracy is at 46.6% and top-3 and 64.67%. None of these papers discuss the actual number of diseases and
findings that are available to the model used for diagnosis, which makes it difficult for us to make a direct comparison.
It was also interesting to note that there is no significant improvement in performance as we increase the complexity
of the model. We also refer readers to the supplementary section of Rajkomar et al19 where similar observation was
made: a simple linear model gave most of the accuracy and ensembling with non-linear deep nets provided small
improvement gains. Since our goal is to understand the performance trade-off, we did not focus on ensembling
Disorder
Lumbar strain
Meningitis
Peptic ulcer disease
URI
Acute pharyngitis
UTI

Top positively weighted symptoms
low back pain, back pain,
lifting, NSAID use
headache, neck stiffness,
shunt, paralysis
abdominal pain, epigastric pain,
black stool, anxiety
cough,throat pain,
congestion, nasal congestion
throat pain, exudate,
swollen glands, fever
dysuria, urinary frequency,
sexual intercourse, antibiotics

Top negatively weighted symptoms
NOT low back pain, NOT numbness,
antibiotics, NOT back pain
NOT nystagmus, NOT neck stiffness,
alcohol intoxication, never smoker
rash, acute,
allergy, chills
NOT fever, NOT exudate,
abdominal pain, recent
NOT exudate, NOT cough,
NOT fever, NOT nasal congestion
NOT blood in urine, NOT flank pain
NOT flank tenderness, NOT back pain

Table 2: Symptoms with largest learned weights from the logistic regression model trained on D0
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strategies. In Table 2, we present the top-4 symptoms with largest positive and negative weights learned by the logistic
regression model. The model has learned to hone in on symptoms that are predictive of the underlying disease.
Diagnosis accuracy vs. disease coverage Figure 2 compares the performance for models trained on different training
data splits from D0 · · · D+100 . Top-k accuracy decreases for all k and for both test sets as the number of additional
diseases is increased in the training set. This decrease in accuracy is largest for top-1 accuracy, which drops from
49.6% to 33% on average, and smallest for top-20 accuracy, which drops from 90.8% to 83.6% on average.

Figure 2: Comparing performance of different methods on training diagnosis models with labels restricted to diseases
in Semigran. Error bars over 5 different random sampling of the additional disorders being added, while keeping the
random seed fixed. We found similar trends with the neural network model that uses embedding, and do not show
results due to space constraints. Error bars computed on 5 different random choices of the additional diseases added.
We can characterize the slope of the above lines according to Ak = βD ∗ |Dk | + βM , where Ak is the top-k accuracy,
|Dk | is the number of additional diseases added to the disease space, βD is a coefficient for the size of the disease
space and βM is a coefficient for the model architecture. We can see from tbl. 3, that all top-k accuracies drop with
increasing number of diseases as shown by negative values for βD . This drop is most significant for top-1 accuracy
where the addition of every additional disease results in a drop of 0.156% points in accuracy as represented by βD .

Top-1
Top-3
Top-5
Top-10
Top-20

βD
-0.156
-0.104
-0.102
-0.092
-0.070

Std. Err.
0.010
0.0078
0.0071
0.0074
0.0056

t-value
-15.52
-13.47
-14.41
-12.45
-12.40

p-value
≤ 2e-16
≤ 2e-16
≤ 2e-16
≤ 2e-16
≤ 2e-16

Table 3: Regression coefficients demonstrating the change in top-k accuracy for each additional disease added to the
disease space. We find decreasing accuracy, represented by a negative βD , across all models
These results have an important consequence. The evaluation set is fixed and corresponds to a small set of diseases
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that are of interest. The models are trained with increasing coverage of diseases (trained using D0 to D+100 ), to reflect
the need to increase model’s ability to diagnose more diseases when deployed. However, from Figure 2, we can see
that the performance of the models on the fixed evaluation set drops as we increase the coverage of diseases (trained
from D0 to D+100 ) at a rate of 1% for every 10 diseases for top-3 accuracy.
Discussion
The results from this paper shed light on important considerations when we build and evaluate machine learning based
models for diagnosis:
• Machine learning models are typically tested on the data points with the same set of labels for which the model
is trained on. There is an inherent assumption that when deployed, the inputs can also be classified in the
same label space. This assumption is immediately invalidated in symptom checkers where the patient may have
any of the thousands of diseases possible. When we train classification models only for diseases of interest (e.g.
diseases that can be treated in a tele-health setting), they can have better performance that are not in line with the
application of building patient-facing system; moreover, these performance metrics do not hold when deployed.
Hence, when classification models are evaluated, they need to specify coverage and how that coverage affects
model performance.
• Another important take-away is with regards to model class. As discussed earlier, deep neural networks models
have been successfully used in modeling data from EHR16, 19, 21 . There can be potentially other ways of representing our problem in which neural networks may outperform. In our context, where the input is very sparse
binary variables, our experiments suggest linear model has sufficient power to learn the mapping function between symptoms and diseases.
Conclusion
We outlined the importance of understanding the trade-offs between the number of disorders considered and the
accuracy of diagnosis models in user-facing settings. We studied this trade off using diagnosis models trained from
electronic health records. In performing the research, we created a method for training set construction for acute
diseases from EHR. Our results show that there is 1% drop in top-3 accuracy for every 10 diseases added to the
diagnosis engine’s coverage. We also observe that in models learned from symptoms, model complexity does not
matter and linear models do as well as more complex neural network models. Given the large number of diseases to
model, an alternative approach is to not only model diseases of interest but simultaneously model out-of-domain or
in-the-wild inputs26 . This would allow diagnosis model to confidently predict for only small number of diseases and
be explicit about its inability to predict a diagnosis when the model is unable to make confident predictions.
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Abstract
We describe an implementation of a pilot integration to embed SDoH-based data visualizations into the EHR in real
time for clinical staff treating children with asthma.i
Introduction
Increasing attention has been given to the complex role of Social Determinants of Health (SDoH) in determining the
overall health of individuals1. SDoH cover environmental and social factors outside of the clinical context, and are
defined as “The complex, integrated, and overlapping social structures and economic systems that are responsible
for most health inequities. These social structures and economic systems include the social environment, physical
environment, health services, and structural and societal factors.”2 Given that SDoH may have a more powerful
effect on health than clinical care3, providing clinicians access to patient-centric SDoH information in real-time and
embedded in existing clinical workflows is critical4.
SDoH data are a varied set of attributes measured at differing units of observation. Attempting to draw causal
inferences from such data is risky. While there may be an association between a person’s income and their
condition, trying to assert associations between a general region’s average income level and a specific patient’s
condition is suspect5,6. More specifically, when looking at our use case of pediatric asthma, air quality may be
measured by sensors spread over a few locations within a region. While air quality may affect asthma, using such
broad measures to make assertions about individuals and their specific condition runs the risk of ecological fallacy.
Further, disentangling the interactions between observations of SDoH data measured at different units of analysis
can be difficult7.
And yet, a clinician facing a child struggling to breathe may well find it useful to know that regional air pollution or
pollen levels have been unusually high in the past few weeks. While it may be an abuse of statistical inference to
draw causal assertions or to posit physical mechanisms linking a population-based measure of SDoH and a clinical
outcome, the clinician may be able to take the clinical data and their understanding of the patient, and mix in
insights from the non-clinical data to develop a better plan of care for this patient. Even better would be to add much
more proximate measures of SDoH applicable to that particular patient, so that the clinician could make specific
recommendations for change. If having a tobacco smoker in the house is exacerbating a child’s asthma, educating
the family about the risks of smoke and asking them to keep smoking outside of the home could benefit the child.
Ideally, health care providers would benefit from access to multiple levels of SDoH data that are relevant to a
person’s condition. These data should be easy to access and interpret, and their access should not disrupt the clinical
workflow or pose an onerous burden on clinical staff or patients and their families.
We have piloted an approach to this problem of data access and presentation to determine the feasibility of
presenting timely information in the clinical setting. As a pilot, we focused on the technical and clinical
implementation issues, but we have been collecting some information on outcomes. However, to actually determine
the effect of our data platform system on asthma outcomes, we will need to conduct a much more rigorous and longterm study. So here we focus on the implementation.
Asthma is one of the most prevalent chronic diseases in children, a significant financial burden to the U.S. health
care system and source of lost days at school and at work (parents)8,9. It is exemplified by a variety of phenotypes
and its severity is exacerbated by both clinical and non-clinical determinants. The various phenotypes are not only
dependent on the patient’s age, gender, or genetics, but also on their environmental exposures, including indoor and
outdoor air pollutants and allergens. Community-level surveillance using socio-economic factors and demographic
i
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data has been useful in the management of pediatric asthma patients10. To date, though, access to recent communitylevel surveillance data about a specific patient’s environment has been unavailable during examinations at the
clinics. Thus, for this project, called Breathe Austin, we planned to create a proof of concept technical platform to be
used at the point of care that aggregates and calculates a personalized set of environmental indicators for asthmatic
events based on real-time social and environmental determinants data. These environmental indicators and their
underlying data, are displayed to the clinician at the point of care for review during the clinical decision-making
process. After the data capture phase of the project, we will evaluate the system’s acceptance by the patients’ parents
and their healthcare providers.
Methods
Breathe Austin was designed as a pilot study to assess whether it is feasible to create (and to a lesser degree, if there
is a benefit in presenting) a real-time SDoH data visualization portal presented in the EHR at the point of care,
specifically for the care of pediatric asthma. The data visualization portal provides SDoH data combined with
clinical data in order to display additional information to the health care provider as they assess a child with
pediatric asthma. We partnered with a local clinic to focus on pediatric patients (from 0 to 17 years of age) with
recent diagnoses related to asthma. The original intent was to build the data visualization inside the EHR, but as we
worked closely with our clinical partner it became apparent that this was not the best way to approach this. As will
be described below, the system we built for the project is more portable and scalable than customization of a single
EHR.
Platform Design
The platform we piloted has several components: 1) ongoing collection of regional SDoH information, 2) collecting
patient-specific SDoH information and clinical information at the time of care, 3) presenting the data visualization
within the EHR at the point of care based on the two sets of SDoH data combined with clinical information, 4)
managing the consenting process for the research study, and 5) collecting information on the use and usability of the
platform. The first three compose the clinical process of SDoH data visualization, while the last two are necessary
for the research aspects of this pilot.
The clinical workflow for this study is presented in Figure 1. Because this was an IRB-approved research study,
additional steps occur in the process for consenting and collecting data for evaluation. The core set of clinical steps
are captured in the stack of boxes on the far right, with the rest describing the consenting steps.

Figure 1 Clinical Workflow for Data Visualization
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A list of eligible patients is presented to the Medical Assistant (MA), either during their review of the upcoming
daily cases or when a patient arrives for a previously unscheduled visit. If an MA identifies a pediatric patient with
asthma as a potential study participant, they inform the patient about the study, and ask if they would like to
participate. If the patient and family/legally-authorized-representative are willing, they are consented. The
presentation of the three consent forms is done via tablet. The parent is provided with a combined consent for their
own (answering questionnaires) and their child’s (data-sharing) participation, followed by a HIPAA data sharing
authorization. If the child is old enough (aged seven or older), they are presented with one of two versions of an ageappropriate assent form.
To ensure that the tablet is collecting information on the correct patient, we create a session-sharing process
between the tablet and the patient list from the EHR. When the MA starts the patient consent and questionnaire
process on the tablet, they are presented with a randomly-generated code. The MA enters the code into the portal
within the EHR, with a response view presenting a second randomly-generated code. The MA is asked to confirm
that this code is the same as the one which now appears on the tablet. If confirmed, the tablet is connected to the
correct patient information within the portal and a shared session has been established. As we will discuss below, all
communications between systems are sent over encrypted (e.g., HTTPS/TLS) channels.
When a previously or newly consented pediatric asthma patient presents to clinic, as part of clinical care the child’s
symptomatology from both the parent’s and child’s (depending on the child’s age) perspectives, will be collected
using previously validated asthma questionnaires (either the Asthma Control Test [ACT,
http://www.memphischildrens.org/Asthma_Control-12-and-older.pdf. Accessed August 14, 2019] or the Test for
Respiratory and Asthma Control in Kids [TRACK, http://www.memphischildrens.org/Asthma_Control-12-andolder.pdf. Accessed August 14, 2019]) presented on the tablet. At the same time, the indoor air quality of the
patient’s primary home will also be assessed using a simplified questionnaire filled out by the parent. This
questionnaire (presented in the appendix) was developed with guidance from clinical experts in pediatric asthma, but
has not been validated.
The clinic’s EHR (NextGen) was customized with one modification so that when a health care provider sees the
patient during the clinic visit, an additional tab, “Asthma Study”, is available whenever the study participant’s
patient’s chart is accessed (see Figure 2; all images were collected on a test system using test data). Selecting the tab
establishes a ReST API connection to the data platform web site, with the response contents presented in the tab’s
screen. The patient’s address is sent to the data platform, so the geo-location is matched with the nearest sources of
SDoH information. When a provider clicks on this tab, a secure (HTTPS) connection is established to the data
platform, the patient information and the SDoH data are processed, the results are sent back, and the EHR displays
for the provider a data visualization dashboard relevant to that patient. The dashboard will display SDoH data
visualizations and flags that can affect asthmatic patients. Note that while the dashboard is viewed inside the EHR,
its contents have been created on the Breathe Austin study platform.

Figure 2 EHR-embedded Access to the Data Visualization
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The SDoH visualization dashboard (see Figure 3) has three main areas of visualization: summary scores for the
SDoH data, a graph of recent trends in the data, and a map locating the child within the local region.
First, the boxes on the upper left display summary score indicators based on the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor Air Quality (EPA)
o Ozone, particulate matter (PM2.5), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Pollen (local sensors)
o Pollen levels
Indoor Air Quality (parental questionnaire)
o Smoker present, dampness, mold, allergens, dust mites, cockroaches, cats, dogs, rats/mice
Allergies (parental questionnaire)
o Allergy testing
Symptom control (ACT/TRACK)
o Overall control score

While a summary score or indicator is provided in each box, which serves as a drilldown link for more detailed
information, we present the box in a typical red/yellow/green visualization to indicate whether the drilldown might
contain useful information. Green indicates that the information should not be concerning for an asthmatic, while
red indicates that the details might be useful for designing a care plan. The goal is to make the decision whether to
drilldown convenient using the colored flags in the visualization dashboard, though the score is always available to
an interested health care provider.
Second, the dashboard displays time-series trends on the outdoor air quality measures in the graph on the lower left.
The health care provider can quickly assess if recent changes might be associated with the child’s current condition.
Third, we map the latitude and longitude of the patient’s primary residence (blue marker) and school (red marker,
optionally collected within the dashboard from a dropdown list). The map allows the provider to assess the
proximity of the patient’s home or school to roads (traffic), industrial plants, power generation, or other risks as well
as open space. For example, the two highways which the map indicates in this figure as having heavy traffic at the
moment may be areas of high vehicle exhaust.

Asthma Dashboard

Figure 3 Asthma Dashboard View
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Figure 4 Outdoor Air Quality Detail View
Drilling down on one of the indicators provides more detailed information, as shown in Figure 4 for outdoor air
quality. The outdoor air quality agents are implicated in clinical and environmental studies on asthma in children as
potential aggravators in the exacerbation of asthmatic symptoms. The agents all have individual effects and also
appear to have synergistic and/or additive effects. However, as noted in the introduction, many of these known
associations have been shown only at the population level. Relative indicators are calculated for outdoor air quality
for pollutants based on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Air Quality Index (AQI,
https://www.airnow.gov/index.cfm?action=aqibasics.aqi Accessed August 14, 2019.). The AQI is provided by the
EPA from monitors for U.S. latitudes and longitudes (https://www.epa.gov/outdoor-air-quality-data.
Should the health care provider decide to drill down for more detail on pollen levels, they would see the view shown
in Figure 5. While pollen levels on the day of the visit were low, note that they had recently been higher, even
reaching high levels (red part of the line). For the purposes of the feasibility pilot, we chose not to break this down
by type of pollen, though that may be a next step for actual clinical use.

Figure 5 Pollen Levels Detail View
To summarize, health care providers who access the dashboard via the embedded EHR tab are presented with both
real-time and retrospective SDoH data on outdoor and indoor air quality and patient allergies. The dashboard
displays aggregate indicators, and health care providers can drill down into specific data by clicking on each icon.
Trend data of key pollutants and map data, as above, are also available. The intent is to provide relevant
environmental and allergy data that are not currently available in the EHR that health care providers can use to
educate, inform, and manage their pediatric asthma patients and their families.
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To evaluate the data platform’s effectiveness, at the beginning and end of the study, we will be conducting study
surveys of various types of participants. The pre-study clinician questionnaire was done to get feedback about the
current available data before the dashboard is introduced. The post-study clinician questionnaire will assess the
clinicians’ perceived utility of the additional SDoH information to the clinical evaluation of the patient. After each
visit, we will also be conducting a post-visit survey of the parents to get their feedback about the impact of the
intervention on their child’s asthma management. And we will conduct a post-study questionnaire of the MAs to
determine the impact on clinical workflow.
Data Architecture
The data architecture for the Breathe Austin’s pediatric asthma portal is designed and implemented to protect
personal health information (PHI/PII) in transit over networks and the Internet, as well as at rest in the database.
Figure 6 illustrates the Breathe Austin Study data platform as implemented on Amazon Web Services (AWS) within
Virtual Private Clouds (VPC). VPCs are secure private networked environments in AWS.
There are two types of data utilized in the study. The first is SDoH data, which consist of environmental information
from public sources. The second is PHI/PII patient-specific data from the clinic’s NextGen EHR as well as patientspecific data collected through the course of the study (e.g., ACT/TRACK results). The two types of data are
maintained in separate databases, with the patient-specific data accessible only to clinic users through the Breathe
Austin application user interface (UI) and system administrators. The PHI/PII patient-specific demographic data are
securely uploaded to the system via a CSV-formatted demographics file over sFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol
using the SSH protocol) to AWS. Within AWS, the file is encrypted and stored on a secure file storage system
known as Amazon S3. Authentication between servers and services is performed internal to AWS and all data are
encrypted (HTTPS) in transit within the AWS environment.

Figure 6 Pediatric Asthma Portal AWS Asthma Study Infrastructure
When the file lands in S3, an AWS Lambda script detects the presence of the new file and sends the file, securely
within AWS, to a data ingest API (Application Programming Interface). The data-ingest API parses the data, disidentifies that data, then formats the data as JSON objects which are encrypted and stored in an AWS DocumentDB
NoSQL database. The data are stored dis-identified and are encrypted at rest within the database for additional
privacy controls. As shown in the figure, the separate types of data within a person’s record are each encrypted with
a separate, unique high-grade encryption key (AES) before being stored in the database. The data are secure at rest.
As stated above, patient-specific protected data are available only through the Breathe Austin application interface
and can only be accessed by clinic staff who have controlled access rights. Users must be authenticated by logging
securely into the Breathe Austin application, or through single sign-on (SSO) through NextGen. Data in storage are
encrypted and dis-identified.
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Data are dis-identified by the ingest API, stored in the DocumentDB JSON database dis-identified, and are only reidentified in the secure Java application middleware running inside the Amazon AWS Asthma Study Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC). That re-identification supports MAs and clinicians in consent and clinic workflow, for display of the
asthma dashboard, and the collection of survey data. Survey data that comes back from the UI (User Interface) on
clinic computers or tablets is also dis-identified and encrypted. Therefore, all patient-specific data, including those
containing PHI/PII as well as demographics or survey data, are protected, dis-identified and stored as encrypted
files.
Results
The system we originally envisioned changed as we worked with our clinical partner to implement a datavisualization platform that could be presented within the EHR as part of the existing clinical workflow. Rather than
customize the EHR to present the visualization directly, we embedded in the EHR a tab providing a link to our data
platform’s visualization views. The decision was made in response to the difficulty we faced in getting
modifications to the EHR. But with hindsight, this was a fortuitous choice because it allows us to more easily
develop the platform as EHR-agnostic and easily to be adapted to a different EHR system.
We will be collecting performance, usage, and usability study through the end of the year. Initial anecdotal feedback
has been both positive and negative. The clinicians have suggested that the visualizations are useful information that
they can use in their decision-making process. The MAs have found the consenting part of the study onerous. We
are, at the moment, seeking approvals to add additional staff on-site to better assist with this process. We will be
paying close attention to the perceived distinction between the platform as a research study and as a potential
clinical tool.
Conclusion
We have described a data platform system that we developed to present SDoH information, collected about the
locality and from the patient, to health care providers as a part of their routine clinical workflow using the EHR
system to which they are accustomed. With an ever-increasing appreciation of the role of SDoH in affecting health
outcomes, we believe this is the first implementation of a system that seamlessly delivers patient-specific SDoH data
into a provider’s EHR without significant disruption of the clinical workflow. The system will improve our
understanding of how to use SDoH data, particularly environmental data, in clinical settings for management of
chronic conditions like pediatric asthma.
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Appendix: Indoor Air Quality Questionnaire
This questionnaire was presented to patients via tablet to assess any potential conditions or triggers in the home that
might be useful information for the clinical staff as they interact with a child with asthma.
The purpose of this survey is to learn about the indoor air quality that your child is exposed to at home or school.
Your child’s doctor may use this information to better manage your child’s health.
1.

Does anyone in any of the homes your child lives in, or the cars they ride in, smoke cigarettes, or any other
tobacco product, including e-cigarettes, or other substance? (choose one)

Yes
2.

No

Don’t Know

Do you ever notice mold or dampness other than in the bathroom in the child’s home? (choose one)

Never
A Few Times A Year
Monthly
Weekly
Daily
3.
Yes
4.
Yes
5.

During the past 12 months, have there been water problems or dampness in the child’s home from broken
pipes, leaks, heavy rain, or floods? (choose one)
No

Don’t Know

Has your child ever been tested for allergies? (choose one)
No

Don’t Know

Whether tested or not, does your child have any allergies that you know of? (choose all that apply)

None That We Know Of
Dust or Dust Mites
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Pollen
Cats (Pet Dander)
Dogs (Pet Dander)
Mold
Cockroaches
Mice or Rats
6.

Do you have any pets in the child’s home? (choose all that apply)

Cats
7.

Dogs

Other

How often do you see cockroaches in the child’s home? (choose one)

Never
Less than once a week (rarely)
Once to three times a week (some days)
Four to six times a week (most days)
Once a day
More than once a day
8.

How often do you notice rats or mice, or their droppings or chewed material in the child’s home? (choose
one)

Never
Less than once a week (rarely)
Once to three times a week (some days)
Four to six times a week (most days)
Once a day
More than once a day
We sincerely thank you for your time completing this survey.
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Abstract
Despite the prevalence of adverse pregnancy outcomes such as miscarriage, stillbirth, birth defects, and preterm birth,
their causes are largely unknown. We seek to advance the use of social media for observational studies of pregnancy
outcomes by developing a natural language processing pipeline for automatically identifying users from which to
select comparator groups on Twitter. We annotated 2361 tweets by users who have announced their pregnancy on
Twitter, which were used to train and evaluate supervised machine learning algorithms as a basis for automatically
detecting women who have reported that their pregnancy had reached term and their baby was born at a normal
weight. Upon further processing the tweet-level predictions of a majority voting-based ensemble classifier, the
pipeline achieved a user-level F1-score of 0.933 (precision = 0.947, recall = 0.920). Our pipeline will be deployed to
identify large comparator groups for studying pregnancy outcomes on Twitter.
Introduction
In the United States, 17% of pregnancies end in fetal loss1, with nearly 1% ending in fetal loss at 20 weeks or more of
gestation (i.e., stillbirth)2. Up to 22% of pregnancies in United States-based populations end in fetal loss between 5
weeks and 20 weeks of gestation (i.e., miscarriage) 3. Birth defects affect approximately 3% of live births4 and are the
leading cause of infant mortality in the United States5. Preterm birth (i.e., birth before 37 weeks of gestation) affects
approximately 10% of live births in the United States6 and is the leading cause of neonatal death globally7. Preterm
birth with low birthweight (i.e., less than 5 pounds and 8 ounces) is the second leading cause of infant mortality in the
United States5. Given that the causes of miscarriage8, stillbirth9, birth defects10, and preterm birth11 are largely unknown,
additional sources of data for studying pregnancy outcomes should be explored in order to ultimately develop
interventions.
Considering that 40% of adults between ages 18-29 in the United States use Twitter12, in recent work, we identified a
cohort of women reporting that their child has a birth defect13, from a database containing more than 400 million
publicly available tweets posted by more than 100,000 users who have announced their pregnancy on Twitter14.We
used their timelines—the publicly available tweets posted by a user over time—to conduct an observational casecontrol study15, in which we compared select risk factors among the women reporting a birth defect outcome (cases)
and women for whom we did not detect a birth defect outcome, selected from the same database (controls). The study
found that reports of medication exposure16 during pregnancy were statistically significantly greater among the cases
than the controls. More generally, the study demonstrates that social media data can be utilized as a complementary
resource for epidemiology of pregnancy outcomes.
Because our database contains the timelines of women who have announced their pregnancy on Twitter, it provides a
population from which to select internal comparator groups17. However, whereas comparator selection is traditionally
facilitated by structured data (e.g., hospital and population-based registries18), social media requires identifying
pregnancies for comparison from large amounts of noisy, unstructured text. Due to this challenge, our recent casecontrol study15 had selected women for comparison merely if we did not detect tweets in their timelines reporting a
birth defect outcome. Thus, the comparator group in our initial study might have incidentally included women with
miscarriage, stillbirth, preterm birth, or low birthweight outcomes. Furthermore, the extensive amount of time needed
to manually verify that the timelines of women reporting a pregnancy actually contained the timeframe in which they
were pregnant prevented us from identifying more than one control per case, limiting the power of the study19.
In this paper, we present a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline for automatically identifying users from which
to select comparator groups for observational studies of adverse pregnancy outcomes on Twitter. Our approach is to
automatically detect women who have reported that their pregnancy had reached term (i.e., at least 37 weeks of
gestation) and their baby was born at a normal weight (i.e., at least 5 pounds and 8 ounces). Because this approach
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would systematically exclude women from comparator groups if they had miscarriage, stillbirth, preterm birth, or low
birthweight outcomes, it would improve the validity of observational studies. This approach would also facilitate the
selection of larger comparator groups and, thus, improve study power by identifying women whose reports of a term
pregnancy (e.g., I’m 38 weeks pregnant) would usually entail the availability of tweets posted during pregnancy.
Methods
Data Collection
We handcrafted regular expressions—search patterns designed to automatically match combinations of text strings—
to retrieve tweets from our database14 that potentially mention a term pregnancy or normal birthweight. To enhance
the retrieval of posts on social media, we automatically generated lexical variants20 (e.g., misspellings, abbreviations)
of the keywords in the regular expressions. We designed the regular expressions based on high-precision query
patterns because, for automated comparator selection, it is important to identify women who have actually reported a
term pregnancy and normal birthweight. Ignoring retweets (i.e., tweets beginning with “RT @”), the regular
expressions (with the lexical variants) retrieved 16,548 tweets, posted by 11,305 users. Table 1 presents simplified
forms of the regular expressions (i.e., without the lexical variants), the number of tweets retrieved by each query
pattern, and samples of (slightly modified) matching tweets, which provide some examples of the lexical variants.
Some of the tweets matched multiple query patterns. The first five query patterns in Table 1 are for detecting a term
pregnancy, and the last two are for detecting a normal birthweight.
Table 1. Regular expressions to retrieve tweets about a term pregnancy (term) or normal birthweight (NB). The bold
text indicates the string of the (slightly modified) sample tweet that matches the regular expression.
Query Pattern
Outcome
Tweets
1 (?<!until\s)(?<!like\s)(?<!when\s)\bi(\W?m|\sam) ((((3[7-9])|(4[0Term
4239
2]))\W?weeks)|(full\W?term))
 I'm 39 wks pregnant with a 2 year old and feel guilty for relaxing in the afternoon!
2 (?<!be\s)(?<!&amp;\s)(?<!and\s)(?<!was\s)\b(((\d|(1[0-9])|(2[0-1]))\W?days)|([1Term
3443
3]\W?weeks)) (until|(away from)|from|to) (my due date|i(\W?m|\sam) due\b)
 I have 9days til my due date
3 \b(my due date(\W?s|\sis)|i(\W?m|\sam) due) (in\s)?(((\d|(1[0-9])|(2[0Term
1522
1]))\W?days)|([1-3]\W?weeks))(?!(\sfrom|\ssooner|\sbefore|\safter))
 I am due in 3 dayssssss
4 (?<!from\s)\b(((tomorrow|today)(\W?s|\sis))|(yesterday was)) my due date
Term
1395
 Can’t believe 2days my due date! Getting induced Wednesday. Can’t believe it’s
over
5 \b((my due date(\W?s|\sis)|i(\W?m|\sam) due) (tomorrow|today)|(my due date was
Term
1167
yesterday)|(i was due yesterday))
 This is supposed to be my "last" dr. appt. since I'm due tmrw
6 \b(born|birth|delivered|arrived|came|meet|welcome|is.*here|introducing|debut|entranc
NB
4764
e)\b.* \b((5\W?pounds\.?(\s?(\W|&amp;|and)\s?)?([8-9]|(1[0-5]))\W?ounces)|(([69]|10)\W?pounds\.?(\s?(\W|&amp;|and)\s?)?([0-9]|(1[0-5]))\W?ounces))
 Meet our beautiful son. 8 pounds and 10 ounces! We are so blessed
7 \b(born)\b.* \b((((2\.[5-9])|([3-4]\.[0-9]))\W?kilograms)|((2,?[5-9][0-9][0-9])|([3NB
41
4],?[0-9][0-9][0-9]))\W?grams)\b
 Excited & proud to introduce our daughter. Born on 20/01/16 at 2:43pm. 3.8kg,
52cm long
Among the 16,548 tweets retrieved by the regular expressions, 2683 tweets were posted by 853 users who posted at
least one tweet matching a “term pregnancy” pattern and at least one tweet matching a “normal birthweight” pattern.
We expected that women reporting a term pregnancy and normal birthweight for their own pregnancy would post only
a small number of matching tweets, so we generated frequency distributions of the tweets posted by each of the 853
users in order to identify bots, organizations, forums, or other types of user accounts that are not reporting personal
information. Table 2 presents examples of typical tweets by four users who posted significantly more tweets than the
average number of tweets posted by the 853 users. Using rules to remove all tweets by users who have posted a tweet
beginning with ccb, baby club update, from our inbox, a question from our inbox, fq, fan share, #fanquestion, or
mummy to be advice, six users (322 tweets) were removed. These linguistic patterns identify users that are not posting
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information about their own pregnancy. In the pipeline, pre-filtering rules will be used to exclude such users from the
comparator group because many of their tweets would pose challenges for automatic classification.
Table 2. Sample tweets by users who posted significantly more tweets than the average number of tweets by users
who posted at least one tweet matching a “term pregnancy” query pattern and at least one tweet matching a “normal
birthweight” query pattern.
User Tweet
Frequency
CCB is thrilled to welcome another 8 lb., 11 oz. bundle of love into the world. Mother and
daughter are bringing in 2013 with big smiles!
A
121
Baby Club Update: CCB is thrilled to welcome another 7 lb., 4 oz, bundle of joy into the
world. Both moms and their son are doing great!
From our inbox: "I'm 40 weeks and 5 days with my third child, and my OB wants to induce
me at 41 weeks 1 day. I... [URL]
B
119
A question from our inbox: "Are there any risks to using Evening Primrose Oil when trying
for VBAC? I'm 39 weeks... [URL]
Fq: Please post anon. I'm 38 weeks 1 day today. I went to the doctor last week I was not
dilated at all. Today I... [URL]
C
54
Fan share: Happy to let everyone know that I have given birth to a beautiful 6 lb, 4oz and
19 1/2 in long little... http://t.co/c3ujpLEL71
#FanQuestion ~ I'm 37 weeks pregnant with my first baby and I'm having a boy. Could
anyone suggest some nice but unusual names? Thanks x
D
13
Mummy to be advice ~ Today is my due date & no sign of little one making. How late were
you & what did you do to speed the process up?
Annotation
After pre-filtering the 2683 tweets retrieved by the regular expressions, two professional annotators manually
annotated 2361 tweets by 847 users who posted at least one tweet matching a “term pregnancy” query pattern and at
least one tweet matching a “normal birthweight” query pattern. Annotation guidelines were developed to help them
distinguish two classes of tweets:


Positive: The tweet indicates that the user’s pregnancy had reached term or that the user’s baby was born at
a normal weight.



Negative: The tweet does not indicate that the user’s pregnancy had reached term or that the user’s baby was
born at a normal weight. Alternatively, the tweet indicates an adverse pregnancy outcome, despite a term
pregnancy or normal birthweight.

To account for the possibility that a user’s timeline spans multiple pregnancies, for women who have posted at least
one “term pregnancy” tweet that was annotated as “positive” and at least one “normal birthweight” tweet that was
annotated as “positive,” two annotators used the posting dates of their “positive” tweets to help identify whether or
not the women are reporting a term pregnancy and normal birthweight for the same pregnancy.
Classification
We used the 2361 annotated tweets in experiments to train and evaluate supervised machine learning algorithms. For
the classifiers, we used the default implementations of (1) ZeroR, (2) J48 Decision Tree (J48), and (3) Logistic
Regression (LR) in Weka 3.8.2, (4) the WLSVM Weka integration of the LibSVM implementation of Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and (5) a majority voting-based ensemble of J48, LR, and SVM. ZeroR is a rule-based, baseline
classifier that predicts every instance (i.e., tweet) as the majority class. For training, we used 1851 tweets posted by a
random sample of 80% (677) of the 847 users. For evaluation, we used 510 tweets posted by 20% (170) of the users
as a held-out test set. We stratified the sets based on the distribution of (1) users reporting a term pregnancy and normal
birthweight for the same pregnancy, (2) users reporting a term pregnancy and normal birthweight for different
pregnancies, and (3) users who did not post at least one “term pregnancy” tweet that was annotated as “positive” and
at least one “normal birthweight” tweet that was annotated as “positive.”
We performed text pre-processing prior to automatic classification. First, we normalized user names (i.e., strings
beginning with “@”) and URLs in the tweets. Then, we lowercased the tweets and normalized the lexical and semantic
variants of a term pregnancy (e.g., 38 weeks, 40 wks, full term) and normal birthweight (e.g., 7 lbs 8 oz, 6lbs & 15ozs,
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5 pounds, 12 ounces, 2.8kg, 4,444 grams) matched by the regular expressions, textually representing them as “_term_”
and “_normalbirthweight_”, respectively. As a preliminary approach to normalizing the names of babies mentioned
in the tweets, we compiled a lexicon to detect the 400 most popular boys and girls names in the United States between
2010 and the present, identified by the Social Security Administration21. Finally, we removed non-alphabetical
characters and stemmed22 the tweets. Following pre-processing, we converted the tweets to word vectors and used
Weka’s NGram Tokenizer to extract word n-grams (n = 1, 2, 3) as features. We also used word clusters23 as features,
which provide generalized semantic representations of the words in the raw tweets; words appearing in similar
collocate contexts (e.g., misspellings) are represented by the same cluster number.
For the ZeroR, J48, and LR classifiers, we used the default parameters in Weka. For the SVM classifier, we used the
radial basis function (RBF) kernel and, based on performing 10-fold cross validation over the training set, set the cost
parameter at c = 128 and the class weights at w = 1.0 for the “positive” class and w = 8.5 for the “negative” class. In
order to automatically identify women reporting a term pregnancy and normal birthweight for the same pregnancy,
we used the classifiers’ predictions from 10-fold cross validation to identify an optimal temporal proximity between
a user’s “term pregnancy” and “normal birthweight” tweets that were predicted as “positive.” We used the pythondateutil package to compute the number of days between the posting dates of a user’s “term pregnancy” tweets that
were predicted as “positive” and her “normal birthweight” tweets that were predicted as “positive.” We set the
threshold to 50 days, meaning that a user would be included in the comparator group if the classifier predicts a “term
pregnancy” tweet as “positive” and a “normal birthweight” tweet as “positive” that the user had posted within 50 days
of each other. Figure 1 illustrates our automatic pipeline.

Figure 1. Automatic NLP pipeline for detecting women who have reported in tweets that their pregnancy had reached
term (term) and their baby was born at a normal birthweight (NB), from which to select comparator groups for
observational studies of pregnancy outcomes on Twitter.
Results
Annotation
Two professional annotators manually annotated 2361 tweets by 847 users who posted at least one tweet matching a
“term pregnancy” query pattern and at least one tweet matching a “normal birthweight” query pattern. Their interannotator agreement, based on 2170 overlapping annotations, was κ = 0.80 (Cohen’s kappa), considered “substantial
agreement”24. Upon resolving the disagreements, 2127 (90.1%) tweets were annotated as “positive” and 234 (9.9%)
as “negative.” Table 3 provides (slightly modified) examples of “positive” and “negative” tweets. Among these 847
users, 749 (88.4%) posted at least one “term pregnancy” tweet that was annotated as “positive” and at least one
“normal birthweight” tweet that was annotated as “positive”. For these 749 users, two annotators used the posting
dates of their “positive” tweets to determine whether or not they refer to the same pregnancy, agreeing on 707 (94.4%)
of the users. Upon resolving the disagreements, 683 (80.6%) of the 847 users were identified as reporting a term
pregnancy and normal birthweight for the same pregnancy: “positive” users.
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Table 3. Sample (slightly modified) tweets manually annotated as “positive” (+) or “negative” (-), with a “term
pregnancy” (term) tweet and “normal birthweight” (NB) tweet per user.
User
Tweet
Outcome
Date
Tweet +/- User +/17 days till my due date, so sad its going to be over
Term
2015-09-21
+
but cant wait to see my baby's beautiful face😍💙
A
last month i was in the most horrible pain delivering
my baby. 1 month later i have a happy & healthy
NB
2015-10-28
9lb 7oz baby🌎💙
I'm 38 weeks pregnant! Wow! I’ve never been this
Term
2016-10-11
+
pregnant 😫😂
B
Today is #WorldPrematurityDay. My 36 weeker
was born weighing 6lbs5ozs and is now a healthy
NB
2015-11-17
18 month old!
Today's my due date, but life clearly had other plans
Term
2016-04-01
#5weeksold today!
C
My sister-in-law had her baby! Born January 22 at
8:44pm - 8lbs. 4oz. We really appreciate our first
NB
2010-01-23
year anniversary gift!
mine still fits over my 39+ week belly with some
Term
2016-05-31
+
room to spare. (today is my due date).
D
My baby was born on Saturday 8/2 @ 2:45pm. 7lbs.
NB
2014-08-05
+
3oz. 20 in.
I'm 2 weeks away from my due date. I’ve gotta keep
Term
2016-09-17
+
my blood pressure normal 😁
E
+
Meet my darling. Born at 17:15, weighing 2.8kg.
NB
2016-10-12
+
Mom is in loads of pain
Table 3 provides pairs of “term pregnancy” tweets and “normal birthweight” tweets posted by the same users. The
“term pregnancy” tweet by A was annotated as “positive” because 17 days till my due date indicates that her pregnancy
had reached at least 37 weeks of gestation. Although her “normal birthweight” tweet mentions a weight (9lb 7oz) that
would be normal if this were her baby’s weight at birth, the tweet explicitly indicates only that this is how much her
baby weighs at one month old, so it was annotated as “negative.” Thus, A should be excluded from the comparator
group. Although B does report that her baby was born at a normal weight (was born at 6lbs5ozs), the tweet was
annotated as “negative” because it also indicates that the baby was born preterm (my 36 weeker). Thus, B should also
be excluded from the comparator group. Even if B’s “normal birthweight” tweet did not report a preterm birth and
were annotated as “positive,” B should still be excluded because the posting dates indicate that her tweets do not refer
to the same pregnancy.
The “term pregnancy” tweet by C, at first, seems to report that her pregnancy had reached full term (Today’s my due
date), but it goes on to indicate that her baby had already been born and, moreover, is already 5 weeks old, so it was
annotated as “negative” because her baby actually was born preterm. The “normal birthweight” tweet by C was
annotated as “negative” because it refers to the birthweight of someone else’s baby. The “term pregnancy” and
“normal birthweight” tweets by D were both annotated as “positive,” but the posting dates indicate that the tweets
refer to different pregnancies, so D should be excluded from the comparator group. Finally, E should be included for
comparator selection because her “term pregnancy” tweet indicates that her pregnancy had reached term (I’m 2 weeks
away from my due date), her “normal birthweight” tweet indicates that her baby was born weighing at least 5 pounds
and 8 ounces (my darling…born…weighing 2.8kg), and the posting dates indicate that her tweets refer to the same
pregnancy.
Classification
Table 4 presents the precision, recall, and F1-scores for automatic classification of “positive” tweets and users in the
held-out test set, which contains 510 tweets posted by 170 users: 449 (88%) “positive” tweets and 61 (12%) “negative”
tweets, posted by 137 users reporting a term pregnancy and normal birthweight for the same pregnancy, 13 users
reporting a term pregnancy and normal birthweight for different pregnancies, and 80 users did not post at least one
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“term pregnancy” tweet that was annotated as “positive” and at least one “normal birthweight” tweet that was
annotated as “positive”:
F1-score =

2 𝑥 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑥 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

; recall =

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

; precision =

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

User-level performance is presented before and after applying the 50-day threshold between a user’s “term pregnancy”
and “normal birthweight” tweets that the classifier predicted as “positive.” The user-level performance prior to
applying the 50-day threshold is based only on the automatic classification of tweets. For all the classifiers, the 50day threshold improved user-level performance. The ensemble classifier achieved the best F1-scores at the tweet level
(0.950) and the user level prior to applying the 50-day threshold (0.910). The ZeroR and ensemble classifiers achieved
nearly identical F1-scores at the user level after applying the 50-day threshold. Although the ZeroR classifier (0.934)
performed marginally better than the ensemble classifier (0.933) overall, its precision (0.941) was slightly lower than
the ensemble classifier’s (0.947).
Table 4. Precision (P), recall (R), and F1-scores (F) for automatic classification of “positive” tweets and users in a
held-out test set of 510 tweets posted by 170 users.
Classifier Tweet P Tweet R Tweet F User P1 User R1 User F1 User P2 User R2 User F2
ZeroR
0.880
0.936
0.806
0.893
0.941
1.000
1.000
0.927
0.934
J48
0.903
0.980
0.940
0.826
0.971
0.893
0.947
0.905
0.925
LR
0.935
0.933
0.898
0.879
0.832
0.891
0.931
0.860
0.958
SVM
0.896
0.996
0.943
0.820
0.993
0.898
0.940
0.920
0.930
Ensemble
0.910
0.993
0.840
0.993
0.947
0.920
0.933
0.950
0.910
1
before applying the 50-day threshold to the classifier’s tweet predictions
2
after applying the 50-day threshold to the classifier’s “positive” tweet predictions
Discussion
The F1-scores for the best-performing classifiers—ZeroR (0.934) and a majority voting-based ensemble of J48, LR,
and SVM classifiers (0.933)—represent a promising benchmark for automatically detecting women who have reported
on Twitter that their pregnancy had reached term and their baby was born at a normal weight. As the confusion
matrices in Table 5 illustrate, the reason that the ZeroR classifier slightly outperformed the ensemble classifier after
applying the 50-day threshold is twofold: after applying the threshold, (1) the ZeroR classifier successfully excluded
all but one of the seven additional false positive users that had been misclassified based on its tweet predictions, and
(2) the ZeroR classifier included one additional true positive user that was a false negative based on the ensemble
classifier’s tweet predictions. Still, we will pursue the ensemble classifier for comparator selection in practice (i.e., for
identifying additional users in our constantly growing database 14) because, as we will discuss, its user-level F1-score
will likely improve with additional pre-filtering rules, restrictions to the regular expressions, and annotated training
data.
Classifier

Before 50-Day Threshold After 50-Day Threshold
Predicted
Predicted
+
+
ZeroR
137
0 +
127 10 +
Actual
Actual
33
0
8
25 Predicted
Predicted
+
+
Ensemble
136
1 +
126 11 +
Actual
Actual
26
7
7
26 Table 5. Confusion matrices for the user-level performance of the ZeroR and majority voting-based ensemble
classifiers, before and after applying the 50-day threshold between a user’s “term pregnancy” and “normal
birthweight” tweets that the classifier predicted as “positive.”
Error analysis of the ensemble classifier reveals that six of the seven false positive users stem from false positive
tweets, and that three of the six users who posted false positives were accounts re-posting other users’ tweets, such as
the “term pregnancy” and “normal birthweight” tweets by A in Table 6. We will explore additional pre-filtering rules
to remove tweets by such users prior to automatic classification. Many of the other false positive “term pregnancy”
tweets report a future point at which the user’s pregnancy will reach term, such as the “term pregnancy” tweet by B.
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Some of these errors can be addressed in the data collection module by incorporating additional “negative
lookbehinds” into the regular expressions. Many of the false positive “normal birthweight” tweets report the
birthweight of someone other than the user’s baby, such as the “normal birthweight” tweet by C. Because these users’
false positive tweets resulted in “term pregnancy” and “normal birthweight” tweets that were posted within 50 days
of each other, such users would be incorrectly included in the comparator group.
Table 6. Samples of (slightly modified) tweets posted by false positive and false negative users.
User
Tweet
Outcome
Date
Act.
Pred.
Tweet
Tweet
Question from [name]: 'My question:
I'm 37 weeks 3 days and planning to do
TP
2014-05-30
+
my first home water birth...
A
Massive congratulations to [name]!!
[name] was born on June 1st at home
NB
2014-06-03
+
weighing 7lb 4oz!
I still have a few weeks before I'm full
TP
2014-07-27
+
term, but Idk if I'm gonna make it! Lol
B
[name] was born 9 lbs 6 ounces. I love
him so much already! He’s perfect!
NB
2014-08-30
+
+
#proudmommy
I'm 38 weeks pregnant today.
TP
2017-09-06
+
+
[name] weighed 10 lbs 6 oz when he
C
NB
2017-08-31
+
was born, and I weighed 9 lbs 2 oz. 😂
#iwantachubbybaby
Haven't done maternity pictures or a
TP
2015-09-26
+
+
belly cast & I'll be 39 weeks tomorrow.
At this time last year, my baby came
D
NB
2016-10-06
+
+
into the world! 🙌🏼💙 [name] 10/6/2015
5:08 PM 7lbs 8oz

Act.
User

Pred.
User

-

+

-

+

-

+

+

-

Whereas the ensemble classifier misclassified tweets by nearly all of the false positive users, it correctly classified the
tweets posted by nine of the eleven false negative users; in other words, most of the false negative users posted true
positive “term pregnancy” and “normal birthweight” tweets that were more than 50 days apart, such as the “term
pregnancy” and “normal birthweight” tweets by D in Table 6. While the 50-day threshold improved the user-level
precision (and F1-score) of the ensemble classifier, users such as D would be incorrectly excluded from the comparator
group with the decline in recall—a trade-off we consider acceptable, given the importance of precision for automated
comparator selection. However, in evaluating a higher, 125-day threshold directly on the annotated test set, we found
that recall increased from 0.920 to 0.956, with an increase in precision (from 0.947 to 0.978) and F1-score (from 0.933
to 0.967) as well. Thus, improving the performance of tweet-level classification and increasing the temporal threshold
will improve user-level performance. As Figure 2 illustrates, the F1-score for tweet-level classification may further
improve with additional annotated training data.
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Incremental Training of a Majority Voting-Based Ensemble Classifier
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.88
20%

40%
Precision

60%
Recall

80%

100%

F1-score

Figure 2. Precision, recall, and F1-scores for the majority voting-based ensemble classifier, with incremental training
sizes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an NLP pipeline for automatically detecting women who have reported on Twitter that
their pregnancy had reached term and their baby was born at a normal weight. Given the performance of the pipeline
on a held-out test set (an F1-score of 0.933), it will be deployed to identify large comparator groups for observational
studies of birth defects, miscarriage, stillbirth, and preterm birth—the causes of which are largely unknown—on
Twitter, advancing the use of social media as a complementary resource for studying pregnancy outcomes. Our
analysis suggests that the performance of the pipeline may improve with additional pre-filtering rules, restrictions to
the regular expressions, and annotated training data. We have made the annotated training data, regular expressions,
and annotation guidelines used in this study available at https://healthlanguageprocessing.org/identifying-comparatorgroups\.
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Abstract: Electronic health records (EHRs) provide a wealth of data for phenotype development in population health
studies, and researchers invest considerable time to curate data elements and validate disease definitions. The ability
to reproduce well-defined phenotypes increases data quality, comparability of results and expedites research. In this
paper, we present a standardized approach to organize and capture phenotype definitions, resulting in the creation
of an open, online repository of phenotypes. This resource captures phenotype development, provenance and process
from the Million Veteran Program, a national mega-biobank embedded in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA).
To ensure that the repository is searchable, extendable, and sustainable, it is necessary to develop both a proper
digital catalog architecture and underlying metadata infrastructure to enable effective management of the data fields
required to define each phenotype. Our methods provide a resource for VHA investigators and a roadmap for
researchers interested in standardizing their phenotype definitions to increase portability.
Introduction
Electronic health records (EHRs) provide a plethora of information and offer unique opportunities for populationbased research, such as advanced methods development that leverages this data for phenotype development. However,
the challenge remains in the lack of flexible and accessible platforms for storing, reusing, and sharing metadata to
leverage cross-cutting efforts and to promote synergy between these initiatives. Moreover, researchers often spend
valuable time and funding dollars scouring the literature to understand work already performed in their area of interest
or developing their own phenotypes. These phenotypes include diseases and observable traits. Systematic
dissemination of definitions and methods is a critical step to accelerate phenomic science and further medical research.
Previous efforts to develop libraries of phenotypes do exist [1] [2], but they lack in standardization of definition
criteria, advanced search capabilities, data visualization, and wide accessibility by the research community.
In this paper, we present the infrastructure supporting a phenomics library that ensures reproducibility of high quality
research products derived from Million Veteran Program (MVP) projects [3] using data from the Veterans Health
Administration (VHA) EHR. This research is innovative in a few different ways. First, this phenotype catalogue
maintains all data definitions in a standard metadata database, enabling search across all fields and visualization of
the phenotype definitions captured. Secondly, it applies metadata standards whenever applicable, and documents any
local or custom data fields in a Metadata Application Profile (MAP) [4]. All relevant metadata files and documentation
are bundled together in the CKAN [5] Github repository to aid both maintenance and reuse. Thirdly, by standardizing
the metadata fields, it facilitates automated ingestion of phenotypes from multiple sources such as various research
groups or literature mining.
Methods
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Healthcare setting
Initial phenotypes were derived from the VHA, the largest integrated healthcare system in the United States, comprised
of over 170 medical centers [6]. The VHA EHR system provides unique opportunities for medical research. The
electronic documentation in this system reflects the entire care continuum and includes data with great variety from
billing codes, medications, and laboratory tests to procedures and unstructured note data. The integrated nature of the
healthcare system reflects in a dataset free from the loss to follow-up problem that plagues the biomedical research
field [7]. Longitudinality is another important aspect of the Veterans’ Affairs (VA) dataset, which spans over 20 years.
The phenomics library serves as a resource to MVP and VA researchers, but will be open to the entire biomedical
community.
Million Veteran Program (MVP)
MVP is a mega-biobank cohort launched in 2011 to establish a national, representative, and longitudinal study of
Veterans that combines the data from survey instruments, electronic health records, genomics, and biospecimens.
MVP is the largest ongoing mega-cohort biobank program in the US with over 800,000 enrollees as of Fall 2019.
Details on the design of MVP have been previously described [3]. The objective of MVP is to understand how genetic
characteristics, behaviors, military exposure, and environmental factors affect health. Ultimately, by providing a
framework for scientifically-valid and clinically-relevant precision medicine, MVP’s goal is to enhance the care of
the veteran population and beyond. Currently there are a series of MVP test projects that have been producing early
scientific work products [8] [9] and generating knowledge on both phenomics and genomics domains. In this paper,
we focus on the linkage of phenomics data based on the VA EHR in the context of phenomics library architecture
development led by the MVP Data Core and the Department of Energy (DOE) Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) Core group through MVP Computational Health Analytics for Medical Precision to Improve Outcomes Now
(CHAMPION) [10] initiatives.
Phenotypes
Our priority phenomics data domains that populate this library are diseases, demographics, medications and laboratory
tests commonly used to identify a cohort or describe their characteristics. The phenotype definitions range from ICD
based classifications using simple rules to complex algorithms yielding a probability of disease. Mapped data
elements, such as laboratory tests, and phenotypes are uniquely identified using phenotype_ref_id. This feature allows
for multiple definitions for the same phenotype which allows users to choose the algorithm which most appropriately
fits the goals of their study.
Storage Infrastructure - CKAN
The project committee chose CKAN (Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network) [11] as the library application
framework. This open source framework is built with Python[12] (backend) and Javascript [13] (frontend). It has
already been implemented by several other government-led open data initiatives [14], and includes multiple features
that met the core requirements set by the committee. While our phenotype catalogue does not exactly fit with CKAN’s
primary intended use case as a data management tool, its core components include highly customizable user and
extension interfaces, an extendible metadata management feature, a built-in search engine, and file storage
functionality. Figure 1 shows CKAN’s main components.
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Figure 1. CKAN’s Main Architecture Features
Front end
CKAN’s front end is a Web Service Gateway Interface (WSGI) built on Pylons [15] (soon to migrate to Flask [16]).
Figure 2 shows a view of the user interface.

Figure 2. User interface
There are no set web server or deployment configurations. Constructed using Jinja2 HTML templates [17], it interacts
with other CKAN components either via CKAN’s RESTful API[18] or the URL routing system. Thus, for any desired
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customization of the outward-facing catalog, a developer could override any of CKAN’s default options by virtue of
these functions: a few edits to the configuration file can redirect CKAN to a customized set of template files, etc.
For external users, the stock interface provided includes a limited sidebar faceted search (organization, tag, format,
and license), as well as a single “google-like” search box. For internal users, CKAN provides a means to add new
datasets, including a simple metadata cataloging form populated by some basic, fairly generic metadata fields. Datasets
may be ordered by organization, group, or license.
Phenotype metadata
CKAN’s customizable metadata management component was crucial to our project, as we wished to implement a
formal, standardized metadata structure for phenotypes. Though the default metadata fields in CKAN are basic, these
may be modified and extended either by designing a custom plugin (“ExtraFields” in Figure 1) or by using a
combination of existing extensions created by members of the CKAN community. Our library makes use of the
following community-created metadata plugins: Scheming [19], Repeating [20], and Composite [21]. Because
metadata is managed in individual JSON files, these plugins allow for relatively straightforward maintenance,
modification, extension, and an addition to our existing phenotype metadata schemas. In many situations, the actual
R code or SQL queries are vital for systematic reproducibility of phenotypic results and cohorts. CKAN provides a
means to associate the source code with metadata records by creating an attachment or url link and users with advanced
privileges are permitted to access these programs stored in a separate GitLab repository.
Metadata Schema
Figure 3 shows the metadata database schema.

Figure 3. Underlying database schema
The database structure follows a Reverse Star Schema (RSS) [22]. A RSS returns the intersection of dimensional data
as opposed to the traditional Star Schema, which shows dimensional data aggregated or filtered based on some criteria.
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This approach allows for a phenotype to contain multiple measurements, drugs, specimens (laboratory results). RSSs
describe cause-and-effect relationships among indirectly related data concepts. It constitutes an on-demand means to
identify and refine patient cohorts based on potentially disconnected data points such as: specimens, demographic
data, active/remission status, conditions, treatments, medications, etc. The RSS makes this possible by providing
variable granularity in phenotypes and extensibility of the data model.
The naming and the applicable table fields include both the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)
naming convention [23] and adds a number of locally-defined MVP data fields. This lends interoperability with
external, widely-used data models such as OMOP, but also adds much needed modularity, granularity, extensibility
to accurately capture the nuances in MVP data. As with the Dublin Core model [24], ours aims are to balance precision
with the need for easy and efficient information exchange. The central table, Phenotype, contains a uniquely
identifying metadata for each phenotype: id, creator, maintainer, date created, performance measures, etc. The
unifying key is the phenotype_ref_id. Each phenotype links to one or more entries in the other tables. This is necessary
because a phenotype called “diabetes” can link to multiple diabetic medications, for example.
The fundamental difficulty of developing a MAP is that, to date, there is no terminology to define what this actually
entails. A MAP profiles data to meet a particular set of needs while maintaining an already established metadata
standard to facilitate information exchange. Often, a MAP is expressed as a spreadsheet, but corresponds to the
underlying schema that defines the data fields in a library. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) community
has defined MAP guidelines within the context of the DCMI vocabulary [24], however no such guidelines exist for
general profiles that make use of multiple controlled vocabularies. The W3C has recently begun drafting a Profiles
Ontology [25], a document defining how entities are described as statements and corresponding values, as well as the
problem of constraints: clearly describing in a machine actionable way what fields are expected, repeatable,
mandatory, and so forth.
For the Phenotype Library to adhere as much as possible to proposed best practices and ongoing metadata initiatives
like those described above, data fields were mapped to established controlled vocabularies. Specifically, we chose
OMOP, Dublin Core, and several W3C vocabularies. For fields not found in any existing vocabularies, we created
and documented local fields for domain, range, and cardinality.
Custom Ontology Extensions (COEs)
Flexibility is one of the main features of our phenotype library. Our infrastructure accommodates growth in size and
complexity in three ways. First, as new data sources become available to phenotyping efforts, we are including them
by creating new tables in our metadata schema. An example would be the addition of new type of -omics such as
proteomics or metabolomics. Secondly, for each data source we have an extensible data model structure that allows
the addition of other fields to accommodate new attributes. For example, in the future it might be important to have
information about the type of facility collecting a specimen: inpatient, outpatient, emergency room, etc. In this
situation, we would just add an additional field to the Specimen table called “facility”. Thirdly, we are accounting for
flexibility in data mappings to ontologies. RxNorm [26], NDC [27] and FDB [28] are all possible ontologies to
represent medications. We are allowing the phenotype author to decide the best standardization for their use case. All
additional fields will come from existing ontologies or controlled vocabularies; however, if a field is needed that does
not currently exist in a published ontology, the field will be vetted by metadata specialists and added to the project’s
metadata application profile.
Advanced search functionality
Metadata is indexed using SOLR [29], an open source search engine developed by the Apache Software Foundation.
SOLR uses an inverted index data structure to support quick document retrieval (even with complex queries on large
datasets), and has the ability to sort results by relevance. Metadata is persisted in a PostgreSQL [30] database. Code
and query files attached to phenotypes are not internally searchable, but the phenotype definition which contains the
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same content in human readable form is. Information retrieval is instant, and displayed in a format similar to that of
an online library catalog.
Security
To search the catalog and download files, a login is not required. However, access to the cataloging function to add
new metadata and associated files does require a user account. Permissions are set and managed by system
administrators, who may edit organization details, user details, and permanently delete records from the catalog.
Records are “owned” by organizations. The roles and permissions of non-admin users may be determined by
organization, i.e. certain users may only be given permission to create/edit records related to their own organization,
etc. For privacy and security purposes, all related code uses a separate GitLab code repository and its role-based access
model. This library does not contain patient level data.
Results
We implemented the database schema using several common use cases such as demographics, medications and
laboratory tests. Figure 4 shows the metadata for these phenotype examples in each of these domains.

Figure 4. Sample Mapping of MVP Phenotypes
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We are extending existing vocabularies (OMOP, Dublin Core) to both retain granularity within the VA phenotypes
and maintain compatibility with external data sources and systems. For instance, the VA phenotype for Beta Blockers
required extensive documentation of generic medications found in the medication phenotype. While there is no direct
mapping to the OMOP schema to do this, we are able to map to OMOP’s drug_concept_id, domain_id, and concept_id
fields, creating “hooks” that could potentially link our library metadata with outside data stores.
The custom fields used across the schemas include a description of the algorithm contents, data elements employed,
source data used for phenotype development and the population the algorithm was developed in. New and existing
classifications including MESH and OMOP are used to categorize phenotypes and facilitate searching. Provenance of
the metadata is captured using Dublin Core fields. Internally, any changes to the records will be captured as
administrative metadata (e.g. user name, field changes, and timestamps).

Phenotypes created by MVP authors are unique in that they may incorporate elements that use a data model such as
OMOP or use a custom mapping. For example, VA researchers working with our Data Core team have performed
manual mappings of certain laboratory tests and have identified inconsistencies with specific OMOP mapped LOINC
codes. Similar mappings have been performed for medications. The medication and laboratory schemas in the library
allow for entry of these custom mappings or reference existing OMOP fields.
Discussion
Since our approach uses templates for the phenotype data entry step, the result is structured data that can be stored
and queried in a more rigorous fashion. This process also has implications for the size of the backend data, which also
translates to faster retrieval speeds. Searching across the phenotype library using different keywords such as diseases,
medications, billing codes takes advantage of the backend database indices.
The use of schemas for data capture ensures that metadata is recorded consistently across phenotypes and enables both
internal comparison and potential interoperability with external systems. This approach standardizes phenotype
definitions and facilitates additional phenotype cataloging, especially via automation (eg. article scraping). Finally,
standardized vocabularies and schemas enable extensibility, making it possible to apply ontologies to the schema for
enhanced discoverability and visualization. Given that MVP has performed additional data mapping work, it is
important to have the flexibility to use our own ontologies as needed.
Our approach creates citable phenotypes: not only do we include a data field that provides a standard citation format,
but CKAN has integration capability with Datacite’s [31] API to provide a DOI for any newly registered record.
One potential drawback to our approach includes the technical debt involved in implementing and maintaining an
open source system. The future “cost” of maintaining CKAN and the related schema as these components age is
something to consider. The system is open source, and so will require a dedicated system administrator and related
technical professionals to perform maintenance, updates, and fixes if or when components malfunction due to outdated
libraries, etc. That said, as the data is persisted in a PostgreSQL, it can be exported to other platforms, or integrated
with other discovery layers or information retrieval projects.
Conclusion
The linkage of large longitudinal VA EHR and other biomarker and omics data is one of the strengths of MVP megabiobank. Such comprehensive data coverage and the scale of the large population in VA and MVP provide
unprecedented opportunities for new discoveries in both biomedical research and infrastructure development for
scalable solutions. Developing an optimal data management (cataloging, storing, searching, sharing, and archiving)
structure of the EHR-based phenomic library is a critical factor in expediting research towards translational science.
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In addition, secondary use of healthcare data for research is increasingly common as more EHR systems are
implemented, as a result of HITECH [32]. Using a standardized phenotype library architecture facilitates sharing of
phenotypes across the research community both internally within the VA and externally with the medical research
community. The MVP COE architecture proposed will be an ideal framework as the MVP phenomics library evolves
over time in complexities and the ever-increasing dimensions of data universe. This platform will also lay the
groundwork in addressing challenges of interoperability across various EHRs.
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Abstract
Communication of follow-up recommendations when abnormalities are identified on imaging studies is prone to error.
In this paper, we present a natural language processing approach based on deep learning to automatically identify
clinically important recommendations in radiology reports. Our approach first identifies the recommendation
sentences and then extracts reason, test, and time frame of the identified recommendations. To train our extraction
models, we created a corpus of 1367 radiology reports annotated for recommendation information. Our extraction
models achieved 0.93 f-score for recommendation sentence, 0.65 f-score for reason, 0.73 f-score for test, and 0.84 fscore for time frame. We applied the extraction models to a set of over 3.3 million radiology reports and analyzed the
adherence of follow-up recommendations.
Introduction
With the dramatic rise in utilization of medical imaging in the past two decades, health providers are challenged by
the optimal use of clinical information while not being overwhelmed by it. A radiology report is the principal means
by which radiologists communicate the findings of an imaging test to the referring physician and sometimes the
patient. Based on potentially important observations in the images, radiologists may recommend further imaging tests
or a clinical follow-up in the narrative radiology report. These recommendations are made for several potential
reasons: (1) radiologists may recommend further investigation to clarify the diagnosis or exclude potentially serious,
but clinically expected disease; (2) radiologists may unexpectedly encounter signs of a potentially serious disease on
the imaging study that they believe require further investigation; (3) radiologists may recommend surveillance of a
disease to ensure an indolent course; or (4) they may provide advice to the referring physician about the most effective
future tests specific to the patient’s disease or risk factors. The reliance on human communication, documentation,
and manual follow-up is a critical barrier to ensuring that appropriate imaging or clinical follow-up occurs. There are
many potential points of failure when communicating and following up on important radiologic findings and
recommendations: (1) Critical findings and follow-up recommendations not explicitly highlighted by radiologists:
Although radiologists describe important incidental observations in reports, they may or may not phone an ordering
physician. If these recommendations “fall through the cracks”, patients may present months later with advanced
disease (e.g., metastatic cancer). (2) Patient mobility: When patients move between services in healthcare facilities,
there is increased risk during “hand-offs” of problems with follow-up of test result and continuity of care1. (3) Heavy
workload of providers: Physicians and other providers have to deal with a deluge of test results. A survey of 262
physicians at 15 internal medicine practices found that physicians spend on average 74 minutes per clinical day
managing test results, and 83% of physicians reported at least one delay in reviewing test results in the previous two
months2. However, it is vital that these results, particularly if they are unexpected, are not lost to follow-up. In patients
who have an unexpected finding on a chest radiograph, approximately 16% will eventually be diagnosed with a
malignant neoplasm3.
These examples indicate an opportunity to develop a systematic approach to augmenting existing channels of clinical
information for preventing delays in diagnosis. The goals of our research are to: (1) build a gold standard corpus of
radiology reports annotated with recommendation information, (2) build information extraction approaches based on
deep learning to automatically identify recommendation information, and (3) apply the trained extractors to a large
dataset of 3.3 million radiology reports created at University of Washington and Harborview Medical Center between
2008 and 2018 to analyze follow-up adherence rates.
In this research, we define a follow-up recommendation as a statement made by the radiologist in a given radiology
report to advise the referring clinician to further evaluate an imaging finding by either other tests or further imaging.
A follow-up recommendation can consist of multiple sentences. Figure 1 presents a radiology report with such a
follow-up recommendation. In our annotation, we first labeled sentences with recommendation. For each identified
recommendation, we also annotated the spans that describe (1) the reason for follow-up, (2) recommended test, and
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(3) time frame. In figure 1, the recommendation is “Given family history, would recommend repeat ultrasound in 4-5
weeks to evaluate fetal growth and complete anatomic survey. If unable to visualize fetal heart at that time, consider
fetal echo.”, reason is “to evaluate fetal growth and complete anatomic survey”, recommended test is “ultrasound”,
and time frame is “4-5 weeks”.
IMPRESSION
Singleton pregnancy. Size consistent with dates. Anatomic survey limited by maternal body
habitus and fetal position. Inadequate views of fetal heart and spine. Given family history,
would recommend repeat ultrasound in 4-5 weeks to evaluate fetal growth and complete anatomic
survey. If unable to visualize fetal heart at that time, consider fetal echo.
Figure 1. Example radiology report with recommendation information annotations.
Related Work
Automated information extraction using natural language processing (NLP) techniques has made patient information
in clinical notes accessible for scientific research. Informatics for Integrating the Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) has
been organizing NLP challenges on different types of clinical information extraction since 2006. These challenges
included private health information de-identification4, medical concept extraction5, temporal information extraction6,
as well as medication information extraction7. Participants employed different NLP approaches including rule-based,
machine learning and ensemble methods to address these tasks. Machine learning methods were usually based on
statistical classification algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) and
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)8,9. In recent years, neural networks have gained tremendous popularity, especially
after several breakthroughs were accomplished by Hinton and Mikolov, T. et al.10,11 and several deep learning libraries
became publicly available. Clinical NLP researchers have also taken this opportunity and employed neural network
modeling to deliver state-of-the-art performance. For instance, the best de-identification system in 2009 achieving
98% F-score was based on statistical learning with regular expression12. In 2016, Dernoncourt et al. were able to
achieve similar performance using bidirectional LSTM and character embedding13.
Prior research efforts on radiology follow-up recommendation detection are primarily based on rule-based and
machine learning approaches. Dutta et al. employed lexicons matching heuristics to detect recommendations for
incidental findings14. They compiled a set of lexicons which consisted of various inflectional morphemes of the same
stem words. They went through three iterations of development and validation to fine tune their pattern matching
algorithm. Chapman et al. adopted an algorithm, pyConTextNLP, to identify critical findings from radiology reports
that were relevant to abdomen, chest, neuro and spine exams15. The algorithm used classification rules that were based
on specific sentence structures in the reports. It also relied on a knowledge base that captured common biomedical
terms in the target radiology imaging reports. Johnson et al. evaluated the ConText algorithm with a chest X-ray report
and found that the algorithm misidentified two cases of negation and temporality in three sentences16. They proposed
a heuristic approach to identify incidental findings based on regular expressions with patterns of lexicons. They argued
that their approach could outperform processes that solely relied on radiologist annotations. However, their evaluation
was based on a small and highly imbalanced dataset of 580 records (8.6% positive to negative ratio) and was only
limited to X-ray, CT and ultrasound. Another lexicon based commercial system, LEXIMER (Lexicon Mediated
Entropy Reduction), was used by Dang et al. to identify recommendations across different modalities. These authors
analyzed the results using OLAP (Online analytical processing) technologies, a common approach in business
intelligence and data warehousing17,18. LEXIMER parsed the reports into phrases and then weighted the phrases using
hierarchical decision trees against a dictionary of lexicons19. Similarly, Mabotuwana et al extracted follow-up
recommendations and associated anatomy from radiology reports with a keyword-based heuristic approach to identify
recommendations in finding and impression sections of over 400 thousand radiology reports20.The same group
processed close to 3 million radiology notes to determine adherence rates to follow-up recommendations21.
Domain adaptability is a major problem for rule-based and lexicon-based approaches as these methods require expert
intervention to upkeep the logic of the rules and the dictionaries, which are often tailored to a specific problem and/or
domain. Statistical NLP methods on the other hand do not require domain expert maintenance since the model
automatically learns from annotated examples. Yetisgen-Yildiz et al. created a corpus of 800 radiology reports
annotated with follow-up recommendations and developed a Maximum Entropy classifier for recommendation
detection that achieved a best F-score of 87% based on a very rich set of features including ngrams, UMLS concepts,
syntactic, temporal as well as structural features22. Similarly, Carrodeguas et al. created a corpus of 1000 randomly
selected ultrasound, radiography, CT, and MRI reports annotated with follow-up recommendations. They trained
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classifiers based on various supervised learning algorithms as well as recurrent neural networks. They achieved Fscores of 0.75 (random forest), 0.83 (logistic regression), and 0.85 (support vector machine).
Deep learning is not restricted by the lengthy process of handcrafted feature engineering usually required by traditional
statistical NLP approaches for better performance. Instead, intricate distributed features are learned by adjusting model
weights through backpropagation. Traditional methods suffer from word sense ambiguity and out-of-vocabulary
tokens in clinical text which often contains misspellings, acronyms and foreign words. A common solution would be
using dictionary of lexicons and gazetteers24. Deep learning can overcome these issues by the notion of transfer
learning where the model is first trained on a larger dataset in a similar context and then fine-tuned on a smaller target
dataset with limited number of annotated labels25. Another approach is to use character embeddings where the model
is able to learn the morphological features of words, such as prefixes, suffixes, and any sub-token patterns to account
for out-of-vocabulary words.
In this paper, we present a deep learning NLP system for extracting recommendation information from radiology
imaging reports. We first develop a binary classifier based on Hierarchical Attention Networks26 to identify followup recommendation sentences and then apply a state of the art deep neural named entity extraction system NeuroNER27
to extract three entities: reason, test, time frame. These attributes help us understand why a follow-up recommendation
is made by a radiologist to advise referring clinician for further evaluation. To our knowledge, this will be the first
study that applied deep learning in the large scale to the problem of recommendation extraction in a dataset of 3.3
million radiology reports.
Methods
Datasets:
Pilot Corpus: In previous work, we created a corpus composed of 800 de-identified radiology reports extracted from
the radiology information system of our institution. The reports represented a mixture of imaging modalities, including
radiography computer tomography (CT), ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The distribution of the
reports across imaging modalities is listed in Table 1.

Imaging modality

Number of reports

Computer tomography
486
Radiograph
259
Magnetic resonance imaging
45
Ultrasound
10
Total
800
Table 1. Distribution of reports in pilot corpus.
Annotation Guidelines: We annotated this dataset prior to defining different categories of follow-up recommendations.
In this annotation task, we asked the annotators simply to highlight the boundaries of sentences that include any
follow-up recommendations.
Annotation Process: Two annotators, one radiologist and one internal medicine specialist, went through each of the
800 reports independently and marked the sentences that contained follow-up recommendations. Out of 18,748
sentences in 800 reports, the radiologist annotated 118 sentences and the clinician annotated 114 sentences as
recommendation. They agreed on 113 of the sentences annotated as recommendation. The inter-rater agreement
measured in terms of F-score was 0.974.
Multi-institutional Radiology Corpus: We extended our pilot dataset of 800 reports with a much larger set of
3,301,748 radiology reports from two different institutions including the University of Washington Medical Center
(1,903,772 reports) and Harborview Medical Center (1,397,976 reports) from year 2008 to 2018. University of
Washington Human Subjects Division Institutional Review Board approved retrospective review of this dataset. Table
2 shows the distribution of radiology reports by modality in this larger dataset.
Annotation Process: We designed the annotation task to operate on two levels: sentence level and entity level. At the
sentence level, the annotators mark the boundaries of recommendation sentences. At the entity level, the annotators
mark three attributes of recommendation information presented in the marked sentences: (1) Test: the imaging test or
clinical exam that is recommended for follow-up, e.g., screening breast MRI or CT, (2) Time frame: the recommended
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time frame for the recommended follow-up test or exam, e.g., 1-3 weeks, 12 months, and (3) Reason: the reason for
the critical follow-up recommendation, e.g., to assess the actual risk of Down's Syndrome.
Imaging Modality

Number of reports

Angiography
53,658
Computed Tomography
706,908
Fluoroscopy
1,072
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
243,833
Mammogram
157,374
Nuclear Medicine
58,350
Portable Radiography
310,311
Positron emission tomography
1,799
Ultrasound
351,761
X-Ray
1,416,682
Total
3,301,748
Table 2. Distribution of reports in multi-institutional radiology corpus
Because manual annotation is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process, we could annotate only a small portion
of our large radiology corpus. The percentage of reports that include recommendation sentences is quite low—about
15% at our institution. To increase the number of reports with recommendations in the annotated set, rather than
randomly sampling, we built a high recall (0.90), low precision (0.35) classifier trained on the pilot dataset. The details
of this baseline classifier can be found in our prior publication28. We ran our baseline classifier on un-annotated reports
and only sampled from the ones identified as positive by our classifier for manual annotation. Because the baseline
classification was high recall and low precision, the false positive reports could subsequently be corrected by our
annotators. The filtering of reports using a classifier reduced the number of reports that our human annotators needed
to review, thereby expediting the annotation process.
At the sentence level, one radiologist and one neurologist reviewed the classifier-selected reports with system
generated follow-up recommendation sentences. The annotators corrected the system generated sentences and/or
highlighted new sentences if needed.
At the entity level, one neurologist and one medical school student annotated the entities (reason for recommendation,
recommended test, and time frame) in reports annotated in a previous stage at the sentence level with follow-up
recommendations.
Inter-annotator Agreement Levels: At the sentence level, we measured the inter-annotator agreement on a set of 50
reports featuring at least one system-generated recommendation identified by our high recall classifier from a
randomly selected collection of one thousand reports. Our annotation process required annotators to go over all
sentences that were initially identified by the system as a recommendation. They could label the sentence as Incorrect
if they believed the system had wrongly identified a recommendation sentence (false positive) or if they believed the
system had missed the sentence (false negative). The inter-rater agreement levels were kappa 0.43 and 0.59 F1 score
for the first iteration. To resolve the disagreements, we scheduled multiple meetings. One of our observations during
those meetings was that none of the new recommendation sentences introduced by either annotator were identified by
the other. In our review, both annotators agreed that the majority of the new recommendations introduced by the other
were correct. We adjusted our annotation guidelines to add rules to help decide if and when a new sentence should be
identified as a recommendation.
At the entity level, agreement levels were 0.78 F1 for reason, 0.88 F1 for test, and 0.84 F1 for time frame. Our final
annotated corpus contained 597 positive examples of recommendation sentences and 11787 negative examples of
recommendation sentences from 567 radiology reports. At the entity level there were 735 test, 173 time frame and
545 reason entities in the final corpus.
Approach:
Recommendation extraction: To identify sentences that include recommendation information, we first chunk reports
into sentences with NLTK sentence tokenizer. Table 3 shows the distribution of sentences by image modality on the
multi-institutional radiology dataset. As can be seen in the table, the length of reports varies across modalities.
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Average number of
sentences per report
Angiography
1,504,939
28.05
Computed Tomography
18,109,590
25.62
Fluoroscopy
13,452
12.55
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
5,688,512
23.33
Mammogram
2,016,911
12.82
Nuclear Medicine
1,144,518
19.62
Portable Radiography
2,055,534
6.62
Positron emission tomography
41,423
23.03
Ultrasound
6,841,966
19.45
X-Ray
10,008,031
7.06
Table 3. Distribution of sentences by image modality in the multi-institutional radiology corpus
We defined our follow-up recommendation extraction task as a classification problem at the sentence level. We
implemented our classifier based on Hierarchical Attention Networks (HANs)26. HAN is a neural model that employs
a stacked recurrent neural network architecture. In particular, the weights of the hidden layers for each word are
aggregated by an attention mechanism to form a sentence vector. The importance of each word in association with the
outcome label is represented by the attention weight vector that can be learned by a layer of bidirectional Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU). The attention weight vector ⍺ is computed through a softmax function of the input context
vector and a single hidden layer. Intuitively, the attention vector represents how important the word is in determining
the outcome label. The sentence vector which is made up of these word attentions are then passed to another similar
attention mechanism where the importance of sentences can also be learned by another layer of bidirectional GRU.
The bidirectional nature of the encoders allows the contextual information in the input to be read in both directions
and summarized. The hierarchical architecture allows the model to learn the context of a document by summarizing
the context of its sentences, each of which in turn was summarized by its own words. The ability to selectively learn
from local segments of texts to predict the outcome labels is a unique characteristic of attention mechanism in deep
learning. This network model has been proven to be more effective than conventional statistical machine learning
approaches in extracting clinical information29. In our annotated corpus, a single recommendation can comprise
multiple sentences. We treated each recommendation as a document and trained the classifier to learn the relationship
of the sentences within a recommendation. During inferencing, we classified each sentence separately and grouped
consecutive positive predictions as one recommendation.
Hyperparameter optimization: We pretrained our word embeddings using Word2Vec on the entire 10 years of
radiology dataset. We used grid search to find the best set of hyperparameters. Based on our preliminary experiments,
we identified the range for each hyperparameter in the search space, which was also limited by available system
memory: Word2Vec embedding dimension (100-300); number of bidirectional GRU unit on word encoder (100 500); number of bidirectional GRU unit on sentence encoder (100 - 500); drop out (0.3 - 0.5). We have also
experimented with both Adam optimizer and SGD. Table 4 shows our best hyperparameter configuration.
Imaging Modality

Number of sentences

Parameter
word2vec embedding dimension
number of bidirectional GRU unit on word encoder
number of bidirectional GRU unit on sentence encoder
drop out
optimizer
Table 4. HAN hyperparameter configuration

Value
300
300
300
0.4
Adam

We used 0.8/0.2(train/validation) split on the training dataset. We applied early stopping technique30 to avoid
overfitting with patience level set to 10 epochs. On each epoch, we evaluated the model based on the predicted F1
score on the validation set. The training would stop when no improvement was shown in the last 10 epochs.
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Named Entity Recognition: We used Dernoncourt et al.’s NeuoNER27 to process our annotated files in BRAT standoff
format. The core of NeuroNER consists of two stacked layers of recurrent neural networks. The first layer is the
Character-enhanced token-embedding layer in which the embedding of each word token is learned by a bidirectional
LSTM from its character embedding. The resulting token embedding is then concatenated with our pretrained
Word2Vec word embeddings to form an enhanced token embedding. These token embeddings are then processed by
another layer of bidirectional LSTM, the Label prediction layer, to compute the probability vector of each word token
being one of the entities. Finally, the sequence of probability vectors is sent to a feed-forward layer, the Label sequence
optimization layer, to determine the predicted entity for each token by taking argmax of the probability vector, i.e.,
the entity label with the highest probability for each token. The character embedding captures the morphological
features of word tokens and performs particularly well in handling morphemes, acronyms, misspellings and out-ofvocabulary tokens. It provides another level of word presentation that is not captured by sampling word co-occurrence
as in Word2Vec and GloVe. This network architecture achieved state-of-the-art performance in identifying PHI
information in i2b2 dataset and MIMIC dataset13.
We used BIOES annotation (Begin, Inside, Outside, End, Single) to tag each token in the sequence and performed 5fold cross validation on the training corpus. We pretrained our own word embeddings with Word2Vec on the multiinstitutional radiology corpus of 3.3 million radiology reports.
Results
Recommendation extraction: We merged annotations from the pilot corpus and the multi-institutional radiology
corpus to create one gold standard corpus that contains 693 positive sentences and 30429 negative sentences from a
total of 1367 radiology reports. To understand the effect of data imbalance for our classification problem, we designed
a series of experiments. Let P the set of positive training sentences and N be the set of negative sentences. For each k
(k=1,…,n), we trained a classifier where the cardinality of N was equal to k times the cardinality of P. We performed
5-fold cross-validation at each value of K to obtain the average performance scores. We achieved the best 5-fold cross
validation results at K=32 with 0.94 precision, 0.92 recall, and 0.93 f-score (true positive: 635, true negative: 11755,
false positive: 39, false negative: 58). In previous work, for the same problem, we achieved 0.66 precision, 0.88 recall,
0.76 f-score with Max-Ent classifier with extensive feature engineering28.
Named-entity recognition: Table 5 shows the token-based 5-fold cross validation results on the three entities.
Entity

Precision

Recall

F1

Reason
68.53
62.05 65.10
Test
74.20
71.48 72.71
Time frame 83.38
85.05 84.16
Table 5. Token level entity extraction 5-fold cross-validation results
Analysis of multi-institutional dataset: The recommendation extraction model predicted 685,912 recommendations in
the total of 47,424,876 sentences. Table 6 shows the distribution of predicted recommendations and table 7 presents
examples of extracted recommendation sentences by modality. 523,471 reports (15.9%) in the entire dataset included
recommendations. As can be observed from Table 6, 98.02% of mammograms included a follow-up exam. For other
modalities, percentages of reports with recommendations varied between 4.17% (portable radiography) and 25.66%
(ultrasound). To evaluate the performance of our recommendation extraction model, we randomly selected 40
recommendations for top 5 modalities with highest recommendation percentages: mammograms (98.02%), ultrasound
(25.66%), computed tomography (19.81%), positron emission tomography (18.68%), and Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (14.32%) and manually validated their correctness. We identified 185 out of 200 of those recommendations
as true positives which resulted a precision value (0.925) on the target dataset similar to our 5-fold cross validation
result (0.94) on the annotated set.
We applied the NER model to extract entities from within the predicted recommendation sentences. Table 8 shows
the distribution of predicted entities by modality. As can be observed from the example sentences presented in Table
7, not all recommendation sentences included reason, test, or time frame information. From 685,912 recommendations,
the NER model extracted 250,840 (36.57%) reason, 528,040 (76.98%) test, and 216,128 (31.51%) time frame entities.
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Number of
Number of reports with
recommendation sentences
recommendations (%)
Angiography
8455
7234 (13.48%)
Computed Tomography
193414
140066 (19.81%)
Fluoroscopy
103
100 (9.33%)
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
60954
34928 (14.32%)
Mammogram
210828
154255 (98.02%)
Nuclear Medicine
10141
7426 (12.73%)
Portable Radiography
13519
12951 (4.17%)
Positron emission tomography
472
336 (18.68%)
Ultrasound
109166
90266 (25.66%)
X-Ray
78860
75909 (5.36%)
Table 6. Number of predicted recommendations by modality
Imaging Modality

Imaging Modality
Angiography
Computed Tomography

Example recommendation sentences
The patient will be followed up in the VIR clinic in approximately 2-3 weeks.
For a low risk patient, CT follow-up is recommended in 6 to 12 months. In the
high risk patient, follow up is recommended at 3 to 6 months.
Fluoroscopy
Further evaluation with endoscopy is recommended.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging BI-RADS category 6. Take appropriate action. MRI would be the best modality
to assess response to neoadjuvant therapy.
Mammogram
Normal interval follow-up is recommended in 12 months.
Nuclear Medicine
Follow up nuclear medicine whole body scan is recommended in
approximately 7 to 10 days after discharge.
Portable Radiography
A lateral radiograph or CT of the chest is recommended for further evaluation
of this nodule.
Positron emission
Follow up examination could be performed in 2 to 3 months to re-evaluate
tomography
these lesions on PET.
Ultrasound
Recommend follow-up pelvic ultrasound in 2-3 months to evaluate for change.
X-Ray
Evaluation with weight bearing views is recommended.
Table 7. Example recommendation sentences extracted from the dataset for each modality

Imaging Modality
Reason
Test
Angiography
7,732
8,421
Computed Tomography
191,453
221,941
Fluoroscopy
159
125
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
41,136
68,452
Mammogram
24,998
250,605
Nuclear Medicine
11,895
12,476
Portable Radiography
15,292
15,725
Positron emission tomography
449
525
Ultrasound
82,371
134,233
X-Ray
73,383
65,115
Table 8. Number of predicted entities by modality

Time frame
4,474
25,440
7
20,679
162,421
974
367
12
36,827
2,894

To understand the follow-up status of each identified recommendation, we performed a longitudinal analysis on the
multi-institutional radiology dataset based on the information extracted by the NLP methods. To accomplish that, we
first created a timeline of radiology reports for each patient based on the timestamps of reports in our dataset.
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In our initial preliminary analysis, for each patient timeline we identified all reports with follow-up recommendations.
We used the timestamps of the reports as the timestamp of the recommendations. For each identified recommendation,
we checked whether a radiology test with the same modality occurred after the timestamp of the recommendation in
the patient’s timeline to roughly estimate the percentage of patients who stayed within the network of two hospitals in
our dataset. Table 9 presents the results of this initial analysis.
Reports with followNo following tests
Had following tests of
up recommendation
of same modality
same modality
7234
2972 (41.08%)
4262 (58.92%)
Angiography
140066
43698
(31.20%)
96368
(68.80%)
Computed Tomography
100
84 (84.00%)
16 (16.00%)
Fluoroscopy
34928
15791
(45.21%)
19137
(54.79%)
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
154255
45357 (29.40%)
108898 (70.60%)
Mammogram
7426
4131
(55.63%)
3295 (44.37%)
Nuclear Medicine
12951
3629 (28.02%)
9322 (71.98%)
Portable Radiography
336
282 (83.93%)
54 (16.07%)
Positron emission tomography
90266
35067 (38.85%)
55199 (61.15%)
Ultrasound
75909
22952 (30.24%)
52957 (69.76%)
X-Ray
Table 9. Number of patients who did / didn’t have follow-up tests
Imaging Modality

Next, we used the entities extracted by our NLP methods. We first identified all reports that had recommendation with
a time frame entity. The text segments of the time frame entities were then normalized to a common temporal
expression using the Stanford temporal tagger (SUTime)31. SUTime normalizes the temporal phrases into a value
(e.g., 3 months = P3M, 1 year = P1Y). Then using the timestamp of the recommendation and the normalized time
frame value for follow-up, we projected the next radiologic test date for the patient. Because some projected dates are
outside of the collected time range of the dataset, we considered those radiology encounters censored (18,338 records).
If the recommended time consists of a range such as “6 to 12 months”, we used the end of the range to project the next
visit. Furthermore, a report could contain multiple follow-up recommendations (122,256 records). If the patient did
not have any one of the follow-up encounters as recommended in the report, we considered no follow-up for that
report. If the patient was late to any one of the recommended follow-up encounters in the report, we considered late
follow-up for that report. Table 10 shows the number of patients who did not have a follow-up encounter as
recommended by radiologist as well as those who had a follow-up earlier or later than the recommended time.
Reports with
recommendation and
No follow-up
Early follow-up
Late follow-up
projected time frame
2075
759 (36.58%)
393 (18.94%)
923 (44.48%)
Angiography
14506
5516
(38.03%)
4716
(32.51%)
4274
(29.46%)
Computed Tomography
5
3 (60.00%)
0 (0%)
2 (40.00%)
Fluoroscopy
8708
3393
(38.96%)
1736
(19.94%)
3579
(41.10%)
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
121716
27689 (22.75%) 19935 (16.38%) 74092 (60.87%)
Mammogram
349
143 (40.97%)
124 (35.53%)
82 (23.50%)
Nuclear Medicine
222
113
(50.90%)
62
(27.93%)
47 (21.17%)
Portable Radiography
7
6 (85.71%)
0 (0%)
1 (14.29%)
Positron emission tomography
21083
8599 (40.79%)
5060 (24.00%)
7424 (35.21%)
Ultrasound
976
354
(36.27%)
233
(23.87%)
389 (39.86%)
X-Ray
Table 10. Number of patients who had no follow-up / early follow-up / late follow-up
Imaging Modality

As can be observed from Table 10, mammograms had the highest follow-up rate (77%: 16% early, 61% late followup). This is expected as mammograms are commonly used as a screening tool to detect early breast cancer in women
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and annual exam is recommended for women over 40yo. For the other modalities, the follow-up rates varied between
14% (positron emission tomography) and 64% (X-Ray).
Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is the application of deep learning to identify clinically important recommendation
information in radiology notes. We applied the trained models to multi-institutional dataset of 3.3 million radiology
notes and presented our very preliminary analysis of recommendation follow-up adherence over a period of 10 years.
One of the limitations of our study was the size of the training set for recommendations. To achieve good performance,
deep learning approaches require relatively larger dataset than traditional machine learning methods. Our labeled
training corpus consists of only 1367 reports. The presented performance results are very promising. However, there
is still room for improvement in recommendation extraction as well as NER tasks for reason, test, and time frame. We
plan to annotate more reports to increase the size of our training set. We will also explore other deep learning methods
including contextual embedding and transformer architecture such as BERT.
In our error analysis, we found that some of the time frame entities could not be normalized by Stanford’s temporal
tagger, such as “second trimester” in the recommendation “Follow-up ultrasound is recommended in the early second
trimester for further evaluation.”. 216,128 recommendations (32% of all recommendations) had time-frame entities
and 169,647 (25% of all recommendations) of those with normalized time frames were included in the preliminary
analysis. To utilize our entire dataset, we will build our own normalization algorithm for time frame entities.
Additionally, we will automatically learn the recommended time frames for each modality from the data and use this
knowledge to fill the missing time information for recommendations without time frame entities.
Our analysis did not utilize the extracted test and reason entities. We assumed the recommended test would be of the
same modality of the original test with recommendation mentioned in its report. However in reality, recommended
test may be of a different modality or of the same modality but with a different anatomy. In future work, we will
extract the recommended anatomy in addition to other entity types. In addition, test, anatomy, and reason entities will
be mapped to standardized dictionaries to enable a more comprehensive follow-up adherence analysis.
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Normalizing Adverse Events using Recurrent Neural Networks with Attention
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Abstract
Adverse events (AEs) are undesirable outcomes of medication administration and cause many hospitalizations as well
as even deaths per year. Information about AEs can enable their prevention. Natural language processing (NLP)
techniques can identify AEs from narratives and match them to a structured terminology. We propose a novel neural
network for AE normalization utilizing bidirectional long short-term memory (biLSTM) with attention mechanism that
generalizes to diverse datasets. We train this network to first learn a framework for general AE normalization and
then to learn the specifics of the task on individual corpora. Our results on the datasets from the Text Analysis
Conference (TAC) 2017-ADR track, FDA adverse drug event evaluation shared task, and the Social Media Mining
for Health Applications Workshop & Shared Task 2019 show that our approach outperforms widely used rule-based
normalizers on a diverse set of narratives. Additionally, it outperforms the best normalization system by 4.86 in macroaveraged F1-score in the TAC 2017-ADR track.
Introduction
Adverse events (AEs) are undesirable outcomes of medication administration and affect many people every year.
Severe AEs are one of the leading causes of death in the United States1. Furthermore, AEs are very costly; each
occurrence of an AE increases healthcare costs by more than $3,2001. However, AEs are preventable if information
about them is available. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS)2 is
the primary source of information about AE occurrences. This system aggregates information from the FDA postmarketing safety surveillance and risk assessment programs. More specifically, the FDA receives AE reports from
consumers and manufacturers to minimize potential AE risks of prescription drugs. In order to convert the received
information into a useful form, FDA clinical reviewers evaluate each report and manually extract AEs from
unstructured text. They then manually code the extracted events using the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities (MedDRA)3 terminology and link the events to their standardized terms. This provides a valuable resource
for studying, understanding, and preventing AEs. However, in 2018 alone, the FDA received over 2 million reports4.
Given the volume and variety of received reports, AE extraction and MedDRA coding can benefit from automation.
In addition to the FAERS reports, social media provides a complementary perspective on AEs. Many AEs are reported
in social media by consumers, however, these AEs are buried in a plethora of irrelevant information and present
challenges to extraction due to informal language, shorthand notations, ad hoc abbreviations, and the overall
unstructured nature of consumer-generated social media text. Identification of AEs as experienced and described by
patients via social media provides information on AEs that remain unreported to FAERS.
Natural language processing (NLP) technologies can help to handle the ever-growing volume of AE information
automatically. This reduces the need for manual processing while making this information accessible for many
applications. In the case of automatically processing AE mentions in narratives, NLP methods consist of two steps.
First, AE extraction identifies spans of AE mentions in narratives. Second, AE normalization maps the text of these
identified spans, called AEs descriptions, to a terminology, such as preferred terms (PTs) in MeDRA. AE
normalization handles variability in the mentions of the same concept, e.g., myocardial infarction vs. heart attack. To
obtain an as complete as possible picture of AEs, both of these steps need to be highly accurate and generalizable.
Neural networks achieved great success on AE extraction5,6, and various named entity recognition (NER) tasks7,8,9
which can be used for AE extraction. In this work, we focus on the AE normalization which is generally regarded as
more difficult than NER10. While rule-based normalizers are prevalent10, recent work has shown that neural networks
can achieve competitive performance and adapt more easily to new domains such as social media11,12,13. However, these
findings have only been validated on small datasets containing a limited number of normalized terms.
In this work, we propose a deep neural network for AE normalization. This neural network utilizes bidirectional long
short-term memory (biLSTM)14 units with an attention mechanism. Given AE descriptions as inputs, it outputs
normalized MedDRA PT ids. We train this network in two stages. First, to learn the general task, we train using large
concept descriptions collected from associated terms of concepts from the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS)15. Second, to provide specialization of the framework to variations in observations in the data due to language
and presentation, we further train using AE descriptions from task-specific datasets. We evaluate our system on three
different datasets from three recent AE shared tasks: Text Analysis Conference (TAC) 2017-ADR track16 (henceforth,
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TAC 2017), the FDA adverse drug event evaluation shared task17 (henceforth, the FDA shared task), and the Social
Media Mining for Health Applications Workshop & Shared Task 201918 (henceforth, SMM4H 2019). Our results
show that our system significantly outperforms widely-used normalizers such as Metamap19 and cTakes20 in AE
normalization. It also outperforms the best performing system in TAC 2017.
This paper has three main contributions: (1) We propose a highly accurate normalizer based on recurrent neural
networks (RNNs). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that applies biLSTM units with attention
mechanism to an AE normalization task. (2) We train this system both to learn AE normalization in general and also
to learn the manifestation of this task on individual corpora. The resulting system, evaluated on diverse datasets,
provides a highly generalizable AE normalizer which can be applied to different corpora without further training. (3)
We include the entirety of MedDRA terminology in this system. In other words, our system can encode an extracted
AE description to any PT in MedDRA. This overcomes the demerits of existing machine learning-based normalizers
that utilize small training sets for predicting a limited set of MedDRA terminology.
Related work
Both rule-based and machine learning-based methods have been used for medical concept normalization. The more
robust and still dominant methods are rule-based, examples of which include: MetaMap19, cTakes20, Mgrep21,
Negfinder22, Peregrine23, and Whatizit24. Among those, the most popular system is MetaMap, developed by the National
Library of Medicine. MetaMap first parses arbitrary text inputs into noun phrases. Then it searches acronyms,
abbreviations, variants, and synonyms of the noun phrases from dictionaries to retrieve candidate concepts from the
UMLS Metathesaurus. Lastly, it scores each candidate using an evaluation function specifically devised for concept
matching. Although the performances of other rule-based systems can vary, their pipelines are basically the same, but
use different resources, target different terminologies, or add new NLP modules10, 25.
In general, rule-based normalizers focus on morphological or semantic similarities between input text and the words
in normalized terms. This means that in order for them to map input text to a normalized term, there must be
overlapping keywords or a predefined relationship between the two. These approaches are, therefore unable to provide
mappings when the input and the target normalized terms have no common keywords or have no known relationships
in the existing dictionary. For example, the input ‘difficult to come off’ and its normalized term ‘withdrawal syndrome’
share no keywords and provide a challenge for rule-based normalizers. In addition, rule-based normalizers do not
transfer well from one dataset to another, e.g., a system developed on EHR narratives would not perform well on
social media text.
Machine learning approaches can address the challenges faced by rule-based methods on medical concept
normalization. Limsopatham and Collier13 proposed a neural networks-based normalizer which outperformed rulebased ones on social media datasets. Their model used no more than pre-trained word embeddings as features.
Tutubalina et al.11 applied both RNNs and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with various pre-trained word
embeddings and semantic similarity features such as TF-IDF. For the recent shared task on normalization in TAC
2017, three out of the five participating teams used a rule-based approach16; however, the best system in the shared
task used a combination of rules and machine learning5. This system employed the BM25 ranking score26, Jaccard
similarity score, and translation-based ranking score27. It first retrieved 10 candidates for each input using the BM25
model in Lucene, calculated the BM25 ranking score, Jaccard similarity score, and translation-based ranking score for
each candidate, and combined the scores using linear RankSVM28. The highest ranked MedDRA term was then chosen
as the normalized term for each input.
Despite their contributions to this task, machine learning-based normalizers also have their challenges. For example,
they need large training data sources, which may be scarce or unavailable. Per Kang et al.10, there have been not as
many medical concept normalization shared tasks as named entity recognition ones, resulting in limited annotated
data for the normalization task. Additionally, only fragments of the overall task are represented, since training data
may cover only parts of terminologies. For example, the TAC 2017 dataset contains 1,941 PTs for 4,475 unique AE
descriptions, but there are a total 22,774 PTs in MedDRA v20.1. Therefore, a machine learning-based normalizer
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Figure 1. AE description - MedDRA PT collection from UMLS
trained on this data would be able to normalize at best 1,941 PTs out of the 22,774 in MedDRA.
Our system addresses the shortcomings of both rule-based and machine learning-based systems. Unlike rule-based
systems, it can normalize AE expressions even in the absence of keyword matches with the normalized terms, and it
can generalize to a diverse set of corpora, such as FAERS reports or social media text from Twitter. Unlike machine
learning methods that learn only a fragment of the overall task, it provides a generalizable approach to the complete
task. As a result, it can outperform well-known rule-based normalizers as well as the state of the art.
Methods
Focusing specifically on AE normalization, we present an RNNs-based normalizer. This normalizer utilizes biLSTM
units and attention mechanism suggested by Bahdanau et al.29 We train this system first to learn pairs of AE
descriptions and PT ids from a general resource, the UMLS. We then tune it to individual corpora by further training
on samples from those corpora.
MedDRA and UMLS metathesaurus
The FDA uses MedDRA terminology for its AE regulatory activity. There are five levels in the MedDRA hierarchy;
system organ class (SOC), high level group term (HLGT), high level term (HLT), PT, and lowest level term (LLT).
PTs and LLTs, are relevant in this paper. PTs correspond to medical concepts such as symptoms, signs, or indications.
LLTs represent variations in term usage for each PT. They are the most specific level in the MedDRA hierarchy, and
are linked to only one PT. For example, LLT ‘feeling queasy’ is classified into PT ‘nausea’ < HLT ‘nausea and
vomiting symptoms’ < HLGT ‘gastrointestinal signs and symptoms’ < SOC ‘gastrointestinal disorders’.
Although the FDA uses MedDRA PTs to uniquely identify AEs, the same AE may be represented in different ways
by different terminologies. This presents challenges to effective retrieval of this information. The UMLS collects all
medical concepts including AEs from over 200 terminologies such as MedDRA, SNOMED CT30 and ICD1031, and
organizes them by concept unique identifiers (CUIs). For example, ‘acute abdomen’ in ICD10, ‘acute abdominal pain
syndrome’ in SNOMED CT and ‘abdominal syndrome acute’ in MedDRA cluster into CUI C0000727. This large
biomedical thesaurus enables us to gather AE expressions scattered in various terminologies in one place, and allows
us to utilize CUIs to identify all AE expressions associated with each MedDRA PT. We refer to each of these
MedDRA associated CUI descriptions as AE descriptions. We exclude duplicated AE descriptions and convert the
unique ones into AE description-MedDRA PT pairs. Each MedDRA PT id has at least one and up to 185 AE
descriptions. Figure 1 illustrates how we collect AE descriptions from UMLS.
Shared task datasets
We evaluate AE normalization using corpora from three shared tasks. TAC 2017 and the FDA shared tasks aim to
retrieve AE descriptions from structured product labels (SPLs) and code the retrieved descriptions into MedDRA PTs.
SMM4H tackles the same task but on tweets.
The TAC 2017 dataset contains 13,436 AE descriptions from 200 SPLs. 101 out of 200 SPLs in TAC 2017 are in the
training set while the test set consists of the remaining 99. The total number of unique MedDRA PTs in this dataset is
1,941. 13,318 AE descriptions in this data set are mapped to single PTs but the remaining 118 descriptions are mapped
into two PTs. For example, input AE description ‘angioedema of the mouth’ is mapped into both PT ‘10030110
oedema mouth’ and PT ‘10002424 angioedema’. No description matches 3 or more PTs.
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Table 1. Overview of the shared task datasets and comparison to UMLS Metathesaurus
UMLS

TAC 2017
ADR track

FDA
shared task

SMM4H
2019

Source of input data

-

SPL

SPL

Tweet

Number of records

-

200

100

684

Total number of AE descriptions

428,673

13,436

16,427

1,122

Total number of unique AE descriptions

241,096

4,475

5,156

746

Total number of unique MedDRA PTs

22,774

1,941

1,946

248

4.07

3.79

3.64

3.39

Average # of tokens in unique AE descriptions

The FDA shared task training data contains 16,427 AE descriptions from 100 SPLs. Unlike the ones in TAC 2017,
each description in the FDA shared task matches with only one PT. The total number of unique PTs in the training set
was 1,946. SMM4H 2019 dataset contains 1,122 AE descriptions from 684 tweets. No descriptions are mapped into
multiple PTs. SMM4H 2019 also focuses on a relatively smaller number of targets, 347 LLTs. To make it consistent
with other two shared tasks, we convert each of the 347 LLTs into its corresponding PT, resulting in 248 unique PTs.
The gold standard for the official test sets for the SMM4H 2019 and the FDA shared tasks are not publicly available.
Therefore, we perform a 5-fold cross validation with the training set for each shared task. Only for TAC 2017, we
additionally evaluate our methods on the test set of the shared task. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of each dataset
in comparison to the overall UMLS Metathesaurus.
Preprocessing
For AE descriptions mapped into two PTs, either PT would be an acceptable answer. Therefore, we keep only the
first observed PT as a gold PT and drop the other PT. This prevents our model from observing two different answers
for the same AE description. After collecting AE descriptions from training data, we remove all the special characters
from AE description except for angle brackets (‘<’ and ‘>’), because these brackets have a very important meaning in
some contexts. Especially, ‘>’ can represent ‘increased’, ‘elevated’, or ‘high’ (e.g., ‘>’ as in ‘AST >5.0’) while ‘<’
can stand for ‘decreased’ or ‘low’ (e.g., ‘<’ as in ‘hemoglobin (g/dl) <10’).
Systems
AE normalization requires modeling the language in AE descriptions and mapping them to the MedDRA PTs. We
tackle this task with a novel AE normalizer that consists of biLSTMs with an attention mechanism and compare it to
a vanilla-biRNN baseline.
vanilla-biRNN Baseline: RNNs are widely used to capture patterns in language because they can incorporate
information from past observations when making predictions. Vanilla-biRNN has a simple structure and can only take
advantage of short distance dependencies in the given input sequences.
biLSTM with Attention AE Normalizer: This novel AE normalizer consists of biLSTMs with attention mechanism,
followed by dropout and fully-connected layer. Below, we introduce these components and describe the structure of
the system.
● biLSTM unit: To capture longer distance dependencies than regular RNNs, two kinds of RNNs with memory
are introduced. One is the LSTM14 and the other is the gated recurrent unit (GRU)32. Unlike the single-RNNs,
these two RNNs can capture long distance dependencies using ‘gates’. The gates decide what are memorized and
what are forgotten from their past observations. The LSTM, which consists of an input gate, a forget gate and an
output gate, has been widely used for various tasks. The GRU is more recently introduced and consists of only
two gates; a reset gate and an update gate. The GRU becomes popular because of its structural simplicity and
competitive performance33. Both LSTM and GRU can be run in a bidirectional setting, referred to as biLSTM and
biGRU. This incorporates information from future observations as well as past observations into these systems,
giving them an edge in performance. We tested both biLSTM and biGRU for AE normalization. Through crossvalidation experiments on UMLS, we obtained better results from the biLSTM than biGRU, so we adopted
biLSTM for our AE normalizer.
● Attention: The attention mechanism adjusts the weights of the observations in an input sequence so as to focus
on the most significant clues that can provide a mapping from the input sequence to the output. Since the
mechanism was initially introduced, several types of attention have been proposed29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38. In this paper, we
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use the attention mechanism proposed by Bahdanau et al.29. In a typical network with this attention mechanism,
a context vector is calculated using attention weights which is learned to estimate the importance of each element
in the input sequence. This context vector is then concatenated with the original RNN’s output to make prediction.
In our system, attention provides clues for the best mapping between AE descriptions and MedDRA PT ids by
putting different weights for each input. For example, when a model receives ‘cardiovascular thrombotic events’
as an input, it should learn ‘cardiovascular’ as being more important than ‘thrombotic’ for proper normalization
throughout the training process so that it matches the description into PT ‘10007649 cardiovascular disorder’
rather than ‘10043647 thrombotic stroke’.
● Fully-connected layer: The fully-connected layer connects each neuron in a layer with all the neurons of the
previous layer, capturing non-linear relationships between inputs and outputs. In AE normalization, this layer
generates a score for each PT id for each input AE description. The highest scored PT id is selected as the
prediction for the corresponding AE description.
Structure: The structure of our AE normalizer is shown in Figure 2 and consists of a token-embedding layer, a
biLSTM layer, an attention layer, a dropout layer, and a fully-connected layer. The input AE description is first
converted into a sequence of pre-trained word vectors through the token-embedding layer. This sequence feeds into
the biLSTM layer. Before the biLSTM output goes into the fully-connected layer, the vector is concatenated with the
context vector which consists of a dot product of attention weight and hidden state for each time stamp. Some of the
concatenated vector elements are dropped out (according to the dropout rate) and excluded from prediction to prevent
overfitting. In the final fully-connected layer, the MedDRA PT id is predicted using the dropout applied concatenated
vector.
Training and hyperparameters: We tuned the optimizer, learning rate, batch size, token-embedding dimension, and
hidden layer dimensions in both biLSTM and attention layer during cross-validation on the training sets of each shared
task data. For the token-embedding layer, we used word embeddings that are pre-trained on Wikipedia, all full-text
documents from the PubMed Central, and all publication abstracts from PubMed39. These embeddings have previously
been shown to produce better results in the clinical domain than other publicly available pre-trained word embeddings
such as GloVE40. We experimented with expanding the token-embedding layer with deep affix features41 and characterembeddings. However, this expansion did not improve results and was therefore omitted. We set token-embedding
dimension of 200, biLSTM dimension of 200, and attention dimension of 100. We applied dropout rate of 0.5. We
trained the model using adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer42 with the learning rate of 0.001. After tuning
the parameters, we trained our system in two steps. For initial training, we used 241,096 unique AE description-PT id
pairs extracted from UMLS. We iterated for 30 epochs on UMLS AE descriptions with the mini-batch size of 64. We
then continued training on shared task-specific training sets (excluding randomly selected test set in case of FDA
shared task and SMM4H 2019) with the mini-batch size of 16. This optimizes our system to the given dataset. We
stopped iteration if there was no improvement in accuracy for 10 epochs.
Evaluation methods and metrics
We evaluate the performance of our systems on each dataset using 5-fold cross validated accuracy, a metric which has
been commonly used in recent medical concept normalization literature11,12,13. We compare our performances to two
widely-adopted normalization systems, MetaMap19 and cTakes20, which have shown robust performance on multiple
datasets10, 16, 25.

Figure 2. Overview of the structure of our normalizer
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We also compare our result on the TAC 2017 shared task test set with the best performing system in the same shared
task using the official evaluation script of the shared task. The script measures Precision/Recall/F1-score computed as
follows: Precision (P) = true positives / (true positives + false positives), Recall (R) = true positives / (true positives +
false negatives), and F1-score (F1) = 2*P*R / (P+R). We use the primary evaluation metric, macro-averaged by SPL
F1-score, specified by TAC 2017 organizers. This metric increases emphasis on minority SPLs by weighting each
SPL equally regardless of the number of samples it contains.
Statistical significances are calculated using approximate randomization43. Approximate randomization uses a null
hypothesis that two systems will produce identical scores. This hypothesis is tested by randomly shuffling the
predictions of the two systems, re-assigning the shuffled predictions, and testing for statistical significance between
the scores generated from the shuffles. Random shuffling is repeated, and the overall statistical significance is
determined based on the count of shuffles that produced statistically significant scores. We tested with 9,999 shuffles,
and a significance level of 0.01.
Results
We trained our system on both the UMLS and each shared task’s training dataset. The accuracies of different
normalizers on the three test datasets are summarized in Table 2. We run the two rule-based systems, Metamap19 and
cTakes20, with their default settings. We use vanilla-biRNN as our baseline to examine the usefulness of biLSTM units
and attention mechanism on this task. We evaluate our system performance in two settings: (1) after initial training
on UMLS AE descriptions and (2) after additional training with 4 out of 5-folds training dataset for each shared task.
Separate from those two-step settings, we also perform 5-folds cross validations only with individual shared-task
datasets to investigate the effect of training on UMLS before tuning to specific datasets. To measure the contribution
of attention to our system, we also evaluate our model without attention.
In all combinations, RNNs systems show better performance than rule-based systems except only one case of vanillabiRNN (trained on UMLS) in TAC 2017. The biLSTMs with and without attention outperform the rule-based
normalizers in all three datasets without using shared task-specific data. Our systems further outperform both rulebased systems when additionally trained on shared task-specific data.
We compare the performance of biLSTM with attention with the highest performing system in TAC 2017 shared task
using the official evaluation script. As presented in Table 3, biLSTM with attention outperforms this system in both
micro- and macro-averaged F1-scores. We cannot test the statistical significance of the performance difference
because the best system in the shared task is not publicly available.
Table 2. The accuracies of different normalizers on the test set of each shared task
TAC 2017
ADR Track
66.92*
68.04*
65.75

FDA
Shared Task
67.06*
69.89*
71.96

SMM4H
2019
24.52*
27.72*
37.95

Shared task data

81.47

88.98

50.00

UMLS & shared task data
UMLS

88.30
74.77*

91.60
77.08*

58.48
40.18

Shared task data

82.11

89.98*

56.70*

UMLS & shared task data
UMLS
Shared task data
UMLS & shared task data

89.17*

93.64*

75.00*
82.78*
89.23*

77.35*
90.23*
93.79*

68.30*
41.07
56.70*
68.30*

System

Training data

cTakes
MetaMap
UMLS
vanilla-biRNN

biLSTM

biLSTM with attention

(*) Statistically significant differences from the vanilla-biRNN run on the same dataset at the level of 0.01 are asterisked.
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Table 3. The performance comparison with the best system in TAC 2017 shared task using official evaluation script
Precision

Recall

F1-score

Micro

84.17

89.84

86.91

Macro

83.02

89.06

85.33*

biLSTM with attention
trained on UMLS

Micro

76.79

82.58

79.58

Macro

76.05

81.17

78.43*

biLSTM with attention
trained on UMLS & shared task data

Micro

90.45

91.48

90.96

Macro

89.76

90.70

90.19*

Best system in the shared task

(*) The primary metric measure of TAC 2017 shared task for each system is asterisked.

Discussion
Results in Table 2 show that the biLSTMs with and without attention outperform the rule-based normalizers in all
three datasets trained using only UMLS data. Since no task-specific data is used in training, this shows that our
approach is highly generalizable. There is however, some variability in the results. For example, unlike AE
descriptions from SPLs, the ones from SMM4H 2019 are more informal and thus harder to normalize. As a result, all
systems struggle on social media text; however, the performance drop of rule-based systems is larger. MetaMap can
match only 27.72% of AE descriptions correctly whereas biLSTMs with attention map 41.07% and 68.30% correctly
without and with shared task-specific data respectively. biLSTM systems also significantly outperform the vanillabiRNN, and for shared tasks using clinical data the performance difference is more pronounced before training with
task-specific data. When the systems were trained on UMLS only, the accuracy increased from vanilla-biRNN to
biLSTM by 9.02 and 5.12 percent points for TAC 2017 and FDA AE Shared Task, respectively. After adding shared
task-specific data, the accuracy increased only by 0.87 and 2.04 percent points for TAC 2017 and FDA AE Shared
Task. This implies the difference in architecture plays a more important role when training only on UMLS data but
the gap between the vanilla-biRNN and the biLSTM solutions close with the addition of shared task-specific training
data for clinical tasks. The addition of task-specific training data for the social media task, SMM4H, increased the
difference in performance from vanilla-biRNN to biLSTM from 2.23 to 9.82 percent point without and with taskspecific data respectively. This implies long term dependencies hidden in the informal text are captured better by the
biLSTM than vanilla-biRNN. The self-attention mechanism further improves performance but its effect is less than
that of switching from a vanilla-biRNN to a biLSTM architecture; 0.23 and 0.27 percent points without shared taskspecific data and 0.06 and 0.15 percent points with shared task-specific data for TAC 2017 and FDA AE Shared Task
respectively. No explicit accuracy increases with attention mechanism are observed in SMM4H 2019. This is likely
because of small test dataset, which contains only 224 AE descriptions.
Error Analysis
The strengths and weaknesses of each system are revealed by manually reviewing the errors. Both of the evaluated
rule-based systems work well when there are exact matches or pre-defined related terms between input AE description
and PT description. Both correctly normalize the inputs ‘night terrors’ into ‘10041010 sleep terrors’, ‘tiredness’ into
‘10016256 fatigue’, and ‘allergic reaction’ into ‘10020751 hypersensitivity’. However, even when there are exact
matches or pre-defined related terms between the input and gold standard descriptions, rule-based systems can miss
some cases. This happens when multiple undefined terms coexist in the input description. Put simply, the rule-based
systems are less generalizable than machine learning systems, and fail when AEs are described in unspecified ways.
For example, the rule-based systems correctly map ‘feeling ill’ to the normalized term ‘10025482 malaise’, but fail
to map ‘feeling like shit’ to the same normalized term. This limitation is particularly pronounced when normalizing
social media text. In contrast, our biLSTM systems can expand their ability to informal AE descriptions without losing
useful information from general resources like the UMLS. These systems correctly normalized the fore-mentioned
input AE descriptions. Some additional interesting examples of correct AE description to MedDRA PT mappings
which both rule-based systems missed include ‘coming off effexor is NOT fun’ to ‘10048010 withdrawal syndrome’,
‘zombie’ to ‘10016322 feeling abnormal’, and ‘don't want to get up’ to ‘10041349 somnolence’. Those AE
descriptions are all informal and do not share any token with MedDRA PT, and are therefore difficult for rule-based
normalizers.
The errors from our best system from each dataset can be divided into several categories. The main category contains
erroneous predictions which are closely related to the ground truth. For example, for the input AE description ‘chloride
low’, our system mapped the description into ‘10021021 hypochloraemia’ where the ground truth was ‘blood chloride
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decreased’. In the case of ‘permanent vision loss’, our system mapped the AE description to ‘10047571 visual
impairment’ but the ground truth was ‘10005169 blindness’. Another example is ‘10027374 mental impairment’. For
the input AE description, our system predicts ‘impair mental abilities’ as its normalized term, where ‘10027353 mental
disability’ was the ground truth. These incorrectly normalized terms are very closely related with ground truth. In
some cases, our system predictions are nearly synonymous or more specific than ground truth annotations. The ground
truth of AE description ‘worsening in mood’ is ‘10027940 mood altered’ whereas our system prediction is ‘10027951
mood swings’. Neither ‘alteration’ or ‘swing’ imply negative change, as described by the input description
‘worsening’. For another example, AE description ‘facial nerve paresis’ is annotated with ‘10033985 paresis’ in gold.
Our system prediction for the description is ‘10051267 facial paresis’ which is more specifically related to the
description than the ground truth. This strength mainly comes from the power of pre-trained word embeddings and
the high integrity of UMLS Metathesaurus. Conversely, our system misses some self-evident cases where input AE
descriptions exactly match with PT descriptions. Such cases can be easily normalized by rule-based normalizers, but
since our system does not directly compare input AE descriptions with MedDRA PT descriptions these cases may be
missed.
Another type of error occurs when our system focuses on the less important parts of an AE description. For example,
our prediction for the AE description of ‘bacterial opportunistic infections’ was ‘10030901 opportunistic infection’
whereas the ground truth was ‘10060945 bacterial infection’. Our system should have been trained to put more weight
on ‘bacterial’ than ‘opportunistic’ throughout training.
Our system made another category of errors caused when an AE description contained unobserved tokens; especially,
a substantial amount of medical acronyms. For example, ‘ETT’ (endotracheal tube), ‘IRR’ (infusion related reaction)
and ‘MI’ (myocardial infarction) are not observed during training but are included in the test set. Although those
acronyms exist in the UMLS, they are not found in any of the 241,096 unique AE descriptions (see Table 1) we
extracted from UMLS and used in training. Incorporating external dictionaries could help mitigate these problems.
Limitations
We acknowledge some limitations of this study. The first problem is n to n mapping between CUIs and MedDRA PTs
in the UMLS. In 323 cases, one CUI matches with multiple MedDRA PTs. For example, CUI C0020541 matches with
both MedDRA PT ‘10025600 malignant hypertension’ and ‘10000358 accelerated hypertension’. Our model cannot
differentiate the two AEs because we extract ‘AE description-MedDRA PT’ pairs by CUI, those two PTs share the
same set of AE descriptions. Another limitation is that our model is sensitive to the inconsistencies of the dataset. In
TAC 2017 shared task training set, AE description ‘oxygen desaturation’ is annotated with MedDRA PT ‘10021143
hypoxia’ in one SPL, but with another PT ‘10050081 neonatal hypoxia’ in another SPL. This gives two different labels
for the same input which inevitably deteriorates our system performance. Finally, unlike some normalizers which can
process raw clinical text and extract medical concepts, our system does not contain a medical concept extractor. It
needs a separate NER system, such as the one presented in Tao et al.44 or Dernoncourt et al.45
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a biLSTM with attention mechanism for AE normalization. This system can handle the
general AE normalization task by first learning mappings of AE descriptions from UMLS to MedDRA PT ids. It can
then be further improved by adding training instances from a specific dataset. The resulting model differs from other
machine learning-based models that only learn the PTs found in task-specific datasets; unlike those models, it can
encode an AE description to any MedDRA PT id. In addition to being a more general solution to AE normalization,
this system outperforms existing widely-adopted rule-based normalizers such as cTakes and MetaMap based only on
mappings learned from UMLS. It also outperforms the best system in the TAC 2017 shared task. Error analysis of our
system shows that this system can capture semantic meaning contained in MedDRA PTs but can miss AE descriptions
that exactly match MedDRA PT descriptions which can be encoded easily by rule-based normalizers. Unobserved
tokens such as rare acronyms are another challenge. This implies our system, which is already very generalizable and
highly performing, can be further improved by adding more data for training, incorporating rules, or adopting external
resources such as an acronyms dictionary into this system.
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Abstract
Timely accrual continues to be a challenge in clinical trials. The evolution of Electronic Health Record systems and
cohort selection tools like i2b2 have improved identification of potential candidate participants. However, delays in
receiving relevant patient information and lack of real time patient identification cause difficulty in meeting
recruitment targets. The authors have designed and developed a proof of concept platform that informs authorized
study team members about potential participant matches while the patient is at a healthcare setting. This Just-In-Time
Alert (JITA) application leverages Health Level 7 (HL7) messages and parses them against study eligibility criteria
using Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud technologies. When required conditions are satisfied, the rules engine
triggers an alert to the study team. Our pilot tests using difficult to recruit trials currently underway at the UMass
Medical School have shown significant potential by generating more than 90 patient alerts in a 90-day testing
timeframe.
Introduction
Clinical trials enable the translation of biomedical research findings into safe and effective pharmaceutical products
and devices. A key determinant of a successful trial is the timely recruitment, enrollment, and retention of human
participants (1). Recruitment of eligible study participants falls behind schedule in more than 80% of clinical trials in
progress, with 13% of studies lagging by more than 6 months (2). Further, in a study of 787 phase II/III adult National
Clinical Trial Network sponsored trials launched between 2000 and 2011, Bennette et al. reported that 18% of the
trials closed with low accrual or had accrued less than 50% of their target three years or more after initiation (3).
Failure to achieve recruitment goals results in significant cost and increased time to market (4). Barriers to successful
recruitment include FDA regulations mandating higher minimum patient enrollment per study, the stringent eligibility
criteria put forth by some studies, and increasing patient privacy regulations (5). The timely recruitment of an unbiased
study cohort while keeping costs low remains a pertinent challenge.
The federal mandate for electronic health records (EHR), in conjunction with the use of data warehouses and query
tools, has revolutionized patient recruitment to clinical trials (6, 7). However, the full potential of EHR in clinical
research has not yet been applied to the optimization of clinical trials recruitment. The lack of effective natural
language processing (NLP) tools to extract pertinent information from unstructured text in EHR hinders the use of
patient health information to the fullest potential (8). Non-interoperability between EHR vendors used at the various
healthcare institutions, failure to update patient contact information and patient’s unwillingness to return to the clinical
trial site further complicate recruitment efforts. Many study teams are looking for opportunities to approach patients
and consent them while the patient is in the hospital Emergency Rooms (ED) or admitted into the hospital in an
inpatient department. Significant increases in physician participation and patient enrollment at the point-of-care were
reported when real-time alerts were incorporated into recruitment approaches that use computerized physician order
entry (CPOE) and EHR (9-11). However, physicians are left overwhelmed with EHR alerts (12) leading to potential
lack of response on patient recruitment alerts for clinical trials. Hence, a paradigm-shifting approach that alerts study
teams of potential participants in real time may benefit patient recruitment. Potential benefits of such a system are
twofold: 1) they engage study teams directly, and 2) alerts happen in real time while the patient is in the
clinic/ED/hospital allowing study teams to approach the patient while the information is more relevant to the patient.
Our main goal was to develop a proof of concept (POC) application that facilitates timely recruitment and enrollment
of clinical trials participants with the potential to expand to other institutions.
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Here, we present Just-In-Time Alert (JITA) - an HL7 and cloud-based secure, user friendly, highly scalable and
adaptable platform that alerts study-specific researchers when a patient meets recruitment criteria at the time of clinical
care, and while they are still physically present at the hospital. We showcase the technology used to develop JITA and
its use in the emergency and inpatient settings.
Materials and Methods
Health Level Seven International (HL7) includes a set of standards, formats and definitions for exchanging EHR data.
In our POC implementation, the JITA application processed and analyzed three types of incoming HL7 messages
from healthcare organizations: patient administration messages (ADT) with information on patient
admission/discharge/transfer status within a healthcare facility; observation results (ORU LABS) messages in
response to laboratory test orders; and scheduling information unsolicited (SIU) messages that exchange the patient’s
appointment status.

The JITA application is built upon a combination of open-source software (i.e. Mirth Connect) and AWS technologies
including VPC, EC2, S3, API Gateway, Lambda, DynamoDB and Cognito (Figure 1). AWS VPC environment that
we leveraged has ISO 27001, SOC1, SOC2, and FedRAMP (Medium) certifications.
Figure 1. JITA AWS technology stack.
A Mirth Connect instance in AWS EC2 receives all incoming HL7 messages streamed in real time over secure and
encrypted channels from healthcare organizations. The Mirth Connect converts every such incoming HL7 message
from the native pipe-delimited format into a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), a light weight format for storing and
transporting data. This enables the processing, querying and parsing of messages more efficiently. A robust rules
engine is built as the core of the application to filter all incoming messages, and individual rules are created at the
message type level to define the inclusion or exclusion criteria. After each HL7 message is converted to JSON, the
application performs an http call to the AWS API Gateway, invoking the AWS Lambda-based parsing functionality.
Each message is evaluated against all existing rules. All rules based on applicable message types for a study have to
be satisfied in order for a potential candidate to be selected. An alert is then generated as an SMS or email (based on
preference) using the AWS Simple Email Service. The overall workflow is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The JITA Workflow.
The JITA application includes a browser-based user interface hosted in AWS as the front end for all authorized study
team members to review detailed alerts-related information securely. DynamoDB is used as the back end for storing
the participant and study information. All users must log into the application via a single sign on with Cognito
authentication technology in AWS. Access is based on membership or association with studies, ensuring that only
authorized study team members will see specific study-related alerts upon login. A color-coded workflow is also
provided in the user interface that allows study team members to flag each patient as ‘Eligible’, ‘Approached’, or
‘Consented’ as they work through the recruitment process (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The JITA user interface.
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Results
We piloted the functionality and usability of the JITA application using an ongoing trial that is facing challenges
recruiting participants. The Emergency Medicine Department (ED) at our institution is conducting a clinical trial on
wearable biosensors to evaluate the evolution of opioid tolerance on acute pancreatitis patients who present in the ED
with elevated lipase values. Recruitment efforts using our central research data warehouse and i2b2 identified potential
candidates after they were discharged from the hospital, thus missing the opportunity and minimizing effectiveness of
recruitment efforts. The study team then had to constantly watch the physical ED dashboard and seek potential patients
that meet the study eligibility by continuously combing through the EHR of ED patients, both of which were proving
to be unwieldy. JITA leveraged the ADT and LAB messages to identify potential candidate patients. When patients
are admitted to the hospital from the ED for clinical care, the authorized study team member received the JITA alert.
The study team member could then login and obtain pertinent information on the ‘potential participant’ such as patient
demographics, medical record number, matching date/time, patient room and bed number so that they can formulate
a plan of action to review patient eligibility, to approach the patient and obtain consent if applicable. Over the course
of three months in the piloting phase, the study has received over 90 patient alerts.
Encouraged by the preliminary results, another clinical research team from the Gastroenterology department at UMass
is currently participating in further testing the JITA application. The team has received 11 patient alerts in less than
45 days and was able to approach 10 patients and successfully consent and recruit 2 patients so far.
Discussion
Studies that rely solely on the patients to respond to researchers in order to join a study have shown to have low
enrollment rates (13). We leveraged the HL7 messages and AWS to develop JITA to alert researchers of an IRB
approved research study, allowing them to approach a patient while they are still in the hospital. In this way JITA
addresses both physician and patient-related barriers to recruitment and participation in clinical trials.
By using an AWS-based pipeline and encryption, the JITA platform ensures that patient medical information and
researcher notification occurs in a secure manner. Using AWS also enables cost optimization as the charges are based
on services used. In addition, conversion of HL7 messages to more structured JSON format and use of serverless
lambda functions eliminate the need for expensive architecture, while allowing efficient scalability. This simple but
operative infrastructure is generalizable and can be expanded to include more HL7 message types and can be easily
adapted to other patient treatment centers.
Performance of the JITA platform is highly dependent on the quality of patient information entered and exchanged
through HL7 at the point-of-care. Incorrect information can result in reduced accuracy. An initial screening step
performed by the researcher before rolling the study into production can catch such errors. During our pilot testing of
JITA at our institution, we did not encounter many such issues. In the piloting phase, JITA exhibited specificity and
sensitivity rates of 86% and 78%, respectively and a false positive rate of 14%. We are currently taking measures to
further optimize workflows and quality control steps for parsing of HL7 messages by the rules engine aiming to
improve specificity. One approach is to finetune the time in the admission process when an alert is sent out. This will
reduce the number of false alerts in cases where patient ICD-10 codes may have been updated, but increases the risk
that a patient may no longer be physically in the ED/in-patient units for the research team to approach for consenting.
A potential limiting factor in the expansion of JITA to other institutions is the inadequate interoperability between
EHR software. However, prevalence of HL7 standard adoption and government regulations on the performance
standards for interoperability between EHR software offers promise that JITA can significantly improve clinical trial
recruitment if widely adopted.
Conclusion
We leveraged HL7 and AWS to develop a secure platform to identify eligible clinical trials subjects in real time. This
tool will be particularly helpful for research involving acute and urgent conditions such as stroke, as well as providing
the face-to-face recruitment of patients to clinical trials. We piloted JITA in 2 ongoing clinical trials and succeeded in
increasing the number and efficiency of alerts. Further work is in progress to evaluate the effect on recruitment to
clinical trials at the point-of-care.
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Abstract
Diagnostic errors can pose a serious threat to patient safety, leading to serious harm and even death. Efforts are
being made to develop interventions that allow physicians to reassess for errors and improve diagnostic accuracy.
Our study presents an exploration of misdiagnosis patterns mined from PubMed abstracts. Article titles containing
certain phrases indicating misdiagnosis were selected and frequencies of these misdiagnoses calculated. We present
the resulting patterns in the form of a directed graph with frequency-weighted misdiagnosis edges connecting
diagnosis vertices. We find that the most commonly misdiagnosed diseases were often misdiagnosed as many
different diseases, with each misdiagnosis having a relatively low frequency, rather than as a single disease with
greater probability. Additionally, while a misdiagnosis relationship may generally exist, the relationship was often
found to be one-sided.
Introduction
Diagnostic errors can be frequent, costly, and sometimes fatal in medicine. It is one of the most pressing issues on
patients’ minds, with 22% of all patients seeking emergency treatment expressing concern over misdiagnoses1. In a
randomized survey, more than 1 in 10 respondents reported having experienced an issue with their diagnosis in the
past. It is estimated that about 12 million Americans may face a diagnostic error each year, and half of these errors
have the potential to cause serious harm2. Worse, according to one study, 83.3% of diagnostic errors were
preventable3.
Diagnostic errors can cause serious costs for both the healthcare provider and the patient. Medical errors, among
which diagnostic errors were found to make up around 28.7% based on malpractice claims, cost the United States
$19.5 billion in 2008 alone4,5. The extra cost for additional treatment, more deaths, and lost productivity is driving
up the cost of healthcare, hurting both healthcare providers and patients seeking treatments5. Malpractice claims are
also common and costly, with sometimes exorbitant litigation fees6. Diagnostic errors contribute a significant
portion to these cases, ranging from 30 to 59%7,8.
For patients, the consequences of diagnostic errors are even more direct. In 59% of the malpractice claims resulting
from diagnostic errors, serious harm was caused by these errors and 30% resulted in death7. Even in less serious
cases, diagnostic errors may lead to patients needing more doctor visits, longer hospital stays, or receiving
inappropriate treatment9,10.
Physicians can be affected by cognitive biases and personality traits when making medical decisions. Factors such as
overconfidence or risk aversion can affect the accuracy of their diagnoses. These cognitive biases were associated
with inaccuracies in diagnosis in 36.5% to 77% of case scenarios11. Furthermore, physicians are often unaware of
mistakes they make. Interventions that force doctors to reassess and be more aware of possible errors, may thus be
very useful in reducing the frequency of diagnostic errors8.
One study described an intervention that has already shown to improve diagnostic accuracy through a computerised
diagnostic support system, where physicians code in symptoms, and a list of possible diagnoses along with their
likelihood is returned12. In another study, 74% of physicians felt that these systems were useful, helping them
consider more diagnoses and ask more specific questions13. Furthermore, these systems did not increase the duration
of the consultation nor the number of tests ordered. Yet another study’s system showed an improvement of 8-9% in
diagnostic accuracy, which, given the many consultations that occur every day, would benefit a significant number
of patients12. We hypothesize that these approaches may be improved by integrating patterns of misdiagnosis,
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allowing them to return not only the likelihood of a diagnosis but also the likelihood of its misdiagnosis as another
disease.
In this study we explore accounts of misdiagnoses in the PubMed database as a resource for potentially flagging
misdiagnosis.
Methodology
We used the PubMed database, specifically all articles contained in the PubMed 2018 annual baseline
(N=27,837,540 citations). Each article is an XML file with title, author, and abstract tags among others. Using
Python, we parsed through these articles, selecting only those whose titles contained the phrases, “misdiagnosed as”
or “masquerading as”. These phrases were chosen after testing phrases using the PubMed database search tool to
determine which ones produced the most results. Titles were examined for relevancy and those that did not pertain
to medical terms were filtered out when matching.
From the selected titles, we used QuickUMLS14, a medical named entity resolution library, to extract disease names
and their Universal Medical Language System concept unique identifiers (UMLS CUIs), each of which is denoted
by a “C” followed by 7 digits, selecting specifically for semantic types T047 (Disease or Syndrome) and T191
(Neoplastic Process). QuickUMLS returned a list of all matches, with each entry in the list representing a list of all
possible matches to a medical term found in the title. Each match was represented by a dictionary with the start and
end of the medical term being matched, the UMLS CUI, the term associated with the UMLS CUI, the degree of
similarity from 0 to 1, and the UMLS semantic type. Since a given medical term may match with multiple CUIs, we
prioritized the longest match, followed by the greatest similarity, followed by the CUI with the lowest 7-digit
number. We considered only titles that contained exactly two matches, one preceding our selected phrase and one
following after it. Figure 1 illustrates this process.

Figure 1. Examples of titles matching our condition (left) and not matching our condition (right). The selection
criterion was that there is only a single medical concept recognized preceding the chosen phrase (red) and only a
single one following after it. For the title on the right, there were two recognized medical concepts preceding the
chosen phrase, so the title was not selected.
The observation frequencies of each disease pair and of each disease being misdiagnosed as another were calculated.
Using the UMLS API15, each CUI extracted was checked for parent/child or synonymy relationships with other
CUIs. If a CUI had a parent-child (PAR or RB and CHD or RN, respectively) or synonymous (SYN or RL)
relationship with another CUI extracted from one of our titles, it was counted as that parent or synonymous CUI16
(Figure 2). Each CUI pair frequency was then normalized by the frequency of the first CUI, which represents the
correct diagnosis, and a graph was generated with the normalized frequencies as the weights of the directed edges.
The graph was created and graph statistics analyzed using NetworkX17.
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Figure 2. Diagram of parent/child and synonymy CUI relationships and the resulting chosen CUI. In the case of
parent/child relationships, the parent CUI was always chosen. For synonymy relationships, the first synonymous
CUI to appear in the selected titles was chosen.
Results
Of 5,105 titles that contained our given phrase, 2,502 misdiagnosis pairs were extracted. Each node represents a
unique CUI and the arrows indicate a misdiagnosis relationship, where the source node is the correct diagnosis, and
the destination node is the incorrect diagnosis. The darker node indicates that the source node was more often
misdiagnosed as the destination node than any of its other destination nodes.
The larger nodes in the center indicate that several CUIs are misdiagnosed as other diseases relatively frequently
whereas the smallest nodes along the edges indicate that there are diseases that were rarely or never reported
misdiagnosed based on the articles extracted. The darker edges suggest that when the source node is misdiagnosed,
it is more often misdiagnosed as the destination node; however, in many cases, especially in the case of the nodes on
the edge of the graph, the greater weight is due to the frequency of the source node being very low to begin with
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Graphs of all CUIs and misdiagnosis relationships extracted. Graph is drawn using a force-directed
algorithm. The node closest to the arrowhead is the disease that another is being misdiagnosed as. A larger node
means a greater out-degree centrality while a darker arrow means the relationship has a greater normalized
frequency. (A) All nodes shown. (B) Nodes in the center tend to be larger. (C) Nodes along the edge tend to be
smaller.
While many diseases only had a few incidences of misdiagnosis cited in the literature, several were misdiagnosed
relatively frequently, the top five of which can be found in Table 1. The single most commonly misdiagnosed
disease was tuberculosis (C0041296), which had both the greatest source frequency, or number of mentions of being
misdiagnosed, as well as the greatest out-degree (i.e. the number of different diseases it was wrongly diagnosed as).
This is not surprising from a clinical viewpoint, tuberculosis has long been known as a mimic of other diseases. It
was most often misdiagnosed as a form of carcinoma followed by malignancies and other tumors. The frequency
with which tuberculosis was misdiagnosed as each disease were not high, though, with tuberculosis being
misdiagnosed as carcinoma in about 10% of cases of tuberculosis misdiagnosis.
Similarly, for the other most commonly misdiagnosed diseases, the frequency of each misdiagnosis pair was fairly
low, with the highest being about 13% of all cases of that disease being misdiagnosed (Table 1). Overall, the
normalized frequencies were relatively low, except in the cases where the occurrence of the correct diagnosis was
low to begin with.
Table 1. Top 5 most commonly misdiagnosed diseases according to our results, along with their out-degree, source
frequency, or how often a given disease was misdiagnosed as another, and the disease they are most mistaken as.
Name (CUI)

Source
Frequency

Out Degree

Most Frequently Mistaken as (CUI) &
Frequency

Tuberculosis
(C0041296)

68

46

Carcinoma (C0041296)
0.1029

Cyst
(C0010709)

44

34

Pericarditis (C0031046)
0.0455

Tumor
(C0027651)

40

37

Liver Secondaries (C0494165)
0.0500

Nerve Sheath Tumor
(C0206727)

32

24

Carotid Body Tumor (C0007279)
0.1250
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Neuroendocrine Tumor
(C0206754)

31

28

Diabetic Foot Ulcer (C1456868)
0.1290

When inspecting reversed disease pair relationships, it was found that while one disease may have been most
frequently misdiagnosed as another, the same did not often hold in the reverse direction. For example, while
tuberculosis was most frequently misdiagnosed as a carcinoma, there were no mentions at all of carcinoma
misdiagnosed as tuberculosis in our results. Of the top 20 most misdiagnosed diseases, for all but two diseases, the
CUI that the disease was most misdiagnosed as was never misdiagnosed as the disease. In those two other cases, the
frequency only went up to about 8.7%.
Just as with the misdiagnosed diseases, most of the diagnosed diseases that were later found to be incorrect only had
a few incidences, although a few were relatively often diagnosed when it was that disease. The disease with highest
in-degree, or the one that other diseases are most commonly misdiagnosed as, are tumors (C0027651). As with the
misdiagnosed diseases, though, when a disease was incorrectly diagnosed, there was no single disease that was very
frequently the correct diagnosis. In only about 8.21% of cases where a tumor was a destination node, or incorrect
diagnosis, the correct diagnosis was tuberculosis and this was the highest frequency for tumors. For the other most
often incorrectly diagnosed diseases, the frequency only reached about 12% of all cases where that disease was the
incorrect diagnosis (Table 2).
Table 2. Top 5 diseases most often wrongly diagnosed according to our results, along with their in-degree,
destination frequency, or how often other diseases were misdiagnosed as a given disease, and the most frequent
correct diagnosis.
Name (CUI)

Destination
Frequency

In Degree

Most Frequent Correct (CUI) & Frequency

Tumor
(C0027651)

73

62

Tuberculosis (C0041296)
0.0821

Malignancy
(C0006826)

59

45

Actinomycosis (C0001261)
0.1186

Cyst
(C0010709)

42

31

Connective Tissue Tumor (C0027656)
0.0952

Tuberculosis
(C0041296)

35

33

Carcinoma of Lung (C0684249)
0.0857

Skin Conditions
(C0037274)

34

30

Skin Ulcers (C0037299)
0.1176

As with the normalized frequencies, the frequency of each disease given the incorrect diagnosis was relatively low
for most misdiagnoses except in cases where the wrong disease had a low frequency. To facilitate further research,
we share all extracted misdiagnosis pairs alongside the computed normalized frequencies and graphs with the
research community (https://github.com/bcbi-edu/p_eickhoff-misdiagnosis).
Discussion
Our study shows that diagnoses are often mistaken for a variety of diseases rather than a single recurring one. A
disease pair often occurred only once, and for disease pairs with a frequency greater than one, the normalized count
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was often low. Thus, the frequency of the disease being misdiagnosed as a single specific disease was relatively low.
Likewise, incorrect diagnoses link to multiple correct diagnoses.
This one-sided directionality of misdiagnosis relationships suggests that while symptoms for the two diseases may
be similar, leading to the first disease often being misdiagnosed as the second, the second disease may not be
frequently misdiagnosed as the first. This may in some cases be due to the rarity of the diseases.
In our current analysis, much data (about 51%) was lost due to the often complicated structures of the article titles.
More data may also be gained by looking at more than just article titles when selecting those to evaluate initially as
articles may discuss misdiagnoses without explicitly stating it in the title. In this regard, abstracts, full texts and
annotated resources such as SemRep18 or SemMedDB119 will be of great value.
Our work provides a first step towards obtaining misdiagnosis patterns and frequencies. Future work may include
factoring in overall prevalence rates of diseases instead of just cases where the diagnosis was erroneous. Our
observation frequencies currently only reflect the probability of one disease given an incorrect diagnosis. Healthcare
providers may benefit more from also knowing the frequency of a diagnosis being incorrect. Additionally, studying
orthogonal sources, possibly open medical records or malpractice claims, as well as additional phrases indicating
misdiagnoses may offer more insights.
In the long run we are excited to use these early insights towards diagnostic decision support. For example, if
meningitis is often misdiagnosed as the flu - then that should direct us to ensure that patients with an initial
diagnosis of flu receive the correct screening questions to help discriminate them. One also might use this data to
devise more effective and cost efficient strategies for investigation of patients with certain provisional diagnoses.
Finally, this approach might be an effective way to inform a specialized systematic review where the search tools
identify the cohort of potential studies to include which then undergo detailed review to extract important
relationships between diagnoses.

Conclusion
Diagnostic errors can pose a serious threat to patients. This paper mines patterns from thousands of published
misdiagnosis reports in the biomedical literature and structures the derived information in the form of a directed
graph with frequency-weighted edges. It offers an additional way to understand misdiagnosis from a clinical or
diagnostic decision support viewpoint The resulting materials are made available to the research community to
inform clinical practice and research.
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Abstract
The increasing availability of electronic health record data offers unprecedented opportunities for predictive modeling
in healthcare informatics including outcomes such as mortality and disease diagnosis as well as risk factor identification. Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been successfully applied in healthcare informatics and achieved
state-of-art predictive performance. However, existing DNN models either rely on the pre-defined patient subgroups
or take the “one-size-fits-all” approach and are built without considering patient stratification. Consequently, those
models are not able to discover patient subgroups and the risk factors are thereafter identified for the entire patient
population, failing to account for potential group differences. To address this challenge, we propose the use of deep
mixture neural networks (DMNN), a unified DNN model for simultaneous patient stratification and predictive modeling. Experimental results on a clinic dataset show that our proposed DMNN can achieve good performance on
predicting diagnosis of acute heart failure. With DMNN’s ability to incorporate patient stratification, we are able to
systematically identify group-specific risk factors for different patient subgroups which could potentially shed light on
revealing factors that contribute to outcome differences.
1

Introduction

With the surge in volume and availability of electronic health record (EHR) in recent years, predictive modeling in
healthcare informatics offers enormous opportunities for accurate prediction of adverse clinical outcomes1 . Unlike
the conventional structured data, EHR usually consists of heterogeneous data elements such as continuous features
(labs, vital signs et.al), categorical features (sex, ethnicity, diagnosis et.al) and missing values. Hence, predictive
models should be able to handle such complex data. Due to the intrinsic complex biological mechanism of clinical
outcomes, predictive models should be capable of capturing the high-level information among those different data
elements. Moreover, as patient subgroups exhibit differential health outcomes that are potentially associated with
different risk factors, a successful model would ideally take these aspects into consideration for patient stratification.
The net effect of this could provide finer risk factor identification for patient subgroups (in contrast to the entire patient
population) and promote the understanding of health disparities. With the aforementioned considerations, building
effective predictive models is a challenging problem in healthcare informatics.
Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved remarkable success in computer vision and natural language
processing2, 3 . Compared with traditional machine learning models, DNNs can learn high-level feature representations
via layer-by-layer nonlinear transformations from structured or unstructured data without feature engineering. With
the merit of automatic high-level feature learning, DNNs have been widely applied in healthcare informatics and
achieved state-of-art predictive performance in various tasks such as ICU outcome predictions, diagnosis, phenotype
discovery and disease progression monitoring4–8 .
Although DNNs are successful in healthcare informatics, previous works do not specifically take into considerations
the discovery of patient stratification. Whereas multi-task learning approaches9 are effective, they often rely on the
pre-defined patient subgroups. As shown in the motivating example (see below), there may exist patient subgroups
and each subgroup is associated with some specific risk factors. Existing “one-size-fits-all” approach in this case is not
desirable even though DNNs can still be able to achieve good performances with a large amount of training data. When
interpreting the trained models, the identified risk factors are associated with the entire patient population rather than
each individual subgroup. With the lack of granularity in patient subgroups, the associated risk factors are identified
for the entire population and do not account for the patient heterogeneity.
While patient stratification relies heavily on the medical domain knowledge, some traditional machine learning models
are capable of discovering patient subgroups. For example, unsupervised learning (e.g clustering)10, 11 can group sim-
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ilar patients into clusters; in the study of treatment effect, tree methods12–15 also group patients that are homogeneous
in tree splitting criterion. However, those two methods do not aim at predictive modeling and hence are not applicable
in our problem. For supervised learning, linear model based method (such as mixture of Gaussian regression16 and
supervised biclustering17 ) can inherently group patients that follow the same input-outcome relations. However as
basing on linear models, they are not capable of capturing high-level information from EHR data.
Motivation example of patient subgroups For a motivating example on the possible patient subgroups with their
associated risk factors, we performed a preliminary experiment for predicting in-hospital mortality using the MIMIC
III dataset18 . As blood pressure level is a risk indicator for many diseases19 , we stratify patients into 3 subgroups
based on the systolic blood pressure (SBP) measured in the first hour after ICU admission (Group 1: SBP≤90, Group
2: 90<SBP<120, Group 3: SBP≥120). We use labs from the lab chart in MIMIC III and demographics as the input
features. We deployed gradient boosting machine (GBM)20 as the predictive model and evaluated GBM performance
with 75%/25% train-test split. After model training where model parameters are selected by cross-validation on
training data), we identified the most important risk factors using feature importance given by GBM. Figure 1 reports
the results with predictive AUC on testing data. We see from the figure that for the entire patient population (Figure
1(a)), the important risk factors have an “averaging” effect from other three patient subgroups, and patient subgroups
exhibit rather different risk factor patterns. For example, lactate is the most important feature in low SBP group
(Figure 1(b)) while not important for high SBP group (Figure 1(d)). On the contrary, sodium is the most important
risk factors for high SBP group yet not important for normal (Figure 1(c)) and low SBP groups. Those observations
imply disparities in patient health conditions and identification of the associated risk factors could potentially enable
more effective interventions and treatments.
In this paper, in response to the aforementioned challenges, we introduce a unified DNN model, termed as deep mixture
of neural networks (DMNN), that simultaneously predicts clinical outcomes and discover patient subgroups. DMNN
consists of an embedding network with gating (ENG) and several local predictive networks (LPNs). ENG embeds raw
input features into high-level feature representation which is further used as input for LPNs. Unlike the existing DNN
models without subgroup identification, patients will be grouped that share similar functional relations between inputs
and clinical outcomes via the gating mechanism in ENG, and each functional relation is modeled by one LPN. The
subgroup discoveries enable us to apply existing interpretation techniques to identify subgroup-specific risk factors. By
explaining the local input-outcome relations captured by LPN within each patient subgroup, the subgroup-specific sets
of risk factors can provide information to account for health disparities. To demonstrate the effectiveness of DMNN,
we conduct extensive experiments on a clinic dataset for predicting the diagnosis of acute heart failure. DMNN can
achieve state-of-art predictive performance when comparing with other baseline machine learning models. We apply
mimic learning technique8 for interpretation on DMNN and show that DMNN can provide informative risk factors for
clinical decision making.
2

Related Work

Deep Predictive Model Applications of deep learning models have been flourishing due to the increasing availability
of EHR data. Tang et.al21 and Purushotham et.al4 benchmark the performance of DNNs with comparison to other
machine learning models on MIMIC III data. Che et.al8 proposed DNN model that incorporates prior knowledge of
medical ontologies as regularization for predicting ICU outcomes. Choi et.al6 proposed a recurrent neural network
with GRU for predictions of heart failure onset. Li et.al5 and Suo et.al7 develop multi-task DNN models for predicting disease progression and diagnosis where multiple targets are used as an approach of regularization. Another line
of predictive modeling with deep learning is to utilize the power of deep unsupervised learning to learn high-level
feature representations in the latent vector space. DNN feature learning significantly reduces the workload of feature
engineering especially for complex data like EHR and can be used in the downstream predictive tasks. For example,
Miotto et.al22 and Lasko et.al23 learn patient representations from EHR, and Choi et.al24 embeds diagnosis codes and
procedure codes into vector space. The learned representations are then used to predict patient health outcomes. However, those methods don’t specifically consider the heterogeneity in patients and consequently, model interpretations
are for the entire patient population, lacking granularity to account for subgroup differences.
Patient Subgroup Discovery Subgroup identification is one of the most important tasks in medical science and has
been studied in various settings. For example, Seymour et.al10 and Lu et.al25 use unsupervised clustering techniques to
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(a) Entire Cohort, AUC=0.82

(b) Group 1, AUC=0.81

(c) Group 2, AUC=0.85

(d) Group 3, AUC=0.76

Figure 1: Top 10 risk factors for different patient groups. AUC is reported on testing data. Different patient subgroups
exhibit rather different sets of risk factors.
group patients by sepsis and cancer subtypes respectively. In the study of treatment efficacy, subgroups are identified
as the patients that have similar treatment responses. In this context, tree methods12–15 are developed that patients
are grouped in the leaf node that are homogeneous treatment effect. For predictive modeling that is studied in this
paper, finite mixture of (Gaussian and logistic) regression (FMR)16, 26, 27 and mixture of experts (ME)28, 29 were used
to identify patient subgroups. However, FMR and ME models are based on the conventional machine models which is
less capable of extracting high-level information compared with DNNs. Also, they usually require clean and structured
data to train and are not capable of handling complex EHR data (e.g multi-modal and sequential data). To address
those challenges in FMR and ME, our proposed DMNN builds a unified DNN architecture that not only exploits the
predictive power of DNNs but also be able to discover patient subgroups.
3

Method

In this section, we present the proposed method. We start with the introduction of feed-forward neural network as
a general-purpose DNN for predictive modeling. From the perspective of feature learning, FNN can be viewed as
the embedding network that learns high-level feature representations (e.g the penultimate layer). We then describe in
detail the structure of our DMNN model.
Notations: We use (x, y) to represent a sample in the data, where x is the input feature vector and y be the label.
3.1

Deep neural network models

Feed-forward neural network (FNN) FNNs are fully connected neural networks with multiple layers (input, hidden
and output layers) equipped with nonlinear activations. Through hidden layers, FNNs transform the input features
and capture high-level information among them; the hidden vector in the penultimate layer is then viewed the learned
feature representations based on which the output layer makes predictions, as shown in Figure 2(a). Mathematically,
the learning procedure of a FNN of k hidden layers is given as follows (x(0) = x):
h(i+1) = σ(W (i) x(i) + b(i) ),

i = 0, · · · , k − 1

ŷ = f (W (k) h(k) + b(k) )
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Figure 2: Deep neural network models FNN and denoise autoencoder based on FNN.
where W (i) and b(i) are the weight matrix and bias term respectively of compatible dimensions, h(i) is the hidden
state vector and σ is the non-linear activation function such as sigmoid, tanh or ReLU, ŷ is the prediction and f (·) is the
prediction function according to the tasks (e.g softmax or sigmoid for classification, identity function for regression).
An special application of FNN is the denoise autoencoder (DAE) for unsupervised feature learning, where the output
of FNN is the reconstruction of the input. In DAE, the input is corrupted by a noise and then fed into the autoencoder.
Figure 2(b) shows an example of 5-layer DAE. The learned feature representation is the bottleneck hidden layer. The
idea behind DAE is that high-level feature representations that effectively capture the information in raw input features
should be able to well reconstruct the raw features with robustness to noise. In the proposed DMNN model (see below),
we use DAE to initialize our DMNN embedding network with gating to help training process.
3.2

Deep mixture of neural networks (DMNN)

DMNN Structure Although existing DNN models achieve state-of-art predictive performance, they don’t explicitly
take into considerations the heterogeneity in patient health conditions (e.g subgroup structure), which could potentially
hamper the model interpretation. However, determining patient subgroups usually require domain knowledge in the
medical science which may not always be available for complex data. Hence, the goal of DMNN is not only to achieve
comparable or better predictive performance but also enable the discovery of patient subgroups. In DMNN, the patient
subgroups are defined that share the same functional input-output relations.
One challenge remaining in the partition of patient subgroups is determining which subgroup each patient belongs
to. As such membership indicators can be viewed as latent variables in the modeling process, inspired by the classic
mixture of experts and the recent deep unsupervised model, we use a DNN to learn feature representations from
the input and then predict the membership indicator using softmax (e.g gating) based on the feature representations
(termed as embedding network with gating, ENG). The learned features are then fed into multiple FNNs for prediction.
However, the importance of those FNNs is gated by the membership indicator in the final loss function (termed as
local predictive network, LPN). As such, patients with similar gating patterns are grouped and the FNN can capture
the “local” input-outcome functional relation. Figure 3 displays an overview of DMNN structure.
Mathematically, for each training example (x, y), ENG in DMNN outputs the feature representation h and a vector of
gating values g:
h, g = ENG(x).
The each local predictive network LPNi makes prediction ŷi and we obtain its respect loss function Li :
ŷi = LPNi (h)
Li (x) = f (ŷi , y),

i = 1, · · · , K

where f is the loss function: squared error f (ŷ, y) = (ŷ − y)2 for regression and cross-entropy f (ŷ, y) = −(y log ŷ +
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(1 − y) log ŷ)) for classification.
The final loss function for training example x is the sum of loss functions of all K LPNs, weighted by the gating value
g = (g1 , · · · , gk ):
K
X
Lf inal (x) =
gi Li (x).
(1)
i=1

By minimizing the final loss, model parameters are learned when the loss function converges to a (local) minimum.
Note that K is treated as hyperparameter and the optimal K is selected via cross-validation or validation data.
Subgroup identification in DMNN In DMNN framework, subgroups will be identified as the set of patients that share
the similar functional input-output relation. In other words, clinical outcomes for patients within the same subgroup
should be predicted well by some LPN. Intuitively, this implies that we can group patient according to the gating
values g: patient x belongs to subgroup k where k = arg maxk {gi : i = 1, · · · , gK }, as a better LPN should have a
larger gating value. Indeed, we can perform analysis similar to mixture of experts on the final loss function to see the
rationale behind DMNN’s subgroup identification.
From the final loss function Eq. (1), we see that each LPN is encouraged to fit each training sample well, e.g., low
error value (though weighted differently). If one LPN captures the input-outcome relation well and gives less error
than other LPNs, ENG in DMNN is encouraged to produce larger gating value for that specific LPN (simultaneously
reduce other gating values due to the softmax function). Moreover, this will make the ENG embed similar patients
closer to each other in the late feature space. Consequently, those patients will exhibit similar gating values. With the
clustering effect of ENG, DMNN is capable of discovering patient subgroups.
3.3

Model interpretation by knowledge distillation

Model interpretability is as important as accuracy in clinical research. While deep learning models are generally
difficult to interpret, recent progress in knowledge distillation30, 31 for DNNs enables us to understand what DNNs
learn from the data. The main idea is that after an accurate but complex DNN (teacher model) is trained, the knowledge can be transferred to train another simpler model (student model) by predicting the soft labels predicted by the
teacher. Training with soft labels is an implicit regularization for the student model with which it can achieve as good
performance as the teacher model31, 32 . If the student model that learns knowledge from the teacher DNN model is
interpretable, we can then interpret the DNN through the student model. For our DMNN model, we take the approach
developed in Che et.al32 for interpretation. We first train DMNN as the teacher model and then train the interpretable
gradient boosting machine for regression (GBR) as the student model to mimic DMNN’s predictive behavior. GBR
uses the probability generated by DMNN as target. For each subgroup identified by DMNN, we train GBR and use
the feature importance in GBR to identify important risk factors for that subgroup.
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Table 1: Feature statistics (mean and standard deviations for continuous features, percentage for categorical features.).
In the table, AA represents African Americans, F female and P positive.
Demo
Age
Race (AA)
Gender (F)
Weight
Height

Stats
59.15
(12.51)
297
(88.7%)
174
(51.8%)
99
(30.92)
172.85
(28.37)

Vitals
Initial SBP
Initial DBP
Initial HR
RR
OS
Temperature

Stats
153.27
(33.06)
91.23
(20.73)
91.56
(18.71)
20.66
(4.75)
96.30
(4.55)
97.95
(0.67)

Labs
Troponin (P)
NP
Sodium
BUN
Creatinine
eGFR
Hemaglobin

Stats
162
(48.4%)
3663.42
(6388.41)
138.81
(4.15)
27.00
(20.46)
2.04
(2.47)
60.48
(31.20)
11.78
(2.35)

Hemodynamics
DBP
SBP
MAP
dP/dt
SVR
SV
HR
CO

Stats
75.87
(17.51)
127.86
(29.572)
94.98
(21.01)
602 .90
(258.89)
1615.43
(752.03)
66.05
(26.78)
85.74
(15.01)
5.55
(2.16)

Figure 4: Box plot for AHF v.s non-AHF. It can be observed that AHF and non-AHF patients share some similar feature characteristics in hemodynamic features, yet AHF group exhibits larger variance. This implies large heterogeneity
in patient health conditions for AHF onset.
4

Results and Discussions

In this section, we apply DMNN on a clinical dataset collected from patients presenting signs and symptoms of acute
heart failure (AHF) in the emergency department (ED) of three urban academic medical centers in Detroit. The task
is to predict whether a patient ultimately will be assigned a diagnosis of AHF. Our goal is two-fold: (1) accurately
predict the risk of AHF, so that further actions can be effectively taken to avoid adverse outcomes; (2) identify the
associated risk factors within the patient subgroups to promote the understanding of health disparities.
Data information and preprocessing The data contain health records for 335 patients with suspected AHF, among
which 78% (261/335) of patients actually have AHF onset. There are 26 features in the data, including 5 demographics
(age, race, gender, weight and height), 6 vital signs (initial SBP, initial DBP, initial heart rate (HR), respiratory rate
(RR), oxygen saturation (OS) and temperature) when presenting in ED, 7 initial lab results (troponin, natriuretic
peptide (NP), sodium, BUN, creatinine, eGFR and Hemaglobin), and 8 hemodynamic features measured using a noninvasive device (SBP, DBP, MAP, dP/dt, SVR, SV, HR and CO). Table 1 shows the details of feature characteristics.
Figure 4 is the boxplot of hemodynamic features for comparing AHF against non-AHF patients. From the figure,
we can see that while non-AHF and AHF patients share some similar statistics (such as median value, 25th and 75th
quantiles), AHF patients show larger variance in hemodynamic features compared with non-AHF patients . This
observation implies the existence of large heterogeneity in health conditions among patients in the ED who present
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Table 2: Average AUC and AUPRC on testing data along with standard deviations.

AUC
AUPRC

LR
0.69
(0.09)
0.88
(0.05)

GBM
0.70
0.07)
0.90
(0.03)

DT
0.58
(0.08)
0.81
(0.03)

KNN
0.66
(0.04)
0.85
(0.04)

FNN
0.69
(0.05)
0.89
(0.02)

RF
0.71
(0.06)
0.90
(0.01)

DMNN
0.74
(0.07)
0.92
(0.03)

with suspected AHF.
For missing values in the dataset (missingness is about 0.6%), we impute them with mean values for continuous
features and the majority value for categorical features. Note that the imputation in our experiments is based on
training data to prevent possible information leak to testing data (after train/test split). As features have different
scales, we also perform data normalization for features to have zero mean and unit variance.
Implementation and evaluation details We implement DMNN using Pytorch. In the experiment, DMNN is of depth
4, consisting of the input layer, two hidden layers of size 40 and 20 respectively which act as the ENG part in DMNN
and multiple output layers; the embedding of the 2nd hidden layer will be fed into the softmax layer to obtain gating
values and LPNs for predictions which are linear models. Sigmoid function is used in hidden layers for non-linear
activation. By initial experiments on the number K of LPNs, we found K = 2 work well with this relatively small
dataset. Since deep neural network can be easily overfitted and the gating mechanism may degenerate (i.e model
may only use one LPN), we apply unsupervised learning techniques to initialize the ENG in DMNN. We first train a
5-layer (dimension 26-40-20-40-26) denoise autoencoder (DAE) and use the encoder to initialize embedding part of
ENG; after DAE is trained, we extract the bottleneck feature representations and use K-means for clustering; we then
train the ENG to predict the cluster labels. With ENG initialized, DMNN is trained via stochastic gradient descent in
conjunction with L2 regularization.
We test different machine learning models for performance evaluation. Those baseline models include logistic regression (LR), decision trees (DT), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), gradient boosting machine (GBM), feedforward neural
network(FNN) of the same hidden dimensions, random forest (RF). We use Python scikit-learn package for model
implementation. In the experiment, training data are divided into training/testing by a split 85%/15%. Within the
training data, we further split out 10% as validation data for selecting model parameters. The evaluation metrics are
the area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) and area under precision-recall curve (AUPRC). We
repeat the train/test procedure 5 times and the average predictive performance on the testing data is reported.
Predictive performance Table 2 shows the predictive performance on the testing data. We see from the table that
DMNN performs better than other baseline models. As shown in Figure 5, patients can be clustered into two subgroups. In contrast with baselines that only build a global predictive model for all patients, DMNN builds a local
predictive model for each patient subgroup that is able to capture the local functional input-output relations, resulting
in performance gain. We also observe that all models achieve good performance in terms of AUPRC and relatively
worse performance for AUC. This is due to that the majority of the patients (78%) have AHF onset, and all models
can predict AHF well at the cost of misclassifying non-AHF patients as AHF. From Figure 5, we see that there is a
large overlap between AHF and non-AHF patients; from Figure 4, non-AHF and AHF patients have similar characteristics for hemodynamic features. Those two observations imply that patients in ED with possible AHF are similar,
yet those with the highest likelihood of diagnosis are rather different. This heterogeneity makes it difficult for models
to differentiate AHF and non-AHF patients effectively, leading to a lower AUC score compared with AUPRC score.
Feature analysis We interpret the DMNN model via knowledge distillation as introduced in Section 3.3. To do so, the
interpretable gradient boosting machine for each patient subgroup is trained to learn the input-output relation captured
by DMNN. As GBM mimics the predictive behavior of DMNN, we can then identify risk factors and their dependence
relations to the onset of AHF. Figure 6 shows the top8 features that are important for predicting AHF. We see that both
DMNN and GBM share some features such as blood pressure (initial SBP, initial DBP, SBP and DBP), indicating
BP is a universal risk factor for AHF. As shown in Table 1, blood pressure level (initial SBP 153.27mm Hg, initial
DBP 91.23mm Hg, SBP 127.86mm Hg and DBP 75.87mm Hg) indicates that patients with elevated values are more
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Figure 5: 2D t-SNE plot. (a) Raw input features; (b) feature embedding from FNN; (c) feature embedding from
DMNN; DMNN feature embedding exhibits two patient subgroups; a local model is fitted for each subgroup.
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Figure 6: Top 8 important features.
likely to be diagnosed with AHF. Comparing DMNN with GBM, important risk factors for DMNN are rather different
from those of GBM. For example, natriuretic peptide (NP) identified in GBM is the single most important risk factor
for the diagnosis of AHF. However in DMNN, NP is only important in Subgroup 2 and not very important in terms
of predictive power in Subgroup 1. While NP level is informative in the diagnosis of heart failure, the difference
in NP importance in those models possibly implies large disparity in the development of AHF. Within DMNN, both
subgroups also share MAP as an important feature yet have subgroup specific features. In Subgroup 1, SV, dP/dt and
HR are important hemodynamic features whereas in Subgroup 2, SVR and RR are identified important.
Discussions To further understand the dependence relation between features and AHF in patient subgroups, the partial
dependence plots (PDP) for five important features (initial DBP, MAP, RR, SV, SVR) in either Subgroup 1 or 2 are
shown in Figure 7. Both subgroups follows a similar dependence relation for initial DBP and MAP: as their level
increases, the risk of AHF also increases. But for RR, SV and SVR, the dependence relation differs. In Subgroup 2,
RR and SVR have a positive dependence relation on AHF onset while no such relation in Subgroup 1. In Subgroup 1,
patients are at high risk of AHF if SV level is too low or too high; whereas in Subgroup 2, SV is not very predictive
for AHF. As DMNN performs well in AHF prediction as shown in Table 2, the difference between two subgroups
provides useful information for clinicians in disease diagnosis.
5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose DMNN, a deep mixture model for predictive modeling as well as patient stratification.
DMNN identifies patient subgroup via gating mechanism that aims at capturing similar functional input-output relations among patient population. With subgroup discovery, DMNN can identify subgroup-specific risk factors (in
terms of AHF prediction) and such granularity can potentially help clinicians understand subgroup differences, which
is an advantage of DMNN compared with traditional “one-size-fits-all” approaches. Experiments on an AHF predic-
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Figure 7: Partial dependence plot for important features for Subgroup 1 or 2.
tion task show that our proposed method can achieve state-of-art performance and discover risk factors that might be
missed by traditional methods. One limitation of this work is that DMNN is not able to characterize patient subgroup
(i.e. phenotyping). Hence, for future works, we will expand our work to incorporate information from multimodal
data such as medical images, clinical notes and time series data to further improve DMNN for better characterization
of patient subgroups.
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Abstract
Understanding the process of drug repurposing is critically significant for drug development. In this paper, we employ
extracted bio-entities to detect the features of different phases in drug repurposing. We proposed a transparent and
easy entitymetric indicator for bio-entities, i.e., Popularity Index, to quantify and visualize the dynamic changes in
academic interests of bio-entities. By taking aspirin as an example, the results display specific profiles of drug
repurposing and the evolution of bio-entities in the different phases of drug research, which would potentially be
valuable for pharmaceutical companies and scholars to successfully discover and repurpose drugs.
Introduction
Despite advances in life science and technology, drug development is still a costly and time-consuming process with
low rates of success1. Discovering a new drug usually takes over 10 years and around $2 billion2. Meanwhile, the
number of targetable human genes is reported to be limited at approximately 3,0003, whereas that of serious and deadly
drug side-effects increases4.
To overcome these difficulties, drug repurposing, defined as the practice of identifying novel clinical indications for
existing marketed drugs, is often employed5,6. The past decades have witnessed a few successful cases of drug
repurposing, for examples, sildenafil originally developed to treat cardiovascular diseases was unexpectedly
discovered to be an efficacious cure for erectile dysfunction (ED) 7; and thalidomide, once used for morning sickness,
was repurposed for multiple myeloma8. In recent years, the methodologies for drug repurposing and corresponding
cases of success have been widely discussed in studies5,6,9,10, however, few studies have offered an in-depth
understanding of the process of drug repurposing.
In this study, taking aspirin as a case study, we provide an in-depth understanding of drug repurposing from the
perspective of bio-entities and their evolutions. For one thing, as the minimum domain knowledge carriers, diseases
entities can provide clear and in-depth understanding of knowledge evolution and communication in specific cases.
For another, bio-entities are timelier and more accurately to capture the dynamic changes of academic interest from
the quantity perspective or track the semantic differences of research topics from the content dimension.
In particular, we develop a transparent and easy entitymetric indicator (i.e., Popularity Index) for bio-entities, to
quantify and visualize the dynamic evolution of academic interests in aspirin-related disease entities in the different
phases. Then, we quantitatively detect the patterns of these bio-entities interacted with aspirin and how they cooccurred, to understand the roles that these entities played in the process of the drug repurposing of aspirin.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the “Related work” reviews the relating studies, giving
attention to the drug repurposing and entitymetrics. Then, “Methods” details the data and the approaches used in our
paper. Next, “Results” presents the results of this study. Finally, “Discussion and conclusions” concludes with our
findings and the limitations and proposes several directions for future works.
Related work
Drug repurposing
Drug repurposing has attracted growing academic attention in recent years, however, most of the related studies are
about the approaches to how to discovery or predict repurposable drug candidates, such as literature-based discovery10–
13
, network analysis14,15, and machine learning5,10. Few studies have investigated the specific process of drug
repurposing from a fine-grained perspective, as well as the characteristics in its different phases. From a bibliometrics
perspective, Baker et al. (2018) reviewed drug repurposing from a macro level, by analyzing over 25 million articles
in PubMed, and concluded that > 60% drugs have been used for > 1 disease, including 189 drugs have been tried as a
cure for > 300 diseases16. Pushpakom et al. (2019) detected the progress and challenges of drug repurposing using
system review, and summarized that methods employed in drug repurposing can be divided into computational and
experimental methods5. However, these methods can’t reveal the repurposing process of a specific drug from its
original use to repurposed indications, from the perspective of research interest evolution, or the roles played by the
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different entities in these phases. Hence, the aim of this paper is to understand the drug repurposing process by
analyzing bio-entities and their evolution.
Entitymetrics
Entitymetric, originally proposed by Ding et al. (2013), refers to measure the impact, usage, and transfer of knowledge
entities embedded in academic texts for further knowledge discovery17. It is regarded as an entity-driven bibliometric
method18 as well as the next generation of citation analysis19. Researches focusing on using entitymetrics to discovery
knowledge and its evolution of a biomedical domain include those of Ding et al. (2013), who established an entityentity citation graph based on the articles in the metformin domain and detected most of the interactions of metformin
with bio-entities for drug discovery17. Williams et al (2015) recognized and quantified relationships between academic
discoveries and major advances in the domain of two new drugs (ipilimumab and ivacaftor), to enhance the
government support and public understanding for life science studies 20. Zhu, Min and Yan (2016) established the
paper-entity, entity-entity co-occurrence and entity-specific networks based on scientific literatures, to identify the
evolution of hepatic carcinoma at a fine-grained level18. Lv et al. (2019) discovered new indications for drugs using
topology-driven trend analysis of the drug-drug and drug-indication networks14.
This study differs from the previous works in two respects. On one hand, the aim of our study is to detect the process
of drug repurposing from the bio-entity perspective by tracing the transfer and usage of concrete knowledge entities.
On the other hand, we design an easy entitymetric index to quantify and visualize the dynamic changes of the academic
interest of bio-entities, which provides a more accurate measurement to understand the knowledge flows in drug
repurposing.
Methods
Data source and bio-entities extraction
Papers on aspirin-related research were collected from PubMed for the period from 1951 to 2018. The search strategy
was based on a set of search terms chosen by checking the DrugBank and MeSH terms, discussions within all the
authors, and suggestions from domain experts. We also excluded the articles that were non-journal articles, nonEnglish articles, letters and editorial commentaries. In this way, we obtained 63,387 publications from PubMed in
XML format. Then, all articles were parsed to obtain PMIDs, publication years, titles, and abstracts, using a developed
dom4j XML parser written in Java. The results were stored in a local relational database for bio-entity extraction and
further analysis.
We used spaCy (https://spacy.io/) to preprocess the unstructured texts such as titles and abstracts. Then we employed
the biomedical entity extraction module provided by Biomedical Entity Search Tool (BEST)21, a dictionary-based
biomedical information extraction tool, to extract disease entities. Finally, we obtained 1472 unique disease names.
Table 1 shows the top 10 diseases and their document frequency.
Table 1. Top 10 disease entities in aspirin-related publications during 1951-2018.
Rank

Diseases

Frequency

Rank

Diseases

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5

coronary disease
asthmas
diabetes mellitus
hypersensitivities, drug
ulcer, gastric

2707
2277
1840
1342
1146

6
7
8
9
10

cerebral ischemia
intracranial vascular disorder
ischemic heart disease
carcinomas, colorectal
rheumatoid arthritis

1135
1133
1090
1085
832

Entitymetric indicator (Popularity Index)
Popularity Index (PI) of a certain bio-entity means the percentage of publications discussing it among all publications
in a research field during a period (usually 5 years). The popularity of a bio-entity 𝑖, 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝑖), is given
by:

PI(𝑖) =

𝑁𝑖
𝑁𝑇

× 100%
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where 𝑁𝑖 is the number of publications relating to 𝑖 in a period, 𝑁𝑇 represents the total number of publications in the
research field during the same period. If the 𝑃1 increases, it illustrates that the academic interest of 𝑖 is growing in the
field.
Results
Overview of aspirin-related studies

Figure 1. The overview of aspirin-related studies in PubMed.
Figure 1 shows the overview of aspirin-related researches in PubMed from 1951 to 2018, in which the red and blue
lines represent the percentage and absolute numbers of articles, respectively. We can observe that the development of
aspirin research can be roughly divided into four phases: 1951-1960, 1961-1990, 1991-2000, and 2001-2018,
according to the evolution and content of publications. In1951-1960, most of the 507 articles were published in
journals covering pharmacy-related or general medicine-related topics, and the research focused on the antiinflammatory and antipyretic use of aspirin, we therefore mark this phase as the original use of aspirin.
In 1961-1990, a turning point can be identified in 1967, from which the number of related papers per year had been
drastically grown until 1986. This may be due to the discovery of significant pharmacological actions of aspirin,
including the anti-platelet effect (O’Brien, 1967)22, the mechanism of inhibitory on prostaglandin synthesis (Vane,
1971)23, and the acetylation effect on cyclo-oxygenase enzyme (Roth, 1975)24. The percentage of aspirin-related
articles in PubMed reached its peak in 1981(about 0.32%) and then it decreased. Kune et al. (1988) reported that
aspirin could effectively reduce the incidence of colorectal cancer 25, from which the percentage began to rose again.
Thus, we called this phase as the in-depth studies of pharmacological mechanisms and side effects of aspirin.
The third phase witnessed a steady and stable growth in the number and percentage of aspirin-related articles per year
in PubMed. Compared to 1951-1960, the number of the articles and the distinct authors increased by over 22 times
and 36 times, respectively. Meanwhile, four-fifths of the top five high-frequent journals were cardiovascular-related
journals. We thus call this phase as the repurposing for cardiovascular diseases.
In the final phase, we note that the numbers of articles were over the sum of the previous three periods. Journals
covering other topics, for examples, CANCER MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH, DRUGS & AGING and
WORLD NEUROSURGERY, had attracted increasing attention, demonstrating that aspirin had been tried
repurposing for many other diseases. We thus mark this phase as the repurposing for other diseases.
Repurposing from the perspective of diseases
Figure 2 represents the article-related Popularity Index (PI) of the top 10 diseases in the aspirin domain for the past
68 years, from which we can find that in 1951-2018 the evolution of disease entities shows a flow pattern, that is, from
inflammatory-related diseases and side effects to cardiovascular diseases, then to other diseases, especially colorectal
carcinoma.
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Figure 2. The Changes of the Popularity Index (PI) of the top 10 diseases in the aspirin-related studies during the
period of 1951-2018.
Specifically, in 1951-1960, aspirin was mainly used for “rheumatoid arthritis” 26, whose PI reached its highest values
(9.36). In 1961-1990, with the discoveries of the pharmacological actions and the deepening understanding of the side
effects of aspirin22–24, the PI of side effects，i.e., “asthmas” (4.68), “hypersensitivities, drug” (4.65) and “ulcer, gastric”
(3.73), arrived their peaks. At the same time, the anti-palate effect of aspirin was proven in this period 23 and attracted
much attention in the aspirin domain, the PI of cardiovascular diseases including “coronary disease”, “cerebral
ischemia”, “intracranial vascular disorder” and “ischemic heart disease”, started growing fast. In 1991-2000, aspirin
has been widely used for cardiovascular diseases27, and their PI reached their peaks in that period: 11.06 for “coronary
disease”, 2.57 for “cerebral ischemia”, 5.73 for “intracranial vascular disorder” and 3.01 for “ischemic heart disease”.
In 2001-2018, aspirin was repurposed for many other diseases, the PI of all diseases were monotonically decreasing
except for “carcinomas, colorectal”, indicating that colorectal cancer is the research focus of aspirin domain in that
period.
In particular, as early as 1875, aspirin was found to have hypoglycemic effects and soon after was used for diabetes28.
Then, with the in-depth studies of diabetes, patients with diabetes was proven to have an increased risk of coronary
disease, thus they were suggested to take aspirin for the primary prevention in the 20s29. Therefore, multiple peaks of
the PI of “diabetes” (2.34 in 1956 -1960, 2.12 in 1981-1985 and 6.83 in 2006-2010) can be observed in the Figure 2.
Discussion and conclusion
This is the first research that employed a specific entitymetric indicator for bio-entities to investigate the process of
drug repurposing at a fine-grained level. It demonstrated that the Popularity Index used in this paper can successfully
reflect the evolution of the indications of aspirin through the appearance of disease entities in academic articles. The
results displayed here illustrate that over the past 68 years aspirin research has experienced four phases, i.e., the
original use (1951-1960), in-depth studies of pharmacological mechanisms and side effects (1961-1990), repurposing
for cardiovascular diseases (1991-2000) and repurposing for other diseases (2001-2018).
There are several limitations to the current paper that need to be considered. Firstly, the findings on drug repurposing
presented in this study may not be generally accepted, and thus a more comprehensive investigation of drug
repurposing from other drugs (e.g., “metformin”, “chloroquine”, and “sildenafil”) is required. Nevertheless, we
believe that the observations in this paper can provide scientists a motive for exploring the drug repurposing paradigm
in specific areas, which can form reasonable future directions to study. Secondly, the data included in our analysis are
restricted to PubMed articles, however, more real-world data (RWD), such as EHR, clinical trial databases, FDA files,
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and even social media, in which “aspirin” and its related biomedical entities were stated, should be also analyzed in
the future. Third, this paper only focused on the disease entities, but did not take into account other entities related to
drugs, including other biomedical entities (e.g., drug, gene, pathway, and protein) and non-biomedical entities (e.g.,
authors, institutions, and countries). Therefore, we believe there is still much room for further studies, and we expect
interesting findings in the follow-up works.
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Abstract
Seamless sharing between imaging facilities of medical images obtained on the same patient is crucial in providing accurate and efficient care to patients. However, the terminology used to describe semantically similar examinations can
vary widely between facilities. Current practice is manual table-based mapping to a standard terminology, which has
substantial potential for mislabelled and missing examinations. In this work, we establish several baseline methods
for automating the mapping of radiology imaging procedure descriptions to a SNOMED CT based standard terminology. Our best performing baseline, consisting of a bag of words representation and shallow neural network, achieved
96.3% accuracy. In addition, we explore an unsupervised clustering method that explores relevancy matching without
the need for an intervening standard. Lastly, we make the procedure name dataset used in this work available to
encourage extension of this application.
Introduction
Medical imaging provided by healthcare practitioners plays a central role in modern medical diagnosis and treatment. Ideally, interpretation of any exam should incorporate all relevant prior exams for a patient from all imaging
institutions1 . In practice, this is challenging because exam metadata - specifically, procedure descriptors such as
names, codes, body parts or modalities (referred to as “procedure names” in this paper) - are developed locally without
a view to generalizability or interoperability2 across imaging facilities. This presents a unique challenge of learning
which procedure names are semantically identical between sites, but are represented by different (but similar) strings
of characters (e.g. “Chest XR” vs “X-ray Chest”). In the following sections, we describe the current approach to
cross-facility Diagnostic Image (DI) exchange in Ontario, Canada3 using Diagnostic Imaging Repositories (DIRs) and
explore machine learning-based approaches to augment and automate accurate cross-site image sharing.
The primary purpose of a DIR (akin to Health Information Exchange) is to host and provide a patient’s longitudinal
imaging records to hospitals and clinics in a specific geographic region4 , independent of the site at which images are
acquired. There are 4 such DIRs in the province of Ontario (pop. 14.5 M), centrally storing diagnostic images for
all hospitals (excludes most private clinics). Currently, when facilities generate new DI exams they are assigned a
procedure name using local codes and procedure descriptions specific to their institution; a copy of the examination is
then archived to the DIR for storage and distribution to other hospitals and clinics. In an effort to facilitate accurate
imaging exchange, the Hospital Diagnostic Imaging Repository Services (HDIRS) created a set of regional codes based
on a standardized collection of medical terms used for documentation and reporting5 (SNOMED CT). To implement
this standard, each member site must manually map their local procedure codes to the standard DIR terminology. When
a site has thousands of procedures, it becomes very time consuming to find the corresponding regional procedure for
each local procedure. Most importantly, managing changes and maintaining mapping accuracy is also done manually
and often neglected. This can lead to a disorganized and unmaintained DIR with orphan images, which hinders the
potential of image sharing between sites and can produce functional gaps in the longitudinal patient record.
In this work, we use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to find an effective representation of procedure
names, and Machine Learning (ML) methods to learn an effective mapping to the standardized terminology defined
by HDIRS, allowing for automation of the error-prone manual mapping process currently in use. We evaluate these
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methods, and identify the best representation and model combination in mapping local procedure name terminologies
to regionally defined ontology. We then extensively evaluate various aspects of this state-of-the-art method, specifically
demonstrating where the model succeeds and fails in order to provide explainability to users. In our last section,
we begin to explore the applications of NLP methods to create sets of semantically meaningful clusters 6, 7, 8 . This
technique could enable efficient imaging exchange without the need for an intervening standard terminology, which is
manually created by the DIR and independently repeated by other central imaging repositories arcoss the globe.
Our specific contributions are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Describe and release an Ontario-wide procedure code dataset for public-use
Develop competitive baselines for automating the mapping of site-specific study description to regional codes
Apply extensive evaluation to the best performing method
Describe an unsupervised clustering method to enable procedure retrieval without a standard terminology

Related Work
Huang et al., Irvin et al., Mullenbach et al. and Singh et al.9, 10, 11, 12 have explored NLP and machine learning techniques for learning mappings of text to labels or codes in medicine. These methods are applied using doctor’s notes,
and other medical reports but do not specifically address procedure names, which have a unique language structure.
Nguyen et al. and Patel et al.13, 14 have demonstrated that a combination of natural language processing and machine
learning methods are robust to nuances such as spelling errors, and are preferred in clinical settings over rule-based
approaches.
In the medical imaging domain, Fidahussein et al.15 used Apache’s OpenNLP to develop supervised models to automatically map laboratory procedure names from local terminologies to a LOINC terminology, another standard
medical ontology. Using the Maxent and Lucene models from OpenNLP, they achieved accuracy of 79% and 72%, respectively. Similarly, Intelligent Mapper (IM)16 is a tool to automatically determine the LOINC code for local terms.
IM uses rules-based matching to find the correct label, and achieved a test accuracy of 72-87% on a single unseen
hospital dataset.
Previous work has explored the mapping of various standards of medical metadata to a standard. Although achieving
relatively high accuracy, these methods are rule based or applied to small datasets. In this paper, we use a larger
dataset, obtained from over 90 hospitals, for training of a machine learning-based model and demonstrate notably
higher accuracy.
Dataset
In the following section, we describe the dataset utilized in this study, which represents the local procedure names for
over 90 imaging facilities in Ontario (N = 168,959). Note that local site information was only available for 20 sites (N
= 40,923), which was removed from the publicly-released dataset. 1
Overview Hospitals use the Radiological Information System (RIS) for storing patient and clinical data, and the
Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) for storing and viewing images. Over the past 20 years of
digital imaging, local sites have developed procedure names, sometimes following naming standards such as RadLex
or LOINC. In practice, procedure names vary widely. Within the same site, procedure names can vary between RIS and
PACS; this variation is even more extensive between sites (there are 700 ways of naming a chest xray in this dataset).
In order to create a mapping of a local procedure code to the regionally-define procedure code standard terminology,
informaticists at each site manually complete and maintain a spreadsheet matching local to regional data (Table 1).
Practically, an informaticist, such as a PACS administrator, enters the local site RIS and PACS data for a procedure,
and then uses a web-tool to search for the correct regional procedure. Most sites have over 1000 procedures (mean:
2941, range 213-7453) resulting in an average of 1199 many-to-one and one-to-one mappings. One-to-many mappings
1 This dataset has been made publicly available by HDIRS to encourage extensions of this work and facilitate the movement towards shared
medical information. The dataset can be found at: https://github.com/saliaqat/ontario-local-to-snomedct-mapping-dataset
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Table 1: Three example image metadata from the dataset. The first seven columns are textual descriptions of each
image from the RIS and PACS. These values can be empty. The last column is the regional label defined for specific
image/procedure and acts as our class for classification.
RIS
code
uskidwo
pehlal
hipl1

description
ultrasound kidney w/o rad
pelvis ap hip lt ap/lat
hip left 1 view

PACS
code
uskidwo
pehlal
hipl1

procedure
us
-

study
us
-

body part
gu
hiplwex
hiplwex

modality
us
dx
dx

regional label
101557
101248
101178

should not occur in theory, but do appear in practice. This mapping process occurs every time a new local site joins a
DIR, or when a site changes their Hospital Information System (HIS). The Ontario-wide dataset provided has 168,959
manually mapped procedure names from approximately 90 sites. The first seven columns represent fields from the
local RIS and PACS. The eighth column of each row has a manually-mapped numerical regional code defined, which
maps the local terminology to the regionally defined procedure. This dataset contains solely the mapping of procedure
codes and thus, does not contain any personal health information. Three examples of the data are shown in Table 1.
Characteristics The dataset has defined a standard set of 1,855 regional codes (with corresponding procedure names)
to which all sites manually map local procedure data. We use these regional codes as prediction classes for our models.
Reflecting real world variation in many to 1 mapping of local to procedure names, there is a predicted class imbalance.
The predicted class frequency in the dataset ranges from 0 to 3740, with the median occurrence being 18. Furthermore
approximately 75% of the data is made up of 20% of the classes. This imbalance, presented in Figure 1a and b, shows
that low occurrence classes are predominant in the dataset, and correct prediction of these classes is a necessity for a
strong model.
There are seven feature columns, consisting of text describing the procedure. We calculated the amount of information
presented in each row by counting the number of words in a row, shown in Figure 1c. We found that a row could contain
anywhere from 3 to 33 words, with an average near 15. Although this can be viewed as a small number of words in the
NLP domain, most words in the dataset consist of keywords and virtually no stop-words. This produces an information
rich and dense text dataset. However, because the RIS and PACS procedure data elements were inconsistently entered
across sites, the input matrix was sparse; no single input data element could be relied upon. These data characteristics
motivated our data preparation as described below.

Figure 1: a) Distribution of class frequency in the dataset b) Cumulative distribution of class frequency in dataset c)
Frequency of number of words in each row in the data
Data Processing
In the following subsection we describe our preprocessing steps to represent the data.
Data Preparation Based on the domain knowledge of our team, we identified that word order was not a significant
indication of the class. For instance, “chest x-ray” is synonymous to “x-ray chest”. With this observation, and the ones
mentioned above, we merged all the columns to form a single string for a procedure. We then tokenized this string
based on whitespace, using NLTK17 , leaving us with a tokenized vector of words for each row, and a corresponding
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regional label. This form of data is similar to short texts as discussed by Zuo et al.18 and served as the basis for the
representations for our models.
Data Representations We first looked at a bag-of-words (BOW) representation19 . BOW creates a vector where each
element corresponds to a word in the dataset. For each word in an input, the corresponding element in the vector
is incremented. As a result, which words occur and their counts are preserved, however, the order of words is lost.
We also employed TF-IDF, which has the same characteristics as BOW; however, rather than recording the counts
of the words, a weight is recorded corresponding to the frequency of the term in the input, which is then inversely
proportionate to the frequency of the term in the entire dataset. These two representations encode every word, but lose
the order which aligns well with our observations that each word carried relevant information, but the order was not
necessarily important.
We also investigated document embeddings to leverage data sparsity and domain specific information20 . We trained a
Doc2Vec model, which was created by Quoc and Mikolov21 . A Doc2Vec model analyzes the structure of a sentence
or document, and maps it to a vector space. As a result, similarly structured sentences would map to similar vector
spaces. Document embeddings is a new field, which has emerged as an extension of word embeddings which has
many models, optimized for various tasks and domains. Because word embeddings are commonly used in machine
learning, we explore the use of a pre-trained Word2Vec model. In the medical domain, a model called PubMed22 ,
was trained on over 29 million medical journals and should be able to distinguish better between medical topics. We
also use this word embedding to embed every word in a row. We then transform the word embedding to a document
embedding by taking the average of every word embedding for a row. This method of representing short texts using
word embeddings was presented and validated by Liu et al.23 .
Lastly, we observed that many words in the dataset were semantically identical, but had different spellings. This was
caused by the use of shorthand, alternate words, or misspellings. This caused our BOW and TF-IDF representation to
become bloated, and would cause inefficient models. To alleviate this, we used an autoencoder on BOW to compress
our representation with the goal to map semantically identical words to the same element in the repesentation vector.
An autoencoder attempts to recreate the input as an output using a neural network, using a bottleneck layer in the
center. After training, this bottleneck layer would encode the input as a compressed representation24 .
Models
Procedure Name Classification (Supervised) We first developed multi-class logistic regression and random forest
models19 . Both these models tend to perform competitively when compared to larger, more complicated models
and work well with real-world data. Furthermore, these models were expected to work well with simpler input data
like BOW and TF-IDF, as the operations performed by these models work well on less complicated data. We also
developed a naive Bayes model19 due to its historic success on textual categorization25 and medical diagnostics26 .
Furthermore, naive bayes uses distributions to form models of the data, which falls into line with how embeddings
map similar data to similar vector spaces. Thus, we hoped naive Bayes could leverage the domain knowledge encoded
by word embeddings.
We also constructed a fully connected, feed-forward, neural network in Keras27 . The neural network (NN) consisted
of a single hidden layers, with 4096 units. The layers used ReLu activiation functions with the output layer using a
softmax to predict a single class out of the possible 1,855 classes. The model uses the Adam optimizer to minimize
the categorical cross-entropy loss28 .
Training For supervised training we randomly split the data from all sites into training, validation and testing sets
(75%, 12.5%, 12.5%), and formed the representations using the training set. We then used the representation algorithms developed for the training set to transform the validation and testing sets.
Procedure Name Clustering (Unsupervised) Lastly, we explored the potential of using unsupervised clustering
methods to form clusters based on the inputs. With this model, we considered the possibility that a regional standard
for procedure codes didn’t exists. This is particularly applicable, considering we are releasing our dataset. The classes
defined in our dataset may have limited use to researchers in different geographical regions. In that case, researchers
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Table 2: Evaluation of all representation and model combinations. A bag of words representation with a neural
network achieved the best accuracy. The model also achieved among the best precision, recall and F1 scores.
Macro
Representation

Doc2Vec

PubMed

Autoencoder

TF-IDF

Bag of Words

Model
Logistic Regression
Random Forest
Naive Bayes
Neural Network
Logistic Regression
Random Forest
Naive Bayes
Neural Network
Logistic Regression
Random Forest
Naive Bayes
Neural Network
Logistic Regression
Random Forest
Naive Bayes
Neural Network
Logistic Regression
Random Forest
Naive Bayes
Neural Network

Accuracy (%)
2.7
0.1
0.6
71.6
83.8
86.9
74.0
94.1
92.6
89.8
82.4
91.0
72.9
79.2
79.0
95.8
95.1
92.2
88.1
96.3

Micro

Precision (%)
0.1
0.1
0.1
43.3
49.0
64.5
57.5
78.2
74.8
68.1
64.2
68.6
60.5
64.0
66.5
83.2
75.5
70.1
67.9
84.4

0.4
0.4
0.4
54.4
72.6
78.2
61.3
90.1
87.7
82.9
74.7
85.2
58.5
66.6
66.0
92.7
91.1
86.1
81.4
93.5

Macro

Micro

Recall (%)
0.1
0.0
0.1
57.1
56.3
73.9
68.4
83.7
81.4
76.7
70.6
76.4
69.8
77.7
81.1
86.5
79.7
76.7
78.5
87.5

2.7
0.1
0.6
71.6
83.8
86.9
74.0
94.1
92.6
89.8
82.4
91.0
72.9
79.2
79.0
95.8
95.1
92.2
88.1
96.3

Macro

Micro

F1 Score (%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
48.3
51.8
68.0
61.0
80.3
77.3
71.3
66.5
71.5
63.8
69.1
72.1
84.6
77.3
72.9
71.5
85.7

0.2
0.0
0.2
61.3
77.4
81.9
66.0
91.9
89.8
85.8
77.8
87.6
63.7
71.6
71.2
94.2
92.9
88.9
84.1
94.8

may be interested in deriving new classes from the data. We conduct a preliminary analysis to demonstrate the
feasibility of this approach. We use a k-means unsupervised clustering method. However, since we did not utilize the
labels for this model, we could not objectively evaluate the model, and resorted to a qualitative evaluation.
Results
Quantitative model evaluation We evaluate accuracy, macro/micro precision, recall and F1 score for each supervised
model, trained with each representation. The macro scores treat each class with equal weight, giving a score that
represents all classes in the dataset. This score would be lower if some classes were inaccurately represented by our
model. Conversely, micro scores give each class a weight corresponding to occurrence frequency, giving a score that is
more representative of how the model would perform with the dataset. To ensure that the model is not discriminating
against certain classes, and is performing well overall, we want both the micro and macro scores to be similarly high.
Results of this evaluation are shown in Table 2.
Generalization check Since data from one imaging site can vary in terms of terminology and the distribution of
labels29 , observing accuracy for an unseen site would demonstrate the generalizability of our best performing model.
With originating information on 20 sites in our dataset, we evaluated model accuracy by training on x random sites
without replacement and testing on the remaining 20 − x sites, for x = {1, 2, ...19}. This evaluation was run 15 times
to obtain a distribution of accuracy scores, shown in Figure 2. Any data point where the originating site was unknown
was kept out for this evaluation.
Class Evaluation An ideal procedure name mapping model would perform accurately for all classes. However, the
previously noted widely skewed class imbalance introduces challenges for evaluating real world model performance.
Due to the high number of classes, looking at all classes in depth was infeasible. Instead, we form a a confusion matrix
for each class, which would show a high-level view of the model performance. We formed the confusion matrix such
that the top left elements would be the highest occurrence classes and moving down the matrix would contain fewer
occurrence classes. This confusion matrix can be found in Figure 3.
Aggregate Class Evaluation Beyond comparing all classes between themselves, which results in a 1,855 by 1,855
confusion matrix, we can merge classes based on similarities. For medical procedures, we can merge classes that have
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Figure 2: Model accuracy when trained on data from x hospitals and tested on data from remaining hospitals. Training
and testing hospitals were chosen randomly without replacement, and run 15 times.
the same modality. For instance, all procedures that involve using a CT scan would fall into the same class, and we
can evaluate our models ability to select a procedure with the same modality. We can also use the body part that a
procedure examines as a common feature to group classes. These confusion matrices were also formed with the most
popular classes in the top left and rarest in the bottom right. We present these confusion matrices in Figure 4.
Qualitative evaluation of unsupervised clustering As the regional procedure codes were defined by human experts
at HDIRS, we explored inferring labels without a human-defined standard terminology using unsupervised clustering
methods. Since semantically identical procedures will have syntactically similar text, we expect the model to separate
the data based on the procedure. This is lightly enforced by defining the model to contain approximately 1,500 clusters.
We used k-means clustering implemented with scikit-learn and the TF-IDF representation described above to create
and train the model. We show the top 10 keywords for three example clusters in Table 3.
Discussion
Quantitative model evaluation We achieved competitive performance with all our representations demonstrating that
were capable in finding representations for the input. However, only the neural network model was able to understand
the Doc2Vec representation. The best performing representation was BOW. This aligns with our characterization of the
data, where we highlighted that word order was not an important features but ensuring that every word was recorded
was. We hypothesize this is why BOW was such an effective representation.
The overall method that performed best was BOW with a NN, achieving 96.3% accuracy and slightly lower precision,
recall and F1 scores. The micro recall score indicates that for a random procedure, on average, we are 96.3% likely
to correctly predict it. The micro precision score means that for a prediction, if we don’t consider the predicted class,
there is a 93.5% chance that the predicted procedure code is correct. Furthermore, a high F1 score indicates that our
model is working well overall. The micro scores of the model where slightly higher than the macro score, indicating
that rare classes were being discriminated against. However, this representation and model achieved the highest score
in all our metrics against every other representation and model.
Generalization check We evaluated our best performing method’s ability to generalize to unseen sites, shown in
Figure 2. When tested on a small number of sites, we observe low accuracy scores, with high variance. But as we
increase the number of sites, the accuracy increases, and levels off at 80%, with ranges from 60% to 90%. This low
initial score and high variance shows that generalization across sites is a valid concern when developing procedure
code mappings. However, when we train our model on 17 or more sites, we observe that the our accuracy starts to
level off at approximately 80%. The accuracy doesn’t reach the previously measured 96.3% as we were training on
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix for 1,855 classes. Classes are sorted by occurrence from top left to bottom right. The
right section shows a magnification of the bottom left of the figure. The predicted class is presented on the x-axis and
the actual class is presented on the y-axis
a subset of the data that contained the originating site information. However, this evaluation shows that our model is
able to generalize fairly well to completely new sites, which use unseen naming styles. However, we recognize that
this dataset is obtained from a single geographical region, and between regions, naming standards can have higher
variance. Thus, further work is needed in establishing the generalizablity of this model on data from new regions.
Class Evaluation The confusion matrix, in Figure 3, shows a high-lever view of the model’s performance. The thin
yellow line across the diagonal shows that the model was strong at predicting classes. Since the confusion matrix was
sorted with most common classes at the top left, and least common in the bottom right, we would expect to see the
line fade as we move towards the bottom. Although fading is observable close to the bottom of the graph, the majority
of the 1,855 classes are being correctly predicted.
Another error shown in this graph is the scattered yellow dots observable in the bottom left of the graph. These show
that the model would occasionally predict the incorrect classes for some classes. The position of these scattered dots
in the graph indicates that these classes were uncommon in the dataset and our model would predict common classes.
Although, overall this graph shows that our model correctly identifies the majority of classes, it is evident that we were
unable to correctly identify the correct class when given uncommon procedures.
Aggregate Class Evaluation Figure 4 shows two confusion matrices which evaluate whether the model is able to
predict classes with the same modality or body part as the input. Both these confusion matrices have a strong diagonal
indicating that the model is correctly able to identify the modality and body part of the input. The modality confusion
matrix may have interesting behaviour between modalities, however, the low error rates makes it difficult to differentiate behaviour with random chance. However, the body part confusion matrix has higher error rates and presents
more interesting behaviours. The model often confuses procedures relating to the head with procedures relating to
the neck, or procedures capturing both head and neck. We also observe the same mistake between pelvis, abdomen
and pelvis/abdomen procedures, however, to a lesser extent. Lastly, we observe high error rates with procedures with
unspecified body parts. These errors in the model are understandable as these body parts are close to one another,
or often combined into a single body part. Our errors in both precision and recall of unspecified body indicate that
our model isn’t discriminating against or overcompensating predictions of unspecified body part, but rather makes
mistakes by not recognizing the class, and mistaking input as that class. These confusion matrices show that even
when our model makes mistakes, the prediction is semantically similar to the input, as the modality and body part of
the procedure tend to be correct.
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Figure 4: The figure on the left shows a confusion matrix of the model, when only observing the modality of the input
and output, and the figure on the right shows the confusion matrix for body parts..
Qualitative evaluation of unsupervised clustering We found that the k-means grouped together semantically similar words. Cluster A and B grouped words related to extremity procedures and obstetrical ultrasound, respectively.
Cluster C grouped together terms related to fluoroscopy and fluoroscpically-guided procedures - including variations
in spelling (“fluoro” v “fluro”). While not objectively evaluated, subjective expert assessment suggests that we were
able to learn clusters that were semantically meaningful. Future explorations is needed to more thoroughly evaluate
the unsupervised clustering potential.
Top keywords
wrist,hand,elbow,cr,portable,shoulder,or,finger,right,uex
ultrasound,portable,single,abdpel,singleton,twins,triplets,obstetrical,us,dating
fluor,fluoro,fluoroscopic,fluoroscopy,fluro,flush,fna,fluid,embolization,rf
Table 3: Top 10 keywords for three example clusters. Each row represents a cluster.
Impact
Semantic interopability is one of the holy grails of medical informatics. Currently, cross site image sharing is dependent on laborious procedure mapping, which can be neglected. Depending on whether a site is joining a DIR, changing
informatics systems, or introducing a new set of procedures, these manual mapping batches can range for a handful to
hundreds of procedures. By building a model with 96.3% accuracy, we can enable high accuracy low effort mapping
of procedure codes. This eliminates the hurdle surrounding manually mapping procedure codes, and allows sites to
freely join a DIR, restructure their information system, and introduce new procedures and avoid the potential for gaps
in care.
In practice, this model could be deployed under the supervision of an informaticist. As an example, the neural network
model is able to provide the top x predictions, as well as confidence for those predictions. This can enable a human
augmented workflow, where high confidence procedures are automatically mapped, while low confidence procedures
can be presented to a human with top x suggested classes. Furthermore, these uncertain cases can be used to continue
training the model, and increase robustness in the future.
Limitations and Future Work
Our procedure name mapping models were developed from a diverse, multi-site dataset; however, these were all located in one geographic region (Ontario, Canada), shared one language (English) and represent procedures reimbursed
by a single payor. Generalizability of this model on other datasets would need to be tested, although we believe the
approach is generalizable and transfer learning may facilitate.
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In this paper, we described a solution to the problem of mapping local procedure codes to a regional terminology.
This is most commonly a many to one mapping problem. The reverse problem - import and display of external prior
(IDEP) images from a regional repository to a local site - may be even more important to imaging facilities. This could
be solved by creating regional-to-local ML models at each site; transfer learning may help overcome the small local
dataset problem. However, the one-to-many nature of IDEP would result in information loss.
We also believe that a model could be developed to support the deployment of a national or international standard
terminology by using one standard (ie SNOWMED CT, Radlex-LOINC) as the labels for this supervised learning
task.
Conclusion
Inaccurate and inefficient medical imaging exchange between imaging facilities is a pervasive problem in healthcare.
In this paper, we present a real-world and novel application of NLP and ML to automate procedure name mapping
using an Ontario-wide dataset. We explore several representations and models and measure their performance on our
dataset. The best performing method we developed achieved 96.3% accuracy across 1,855 classes and demonstrated
the ability to generalize to new data in 20 distinct sites. We also conduct an in-dept analysis of our best performing
method, and show that the model correctly predicts most classes, despite the class imbalance in the dataset. We also
show that when our model makes errors, the modality and body part tend to be accurate. This model enables effective
image exchange, and opens up avenues for a widespread healthcare sharing system. We believe this approach can
be applied to many interoperability challenges, including health information exchange, imaging facility consolidation
and mapping medical lab tests or medical reports to a standard naming convention.
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Abstract
This study investigates the use of machine learning methods for classifying and extracting structured information from
laboratory reports stored as semi-structured point-form English text. This is a novel data format that has not been
evaluated in conjunction with machine learning classifiers in previous literature. Our classifiers achieve human-level
predictive accuracy on the binary Test Performed and 4-class Test Outcome labels. We consider symbolic approaches
for predicting the highly multi-class Organism Genus and Organism Species labels. Results are discussed from the
viewpoint of interpretability and generalizability to new incoming laboratory reports. Code has been made public at
https://github.com/enchainingrealm/UbcDssgBccdc-Research/tree/master/src.
Introduction
An important service provided by public health organizations worldwide is the analysis of population-level disease
trends1, 2. These analyses aid efforts for proactive prevention of communicable diseases and provide insight into the
historical patterns of pathogen spread. Population-level disease surveillance is also utilized by public health
authorities to identify outbreaks and measure the effectiveness of disease control strategies2.
Disease surveillance efforts are heavily data-driven, requiring the extraction of structured information from
unstructured or semi-structured data. The volume of data is often extremely large. For example, a previous effort by
the British Columbia Centre for Disease Control (BCCDC) to monitor patients infected with hepatitis C required the
manual preparation of an anonymized database containing the health records of 1.5 million patients3. The United
States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (USCDC) receives approximately 20 million laboratory reports
annually2. The BCCDC’s data warehouse contains test results spanning over 20 years, with over 2 million test results
produced yearly by the BCCDC’s Public Health Microbiology and Reference Laboratory4.
Increasingly, semi-structured text is the dominant format of clinical data and lab result descriptions, with typical health
documents consisting of approximately 60% structured information and 40% free-form text5. The task of extracting
structured information from semi-structured lab result descriptions is currently being performed manually by domain
experts. Due to the large volume of data, this manual processing is expensive to carry out, slow, and error-prone.
In this paper, we present a machine learning approach that has demonstrated success in automating this process,
achieving human-level (> 95%) accuracy. We work with a subset of the lab result descriptions from the BCCDC’s
data warehouse, comprised of semi-structured text data. Our approach extracts four structured labels: a binary Test
Performed label describing whether the test was successfully performed to completion; a 4-class Test Outcome label
describing whether the test result is positive, negative, indeterminate, or missing; and multi-class Organism Genus
and Organism Species labels identifying the organism that tested positive, if any. To the best of our knowledge, no
existing literature evaluates the performance of machine learning classifiers on a dataset similar to ours, where text is
semi-structured, consists of English words and abbreviations, contains laboratory terminology and organism names
as opposed to purely clinical notes, is written in point-form, and contains contradictory phrases due to new test results
invalidating previous observations. We define “point-form” as text consisting of incomplete sentences, dangling
modifiers, and run-on sentences, all of which present a challenge to symbolic parsers.
Related Work
In 2018, Segura-Bedmar et al. evaluated the performance of standard machine learning classifiers in classifying
electronic medical records as either positive (describing a case of anaphylaxis) or negative (not describing such a
case)6. The classifiers they tested included Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and Linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM). All the records used to evaluate the classifiers are written in Spanish, unlike our
dataset which consists of English text.
In 2014, Velupillai et al. presented a symbolic assertion-based classifier for detecting whether a disorder described in
a snippet of semi-structured clinical text is affirmed, negated, or uncertain7. This is similar to our problem of
classifying the Test Outcome of a lab result as positive, negative, indeterminate, or missing. However, the problem
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Velupillai et al. solved differs due to the lack of a “missing” class. The researchers specifically aimed to construct a
system capable of accurately determining the scope and interpretation of negation words such as “not” that appear in
the clinical text. Their final natural language processing pipeline achieved an overall F-score of 83% on a corpus of
clinical text written in Swedish.
Jang et al. used hidden Markov models to text mine doctors’ notes in 20068. The document corpus they worked with
contained notes written in a mixture of English and Korean. Their models achieved around 60%-70% accuracy and
aimed to be robust to unknown phrases not seen in the training corpus. One notable tool they used is MetaMap, which
annotates input text with medical tags and semantics. MetaMap is also commonly used in other health domains, such
as text mining for cancer-related information9.
In 2014, Kang and Kayaalp explored the problem of extracting laboratory test information from biomedical text10.
They compared the performance of an original symbolic information extraction system to various machine learningbased NLP systems. Their results showed that well-tailored symbolic approaches may outperform machine learningbased approaches. Kang and Kayaalp used a collection of decision summaries from the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration as their document corpus. These summaries are written in natural language, unlike our test result
descriptions which are written in point-form. We expect this difference will be significant enough that a symbolic
approach to our problem will require more complex logic before it can achieve similar results to theirs.
Hasan et al. evaluated the performance of standard machine learning classifiers for multi-class annotation of text data11.
The dataset they used was a collection of around 11,000 transcripts of clinical interviews between psychologists and
adolescents or caregivers. They found that an SVM classifier was able to annotate conversational snippets with codes
from a 17-class codebook with 70.3% accuracy, although the accuracy decreased to 53.7% when a 41-class codebook
was used.
Two previous studies have compared the performance of machine learning classifiers against an expert-constructed
Bayesian classifier for detecting reports of influenza in emergency department free-text reports. One study, performed
by Pineda et al. in 201512, used a corpus consisting of approximately 31 thousand reports. Class imbalance in the
dataset was inconsequential given sufficiently many training examples. Notably, the researchers used a tool named
Topaz, with similar capabilities as MetaMap, to annotate the corpus with UMLS concepts before training the
classifiers. The other study, performed by Ye et al. in 201413, used a training corpus of approximately 29 thousand
reports and a testing corpus of approximately 200 reports. Hand-engineered features produced by a domain expert
were found to be superior over automatic annotations from Topaz. In both studies, the researchers found that standard
machine learning classifiers, such as logistic regression and machine-parameterized Naïve Bayes, dominated over the
expert-constructed Naïve Bayes-like classifier.
In a 2008 study, Pakhomov, Hanson, Bjornsen, and Smith14 trained SVM classifiers on a corpus of 492 unstructured
foot examination reports to classify each report as normal (no medical condition was detected), abnormal (a medical
condition was detected), or not assessed. This is similar to our problem of classifying a test’s outcome as positive,
negative, or missing, although Pakhomov et al.’s dataset lacks an “indeterminate” class and consists of completely
unstructured text from clinical notes. By combining hand-engineered features constructed by domain experts with
features automatically extracted using a bag-of-words tokenization process, the SVMs achieved 80% accuracy.
Dataset
Our dataset is a subset of the data available in BCCDC’s data warehouse and consists of approximately 950,000 test
results. Each test result consists of the original laboratory report, stored as semi-structured text, along with structured
metadata stored in additional database columns. The original text of the lab report is referred to as the result full
description (RFD). An RFD is comprised of multiple observations delimited by pipe (“|”) characters, where an
observation is a chunk of text that was appended to the RFD at one time. An observation is comprised of multiple
pipe-delimited result descriptions, each of which is either a code-generated phrase or a free-form text string. Due to
the laboratory technician having the option of manually appending free-form text to code-generated phrases, there is
no consistent structure that would allow for simple rule-based processing. All the text is written in English, but many
results are written in short phrases as opposed to full sentences and do not conform to standard English syntactical
and grammatical rules. The pipe characters are automatically added when the separate result descriptions are
appended together into the RFD to be stored in the data warehouse.
The metadata accompanying an RFD codifies:
•

The test key and result key, which uniquely identify the test result in the database table
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•

The test code and test name, which identify the specific test routine that was performed

•

The test type, including but not limited to culture, antibody, and NAT/PCR types

•

The ID of the lab system the test result came from

•

The breakdown of the RFD into its constituent observations and result descriptions

Some lab reports in the dataset are results of proficiency tests, which are routine sanity checks run by the BCCDC to
confirm their lab equipment is working properly. Other lab reports have empty RFD strings, or RFDs consisting
purely of a floating-point number such as “0.016”. All proficiency tests and results with empty or purely numeric
RFDs were filtered from the dataset before further analysis was performed, reducing the size of the dataset to 362,806
test results.
Table 1 lists the 20 most frequently occurring unigrams among the RFDs in our dataset. This analysis is caseinsensitive, so lowercase and uppercase versions of the same unigram are counted together. Stop-words included in
the Python wordcloud package’s default stop-word list are not included in the table. The most frequent unigrams are
laboratory terms such as “specimen”, “reactive”, and “infection”. Organism names and abbreviations such as
“hepatitis” and “hiv”, and abbreviations such as “ml”, also appear regularly in the RFDs.
Table 1. The 20 most frequently occurring unigrams in the corpus of RFDs, along with their occurrence counts.
Unigram

Count

Unigram

Count

Unigram

Count

Unigram

Count

specimen

120,782

infection

51,743

result

40,481

identified

32,111

previous

69,247

tests

50,817

performed

40,372

hiv

31,787

collected

66,048

hepatitis

49,629

immune

40,254

non

31,020

reactive

65,663

completed

49,165

may

37,749

laboratory

30,937

test

64,213

detected

42,269

please

32,125

ml

30,265

Examples of the semi-structured RFDs are listed below. All dates have been changed to May 29th, 2017, although
their original formats have been preserved:
1.

Specimen rejected | Test not performed. | No evidence of HCV infection.

2.

No Bordetella pertussis DNA detected by PCR.

3.

Result inconclusive. | Culture results to follow. | Varicella Zoster Virus | ‘Isolated.’

4.

‘Organism identified as:’ | Haemophilus influenzae | Biotype | |non serotypable (non encapsulated)

Some test results contain spelling, grammatical, and typographical errors. For example, “serotype” is misspelled as
“seretype” and “group” is misspelled as “froup” in the RFD below:
5.

BCCDC seretype: non froup 5 | Final | 29/May/2017 | Sputum | Streptococcus pneumoniae | STUDY

The word “not” is often used ambiguously, as it could be interpreted as negating the entire test result, negating the
current observation, or as part of a subtype of an organism, among many other interpretations:
6.

NEGATIVE for Shiga toxin stx1 and stx2 genes by PCR. | Isolate serotyped as: | Escherichia coli | not |
O157:H7

7.

Isolate not | Salmonella species

Some test results contain many negative organism names. For example, the following RFD contains all organisms
that multiplex NAT is capable of detecting. However, only Rhinovirus, Enterovirus, and Adenovirus could have been
positive in the actual test:
8.

Rhinovirus or Enterovirus detected by multiplex NAT. | | Adenovirus detected by multiplex NAT. | | Multiplex
NAT is capable of detecting Influenza A and B, Respiratory Syncytial Virus, Parainfluenza 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Rhinovirus, Enterovirus, Adenovirus, Coronaviruses HKU1, NL63, OC43, and 229E, hMetapneumovirus,
Bocavirus, C. pneumoniae, L. pneumophila, and M. pneumoniae. | | MULTIPLE INFECTION DETECTED
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Due to clinical procedures, early observations recorded in the lab reports that were invalidated by later tests cannot be
erased. Thus, some lab reports contain contradictory information. For example, only Moraxella osloensis is positive
in the RFD below, despite the text mentioning Neisseria meningitidis as well:
9.

Organism identified as: | Neisseria meningitidis nongroupable | Upon further investigation | Organism
identified as: | Moraxella osloensis | by 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.

The most up-to-date information is not always written at the end of the RFD. For example, the test corresponding to
the RFD below was not performed, despite the last observation stating the contrary:
10. TEST NOT PERFORMED | Galactomannan testing is valid only for Haematology and lung transplant
patients with no recent antifungal exposure | Test performed at Provincial Laboratory of Public Health,
Edmonton
Some RFDs contain dates written in various formats, including but not limited to the following:
11. Hepatitis C tests completed on previous specimen. | Collected on 29 May 2017.
12. 2+ | Acid Fast Bacilli found | CORRECTED ON 29/May AT 1132: PREVIOUSLY REPORTED AS No acid
fast bacilli found.
13. 17/05/29
In this work, we extract four structured labels from the semi-structured RFDs. The labels and their constituent classes
are listed in Table 2. The Test Performed label codifies whether a test was successfully performed, with the Yes class
identifying tests which were performed successfully to completion, and the No class identifying tests which were
deemed inapplicable, cancelled due to contamination of the specimen sample, or which failed to produce valid results
due to a technical issue. The Test Outcome label represents whether the organism of interest was detected in the
specimen sample, with Positive meaning detected, Negative meaning not detected, Indeterminate meaning no
conclusion was reached, and Missing meaning the result is unknown due to lack of data. The Organism Genus and
Organism Species labels contain the scientific name of the organism detected in the test. If multiple organisms were
detected, the labels contain only one of the detections, chosen arbitrarily.
The dataset has been partially labeled by a domain expert. Each of the four labels has a different number of labeled
rows, summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. The labels and classes we extract from the semi-structured data, and the amount of labeled data for each
label (expressed in number of labeled rows and the percentage of the entire dataset that is labeled.)
Label

Classes

# of labeled rows

% of labeled rows

Test Performed

Yes, No

362,806

100%

Test Outcome

Positive, Negative, Indeterminate, Missing

115,347

31.79%

Organism Genus

27 classes (and counting)

40,289

11.10%

Organism Species

≈ 160 classes (and counting)

40,289

11.10%

Table 3 summarizes the class breakdown for the labeled Test Performed rows. Notably, the labeled data exhibits
severe class imbalance, with the Yes class dominating in row count by an order of magnitude. We also note the
presence of a Pending class, which is outside the scope of our study. We filter all Pending rows from our labeled data
before doing further analysis.
Table 3. Class breakdown for the labeled Test Performed data. Percentages are with respect to all labeled Test
Performed rows.
Class

# of rows

% of rows

Yes

340,474

93.84%

No

22,114

6.10%

Pending

218

0.06%
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Moderate class imbalance is present in the labeled Test Outcome rows, as summarized in Table 4. The Organism
Genus label exhibits severe class imbalance. The two largest classes, Not Found and Hepatitis C Virus, respectively
represent 46% and 21% of the labeled dataset. Each of the two smallest classes, Treponema and Trichomas, contains
around 40 labeled examples and accounts for approximately 0.1% of the labeled data. The Organism Species label
suffers from an extreme lack of labeled data for its smallest classes, each of which has only 1 labeled example. Both
organism-related labels are constantly gaining new classes due to previously unseen organisms being reported in new
test results.
Table 4. Class breakdown for the labeled Test Outcome data. Percentages are with respect to all labeled Test Outcome
rows.
Class

# of rows

% of rows

Positive

19,249

16.69%

Negative

15,268

13.24%

Indeterminate

1,453

1.26%

Missing

79,377

68.82%

Methods
We clean our dataset to remove unnecessary tokens and resolve inconsistencies that would hinder the performance of
our classifiers. We convert all existing labels in our dataset to lowercase for consistency, since they appear in both
title-case (e.g. “Positive”) and lower-case (e.g. “positive”) versions. Using a regular expression, we remove all
characters that are not alphanumeric characters, spaces, or pipes from the RFDs. We replace all standalone numbers,
such as “16” or “15.09”, in the RFDs with the “_NUMBER_” token to prevent our classifiers from fitting to specific
numbers. We do not replace dates with a “_DATE_” token due to the difficulty of identifying all possible date formats
that appear in the RFDs.
We use a machine learning approach for classifying the Test Performed, Test Outcome, and Organism Genus labels.
We extract features from the RFDs using scikit-learn’s bag-of-words count vectorizer. For the Test Performed label,
we extract unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams due to “Test Not Performed” being a consistently important feature for
predicting this label. We exclude all features that occur in less than 10 RFDs to speed up computation. For the Test
Outcome label, we only extract unigrams to combat overfitting, and the smaller feature space size allows us to only
exclude features that occur in less than 5 RFDs. For the Organism Genus label, we extract unigrams and we do not
exclude any features on the basis of document frequency due to important organism names appearing infrequently.
We experimented with TF-IDF feature representations and found that they did not improve classifier performance.
We use scikit-learn implementations of standard machine learning classifiers including Naïve Bayes (NB), Logistic
Regression (LR), Random Forest with 100 trees (RF), and Support Vector Machine with linear kernel (SVM). Since
we are using supervised machine learning algorithms, our results for each label are obtained on the subset of labeled
data for that label. We evaluate the performance of our classifiers using 5-fold cross validation. For each classifier,
we use the mean accuracy obtained over the 5 folds as a performance metric. We also report the cumulative confusion
matrix obtained over the 5 folds, and class-wise precision and recall, for the SVM classifier. For the Test Performed
and Test Outcome labels, we carry out an error analysis and report common RFD patterns that are frequently
misclassified by the SVM classifier.
During our exploratory analysis, we investigated many complex model classes (including gradient-boosted trees and
stacked classifiers) and hyperparameter tunings (including the prior used with NB and the type of regularization used
with LR and SVM). None of these finely tuned models produced a sufficiently large performance gain over the
baseline models described in the previous paragraph to justify their increased complexity. To reduce the possibility of
overfitting, we only report results from the baseline models described in the previous paragraph.
We investigate which features are deemed by our models to be most influential in making predictions. For the Test
Performed label, we retrain our LR classifier on the full labeled dataset and report the 10 most negative and 10 most
positive weighted features along with their regression weights. For the Test Outcome and Organism Genus labels, we
retrain our RF classifier on the full labeled dataset and report the 10 features with the highest importance scores.
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We experiment with class reweighting as a potential solution to class imbalance in the Test Performed training set.
We use the multi_class=“balanced” parameter on scikit-learn’s SVM classifier implementation, and we report the
differences in the class-wise precision and recall scores compared with the results obtained by the non-balanced SVM
classifier.
We consider a symbolic approach for classifying the Organism Genus and Organism Species labels. The large number
of classes, the lack of labeled data for the minority classes, and the constant addition of new classes would render
machine learning algorithms ineffective. Although symbolic algorithms necessitate more manual hard-coding of
domain rules, their classification decisions are completely transparent and their parameters are easier to modify and
interpret than those of machine learning algorithms. We make use of MetaMap, an application that annotates free text
with tags from a database of UMLS biomedical terms and concepts. MetaMap is capable of mapping abbreviations
or common names that appear in the RFDs to the corresponding scientific names. For each RFD in our dataset, we
acquire from MetaMap a list of organism concepts that were detected. If the generic concepts “Bacteria” and “Virus”
are present, we remove them from the list. We call this final list the candidates list for the RFD.
Our symbolic classifiers have training and prediction phases. During the training phase, the classifier stores a
dictionary of existing classes seen in the labeled dataset. The Organism Genus classifier stores a set of genus names,
excluding the special class “Not Found”. The Organism Species classifier stores a mapping between genus names
and possible species names for each genus, again excluding the special class “Not Found”.
During the Organism Genus classifier’s prediction phase, the classifier consults an SVM Test Outcome classifier. If
the predicted test outcome is “negative”, or if the RFD’s candidates list is empty, the Organism Genus classifier returns
“Not Found” in accordance with the domain rules. Otherwise, for each candidate in the list, the classifier considers
each prefix of that candidate. If a prefix is present in the classifier’s dictionary, the classifier returns the prefix as its
final prediction. Prefixes are taken at the word level. For example, the prefixes for the candidate “hepatitis c virus”
are {“hepatitis c virus”, “hepatitis c”, “hepatitis”}. If no match is found after examining all candidates, the classifier
returns an arbitrary candidate in the list.
The Organism Species classifier uses a similar prediction algorithm. It consults an SVM Organism Genus classifier
and returns “Not Found” if the predicted genus is “Not Found”, if the predicted genus is not in its own dictionary, or
if the candidates list is empty. Otherwise, the algorithm considers each word-level prefix of each candidate. If a
prefix is in the dictionary’s set of allowable species names for the predicted genus name, the algorithm returns the
prefix as its final prediction. If no match is found after examining all candidates, the algorithm returns an arbitrary
candidate.
Results and Discussion
The accuracies achieved for each label by our classifiers are listed in Table 5 below.
Table 5. Accuracy scores achieved by our classifiers on the four labels.
Classifier

Test Performed
Accuracy

Test Outcome
Accuracy

Organism Genus
Accuracy

Organism Species
Accuracy

Naïve Bayes

93.96%

92.33%

91.52%

–

Logistic Regression

98.58%

99.14%

98.06%

–

Random Forest

98.60%

99.24%

97.31%

–

Support Vector Machine

98.54%

99.17%

98.18%

–

Symbolic

–

–

89.84%

61.54%

Our Test Performed classifiers achieve high classification accuracies. Naïve Bayes trails the other three machine
learning classifiers by four percentage points of accuracy. Analysis of the SVM classifier’s confusion matrix (Table
6) shows that class imbalance is causing our classifiers to be slightly biased towards the majority class Yes. In
particular, we achieve an 84.59% recall score for the No class, which is considerably lower than the other precision
and recall scores, which are in the nineties. Nevertheless, the class-wise precision and recall scores show that the high
accuracy scores have not been overly inflated by class imbalance. We only present the confusion matrices from the
SVM classifiers, since the other classifiers achieved similar class-wise precision and recall distributions.
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Table 6. The confusion matrix obtained from the SVM Test Performed classifier, without class reweighting.
Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Recall

True Yes

338,581

1,893

99.44%

True No

3,407

18,707

84.59%

Precision

99.00%

90.81%

Class reweighting reduced false positives (true label “No”, predicted as “Yes”) at the expense of introducing false
negatives (true label “Yes”, predicted as “No”): although the minority class’s recall score increased to 91.08%, the
minority class’s precision score decreased significantly to 64.61%. Consultation with a domain expert revealed that,
from a surveillance point of view, false positives are more acceptable than false negatives, particularly when the
diseases under surveillance are not considered rare. Thus, we retain our original classifiers in our final production
code, opting not to use class reweighting.
Table 7 lists a sample of rows misclassified by the SVM Test Performed classifier. For confidentiality, the original
specimen number in the first row has been replaced with K12345. Error analysis reveals that a significant number of
misclassified rows are semantically ambiguous, with the text seemingly contradicting the true label. For example, the
RFD “Insufficient material provided for examination” has true label Yes. Furthermore, some rows, such as “MYCOF
FROM SPH” and “Liver”, do not provide enough information to realistically discern the correct Test Performed class.
Consultation with a domain expert revealed that the true labels in these cases are assigned according to a set of
structured flags, which are outside the scope of our study and not used as features in our classifiers. Some other rows
contain test metadata information instead of actual test results and have been labeled “Yes” to reflect their successful
entry into the data warehouse.
Table 7. Rows misclassified by the SVM Test Performed classifier.
Result full description

True class

Predicted class

Insufficient material provided for examination | See specimen K12345 for MTD
result

Yes

No

MYCOF FROM SPH

Yes

No

Nonreactive | INTERPRETATION | No evidence of HTLV I or II infection

No

Yes

NOT DONE | Unsatisfactory Specimen wrapped in tissue or paper Please submit
another specimen instructing patient to expectorate directly into the jar

Yes

No

Liver

No

Yes

From the logistic regression weights listed below in Figure 1, we note that the trigram “test not performed” is
consistently the strongest indicator of the Test Performed label. Further, the features “sample not received” and “no
sample received” are strong indicators that the test was not performed. Curiously, the strongest predictor for the Yes
class is “test not done”. We caution that the feature space contains pairs of correlated features, such as “not performed”
and “test not performed”. Thus, the regression weights may not be perfectly indicative of feature importance, although
they provide a reasonable approximation.
Our machine learning classifiers achieve high (> 95%) accuracies on Test Outcome. According to the SVM confusion
matrix (Table 8), class imbalance does not appear to be affecting the results of the minority class Indeterminate by a
large margin, with its precision score being 89.78% and its recall score being 88.23%.
Table 9 lists a sample of RFDs misclassified by the Test Outcome SVM classifier. The misclassified RFDs almost
exclusively contain contradictory information due to the initial result having been invalidated or updated at a later
date. This implies that our classifiers are still struggling to understand negation scope. Nevertheless, many RFDs
containing contradictions are indeed classified correctly by our current SVM classifier, showing that a linear classifier
is able to produce reasonably accurate predictions.
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Figure 1. The 10 most negative and 10 most positive features in the logistic regression Test Performed classifier.
Table 8. The confusion matrix obtained from the SVM Test Outcome classifier.
Predicted Pos.

Predicted Neg.

Predicted Ind.

Predicted Mis.

Recall

True Pos.

19,034

74

36

105

98.88%

True Neg.

53

15,037

49

129

98.49%

True Ind.

35

76

1,282

60

88.23%

True Mis.

101

178

61

79,037

99.57%

Precision

99.02%

97.87%

89.78%

99.63%

Table 9. Rows misclassified by the SVM Test Outcome classifier.
Result full description

True class

Predicted class

Bordetella pertussis DNA detected by PCR | CORRECTED ON 29May AT
_NUMBER_ PREVIOUSLY REPORTED AS No Bordetella pertussis DNA
detected by PCR | Culture results to follow

Positive

Negative

Neisseria gonorrhoeae | POSITIVE | Susceptibility results to follow | Upon
further investigation organism isolated is not Neisseria gonorrheae | Please
disregard report sent _NUMBER_ | Corrected Report | No Neisseria gonorrhoeae
isolated

Negative

Positive

No diplococci resembling Neisseria gonorrhoeae present | CORRECTED ON
29May AT _NUMBER_ PREVIOUSLY REPORTED AS Diplococci
resembling Neisseria gonorrhoeae present | Polymorphs polynucleated cells
_NUMBER_

Negative

Positive

HIGHLY SUSPICIOUS FOR N GONORRHOEAE BUT DOES NOT MEET
ALL OF THE CRITERIA FOR A POSITIVE RESULT

Missing

Positive

Figure 2 lists the most important features for predicting Test Outcome according to the RF classifier. Notably,
hepatitis-B-related abbreviations, namely “hbsag” and “hbv”, are instrumental in predicting the test outcome, implying
that our Test Outcome classifiers are fitting to specific organisms due to the presence of a large number of hepatitisB-related rows in our dataset. This may result in our classifiers mislabeling rows containing different organism names.
We discuss potential solutions in the Limitations and Future Work section.
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For the Organism Genus label, our machine learning classifiers achieve around 98% accuracy and our symbolic
algorithm achieves around 89% accuracy. Our SVM classifier achieves class-wise precision and recall scores above
80% for all but 6 classes, indicating that the high accuracy of our SVM classifier is not significantly inflated from
class imbalance. The symbolic algorithm achieves lower precision and recall scores than the SVM classifier for nearly
every class. The most important features for predicting Organism Genus, according to our RF classifier, are listed
below in Figure 3. Notably, only four of these features (“salmonella”, “streptococcus”, “hcv”, and “coli”) refer to
specific organisms. Due to the difficulty of interpreting the rest of the selected features, we prefer the symbolic
classifier for its transparency and explicit reliance on UMLS organism concept tags. We note that it is possible to
extend the symbolic algorithm with more domain rules to significantly improve its accuracy.

Figure 2 (left). The 10 most important features for predicting Test Outcome, according to the RF classifier.
Figure 3 (right). The 10 most important features for predicting Organism Genus, according to the RF classifier.
We obtain 61.54% accuracy on Organism Species using our symbolic classifier. Out of the 169 classes, 59 classes
have precision 0% and 78 classes have precision 100%. 59 classes have recall 0% and 61 classes have recall 100%.
Investigation revealed that the classes with 0% precision and recall are mostly subtypes of Hepatitis C, such as
“hepatitis c virus genotype 1”. Our classifier mislabels all rows in these classes due to the candidate lists from
MetaMap not containing genotype information.
We note that MetaMap’s annotation process is slow, taking approximately 12 hours to annotate one million RFDs on
a Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 virtual server with 8 GB of RAM and 2 Intel Xeon cores clocked at 3.06 GHz speed.
Limitations and Future Work
Due to organizational and patient privacy and confidentiality policies, we are only provided with data from the
BCCDC to use in our analysis. As such, caution must be taken when generalizing our results to datasets from other
institutions. In particular, other public health organizations may use different coding schemes, different computergenerated lexica, different data entry practices, or have data with different class distributions. Notwithstanding, we
expect that datasets similar to ours, in that they are written in English point-form, contain laboratory terminology and
organism names and abbreviations, and are semi-structured due to a combination of computer-generated and freeform text, should achieve comparable performance when classifying labels similar to ours.
We note that the Test Outcome machine learning classifiers are making predictions based in part on specific organism
abbreviations that appear to be irrelevant to predicting test outcome. Additionally, important structured metadata such
as flags encoding Test Performed knowledge are lacking from our dataset and are therefore not used as features in our
classifiers. Future goals may focus on including relevant structured metadata as input features to our classifiers before
analyzing their performance. Further work may consider the usage of MetaMap for removing specific organism
concepts from the RFDs before feeding them to the Test Outcome classifiers.
We also note that the Organism Species symbolic classifier is failing to correctly classify any rows in approximately
50 classes due to the MetaMap organism candidates not aligning with the class names. A future version of this
classifier may include a more thorough mapping between the UMLS concept hierarchy and the organism classification
hierarchy in use by the BCCDC.
We observed that the misclassified Test Outcome rows predominantly include contradictory observations. A potential
solution is to perform machine learning classifications at the observation level instead of the RFD level, then to use a
symbolic algorithm to select the most relevant observation based on the observation breakdown metadata in the
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database. However, the current lack of labeled data at the observation level makes this infeasible without further
manual labeling by a domain expert.
Conclusion
Machine learning classifiers show great ability in automating the classification of laboratory results for the purposes
of population-level disease analysis, for which our Test Performed and Test Outcome classifiers are sufficiently
accurate to be used. Given that classifications are currently being performed manually by domain experts, automating
this process has a huge practical impact, saving large amounts of time and money. Our Test Performed and Test
Outcome classifiers do not require hand-engineered features, which is an improvement from symbolic classifiers that
require hard-coded linguistic and domain rules to perform the same task.
Several obstacles lie between our current work and the deployment of our classifiers in production. For our organism
name classifiers to work robustly, still more labeled data is required for the minority classes. Expressive domain rules
must be hand-engineered for the symbolic classifiers to achieve acceptable accuracy. Algorithms to detect and remove
dates must be developed to increase robustness. Annotating huge historical datasets using MetaMap is intractable due
to the slow computational speed. Finally, further testing and engineering on datasets from other institutions is
necessary to ensure generalizability to novel data.
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Abstract
This paper introduces a database derived from Structured Product Labels (SPLs). SPLs are legally mandated
snapshots containing information on all drugs released to market in the United States. Since publication is not
required for pre-trial findings, we hypothesize that SPLs may contain knowledge absent in the literature, and hence
“novel.” SemMedDB is an existing database of computable knowledge derived from the literature. If SPL content
could be similarly transformed, novel clinically relevant assertions in the SPLs could be identified through comparison
with SemMedDB. After we derive a database (containing 4,297,481 assertions), we compare the extracted content
with SemMedDB for recent FDA drug approvals. We find that novelty between the SPLs and the literature is nuanced,
due to the redundancy of SPLs. Highlighting areas for improvement and future work, we conclude that SPLs contain
a wealth of novel knowledge relevant to research and complementary to the literature.
Introduction
Translational researchers have long recognized the value of integrative approaches to complex problems. The largescale interpretation of multi-modal, heterogeneous, distributed sources of observational data often requires robust
background information to help interpret and ultimately transform these data into new knowledge.1–7 Researchers have
exploited computable knowledge extracted from the literature in drug safety, drug repurposing, and oncology
applications using Semantic MEDLINE, or SemMedDB.8–16 SemMedDB is a repository of structured knowledge
extracted using a semantic interpreter of biomedical text. To build off the success of previous text mining projects,
there is a pressing need to seek out new sources of knowledge. Another source of relevant, but yet to be mined
pharmaceuticals-related knowledge, is content embedded in the narrative text of drug product labeling.
Drug product labeling standards are written into federal law and administered by the FDA. Since 2006, the Code of
Federal Regulations has required submissions be sent to the FDA in an electronic format known as Structured Product
Labeling (SPL).17 The SPL format is intended to make labels readable to both computers and humans. To that end,
SPLs use a general technology standard called eXtensible Markup Language (XML). SPL has also been certified as a
Health Level Seven International (HL7) standard for interoperability of electronic health information.
SPLs exist for all prescription and over-the-counter drugs approved for marketing in the United States. Each SPL
summarizes knowledge about a drug based on pre-market studies and post-marketing information. These include
information on: safety (e.g., black box warnings and reported adverse reactions), approved indications, clinical
pharmacology, use in special populations, and drug-drug interactions. Because there is no legal requirement for preclinical or in vitro studies to be published, many of the knowledge claims summarized in SPLs might not be present
in the published peer-reviewed biomedical literature. The purpose of this study is to describe knowledge claims present
in SPLs, compare these knowledge claims with knowledge claims extracted from the literature, and determine the
extent of novel knowledge in the SPLs. Another goal is to introduce and report on a newly created resource, called
SemMedDB_SPL, that represents structured knowledge claims extracted from the SPLs of all prescription drugs
currently marketed in the United States.
Background
Structured knowledge is knowledge that is in a computable format, meaning that the knowledge content in such a
format that it is readable by computer programs. One convenient, computable representation of knowledge is that of
a semantic predication. Semantic predications, also known as “triples,” consist of two concepts that relate to each
other through some predicate (i.e., verb) such as “CAUSES” and “TREATS.”18–20 For instance, “ibuprofen CAUSES
gastrointestinal_hemorrhage” is one such semantic predication. Semantic predications have been referred to as the
“atoms of thought.”21 In philosophy and cognitive science, these are referred to variously as propositions or assertions,
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but in practice, the “proposition” refers to the normalized form (triple) and the assertion is the source sentence in the
literature from which the semantic predication was derived.
SemRep is a symbolic natural language processing tool that was developed for the purposes of extracting, translating,
and loading knowledge in the form of semantic predications by researchers the National Library of Medicine.20
SemRep was used to build Semantic MEDLINE1 (SemMedDB). SemMedDB stores structured knowledge extracted
from titles and abstracts of peer-reviewed biomedical literature stored in MEDLINE.9,13,21–25 A number of research
studies have used the structured knowledge including drug safety and drug repositioning.26
Another potential source of relevant knowledge is embedded in the narrative text of SPLs. Although there have been
several studies that have used natural language to extract specific kinds of knowledge, such as indications and adverse
drug reactions, from SPLs27–30,30–35, no studies to date have applied SemRep to extract a broad range of semantic
predications. Because many SPLs report knowledge from unpublished pre-market studies, we hypothesize that
semantic predications present in SPLs will complement those extracted from the scientific literature. Our basic
assumption is that the extent of “novel” structured knowledge may be measured using the number of semantic
predications captured in the SPLs but absent among the predications extracted from the literature. In this study, we
report on a pipeline for extracting semantic predications from SPLs. Semantic predications extracted by the pipeline
are stored in a new resource that we call SemMedDB_SPL. We describe the new resource and report on its coverage
for several newly approved drugs relative to the extracted knowledge in the latest version of SemMedDB.20,36
Methods
Extracting knowledge from SPLs. SPLs for prescription drugs were manually downloaded from the DailyMed website
hosted by the National Library of Medicine. A custom parser that we developed for SPLs translated the XML format
into a relational database.37 SPL sections are coded using LOINC and contain a mix of narrative and tables tagged
with HTML. In order to run SemRep on SPL content, we exported the text of selected sections by querying the
relational database using LOINC codes, saving the query results into individual text files, and then parsing the text
files to separate the narrative text from table content. Only the narrative content was processed using SemRep.38,39 We
processed text from the following SPL sections: adverse reactions, boxed warning, clinical pharmacology, clinical
studies, contraindications, description, dosage and administration, drug interactions, how supplied, inactive
ingredients, indications and usage, overdosage, precautions, and use in specific populations. The process of extracting
structured knowledge in the form of semantic predications is illustrated below in (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Workflow diagram of structured knowledge extraction process running the SemRep NLP system. The steps were as
follows: 1.) download the SPL XML files from DailyMed, 2.) parse the XML and populate a relational (SQL) database, 3.) separate
SPL narrative text from table content, 4.) run SemRep NLP to extract semantic predication knowledge content, and 5.) load resulting
predications into a SQL database for further analysis.

To extract meaningful assertions, we ran SemRep version 1.8 on the narrative text extracted from the SPLs. SemRep
was run in batch mode with the anaphora flag activated (to help assign meaning to assertions with pronouns) using
the UMLS 2018AB dictionary on a server running Ubuntu Linux v.16.04 (64 GB RAM, four-core Xeon processors).
Finally, we extracted predications from the raw SemRep output, along with the source sentences and accompanying
metadata. The final data was stored in a relational database (Postgres v11.5-1). We used a combination of python,
SQL, shell scripts (bash), and R scripts to implement the experiments in the present study.
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Figure 2: Tables in the SemMedDB_SPL schema that contains computable knowledge in semantic predication format. The
predications table from SemMedDB was also included to facilitate rapid comparison.

Figure 2 shows the two core content tables in the new database. For the sake of providing convenient access for
querying the newly extracted SPL structured knowledge and SemMedDB, we also added the predications table
(smdbpredications in Figure 2) from SemMedDB version 40R (with SemRep version 1.8 run without anaphora
resolution, released July 10, 2019). The database also includes a SPL metadata table
(structuredProductLabelMetadata) to make its simple to navigate between predications and the source files.
We then wrote queries to explore the features of the new resource and test if it held knowledge indicative of gaps in
the peer-reviewed literature that might be of clinical interest. Our analysis proceeded as follows:
1.

2.
3.

Exploratory analysis of structured knowledge in SPLs. We collected statistics (counts, frequencies) and
explored distributional information by generating visual summaries. We generated heatmap visualizations
normalized by total predication count of the distribution of predicate types by SPL section type.40
Examination of novel content. To find novel structured knowledge, we ran SQL queries that filter out novel
SPL-derived predications from the pre-existing, literature-derived predications in SemMedDB.
Investigate comparative coverage of newly released drugs. If there are new drugs in the structured
knowledge extracted from the SPLs, it may be helpful to use the coverage of these new drugs as a metric of
comparison of literature-derived versus SPL-derived structured knowledge. Since there is coverage in both
the literature and the SPLs, it is convenient to use SQL to discover what is potentially novel in the SPLs.

The first two analyses are general analysis and without specific inclusion criteria. For the third analysis, we only
examined the drugs with indications approved by the FDA between January 2015-August 2019. Drugs had to have at
least one mention in the subject position of a predication in SemMedDB and also have at least one mention in the
subject position of predicates in SemMedDB_SPL. This was to ensure that at least some structured knowledge
extracted from the scientific literature existed in SemMedDB. Finally, to help us focus on predications where drugs
are causal agents, drug mentions had to be in the subject position of predications.
Results
We extracted 4,297,481 semantic predications from the SPLs (373,061 SPL sections for 37,749 pharmaceutical
therapies). The clinical pharmacology and precautions SPL sections yielded the most predications (Table 1). SemRep
extracted predications with 62 predicate types (some of these are negated, so “TREATS” becomes “NEG_TREATS”).
The five most common predicate types in general were “PROCESS_OF” (n = 986,243), “TREATS” (744,794), “ISA”
(366,616), “ADMINISTERED_TO” (287,794) and “LOCATION_OF” (273,879). Counts for clinically relevant
predicates include “CAUSES” (172,654), “AFFECTS” (115,798), “INHIBITS” (98,486), “PREDISPOSES” (54,270),
“STIMULATES” (49,193) and “COMPLICATES” (7,668). 86 SPL sections died or errored during processing. An
examination of the logs revealed the culprits for these processing failures. Specifically, SemRep timed out while
processing unruly strings such as expansive lists of adverse events and unruly chemical names burdened with extensive
diacritical marks.
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Table 1: Statistics for the semantic predications extracted by SemRep from SPLs by SPL section type.
Section Name

Section count

# Predications

# of Predications/Section

adverse_reactions

# Unique Predications

29,259

519,884

17.77

21,595

boxed_warning

10,490

104,463

9.96

4,137

clinical_pharmacology

31,228

781,157

25.01

38,263

clinical_studies

15,818

345,019

21.81

17,547

Contraindications

26,770

145,742

5.44

7,624

Description

27,638

91,846

3.22

7,811

dosage_and_administration

26,598

275,063

10.34

13,886

drug_interactions

21,951

350,929

15.99

16,125

how_supplied

3,506

8,492

2.42

2,317

inactive_ingredient

90

189

2.1

73

indications_and_usage

29,612

298,604

10.08

15,111

Overdosage

24,766

145,883

5.89

4,716

Precautions

18,623

857,711

46.06

29,515

use_in_specific_populations

12,960

372,489

28.74

20,050

To narrow down the range of
predicate types to analyze, we
selected a subset of predicate
types that most frequently
occur with a pharmaceutical
substance subject semantic
type
(“phsu”)
or
disease/syndrome
object
semantic type (“dsyn”), finding
these semantic types to be
useful starting points for drug
safety and drug repurposing
use cases. The predicates we
included in our analysis were
“TREATS,” “PREVENTS”,
PREDISPOSES,” “CAUSES,”
and “INTERACTS_WITH,”
among others. The full list of
predicates chosen are reflected
in the labels along the y-axes of
the Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3: This heatmap illustrates the relative distribution of predicates (along the y-axis)
in each SPL section-type (x-axis). Red indicates a higher predicate frequency with lighter
colors to white, indicating lower frequency by predicate type. The numbers in the legend
indicate predicate counts on a natural log scale.
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Examination of novel content.
We analyzed SemMedDB_SPL to
determine the extent of novel content.
The heatmap in Figure 4 illustrates the
breakdown of novel content by SPL
section. The precautions and clinical
pharmacology SPL sections (followed
by the drug_interactions SPL section)
were notable for having substantially
more novel predications than other
SPL sections. Of the 4,297,481 total
predications, only 142,311 of the
semantic predications are unique.
Each predication is repeated an
average of 30.20 times. By
comparison, the current release of
SemMedDB (version 40R) has
97,972,561 semantic predications
(extracted from 29,115,337 abstracts),
with 19,836,608 of them being unique
(with each predication repeated an
average of 4.86 times).36

Figure 4: This heatmap illustrates the relative distribution of novel predications
(that is, not in SemMedDB) by predicate-type (along the y-axis) in each SPL
section-type (x-axis) in SemMedDB_SPL. Red indicates a lower predicate
frequency with lighter colors to white, indicating higher frequency by predicate
type. The numbers in the legend indicate predicate counts on a natural log scale.

Investigate comparative coverage of newly released drugs. There was a total of 183 drugs in the list of drugs released
in the last five years by the FDA. Of the 103 drugs from that list that were in SemMedDB_SPL, only 19 were also
found in SemMedDB. Samples of novel predications for newly released drugs are enumerated below as a listing in
Figure 5 and a summary of the drug coverage is provided in Table 2.
Cannabidiol: coexists_with cannabis_sativa_plant
Ivabradine: causes toxic_effect, interacts/neg_interacts with metformin, causes teratogenesis, affects abnormal cardiac conduction
Daclizumab: isa antibodies,_monoclonal,_humanized, interacts_with protein_subunits, affects lactation_established_(finding), affects
immune
Deflazacort: coexists_with acetic_acid, interacts_with pgp_gene, coexists_with emflaza, coexists_with methylene chloride, neg_inhibits
abcg2_gene, neg_inhibits pgp_gene
Mepolizumab: interacts_with il5_protein,_human, affects fetus, neg_augments adverse_effects, affects lactation_established_(finding),
treats asthma, compared_with placebos, isa antibodies,_monoclonal,_humanized, treats infant
Prucalopride: treats health_volunteers, treats social_group, neg_higher_than antineoplaston_a10, interacts_with htr2a gene, inhibits
cytochrome_p450, treats old_age, affects decreased_renal_function, affects renal_function, compared_with antineoplaston_a10
Stiripentol: affects lactation_established_(finding)
Flibanserin: treats renal_insufficiency, treats cyp2d6_poor_metabolizer, coexists_with paroxetine, treats health_volunteers, stimulates infed,
inhibits infed, causes syncope, affects drug_kinetics, treats patients, causes hypotension,_severe, stimulates digoxin, treats
hepatic_impairment, treats cyp2c9_poor_metabolizer, interacts_with nr4a2_protein,_human
Safinamide: isa monoamine_oxidase_b_inhibitor_(product), coexists_with water, neg_isa proteins, coexists_with methanol, isa acids, causes
discoloration_of_skin, coexists_with dimethyl sulfoxide, inhibits abcg2_protein,_human, augments fetal_abnormality, coexists_with
ethanol, inhibits abcg2_gene
Secnidazole: coexists_with smad4-as1_gene, affects qtc_interval, neg_treats bacteria, affects lactation_established_(finding)
Tafenoquine: inhibits membrane_transport_proteins, affects/neg_affects qtc_interval, inhibits pou2f2_protein,_human, inhibits slc47a1 gene,
neg_interacts_with slco1b1 gene, causes unspecified_abortion, inhibits metformin, interacts_with proteins, affects drug_kinetics,
neg_interacts_with slco1b3 gene, interacts_with p-glycoproteins, causes toxic_effect

Figure 5: This listing outlines a subset of novel predications extracted from the SPLs for drugs released by the FDA to market
(January 2015-August 2019) that also had coverage in SemMedDB. The subject (pharmaceutical drug) of each predicate is
underlined with a colon at the beginning, followed by each novel predicate and object, respectively. Potential side-effects and
drug-gene mechanisms of strong pharmacogenomic importance have been bolded.
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Table 2: Coverage of drugs recently released by the FDA (January 2015 - August 2019) by # of predications per UMLS CUI.
Search performed by querying the predications table using the subject_name string would yield slightly different results.

Drug name

# in SemMedDB
(unique indexed articles)

# in SemMedDB_SPL
(unique SPLs)

# Novel Predications
(unique SPLs)

Cannabidiol (CUI: C0006863)

2797 (1142)

2 (1)

1 (1)

Ivabradine (CUI: C0257190)

1800 (651)

7 (2)

6 (2)

Daclizumab (CUI: C0663182)

1477 (657)

7 (2)

4 (2)

Deflazacort (CUI: C0057258)

668 (256)

9 (2)

7 (2)

Mepolizumab (CUI: C0969324)

548 (185)

14 (1)

9 (1)

Prucalopride (CUI: C0913506)

460 (160)

13 (1)

10 (1)

Stiripentol (CUI: C0075262)

308 (112)

1 (1)

1 (1)

Flibanserin (CUI: C0754280)

245 (80)

18 (3)

15 (2)

Safinamide (CUI: C1098261)

166 (64)

12 (1)

8 (1)

Secnidazole (CUI: C0074246)

148 (65)

7 (2)

6 (2)

Tafenoquine (CUI: C0903411)

144 (61)

22 (2)

19 (2)

Our query of SemMedDB_SPL for as yet undiscovered knowledge for the newly released drugs yielded many
predications of potential interest, many of which are listed in Figure 5. We compared the coverage for older versus
newer statins by counting unique predications with the statin name in the subject position. We found that
approximately half of the predications were novel for the older statins (Simvastatin [55% or 60 of 108 predications]
and atorvastatin [54.8% or 46 of 84]), but that all of the predications were novel for the newer statins (alirocumab
[“Pralauent”] and evolocumab [“Repartha”]), with 10 and 9 distinct mentions in the subject position, respectively.
Discussion
SPLs are essentially snapshots of all knowledge for all drugs that have approval for marketing in the United States.
SPLs are continuously updated, as product labels are legally required to be up to date. The model provided for the
current release of SemMedDB_SPL shows the feasibility of automatically extracting predications from SPLs. We
hypothesized that there was evidence in the SPLs that were not present in the literature. We found that across the
sections that there are novel predications that are present in the SPLs but not in the predications extracted from the
indexed biomedical literature. The distribution of predication types by SPL section was uneven. The yield of
predications extracted varied considerably by section type, with precautions, use_in_specific_populations, and clinical
pharmacology being the most fecund, as per Table 1 above, while other sections yield substantially fewer predications.
We also found that many predications are of potential clinical relevance as per Figure 5. The relational table structure
enables linking from predications to the source texts in the sentences table. For example, the semantic predication
“flibanserin CAUSES syncope” links to the following source sentence retrieved from the box warning section: “The
concomitant use of ADDYI and moderate or strong CYP3A4 inhibitors increases flibanserin concentrations, which
can cause severe hypotension and syncope [(see CONTRAINDICATIONS and WARNINGS)].”
Novelty and redundancy. We defined novelty as the presence structured knowledge present in the SPLs
(SemMedDB_SPL) but absent in the structured knowledge extracted from the literature (SemMedDB). We tested our
assumption that the SemRep NLP system could accurately map from detected concept unique identifier or CUI in the
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UMLS to concept mentions in the SPL narrative text and in a different process on the accuracy of concept
identification in the indexed peer-reviewed biomedical literature.
As long as SemRep maps to the correct concept unique identifier or CUI in the UMLS that encodes those strings in
the subjects of semantic predications, we were be able to compare the two knowledge sources. However, there may
be variants that are not in the UMLS that we might have missed.
Novelty between the literature and SPLs is nuanced: some sections might hold statements that are more precautionary
than scientific.32 The frequent repetition of predications may indicate that the predications derived from SPLs may be
more redundant than those derived from the literature. There is known to be a many to many relationship between
SPLs and drugs. Accordingly, SPLs for each product can be repeated many times. Since we did not select canonical
labels for each drug, much of the duplication that has been noted is likely due to repeat narrative in the SPLs. Repetition
and redundancy need to be addressed. This could be resolved by picking a canonical name for each drug to address
this issue. The “structured” part of product labels may be more aspirational than a verdict. For example, predications
having a “CAUSES” predicate extracted from precaution sections or black box warning sections may be
uninformative, as causal predications in such sections may be issued by pharmaceutical companies as blanket
coverage to indemnify themselves against lawsuits springing from potential side-effects.
We found that the distribution of predication types by the SPL section type is uneven. The yield of predications
extracted using SemRep across section types varied substantially, with precautions, use_in_specific_populations, and
clinical pharmacology being the most fecund, as per Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4 above.
Limitations and directions for future work. As a pilot project toward a more comprehensive biomedical database of
structured causal knowledge and with such a crude measure of novelty, this work is subject to several limitations.
First, we extracted the data using plain text output instead of the more informative XML output. The XML output
contains metadata concerning the confidence of the predication. Such information could help inform machine learning
models that incorporate information describing the degree of belief. Second, we were puzzled initially why so many
recently released drugs were missing from SemMedDB. We performed a PubMed search for several of the missing
drugs and associated side-effects, and found publications that mention drugs absent in SemMedDB. One explanation
is that the SemMedDB_SPL and SemMedDB are not strictly comparable: in the process of constructing SemMedDB,
the 2006AA version of the UMLS lexicon was applied without anaphora resolution, whereas the 2018AB version of
the UMLS lexicon was applied to the SPLs with anaphora resolution. Forthcoming analyses should address this issue
by using the same lexicons. We also suspect that much knowledge is missing because of the NLP: SemRep is noted
for high precision, but low recall.41 NLP both facilitates and limits text the helpfulness of research. As methods for
extracting knowledge from the free text with high confidence improves, we can expect that efforts in this domain to
improve accordingly, particularly with efforts afoot to improve extraction recall for causal language.42 Finally, we
analyzed only the latest SPLs available. One would expect that the longer a drug has been on the literature, the less
novelty. In future work, we hope to track the accretion of new knowledge longitudinally by analyzing archived
versions of the SPLs. In this way, we could take snapshots of what was known about the drug historically at various
time points.
Potential applications. The schema is under revision to address longitudinal (archived) labeling information. Other
potential applications of SemMedDB_SPL include literature-based discovery (LBD), causal feature selection for
statistical and causal graphical modeling, and knowledge engineering. Recent developments in LBD support ingesting
structured knowledge to help researchers generate hypotheses about potential therapies.12,13,24,43
Causal learning. Mathematical formalisms called graphical causal models have emerged that can learn causal
structures from observational data.44–46 Observing that conditional dependence (and independence) results from causal
relationships, causal graphical modeling methods work in the opposite direction, by learning dependencies to infer
causal relationships.44,47 However, these methods often perform better when domain knowledge is available.1,14,21
However, the domain expertise of live human experts cannot scale. SemMedDB_SPL could be exploited as a
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component in a translational pipeline to stand in for theoretical domain expertise to help interpret retrospective
observational data.
Discovering contradictions. Though not the focus on the present paper, research into contradictions and scientific
retraction are active areas of research.49–51 In particular, contradictory knowledge claims could be a productive source
of leads for hypothesis generation. Researchers may ask, for example: do findings from pre-clinical trials contradict
those in the peer-reviewed literature? More specifically, are there cases where the pre-trial findings indicate a
“CAUSES” predicate and the literature report a “PREVENT” or “NEG_CAUSES”?
More comprehensive qualitative, and quantitative, analysis of the “novel” content remains. For example, are the
extracted predications correct? Are some static predicates such as “ISA” or “PROCESS_OF” really relevant for drug
safety or drug repurposing purposes? Are any of the novel relationships are mentioned in the literature but missed by
SemRep? Is any of the missing knowledge available in other structured knowledge resources?
Conclusion
The present work presents an initial pilot study intended to create a new resource of structured knowledge for use and
reuse by other researchers in the area of drug repurposing, drug safety, and drug discovery. We have provided the
code we used publicly so that other researchers can reproduce and build upon our efforts to make available a resource
to elucidate novel or clinically relevant content contained in SPL text narratives.52 We intend for SemMedDB_SPL to
contribute critical structured knowledge to pharmaceuticals-based research pipelines, and to complement existing
structured knowledge resources such as SemMedDB. To that end, we have made the materials created for this paper
publicly available at http://github.com/dbmi-pitt/SemMedDB_SPL.
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Abstract
Machine learning methods have recently achieved high-performance in biomedical text analysis. However, a major
bottleneck in the widespread application of these methods is obtaining the required large amounts of annotated
training data, which is resource intensive and time consuming. Recent progress in self-supervised learning has shown
promise in leveraging large text corpora without explicit annotations. In this work, we built a self-supervised
contextual language representation model using BERT, a deep bidirectional transformer architecture, to identify
radiology reports requiring prompt communication to the referring physicians. We pre-trained the BERT model on a
large unlabeled corpus of radiology reports and used the resulting contextual representations in a final text classifier
for communication urgency. Our model achieved a precision of 97.0%, recall of 93.3%, and F-measure of 95.1% on
an independent test set in identifying radiology reports for prompt communication, and significantly outperformed the
previous state-of-the-art model based on word2vec representations.
Introduction
There has been a large amount of effort to apply machine learning methods to the domain of biomedical text analysis
and information extraction1–3. Before the use of deep learning models, machine learning based Natural Language
Processing (NLP) pipelines required feature engineering and feature extraction, which could be the most timeconsuming parts of building machine learning models4–7. These feature engineering techniques were able to make
machine learning algorithms more effective by transforming the training data into indicative features, and augmenting
the data with additional information8.
More recent deep learning models can obtain high performance across a wide variety of NLP tasks9–11 without manual
feature extraction. Although deep learning has eliminated the need for feature engineering, deep models require large
amounts of labeled training data to be effective. Acquiring the required amounts of labeled data and annotations for
developing deep learning models is particularly challenging in clinical domains where there are not many high-quality
open-access labeled data available (due to concerns about patients’ privacy) and domain expertise is scarce and
expensive.
As one solution, self-supervised learning paradigms have been used in developing deep learning models to remedy
the growing need for using deep learning models with large annotated training datasets. In contrast to unsupervised
learning, self-supervised approaches still rely on input labels to optimize the training objective. However, unlike
supervised and semi-supervised methods, these labels are automatically generated by exploiting the relations between
different parts of input data, without human or expert involvement12. As an example of these self-supervised paradigms
in NLP, deep learning models rely on dense vector representation for each word in input text (i.e., word embeddings),
which can be automatically learned from the word co-occurrence patterns in a large corpus. The word2vec13 model is
one of the most widely-used methods for generating word embeddings from free texts. The word embeddings learned
by word2vec models have been shown to carry semantic meanings and are useful in various NLP tasks14. Many
biomedical deep-learning NLP systems have been built based on the word2vec word embeddings to represent input
text15–17.
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Despite their many applications, most common word representation models, such as word2vec, are context-free and
generate a single word embedding representation for each word in the vocabulary. Thus, the same word has the same
representation, despite its various possible semantics in different contexts. As a result, models such as word2vec do
not exploit the full power of the context for text semantic representation and self-supervised learning.
On the other hand, contextual language representation models generate the word embeddings based on the word
context in the input text. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers)18 is one of these contextual
language representation models that has shown a lot of promise in NLP. For instance, BioBERT19 has leveraged BERT
for the three tasks of named entity recognition, relation extraction, and question answering in the biomedical domain.
As another example, BertNet20 has combined BERT language representations and convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) and highly improved the performance of a question-answering model. Of note, there have been other
independent efforts, in parallel to our work, to apply BERT models to clinical applications21–22.
Delays in communicating urgent clinical findings in radiology exams to referring physicians account for major adverse
patient outcomes every year23. The lack of clear guidelines on the radiological findings that require prompt
communication between radiologists and referring physicians is one of the main reasons for such delays24. In this
paper, we pre-trained and fine-tuned the BERT architecture on a large radiology report corpus, aiming to improve the
identification of the radiology reports that require a radiologist’s prompt communication to the referring physician in
our existing NLP pipeline25. We integrated the pre-trained BERT model with our task-specific text classifier for prompt
communications, and we evaluated and compared the performance of this new model with the previous state-of-theart model using word2vec representations that were pre-trained on the same large radiology report corpus.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we describe our dataset and the details of the proposed NLP pipeline that utilizes self-supervised
contextual language representations to identify communication urgency in radiology. In addition, we outline our
experiment to compare the proposed NLP to the previous state-of-the-art model for this task. An overview of our
methodology in this study is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodology overview.
Datasets
We utilized two sources of free-text radiology reports in the construction of our contextual language model: RadCore
and DHMC. The RadCore dataset6, the larger of our sources, contains about 2 million radiology reports that were
deidentified and aggregated in 2007 from three major healthcare organizations: Mayo Clinic, MD Anderson Cancer
Center, and Medical College of Wisconsin. The DHMC dataset contains 2,124 radiology reports that were extracted
from our own institution, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (DHMC), a tertiary academic care center in Lebanon,
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New Hampshire. To balance the number of reports requiring prompt communication with those that do not, half the
DHMC radiology reports extracted had “unexpected” or “communicated” tags in the picture archiving and
communication system (PACS) at our institution, while the other half were selected randomly from those remaining.
After extracting the reports, these tags from PACS were not used further in language modeling or developing the
classifier. This study and the use of human subject data in this project were approved by the Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Health institutional review board (D-HH IRB) with a waiver of informed consent.
Two radiologists (YYC and RTS) manually annotated the DHMC database radiology reports to establish ground truth
labels for these reports. During this manual annotation, a binary label was assigned to each individual report indicating
whether a prompt communication was needed on the basis of critical or unexpected radiological findings in that report.
The agreement rate between our radiologist annotators in this task was 99.5%. Disagreements between the annotators
on the need for prompt communication in a report were resolved through further discussions between annotators in an
adjudication process. The resulting, labeled DHMC dataset was balanced across positive and negative radiology
reports for prompt communication after our overlapping annotation, as we expected with our extraction approach,
with 1,049 cases labeled as positive for prompt communication and 1,075 cases labeled as negative for prompt
communication.
Pre-training Dataset: For our initial large corpora, we utilized the freely-avilable pre-trained BERT18 model (pretrained on Wikipedia and Google books corpus) and the word2vec model13 (pre-trained on Google news dataset) for
our baseline. We continued pre-training these publicly available models on the RadCore dataset. We extracted all
radiology reports from the RadCore database which contained discernible “impression” section headings in the
reports, resulting in 31,621 reports for pre-training of our self-supervised BERT model. We identified the impression
section as the most relevant part of a radiology report for the computationally expensive language modeling in BERT
pre-training. To pre-train our window-based word2vec model, we used all of the text in each report of the entire ~2
million report RadCore database, as this process was less computationally expensive.
Training, Development, and Evaluation Datasets: We randomly split the DHMC database into three parts, 60% (629
positive, 645 negative) for a training/fine-tuning dataset, 20% (210 positive, 215 negative) for a development set, and
20% (210 positive, 215 negative) for a held-out evaluation dataset. The training dataset (known as the fine-tuning
dataset in BERT terminology) was used to fit the parameters of the model (e.g., weights of neurons in neural networks).
The development set was used for tuning the model’s hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate and number of training
epochs). Finally, the held-out evaluation set was used for an unbiased evaluation for the model. Table 1 summarizes
the datasets that are used in our study.
Table 1. The description of the radiology report datasets that were used in pre-training, training (fine-tuning),
development, and evaluation of our models in this study.
Dataset

Number of
Radiology Reports

Pre-Training for BERT

31,621

Pre-Training for word2vec

~2 million

Training(Fine-Tuning)

1,274

Development

425

Evaluation

425

Source

Number of Labeled
Radiology Reports

Utlized Radiology
Report Section

RadCore

Not labeled

Impressions
section
All text

629 positive
645 negative
DHMC

210 positive
215 negative

Impressions
section

210 positive
215 negative

Contextual Language Model
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is a language representation model introduced by
Google AI26 in 2018. BERT is trained on a large corpus of Wikipedia articles and Google books to learn the masked
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language model. In this task, a randomly selected subset of words from the input is masked from the model. During
training, BERT learns to guess masked words in input text, based on the context of the missing words and their
relationships to context words. BERT architecture utilizes deep bidirectional transformers27, a popular self-attention
model that learns contextual relations between words in a text. The utilized transformers and the self-attention
mechanism represent each word as a weighted sum of the word and its context words. This is in contrast to the
traditional recurrent neural network (RNN) language models, which analyze a text sequence sequentially from left to
right or concurrently from both directions.
Masked language modeling in BERT utilizes a self-supervised training framework and is trained on large unlabeled
text corpora. The pre-trained BERT model generates word embeddings which then can be used for word
representations in other NLP tasks. In training other NLP models that utilize BERT embeddings, the word
representations are first initialized using the pre-trained BERT model. Subsequently, all the model parameters are
fine-tuned on a labeled training set for the supervised downstream task. The utilization of BERT contextual word
embeddings in common NLP tasks, such as question answering and sentiment analysis, has resulted in substantial
performance improvements compared to training those models on other word embeddings18.
In this work, we first pre-trained an existing BERT model from Google AI for contextual language modeling on our
unlabeled RadCore pre-training dataset. The pre-trained BERT model was then used as the basis of a classification
model on the labeled DHMC training dataset. During training, the last hidden layer of the pre-trained BERT model
was fine-tuned for our classification task. We used our labeled development dataset to further optimize the
hyperparameters.
Pre-training the BERT Model: Instead of pre-training the BERT model from scratch on the RadCore dataset, we
utilized the pre-trained weights provided by Google AI group in October 2018. Pre-training the BERT masked
language model was performed on the text of the impression sections from the radiology reports in the unlabeled
RadCore pre-training dataset.
Fine-tuning the BERT Model: Fine-tuning of the BERT model was performed using the labeled DHMC fine-tuning
dataset. Our classification task for fine-tuning BERT was set up similar to the binary single-sentence classification in
the Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability (CoLA) task as described by Devlin et al.18. The goal of our classification task
was to predict whether a report requires prompt communication to referring physicians or not, based on the given
impression section of a radiology report. In this classification, we treat the impression section of each radiology report
as a single sequence of text, and input it to the BERT model.
Hyperparameters Tuning: We explored a range of hyperparameters to optimize the BERT model for our classification
task based on our development dataset. The distribution of impression section lengths in the radiology reports for the
RadCore and DHMC datasets is shown in Figure 2. Through our hyperparameter tuning, we observed the optimal max
sequence length is 128 for our task.

Figure 2. Distribution of impression section length (in words) for the RadCore dataset (left) and the DHMC dataset
(right).
We also explored the optimal batch size, learning rate, and number of training epochs in our hyperparameter tuning
process. In this process, we performed an exhaustive grid search over these hyperparameters and chose the parameters
that performed best on the development set. Particularly, to find an optimal learning rate we performed a two level
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grid search. In the first level, we ran a grid search with a 0.1 step size to find the optimal learning rate of 1e-5 using a
low resolution search (shown in Figure 3 left). In the next level, we performed a finer grained grid search around the
optimal value from the previous level by using a smaller step size (shown in Figure 3 right). After this two level search,
we observed that 2e-5 was the optimal value for learning rate in our task. Figure 4 shows the optimal number of epochs
for training our model is 5, as our model starts to overfit after 5 epochs based on the validation accuracy on the
development set. The search range and the optimal values for all hyperparameters are shown in Table 2.

Figure 3. Grid search for learning rate using the development set with a larger step size (left) and then finer-grained
step size (right)

Figure 4. Finding the optimal number of train epochs based on the validation accuracy on the development set
Table 2. Hyperparameter systematic search range and their optimal values (marked in bold)
Hyperparameter

Range

Max sequence length

(0,…, 128,…, 400)

Batch size

16, 32, 64

Learning rate

(1e-6,…, 2e-5,…, 1e-2)

Number of training epochs

3, 4, 5, 6, 7

We pre-trained and fine-tuned the final BERT models on an NVIDIA Titan Xp graphics processing unit (GPU) using
the optimal hyperparameters shown in Table 2. We pre-trained the BERT model for a total of 10,000 steps for 12
hours. Fine-tuning was computationally less expensive and took around 20 minutes on a single GPU and achieved a
validation accuracy of 95% on the development set.
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Baseline Word2vec Model
Word2vec Word Representations: In order to evaluate the performance of the BERT contextual word representations
in our task, we employed a pre-trained word2vec word representation model in our study as a baseline approach for
comparison. The word2vec distributional semantics model is the most common method for generating word
embeddings in NLP. Intuitively, the word2vec model is a neural network that maps words with similar context to
nearby points in a vector space. However, once the word2vec training is completed, the same vector representation is
used for all occurrences of a word in a corpus and the word context is not considered for modeling each occurrence.
Our word2vec model was developed as part of our previous work to classify communication urgency in radiology
reports 25. This word2vec model utilized a skip-gram architecture with a vector representation dimension of 300 and a
context window size of 8. We pre-trained the word2vec model on the entire text of the RadCore repository of 2 million
radiology reports for 100,000 epochs or 24 hours on a single NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU.
Training the Word2vec-Based Classifier: We applied a fully-connected layer with a softmax normalization and a cross
entropy loss function to build a classifier on top of the pre-trained word2vec word embeddings based on the labeled
DHMC training dataset. To compute the final classification score we employed the following log softmax function: P
= log(softmax(C𝑊 " )), where W is the classifier weights from the fully-connected layer, C is the aggregated vector
representing a radiology report as we described in our previous work25, and P is the confidence score of our binary
classes indicating whether the radiology report is positive for prompt communication. We explored the optimal
hyperparameters for the word2vec-based classifier on the development set, similar to the systematic search process
that was described for the BERT model. Based on this systematic search, the optimal word2vec-based classifier had
a batch size of 32, same as the BERT model, and the learning rate of 1e-4.
Of note, during the fine-tuning process, the BERT classifier was trained for a total of 10,000 epochs, and the word2vecbased classifier was trained for a total of 100,000 epochs. For both models, the optimal hyperparameters were
determined based on the development dataset. Finally, the performance of the two optimized models were compared
on the same evaluation set.
Evaluation and Results
We used the held-out DHMC evaluation dataset to compare the performance of the BERT contextual word
representations to the word2vec model as our baseline approach for predicting communication urgency based on
radiology reports. In this evaluation, we measured standard classification evaluation metrics of precision, recall and
F-measure to quantify the quality of the classification results. In addition, 95% confidence intervals were calculated
for these metrics using the bootstrapping approach. These confidence intervals indicate the statistical power of these
measures given the dataset size in this study.
For bootstrapping28, we randomly selected n samples with replacement from the evaluation dataset, where n is the half
of the size of the original evaluation dataset. We ran the bootstrapping for 1,000 iterations and calculated the average
precision, recall and the F-measure and their 95% confidence intervals, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Performance metrics and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) based on 1,000 iterations bootstrapping on
the held-out evaluation dataset
Model

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Word2VecBased

83.5

88.7

85.9

(76.6, 90.0)

(81.6, 94.2)

(80.6, 90.2)

97.0

93.3

95.1

(93.3, 100.0)

(87.9, 98.0)

(91.7, 97.8)

BERT

Discussion
In this paper, we pre-trained and fine-tuned BERT, a contextual language model, on a large corpus of radiology reports
to identify cases for prompt communication to the referring physicians. We employed the same training strategy as
the BERT model’s to build a classifier based on word2vec semantic representations. To maintain its consistency with
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our BERT model, we used the same training, development, evaluation dataset splits for training, hyperparameter
tuning, and evaluation for the word2vect model. We compared the performance of the BERT model with the
word2vec-based classifier, which is the previous state-of-the-art model for the identification of communication
urgency based on radiology report texts.
Our evaluation showed that the BERT model achieved a precision of 97.0%, recall of 93.3%, and F-measure of 95.1%
for identifying cases for prompt communication, outperforming the word2vec model, which had a precision of 83.5%,
recall of 88.7%., and F-measure of 85.9%. Of note, the 95% confidence intervals of precision and F-measure for BERT
and the word2vec model do not overlap. Therefore, the BERT’s gain for identification of communication urgency in
our evaluation set over the word2vec-based model based on these two metrics is statistically significant at the 0.05
level of significance.
We reviewed all the false positives and false negatives outputed by the BERT model in our evaluation set to conduct
an error analysis for our proposed model. Through this error analysis, we observed commonalities in our errors that
once remedied can help to improve the performance of the BERT model in future work. Most of the errors were caused
due to the relatively long length of BERT input text from impression sections of the radiology reports in the evaluation
set. As mentioned in the previous section, we treated the impression section of each radiology report as a single
sequence of text as input to fine-tune the BERT model. Thus, we treated the whole impression section as a single
sequence consisting of multiple subsentences. Of note, BERT in other classification applications, such as the CoLA
task, was trained/ fine-tuned on single-sentences, rather than a long sequence of multiple sentences. The long length
of the input sentences could have a negative impact on learning long-distance dependencies in the resulting contexutal
language model produced by the BERT model. In future work, we will investigate allternative attention mechasnims
and skip-connections to adopt the BERT architecture for longer input sequences. In addition, we plan to make our
input text more concise by eliminate less relvent sentence for our task. For example, we could leverage clinical text
processing tools, such as NegEx29, to eliminate normal and negative findings in the radiology report impression
sections to place more emphasis on critical findings for our urgency classification task and make the input shorter and
more approriate for the BERT model.
It is widely known that lapses in the communication of medical findings, either due to delays or a lack of
communication, increase the likelihood of adverse patient outcomes30. Particularly, high workload and lack of
administrative support in radiology settings present challenges in identifying and communicating cases that require
urgent management on the part of the referring physician24. Automatic methods that allow for accurate and rapid
discrimination between cases requiring urgent communication and those that do not are highly beneficial. In this study,
we developed a reliable and efficient model for identification of urgent cases that require prompt communication
between a radiologist and a referring physician based on radiology reports. We expect the proposed approach in this
paper can significantly contribute to the development of clinical decision support systems to automatically find and
flag cases that require communication with referring physicians based on free-text radiology reports.
Our study has several limitations. Although the BERT model outperformed the word2vec-based model, it did not
outperform the word2vec model with statistical significance on the recall metric. In addition, our evaluation dataset
was from a single institution (i.e., DHMC). As future work, we plan to extend our evaluation to a larger dataset from
multiple institutions to further investigate the performance of our contextual language model in analyzing radiology
reports and to grasp its generalizability. Also, our proposed classification model in this work for the identification of
urgency in radiology reporting only relies on the patients' radiology reports. In future work, we plan to incorporate
additional related clinical information from electronic medical records to improve the accuracy of our model in
assisting radiologists in detecting cases that require immediate attention by referring physicians.
As future work, we also plan to extend the BERT language model beyond radiology reports by pre-training BERT on
other available large medical corpora. We also plan to apply the resulting contextual word embeddings in different
biomedical applications. Particulary, we aim to utilize BERT pre-trained word embeddings in a multi-task learning
framework to extract various clinically significant elements of information from biomedical text. Finally, our team
will pursue implementation of the proposed approach as part of a clinical decision support system in PACS to facilitate
the prompt communication of urgent findings between radiologists and referring physicians.
Conclusion
In this paper, we built a BERT contextual language model on a large corpus of radiology reports to identify radiology
reports requiring prompt communication with the referring physicians. We compared the performance of BERT with
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the state-of-the-art word2vec model as the baseline approach. In our experiment, we used the same training and finetuning strategies to build two classifiers based on BERT and word2vec word embeddings for classification of
communication urgency. Evaluation of the two models on our 425 radiology report evaluation dataset showed that the
BERT model significantly outperformed the word2vec model on precision and F-measure. The clinical
implementation of our proposed method could help improve patient outcomes by eliminating some cases of human
error and expediting communication of urgent findings in radiology reports.
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Abstract
Research to support precision medicine for leukemia patients requires integration of biospecimen and clinical data.
The Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership common data model (OMOP CDM) and its Specimen table
presents a potential solution. Although researchers have described progress and challenges in mapping electronic
health record (EHR) data to populate the OMOP CDM, to our knowledge no studies have described populating the
OMOP CDM with biospecimen data. Using biobank data from our institution, we mapped 26% of biospecimen records
to the OMOP Specimen table. Records failed mapping due to local codes for time point that were incompatible with
the OMOP reference terminology. We recommend expanding allowable codes to encompass research data, adding
foreign keys to leverage additional OMOP tables with data from other sources or to store additional specimen details,
and considering a new table to represent processed samples and inventory.
Introduction
Leukemia poses a substantial burden to the US population with 61,780 new diagnoses and 22,840 deaths projected
for 2019.(1) About 1.5% of US men and women will have a leukemia diagnosis in their lifetime.(2) Within leukemia
sub-types, acute myeloid leukemia (AML) will account for 21,450 new diagnoses and 10,920 deaths in 2019
projections.(1) Some AML patients will first develop myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) before progressing to
AML.(3) While precision medicine has dramatically improved outcomes for other leukemia sub-types, such as
Gleevec for Philadelphia-positive chronic myeloid leukemia, the current AML standard of care includes only
conventional treatments.(4) Targeted therapies for AML are under investigation,(4) but more research is needed to
better understand the biology and molecular etiology of the disease.
To develop targeted therapies and to identify patients most likely to benefit from them, researchers must understand
genetic variants, their associated pathways, and their role in oncogenesis. Such research depends in part on
biospecimens collected from patients at various disease points. However, biospecimens alone are not sufficient to
drive innovation in translational research. To best utilize samples, researchers need data about sample characteristics
and inventory, but they also require increasingly rich, detailed clinical data about the patients whose samples are
available.(5)
One potential approach to address the need for detailed clinical context for each biospecimen is to integrate
biospecimen data with electronic health record (EHR) data. To promote EHR-data-driven research, a wide range of
academic medical centers and pharmaceutical companies have adopted the Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership common data model (OMOP CDM). Maintained today by the Observational Health Data Sciences and
Informatics (OHDSI) consortium, the OMOP CDM provides a common modality for mapping clinical data from both
transactional/claims-derived data sets and EHRs to a universal, standardized format consisting of a relational data
model with distinct tables for representing patients, visits, conditions, procedures, measurements, and specimens,
among other domains.(6) The OMOP CDM also requires each site to map its terminologies (whether local or
standardized) to standardized clinical reference terminologies – for example, sites that store diagnostic data using
ICD-9/10 codes must map these diagnoses to the “standard” SNOMED-CT codes.(6) Several studies have reported
successes and failures in mapping and loading drugs, conditions, procedures, and other clinical data from EHR and
claims databases to the OMOP CDM.(7-12) However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have described
mapping biospecimen data to the OMOP CDM.
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The goal of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of transforming data from a biospecimen database at our
institution to the OMOP CDM to facilitate integration with EHR data to support AML and MDS research.
Methods
Setting
Weill Cornell Medicine (WCM) Physician Organization is a multi-specialty quarternary care center with 20 sites in
New York City and 2 million patients. WCM’s 900 physicians have admitting privileges at its affiliated hospital,
NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital (NYP). For each patient, WCM and NYP clinical systems share a unique medical
record number (MRN). The WCM-NYP Leukemia Program is a field leader, treating a high volume of patients with
a broad variety of hematologic malignancies and disorders, including AML and MDS. The Leukemia Program also
conducts related basic, translational, and clinical research and coordinates studies with multiple participating
institutions.
Leukemia Program Research Data Management
To support its robust research portfolio, the Leukemia Program maintains a central biobank with an associated
Leukemia Program Database (LPDB).(13) When a biospecimen arrives to the biobank, research staff enter specimenlevel data into the LPBD, including patient MRN, patient diagnosis, study protocol number, study time point, specimen
source, specimen preservative, specimen collection time, specimen collection date, total specimen volume (in mL),
and other data. Like many research databases, the LPDB uses local codes (e.g., “AML” and “MDS”) rather than
reference terminologies.
The available data varies with specimen; for example, samples collected from external institutions do not have a
corresponding WCM MRN. The most common Diagnosis field codes are “AML” and “MDS,” but other diseases
(both malignant and non-malignant) are also available. Time Point has codes representing when a patient donated a
sample, either in the context of the patient’s disease course (e.g., “Newly diagnosed” or “Remission”) or the study
calendar for the research protocol under which they donated the specimen (e.g, “Day 100”). Study calendar time points
do not represent the individual’s disease status, but rather where the patient falls within a specific research protocol.
On “Day 100” of a research protocol, some patients may still have malignant disease, while others may be in remission.
Time point data may also be unavailable or unreliable. The most common Specimen Source codes are “Peripheral
blood” and “Bone marrow” and the most common Specimen Preservative codes for blood samples are “EDTA” and
“Sodium heparin.” For controls, studies may collect samples from healthy individuals and/or collect healthy tissue
samples from patients. The biobank staff also records data about samples after processing (e.g., number of aliquots
and storage location) in the LPDB. Researchers seeking samples with specific characteristics, e.g. “all remission
samples for female patients aged 60-85 with AML who have never received a bone marrow transplant, have an IDH2 mutation, and have been treated with decitabine,” must identify these samples based on clinical data points captured
in other research data systems, as well as the EHR, which complicates the process of identifying samples for secondary
analysis.
OMOP CDM Implementation at WCM
WCM previously has implemented the OMOP CDM to support secondary use of EHR data.(14) OMOP includes the
CDM Specification, Standardized Vocabularies and various tools to support OMOP implementers and users.(6) The
CDM Specification includes table definitions, such as the Specimen table described in Table 1. OMOP uses
Standardized Vocabularies for consistent data representation across implementations. Implementers use mappings to
translate local codes or non-OMOP-preferred terminologies to the Standardized Vocabulary codes, called Concept
IDs, permitted for each field. The Concept IDs in each table serve as foreign keys to the OMOP Standardized
Vocabularies tables. OMOP primarily uses SNOMED-CT as a Standard Vocabulary for concepts in the Specimen
table. When a source code is unable to map to a standard, implementers use Concept ID = 0 to indicate no appropriate
standard concept is available. Tables also include Source ID and Source Value fields to store raw (untransformed)
data as they appear in the originating data source. When various systems or fields populate the same OMOP table
fields, WCM has a local convention to use JSON annotations, including field labels for provenance, in the relevant
Source Value fields to facilitate future use. The additional annotation necessitates increasing the character limits on
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these optional fields. Finally, OMOP tools include Athena, which allows users to search and browse standard concept
by OMOP field and table, and by reference terminology, hierarchies and codes.
Table 1. OMOP SPECIMEN table description, reproduced from the OMOP CDM v6.0 Specifications.(15)
Field
Required
Type
Description
specimen_id
Yes
integer
A unique identifier for each specimen.
person_id
Yes
integer
A foreign key identifier to the Person for whom
the Specimen is recorded.
specimen_concept_id
Yes
integer
A foreign key referring to a Standard Concept
identifier in the Standardized Vocabularies for
the Specimen.
specimen_type_concept_id
Yes
integer
A foreign key referring to the Concept identifier
in the Standardized Vocabularies reflecting the
system of record from which the Specimen was
represented in the source data.
specimen_date
No
date
The date the specimen was obtained from the
Person.
specimen_datetime
Yes
datetime
The date and time on the date when the
Specimen was obtained from the person.
quantity
No
float
The amount of specimen collection from the
person during the sampling procedure.
unit_concept_id
No
integer
A foreign key to a Standard Concept identifier
for the Unit associated with the numeric quantity
of the Specimen collection.
anatomic_site_concept_id
Yes
integer
A foreign key to a Standard Concept identifier
for the anatomic location of specimen collection.
disease_status_concept_id
Yes
integer
A foreign key to a Standard Concept identifier
for the Disease Status of specimen collection.
specimen_source_id
No
varchar(50)
The Specimen identifier as it appears in the
source data.
specimen_source_value
No
varchar(50)
The Specimen value as it appears in the source
data. This value is mapped to a Standard
Concept in the Standardized Vocabularies and
the original code is, stored here for reference.
unit_source_value
No
varchar(50)
The information about the Unit as detailed in the
source.
anatomic_site_source_value
No
varchar(50)
The information about the anatomic site as
detailed in the source.
disease_status_source_value
No
varchar(50)
The information about the disease status as
detailed in the source.
Data Collection
We collected data from the LPDB on the most high-volume specimens, specifically those with an AML or MDS
diagnosis sourced from a bone marrow or peripheral blood specimen that included a local WCM MRN. For peripheral
blood specimen sources, we only selected records with EDTA or sodium heparin specimen collection preservatives.
We selected the fields corresponding to these criteria, as well as fields for specimen ID, total volume and time point.
Mapping to OMOP CDM
We used Athena to determine standard concepts for the leukemia data. When one-to-one field mappings were
inadequate, we considered many-to-one options, as well as drew on biobank knowledge (both general biobanking
experience and knowledge of LPDB) to select the best data representation.
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Evaluation
Based on the mapping rules we identified, we performed an extract, transform, and load (ETL) of the LPDB data into
the OMOP Specimen table using structured query language (SQL) implemented in Microsoft SQL Server 2012. We
analyzed how well the Specimen table represented the LPDB source data. Specifically, we measured the percentage
of LPDB codes and records that mapped to the Specimen table; one-to-one compared to many-to-one mapping and
one-to-many mappings; and where mapping lost detail or was not feasible.
Results
Mapping
When necessary, we combined multiple LPDB fields to map to the best OMOP Concept ID (Figure 1). For example,
mapping only the LPDB Specimen Type field would have mapped to a more general blood specimen concept, such
as “Peripheral blood specimen” (Concept ID = 4047495)(16) or “Blood specimen” (Concept ID = 4001225),(17)
whereas a combination of LPDB Specimen Type and LPDB Specimen Collection Preservative allowed us to map to
OMOP concepts of “Blood specimen with EDTA” (Concept ID = 40482922)(18) and “Blood specimen submitted in
heparinized collection tube” (Concept ID = 40486989)(19) for the Specimen Concept ID field. In contrast, while we
had specimen and preservative available for bone marrow, OMOP concepts were less granular and did not differentiate
between preservatives. We simply mapped the LPDB Specimen Type to “Bone marrow specimen” (Concept ID =
4000623)(20) whether it was collected in tubes with EDTA, sodium heparin or another preservative. For other fields,
we drew on domain-specific knowledge to identify the best concepts for mapping. For example, the LPDB data did
not record an anatomic site (a required OMOP Specimen field) for blood draws, but “Peripheral blood” specimen
types would be obtained through venipuncture. As OMOP had Procedure tables and SNOMED-CT codified a variety
of relationship types, we used Athena to identify “Venous structure” (Concept ID = 4104340)(21) as the direct
procedure site for “Venipuncture for blood test”, and chose that as the most appropriate OMOP Anatomic Site Concept
ID. We used a similar approach to map bone marrow samples to “Bone marrow structure” (Concept ID =
4029619).(22)
OMOP Disease Status Concept ID was difficult to map based on the available LPDB data. The OMOP Disease Status
Concept ID field designated the disease status of the individual sample, with three allowed concepts: “Normal”
(Concept ID = 4069590),(23) “Abnormal” (Concept ID = 4135493)(24) and “Malignant” (Concept ID =
4066212).(25) The data set included only AML and MDS samples, which could have malignant or normal blood and
bone marrow, depending on disease status at collection. We examined LPDB Time Points and mapped common values
which indicated clear disease status that aligned with OMOP allowed disease status concepts. We did not map other
disease status time points (e.g., “CRi," which is the local code for complete remission with incomplete blood count
recovery, and “Remission”) due to relatively low frequency in the database. We could not map samples with study
calendar time points (e.g., “Screen,” “Day 100”) or blank time points. To facilitate later expansion to include additional
codes, we used LPDB Specimen Source, Diagnosis and Time Point to map to Disease Status Concept ID (Figure 1),
but within selected data set, only Time Point was essential.
We also needed to combine separate LPDB Date and Time fields for the required Specimen Datetime field. However,
we mapped LPDB Date to Specimen Date and LPDB Volume to Quantity without manipulation. We generated
Specimen ID using auto-number and we joined the LPDB data on MRN to the OMOP Person table to obtain the
previously-generated Person ID for the patient who donated each sample.
Two required OMOP Specimen fields, Specimen Type Concept ID and Unit Concept ID, did not correspond to LPDB
fields. Specimen Type Concept ID only had one allowed concept to indicate the data source was an “EHR Detail”
(Concept ID = 581378), which was an OMOP-generated concept, rather than drawn from reference terminologies.
The “EHR Detail” concept did not accurately represent our research data. Therefore, we mapped to Concept ID = 0.
Unit Concept ID coded the unit for the sample quantity (i.e., sample volume for mapped LPDB records). Based on
knowledge of the data set, we inferred the unit for the LPDB blood and bone marrow sample volume was mL.
The last five fields are optional Source ID and Source Value fields. We did not manipulate LPDB data to populate
these fields. However, we followed the local WCM JSON convention (described above) when source data came from
more than one LPDB field.
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OMOP

LPDB
Specimen Collection
Preservative
(Blood only)

Specimen Concept ID
(Blood only)

Specimen Source

Specimen Concept ID
(Bone Marrow only)

Diagnosis

Anatomic Site
Concept ID

Time Point

Disease Status
Concept ID

Specimen Date

Specimen Date

Specimen Time

Specimen Datetime

Volume

Quantity

Inferred (Data does not exist in source)
Knowledge of sample type
and data set

Unit Concept ID

Only one allowed concept

Specimen Type Concept ID

Figure 1. Mapping source fields in Leukemia Program Database (LPDB) to OMOP common data model fields for
blood (red), bone marrow (yellow) and both (orange). Inferred data did not exist in LPDB source data; instead we
used knowledge of the LPDB for those mappings. Lines indicate the source fields (or lack thereof) used to populate
each OMOP Specimen field. Optional Source fields (omitted) have the same relationship as their corresponding
standardized fields.
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Population of OMOP CDM
Of the 5,453 AML and MDS records with local MRNs in the data set, we mapped 1,397 (26%) to the OMOP CDM.
The remaining records (n = 4,056) did not map due to the required Disease Status field. Of 24 time point codes in the
LPBD data set, we mapped only 5 (20.8%)— “Complete response,” “Relapse,” “Newly diagnosed,” “Baseline,” and
“Residual disease”— to allowed Disease Status Concepts; the other 19 codes were study calendar time points, blank
or codes with low frequency in the data set. For one field, Specimen Type Concept ID, we had to map to Concept ID
= 0 to indicate no appropriate Concept ID was available.
We populated all 15 OMOP fields (required and optional) for each record. Of the 15 fields, we mapped LPDB data to
populate 13 fields and used knowledge of the LPDB to populate two fields (Specimen Type Concept ID and Unit
Concept ID). We hard coded mappings for all standard Concept ID fields (three from LPDB data, two from inferred
data). Of the 15 fields, we used many-to-one mappings for three fields (Specimen Concept ID, Disease Status Concept
ID, Specimen Datetime), and we did not manipulate the source data for two fields (Specimen Date and Quantity) in
addition to the Source Value and Source ID fields, which are intended to store unmanipulated data. We used autonumber for the primary key field and used a join to the corresponding OMOP table in the ETL to populate one foreign
key field.
Within the LPDB data, we used one field, Specimen Source, in mappings to three Concept ID fields (Specimen
Concept ID, Anatomic Site Concept ID and Disease Status Concept ID). We also used Specimen Date for two fields
(Specimen Date and Specimen Datetime). While OMOP captured specimen preservative for blood samples, it did not
for bone marrow. We also lost time point detail in mapping to only three available OMOP disease statuses.
Discussion
Using a biospecimen database from one laboratory at an academic medical center, we successfully mapped 26% of
source records to populate the OMOP Specimen table with an ETL. All remaining records did not map due to
challenges related to the disease status. One field did not have any allowed concepts appropriate for the data. Overall,
the mapping was not clean and straightforward; we combined source data fields (sometimes only for a sub-set of
records) for some OMOP fields, as well as drew on the same source field to populate more than one OMOP field. The
populated OMOP table was 100% complete, with data for all fields for every record.
While others have described OMOP implementations using EHR and claims data, to our knowledge this is the first
study to describe population of the Specimen table with local biospecimen data. Our findings suggest areas where the
Specimen table could be improved. Additional Concepts may be useful; for example, Specimen Type Concept ID only
allows “EHR detail”, an OMOP-generated concept. However, other OMOP tables have “Research administration”
(Concept ID = 44803476)(26) as an option, which would better fit our use case. Within the research and leukemia
realms, additional disease statuses may be relevant (e.g., differentiating between samples at diagnosis, relapse and
residual disease, rather than grouping them as “malignant”), though OHDSI must also balance specific group needs
with general requirements.
Alternately, at the field level, the Specimen table could add a Visit Occurrence ID foreign key to the join to the Visit
Occurrence table; research specimens are often collected with clinical samples which may have results available to
supply additional nuanced data (e.g., residual disease vs relapse). Without that field, we may be able to join to the
Visit Occurrence table using Person ID and Specimen Date or Specimen Date Time to leverage linked results to map
additional records (i.e., those with calendar time points) or when additional details are needed for a project query.
Ideally, we would also ETL data from other WCM biobank databases into the WCM OMOP Specimen table, which
would introduce a need to identify the biobank laboratory housing each respective specimen. We could address this
via data provenance (data from LPDB is about samples managed by the LPDB biobank team) and use JSON to
annotate source values; alternately, each biobank could be conceptualized as a physically distinct Care Site in the
corresponding OMOP table, and the Specimen table could include a Care Site ID foreign key.
Finally, the Specimen table captures specimens collected from the patient, not what is physically stored after
processing (e.g., aliquots). Another table would be needed to adequately represent both clinical sample (slides and
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue blocks (FFPE)) and research aliquots, as well as additional derivatives (slides
cut from FFPE, DNA extractions) and their status (e.g., exhausted, sent for additional processing).
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While common data models have many strengths including standardizing data to facilitate research at an institution
or multi-institution level, our results demonstrate implementation challenges for research data, specifically
biospecimens. Biospecimen data may be incomplete or local codes may not align well with the common data model
vocabularies, as in the case of study calendar time points. Some fields could be easily manipulated (e.g. combining
date and time fields and applying the appropriate format), while standard concepts required hard coding in the ETL
(e.g., Specimen Concept ID, which combined two fields for blood samples).
We examined unmapped records to explore opportunities to expand the ETL. Within the selected data set, all
remaining records failed mapping due to time point. Some codes used in low frequency like “Pre-transplant” (79/5,453
records, 1%), “CRi” (76/5,453 records, 1%) and “Pre-induction” (12/5,453 records, 0.2%) could potentially be
mapped. Majority of remaining time points were ambiguous and would require additional data sources (e.g., discrete
pathology results data for clinical samples taken on same date, if available). For records we did not select, we do not
expect to include the 932/8,523 (11%) records without an MRN. Of the 2,138 records with an MRN, 2,108 had other
diagnoses, of which acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) was the most common (528 records); however, only 16 of
those ALL records had time points that could map to disease status. The 30 AML and MDS records we did not select
had other sample types (e.g., 4 blood samples with other collection preservatives, 24 oral wash samples). We could
map control samples (e.g. control sample types or normal diagnosis), which would not depend on time point; however,
we would only gain 88 records. Overall, this emphasizes that the main challenge in mapping the LPBD data to the
OMOP Specimen table was populating the disease status field. To expand our ETL to as many records as possible,
we would need to explore additional data sources or to code the disease status as Concept ID = 0. If we were to use
Concept ID = 0, each query to identify samples would need to incorporate additional fields to determine the disease
status or returned records may require manual chart review.
In the current analysis, we focused on data from a single biobank. The Leukemia Program biobank was one of the
more mature efforts at WCM, and its databases resulted from prior informatics collaborations. Therefore, certain
LPDB characteristics may not be representative of other biobanks, but our experience may inform efforts at other
institutions. Like many biobanks, available data depends on the study for which each sample was collected. Some
samples come from outside institutions (and therefore will not have an MRN), and biobank staff depends on
collaborating researchers to supply data. (Some collaborators may have lower motivation or resources available to
enter high-quality data for future use, as their primary goal is their current study.) The hematologic malignancy focus
also brings separate priorities and challenges which may not align with use cases that informed the OMOP Specimen
table design. From our general biobanking experience, we suspect the OMOP Specimen table was designed from a
solid tumor perspective, where tissue may be divided or macrodissected into tumor and normal samples and anatomic
site is more relevant.
We implemented the OMOP Specimen table at WCM using leukemia biobank data as a novel way to improve biobank
efficiency and utilization. We selected sample characteristics that were most common in the database to create our
study data set. We created mappings for codes and fields, using varied approaches across codes and combinations of
codes. Finally, we analyzed the resulting ETL, opportunities to both expand our ETL and potential considerations for
future OMOP versions.
Conclusion
Our OMOP Sample table implementation demonstrates challenges within curating clinical research data in general,
and for biospecimens in particular. We expect other biobank informatics teams to face similar challenges and tradeoff decisions as they implement OMOP or other common data models. While imperfect and incomplete, the
opportunity to combine limited data collected for biobanking with more comprehensive and standardized EHR
datasets in a common data model dramatically increases the utility of samples for additional studies.
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Abstract
Understanding the different effects of chemical substances on human proteins is fundamental for designing new
drugs. It is also important for elucidating the different mechanisms of action of drugs that can cause side-effects. In
this context, computational methods for predicting chemical–protein interactions can provide valuable insights on the
relation between therapeutic chemical substances and proteins. Their predictions therefore can help in multiple tasks
such as drug repurposing, identifying new drug side-effects, etc. Despite their useful predictions, these methods are
unable to predict the different implications —such as change in protein expression, abundance, etc,— of chemical–
protein interactions. Therefore, In this work, we study the modelling of chemical–protein interactions’ effects on
proteins activity using computational approaches. We hereby propose using 3D tensors to model chemicals, their
target proteins and the effects associated to their interactions. We then use multi-part embedding tensor factorisation to
predict the different effects of chemicals on human proteins. We assess the predictive accuracy of our proposed method
using a benchmark dataset that we built. We then show by computational experimental evaluation that our approach
outperforms other tensor factorisation methods in the task of predicting effects of chemicals on human proteins.

Introduction
Understanding the different effects of chemical substances on human proteins is fundamental for designing new drugs.
It is also important for elucidating the different mechanisms-of-action of current drugs that can cause unwanted sideeffects (1) . This encouraged researchers to investigate the different chemical–protein interactions and their effects on the
protein activity in living systems. Chemicals can have different types of effects on their target proteins such as change
of expression, abundance, secretion, etc. These different effects then play various roles in the mechanism-of-action of
chemicals in living systems. Therefore, understanding the chemical–protein interactions with their respective effects is
crucial to elucidating the mechanism-of-action of therapeutic chemical substances.
The process of investigating chemical–protein interactions and their effects commonly involves ‘omics approaches
such as mass spectrometry which is used for the generation of proteomic data. This method is mainly used to identify
off-target or non-canonical targets of chemicals (drugs) that may be unknown (2, 3) . Other lab approaches include
phenotypic screening such as work carried out by Iljin et. al. (4) whereby 4910 drug-like small molecule compounds
were tested against prostate cancer cell lines to identify which ones affected cell proliferation (4) . Despite the insightful
findings of such approaches, they are laborious, time-consuming and resource-consuming processes.
This encouraged the development of different computational approaches to inform and assist laboratory experimentation
of chemical–protein interactions (5–7) . These approaches enabled predicting the most plausible chemical–protein
interactions with high accuracy and efficiency (6, 7) . However, all the current computational approaches are only focused
on predicting the existence of chemical–protein interactions, and they do not provide any information on the effects of
these interactions.
In this study, we extend the design of traditional chemical–protein interaction computational approach to allow them
to encode the different types of effects caused by these interaction on target proteins. We model the information on
chemicals, their target proteins and associated interaction effects as 3D where we can easily apply tensor factorisation
methods to infer new unknown chemical–protein interactions’ effects.
Tensor factorisation methods have been widely adopted in different biological tasks including drug–target interaction
prediction (7, 8) , drug side-effect prediction (9, 10) , protein biological functions prediction (11) , etc. Tensor factorisation
approaches were then used to generate vector representations of biological entities to provide predictions of their
unknown associations to other entities.
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In the context of our study, we use tensor factorisation methods to generate embeddings of chemicals, their targeted
proteins and corresponding chemical effects. We then use these embeddings to predict new possible chemical–protein
interactions and their associated chemical effects. We use a multi-part tensor factorisation approach that models tensor
objects’ embeddings using multiple tensors and we show that this approach has better accuracy than other tensor
factorisation approaches. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first computational method that considers the
context of chemical effects in predicting chemical–protein interactions. Therefore, we only compare our method to
other tensor factorisation approaches.
We build a benchmarking dataset that consists of known chemical–protein interactions with their associated chemical
effects extracted from the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) (12, 13) . We then show by computational
experimental evaluation on this benchmark that our proposed multi-part tensor factorisation approach outperforms all
other approaches in the task of predicting chemical–protein interactions and their associated chemical effects.
The rest of this study is outlined as follows: the background section presents a brief background on the studied problem
and proposed approach. The materials section discusses the benchmarking dataset used in this study. The methods
section discusses the design details of our approach. The results section presents the experimental setup of our evaluation
benchmark and the outcome results. The discussion presents the findings of this study and discuss the challenges and
limitations of the proposed approach.
Background
In this section, we discuss the preliminary concepts and notations that we use through this study. We first discuss the
problem of the different systematic approaches used for drug repurposing. We then discuss the tensor factorisation
model and other notations that we use during the training and evaluation of our approach.
Drug repurposing approaches. Drug repurposing is the use and effectiveness of well-known drugs for alternative
diseases other than the disease it was originally designed for (14) . This is a more cost-effective and time-efficient process
than developing new drugs, as it bypasses the need for the drug to go through Phase I of the clinical trials since it
already has a known safety profile (15) . For this reason, more systematic approaches have been developed including
both computational and experimental approaches.
The first example of a computational approach includes signature matching-comparing transcriptomics, chemical
structures or adverse drug effects between two different drugs. Increased similarity in these signatures indicates similar
targets (16–18) . Other examples include the use of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) whereby an association
of a genetic loci with one disease may also be associated with other diseases. This shared association may indicate
the potential to use the same drug to treat the diseases (19) . Another approach involves retrospective analysis of
electronic health records which has been useful in alluding to the repurposing of drugs. This approach has been used
for repurposing drugs like Sildenafil Citrate (20) . Furthermore, it was also recently used for repurposing Aspirin which
was originally used for cardiovascular diseases but has now been recommended by the US Preventive Services Task
Force for the chemoprevention of colorectal cancer (21) .
In this work however, the scope of our study is focused on computational approaches that utilize information about the
drug–protein interactions and their chemical effects on the protein activity.
Tensor factorisation. Scalars are singular numerical values, vectors are one dimensional numerical arrays, matrices
are two dimensional numerical arrays, and tensors are numerical arrays with three or more dimensions. In our
study, we focus on tensors with only three dimensions. In this case, a tensor cell represents the interaction between
three components from the different tensor dimensions. This interaction commonly denotes the likelihood of a joint
association between the three components which are represented by the cell. In practice, each dimension of a tensor
data model represents components from a specific type such as chemicals or proteins in our case. For example, let us
assume that we have a 3D tensor of chemicals, effects and protein targets. The value of the cell corresponding to the
three components (1-nitropyrene, decreases_expression, LRRC17) will be 1 if the chemical "1-nitropyrene" has the
effect "decreases_expression" on the protein target "LRRC17" and 0 otherwise.
The objective of the procedure of tensor decomposition i.e. tensor factorisation, is to complete all cell values in
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an incomplete tensor using a set of initial known cell values. This procedure is achieved by learning numerical
representations of different tensor objects. The representations (i.e. embeddings) are then used to provide scores for any
given tensor combination.
Let M be a three dimensional tensor, where the three dimensions represent objects of different sets X, Y , Z. Any
element (i, j, k) in the tensor represents the interaction between the components i ∈ X, j ∈ Y , and k ∈ Z. We
denote the weight of this interaction using η M (i, j, k). In this study, we use a tensor M with elements of the three
sets: chemicals (C), effects (E), and target proteins (P). The objective of tensor decomposition then is to complete the
tensor values such that the weight of any interaction of a true known chemical effect on a protein target is larger than all
other known false combinations. This can be defined as follows:
∀(c, e, p)∀(c, e, p)0

η M (c, e, p) > η M (c, e, p)0

(1)

where c ∈ C, e ∈ E, p ∈ P, (c, e, p) is any known true combination of a chemical, an effect and a target protein such
that the chemical c has the effect e on the protein p, and combinations (c, e, p)0 represent any other false combinations.
This objective is achieved using a multi-phase procedure where the model iteratively learns the missing scores by
processing each of the initially known tensor combinations. In this work, we use the learning procedure of knowledge
graph embedding models (22) . First, each object represented in the tensor is associated with initial random embeddings;
these embeddings are then updated during the learning process such that the interactions of embeddings (i.e. the scoring
function) yields high values for true combinations and lower values otherwise. Different models were developed to
perform tensor decomposition where they vary in their modelling of the object embeddings, embedding interaction
functions, and training objectives.
Ranking training objectives. Tensor factorisation models traditionally use learning-to-rank loss functions as their
training objectives. This allows them to perform tensor completion through ranking tensor combinations according to
their factuality. They use different approaches for modelling ranking objectives such as pairwise and pointwise loss
objectives. For example, the DistMult model uses a pointwise hinge loss function. Its objective is then to minimise the
marginal difference between negative and positive scores (23) , therefore, this makes the scores of positive combinations
always higher than the scores of the negative combinations as shown in Eq. 1. On the other hand, other tensor
factorisation models such as the ComplEx model (24) uses a pointwise logistic objective which aims to minimise the
difference between combination scores and their assigned targets.
Materials
In this study, we use a drug target interaction dataset extracted from the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database
(CTD) (12, 13) . The CTD database contains data on chemicals, pathways, diseases, exposures, genes and phenotypes. It
also contains different types of associations between these entities. In our study, we only consider the chemical gene
associations where we filter out the interactions according to the related species to keep only the interactions assigned
to humans.
We build a new benchmarking dataset, CTD38E, which contains associations between chemicals and their human
protein targets from the CTD data. It also includes the different effect types related to these associations between the
chemicals and proteins. The dataset includes a set of 38 different chemical effects which are filtered according to their
coverage where we only keep effects that have 500 instances or more. We further divide the dataset into training and
testing splits with 90% and 10% ratios respectively for the training and evaluation pipeline.
The different chemical effects describe an increase, decrease or uncategorised effect on the different protein attributes
and activities such as methylation, oxidation, etc. For example, a chemical effect on a protein can increase the protein
expression, decrease its abundance, have a general effect on its binding, etc.
The generated CTD38E dataset have a variable coverage of chemical effects where the change of protein expression
associated effects have the highest coverage. Also, 32 out of the 38 represented chemical effects have approximately
≈ 15k or less instances in the dataset. On the other hand, the remaining effects have variable coverage that varies from
≈ 20k to ≈ 186k instances.
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Figure 1: Summary of training and evaluation pipeline of the TriVec tensor factorisation approach. The abbreviation
CPE denotes chemical protein effect.
Methods
In this work, we use the TriVec tensor factorisation approach which provides an efficient means for modelling 3D
tensors using multi-part embeddings. It also uses a multi-component embedding interaction function and multi-class
training objective. In the following, we discuss the design of the TriVec tensor factorisation method and its training and
evaluation pipelines. We further discuss its different unique properties such as its scoring function, training objective
and embedding representation.
The training and prediction pipelines. The tensor factorisation process operates by learning vector representations for
the different tensor objects during the training phase. These representations are then used to predict the probability
of unknown tensor combinations. (Figure 1) presents an illustration of the training and prediction pipelines of our
approach, the TriModel.
In the training phase, our approach starts with consuming the set of known tensor combinations and an initial set of
embeddings of the tensor objects as shown in (Figure 1). The method then iteratively processes the known tensor
combinations to update the initial embeddings. The updates to the embeddings vectors are executed through a batchbased gradient decent optimisation procedure (25) . The objective of this optimisation procedure is to maximise the
scores of the given true combinations and to minimise the scores of other random combinations as specified in (Eq. 1).
This objective is dependent on the methods scoring function, i.e. embedding interaction function, where this function
provides a score for each tensor combination using the embeddings of its objects.
The consumed known combinations, in this context, represent the training split of the CTD38E dataset where the
method tries to learn an efficient representation for each chemical, effect and protein in the dataset. After a specific
given number of training iterations, the method stores the current values of the tensor objects’ embeddings. In the
prediction phase, the method is able to provide a score for a given (chemical, effect, protein) combination using the
learnt embeddings vectors. This is achieved by processing the embeddings corresponding to the combination’s objects
through the same scoring function used in the training phase. This procedure is shown in prediction part in (Figure 1).
Multiple vector embeddings. The ComplEx model (24) has introduced the use of multiple vectors to represent single
tensor objects. This allowed it to encoding both ordered and unordered tensor combinations. In our work, we use the
TriModel embeddings (26) which is a similar approach that utilizes three embedding vectors for each tensor object. This
enables efficiently encoding ordered combination like the ComplEx model with higher accuracy due to the extended
representation.
Modelling embedding interactions. The embedding interaction function, the scoring function, of the TriModel uses
a combination of symmetric and asymmetric products to encode embedding interactions. This allow the method to
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efficiently model both symmetric and asymmetric tensor combinations. The scoring function of the TriModel is defined
as follows:

M
η(c,e,p)
=

k
X

1

1

3

2

2

2

3

3

1

νc · νe · νp + νc · νe · νp + νc · νe · νp ,

(2)

i=1
1

2

3

where νc , νc and νc are the three vector representations of the object c and k is the size of the single embedding vectors.
1
1
3
2
2
2
3
3
1
This procedure can be simplified as a collection of three products (νc · νe · νp ), (νc · νe · νp ) and (νc · νe · νp ). The first
and third products, then, are asymmetric while the second product is a symmetric procedure.
Training objective. The training objective of the TriVec model is to maximise the score of the true combinations and
to minimise the scores of the other combinations as indicated in (Eq. 1). This is achieved through a multi-class loss
objective that tries to maximise the score of each true combination compared to all possible corruption of its sides.
For example, a true combination like (27-hydroxycholesterol, increases the expression of, CCN5) is compared to all
combinations in the format of (· · · , increases the expression of, CCN5) and (27-hydroxycholesterol, increases the
expression of, · · · ) where the dots represents all the possible values of its category. This procedure is executed using the
negative-log softmax loss that is defined as follows:
X
X
X
M
M
M
η(i
η(c,e,p
JTriModel−MC =
[−2 · η(c,e,p)
+ log(
0 ,e,p) ) + log(
0))
i0

c,e,p

+

M
X

λ
3 m=1

3
X

k0

(3)
d

d

d

(| ν i | + | ν j | + | ν k |)],

d=1

where c0 and k 0 represent all possible chemicals and proteins respectively, λ is a configurable weight parameter and
PM P3
d
d
d
the term λ3 m=1 d=1 (| ν i | + | ν j | + | ν k |) is a regularisation term that represents the nuclear 3-norm (27) that
is used for model generalisation purposes. This loss allows tensor factorisation methods to provide high accuracy
predictions (27) , however, it has limited scalability (26) . This occurs since the function processes the full vocabulary of
tensor objects for each training instance. Therefore, it has a a quadratic space and time complexity unlike the traditional
ranking objectives that have linear time and space complexity (23, 24, 28) .
We also assess the performance of the TriVec method using a pointwise logistic loss function which enables highly
scalable predictions compared to the previous multi-class loss approach. It is, however, known to have inferior accuracy
when compared to the multi-class softmax loss. The pointwise logistic loss function is defined as follows:
X
M
JTriModel−Pt =
log(1 + exp[−l(c,e,p) · η(c,e,p)
]),
(4)
c,e,p

where l(c,e,p) denotes the true label of the combination (c, e, p) which is equal to 1 if the combination is true and 0
otherwise.
Results
In this section, we discuss the design and configuration of our experiments. We first present the setup of our model
training strategy: the models training configurations and the details parameters grid search. We then discuss our
evaluation protocol, evaluation metrics and benchmarking data configuration. Finally, we compare the outcome
evaluation results of the TriVec model to other approaches in terms of both the accuracy and efficiency.
Experimental setup. In our experiments, we use the CTD38E benchmarking dataset which we have generated. The
dataset is divided into two splits: training and testing. We divide the training split into two random splits for training
and validation (90% for training and 10% for validation). The testing split is only used of the evaluation of investigated
models.
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AUC-ROC
Model
TransE
DistMult
ComplEx
TriVec - Pt
TriVec - MC

MRR

Hits@10

0.07
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.28

0.20
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.41

AUC-PR

Iter. time Tot. time

N01

N10

N50

N01

N10

N50

(Sec.)

(Min.)

0.99
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.99

0.99
0.91
0.93
0.98
0.99

0.99
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99

0.99
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.99

0.93
0.91
0.93
0.94
0.95

0.82
0.83
0.85
0.86
0.88

1
1
2
19
32

19
18
37
33
151

Table 1: A Comparison between the TriVec model and other models model in terms of the mean reciprocal rank,
Hits@10, area under the ROC and precision-recall curves, the training runtime for each training iteration and the total
training runtime.
We compare the TriVec model to other tensor factorisation methods such as the DistMult and ComplEx models. We
also compare it to the TransE model (28) which is a distance-based graph embedding model which can be utilised to
perform tensor completion. We train all models through a grid search procedure to find the best hyperparameters for
each model. The search space of the hyperparameters is defined as follows: the learning rate lr ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5},
embeddings size k ∈ {50, 75, 100, 150, 210} and batch size b ∈ {1000, 3000, 5000, 8000}. The rest of the grid search
hyper parameters are defined as follows: in the ranking loss approach, we use the negative sampling ratio n ∈ {2, 5, 10},
and in the multi-class approach we use the regularisation weight λ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.35, 0.01, 0.03, 0.035} and dropout
d ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.01, 0.02}. In the ranking loss approach, the number of training epochs is fixed to 1000. On the
other hand, the number of epochs in the multi-class loss is 250.
Evaluation protocol. We use the testing split of the CTD38E dataset to assess the predictive accuracy and required
training runtime of each of the investigated methods. To assess the predictive accuracy, we use different types of metrics
such as mean reciprocal rank and Hits@10, area under the ROC and precision recall curves. In the following, we give a
short description of each of these metrics.
• Mean reciprocal rank (MRR). A ranking metric that is specified in assessing the quality of the highest predicted
item in a rank. In our study, we use the MRR metric to assess if the model is able to find the right chemical
and protein of a combination (in the testing split) in the set of all possible chemicals and drugs. This procedure
resembles the link prediction procedure for knowledge graph completion (28) .
• Hits@10. A ranking metric that has the same corruption mechanism and negative to positive ratio as the MRR
metric. However, the Hits@10 focuses on the top 10 ranked items where it is equal to one if the item is found in
the top 10 rank and zero otherwise. In our experiments, the reported Hits@10 values are the average of all the
Hits@10 values of each testing combination.
• The area under the ROC and precision recall curves (AUC-ROC and AUC-PR). We use both these metrics with
different positive to negative ratios to evaluate the models’ sensitivity and specificity. We use three ratio, 1:1, 1:10
and 1:50 respectively, where the negative samples are generated randomly for each of the investigated chemical
effects. The randomly generated negatives are filtered such that they do not intersect with any of the known
combinations of the investigated effect. The AUC-ROC and AUC-PR metrics are then computed per chemical
effect and averaged on the overall number of effects available in the data testing split.
Implementation details. We use TensorFlow framework (GPU) on Python 3.5 to perform our experiments. All
experiments were executed on a Linux machine with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i70.4790K CPU @ 4.00GHz, 32 GB
RAM, and an nVidia Titan Xp GPU. We have published the dataset and training logs; a set of model predictions are
published in a figshare repository at: https://figshare.com/articles/CTD-experiment/9383918.
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The source of our experiments is also published at: https://github.com/samehkamaleldin/ecpi.
Comparison with other approaches. (Table 1) presents a comparison between the TriVec method and other approaches
in terms of both predictive accuracy metrics and training runtime. The results show that the TriVec model achieves
significantly better scores compared to other approaches in terms of the 1-versus-all negative to positive metrics (MRR
and Hits@10). The results show that the TriVec model with the multi-class loss approach achieves the best results
in terms of all the predictive accuracy metrics. For example, the results show that the TriVec -MC approach achieve
0.28 MRR score which is approximately 200% better than the scores of its pointwise loss version, ComplEx, DistMult,
TransE models. The Hits@10 score of the TriVec -MC method is also approximately 100% better than all the other
approaches.
The multi-class version of the TriVec model also achieves the best results in terms of the area under the ROC and
precision recall curves. However, the difference between its scores and the scores of other models is small (ranges from
1% to 2%) in all the negative sampling configurations. The results also show that the achieved enhancements of the
TriVec model positively correlate with the negative to positive ratio. This shows that the TriVec model is able to provide
better results than other approaches in harder evaluation settings (N50), which can be supported by its results on the
1-versus-all evaluation metrics (MRR and Hits10).
Despite the predictive accuracy enhancements achieved by the multi-class loss version of the TriVec model, it requires
significantly higher training time compared to all other approaches as shown in (Table 1). In this context, the results
show that the TransE and DistMult model require the least training time compared to all other methods.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss in details the findings of our experiments and the details of evaluation scores of the highest
performing methods in terms of the AUC-PR for each of the investigated chemical effects. We also discuss the different
properties and features that the family of tensor factorisation methods enable. We then discuss the challenges and
limitations associated with using tensor factorisation techniques for predicting the effects of chemicals on the human
proteins. Finally, we discuss the intended future activities that we intend to perform in upcoming works to extend the
scope and objective of this study.
Scalability. Tensor factorisation methods are representation learning techniques that operate by learning efficient
vector representations of tensor objects. They then use representations to assess the factuality of tensor combinations.
The embedding learning procedure is known to operate with linear time and space complexity (24, 26) . This allows
tensor factorisation methods to provide scalable predictions compared to other traditional approaches that require more
complex feature processing routines.
Furthermore, the predictive procedure of the tensor factorisation methods is a constant time complexity routine (O1).
This gives them a significant scalability advantage over other approaches that require feature processing in their
predictive procedure after training.
Significance to clinical research. Despite the high accuracy of computational approaches in multiple biological
inference tasks, they are never supposed to replace clinical experimentation. They however, aim to assist researchers in
biological studies in prioritizing their experimentation configurations. For example, our study aims to assist biologists
who are experimenting on different chemical substances to assess their effects on human proteins. Our proposed
computational approach provides predictions that enables ranking possible configurations (combinations) of chemicals,
proteins and their associated chemical effects according to their likelihood of being present. Biologists can use this rank
to prioritize the order of executed experimentation to focus on the highest ranked combinations.
Limitations. Despite the high predictive accuracy of the tensor factorisation approaches, they are not easily interpreted.
These methods operate as black boxes where it is hard to determine which set of features have affected their predictions.
This also affects the trust in their predictions, especially in the biomedical domain, as it is critical to understand the
rationale behind predictions to avoid misinformed judgements.
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Tensor factorisation procedures build representations of tensor objects using their existing known combinations.
Therefore, they provide low quality representations of the under represented objects (22) . In the context of biological
information, the coverage of biological entities has a high variance due to the unbalanced focus of clinical and research
studies of biological entities such as proteins, drugs, etc. Therefore, this affects the quality of representations of tensor
factorisation methods of the under represented objects. In addition, the tensor factorisation methods are unable to
provide beneficial representation of newly introduced objects e.g. new chemicals and proteins, as they require prior
information to operate.
Future works. In future works, we intend to incorporate the information about the associated body tissues of each
chemical–protein interactions. This will enable more accurate and specialised effects since the interactions between
chemicals and proteins are strongly affected by the associated tissue context.
We also aim to experiment with representation learning methods that utilize protein and chemical structures rather than
their prior information. This direction will enable more accurate and efficient predictions for new and under studied
chemicals and proteins.
Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the problem of identifying the effects of the interactions between chemicals and human
proteins. We have shown the importance of computational methods in assisting clinical research in this particular task.
We have then proposed using tensor factorisation methods to predict the effects of chemicals on human proteins where
we modelled the chemicals, their effects and the proteins as a tensor. We then used tensor factorisation to learn efficient
representations of the tensor objects to be able to predict new combinations.
We have adopted the TriVec method as our main approach, and we have built a benchmarking dataset (CTD38E) based
on the comparative Toxicogenomics database to train and evaluate our investigated approaches. We have then shown by
computational experimental evaluation that the TriVec method outperforms other known tensor factorisation methods in
the studied task in terms of different evaluation metrics such as the MRR, Hits@10 and the area under the ROC and
precision recall curves.
Finally, we have discussed different properties and limitations of the different tensor factorisation approaches, and we
have presented the set of intended future activities to extend the scope and objective of this study.
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Abstract
Precision oncology research seeks to derive knowledge from existing data. Current work seeks to integrate clinical
and genomic data across cancer centers to enable impactful secondary use. However, integrated data reliability
depends on the data curation method used and its systematicity. In practice, data integration and mapping are often
done manually even though crucial data such as oncological diagnoses (DX) show varying accuracy and specificity
levels. We hypothesized that mapping of text-form cancer DX to a standardized terminology (OncoTree) could be
automated using existing methods (e.g. natural language processing (NLP) modules and application programming
interfaces [APIs]). We found that our best-performing pipeline prototype was effective but limited by API development
limitations (accurately mapped 96.2% of textual DX dataset to NCI Thesaurus (NCIt), 44.2% through NCIt to
OncoTree). These results suggest the pipeline model could be viable to automate data curation. Such techniques may
become increasingly more reliable with further development.
Introduction
Genomics testing has opened the door to new possibilities in oncology care1 but also the advancement of clinical
research2, population health3 and building the learning healthcare system4. Genomic testing from providers such as
Foundation Medicine, Caris and Guardant enable oncologists to differentiate mutations within tumors and go beyond
histological information gathered from pathology reports5. This increased level of information allows the selection of
specific treatment regimens tailored to each patient’s condition, mutations and tumor type, leading to better patient
outcomes2. Still, the ideal of the learning healthcare system4 requires clinical practices to go beyond care and learn
from past experiences1. Thus, data from cancer centers must be reused to improve future treatments through research
via data reuse and aggregation6.
The American Association for Cancer Research’s (AACR) Project Genomics Evidence Neoplasia Information
Exchange (GENIE) is an international research program involving data sharing among cancer centers. Its goal is to
enable precision oncology research via clinical and genomic data integration from tens of thousands of patients for
reuse and secondary analysis7. Cancer genomic data sharing has the potential to unlock data-driven insights that may
expand existing knowledge about cancers and aid the development of therapies and treatments. This work also aims
to support hypothesis generation to pave the way towards the future of cancer research8. However, data integration is
a non-trivial and tedious task9,10,11. For example, clinical and genomic data from different clinical sites with different
workflows and different information technology infrastructure to record such information are often represented in
different12 and sometimes incompatible ways. This often requires the hand-curation of datasets for aggregation13.
The GENIE project uses the OncoTree standardized terminology7 to mediate these issues and standardize cancer DX
data provide in clinical data and genomic data. OncoTree is a hierarchical structure of cancer diagnoses (DX), which
classify DX descriptions by site and neoplasm type. Still, both clinicians and genomic reports often encode diagnostic
data via free-text fields within clinical databases because of their complexity and ambiguity14,15. This requires manual
mapping of this free-text information to the OncoTree standard, which is both time-consuming and labor-intensive.
The reviewer-based nature of the task is also likely to lead to inconsistencies and encoding errors. Given that the
GENIE collaborative is composed of a growing number of cancer centers contributing data on a regular basis, the
development of an automated method to standardize such mapping for integration and curation is crucial. Existing
literature reports the development of biomedical named entity recognition (NER) tools capable of extracting facts
about entities described in the text but also medical concepts qualifying them16–19. However, most available research
work is focused on providing tools rather than building automated pipelines to achieve a specific goal such as mapping
DX cancer data for integration and curation.
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In this paper, we report our findings evaluating automated data pipelines capable of mapping cancer DX from clinical
genomic testing reports to the OncoTree terminology based on concept extraction and NER tools. This work aims to
systematize this repetitive, yet crucial task of the integration and curation of genomic data in the context of the GENIE
project. We hypothesized that the mapping of textual cancer DX to OncoTree concepts could be automated using
existing NLP packages and APIs, building off existing research work. We built two pipeline prototypes using NOBLE
Coder20, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) API21 and the OncoTree API22. We tested the performance
of our pipeline using free-text DX from cancer registry genomic testing reports from two genomic testing providers
(i.e., Caris and Foundation Medicine [FM]). The outputs of this pipeline and the mappings were validated by a
pathologist to provide and measure accuracy for our mappings. Our work contributes to standardizing and automating
oncological data integration for research in within the GENIE project and beyond. These preliminary results aim to
pave the way towards reliable automatic data curation13 as a means of supporting reproducibility in data reuse6,23. Our
automated mapping pipeline and its results will be shared across contributing GENIE sites to improve data reporting.
Methods
We extracted structured oncology DX data from the Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center’s cancer registry. We used
distinct sample textual DX data from Caris and FM to develop a mapping algorithm to facilitate DX reporting to the
GENIE collaborative. We developed this process by mapping textual DX using NOBLE Coder, an NLP tool20, and
the UMLS search API21 to extract concepts from free-text DX. We then mapped the resulting concepts to OncoTree
by using the OncoTree API. The mapped output was assessed by a pathologist to determine clinical accuracy and
confirm concordance with original text diagnosis. Our study was approved by Wake Forest University School of
Medicine’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) before any data extraction or analysis.
Our pipelines consist of an NLP-based concept extraction module paired to the OncoTree concept mapping API
(Figure 1). Our prototype development was based on simplicity and the ability to reuse existing tools to automatically
map textual DX data to OncoTree concepts. Two the two simplest viable prototypes were considered and compared
in this paper. For our first prototype, we used NOBLE Coder20 to pre-process our raw DX text and extract clinical
concepts. We used the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIt)24 as the intermediary terminology between raw text
and the OncoTree terminology25. We used the default best match algorithm to minimize irrelevant results. To eliminate
remaining irrelevant results, we filtered out irrelevant NCIt concepts by semantic type. For example, concepts such as
“grade 1,” a “Classification” semantic type and “typical,” a “Qualitative Concept” semantic type were found to be
irrelevant. Concepts types such as “Cell” and “Tissue” were also filtered out if there was a more specific semantic
type within the NOBLE Coder output for the same text DX. We privileged the “Neoplastic Process” semantic type as
this was the most relevant semantic type to the original DX based on preliminary review in most cases. On the other
hand, we used the UMLS search API21 to map the raw textual DX to UMLS Metathesaurus concepts21 as an
intermediate terminology. The pipeline begins with a string normalization process that includes removing any
punctuation, extra spaces, and insignificant parts, such as NOS, in order to produce the most relevant results. We then
queried the normalized strings using the exact match algorithm for the search API to return concepts in UMLS. In
both pipelines, we used the OncoTree API to map the resulting concepts from the first mapping to relevant OncoTree
concepts. The OncoTree Tumor Types API was used with the parameters type, which were “nci” or “umls”, and query,
which corresponds to the NCIt or UMLS concept code. This segment of the pipeline produced corresponding
OncoTree concepts in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) form. Each JSON string contained consisted of the
OncoTree codes, OncoTree diagnosis names, levels in the OncoTree hierarchy, and associated UMLS and NCI codes.

Figure 1. DX Mapping Pipeline Prototypes. Prototype 1 is shown at the top with the NOBLE Coder encoding module followed by filtering of
semantic types and mapping to OncoTree concepts using the OncoTree API. Prototype 2 appears at the bottom with the string normalization process
followed by UMLS Search API calls to extract UMLS concepts that are then mapped to OncoTree concepts via API calls.
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We calculated concept coverage rates (i.e., how many raw DX descriptions could be covered by each DX mapping
pipeline) as percentages that represented the ratio of the number of matches in each mapping to the number of initial
diagnoses from their corresponding source. Specifically, we counted the number of raw DX descriptions returning
concepts in NCIt after removal of irrelevant semantic type. We then calculated the ratio of this number to the total
number of raw DX text samples. We used the same method to calculate coverage of concepts for the UMLS search
API and for mappings completed through the OncoTree API in both pipelines.
We were only able to validate the clinical accuracy of one pipeline due to the preliminary stage of our work. We
compared the performance of each pipeline in two ways. First, we compared the number of raw DX items that could
not be mapped to each intermediary terminology (i.e., NCIt and UMLS). Comparing these raw numbers gave us an
idea of the potential performance of each method. Then, we proceeded to compare the performance of both methods
statistically. Specifically, we built count regressions26 to predict the number of concepts mapped to a raw DX entry
from based on each pipeline. We tested for zero-inflation using Van den Broek’s zero-inflation test27 and for
overdispersion by comparing means and standard deviations in our main outcome variables (i.e., number of concepts
mapped) and using R’s AER package28. The data comparing mappings to intermediary terminologies was neither
overdispersed nor zero-inflated, for which we selected a traditional Poisson regression using R’s generalized linear
model (GLM)29. Data describing mapping results from each intermediary terminology was both overdispersed and
zero-inflated, which led us to select a zero-inflated negative binomial regression. We used the pscl R package29 to
build this model. To validate our best-performing pipeline’s output, a practicing clinical pathologist compared the raw
text DX with their corresponding NCIt to the final OncoTree concepts to assess their accuracy. For the raw text DX,
the mapping was considered a match when there was at least one concept in NCIt returned by NOBLE Coder that
matched the diagnosis. The same process was used for OncoTree mappings. The rates of accuracy were calculated
based on the number of tests and the number of accurate mappings.
Multiple software tools were used to carry out this analysis. Data extraction and preprocessing was done using a
DataGrip software client (version 2019.1.3, JetBrains s.r.o., Prague, Czech Republic). Visual exploration and analyses
were done using Tableau (version 10.2.4, Tableau Software, Inc., Seattle, WA). Our pipeline relied on the use of
NOBLE Coder20 for the extraction of concepts from free text as well as the use of API querying from both the UMLS
Search API (version, U.S. National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD) and OncoTree API (version 1.0.0, Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY). We handled our datasets and API querying using Python (version
3.7.4, Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, OR) along with the Pandas library30 for data frame handling and JSON
library to parse out JSON API outputs. All statistical analyses and data manipulation such as data scrubbing and
reshaping were done in R version 3.6.1 and RStudio (version 1.3.1335, RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA). Statistical
significance was set at p=0.05 for all models.
Results
Our initial dataset contained raw DX descriptions extracted from genomic testing reports. Each was a unique textual
description of cancer DX from two genomic testing providers (i.e., Caris and FM) extracted from a cancer registry
containing over 3500 individual patient records. The input data for our pipeline consisted of 193 distinct DX from
Caris and 205 distinct DX from Foundation Medicine. These diagnoses were not in a standardized format, but freetext entries written by clinicians in order to avoid the potential ambiguity generated by DX codes in medical
terminologies.
Table 1. Caris and FM DX and extracted concepts in NCIt/UMLS. Zero, one, or multiple concepts were extracted in UMLS and NCIt
from each DX provided.

Provider
Caris
Foundation
Medicine

Number of
Initial DX
193
205

Number of DX by Concepts Returned in
NCIt
0
1
2
3
4
5
2
120
64
7
0
0
0

39

104

49

11
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2

Number of DX by Concepts Returned in
UMLS
0
1
2
3
4
5
40
110
14
21
6
2
148

51

2

2

1

1

We found slightly different mapping results while mapping our raw DX to our intermediate terminologies (i.e., NCIt
and UMLS). On one hand, the NCIt mapping for the Caris dataset (193 DX records total) failed to map 2 DX (1.04%)
to any concept in NCIt (Table 1). The remaining 191 DX were mapped to one or multiple concepts (Figure 2a). The
NCIt mapping for the FM dataset (205 DX total) however, was able to map all raw DX to concepts to at least one
concept. On the other hand, the UMLS mapping for the Caris dataset failed to map 40 DX (20.7%) to a concept in
UMLS (Figure 2b). The remaining 153 DX were mapped to at least one concept. For the FM dataset of 205 DX the
UMLS API failed to map the majority (Figure 2d), 148 DX (72.2%) to any concept in UMLS. 57 DX were mapped
to at least one concept.

a)

b)

Figure 2. Distribution of concepts extracted through mapping of textual DX from Caris and FM to NCIt and UMLS. Mapping
Caris and FM DX through NOBLE Coder or the UMLS search API yielded multiple concepts in some cases, due to splitting of the
initial DX data or multiple search results.

Table 2. Caris and FM DX and extracted concepts in OncoTree from NCIt/UMLS terminologies. NCIt/UMLS concept unique
identifiers for DX that returned at least once concept in NCIt and UMLS were queried using the OncoTree API.

Terminology

Provider

NCIt

Caris
Foundation
Medicine

UMLS

Caris
Foundation
Medicine

DX in
Terminology

DX by Concepts Returned in OncoTree from Terminology
0

1

2

3

4

191

123

61

7

0

0

205

89

73

36

6

1

153

92

58

3

0

0

57

31

25

1

0

0
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The number of raw concepts mapping from our intermediate terminologies to the OncoTree terminology seemed to
be higher for our NCIt pipeline (Table 2). 191 of the 193 initial Caris DX (99.0%) were mapped to at least one
concept in NCIt. Of these 191 DX, 123 (64.4%) were not mapped to any concept in OncoTree (Figure 3a). Of the
initial 193 DX, 68 DX (35.2%) were mapped all the way to OncoTree. All 205 initial FM DX were mapped to a
concept in NCIt, but 89 DX (43.4%) were not mapped to a concept in OncoTree. 116 DX (56.6%) of the 205 initial
DX were mapped all the way to OncoTree. Moreover, there were much fewer UMLS concept mappings to
OncoTree than NCIt concept mappings. For Caris, 153 DX (79.3%) of 193 initial DX were mapped to UMLS
concepts (Figure 3b). Of these 153 DX, 92 DX (60.1%) were not mapped to an OncoTree concept. 61 DX (31.6%)
of the initial 193 Caris DX were mapped all the way to OncoTree. For the 205 FM DX, only 57 DX (27.8%) were
mapped to UMLS concepts. Of these 57 DX, 31 DX (54.4%) were not mapped to OncoTree concepts. Overall, only
26 DX (12.7%) of the 205 initial FM DX were mapped all the way to OncoTree.
a)

b)

Figure 3. Distribution of concepts extracted through mapping of NCIt and UMLS concepts to OncoTree. Mapping NCIt and
UMLS concepts extracted from initial Caris and FM DX through the OncoTree API yielded OncoTree results in some cases, but
yielded no results for a significant portion of the initial DX.

The NCIt pipeline seemed to perform better than the UMLS pipeline at generating concepts for raw DX entries. On
one hand, the NCIt pipeline had fewer raw DX entries returning no concepts than the UMLS pipeline. Specifically,
our pipelines returned 2 unmatched concepts for NCIt versus 188 unmatched concepts for UMLS for the first segment
of the pipeline and 214 versus 311 for the second stage of each pipeline. This larger number of unmapped concepts
was likely due to missing mappings in the OncoTree API. On the other hand, we found statistically significant
differences between each pipeline’s performance data (Table 3) hinting at the NCIt pipeline being capable of
identifying over twice more concepts on average than the UMLS pipeline for both pipeline segments. NCIt identified
2.3 times more concepts per raw DX entry (p<.0001) compared to UMLS on the intermediate mapping segment of
each pipeline. The NCIt pipeline identified 2.7 more concepts than UMLS (p<.0001) for the OncoTree mapping
segment of each pipeline.
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Table 3. Statistical Comparison of the Number of Concepts Mapped to Raw DX Entries. NCIt mapping returned significantly more concepts
per raw DX entry. UMLS was the reference in both models.

Pipeline
Segment
Intermediate
Mapping
OncoTree
Mapping

Model Type

Rates Ratio
exp(ß)
(Ref=UMLS)

Estimate
(ß)

Poisson

2.3

0.85

0.72

Zero-Inflated
Negative Binomial

2.7

0.98

0.74

Confidence Interval
(95%)

Std
Error

p-value

0.99

0.068

<.0001

1.22

0.12

<.0001

The pathologist-driven validation of our mapping revealed that the overwhelming majority of our mappings were
accurate for our selected NCIt pipeline (Table 4). Overall, 191 of 193 Caris DX were mapped to at least one concept
in NCIt, and 181 DX were accurately mapped to a concept in NCIt. From NCIt, 68 of the Caris DX were mapped to
at least one concept in OncoTree, and 63 of the mappings were accurate. All of the 205 FM DX were mapped to at
least one concept in NCIt, and 202 DX were accurately mapped. 113 of 116 DX mapped to OncoTree from the FM
NCIt concepts were accurate. Among the DX that were not accurately mapped to a concept in NCIt, a portion were
mapped by NOBLE Coder to non-human concepts. For example, the DX “Nasopharynx and paranasal sinuses
squamous cell carcinoma” was mapped to the NCI concept “Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Rat Nasopharynx,” and
was not mapped to any other relevant concepts. From NCIt concepts to OncoTree, incorrect mappings were sometimes
caused by an inaccurate map from the initial DX to NCIt. Of the NCIt concepts to which the DX “Pancreas
neuroendocrine tumor (pNET)” was mapped, one was “Primitive Neuroectodermal Tumor,” likely due to NOBLE
Coder’s interpretation of the abbreviation “pNET” alone. This concept mapped to the corresponding OncoTree
concept, which did not match the initial DX. Other incorrect mappings to OncoTree were likely caused by the
association of the incorrect NCIt concept code to an OncoTree concept.
Table 4. Accuracy of mapping to NCIt and OncoTree. The majority of initial DX were accurately mapped to NCIt, but there was a significant
decrease in overall DX mapped to OncoTree.

Source

Number of Initial DX

Caris
FM

Source to NCI-T Mapping

Source to OncoTree Overall

Mapped DX

Exact Matches

Mapped DX

Exact Matches

193

191 (98.96%)

181 (93.78%)

65 (33.68%)

63 (32.64%)

205

205 (100.0%)

202 (98.54%)

114 (55.61%)

113 (55.12%)

Discussion
We were able to map free-text cancer DX from extracted from genomic report data using a data processing pipeline
composed of an NLP module and a concept mapping API. NOBLE Coder outperformed UMLS search in mapping
concepts to raw DX and proved to be a simple and effective method for the initial mapping to the NCIt terminology.
However, many semantically irrelevant NCIt concepts were present in the output of the mappings and had to be filtered
with a custom algorithm. Also, the mapping to OncoTree revealed limitations in the current state of mapping
definitions, reducing the usefulness of our pipeline. Still, the produced mappings from raw DX to NCIt and OncoTree
were found to be clinically accurate via clinician review.
Our study extends the existing literature by testing a method to improve data quality and reliability of textual DX data
manually entered by clinicians in order to avoid ambiguity in existing DX coding systems14,15,31. Because DX data
reporting patterns may vary12,15, the lack of standardization in DX records reduces their viability for secondary use.
Previous approaches to this problem include deep learning and neural network models32, which would require large,
potentially expensive training datasets. Our pipeline uses existing clinical knowledge, which may be more costefficient and less time consuming than developing machine learning models. We incorporate NER and NLP methods
to interpret the textual DX data and map the DX to a structured form33,34. Our results show that it is possible to
automatically map raw textual DX descriptions to support the integration and curation of clinical and genomic
diagnosis data in oncology. We have successfully created a pipeline that automates DX reporting and returns
standardized results for textual cancer DX. Through this pipeline, clinicians’ manually entered cancer DX data can be
standardized into a format that is reliable and viable for secondary use. Further work could be done to maximize the
accuracy of mappings of text form DX to the intermediate terminology, and to complete the mappings between the
intermediate and OncoTree.
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Further pipeline development requires testing with more sites and pathologists. Additionally, the mapping outputs of
the pipeline can be used to improve mappings from the intermediate terminologies to OncoTree, which would in turn
result in greater coverage and accuracy for the pipeline. Supplemental methods to maximize accuracy of mappings
from textual DX data to the intermediate terminologies could also be analyzed. For example, the word “Pancreas” in
the initial DX was unable to map to a concept in NCIt containing the word “Pancreatic” instead, despite the words’
semantic similarity. This could be remedied by studying semantically similar words to those which do not map
accurately. Machine learning methods may be integrated into the pipeline to analyze semantic similarity between DX
and concepts in a terminology35. Additionally, methods such as fuzzy string matching36 may be used to identify
patterns in the initial DX and match them with concepts in the intermediate terminology. This pipeline can also allow
us to improve and further develop mappings by showing inconsistencies among the initial DX, the NCIt concept, and
the final OncoTree result. The pipeline can also provide a testbed for future mappings as a framework to understand
the limitations and shortcomings of existing mappings to existing DX data. The pipeline could also be adapted to serve
purposes other than cancer DX mapping alone. The scope of this solution can be further broadened in order to expand
automated DX mapping from other data sources, using other terminologies relevant to other clinical contexts.
Our analysis presents four core limitations related to its preliminary nature. First, the initial DX data came only from
a single GENIE site and two genomic testing providers. This limits the potential generalizability of our results and the
breadth of raw textual DX data used to develop and validate the pipeline. However, we successfully mapped close to
400 raw DX entries to with a very high degree of clinical accuracy. Still, we will further validate our pipeline using
raw DX entries from other sites and genomic testing providers. Second, we were able to map a total of 398 DX, but
we are uncertain of what proportion of all possible DX reported by genomic testing sites. We did map all available
DX available at our site for the two main genomic testing providers using two different methods, which is a first step
towards defining a DX mapping pipeline for data integration and reporting. Future work will include new mappings
gathered from these and other genomic testing providers. Third, we had to develop an algorithm to filter irrelevant
NCIt concept semantic types that was optimized for our specific case but has not been tested for generalizability. We
were only able to filter out irrelevant semantic types appearing in our dataset, although there may be more potentially
inaccurate semantic types when the pipeline is expanded to other cases. This will be addressed in future work. Finally,
due to time and clinician resource availability constraints we were only able to validate the clinical accuracy and
relevance of our textual DX to NCIt and NCIt to OncoTree mappings. These mappings were also validated by a single
pathologist. However, we did find encouraging validation results for this preliminary phase of our study. We will
expand our validation to multiple pathologist reviewers and multiple versions of our optimized pipelines.
Future work will be divided into two segments: further development of our mapping pipeline and further validation
of the existing modules. On one hand, we will expand our development work to process data from sites other than
Wake Forest Baptist Health’s Comprehensive Cancer Center registries. This will expand the number of sites, the
number of genomic testing provider reports supported by our pipeline and the number of raw DX data used for
development and validation. This will enable us to further refine and validate our irrelevant concept filtering algorithm
to improve the performance and expand the scope of our pipeline. We will also explore other methods of entity
recognition to maximize accuracy and specificity of mappings. On the other hand, we will use additional data to
validate the clinical accuracy of our pipeline’s mappings but also their clinical relevance, their specificity and the
repeatability of running data from multiple sites through our pipeline. We will also validate with multiple pathologists
to confirm the generalizability of our accuracy results, taking into account the specificity of the DX as a measure of
mapping quality. We will also assess whether there is a high level of agreement across our validations to confirm that
our pipeline is approximating expert reasoning consensus rather than reflecting a single pathologist’s thought process.
Conclusion
Our cancer DX mapping pipeline through NCIt was shown to be highly effective and accurate when mapping from
initial text-form cancer diagnoses to NCIt concepts (96.2% accuracy for our total of 398 text form DX), and adequate
when mapping from those concepts to OncoTree concepts. The mapping from NCIt to OncoTree was limited in that
not all OncoTree concepts were associated with a NCIt concept code, rendering our mappings incomplete. However,
176 of our 398 initial DX (44.2%) were accurately mapped all the way to OncoTree despite the NCIt to OncoTree
mapping being incomplete. Having shown preliminary evidence of higher accuracy mapping effectiveness compared
to the UMLS API pipeline, the NCIt pipeline would be preferable for further development and use for semi-automated
oncological data integration and curation. Future work will involve increasing our textual DX data set by including
new DX from the WFBMC database and updating our mappings.
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Abstract
Polypharmacy is the use of drug combinations and is commonly used for treating complex and terminal diseases.
Despite its effectiveness in many cases, it poses high risks of adverse side effects. Polypharmacy side-effects occur
due to unwanted interactions of combined drugs, and they can cause severe complications to patients which results
in increasing the risks of morbidity and leading to new mortalities. The use of drug polypharmacy is currently in
its early stages; thus, the knowledge of their probable side-effects is limited. This encouraged multiple works to
investigate machine learning techniques to efficiently and reliably predict adverse effects of drug combinations. In this
context, the Decagon model is known to provide state-of-the-art results. It models polypharmacy side-effect data as a
knowledge graph and formulates finding possible adverse effects as a link prediction task over the knowledge graph.
The link prediction is solved using an embedding model based on graph convolutions. Despite its effectiveness, the
Decagon approach still suffers from a high rate of false positives. In this work, we propose a new knowledge graph
embedding technique that uses multi-part embedding vectors to predict polypharmacy side-effects. Like in the Decagon
model, we model polypharmacy side effects as a knowledge graph. However, we perform the link prediction task
using an approach based on tensor decomposition. Our experimental evaluation shows that our approach outperforms
the Decagon model with 12% and 16% margins in terms of the area under the ROC and precision recall curves,
respectively.

Introduction
Polypharmacy side-effects are a specific case of adverse drug reactions that can cause significant clinical problems
and represent a major challenge for public health and pharmaceutical industries (1) . Pharmacology profiling leads
to identification of both intended (target) and unintended (off-target) drug-induced effects, i.e. biological system
perturbations. While most of these effects are discovered during pre-clinical and clinical trials before a drug release on
the market, some potentially serious adverse effects only become known when the drug already is in use. Indeed, a
recent review of epidemiological studies in Europe, states that 3.5% of hospitalisation admissions are due to adverse
drug reactions and 10% of patients experience an adverse drug reaction during their hospitalisation (2) . An adverse drug
reaction is a major cause of morbidity (resulting in reduction of patients’ quality of life) and mortality (3, 4) . Recent
estimates set the number of yearly drug-induced fatalities to 100,000 in the USA and almost 200,000 in Europe, making
it the fourth cause of death before pulmonary disease or diabetes (5, 2) .
When more drugs are used jointly (i.e. polypharmacy), the risk of adverse effects rises rather rapidly (6, 7) . Therefore,
reliable automated prediction of such risks are highly desirable to mitigate their impact on patients. Among the recent
approaches is the Decagon model (8) which has achieved state-of-the-art performance by modelling the data related to
polypharmacy side-effects as a knowledge graph and formulating finding possible adverse effects as a link prediction
task over the knowledge graph.
The link prediction is solved using an embedding model based on graph convolutions in the Decagon model (8) .
Despite its effectiveness, this approach still suffers from a high rate of false positives. Here, we propose a related
knowledge graph embedding technique that, instead, uses multi-part embedding vectors to predict polypharmacy
side-effects. Contrary to the Decagon model (8) , the link prediction problem is solved using an approach based on tensor
decomposition. This is known to lead to superior performance in the general link prediction problem (9, 10) .
Our approach models drug pairs and their side-effects as a knowledge graph, where interacting drugs modelled as nodes
and their corresponding side-effects are modelled as edges. We then use a tensor factorisation based knowledge graph
embedding model to learn vector representations of both the drugs and side-effects. Finally, the learnt embeddings are
used to predict unknown drug–drug interactions polypharmacy side-effects. Our experimental evaluation shows that
this approach outperforms the Decagon model with 12% and 16% margins in terms of the area under the ROC and
precision-recall curves, respectively.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Background and related work section provides reviews on the basic notions
related works to the addressed problem. Data section comments on the data used. The proposed method is detailed in
the methods section. Experiments and Results and discussion sections describe the experiments we performed and
discuss the outcome results. The paper is concluded in in the conclusions section where we also discuss the future
directions of our research.
Background and related work
In this section, we present a set of preliminary topics and concepts that are used across this study. We present the
knowledge graph as a technique to model linked data, and we also present knowledge graph embedding models in the
context of learning link prediction on knowledge graphs.
Knowledge graph embedding. Knowledge graphs are structured knowledge bases which are used to model linked data.
They model knowledge entity as graph nodes and relations between them are modelled with graph edges. In recent
years, knowledge graphs have become a popular means for data representation in the semantic web community to create
the "web of data", which is a network of interconnected entities that can be easily interpreted by both humans and
machines (11) . They have also been used as a convenient means for modelling information in many different domains,
including general human knowledge (12) , biomedical information (13) and language lexical information (14) . Knowledge
graphs are now used in different applications such as enhancing semantics of search engine results (15, 16) , biomedical
discoveries (17) , or powering question answering and decision support systems (18) .
Knowledge graphs model facts that are formatted as (subject, predicate, object) triples such as (drugi , interacts-with,
proteinj ), where the subject and object are entities and the predicate is a relation between them.
Knowledge graph embedding models are representation learning models that embed components of the knowledge
graph including entities and relations into a low-dimensional continuous vector space. In the context of link prediction,
these embeddings are then used to rank triples according to their factuality. In recent years, knowledge graph embedding
models have witnessed multiple developments that allowed them to excel in the task of link prediction over knowledge
graphs (19) , where they are known to provide state-of-the-art predictive accuracy (9) .
Knowledge graph embedding models operate in a multi-phase procedure. Initially, they consume input triples and initial
embeddings of entities and relations. They then use an iterative optimisation routine to update these embeddings until
they reach a local optima state (according to training iterations and parameters). In practice, training data is divided into
batches and the optimisation routine is applied on each batch independently. First, the knowledge graph embedding
model generates negative training samples, where this procedure typically uses uniform random corruptions of the
subjects and objects of the training triples. The model then looks up the corresponding embeddings of the components
(subject, predicate and object) of both the true and corrupted triples. The embeddings are then used to compute a score
for each triple using a model-dependant scoring function. The model then computes a training loss that models the
difference between the scores of true and corrupted triples. Finally, the loss function is used to compute gradient updates
to the knowledge component embeddings in order to maximise the scores of true triples and minimise the scores of
negative samples.
Different knowledge graph embeddings models vary in terms of the scoring functions and loss objectives i.e. the loss
function they utilise. For example, the Translating Embedding (TransE) model (20) model the interactions of triple
embeddings in its scoring function as a translation from the subject vector to the object vector using the relation vector in
the embedding space. On the other hand, other models such as the RESCAL (21) , DistMult (22) and ComplEx (23) models
learn scores using the product of the embeddings of the investigated triples components. Other models such as the
Graph Convolution Network model (GCN) (24) —which is the base work of the Decagon model (8) — models embedding
interactions using a graph convolutional filter on the embeddings of the triples components and their neighbouring
entities.
In the rest of this paper, we use E and R to denote the set of all entities and relations in a knowledge graph respectively,
where Ne and Nr represent the number of instances in E and R respectively. We also use ΘE and ΘR which denote the
embeddings of entities and relations respectively, where ΘE (i) is the embedding of entity i, ΘR (j) is the embedding of
relation j, and fm (s, r, o, Θ) denotes the score of the fact that a subject entity s is connected to an object entity o with a
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relation r based on the embedding values Θ of the model m.
Link prediction on knowledge graphs. In recent years, various predictive frameworks were developed to predict new
links in knowledge graphs, where these frameworks serve in various applications such as semantic search engines (15, 16) ,
biomedical discoveries (17) , and question answering systems (18) . Link prediction models can be categorised into two
categories: graph-feature based models and latent-feature based models.
Graph-feature based models utilise graph features like paths and graph patterns to predict possible connecting links
between graph entities. For example, the path ranking algorithm (PRA) (25) uses connecting paths between entities
generated by random walks to infer possible links between them. Where as other models like the subgraph feature
extraction model (SFE) (26) and the distinct subgraph path (DSP) (27) employ a combination of connecting path and
subgraph paths of two entities to predict their possible associations.
On the other hand, latent-feature based models i.e. knowledge graph embedding models, use a generative approach to
learn low-rank embeddings for knowledge entities and relations in order to score their possible associations. These
approaches use multiple techniques like tensor factorisation (as in the DistMult model (20) ) and latent distance similarity
(as in the TransE model (22) ) to model possible interactions between graph embeddings and provide scores for possible
graph links. For further information on both approaches, Nickel et. al. (28) provides an extended review for both
graph-feature based and latent-feature based models in the task of link prediction in knowledge graphs.
Modelling polypharmacy data. Computation methods have been widely used to model drugs’ associations to target
proteins (29, 30, 31) in order to identify potential new drug therapeutic uses and new possible side-effects. In addition,
other types of models were developed to directly learn the associated adverse side-effects of drugs (32, 33) . Despite the
success of such models, their objective of these methods was, however, limited to the side-effects that occur due to the
use of individual drugs.
The use of drug combinations i.e. polypharmacy is known to be an important solution for complex and terminal
diseases (34, 35) . However, the risk of adverse effects in polypharmacy rises rather rapidly (6, 7) compared to the use
of individual drugs due to unwanted drug-drug interactions. This encouraged research in developing computational
methods to predict the possibility of interactions between combinations of drugs (36, 37, 38) . Although these works
were able to provide predictions for unknown drug-drug interactions, they were limited to predicting the existence
of such interactions and not their associated side-effects. Recently, Zitnik et. al. (8) introduced the first method for
predicting polypharmacy side-effects, the Decagon model, where they modelled the polypharmacy side-effects data as
a knowledge graph. They then transformed the problem of predicting polypharmacy side-effects to a link prediction
task on a knowledge graph, where they applied graph convolution network embedding models to predict new drug
combination side-effects. In a recent work, Malone et. al. (39) suggested using other knowledge graph embedding
models such as the DistMult (26) and KBLRN (40) models, where they have shown that these models are capable of
outperforming the Decagon model in predicting polypharmacy side-effects.
Data
In this study, we use the dataset compiled by Zitnik et al. (8) which includes information about multiple polypharmacy
drug side-effects 1 . The dataset also contains facts about single drug side-effects, protein-protein interactions and
protein-drug targets. In the following, we discuss and summarise the content of this dataset.
Side-effects data. The drug side-effects represented in the dataset are collected from the SIDER (Side Effect Resource)
database (41) and the OFFSIDES and TWOSIDES databases (7) . These side-effects are then categorised into two groups:
mono-drug and polypharmacy drug-drug interaction side-effects. The mono drug side-effects are the side effects
observed from the use of a single drug from the OFFSIDES and SIDER database, while the polypharmacy side-effects
are the ones that are associated with the interaction of drug pairs from the TWOSIDES and SIDER databases.
We have also use the same data splitting procedure introduced by Zitnik et. al. (8) where we have separated the
side-effects in dataset into two groups according to their coverage, The group of highly represented polypharmacy
1 http://snap.stanford.edu/decagon/
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side-effects (more than 500 associated drug combinations) is considered in for evaluation and testing, while other low
represented side-effects are considered only for the training of the models.
Protein and drug interactions data. The investigated dataset contains both protein-protein interactions and drug-protein
interactions. The protein-protein interactions represent a collection of physical interactions experimentally assessed
in humans and compiled from different public sources (42, 43, 44, 45) . On the other hand, the drug-protein interactions
are obtained from the STITCH database (44) . These interactions denote the associations between drugs and their target
proteins in the human body that allow the drugs to activate their expected therapeutic effects and their other unwanted
effects (side-effects).
Methods
In the following, we discuss the different components of our predictive method and how it works.
Embeddings representation. The knowledge graph embedding model that we use follow a generative approach to learn
low-rank embedding vectors for knowledge entities and relations. For learning the embeddings, multiple techniques
can be used, such as tensor factorisation (c.f. the DistMult model (20) ) or latent distance similarity (c.f. the TransE
model (22) ). The goal of all these techniques is to model possible interactions between graph embeddings and to provide
scores for possible graph links. In the following, we provide details on the knowledge graph embedding procedure and
the design of our model, the TriVec model.
The TriVec model is a tensor factorisation based knowledge graph embedding model that extends the works of the
DistMult (22) and ComplEx (23) models. It represents each entity and relation using three embedding vectors such that
the embedding of entity i is ΘE (i) = {e1i , e2i , e3i } where all embedding vectors have the same size K (a user-defined
embeddings size). Similarly, the embedding of relation j is ΘR (j) = {wj1 , wj2 , wj3 }. em and wm denote the m part of
the embeddings of the entity or the relation, and m ∈ {1, 2, 3} represents the three embeddings parts. The embeddings
in the TriVec model are initially with random values generated by the Glorot uniform random generator (46) . The
embedding vectors are then updated during the training procedure to provide optimised scores for the knowledge graph
facts.
Training procedure. The TriVec is a knowledge graph embedding model that follows the multi-phase procedure
discussed in (Section ) to effectively learn a vector representation for entities and relations of a knowledge graph. First,
the model initialises its embeddings with random noise. It then updates them by iterative learning on the training data.
In each training iteration i.e. epoch, the model splits the training data into mini-batches and executes its learning pipeline
over each batch. The learning pipeline of the model learns the embeddings of entities and relations by minimising a
negative softmax log-loss that maximises the scores of true facts and minimises the scores of unknown facts (assumed
false during training). This loss is defined as follows:
X
LTriModel
= −φspo + log(
exp(φspo0 ))
spo
0
Xo
−φspo + log(
exp(φs0 po ))
(1)
s0
X
X
K
3
λ
3
m 3
m 3
+
(|em
s | + |wp | + |eo | )
k=1
m=1
3
where K denotes the embedding size, φspo denotes the score of the (s, p, o) triple, x0 represents an entity e : e 6= x, e ∈ E,
m
em
i is the embedding part m of the entity embedding ΘE (i), wi is the embedding part m of the relation embedding
ΘR (i), φspo denotes the score of the triple (s, p, o), m denotes the embedding part index, λ denotes a configurable
PK P3
3
m 3
m 3
regularisation weight parameter and |x| is the absolute of x. The term λ3 k=1 m=1 (|em
s | + |wp | + |eo | ) is the
(9)
nuclear 3-norm, which is a regularisation term that enhances model generalisation over datasets with large entity
vocabularies.
The scores of the TriVec model are computed using an embeddings interaction function (scoring function) that is defined
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the scoring function of TriModel applied to polypharmacy side-effects drug combinations.
The subject (s), and the object (o) represent the drug combination while their corresponding polypharmacy side-effect is
represented as the relation (r). All these components
P are represented using three embedding vectors of size k. The score
of a triple (s, p, o) is defined as f (s, p, o) = k ck , where c = i1 + i2 + i3 , i1 = s1 · r1 · o3, i2 = s2 · r2 · o2 , and
i3 = s3 · r3 · o1 .
as follows:
fTriModel (s, r, o, Θ) =

K
X

e1s wr1 e3o + e2s wr2 e2o + e3s wr3 e1o .

(2)

It uses a set of three interactions: one symmetric interaction: (e2s wp2 e2o ) and two asymmetric interactions: (e1s wp1 e3o )
and (e3s wp3 e1o ). This approach models both symmetry and asymmetry in simple form similar to the DistMult (22) model
where the DistMult model can be seen as a special case of the TriVec model if the first and third embeddings parts are
equivalent (e1 = e3 ).
Modelling polypharmacy side-effects. The TriVec model is a tensor factorisation based embedding model that solves
the problem of link prediction as a 3D tensor completion, where the tensor dimensions represent entities and relations.
In the task of predicting polypharmacy side-effects, the drug combinations are modelled as the subjects and objects of
triples while the corresponding polypharmacy side-effects are modelled as relations. In the training process, the model
processes the different types of assertions such as protein-protein interactions, drug-protein interactions, drug-drug
interactions, single drug side effects and polypharmacy side-effects. This allows the model to learn efficient embeddings
for the components corresponding to the different entities and relations in the knowledge graph. In the prediction
phase, the TriVec model then learns the probability of polypharmacy side-effects associations to drug combinations by
completing a 3D tensor of drugs and polypharmacy side-effects as shown in (Figure 1).
Experiments
In this section, we discuss the setup of our experiments, the evaluation protocol and the detail of the frameworks and
technologies used to implement our experiments.
Benchmarking dataset. In this study, we build a benchmarking dataset to evaluate our model following the evaluation
protocol proposed by Zitnik et. al. (8) . We first divide polypharmacy side-effects assertions into groups according to the
side-effect type. We then divide the assertions of each group into three groups: training, validation and testing with
80%, 10% and 10% percentages of the data respectively. This process is applied to the polypharmacy side-effect groups
with 500 or more assertions to assure a minimum of 50 validation and testing instances for each side-effect. We then
add other types of assertions such as drug-protein interactions, protein-protein interactions and single drug side-effects
into the training data.
For each validation and testing splits, we generate negative samples by using random unobserved drug combinations as
negatives. This process is executed independently for each polypharmacy side-effect, where the positive to negative
ratio is 1:1. (Table 1) shows a summary of the statistics of different components in the data generated for the set of all
polypharmacy side-effects.
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Table 1: Summary of statistics of entities, relations and triples in the different splits of the benchmarking dataset.
Dataset

Entities

Relations

Triples

P. Side-effects

Training data
Validation data
Testing data

32K
643
643

967
963
963

4.7M
459K
459K

3.7M
459K
459K

All

32K

967

5.6M

4.6M

Experimental setup. We use the supporting knowledge graph to perform a grid search to learn the model’s best hyperparameters. In all of our experiments we initialise our model’s embeddings using the Glorot uniform random generator (46)
and we optimise the training loss using the Adagrad optimiser, where the learning rate (lr) ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001},
embeddings size (K) ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200} and batch size (b) ∈ {512, 1024, 4000, 6000}. The rest of the grid
search hyperparameters are defined as follows: the regularisation weight (λ) ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.35, 0.01, 0.03, 0.035} and
dropout (d) ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.01, 0.02}. The number of training epochs is fixed to 1000. We found that the best
hyperparameters for our models are {lr = 0.1, k = 100, b = 6000, λ = 0.03, d = 0.2}.
Evaluation protocol. In our experiments, we follow the evaluation protocol introduced by Zitnik et. al (8) , and we
evaluate the TriVec model on the testing data split using three evaluation metrics: area under the ROC curve, area under
the precision recall curve and average precision at 50 positives. The testing data contains both positive and negative data
samples with a ratio of 1:1. We also use the same negative sampling procedure in the study of Zitnik et. al. (8) where we
only consider combination that never appear as positive to be used as negatives the results. All the reported evaluation
scores in our study represent the average of its corresponding scores for all the investigated polypharmacy side-effects.
Implementation. We use Tensorflow framework (GPU) along with Python 3.5 to perform our experiments. All
experiments were executed on a Linux machine with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i70.4790K CPU @ 4.00GHz, 32 GB
RAM, and an nVidia Titan Xp GPU. The source code and the dataset splits used in our experiments are published at:
https://github.com/samehkamaleldin/pse-kge.
Results and Discussion
In this section we discuss the outcomes of our experiments and we compare the predictive accuracy of our proposed
approach with other state-of-the-art approaches.
Comparison with other approaches. (Table 2) shows the results of our experiments, where the models are compared
in terms of the area under the ROC and precision recall curves and the average precision at 50. The results show
that our model, the TriVec model, significantly outperforms other models with 12%, 16% and 22% margins (relative
to other models’ scores) in terms of the area under the ROC, precision recall curves and with an average precision
at 50 compared to the Decagon model. The results also show that our methods outperforms other knowledge graph
embedding models such as the RESCAL, TransE, DistMult, ComplEx and KBLRN models on all metrics.
Additionally, the results show that models such as the TransE, TriVec and ComplEx models achieve significantly high
scores (above 90%) in terms of the area under both the ROC and precision recall curves. We suggest that this is due
to the easy nature of the evaluation protocol that uses a 1:1 negative to positive ratio in the testing set. Therefore, we
suggest that future works should adapt high negative to positive ratios such as 1:10 or 1:50.
Other potential applications. Knowledge graph embedding models can operate on any data in a graph form, therefore,
they can be easily adopted to model different biological networks. For example, our TriVec method can be used can
used for modelling drug protein target networks (49, 10) where the method is used to predict new drug protein target
which can be used for drug repurposing. Our method can also be used to perform tensor factorization task on complex
biological systems to model functions such as protein functions. For example, the study of Mohamed et. al. (50) shows
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Table 2: Summary of the results of our experiments. † represents the results of the state-of-the-art models that are
obtained from the study of Zitnik et. al. (8) . * represents the results of the state-of-the-art models that are obtained from
the study of Malone et. al. (39) .
Model
RESCAL † (21)
DEDICOM † (47)
DeepWalk † (48)
Concatnated Features †
Decagon † (8)
TransE (20)
DistMult * (22)
KBLRN * (39)
ComplEx (23)

(8)

TriVec (This study)

AUC-ROC

AUC-PR

AP@50

0.693
0.705
0.761
0.793
0.872
0.949
0.923
0.899
0.965

0.613
0.637
0.737
0.764
0.832
0.934
0.898
0.878
0.944

0.476
0.567
0.658
0.712
0.803
0.962
0.899
0.857
0.952

0.975

0.966

0.983

the capabilities of the method in predicting tissue-specific protein functions where it models proteins, their biological
functions and their tissues as a tensor. They then tensor factorization to predict protein function in a specific human
body tissues.
Limitations. Our approach depends on known polypharmacy side-effects to learn efficient representations of both the
drugs and the side-effects. This requires rich information about the investigated drugs e.g. drug interactions with other
drugs and proteins. However, this type of information about the drug combinations and their associated side-effects is
limited due to the recency of polypharmacy approaches and the limited clinical test applied on them (7) . This problem
affects the predictive accuracy of our proposed model and other graph embedding based models when they are applied
on drugs with limited known assertions.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this study, we have explored the problem of predicting polypharmacy side-effect using computer simulations. We
have modelled the polypharmacy side-effects data as a knowledge graph and we have applied a knowledge graph
embedding model, the TriVec model, on this knowledge to predict new polypharmacy side-effects as link prediction
on knowledge graphs. We have executed experimental evaluation to compare our approach to state-of-the-art models
using a standard benchmarking pipeline. The results of our experiments have shown that our approach outperforms all
the state-of-the-art approaches with 10%, 13% and 22% margins in terms of the area under the ROC, precision recall
curves and average precision at 50.
In our future works, we intend to investigate learning embeddings of drugs according to their chemical structure to
allow learning polypharmacy side-effects of drug combinations of drugs with limited known polypharmacy assertions.
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Abstract
Reflective writing is used by medical educators to identify challenges and promote inter-professional skills. These
non-medical skills are central to leadership and career development, and are clinically relevant and vital to a trainees
success as a practicing physician. However, identification of actionable feedback from reflective writings can be challenging. In this work, we utilize a Natural Language Processing pipeline that incorporates a seeded Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency matrix along with sentence-level summarization, sentiment analysis, and clustering to
organize sentences into groups, which can aid educators in assessing common challenges experienced by Acting Interns. Automated analysis of reflective writing is difficult due to its subjective nature; however, our method is able to
identify known and new challenges such as issues accessing the electronic health system and adjusting to specialty
differences. Medical educators can utilize these topics to identify areas needing attention in the medical curriculum
and help students through this transitional time.
1

Introduction

Reflective writing helps one to understand their own learning process by providing a medium with which to reflect
on, assimilate, and integrate life experiences. Medical schools utilize reflective writing to help students develop nonmedical skills, such as empathy, collaboration, communication, and professionalism1, 2 , that are central to leadership
and career development, and are clinically relevant and vital to a trainees success as a practicing physician.
The transition from a medical student to a practicing intern is a stressful process with many professional and personal
challenges to overcome3–6 . The Acting Internship (AI) program at Virginia Commonwealth University Health System
aids in this transition by allowing students the graduated responsibility and autonomy to care for patients, and an
opportunity to simulate the role of an intern. Medical educators are continually looking for ways to improve the AI
experience to ease student transition to a practicing intern and to give them the most relevant experience by adapting the
program to changing technology and clinical advancements. Reflective writing is utilized to help students assimilate
new experiences encountered while in the AI role, and to aid educators in identifying challenges experienced by
students while in the program. Hundreds of writings are collected each year, however, manual analysis by medical
educators (who also have clinical responsibilities) is time consuming and subject to educator bias. In this paper, we
introduce a novel Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline that is used to automatically organize reflections by
common themes to aid educators in quickly identifying actionable items.
Analysis of reflective writing is challenging due to its personalized and unstructured nature7 . Previous work on utilizing NLP to analyze reflective writing is limited and includes the use of topic modeling methods and machine learning
techniques. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)8 , a popular topic modeling technique, was used by Chen et. al.9 to
identify the progression of themes in pre-service teachers reflective writing on a weekly basis, and Gibsion and Kitto10
utilized LDA to suggest possible classification features as part of their anomaly recontextualization process when analyzing reflective texts from first year Bachelor IT students. Vrana et. al.11 utilized Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)12 ,
a predecessor of LDA, at a sentence level to analyze the coherence of expressive patient narratives about traumatic
events. Finally, a supervised machine learning approach was implemented by Poon et. al.13 to classify student’s
reflective writing into pre-defined topic groups, however, their approach requires topics to be defined ahead of time.
To our knowledge, applying NLP to medical student reflective writing has not been reported on before.
The goal of this work is to identify both known and new challenges experienced by AI students utilizing their reflective
writings. A fully supervised approach would not be appropriate as we would need to specify the challenges we are
looking for ahead of time and would not discover anything new. However, implementing an unsupervised exploratory
approach, while useful in aiding humans in navigating large corpora to identify general trends and themes14, 15 , assumes
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we do not know the underlying structure of the data, which is not completely true as we do have some information on
challenges many AIs experience. Therefore, this study utilizes known challenges to seed a Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) matrix16 (seed topics) along with the corpus being analyzed. This seeding serves to
give more weight to known topics, but also allows new topics to emerge. Our NLP pipeline utilizes the seeded TF-IDF
along with sentence-level summarization, sentiment analysis, and clustering to identify groups of sentences expressing
a common theme. LDA is then performed on sentence clusters to identify key words associated with each.
The following sections first describe the corpus utilized in this study, including the steps taken to clean the data for
NLP processing. Next, a description of the seed topics is provided followed by the annotation of the Development and
Test Corpora. The last two sections of Methods include a detailed description of the NLP pipeline implementation
along with how its performance is evaluated. Following the Methods section, the results from running our pipeline
on the Development and Test Corpora is described, and a discussion of these results and the annotation process is
provided in the Discussion section. Finally, limitations, future work and conclusions are provided.
2
2.1

Methods
Acting Intern Corpus

The corpus used in this study is composed of reflective writings from 651 medical students in their fourth-year Acting
Internship. Reflective writings were collected from blog posts and email threads, where the instructor started each
thread with a prompt. Responses to the prompt “What challenges have you faced thus far in the Acting Internship role?
(for example, incorporating into the team, understanding your role, achieving goals and objectives, transitioning to
the AI role, etc)”, referred to as challenge responses, are used in this study to identify common challenges encountered
by medical interns. To clean the corpus, we removed the initial post for each instructor-initiated thread, all studentinitiated threads, direct quotes of the prompt in intern responses, and direct quotes of previous posts so that a response
is not double counted. There were also a few instances where the student posted their response to an incorrect thread,
such as responding to the wrong prompt, or posting to an old thread. In all identified cases, the student re-posted to
the correct thread and indicated their mistake in the text. These incorrect postings were also removed from the corpus.
The final corpus of challenge responses contains a total of 665 reflective writings from August 2016 to July 2018.
The corpus of responses is organized in blocks where each month is a new set of students (there are a few exceptions
where the same student participated in multiple AIs). Two prompts are provided approximately 2 weeks apart with
the challenge prompt being given in the first week of each AI block. A Development and Test Corpus were extracted
from the full corpus to train and evaluate the NLP pipeline. The Development Corpus includes 14 manually selected
challenge responses from an email thread with a total of 172 sentences. These responses were selected specifically because they express known challenges students experience, including feeling overwhelmed, having/lack of confidence,
experiencing technical system issues, and having a supportive environment. The Test Corpus is composed of a single,
blindly chosen block of challenge responses from March 2017 that is about the same size as the Development Corpus,
and includes 22 challenge responses with a total of 155 sentences.
2.2

Seed Topics

Seed topics emphasize known challenges medical students encounter during their Acting Internship (AI), and were
manually chosen by domain experts (see next section) using the Development Corpus of challenge responses (Table
1). A document for each seed topic was created by extracting all relevant sentences from the Development Corpus
and incorporating them into a single document. This concentrates the terms associated with each topic within a single
file, which influences the scores these terms receive in the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
matrix. We anticipate that at least one of these seed topics will appear in any subset of challenge responses chosen
from the entire corpus, which should result in a cluster of sentences containing most of the associated seed topic
sentences along with additional sentences from the input challenge responses. Seed topics are merged with the input
corpus prior to any preprocessing and TF-IDF creation, and they are removed prior to calculating F1, Precision, and
Recall measures. Seed topics are meant to give more weight to these known topics during construction of sentence
representations and to guide the researcher in manual analysis of the resulting clusters; however, this method does not
prevent identification of new topics. To our knowledge, seeding a TF-IDF with topics of interest is a novel technique.
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Table 1: Seed Topic descriptions and the number of sentences defining each topic.
Topic
Confidence

Overwhelmed

Supportive Environment
System Issues

2.3

Definition
self efficacy, self perception of knowledge, ability: Statements that express how an intern feels about themselves and their abilities, whether
negative (unsure) or positive (sure). An expression of knowing (or not
knowing) what to do and feeling that they are (or are not) grasping the
material and new routines.
stress, well being, burnout, anxiety: Statements that express if an intern
is bombarded with too many tasks or responsibilities and are having a
hard time managing their time or specific situations, irrespective of the
system. In some ways it could be the opposite of feeling confident, but
one can be confident in your abilities and still be overwhelmed.
Statements about others around the intern and whether or not they can
count on them for support.
Statements that describe (positive or negative) issues related to technical
systems (e.g., CERNER or EMR).

Sentences
23

12

14
8

Annotation of AI Corpora

Two domain experts performed annotation on the Development and Test Corpora to classify each sentence as conveying one or none of the topics listed in Table 1. Both experts have a background in medical and clinical education, and
one is a practicing physician. Annotation of the Development Corpus was done in 2 rounds, and included the document identifiers with ordered sentences. The first round had annotators independently annotate each sentence, then
annotators came together to discuss a subset of annotations they disagreed on (15 sentences) and come to a consensus
on the definition of each category. Then they independently re-annotated all sentences they disagreed on from round 1
(81 sentences). Disagreements in round 2 annotations were resolved by a third, non-medical annotator. If all three annotators classified a sentence differently, the sentence was set to “NA” (8 in Development Corpus, 12 in Test Corpus).
The Test Corpus was annotated in one round with sentences randomly ordered and document identifiers removed (see
Discussion) using the three annotations, with priority given to the two domain experts. Inter-annotator agreement was
calculated as Cohens Kappa statistic. For round 1 of the development corpus the inter-annotator agreement between
the two expert annotators was 0.35, which was then improved to 0.64 in round 2 (Table 2, top). The Test Corpus
obtained a Kappa of 0.52 between the two expert annotators (Table 2, bottom).
Table 2: Inter-Annotator Agreement (Cohen’s Kappa)
Development Corpus
Expert 1 vs Expert 2
Expert 1 vs Annotator 3
Expert 2 vs Annotator 3
Test Corpus
Expert 1 vs Expert 2
Expert 1 vs Annotator 3
Expert 2 vs Annotator 3

2.4

All Seed Topics
0.64
0.48
0.57
All Seed Topics
0.52
0.46
0.56

Confidence & Supportive Environment Only
0.73
0.71
0.70
Confidence & Supportive Environment Only
0.65
0.75
0.69

NLP Pipeline

The NLP pipeline to identify challenges expressed in reflective writing from AI students is composed of three primary
steps as conveyed in Figure 1: Preprocessing, Sentence Representation, and Sentence Clustering. The pipeline assumes
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Figure 1: NLP Pipeline to identify Acting Intern challenges from reflective writing. Colored tracks indicate in which
steps the various input corpora are utilized.
each sentence expresses one topic, which is extracted as a phrase, converted to a numerical array, and used to represent
the sentence for clustering. These steps are now discussed in more detail.
2.4.1

TF-IDF Input Corpus

The full AI Corpus of 665 reflective writings is utilized to 1) obtain annotated subsets for evaluation and 2) as an input
corpus to generate the TF-IDF matrix. The Development and Test Corpora discussed previously are the annotated
subsets that will be processed and evaluated. In this section, two types of input corpora are utilized to generate the
TF-IDF matrix: Global and Local. The Global input corpus refers to all 665 reflective writings in the AI Corpus plus
the seed topics, whereas a Local input corpus only includes documents in the respective evaluation corpus plus seed
topics as input to generate the TF-IDF matrix. For example, if we are processing the Test Corpus and want to use a
Local TF-IDF matrix, then only the documents in the Test Corpus and the seed topics would be utilized to generate
the TF-IDF matrix. If the Development Corpus is being processed, then the Local input corpus would include only
documents in that corpus plus the seed topics. On the other hand, if we wanted the TF-IDF matrix to include more
information we would utilize a Global input corpus that includes all 665 writings plus the seed topics to generate
the TF-IDF matrix, which is used in the sentence representation step when processing the evaluation corpora. The
following sections use the terms “Local TF-IDF” and “Global TF-IDF” to identify which type of input corpus was
used to create the TF-IDF matrix.
2.4.2

Preprocessing

Each document’s text in the input and seed topic corpora is preprocessed using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
package in Python17 . First, sentences are split using the sentence tokenizer. Then common contractions are expanded
prior to each sentence being tokenized by white space. Next, tokens are tagged with their part of speech before
being lemmatized and lower-cased. Finally, stop words are removed, as well as all terms consisting of only numbers
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or punctuation. Stop words consist of those common English stop words defined by NLTK and a custom list of
commonly used medical terms used by interns, such as ”patient”, that don’t provide much information in this context.
The list of remaining terms for each sentence are utilized in downstream analyses.
2.4.3

Sentence Representation

In reflective writing, sentences can be long, rambling, and contain multiple topics; thus, in this work each sentence is
limited to one topic by identifying its Most Informative Phrase (MIP). To identify each sentence’s MIP, documents in
the input corpora, including seed topics and either the entire AI Corpus (Global TF-IDF) or a local subset (Local TFIDF, i.e. the Development or Test Corpus), are first converted to a bag-of-words and serialized for input into Gensim18
to calculate the N xM TF-IDF matrix, where N is the number of terms and M is the number of documents in the input
corpora. Next, a document summarization method† is used at the sentence level to identify the MIP for each sentence
using the calculated TF-IDF matrix. Each sentence is scanned using a window of 6 consecutive tokens. For each
window, the MIP score is calculated using Equation 1 where i and j are the starting and ending term indices of the
phrase window, respectively, tf idfm is the TF-IDF score for term m in the given document, pm is a binary indicator
for term m specifying if a term is an adjective/adverb (pm = 1) or not (pm = 0), and sentimenti,j is the sentiment
polarity as calculated by TextBlob§ for the current phrase.

M IP score =

j
X

(tf idfm ∗ 3pm ) ∗ (1 + abs(sentimenti,j ))

(1)

m=i

The MIP score therefore puts an emphasis on terms that are describing words (adjectives and adverbs), and gives
more weight to phrases with some type of positive or negative sentiment. Phrases with these properties should provide
more information about how an intern is feeling rather than just conveying information. The phrase with the highest
MIP score is chosen to represent the sentence. If the sentence is too short such that no 6-term phrase exists, then the
sentence is represented by a zero-length phrase and removed prior to clustering. This rule results in the removal of
some annotated sentences from clustering, which affects Recall calculations. Along with the raw recall results, the
percentage of the maximum possible recall is also reported to assess how close a recall measure is to the maximum
possible for a corpus using a 6-term phrase. Finally, the TF-IDF matrix is compressed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and MIPs are converted to numerical vectors by summing the SVD transformed TF-IDF term vectors
for each term in a MIP, which represents the distribution of a sentence across all corpus documents.
2.4.4

Sentence Clustering and Topic Analysis

The MIP vectors are used to cluster sentences across the input corpus by calculating one minus the cosine similarity
between all pairs of vectors to create a dissimilarity matrix that is input into SciPy’s19 scipy.cluster hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm and clustered using Ward linkage. The clustered dendrogram is cut at the highest
threshold that results in all seed topics being assigned to different clusters. Finally, LDA analysis is perform on each
cluster using Gensim to identify the main topic of each sentence cluster. The resulting clusters and associated topics
are output into an Excel file for manual assessment.
2.5

Evaluation

Evaluation is performed by calculating Precision, Recall, and F1 measures for each seed topic independently using
only sentences from the input corpus that were annotated with one of the four topics (sentences from seed topic
documents are excluded). Precision is the ratio between correctly predicted mentions over the total set of predicted
mentions for a specific entity; recall is the ratio of predicted mentions over the actual number of mentions; and F1 is
the harmonic mean between precision and recall.
† Method

inspired by Charlie Greenbacker’s GitHub page at https://github.com/charlieg/A-Smattering-of-NLP-in-Python

§ https://github.com/sloria/textblob
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The underlying idea is that all sentences associated with the same topic should cluster together. For example, all sentences discussing System Issues should be located in the same cluster. In order to calculate the performance metrics,
each seed topic is assigned to a cluster automatically by identifying the cluster with the highest number of true positive
sentences from the given topic. Ideally, each seed topic should be assigned to a different cluster; thus, the dendrogram
threshold is chosen to ensure this is the case.
Table 3: NLP pipeline results on Development and Test Corpora. For Recall, R is the obtained recall while R* refers
to percentage of the maximum possible recall (see Discussion).
Corpus

TF-IDF

Clusters

Global

25

Local

6

Global

18

Local

16

Development

Test

3
3.1

Seed Topic
Confident
Overwhelmed
Support Env
System Issues
Confident
Overwhelmed
Support Env
System Issues
Confident
Overwhelmed
Support Env
System Issues
Confident
Overwhelmed
Support Env
System Issues

P
0.80
0.75
0.80
1.0
0.92
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.83
0.50
1.0
0.67
0.80
0.33
1.0
0.40

R (R*)
0.17 (18%)
0.25 (30%)
0.29 (34%)
0.63 (68%)
0.96 (100%)
0.75 (90%)
0.79 (92%)
0.88 (96%)
0.28 (33%)
0.25 (29%)
0.46 (58%)
1.0 (100%)
0.22 (26%)
0.25 (29%)
0.15 (19%)
1.0 (100%)

F1
0.29
0.38
0.42
0.77
0.94
0.86
0.88
0.93
0.42
0.33
0.63
0.80
0.35
0.286
0.27
0.57

Results
Development Corpus Performance

For the Development Corpus, the NLP pipeline achieved high precision for both the Global and Local TF-IDF matrices,
with the lowest precision being 0.75 for the Overwhelmed seed topic. Recall differed between Global and Local with
the Local TF-IDF matrix achieving much higher recall (over 90% of the maximum) than the Global across all seed
topics (Table 3, top). This resulted in low Global F1 scores of less than 0.45 except for the System Issues seed topic,
which had an F1 of 0.77. When using the Local TF-IDF matrix, F1 scores were above 0.86 for all seed topics. High
performance is expected when using the Local TF-IDF matrix on the Development Corpus as the seed topics are
generated from it, so the same documents are essentially being double counted and clustered. Reviewing the sentences
in each cluster confirmed that seed topic sentences did cluster with the original document sentences to form cohesive
topic clusters.
3.2

Test Corpus Performance

The Test Corpus was used to determine if seed topics generated from one set of challenge responses could identify
sentences discussing similar challenges from another set of responses. When using either Global or Local TF-IDF
matrices, the Confident and Supportive Environment seed topics obtained high precision (>0.8 and 1.0, respectively),
while the Overwhelmed and System Issues received lower precision scores (Table 3, bottom). Interestingly, for the
Confident/Supportive Environment seed topics the Precision stayed about the same from Global to Local, but the
Recall dropped from 33%/58% to 26%/19%, respectively, whereas for the Overwhelmed/System Issues seed topics it
reversed where the Recall stayed the same but the Precision dropped from 0.50/0.67 to 0.33/0.40, respectively. This
indicates that the Confident/Supportive Environment clusters are well defined but we are not identifying all of the
true positive instances when using the Local TF-IDF matrix. On the other hand, the Overwhelmed/System Issues
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clusters do identify the same number of true positive instances, but also pull in additional sentences as false positives,
indicating that these topics may not be as well defined as the Confident/Supportive Environment seed topics. This
could be due to the smaller number of sentences in the Overwhelmed/System Issues definitions, which may not be
enough content to influence the TF-IDF matrix.
3.2.1

Seed Topic Analysis

While the performance of the NLP pipeline, as measured by F1 scores, is generally worse when using the Local TFIDF matrix, the top terms for each of the clusters seem to be more relevant to the representative seed topic (Table 4).
The Confident cluster, for example, includes words like “ive”, “wasnt”, and “right” along with relevant words like
“confident” when using the Global matrix, whereas the Local TF-IDF matrix does not include these irrelevant terms
and instead includes terms like “medication” and “shift”. Inspection of the Confident cluster generated using the Local
matrix reveals students had trouble with medication familiarity, adjusting to shift changes, and having confidence in
their knowledge to diagnose a patient and come up with a treatment plan–all of which are relevant to ones confidence
in themselves. In contrast, the Global cluster contained many more sentences that were irrelevant to having confidence,
such as wishing colleagues good luck, being fortunate for having good people to work with, and getting sick during
rounds. All these sentences seemed to be related by the key term “em”, which is capitalized in the texts and stands for
“Emergency Medicine”. Utilizing the Global TF-IDF matrix must have put more weight on “em” because it appears
frequently in a subset of student writings across the entire AI Corpus as the location of their AI, whereas it may not
stand out as much in a local block of challenge responses.
Another example of how the Local TF-IDF matrix extracts more coherent seed topic clusters is with System Issues
(Table 4). The System Issues topic did not appear in the Test Corpus as frequently as in the Development Corpus
with only 2 sentences from the same blog post referring to EMR access issues. Thus, it makes sense that this cluster
may contain more false positives or be very small. Interrogation of the cluster generated by the Global TF-IDF matrix
reveals that along with the two true positive system issue sentences it includes discussions on being prepared for the
next day, resident confusion, and not being able to get updates on patients. However, the cluster generated using the
Local TF-IDF matrix is much more focused on students having trouble getting updates on their patients due to EMR
access issues, communication issues, and not being able to put in or check on patient orders. Thus, while the Global
obtained better precision, it was only because it included fewer other sentences, which were not very related to each
other. On the other hand, the Local cluster contained more technical false positives, but these false positives were more
cohesive and created a new topic surrounding obtaining timely updates on a patient’s status.
Table 4: Keywords for LDA cluster topics for the Test Corpus.
TF-IDF
Global

Local

4
4.1

Seed Topic
Confident
Overwhelmed
Support Env
System Issues
Confident
Overwhelmed
Support Env
System Issues

Topic Keywords
ive, em, attending, plan, confident, wasnt, think, diagnosis, right, found
time, understand, vent, definitely, felt, head, responsibility, sedation, lot, learned
great, rotation, team, trying, think, picu, far, member, ive, helped
difficult, dont, resident, early, work, night, access, emr, sometimes, lot
diagnosis, attending, shift, thinking, plan, ruling, medication, confident, think, hardest
time, better, stressor, presentation, feel, seen, definitely, felt, head, taking
different, experience, great, another, em, far, challenge, currently, rotation, team
update, dont, order, need, frequently, made, difficult, forward, going, work

Discussion
Annotation Challenges

Annotating the reflective writings from medical students was difficult due to the subjective nature of the content. Prior
to the round 1 annotation of the development corpus, annotators had a brief discussion of the seed topics; however,
annotations suggested a consensus had not been reached. This was evident in the annotations for System Issues
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where one annotator defined this strictly as technical system problems; however, the second annotator had a broader
definition that included educational and organizational system issues. After meeting to discuss definitions, there was
still a discrepancy in how System Issues was annotated, which resulted in lower inter-annotator kappa values when
using all topics. For this work, the definition of System Issues is limited to technical system issues as defined in
Table 1. All non-technical system issue annotations were set to “NA” in the gold standard, but were left as-is for the
inter-annotator calculation.
Another difficulty in annotating these reflective writings was keeping the annotations to the sentence level. For the first
round of annotations, annotators were given sentences in the same order as they appeared in the student responses. This
allowed them to utilize the document context to annotate sentences even though a sentence by itself did not express
the seed topic it was annotated with. The Overwhelmed seed topic was the major culprit in this instance where several
sentences read together can express a feeling of being overwhelmed, but individually the sentences don’t necessarily
convey this feeling. Thus, for the annotation of the Test Corpus, all sentences were randomly ordered and document
identifiers were removed. However, a large discrepancy in which sentences convey being overwhelmed still exist in
the final annotations, which lead to low Kappa values.
The difficulty in annotating this corpus demonstrates how subjective interpreting reflective writing can be, which
significantly contributes to the difficulties in developing an automated NLP pipeline. However, while System Issues
and Overwhelmed topics were ambiguous, there was a fair amount of agreement on sentences discussing Confidence
and Supportive Environment. When the System Issues and Overwhelmed seed topics are removed from the interannotator agreement calculation the Kappa scores increases to approximately 0.70 (Table 2, bottom) for both the
Development and Test Corpus. This result indicates that there are some topics with a common definition that may be
able to be identified utilizing an automated approach along with new challenges experienced by the medical students.
4.2

Local vs Global TF-IDF

While F1 performance was poor when using a Local corpus to generate the TF-IDF matrix, the sentences in a seed
topic cluster seemed more related to each other as compared to the seed topic clusters generated using the Global
TF-IDF matrix. Normally, in NLP one would think more data is better; however, with this corpus the empirical results
indicate that more information just adds noise. This result might be attributed to the organization and collection format
of the corpus where reflective writings are extracted from forum post threads where all responses within a thread are
not independent. That is, when an intern posts their answer to the question they are able to see all prior responses,
and their writing and selection of topics to discuss may be influenced by what others have already written. This can
be seen in the frequent sentences indicating they agree with previous posts and that they enjoyed reading everyone’s
thoughts. Thus, for this type of prompted, block structured corpus, we found that utilizing only the data within each
block was able to better identify known challenges experienced by the students. While the use of a Local TF-IDF
matrix resulted in more cohesive seed topic clusters, it failed to identify several new topics that appeared when using
the Global TF-IDF. Therefore, depending on the primary objective, the best type of TF-IDF matrix utilized may differ.
4.3

Identifying New Challenges

In this work, we had the advantage of knowing which sentences belonged to which topics; however, when executing
this method on an unannotated corpus it is helpful to know how to identify clusters that potentially contain new
challenges. For the Development and Test Corpora used in this study we noticed that cohesive topics came from
clusters that included sentences from multiple student responses. For example, the Confident and Overwhelmed
clusters contained sentences from 5 students each when using the Local TF-IDF, Supportive Environment contains
sentences from 7 students, and System Issues contains sentences from 3 students. The remainder of the clusters in
the Local results contained responses from only 1 or 2 students. However, in the Global results there were several
other clusters with sentences from multiple students that identified common challenges in addition to the seed topics.
These included clusters describing difficulties in finding ones place on a team, difficulties staying updated on assigned
patients, and the challenge of adapting to differences in specialties, devices, and surgeon preferences. In the future,
these block-level themes can be extracted from multiple blocks to identify more global challenges experienced by all
AI students.
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5

Limitations

The subjectivity of interpreting reflective writing texts is a major hurdle for anyone processing this type of data, and
is demonstrated in this work by the disagreement of the annotators as to how to assign sentences to seed topics. This
low annotator agreement makes quantitative evaluation of results difficult. To help mitigate this issue in the future,
annotators will discuss and agree on more specific definitions of seed topics, and will be given practice data sets that
have been vetted thoroughly by multiple experts for training purposes. Another limitation of this work includes not
being able to utilize the context of neighboring sentences in the NLP pipeline. In the AI reflective writings, concepts,
such as feeling overwhelmed, can be relayed over multiple sentences. Having the ability to take neighboring context
into account may aid in identifying more cohesive challenges. In addition, this method currently only allows one
phrase (or topic) per sentence even though there may be multiple topics discussed in the same sentence. This was
observed in the Development Corpus where the first part of a sentence discussed having confidence and the last part
of the sentence talked about also being overwhelmed. Having the ability to break up these compound sentences will
aid in challenge identification.
6

Conclusions and Future Work

In conclusion, we have presented a novel approach to identify common themes from reflective medical writings by utilizing a seeded TF-IDF matrix, which emphasizes known topics while also allowing new topics to emerge. Clustering
sentence vectors created from the seeded TF-IDF produces useful topic clusters that are easily and quickly digested by
medical educators compared to reading and manually categorizing the hundreds of responses they collect each year.
This information is utilized to identify and prioritize areas in the Acting Internship program that should be altered or
updated to provide medical students with the tools and knowledge they need to successfully complete their AI and
transition from a medical student to a practicing intern.
Future work will include examining the potential of expanding the seed topic dictionary, as with each new cohesive
cluster a new seed topic can be generated. Additionally, through the annotation process the domain experts identified
multiple types of system challenges. While we focused on technical system challenges in this work, students also
expressed difficulties in navigating educational and organizational systems that will be useful to identify. Since these
other system challenge concepts have a different lexicon they will need their own seed topic defined and cannot be
combined with the current technical system challenge concept. The Test Corpus in this work focused on a single
AI block, however, dividing the challenge responses up differently may provide additional insights into challenges
experienced by students. For example, processing responses by department may provide insight on department-specific
challenges not experienced elsewhere, or analyzing each year to identify how challenges change over time.
Finally, the implementation of this system is domain agnostic in that any corpus can be used to create and/or seed the
TF-IDF matrix. Thus, it can be used for other tasks that require the extraction of common themes from a text corpus.
The implementation of using a local TF-IDF matrix would benefit the analysis of corpora that have a niche lexicon,
such as medical writings or reports. For example, identifying common themes discussed in clinician-patient narratives
is another application that could benefit from this method. Currently, this pipeline includes manual steps, such as
data cleaning, and requires some knowledge of coding to execute, which limits its portability to other departments
or institutions. We are currently working to fully automate this pipeline and develop a graphical user interface with
visualization of the results to make this tool available for both medical educators outside our institution and others to
extract common themes from corpora with a niche lexicon.
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Abstract
In this work, we aim to enhance the reliability of health information technology (HIT) systems by detection of plausible
HIT hazards in clinical order transactions. In the absence of well-defined event logs in corporate data warehouses,
our proposed approach identifies relevant timestamped data fields that could indicate transactions in the clinical
order life cycle generating raw event sequences. Subsequently, we adopt state transitions of the OASIS Human Task
standard to map the raw event sequences and simplify the complex process that clinical radiology orders go through.
We describe how the current approach provides the potential to investigate areas of improvement and potential
hazards in HIT systems using process mining. The discussion concludes with a use case and opportunities for future
applications.
Introduction
Support for the health and safety of veterans is a high national priority in the United States. As part of that effort, the
Veterans Affairs (VA) is seeking an automated near-real-time approach to detecting hazards that could affect the
reliability and safety of the Health Information Technology (HIT) system in meeting the objectives of the Veterans
Health Administration (VHA)[1]. Reliable performance of the HIT system in the health care environment is important
in an era of rapidly expanding knowledge integration and complex configurations. However, as is the case with any
information technology (IT) application, HIT systems can introduce unintended consequences into the health care
environment[2-4]. These unintended consequences reveal themselves as hazards that cause adverse events and
interruptions in care delivery. Although detection of hazards in IT applications has been widely studied in numerous
industries (e.g., finance, aviation, nuclear, transportation), more studies need to be conducted to document effective
strategies for hazard detection in HIT systems that serve the health care industry[5].
In recognition of this need, we describe an approach that leverages process mining[6] to identify potential hazards in
HIT systems, and improve the reliability and performance of those systems. Process mining of HIT systems is a wellstudied field in recent years[7-9]. Van der Aalst [9] states that process mining uses event data to extract process-related
information for three main purposes: (1) discovering and monitoring processes, (2) identifying conformance, and (3)
suggesting enhancements. The fundamental assumption of process mining is the availability of event logs data[6]. Any
set of techniques and methods applied to readily available event logs to discover, monitor, and improve real processes
can be considered as part of process mining. However, in the VA Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW,
https://www.data.va.gov/dataset/corporate-data-warehouse-cdw), event sequences for patients or computerized
provider order entries are not readily available. This paper frames CDW data from the clinical orders perspective
because a clinical order is identified as an atomic process in the overall health care delivery. Therefore, our approach
starts with the identification of actions, status updates, and transaction dates in clinical order processes throughout
their life cycles.
We first identify relevant data fields in a VA electronic health record. In subsequent steps, a state transition diagram
is adopted from the OASIS Web Services Human Task (WS-Human Task) standard[10] to define state transitions.
OASIS WS-Human Task is a well-defined open standard to define service tasks that are accomplished by humans.
Although the WS-Human Task standard is specifically developed to define web tasks that are usually accomplished
in a short period of time by a single user while a clinical order progression in health care involves multiple clinicians
and a longer period of time, the standard’s state transition diagram is highly compatible with the majority of the status
This manuscript has been authored by UT-Battelle, LLC, under contract DE-AC05-00OR22725 with the US Department of Energy (DOE). The US
government retains and the publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that the US government retains a nonexclusive,
paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this manuscript, or allow others to do so, for US government
purposes. DOE will provide public access to these results of federally sponsored research in accordance with the DOE Public Access Plan
(http://energy.gov/downloads/doe-public-access-plan).
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terminology of the Veterans Health Information System and Technology Architecture (VistA
https://www.osehra.org/content/vista-electronic-health-record). The standard state transition diagram is adopted to
provide a framework to specify and simplify the state transitions in a health care setting. Then, this simplified graph
is studied to identify rare and irregular patterns that could suggest possible hazards. We provide some identified
hazards and a discussion of opportunities to improve the proposed approach, as well as possibilities for future
applications.
Methods
OASIS WS-Human Task Specification
The WS-Human Task Specification[10] is an OASIS (https://www.oasis-open.org/org) standard. OASIS is a nonprofit
consortium that drives the development, convergence, and adoption of open standards for the global information
society. The concept of human tasks is used to specify work that must be accomplished by people. Typically, human
tasks are part of business processes. However, those tasks can also be used to design human interactions that are
invoked as services, whether as part of a process or otherwise.
The work described herein is based on the OASIS WS-Human Task Specification Version 1.1[10], specifically, the
Human Task Behavior and State Transitions diagram (see page 55 of OASIS Specification [10]). The WS-Human Task
specification introduces the definition of human tasks, including their properties, behaviors, and a set of operations
used to manipulate human tasks. In addition, it introduces a coordination protocol that uses web services to control
the autonomy and life cycle of service-enabled human tasks in an interoperable manner. The human task behavior and
state transitions are listed below:
1.

Upon creation, a task goes into the Created state. There is no need to have a task owner in this state. The task
remains in the Created state until it is activated and has potential owners.

2.

When a task has multiple potential owners or is assigned to a work queue, it transitions into the Ready state,
indicating that it can be claimed by one of its potential owners.

3.

When the task is claimed by a single owner, it transitions into the Reserved state, indicating that it is assigned
to a single actual owner. The current actual owner of a human task can release a task to again make it available
for all potential owners.

4.

Once work is started on a task that is in the Ready or Reserved state, it goes into the InProgress state,
indicating that it is being worked on.

5.

The task will go into the Suspended state when a suspend operation is invoked or a suspend event is received.

6.

On successful completion of the work, the task transitions into the Completed final state (termination).

7.

On unsuccessful completion of the work, the task transitions into the Failed final state (termination).

8.

A received exit event will make the task transition into the Exit final state (termination).

9.

A nonrecoverable error event will make the task transition into the Error final state (termination).

10. A skip operation invoked (and if the task is skippable) will cause a task to go to the Obsolete final state
(termination).
The life cycle of subtasks is the same as that of the main task. The specification allows state transitions among all
states except the termination states. In the next subsection, we describe the data processing steps.
Feature Engineering and Pre-processing
The use case leveraged in this study is the clinical radiology orders entered in the VA VistA system that were
transferred to CDW. In CDW, each order belongs to a data domain. For example, a clinical encounter can be a simple
consult visit and will, thus, be in the consults data domain. An encounter can also be associated with a radiology visit
and will, thus, have radiology events associated with it and will be in the radiology data domain. Unfortunately, the
clinical workflows and event logs may or may not reveal themselves in an easily distinguishable manner in the CDW.
Usually, relevant information is scattered around the database in multiple tables and sometimes can only be discerned
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with examination and denormalization of the data. Thus, we first performed the arduous task of identifying all
timestamp records that are assumed to represent a transaction on an order. All columns/tables that have some form of
activity or status update associated with clinical radiology orders are also recorded. Then we represented them as timesorted event sequences per order that we call raw data. The purpose of this task is to reverse engineer VistA event logs
from the CDW data columns. A sample order event sequence (pipe delimited) is:
DesiredNotGuaranteedDateTime,2017-01-03 00:00:00|OrderStartDateTime,2017-01-03 00:00:00|RequestedDateTi
me,2017-01-03 00:00:00|EnteredDateTime,2017-01-03 12:01:00|NW,2017-01-03 12:01:00|ReleaseDateTime,201701-03 12:01:00|SignedDateTime,2017-01-03 12:01:00|COMPLETE,2017-01-03 12:01:48|VistaCreateDate,2017-0
1-03 12:30:22|ReportedDateTime,2017-01-09 00:00:00|EXAM ENTRY,2017-01-09 10:11:00|ExamDateTime,201701-09 10:11:00|WAITING FOR EXAM,2017-01-09 10:11:00|EXAMINED,2017-01-09 10:31:00|UPDATE STATUS,
2017-01-09 10:31:00|COMPLETE,2017-01-09 11:13:00|LastActivityDateTime,2017-01-09 11:13:00|OrderStopDat
eTime,2017-01-09 11:13:00|ReportEnteredDateTime,2017-01-09 11:13:00|ResultsDateTime,2017-01-09 11:13:00|
VerifiedDateTime,2017-01-09 11:13:00|VistaEditDate,2017-01-09 11:46:11
Considering the massive volume of CDW, we focused our analysis on a cohort (approximately 808,000 patients) who
were diagnosed with Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD) between January 1, 2017 and January 1, 2018. We extracted
radiology orders that were started in the year of 2017 for the identified cohort. This resulted in approximately 860,000
radiology orders. The data structure for radiology event sequences incorporated 36 dates, 5 actions, and 76 status
updates as distinct event types.
Second, we applied temporal clustering on the raw event sequence data to extract clusters of events that occurred
together in a two-minute time window. Usually, the dates have minute level data (no seconds are recorded) and the
relevant dates and columns are updated together as a result of a transaction on an order. We adopted the two-minute
time window due to system lags that we seldom observe. Note that different dates in different tables may represent
the same information (such as Results Date Time and Order Stop Date Time). The purpose of this activity is to
decompose the raw event sequence into coherent blocks of events that are triggered by the same transaction or
encounter (appointment, phone call, visit, etc.). This helped us to identify important events in each cluster that could
be mapped to transitions per the OASIS standard. Figure 1 represents the raw events that are temporally clustered for
the sample order presented above.

Figure 1. Temporal clustering of the sample order illustrated on a timeline.
Mapping Raw Data to OASIS
When all distinct event types and possible links between them are considered, displaying a state transition diagram
would result in a complicated “spaghetti diagram”. The interpretability of the data suffers from this complexity, and
it is hard to extract actionable insights. Therefore, in discussion with domain experts at the VA, we mapped the raw
event sequences to the OASIS WS-Human Task Specification. The finalized rules of the mapping algorithm are
summarized in Table 1, where left column has the OASIS states that are considered relevant in the radiology domain
of CDW (note that the Obsolete state is ignored) and right column explains the conditions at which orders transition.
These rules are applied sequentially on each cluster of events to extract OASIS state transitions per order.
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Table 1. Mapping rules that generate simplified event logs from raw event sequence data.
Transition to

Rule/s

Created

If Entered Date Time is found, transition to Created.

Ready

If Released Date Time and a new (NW) action are taken, transition to Ready.
If Released Date Time and a release hold (RL) action are taken, and order is at
Suspended, transition to Ready.
If Released Date Time and Signed Date Time are found, and order is not at
Ready and no Order Stop Date Time is recorded, transition to Ready.

Suspended

If Released Date Time and a hold (HD) action are taken, transition to
Suspended.

Reserved

If EXAM ENTRY is found, transition to Reserved.

InProgress

If there is any cluster of Dates or Actions take place after transitioning to
Reserved, transition to InProgress.

Completed

If there is Results Date Time, transition to Completed.

Failed

If order is at Completed and there is Discontinued Date Time recorded, then
transition to Failed.

Error

If order is at Ready and there is Discontinued Date Time recorded, then
transition to Error.

Exited

If there is Discontinued Date Time recorded (else: not at Completed or
Ready), then transition to Exited.

In addition to Table 1, a couple of additional assumptions are made. First, we consider only event types that occur
after the first event, which is Entered Date Time. Another assumption is to ignore the second transition when two
events are considered as a trigger of the same transition. For example, EXAM ENTRY and Exam Date Time records
follow each other; however, the order of their appearance can be different because of the communication lags in VistA
updates (either Exam Date Time or EXAM ENTRY can occur first). In those cases, we allow only one transition to
account for the redundancy.
Results
We applied the rules in Table 1 and generated the mapped event logs data. Application of process mining resulted in
a simplified state transition graph (see Figure 2). Since we have the time stamps of the state transitions, we could
generate the state transition graph with the mean number of days that passes in between those transitions. This
information is quite useful to identify transitions on which the orders are likely to stall. Domain experts can easily
examine these graphs to identify irregular and rare transitions, apply heuristics, and calculate statistics. Figure 2 also
emphasizes the most common path with thicker transition lines while dashed lines show the start (first) and termination
(last) transitions. Most orders exhibit a regular transition pattern that follows Created, Ready, Reserved, InProgress,
and Completed in order. After discussion with domain experts, we determined some candidate hazards such as
transitions from Completed to Failed. However, further analysis is needed to determine more complex hazard
conditions for other transitions by combining durations and distributions of occurrences. We describe such a use-case
of process mining in Table 2 that represents rare transitions (<1%) which are also considered irregular (such orders
are revived or transitioned back to earlier states).
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Figure 2. State Transition diagram of radiology orders showing the number of transitions and mean durations.
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Table 2. Rare/Irregular transitions, frequencies, mean durations after which transitions occurred, standard deviations
of durations, and maximum durations spent on source states.
Rare/Irregular Transitions

Frequency

Ready -> Ready
Reserved -> Reserved
Suspended -> Suspended
Suspended -> Exited
Error -> Reserved
Exited -> Reserved
Exited -> Completed
Completed -> Suspended
Completed -> Failed
Completed -> Reserved
InProgress -> Suspended

27
5,533
561
7,289
3
35
33
2
129
2
615

Mean/Std/Max Duration
(days)
9.9 / 22.8 / 122.1
0.14 / 1.6 / 66
17.9 / 61.9 / 406.2
48.2 / 62.7 / 627
24.7 / 23.4 / 50.8
2.3 / 5.4 / 23.8
0.69 / 1.7 / 7.1
0.62 / 0.8 / 1.2
38.15 / 77.7 / 340
59 / 83.3 / 118
3.9 / 24.7 / 399

Table 2 presents a total of 14,249 transitions that occurred in the life cycles of 13,193 distinct orders. The gap between
the mean and the maximum durations is indicative of the state transitions that can incorporate outliers. For example,
InProgress to Suspended transitions are observed 615 times with a mean duration of 3.9 days. However, the maximum
number of days an order stays at the InProgress state before transitioning to Suspended is quite high (399 days). All
orders in Table 2 are selected for further investigation. This investigation splits these orders with rare/irregular
transitions into three groups: (i) Ongoing (6 orders), (ii) Terminated with Exited, Failed, or Error states (Noncompleted - 7,554 orders), and (iii) Terminated with successful completion (Completed – 5,633 orders).
Mean and standard deviations of the durations for the rare/irregular transitions and total durations (life cycle) of the
orders are presented in Figure 3. There are a couple of insights we derived from this investigation. First, although the
majority of orders are completed (approximately 76%), the orders with rare/irregular transitions are more likely to be
terminated without completion (57%). Second, the number of days that orders stay within rare/irregular transitions are
significantly longer for non-terminated orders. Similarly, the total duration (lifetime) of the selected orders that are
non-completed are longer than the completed ones. These findings present an opportunity to design detectors with the
help of subject matter experts. These detectors will observe orders at early stages of their life cycle and detect the ones
which are likely to be terminated without completion.

Figure 3. Transition durations and standard errors for all transitions in Table 2 (on the left) and total duration (life
cycles) and standard errors for all associated orders with Table 2 (on the right).
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Conclusions
In this paper, we present an approach to extract features that represent raw event sequences and simplify those
sequences as event logs for radiology orders in the VA HIT system. As we have demonstrated, in the absence of welldefined event logs in CDW, mining dates, actions, and status updates from various parts of the database can be
sufficient to generate raw event sequences. Domain expertise is essential to interpret the raw event sequences and map
them to a known standard or a manually constructed state transition model. We leveraged temporal clustering to ease
the interpretation of the raw sequences and distinguish coherent clusters of events occurring together. Subsequent to
the temporal clustering, we adopted the OASIS WS-Human Task state transition diagram’s standard to simplify
clinical order transactions for radiology. We have demonstrated the approach on approximately 860,000 radiology
orders that were entered in 2017. The raw data is translated into the OASIS WS-Human Task state transition diagram’s
standard by manually constructing rules under the guidance of domain experts (Table 2). Thereafter, we leveraged
process mining to investigate state transitions and irregular patterns in addition to the time durations on each state
transition.
The goal of representing the event sequences for orders and simplifying them for human readability is to identify
hazardous event sequences or transitions in discussion with domain experts. Our use case demonstrates a potential use
of process mining to identify plausible anomalies that can become hazards. We focused on the transitions that are
assumed to be rare and irregular. Splitting the orders that exhibit rare/irregular transitions into complete, non-complete,
and ongoing groups and investigating distributions of time durations provided additional insights into these
rare/irregular transitions. For example, we are planning to monitor non-completed orders that stall (wait) on suspended
state for longer than the mean expectation. Future work includes designing rule-based hazard detectors around specific
transitions (i.e., detecting Completed to Failed transitions that are particularly found problematic) and time durations
along with occurrences of certain transitions (i.e., waiting at Suspended). Another benefit of our approach is to
periodically monitor the system state by counting and examining the distributions of transitions between OASIS states.
Additionally, application of statistical process control (as applied in Omitaomu et al.[1]), or any anomaly detection
algorithm, suffices to detect potential hazards and report them to the HIT safety officers for consideration. Further
investigation (extracting additional features of orders such as urgency, facility types, ordered items) on reported
hazards can reveal root causes and enable improved reliability and performance of HIT systems.
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Abstract
Diabetes mellitus is the putative cause of a number of pathologies occurring in the bony and soft tissues of the maxillofacial region and is known to exacerbate other oral diseases such as periodontitis.We present the first use of clinical
panoramic radiographs for a secondary analysis of disease, with a focus on identifying hotspots in the maxillofacial
region that are associated with diabetes. We developed a curated data set using Consensus Landmark Points (CLPs)
and used that data to develop an analysis pipeline. This pipeline entailed automatic data cleansing, registration, and
intensity normalization. The pipeline was used to process 7280 uncurated images that were subsequently analyzed
using pixel-wise methods for a case/control study of patients with a history of diabetes. We detected statistically
significant clusters of pixels that demarcated anatomical hotspots specific to the diabetic patients.
Introduction
In 2017, the CDC1 estimated 23.0 million people were diagnosed with diabetes and an additional 7.2 million people
had undiagnosed diabetes. The CDC also estimated that an additional 84.1 million people had prediabetes and only
11.6% are aware of their condition. Many oral and systemic diseases are associated with diabetes,2, 3 and prediabetes
increase the risks for coronary artery disease, stroke and progression to diabetes mellitus. A non-invasive screening
test for diabetes that makes use of a huge store of information already available would be highly desirable. It is well
established that diabetes causes changes in trabecular bone structure4 throughout the body including the maxillofacial
region.
The maxillofacial region is one of the most commonly imaged regions of the body. The bony and cartilaginous tissues
hold a record of both long and short term effects of pathologies occurring in the maxillofacial region. Increasing
access to this information using automated techniques could have a tremendous impact on detecting and treating both
local and systemic disease. One imaging modality in particular, panoramic radiographs, offers considerable promise
for exploring the maxillofacial region.
Panoramic Radiographs (PANs) are acquired as a routine matter for developmental monitoring and general screening.5
In fact, many dental practices acquire them regularly at three to five year intervals to screen for chronic infections and
cancerous lesions. This means that images are collected independent of acute disease, thereby providing data sets less
biased than those that contain only diagnostic images. This property increases their value for use in secondary analysis.
However, extracting information from clinical PANs for secondary analysis requires careful preprocessing. Clinical
images are acquired using different devices, at different locations by many different machine operators, and using a
variety of imaging parameters. Additionally, it is common practice to reduce image data from 12 bits at acquisition to
8 bits, (4096 levels of brightness to 256).6 The primary reason for this reduction is to replicate the properties of film
and match the human limits of the ability to perceive differences in brightness.7 As a result, considerable information
is lost. Differences in magnification inherent to producing the PANs is further compounded by improper positioning
of patients in the machines.8–10 We have developed a processing pipeline to deal with these issues and to prepare these
images for hotspot discovery.
Hotspots are patterns of pixels in images that encode information associated with disease phenotypes. Examples of
hotspots are pixels whose statistical properties vary from image to image as a function of differences between cases
and controls, “textures” in trabecular bone, metrics based on shapes or sizes of anatomical structures and estimates of
density. Our goal is to discover disease phenotypes in the maxillofacial region associated with diabetes for eventual
use in detecting established and precursor states of the disease.
The contributions of this work are three-fold. First, this is the first use of panoramic radiographs for secondary,
population-based analysis and phenotype discovery. Second, we developed a processing pipeline for data cleansing and
image registration enabling pixel-wise analysis of panoramic radiographs. Third, we detected statistically significant
hotspots in maxillofacial panoramic radiographs in a case/control study using pixel-wise analysis. This work focuses
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on determining if and where unknown phenotypes may be detected and highlights some of the challenges of working
with panoramic radiographs.
Our pipeline is laid out in Figure 1. The top part of the figure shows how a set of images is manually annotated in order
to identify a template image that serves as a common basis for pixel-wise analysis. In order to identify differences
between our case and control groups through pixel-wise analysis, we must first register the images being analyzed to
one another. In order to ensure that we have anatomically meaningful registrations, we use human annotators to mark
landmark points on a small set of images that we refer to as the curated set. These landmark points then guide the
registration process. Once we have computed all pairwise registrations, we identify a template image. The middle part
of the figure shows how a larger set of images is processed and assigned to clusters that are anchored by the manually
annotated images. This processing involves removing problematic images and determining which annotated image is
most similar to each unannotated image in the larger set. Finally, the bottom part of the figure shows how all images
are registered with the selected template image and pixel-wise analysis is performed to detect differences between
cases and controls.

consensus
landmark
annotation

template
selection

registration

curated images

segmentation
& Gist feature
generation

outlier
removal

clustering

uncurated images

pixel-wise
analysis

registration

Figure 1: An overview of the processing steps required to produce and analyze the curated and uncurated data sets.
Methods
Curated Panoramic Radiographs
An initial set of 416 PANs were drawn at random from a database containing the dental records of patients at the
Marshfield Clinic Dental service area. Each PAN represented a unique patient. We filtered the set of images by
requiring at least 6 teeth in each quadrant of the mouth, and a field of view defined by the inclusion of the left and right
glenoid fossa, the hyoid bones and a point midway between the vomer and nasal bones on the nasal septum. Only 105
of the 416 images met all the requirements and comprise the curated image set.
Uncurated Panoramic Radiographs
Medical records drawn from the Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation were used to identify11 patients and matching
controls for our uncurated case/control study. The patients ranged in age from 13 years old to 93 years old with the
number of females approximately equal to the number of males. From these patient records, we selected uncurated
panoramic images for 3460 subjects with 3460 matched controls for a total of 7280 images.
Design of the Consensus Landmark Point (CLP) Annotations
A consensus landmark point represents the consensus location, among a set of expert annotators, of a key feature point
in the image. The CLP approach is necessary as our preliminary studies showed that standard feature point detectors
such as SIFT, MSER, FAST, Hessian-Laplace, Harris-Laplace, HOG, SURF, DoG, and SUSAN12 failed to identify
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Figure 2: Reference image marked with anatomical reference points.
feature points in these images that could subsequently be used as landmark points.
The procedure for estimating landmark point locations involved the following: An expert annotator carefully marked
a reference PAN with 28 reference landmark points as shown in Figure 2. Four annotators (one DDS and three nonexpert colleagues) were trained to use software to mark points corresponding to these reference points on each of
the 105 PANs. Each annotator performed the following procedure. Two monitors were placed side-by-side. The
reference image was displayed on the right-hand monitor and the image to be marked was displayed on the left-hand
monitor. The cursor location was indicated with a large set of cross-hairs. The cursor was moved to the estimated
point location. Clicking the left-hand mouse button marked the point location. The annotator stepped sequentially
through 28 features and marked each point that corresponded to reference landmark points on the reference image.
Each annotator repeated this procedure for each of the 105 panoramic radiographs. The annotators were required to
wait at least one week, before repeating the full procedure. This ensured that the choices made in each session were
as independent as possible.
Within-class consistency in estimating landmark point locations was scored for each annotator using Cronbach’s α
(Cα).13–15 In this context, a class is a set of locations an annotator chooses for a given landmark point. Cα is a
measure of reliability or internal consistency. Cα is derived using a repeated-measures ANOVA with continuous
variables. Therefore, Cα is a measure of how consistently points were marked on the images on different occasions,
with values in the range (−∞, 1]. The higher the Cα score the more consistent the choice. Cα = 1 is perfectly
consistent, Cα > 0.6 is generally considered acceptably consistent, and Cα < 0.6 indicates inconsistent choices. A
CLP is the weighted average of all four of the annotators’ placement for a given landmark point, where the weight of
each annotator’s selection is proportional to that annotator’s Cα score.
Registrations
For the next step, we used the CLPs to perform pair-wise image registrations using two types of global geometric
transforms to identify a template image for each type of transform. Each transform was applied pixel by pixel to put
the original image into the new image space. The first geometric transform we used was the 2D affine transform.16, 17
The equation for the transform is:

 
 0 
xi
sx cos(θ)
shy sin(θ) tx
xi
 yi  =  −shx sin(θ) sy cos(θ) ty   yi0 
(1)
1
1
0
0
1
Where x0i and yi0 are pixel coordinates before applying the transform and xi and yi are the new coordinates of the
pixels after applying the transform. For the variables in the square matrix, shy = 1/shx represent the shear, sx is the
scale in the x or horizontal direction and sy is the scale in the y or vertical direction, θ is the angle of rotation of the
image, and tx and ty are translations in the x and y directions, respectively.
To compute the transform, x0i and yi0 are set to the coordinates of the CLPs of each PAN and the xi and yi are set to
the coordinates of the CLPs in another PAN. The solution of the affine equation determines the values of shy , 1/shx ,
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sx , sy , θ, tx , and ty . This process was repeated for all image pairs.
A more flexible geometric transform is the 2D projective transform.17 The equation is:

 
 0 
xi
p1 p2 p3
xi
 yi  =  p4 p5 p6   yi0 
1
1
p7 p8 1

(2)

Where, x0i and yi0 are the ith coordinates of the image pixels before applying the transform and xi and yi are the ith
coordinates of the image pixels after applying the transform. The pk , k ∈ 1, .., 8 are the elements of the projective
transform matrix. To compute the transform, x0i and yi0 are set to the coordinates of the CLPs of each PAN and the xi
and yi are set to the coordinates of the CLPs in another PAN. This process was repeated for all image pairs.
Template Image Selection
A template image is an image that is most similar to all of the other images. We used pair-wise Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI)18 as our similarity metric. The “most” similar image was determined by:
t = max{min(NMI(P ANi , P ANj ))},
i

j

(3)

where NMI(P ANi , P ANj ) is the NMI score between P ANi and P ANj , with i, j ∈ {1, ..., N }, i 6= j, and N
is the number of images. t is the maximum of the minimum of the pairwise NMI scores and this value points to
the template image. The image whose similarity is t is the image that is most similar to all of the other images. A
convenient method for solving this equation is Johnson’s algorithm.19 Our version of Johnson’s algorithm returns an
N xN matrix representing the pair-wise similarities between all of the images. The minimum of the column-wise
values is a vector of the minimum pair-wise similarities. The vector containing the largest pair-wise similarity in this
vector is t and the index of that element points to the template image. A template image was determined for each
transform type.
The CLPs were used to determine pair-wise affine and projective geometric transforms. First, the transforms were
computed between all 105 images using Equation 1. This gave us a set of 10920 transforms. Next, all images were
registered using the calculated transforms and an NMI score was calculated for each pair of images. Then, Johnson’s
algorithm and Equation 3 were used to find a template image for the affine image set. Once the template image was
found, the remaining 104 images were registered to the template image using the corresponding transforms. The
images were intensity normalized using the template image as the reference and NMI scores were recorded between
the template image and all other images. Additionally, the mean and standard deviation were calculated for the
distances between the template image’s CLPs and the corresponding CLPs on each registered image. Finally, the
same procedure was used to determine the projective template image substituting Equation 2 for Equation 1; NMIs
were calculated using the projective template image.
An additional processing step was required to deal with noise and residual registration errors. Smoothing kernels are
non-parametric functions that are applied pixel-by-pixel to each image to “regress out” noise and reduce the effects
of registration errors. We chose a Gaussian kernel function whose size is specified by its Full Width Half Maximum
(FWHM) value. The Gaussian kernel function is defined as:


(x − x)2
1
(4)
f (x) = √ exp
sσ 2
σ 2π
The FWHM ≈ 2.355σ for a Gaussian kernel and σ can be adjusted so that f (x) returns the required FWHM filter.
During pre-study testing we determined that the results were relatively insensitive to kernel size. Consequently, we
chose a kernel size of FWHM = 15mm from the middle of the range of tested values.
Pixel-Wise Analysis
Prior to pixel-wise analysis it was necessary to normalize the intensities of the images. The histograms of each
image were matched to the histogram of the reference image. The histogram of the reference image was adjusted
to reduce shadowing using Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization20 implemented in the MATLAB21
function adapthisteq. Following this step, the histograms of each of the other images were adjusted to match the
histogram of the adjusted reference image.
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Our task was to determine if pixel-wise differences in maxillofacial region associated with disease could be determined
using a case-control approach comparing images from a population of subjects with diabetes and images from matched
population of subjects without diabetes.
Pixel-wise image analysis can be thought of as “stacking” images together then sampling corresponding pixels. The
difference between cases and controls was assessed using a two sample t-test. Testing the entire image area required in
about two million t-tests. Therefore, we adjusted for multiple comparisons by controlling the False Discovery Rate22
(FDR). We used the Storey FDR23 , to estimate the p-value required to bound the expected number of false positives
in a group estimated to be positives. For example, for an FDR< .001, only 1 false positive would be expected in
a group of 1000 predicted positives. It is possible to have a well controlled FDR and still have a small effect size.
Consequently, we focus on pixels that survive FDR control and have a large effect size. A well-known metric of effect
size is Cohen’s d.24 It is the difference between the mean values of the case and control sets divided by the pooled
standard deviation of those sets.
x1 − x2
,
(5)
d= q
2
2
(n1 −1)s1 +(n2 −1)s2
n1 +n2 −2

where xi ,s2i , and ni are the mean, variance and number of pixels in each set. i = 1 is the control set and i = 2 is the
case set. It is common to consider |d| > 0.8 a large effect size.
Segmentation, Clustering, and Outlier Removal
Clinical imaging data sets are comprised of images of varying quality. As part of the data cleansing process we needed
to detect and remove images that were of insufficient quality. Issues we encountered included images that were
improperly labeled as panoramic radiographs, were partially occluded by lead aprons or large pieces of jewelry, had
required portions of the anatomy that were out of the field of view, had insufficient contrast, or were highly distorted
due to positioning or acquisition errors. The first two conditions on the list were detected and removed using sensor
information in the image header to confirm the image size and by detecting large areas of image saturation near the
image midline. The problems in the rest of the list involved determining if the regions of the anatomy were present.
Our curated images provided examples of what was acceptable and formed the exemplars for what we refer to as
supervised clustering. Observation suggested that edges in the image that represented the large scale structure were a
combination of both weak and strong edges with many irrelevant examples of both throughout the image. Detection
of lines parallel to nearby weak edge were “real” while more isolated lines or lines orthogonal to weak edges were less
likely to be associated to large scale structure. The following procedure was used to perform a coarse segmentation.
First, the images were over-segmented using mean shift based super-pixels.25 Second, the superpixels were clustered
using a procedure similar to Simple Linear Iterative Clustering.26 Third, a line finding algorithm27 as implemented in
the Scenes/Objects Recognition toolbox28 was applied to the image. Fourth, line segments approximately parallel to
superpixel boundaries were kept and all others discarded. Finally, the coarse segmentation consisting of just the line
segments was processed to extract Gist Feature Vector (GVF)29, 30 for each image. This procedure was applied to both
the curated images and the uncurated data set so that all images were represented by their GVFs.
The clustering stage of the pipeline used the GVFs of the curated images as cluster centers. The GVFs of uncurated
images were then clustered using a cosine distance function. Cosine distances more than one standard deviation from
their assigned cluster center were considered to be outliers and the corresponding images were discarded.
Results
Consensus Landmark Points
Figure 3 summarizes the intra-annotator Cα scores for the most inconsistent annotator. This annotator placed approximately 70% of the points in the images consistently. This was one of the non-expert annotators. However, the other
annotators were only slightly more consistent with the DDS annotator in the middle of the group. Each CLP is the
result of the combination of at least two or more annotators with Cα scores > 0.6. We met our requirements for Cα
scores for all points, so we conclude that CLP locations are reasonably well estimated.
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Figure 3: The least consistent annotator’s results. Approximately 70% of the points in the images were marked
consistently. Annotators tended to mark different points with different levels of consistency, leading us to weight each
annotator’s contribution to a given CLP in proportion to their Cα score for that point. The green line is the Cα = .6
reference line.
Registration and Template Image Determination
Figure 4(a) shows the NMI scores between the affine registered images and the affine template image and the NMI
scores between the projective registered images and the projective template image. To ease visualization, the images
are ordered by the affine NMI scores and both affine and projective scores are plotted together. As can be seen, the
projective transform images often have much higher NMI scores. However, it is important to keep in mind that NMI
scores are only comparable when looking at relative values on the same image pair. Additionally, the more dissimilar
two images are, the less reliable the magnitude of the NMI score becomes. It can be seen that the projective transform
gave higher NMI values in most cases, but in some cases it did worse.
Figure 4(b) shows the mean and standard deviation of the pairwise distances between points for each of the 105×105
image pairings. To ease visualization, the images were ordered by the mean affine distances and both affine and
projective were plotted together. Roughly twenty percent of registrations showed little difference in mean distances
for the affine or projective transforms. This suggests that some of the images are fairly similar to the template image
already. As the figure shows, the projective transform resulted in smaller mean distances than the affine transform for
nearly all of the images.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) After registration, NMI was computed between each image and the corresponding template image.
Higher values are better. (b) After registration, the mean and standard deviation distances between CLPs and the
corresponding template were computed. Lower values are better.
Given the results summarized in Figure 4, the projective template image was chosen as the template image for all
subsequent analysis. The template image and the projective transforms between it and the other curated images were
passed to the pipeline to be used in processing the uncurated data set as illustrated in the top row of Figure 1.
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Segmentation, Clustering, and Outlier Removal
Figure 5 steps through the coarse segmentation process leading to the Gist feature vectors used for clustering images.
Low contrast images resulted in very large superpixels and did not capture much structure. The threshold for the
maximum superpixel size was set to 1.1 times the maximum superpixel size found in the curated images. The norm
of the Gist features vector was also used to further filter images. The threshold for the minimum norm was set to .9
times the minimum norm of the uncurated image set. Among the 7280 uncurated images, 4729 images were filtered
out using these criteria. Cosine distance using the Gist feature vectors was used to perform clustering where each
uncurated image was assigned to the nearest curated image. Each uncurated image was registered to the curated image
at its cluster center using automatic intensity based affine registration. Images sometimes required multiple registration
attempts using a sweep of the optimizer initial values before convergence. Even then some registrations failed to
converge and those images were discarded. To avoid another degenerate registration case, the size of the uncurated
image after registration was required to be greater than 60% of the size of the original image. We discarded 281 images
for failing these two tests. The final uncurated study data set contained 2270 images. The patients represented by these
images ranged in age from thirteen years old to ninety three years old and consisted of 1587 males and 683 females.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Building coarse segmentation for Gist features: (a) First, mean shift superpixels were created, shown in red.
(b) Next, line finding using the superpixels boundaries was used to determine strong lines, shown in green. (c) Finally,
the magenta lines show the coarse segmentation.
Pixel-wise Analysis
After filtering and registration, 2270 images remained of which 1020 were cases and 1250 were controls. Figure 6
depicts the regions where there were group differences in pixel values and indicates the effect size in those regions.
Statistically significant differences were found in 11 regions, five of which were spatially distinct. Note that there is
an asymmetry to the hotspots with more appearing on one side in the images than the other. When we relax the FDR
and Cohen’s d requirements similar hotspots are found on the opposite side of the mandible.

FDR q (b)
< 1.000e-03

(a)

Figure 6: Pixel-wise analysis of 1020 cases and 1250 controls. Highlighted pixels indicate those with significant
differences between cases and controls with FDR < .001. The color of the highlighted pixels indicate the effect size
and represent nested contours. Red pixels have Cohen’s d ≥ .15 (2335 pixels). Yellow pixels have Cohen’s d ≥ 0.2.
Blue pixels have Cohen’s d ≥ .25. a) Significant pixels projected onto the projective template image. b) Significant
pixels projected onto an image that is the mean of the smoothed control group images
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Discussion
Our study represents the first use of panoramic radiographs for secondary, population-based analysis and phenotype
discovery. We were successful in using images to identify regions where there are significant differences between
patients with a history of diabetes and controls. We developed a pipeline for large-scale unsupervised registration,
discovery, and analysis of hotspots that can be applied to millions of PAN images for a wide range of applications.
Our study confirmed the common observation that expertise is not necessarily a prerequisite for good annotation.
Experts and non-experts were similar in their consistency in point selection. It may be that experts are biased in
choosing landmarks because they try to interpret the anatomy in the image. On the other hand, non-expert annotators
may make their decisions based on image contrast without trying to understand the anatomy.
The fact that we filtered out 69 percent of the uncurated images was not unexpected. There have been many studies
evaluating errors in panoramic radiographs.9, 31, 32 The quality of the images depends greatly on where and why
they were collected. Image data sets with higher error rates were collected from general practice dental offices.
Conversely, image data sets collected for prospective studies in academic institutions had the fewest errors. In either
case, approximately 25 percent of images reviewed in these other studies had a sufficient number of errors that it was
necessary to retake them. We have even more stringent criteria since we require that the uncurated images be similar
to the curated images.
Some of our hotspots overlay the region where a cancer associated with diabetes occurs so the diagnostic value of
the images may well extend to other diseases. For example diabetes is a suspected risk factor for nasopharyngeal
carcinoma33 . The large red and yellow hotspot on the left side of Figure 6 (a) overlays the nasopharyngeal region and
warrants further study. The large hotspot centered on the chin or the mental region overlays a collection of muscle
attachment points called the mental splines. It is also proximal to the mental foramen where the mental nerve exits
the mandible. The precise role that diabetes would play in the pathologies of this region are uncertain but, given the
strength of our this hotspot, warrants further study. The other hotspots appear to be associated with points where nerves
and blood vessels pierce bone. For example the large blue, yellow, and red area on the upper right side of Figure 6 (a)
is proximal to the infraorbital foramen. The reason for the left/right asymmetry is unknown. The images are shown in
radiological orientation so the left side of the image is the right side of the face and vice versa. We speculate that this
asymmetry might associated with handedness. This will be further explored in future work.
We used a comparatively small set of curated images to build the models in our pipeline. A much larger curated image
set would likely improve our results. One further limitation of our study is that we searched the entire maxillofacial
region using a single class, i.e., presence or absence of a diagnosis of diabetes. It is unlikely that all patients would
show hotspots in the same regions since they range in age from thirteen years old to ninety three years old. They are
also likely to be in significantly different stages of disease progression. Taking these factors into account would greatly
improve the sensitivity of our model.
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Abstract
Mental health has become a growing concern in the medical field, yet remains difficult to study due to both privacy
concerns and the lack of objectively quantifiable measurements (e.g., lab tests, physical exams). Instead, the data that
is available for mental health is largely based on subjective accounts of a patient’s experience, and thus typically is
expressed exclusively in text. An important source of such data comes from online sources and directly from the patient,
including many forms of social media. In this work, we utilize the datasets provided by the CLPsych shared tasks in
2016 and 2017, derived from online forum posts of ReachOut which have been manually classified according to mental
health severity. We implemented an automated severity labeling system using different machine and deep learning
algorithms. Our approach combines both supervised and semi-supervised embedding methods using corpus from
ReachOut (both labeled and unlabelled) and WebMD (unlabelled). Metadata, syntactic, semantic, and embedding
features were used to classify the posts into four categories (green, amber, red, and crisis). The developed systems
outperformed other state-of-the-art systems developed on the ReachOut dataset and obtained the maximum microaveraged F-scores of 0.86 and 0.80 for CLPsych 2016 and 2017 test datasets, respectively, using the above features.
Introduction
Around 970 million people currently suffer from mental or neurological disorders, placing mental disorders among the
leading causes of ill-health and disability worldwide∗ . The World Health Organization reported that 800,000 people
die by suicide every year due to mental illness† . Lack of awareness of mental health causes individuals to associate
it with social stigma, which prevents early help-seeking behavior. Consequently, chances of a complete or partial
recovery in patients may be reduced2 . Effective and evidence-based interventions can be implemented at population,
sub-population, and individual levels to prevent suicide and suicide attempts.
With recent technological advances, mental health forums are being used to share the experiences anonymously and
relevant information which is helpful for users with similar mental health conditions. These forums are a simple
way to facilitate such peer-support online, but when they involve vulnerable people and sensitive matter, they require
careful cultivation11 . Social media driven peer-support groups like ReachOut‡ help patients to feel better by allowing
them to discuss their experiences freely with other patients who have been through similar situations3 . ReachOut is a
non-profit organization initially started in Australia and later extended to the USA, Ireland, and Canada. It is an online
forum, where psychologically affected young people and their parents can get advice from professionals or other users
recovered from similar issues or problems. However, it requires the supervision of moderators to provide quick support
to users expressing suicidal indentation. The human moderation for these online forums raises concerns about cost
and scalability11 . The increased number of users in such forums makes the task of moderators unmanageable without
the help of automated systems14 . The recent progress in text mining and natural language processing (NLP) offers
a solution to this problem by identifying urgent posts so that the human moderator can be assigned sooner. It was
observed that NLP can be employed to reduce the average response time of the human moderators for urgent posts11 .
More recently, several NLP techniques have been proposed to decipher psychological information or psychiatric symptoms from electronic health records (EHRs)17 , psychiatric notes16, 18 , tweets5–9 , support groups11, 12, 14 , and so on. Dif∗ https://ourworldindata.org/mental-health
† https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2019/10/10/default-calendar/world-mental-health-day-2019-focus-on-suicide-prevention
‡ https://au.reachout.com
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ferent supervised and semi-supervised methods were employed to extract psychiatric information from the text using
many machine learning algorithms. Further, deep learning techniques were popularly used to improve performance of
these systems4, 16 .
In this paper, we present a system that we developed to identify the severity of posts based on which moderators
can be assigned to serious patients. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), word2vec, Doc2Vec, and other handcrafted
features were implemented to convert posts into feature vectors. Further, embedding methods were built using labeled
and unlabelled corpora of the Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych) shared tasks as well as
a large unlabelled corpus collected from the WebMD psychiatry forum. Finally, different machine learning and deep
learning algorithms were used for classifying posts into four categories. The systems were trained on CLPsych 2016
and 2017 training datasets and tested on CLPsych 2016 and 2017 test datasets, respectively. The CLPsych datasets are
unbalanced (different number of instances for each class with significantly less number of instances in red and crisis
categories) and thus we propose a multi-level classification approach for better system performance. A multi-level
system classified the posts into urgent (red and crisis) and non-urgent (green and amber), then classified them into
respective categories.
Background
Mental health issues may often have devastating impact on patients and their family. However, it is unclear how mental
impairment manifests in common forms of communication, for example, social media communications10 . Hence, it
is worthwhile to analyze subjects’ text for symptoms of mental illnesses. In addition to diagnosing diseases, detecting
its severity is also important in the context of social peer support groups, to detect the patients who require urgent
attention. This section broadly reviews the progress in text analytics for mental health. Mainly, three types of tasks
have been performed in recent years depending upon the datasets: a) identifying symptoms or type of diseases from
the medical notes of psychiatric patients18 or EHR data17 ; b) identifying the type of psychological diseases from social
media posts such as Twitter or blogs4–10 ; c) identifying the severity of mental health issues from psychological peer
support forums11–14 .
Psychological Analysis of Medical Notes and EHRs: Electronic health records (EHRs) facilitate the storage of
narrative interpersonal communications and observations of patients. Psychiatric symptoms are the key information in
such narratives, which often consist of a subjective description with details of the patient’s experience18 . Psychiatric
symptoms play an important role in prevention, diagnosis, and intervention of mental problems. Psychiatric symptom
detection from psychiatric notes may serve as decision support systems for doctors. There has been work on both
supervised and unsupervised methods for EHR data17 and labeling psychiatric notes. Tran and Kavuluru16 implement
the former task by applying deep learning and obtained average F-scores of 63.14 and 61.90 using convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) and recurrent hierarchical networks with attention, respectively. In Zhang et al.18 , the authors present
an unsupervised technique for labeling psychiatric notes by comparing symptoms in psychiatric notes to certain ‘seed
terms’ present in medical knowledge databases, namely MedlinePlus§ , Mayo Clinic¶ , and the American Psychiatric
Associationk . This study emphasizes on the embeddings created using different knowledge bases which is useful for
many tasks in mental health.
Psychological Analysis of Social Media Data: Most of the work on social media text is based on data collected
from Twitter4–9 . The common objectives are either a) automatic labeling of mental health issues or b) predicting the
onset of diseases. For automatic labeling of mental health issues, the common approach was to label Twitter data
manually and then train a classification algorithm5 . Gkotsis et al.4 first identified mental health related posts (accuracy
91.8%) and then classified the posts into 11 themes (accuracy 71.3%). The best result was obtained using a CNN
deep learning model. Coppersmith5 presented the results of a shared and an unshared task (restricted within John
Hopkins University). Their primary objective was to identify patients with PTSD and depression who shared their
mental health issues on social media. The major drawback in this work was that it primarily considered precision as
an evaluation metric and did not consider recall. Choudhury et al.6 recruited patients with depression and evaluated
§ https://medlineplus.gov/
¶ https://www.mayoclinic.org/
k https://www.psychiatry.org/
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their Twitter history. The authors found certain behavioral metrics to be related to depression and the system obtained
an accuracy of 70.35% in predicting depression. Since mental illness presents symptoms which are common among
otherwise healthy subjects1 , proactive detection of diseases from social media is an important research area. However,
recent concerns about the privacy issues created concerns in the study of mental health from social media.
Psychological Analysis of Peer Support Forums: In 2016 and 2017, the CLPsych Shared Task presented a challenge
of marking the severity of patient’s posts11 . The severity was graded into four labels with green signifying the least
severe and crisis signifying the most severe. The best performing team12 in the 2016 task obtained an F-score of
0.85 with ensemble classification using three classifiers. Multiple variations of n-gram features were used for the
above experiment. Interestingly, the classifiers were trained on 12 fine labels and then adjusted to 4 coarse labels.
In the CLPsych 2016 shared task, SVM or logistic regression was a common choice for teams11 . In the CLPsych
2017 shared task, Xia and Liu’s system obtained the maximum macro averaged F-score of 0.467 using voting based
classification14 . Altszyler et al.14 used different features such as syntactic, semantic, n-gram, and embedding features
with ensemble based machine learning algorithms and the system obtained 0.462 macro-averaged F-score. The major
drawback of the CLPsych shared tasks was selecting macro-averaged F-score as one of the official metrics for ranking
the participant’s systems. Macro-average is good for evaluation when the number of instances in each category is
balanced whereas both of the shared tasks do not have an equal number of instances. In another sense, this is a useful
metric for emphasizing red and crisis categories with fewer instances. Also, some participants did not consider some
instances from green and amber categories to reduce the imbalance in the datasets. In the above CLPsych shared tasks,
the participants used mainly machine learning algorithms with stylistic, metadata, and word embeddings. However,
domain knowledge and deep learning algorithms have not been explored for this task to date.
Materials and Methods
Dataset
The datasets used in our experiments were provided by the organizers of the CLPsych tasks in 2016∗∗ and 2017†† .
These datasets contain posts which were annotated with four categories (green, amber, red, and crisis) and were
collected from ReachOut. The four categories are:
• Crisis indicates that the author (or someone they know) of the post is in imminent risk of being harmed, or
harming others. Such posts should be prioritized above all so that a moderator can be assigned immediately.
• Red indicates that a moderator should respond to the post as soon as possible.
• Amber indicates that a moderator should address the post at some point, but they need not do so immediately.
• Green identifies posts that do not require direct input from a moderator and can safely be left for the wider
community of peers to respond to11 .
The training datasets consist of 947 and 1,188 posts, and test datasets consist of 241 and 400 posts for 2016 and 2017,
respectively. The CLPsych 2016 training and test datasets are a subset of the CLPsych 2017 training and test datasets,
respectively. The organizers also provided 140,892 unlabeled posts. The statistics for training and test datasets for
each category are provided in Table 1. It can be observed from Table 1 that the datasets are not evenly distributed
among all the categories. The number of instances in crisis category is lesser than other categories.
Each instance contains useful information related to users such as login id, response status, post time, edit time, etc.
with a subject and a comment. It also contains the number of kudos for post by other users in the forum. For the current
study, we did not consider kudos because any relevant statistic concerning all categories was not found. However, we
do not undermine the importance of kudos for other tasks, where a high number of kudos after the post is posted may
have significance and it may be considered as one of the key information for that post. Example of posts from four
categories are presented in Table 2. Separate files were provided with gold annotations, and the annotation details can
be found in Milne et al.11 .
∗∗ http://clpsych.org/shared-task-2016/
†† http://clpsych.org/shared-task-2017/
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Table 1: Training and test datasets of CLPsych 2016 and 2017 with class-wise distribution.
Datasets
2016
Training
2017
2016
Test
2017

Green
549
715
166
216

Amber
249
296
47
94

Red
110
137
27
48

Crisis
39
40
1
42

Total
947
1188
241
400

There are many online resources for mental health patients such as MedlinePlus, Mayo Clinic, and the American Psychiatric Association. These are descriptions of mental health and are different from user posts in forums. Hence, we
crawled the WebMD community forum containing comments associated with different diseases. Keywords including
posts for anxiety, panic, bipolar, bipolar disorder, depression, mental health, etc. were selected and used for embeddings along with CLPsych datasets (both labeled and unlabelled). The filtered WebMD dataset consists of 13,607
comments related to psychological experiences.
Features
This sub-section lists the features used for experimental purposes. Linguistic features describing syntax and style of
posts, and non-linguistic features describing metadata of posts are tested separately and in combination. Features are
grouped into four categories for simplified comparison in experiments. Feature selection is performed as follows:
testing is started using a single feature group as input, then a new feature group is added for each experiment, to find
out the best set of features for the given experiment.
A. Metadata Features
Several non-linguistic features from a post’s metadata were included as features. The selected metadata features are
days of the week (1-7), whether the author is a moderator or not (1 or 0), the time difference between post and last
edited time in minutes, and the post time of day. The posting time is considered as eight time slots of 3 hours as in
Altszyler et al.14 , and we also considered the same as it gave better performance compared to 24 features.
B. Stylistic Features
These are the important features and have been used extensively in several text classification tasks. The stylistic
features used in the experiments are described below.
Number of question marks: It was observed that most of the users from red and crisis categories were not confident
and asked several questions while writing their posts. Thus, the number of question marks were counted.
Table 2: Class wise instances from CLPsych datasets.
Class
Crisis

Red

Amber
Green

Posts
@Sans-RO I don’t know what’s gotten over me. Increased hopelessness, increased desperation.
I’m spiralling downwards, I feel like I can’t hold on. I just want to give up. I feel like my life is over.
I’m curled up in bed, thinking about how I can finish.
my dad doesnt know how i have been feeling i have been writing and listening to music most of the
day today it just isnt doing much right now. i just everything hurts so much inside and i want to
scream all the time i cant even explain it i am so agitated as well and i keep having panic attacks
and i just feel really bad.
I woke up with nightmares about people from placement hurting me/ torturing me. I hate sleep.
The good thing was I woke up at a sensible time so I turned on the light before getting up. I also
felt safe being at my family’s place and it’s quiet here atm (not heaps of people like at Christmas)
Ah no it was kind of a joke (have you seen the ‘I am forcibly removed from the premises’ meme?)
But for real though internal screaming is just my Christmas setting unfortunately It’ll be over soon.
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Number of first person pronouns: When users are severely affected by the psychological disorder, they tend to write
more about themselves and used words like ‘I’, ‘me’, etc. Thus, the number of pronouns in posts were counted.
Number of words: It was observed that users from crisis and red categories wrote more than other users. In fact,
some users from green category used only one or two words to post. Thus, the number of words were used as a feature.
Number of stop words: We counted the number of stop words present in each of the posts. The nltk English stop
word list29 is considered for the present study.
C. Semantic Features
Number of lexicon matches: There are relatively fewer instances of red and crisis categories, hence it is challenging
for machine learning algorithms to detect these. Therefore, we manually collected two lexicons from training datasets
for red and crisis categories containing 56 and 69 words/phrases, respectively. We counted the number of words
matched in each post with the red and crisis lexicons and used the number of matches as features.
Number of positive and negative sentences: The organizers provided sentences annotated with positive and negative
sentiment in the posts for the CLPsych 2016, 2017 training datasets, and the test datasets were not annotated with
sentiment. For all the datasets, we used Vader Sentiment Intensity Analyzer‡‡ to calculate the number of sentences
with positive and negative sentiments automatically (for both training and test datasets) and used these as features. We
also used Text Blob Sentiment Analysis tool§§ to identify whether the post is positive or negative or neutral and used it
as a feature.
Number of positive, negative words: Sentiment word count features were proved important in the state-of-the-art
severity detection systems14 . Therefore, several sentiment and emotion lexicons such as SentiWordNet21 , WordNet
Affect26 , SentiSense Synset24 , Effect WordNet22 , AFINN dictionary19 , NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon20 ,
Taboada adjective list25 and Whissell dictionary23 were used to identify positive and negative words in posts and are
used as features.
Number of positive and negative emoticons: Similarly, a happy and sad emoticon list was created manually containing 58 and 59 emoticons, respectively. The number of positive and negative emoticons present in the posts were used
as features.
D. Embedding Features
Embedding methods have gained immense popularity in the last few years and it has been successfully used in several
text mining and NLP tasks. These are easy to implement and capture the semantic information of words or documents.
For the present study, we considered both word and document embeddings.
Word Embeddings: Pre-trained word embedding model Google N-Grams (News corpus) and GloVe (dimension
= 200) were used for our experiment. Additionally, a word2vec model (dimension = 100) was built on corpus
collected from WebMD, labeled and unlabelled training CLPsych forum data. The word vectors were created by
taking the normalized summation of the vectors of each word in the posts
than stop words and punctuation),
PN(other
→i ). Here, →
−
−
w
vp is a vector for each post,
which were present in the vocabulary of the pre-trained model (→
vp = N1 i=1 −
th
wi is the i word that post; N is the number of words present in GloVe or Google n-gram or word2vec. The
gensim¶¶ package was used to build all word and document embeddings.
Document Embeddings: Document embeddings are popular in the NLP community and have been used in several
NLP tasks. We used Doc2Vec (dimension = 100) implemented in gensim. Doc2Vec model was trained on same
datasets as word2vec.
Latent Semantic Analysis: LSA is a technique for creating a vector representation of a document, similar to document
embeddings or Doc2Vec. It has been successfully used for developing several applications in NLP. We used the LSA
‡‡ http://www.nltk.org/howto/sentiment.html
§§ https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/
¶¶ https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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(dimension = 100) implemented in gensim.
System Architecture
We combined the subject and body of each post. The posts were pre-processed before creating word/document embeddings. The pre-processing step includes tokenization, removal of stop words and punctuation, identifying lemma
of each word. During the development phase, we divided our training set into 80-20% split for tuning the parameters.
Finally, two types of systems were developed based on the datasets, a) the classifier trained on CLPsych 2017 training
dataset and tested on CLPsych 2017 test dataset, b) the classifier trained on CLPsych 2016 training dataset and tested
on CLPsych 2016 test dataset.
Previously, most tasks on CLPsych had been performed using SVM or Random Forest, and SVM outperformed all
other classifiers14 . Hence, we implemented SVM for the present task. Deep learning models are quite popular these
days and outperformed in many tasks in NLP. Deep learning was not implemented on CLPsych datasets until now.
Thus, we implemented a few popular deep learning algorithms as mentioned next. We developed different systems
based on the different feature combinations using SVM and identified the best performing feature set. The best
performing feature set was used with different classification techniques such as SVM, ensemble based voting, convolutional neural network (CNN), and long short-term memory (LSTM). The training and test datasets were not well
distributed among different classes. For imbalanced datasets, it was observed that the multi-level classification performs well27 . We also used multi-level ensemble based voting method where at first, we classified urgent (combined
red, crisis) and non-urgent (combined amber, green); then classified urgent and non-urgent results into each separate
categories.
LSTM and CNN models are trained using the combined
features. The main goal of this experiment was to examine how LSTM and CNN are performing on handcrafted
features. These models are trained on CLPysch 2016
and 2017 separately and tested on the corresponding test
datasets. However, deep learning models are typically
trained with raw data rather than providing handcrafted
features. Thus, we implemented a deep learning model
using just the word and character embeddings. Word
and character embbedings were trained separately using
LSTM, and then both outputs are concatenated. The concatenated output is then fed to a BiLSTM followed by a
densely connected layer with four ReLU activation representing each of the four classes. Finally the output is
passed though a softmax activation function. The detailed BiLSTM architecture is provided in Figure 1.
Experimental Details
Each feature was normalized by dividing it with the maximum value of the corresponding feature input range.
Polynomial kernel of degree three was used in SVM. For
ensemble voting, the ensemble based voting classifier
is constructed using polynomial SVM (degree=3), Random Forest (maximum depth=3) and Logistic Regression. For deep learning algorithms, the adam optimizer Figure 1: Deep learning framework for severity detection
was used to minimize the categorical cross entropy loss
function. The training data was divided into a batch size of 50 samples. Each of the neural networks was trained
for 25 epochs. For LSTM and BiLSTM, the models are initialized with 200 hidden layers and dropout of 0.3. The
ReLU activation function was used for each layer and softmax was performed in the output layer for classification.
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For CNN, two CNN layers followed by maxpooling over 2 × 2 grid and a dropout of 0.5 were inputted to a ReLU
activation function. Finally, softmax was performed in the output layer for classification. The deep learning models
are implemented using Keras.
Result Analysis and Discussion
We have considered different evaluation matrics for comparing our results. Micro-averaged F-score: the F-score of
all categories as well as single categories. Macro-averaged F-score: the average F-score among crisis, red and amber
labels. Flagged vs. non-flagged F-score: the F-score of flagged (crisis + red + amber) and non-flagged (green) labels.
Urgent vs. non-urgent F-score: the F-score of urgent (crisis + red) and non-urgent (amber + green) labels.
Results
Initially, several SVM-based systems were developed using different feature combinations. Detailed comparisons
between various features for CLPsych 2016 and 2017 datasets are provided in Table 3. A maximum micro-average
F-score of 0.71 was obtained for CLPsych 2017 test datasets using all feature categories (metadata, stylistic, semantic,
and word2vec). The word2vec embeddings trained on domain-specific features performed better compared to other
embeddings, and this word2vec embedding was created using the training dataset, unlabeled corpus provided by
organizers, and WebMD forum data. For CLPsych 2016 test datasets, the maximum F-score of 0.76 was obtained
using similar features. It may be observed that combining embedding features to metadata, stylistic and semantic
feature improved performances drastically (by at least 11% in terms of micro-average F-score) for CLPsych 2017 test
dataset, while not much improvement was observed for the CLPsych 2016 test dataset. The metadata, stylistic, and
semantic features performed well in the case of the CLPsych 2016 datasets and achieved micro-average F-score of
0.70.
There was only one instance from crisis category in CLPsych 2016 test dataset and most of the features were not able
to identify it. The GloVe and word2vec feature based systems were able to identify the instance from the crisis
category. However, these systems also mis-identified another instance from red category as crisis. Though there is
Table 3: System performances of using different feature sets and SVM (M: Metadata feature, St: Stylistic feature, Se:
Semantic feature, E: Embedding feature, GN: Google N-gram)

features

microaverage

M
M + St
M + St + Se
M + St + Se + E (LSA)
M + St + Se + E (GN)
M + St + Se + E (word2vec)
M + St + Se + E (GloVe)
M + St + Se + E (Doc2Vec)

0.36
0.52
0.56
0.70
0.67
0.71
0.68
0.67

M
M + St
M + St + Se
M + St + Se + E (LSA)
M + St + Se + E (GN)
M + St + Se + E (word2vec)
M + St + Se + E (GloVe)
M + St + Se + E (Doc2Vec)

0.53
0.65
0.70
0.72
0.71
0.76
0.73
0.73

F-score
macroflagged vs.
urgent vs.
average non-flagged non-urgent
CLPsych 2017 test dataset
0.29
0.52
0.58
0.33
0.56
0.77
0.45
0.61
0.79
0.55
0.82
0.81
0.52
0.80
0.81
0.56
0.82
0.84
0.61
0.81
0.83
0.50
0.71
0.82
CLPsych 2016 test dataset
0.19
0.59
0.62
0.28
0.73
0.80
0.46
0.75
0.81
0.49
0.78
0.91
0.47
0.76
0.89
0.67
0.82
0.92
0.59
0.79
0.90
0.36
0.77
0.90
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crisis

red

amber

green

0
0
0.08
0.20
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.23

0.11
0.12
0.14
0.48
0.42
0.51
0.45
0.46

0.25
0.27
0.31
0.70
0.59
0.65
0.63
0.50

0.52
0.66
0.70
0.82
0.82
0.84
0.83
0.79

0
0
0
0
0
0.67
0.67
0

0.13
0.13
0.46
0.56
0.55
0.60
0.48
0.47

0.14
0.18
0.40
0.47
0.49
0.54
0.35
0.27

0.69
0.80
0.81
0.83
0.82
0.86
0.86
0.85

Table 4: Performances of different systems using fixed features and embeddings (word and character) (EV: Ensemble
voting, EVML: Ensemble voting multi-level)

models

microaverage

macroaverage

SVM
LSTM
CNN
EV
EVML
BiLSTM

0.71
0.75
0.73
0.78
0.80
0.78

0.56
0.61
0.58
0.68
0.69
0.68

SVM
LSTM
CNN
EV
EVML
BiLSTM

0.76
0.85
0.79
0.85
0.86
0.85

0.67
0.75
0.71
0.78
0.79
0.79

F-score
flagged vs.
urgent vs.
non-flagged non-urgent
CLPsych 2017 test dataset
0.82
0.84
0.82
0.86
0.84
0.85
0.85
0.88
0.89
0.91
0.87
0.88
CLPsych 2016 test dataset
0.82
0.92
0.82
0.92
0.82
0.92
0.84
0.92
0.87
0.96
0.85
0.93

crisis

red

amber

green

0.23
0.40
0.35
0.44
0.50
0.44

0.51
0.61
0.55
0.68
0.68
0.68

0.65
0.76
0.67
0.77
0.78
0.80

0.84
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.85
0.85

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

0.60
0.78
0.67
0.78
0.84
0.82

0.54
0.75
0.72
0.75
0.77
0.75

0.86
0.90
0.86
0.90
0.90
0.90

misclassification, it solved our purpose by identifying red category as crisis category as moderators are assigned to
urgent posts as soon as possible. Metadata and stylistic features were not enough for identifying the crisis categories
for both datasets. The dominance of the green category may be observed from the individual F-score for each category.
For all of the situations, the F-scores are higher for the green category than others.
Further, we implemented different machine and deep learning algorithms with metadata, stylistic, semantic, word2vec
embedding features on CLPsych 2016 and 2017 datasets. The detailed system performance is provided in Table 4.
The maximum micro average F-scores of 0.80 and 0.86 were obtained for CLPsych 2017 and 2016 test datasets, respectively using multi-level ensemble voting classifier. The BiLSTM with raw input (word and character embeddings)
achieved equivalent scores as compared to the ensemble voting multi-level (EVML) classifier. For CLPsych 2017
dataset, the BiLSTM achieved better F-score for the amber category.
Discussion
Our study proposes an NLP system based on a multi-level ensemble voting classifier to identify severity in forum data.
The system achieved better performance compared to other approaches such as LSTM, CNN, BiLSTM, and ensemble
voting. We find that the overall performance of combined features and trained word2vec embedding outperforms
other feature combinations. Most state-of-the-art systems were not able to identify urgent posts due to the imbalanced
training datasets. The lexicon-based features helped our systems to identify more urgent (red and crisis) posts, which
increased the number of false negatives. However, this system is more useful as no urgent posts should be missed.
The BiLSTM with only embeddings input performed fairly compared to multi-level ensemble voting approach. One
of the main reasons may be that there is fewer training instances. The deep learning is known to be a data-hungry
architecture and requires sufficient data to support its complex architecture fully. Deep learning-based systems may
perform better if more data is provided in the future.
Our current system on CLPsych 2016 test dataset outperformed the system of Kim et al.12 , which achieved the maximum F-score of 0.85 using TD-IDF features and SVM. In the case of CLPsych 2017 datasets, the maximum macro
averaged F-score of 0.462 was achieved by the system of Altszyler et al.14 using TF-IDF of weighted unigrams,
word2vec (trained only on CLPsych training data), and ensemble-based classifiers. Our proposed system outperformed the above system in terms of macro averaged F-score. However, the F-score of flagged vs. non-flagged is an
important evaluation criterion considered by the task organizers because it measures the system’s capability to identify
a post that needs moderators attention. The system developed by Altszyler et al.14 achieved maximum flagged vs.
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non-flagged F-score of 0.905 and our proposed system achieved 0.89.
The key contributions of this paper are listed below.
• Unlabelled psychological forum corpus from WebMD was extracted and then used to enhance embeddings with
CLPsych labeled and unlabelled datasets.
• Multiple machine and deep learning algorithms were trained to predict the severity of posts in CLPsych data.
• Multi-level ensemble based voting classification was performed to remove bias due to the fewer number of posts
with high severity. This system outperformed all other systems including state-of-the-art systems in terms of
micro averaged F-score.
Conclusion
In this paper, we designed an NLP based system to detect patient mental health severity from forum data extracted
from ReachOut. We also applied different embedding features and found that word2vec performed well among all
other embeddings. A multi-level ensemble-based voting classifier performed well for classifying the flagged posts. We
achieved better results in classifying the severity in both CLPSych 2016 and 2017 datasets compared to the all stateof-the-art systems developed to date. We believe that this system may be used to identify psychological issue severity
from posts in other social networks like Facebook, Twitter, etc. In the future, we will explore different techniques for
removing bias in the datasets. Different advanced deep learning algorithms and character embeddings may be explored
for these datasets in further studies.
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A BSTRACT
An important function of the patient record is to effectively and concisely communicate patient problems. In many
cases, these problems are represented as short textual summarizations and appear in various sections of the record
including problem lists, diagnoses, and chief complaints. While free-text problem descriptions effectively capture the
clinicians’ intent, these unstructured representations are problematic for downstream analytics. We present an automated approach to converting free-text problem descriptions into structured Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine
– Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) expressions. Our methods focus on incorporating new advances in deep learning to
build formal semantic representations of summary level clinical problems from text. We evaluate our methods against
current approaches as well as against a large clinical corpus. We find that our methods outperform current techniques
on the important relation identification sub-task of this conversion, and highlight the challenges of applying these
methods to real-world clinical text.
I NTRODUCTION
As the healthcare industry increasingly embraces the promise of new data-driven approaches, the challenges of managing and organizing complex patient data become more pronounced. 1 Even before the deployment of the first electronic
health record (EHR), healthcare organizations struggled to establish a structured, organized, and standard representation of patient data. 2 A major advance in this area came in the 1960s when Dr. Weed proposed orienting the data
in the patient record around a list of current conditions, or the “problem list.” 3 This emphasis on centralizing and
enumerating relevant clinical problems enabled patient information to be consumed in a more systematic way, and
helped to standardize physicians’ interaction with the patient record. 4 A major advantage of this problem-oriented
approach is that concise descriptions of clinical problems can summarize and emphasize sections of the larger clinical
note narrative. These short phrases describing diagnoses and other patient issues are not limited to the problem list,
however. “Summary level” descriptions of clinical problems are also found in diagnosis statements, chief complaints,
and reasons for visit, 5,6 and all provide a concise way of expressing pertinent patient conditions.
There are a variety of ways in which these summary level problem descriptions are captured. Free-text is the most expressive form of these problem summaries, capable of capturing the clinical state directly as intended by the clinician. 7
While clinician-friendly, this unstructured representation presents significant problems for downstream analytics. 8 In
contrast, a problem may be represented as codes chosen from a controlled terminology. This applies more structure,
but limits expressiveness. 9 Even if codified capture is the goal, many systems still allow for free-text entry as a backup
if the correct code cannot be readily found. 10,11 These competing representational priorities introduce a fundamental
optimization problem in representing these entries – free-text maximizes usefulness for clinicians, 12,13 while structured
and codified forms are more amenable to data analytics, 14 standardization activities, 15 and EHR secondary use. 5
In this study we introduce a method to minimize this conflict between structured and unstructured forms by proposing
a framework for converting free-text clinical problem descriptions to codified, structured formats using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The advantage of structured representations to downstream analytics primarily
motivates this effort. 14 By leveraging deep learning methods, we aim to automatically translate text-based problems
into Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) Expressions, 16 a structured representation capable of capturing the semantics of summary level problem descriptions in a computable way.
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BACKGROUND & R ELATED W ORK
The selection and use of a controlled vocabulary to codify free-text clinical problems has been an active area of
research. 17,6 In particular, SNOMED CT 18 has been shown both in principle and in practice to be an effective standard
for capturing the semantics of these clinical conditions. 19–21 Generally, clinical problems can be represented using
SNOMED CT concepts in one of two ways: 22
• Pre-Coordinated Concept: A concept represented as an atomic unit with a single identifier.
Example: 370221004|Severe asthma (disorder)|
• Post-Coordinated Concept: A concept represented as the composition of multiple pre-coordinated concepts
that in aggregate define the intended semantics.
Example: 195967001|Asthma (disorder)| + 24484000|Severe (severity modifier)|
Although pre-coordination has the advantage of simplicity, 23 even summary level problem descriptions are often too
expressive to be captured by a single, pre-coordinated SNOMED CT concept. Elkin et al. found that SNOMED CT
could only represent 51.4% of problem list entries without composition compared to 92.3% with composition. 24
Liu also found that composition was necessary, observing that 53% of summary level data required two or more
SNOMED CT concepts. 5
Post-coordinated concepts can be readily represented in SNOMED CT via the SNOMED CT Compositional Grammar, 16 a formal specification for representing SNOMED CT post-coordinated expressions. For example,† “Severe
asthma” can be represented via the following expression consisting of a main focal concept optionally qualified by
attribute/value pairs:
195967001|Asthma (disorder)|:
246112005|Severity (attribute)| = 24484000|Severe (severity modifier)|
Previous work on converting text to SNOMED CT expressions has focused on the identification and classification of
the attribute relationships – for example, what (if any) SNOMED CT attribute best describes the relationship between
“Severe” and “asthma.” One general approach to this task is to iteratively learn the lexical patterns around how
entities relate for a given relationship type. 25 Miñarro-Giménez et al. utilized this technique to fit extracted problem
list concepts into learned SNOMED CT relationship patterns. 26 This work leveraged the fact that lexical patterns in
pre-coordinated SNOMED CT terms are known and relatively predictable. 27
Kate proposed a different approach to this task – not as a relation extraction task between two concepts within the
context of a sentence, but as an attempt to identify if a relationship holds between the entire problem phrase and
the concept, or “relation identification.” 28 To illustrate the difference, take the “Severe asthma” example above. The
Miñarro-Giménez et al. approach would attempt to find the relationship between “Severe” and “asthma,” whereas
Kate would take the entire phrase “Severe asthma” and attempt to determine which SNOMED CT concepts relate and
how. Kate used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) 28 model trained separately for each relationship type to determine
if a given relationship held between a concept and the full text entry. Our contributions in this study are focused on
extending Kate’s work in the following ways: First, we present an end-to-end process for converting free-text summary
level problem descriptions to SNOMED CT expressions, enumerating the sub-tasks and incorporating additional NLP
techniques such as dependency parsing. Next, we leverage deep learning techniques to increase relation identification
performance as compared to the SVM model. Finally, we begin an initial evaluation of model performance in realworld scenarios using summary level problem descriptions extracted from clinical notes.
M ETHODS
At a high level, our methods are broken into three sequential processing steps as shown in Figure 1. First, given
a summary level problem description (in text form), the relevant biomedical concepts are recognized and extracted.
† See:

https://confluence.ihtsdotools.org/display/DOCSTART/7.+SNOMED+CT+Expressions for more examples.
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Next, one of the extracted concepts is chosen as the main semantic focal point, or the focus concept of the expression.
Following this, the remaining concepts are attached to the focus concept by inferring their role in the expression
as a whole. This relation identification task is a critical step in the formation of the SNOMED CT expression and
constitutes the bulk of our contributions to this research area. These three steps are explained in detail below.

Figure 1: Overall steps to convert summary level problem text to a SNOMED CT expression. The
processing steps are executed sequentially from left to right with arrows indicating where output from
one step feeds into a subsequent step. The output of each processing step is shown linked to the portion
of the SNOMED CT expression to which it contributes.

Concept Extraction
The first step in converting a free-text summary level problem description to a SNOMED CT expression is to extract
a list of all relevant concepts from the text. To accomplish this, we leveraged MetaMap, a named-entity recognition
tool developed by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) to extract Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
concepts from text. 29 An example output of the MetaMap application given the input problem “Venous varicosities in
lower extremities with recent thrombophlebitis” is shown below:
C0226813:Vein of lower extremity [Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component]
C0042345:Varicosities (Varicosity) [Disease or Syndrome]
C0332185:Recent [Temporal Concept]
C0040046:Thrombophlebitis [Disease or Syndrome]

In this example, the extracted concepts are shown with their UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) and textual
descriptions. As our goal is to construct SNOMED CT expressions, we must additionally map the UMLS concepts to
SNOMED CT. By configuring MetaMap to match only on SNOMED CT terms, we ensured that each returned UMLS
concept encompassed at least one SNOMED CT concept. If the UMLS concept included a single SNOMED CT concept, a direct mapping was made. There are, however, cases where multiple SNOMED CT concepts are incorporated
into a UMLS concept. 30 In these cases, all matching SNOMED CT concepts were considered.
Focus Concept Selection
Choosing the focus concept given the list of extracted SNOMED CT concepts is the next step. Here we utilized dependency parsing to align the root node of the problem dependency tree with an extracted MetaMap concept, a technique
inspired by Spasić’s use of dependency trees to determine the semantic similarity of clinical terms. 31 First, depen-
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dency parsing was conducted on the input clinical problem description. Next, the word with the ROOT dependency
was compared to all extracted MetaMap concepts. Finally, if one of the extracted MetaMap concepts was triggered
by the root word, that concept was then chosen as the focus concept.‡ Figure 2 shows the dependency parse with the
root word varicosities, which is then matched to the relevant concept. We used the spaCy open-source NLP toolkit for
dependency parsing along with specifically trained biomedical models from the scispaCy project. 32

Figure 2: Extracting the focus concept from summary level problem descriptions using dependency
parsing. The focus concept is selected via alignment to the ROOT of the dependency parse.

Relation Identification
Identifying the relationships between the problem text and the extracted concepts is the next step. We build primarily on the relation identification task definition as described by Kate 28 and formalize it for our purposes as such:
Given an input summary level problem description and a concept extracted via MetaMap, compute the appropriate
SNOMED CT attribute (or relationship type) to connect them. Figure 3 outlines the high-level steps of the relation
identification algorithm. First, the problem text and the text of each concept extracted via MetaMap are input into a
classifier, the details of which are described further in the following sections. Next, the classifier outputs a probability
for each SNOMED CT attribute type indicating the likelihood that a particular relationship holds between the problem
text and the extracted concept. Finally, candidate relationships are pruned based on the stated domain and ranges of
the SNOMED CT Machine Readable Concept Model (MRCM) Attribute Range Reference Set. 33 For example, if the
extracted MetaMap concept of interest is 80195002|Structure of venous system of lower extremity (body structure)|,
any SNOMED CT attribute with a range that is incompatible would be removed (such as 424226004|Using device
(attribute)|, whose range is limited to children of 49062001|Device (physical object)|), as shown in Figure 3. After
the pruning, the SNOMED CT attribute with the highest remaining probability is chosen.
A Deep Learning Approach to Relation Identification. Deep learning architectures have shown promise in a variety of NLP tasks, 34 and in this study we compare two popular models for the relation identification classifier. We
first consider a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) 35,36 deep learning architecture. At its base level,
a BiLSTM is a specialized type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), 37 an artificial neural network architecture that
processes information sequentially, factoring in previous input at each current step. This makes RNNs specifically
applicable to NLP tasks as text is processed much like a human would – reading words sequentially and inferring
the semantics of the current word based on the previous ones. 38 The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) facet of the
architecture allows for finer control over what information is retained and forgotten by employing more sophisticated
feedback loops layered on top of the RNN framework. 35 The bidirectional extension to the LSTM completes our architecture, allowing context to be built not only forward but in the reverse direction as well. 39 In general, the LSTM
family of models has shown promising results for NLP relationship extraction tasks. 40
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 41 are another deep learning architecture. Like LSTMs, CNN models also can
recognize spatially related features of the data. For these models, input is filtered via sliding windows which are then
pooled to create a subsampled representation of the input sequence. Although used heavily for image processing,
‡ See

https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/Docs/MMI Output 2016.pdf for details on how trigger words for MetaMap concepts were obtained.
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Figure 3: Steps to identify relationships between concepts extracted from a free-text summary level
problem description.
CNNs have shown promise in a variety of NLP related tasks including relationship classification. 42 In this study, we
compare both models for our relationship identification task.
Both of our deep learning architectures use embedding models based on Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT), a context-aware language model with state-of-the-art performance on a variety of NLP tasks. 43
For our experiments we leveraged Clinical BERT, 44 a pre-trained BERT model fine-tuned on a clinical text corpus.
Architecture. The high-level architecture and data flow for both the BiLSTM and CNN classifiers were similarly
structured. First, two inputs are passed to the Input layer – the full problem text and the text of the extracted concept. Next, each input is passed to an Embedding layer to create a vector representation of the text input using the
BERT model. The vectorized input is then processed by either a BiLSTM with 100 hidden units or a CNN with two
convolutional layers. Both models were configured for 20% dropout to avoid overfitting. Finally, a fully-connected
Dense layer with a softmax activation function is used to output the probabilities for each SNOMED CT attribute type.
Training. In concordance with Kate’s approach, 28 stated concept relationships from SNOMED CT US Edition,
September 2018 Release 18 were used to train the classifier. Training set construction began with all SNOMED CT
stated concept-to-concept relationships excluding 116680003|Is a| relationships. The reasoning for excluding “Is
a” relationships is that once the concepts of the expression are known (see the concept extraction step), any “Is a”
relationship for these concepts can be directly inferred from the SNOMED CT hierarchy. Next, because our classifier
inputs are text, we use the SNOMED CT concept labels for training. As SNOMED CT concepts may contain multiple
labels, given each relationship we created training records for all possible pairs of source and target labels. Finally, we
excluded relationship types with less than 125 instances, leaving a total of 1,526,043 training records and 78 relationship types available for training. All experiments below used this data set for training, and Experiments 1 & 2 used a
held-out portion of this set for testing. We refer to this data set as the SNOMED CT Relationship data set.
Evaluation
System performance was measured for both the Focus Concept Selection and Relation Identification steps of the
architecture. The Concept Extraction phase was not directly evaluated, as for this task MetaMap was used without
modification (see Reátegui et al. 45 for a recent analysis of MetaMap performance on clinical text). Four experiments
were conducted to evaluate model performance.
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Experiment 1: First, both the BiLSTM and CNN models were compared against a baseline Naı̈ve Bayes 46 model.
All models were trained and tested on the same SNOMED CT Relationship data set. Data was prepared for this
experiment by partitioning 25% of the SNOMED CT Relationship set for testing and 75% for training. The Naı̈ve
Bayes, BiLSTM, and CNN classifiers were all then trained and tested on the same data, with the exception of a further
20% of the training data being withheld from the BiLSTM and CNN models for validation. For testing, we recorded
the F1 scores for each individual attribute as well as overall averages for all classifiers.
Experiment 2: Next, we compared our results to previously reported results of Kate’s SVM model. 28 We followed
Kate’s evaluation procedures in order to replicate his experiment using the best performing model from Experiment 1:
For each attribute, 5000 relationships of the desired type were randomly selected from the SNOMED CT Relationship
set along with an equal number of negative examples. Given this test set, the ability of the classifier to correctly
determine whether or not the chosen relationship was present was recorded.
Experiment 3: To evaluate relation identification model performance in real-world scenarios and test generalizability
to different data sets, we utilized a large data set of summary level clinical problems extracted from a Mayo Clinic
corpus of over 14 million clinical documents. This corpus has been extensively analyzed by Liu et al. and is a rich
source of diverse summary level problem descriptions. 5 Three trained annotators examined a random subset of 401
summary level clinical problem descriptions from this corpus. First, the annotators were asked to select the word or
words that represented the focus concept of the problem. Next, the annotators we tasked with connecting the focus to
relevant modifiers using one of twenty-one relationship types. These relationship types were chosen via analysis of
common attributes across prominent clinical problem models including the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(FHIR) - Condition resource, 47 Clinical Element Model (CEM) - ClinicalAssert model, 48 and openEHR Problem/Diagnosis archetype. 49 For more information, see Goossen 50 for details regarding these models. Only
relationships supported by >20 annotations in the test corpus are evaluated in this study. This test corpus was then
used to evaluate both the Focus Concept Selection and Relation Identification parts of the pipeline. The three pair-wise
Cohen’s kappa inter-annotator agreement values for each annotator pair were 0.78, 0.85, 0.84 for the focus concept
annotations and 0.76, 0.76, 0.82 for the relationship annotations.
Experiment 4: Finally, we evaluated how effective the dependency parse-based method is at locating the focus concept
of the clinical problem. Using the test data set described in Experiment 3, we evaluated the ability to correctly identify
the focus using three spaCy dependency parse models: (1) general-purpose English, (2) scispaCy biomedical, and (3) a
custom model based on scispaCy biomedical fine-tuned with 150 manually-annotated clinical problem text examples.
R ESULTS
Experiment 1: Overall results of the BiLSTM and CNN models compared to the Naı̈ve Bayes baseline for the
SNOMED CT relation identification task are shown in Table 1. While both deep learning models significantly outperformed the baseline, the BiLSTM model slightly outperformed the CNN model. Because of this result, downstream
experiments focus on the BiLSTM model.
Table 1: Comparing overall SNOMED CT relation identification model performance.

Naı̈ve Bayes (baseline)
CNN + Clinical BERT
BiLSTM + Clinical BERT

Accuracy
0.720
0.886
0.888

F1 score (macro avg)
0.460
0.822
0.851

F1 score (weighted avg)
0.665
0.880
0.888

Experiment 2: Figure 4 shows the results of the BiLSTM classifier compared to the SVM classifier results as reported
by Kate. 28 Note we did not evaluate 116680003|Is a| relationships, so we do not fully correspond to Kate’s results.
Also, Kate reported two results for 363698007|Finding site| based on two different domains/ranges. The F1 score
reported in Figure 4 represents the highest of the two scores.
Experiment 3: The results of the evaluation of the BiLSTM classifier against the annotated test corpus are shown in
Table 2. This table contrasts two main data points: (1) the Clinical Text F1 score, which measures the classifier’s
ability to predict the correct relationship type given the focus and a modifier in the clinical text corpus, and (2) the
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Figure 4: Comparing the BiLSTM + Clinical BERT model for SNOMED CT relation identification to
the SVM model as reported by Kate 28 for five SNOMED CT attributes.
SNOMED CT Relationship F1 score, which is the corresponding value derived from Experiment 1 for the given
attribute. The F1 ∆ value shows the difference between the two scores, illustrating the difference in performance when
testing on relatively predictable SNOMED CT terms vs. real clinical text. The eight relationships supported by >20
annotations in the clinical text test dataset are displayed.
Table 2: Comparing BiLSTM relation identification scores using two different test data sets: real-world
clinical text (Clinical Text F1 score) and relationships from SNOMED CT (SNOMED CT Relationship
F1 score). The F1 ∆ value equals Clinical Text F1 score minus SNOMED CT Relationship F1 score.
Attribute
Severity
Laterality
Clinical course
Finding site
Due to
Has interpretation
Following
Associated with

Clinical Text
Precision
1.000
0.990
1.000
0.956
0.528
0.577
0.733
0.579

Clinical Text
Recall
0.880
0.950
0.800
0.790
0.487
0.714
0.306
0.134

Clinical Text
F1 score
0.936
0.970
0.889
0.865
0.507
0.638
0.431
0.218

SNOMED CT Relationship
F1 score
0.882
0.999
0.994
0.988
0.830
0.992
0.837
0.738

F1 ∆
0.054
-0.029
-0.105
-0.123
-0.323
-0.354
-0.406
-0.520

Experiment 4: Finally, Table 3 shows the effectiveness of using a dependency parse-based method for selecting the
focus concept of a problem description. For each dependency parse model the accuracy is shown, where accuracy in
this context reflects the number of times the model selected the same focus span as the human annotators over the 401
total entries in the test set.
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Table 3: Evaluating the performance of the dependency parse-based method for selecting the focus
concept of the clinical problem. Three different dependency parse models were evaluated.
Model
Default spaCy English (baseline)
ScispaCy Biomedical
ScispaCy Biomedical + fine-tuning

Accuracy
0.68
0.75
0.91

D ISCUSSION
Overall, both the CNN and BiLSTM significantly outperformed the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier in identifying relationships
between two SNOMED CT concepts, as shown in Table 1. This comparison provides evidence that a deep learning
architecture is a viable approach and can outperform a simple Naı̈ve Bayes baseline. The BiLSTM did also outperform
the CNN model slightly. The difference was most evident in the F1 macro avg score, which is important as this metric
gives equal weight to each relationship type and disregards any SNOMED CT relationship class imbalance.
Figure 4 shows that a deep learning approach can outperform SVM classifiers at the relation identification task with
SNOMED CT relationships. The BiLSTM scored higher for four of the five attributes tested, while the SVM outperformed the BiLSTM for one attribute: “Has active ingredient.” It is worth noting that we cannot directly compare
Kate’s results 28 with our BiLSTM model beyond these five attributes listed in Figure 4. Overall F1 scores are not
comparable because Kate’s model was trained and tested using the top 14 SNOMED CT attributes only, while our
overall F1 scores (see Table 1) are derived from a classifier trained and evaluated on 78 relationship types. Also,
Kate’s overall results factor in scores for 116680003|Is a| attributes – relationships that we omitted.
Table 2 highlights the challenges that come with applying these methods to clinical text. For several attributes, relation
identification was significantly worse against real-world clinical problem descriptions compared to SNOMED CT
relationships (as shown by F1 ∆). These differences are not unexpected – the SNOMED CT text used for training is
relatively structured, 27 but actual clinical problem descriptions are not. As shown, performance degradation for several
relationship classes is pronounced, with a highly negative F1 ∆ score signifying low model generalizability from the
SNOMED CT text corpus to the clinical text.
Finally, the focus concept selection results in Table 3 show not only that a dependency parse-based method of focus
concept selection is an effective technique, but that using a domain-specific pre-trained model does boost performance
noticeably. Even more, these results indicate that even minimal fine-tuning (150 manual annotations) can have a fairly
large impact on overall performance.
C ONCLUSION
The goal of this work was to present an end-to-end system for converting unstructured summary level problem descriptions into SNOMED CT expressions. Our contribution focused primarily on introducing a new deep learning
method for relation identification between concepts and problem phrases. We show that our method outperforms
current approaches to identifying relationships between clinical phrases and SNOMED CT concepts, a fundamental
part of building SNOMED CT expressions. We also show that a model trained exclusively on SNOMED CT stated
relationship text does not transfer to clinical text without performance degradation.
L IMITATIONS
Our study has several limitations. First, there is no available gold-standard test set for evaluating the full conversion
of text-based problem descriptions to SNOMED CT expressions – we must evaluate individual steps of the pipeline
independently. Furthermore, such a test set is challenging to construct as there may exist more than one way syntactically to represent the same conceptual expression. Also, it has been shown that codification of problems by physicians
is subject to considerable variation. 51 All these factors together make quantitative evaluation of this task difficult.
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Abstract
Half a million people die every year from smoking-related issues across the United States. It is essential to identify
individuals who are tobacco-dependent in order to implement preventive measures. In this study, we investigate the
effectiveness of deep learning models to extract smoking status of patients from clinical progress notes. A Natural
Language Processing (NLP) Pipeline was built that cleans the progress notes prior to processing by three deep neural
networks: a CNN, a unidirectional LSTM, and a bidirectional LSTM. Each of these models was trained with a pretrained or a post-trained word embedding layer. Three traditional machine learning models were also employed to
compare against the neural networks. Each model has generated both binary and multi-class label classification. Our
results showed that the CNN model with a pre-trained embedding layer performed the best for both binary and multiclass label classification.

Introduction
Tobacco use is a primary cause of many afflictions ranging from coronary heart disease to lung cancer. Approximately
500,000 people die every year from smoking-related issues in the United States [1], and 50% of people who smoke
die of smoking-related complications. Cigarette smoking is the number one cause of lung cancer, contributing to about
90% of lung cancer related deaths [2]. Therefore, it is of utmost urgency to employ preventive measures such as
smoking cessation and correspondingly, reduce smoking and tobacco products consumption. Identification of
individuals who smoke will enable providers to implement methods to treat tobacco dependence. However, accurate
detection of smokers is problematic due to clinic workflows and data quality issues.
The Patient Past Medical History (PMS) includes questions for identifying smoking status in clinical settings, however
data quality is limited by inconsistencies. First, PMS is often misleading due to the poor wording used during the
interview [3]. Second, survey administration procedures are not standardized across organizations [3]. Smoking status
can be extracted from unstructured sources like Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and progress notes [4] as clinicians
record patients' use of tobacco in their progress notes [5]. However, a major obstacle to parsing through progress notes
is their unstructured nature [6]. Hence, extracting relevant information requires going through progress notes manually
[7].
Natural language processing (NLP) has advanced to make unstructured texts more accessible and consumable [8-9].
NLP techniques transform free text into extracted concepts that a machine can better identify. This allows machine
learning to perform a variety of tasks such as classifying and adjusting intensive care risks by identifying procedure
and diagnosis [10], detecting heart failure criteria [11], identifying adverse drug effects [12-13], detecting the status
of autism spectrum disorder [15] or asthma [14], and estimating the activity of rheumatoid arthritis [16].
Many of the first algorithms introduced to extract information used rule-based approaches and traditional machine
learning methods. Traditional machine learning methods include logistic regression, random forest, naive-bayes, and
most notablely, support vector machine (SVM). Of particular relevance to this paper is the Mayo Clinic NLP System
developed to address the i2b2 Smoking Status Discovery Challenge [17]. In this system, three levels of classification
were implemented, the first two of which were based on making decisions from a rule-based perspective. The third
level of classification employed a SVM with manually selected temporal resolution words and date indications as the
features [18]. Although, the system was fairly accurate in classifying patients on their smoking status, desired
improvements were identified. Many of these improvements were rooted in the need to manually select features for
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the machine learning algorithm. This led to certain key features not being measured or non-relevant features being
over analyzed [17].
Deep learning techniques have effectively captured long-range dependencies through deep hierarchical feature
construction [19]. These techniques require a lot of computational power and huge stores of training data. With the
ever-increasing abundance of patient data, applying deep learning models to health records and achieving comparable
results have become realistic. A number of publications have applied deep learning to EHR data in order to perform
clinical informatics tasks. These publications indicate that deep learning techniques often perform better than
traditional machine learning methods and do not require as thorough preprocessing or feature engineering [20-21].
Furthermore, deep learning produces higher accuracy in a myriad of applications. Therefore, our hypothesis is that
smoking status can be extracted from EHR with better accuracy through the use of deep neural networks.
In this paper, we investigate the application of three different deep learning or Deep Neural Network (DNN) models
on EHR data in order to extract patient smoking status. The primary aim of this study is to identify whether deep
learning has the potential to identify smoking status of patients better than parsing past medical history or traditional
machine learning models. Three traditional machine learning models were developed and trained to serve as a
benchmark. We looked at both binary classification of status (Smoker vs. Non-smoker) as well as multi-class
classification (Current Smoker vs. Former Smoker vs. Non-smoker). Before entering the data through these models,
the text within each of the progress notes were cleaned through an NLP pipeline. In addition, two sets of word
embeddings were created for the vocabulary present in the progress notes, one pre-trained, the other trained on the
progress notes themselves.

Methods
A generalized workflow used to process text and classify documents is shown in Figure 1. The DEMON-Isilon, a
High Performance Computing Cluster at Wake Forest University Health Sciences was used to train the deep-learning
models. The DEMON’s centralized storage system provides over 190 TB of storage, 1,358 2.6GHz Intel CPU cores,
and 4,992 706MHz Nvidia GPU cores, and is useful for running complex models.

Figure 1: General Workflow of Text Processing and Document Classification for this study.
Establishing Labels:
This study was approved by the Wake Forest Health Sciences IRB. A total of 6,298 de-identified progress notes
belonging to 781 patients were obtained from the Translational Data Warehouse. These progress notes were compiled
together based on a unique patient ID. Henceforth, we will refer to these compiled notes as patient notes. For each
patient, smoking status labels were extracted from the Patient Social History in Epic electronic health records (EHR).
Because of the errors that are present in social histories, labels for each progress note were cleaned through a rulebased algorithm. All 781 patients were given two labels, one for the binary DNN models, another for the multi-class
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DNN models. Binary labels were 'Smoker' and 'Never Smoker'. Multi-class labels were 'Current Smoker', 'Former
Smoker', and 'Never Smoker'.
Preprocessing Text:
Prior to processing by the machine learning models, the patient notes were cleaned via a natural language processing
(NLP) pipeline. The NLP pipeline contains several features applied to clean the text. These features were created
through the use of nltk, regex, and autocorrect python libraries. Figure 2 depicts the flow in which these features were
applied to the text.

Figure 2: Order of steps taken to preprocess patient notes
I. Miscellaneous Cleaning:
Strings in the text were standardized to fit a more common English Lexicon. This involves replacing certain strings
of text with certain other characters that were better processable as well as removing contractions and cleaning
abbreviations. For example, a replacement would include changing all instances of "e - mail" to "email".
II. Removal of Repeat Sentences:
Physicians often copy sections of the progress notes from previous visits into the new progress notes [22]. It was
decided that such copied lines provided no new information. To increase performance and efficiency when training
machine learning models, verbatim sentences in each patient note were removed, leaving only the first instance of a
sentence in the patient note.
III. Removal of Punctuation:
Punctuation was not necessary for our algorithm to capture the semantic meaning inside the progress notes [10].
Hence, for more efficient processing, punctuation and special characters were removed.
IV. Correction of Spelling:
To embed the words present in the progress notes, it was essential for the words to be recognized by the pre-trained
corpus. Moreover, it was desirable for the post-trained corpus to recognize two words as the same despite any slight
spelling inaccuracies. Correspondingly, we decided to correct the spelling of the most infrequent words: words that
appear only once throughout the text of each patient note due to the fact that many misspelled words would be in the
infrequent list. In order to distinguish the biomedical term that appears only once and a misspelled word, we utilized
the NOBLE Coder, which autocodes free text with concepts from NCIt controlled terminology [23]. The Noble Coder
result allowed us to identify whether an infrequent word is a medical concept, consequently it would not be subject to
autocorrection. Once this identification was complete, any words that were in the infrequent list, but not a medical
concept, were autocorrected.
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V. Removal of Stopwords:
As employed by many natural language processing techniques, our pipeline has removed the most common stop words
(e.g. "a", "the", and "it" etc.). These words don't present much semantic meaning to a sentence so their removal greatly
improves the efficiency of later algorithms [7].
Word Embeddings:
Once the text was cleaned, two different word embeddings were created: pre-trained and post-embedding. Word
embeddings can capture the semantic meaning of words by converting them into numeric vectors [24]. Vectors of
semantically similar words would be closer to each other. Word embedding has been applied in many biomedical
named entity recognition (NER) tasks [25-26].
Before creating the embeddings, the data sequences (patient notes) lengths were truncated to ~100,000 tokens. This
greatly improved efficiency of word embedding training as well as the eventual deep learning model training. The
first embedding uses a word2vec model pre-trained from the Google news corpus. This word vector model contains
approximately three million three-hundred dimensional vectors. The second embedding was word2vec model created
specifically from the patient notes, which we will refer to as post-trained. The latter word2vec model theoretically
captures more of the complex medical terminology that is present in the patient notes. Moreover, word2vec is more
capable of capturing the semantic relationships between words within each progress note. In order to control any
variables with dimensionality, we set the length of post-trained word2vec word vectors to be three hundred. The
gensim library from Python was employed to process both these word embeddings.
Traditional Machine Learning Methods:
Three traditional machine learning methods were created in this study to serve as a comparison for model performance
of deep learning. These models are the Naive Bayes (NB) [27], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [28], and Logistic
Regression (LR) [29]. We have generated the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vectors [30] on
the processed text using unigrams with a minimum document frequency of 1, and a maximum document frequency of
100%. Parameters for the algorithms are shown in Table 1.

.
Table 1: Hyperparameters for Traditional machine learning models
Deep Learning Models:
We have used three deep learning models to classify patients based on smoking status: a unidirectional Long shortterm memory (LSTM) model, a bidirectional LSTM model, and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model. The
specifications for each of the deep learning models are listed below in Table 2.

Table 2: Hyperparameters for deep learning models
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Recurrent Neural Networks:
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are neural networks that attempt to model time dependencies and sequential events
by adding additional weights to the network, creating cycles in the network [26]. There are many variations of RNN.
Especially relevant to this study is the long short-term memory (LSTM) network which was built to handle the gradient
vanishing problem that often occurs in a standard RNN [31]. DeepCare, a network that predicts future medical
outcomes using electronic health records, was created using an LSTM model [32]. In this current study, both a
unidirectional LSTM (LSTM_Uni) and a bidirectional LSTM (LSTM_Bi) model were created to extract smoking
status from patient notes.
CNN:
Convolutional neural networks have been applied successfully in many previous image processing and text processing
studies [32]. CNNs work by modeling hierarchical complicated patterns using smaller and simpler patterns [33].
Convolutional layers along with the max-pooling layer allows models to learn useful word representations while also
making the model more computationally efficient.
Hyperparameter Optimization:
The grid-search technique was performed to optimize hyperparameters in the deep learning models. Parameters that
were tuned include learning rate, dropout, and number of hidden layers.
Model Setup and Evaluation:
To be consistent between the different deep learning models, we split the data into 0.66/0.33 train/test datasets. There
were no overlapping patients between the training and testing set for each model. Five-fold cross-validation was
performed for each model in order to produce more accurate metrics. For DNNs that classified patient notes based on
binary labels, binary cross-entropy was used as the loss function. For DNNs classifying patient notes based on multicategorical labels, categorical cross-entropy was used as the loss function. For both RNN and CNN algorithms, earlystopping was implemented. In other words, the model stopped training if the loss function does not improve for 2
epochs on the validation dataset. Four evaluation metrics were used to compare the performance of the models:
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score.
Open Source Platforms:
High-level NN API Keras (https://keras.io/) using Tensorflow (https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow) as a
backend was used to set up the neural network structures. Word embedding was performed using Gensim
(https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/). One of the embedding techniques used in this investigation employed Google
News Vectors ((https://github.com/mmihaltz/word2vec-GoogleNews-vectors). Noble Coder (http://nobletools.dbmi.pitt.edu/) was used to extract medical concepts for token comparison in the NLP pipeline. Deep learning
models were created using the Keras python library. Code for this study can be found at https://github.com/criwgit/NLP_Smoking_Extraction.

Results
Due to the stochastic nature of machine learning algorithms, each model was repeated 10 times. We calculated the
average metrics and corresponding standard deviations. The performance metrics for each model is shown below in
Table 3 and Table 4. Performance metrics are further elaborated upon in Figures 3-6.
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Table 3: Performance Metrics for Binary Classification Tasks

Table 4: Performance Metrics for Multi-class Classification Tasks

Figure 3: Performance metrics for traditional machine learning models.

Figure 4: Performance metrics for deep learning models. For reference, LSTMU is the unidirectional LSTM model
whereas LSTMB is the bidirectional LSTM model
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Figure 5: Validation accuracies and losses for binary classification deep learning models.

Figure 6: Validation accuracies and losses for multi-class classification deep learning models.
Because the tasks carried out by the models were classification-based, accuracy and F1 score will be the principal
metrics we use to evaluate these models. For binary classification, the CNN with pre-trained word embeddings
performed the best both in accuracy (0.8066) and F1 score (0.8540). It should also be noted that all the binary
classification DNNs outperformed all of the traditional learning methods in both accuracy and F1 score.
For multi-class classification, the CNN with pre-trained embedding performed the best in terms of accuracy (0.6838).
However, the Naive-Bayes model provided a comparable F1 Score (0.6968) to the CNN Pre-trained model (0.6804).

Discussion
In this study, we have successfully applied a natural language pipeline coupled with deep learning methods to extract
smoking status from clinical progress notes. When looking specifically at the deep learning models, the CNN model
with pre-trained word embeddings demonstrated significantly better performance than any of the models both in binary
label classification and multi-class label classification.
There may be multiple reasons for this outcome. CNN models are able to learn text input by detecting patterns of
multiple sizes. In essence, this learning mechanism allows CNNs to extract local and position-invariant features well
[34]. RNNs, like LSTMs, make use of sequential data where the current step has a relationship with a previous one
[26]. RNNs works well in applications where sequential information is especially important. For tasks which are more
classification based, like the ones performed in this study, CNNs often perform better and provide a more efficient
model structure. On the other hand, RNNs are better used in machine translation applications or in cases where the
model is to predict what comes next in a certain sequence.
Another reason for the performance result may be the limited data. For this study, we only had access to 781 patient
notes. Initially, the idea of not compiling separate progress notes into one patient note was considered. However, not
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all progress notes had associated smoking status labels. The only accessible labels were patient-level which is why we
compiled all of one person's progress notes into a patient note (one data sample input). There are many effects of this
lack of data. First, the post-trained word2vec models were significantly worse than the pre-trained word embedding
models. The post-trained model learns the meaning of words based on the context of those words within each progress
note. As such, larger numbers of progress notes would allow for a superior post-trained word2vec model and
embedding. The lack of data prevented the post-trained word2vec model from learning to its best ability and therefore,
the pre-trained word2vec model was able to perform better. Second, the lack of data may have affected the learning
potential of the models. As deep learning models take much more data to train [20], we speculate that both the CNN
and RNN models were impacted by the deficit of data but the RNN models were especially impaired. he results
demonstrate that all of the deep learning models, with the exception of the CNN pre-trained model, hit a certain
maximum in terms of performance. This is particularly true for the binary classification models where metrics closed
out at an F1 Score of 0.80 and an accuracy of 0.68. We hypothesize that this may be due to the DNNs hitting a ceiling
in their learning capacity. Essentially, they are unable to learn further information with the amount of data provided
to them [35]. We believe that given more data, these models would be able to overcome this ceiling.
When comparing the traditional and deep learning methods against each other, it seems that DNNs outperformed
traditional methods in binary classification tasks. In multi-class classification tasks, all of the models provided more
or less similar accuracy scores save for the CNN Pre-trained model, which outperformed all of the models. However,
the traditional models did provide significantly better F1 scores than many of the deep learning models. We suspect
that this may be due to the lack of data. Given more data, we presume that DNNs will be able to outperform traditional
methods in multi-class classification as well.
Our goal in this study was to implement an automated system for clinical progress note classification using deep
learning. Moving forward, we plan to further investigate the capabilities of the NLP and DNN analysis pipelines given
a larger data set. We will also look to see if this pipeline can be used to perform other classification tasks. Another
possibility for future studies is to generalize this pipeline to read data from multiple research facilities and multiple
resources. Not only would this increase the number of samples for models to train on, but it would also allow for a
more robust pipeline.
Conclusion
Automated NLP coupled with deep learning was demonstrated to have potential in document classification tasks for
unstructured clinical progress notes. It is important that this field be widely investigated in order to develop better
ways of identifying target patients.
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Abstract
While using data standards can facilitate research by making it easier to share data, manually mapping to data
standards creates an obstacle to their adoption. Semi-automated mapping strategies can reduce the manual mapping
burden. Machine learning approaches, such as artificial neural networks, can predict mappings between clinical data
standards but are limited by the need for training data. We developed a graph database that incorporates the
Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group (BRIDG) model, Common Data Elements (CDEs) from the National
Cancer Institute’s (NCI) cancer Data Standards Registry and Repository, and the NCI Thesaurus. We then used a
shortest path algorithm to predict mappings from CDEs to classes in the BRIDG model. The resulting graph database
provides a robust semantic framework for analysis and quality assurance testing. Using the graph database to predict
CDE to BRIDG class mappings was limited by the subjective nature of mapping and data quality issues.
Introduction
Sharing clinical data can foster innovation1, 2, reduce the time from bench to bedside2, 3, improve patient outcomes2,
reduce research costs2, and increase transparency2. Unfortunately, the heterogeneous nature of data stored in local
systems creates data silos that make data sharing nearly impossible4. While the use of data standards can facilitate the
sharing of clinical data4, sometimes one must support multiple standards. For example, regulatory submissions to the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) must be submitted using Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium
(CDISC) standards such as the Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM)5. Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems,
on the other hand, are beginning to use HL7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources for electronic data
transmission6. If researchers want to consume data from an EMR and use it for studies requiring FDA submission,
they must support both standards. This landscape is complicated by the need to annotate clinical terms with concepts
from multiple clinical vocabularies such as the use of Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA)
concepts for adverse event report and Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) concepts for
reporting laboratory values7. Most often mapping between standards is done manually which is time-consuming,
expensive, and error-prone8. The need to support multiple standards has resulted in an urgent need for tools to map
between the standards.
The experience of the Center for International Blood and Marrow Transplant Research (CIBMTR) is an excellent case
study of the problems with manual mapping. The CIBMTR collects outcomes data for cellular therapy research9. To
facilitate data collection, the CIBMTR offers electronic data submission directly from a transplantation center’s
database9. Common Data Elements (CDEs) obtained from the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI) cancer Data Standards
Registry and Repository (caDSR) provide the foundation for data transmission. These CDEs have been mapped to the
Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group (BRIDG) model10. The BRIDG model captures the semantics of data
used for clinical research and regulatory submission11. The BRIDG model has been harmonized and mapped to a
variety of data standards and data models. For example, BRIDG has been mapped to CDISC’s Clinical Data
Acquisition Standards Harmonization (CDASH) and SDTM standards12-14. The US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in collaboration with Health Level 7 (HL7) created the Common Data Model Harmonization (CDMH) project.
This project has mapped BRIDG to four clinical data models15: Sentinel16, Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Network (PCORNET) Common Data Model17, Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2)18, and
Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)19. The CDMH project also mapped BRIDG to HL7’s latest
standard, Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)20. The goal of the CDMH project is to provide
observational data to researchers, which is a typical clinical use case that demonstrates the value of mappings of
clinical study data standards. Unfortunately, while mapping CDEs to the BRIDG model can facilitate the adoption of
other clinical data standards, mapping to the BRIDG model itself is a labor-intensive process. A semi-automated
mapping strategy could help reduce the mapping burden.
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A semi-automated application that maps CDEs to the BRIDG model21, 22 was created using the Ontology Alignment
by Artificial Neural Network (OAANN) developed by Huang et al.23, 24. The new algorithm predicts CDE to BRIDG
class mappings using key attributes of the ISO 11179 metamodel for CDEs and a robust training set of nearly 1,200
CDEs that have been manually mapped to an appropriate BRIDG class. It returns a list of 10 potential BRIDG classes
for a CDE of interest. A subject matter expert then reviews the list and selects the most appropriate BRIDG class. The
algorithm was able to predict BRIDG class mappings with up to 94% accuracy. Accuracy was calculated by dividing
the number of the predicted mappings that are correct by the number of the manually mappings.
While this approach is effective, it has some limitations. First, the algorithm uses pattern recognition only. The
underlying semantics of the CDE and potential synonyms are not considered. Second, if sufficient training data does
not exist for a particular BRIDG class, then the algorithm will never map a CDE to it. Graph databases have the
potential to overcome these limitations.
Graph databases represent data as a collection of nodes (classes) and edges (relationships). In contrast to relational
databases, they provide an efficient way to represent highly interconnected data25. Several researchers have used graph
databases for a variety of mapping and data integration problems. For example, Alqahtani et al. used a graph database
to integrate business data from two heterogeneous data sources26. Johnson et al. combined disparate tumor-related
models using a Neo4j graph database and annotated the semantic terms with concepts from the NCI Thesaurus27.
Campbell et al. used a graph database to represent the SNOMED-CT terminology28
The work of Ulrich et al. is particularly interesting29. They used a graph database to map data elements in disparate
metadata repositories and tested the application using more than 600 cancer-related data elements29. Their algorithm
used the five-gram algorithm and the metric Longest Common Subsequence to determine the similarity of two CDE’s
name. If the CDE was associated with a list of allowed values, they supplemented this analysis with a comparison of
the allowed values. While this work is promising, it has several limitations. First, their analysis is based only on two
CDE attributes: long name and allowed values. It is not clear if the CDEs used in the work of Ulrich et al. were based
on the ISO 11179 metamodel. Therefore, those two attributes may have been the only ones available for analysis.
Second, their analysis is based strictly on pattern recognition. It does not take into consideration the meaning of the
terms (i.e. semantics) in the CDE.
Mapping CDEs to the BRIDG model lends itself well to a graph database approach. The BRIDG model has already
been implemented as a Neo4j graph database30 and other researchers have incorporated the NCI Thesaurus into their
graph database work27. CDEs based on the ISO 11179 metamodel, such as those found in the caDSR, consist of
interrelated components. Such relationships could be represented using a graph model. Also, caDSR CDEs are
annotated with concepts from the NCI Thesaurus31. BRIDG classes are annotated with definitions that are associated
with NCI Thesaurus concepts that explicitly document BRIDG as the definition’s source. Therefore, the NCI
Thesaurus serves as a common point of reference between CDEs and the BRIDG model. A graph database could
leverage this relationship to facilitate mapping CDEs to BRIDG classes.
In this paper, we present our work to develop a graph database that incorporates the BRIDG model, caDSR CDEs,
and NCI Thesaurus concepts and to use graph-based algorithms to predict potential BRIDG class matches for the
CDEs. Finally, we discuss the feasibility of using a graph-based mapping approach.
This work is significant because it is the first comprehensive representation of the BRIDG model, caDSR CDES, and
NCI Thesaurus concepts in a graph database that we are aware of. It also highlights the subjective nature of mapping
data standards and the challenges in developing a semi-automated mapping strategy.
Methods
Graph Model Development
BRIDG Model: The foundation of the BRIDG portion of the graph model was the Neo4j implementation of the
BRIDG model provided by Jane Pollack30. She based her graph model on the UML model of the BRIDG model
available on the BRIDG website11. In her graph model, classes and attributes are represented as nodes. Relationships
between classes and attributes or classes and classes are represented as edges. Each node and edge has properties that
contain additional information. We then supplemented Pollack’s model with edges from the BRIDG class node to the
appropriate NCI Thesaurus concept node. We determined the appropriate concept by mapping the BRIDG class name
to an NCI Thesaurus concept that had both the BRIDG class name listed as a synonym and a matching definition.
Since the focus of this work was on matching CDEs to BRIDG classes, BRIDG attributes were not associated with
NCI Thesaurus concepts. Figure 1 shows a portion of the BRIDG UML12 and the corresponding graph model.
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Figure 1. UML representation of a section of the BRIDG model12 (left) and its corresponding graph model
representation (right).
NCI Thesaurus: The concept attributes available within the NCI Thesaurus32 served as the foundation for the NCI
Thesaurus portion of the graph model. In addition to creating a node for Concept, we created nodes for concept
attributes such as Semantic Type, Synonym, and Definition. Representing these attributes as nodes allowed for
associating multiple instances of an attribute to a concept. Additional properties could also be associated with an
attribute. We captured parent-child relationships between concepts as an edge between two concept nodes.
caDSR CDEs: The ISO 11179 metamodel33, 34 served as the foundation for the caDSR Common Data Element (CDE)
portion of the graph model. A CDE consists of two parts: a Data Element Concept (DEC) and a Value Domain. The
DEC is the conceptual representation of the CDE and should contain the bulk of the semantic meaning for the CDE31,
34
. The DEC consists of two parts: the Object Class and the Property. The Object Class is equivalent to a UML class
and the Property to a UML attribute34. The Object Class and Property are both defined using concepts from the NCI
Thesaurus. The Value Domain is associated with a Representation Term that describes the meaning of the data being
captured. The Representation Term is also defined using concepts from the NCI Thesaurus31. We created nodes for
the CDE and its main components, such as the Data Element Concept (DEC) and Value Domain (VD). Each node has
properties that contain additional attributes about each component. Edges were created to document the relationships
between the various nodes. Also, edges to the associated NCI Thesaurus concepts were added. Figure 2 shows the
Data Element Concept portion of the ISO 11179 metamodel34 and the corresponding section of the graph model.
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Figure 2. Data Element Concept section of the ISO 11179 metamodel
representation (right).

34

(left) and its corresponding graph model

Database Implementation
BRIDG: We populated the BRIDG portion of the Neo4j graph database using the CSV load files and Cypher queries
developed by Jane Pollack30. To allow for consistent comparison between the graph database mappings and the
mappings provided by the Artificial Neural Network algorithm21 22, we used version 3.2 of the BRIDG model. A CSV
load file was created with the relationships between each BRIDG class and the associated NC Thesaurus concepts. A
Cypher query was developed to import the CSV load file.
NCI Thesaurus: To populate the NCI Thesaurus section of the Neo4j graph, we first downloaded the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) file from the NCI Thesaurus download website35. We created a Python script that leveraged the
owlready236, 37 package to parse the OWL file. The script then generated separate CSV files for each type of NCI
Thesaurus node and relationship. For example, separate import files were created for the Concept and Semantic Type
nodes. Separate Cypher queries were created that imported each CSV import file.
caDSR CDEs: To populate the CDE portion of the Neo4j graph database, we first downloaded from the CDE Browser
website38 an XML file that contained the information for the 1,689 CDEs used in the ANN mapping project 21 22. To
import the information, we used an approach that was similar to the approach for importing the NCI Thesaurus
information. We created a Python script that parsed the XML file and created CSV files for each type of node and
edge. We then created a set of Cypher queries that imported each CSV file.
Quality Assurance Testing
BRIDG: To ensure that the Neo4j database was populated correctly, we performed basic quality assurance testing.
We tested the BRIDG content by developing a Python script that queried the Neo4j database and created an Excel file
with the BRIDG class name and definition. The XlsxWriter Python package39 was used to create the Excel file, and
the Neo4j Bolt Driver Python package40 was used to query the database. We supplemented the Excel file with the
BRIDG class names and definitions obtained from the BRIDG website11. The information from both sources was then
compared to ensure consistency.
caDSR CDEs: We tested the quality of the CDE information the Neo4j graph database by creating a Python script that
queried the Neo4j database 40, the XML source document downloaded from the CDE Browser 38, and generated an
Excel file 39 containing the CDE information from both sources. The Excel file was then analyzed to ensure that the
CDE information in the Neo4j database was accurate.
NCI Thesaurus: Testing of portions of the NCI Thesaurus content in the Neo4j occurred during the testing of both the
BRIDG and CDE content. Both of those testing approaches contained NCI Thesaurus concept attributes such as
concept preferred name, concept unique identifier, and definition. Robust quality assurance testing of all concept
attributes such as synonyms and semantic types is in progress.
Algorithm Implementation
We leveraged the Shortest Path algorithm in the Neo4j library41 to determine the shortest path between a CDE and a
BRIDG class. We developed a Python script that iteratively ran a Cypher query that found the unweighted shortest
path between a CDE and each BRIDG class and returned the distance. Distance was measured as the number of edges
between the CDE and the BRIDG class. We tested the algorithm by running it against all of the CDEs used in the
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ANN mapping project21, 22. Since those CDEs have been manually mapped to the BRIDG model by a team of subject
matter experts, they represent a gold standard by which we could determine the accuracy of the shortest path algorithm.
The Python script returned an Excel file that contained the CDE public ID, CDE Long Name, the target BRIDG class
name, the distance between the CDE and the target BRIDG class, and a text description of the path in terms of the
nodes used. The manually mapped BRDIG class was added to the Excel spreadsheet to make it easier to determine
the accuracy of the algorithm’s prediction. We also developed a Cypher query that visualized specific mapping paths.
Results
Graph Model
Figure 3 shows the graph model of the BRIDG model, caDSR CDEs, and NCI Thesaurus concepts. This model shows
how the NCI Thesaurus represents a nexus point connecting BRIDG classes to caDSR CDEs and providing them with.
rich semantic annotations. Table 1 summarizes the number of key nodes in the graph database. In addition, the BRIDG
classes are associated with 205 distinct NCI Thesaurus concepts, and the CDEs are associated with 1,143.

Figure 3. Representation of the graph-based data model.
Table 1. Summary of the number of key nodes in the database.
Section
Node
Count
BRIDG

caDSR

Class

233

Attribute

639

Common Data Element

1689

Data Element Concept

1193

Object Class

622

Property

638

Value Domain

588

Representation Term

524

Concept
NCI Thesaurus

147,010

Semantic Type
Synonym

128
426,150
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Quality Assurance Testing
Quality assurance testing of the BRIDG section of the model verified that BRIDG classes were associated with the
correct NCI Thesaurus concept where possible. 12% (28 out of 233) of the BRIDG classes are not associated with an
NCI Thesaurus concept. This gap impacted 5 of the 1,689 CDEs that we analyzed.
Quality assurance testing of the caDSR CDEs detected issues when the CDEs were constructed using concepts from
the NCI Metathesaurus instead of the NCI Thesaurus. This occurred in 4 CDEs out of the 1,689. caDSR best practice
states that CDEs should be constructed using concepts from NCI Thesaurus 34. Therefore, these CDEs were incorrectly
constructed. The graph database implementation can facilitate the detection of such data quality errors.
Shortest Path Analysis
We hypothesized that the path from a CDE to a BRIDG class that had the shortest distance should match the BRIDG
class to which the CDE was manually mapped by subject matter experts. We calculated the match rate as the percent
of CDEs for which the shortest path led to the manually mapped BRIDG class. The match rate produced by the shortest
path algorithm was 16.6% (280 out of 1,689 CDEs). This is much lower than the match rate produced by the ANN
algorithm. The ANN algorithm produced a match rate of between 34 - 94%22. For the ANN algorithm, the lowest
match rate of 34% corresponded to a set of CDEs that were semantically different from the training set and contained
many CDEs that were manually mapped to BRIDG classes for which there was insufficient training data. To determine
why the algorithm was returning such a low match rate, we looked at those CDEs that had a path distance of 4 and a
path that went through the Object Class’s primary concept.
Analysis of Paths with a Distance of Four
A path with a distance of 4 indicates that the CDE and the BRIDG class directly share an NCI Thesaurus concept.
Since the Object Class is equivalent to a UML class34, a path from a CDE to a BRIDG class that goes through the
Object Class’s primary concept and has a distance of 4 should represent a correct match. Figure 4 shows such a path.

Figure 4. Example path with a distance of 4.
64 CDEs had a path to a BRIDG class that had a distance of four and went through the Object Class primary concept.
However, the match rate for these CDEs was only 33%. A closer analysis of the incorrectly matched CDEs shows that
the mappings were more complex than the shortest path results initially indicate. For the majority of the CDEs
analyzed, they were manually mapped to a more specific BRIDG class. For example, the shortest path algorithm
associated with the CDE Product Collection Date with the BRIDG class Product. However, the CDE was manually
mapped to the BRIDG class PerformedSubstanceExtraction. The manually mapped BRIDG class is correct. A subject
matter expert is able to evaluate the meaning of the entire CDE, while the shortest path algorithm focuses on one
concept. Table 2 presents some example CDEs along with the manually mapped BRIDG class, predicted BRIDG
class, and a comment explaining the discrepancy. Even this analysis is subjective. Another subject matter expert may
have a different interpretation of the mappings.
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Table 2. Example of discrepancies between manually mapped and predicted BRIDG classes.
CDE Long Name

Manually Mapped
BRIDG Class

Predicted
BRIDG Class

Comment

Person Fax
Number

StudySitePersonnel

Person

Manual mapping is technically incorrect
because it introduces semantics not
contained within the CDE.

Cellular Therapy
Product Unique
Identifier

Subject

Product

Manual mapping is technically incorrect
because it introduces semantics not
contained within the CDE.

Product Batch
Number Unique
Identifier

ProcessedProduct

Product

Manual mapping is potentially correct;
ProcessedProduct has an association with
Product.

Person Sex Type

BiologicEntity

Person

Manual mapping is correct; BRIDG is
designed to accommodate non-human
subjects and CDEs are generally created
from a human perspective.

Product Tissue
Donor
Relationship Type

SubstanceExtraction

Product

Manual mapping is correct; the CDE was
mapped to a more specific BRIDG class
that better captured the semantics.

AdministrationRelationship

Discussion
Reasons for the Low Match Rate
The low match rate returned by the shortest path algorithm was unexpected but brought to light the subjective nature
of mapping and data quality issues. Defining metadata and mapping data standards is a subjective process. Each
individual involved in the process has use cases and perspectives that influence their work. In many ways, the BRIDG
model, the caDSR CDEs, and the NCI Thesaurus are like the parable of the three blind sages trying to describe an
elephant. Each is describing the same thing but doing it from a slightly different perspective. For example, the CDEs
in the caDSR are primarily created to capture patient-related data such as outcomes data. As a result, they are patientfocused. The BRIDG model was developed to represent both pre-clinical and clinical data11. As such, it needs to
capture information about non-human research subjects. The CDE Person Birth Date illustrates this situation well.
The CDE uses the concept for Person, which is also used by the BRIDG class Person. This resulted in a shortest path
with a distance of four. However, the BRIDG model reserves the Person class for human-specific attributes such as
occupation. Attributes such as date of birth and gender are in the class BiologicEntity. The path between the CDE
Person Date of Birth and the BRIDG class of BiologicEntity has a distance of five. The CDE, the manual mapping to
the BRIDG class BiologicEntity, and the associated concepts are fundamentally correct. However, the shortest path
algorithm is purely objective. It looks at the underlying data and matches the CDE to the BRIDG class of Person.
A similar difference of perspective is seen with how concepts are defined in the NCI Thesaurus and used by BRIDG
and the CDEs. This is exemplified by CDE Surgical Procedure Performed Date, which was manually mapped to the
BRIDG class “PerformedProcedure.” The mapping distance between the CDE and BRIDG class is seven. The reason
for the long mapping distance lies with how the underlying concepts are defined. The CDE uses the concept “Surgical
Procedure,” which has a semantic type of “Health Care Activity” and a root concept of “Activity.” The BRIDG class
uses the concept “PerformedProcedure,” which has a semantic type of “Research Activity” and a root concept of
“Conceptual Entity.” The representations of the two concepts in the NCI Thesaurus are different but technically
correct. A surgical procedure can be both a health care activity and a research activity. Unfortunately, the different
representations have created semantic silos, which the shortest path algorithm struggles to overcome.
The results of the shortest path analysis also revealed potential data quality issues with both the choice of BRIDG
classes selected during the manual mapping process and with how the CDEs were defined. For example, the algorithm
found a path with a distance of four between the CDE Person Fax Number and the BRIDG class Person. During the
manual mapping process, the CDE was mapped to the BRIDG class StudySitePersonnel. The mapping is technically
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incorrect because it introduces information not contained in the semantic definition of the CDE. Most likely, the
individual who performed the manual mapping based the mapping on the context in which the CDE was used and not
strictly on the semantics of the CDE. Manually mapping the CDE to StudySitePersonnel limits the reusability of the
mapping to other contexts.
The shortest path algorithm also highlighted instances where the CDE was constructed using incorrect concepts. For
example, the CDE Disease Involvement Site Other Specify has a path length of seven to the manually mapped BRIDG
class of TargetAnatomicSite. Analysis of the CDE revealed that it had incorrectly used the generic NCI Thesaurus
concept for Location instead of the correct concept for Anatomic Site. This error made it difficult for the shortest path
algorithm to find the path to the correct BRIDG path.
Limitations
There are several limitations to our work. First, we used an unweighted implementation of the shortest path algorithm.
According to caDSR best practice, the bulk of a CDE’s semantic meaning should be contained in the Data Element
Concept31, 34. Adjusting the algorithm’s parameters so that paths going through the Value Domain have a higher
weight, may have produced a better match rate. Second, the algorithm only considers one concept. The complete
meaning of a CDE cannot be understood by looking at one concept in isolation. This limits the ability of the algorithm
to predict an appropriate BRIDG class. Finally, 12% of the BRIDG classes were not associated with an NCI Thesaurus
concept. While this had little impact on this project, to extend this work to other use cases, this gap should be closed.
Next Steps
We plan to enhance to shortest path algorithm implementation to include weighting and to better handle relationships
between BRIDG classes. The weighting will prioritize those paths that go through the Data Element Concept which
should contain the bulk of the semantic meaning for the CDE31, 34. Also, sometimes the manually mapped class was
either a descendent of or associated with the predicted BRIDG class. Adjusting the algorithm to include such classes
along with the BRIDG class associated with the shortest path may improve the effectiveness of using a graph database
to semi-automate the mapping process.
Next, we plan to explore combining the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm for facilitating the mapping of
CDEs to the BRIDG model with the Neo4j graph database implementation of the BRIDG model, caDSR CDEs, and
the NCI Thesaurus. Since the ANN algorithm learns from previous CDE to BRIDG mappings, it can handle the
subjective nature of the mapping process. The performance of the algorithm diminishes when it has insufficient
training data. The performance of the algorithm may improve if it can leverage the underlying semantics of both the
CDEs and the BRIDG classes. In particular, performance may improve if the ANN algorithm can incorporate
synonyms. In contrast, the Neo4j graph database and shortest path algorithm employ an objective, logical approach to
mapping. It looks strictly at the semantic relationships between BRIDG classes, caDSR CDEs, and NCI Thesaurus
concepts. It does not consider the context, nor does it learn from previous mappings. Combining the ANN algorithm
with the graph database may result in better mapping predictions, especially when there is insufficient training data.
The incorporation of the BRIDG model, caDSR CDEs, and NCI Thesaurus concepts into one graph database creates
a framework to perform robust quality assurance testing. Our analysis of the shortest path algorithm results revealed
instances of incorrect mappings and poor CDE construction. We plan to develop a collection of Cypher queries to
determine potential quality issues.
Another area to explore is expanding the NCI Thesaurus so that it can accommodate multiple perspectives. For
example, annotating a concept such as PerformedProcedure as being both a Health Care Activity and a Research
Activity will increase its interoperability when used in different contexts and use cases.
Conclusion
The process of manually defining and mapping clinical data standards combines logical, objective reasoning, along
with subjective characteristics informed by the individual’s experience and the particular use case. As a result, a more
objective mapping approach, such as the graph-based shortest path algorithm, will not be able to replicate the manual
mapping results perfectly. An approach, such as an artificial neural network-based algorithm that learns from previous
manual mappings, is better able to replicate the manually mapping results but is limited by lack of training data and
semantic annotations. Combining the rich semantics contained in a graph database along with the learning capabilities
of an artificial neural network may provide for a more robust mapping strategy
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The graph database that incorporates the BRIDG model, caDSR CDEs, and the NCI Thesaurus provides a valuable
source of semantic annotations that can be leveraged for a variety of purpose. In particular, the graph database has the
potential to facilitate quality assurance testing.
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Abstract
This project aims to assess usability and acceptance of a customized Epic-based flowsheet designed to streamline
the complex workflows associated with care of patients with implanted Deep Brain Stimulators (DBS). DBS patient
care workflows are markedly fragmented, requiring providers to switch between multiple disparate systems. This is
the first attempt to systematically evaluate usability of a unified solution built as a flowsheet in Epic. Iterative
development processes were applied, collecting formal feedback throughout. Evaluation consisted of cognitive
walkthroughs, heuristic analysis, and ‘think-aloud’ technique. Participants completed 3 tasks and multiple
questionnaires with Likert-like questions and long-form written feedback. Results demonstrate that the strengths of
the flowsheet are its consistency, mapping, and affordance. System Usability Scale scores place this first version of
the flowsheet above the 70th percentile with an ‘above average’ usability rating. Most importantly, a copious amount
of actionable feedback was captured to inform the next iteration of this build.
Introduction
Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is now an established treatment for Parkinson’s disease, essential tremor and
dystonia, and it holds potential to treat numerous other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders. This modality
has seen rapid adoption accompanied by a quickly growing industry; there are multiple manufacturers of DBSdevices, and each manufacturer provides their own propriety data entry platforms, interfaces, and suggested
workflow. Although DBS products may use similar data elements and track similar metrics, the totality of this data
is not available in a single source. Patient visits are therefore complicated, requiring the capture of diverse
heterogeneous data about the person as well as device specifications, performance variables and stimulation
parameters. DBS providers examine data from these devices and from ongoing non-DBS treatments, so they must
switch between multiple platforms and different applications in addition to the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) to
find critical information about patient care.
These complexities are multiplied by frequent patient visits, as there are numerous ongoing adjustments to optimize
DBS therapy. Furthermore, since DBS is already the most frequently performed surgical procedure for the treatment
of advanced Parkinson’s Disease1, the volume of patients is expected to increase. Specialized multidisciplinary care
centers that focus on DBS are already being formed; in New York, The Mount Sinai Health System now hosts the
Nash Family Center for Advanced Circuit Therapeutics (C-ACT), to facilitate coordinated and comprehensive care.
This comprehensive treatment model is involved in all stages of DBS therapy, including patient screening, imagingguided surgical planning, implantation surgery, intraoperative testing, therapeutic parameter selection, ongoing
testing and optimization, and long-term management with ongoing medication adjustments and rehabilitation
throughout the treatment trajectory for each patient.
Unfortunately, excitement about DBS as a modality is somewhat tempered, owing to its complex and fragmented
workflows. Providers - including physicians, PAs, nurses, and neurosurgeons – must endure multiple points of data
entry across disparate systems and even on paper. Retrieving information is equally complex, as there is no one
‘source of truth’. This presents an increased risk for errors in patient care, and it is detrimental to any underlying
research. Moreover, this contributes to significant documentation-related stress, adding to frustration, decreasing job
satisfaction, and ultimately leading to burnout. Usability analysis is crucial to resolve these issues in this nascent
workflow.
An effective solution to streamline the process may be to create a single ‘source of truth’. As the most
comprehensive patient data already exists in the EMR, we chose this to be the single point of entry and reference for
our staff. There are no pre-existing tools in the EMR that fit the needs of this specialty service. This project
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represents the first attempt to integrate all components of the DBS workflow into a single source by following usercentered design principles throughout all iterations of development.
Methods – System Design
User-centered design principles guided development at all phases.
Initial specifications were obtained through meetings with stakeholders and one-on-one sit downs with experts;
these formative activities defined users, user needs, and basic workflows 2. This feedback shaped the first functional
version of the flowsheet (Figure 1).

Figure 1. First version of the DBS Flowsheet
The flowsheet was built in Epic 2019 with the standard interface of this build. A ‘table of contents’ that displays
multiple groups arranged in a predicted workflow is visible on the left side of the screen. Each group corresponds
with a different component of the patient encounter; many of these groups represent the disparate systems we seek
to unite into a single interface. For example, the ‘Device Settings’ groups are intended to record DBS devicespecific facts such as voltage, pulsewidth, and impedance, which are traditionally stored on a manufacturer-supplied
device. Subsequent groups represent surveys such as the UPDRS or Y-BOCS, which capture information from later
in the patient encounter.
Explanations for the fields (called ‘Row Information’) are visible on the right side of the screen. Field contents can
be restricted to certain values relevant to that row of the flowsheet. Some fields require the entry of free text,
whereas others require users to pick an item from a predefined list.
Methods - Study Design
The research assistant prepared a workstation already logged in to an Epic 2019 training environment with a mock
patient encounter open and the flowsheet present on the screen. Upon sitting down at the workstation, the participant
was presented with a standardized packet of surveys and instructions. Participants first filled out a demographic
survey before reading the instruction packet and then performing 3 tasks.
Task 1 prompted the user to enter the current date into the flowsheet. This task was relatively simple and could be
completed with few actions. Task 2 was progressively more complex: the participant would enter mock data into
multiple fields, and could refer to the row information on screen for guidance. Task 3 expanded on this same format,
requiring users to find the ‘Settings’ section of the flowsheet, which would cascade open upon entering data.
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Participants were instructed to ‘think aloud’ during each task, and participants’ comments were recorded by the
research assistant. Participants were prompted to keep talking if they stopped.

Figure 2. Task Self-Assessment (Post-Task Questionnaire)
At the completion of each task, subjects were asked to grade that task on a scale of 1 to 5 using a 3-item Task SelfAssessment survey (Figure 2) which included the following questions: 1) How difficult or easy was it to complete
this task? 2) How satisfied are you with using this application/system to complete this task? 3) How would you rate
the amount of time it took to complete this task?
Upon completion of all tasks, participants filled out a
heuristic evaluation (Figure 3) presented as a short 6item survey based on Design Principles for
Usability3, with Likert-like responses.
Finally, participants were given an exit survey, and
the System Usability Scale (SUS).
Results
12 subjects participated in this phase of the formal
usability evaluation.
All tasks were successfully completed by all 12
participants, and there were no requests for help. On
average, Task 1 required the least amount of time to
complete, whereas Task 3 required the most time
(Table 1).

Figure 3. Heuristics Evaluation Survey

Table 1. Task Performance Summary
Task #
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

Task
Accomplished (%)
100
100
100

Help Needed
(%)
0
0
0
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Accomplished Time (sec)
Mean ± SD
9.5 ± 8.5
81.9 ± 19.2
216.0 ± 81.1

Task Self-Assessment ratings were highest for Task 1, and the lowest for Task 3 (Table 2).
Table 2. Task Self-Assessment Averages
Difficulty
Satisfaction
Amount of Time

Task 1 Rating (SD)
4.7 (0.4)
4.9 (0.3)
4.7 (0.6)

Task 2 Rating (SD)
4.3 (0.9)
4.5 (0.9)
4.4 (0.8)

Task 3 Rating (SD)
3.4 (1.1)
3.0 (1.2)
3.0 (1.2)

Heuristics scores were highest for Consistency, Mapping, and Affordance. Scores for Constraints were lowest
(Table 3).
Table 3. Heuristic Evaluation Averages
The System Usability Scale (SUS) mean of 76.7 indicates an
‘above average’ usability, placing this flowsheet above the 70th
percentile.
Discussion

Heuristic Evaluation

Average Score (SD)

Consistency

4.1 (0.8)

Visibility

3.8 (0.8)

Affordance

4.0 (0.8)

DBS patient encounters are complex, and a single visit involves
Mapping
4.1 (0.7)
capturing both device data and other neuropsychiatric data such as
Feedback
3.9 (1.0)
movement disorder scales and depression scales, acquired by
multiple caregivers from various specialties. Providers’ original
Constraints
3.0 (1.1)
workflow involved switching between multiple platforms within
the same visit, repeatedly entering secure log in credentials,
identifying the correct patient, opening the correct encounter, then finding the relevant information and
documentation. This complexity creates opportunity for errors of commission and errors of omission2, but it also
contributes to EMR frustration. As clinician dissatisfaction and burnout has now reached epidemic proportions4, it is
incumbent on us to perform formal usability evaluations on our tools, to reduce the frustrations contributing to this
crisis.
Flowsheet design began with interviews of the experts and stakeholders during one-on-one sit downs. These
encounters outlined the extent of the data that needed to be captured in a single source. Since DBS patient care
involves an interdisciplinary team across multiple settings, the flowsheet would need to capture extraordinarily
diverse data. Multiple mock-ups and static images were brought to the sit-down sessions, and these were useful to
shape the overall design and feature set. These versions became the model to build the first functional flowsheet.
To best capture actionable feedback about this first version, a structured evaluation with both quantitative and
qualitative elements was applied. Testing took place in a Playground environment that functionally matched the
Production version. Study participants were chosen from the pool of clinicians and support staff who regularly need
to access, record, and retrieve information in patients’ health records.
Cognitive walkthroughs were chosen since they evaluate how well the interface supports “exploratory learning,” or
how well the first-time user can perform a task without formal training; they may uncover errors in design that
interfere with task completion, and they explain mismatches between the users’ and the designers’ conception of a
task5. When coupled with Think-aloud Technique, this combination provided copious feedback.
Tasks were selected for scenario-based testing and arranged in order of increasing complexity, appropriate for the
end-user role of Clinician interviewing a patient. The first task was relatively simple, requiring few actions and
taking little time, whereas subsequent tasks require the user to enter multiple fields and to explore distant parts of the
flowsheet. Task #3 required users to enter information in a particular sequence, to trigger a cascade; certain rows
that were hidden to reduce visual clutter would appear when users enter data in a select field. More complicated
tasks were expected to require more time to complete, and this matches the Task Performance Summary results. It
also offered more time for Think-aloud feedback during the more complex tasks.
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Think-aloud feedback captured by the participants during their tasks yielded multiple action points (Table 4).

Table 4. Think-aloud feedback
Think-aloud feedback

Actions to Resolve

Table of Contents order does not match
workflow
List of selection choices incomplete

Change group order and nesting

Fix incorrect field names

Update 'display name' for rows

Redundant fields

Consolidate rows where applicable

Row descriptions do not show all choices

More verbose row descriptions

Fields out-of-order
Fields not present
Row restrictions missing or inappropriate

Rearrange row order
Add missing rows
Update row restrictions

Add list entries for relevant selections

Although the general workflow was outlined prior to development during formative sit-downs, clinical staff quickly
discovered avenues for further optimization.
Users were particularly sensitive to row information (Figure 4) and row restrictions, when applicable.

Figure 4. Row Information
Heuristic evaluation also offered valuable insight to the users’ experience with the flowsheet interface. This
inspection method was chosen since it may prospectively uncover both major and minor problems with the user
interface, indicate severity, and - importantly - suggest solutions. Additionally, it may capture issues that are missed
by other methods6. For this study, a quick 6-item survey based on Norman’s Design Principles of Usability was
provided to participants. Lowest scores for ‘Constraints’ and ‘Visibility’ emphasize the importance of building row
restrictions (Figure 5) and an orderly table of contents, respectively. The high scores for Consistency, Mapping, and
Affordance reflect the strengths of this flowsheet interface.
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Figure 5. Row Restrictions
System Usability Scale scores were normalized and calculated in the usual way (Figure 6). The SUS average of 76.7
places this first iteration of the flowsheet above the 70 th percentile. While this confers an ‘above average’ usability
rating, it may simply reflect Epic 2019’s general flowsheet design. Users are already familiar with basic flowsheets
and how to navigate them. However, this serves as a useful baseline for future builds, which will need to
accommodate more functionality and capture more complex data.
Overall, the results from this first version of the flowsheet
highlight the importance of following formal usability practices
during design, such as beginning with a formative evaluation and
then engaging the target audience for structured feedback.
Baseline metrics and actionable data are the crucial results from
this stage of development. Quantitative and qualitative measures
(the heuristic evaluation and the Think-aloud, in particular)
provided valuable insights that will lead to a redesign of the
flowsheet.
Conclusion
This is the first attempt to systematically evaluate the
Figure 6. System Usability Scale (SUS) Score Distribution
usability of an integrated DBS flowsheet. Now that
structured, actionable feedback has been obtained, this information will be used to create a mature digital workflow
that best fits the needs of DBS patients and the patient care team.
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Abstract
The Department of Veteran’s Affairs (VA) archives one of the largest corpora of clinical notes in their corporate data
warehouse as unstructured text data. Unstructured text easily supports keyword searches and regular expressions.
Often these simple searches do not adequately support the complex searches that need to be performed on notes.
For example, a researcher may want all notes with a Duke Treadmill Score of less than five or people that smoke
more than one pack per day. Range queries like this and more can be supported by modelling text as semi-structured
documents. In this paper, we implement a scalable machine learning pipeline that models plain medical text as useful
semi-structured documents. We improve on existing models and achieve an F1-score of 0.912 and scale our methods
to the entire VA corpus.
Introduction
The Veteran’s Health Administration (VHA) is America’s largest integrated health care provider. The VHA provides
care to United States Veterans at over 1,250 health care facilities nationwide. Currently, the VHA uses the Veterans
Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA) system to house the electronic health records (EHR)
of more than nine million veterans. VistA hosts structured data, images, and unstructured text.
Text Integration Utilities (TIU) is one of the VistA software packages. The TIU package allows healthcare staff to
document patients’ care processes as a medical note. The TIU package manages clinical notes creation, editing and
search. Clinicians use TIU to enter discharge summaries, progress notes, and other clinical documents. Healthcare
facility managers also use TIU to search for documents. TIU also provides users with the ability to sign documents.
The content among TIU notes varies widely. Content varies depending on clinician, facility, and the type of care the
patient received. Additionally, content for a specific type of care varies over time. TIU manages this change by creating
a hierarchy of document types. All documents inherit from a base document type, and then notes are specialized into
discharge summaries, progress notes, etc.
The structure in a newly created TIU note is determined by what attributes that document inherited from the document
type hierarchy. Notes often have precompiled templates with boilerplate sentences, text fields, check boxes, and
section headings. Clinicians fill out the appropriate fields while giving care to the patient. Clinicians are able to
modify documents by adding custom fields or typing additional information.
There is no standard hierarchy of document attributes. Each deployment of the TIU package allows documents to
be configured differently. The result is that a document at facility A may record a patient’s weight in a field named
weight while another document at facility B records weight in a field called wt. So there can be a wide variety of
documents across all the VistA systems.
The Department of Veterans Affairs corporate data warehouse (CDW) stores data from across the enterprise. Extract,
transform, and load (ETL) scripts are responsible for moving data from the 130+ different VistA systems into the
appropriate enclave in the CDW. Inside the CDW enclaves, most data is stored in traditional relational databases. The
clinical documents from TIU are stored in the research enclave and loaded into a single text column of a fact table 1 .
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These data are extremely valuable to the medical research community because they contain information not captured
in the structured portions of the EHR. Yet these data are difficult to use due to the unstructured nature of the text
columns. Text columns lend themselves well to inverted indices, keyword searches and look ups but fail to support
complex queries on fields within the document. For example, it is reasonable for a researcher to ask for all of the notes
where a clinician wrote diabetes in a patient’s past medical history. If the notes are stored as unstructured text, then
that user must write a custom application to find the answer to their query. We propose a machine learning approach
to model unstructured text to support more complex queries.
In this paper, we introduce JSONize, a scalable machine learning pipeline that models medical text as scehma-free
JSON documents. JSON is a human readable text format for expressing structured data with support for many programming languages 2 . A JSON document is a collection of fields and values in a structured format 3 . Figure 1 shows
an example of a clinical document modelled as unstructured text on the left and modelled as a semi-structured JSON
document on the right.
{

Nursing Stress Test
Patient Name: Last, First Age: 60
SSN: XXX-XX-XXXX
Type of ETT: Bruce Protocol
Past Medical History:
1) Diabetes
2) Hypertension

"Nursing Stress Test": "",
"Patient Name": "Last, First",
"Age": 60,
"SSN”:”XXX-XX-XXXX",
"Type of ETT”: "Bruce Protocol",
"Past Medical History": [
"Diabetes",
"Hypertension"
]

Jsonize( )

}

Figure 1: Using JSONize to model a clinical document (left) to a JSON document (right).
Related Work
JSONize is not a clinical information extraction system 4 . Information extraction deals with modelling unstructured
or semi-structured data as structured data 5 . JSONize models text as semi-structured documents. This distinction
separates the JSONize approach from other approaches geared toward information extraction 6,7 . JSONize makes
the simple observation that TIU notes have enough structure to be modelled, stored and queried as semi-structured
documents.
JSONize builds on previous approaches to the section identification problem. In a survey of approaches to section
identification, Pomares et al. categorize current approaches as either rule-based, purely machine learning or machinelearning- rules hybrids 8 . Pomares et al. also compared approaches based on a number of factors like the language
the note was written in, narrative type, and performance metrics. The survey shows that conditional random fields
out-perform other machine learning approaches while maintaining the ability to generalize. Pomares et al. notes that
rule-based approaches lack the ability to generalize to notes from different healthcare facilities and authors.
One of the requirements of our system is to process 20 years worth of clinical documents from 130 VistA systems by
hundreds of different authors. Hence we choose to use a token based approach with conditional random fields (CRF)
similar to the one introduced by Dai et al. 9 , which is demonstrated to work well with publicly available data sets. Dai
et al. use MedPost to tokenize the medical text. Then Dai et al. generate and normalize multiple features based on
word, affix, orthography, lexicon, semantic, and layout. Then Dai et al. train and test a linear-chain CRF model on a
publicly available data set achieving an F1-score of 0.942.
Methods
We propose a two-step approach to modelling medical text as a JSON document. First, we solve the section identification problem 8 . Then we follow up with a rule-based post-processing module that provides structure to the annotated
sections. To address the size of our data, we scale out using Apache Spark.
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Figure 2: The components of JSONize.
We approached the section identification problem using a method adapted from Dai et al. 9 . First, we preprocess
each document using data set specific techniques that clean the data. Next, we tokenize the documents and generate
features. Then we use a binary classifier to classify each token as either a section header or not a section header.
Preprocessing
Prior to processing notes we replace all unicode code point characters less than 32 and greater than 126 with a newline.
This fixes errors caused by optical character recognition and accidental insertion of binary data 10 .
Feature Generation
The feature generation module generates the features that are needed by the CRF classifier for section annotation. We
begin with the Apache cTakes implementation of the Penn TreeBank tokenizer to tokenize documents 11 . This converts
each note into a series of T tokens. For each token, we compute the same features as described in Dai et al. 9 and use
the SecTag vocabulary for the lexicon features 12 . We make two changes in this feature set:
1. We remove the semantic features that are intended to disambiguate abbreviations. Abbreviations are common
throughout medical text and difficult to disambiguate even when context is present. For example, the abbreviation pt appears in approximately 10% of the documents in the corpus and can mean a variety of things depending
on the context. In a corpus of billions of documents over a 20 year time period, the amount of abbreviations in
the corpus is so vast that the simple semantic features of Dai et al. 9 did not make sense.
2. We change the behavior of the newline feature to be the count of newlines before a token, instead of just checking
for an empty line before a token.
We implement the Dai et al. features using Python and denote the resulting feature vector for token t ∈ {1, . . . , T } by
at .
There is no standard definition of a section in a medical note. Denny et al. define a section header as a segment
that includes words that provide context for the encapsulated text, but whose words themselves do not add specific
clinical information 13 . This means that each token is classified as a section header or not a section header, which we
denote as {key, value}, respectively. We use Denny et al.’s definition of a section header but remove the constraint
that a section header cannot add clinical information. We interpret a segment as a phrase not part of a grammatically
correct sentence. Consider the sentence, ”The patient’s HR is XX, and the patient’s BP is XX.” We would not label a
section header. Consider the string ”Vital Signs: HR XX BP XX”. We would label all of V italSigns, HR and BP
as sections headers (keys). In this regard we deviate from Dai et al. and label sections and subsections as keys.
The at features model topmost sections well. A topmost section is a section that cannot be viewed as further describing
a previous section. Topmost sections are usually sections like Allergies, Medications, and Vital Signs. Rather than
only modelling topmost sections, we model all sections in the note and offer the following improvements to the at
features. After the removal of the semantic features from feature change 1 above and the way newlines are calculated
from feature change 2, the resulting set of features is called bt .
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We add a layout feature, ct , a count of white space preceding a token. The original layout features only account for
newline characters. In the VA data set, tabs and spaces can also signal the beginning of a new section. For example,
consider Figure 1. The clinical document on the left uses two spaces before the Age : section starts. The ct feature is
intended to extend all sections and not just topmost sections.
The output from the feature generation module for a single note with T tokens is a set of T feature vectors xt = (bt , ct ),
where t = 1, . . . , T .
Section Annotation
The section annotation module uses the features from the previous module to classify tokens as a section header or
not. CRFs are well suited to classification tasks with a large number of interrelated features. Linear-chain CRFs are
probabilistic sequence models for computing the conditional probability p(Y |X) of a label sequence Y = {y1 , ..., yT },
in our case a binary sequence coding {key, value}, given input sequence X = {x1 , ..., xT }. A linear-chain CRF
model for token t is given by,
(K
)
T
X
1 Y
exp
λk fk (yt , yt−1 , xt ) ,
(1)
P (Y |X) =
Z(x) t=1
k=1

where Z(x) is an instance specific normalization term such that the sum of all possible sequence labels sum to 1,
{fk (yt , yt−1 , xt )}K
k=1 is a set of real-valued feature functions, and λk is a real-valued weight of the feature function.
The number of feature functions, K, is given by the number of possible feature vector combinations, where each
feature function is coded by a one-hot (dummy variable) 14 .
In this paper, we used CRFSuite’s implementation of linear-chain conditional random fields 15 . We compared `1regularization and `2-regularization during training, and we tuned the regularization parameters using grid search on
k-fold cross validation on the training data.
Postprocessing
Our post-processing module uses a rule-based approach to organize labelled tokens into a JSON document. JSON
documents are built on two structures: objects and arrays. Objects are a collection of field-value pairs. Arrays are
collections of values. A value can be a string, number, boolean, null, array, or another object. There are extensions to
JSON that support additional data types such as binary data. For this paper we do not consider binary data.
Postprocessing begins by pairing fields with their respective values. Fields are formed by merging all consecutive
tokens labelled as a section header. Values are formed by merging together all consecutive tokens labelled as not a
section header. Fields are paired to the first value after the last token in the field. In Figure 1, the tokens Last, ,, and
F irst were all labelled as not section headers. Since those tokens are consecutive and labelled as not section headers,
they were grouped into a single value. The field P atient N ame precedes them in the text so together they form a
field-value pair.
The field-value pairs form the basis for the JSON document. All field-value pairs that are not part of a subsection are
inserted in the JSON document. The current implementation of this module creates subsections for unordered lists
and numbered lists, otherwise a field-value pair is not considered a subsection. An unordered list is a field that begins
with a hyphen. An ordered list is a field that begins with a Roman numeral, numeric with or without surrounding
punctuation, or single letter with punctuation. In Figure 3 impression is section heading, and the different ordered
lists are subsections of the impression section.
Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a distributed computing framework 16 . The Spark application programming interface supports a mapreduce programming paradigm. A core component of Spark is the DataFrame abstraction which is a data set that is
horizontally distributed into a number of partitions. Operations on DataFrames are broken up into tasks that can be
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Impressions:
#1 No ST-Changes
#2 Maximum heart rate achieved

Figure 3: Examples of Ordered Lists in Medical Notes.
executed in parallel and distributed to workers. These workers can efficiently and reliably work in parallel across many
nodes.
In addition to fault tolerant computation across multiple nodes, Spark provides parallel input/output libraries based on
the Apache Parquet file format 17 . Spark allows easy use of the parquet file format through the DataFrame application
programming interface. Parquet allows us to store clinical documents efficiently and retrieve them quickly.
For this pipeline, we configured Apache Spark with two executors per node. Each executor had 55 GB of memory and
16 cores. We ran the master and driver on the same node. We used the local disks for spill directories and wrote the
final outputs to a parallel file system.
Results
As of the writing of this paper, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) version of the VA corpus does not update
via the ETL process. The ORNL version was last updated in October 2016. This version contains 3.4 billion TIU
notes. We exported these notes out of SQL Server and stored the notes on a parallel file system. Due to security
constraints, we implemented a Kerberos friendly Java Database Connectivity wrapper for Apache Spark to connect
to SQL Server. After the notes were extracted from SQL Server. the notes were stored in parquet format with gzip
compression. The total size of all 3.4 billion notes is 1.9 TB.
Generating the CRF Model
We randomly sampled 1,000 documents. We manually labelled all sections in 515 documents. The number of distinct
tokens labelled was 154,148. The number of tokens annotated as sections were 25,332. We used our own annotation
software for this task. After labelling we preprocessed all of the documents and generated features.
We split the labelled documents into training data and testing data. Our training data was 309 documents, and the test
data was 206 documents. We tuned the regularization parameters on the training data using grid search and k-fold
cross validation. We used five folds and searched the range between 0.02 and 2.00 in equal increments of 0.02 for
the `1- and `2- regularization parameters. After choosing the parameters we trained a CRF model on the training
data. Then we evaluated the model based on precision, recall, and F1-score. We performed this process for the aDAI
features and for the xJSON ize features (see Table 1). We found that the F1-score for the model using xJSON ize was
0.912 and the F1-score for the model using aDAI was .889.
Finally, we trained a CRF model using all of the labelled data with the features and parameters that worked best on the
test data. We stored the resulting model in a pickle file. This model was used by the section annotation module.
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aDAI Features
xJSON ize Features

`1-regularization
Precision Recall F1-score
0.898
0.874
0.886
0.892
0.890
0.891

`2-regularization
Precision Recall F1-score
0.900
0.878
0.889
0.921
0.902
0.912

Table 1: Comparing different sets of features on the testing data
Running the Entire Corpus
We converted all 3.4 billion clinical documents to JSON documents using the JSONize pipeline. This pipeline was
implemented in Python and Scala using 20 nodes of the Apache Spark cluster. The entire pipeline finished in 103
hours. 23 hours were spent in preprocessing and feature generation modules. The section annotator used 75 hours,
and the postprocessing module took 5 hours. After the post-processing module was completed, we stored the final
output in parquet files with one column which was a JSON document.
Final Analysis
After running JSONize on the entire VA corpus, we reviewed the output by counting the frequency of fields in the
JSON documents. We went through each document and counted the number of times each field appears. Note that
we did not review arrays. The total number of unique fields was 220,868,034. There are 36,247 fields that have
a frequency greater than 100,000. Table 2 lists the top 50 fields by frequency count. There are fields related to
medications, allergies, vital signs, and Subjective Objective Assessment Plan (SOAP) notes.
Medication related keys appeared frequently. The TIU notes often contain a list of current medications, expired
medications, and active medications prescribed by a doctor outside the VA. Many medication lists provide the drug
name, usage information sig, the amount qty, the number of refills ref ills, when the medication was prescribed issu,
when the medication was last filled last, and when the medication expires expr.
SOAP is a common method for structuring a patient’s note. In the EHR, these fields are often abbreviated to just s, o,
a, and p. The token subjective only appears in 4% of notes, and in an overwhelming majority of the documents that
contain the token subjective, it is only used once. JSONize made 64% of the uses of the word subjective a field. The
word subjective probably does not have many uses in the EHR outside of SOAP notes. The words assessment and
plan are common in prose and also used as section headings. Table 3 summaries these numbers and provides field
frequency, word frequency, and document frequency.
Discussion
We were able to model 3.4 billion TIU notes as JSON documents. Our method is scalable and reasonable to compute
on big medical data. The resulting JSON documents can support complex queries not easily performed on unstructured
notes.
We used this data in an initial use case for improving existing tobacco and alcohol use phenotypes. We were able to
query the most frequent fields that record tobacco and alcohol habits. We queried fields such as tobacco, tobacco use,
alcohol, alcohol use, and etoh. We were able to combine the structured data on smoking habits with the smoking
data that we found in the medical text. We found that often the medical text provides higher resolution of tobacco use
than the structured data. For example, notes can record how many packs per day are smoked.
We acknowledge some of the limitations of our paper. We plan to label more documents so that we have more training
and test data. Also, the postprocessing module needs more logic to correctly model all of the different ways that notes
can be recorded. For example, occasionally keys can follow the value in medical text. Lastly, we plan to evaluate deep
learning approaches in the section annotation module.
Conclusion
We implemented a machine learning pipeline that transformed clinical documents into JSON documents. This pipeline
uses state-of-the-art techniques and machine learning features. We evaluated our CRF model using a labelled data set
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Field
sig
active outpatient medications
comment
refills
qty
comments
last
expr
plan
issu
other
allergies
pulse
date
pain
weight
p
assessment
bp
temp
height
age
diagnosis
s
temperature

Frequency (millions)
597
397
364
360
357
339
317
315
311
304
303
283
271
271
251
245
215
189
172
161
161
157
150
149
140

Field
medications
o
a
level of understanding
if
chief complaint
heent
location
blood pressure
vital signs
resp
skin
abdomen
bmi
labs
lungs
provider
eval
objective
neck
active non-va medications
activity
respiration
neuro
os

Frequency (millions)
139
137
136
132
132
132
126
126
126
124
119
115
115
112
112
111
110
108
109
105
102
100
97
97
96

Table 2: The top 50 most frequent fields from the 3.4 billion JSON documents

Field
subjective
objective
assessment
plan
s
o
a
p

Field
Frequency
96
109
189
312
150
137
137
215

Word
Frequency
150
192
1,478
1,463
2,061
1,094
7,836
1,123

Document
Frequency
144
149
771
900
906
623
1,832
674

Table 3: This table gives field frequency, word frequency and the document frequency of selected words from the 3.4
billion JSON documents. All units are in millions.
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from the VA corpus of TIU Notes and achieved an F1-score of 0.912. This is 0.023 higher than a leading state-of-theart method using CRFs.
We scaled our technique to process 3.4 billion clinical documents. Our entire pipeline finished in 103 hours using a 20
node Apache Spark cluster. After we modelled all the documents as JSON documents, we counted the occurrences of
fields in the JSON documents. For SOAP notes, we compared the field frequency with word frequency and document
frequency.
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Abstract
The Clinical Classifications Software (CCS), by grouping International Classification of Diseases (ICD), provides
the capacity to better account for clinical conditions for payers, policy makers, and researchers to analyze
outcomes, costs, and utilization. There is a critical need for additional research on application of CCS categories to
validate the clinical condition representation and to prevent gaps in research. This study compared the event
frequency and ICD codes of CCS categories with significant changes from the first three quarters of 2015 to 2016
using National Inpatient Sample data. A total of 63 of the 285 diagnostics CCS were identified with greater than
20% change, of which 32 had increased and 31 decreased over time. Due to the complexity associated with the
transition from ICD-9 to ICD-10, more studies are needed to identify the reason for the changes to improve CCS use
for ICD-10 and its comparability with ICD-9 based data.
Introduction
Clinical grouping software provides end users with the capacity for dimensional reduction by transforming
voluminous sets of granular International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes and grouping them into higher level
but closely related clinical groups. Various clinical data grouping and risk adjustment software tools are
commercially produced, however many packages have substantial costs associated with licensing and use.1 Grouper
tools can help with clinical outcome assessment and research cohort development and evaluation. 2-4 One noncommercial alternative for clinical data grouping is the Clinical Classifications Software (CCS) which is freely
available and supported by the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) which is a Federal-State-Industry
partnership sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). CCS has been previously used
for patient cohort development and comorbidity adjustment in prior clinical studies. 5-8 CCS has also been used by
itself or in combination with other approaches for inpatient mortality, risk factor identification, cost and transplant
graft loss prediction.9-12
Prior published work on the CCS has used clinical encounter data including over 14,000 codes in ICD-9-CM with
3900 procedure codes.13 In the ICD-10-CM/PCS terminology version there are over 69,800 diagnosis codes and
71,900 procedural codes available. Such large and granular datasets provide a great deal of information with high
levels of detail, but their breadth makes modeling difficult due to their high dimensionality. Unlike the CCS coding
mappings for ICD-9, the CCS for ICD-10 is still in “beta” version status. 13 On October 1st, 2015, the Health and
Human Services mandated nationwide use of ICD-10 instead of ICD-9 for all inpatient medical coding and billing.
General Equivalence Mappings (GEMS) were developed over several years to create a useful, practical code
translation reference dictionary for ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM/PCS. 14, 15 The initial maps were completed in
September 2011 with the accuracy of the mappings verified by reviewing a 20 percent sample of the CM and PCS
files. In 2013, a reverse mapping validation of all the ICD-10-CM/PCS CCS assignments was conducted to verify
the accuracy of the mapping. A credentialed coder team verified the CCS by comparing ICD-9-CM AHRQ
classification assignments with the initial (2011) ICD-10-CM/PCS assignments. The GEMs map was applied in
reverse to test the reliability of the CCS assignment for both the diagnosis and procedure code sets. 13
HCUP released a document examining challenges in creating consistently defined groupings that incorporate
diagnosis codes from both the ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM systems. The analysis used HCUP data from 24 State
Inpatient Databases (SID) and 17 State Emergency Department Databases (SEDD) in 2013, 2014, and 2015. The
objective was to follow and compare diagnosis volume across the two classification systems. Comparing the
frequency of diagnosis categories for inpatient data between the fourth quarter of years 2014 and 2015 they found
that of the 262 CCS diagnosis categories, 93 categories (35 percent) increased or decreased by less than 5 percent
across the transition period. For 105 categories (40 percent), frequencies changed by 5 to 19 percent. For 39
categories (15 percent), frequencies changed by 20 to 49 percent. For 25 categories (10 percent), frequencies
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changed by greater than 50 percent.16 There are currently no published studies looking at the 2016 beta CCS version
and comparing the diagnosis incidence to previous years.
The CCS provides mappings of the ICD codes to a set of 285 mutually exclusive categories using the single level
coding for diagnoses and 231 mutually exclusive categories for procedures. The single level coding are of primary
interest since they can facilitate risk adjustment and diagnostic ranking work for research or software applications.13
The HCUP CCS website indicates there are no publications on the CCS beta version making this an important area
of research work. In this study we aim to compare the frequency of clinical events mapping to the CCS categories
from 2015 to 2016 and further investigate the potential reasons for changing event frequency by looking at the
changes in assignment and distribution of diagnosis codes across the October 1, 2015 ICD-9 to ICD-10 conversion.
Methods
The CCS was analyzed using 2015 and 2016 data from the National Inpatient Sample (NIS), one of the largest
publicly available all-payer health care databases in the USA. NIS data provides national estimates of hospital
inpatient stays and contains data from more than seven million hospital stays each year when unweighted and is
equivalent to an approximately 20 percent stratified sample of inpatient discharges from non-federal academic, acute
care, and community hospitals. It has more than 35 million hospitalizations nationally when weighted and represents
more than 97 percent of the USA population. The data set consist of de-identified data and therefore was determined
to be exempt from review by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board. In this descriptive study, the
first three quarters of 2015 and the first three quarters of 2016 were used to provide seasonally matching data sets
that included ICD9-CM clinical data for the 2015 data set and ICD10-CM/PCS for the 2016 data set. Three quarters
were used since the conversion to ICD-10 occurred for the last quarter of 2015 (starting October 1, 2015). The 2015
data provided the baseline incidence rates for each of the CCS categories and a cutoff of 20% change from 2015 to
2016 was considered significant in the evaluation. All diagnoses and the corresponding CCS for each individual
were included in the study. The cumulative level captured all CCS and associated diagnosis; therefore one individual
may have a specific CCS show up multiple times for their admission depending on the associated diagnoses. While
the unique level only captured a specific CCS once per individual during their admission.
Beta Version
The beta version of CCS for ICD-10-CM/PCS was downloaded from HCUP website using the updated version for
fiscal year 2016. This version is valid for ICD-10-CM/PCS codes through September 2016 which encompasses the
three quarters included in the study. The single-level diagnosis classification aggregates conditions into 285
mutually exclusive categories, most of which are clinically homogeneous. The beta version is meant to translate the
CCS system to ICD-10-CM/PCS without changing CCS assignments for diseases and conditions. However, because
of the greater overall structure and granularity detail of ICD-10-CM there are some ICD-9-CM conditions that do
not map to the same ICD-10 CCS. Some of the ICD-9-CM codes may map to multiple ICD-10-CM codes, some of
which some may have a closer match to the ICD-9-CM code/description compared to other codes.
Code Structure
Comparing ICD-9 to ICD-10 diagnosis code set structures, ICD-9 is 3-5 characters in length and the first digit may
be alpha or numeric, while ICD-10 is 3-7 characters in length, the first digit is alpha, is very specific and has
laterality (codes identifying right or left). Due to the greater number of characters present in ICD-10, it can have a
better capacity to identify disease etiology, anatomic site, and severity. Additionally, ICD-10 diagnosis coding
allows for the use of combination codes, which is a single code that can be used to classify a) two diagnoses, or b) a
diagnosis with an associated secondary process or a diagnosis with an associated complication. This feature allows
the reporting of a single code which provides multiple elements of the diagnosis. Overall the ICD-10 code sets
provide increased granularity and has expanded concept coverage as compared to ICD-9. Therefore in this study we
will compare the number of ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes in 2015 to 2016 in CCS including greater detail on some
specific categories to assess the accuracy of translation and to assess for potential coverage gaps. The significance
associated with the difference between frequencies of ICD-9 vs ICD-10 codes for specific conditions was assessed
using chi-square statistic.
Grouping of CCS categories
Since there are 285 mutually exclusive CCS diagnostic categories, only a subset of the categories were analyzed in
detail for this study. The categories were grouped based on presentation of substantial change, clinical significance
and notable findings from 2015 to 2016. CCS categories that had either less than 10 events per diagnosis or less
than 10 different associated ICD codes, were excluded due to data use agreement restrictions.
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ICD Mapping
In order to assure the ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnosis codes were linked appropriately, the codes were linked from
ICD-9 to ICD-10 and reverse linked from ICD-10 to ICD-9. Multiple resources were used to validate the mapping
including the WHO ICD-10 version from 2016, the American Medical Association (AMA) ICD-10-CM 2016 The
Complete Official Draft Code Set, AMA's ICD-9-CM 2015 Professional Edition for Hospitals, as well as the
ICD9Data.com and ICD10Data.com. Additionally web searches identified other coding guides such as payer
resources for specific conditions within the studied CCS categories.
Results
CCS Cumulative Events
A total of 63 CCS categories were identified that had a greater than 20% change in first three quarters of 2016
compared to same quarters in 2015. Among those, there were 32 CCS categories with an increase in number of
inpatient events and 31 CCS categories had a decrease in events compared to 2015 ICD-9 coding (Table 1, and
Table 2). The changes ranged from 1976.84% increase for CCS category other screening for suspected conditions to
a 98.95% decrease for rehabilitation care; fitting of prostheses; and adjustment of devices.

Table 1. Frequency of CCS cumulative events with greater than 20% increase in 2016
CCS
Category
258
661
57
656
209
125
50
228
195
133
655
243
119
231
252
230
64
177
41
224
236
216
259
203
650
662
197
240
229
127
82
20

CCS Category Description
Other screening for suspected conditions (not mental disorders or infectious disease)
Substance-related disorders
Immunity disorders
Impulse control disorders NEC
Other acquired deformities
Acute bronchitis
Diabetes mellitus with complications
Skull and face fractures
Other complications of birth; puerperium affecting management of mother
Other lower respiratory disease
Disorders usually diagnosed in infancy childhood or adolescence
Poisoning by nonmedicinal substances
Varicose veins of lower extremity
Other fractures
Malaise and fatigue
Fracture of lower limb
Other hematologic conditions
Spontaneous abortion
Cancer; other and unspecified primary
Other perinatal conditions
Open wounds of extremities
Nervous system congenital anomalies
Residual codes; unclassified
Osteoarthritis
Adjustment disorders
Suicide and intentional self-inflicted injury
Skin and subcutaneous tissue infections
Burns
Fracture of upper limb
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and bronchiectasis
Paralysis
Cancer; other respiratory and intrathoracic
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2015
2016
Percent
Frequency Frequency Change
5625
116822 1976.84%
450242
1158505 157.31%
13859
27434
97.95%
6688
13177
97.02%
48599
88292
81.67%
47945
82111
71.26%
537093
852571
58.74%
27420
42531
55.11%
419757
632961
50.79%
288407
411350
42.63%
12659
17023
34.47%
6468
8569
32.48%
8309
10976
32.10%
111313
146584
31.69%
103977
136840
31.61%
62023
80949
30.51%
24832
32239
29.83%
1487
1927
29.59%
15005
19439
29.55%
425122
542607
27.64%
38684
49343
27.55%
15006
19060
27.02%
2575008 3194210
24.05%
463026
569764
23.05%
26221
32084
22.36%
107424
131315
22.24%
247848
302458
22.03%
24386
29729
21.91%
51682
62642
21.21%
659472
796411
20.76%
102224
122997
20.32%
1149
1379
20.02%

Table 2. Frequency of CCS cumulative events with greater than 20% decrease in 2016
CCS
CCS Category Description
Category
227
Spinal cord injury
219
Short gestation; low birth weight; and fetal growth retardation
10
Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
123
Influenza
181
Other complications of pregnancy
104
Other and ill-defined heart disease
151
Other liver diseases
199
Chronic ulcer of skin
28
Cancer of other female genital organs
171
Menstrual disorders
148
Peritonitis and intestinal abscess
248
Gangrene
654
Developmental disorders
94
Other ear and sense organ disorders
111
Other and ill-defined cerebrovascular disease
178
Induced abortion
43
Malignant neoplasm without specification of site
242
Poisoning by other medications and drugs
108
Congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive
244
Other injuries and conditions due to external causes
2
Septicemia (except in labor)
179
Postabortion complications
663
Screening and history of mental health and substance abuse codes
87
Retinal detachments; defects; vascular occlusion; and retinopathy
204
Other non-traumatic joint disorders
670
Miscellaneous mental health disorders
256
Medical examination/evaluation
241
Poisoning by psychotropic agents
220
Intrauterine hypoxia and birth asphyxia
156
Nephritis; nephrosis; renal sclerosis
254
Rehabilitation care; fitting of prostheses; and adjustment of devices

2015
Frequency
10818
130673
691105
33054
493182
59425
413261
306884
4590
31106
39024
23866
55182
129705
37036
573
16036
41626
1133220
323080
704639
956
1463073
76807
225981
67680
104855
25627
4402
66342
64101

2016
Frequency
8596
103479
547248
25778
373644
44957
312237
231639
3461
22882
28220
17134
38666
89243
25033
379
10374
26675
723014
198787
433236
553
806611
39003
114554
33361
50746
9989
1317
17544
675

Percent
Change
-20.54%
-20.81%
-20.82%
-22.01%
-24.24%
-24.35%
-24.45%
-24.52%
-24.60%
-26.44%
-27.69%
-28.21%
-29.93%
-31.20%
-32.41%
-33.86%
-35.31%
-35.92%
-36.20%
-38.47%
-38.52%
-42.15%
-44.87%
-49.22%
-49.31%
-50.71%
-51.60%
-61.02%
-70.08%
-73.56%
-98.95%

Selected CCS unique events
In order to further assess the CCS categories, 11 categories were selected with clinical event frequency change of
greater than 50% (Table 1, Table 2) in 2016 and/or had clinical significance. After removal of duplicate CCS
categories at the individual level, the frequency of the selected CCS events in 2015 were compared to 2016 (Table
3). Overall the trends remained the same for the unique frequencies compared to cumulative frequencies. The
frequencies were very close to the cumulative frequency for certain CCS categories: cancer; other and unspecified
primary (41), immunity disorders (57), rehabilitation care; fitting of prostheses; and adjustment of devices (254),
and medical examination/evaluation (256). There was a greater than 20% decrease for diabetes mellitus with
complications (50) and other acquired deformities (209), while there was greater than 20% increase for substancerelated disorders (661) when comparing unique frequencies to cumulative frequencies. Since with some conditions
the CCS category was coded more frequently at the unique individual level in one year versus the other, this may
indicate some changes in underlying coding processes/patterns. The unique frequency was very close when
comparing 2015 to 2016 congestive heart failure (108); nonhypertensive, while for the cumulative frequency there
was 36.2% decrease for the same category.
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Table 3. Frequency of unique CCS events for select CCS categories
CCS
Category

Unique Event Frequency

CCS Description

2015

2016

Percent
Change

Increased in 2016
258

Other screening for suspected conditions

5356

113719

2023.21%

661

Substance-related disorders

316859

881091

178.07%

57

Immunity disorders

13401

26167

95.26%

45743

78957

72.61%

63163

649

-98.97%

209
Other acquired deformities
Decreased in 2016
254
Rehabilitation care; fitting of prostheses; and adjustment of devices
156

Nephritis; nephrosis; renal sclerosis

63750

16939

-73.43%

241

Poisoning by pyschotropic agents

21036

9137

-56.56%

256

Medical examination/evaluation

100242

48779

-51.34%

Others of Clinical Interest
41

Cancer; other and unspecified primary

14739

18964

28.67%

50

Diabetes mellitus with complications

415964

553641

33.10%

108

Congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive

700206

707709

1.07%

Selected CCS ICD codes comparisons
There was overall increase in the number of ICD-10s compared to ICD-9s, for substance related disorder (CCS 661)
and other acquired deformities (CCS 209) there were a greater than 3 fold increase in the number of ICDs within the
specific CCS category (Table 4). While the coded ICDs for medical examination/evaluation remained the same and
there was even a drop in ICDs for congestive heart failure from 16 ICD-9s to 15 ICD-10s.
Table 4. Unique ICD codes for selected CCS categories in 2015 and 2016
CCS
Category

CCS Category Description

Number of Unique ICD
Codes
2015

2016

Percent
Change

Increased in 2016
258

Other screening for suspected conditions

64

150

134.38%

661

Substance-related disorders

100

389

289.00%

57

Immunity disorders

16

47

193.75%

209

Other acquired deformities

64

226

253.13%

254

Rehabilitation care; fitting of prostheses; and adjustment of
devices

15

18

20.00%

156

Nephritis; nephrosis; renal sclerosis

29

65

124.14%

241

Poisoning by pyschotropic agents

20

56

180.00%

256

Medical examination/evaluation

30

30

0.00%

41

Cancer; other and unspecified primary

72

97

34.72%

50

Diabetes mellitus with complications

57

168

194.74%

108

Congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive

16

15

-6.25%

Decreased in 2016

Others of Clinical Interest
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Mapping CCS 108: Congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive
The ICDs associated with congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive were linked to further understand the reason for
the cumulative decrease in frequency from 2015 to 2016(Table 5). There was a substantial drop in the frequency of
ICD-10 linked to congestive heart failure, unspecified, with a 645,508 difference in number of times it was coded. In
ICD-10, the term “congestive” is considered a non-essential and therefore there is no code for “congestive” heart
failure; the term is included in code I50.9 - Unspecified heart failure. For systolic and/or diastolic heart failure,
“congestive” is included in the code(s) I50.2 Systolic (congestive) heart failure, I50.3 Diastolic (congestive) heart
failure or I50.4 Combined systolic (congestive) and Diastolic (congestive) heart failure. There is an increase in
documentation of ICD-10 I50.4 while there is a mix of increase and decrease for specific codes within I50.2 and
I50.3 when compared to the equivalent ICD-9 codes. The ICD-9 428.9 diagnosis code is also associated with I50.9.
Due to the fact that the term “congestive” was not present for many of the codes in ICD-9 each individual may have
been documented for 428.0 in addition to the specific heart failure diagnosis.
Table 5. Mapping of CCS category 108: Congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive and associated frequencies
Event Frequency
ICD-9 ICD-10

ICD-9
Diagnosis

Description

ICD-10
Diagnosis

398.91

Rheumatic heart failure (congestive)

I09.81

530

428.0

Congestive heart failure, unspecified

I50.9

428.1

Left heart failure

I50.1

428.20

Systolic heart failure, unspecified

428.21

Acute systolic heart failure

428.22
428.23
428.30
428.31

Difference *

373

-157

649578

4070

-645508

1100

13759

12659

I50.20

14059

26520

12461

I50.21

25796

75039

49243

Chronic systolic heart failure

I50.22

65490

87940

22450

Acute on chronic systolic heart failure

I50.23

84129

27822

-56307

Diastolic heart failure, unspecified

I50.30

28797

26249

-2548

Acute diastolic heart failure

I50.31

23989

102654

78665

428.32

Chronic diastolic heart failure

I50.32

87108

96972

9864

428.33

Acute on chronic diastolic heart failure

I50.33

85248

3230

-82018

428.40

Combined systolic and diastolic heart failure, unspecified

I50.40

3283

6556

3273

428.41

Acute combined systolic and diastolic heart failure

I50.41

5528

22505

16977

428.42

Chronic combined systolic and diastolic heart failure

I50.42

17499

43158

25659

428.43

Acute on chronic combined systolic and diastolic heart failure

I50.43

36314

186167

149853

428.9
Heart failure, unspecified
I50.9
4772
4070
-702
* The difference was found to be significant (P < 0.001) for all diagnoses except Rheumatic heart failure (congestive) at P = 0.17

Mapping CCS 50: Diabetes mellitus with complications
The top 10 diagnoses for diabetes mellitus with complications were identified for both ICD-9 and ICD-10. There
was 194.74% increase in overall number of coded clinical events in 2016 vs 2015 (Table 4). The top 10 most
frequent ICD-9 codes matched with 8 out of the 10 ICD-10 codes (Table 6, Table 7), with codes E11.42-Type 2
diabetes mellitus with diabetic polyneuropathy being only a partial match and E11.8- Type 2 diabetes mellitus with
unspecified complications not being in the top 10 for only ICD-10 coding. Several of the ICD-9 codes transitioned
into a combination for ICD-10 coding such as diabetes with neurological manifestations, type II or unspecified type,
uncontrolled and diabetes with ketoacidosis, type I [juvenile type], uncontrolled (Table 6). There is an overall
significant increase in frequency of codes being utilized except for diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, type II
or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled and diabetes with peripheral circulatory disorders, type II or
unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled when comparing ICD-10 to ICD-9. Since 2 of the ICD-9 codes
represented more than 2 separate codes in ICD-10, these were further analyzed (Table 7). Among the ICD-10 codes
that may potentially be a match for 250.80: Diabetes with other specified manifestations, type II or unspecified
type, not stated as uncontrolled, the ICD-10 code E11.628: Type 2 diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia without
coma was the most frequently used apart from E11.65: Type 2 diabetes mellitus with hyperglycemia. For 250.50:
Diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, type II or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled, E11.319 was the
most common representative in ICD-10 coding.
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Table 6. Mapping CCS 50: Diabetes mellitus with complications, top 10 diagnoses
ICD-9
Diagnosis

ICD-10
Diagnosis

Description

250.60

Diabetes with neurological manifestations, type II or
unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled

250.02

Frequency
Difference*
ICD-9
ICD-10

E11.40

95622

103366

7744

Diabetes mellitus without mention of complication, type II
or unspecified type, uncontrolled

E11.65

92164

246795

154631

250.40

Diabetes with renal manifestations, type II or unspecified
type, not stated as uncontrolled

E11.29 or
E11.22

59962

111678

51716

250.80

Diabetes with other specified manifestations, type II or
unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled

Multiple (see
Table 7)

59905

95280

35375

250.62

Diabetes with neurological manifestations, type II or
unspecified type, uncontrolled

E11.40 with
E11.65

37323

350161

312838

250.13

Diabetes with ketoacidosis, type I [juvenile type],
uncontrolled

E10.10 with
E10.65

27221

37905

10684

250.50

Diabetes with ophthalmic manifestations, type II or
unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled

Multiple (see
Table 7)

22696

22543

-153

250.82

Diabetes with other specified manifestations, type II or
unspecified type, uncontrolled

E11.65 with
E11.69

22546

264491

241945

250.42

Diabetes with renal manifestations, type II or unspecified
type, uncontrolled

E11.21 with
E11.65

18956

300369

281413

Diabetes with peripheral circulatory disorders, type II or
unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled

E11.51

15338

14520

-818

250.70
* The difference was found to be significant (P < 0.001) for all diagnoses

Table 7. Mapping CCS 50: Diabetes mellitus with complications, of ICD-9s with multiple ICD-10 equivalents
Frequency of Events
ICD-9

ICD-10
Equivalent

250.80

E11.618

ICD-10 Description
Type 2 diabetes mellitus with other diabetic
arthropathy

250.80

E11.620

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with diabetic dermatitis

161

250.80

E11.621

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with foot ulcer

28500

250.80

E11.622

3607

250.80

E11.628

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with other skin ulcer
Type 2 diabetes mellitus with other skin
complications

250.80

E11.649

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with hypoglycemia
without coma

40767

250.80

E11.69

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with other specified
complication

17696

250.80

E11.65

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with hyperglycemia

ICD-9

244

4305

114329
59905

Total

ICD-10

209609

E11.311

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with unspecified diabetic
retinopathy with macular edema

455

250.50

E11.319

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with unspecified diabetic
retinopathy without macular edema

20753

250.50

E11.36

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with diabetic cataract

360

E11.39

Type 2 diabetes mellitus with other diabetic
ophthalmic complication

975

250.50

250.50

22696

Total

548

22543

Discussion
The use of the CCS clinical grouper makes it easier to understand patterns of diagnoses and procedures more
efficiently so various organizations such as payers, policy makers, and researchers can analyze outcomes, costs, and
utilization associated with particular illnesses and conditions. Currently, there is limited research looking at the
impact of the transition from ICD-9 to ICD-10 within the CCS categories and the current version of CCS is listed as
a “beta” version.13,16 The goal of our study is to assess the assignment and distribution of ICDs and their associated
clinical events within CCS categories, especially for longitudinal data spanning the October 1, 2015 conversion.
The change in clinical coding from ICD-9 to ICD-10 created a number of issues with previously established clinical
software and research methods previously used in the USA. Code conversion involves identifying clinically
equivalent codes which exist in both terminology systems, however, the larger number of codes with greater
granularity provides greater knowledge representation capacity with ICD-10. For the majority of the CCS
categories, there has been an increase in the number of ICD codes, for some CCS categories there were at least three
times more ICD-10s compared to ICD-9s. This may explain the increase in frequency for certain CCS categories
despite the fact that the actual incidence of these conditions would have not increased so dramatically from one year
to another. Also with ICD-10, one code may overlap and represent multiple conditions vs the multiple separate
codes which would be needed in ICD-9 which may partly explain the change in ICD codes per category, but should
be controlled in part by careful CCS category mappings to prevent such significant changes in frequencies. For
conditions such as rehabilitation care, fitting of prostheses, and adjustment of devices; nephritis, nephrosis, renal
sclerosis; and poisoning by pyschotropic agents there was a decrease in frequency despite an increase in ICD-10
codes. The reason behind the decreases needs to be further investigated to better understand the transition within
these CCS categories as well as others with similar trends.
Interestingly there were conditions that had a decrease in unique ICD-10 code count, as shown in the results for CCS
categories such as congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive. When looking at the prevalence of the most common
cause of congestive heart failure, coronary heart disease, there was an increase from 5.6 percent in 2015 to 5.7
percent in 2016. 17, 18 As previously described, the major difference in the transition was that the terminology
applied, specifically the term “congestive”, created major differences in how often specific diagnosis codes were
documented. Also in this case if we had only looked at the clinical event frequency of the unique CCS events, this
category would not have been included in the study due to a less than 20 percent change from 2015 to 2016.
Therefore it is recommended for researchers to not only look at cumulative frequency of events but also unique
event rates in CCS categories when performing studies to capture true changes in incidences of conditions. Another
finding within this category was that acute on chronic systolic heart failure, and acute on chronic systolic heart
failure were less frequently coded in ICD-10 vs ICD-9 while there was a significant increase in acute and chronic
combined diastolic and systolic heart failure. This is a case where ICD-10 coding may have become less granular
therefore researchers should be aware when performing studies with this CCS category.
The frequency of the CCS category associated with diabetes had a greater than 50 percent increase comparing 2015
to 2016, even though the prevalence of diabetes decreased from 8.9 percent to 8.8 percent respectively.17,18 Diabetes
mellitus with complications showed a great increase in number of codes in ICD-10 vs ICD-9. When looking in
further detail several of the ICD-9 diagnoses were linked to a combination of ICD-10 although it is worth noting
these combinations are dependent on coder training and knowledge. The combinations may explain the significant
increase in frequency of the events in 2016. Additionally some of the codes did not have a clear equivalent therefore
more than 2 ICD-10s could be potentially coded that may represent the same diagnosis in ICD-9. Researchers
should be aware of the presence of these type of code problems when using this CCS category.
Several of the CCS categories with significant changes were described as “other” forms of a specific condition,
indicating there may be some variability in the selection for each CCS in the transition and therefore researchers
should be extra cautious when studying these conditions if they decide to use these types of CCS categories.
This increased knowledge representation of ICD-10 may not provide equivalent representation before and after the
conversion occurred. Additional work may be needed to adjust the coding groups in the beta version of CCS to
insure correct knowledge representation in the CCS software with a particular focus on those categories with the
greatest changes in events before and after ICD-10 implementation. In the interim, users may want to consider
additional evaluation on these CCS categories when using and await additional validation studies and newer CCS
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updates. More research is needed comparing additional ICD-10 data and using other datasets.
Conclusion
This descriptive study provides a deeper understanding of the transition of ICDs from the first three quarters of 2015
to 2016. Several CCS categories had a much higher and significantly lower number of clinical events present against
a similar denominator of overall events which are not likely due to changes in clinical care but rather a change in the
underlying ICD codes and their attribution to clinical categories in the CCS. Part of the changes may be due to
issues of incomplete mapping of ICD-9 to ICD-10 coding as well as issue of changing granularity of the ICD codes.
These areas of largest clinical event changes likely warrant additional exploration for further adjustments the in the
ICD codes associated with the respective CCS categories for ICD-10 application.
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Abstract
A substantial percentage of prostate cancer cases are overdiagnosed and overtreated due to the challenge in determining aggressiveness. Multi-parametric MR is a powerful imaging technique to capture distinct characteristics of
prostate lesions that are informative for aggressiveness assessment. However, manual interpretation requires a high
level of expertise, is time-consuming, and significant inter-observer variation exists for radiologists. We propose a
completely automated approach to assessing pixel-level aggressiveness of prostate cancer in multi-parametric MRI.
Our model efficiently combines traditional computer vision and deep learning algorithms, to remove reliance on
manual features, prostate segmentation, and prior lesion detection and identified optimal combinations of MR pulse
sequences for assessment. Using ADC and DWI, our proposed model achieves ROC-AUC of 0.86 and ROC-AUC of
0.88 for the diagnosis of aggressive and non-aggressive prostate lesions, respectively. In performing pixel-level classification, our model’s classifications are easily interpretable and allow clinicians to infer localized analyses of the
lesion.
Introduction
Prostate cancer is the second most common and second deadliest cancer among men in the United States, with an
estimated 31,620 fatalities in 20191 . While approximately 90% of all prostate cancers are detected in local and
regional stages, a substantial percentage (17-50%) of cases are overdiagnosed and overtreated2 . Low-grade prostate
cancers (Gleason Score ≤ 6; non-aggressive) are generally considered to be non-life threatening, and in many cases,
the patient may not even require immediate treatment. Physicians often recommend patients with low-grade prostate
cancer simply be monitored with active surveillance while the high-grade prostate cancers with a Gleason Score
ranging between 7 and 10, however, are considered aggressive and may be life-threatening. Men diagnosed with
aggressive prostate cancer can benefit from and should receive early treatment. The problem of overtreating men with
nonaggressive cancer is often caused by the inability to distinguish aggressive cancer from non-aggressive cancer.
Accurate assessment of prostate cancer is critical for determining suitable treatment in men with aggressive prostate
cancer while sparing men with non-aggressive cancers the harms of aggressive treatment and improve quality of life.
Imaging of the prostate gland is traditionally performed by ultrasound that provides excellent images of the gland, but
it does not provide reliable information about malignancy and has a relatively minor role in the characterization of
prostate cancer3 . Multi-parametric MR is a powerful imaging technique for which prostate lesions show distinct characteristics in different MR pulse sequences that are informative for assessing aggressiveness. However, interpreting
MRI requires a high level of expertise, is time-consuming, and significant inter-observer variation exists for radiologists in interpreting lesions in prostate MRI4 . The purpose of our study is to automate prostate tumor detection and
assessment of lesion aggressiveness from multi-parametric MR sequence using a two-step deep learning approach prostate segmentation followed by lesion detection and characterization.
Many machine learning approaches for prostate cancer classification with MR images use pre-defined image features
to characterize lesions and trained a classifier5–10 . A core limitation of such approach is the requirement for a segmented prostate lesion which is a time-consuming manual step. Banerjee et al.5 classified the features into five types:
intensity-based (mean, SD, entropy), texture features (Haralick features, Gabor features), shape features (compactness,
eccentricity), histogram-based (LBP), and edge-based (sharpness, histogram). Using this wide range of quantitative
imaging features, they developed an Elastic Net model to predict aggressiveness. Similarly, Fehr et al.6 utilized
first-order (mean, SD, skewness, and kurtosis) and second-order texture features (Haralick Features - energy, entropy,
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correlation, homogeneity, and contrast) derived from ADC and T2 images to assess the Gleason scores. However, the
selection of features is largely based on the previous clinical experiences or other unsupervised strategies, which may
lead to uninformative, redundant, and incomplete information that does not capture the comprehensive characterization
of the lesion within MR images.
To tackle these issues, we develop a deep learning model which jointly learns relevant features about the prostate
lesion while training a classifier to assess its aggressiveness where the prostate lesion aggressiveness is determined
by the Gleason score. The higher the Gleason Score (≥ 7), the more likely that the cancer will grow and spread
quickly. However, there are a few challenges to applying deep learning models to our dataset. First, the small size
of the prostate lesion relative to the entire image introduced significant noise within the training data. Second, the
number of patients in the dataset is limited, which makes training difficult due to potential overfitting. To solve similar
challenges, most recent work of Yuan et al.11 employed transfer learning, data augmentation, and cropping smaller
patches around the lesion, and achieved 0.896 ROC AUC in distinguishing between aggressive and non-aggressive
lesions. However, this still requires knowledge of the lesion’s location. Instead, we use a pixel-level approach that
aims to classify each pixel inside of patches where the pixels will either be classified as inside of an aggressive lesion
(Gleason score ≥ 7), inside of a non-aggressive lesion (Gleason score < 7), or outside of the lesion. The pixel-based
approach vastly increases our training size while training with a limited dataset, eliminates unnecessary noise when
examining pixels within the lesion, and provides a more exhaustive assessment of the lesion. The source code is
available at https://github.com/joshsanyal/Prostate-Cancer-Lesion-Assessment.
The main contributions are as follows:
1. We developed an automated pipeline that takes input multi-parametric MR images1 , segment the prostate gland,
and register the images into the same image-space based on the segmented prostate shape.
2. We propose a pixel-based deep learning model that detects pixels inside of the prostate lesion and classifies them
as aggressive (Gleason score ≥ 7) or non-aggressive (Gleason score < 7)
3. To increase interpretability of the result, we propose a heatmap visualization of the aggressiveness score for the
prostate tissue which has been computed by the model.
4. Using the proposed model, we experiment on our dataset to determine its performance with optimal combinations of MR pulse sequence and comment on the significance of the sequence.
Methodology
Figure 1 shows the five core components of proposed research workflow and their outputs: 1. Image Preprocessing,
2. Prostate Segmentation, 3. Image Registration, 4. Pixel-level classification, and 5. Evaluation. Each component is
described in greater detail in the following subsections.
Dataset
We use a dataset of the multi-parametric MRI scans of 77 prostate cancer patients: 38 patients with aggressive cancer
(Gleason score ≥ 7) and 39 patients with non-aggressive cancer (Gleason score < 7). The Gleason score, varying
from 0 - 10, with 10 representing the most aggressive cancer and 0 representing benign lesion, was also recorded for
each patient. For each patient, the multi-parametric MR image set includes T2-weighted (3.0 T, 3mm slice thickness)
images, diffusion-weighted images (DWI b values 0 750s/mm2 ) and apparent diffusion coefficient maps (ADC). All
images were acquired in the axial plane. To create the ground truth for prostate segmentation and lesion detection, an
expert radiologist identified and circumscribed the prostate gland and suspicious lesion in a single slice through the
largest section of the lesion on each sequence.
1 ADC:

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient Maps, DWI: diffusion-weighted images, T2 MR: T2-weighted imaging
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Figure 1: Proposed Research Workflow. The interaction between the sequential components is shown by the arrow.
Output from the previous component is being passed to the next component for analysis.
Image Preprocessing
To reduce variance across the image sequences, they were normalized into a predefined range [0, 1]. As pre-processing
steps, contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization12 was applied to enhance the image quality. The adaptive
method computes several histograms, each corresponding to a distinct section of the same image, and uses them to
redistribute the lightness values of the image. It is therefore suitable for improving the local contrast and enhancing
the definitions of edges in each region of an image. The multi-parametric MR image set after preprocessing is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: MR image sequences with the radiologist’s lesion segmentation outlined (in blue) - (a) ADC, (b) DWI, and
(c) T2
Prostate Segmentation
We utilize a U-Net architecture, introduced by Ronneberger et al.13 , to use the entire image as input and classify pixels
as being inside or outside of the prostate. The architecture consists of 5 encoder subnetworks each with two sets of
convolutional and ReLU layers and 5 decoder subnetworks each with a transposed convolutional layer for upsampling
and two sets of convolutional and ReLU layers. The Adam optimizer was chosen with a cross entropy loss function
and the learning rate was set to 10−3 and was decayed every 5 epochs, for 20 total epochs. Using this architecture and
the ground truth prostate gland outlines, we trained three U-nets, one for each image sequence, to create a prostate
gland heatmaps (probability map) as shown in Figure 3.
Due to classification errors, standard thresholding of the prostate gland heatmap resulted in segmentation noise with
multiple distinct regions classified as prostate tissue. To combat this, we utilize the chan-vese active contour algorithm14 to segment our heatmap. As an initial contour, the 10 x 10 px region with the highest total probability of
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being inside the prostate was selected. The active contour algorithm then iteratively segmented the heatmap until the
difference between the average probability of the pixels currently inside the segmentation and the average probability
of the pixels begin added exceeded a pre-defined constant. The segmentation is then smoothened to more realistically
represent the prostate’s edge. An example of this iterative process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Examples of prostate gland probability heatmaps generated by the network in (a) ADC, (b) DWI, (c) T2

Figure 4: Prostate segmentation at different iterations (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) final, (e) smooth
Image Registration
Image registration is needed to align the multi-parametric MRI sequence set such that the prostate gland and lesion
captured in all three sequences are in the same space. This allows our model to leverage a combination of the different
MRI sequences having unique characteristics for detection and aggressiveness classification. Due to varying image
contrast and inconsistent intensity values among the MRI sequences, popular intensity-based and feature-point based
approaches14–18 to image registration were not judged as optimal during visual evaluation. Thus, we previously developed a shape-based registration algorithm19 to align the three image sequences by using the segmented prostate gland.
Our registration algorithm uses a rigid transformation, consisting of translation, rotation, and scaling, ensuring that
the transformation is not affected by imperfect manual prostate segmentation which could lead to warped images. The
algorithm first estimates a geometric transformation that minimizes mean square error to optimally align the prostate
gland shapes captured in ADC and DWI images to the fixed T2 prostate gland. These two transformations are then
applied to the original DWI and ADC images, register them with the fixed T2 image, as shown in Figure 5.
Pixel-level Classification using U-Net
To deal with a low number of training images, we utilize a U-Net architecture with three output channels to classify
pixels as being outside of the tumor, inside an aggressive tumor (Gleason score ≥ 7), or inside a non-aggressive tumor
(Gleason score < 7). The bounding box around the prostate with 10 pixels of padding is cropped to keep the peripheral
tissue of the prostate and divided into smaller patches. These patches are then fed into the U-Net which calculates the
probability of all pixels inside each patch being one of the three classes. A simplified representation of this architecture
is shown in Figure 6 where the aggressive prostate tumor heatmap only displays the probability that the pixel is inside
an aggressive lesion.
The U-Net architecture consists of 2 encoder subnetworks each with two sets of convolutional and ReLU layers and
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Figure 5: Prostate outline overlaid upon T2 sequence - (a) before, (b) after shape-based registration

Figure 6: Simplified representation of the pixel-level aggressiveness assessment using 3-channel U-Net
2 decoder subnetworks each with a transposed convolutional layer for upsampling and two sets of convolutional and
ReLU layers. The Adam optimizer was chosen with a cross entropy loss function and the learning rate was set to
10−3 and was decayed every 5 epochs, for 30 total epochs. Using this architecture, we experimented with models
using patch sizes of 11 x 11 pixels, 21 x 21 pixels, and a combination of both where the model predicted probability
were averaged. The patch size of 11 x 11 pixels was chosen to capture smaller regions of the lesion whereas the patch
size of 21 x 21 pixels was chosen to capture the entirety of the lesion. We additionally tested models with different
combinations of image sequences in which each image sequence is passed as a channel in the U-Net.
To train our U-Net, we obtained every patch of size n x n from our training images. The set of pixels within each image
patch was then labeled either outside, non-aggressive, or aggressive based on its location and the aggressiveness of the
lesion. To combat the high percentage of patches outside of the lesion and ensure class balance, we randomly sampled
3500 patches with the center pixel inside of an aggressive tumor, a non-aggressive tumor, and outside the tumor. This
was done with an emphasis on patches with center pixels close to the edge of the lesion to ensure the model can detect
the edge of the lesion by accurately distinguishing between pixels near the edge. When a new patch was sampled,
patches of the same patient within its proximity were discarded to ensure diverse training examples. Once the initial
patches were selected randomly, this randomness was fixed for all other experiments, namely different patch sizes,
to ensure the same sampling of training examples. These classifications are then pieced back together and visualized
using a prostate tumor heatmap.
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Evaluation
To quantify the performance of our model, we split the dataset of 77 patients into 75% training set (57 images) and
25% test set (20 images). We first train our U-net for prostate segmentation using images from our training set and
use the trained network to segment the prostate in our test set. Our shape-based registration algorithm then uses these
segmentations to align our MR image set. Next, our U-net for pixel-level aggressiveness classification is trained using
cropped patches from our training set as described in the previous section. Using the hold-out test set, we move
cropped patches inside the prostate and feed them into our trained model to classify each pixel inside the prostate.
This process is repeated with different patch sizes and combinations of image sequences using the same data split each
time. In the results section, we describe our model’s performance using the Dice similarity coefficient to quantify the
accuracy of our prostate segmentations when compared to the radiologist’s ground truth. The area under the receiver
operating curve (ROC AUC) was chosen as a metric to quantify the classification performance based on its ability
to accurately determine model performance despite class imbalance or a specific threshold. This allows clinicians to
choose their preferred tradeoff between specificity and sensitivity. It is not legitimate to compare between previous
lesion classifications methods and our pixel-level method since our method does not classify the whole lesion and does
not require the lesion outline as input. We sought to directly compare our method with the recently proposed method
of Yuan et al.11 but were unable to obtain the code and replication of their method is not trivial.
Results
Prostate Segmentation
On the 20 images in our test set, our model was able to segment the prostate in T2 with a dice similarity coefficient
(DSC) of 0.87 ± 0.04. For DWI images, our model achieved a 0.82 ± 0.06 DSC and for ADC images, our model
achieved a 0.76 ± 0.05 DSC. This low variance in performance demonstrates the robustness of our segmentation
method. In general, our model achieved the greatest performance in T2, indicating that this modality provided the
most relevant information to delineate the prostate from its surrounding tissue. Additionally, when the modalities
were registered based on the radiologist’s ground truth segmentation beforehand, the U-net was able to use all three
modalities as separate input channels, resulting in a 0.87 ± 0.04 DSC. The equivalence of this result to the U-net using
T2 alone indicates that ADC and DWI were not informative modalities for distinguishing the prostate gland.
Pixel-level U-Net Classification
Significance of Patch Size
To assess the significance of patch size on the model’s performance, we trained the model using patch sizes of 11 x 11
pixels, 21 x 21 pixels, and a combination of the two. This was done using each of the image sequences independently.
As is shown in Figure 7, we assessed model performance by calculating the one-vs-all ROC AUC where we compared
the aggressive class (pixels inside of an aggressive lesion) with all other classes as well as compared the non-aggressive
class with all other classes. The comparison between the outside class to the other classes was excluded because of
insignificant differences in ROC AUC because it was an easier task than detecting pixels inside of the lesion.
The proposed method was able to classify aggressive pixels with comparable ROC AUC across different patch sizes
T2 (range of [0.67-0.69]), ADC (range of [0.76-0.81]), and DWI (range of [0.8-0.81]). Similar results occurred when
classifying non-aggressive pixels in T2 (range of [0.69-0.71]), ADC (range of [0.8-0.82]), and DWI (range of [0.820.83]). This low variance in performance demonstrates the robustness of our method. In general, the model trained on
the 21 x 21 patch size outperformed the 11 x 11 patch size, however, the average of the two predictions resulted in the
best performance. This indicates the model was able to learn unique information from the different patch sizes, which
when combined, were able to outperform the usage of a single patch size.
Significance of parametric maps
To determine the significance of parametric maps used in our model, we tested the model using all possible combinations of image sequences. We trained the model using a combination of the two patch sizes, due to its higher
performance in the previous section. The results are shown in Figure 8, where both the aggressive and non-aggressive
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Figure 7: Model’s ROC curves using different patch sizes in DWI (left), ADC (middle), T2 (right) - (a) Aggressive
vs All, (b) Non-Aggressive vs All
ROC AUC values are displayed in 3 x 3 matrices where the modalities are indicated as the matrices’ axes. The matrix
elements along the diagonal from top left to bottom right, contain the performance of the model trained on a single
modality, while all other elements contain the performance when two modalities are used.
The model was able to perform well using DWI and ADC individually when classifying aggressive pixels (both 0.81
ROC AUC) and non-aggressive pixels (0.83 and 0.82 ROC AUC, respectively). Using a combination of the two, led
to the model’s best performance with an aggressive ROC AUC of 0.86 and a non-aggressive ROC AUC of 0.88 (Figure 8.c). This indicates the model was able to learn unique and informative features from these modalities. However,
the model was unable to perform well with the T2 image sequence, classifying aggressive pixels with 0.69 ROC AUC,
classifying non-aggressive pixels with 0.71 ROC AUC, and decreasing the performance of any combinations of DWI
and ADC it was incorporated in. This indicates that T2 was not an informative modality for distinguishing aggressive
and non-aggressive lesion tissue. Adding T2 with DWI and ADC did not improve the performance (Figure 8.d).
Aggressiveness Visualization
The model which used the ADC and DWI images sequences and a combination of 11 x 11 and 21 x 21 px patch
sizes, achieved the best performance with an aggressive ROC AUC of 0.86 and a non-aggressive ROC AUC of 0.88.
This result suggests that the model which combines the ADC and DWI modalities performs well for distinguishing
aggressive and non-aggressive lesion tissue. However, the model’s classifications are likely to be doubted by a clinician, unless they are given a way to reason the model’s outcomes. While this issue of traditional deep learning models
functioning as a ”black-box” without much transparency, our model’s pixel-level approach allows direct visualization
of computed probability as a heatmap. We present samples on two aggressive prostate cancer patients as well as two
non-aggressive prostate cancer patients in Figure 9. Instead of providing the clinician just with a classification score of
aggressive or non-aggressive for each patient, our pixel-level illustration allows the clinician infer localized analyses
of the lesion by overlaying the prostate tumor heatmap on the patient’s MR images. This can help in understanding
the model’s classifications outcome and thus, be utilized in a clinician’s assessment and treatment planning.
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Figure 8: Model performance using different MR parametric maps - (a) Aggressive vs All, (b) Non aggressive vs All,
(c) ROC Curve with Best Performance with DWI and ADC, (d) ROC curve using all modalities

Figure 9: Prostate tumor heatmap visualized on T2 overlayed with manual outline in blue - (a, b) aggressive examples,
(c, d) non-aggressive examples
Conclusion
We propose a completely automated approach to assessing pixel-level aggressiveness of prostate cancer in multiparametric MRI. Our model efficiently combines traditional image registration, and deep learning algorithms - segmentation and detection, to remove reliance on manual feature engineering, prior lesion detection, and segmentation.
Our experimental results show that using ADC and DWI, our proposed model achieved a ROC AUC of 0.86 for aggressive lesion and a ROC AUC of 0.88 for non-aggressive lesion. Further, our model is easily interpretable and allow
clinicians to infer localized analyses of the prostate gland and lesion (Figure 9). The core limitation of the current
study is that it only considered data from a single academic institution for training and validation. Studies in larger
independent datasets would be helpful to confirm our results. Our study also was limited to the analysis of 2D images,
and volumetric analysis could improve the results. For multi-lesion prostate, we considered a single lesion for each
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study with the highest Gleason score for training due to the limitation of manual annotation. In future studies, we
will train our model with multiple lesions circumscribed within the prostate gland. We will also compare our heatmap
visualizations with histopathology to evaluate correspondence in spatial locations of aggressive tumor regions, utilize
alternative MRI sequences which could boost model performance by providing unique information, and incorporate
additional levels of aggressiveness for the model to detect.
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Abstract
Chemical entity recognition is essential for indexing scientific literature in the MEDLINE database at the National
Library of Medicine. However, the tool currently used to suggest terms for indexing, the Medical Text Indexer, was not
originally conceived as a chemical recognition tool. It has instead been adapted to the task via its use of MetaMap
and the addition of in-house patterns and rules. In order to develop a tool more suitable for chemical recognition, we
have created a collection of 200 MEDLINE titles and abstracts annotated with genes, proteins, inorganic and organic
chemicals, as well as other biological molecules. We use this collection to evaluate eleven chemical entity recognition
systems, where we seek to identify a tool that effectively recognizes chemical entities for indexing and also performs
well on chemical recognition beyond the indexing task. We observe the highest performance with a SciBERT ensemble.
Introduction
Over 900,000 articles in the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) MEDLINE R database are indexed with
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH R ). MeSH terms are recommended by the Medical Text Indexer (MTI)1 tool and
manually assigned to MEDLINE articles by human indexers. MeSH covers many biomedical categories such as diseases, psychiatry, anatomy, and of particular interest to this paper, chemicals. Chemical MeSH recommendations
present a unique challenge to MTI. To recommend chemical MeSH terms for indexing, MTI must first perform chemical entity recognition (CER). To do so, it relies on pattern and rule-based approaches, as well as MetaMap.2 This
approach has been able to adequately meet the needs of the indexers, but it has serious drawbacks. For example,
MetaMap is able to identify chemicals to the extent that they can be mapped to the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS R ) Metathesaurus R . This covers a wide range of chemical entities but cannot account for all variations. Additionally, flagging new chemicals is important to indexing as well, but the current approach is capable of recognizing
only in-vocabulary entities.
To address the issue of CER in the past, NLM has attempted to supplement MTI with other tools, but in practice,
these approaches were not yet mature enough to improve performance as desired. However, no formal study has
been conducted. Because the field of CER has developed rapidly in the past few years, we are interested in making a
systematic attempt to identify a tool that effectively contributes to MTI. Our criteria are straightforward: A CER tool
must provide MTI with an exhaustive list of critical chemical terms occurring in the text; and we would prefer a tool
perform CER without the intensive use of lexical resources, as these are difficult to maintain and update.
Here, we evaluate existing automatic chemical annotation systems, as well as experimental deep learning approaches.
To conduct our evaluation, we have created an annotated test collection of 200 MEDLINE titles and abstracts. To
thoroughly evaluate CER in the indexing environment, we have annotated mentions of organic and inorganic chemicals, genes, proteins, and other biological molecules, including nested and fragmented entities in our annotations.
To our knowledge, it is the only existing corpus in which all of these entities have been annotated in titles and abstract, and it has been made publicly available along with the code for this paper.∗ Using this corpus, referred to as
the Chemical Entity Mentions for Assessing MTI (ChEMFAM) corpus, we evaluate eleven systems that encompass
a wide range of entity recognition techniques, including pattern, rule, and lexical resource-based methods, traditional
machine learning, and LSTM and transformer-based deep learning. We observe the best results with a SciBERT3
ensemble, achieving a F1-score of 75.09%.
∗ The

corpus, annotation guidelines, and code can be found at https://github.com/saverymax/CER-for-MTI
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Related Work
A

Annotated Corpora

Annotated data are essential for the evaluation of CER systems. Many corpora containing annotated chemical entities have been previously constructed: gene and gene product mentions in sentences from MEDLINE articles
(BC2GM)4 ; indexing and mentions of chemicals in PubMed abstracts (BC4CHEMD)5 ; chemical and disease mentions
and their interactions (BC5CDR)6 , chemical and gene/protein entity mentions in patents (BC5CHEMD-Patents)7 ; and
DNA/RNA, proteins, and cell lines/cell types (JNLPBA)8 . However, excepting the case of the BC5CHEMD-Patents
task, these collections do not annotate proteins, genes, and chemicals in a single corpus in scientific abstracts, nor
do any include nested or fragmented entities. To evaluate CER performance on multiple entity types, we could use
multiple entity-specific datasets, such as in Crichton et al., 2017.9 However, we need an evaluation that more closely
mirrors the indexing environment, where a CER tool will encounter many classes of entities that may be nested and or
noncontiguous (fragmented), occurring in scientific abstracts. The ChEMFAM corpus satisfies these requirements.
B

Entity Recognition Systems

Named Entity Recognition (NER) has traditionally utilized pattern, rule, dictionary and gazetteer-based methods, as
well as traditional machine learning methods such as Conditional Random Fields that use engineered features. Tools
implementing these approaches for CER include ChemTagger,10 ChemSpot,11 ChemDataExtractor,12 and LeadMine.13
While much success has been achieved with these, they are limited by the time and expertise required to build the
resources and feature sets, as well their ability to interpret contextual information and account for variation of chemical
terminology.14
Recently, deep learning methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance in many CER tasks. These models learn
to map n-dimensional distributed word or character embeddings to a desired output through non-linear activation functions. Often, embeddings pre-trained on biomedical text can be used to improve the performance of these models.15
The typical deep learning model architecture for NER combines the pre-trained embeddings with LSTM and/or CNN
layers, using these as input to a final CRF layer. For example, Habibi et al., 201716 presents a LSTM-CRF trained
with character embeddings concatenated to word embeddings pre-trained on Wikipedia, PubMed, and PMC. ChemListem17 employs an ensemble, where one network is trained on a feature set supplemented with GloVe embeddings
and another network is trained using solely character embeddings.
However, the development of the multi-layer bidirectional transformer,18 as implemented in BERT,19 has been shown
to outperform the LSTM-CRF models in NER. Pre-training and fine-tuning of the BERT architecture on biomedical
and scientific text, as implemented in SciBERT and BioBERT,20 has achieved state-of-the-art results in numerous
biomedical tasks, including BC5CDR, BC2GM, and BC4CHEMD. The pre-trained weights of these models allow
them to be adapted to new tasks relatively easily, in situations where large training datasets may not exist. Due to this
flexibility, we apply these models to the recognition of chemical entities in our corpus, comparing them to previously
developed, publicly available tools.
Methods
A

Collection

To collect articles to be annotated, we used MeSH to limit our PubMed query to articles representative of each class
of entity important for our purposes. We manually selected fifty citations representative of each class, though many
citations have mentions of multiple classes.
The four class labels corresponded to MeSH tree terms: Inorganic Chemicals (D01), Organic Chemicals (D02), Amino
Acids, Peptides, and Proteins (D12), and Nucleic Acids, Nucleotides, and Nucleosides (D13). While we did not map
entities to MeSH, processing in MTI will do so; for this reason it was practical to consider the labels of our annotations
in that context. Additionally, though the distinction between certain types of entities is biologically and chemically
significant, such as lipids and carbohydrates, we do not require a tool to make this distinction. These types of entities
were labeled with the general class they fit into and are further described in the annotation guidelines included with
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the collection.
Using the BRAT tool,21 the collection was manually annotated by two subject matter experts. The second annotator used the annotations of the first annotator as reference. Once initial annotations were complete, inter-annotator
agreement was calculated with F1-score22 using one set of annotations as the set of true labels. After discussing all
decisions, the final collection was manually harmonized by the annotators and any further corrections to the corpus
were made. A summary of the annotated entities can be seen in Table 1. The fully annotated collection can be found
in the link provided in an earlier footnote.
Table 1: Summary of annotations in ChEMFAM Corpus
Entity Type
Organic
Inorganic
Genes
Proteins
Total

Mentions
880
704
724
1128
3436

Unique Mentions
414
306
299
537
1556

Briefly, our guidelines are described here: Entities are annotated only if they represent a specific instance of a chemical.
We define an instance of a chemical to be an entity that can be mapped to IUPAC nomenclature, a named gene, gene
product, or named protein expressed by a single gene or formed of multiple units expressed by multiple genes. Entities
representing general concepts or sub-classes were not annotated, e.g., nucleotide or oligonucleotide, as we are only
interested in evaluating identification of specific instances of a chemical. These general entities were added to a stop
word list and removed from the tools’ predictions in the evaluation. In the case of genes and proteins, nested entities
were annotated. The fragment feature in BRAT was used to annotate all noncontiguous entities. Examples of nested
and fragmented entities can be seen in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: BRAT screenshots of (a) nested entity and (b) fragmented entity
B

Tools

We evaluated the automatic annotations of MTI as well as the following eleven entity recognition systems. Here we
provide brief descriptions of each tool:
MetaMap Lite MetaMap Lite (MML)23 is a speed-oriented, Java implementation of MetaMap that can be provided
with custom vocabularies. We experimented with multiple versions, but we only report the version giving
the highest F-score: Taking the set of all MeSH terms within the Chemical and Drugs (D) tree mentioned
in articles in MEDLINE, we performed synonymy expansion with Custom Taxonomy Builder24 to generate
concept records for MML.
ChemDataExtractor ChemDataExtractor utilizes dictionaries, rule-based grammars, and supervised and unsupervised machine learning approaches for CER.
PubTator Central PubTator Central25 is a web service combining multiple annotation tools into a single API. It
is able to annotate diseases, chemicals, genes, proteins, variants, species, and cell lines, performing context
disambiguation on the entity types with a deep learning module. Here we only consider PubTator’s annotations
of genes, proteins, and chemicals.
ChemListem ChemListem employs an ensemble described in the related work section.
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LSTM-CRF The LSTM-CRF model26 relies on character and GloVe27 embeddings as input. We trained the model
on chemical mentions in BC4CHEMD, using code provided in the repository listed below.†
BERT-Chem To generate the BERT-Chem model, we fine-tuned the BERT weights on chemical mentions in BC4CHEMD.
BERT-Gene For the BERT-Gene model, BERT was fine-tuned on gene and gene product mentions in BC2GM.
BERT-Ensemble The BERT-Ensemble was constructed by taking the set of predictions from the two BERT models
above.
SciBERT-Ensemble Using the BERT architecture, the SciBERT author’s pre-trained the model on biomedical and
computer science papers from Semantic Scholar. After downloading the SciBERT model, we constructed the
SciBERT-Ensemble with the same principle as the BERT-Ensemble: The set of predictions was taken from two
SciBERT models respectively fine-tuned on BC2GM and BC4CHEMD.
BioBERT-Ensemble Similarly to SciBERT, BioBERT is pre-trained on biomedical text: PubMed and PMC. We
constructed the BioBERT-Ensemble as described above.
XLNet-Ensemble XLNet28 implements pre-training with autoregression, using permutation language modeling to
learn the context of the tokens. Using the XLNet architecture, we constructed the XLNet-Ensemble as described
above.
The publicly available tools were implemented with out-of-the-box settings. For all models using BERT architecture,
we used the cased, base version of the pre-trained BERT. These models were fine-tuned for 3 epochs, with a learning
rate of 3e-5, batch size of 4, and sequence length of 512. The cased, base version of XLNet was also used. As
the authors of XLNet did not provide hyperparameters for NER, we used the hyperparameters they provided for the
question answering task (SQuAD), as this is also a span-based task in which the system has to extract short spans of
text from passages containing answers to the questions.29 All deep learning models output annotations in the BIO
annotation scheme, where tokens predicted to be at the beginning of an entity are labeled with B, and tokens predicted
to be inside or at the end of an entity are labeled with I. O is used to label all other tokens. Post-processing consisted
of joining the B and I labels for the subword tokens produced by WordPiece30 (BERT) and SentencePiece31 (XLNet).
The output of MTI required special processing which will be explained in the next section.
C

Evaluation

For each system, micro averaged F1-score, recall, and precision were calculated. For this study, we merge all classes
of annotations in order to understand which tool will give us the best performance overall. To simplify the diverse
outputs produced by the tools tested, we take the set of all entities identified per article, similarly to the chemical
document indexing sub-task in BC4CHEMD.
Matches between predictions and manual annotations were measured in two ways: First we used exact matches between the set of system annotations and the manual annotations to count true positives. In addition to the exact
matching criteria, we reasoned that the machine learning methods which do not rely on dictionary lookups would
benefit more from using relaxed match criteria than the other tools. We therefore calculated inexact matches with the
Levenshtein distance,‡ the least number of insertions, deletions or replacements of single characters required to make
one string equal to another.32 In order to avoid rewarding the editing of short acronyms and element abbreviations
(three characters or fewer) as true positives, we normalized the Levenshtein distance by the length of the predicted
span, using
L < 1/3
as a threshold to count true positives. Here L is the normalized Levenshtein distance, the numerator refers to the
number of edits, and the denominator refers to the predicted span. For example, the entity EBV encoded small RNA
† The
‡ The

code for the LSTM-CRF is available at https://github.com/guillaumegenthial/tf_ner
leven Python package is available at https://github.com/semanticize/leven
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could be edited to EBV encoded small RNA 1, resulting in a measurement of 1/21 after normalization and thus counting
as a true positive. Further explanation of use of this metric is provided in the discussion section.
As stated earlier, the output of MTI is MeSH, and the MeSH vocabulary does not necessarily exactly match the strings
occurring in the text. This means that we could not directly compare the output of MTI to the manually annotated
text. Take, for example, the MeSH term IL6 protein, human. This term is unlikely to be found in the text, but it will
be the output of MTI when triggered by the string Il-6. It is possible, however, to access the spans that trigger MTI’s
recommendation. We used these to retrieve the chemical strings for the evaluation of MTI.
Results
Inter-annotator agreement (F-score) between annotator 1 and 2 was determined to be 99.52%. Between annotator 1
and the harmonized mentions, agreement was 98.43%, and between annotator 2 and the harmonized mentions, 98.40%
Micro F1, precision, recall, and standard error of all tools can be seen in Table 2. MTI achieves 39.69% F1-score,
57.52% precision and 30.30% recall. ChemDataExtractor achieves the highest precision of 82.02%, and the SciBERTEnsemble achieves the highest F1-score and recall of 75.09% and 79.41%, respectively. Both SciBERT and BioBERT
ensembles perform significantly better than the BERT ensemble. By taking the standard deviation of micro-averaged
metrics on 1000 bootstrapped samples of all articles in the collection, we were able to calculate standard error for each
measurement, as performed in the BC4CHEMD evaluation.
Table 2: Micro-averaged performance of tools evaluated on ChEMFAM Corpus

MTI
MML
PubTator Central
ChemDataExtractor
LSTM-CRF
ChemListem
BERT-BC4CHEMD
BERT-BC2GM
BERT-Ensemble
SciBERT-Ensemble
BioBERT-Ensemble
XLNet-Ensemble

F1 (%)
39.69 ± 1.83
42.95 ± 1.59
65.34 ± 1.72
58.51 ± 2.04
42.26 ± 1.90
48.35 ± 2.24
53.95 ± 2.19
45.44 ± 2.07
71.40 ± 1.42
75.09 ± 1.31
74.19 ± 1.38
57.26 ± 1.41

Precision (%)
57.52 ± 2.24
39.45 ± 1.57
79.55 ± 1.55
82.02 ± 1.49
64.80 ± 1.95
81.41 ± 1.79
73.56 ± 1.68
60.17 ± 2.20
69.21 ± 1.58
71.22 ± 1.54
70.60 ± 1.55
52.69 ± 1.53

Recall (%)
30.30 ± 1.73
47.13 ± 2.02
55.45 ± 2.01
45.48 ± 2.27
31.35 ± 1.85
34.39 ± 2.15
42.95 ± 2.35
36.50 ± 2.13
73.73 ± 1.68
79.41 ± 1.40
78.15 ± 1.55
62.71 ± 1.67

Table 3 shows MTI, PubTator Central, and the deep learning ensembles’ performance with the relaxed metric. The
XLNet-ensemble benefited the most, 8.3%, using this method of comparison. The highest performing ensemble,
SciBERT, improved 1.65% more than did the highest performing publicly available tool, PubTator Central.
Table 3: Micro-averaged performance of tools using relaxed criteria

MTI
PubTator Central
BERT-Ensemble
SciBERT-Ensemble
BioBERT-Ensemble
XLNet-Ensemble

F1 (%)
42.39 ± 1.83
68.10 ± 1.62
75.61 ± 1.31
79.50 ± 1.15
79.20 ± 1.16
65.56 ± 1.31

Precision (%)
61.40 ± 2.16
82.77 ± 1.38
73.17 ± 1.51
75.19 ± 1.46
75.13 ± 1.42
60.23 ± 1.53

Recall (%)
32.36 ± 1.77
57.84 ± 1.98
78.21 ± 1.60
84.33 ± 1.22
83.72 ± 1.30
71.92 ± 1.55

Discussion
Our intention for this study was twofold: First, to create a manually annotated corpus that could be used to assess the
performance of CER systems in a setting more similar to the indexing environment than previously annotated corpora;
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and second, to identify a tool that not only provides more comprehensive chemical recognition coverage than MTI,
but also performs well on CER in general, without a set of curated, task-specific resources.
We show that MTI achieves lower F-score than all tools evaluated here. The reason for this is simple: MTI was never
designed to be a chemical recognition tool. Using in-house rules and pattern recognition, and taking advantage of
MetaMap’s ability to recognize chemicals within the UMLS vocabulary, MTI has been able to identify chemicals to
partially meet the needs of the indexers. Though its contribution to the indexers is not necessarily reflected in this
evaluation, it is clear that the CER field has matured substantially since the development of MTI. We find that the
BERT models pretrained on biomedical data not only perform better than the publicly available chemical tools and
other machine learning methods we tested, but they did so without supplemental lexical features, lookup vocabularies,
and tuning of hyperparameters. Of all the methods, the SciBERT-Ensemble has the potential to provide the most
comprehensive list of chemicals to MTI. However, before we can implement any system in the indexing pipeline, the
output must first be mapped to MeSH and tested in the context of that vocabulary. Further research will therefore focus
on evaluating the extent to which MeSH recommendations change when MTI is supplemented with a CER system.
MTI uses numerous lexical mapping approaches to map strings in text to MeSH. It is for this reason that using the
Levenshtein distance as a method to compute inexact matches is informative for the future implementation of a CER
tool in MTI: The spans of strings that are not automatically annotated perfectly may still be mapped to the correct
set of MeSH. In addition, the Levenshtein metric allows us to measure performance on the nested and fragmented
entities to some extent. For example, the corpus includes the entity interleukin (Il)-6. This is manually annotated as
fragments: interleukin-6 and Il-6. However, some tools identify only interleukin (Il)-6. Using exact matching criteria,
the entity would be counted as a false positive and the true entities as false negatives. If adjusted using the normalized
Levenshtein distance, Il-6 could be deleted from the predicted string, generating a true positive. The drawback of using
this approach is that the systems can occasionally be rewarded for false negatives that were truly missed. Though this
adds noise to the evaluation, the increased performance of approximately 3-5% for the tools shown in Table 3 indicates
that some of the inexact predicted spans will still be useful to us.
To develop a CER tool to best fit our needs, we are primarily limited by the lack of training data. While many
datasets annotated with chemical entities exist, there is no unifying annotation scheme, and combining the datasets
that ostensibly annotate the same type of entities has been shown to decrease performance.33 Since the deep learning
models do not rely on resources other than the distribution and context of tokens, the amount of training data provided
in the fine-tuning phase is particularly important. One possible solution to this problem is the implementation of a
multitask model, such as MT-DNN,34 where loss can be minimized on multiple objectives on multiple datasets during
training, maximizing the available training data.
Future work will primarily focus on integrating the SciBERT-Ensemble chemical predictions into MTI’s MeSH recommendations. Once the chemical annotations are mapped to MeSH and added to the recommendations, MTI can be
evaluated on articles with MeSH indexing previously assigned. If the CER system’s predictions are useful, MTI will be
able to recommend an increased amount of chemical MeSH, as well as flag potentially novel chemicals. Additionally,
performance on entity classes was not assessed for this study. This will also be considered in future work, particularly
when conducting error analysis of the indexing recommendations.
Conclusion
This study presents the ChEMFAM corpus, in which entity mentions of inorganic and organic chemicals, genes,
proteins, and other biological molecules have been annotated. To our knowledge, it is the only existing corpus in
which all of these entities are annotated in titles and abstracts. Though we used this corpus to assess CER systems for
the purpose of identifying chemicals for indexing in MEDLINE, it can be easily downloaded and used to assess any
CER system.
Our results indicate that all tools tested here achieve better CER coverage than MTI. We show that the SciBERTEnsemble may provide the greatest contribution to MTI in the indexing pipeline, and that in general, BERT architecture
pre-trained on biomedical data and fine-tuned on chemical entity mentions outperforms other approaches.
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Abstract
Data retention is a significant problem in the medical imaging domain. For example, resting-state functional
magnetic resonance images (rs-fMRIs) are invaluable for studying neurodevelopment but are highly susceptible to
corruption due to patient motion. The effects of patient motion can be reduced through post-acquisition techniques
such as volume registration. Traditional volume registration minimizes the global differences between all volumes in
the rs-fMRI sequence and a designated reference volume. We suggest using the spatiotemporal relationships between
subsequent image volumes to inform the registration: they are used initialize each volume registration to reduce local
differences between volumes while minimizing global differences. We apply both the traditional and novel registration
methods to a set of healthy human neonatal rs-fMRIs with significant motion artifacts (N=17). Both methods impacted
the mean and standard deviation of the image sequences’ correlation ratio matrices similarly; however, the novel
framework was more effective in meeting gold standard motion thresholds.
Introduction
In the biomedical informatics domain, it is often difficult to recruit a large sample population to perform a prospective
study. Subjects who meet the criteria for any given study are difficult to find, and even more difficult to retain. One of
the best ways to lose a study participant is to ask him to return to the study site to repeat his testing.
Unfortunately, this reality is all too common, especially in the neurological imaging field. Imaging research analyzing
patterns of brain activity in patients in a quiet, non-stimulated state has led to important discoveries about links
between brain function and neurodevelopmental diseases such as autism and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder1,2.
These and other studies have led to increased interest in early brain development, often through the use of neonatal
resting-state functional magnetic resonance images (rs-fMRIs).

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. A functional magnetic resonance image shows activity in different areas of the brain over a period of time.
Images that are taken when (a) the patient is exposed to an auditory stimulus show activated networks different from
the networks which are active in (b) task-free resting-state images.
During an rs-fMRI scan, the subject lays in the scanner in a task-free resting state. Every few seconds, a new whole
brain 3D image (image volume) is recorded. Each image volume contains information about the subject’s brain
activity in the form of blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals. The signal recorded by the MRI scanner is a
combination of the BOLD signal and changes in the spin gradients. The BOLD signal indicates brain activity, but the
changes in the spin gradients distort the BOLD signal in the recorded image signal. The patterns of signals between
sequential volumes are analyzed to reveal various local and global neuronal networks. For example, the fMRI in
Figure 1a shows neuronal networks in red and yellow activated by an auditory stimulus. However, not all fMRIs have
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a stimulus associated with them: in Figure 1b, the patient is in a task-free resting-state and the default mode network
in green shows activation.
This analysis depends on the assumption that the subject remained perfectly still for the entirety of the scan. Due to
the spatial resolution of the rs-fMRI, the smallest movements can cause voxels to record signals from different brain
regions and tissue types. Even if a movement does not significantly change the recorded position of the subject, it
impacts the established magnetic spin gradients, which require approximately 8-10 seconds to realign to the magnetic
field. This recovery time decreases the global signal in frames obtained during this time, causes image artifacts, and
affects the functional connectivity analysis3. A minimum of 5-10 minutes of data unaffected by motion can be
sufficient for an rs-fMRI to be used in functional connectivity studies; however, a recent study found that longer
rs-fMRI sequences result in increased precision during analysis4,5. These findings have a significant impact on the use
of neonatal rs-fMRI: it is difficult to safely prevent a neonate from moving for even five minutes, so gathering enough
low-motion rs-fMRI sequences for functional connectivity analyses is a challenge.
The usability of an rs-fMRI sequence is defined in terms of changes in patient position and image signal between
sequential volumes. The change of the patient’s position between subsequent frames is called the framewise
displacement (FD). Several researchers have developed FD metrics; herein, we use the FD metric defined by Power et
al.3 However, FD only measures the positional effects of motion, not the effects of motion on the magnetic spin
gradients: the changes in the image signal are more complex than the changes in the subject’s position. Changes in the
recorded signal between neighboring frames can be measured using the temporal derivative of the variance in the
image signal intensity (DVARS)6,7. DVARS values are a fair approximation of changes in the BOLD signal.
Efforts have been made to attempt to prevent motion from impacting rs-fMRI. Clinical protocols including education,
sedation, and distraction techniques can be used to reduce a patient’s movements during acquisition, but these
protocols are either not effective, not safe, or often not compatible with rs-fMRI for all populations8-14. Tools have
been developed to measure and correct for motion in rs-fMRIs as they are acquired; but whether the motion is
measured optically or via MRI signal processing, these methods do not prevent motion and cannot be used to recover
motion-corrupted data in existing repositories15-18. The bulk of motion mitigation research focuses on the development
of post-acquisition techniques.
While many different post-acquisition motion correction pipelines exist, they generally begin with a form of volume
registration4,6,19-27. The goal of volume registration is to optimize the orientation of every volume so that the
differences between them and the reference volume are minimized. Unfortunately, minimizing differences between
the reference volume and the other volumes in the sequence does not guarantee that the registered image sequence will
have minimal differences between sequential volumes. As the usability of an rs-fMRI is defined using differences
between sequential volumes, not between all volumes and the reference volume, this traditional registration
framework is insufficient for its purpose.
We propose an alternative approach to volume registration which utilizes the spatiotemporal relationships between
subsequent volumes to inform the registration process. We apply both the DAG-based framework and the traditional
framework to a set of high-motion neonatal rs-fMRIs. We compare the performance of the two registration techniques
in terms of positional similarity across the entire sequence and in terms of the FD and DVARS thresholds proposed by
Power et al. and Smyser et al.6,7.
Methods
Subjects
Neonates were recruited as part of an ongoing prospective observational study performed at Children’s Hospital of
Pittsburgh of UPMC (CHP). The study is HIPAA compliant and was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at
both the University of Pittsburgh and CHP. Normal referents were recruited either from healthy pregnant volunteers or
postnatally from a normal newborn nursery as part of control subjects for a longitudinal study of brain development in
fetuses and neonates with congenital heart disease (CHD).
Subjects unsedated and scanned using a 3T Skyra (Siemans AG, Erlangen, Germany), using a “feed and bundle”
protocol to prevent motion during the scans28. Newborns were fitted with earplugs (Quiet Earplugs; Sperian Hearing
Protection, San Diego, CA) and neonatal ear muffs (MiniMuffs; Natus, San Carlos, CA), then positioned in the coil to
minimize head tilting. An MR-compatible vital signs monitoring system (Veris, MEDRAD, Inc. Indianola, PA) was
used to monitor neonatal vital signs. All scans were performed using a multi-channel head coil. The parameters for the
resting-state BOLD MR scans were FOV=240 mm and TE/TR=32/2020 ms with an interplane resolution of 4x4 mm,
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a slice thickness of 4 mm, and a 4 mm center-to-center spacing. The acquired sequences contained 150 volumes where
each volume consisted of 64x64x32 voxels.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Traditional volume registration may fail if the image contains too much motion, but (b) a rs-fMRI
sequence can be viewed as an DAG: each node in the graph is a single frame, and position of the subject in each frame
is only dependent on its position in the previous frame.
All images underwent both volume registration techniques demonstrated in Figure 2 and were compared to Power et
al.’s thresholds of acceptability for their FD and DVARS metrics3. According to these thresholds, a volume in a
sequence is considered usable if it has an FD change of less than or equal to 0.2 mm from the previous volume and a
DVARS change of less than or equal to 25 units from the previous volume on a normalized range of [0, 1000] units.
Seventeen subjects’ rs-fMRIs did not meet these criteria and were used in this study.
Traditional Global Registration
Traditional volume registration is the process of optimizing the alignment of every volume in a sequence to a single
reference volume (Figure 2a). In our implementation, we use the first volume in each sequence as the reference
volume, though other options have been used in other studies29,30. Then, for each volume Ji in the sequence, the

transformation
to align Ji to the reference volume J0 is calculated. The transformations are then applied to each
volume to obtain the registered volume Ji ’ :
(1)
The registered image sequence consists of the set of registered images [J0, J1’, J2’,
…,
J

’

]
for
all
N

images
in the

N-1
original sequence.

This framework only minimizes the global differences between the reference volume and the other volumes in the
sequence. Large local differences between sequential volumes can occur when the registration process’s cost function
falls into a local minimum. The local minima might be the best solution the registration process can find to align two
volumes with large differences in the subject’s position. If the patient’s positions in many volumes of the sequence are
very different from its position in the reference volume, the registration will fail to produce a sequence that minimizes
both the global and local differences between volumes.
Global Registration with Local Prealignment
In our proposed framework, we treat the rs-fMRI sequence as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A DAG consists of a
set of nodes connected to each other by directed edges such that once a node has been traversed, there is no path back
to it. The form of our DAG resembles a Markov chain: each volume in the sequence is represented as a node, and the
relationships between sequential volumes are represented as directed edges connecting the node for volume i to that of
volume i+1. The parallel perspectives of the sequence as a set of images and of the sequence as a DAG can be seen in
Figure 2b.
The cost of transitioning from one node to the next in our DAG represents the combination of the positional
transformation needed to align volume i to volume i+1 and the signal change between the volumes. This
representation can be written as
(2)
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where Ji and Ji+1 are volumes i and i+1,
is a matrix of transformation parameters that must be applied to Ji to

achieve the patient’s position in Ji+1, Δsi,i+1
 is
the
matrix of changes in BOLD signal, and ϵ is the matrix of changes in

the recorded signal due to the effect of motion on the spin gradients. Currently, there is no way to estimate the change
in BOLD signal and the change in the recorded signal due to motion without incorporating additional information
about the MRI scanner and the patient that is not included in an rs-fMRI. Instead, these parameters are treated as a
single entity. We simplify our representation of the relationship between two volumes to
(3)
Here, we use the notation ϵ ∗ to represent the change in recorded signal due to BOLD changes and motion across any
pair of volumes. This quantity is ignored during the registration process and can be calculated after the registration is
complete.
After aligning Ji and Ji+i
 , we will use the calculated value
and Ji+2:

to initialize the registration between volumes Ji+1

(4)
As in the previous equation, the quantities
simplified version of Equation 4 is

and ϵ 

∗
i+1

are ignored during the registration process. The
(5)

More generally,
(6)
It is important to note that the direct transformation
cannot be guaranteed to equal the product of the individual
transformations due to the limitation of local minima in the cost function disrupting the registration process.
Calculating the individual transformations
and multiplying them together prevents the registered image from
containing large local differences between volumes while globally optimizing the alignment within the sequence.
Implementation
Both registration frameworks described in this section were implemented in Python using the nipype (Neuroimaging
in Python Pipelines and Interfaces) library31. Affine volume registration was performed using ANTs (Advanced
Normalization Tools)32. The metric used to estimate the dissimilarity between the pairs of volumes being registered
was cross-correlation with a local window size of 5 voxels.
Experiments and Evaluations
The global volume registration techniques were applied to all 17 resting-state BOLD MR images. After the
registrations, each subject had three sequences associated with it: the original sequence, the sequence registered using
the traditional framework, and the sequence registered using the DAG-based framework. The registered sequences
were compared to each other using their correlation ratios matrices as well as the FD and DVARS between all
subsequent volumes.
The correlation ratio is an asymmetrical, spatially informed measure of the overlap between images33. It is calculated
as:
(7)
where x indicates the image, y indicates the voxel in image x, vxy
 is the value of voxel y in image x,
is the average
voxel value for image x, and
is the average of all voxel values in both images. The correlation ratio matrix was
generated by calculating the correlation ratio for every possible pair of volumes in the sequence using FLIRT
(FMRIB’s Linear Image Registration Tool)34,35. The correlation ratio matrix was used to compare the recorded signal
in each image before and after each registration technique.
The FD and DVARS metrics defined by Power et al. were calculated using the FSLMotionOutliers tool6. These
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metrics were calculated for each image and were used for evaluation of the efficacy of the registration frameworks.
Results
Image Signal in Original and Registered Images

(a) Subject with the highest original correlation ratio average.

(b) Subject with median original correlation ratio average.
Figure 3: Correlation ratio matrices for two subjects. The three graphs for each subject show the correlation ratios
between every possible volume pair in for the original sequence, the traditionally registered sequence, and the DAG
registered sequence. Darker colors indicate a higher correlation ratio and lower similarity between the volumes. Both
registration methods produce sequences with better inter-volume coherence than the original sequences.
The correlation ratio matrices for two subjects can be seen in Figure 3. These matrices are for the subject with the
highest original correlation ratio mean (subject 1) and the subject with the median original correlation ratio mean
(subject 8). In this figure, darker colors represent pairs of volumes with higher correlation ratios and lower similarity.
For both subjects 1 and 8, the original sequence had high correlation ratios between many pairs of volumes, and those
pairs of volumes have lower correlation ratios in the corrected images. The correlation ratio matrices show that both
versions of both registration methods produced rs-fMRI sequences with less variability than the original images.

Figure 4: The average and standard deviation of the correlation ratios of each sequence for each subject.
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The mean and standard deviation of the correlation ratios for all sequences can be seen in Figure 4. The errorbars
marked with circles represent the original sequences. The errorbars marked with triangles represent the sequences
registered using the traditional global registration method. The errorbars marked with squared represent the sequences
registered using the DAG-based registration method. This figure shows that the original unregistered sequences
generally have higher average correlation ratios and more variation across the correlation ratio matrix than the
registered images for nearly all subjects.
Comparison of Motion Correction Methods
Table 3. The mean, median, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the histograms of FD and DVARS values
for all image types were calculated. The histograms for the DAG-based method have lower means, medians, and
standard deviations than those of the first volume correction method.
FD Values (mm)

DVARS Values (units)

No
Registration

Traditional

DAG-based

No
Registration

Traditional

DAG-based

1.07

2.18

1.22

63.14

135.15

97.23

0.3

1.46

0.56

35.19

133.48

77.75

Standard
Deviation

1.97

2.35

1.61

70

83.48

77.14

Skewness (-)

3.86

3.08

3

2.76

1.13

1.55

Kurtosis (-)

23.29

17.74

17.12

14.28

7.79

7.44

Statistic
Mean
Median

The FD and DVARS values were calculated to determine how many volumes in each registered sequence met the
gold standard usability thresholds. The FD and DVARS values were viewed as distribution functions representing the
effects of no registration, traditional registration, and DAG-based registration. These distributions were compared
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which compares the empirical distribution functions of two samples. The FD and
DVARS values of all sequences were statistically significantly different at p < 2.2E −16. The statistics of the FD and
DVARS histograms of both motion correction methods can be seen in Table 3.
Table 4. The number of frames recovered by each global volume registration framework for each threshold.
Threshold

No Registration

Traditional

DAG-based

FD (0.2 mm)

966

175

569

DVARS (25 units)

781

78

297

Both

619

61

258

Both (%)

24.27

2.39

10.11

Power et al.’s usability thresholds were used to determine how many volumes were recovered by each framework3.
Table 4 shows the number of volumes meeting each threshold, with the traditional and DAG-based frameworks
recovering 2% and 10% of volumes, respectively. These results show that the DAG-based registration technique
produces sequences with lower FD and DVARS values than the traditional global registration method does.
Discussion
Resting-state BOLD MR images are used to evaluate the functional architecture of a patient’s brain. Because
resting-state BOLD images are highly susceptible to motion, the development of strong post-acquisition motion
correction techniques is vital. Current pipelines for mitigating motion after sequence acquisition vary in terms of
efficacy and effectiveness, but all begin with global volume registration. In this study, we compared the corrective
performance of two global volume registration methods, the traditional framework and a novel DAG-based
framework, on a set of 17 neonatal rs-fMRIs.
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We structure our DAG model using a constraint similar to the Markov property: each frame is only connected to the
immediately subsequent frame in our graph. This constraint allows the registration from the previous volume to the
reference volume to be used to initialize the registration of the current volume to the reference volume. The
initializations help the registration process globally and locally optimize the alignments of the image volumes to the
reference volume.
The correlation ratio matrices, and FD and DVARS values were calculated for each sequence. Examination of the
correlation ratio matrix statistics indicates that volume registration reduces some effects of motion in rs-fMRIs. The
histograms of the FD and DVARS values of the registered sequences show that the DAG-based method was better
able to correct volumes to meet Power et al’s thresholds than the traditional registration method. Overall, these results
indicate that the DAG-based global registration method is better able to reduce the effects of motion in neonatal
images than the traditional global registration method. While no whole sequences were recovered, many high-motion
volumes within each sequence were recovered by the DAG-based registration method but not by the traditional
registration method.
Motion Patterns

Figure 5: The effects of the registration frameworks on the correlation ratios fall into 3 categories: (a) decreased
correlation ratio means and standard deviations, (b) increased correlation ratio means and/or standard deviations, and
(c) no significant effect.
Upon further examination of the correlation ratio matrices, three different effects of registration were noted. These
effects consist of: reduction of correlation ratio mean and standard deviation, increase in correlation ratio mean or
decrease only in the correlation ratio matrix’s standard deviation, and no significant effect.
The first effect is characterized by a reduction in correlation ratio mean and standard deviation after registration. Two
examples of this effect can be seen in Figure 5a. For both subjects, the initial correlation ratio matrices contain
subsequences with low motion frames and subsequences with medium amounts of relatively smooth motion. The
medium motion subsequences were short and scattered throughout the sequences. They are still present in the
registered images’ correlation ratio matrices, though to a lesser extent.
The second effect is characterized by an increase in the mean of the correlation ratio or a decrease only in the standard
deviation of the correlation ratio matrix. The patterns of motion associated with this effect are shown in Figure 5b. For
both cases, the correlation ratios after registration show lower maximum correlation ratio values, but more correlation
ratios in these matrices have higher values. These changes indicate that the registration frameworks may have reduced
the largest motions in those sequences, but then unintentionally increased the motion in the remainder of the sequence.
It is possible that removing a contiguous chunk of high motion frames from the beginning of the sequence could
prevent the increase in motion from occurring during registration.
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The third effect is characterized by a lack of significant change in the correlation ratio matrix mean and standard
deviation. The correlation ratio matrices for the sequences that exhibited this effect can be seen in Figure 5c. The
standard deviations of the correlation ratios for these matrices are small, which means that the matrices themselves
appear to contain large variations. Since these large variations only encompass a relatively small range of correlation
ratios, the subject likely made frequent, random, small motions rather than occasional smooth motions. This type of
motion would require the application of additional motion mitigation pipelines in order to recover the sequence.
Relation to Existing Work
To the best of our knowledge, there are two other studies that use prealignment during volume registration and support
our conclusions. Notably, Jenkinson et al. developed a search-based hybrid global-local optimization method that
avoids local minima35. Their method chooses the volume at the middle time frame as the reference volume and
performs two sets of registrations in parallel: registration of the subsequent volumes to the reference volume and
registration of the prior volumes to the reference volume. In each direction, the results of the most recent registration
are used to initialize the next registration. The results of their technical analysis suggest that these prealignments more
effectively reduce motion in the registered images than the traditional framework. However, this work only evaluates
the impact of their registration framework on adult brain images with little motion or planned and controlled motion.
Recently, Liao et al. reported on a feasibility study of using an HMM-based framework for volume registration in 10
fetal rs-fMRIs36. Liao et al’s dataset consisted of 10 fetal rs-fMRIs. In each of these sequences, the fetal brain, fetal
liver, and placenta were manually segmented in the first volume of the sequence as well as in five other randomly
chosen volumes. The overlaps of these manual segmentations before and after registration were measured using the
Dice coefficient. The Dice coefficients increased more after registration using Liao et al.’s framework than the
traditional framework; however, their measure of positional change only quantifies the changes in position between
the six pairs of manually segmented volumes. The 10 sequences used in this study contained approximately 300
volumes each, which suggests that a more comprehensive analysis on a larger dataset is needed to validate this
approach to reducing motion in fetal images.
Our work extends both Jenkinson et al.’s and Liao et al.’s by evaluating a registration framework similar to both of
theirs on a set of high-motion neonatal images, which were not studied in either of these reports. We perform a
comprehensive analysis of the registered images using a pair of gold standard usability thresholds and by examining
patterns of motion throughout the entire image sequence using a similarity metric.
Limitations and Future Work
Subject motion during rs-MRI scans affects both the recorded position and orientation of the subject as well as the
established magnetic spin gradients within the skull. The DAG-based technique can correct the positional effects of
motion, but it cannot correct the effects of the motion that disrupt the magnetic spin gradients. It is possible for this
effect to be mitigated during image acquisition: methods exist for prospectively estimating subject motion and
changing slice positions in each volume. Unfortunately, retrospective techniques to correct for spin gradient effects
require shot-to-shot modeling of macroscopic B0 fields and are beyond the scope of the present research.
In the future, we plan to apply the DAG-based technique to other patient populations such as fetal, preadolescent, and
adult populations. Then we will be able to perform an accurate comparison to Jenkinson et al. and Liao et al.’s works.
We aim to generalize our registration framework to characterize the motion of different organ types, such as the fetal
brain and placenta. We also plan to use our analysis process to characterize different types of motion in several
populations.
Conclusions
In this feasibility study, we applied two global registration methods to set of rs-fMRIs of 17 healthy neonates. We
showed that both the DAG-based and traditional registration techniques reduce the amount of motion in the images as
measured using correlation ratio matrices. We then showed that the DAG-based framework is better at correcting
images to a pair of established gold standard thresholds for rs-fMRI usability than the traditional framework. In the
future, we plan to apply the DAG-based framework to other patient populations and multi-organ problems.
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Abstract Precision medicine focuses on developing new treatments based on an individual’s genetic, environmental,
and lifestyle profile. While this data-driven approach has led to significant advances, retrieving information specific to
a patient’s condition has proved challenging for oncologists due to the large volume of data. In this paper, we propose
the PRecIsion Medicine Robust Oncology Search Engine (PRIMROSE) for cancer patients that retrieves scientific
articles and clinical trials based on a patient’s condition, genetic profile, age, and gender. Our search engine utilizes
Elasticsearch indexes for information storage and retrieval, and we developed a knowledge graph for query expansion
in order to improve recall. Additionally, we experimented with machine learning and learning-to-rank components
to the search engine and compared the results of the two approaches. Finally, we developed a front-facing ReactJS
website and a REST API for connecting with our search engine. The development of this front-facing website allows
for easy access to our system by healthcare providers.
Introduction
Precision medicine, in recent years, has become the focus of much of the recent cancer research literature. While
the underlying concepts of precision medicine are readily visible in longstanding medical procedures such as blood
transfusions, the field has recently experienced rapid growth due to the announcement of the Precision Medicine
Initiative in 2015† . Precision medicine, as defined by the Precision Medicine Initiative, is “an emerging approach for
disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for
each person” [1] . The first target of the initiative has been cancer due to the new understanding of the physiological and
genetic drivers of the disease and, more importantly, its high mortality rate [2] .
Since the initiative’s inception in 2015, vast amounts of literature have been published linking precision medicine
treatments with various genetic, environmental, and lifestyle conditions. However, translating these treatments into
clinical settings has proven challenging. One such challenge has been developing precision medicine decision support
tools to aid oncologists in identifying the most up-to-date evidence-based treatments for their patients. In this case,
the vast amounts of information proves to be a double-edged sword: on one hand research describing patient specific
targeted treatments is potentially available to help the patient, while on the other hand, identifying these treatments
given the large amount of scientific evidence can be a daunting, time-consuming task. This can drastically limit the
effectiveness of these treatments. Oncologists need to keep up-to-date with the latest precision medicine information
in order to determine the best possible treatment for a particular patient, but without an advanced decision support tool
this may prove difficult.
The problem of inaccessibility of information can further be divided into two sub-problems based on the two primary
information needs: inaccessibility of scientific articles (for identifying treatments) and the inaccessibility of clinical
trials (for identifying potential experimental trials). For oncologists, both are fundamental to the treatment of their
patients. The first sub-problem of inaccessibility of scientific abstracts occurs due to the amount of information in the
MEDLINE‡ database and its corresponding search engine, PubMed, which provides journal citations and abstracts
from biomedical literature from around the world. However, not all documents indexed in MEDLINE are relevant
to an oncologist searching for precision medicine information primarily because the document doesn’t relate to the
treatment, prevention, or prognosis of a patient’s condition [3;4] . The second sub-problem occurs with clinical trials.
Currently, ClinicalTrials.gov§ maintains a database of privately and publicly funded clinical studies conducted around
the world. However, this database suffers from similar constraints as the MEDLINE database in finding relevant
clinical trials amongst all clinical trials is difficult.
∗ This

work was completed as part of an undergraduate internship at the UTHealth School of Biomedical Informatics.

† https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2015/01/30/fact-sheet-president-obama-s-precision-medicine-initiative
‡ https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pmresources.html/
§ https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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In order to combat this problem, this paper proposes a search engine with three main components: an information
retrieval system, a machine learning-based ranking model, and a user accessible website. The search engine ranks the
relevance of a scientific abstract or clinical trial in relation to cancer precision medicine and returns a collection of
documents for oncologist use.
This paper will focus on our methods of building the search engine system and several approaches we took to improve
the performance of the machine learning based ranking model.
Related Work
Developing a search engine for precision medicine was a problem introduced in 2017 as part of the TREC Precision
Medicine track [3] . The track is currently on its third iteration with the 2019 challenge issued earlier this year. Multiple
attempts have been made in order to create a search engine that is able to retrieve relevant documents using a variety of
approaches including learning-to-rank models [5] , Bayesian probability graphs [6] , and query expansion techniques [7;8] .
Few of these current systems provide their code, and none, to our knowledge, have made a public-facing web interface.
This limits the accessibility of the search engines which in turn decreases their effectiveness. In the development of
PRIMROSE, we prioritized the availability of a web-based user interface in order to meet the needs of a practicing
clinicians and to allow us to engage in future studies of the accessibility and usability of the interface (which is often
more important than actual retrieval performance).
Data
For the storage of our data, we used an Elasticsearch version 7.1.1 cluster. Within our cluster, we created separate
indexes for scientific abstracts and clinical trials. The scientific abstracts index contained a January 2017 snapshot of
articles available on MEDLINE as well as American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and American Association
for Cancer Research (AACR) proceedings. This data was retrieved from the 2017 TREC Precision Medicine provided
files [3] . The clinical trials index contained an April 2017 snapshot of ClinicalTrials.gov and was also retrieved from
the 2017 TREC Precision Medicine provided files.
We used the provided XML versions of the scientific abstracts in order to retrieve the MeSH terms, title, and abstract
from the documents, and mapped this information to the mesh_terms and text fields respectively. These data subdivisions were predetermined by the TREC Precision Medicine Track and were marked as such in the provided files. For
both fields, the default Elasticsearch tokenizer was used and the index was created using the default settings.
For the clinical trials, we preprocessed the provided XML files in order to only retrieve the brief_description, brief_summary,
brief_title, condition, detailed_description, eligibility, gender, gender_based, keyword, maximum_age, minimum_age,
and overall_status fields. These data subdivisions were predetermined by the TREC Precision Medicine Track and
were marked as such in the provided files. The document was then inserted into the Elasticsearch index using the
default Elasticsearch tokenizer and created the index using the default settings.
After inserting the data, we had 23,739,462 abstracts indexed in the abstracts index and 241,006 clinical trials indexed
in the trials index from the 2017 dataset. From the provided TREC Precision Medicine files, we were able to get a
record of documents that had been previously graded to determine whether they were precision medicine or not. There
were 22,643 abstracts that had been previously judged. Of these 22,642 abstracts, 3,875 were judged as precision
medicine while 18,767 abstracts were judged to be not precision medicine. The precision medicine documents were
then further subdivided into relevant and partially relevant. Relevant documents contained a descriptions of the disease and gene information while partially relevant abstracts contained either the disease or the gene information or
generalities of both. There were 2,022 totally relevant documents and 1,853 partially relevant documents. Clinical
trials contained similar parameters with 13,019 graded documents, 1,171 precision medicine documents, and 11,848
not precision medicine documents. The precision medicine clinical trials were then further subdivided into relevant
and partially relevant. There were 436 fully relevant clinical trials and 735 partially relevant clinical trials.
In order to test the recall of the search engine, we used topics provided by the 2017 TREC Precision Medicine Track.
Each topic contained a disease related to cancer, one or more genes, age and gender stored as demographic information,
and an other category. The topics were synthetically created by experienced precision oncologists and were often
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Figure 1: Knowledge graph for topic expansion
[3]

inspired by real patients . The first example topic contained “Liposarcoma” as the disease, “CDK4 Amplification”
as the genetic mutation, “38-year-old female” as the demographic, and “GERD” as the other category (a co-morbidity).
The second sample topic contained “Colon cancer” as the disease, “KRAS (G13D), BRAF (V600E)” as the genetic
mutation, “52-year-old male” as the demographic, and “Type II Diabetes, Hypertension” as the other category. The
topics were stored in XML format.
Methods
A. Information Retrieval
To retrieve information from Elasticsearch, PRIMROSE queries ElasticSearch for documents matching the disease,
gene, and demographic information of the topic. In this section we describe the queries for both the abstracts and
trials.
A.1. Scientific Abstracts
Our baseline method for scientific abstracts was adapted from the imi_mug system [9] . The baseline query mandated
that both the disease and the gene be present somewhere in the document, whether it be in the MeSH terms or in the
title/abstract. The query placed a heavier weight on a matching disease than it did on a matching gene. Finally, the
query searched for the gender and age demographic corresponding to the topic, but didn’t require that the gender or
demographic information be in the document. The JSON for the baseline abstracts query can be seen on our github
repository.¶
A.2. Clinical Trials
Our clinical trial methodology differed in the construction of the baseline query, primarily due to the availability of
more information. In construction of the clinical trials baseline query, we treated the disease and gene fields the same
as in the abstracts query. Since our index contained a minimum age and a maximum age range for each clinical trial
and a gender field, we matched the demographic information to these fields. The JSON for the baseline trials query
can be seen on our github repository.k
A.3. Knowledge Graph Construction
After the construction of our baseline queries, we ran each topic through our knowledge graph in order to expand
the disease, gene, and demographic information retrieved. In the construction of our knowledge graph, we followed
the life cycle of a knowledge graph defined in Zhou et al. [7] . This life cycle follows three stages: domain knowledge
modeling, knowledge acquisition, and finally knowledge integration and identifier normalization. The workflow for
our knowledge graph is show in Figure 1.
For the knowledge modeling part of the life cycle, we used existing databases of medical knowledge and previously
defined architectures as data sources for the graph. We made use of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
and the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) to develop the bulk of the graph [10;11] . The UMLS exists as a
¶ https://github.com/krobertslab/primrose/blob/master/src/assets/ABSJSON.json
k https://github.com/krobertslab/primrose/blob/master/src/assets/TRIALSJSON.json
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repository of biomedical vocabularies and contains linkages between the concepts stored [10] . Querying the UMLS for
a concept, like a cancer condition, returns related terms to the concept. The HGNC contains the approved standardized
version of gene symbols, and stores the results in the Human Gene Nomenclature database. The HGNC provides two
services: first it retrieves the standardized symbol for a gene and then it retrieves more information about the gene
based on its symbol. Querying for a standardized symbol returns a XML document containing hgnc_id, symbol, and
score as fields. Querying for more information based on the symbol or hgnc_id returns more information about the
gene including its alias_symbols, location, and gene_group. We then created our own architecture for age related
MeSH terms. Since Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms are the National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) controlled
vocabulary or subject headings and can be used for age related queries, we retrieved all of the relevant age related
MeSH terms from the list of existing MeSH terms as part of knowledge modeling [12] . These terms included “child”,
“adolescent”, “infant”, “middle aged”, “aged”, “adult”, and “aged, 80 and over”.
Knowledge acquisition extracts knowledge relevant to the condition, genetic profile, and demographic information
from the knowledge bases. The first part of this stage requires downloading the data from the appropriate part of the
knowledge graph. After the data has been downloaded, it is parsed to retrieve the information requested. Once this
information has been found, it is extracted from the graph. For example, querying UMLS for the disease “Liposarcoma” from the first example topic described in the Data section returns 342 results with the top 10 results being “liposarcoma”, “Adult Liposarcoma”, “Childhood Liposarcoma”, “Liposarcoma, Dedifferentiated”, and “Liposarcoma,
Pleomorphic”. Using the genetic mutation “CDK4 Amplification” from the example query, HGNC returns an XML
document of 6 documents each containing the fields hgnc_id, symbol, and score. The first document contains an
hgnc_id of HGNC:1773, a symbol of CDK4, and a score of 2.75. Using the symbol, CDK4, retrieved, the next
part of the service returns more information about the particular gene based on its symbol such as PSK-J3 as an alias
symbol, 12q14.1 as the gene location, and Cyclin dependent kinases and MicroRNA protein coding host genes as the
gene_groups. We especially make use of the alias_symbols during the knowledge acquisition part of the life cycle to
find related genes within the query gene’s family or gene locus.
Finally, the last stage of the knowledge graph is knowledge integration and normalization. The knowledge acquisition
phase results in an excess of repetitive data, so the graph filters out information that is deemed repetitive. Due to
the uniqueness of the format of results returned by each dataset, the graph handles each source differently. During
integration, the graph assesses relevance based on proximity to the three prongs of the query - disease, genes, and
demographic - and then normalizes the results. Relevance to disease is judged as ur , where u indicates the uniqueness
of the result, while r indicates its relation to a cancer condition. Uniqueness of the result (u) occurs when the result
returned contains no overlap with the entered disease concept. For example, the disease “Breast Cancer” might return
“Breast cancer stage II”. This term would be deemed to be not unique since the term “Breast Cancer” appears in the
returned term. The relation to a cancer condition (r) determines to degree to which something corresponds to cancer.
For instance, the query “Breast cancer” might return “Breast carcinoma” and “BRCA1 Protein”. The term “Breast
carcinoma” would score high on this metric since breast carcinoma is related to the name of a cancer. Conversely,
“BRCA1 Protein” would score low because it describes a protein rather than the cancer. Using this methodology, we
filter the returned disease results. Genetic relevance is determined by the proximity of the gene symbol to the entered
query, and is calculated by genetic linkages. The first link is from gene to the gene family and the second links gene
family to alias symbols. We retain all concepts that fall into these two linkages and discard the rest. Finally, we retain
MeSH term linkages based on two strategies described in prior works: 1-1 age MeSH and expanded age MeSH [9;13] .
These MeSH term linkage strategies provide MeSH terms that most closely represent age group being searched for.
In 1-1 (one-to-one) age MeSH, the graph retains only the single best MeSH term for the age of the patient. For
example, entering a 50-year-old patient would return only the “aged” MeSH term using this strategy. This MeSH term
is then checked for only in the MeSH terms of the document. In expanded age MeSH, the graph uses established
linkages to retain multiple MeSH terms and keywords to look for in the document. Using the expanded age MeSH
strategy, the same 50-year-old patient would return the “middle aged” and “adult” MeSH terms. These MeSH terms
are then added to the query in the manner specified in Kastner et al. [13] . An example of the entire integration process
completed for the first example topic would return only “Liposarcoma” for the disease since the results returned from
the UMLS – “liposarcoma”, “Adult Liposarcoma”, “Childhood Liposarcoma”, “Liposarcoma, Dedifferentiated”, and
“Liposarcoma, Pleomorphic” – score low on the disease relevance metric ur due to a low uniqueness of the result.
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It would return cyclin dependent kinase 4, CDK4 Amplification, CDK, and PSK-J3 after running gene integration.
Finally, the graph would return the “middle_aged” and “adult” MeSH terms during expanded age mesh, and just the
“adult” MeSH term for 1-1 age MeSH.
The knowledge graph then normalizes to a format that can be inserted into an Elasticsearch query. By going through
the normalization process, the graph reduces false positives by matching data only to relevant fields. For example,
normalizing produces a query that searches for the age 53 in clinical trials only in the age related categories and not,
for instance, in the brief title. For scientific abstracts, the data is linked to either the MeSH terms, the title and abstract
fields, or both. For clinical trials the data is linked to the brief_title, brief_summary, mesh_terms, keyword, condition,
eligibility fields or some combination of those fields. After choosing the correct field or fields for searching, the graph
than determines how to prioritize matches. The graph searches for diseases both as a phrase within the specified fields
and for the best match to the disease within all of the specified fields, Genes are searched for across fields and as a
phrase within the document. Gene families are also searched for as phrase-prefixes within the document. After doing
this, the data is then assigned a boosting factor which ElasticSearch uses when calculating the score of each document.
If a document matches a particular part of the query, the boosting factor is factored into the score making matches to
some parts of the query more or less valuable than others. The normalization boosting schematic prioritizes matches
based on the original disease and genes found in the topic and as such assigns a higher boosting factor to these clauses
of the query. Using the same first example topic, the query would generate a “Liposarcoma” best fields 1.5 boosted
clause, a “Liposarcoma” phrase .3 boosted clause, a “cyclin dependent kinase 4” phrase .3 boosted clause, “CDK4”
cross fields 1 boosted clause, “CDK” phrase prefix .2 boosted clause, a “PSK-J3” cross fields .2 boosted clause, and a
“PSK-J3” phrase prefix .02 boosted clause.
The final part of the normalization process is the creation of partial catchers (PCs). PCs are used to include documents
in the query result that contain only partial matches to the query. For example, a document might not contain the
disease of interest but contains treatments for the genes of interest or vice versa. The query without a PC would
discard this document despite it’s partial relevance to precision medicine. Thus, we hypothesized that the creation
of PCs would increase information retrieval recall. We created two PCs: a disease PC and a gene PC. Both PCs
corresponded exactly to the respective part of the original query – disease or gene – and were only modified to reduce
the boosting factor of the clause.
After running a topic through the knowledge graph, we used the normalized results of the graph to modify our baseline
query. For disease-expanded queries, our query is only modified with disease expansion results. For gene-expanded
queries, our query is only modified with gene expanded results. For PC queries, we modified the baseline query to
include PCs. We then pass the modified query to ElasticSearch and retrieve the documents that match our query.
B. Machine Learning
B.1. Data Processing
Given the availability of existing labeled data, we experimented with supervised machine learning to improve retrieval
results. We used the 2017 TREC Precision Medicine track evaluation results to train our data. When we process text
data, we extract the important features from the raw text and prepare an encoded input for the machine learning. First,
we remove numeric terms and empty texts from the data source so that we only keep the essential text information. We
then convert the precision medicine or not precision medicine ratings into two classes (relevant/not relevant to PM).
We also perform gene and cancer masking. We first extracted a list of all relevant gene and cancer names from the
topics provided by the 2017, 2018 and 2019 TREC Precision Medicine Track. We then matched the exact gene and
cancer names (converted to lowercase) appearing in the raw texts with our elements in our predefined list and replaced
those matched names with the masked terms [gene] and [cancer]. For example, the title of one of the papers in the
dataset is:
Anaplastic large cell lymphoma: redefining its morphologic spectrum and importance of recognition of the
ALK-positive subset.
After gene and cancer masking, the text becomes:
anaplastic large cell [cancer]: redefining its morphologic spectrum and importance of recognition of the [gene]positive subset.
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Figure 2: Deep learning models used in this paper. (A) A Bi-LSTM model, which has an input layer, a bi-directional
LSTM layer, a dense layer, and an output layer. (B) A 1-layer CNN model, which has an input layer, a convolution
layer, a pooling layer, a bi-directional LSTM layer, a flatten layer, a dense layer, and output layer.
This helps optimize the learning ability of the deep learning model since the model can focus more on learning more
distinct patterns and context surrounding the words instead of the complex gene and cancer names.
After that, we encode the text using neural embeddings, for which we use two approaches: static and dynamic. For
the static embeddings, a fixed document-level embedding is learned using doc2vec.∗∗ doc2vec uses a neural network
to learn the context of the document and phrases together. We use the default doc2vec model, which is pre-trained on
a large open-domain dataset. [14] .
For the dynamic embeddings, we make the use of pre-trained GloVe
using downstream deep learning models.

∗∗

word embeddings and then fine-tune these

B.2. Binary Classification Approach
In this approach, we classify the documents (abstracts and trials) into two classes–relevant to precision medicine (PM)
or not relevant (Not PM)–using deep learning approaches. We chose to take this approach over the feature-based
model approaches such as SVM, logistic regression, etc. because deep neural networks like CNNs, though they
are highly-parameterized, often outperform more traditional models even when using basic feature representations
(typically word or character embeddings for NLP tasks). They thus avoid the time-consuming effort surrounding
feature engineering. While it is certainly possible to encode problem-specific features into the model, this can be fairly
difficult for retrieval tasks where relevance is not easily defined a priori, thus a minimal-feature approach is highly
desirable. The time-consuming effort of parameter tuning as well as the computational cost of training deep learning
models are further downsides, so an investigation of both types of machine learning models is justified. To optimize
the computational power, the input sequences to the models are limited to 500 words because only 8% of the dataset
has length beyond that limit. Short texts (<500 words) are padded with zeros and the long texts (>500 words) are
truncated to 500 words. We evaluated two deep learning models:
1. LSTM: a bi-directional long short-term memory (LSTM) model. The LSTM memory uses 100 hidden units.
Adam optimization and a learning rate of 0.1 are used for training the model.
2. CNN-LSTM: a convolutional neural network (CNN) combined with a bi-LSTM. The CNN has 64 kernels with
a kernel size of 5. Adam optimization and a learning rate of 0.1 are used for training the model.
With the two basic models as shown in Figure 2, we added additional functionality to improve performance: (1) Masked
deep learning models have the previously-described gene and cancer masking prior to the embedding layer. (2) An
attention layer was added on top of the LSTM layer in both the LSTM and CNN-LSTM models.
∗∗ http://www.davidsbatista.net/blog/2018/12/06/Word_Embeddings/
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B.3. Learning-to-rank Approach
In this approach, we try to directly improve ranking performance, instead of focusing on PM or Not PM classification
(which plays only a part of ranking). Learning-to-rank (L2R) is a method that uses the application of supervised
machine learning (ML) to perform ranking. The primary difference between L2R and traditional ML classification is
that L2R calculates a score to rank a list of items so as to derive an optimal ordering of those items. L2R solves a
ranking problem on a list of items such that it can optimize the ordering of those items. As such, L2R is not concerned
about the exact score that each item gets, but instead focuses more on the relative ordering among all the items [15] .
Therefore, L2R is very useful in information retrieval because it can improve the efficiency and precision of retrieving
the top documents relevant to a topic.
With L2R, we first need to establish a scoring function and then train the model via gradient descent via a loss function
defined over these scores. Hence, the model learns to predict the probability of the ranking of one document over
another. In the pairwise approach, ranking is transformed into pairwise classication, comparing pairs of items one at a
time. RankNet and LambdaRank are popular L2R algorithms developed by Burges and colleagues. In this research,
we specifically use the LambdaRank algorithm since it has yielded better results than RankNet. LambdaRank uses the
normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) metric for optimization. The LambdaRank training procedure scales
the gradients based on the changes in NDCG found by swapping each pair of documents.
B.4. Evaluation
For binary classification evaluation, we used the 2018 TREC PM track data for training and the 2017 track data for
testing. For evaluation metrics, we use AUC, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 for classifier performance evaluation.
The performance of the individual models are reported in the Results section. The best-performing model (the LSTM
with attention) was incorporated into our search engine using the LambdaRank L2R framework.
B.5. Search Engine Integration
We ran both models on the retrieved data after querying Elasticsearch with the knowledge graph in order to filter out
the non-precision medicine documents. We then reranked documents based on the results of the machine learning
approaches. We tested the machine learning approaches effectiveness at 4 intervals of retrieved documents: 1000,
1250, 1500, and 2000. When using the L2R rank approach, we reranked documents solely based on the results of the
machine learning algorithm. For the classification approach, we settled on adding 1/2 of the range between the highest
score and the lowest score in the set of retrieved documents to the score of documents classified as precision medicine
by the ML classifier.
C. Web Page
We created the web page using python’s Flask framework for the back-end part of our application and a ReactJS
framework for the front-end part of the web page. Our front-end framework is available for view on Github pages, but
due to security concerns we were unable to connect it with the REST portion of our application. We have provided
sample data within the application for viewing purposes. Our Flask app leverages the information retrieval techniques
outline above. However, it does not incorporate any machine learning in order to increase speed. The front-end
framework displays both clinical trials and scientific abstracts. For scientific abstracts, the web page allows users to
filter by date range and displays the journal title of the abstract. For clinical trials the web page allows users to filter
by date range and displays the status of the trial. It also lets users filter results by whether the trial is open or not based
on the recruitment status.
Results
A. Information Retrieval
We evaluated the precision of our search engine using the TREC 2017 PM track evaluation metrics for clinical trials
and scientific abstracts. The primary metric used in evaluation of the scientific abstracts was the inferred Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (infNDCG) while the main metrics for clinical trials were Precision at 5 (P5), Precision at
10(P10), and Precision at 15(P15) [3] . We observed significant improvement quality of documents returned after using
the Knowledge Graph. We were unable to see significant improvement using machine learning methods, however.
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Baseline
Gene Expanded
Disease Expanded
Disease + Gene Expanded
Partial Match Catcher Expanded Disease
Partial Match Catcher Expanded Gene
Both Expanded Partial Match Catcher

1-1 age MeSH
0.4117
0.4371
0.4178
0.4587
0.4596
0.4584
0.4603

Expanded Age MeSH
0.4119
0.4351
0.4186
0.4546
0.4550
0.4542
0.4563

No MeSH
0.4130
0.4383
0.4181
0.4547
0.4560
0.4562
0.4562

Table 1: Comparison of results for scientific abstracts based on infNDCG.
Baseline
Gene Expanded
Disease Expanded
Disease expanded w/ PC
Disease expanded w/ PC and gene expanded
Gene & Disease Expanded both w/ PC

P@5
0.4276
0.4414
0.4552
0.4414
0.2345
0.4414

P@10
0.369
0.4103
0.3828
0.4030
0.2103
0.4000

P@15
0.3218
0.3609
0.3448
0.3586
0.1816
0.3494

Table 2: Comparison of results for clinical trials.
For the information retrieval component of our search engine, we evaluated the queries before and after the use of the
Knowledge Graph and using the three different types of age MeSH strategies.
For scientific abstracts, the best query performed expansions on both the genes and the disease as well as introduced
partial match catchers for both the disease and the genes. Gene expansion preformed better than disease expansion
for the scientific abstracts. However, partial match catchers were more effective with diseases rather than genes.
Overall, we noticed that 1-1 age MeSH strategy worked better with queries with both disease and gene expanded. We
also noticed that a no MeSH strategy seemed to improve precision in cases where gene and disease were not both
expanded. The results from our scientific abstract queries are show in Table 1.
For clinical trials, the best queries had either disease or gene expansion, but not both. Disease expansion performed
better in terms of P5 metric than any other query. However, gene expansion performed better on the P10 and P15
metrics. Partial catchers were somewhat effective, but no clear trend emerged from the data. The results from the
queries are displayed in Table 2. There was no difference between using the 1-1 age MeSH strategy and the no age
MeSH strategy, which made sense due to the presence of the age range fields in our data.
B. Binary Classification
The detailed experiments for our classifier used in the learning-to-rank framework are shown in Table 3. For L2R,
we also trained on the TREC 2018 dataset [3] and tested on the TREC 2017 dataset [4] . The primary evaluation metric
was NDCG, which measures the closeness of the predicted ranking list with the actual labels. The NDCG of our L2R
model on the testing set is 0.65 (on abstract data) and 0.69 (on clinical trial data).
C. Search Engine Integration
When machine learning was combined with the Elasticsearch queries, we noticed a general decrease in precision across
all uses of the knowledge graph. The L2R queries performed generally equivalent when 1000 or less documents were
returned, but decreased significantly in precision when more documents were returned. Conversely, the deep learning
model maintained relatively the same precision across multiple query sizes despite an initial drop in precision for
the baseline query size of 1000. Overall, the the addition of machine learning was unable to increase the score from
the retrieved documents over all query sizes. A comparison of the best query when used with the machine learning
approaches is shown in Table 4. Additionally, adding machine learning to the REST API decreased the end-to-end
performance of the search engine.
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Model
LSTM
CNN-LSTM
CNN-LSTM
Masked LSTM
Masked CNN-LSTM
LSTM + Attention

Scientific Abstracts
Embedding
AUC
Acc.
GloVe
0.539
0.569
GloVe
0.541
0.531
doc2vec
0.541
0.575
GloVe
0.545
0.611
GloVe
0.549
0.561
GloVe
0.591
0.552

Prec.
0.525
0.528
0.526
0.305
0.536
0.561

Rec.
0.521
0.530
0.520
0.500
0.535
0.564

F1
0.516
0.524
0.511
0.379
0.535
0.550

Model
LSTM
CNN-LSTM
CNN-LSTM
Masked CNN-LSTM
Masked LSTM
LSTM + Attention

Clinical Trials
Embedding
AUC
Acc.
GloVe
0.485
0.600
GloVe
0.503
0.704
doc2vec
0.497
0.646
GloVe
0.511
0.641
GloVe
0.530
0.392
GloVe
0.500
0.705

Prec.
0.468
0.406
0.471
0.488
0.546
0.353

Rec.
0.475
0.499
0.486
0.493
0.532
0.500

F1
0.467
0.414
0.457
0.475
0.383
0.414

Table 3: Learning-to-rank performance on scientific abstracts and clinical trials using six different model variants.

Figure 3: Website Screenshots
D. Website
We were able to create the web interface for the search engine using ReactJS for the front-end and Flask for the
creation of the REST API. We deployed the React app on Github pages†† . We were unable to connect the REST API
to the deployed website due to security reasons (owing to university policies), lacking a dedicated web server. Instead,
we have provided sample data for viewing. We have included screenshots of the website in Figure 3.
Discussion
We were able to see a marked improvement in the retrieval of precision medicine documents using our search engine.
We focused on the development of our search engine to cater to oncologists and emphasized its usability. By the
development of a front-facing website with an intuitive user interface, we were able to translate preexisting knowledge
into tangible solutions. The one main possible source of error was insuring that we had an accurate snapshot of
MEDLINE and ClinicalTrials.gov. If we were missing documents, the evaluated accuracy of our search engine could
vary, but the same general trends should still apply. Although we were able to test it internally, the inability to open
our REST API for public connections is a major technical barrier that we still need to overcome, likely requiring a
dedicated webserver to host the website and Elasticsearch index. We were able to get around this by testing the REST
API separately from the front-facing website, but concern exists regarding scalability and accessibility. In future work,
we hope to get around both the sources of error and the limitations of our study by regularly updating the information
in our Elasticsearch index with the most current articles in MEDLINE and by adding additional security measures so
that the REST API can be public-facing.
†† https://krobertslab.github.io/primrose/
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Abstracts (infNDCG)
Trials (P@10)

Baseline
0.4603
0.4103

L2R
0.4603
0.4103

Deep Learning
0.4544
0.3897

Table 4: Comparison of machine learning approaches on the best retrieval technique (for scientific abstracts, the Both
Gene and Disease expanded w/ partial catchers (PC); for clinical trials the gene expanded query).
Conclusion
Because of the inaccessibility of precision medicine information, oncologists have been unable to use the information
to actually treat their patients. We developed the PRecIsion Medicine Robust Oncology Search Engine (PRIMROSE)
in order to retrieve relevant information from published scientific abstracts and clinical trials. As part of PRIMROSE,
we developed a knowledge graph for query expansion and used machine learning techniques in order to improve recall.
We then created a front facing website and REST API in order for an oncologist or other user to use the information.
Going forward, we hope to increase recall as well as increase accessibility to the search engine.
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Abstract
Developed to enable basic queries for cohort discovery, i2b2 has evolved to support complex queries. Little is known
whether query sophistication – and the informatics resources required to support it – addresses researcher needs. In
three years at our institution, 609 researchers ran 6,662 queries and requested re-identification of 80 patient cohorts
to support specific studies. After characterizing all queries as “basic” or “complex” with respect to use of
sophisticated query features, we found that the majority of all queries, and the majority of queries resulting in a
request for cohort re-identification, did not use complex i2b2 features. Data domains that required extensive effort to
implement saw relatively little use compared to common domains (e.g., diagnoses). These findings suggest that efforts
to ensure the performance of basic queries using common data domains may better serve the needs of the research
community than efforts to integrate novel domains or introduce complex new features.
Introduction
Secondary use of electronic health record (EHR) data is critical to clinical and translational research (1,2). To provide
investigators with self-service access to electronic patient data for cohort identification, institutions have deployed
tools developed locally (3–7) and by consortia (8,9). Of consortium-based efforts, Informatics for Integrating Biology
and the Bedside (i2b2) is perhaps most widely-known, with more than 110 institutions having adopted the tool since
2004 (10,11). From adoption in individual sites, i2b2 has spawned multi-institutional cohort discovery efforts at the
regional (12,13) and federal (14) levels using the Shared Health Information Resource Network (SHRINE) (15) as
well as clinical trial recruitment activities at the global level by biopharmaceutical companies (16). Furthermore,
informatics researchers have described sophisticated efforts to streamline i2b2 activities including but not limited to
data acquisition (17–20), representation (21,22), and visualization, (23–25) as well as natural language processing and
query performance improvement (26,27). Most critically, clinical researchers have cited i2b2 as facilitating cohort
identification in studies of major depressive disorder (28), migraine (29), eosinophilic esophagitis (30,31), hearing
loss (32), and hospital-acquired acute kidney infection, (33) among other disease areas.
Although existing investigations have demonstrated adoption, extension, and scientific value of i2b2, little is known
about how clinical and translational researchers perform i2b2 queries. Existing literature is limited to studies of i2b2
support for specific use cases selected by informatics researchers (34,35) and enterprise-wide usage by noninformatics personnel in two sites (36,37). Notably, the studies of enterprise-wide i2b2 usage used less comprehensive
measures and examined shorter time periods compared to evaluations of early self-service clinical data query tools
(38,39). Additionally, two early i2b2 studies revealed deficits that resulted in development of new features enabling
complex queries, such as extraction of data in CDISC ODM format and the ability to specify temporal sequences of
events, addressing use cases devised by informatics professionals (34,35).
However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have characterized the sophistication of everyday i2b2 queries nor
examined the relationship between query sophistication and resultant scientific activity of users. In its default
configuration, i2b2 offers basic query functionality, where users assemble searches by dragging clinical concepts into
a maximum of three groups. Additionally, i2b2 provides complex query functionality, including the ability to define
parameters where observations occurred during the same financial encounter or exhibited other sophisticated temporal
relationships.
Understanding how clinical and translational researchers with and without informatics expertise use i2b2 to perform
basic and complex queries can inform how informatics professionals deliver service, measure effects, and describe
value of i2b2 and other approaches for secondary use of EHR data. Usage patterns, intended downstream application,
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and individual expertise may differ substantially across i2b2 users, whose familiarity with the intricacies of health
data and degree of comfort with interactive web applications may vary. We hypothesized that users would perform
more basic queries than complex queries, and that basic queries would yield more requests for cohort reidentification
than complex queries.
Methods
Setting
The Weill Cornell Medicine (WCM) Physician Organization constitutes a multi-specialty group practice with over
900 physicians serving more than 2 million patients at more than 20 clinics across the New York City area. All WCM
physicians have admitting privileges to NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital (NYP), a long-time teaching affiliate. In
addition to clinical care, WCM serves as the medical education and biomedical research locus of Cornell University,
for which WCM houses a Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) hub and several core facilities.
For documenting clinical care, WCM physicians use EpicCare Ambulatory in outpatient clinics and Allscripts Sunrise
Clinical Manager in the inpatient setting. Separate information technology teams from WCM and NYP oversee the
outpatient and inpatient clinical systems. As described elsewhere, the WCM Research Informatics group enables
secondary use of data from institutional EHR systems as well as support of research-specific applications (40). To
support i2b2, we transform data acquired from disparate source systems on a monthly basis and use it to populate two
i2b2 instances: a master, identified instance, termed “Red,” used exclusively by members of the Research Informatics
group for testing and cohort re-identification; and a publicly accessible instance, termed “Green,” that has been
subjected to a de-identification process in accordance with the Safe Harbor definition of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
The cohort discovery workflow starts with the construction of an initial query on the de-identified “Green” instance
of i2b2. Researchers are encouraged to contact informatics staff for support in development of individual queries, but
the tool is offered on a self-service basis. Before obtaining an IRB protocol, users are limited to obtaining demographic
breakdowns of patient cohorts and obfuscated patient counts, in accordance with the de-identified nature of the tool.
No plugins are available in the publicly accessible “Green” instance. However, after a user has defined the cohort of
interest, they may submit a formal request to informatics staff for cohort reidentification, at which point a member of
the Research Informatics team reviews the request and corresponding IRB protocol, then, assuming approval,
replicates the query on the identified “Red” i2b2 instance, using the “ExportXLS” plugin to extract a list of medical
record numbers to be provided to the requester.
Data collection
The de-identified “Green” instance of i2b2 has been available to researchers at our institution since October 2015.
When the tool was first made available to the research community, available query features were limited to patient
demographic information, diagnoses, medications, and procedures from our local outpatient EHR system, and drew
from 500 million rows of data for close to 2 million patients. Since then, we have expanded the catchment of this
instance considerably to over 2.5 billion rows of data for approximately 3 million patients. Today users can run queries
on a number of additional clinical concepts, including clinical trials enrollment, data from the institutional tumor
registry, lab results, genomic data from next-generation sequencing (NGS) panels, family history, allergies, eye exams,
and data elements derived from natural language processing tools. Additionally, users can now query data from
inpatient systems, including both the inpatient EHR and perioperative ancillary systems. Data are mapped to
standardized reference terminologies and represented in ontologies consistent with the hierarchical representations
specified by ICD, LOINC, and other pertinent standards. Using i2b2 modifiers, users can distinguish between
numerous outpatient and inpatient systems (e.g., inpatient billing diagnosis versus outpatient problem list).
We obtained i2b2 user metadata and query logs from October 2015 through December 2018. To characterize the usage
of i2b2 at our institution, we conducted a series of SQL queries against these tables, importing the resulting data into
Python for subsequent analysis.
Evaluation
The first series of queries sought to characterize the types of queries users ran, stratifying them into basic and complex
queries. Basic queries were defined as those using three or fewer groups and not stipulating any temporal relationship
between groups. Complex queries were defined as those either stipulating a temporal relationship (e.g. “occurs at same
financial encounter”) between groups or using more than three groups. For each query executed by a member of the
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research community (i.e., excluding queries run by members of the Research Informatics team), we first stratified the
query as basic or complex according to this definition. We then determined the number of clinical concept domains
(e.g. diagnoses, medications, procedures) used by each query. While domains did not bear directly on the
characterization of queries as basic or complex, as a basic query could include multiple domains in a single group, it
nonetheless allowed us to characterize the extent to which users queried the extent of all data domains made available
for building queries.
By combining i2b2 metadata with institutional metadata, we categorized users into three primary roles: staff, faculty,
and trainees. Faculty constituted any individual with a formal faculty appointment, ranging from chaired professors
to adjunct and voluntary faculty members. Trainees constituted medical students, residents, and fellows, while staff
constituted the remainder of our users, including clinical research coordinators, research associates without faculty
appointments, and revenue cycle personnel.
To measure scientific activity of i2b2 users, we reviewed internal records of IRB-approved requests to re-identify
individual patient cohorts determined via i2b2 query. For each request, we characterized the i2b2 query that produced
it as either “basic” or “complex” according to the previously provided definitions.
Results
During the study period, 609 users—164 (27%) faculty, 219 (36%) trainees, and 226 (36.6%) staff—performed a total
of 6662 queries in i2b2. Of these, 4769 (71.6%) constituted basic usage in that they made use of three or fewer groups
and did not specify a temporal relationship between the clinical concepts used to build the query. Of the 80 queries
that resulted in an IRB-approved request for cohort re-identification, 68 (85%) were basic and 12 (15%) were complex
(made use of more than three groups or changed the default temporal constraint). 30 (37.5%) were executed by faculty,
28 (35%) were executed by trainees, and 22 (27.5%) were executed by staff.
Of the 6662 queries users ran during the study period, more than 90% used three or fewer clinical concept domains
(e.g., diagnoses, procedures), regardless of the number of groups they used. A plurality of queries made use of only
one domain, as detailed in Table 2.
Table 2. Stratification of number of domains used to build patient cohorts
Number of domains in query
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Count of queries
2913 (44%)
2603 (39%)
711 (11%)
316 (5%)
105 (2%)
12 (<1%)
2 (<1%)

As shown in Table 4, the most common domain used in queries was diagnoses (using ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes), with
medications and demographics making up a distant second and third. Genomics, family history, and data points
abstracted from the tumor registry, including ICD-O codes, represented the domains least frequently utilized in
building queries.
Table 3. Stratification of domains used to build patient cohorts by number and relative frequency of domain. Since
queries may make use of more than one domain, the total sum of percentages adds up to more than 100%
Domain

Count of queries using domain

Percentage of total queries using domain

Diagnoses
Medications
Demographics
Encounters
Procedures
Labs
Previous Query
NLP

5096
1621
1590
999
984
906
360
229

76.49
24.33
23.87
15.00
14.77
13.60
5.40
3.44
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Allergy
History
Tumor Registry
Genomics

110
98
81
20

1.65
1.47
1.22
0.30

Of diagnoses, the most commonly-queried clinical concept domain, neoplastic disease was by far the most common
criteria used, occurring in almost 30% of all queries run during the analysis period (Table 5). External causes of
morbidity/mortality and endocrine diseases occurred second- and third-most frequently.
Table 4. Breakdown of diagnoses used to build patient cohorts by ICD-9/ICD-10 grouping
ICD9

ICD10

Description (ICD-9 and ICD-10)

140-239
E and V

C00 –D49
V00 – V99
Z00 – Z99

240 -279
390 -459
520 -579
280-289

E00 – E89
I00 – I99
K00-K95
D50 – D89

290 -319

F01 – F99

460 -519
320 -359
800-999

J00-J99
G00-G99
S00 – T88

780 -799

R00 – R99

001 -139

A00 – B99

580 -629
740 -759

N00 – N99
Q00 - Q99

710 -739

M00 –M99

680 –709
630-679
760 -779

L00 – L99
O00- O9A
P00 – P96

360 -389

H00 – H59
H60 – H94

Neoplasms
External causes of injury and supplemental
classification
External causes of morbidity
Factors influencing health status and contact with
health services
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases
Diseases of the circulatory system
Diseases of the digestive system
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs
and certain disorders involving the immune system
Mental disorders
Mental, behavioral, and neurodevelopmental
disorders
Diseases of the respiratory system
Diseases of the nervous system
Injury and poisoning
Injury, poisoning, and other consequences of
external causes
Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined conditions
Symptoms, signs, and abnormal clinical and
laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified
Infectious and parasitic diseases
Certain infectious and parasitic diseases
Diseases of the genitourinary system
Congenital anomalies
Congenital malformations, deformations, and
chromosomal abnormalities
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and
connective tissue
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue
Pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium
Certain conditions originating in the perinatal
period
Diseases of the sense systems
Diseases of the eye and adnexa
Diseases of the ear and the mastoid process
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Count of
queries
1417
707

Percentage of all queries
using diagnostic group
29.97%
14.95%

617
552
491
373

13.05%
11.68%
10.39%
7.89%

346

7.32%

304
250
244

6.43%
5.21%
5.16%

159

3.36%

156

3.30%

109
84

2.31%
1.78%

82

1.74%

80
41
27

1.69%
0.87%
0.572%

25

0.53%

Discussion
Upon conducting an analysis of i2b2 usage, we found that users were most likely to use the tool to identify patient
cohorts based on relatively simple, predominantly diagnostic criteria. Utilization of the tool was relatively evenly
distributed across staff, faculty, and trainees. Among queries that resulted in the re-identification of a patient cohort,
most did not make use of complex i2b2 features. Features that required extensive development effort to integrate into
the i2b2 data model did not see widespread adoption.
i2b2 has seen adoption for use cases beyond its original intended purpose. Both locally and through collaborations
organized under the auspices of the i2b2 consortium, informatics professionals have developed, implemented, and
evaluated plugins that extend the capabilities of the platform, including the execution of basic statistical analysis of
relative fact prevalence between cohorts (41), the implementation of infobuttons (42), and others. However, the
primary utility of i2b2 is its ability to provide a self-service platform whereby investigators can easily build queries
by dragging clinical concepts from a hierarchical ontology into a series of groups that define Boolean logic for a
generated SQL query against the underlying i2b2 data model. Queries can range from simple (“How many patients
have ever been assigned an ICD-9 code of 250.00?”) to complex (“Of patients who had lithotripsy in 2016, how many
had a hemoglobin value over 10.5 g/dL within 10 days of their first ever exposure to hydroxyurea?”)
Significant development effort is required to implement i2b2 features and integrate new clinical data elements into
the platform’s catchment, often requiring deep engagement with source systems in order to accurately and completely
map the data into the i2b2 model (21). As is likely the case for many health care providers, effort from skilled
programmers with informatics expertise is a limited resource at our site - in considering effort allocation across
platforms, the need to consider return on investment is paramount. In considering the degree of effort required to
implement some of the least-frequently used ontology items (e.g. tumor registry data and genomic data, both of which
required extensive development effort and the support of a third-party vendor to implement) it became immediately
apparent that a user-driven approach might seek to extend the usability of the tool in areas that directly impact dayto-day use of the platform rather than focusing on the intake of new data domains without explicit stakeholder impetus.
While it is possible that user training on complex i2b2 features might increase utilization, it is also possible that current
utilization patterns accurately reflect the research priority of the user base.
Of particular note, queries targeting diagnoses of neoplasms were considerably more common than other conditions.
It is possible that a small handful of users focusing on these conditions may be disproportionately impacting the
distribution of diagnosis queries – other sites considering usage patterns within informatics platforms such as i2b2
may wish to consider the extent to which aggregate statistics of user behavior are impacted by “power users” of the
platform, and how this may bear on any higher-order decisions made on the basis of such an analysis.
In comparison with previous work, which has focused on evaluating the implementation and dissemination of i2b2
from a systems standpoint, our work sought to quantify its utilization at a single site. Bell et al.’s 2017 work, the only
quantitative analysis of i2b2 user data of which we are aware, surveyed a random sample of i2b2 users in an attempt
to garner their perceptions of the plausibility of i2b2-derived counts, as well as their impressions of the overall usability
of the tool. In keeping with the recommendations issued by Murphy et al (10) our findings here suggest the
prioritization of simple data elements by individual institutions as the i2b2 consortium seeks to promote broader
dissemination of the tool to support the global biomedical research enterprise.
Intrinsic limitations of the methodology of this analysis include, first and foremost, the lack of a direct vantage point
into users’ goals and directives in using the system. While direct observational research, such as a survey or focus
groups of users, was beyond the scope of the current study, further research may seek to supplement the results of this
analysis with data derived directly from user report. Additionally, the raw query counts used to conduct this analysis
may serve as, at best, a poor proxy for actual intended use of the system, as users struggling to understand the
capabilities and limitations of the tool may run dozens or hundreds of queries while seeking to hone in on a target
concept, whereas other, more skilled users (including those with prior i2b2 experience from another institution) may
need only one attempt to derive the cohort they sought to identify. Further research may seek to address these
limitations by decomposing user behavior into discrete episodes, treating consecutive queries within the same login
session as single units. Additionally, we may seek to evaluate i2b2 query behavior in the context of bibliometrics,
seeking to determine whether complex queries are more likely to result in scientific output. Finally, although we
conducted this study at a single site, the methods employed to analyze and characterize user behavior can likely
generalize to other sites, permitting a multi-site comparison. Regardless of these limitations, our analysis of cohorts
for which users sought reidentification remains pertinent – in keeping with larger, query-based trends, users mostly
sought to re-identify relatively simple queries.
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Complex i2b2 use cases requiring extensive development effort to implement and validate may not address user needs.
i2b2 was conceptualized, first and foremost, as a way to enable clinical and translational researchers to make use of
large medical data sets to further their research. Since implementation and maintenance effort on behalf of informatics
teams is a fungible and finite resource, it stands to reason that targeting this effort on plugins, concepts, and
integrations that do not align with the priorities of the research enterprise may divert resources from other domains,
such as user experience/usability and data quality, limiting the extent to which i2b2 can be of maximum utility to the
research enterprise. Informatics groups may also seek to address these findings in other ways: for example, by
disabling the ability to run complex queries entirely or by flagging repeated complex queries for attention by a
qualified data analyst.
In evaluating usage and downstream scientific impact of our i2b2 instance, we found that the majority of users were
primarily leveraging the simplest capacities of the platform, running straightforward queries primarily built on
diagnostic facts. Of the queries that ultimately led to further user engagement (including requests for re-identification
and, ultimately, scientific output), the majority were relatively simple queries, suggesting that informatics groups at
academic medical centers may wish to tailor their efforts accordingly.
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Abstract
To explicitly learn patient representations from longitudinal clinical notes, we propose a hierarchical attention-based
recurrent neural network (RNN) with greedy segmentation to distinguish between shorter and longer, more meaningful
gaps between notes. The proposed model is evaluated for both a direct clinical prediction task (mortality) and as a
transfer learning pre-training model to downstream evaluation (phenotype prediction of obesity and its comorbidities).
Experimental results first show the proposed model with appropriate segmentation achieved the best performance
on mortality prediction, indicating the effectiveness of hierarchical RNNs in dealing with longitudinal clinical text.
Attention weights from the models highlight those parts of notes with the largest impact on mortality prediction and
hopefully provide a degree of interpretability. Following the transfer learning approach, we also demonstrate the
effectiveness and generalizability of pre-trained patient representations on target tasks of phenotyping.
1 Introduction
Patient representation learning refers to learning a mathemetical (usually a dense vector) representation of a patient
that encodes patient information, particularly from the electronic health record (EHR). The notion of patient representation learning is adopted from natural language processing where low-dimensional representations are learned
in a distributed space and real-valued vectors can represent single words. Specifically, patient representation is the
semantic representation of a patient from sparse and high-dimensional data consisting of complex clinical events. An
effective representation will be useful to support a wide variety of clinical problems, from the stand-alone clinical
prediction (e.g., mortality prediction, early diagnosis detection, readmission forecasting), to pre-training for transfer
learning (e.g., downstream phenotype classification, unsupervised learning for patient similarity clusters). Our overall
goal is to develop a general-purpose patient representation from EHR data that encodes as much patient information
as possible for the purpose of being applied to other clinical prediction tasks. Ideally, the representation should not
only be interpretable, but valid for additional evaluation and further clinical insights.
However, current studies about patient representation do not consider several factors that are essential to encoding
patient EHR data. For instance, several previous works on patient representation directly consider a series of clinical
events in patient trajectory as if they were a word sequence in a sentence. However, clinical events do not have
strong grammatical order like word sequences do. Besides, clinical events on long-term scale have strong temporal
relationships; on the other hand, clinical events within short time intervals only represent patient information from
different categories, resulting in less temporal order information. Few studies that learn patient representations from
clinical text have incorporated long-term dependencies when building the representation. In addition, most neural
networks for encoding clinical text have only focused on training from word embeddings directly to labels. Such
approaches, however, have failed to consider the hierarchical architecture of clinical text from word, sentence, to
document.
To address the above problems, we propose a three-level hierarchical attention network (HAN) to learn patient representations from clinical text. The HAN model incorporates several recurrent neural networks (RNN), including
encoders and attention mechanisms at different hierarchical levels. Specifically, the model has three hierarchical levels that constructed from words in a sentence, sentences in a document, and documents (or groups of documents) in
a patient record. At each level, an attention mechanism is applied to learn the most efficient information from the
intermediate layer. In addition, at the patient level, we greedily segment clinical notes into groups of notes based on
time intervals.
Our experiments are performed on the classification of patient mortality in the ICU setting as well as a downstream
evaluation on the i2b2 2008 obesity challenge data. We demonstrate that an RNN-based HAN is more effective than a
convolutional neural network (CNN) based hierarchical model1 for dealing with clinical notes over the course of hours
and days. Clinical notes within short time intervals do not necessarily contain important temporal relationships (and in
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fact timestamps are not always a reflection of clinical reality), while clinical notes separated by a long time span have
sequential information. Plus, the attention mechanism provides interpretability of which part of the patient’s data is
more essential to predict a patient’s condition at each hierarchical level. We follow the transfer learning pipeline that
first pre-trains a phenotype-specific patient representation (source task) and evaluates the pre-trained representations
on a new target task. As a result, the phenotype-specific patient representations show the effectiveness on downstream
evaluations.
Our proposed model has several contributions:
1. The model learns a hierarchical representation for a patient from long-term dependencies of clinical notes by
utilizing multiple levels of RNNs. With the greedy segmentation algorithm, the real sequential information
between notes comes to the surface.
2. The model is capable of identifying critical portions of clinical notes at different levels (sentence, document,
and patient) with attention mechanisms. Through analyzing the results of the attention weights, we gain some
in-depth insights into the portion of clinical notes that are contributing most to predicting a patient’s condition.
3. By encoding downstream notes to generate patient representation, we successfully show the efficiency of transfer
learning from pre-training to a small dataset of phenotyping tasks.
2

Background

The hierarchical attention network (HAN) was first proposed for document classification by Yang et al.2 . Because of
its ability to handle long text, HAN was widely propagated into clinical tasks including categorizing patient safety
events3, 4 , classifying radiology reports5 , assigning ICD9 codes6, 7, 8, 9, 10 , predicting mental conditions11, 12 , and extracting cancer-related information13 . More recently, advanced hierarchical models were developed to utilize structured
data in the EHR to predict clinical outcomes14, 15, 16 .
Although currently more advanced pre-trained language models achieve the state-of-the-art performance in many NLP
tasks, such as BERT17 and XLNet18 , it is still an open problem for how to apply these models to this study due to the
difficulties in dealing with long-distance dependencies in text.
With the growing trend in neural network for patient representation learning, many works have focused on learning
patient representations from structured patient data in the EHR19, 20, 21, 22 . Apart from those, some studies learned
patient representation from free-text clinical data. Sushil et al.23 applied unsupervised approaches to learn patient
representations exclusively from clinical text. Dubois et al.24 adopted the idea of transfer learning that learned patient
representations from source tasks of visit diagnosis prediction and evaluated on three target tasks of ER visit, inpatient
admission, and mortality. A more direct comparison to our work is the recent work by Dligach et al.25, 26, 27 , which pretrained a CUI-based encoder from clinical notes using a Deep Averaging Network (DAN) and Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN), and applied the encoder on the target task of phenotyping.
However, little research has incorporated meaningful information such as temporal order of patient data and hierarchical levels of free text when building the patient representation from clinical notes. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study that investigates the usage of RNNs and attention mechanisms in a hierarchical fashion to explicitly
deal with longitudinal clinical text while also building a patient representation that encodes temporal and hierarchical
information.
3 Method
3.1 Data and Task
In this section, we describe the data and predictive tasks in detail. Our experiments are mainly performed on two
clinical datasets, explicitly using clinical notes. The first dataset is known as Medical Information Mart for Intensive
Care III or MIMIC-III28 . Because of the large amount of clinical notes in this resource, we perform experiments to
evaluate our proposed model as well as process these notes to pre-train patient representations. For evaluation of the
pre-trained patient representation, we use another publicly available dataset from the i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge29 .
The details of using these datasets for predictions are introduced in the following sections.
Preprocessing of MIMIC-III Clinical Notes
Clinical notes associated with patient information are retrieved from MIMIC-III v1.428 . Patients less than 18 years
old and with more than one admission are excluded. Notes with error tags and empty entries are removed. Notes
2
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after death and discharge are also excluded. For each patient, the record has several clinical notes with different
categories, reflecting different clinical aspects. And clinical notes are ordered ascendingly by timestamp. Notes are
segmented into sentences using punctuation including period and newline characters. We tokenize sentences using
regular expressions and lowercase the tokens.
Clinical Outcome Predictions using the Proposed Model
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we predict patient mortality, and compare the performance of the
model with other neural networks. Notably, for this task, discharge summaries are removed, as they typically refer to
the outcome textually. Mortality predictions consist of in-hospital mortality, 30-day mortality, and 1-year mortality.
The resulting patient cohort contains 31,259 patients with 943,416 notes. Among those, 13.17% died in the hospital,
3.85% died within 30 days post-discharge, and 8.2% died within a year after discharge.
Pre-training Patient Representation
In order to obtain the patient representation, we pre-train the above clinical notes on the classification of some clinical
outcomes. The sample unit of classification is at the patient level when training, thus the patient representation can
be learned using the pre-trained classification model. Although in the end, we hope to jointly learn a general-purpose
patient representation, it is also feasible to learn phenotype-specific patient representations by limiting classifications
to specific medical conditions, and the performance is potentially better in target task of classifying similar conditions.
As for the selection of prediction task, in transfer learning the similarity of source task and target task is highly
important30 . Because the target task is phenotype prediction related to obesity and its cormobidity (more details in the
next section), for the source task, we decide to classify a group of specific phenotypes relevant to the target task. We
used the ICD-9 code groups from Endocrine, Nutritional, Metabolic, and Circulatory Diseases. Patients who have at
least one ICD-9 code under one of these categories are considered as positive cases. We pre-train the proposed HAN
models using the MIMIC-III clinical notes on this task, freeze the network weights by saving the checkpoints, and
then process the target task data through the model to generate new patient representations for new data.
Target Task Description
The Informatics for Integrating Biology to the Bedside (i2b2) 2008 obesity challenge dataset29 is used as the target
tasks for evaluating the patient representation. This dataset consists of 1237 discharge summaries from the Partners
HealthCare Research Patient Data Repository. Each discharge summary was annotated with patient disease status
with respect to obesity and fifteen common cormobidities of obesity. We focus on the intuitive task that classifies each
patient based on the description of discharge summary by intuitive inference, as opposed to the easier explicit task that
requires an actual mention of obesity or the cormobidity. The distribution of intuitive judgements of each disease into
training and test sets can be found in Table 4 of Uzuner’s work29 .
3.2 Model Architecture
In this section, we provide the implementation details of the proposed model.
Greedy Segmentation
Similar to the adaptive segmentation module proposed in Liu et al16 , our model first segments clinical notes of each
patient into note groups based on the chart time of the note. Specifically, clinical notes for a patient are ordered by
time sequence and we try to find the split time point to divide the notes into parts based on sequential order. The
greedy algorithm is adopted here to minimize the maximum time span, so as to dynamically split the notes. Formally,
we define a sequence of notes ordered by time, {nti } , where ti is the chart time of the note. For the K th and K +1th
group, GK = {ntK,1 ∼ ntK,P }, GK+1 = {ntK 1,1 ∼ ntK 1,Q }, where P and Q are the number of notes in each group and
not necessarily equal. Time difference within the same group is defined as: T diffK = tK,P − tK,1 , and time difference
between neighbor groups is defined as T diff{K, K+1} = tK+1,1 − tK,P .
+

+

The greedy algorithm attempts to meet the requirements of K = { K | T diffK < max (timespan)< T diff{K, K+1} }
to find the optimal segmentation point. In other words, the intra-group time differencies should be less than the time
difference between groups. Thus, notes outside the time span will be separated into different groups and notes within
the time span will be combined together; plus, each segment contains at least one note. Intuitively, notes generally
come in “bursts”, and this algorithm attempts to segment the notes into these bursts. In the following sections, we
generally refer to each segment as if it was a single document.
3
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Figure 2: Transfer Learning Workflow

Figure 1: Model Architecture Overview
Hierarchical Representation with Attention Mechanism
The overall architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 1. This neural network progressively builds a patient
representation step-by-step from its word embeddings. At the sentence level, the model automatically identifies crucial
words with higher attention weights and aggregates them to construct sentence representations. At the document
level, the model continually captures important sentences with higher attention weights and aggregates them into a
meaningful representation of the entire document. At the patient level, the model lastly aggregates documents (or
groups of documents) with higher attention weights into a final patient representation. The patient representations are
then directly applied to the output for classification or pre-training.
At each level of the hierarchy, the model consists of two parts: an encoder and an attention mechanism. The encoder
is mainly achieved by a bidirectional RNN, thus it tracks the sequential state from both directions over the long
sequence. The aggregation of hidden layers pass through a feed-forward network with the softmax output to produce
a sequence of normalized attention weights; thus the attention of each unit (word, sentence, document) embodies the
importance of that part. Then the attention weights are multiplied to each hidden unit to compute the weighted sum
of the hidden layer as the final attention-weighted recurrent output. In the end, we obtain the final patient embedding
that is composed of a weighted sum of the document representations for each patient. This embedding vector is a
hierarchical representation of the patient and can be adopted for a given classification or pre-training task.

4
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3.3 Implementation Details
Apart from the three-level HAN model with greedy segmentation, we also compare to a two-level HAN model, a twolevel CNN1 , and a three-level CNN. For the word embeddings, we adopt the 300-dimension GloVe clinical embeddings
used in our previous study31 . As for the hyperparameters for HAN, we use LSTM as the type of RNN unit with a
hidden unit size of 200. The size of attention output for the sentence, document, patient hierarchy is 300, 150, and
100, respectively. The hyperparameters of the CNN is set to correspond with the HAN at each level: the sentence-level
CNN consists of 100 filters each of sizes [3, 4, 5], the document-level CNN uses 50 filters each of size [3, 4, 5], and the
patient-level CNN uses 50 filters each of size [3, 4].
We first apply the proposed model to predict patient mortality. Because of the characteristics of patient data in the
ICU, we evaluate the following as the maximum time span for greedy segmentation: [30min, 1hr, 3hr, 6hr, 9hr, 12hr,
15hr, 18hr, 21hr, 24hr, 30hr, 36hr]. We perform a 0.8/0.1/0.1 train/validation/test split on patient samples. The model
is trained on the training set, evaluated on the validation set for early stopping, and applied on the test set to report
the final performance. As the positive-negative class distribution is imbalanced for patient mortality, we adopt the
area under the ROC curve (AUC) and the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) for evaluation metrics. To
understand the inner mechanisms of attention, we retrieve the attention weights per hierarchy level for the test set
from the best-performing models for all three mortality predictions. At the sentence level, we report the top important
words; at the document and patient level, we visualize the attention weights from case studies.
The workflow of transfer learning on patient representation pre-training and target task prediction is shown in Figure 2. For pre-training phenotype-specific patient representations, we process clinical notes from MIMIC-III into the
three-level and two-level HAN models. Note that we are not allocating a test set for pre-training and the split for
train/validation is 0.9/0.1. We manually select ICD-9 codes as the multi-label predictions, in the following list: [250,
272, 274, 278.0, 311, 327.23, 401, 443.9, 414.0, 428.0, 459.81, 493.9, 574.0-2, 530.81, 715.9]. Among the 31,259
patients from MIMIC-III, 66.31% have been diagnosed with these codes.
The pre-trained models freeze the network weights by saving the checkpoint. We process the target task data through
the model to generate new patient representations for the new data. The 100-dimension patient representations are
extracted as normalized features and utilized in the target obesity task. The baseline for the target task is an SVM classifier with bag-of-word features. Following the metrics in obesity challenge29 , macro-F1 score is used for evaluation
and reported for the 16 diseases in this study.
The neural networks are trained with the Adam optimizer (batch size: 32 patients; learning rate: 0.001; decay: 0.99;
dropout:0.8). The Python code developed based on TensorFlow is available at: https://github.com/Yuqi92/
patient_representation_HAN.
4 Results
4.1 Greedy Segmentation
Mortality prediction using different greedy segmentations is shown in Figure 3. For each maximum time span, the
model is re-trained and AUPRC score is reported for that time span. Note that one-note and all-note respectively means
the clinical notes for the same patient are all separated without any segmentation and the notes are all combined into
one document. As the blue line shows, in-hospital mortality gets the best-performing model when the maximum time
span is 1 hour, and after that, the performance gradually decreases. The orange line, representing 30-day mortality
performances, also gets the highest AUPRC score at 1 hour, and has a comparable performance at 18 hour. Unlike
in-hospital mortality, the line of 30-day is relatively smooth with two peaks. The green line shows one-year mortality
performances and we observe that it gets the best AUPRC score at 15 hour. The line of one-year mortality is more flat
comparing with the other two tasks. Overall, apart from in-hospital mortality prediction which has an obvious optimal
segmentation at one hour, 30-day and one-year mortality have subtle differences between diverse segmentation.
4.2 Comparison Methods and Results
Table 1 shows the performances of different models on three mortality predictions in terms of AUC and AUPRC. The
proposed model, 3-level HAN with the best segmentation, achieves the best AUPRC scores of 78.74, 74.63, and 71.28
respectively for in-hospital, 30-day, and one-year mortality with the maximum time span of 1 hour, 1 hour and 15
hour. Generally, for the same hierarchical level, sequential networks slightly outperform convolutional networks on
the majority of tasks, which indicates that the temporal information between text is important in terms of mortality
5
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Figure 3: Performance of AUPRC on different segmentations for three mortality predictions.
(The red marker on each line represents the best performing model using that maximum time span.)
prediction. In addition, with regard to almost all tasks, 3-level models get better performance comparing with 2-level
models of the same architecture, which shows the effect of the hierarchical level in encoding longitudinal texts.
Table 1: Performance of Different Models on Mortality Prediction Tasks
Tasks
Models
CNN
HAN

4.3

2-level
3-level
2-level
3-level w/o segmentation
3-level with
the best segmentation

In-hospital
AUC
AUPRC
92.47
70.21
94.04
72.78
93.96
75.13
94.06
74.24

AUC
82.11
85.76
85.30
86.15

94.92

87.59

78.74

30-day
AUPRC
65.79
70.27
71.28
72.35
74.63

One-year
AUC
AUPRC
81.55
65.34
84.31
69.35
84.62
69.14
86.88
70.96
87.41

71.28

Attention Analysis

In this section, we analyze the inner mechanism of attention weights per hierarchy level extracted from the test set. The
weights can be used to represent the importance parts of a clinical note at each level with regards to patient mortality.
Table 2 lists the top words for different mortality predictions sorted by attention weights. We can observe that the word
lists are slightly different between tasks. Specific words that most influence in-hospital mortality are textually related
to mortality, such as death and failure; plus, family appears in the list, perhaps in reference to family being present
for sicker patients. Important words in one-year mortality imply that patient health is declining uncontrollably, for
instance, cancer, metastatic, and malignancy. In addition, we find follow is also in the list, which is fairly reasonable
for patients with such conditions as the notes probably mention those patients need a follow-up visit.
Figure 4 shows patients from the test set in terms of attention weights at the document and patient level. The patients
are respectively selected from different mortality groups. At the document level, each clinical note is split into five
parts from the beginning to the end (i.e., 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80, 80-100% of the note). We sum the weights of each
part as the importance of that part. We visualize the importance of different parts throughout the document, shown in
Figure 4a. Overall, throughout the entire note, the bottom part are usually essential to predict the patient mortality.
At the patient level, we also separate a sequence of clinical note into five sessions, and sum the attention weights in each
session to represent the importance, similar as in the document level. We present the visualization of the importance
of different sessions in Figure 4b. In most cases, the last several notes are crucially important for mortality prediction,
as the patient’s status becomes critically ill at some point and worsening until the last moment, while the notes at early
time points are simply describing the health conditions of that patient. However, there is a slight difference between
the importance of sessions when predicting in-hospital mortality. We assume that the diagnosis trajectories of those
6
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Table 2: Top words in sentences for different tasks (sorted by sum of weights)
In-hospital
word
weight
death
0.6825
family
0.5719
worsening 0.5347
failure
0.4716
sepsis
0.4351
ischemic
0.4187

30-day
word
bradycardia
degenerative
hemorrhage
morphine
infarction
failure

weight
0.5215
0.5137
0.5076
0.4928
0.4763
0.4522

One-year
word
weight
cancer
0.7251
metastatic
0.6879
malignancy 0.6035
ill
0.5981
follow
0.5874
attenuation 0.4722

patients are complex and the health information of each note is continually affecting the final situation.

(a) Attention Weights at Document Level

(b) Attention Weights at Patient Level

Figure 4: Visualization of Attention Weights at the Document and Patient Level
4.4

Target Task Predictions

Table 3 shows the performance on the i2b2 obesity challenge data for the sixteen phenotyping tasks. The second
column presents the performances of the baseline method using SVM with bag-of-word features. Apart from that,
the remaining columns show the results using pre-trained patient representations as input features of the SVM. We
note that both ways of pre-training features have better performance than the baseline feature in all tasks. The highest
improvement can reach to 0.1864 absolute difference (Hypertention: w/o pretrained: 0.6977 & 2-level HAN: 0.8841)
in terms of macro F1 score. The patient representations extracted from 2-level and 3-level HAN obtain comparable
results in these tasks, and the 2-level HAN slightly outperforms the 3-level in total. Although the three-level HAN
model is proposed, slight improvements of using two-level HAN model on the target task are observed. We speculate
this is because the dataset contains only one document per patient, so there is less value for sequential information
between documents.

7
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Table 3: Macro F1 score on Intuitive Judgments of Obesity Challenge

Asthma
CAD
CHF
Depression
Diabetes
GERD
Gallstones
Gout
Hypercholesterolemia
Hypertension
Hypertriglyceridemia
OA
OSA
Obesity
PVD
Venous Insufficiency
Overall

W/O Pre-trained
0.7701
0.5781
0.5807
0.7112
0.9179
0.4637
0.6474
0.8401
0.7919
0.6977
0.7868
0.4285
0.5424
0.8237
0.5593
0.6817
0.6763

Different Inputs for SVM Model
Pre-trained 2-level HAN Pre-trained 3-level HAN
0.9358
0.9462
0.6287
0.6233
0.6197
0.6094
0.8034
0.8302
0.9255
0.9132
0.5567
0.5123
0.6723
0.6885
0.9561
0.9337
0.8716
0.8968
0.8841
0.8685
0.8291
0.8137
0.5927
0.5963
0.6175
0.6053
0.8529
0.8346
0.6018
0.6032
0.6925
0.7033
0.7525
0.7486

5 Discussion
In this study, we show the feasibility of learning patient representations from clinical text based on a three-level HAN
model with greedy segmentation. The architecture of this model includes three levels of hierarchy from sentences, documents, and patients, and an attention mechanism at each level. We employ the proposed model to predict mortality for
ICU patients and find the optimal segmentation of clinical notes. The three-level HAN model with greedy segmentation outperforms other neural networks in mortality prediction. We also investigated a transfer learning scenario where
the patient representation can be pre-trained on large-scale clinical text for knowledge storing, then extracted and evaluated for downstream tasks. We derive the phenotype-specific patient representations from the pre-trained models
on phenotype predictions relevant to obesity and its comorbidities. In general, the patient representation pre-trained
from the two-level HAN model achieved the best performance on the obesity data, but both models greatly exceed
the baseline performance. We further speculate that given a phenotyping dataset with multiple notes per patient, the
3-level model would perform the best, in line with the mortality experiments.
The greedy segmentation in this study follows Liu et al16 , who applied their segmentation to patient structured data, not
clinical notes. Notably, a direct comparison of two segmentation methods is difficult, because the ways of segmentation
and comparison differ between the two methods. They define and use the maximum size of groups of 32 to achieve the
adaptive segmentation and compare the performance of adapative segmentation with that of fix-length segmentation,
while we use maximum time span and evaluate on different choices of time span. Besides, they report that the increase
of AUPRC on in-hospital mortality task using adapative segmentation (group of 32) over fix-length segmentation
(group of 64) is up to 0.07, we compare different greedy segmentation using different maximum time spans and
identify the maximum time span that can achieve the best-performing model. Although the increases are subtle, we
still show the optimal segmentation for three types of mortality prediction.
Our study makes the conventional assumption for phenotype prediction that the ICD-9 billing codes are real diagnoses
and can be used for pre-training labels. In the future, we will explore additional resources to augment billing codes with
different sources for supervised learning. For instance, adopting databases that contain detailed definitions for disease
phenotypes. Another future study could incorporate multiple modalities of patient information such as structured
records or image data to contribute to the representation learning.
6 Conclusions
We investigate the learning of effective patient representations from clinical text. In particular, we propose a three-level
HAN model with greedy segmentation of clinical notes. The motivation of applying a HAN architecture is to allow
the learning of hierarchical representations of texts, and the motivation of adopting attention mechanisms is to capture
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critical features from complex texts as well as providing interpretability. We also employ greedy segmentation to
combine notes written in short time windows, so that the RNN can make the best use of sequential information between
notes. The model is evaluated for both direct mortality prediction and as a transfer learning approach to pre-training.
The results from mortality predictions confirm the effectiveness of the proposed model and attention weights are
derived to interpret the contributions of different parts of notes. As a transfer learning model, the patient representation
is pre-trained on MIMIC-III notes for phenotype prediction, and evaluated on the i2b2 2008 obesity challenge. We
show the effectiveness of phenotype-specific pre-trained patient representations on target tasks. Our primary goal of
this research is to demonstrate the feasibility of using the HAN model to handle longitudinal clinical notes and to
generate a pre-trained patient representation. Ultimately, we intend to build a universal patient representation that
encodes even more sources of patient information.
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Abstract
Improving the consistency and reproducibility of bladder cancer prognoses necessitates the development of accurate,
predictive prognostic models. Current methods of determining the prognosis of bladder cancer patients rely on manual
decision-making, including factors with high intra- and inter-observer variability, such as tumor grade. To advance
the long-term prediction of bladder cancer prognoses, we developed and tested a computational model to predict the
10-year overall survival outcome using population-based bladder cancer data, without considering tumor grade
classification. The resulted predictive model demonstrated promising performance using a combination of clinical
and molecular features, and was also strongly related to patient overall survival in Cox models. Our study suggests
that machine learning methods can provide reliable long-term prognoses for bladder cancer patients, without relying
on the less consistent tumor grade. If validated in clinical trials, this automated approach could guide and improve
personalized management and treatment for bladder cancer patients.
Introduction
Urothelial bladder cancer is one of the most common malignancies worldwide, with the estimates of 80,470 new cases
and 17,670 deaths in the United States in 20191. Although the incidence rate of bladder cancer has been decreasing in
recent years, the disease frequently recurs and its mortality rate has remained unimproved1. Thus, the development of
accurate, predictive prognostic markers is needed to better personalize healthcare management of this disease and
improve patient survival, as patients with poorer prognoses may benefit from more intense follow-up, treatment, and
healthcare planning.
Patient prognosis often involves some degree of uncertainty due to the nature of predicting future events. In clinical
practice, clinicians make prognostic judgments by juxtaposing patients’ clinical information with their own personal
experience and prior knowledge for treating patients. Therefore, manual prognostic judgment can vary greatly among
clinicians and institutions2. In addition, some prognostic factors can depend upon subjective assessments that lack
consistency and reproducibility. For example, the WHO 1973 and WHO/ISUP (World Health
Organization/International Society of Urological Pathology) classification are the two most widely used methods for
establishing tumor grade, but these methods have relatively high intra- and inter-observer reliability3, 4. Robertson et
al. reported that the inter-observer agreement among 11 pathologists using the WHO 1973 classification was slight to
moderate ( κ = 0.19 − 0.44 )5. A study by Yorukoglu et al. compared the inter-observer agreement among 6
pathologists using both classifications and found only a slightly better but still moderate inter-observer agreement
with the WHO/ISUP classification (κ = 0.42 − 0.65) than the WHO 1973 classification (κ = 0.19 − 0.65)6. Ooms
et al. found a limited intra-observer variability (Spearman rank-order correlations coefficients of 0.50–0.67) using the
WHO 1973 classification7.
Automated computational methods have demonstrated utility in providing unbiased and reliable guidance in clinical
decision-making for bladder cancer patients by exploiting large datasets7. Furthermore, machine learning approaches
require minimal time and resources. To demonstrate the potential utility of computational models, we designed and
tested a fully automated machine learning pipeline to predict 10-year bladder cancer survival based on factors from a
population-based dataset. Such models are of potential clinical utility, particularly, because there is currently lack of
predictors of long-term survival for the general population of patients with bladder cancer.
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2
Methods
The overview of the pipeline for data collection, model training, and evaluation is shown in Figure 1.
New Hampshire State (NH) Cancer
Registry
1994 - 2004
Bladder cancer cases identified by NH
Bladder Cancer Study
N = 1228

Excluded N = 417
Reason: Cause of death not
due to bladder cancer or
unknown

Training Data
Phase I and II (1994 2001)
N = 525
Positives = 95
Negatives = 430

Testing Data
Phase III (2002 - 2004)
N = 286
Positives = 54
Negatives = 232

Model training,
hyper-parameters
tuning

Predicted classes

Survival Analysis:
Kaplan-Meier curve,
Log-rank test,
Cox regression

Model performance:
AUC, F1, Sensitivity,
Specificity

Figure 1. An overview of an automated machine learning pipeline for bladder cancer 10-year survival prediction. A
total of 811 bladder cancer patients were split into training and testing datasets. Positive samples included patients
with disease-specific deaths within 10 years from the initial diagnosis, and negative samples included patients with a
survival of more than 10 years from the initial diagnosis. The model was trained on data from Phases I and II combined
and evaluated on data from Phase III. The model’s predictions were compared to histological classification through
survival analysis.
Dataset
Our study utilized 1,228 previously collected histologically confirmed bladder cancer cases from the New Hampshire
Bladder Cancer Study that were identified from the New Hampshire State Cancer Registry9. The Dartmouth
Institutional Review Board approved this study and the use of human patient data in this project with a waiver of
informed consent. The dataset consists of cases from three study phases: Phase I included 448 patients diagnosed from
July 1, 1994 to June 30, 199810; Phase II included 385 patients diagnosed from July 1, 1998 to December 31, 200110;
Phase III included 396 patients diagnosed from July 1, 2002 to December 31, 200411. Cases were restricted to patients
aged 25 to 74 years at initial diagnosis in the first two study phases and 31 to 79 years at initial diagnosis in the third
study phase. Demographic and risk factor information in this registry was obtained through personal interviews. The
high-risk occupations of patients for this dataset were previously described in Colt et al.12. Histological slides were
requested from the pathology laboratory of initial diagnosis and were reviewed by a single pathologist masked from
the submitted diagnosis. Tumor grade according to both WHO 197313 and 1998 WHO/ISUP14 criteria were assessed
by a standardized re-review of the original histopathology specimens. Tumor stage was reported using the 2002 revised
TNM criteria of the American Joint Commission on Cancer15. Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining and mutation
analysis of molecular biomarkers were previously described in Kelsey et al.10. The distribution of our data is similar
to that of a larger population-based dataset from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database16.
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Outcome Status
All patients who survived from Phases I and II had follow-ups for at least 120 months. The survival status of patients
was determined by examining the Social Security Administration Death Master File17. Survival time was calculated
from the date of diagnosis to the date of death for patients who did not survive, or to the date when the Death Master
File was queried for patients who survived. Patients were labeled as positives and negatives based on whether or not
they survived at least 120 months after the initial diagnosis. Patients in Phase III of the study were classified according
to their death status at the last follow-up, which was approximately 10 years (129.0±8.90 months) for patients who
survived. To avoid misclassification, we removed patients whose causes of death were unknown or not contributed to
by bladder cancer. The causes of patients’ death were reported by the National Death Index (NDI). The primary and
secondary causes of death for each patient were coded using the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) system.
Bladder cancer was decided as a contributor to a patient’s death if it was among one of the primary and secondary
causes of deaths according to the ICD codes. As a result, of the 1,228 bladder cancer patients, 417 were removed due
to non-bladder-cancer-related deaths or unknown causes of deaths. The remaining patients in this study included 149
persons with disease-specific deaths within 10 years after the initial diagnosis, labeled as positives, and 662 persons
who survived more than 10 years, labeled as negatives. To add to the generalizability of our model and follow the
chronological order of the collected dataset, we combined data from earlier phases (Phases I and II) into training data
and used Phase III as a testing dataset. The ratios between the number of positives and negatives are consistent in both
training and testing datasets. The baseline characteristics of patients included in this study are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of 811 bladder cancer patients used in this study.
Variable
n
Age (SD)
Sex (%)
Body mass index (SD)
Family history of bladder
cancer (%)
High risk occupation (%)

Smoke status (%)

Type

Overall
811
61.17 (10.33)

Training
525
59.82 (10.04)

Testing
286
63.67 (10.41)

Men
Women

586 (72.3)
225 (27.7)
27.80 (5.03)
40 (4.9)
724 (89.3)
47 (5.8)
284 (35.0)
258 (31.8)
269 (33.2)
246 (30.3)

385 (73.3)
140 (26.7)
28.17 (4.71)
25 (4.8)
453 (86.3)
47 (9.0)
128 (24.4)
130 (24.8)
267 (50.9)
158 (30.1)

201 (70.3)
85 (29.2)
27.69 (5.12)
15 (5.2)
270 (94.8)
0 (0.0)
127 (44.6)
156 (54.7)
2 (0.7)
88 (30.8)

397 (49.0)
160 (19.7)
8 (1.0)
40.01 (30.19)
729 (89.9)
17 (2.1)
65 (8.0)
100 (12.3)
705 (86.9)
6 (0.7)
336 (41.4)
166 (20.5)
161 (19.9)
65 (8.0)

252 (48.0)
110 (21.0)
5 (1.0)
41.24 (31.06)
456 (86.9)
12 (2.3)
57 (10.9)
58 (11.0)
466 (88.8)
1 (0.2)
193 (36.8)
110 (21.0)
85 (16.2)
61 (11.6)

145 (50.7)
50 (17.5)
3 (1.0)
37.88 (28.58)
273 (95.5)
5 (1.7)
8 (2.8)
42 (14.7)
239 (83.6)
5 (1.7)
143 (50.0)
56 (19.6)
76 (26.6)
4 (1.4)

Yes
No
Unknown
Yes
No
Not available
Current
Former
Never
Unknown

Smoke pack-years (SD)
UCC status (%)*

Muscle invasiveness (%)

WHO 1973 classification (%)

Confirmed UCC
Not UCC
Not available
Yes
No
Not available
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
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WHO/ISUP classification (%)*

TNM Stage (%)

P53 mutation (%)

P53 intensity (%)

P53 positivity (%)

PTCH LOH positivity (%)

First course of therapy (%)

Mean survival time in months
(SD)
Death status at 10-year
mark(%)

Pathology material
not reviewed

17 (2.1)

17 (3.2)

0 (0.0)

Not available
CIS
Papilloma
PUNLMP
LG-PUC
HG-PUC
Non-PUCHG
Other
Not available
CIS
0
1
2
3
4
Not available
Yes
No
Not available
3+
<3
Not available
50% +
< 50%
Not available
Yes
No
Not available
No treatment
TUR only
Intravesical BCG*
Intravesical
Chemotherapy
Radiation +
Chemotherapy
Cystectomy

66 (8.1)
28 (3.5)
2 (0.2)
201 (24.8)
225 (27.7)
196 (24.2)
53 (6.5)
42 (5.2)
64 (7.9)
41 (5.1)
541 (66.7)
123 (15.2)
38 (4.7)
22 (2.7)
40 (4.9)
6 (0.7)
14 (1.7)
186 (22.9)
611 (75.3)
490 (60.4)
182 (22.4)
139 (17.1)
323 (39.8)
322 (39.7)
166 (20.5)
119 (14.7)
45 (5.5)
647 (79.8)
39 (4.8)
577 (71.1)
96 (11.8)
8 (1.0)

59 (11.2)
15 (2.9)
2 (0.4)
122 (23.2)
148 (28.2)
109 (20.8)
36 (6.9)
35 (6.7)
58 (11.1)
29 (5.5)
347 (66.1)
90 (17.1)
23 (4.4)
14 (2.7)
21 (4.0)
1 (0.2)
14 (2.7)
186 (35.4)
325 (61.9)
298 (56.8)
120 (22.9)
107 (20.4)
232 (44.2)
159 (30.3)
134 (25.5)
119 (22.7)
45 (8.6)
361 (68.8)
36 (6.9)
368 (70.1)
63 (12.0)
5 (1.0)

7 (2.4)
13 (4.5)
0 (0.0)
79 (27.6)
77 (26.9)
87 (30.4)
17 (5.9)
7 (2.4)
6 (2.1)
12 (4.2)
194 (67.8)
33 (11.5)
15 (5.2)
8 (2.8)
19 (6.6)
5 (1.7)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
285 (100.0)
192 (67.1)
62 (21.7)
32 (11.2)
91 (31.8)
163 (57.0)
32 (11.2)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
285 (100.0)
3 (1.0)
209 (73.1)
33 (11.5)
3 (1.0)

13 (1.6)

6 (1.1)

7 (2.4)

78 (9.6)
143.94 (55.94)

47 (9.0)
159.89 (58.68)

31 (10.9)
114.65 (35.11)

Dead
149 (18.4)
95 (22.1)
54 (18.9)
Alive
662 (81.6)
430 (77.9)
232 (81.4)
*
UCC – urothelial carcinoma, HG-PUC –high grade papillary urothelial carcinoma, LG-PUC – low grade papillary
urothelial carcinoma, PUNLMP – papillary urothelial neoplasm of low malignant potential, CIS – carcinoma in situ,
BCG – Bacillus Calmette-Guerin
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Missing data imputation
We implemented a data imputation strategy for missing covariate data. Training data and testing data were imputed
separately. Binary variables with missing values (i.e., p53 mutation, p53 intensity, PTCH LOH positivity, high-risk
occupation, family history of cancer) were imputed with 0.5 (midpoint value). Body mass index (BMI) was mean
imputed. Missing values for smoke pack-years were imputed with ‘0’ for never smokers, and with the mean packyears for others.
Predictive Model
We implemented a logistic regression model with demographic characteristics (age and sex), risk factors (history of
cigarette smoking, high risk occupation, BMI, and family history of bladder cancer), clinical information (presence of
muscle invasiveness and tumor histology), and molecular features (p53 mutation, p53 IHC positivity and p53 IHC
staining intensity; PTCH LOH). The features included were putative or potential predictors of bladder cancer survival
and are known to be reliable or objective measures. Model implementation was done using Python 3.6 (Python
Software Foundation, Beaverton, OR) and Scikit Learn version 0.19.118. Because the distribution of positive and
negative classes in the dataset was highly imbalanced, we weighted each class reciprocal to its prevalence in the
training dataset and maximized the weighted log-likelihood loss function to estimate the parameters of the model. The
class weights were calculated using equation (1) as suggested by King19 so that the minority class was more
emphasized in the model:
𝑊./011 =

# 45 1067/81 9: ;<8 =0;018;
# 45 ./01181 ×# 45 1067/81 9: ;<91 ./011

(1)

Training and hyper-parameter tuning were done through 5-fold stratified cross-validation. Hyper-parameters included
a confidence score cutoff and an L2 regularization parameter. The confidence score cutoff was selected to classify the
samples into positive and negative classes. We used the optimal cutoff to maximize the harmonic mean of sensitivity
and specificity using equation (2) as suggested by Song et al.20:
Harmonic mean = 2 ×

18:19;9H9;I × 178.959.9;I
18:19;9H9;IJ178.959.9;I

(2)

Also, the L2 regularization parameter was tuned by a log-spaced grid search in the cross-validation.
Evaluation
The trained model was evaluated on our independent, held-out test dataset using standard machine learning
performance metrics of the area under the ROC curve, F1 score, sensitivity, and specificity. Survival analysis was
implemented with package ‘survival’21 in R version 3.3.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Kaplan-Meier curves and log-rank tests were employed to examine the survival difference between the patients from
different prediction, tumor grade, and treatment groups. For this analysis, patients from WHO 1973 grades 3 and 4
were combined into a single group due to small sample sizes. For further comparison with tumor grade, a multivariate
Cox-proportional hazard model was also built with our model predictor and the WHO/ISUP classifications, while
adjusting for the treatment information.
Results
Our fully automated machine learning approach utilized variables with high reproducibility from a population-based
dataset, without including less reliable measures like tumor grade to predict 10-year bladder cancer survival. In this
evaluation, we applied our model on an independent test dataset (N = 286 patients). The final model achieved an area
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) of 0.77 (Figure 2), and an overall F1 score of 0.78 on
the test dataset. Figure 2 shows that our final model reached a sensitivity of 0.65 (95% confidence interval 0.60 – 0.71)
and a specificity of 0.79 (95% confidence interval 0.74 – 0.84). The accuracy of the model prediction was 0.76 on the
testing dataset (95% confidence interval 0.71 – 0.81).
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Figure 2. Model performance comparison of logistic regression model on the test dataset without and with WHO/ISUP
tumor grade as a predictive feature. a) The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) of models’ predictions on
all patients from the test dataset. The blue line shows the ROC of our final model (without tumor grade), and the
orange line shows the ROC of the logistic model with tumor grade. The red dotted line represents the performance of
a model with random predictions. The red dot represents the confidence score cut-off point of our final model to
predict high and low-risk groups. b) Comparison of the model performance measurements with their 95% confidence
intervals.
To show the effect and utility of tumor grade in our long-term prognosis predictions, a logistic regression model
including WHO/ISUP tumor grade as an independent variable was trained on the same training dataset, using the
previously described class weighting and hyper-parameter tuning approach. This model was tested for comparison
with our final model that excluded the tumor grade. The model including tumor grade achieved same performances
of in terms of AUC-ROC and F1 score, with slightly worse sensitivity and specificity, comparing to our final model
(Figure 2). To show the directions and the magnitude of how each feature influences the prediction results, the
coefficients of the predictive features of our final model are plotted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Coefficients of predictive features subjected to L2 penalization in final logistic regression model. The
features with the highest impacts on making positive predictions (i.e., survival prognosis of fewer than 10 years from
the initial diagnosis due to bladder cancer) included age, muscle invasiveness, and P53 intensity.
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Figure 4 depicts the Kaplan-Meier survival curve of Phase III patients stratified by our predicted risk groups, the
existing tumor grading schemes, and patients’ treatment information. Our prediction model successfully distinguished
the group with poorer prognoses from the rest, and the result was highly statistically significant (log-rank test p =
4.06 × 10KL ). Of note, this result was more significant than both WHO 1973 (log-rank test p = 4.61 × 10KM ) and
WHO/ISUP grading schemes (log-rank test p = 5.99 × 10KN ) for predicting long-term prognoses.

Figure 4. Survival analysis of bladder cancer patients from the test dataset stratified by a) our model’s predictions, b)
the WHO 1973 classification, c) the WHO/ISUP classification, and d) treatment groups.
A multivariate Cox-proportional hazard model was built with our model predictor, the WHO/ISUP classification, and
the patients’ first course of the treatment. As the result, our predictor achieved a hazard estimation of 2.99 (p = 0.0013,
95% confidence interval: 1.54 – 5.83) after adjustment for tumor grade based on the WHO/ISUP criteria or first course
of treatment (Table 2). Although the magnitude of the effect was smaller than our model predictor, the treatment effect
was statistically significant with respect to the 10-year survival, while WHO/ISUP is not (Table 2).
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Table 2. Result of multivariate Cox-proportional hazard model with our model predictor and the WHO/ISUP
classification, adjusted for treatments.
Variable

Hazard

95% CI

P-Value

Our model predictor

2.99

(1.54 – 5.83)

0.0013

WHO/ISUP

1.22

(0.90 – 1.65)

0.1922

Treatment

1.21

(1.07 – 1.37)

0.0028

Discussion
In this study, we developed a machine learning model to predict 10-year survival of patients with bladder cancer. Our
approach carries several unique advantages. First, we used a statewide, population-based dataset to train our model.
The previous research efforts on predicting bladder cancer prognoses have relied on small datasets from single
hospitals, which could be biased toward specific sub-populations8. Models from such studies need to be confirmed
using data collected from multiple centers to ensure the generalizability of these models. Instead, our study design
alleviated this problem of limited generalizability. Second, unlike previous studies, we excluded both the WHO 1973
and the WHO/ISUP classifications from the predictive features. These classifications exhibit high inconsistency based
on clinicians’ personal experience, especially when resources of quality control are limited22. Third, our model also
excluded treatment information to predict reliable prognoses before patients receive their first course of treatment and
to serve as a constructive guide to aid treatment planning. The results from multivariate Cox regression analysis
confirmed that our model’s predictions were strongly associated with patients’ survival. In addition, the effect of
treatment was marginal and our predictor provided strong prognostic power regardless of the treatment information
according to the multivariate Cox-proportional hazard model. As a result, our model achieved accurate performance
on a held-out test dataset in predicting bladder cancer 10-year survival outcomes. Of note, exclusion of the tumor
grade from the model did not penalize its performance. Instead, we observed a slight improvement in model’s
sensitivity and specificity. This result suggests the potential for our approach to create a reliable tool, bypassing the
inconsistent tumor grade, to support clinicians’ decision-making and patient management in clinical practice.
Our model prioritizes factors that are critical to bladder cancer prognosis to improve its prediction accuracy. For
example, age, muscle invasiveness of the tumors, and smoking pack-years were among the highest-ranked variables
in our final model. It is widely accepted that age is the most significant risk factor for bladder cancer occurrence23.
Elderly patients have higher probabilities of developing muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC), a form of bladder
cancer with higher chance of metastasis and worse prognosis1, 24. MIBC patients are treated with more aggressive forms
of treatment, such as radical cystectomy, which pose additional risks, complications, and side effects for less tolerant
elderly patients24. Accumulation of environmental exposure to carcinogens, such as those from cigarette smoking, is
also one of the major contributing factors to the incidence of bladder cancer1, 25.
An important advantage of our model is its ability to handle the imbalanced survival outcomes in the dataset. The
estimated 10-year survival rate of bladder cancer patients is 70%, and patients with lower stage disease have much
higher survival rates1. Thus, more patients have survived the 10-year mark than those who have not. A common
weakness of using generic machine learning models on highly imbalanced data is the tendency for a bias toward the
dominant class, which can result in low sensitivity. To minimize this bias, our model adopted a class weighting
technique, placing greater emphasis on correctly predicting outcomes for the minor class. Additionally, we tuned the
confidence score cutoff and chose a customized classification threshold that was well-suited for our imbalanced dataset.
To further address this problem, we used the harmonic mean of sensitivity and specificity, and F1 score, rather than
accuracy, as the primary evaluation metrics to account for the cost of both false positives and false negatives.
Lack of standardization for collected covariates has hindered many existing bladder cancer prognostic models from
being adopted in clinical practice26. Our results in this study indicate that bladder cancer prognosis could benefit from
the collection of several reproducible prognostic factors. Such information includes molecular features on p53
alteration and refined demographical factors such as patients’ occupation and smoking in pack-years. p53 alterations
are highly prevalent among bladder tumors, and previous studies have implied the association between the
mechanisms of p53 alterations and the characteristics of bladder tumors10, 27. In addition, multiple other studies on
developing tools for predicting bladder cancer prognostic outcomes also incorporated information regarding p53
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mutations, suggesting its potential value in clinical prognosis. While our automated machine learning pipeline is still
applicable and beneficial for bladder cancer prognosis prediction in the presence of missing data, a complete collection
of independent variables can achieve better accuracy for bladder cancer prognosis.
It is worth noting that the current approach has a few limitations. First, while our population-based dataset is more
generalizable than a center-based dataset, the data collected from a state-wide registry may not represent a broader
population, as the New Hampshire population is 92.3% White according to the United States Census Bureau in 201928.
Therefore, the presented model can become more clinically useful with the inclusion of more data, and further
development and testing of the model. Another limitation of our prediction model is its relatively low sensitivity, even
after the utilization of several machine learning improvement techniques to balance the decision boundary. This low
sensitivity is likely inevitable in this study due to our skewed and imbalanced dataset with regard to the outcome
variable. We plan to address this shortcoming in future work by collecting a more balanced dataset.
To improve the generalizability of our model, we plan to further validate our approach on a nationwide population
dataset, such as the SEER database. Our next step is to enhance the model’s performance by training on more data
points, and using data that is more complete. We plan to retrieve additional samples by identifying more recent cases
from the New Hampshire Cancer Registry and collect more complete information on the relevant covariates as part
of the ongoing New Hampshire Bladder Cancer Study. Of note, retraining the model on a larger, balanced dataset and
doing further testing on the more recent data would be necessary before widely adopting it as a tool for statewide
bladder cancer surveillance. Finally, we plan to include more discriminating factors in our predictive model. Such
factors may include medical comorbidities retrieved from patients’ medical record, as well as additional
clinicopathological features and genetic biomarkers. The latter data may not be routinely recorded in medical records,
but it could be extracted from immunohistochemistry slides through automatic image analysis techniques using deep
learning. We expect that integrating these clinicopathological features with the model presented here will improve its
predictive performance.
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Abstract
Artificial intelligence enabled medical big data analysis has the potential to revolutionize medical practice from
diagnosis and prediction of complex diseases to making recommendations and resource allocation decisions in an
evidence-based manner. However, big data comes with big disclosure risks. To preserve privacy, excessive data
anonymization is often necessary, leading to significant loss of data utility. In this paper, we develop a systematic data
scrubbing procedure for large datasets when key variables are uncertain for re-identification risk assessment and
assess the trade-off between anonymization of electronic health record data for sharing in support of open science
and performance of machine learning models for early acute kidney injury risk prediction using the data. Results
demonstrate that our proposed data scrubbing procedure can maintain good feature diversity and moderate data
utility but raises concerns regarding its impact on knowledge discovery capability.
Keywords: Data Anonymization, Re-identification risk, Data utility, Medical Big Data, Acute Kidney Injury
Introduction
Routinely collected patient healthcare data in electronic health record (EHR) systems is approaching the genomic
scale in volume and complexity. The big medical data can be utilized to measure hospital quality and efficiency; to
generate scientific hypotheses for diseases1; to inform therapeutic development, safety surveillance and outcomes
research2, 3. The recent rapid development of machine learning or artificial intelligence (AI) techniques has accelerated
the analysis of complex and big medical data for making predictions and recommendations in patient care.
The most prominent clinical applications include the demonstration of deep learning for classifying skin cancer with
a level of competence comparable to dermatologists4, improving diagnostic accuracy for detection of lymph node
metastases in women with breast cancer5, and may soon exceed human accuracy in reading mammograms 6. Machine
learning has also been used to predict personalized postprandial glycemic response to real-life meals from patients’
clinical and microbiome profiles7; deep learning algorithms have shown high accuracy in detecting diabetic
retinopathy8, 9 with the IDx-DR system receiving FDA approval last year for AI based diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy
in adults who have diabetes; and predict when hospitalized patients are going to suffer acute kidney injury 10-13.
All of the above-mentioned advances are made possible by the availability of very large sets of healthcare data on
which machine learning algorithms must be trained and evaluated. However, big data also accompanies big risks and
challenges for patient privacy. Under the US privacy rule created under the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), ‘covered entities’ are prohibited from using or disclosing ‘protected health information’
(PHI) except in a specified list of circumstances, where PHI includes most individually identifiable health information
and covered entities include most healthcare providers, health insurance companies, and health information
clearinghouses. One of the HIPAA’s most important strategies for protecting patient privacy while enabling data
sharing is data deidentification through safe harbor: which is to remove a set of 18 specified identifiers, e.g. social
security and names. Although such operations meet the legal requirement, deidentified data still have the risk of
becoming re-identifiable through data triangulation with other datasets, which sparked intensive privacy debates14, 15.
One reaction to the re-identification concerns may be to sharply limit the access to patient data, for example, limiting
data sharing to the minimal amount necessary in all contexts, retaining data only for a limited time, or intentionally
obfuscating data if the consequential harms are difficult to avoid, but this overreaction can put a halt on data-driven
innovations in healthcare. To avoid the negative consequence of limiting data access, approaches have been proposed
to protect privacy while minimizing the cost to research innovation by anonymizing the data16, 17, pseudonymizing the
data18 or using cryptography-motivated information protection techniques involving differential privacy19.
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As a member of the scientific community and society, it is important for us to share data on which research innovations
are made so that others can use the same data to develop better algorithms or to replicate and validate the original
research. As transparency, reproducibility, and replicability are crucial to scientific rigor and open science, depositing
data in public repositories is encouraged and often required for high-quality publications in journals. To minimize the
risk of disclosure, any human subject’s data used in research must be properly anonymized and prepared under
applicable legal and ethical guidelines. For example, the Dryad digital repository does not allow any direct identifiers
and a dataset may contain up to three indirect identifiers. Direct identifiers include variables such as name, email, and
postal code; indirect identifiers are variables that may present a re-identification risk if combined with other data, e.g.
age, race, and gender.
The National Institutes of Health recommends that researchers to consider removing indirect identifiers and other
information that could lead to ‘deductive disclosure’ of participants identity. The deductive disclosure of individual
subject is more likely when there are unusual characteristics or joint occurrence of several unusual variables. The
threat may be study specific and can be more serious in hypothesis-free big medical data driven studies as the number
of variables typically ranges in thousands. Due to the rich semantics of the big medical data and lack of a priori
knowledge about the analysis task to be performed, excessive anonymization or scrubbing can, nevertheless, lead to
significant loss of the data utility. However, there is limited information on how the levels of anonymization affect
prediction performance in medical-big-data-driven research. In this study, we attempt to evaluate the trade-off between
anonymization with varying degree of identifier removal and the prediction performance of acute kidney injury (AKI)
using the anonymized data.
Materials and Methods
Data
To assess the trade-off between data anonymization and data utility in prediction, we used data on a retrospective
patient cohort built in a AKI prediction study we recently published 11, which was extracted from the University of
Kansas Health System’s de-identified clinical data repository HERON (Health Enterprise Repository for Ontological
Narration)20. The final analysis dataset consisted of 76,957 patient-encounters and of which AKI events occurred in
7,259 (9%) encounters and 69,698 (91%) encounters had no AKI events. For each patient encounter, we collected
1,971 unique clinical variables including basic demographics, vital signs, medications, laboratory test results, and
diagnoses history to predict the risk of AKI within next 24 hours, which resulted in approximately 150 million
independent entries to begin with.
Re-identification Risk
Data anonymization is driven by lowering the re-identification risk, which is the likelihood of linking confidential
information back to individual subject via matching on “key variables. “Key variables”, also called “implicit identifier”
or “quasi-identifier”, are defined as a set of variables that when considered together can be used to identify individual
patients. Also “key variables” are, to some extent, more accessible to the public or to potential intruders.
Suppose that we are releasing a sample of 𝑛 subjects with 𝑚 key variables and assume that 𝑛 is drawn from an
underlying population of size 𝑁. Then, at least 2𝑚 possible patterns of key variables may exist in the sample as well
as the underlying population. Let 𝑓𝑘 and 𝐹𝑘 denote the number of individuals sharing the same pattern 𝑘 =
(𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , … , 𝑘𝑚 ) in the sample sample and population, respectively. Conceptually, it can be thought as two 𝑚-way
frequency tables with each cell identifying the sample or population counts of the pattern 𝑘, i.e. 𝑓𝑘 or 𝐹𝑘 . The reidentification risk arises from the scenarios when 𝑓𝑘 and 𝐹𝑘 are both small, and in particular when 𝑓𝑘 = 𝐹𝑘 = 1, i.e.
sample and population “uniques”. In other words, if an intruder identifies a unique pattern in the sample and somehow
knows the same unique pattern exists in a relative larger population, then the chance for the intruder to link these two
cases together can be dangerously high. Various measures exist for capturing such incidence, here we focus on two
measures which are both based on the 𝑚-way frequency tables:
𝜏̂1 =

1
∑ 𝐼(𝑓𝑘 = 1)𝑃̂ (𝐹𝑘 = 1|𝑓𝑘 = 1)
𝑘

(1)

1
1
∑ 𝐼(𝑓𝑘 = 1)𝐸̂ ( )
𝑘
𝐹𝑘

(2)

𝑘

𝜏̂2 =

𝑘

where 𝐼 denotes the indicator function such that there only exists one and only one record for a certain pattern 𝑘 among
all the 𝑛 observations, 𝑃̂ and 𝐸̂ are estimates of the relevant conditional probability and expectation. The sums of (1)
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and (2) are taken over all 𝑘 possible patterns, with each summand representing the cumulative likelihood for a
particular pattern to be “unique”. Therefore, 𝜏̂1 , measures the estimated percentage of sample “uniques” also being
population “uniques”, i.e., the Uniqueness-Score. 𝜏̂2 measures the estimated percentage of correct matches of the
sample “uniques”, i.e., the Success-Matching-Score. If the population from which the sample is drawn is known, 𝑃̂
and 𝐸̂ can be calculated directly. If the population is unknown, we need to make inferences about them by using
sophisticated statistical modelling techniques based on the contingency table spanned by key variables. A classic
choice of such model is the Poisson regression model, which assumes the distributions of the frequencies, 𝐹𝑘 , Poisson
(𝜆𝑘 ). Based on the work of Skinner and Holmes21, (1) and (2) can be further simplified as
𝑛
1
̂
∑ 𝐼(𝑓𝑘 = 1)𝑒 −𝜆𝑘 (1−𝑁)
(3)
𝑘
𝑘
1
1
̂𝑘 (1− 𝑛 )
−𝜆
𝑁 ]
𝜏̂2 = ∑ 𝐼(𝑓𝑘 = 1)
[1
−
𝑒
(4)
𝑘
̂ 𝑘 (1 − 𝑛 )
𝜆
𝑘
𝑁
where 𝜆̂𝑘 denotes the maximum likelihood estimators, which is usually estimated by using all observable main effects
and/or their interactions (i.e. covariates). In particular, given a set of parameters, 𝜽, the input covariate vector, 𝒙 and
̂
observed frequencies of different patterns 𝑓𝑘 , the target parameter is estimated as 𝜆̂𝑘 = 𝑒 𝜽𝑥 , where

𝜏̂1 =

̂ = aug min {− [∑(𝑓𝑘 𝜽′ 𝒙 − 𝑒 𝜽′ 𝒙 − log 𝑓𝑘 !)] + 𝛼‖𝜽‖1 }
𝜽
𝜽∈𝑹𝒎

(5)

𝑘

where 𝛼 can be tuned for adjusting the penalizing term22.
Data Anonymization Software
Various software tools are available in practice for facilitating data re-identification risk assessment and
anonymization. Open-source tools include µ-ARGUS and sdcMicro23 developed on statistical disclosure control
methods; and ARX developed on game theory that considers the re-identification risk as a decision on the part of the
data recipient to attempt re-identification24-26. On the other hand, Privacy Analytics Eclipse is a commercial big data
platform for risk-based anonymization of structured EHRs. In this paper, we focus on sdcMicro due to its easy-tomodify nature and it includes all popular disclosure risk and perturbation methods. Although the current sdcMicro
version > 4.3.0 by Templ et al.23 is highly optimized in terms of computational cost to work with large datasets, it
runs very slow on our AKI dataset that consists of 76,957 records and 1,971 variables. Thus, we had to implement
appropriate modifications to the R package for sdcMicro to make it work on our big dataset, especially on the
estimation of 𝜆̂𝑘 . One adjustment we made is to enable the sampling of patterns of 0 counts in a more effective way,
as opposed to the default approach that calls the “expand.grid” function to fully expand the pattern matrix (since there
exists 21971 possible patterns in this study, the exhaustive expansion consumes a great deal of memories, which is not
even feasible on our local machine)27. As a result, we had to implement a simple solution, named “single-column
mutation”, where we iteratively mutated the values of each variable within the existing patterns and collected the new
ones. For example, we can mutate all “1”s to “0”s and “0”s to “1”s for “X3” while having “X1,X2” unchanged, to
create potentially new patterns in a greedy fashion (Figure 1). Although this approach may result in an under-sampling
of patterns of 0 counts, the estimates of our target parameters, 𝜆̂𝑘 , was not significantly affected based on sensitivity
analysis.

Figure 1. An example of Single-Column Mutation. The table on the left represent a sample of raw data with three
variables (X1, X2, X3), while the table on the right shows the result of single-column mutation by mutating all “1”s
of X3 into “0”s and “0”s into “1”s.
Another adjustment we made is to use penalized Poisson regression model, instead of the classic “glm” model
implemented by the existing package, as we tried to mitigate the potential serious overfitting of 𝜆̂𝑘 caused by high-
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dimensionality and potential collinearity among variables. The penalty term is captured by the 𝛼 term in equation (5).
We used the “h2o” package to implement the penalized Poisson regression model28.
Data Transformation
There are different approaches for anonymizing raw data derived from the healthcare setting by reducing uniqueness
of patient-level records such as noise injection that adheres to differential privacy models 29. A popular approach is to
reduce the fidelity of attributes or features that are likely to be exploited in re-identification attempts through data
triangulation. While various formal generalization techniques for data anonymization are available, for the purpose of
our prediction task, we transformed the values of an attribute to clinically meaningful categories and carried out a
series of data processing steps to derive the final experimental datasets for building predictive models (Figure 2).
Data Scrubbing
A key component in data anonymization is the selection of “key variables” for re-identification risk calculation. These
“key variables” are usually determined by data privacy specialists. However, when this approach is not feasible, we
can only treat all variables to be potential “key variables”. In our case, treating all 1,917 variables as key variables
could potentially result in much higher risk estimates due to presence of too many “uniques”. Therefore, we attempted
to only retain a maximal set of variables which: a) are more common among patients (assuming rare features are
riskier); and b) all their re-identification risk metrics are below a pre-determined risk score boundary, 𝜖 . More
specifically, we first ranked the sparsity of each variable by ascending order of their missingness, and then iteratively
added a certain number of variables, 𝛿, to the inclusion list and evaluated the resulting re-identification risk.

Figure 2. Data generalization and processing steps
To efficiently determine the maximum number of variables for inclusion, we adopted a simple search procedure
inspired by adaptive step-size method. The idea is to start by aggressively including variables with large step size, 𝛿0 ,
until it approaches the risk tolerance 𝜖, and then slow down and probe for the maximum inclusion set by recursively
shrinking the 𝛿0 in half30. The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Step-Size Search for including maximum number of variables
Input: initial variable increment, 𝛿0 ; risk tolerance 𝜖; variable matrix, 𝑋; variable to be included, 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 = ∅
while there are remaining variables and 𝛿0 > 0
while 𝜏̂𝑙 (𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 ) < 𝜖
add 𝛿0 more variables to 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒
evaluate 𝜏̂(𝑋
𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 ), 𝑙 = 1,2
end while
𝛿0 = ⌊𝛿0 /2⌋
end while
Output: 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒
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Data Utility Evaluation
We used random forest as the consensus prediction model based on our past experiments, which have shown
outstanding prediction performance over the other methods under consideration 11. To control for overfitting, we
randomly partitioned the study cohort into training and validation sets as 80/20, where each random forest model was
built on the training set and validated on the calculated on the validation set for comparison. In our experiment, we
measured the predictability of the scrubbed variables, i.e. the data utility, by a variety of performance measures, which
are area under receiver operating curve (AUROC), area under precision-recall-curve (AUPRC), optimal sensitivity
(Sens), specificity (Spec), positive predicted value (PPV) and negative predicted value (NPV). The optimal sensitivity,
specificity, PPV and NPV are determined by the point that minimizes the distance from the point of 100% sensitivity
and 100% specificity on the ROC curve.
Results
All 1,971 variables extracted from KUH’s de-identified clinical data repository were structured variables from seven
general types that carry information on different aspects of a clinical visit (Table 1): demographics, vital signs, labs,
comorbidity, diagnosis, medication and admission DRG. After applying appropriate data cleaning and transformation
steps, 685 variables were first removed due to less than 1% coverage and the remaining 1,286 variables were
transformed to categorical values with less than 6 categories. Nonetheless, the total number of possible patterns are
still so large that unique patterns are highly likely to be presented.
Table 1. Categories and Possible Pattern for Different Data Type
# of
distinct
variables
3

Total
possible
pattern
6× 2 × 4

BMI (5), diastolic BP (5), systolic BP (5), pulse (6), temperature (6)

5

53 × 62

Labs

Albumin (3), ALT (3), AST (3), ammonia (3), blood bilirubin (3), BUN (3), Ca (3),
CK-MB (3), CK (3), glucose (3), lipase (3), platelets (3), troponin (3), and WBC (3)

14

314

Comorbidity

UHC comorbidity (each = 2)

29

229

Diagnosis (CCS)

ICD9 codes mapped to CCS major diagnoses (each = 2)

280

2280

Medication

All medications are mapped to RxNorm ingredient (each = 2)

676

2676

Admission DRG

UHC APR-DRG (each = 2)

279

2279

Data Type

Variables (Number of Categories)

Demographics

Age (6), Sex (2), Race (4)

Vital Signs

Abbreviations: AKI: acute kidney injury; BMI: body mass index; BP: blood pressure; ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AST:
asparate aminotransferase; BUN: Blood Urea Nitrogen; CK-MB: Creatine Kinase-muscle/brain; WBC: white blood cell; UHC:
University Healthsystem Consortium (http://www.vizientinc.com); APR-DRG: all patient refined diagnosis related group; CCS:
Clinical Classifications Software; CK: Creatine Kinase.

Figure 3. Sparsity Score and Ranking. Each boxplot represents the feature importance ranking variations for the
corresponding date type suggested by X-axis.
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The boxplots in Figure 3 summarizes the variable sparsity, i.e. proportion of missing values, across different data
types. Besides the level of pattern diversity (counts are converted to logarithm of base 2 for easy comparison), we also
annotate in the figure the median and ranges ([minimum, maximum]) of sparsity score ranking within the same data
type. Demographics and Vital Signs are almost all completely populated, while more than half of the labs are well
populated among more than 75% subjects. Even though many of the Comorbidity and Diagnosis (CCS) variables are
sparse, there still exists a significant number of relative common ones with sparsity scores ranked among top 100. On
the other hand, Medication and Admission DRG are mostly sparse with much more distinct and rare patterns, which
are more likely to be excluded from the final variable list for release.
By including only Demographics, both re-identification risks are less than 0.001% with a validated AUROC of 0.57
[95%, 0.55 – 0.58], while to the other extreme, when all variables are included, both risk scores are higher than 5%
achieving a validated AUROC at 0.81 [95% CI, 0.80 – 0.82]. With an incremental step size of 𝛿 = 10 and in accordance
of the sparsity ranking, we gradually included more variables and evaluated the changing prediction performance
against Uniqueness-score and Success-matching-score. As shown in Figure 4, all prediction metrics improve as
variable size increases, so do both re-identification risks. However, compared to the benchmark performance metrics
which is based on all variables (the horizontal line on the top of each figure), there is still a considerable gap of
AUROC and AUPRC between the benchmark score and scores based on model of no more than 200 variables. In
addition, we observe that the Uniqueness-score seems to suggest higher risk at each evaluation point.

Figure 4. Re-identification Risk vs. Prediction Performance. Each panel corresponds to a performance metric
compared against re-identification risk scores with varying number of variables (shown by the sizes of circles). The
red horizontal dotted line is the optimal performance metric with all variables included (after discretization).
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Discussion
In this paper, we introduced a systematic and cost-effective approach for scrubbing high-dimensional, large-scale
dataset in support of open data sharing with sufficient privacy protection, when “key variables” are ambiguous or
undetermined. This procedure is based on a simple intuition that the sparser the variable is, the more likely for it to
induce rare and even unique pattern. We summarize this easy-to-apply data scrubbing procedure in four steps:
1) Discretize numerical variables and group categorical variables into coarsened categories;
2) Rank the resulting variables based on sparsity scores;
3) Apply the adaptive step-size search algorithm and determine the maximal set of safe variables with controlled reidentification risk (a recommended choice of 𝜖 is 0.0003);
4) Scrub the data sets accordingly and report potential data utility limitation.
Following the above procedure, we finally identified a maximal set of 203 variables with overall Uniqueness-score
less than 0.03% and Success-matching rate less than 0.05%, which was finally released on Dryad
(https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.qc90qb4) along with our publication. The reserved variables spread across all seven
data types, including all 3 Demographics, 5 Vital Signs and 14 Labs, 26 comorbidities, 127 CCS Diagnoses, 21
Medications and 7 Admission DRGs, which suggests that the variable diversity is preserved to some extent. Note that
the choice of 𝜖 is arbitrary, which can be used to restrict either re-identification risk measures or both. We observe
that the Success-matching rate tends to be more conservative than Uniqueness-score and more sensitive to the number
of variables, while the latter is more widely used. So, it is worthwhile to calculate both scores for a more
comprehensive risk evaluation. The R-codes for implementing this procedure can be found in this github repository
(https://github.com/sxinger/Disclosure_Risk_Analysis).
In the comparison of data utility against re-identification risk, we observe that although there is statistically significant
drop of AUROC from the benchmark model with all variables (AUROC = 0.81 [95% CI, 0.80 – 0.82]), the scrubbed
dataset (AUROC = 0.78 [95% CI, 0.76 – 0.79]) achieved competitive overall prediction accuracy. But note that the
data set is severely imbalanced (AKI:non-AKI = 9:91), AUROC may have consistently overestimated the performance.
In this case, AUPRC is often used to provide a more robust performance measure, which identified slightly larger gap
between the benchmark and scrubbed model. The worse-off PPV further suggests a precision gap caused by data
scrubbing, together with a competitive sensitivity, it implies that the 200 protected variables are sufficient for
predicting negative cases but may not be enough to capture knowledge in the positive AKI cases.
Our experimental results demonstrate that the inclusion of high-dimensional data would result in good prediction
performance but carries higher re-identification risk, which can be effectively addressed by scrubbing out variables of
higher sparsity. As a direct consequence, most variables of the sparse but diverse variable type such as Medication
and Admission DRG may be censored, hindering new knowledge discovery. Nephrotoxic drugs have been cited as a
primary cause of AKI, leading to significant morbidity31 and increased healthcare costs32, 33. The role of medications
in AKI has increased from 7% to 16% over the last 17-year span because of the wide availability of potentially
nephrotoxic drugs34, 35. Absence of such information may limit the usability of released data and pose problems for
external researchers from model reproducibility to unreliable knowledge discovery.
Conclusion
Making healthcare data public has become increasingly important for advancing data-driven biomedical research. Our
proposed systematic approach of data scrubbing is easy to implement, efficient, and scalable. Our systematic
evaluation of the trade-off between data anonymization and data utility for 24-hour AKI prediction is one of the few
studies that thoroughly examined the tensions between data privacy concerns and data validity/utility in a real
application.
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Abstract
This paper describes a paraphrasing approach to improve the performance of question answering (QA) for electronic
health records (EHRs). QA systems for structured EHR data usually rely on semantic parsing, which aims to generate
machine-understandable logical forms from free-text questions. Training semantic parsers requires large datasets of
question-logical form (QL) pairs, which are labor-intensive to create. Considering the scarcity of large QL datasets
in the clinical domain, we propose a framework for expanding an existing dataset using paraphrasing. We experiment
with different heuristics for multiple sample sizes and iterations to assess the effect of adding paraphrasing to the task
of semantic parsing. We found that adding paraphrases to an existing dataset based on TERTHRESHOLD scores results
in an improved performance in the majority (74%) of the experimental runs. Hence, the proposed paraphrasing-based
framework has the potential to improve the performance of QA systems using a limited set of existing QL annotations.
Introduction
Electronic health records (EHRs) contain a wealth of useful patient information. However, navigating such information
through EHR interfaces is often difficult due to many of their usability issues1, 2 . Question answering (QA) techniques
aim to reduce this effort by providing the means to access the records using natural language queries. The performance
of QA systems is dependent on the variety of questions they accommodate. Since a question can be asked in many
different ways, increasing the range of a QA system for handling this variation is important. Consider the following
questions asking about the time of administrating a flu shot.
– When did the patient last get a flu shot?
– When was her most recent flu vaccine?
– When was she last administered an influenza vaccine?
All the above questions seek the same information – the time when some person of interest was administered a given
influenza vaccine. In other words, all these questions carry the same semantic information but have different lexical
and syntactic structures. Such groups of sentences are called paraphrases3 and the natural language processing (NLP)
technique for automatically generating paraphrases for a given sentence is known as paraphrasing.
Several works in the general domain have exploited paraphrasing techniques to improve the performance of QA
models4–12 . The main idea behind using these techniques is to introduce more natural language variation to the QA
systems. Use of such techniques can have even more impact in the scenarios where the availability of datasets for
training QA models is limited.
The structured information present in EHRs can be effectively queried using semantic parsing13 . This technique aims at
mapping the natural language questions to their machine-comprehensible logical forms14 . Further, these unambiguous
logical forms can be converted into structured queries such as Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)15 for
querying EHRs.
Semantic parsers are usually trained on annotated datasets containing questions and their logical forms (QLs)16 . Annotating the QLs is a time-consuming process, and does not promise a wide coverage of question surface forms. Our
previous work aimed at reducing the time for annotating such corpora by automating a time-consuming step of concept normalization17 . However, the issue of limited question variety remains due to the restricted availability of such
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datasets in the clinical domain (because of several privacy and EHR data complexity issues). This further signifies the
need of paraphrasing techniques to build a diverse corpus of questions.
In this paper, we propose a framework for improving the performance of a semantic parser by automatically generating
paraphrases for an existing question-logical form (QL) dataset. Specifically, we first generate multiple paraphrases for
the questions present in our QL corpus17 using an improved version of our previously published paraphrase generation
system based on a variational autoencoder (VAE) and a long short-term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM)18 .
Then, we apply various heuristics on these generated paraphrases to construct a set of paraphrases for training a
semantic parser. Finally, we experiment by drawing different samples from the dataset for various heuristic criteria
to determine the impact of adding paraphrases to the original dataset on the performance of our semantic parsing
system. To our knowledge, this is the first work aimed at improving the performance of clinical semantic parsing by
supplementing an existing QL dataset with question paraphrases.
Related Work
We present a brief review of the existing work where paraphrasing techniques are leveraged for improving QA in the
general domain. A subset of these papers focused on using paraphrases for semantic parsing.
Many works have investigated the usefulness of direct incorporation of good quality paraphrases in a QA system to
improve the overall performance of question-answering. Duboue et al.4 employed rule-based machine translation
technique to generate question paraphrases and emphasized the selection of good paraphrases to be used in a QA
system. They evaluated the QA system by selecting the best paraphrase which resulted in an improvement of 35%
in mean reciprocal rank (MRR) compared to the original question. Fader et al.5 proposed a novel approach to learn
structures having lexical equivalence for relations, entities, and question templates as well as rank them with the aim to
map questions to queries for answering a broad variety of open-domain questions. Bordes et al.7, 8 used paraphrases in
learning the question embeddings by incorporating the task of predicting a pair of questions as paraphrases in training
the QA system. Similarly, a study by Dong et al.9 leveraged the usage of question paraphrases to learn representations
of words and question patterns in a multi-task learning approach. The incorporation of the paraphrases showed improved performance in question understanding and answer ranking. A recent work by Dong et al.12 demonstrated the
effectiveness of co-training both paraphrase model and QA model for predicting a distribution over answers provided
a question. The paraphrasing component incorporates a scoring mechanism that predicts a paraphrase quality based
on their likelihood to get to the correct answers. This end-to-end framework proved to improve the performance of
QA over Freebase and answer sentence selection.
Paraphrasing has also been utilized to train semantic parsers. Berant et al.6 designed a method to exploit a paraphrasing system to select the best canonical utterance (which is closer to the input utterance) corresponding to a logical
form among all the canonical utterances of the candidate logical forms. This approach demonstrated improvement
in semantic parser performance on standard question-answering datasets without relying much on knowledge bases.
Narayan et al.10 applied grammar-based method to generate question paraphrases whose structures were isomorphic
to the gold graphical forms representing correct answers in Freebase. This approach had the potential to mitigate the
problems related to cases where the graphical representations corresponding to the original question and the correct
answer are not isomorphic. Chen et al.11 proposed a method based on sentence rewriting for semantic parsing with a
particular intention to alleviate the vocabulary mismatch problem between the natural language and its target logical
form.
In the clinical domain, although a few works have focused on creating paraphrasing corpus18 , none of them so far
has attempted to use the paraphrases in a QA model. This work presents an approach of directly using the generated
paraphrases corresponding to clinical questions and utilize the expanded dataset to improve the performance of a
semantic parser in clinical QA.
Materials and Methods
The proposed framework for improving semantic parsing using paraphrasing is shown in Figure 1. We begin by
introducing the datasets used in this study under Section 1. We then provide a brief overview of our paraphrasing
model in Section 2. Further, we detail the process of filtering and applying heuristics to the generated paraphrases
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Figure 1: Framework for improving medical question answering using paraphrases. Q – Question, LF – Logical
Form, C – Concept.
in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. After providing a brief description of our semantic parsing model in Section 5, we
finally explain our evaluation methods in detail under Section 6.
1

Data

For training our paraphrase generation system we utilized a clinical paraphrasing corpus C LINI QPARA. Detailed
information about this dataset can be found in our previous work18 , we only provide a brief overview here. This
dataset consists of questions which can be answered using EHR data, making it a good choice for improving EHR
QA. It contains over 10, 000 unique questions which are spread across 946 distinct paraphrase clusters such that all
the questions in a specific cluster are paraphrases of each other.
For semantic parsing, we used an annotated dataset of clinical questions and their corresponding logical forms. Again,
we refer the reader to our previous work17 for complete information about this dataset, only a high-level description
is provided here. There are a total of 1000 questions in this dataset which are created using a FHIR server and, hence,
are answerable using EHR data. Hereafter, we refer to this corpus as FHIR DATASET.
2

Paraphrase Generation

As mentioned earlier, our paraphrase generation model is based on VAE-LSTM19 . The model is trained on a set of
question-paraphrase (QP) pairs which are constructed using the semantically equivalent paraphrase clusters. We use
the same model architecture and hyperparameters as our previous work18 . However, we employ a different method
for QP pair creation than our original work. In our previous work, we generated all combinations of QP pairs from
the questions present in a particular paraphrase cluster. Here, we take a conservative approach like Gupta et al.19 and
restrict each paraphrase to appear in at most one pair.
The quality of generated paraphrases was determined using the standard similarity metrics20 – BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy)21 , METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering)22 , and TER (Translation Error Rate)23 . BLEU is a measure of phrase-based similarity between generated and reference or ground truth
paraphrases. METEOR further considers synonyms and word stems while calculating the similarity. On the other
hand, TER calculates an edit distance (number of additions or deletions required to convert one sentence to another)
between the two paraphrases. All of these scores lie between the range of 0 and 100. Note that higher BLEU and METEOR scores are better, in which cases 100 is considered a perfect match. Differently, a lower TER score is preferable
with 0 being the best.
We use our best paraphrasing model variant to generate paraphrases for the questions present in the FHIR DATASET.
Precisely, we generate 300 paraphrases for each question by choosing the top 3 variations from each of the 100 beam
searches (size = 10) used for sampling the paraphrases from our generative paraphrasing model.
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3

Filtering

All the generated paraphrases are not equally apt and using them directly can adversely impact the performance of QA.
Since our generative paraphrasing model can generate duplicate paraphrases, we first filter these as they do not add any
variation to the existing dataset. Also, in the context of semantic parsing, the generated paraphrases must contain same
number/type of concepts and other references such as person references, temporal references, and measurements. For
instance, paraphrases for the question “When did she last get a flu shot?” must have a concept – flu shot and a person
reference – she. Any generated paraphrase which does not meet this concept and reference matching criteria is filtered
out from further processing. For example, the generated paraphrase “When was her last at?” is filtered out because
of a missing concept. Hence, the filtering step refines the generated paraphrases by removing some of the less useful
paraphrases.
4

Heuristics

Though some of the most obvious bad paraphrases are removed in the filtering step, not all the paraphrases which
remained after this step are of good quality. We therefore define a set of heuristics for prioritizing the paraphrases.
Our first class of heuristics is based on the rank of paraphrases on the basis of various similarity metrics. For this
we calculate the similarity scores for the generated paraphrases against their original question (using which the paraphrases were generated). We use these scores to generate a ranked list of paraphrases such that the candidates with
better scores are ranked higher. A paraphrase with the best score for a specific metric among the candidates is ranked
1st for that metric. Hence, there are 3 different heuristics in this class, namely, BLEU RANK, METEOR RANK, and
TER RANK.
The second class of heuristics is based on selecting the paraphrases on the basis of absolute values of similarity
scores. Precisely, we fix a set of thresholds for each of the similarity metrics and select paraphrases which are better
than the threshold for that particular metric. For instance, a threhsold of 40 for BLEU would mean selecting all the
paraphrases which scored better than 40. Note that the comparison for better or worse is dependent on the type of
metric. For BLEU and METEOR, we come up with a set of threshold values as {40, 30, 20, 10, 0} while for TER we
choose a set {60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. The choice of these sets are motivated by the range and count of scores that the
generated paraphrases achieved for each of the similarity metrics. For BLEU and METEOR, majority of the scores
were centered around 20 while only a few paraphrases scored better than 40. The choices for TER is made similarly
while keeping in mind the nature of this score (i.e., lower is better). This class also contains 3 types of heuristics,
namely, BLEU THRESHOLD, METEORTHRESHOLD, and TERTHRESHOLD.
5

Semantic Parsing

The semantic parser used in this study is based on support vector machine (SVM), the full details of which are available
in our previous work13 . We do not update the lexicon, candidate generation rules, and machine learning features of
the semantic parser. This is mainly because of our aim to assess the effect of paraphrasing on semantic parsing with
minimal human intervention.
6

Evaluation

We consider BASELINE as the case when the original dataset (FHIR DATASET) or its sample was used for training and testing the semantic parser without adding any paraphrases. We experiment with different variations of
the heuristics defined in Section 4. To incorporate the randomness of real world scenarios and assess the true effect of adding paraphrases, we choose to run each of our heuristic variations for multiple sample sizes and multiple iterations. Particularly, we run each of the 6 variations (3 each for rank and threshold) with sample sizes as
{100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900} and for each sample size the model is run for 50 iterations.
Note that all the variants with paraphrases based on some heuristics are also evaluated using leave-one-out validation.
However, to keep the evaluation fair we refrain from using any paraphrase of the test question in training the semantic
parser.
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Table 1: Performance of our paraphrase generator system using C LINI QPARA. Higher BLEU and METEOR are
better whereas a lower TER is better. CV – Cross Validation.
Dataset Variant
All pairs (CV)
Restricted pairs (CV)
Restricted pairs (best fold)

BLEU
13.25
33.29
45.05

Metric
METEOR
21.47
27.87
31.72

TER
91.93
65.35
57.76

Figure 2: Percentage of iterations (out of 50) performed better than original sample (BASELINE) after adding top n
paraphrases.
Results
The results of our clinical paraphrasing system are shown in Table 1. Though the variant using the restricted dataset
was trained on far fewer paraphrase pairs, it performed better than the variant using all possible pairs. This is likely
due to the excessive paraphrase variation in the all-pairs version. For instance, some paraphrase clusters in the
C LINI QPARA corpus contain as many as 181 unique question paraphrases. In such cases, the all-pairs variant included each paraphrase in a paraphrase cluster to at most 180 pairs, effectively creating a highly imbalanced corpus
biased toward these larger paraphrase clusters.
Figure 2 illustrates the proportion of iterations for which adding the ranked paraphrases resulted in an improvement
in the semantic parsing accuracy. We found that, in the case of both METEOR and TER scores, the semantic parser
performance improved as we added more ranked paraphrases to the original dataset. It can be seen that, based on the
TER metric, adding the top 10 paraphrases to the FHIR DATASET resulted in improving the semantic parser accuracy
in 58% of the iterations (indicated by red line in Figure 2). Also note that adding a minimum of 6 top paraphrases
(for METEOR and TER metrics) was required to improve the semantic parser performance for more than 50% of the
iterations. However, the addition of ranked paraphrases according to the BLEU metric (BLEU RANK) did not result in
improving the semantic parser’s performance for a majority of the iterations (shown by blue line in Figure 2).
Since adding ranked paraphrases based on the TER metric (TER RANK) performed better among all the three metrics
in improving the semantic parsing performance (as demonstrated in Figure 2), we specifically present sample size-wise
variations in the proportion of iterations where improvement was observed for this metric in Figure 3. It was found
that as the sample size was increased there was a large jump in the performance between adding top 5 versus top 6
paraphrases to the samples. More specifically, for the sample sizes 700, 800, and 900, the percentage of outperforming
iterations went from 20% to 96%, 32% to 92%, and 44% to 96%, respectively, when the number of paraphrases added
was increased from top 5 to top 6. Also, for sample size 600, the percentage increased from 26% to 72% by increasing
the number of added paraphrases from 6 to 9. Thus, Figure 3 demonstrates that including larger sample sizes and more
ranked paraphrases (usually 6-10) favors the accuracy improvement of the semantic parsing system overall.
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Figure 3: Percentage of iterations (out of 50) TER RANK performed better than original sample (BASELINE) after
adding the top n paraphrases for each sample size.

Figure 4: Percentage of iterations (out of 50 iterations) performed better than original sample (BASELINE) after
adding the paraphrases of top x% score of each of the three metrics. For example, 90 along the x-axis represents
adding paraphrases corresponding to top 90% metric scores (Top 90% corresponds to scores 0 through 90 for TER
and 10 through 100 for both BLEU and METEOR).
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Figure 5: Percentage of iterations (out of 50) TERTHRESHOLD performed better than original sample (BASELINE)
after adding the paraphrases of top x% score of TER metric for each sample size. For example, 90 along the x-axis
represents adding paraphrases corresponding to top 90% TER scores (0 through 90).
Instead of adding ranked paraphrases, in Figure 4, we present the proportion of iterations for which adding the top
x% of the paraphrases based on the standard metric scores resulted in an improvement of the semantic parser’s performance. Similar to the results in Figure 2, the TER metric (TERTHRESHOLD) performed the best compared to both
BLEU (BLEU THRESHOLD) and METEOR (METEORTHRESHOLD). It was found that the percentage of iterations
outperforming the BASELINE increased and reached the highest when all the generated paraphrases were covered for
both BLEU and METEOR. In the case of TER, however, adding paraphrases corresponding to the top 90% of the TER
scores (TER score 0 – 90) resulted in 74% of the iterations to perform better than the BASELINE when no paraphrases
were added.
The percentage of iterations outperforming the BASELINE for each of the sample sizes considered is shown for TER
threshold scores in Figure 5. In this case, it was observed that for all the sample sizes in [100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600,
700], the percentage of iterations where adding paraphrases corresponding to the top 90% TER scores outperformed
the BASELINE were 68%, 78%, 90%, 84%, 88%, 86%, and 86%, respectively. Contrary to Figure 3 where ranked
paraphrases were added based on TER, in this case including larger sample sizes such as 800 and 900 did not help
much in improving the semantic parser’s accuracy.
The actual improvements in the performance of semantic parser based on the highest performing metric (i.e., TER)
are presented in Figure 6. We note that the absolute improvements in the performance are consistent with the trend
displayed by Figures 2 and 4.
Discussion
The results of the paraphrase generator show satisfactory performance over all the evaluation metrics. Though the
first variant in Table 1 used many more pairs than the following two variants, it achieved lower performance in all the
evaluation metrics. This behavior is bolstered by Gupta et al.19 , who also utilized distinct sentences in the generation
of their training pairs.
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Figure 6: Descriptive statistics on performance improvements for the iterations in which incorporating paraphrases
using TER metric outperformed the BASELINE. The results shown here combine the results of all the runs across
different sample sizes.
Our experiments show that adding paraphrases is useful in improving the accuracy of a semantic parser compared to
training the parser on the original dataset when no paraphrases are added. Among the three metrics, TER is the most
effective metric for improving the semantic parser’s performance both from the perspective of ranking and threshold
score. Specifically, we note that adding more number of ranked paraphrases helps to improve the parser’s accuracy.
Also, our findings suggest that supplementing the original dataset with paraphrases falling in the range of top 90%
TER scores is more useful, with 74% of the iterations outperforming the BASELINE considering all the sample sizes
together.
Semantic parsing, or converting a natural language sentence to a machine-understandable logical form, is a crucial
component of a QA system for answering questions over structured data. Performance of a semantic parser largely
depends on the size of a QL dataset over which it is trained. We focus on increasing the size of a QL dataset using our
paraphrase generation system and train our semantic parser over both original and expanded datasets.
In this study, we use the paraphrase generating system for increasing the size of the overall QL dataset. In the future,
we plan to incorporate the paraphrasing system in a semantic parser itself12 . We also aim to experiment utilizing
multiple paraphrasing systems.
Conclusion
We demonstrated that an automated paraphrase generation system can be used to improve the performance of clinical
QA system. We carried an array of experiments to assess the effect of adding paraphrases to an existing QL dataset
on the performance of semantic parsing. We found that adding parapharses based on TER threshold 90 helped in
improving the performance of the semantic parser.
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Abstract
Exposing and understanding the motivations of clinicians is an important step for building robust assistive agents as
well as improving care. In this work, we focus on understanding the motivations for clinicians managing hypotension
in the ICU. We model the ICU interventions as a batch, sequential decision making problem and develop a novel
interpretable batch variant of Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning algorithm that not only learns rewards
which induce treatment policies similar to clinical treatments, but also ensure that the learned functional form of
rewards is consistent with the decision mechanisms of clinicians in the ICU. We apply our approach to understanding
vasopressor and IV fluid administration in the ICU and posit that this interpretability enables inspection and validation
of the rewards robustly.
Introduction
Decisions are generally made in pursuit of a goal: an intensivist may administer a vasopressor to increase a patient’s
blood pressure into a safer range; they may suggest a sedative to reduce a patient’s agitation. Methods to assist with
decision-making, such as reinforcement learning (RL), take these goals as input and attempt to find decisions that will
support them. Understanding what goals clinicians seek to achieve, rather than rules of how to react (e.g., if the blood
pressure is too low, administer vasopressor), can enable the design of agents that will generalize more robustly to new
situations. Exposing often implicit goals can also be of inherent interest for clinicians wishing to introspect on their
decision-making.
However, identifying these goals can be challenging. For example, in this work, we focus on hypotension management in the ICU. It is an area where data-driven analysis could assist with decision making — while there exist several
guidelines for treatment,1–3 , there is no widespread consensus on how to apply these guidelines. When asked about the
goals of hypotension management, an intensivist might explain that they administer a vasopressor dosage to increase
the patient’s blood pressure. This specification misses the fact that their decision also considers keeping the dose low
to avoid the risk of vasopressor-induced shock. In general, we cannot expect people to perfectly list a complete set of
goals; we tend to make assumptions about what behaviors are reasonable or what desiderata are obvious (e.g. temporary raising the blood pressure is useless if the patient does not survive their ICU stay). In such settings, incomplete
or incorrect goal specifications can lead to RL agents learning unsafe and potentially, even adverse behaviors.4, 5
Inverse Reinforcement Learning6 (IRL) is a field within machine learning that attempts to identify the implicit goals—
more formally in the form of rewards—given demonstrations of expert behavior (e.g. treatment histories). These
methods are distinct from imitation learners7 that simply try to mimic the expert without attempting the more strenuous
process of learning the task by understanding the why underpinning the decisions. The rewards learned by an IRL
algorithm, if formulated appropriately, can be checked by an expert to identify goals (through rewards) that they have
forgotten to specify, as well as help experts quantify the relative importance of different goals. Beyond its substantial
value as a tool toward building clinician-interpretable assistive agents, the rewards learned by IRL from demonstrations
can act as data-driven validations of the extent of concord between clinician behaviour and their intended goals.
Unfortunately, standard IRL algorithms have two major shortcomings when it comes to the purposes above. First,
the most popular IRL algorithms6, 8, 9 are not designed to work with observational data alone; they require the ability
to test arbitrary treatment policies. While there are off-policy (batch) IRL variants10–12 , all these methods suffer
from either high bias or high variance estimates and hence have not scaled well to real-life tasks. Thus, identifying
rewards from expert trajectories alone–with no other ability to experiment (which are commonly called batch settings),
remains a challenging research frontier. Second, our setting requires that the recovered rewards be interpretable: we
expect clinical experts to vet them so as to use these rewards in guiding assistive agents towards better treatment, and
interpretability is also essential for general introspection of behaviors learned from data. However, none of the recent
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batch methods10–12 attempt to align the recovered reward structure with how experts may be framing their goals while
administering patient treatments.
Contributions: Our work makes two core technical contributions toward addressing the challenges above.
• We develop a novel interpretable batch settings IRL algorithm based on Adversarial IRL (iAIRL) that is more
robust than the current state-of-the-art in batch settings12 both in terms of interpretability and performance.
• We also provide a theoretically-sound way of enforcing that the learned reward structure matches how experts
frame their goals (in this case, a structure that splits continuous lab and vitals measurements into ranges, and
places a value (reward) for each combination of these feature ranges).
Together, these contributions enable us to identify a reward structure from purely observational data that can be inspected by a clinical expert. In our application to hypotension management, our clinical expert was able to confirm
what parts of the learned reward made sense–including exposing features that he may not have remembered to include–
and what parts were perhaps artifacts.
Background and Related Work
Reinforcement Learning and Inverse Reinforcement Learning Formally, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) consists of
a set of states S, actions A, a transition function T (s0 |s, a) that defines how states evolve over time, a reward function
R(s, a) that defines the immediate reward for each action, and a discount factor γ that manages the trade-off between
immediate and future
Solving an MDP corresponds to finding a policy π ∗ (s, a) that optimizes the long-term
Prewards.
t
expected reward E[ t γ rt ]. In the (model-free) reinforcement learning setting, the transition function T is not given,
and we must learn a policy π via interacting with the environment to collect trajectories. In the Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL) setting, an agent is given some trajectories from a policy which we are told is (near) optimal, and in
turn, asked to determine what R(s, a) must have been. (See Appendix A3 for a more detailed RL background.)
On-Policy IRL and Adversarial IRL The process of learning rewards from demonstrations places our work in the general category of Inverse Reinforcement Learning, which is a very broad area with typical applications in robotics and
automated driving - e.g.6, 8, 13 . Our work builds on Adversarial IRL9, 14 , in which a discriminator tries to differentiate
between the samples (s,a,s’) of the expert policy and the samples generated by the optimal policy induced by our
learned rewards (IRL policy). In turn, the model uses this distinction of samples to streamline the rewards towards
producing more realistic samples - an iterative process whose equilibrium state is defined by the samples of the IRL
policy and the expert policy being indistinguishable. Besides, Adversarial IRL9 also applies shaping rewards to disentangle environmental dynamics from the state-only goals (rewards), an assumption that characterizes clinical settings
such as the ICU. In our work, we extend this on-policy AIRL algorithm to batch settings, which mounts additional
challenges of estimating transitions off-policy, restricting policies to stay close to the data during learning to prevent
significant estimation bias, and more robust adversarial training procedures due to limited batch data coverage.
Fully-Batch IRL Compared to on-policy IRL, relatively very few works have considered situations in which the agent
cannot interact with the environment to collect more data. Some approaches10, 12 cast the problem of estimating feature
expectations—a key statistic for max-margin methods—as an off-policy evaluation problem which can potentially lead
to high variance estimates. There exist other works11 that optimize reward by setting action value function as a score
metric of a multi-class classification problem, an approach that still suffers from a linear off-policy evaluation problem
and the tuning of problem-specific heuristics. Besides, all these works require the reward to be linear in the chosen
feature space, limiting the IRL model’s expressive power. In contrast, our work allows arbitrary forms for the reward,
enabling us to learn rewards that match clinician decision frameworks and avoids making off-policy feature expectation
estimation all-together.
Reinforcement Learning in Intensive Care Settings There exists a growing body of work that applies RL to optimize
treatments in ICU settings.15–17 All these works take the reward as input and try to find optimal treatment policies for
the ICU. Finding optimal policies from batch data could be potentially unsafe as the model could prescribe actions that
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are medically ill-advised. In contrast, our goal is to learn treatment policies that mimic the expert and in the process,
propose plausible reward structure (which could also be used for policy optimization in future) based on observing
demonstrations of clinicians treating patients in the ICU.
Methods
We first develop a batch version of Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning9 (AIRL, see Appendix A3 for detailed
background details on the AIRL algorithm). The original algorithm requires an ability to test arbitrary treatment
policies; our batch version only requires the original observational data as input. We choose AIRL as our base not
only due to its overall performance9 compared to other IRL methods, but also because its specific reward formulation
allows us to easily decompose the learned reward Rθ,φ (s, a, s0 ) into a state-only component gθ (s) and a shaping
reward. The state-only component gθ (s) can be specified as the modeler desires—including constructing specific
formulations for the interpretability of the learned rewards (specifically in our work, purely based on patient features
in the ICU). Below, we first describe how we adapted the AIRL algorithm to purely observational settings following
which we describe our interpretable reward formulation.
Batch-data Adversarial IRL
We present our algorithm for fully-batch AIRL in Algorithm 1. The AIRL algorithm outputs a reward Rθ,φ (s, a, s0 )
that can be decomposed into a state-dependent reward gθ (s) and an additional shaping term.18 The key difference
between the on-policy version of Fu et al.9 happens in step 2: in the on-policy case, it is possible to collect trajectories
for some policy π by simply performing a roll-out in the environment by following the policy. Below, we describe how
we learn a sufficiently-accurate transition model that we can use for simulating rollouts. We also apply the WGAN
loss with weight clipping in step 3, which gives us additional robustness while training discriminators and apply a
warm-start to ensure that our IRL agent starts and remains in a state-action basin close to our batch data’s support - a
major concern for fully-batch IRL.12
Algorithm 1 Adversarial IRL with batch data
τ
(Max length of trajectories), γ, π, δ,NIRL
Input: D (Expert Data), Transition Model T (s0 |s, a), Tmax
Parameter: θ, φ. Initialize discriminator Dθ,φ
Output: Learned Rewards and IRL policy : g, Rθ,φ , π IRL
1: for i={1,2,....NIRL } do
τ
τ
2:
Using T (s0 |s, a), collect trajectories for policy π: τiπ = {s0 , a0 , .....sTmax
, aTmax
} where ai ∼ π(a|si )
3:
Using Equation 1 for discriminator loss, train the discriminator Dθ,φ .

4:
Update shaped MDP rewards Rθ,φ (s, a, s0 ) ← log Dθ,φ (s, a, s0 ) − log 1 − Dθ,φ (s, a, s0 )
5:
Update π with respect to Rθ,φ (s, a, s0 ) using any policy optimization method (e.g. DDQN19 , TRPO20 ) : π ←
π ∗ (Rθ,φ )
6: end for
7: return gθ , Rθ,φ ,
Learning Transition Dynamics As mentioned earlier, most standard IRL algorithms assume access to a simulator
whereas in our case we have only samples (batch) of trajectories and must learn a dynamics model directly from data
in order to simulate any candidate policy within the IRL iterations. Unfortunately, learning an accurate dynamics
model in large state-action spaces and highly stochastic environments is challenging in general19, 21 and the fact that
our observed trajectories span only a narrow part of the state-action space exacerbates our learning challenges. In this
work, we forgo learning a parametric model but rather apply a transition model T (s0 |a, s) that selects the next state
s0 from the k-nearest state neighbors s ∈ Ssk that were administered the action a in our batch data. Choosing k is
domain-specific and depends mainly on the stochasticity of the expert policy within the state space. In cases where
we did not find a non-trivial number of neighbors, we resort to either increasing k or finding transitions pertaining to
the closest neighbors of a among the possible alternatives. Unlike parametric models, using a non-parametric model
keeps our transitions s0 close to the real data and prevents the model from extrapolating badly in less represented parts
of the state-action space.
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Warm-Start for Convergence Any transition model - parametric or non-parametric, cannot make accurate predictions
far from the support of the batch data. Also, note that in the IRL learning process, one starts with some policy π to
generate samples from (using our learned transition model) in Step 2 and then learns the rewards in Steps 3 and 4
to optimize this policy iteratively. If we start with some policy π that is already close to the expert policy, not only
will our approximate rollouts in Step 2 be more accurate (as there is a higher likelihood of seeing those state-action
decisions in the data), but the IRL procedure will also require fewer iterations to converge. Thus, before starting the
AIRL loop, we first learn a (near-expert) policy using supervised learning. This data-informed choice of starting point
ensures that our IRL is both feasible and accurate in complicated batch settings with limited data coverage.
Wasserstein GAN training objective for Robustness At times, when modeling complicated distributions, the traditional
GAN objective22 suffers from mode collapse and unstable gradients23 . In our experiments, we found some evidence
supporting this fact and hence, we use the discriminator training objective of a Wasserstein-GAN24 using the weight
clipping procedure to enforce K-Lipschitz continuity. This brings minor changes to any general discriminator D
(parametrized by w) loss function and weight updates compared to a traditional GAN22 as seen in Equation 1 (Refer
to Arjovsky et al.24 for more details).
∇w L(Dw ) =

X

 X


M
M
1
∇w
Dw (s, a, s0 )(i) ∼ D −
Dw (s, a, s0 )(i) ∼ τ π
M
i=1
i=1

wnew = wold + RMSPROP(w, ∇w L(Dw ))

(1)

w = CLIP(w, −c, c)
We also train the discriminator for multiple epochs and take it closer to optimality in the earlier training phases as it
helps stabilize the overall learning. Also, note that good training of Wasserstein distance based discriminators require
the usage of non-momentum based optimizers such as RMSProp. Overall with the use of a transition model, warmstart and a Wasserstein Distance based discriminator, we are able to extend AIRL to batch settings reasonably even in
environments with complicated dynamics such as the ICU.
Interpretable Reward Networks
The AIRL framework allows us to decompose the learned reward Rθ,φ (s, a, s0 ) into two terms: a true reward gθ (s)
and a shaping reward. Shaping rewards 18 refers to the process of modifying rewards from one form to another while
keeping the optimal policy the same. Shaping was originally introduced to speed up the optimization process in
traditional RL by incorporating some domain expertise into the reward formulation. Following9 , we use the idea of
reward shaping in this work to transform a non-interpretable Rθ,φ (s, a, s0 ) into an interpretable gθ (s). We do so by
forcing an interpretable form on gθ (s) and letting the shaping term account for the effects of the environment dynamics
on the rewards.
Interpretable gθ (s) via Neural Networks that Mimic Tree-Like Mechanisms Interviewing intensivists, we found that
they tend to think about a patient’s sickness or wellness in discrete terms—for example, a blood pressure value may
be acceptable or concerning—and these discrete settings define their goals. However, such discrete structures are
not easy to incorporate into gradient-based learning architectures for end-to-end learning. In this work, we build on
a novel architecture, the Deep Neural Decision Tree (DNDT) introduced by Yang et al.,25 which learns a discrete
split structure on each feature and represents different possible combination of these splits in order to learn response
prediction scores (rewards in our case) jointly via a single backpropagation step. This model also allows an arbitrary
number of splits without any restriction on the structure of the tree. We briefly explain the working mechanism of
DNDT. Assuming we can bin each of our features into a pre-specified number of discrete bins, we intend to set up our
interpretable reward gθ(s) using a neural network architecture that learns gθ(s) based on combinations of these feature
bins (e.g. high BP, low urine → low rewards). It is important to note that the binning boundaries are learned by the
model and we need to specify only the number of bins along each feature. Figure 1a demonstrates the architecture of
DNDT for our interpretable reward gθ(s) . The network essentially has two hidden layers - a binning layer that learns
soft one-hot encodings (via activations) for each feature’s value with respect to its corresponding binning boundaries
and a decision layer that encodes every possible binary combination of these activations i.e. each possible combination
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(a) DNDT Architecture

(b) Mountain Car Example

Figure 1: (a) DNDT architecture for state-only reward approximator gθ (s) assuming two features and three bins(two
boundaries). The binning layer creates a soft one-hot encoding (colored nodes in the binning layer) of the bin. The
decision layer is a result of Kronecker product of all nodes’ activated values in the binning layer, producing one unique
activation for each possible combination of feature bins. The entire model is differentiable via backpropagation. (b)
Rewards learned by the IRL models for MountainCar-v0 across the position feature, where the goal is to reach the
goal on right. AIRL learns a non-smooth and less interpretable rewards (yellow) while iAIRL(AIRL+DNDT) learns
more interpretable rewards (black) that motivate the agent to swing towards the extremes.
of the feature bins activates exactly one node in the decision layer. The weights mapping the decision layer and the
output node learn the value (in regression settings; or classification score in classification settings) of the response
variable (in our case, gθ(s) ) for different possible decision boundaries.
Towards creating sparse reward descriptions for better interpretability If we define the number of input features as
Dinput and the number of binning boundaries on each feature as Nf (Nf + 1 bins), the number of nodes in the
decision layer turns out to be (Nf + 1)Dinput and thus DNDTs do not scale well to a large number of features25 . It
is important to note that the number of non-trivial weights in the decision layer is the number of different decision
boundary combinations we need to interpret. Also, it is obvious that we can understand clinicians’ motivations more
clearly if there are fewer decision boundaries with strong signals to interpret rather than an exploding number of
decisions. Hence, imposing some kind of sparsity is essential on these weights and we tackle this problem by applying
a L-1 weight regularization for the weights of the last layer26 . If the usual loss of any network whose N weights
are
PN
|w
w{1,...N } is Lw = φ(w), a L1-regularized variant of the same model has the loss function LL1
=
φ(w)
+
λ
i |,
w
i=1
where λ is the hyperparameter which signifies the regularization strength. This enforced sparsity means that we need
to form meaningful interpretations only about those rewards that have significant positive or negative values across the
spectrum of decision - i.e. most valuable or extreme decisions.
Demonstration on Synthetic Examples
Before experimenting with our model on the ICU data, we tested our approach on some basic IRL benchmarks—a
gridworld and mountaincar—where we had knowledge of the ground truth reward structure (unavailable in the clinical
setting; we emphasize the ground truth was only used for validation at the end and not during training). Due to space
constraints, the details of the experiments are included in Appendix A2 (where we compare our methods with other
batch IRL baselines). However, we illustrate the value of our approach in figure 1b, where the agent’s goal is to reach
the far right by swinging higher and higher. Our method iAIRL (batch AIRL + DNDT based state-only rewards) finds a
simple, discrete reward structure (very close to the one that generated the ground-truth demonstrations) that recovers
the optimal policy, unlike standard AIRL which learns a highly non-smooth, non-interpretable reward structure.
Hypotension Management in the ICU: Cohort, Modeling, and Experimental-Setup
In this section, we provide the details of how we extracted our cohort and applied the general ideas developed in this
work to the task of understanding the clinician motivations behind standard interventions for hypotension management
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in the ICU.
Cohort, Data Collection, and Features Our cohort was drawn from the public MIMIC-III version 1.4 database,27
which contains trajectories from patients treated at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center between 2001 and 2012,
and our pre-processing closely follows the work of Ghassemi et al.28 Our cohort contained adult patients over the age
of 15 and we excluded patients with less than 6 hours or more than 360 hours of data. Applying these filters gave us a
total of 16,502 patients. For each patient, we extracted four arrays of features
• Static Features (z k ∈ R11 ) : age, weight on admission, SOFA, OASIS and SAPS scores at ICU admission,
indicator variables for gender, ethnicity, emergency, admission urgency and hours from admit to the ICU. These
observations remain constant for a patient throughout his/her stay in the ICU.
• Clinical Observations at time-step i (xk[1,2...T] ; xki ∈ R18 ): bicarbonate, bun, creatinine, fio2, glucose, hct,
heart rate, lactate, magnesium, meanbp, platelets, potassium, sodium, spo2, spontaneousrr, temp, urine, wbc.
The choice of these features are drawn from Ghassemi at al.28 , which used the same set of features to predict
sepsis onset in patients.
• Indicator Flags for Observations at time-step i (ok[1,2,.....T] ; oki ∈ {0, 1}18 ): An indicator variable that denotes
whether the observation actually changed from bin i − 1 to i, i.e. whether a new measurement for the concerned
feature was taken in the last 30 minutes (our time step size) in the ICU.
k
• Interventions at time-step i (y[1....T]
; yik ∈ R2 ): normalized vasopressor dosages and fluid boluses. These
interventions will be referred to as vasopressors/vaso and fluids in the rest of the text. It is well-known that both
these interventions are relevant towards managing blood pressure in the ICU15 .

Each of the time-series variables was aggregated into 30 minute time intervals with the mean or sum being recorded
(as appropriate) when several data points were present in one window. All the features were then standardized using
z-scores. Finally, we split the dataset into training (80%) and holdout (20%) sets by patient. Further details on the
construction of an MDP from the dataset and the specific model architecture developed for warm-start with supervised
learning are discussed in Appendix A1.
Baselines and Training Incorporating a DNDT based architecture into AIRL rewards creates a potential trade-off
between reward function expressiveness and interpretability and it is important to understand the extent of this tradeoff in the ICU data. Thus, we consider two alternatives (both developed in this paper) in our experiments (Model,
training hyperparameters are given in Appendix A5.)
• Off-policy AIRL (AIRL): We consider our off-policy batch extension of AIRL with a feed-forward architecture
for state-only reward function approximation i.e. gθ (s) = FEEDFORWARD(s; θ). Remember that gθ (s) ≈
R∗ (s) (function approximator of ground-truth rewards) .
• Interpretable AIRL (iAIRL): In addition to our off-policy extension of AIRL, we use a DNDT to approximate the rewards, that is, gθ (s) = DNDT(ŝ; θ). Since the number of decision mechanisms (nodes in last
layer) grows exponentially with the number of layers, we only choose a subset of features (in consultation with
clinicians):Mean BP, Heart Rate, Urine Output, Creatinine and Lactate.
Results on Understanding Hypotension Management in the ICU
iAIRL sacrifices little in action matching performance compared to AIRL. To evaluate the performance of our
model, the first metric we consider is action matching, which indicates how closely our model’s suggested actions
match that of the expert. Remember that we have 25 action bins in total (5 for each intervention) and the overall
action matching is calculated as the fraction of the number of observations in the hold-out set in which the model’s
predicted action (an action that maximizes the learned Q-values) matches the action taken by the expert. The overall
action matching for our warm-start imitation policy is around 73.69%. Using this policy to kick start the IRL, our
batch AIRL model learns a reward function with an action matching of 71.08% while our interpretable iAIRL learns
a reward function with an overall action matching of 64.43%.
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Both models largely learn the same or similar treatments suggested by clinicians. Since the action distribution
in our data is hugely imbalanced, studying just the overall action matching via accuracy does not provide the full
picture. Figure 2 shows the confusion matrices for both our batch AIRL and our interpretable batch iAIRL. We see
that both the models have strong diagonal terms indicating reasonable prediction accuracy for each class. In cases
where the predictions don’t match, the prediction vs. ground truth are close: the model predicts either the adjacent
action bin (same fluid action bin, ±1 vasopressor action bin) or an action bin 5 steps away (same vasopressor bin, ±1
fluid action bin). The main mismatch occurs for higher dosages of vasopressors and fluids. We suspect it is because
the features we have chosen for DNDT and the decision boundaries learned may not be expressive enough to handle
extreme scenarios in which the clinicians could be taking their decisions based on myriad other factors. That said, the
confusion matrix suggests that our matching is of sufficient quality for most common scenarios.
iAIRL provides a significantly more parsimonious reward description than AIRL. For initial quantitative validation of our claim that iAIRL learns more interpretable rewards than AIRL, we considered whether AIRL learned
similarly parsimonious rewards as iAIRL. To do so, we fit a decision tree restricted to 243 (35 , the same number of
nodes in the last DNDT layer for a fair comparison) leaf nodes to the rewards learned by AIRL. The decision tree’s
regression RMSE of 0.8 on rewards normalized to fall between [−1, 1] suggests poor learning of the reward function
by the decision tree. This implies that the learned AIRL rewards are more complex and non-smooth compared to
the iAIRL rewards as they couldn’t be fit well into simple decision rules. This further reinforces the observation we
learned from Figure 1b that iAIRL learns discrete, sparse and neatly interpretable rewards compared to AIRL which
learns non-interpretable rewards.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrices for action matching of AIRL (left) and iAIRL (right). The overall action matching of
AIRL is about 71% and that of iAIRL is about 65% when both are warm-started with an imitation policy with action
matching 73%. We see strong diagonal matrix meaning acceptable action matching and cases of wrong predictions
have a higher probability of being either the adjacent action bin (same fluid bin, +/- 1 vaso bin) or action bins 5 steps
away (same vaso bin, +/- 1 fluid bin). Remember that the overall action bin = fluid bin * 5 + vaso bin.
Clinical Perspective: Learned Rewards match clinician goals. Figure 3 shows the rewards along with the feature
bins learned by our iAIRL model. From the two extremes of rewards, we can observe certain general trends: The
model penalizes low BP, low urine, high heart rate and on the other hand, rewards stable to high BP, urine outputs and
stable heart rates, lactate levels. Because of our weight regularization, sparsity was enforced and the model placed
non-trivial rewards over only about 73 out of the 243 possible weights. There is no strong signal in creatinine possibly
because our interventions don’t directly control creatinine levels.
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Figure 3: A heatmap showing normalized rewards learned by the iAIRL model with respect to the 5 chosen features
and their corresponding value ranges. The high, medium and low ranges of features have been assigned distinct colors
here and the value ranges (Low, Medium and High) can be seen from the last 3 columns. The first reward (first column)
can be read as extremely low (bad) reward for low BP and Urine, high Heart Rate and Medium Lactate and Creatinine.
These learned reward patterns were shared with a practicing intensivist to study how the low, medium and high reward
decision boundaries learned by the model for each bio-marker compares to ranges that induce clinicians to intensify
patient treatment. (We only shared the rewards learned from our iAIRL model because there was no clear way to
summarize the complex network learned by unconstrained AIRL.) The higher range for blood pressure made sense;
the lower range (around 47) was lower than he expected but potentially made sense as a situation to avoid (that is, one
might act on a blood pressure of 55 to avoid a blood pressure of 47). Similarly, the range for lower urine matched his
cut-offs for actions. Where the ranges differed for the remaining variables, his hypothesis was that this reflected the
fact that blood pressure and urine were the main targets for vasopressors and fluids, and hence it could be reasonable
to see weaker signals on the other set of chosen features.
He noted a similar trend in the actual reward assignments: our algorithm recovered a function that gave higher rewards
to higher blood pressures and higher urine outputs, which he confirmed is the goal of vasopressor and fluid administration. The effect of heart rate, lactate, and creatinine on the reward also had a trend that was consistent with his notions
of better health, and it was interesting that these trends were discovered even though the interventions are not directly
targeting those measures; it suggests that clinician behavior may be implicitly trying to protect those aspects even
though they are not the goals they are shooting for. Overall, being able to see the learned IRL rewards confirmed that
intensivist behavior matched the goals that he believed he (and his colleagues) were aiming for and helped increase
his confidence in choosing a reward for RL tasks.
While both ends of the reward spectrum—the really high rewards and the really low rewards—matched his intuition,
the learned structure had imperfections for smaller / intermediate reward values. For example, there were times when
the model penalized creatinine levels over blood pressure levels, which ran counter to the intuition of our critical care
expert—especially as he noted that there was little that these interventions (vasopressors and fluids) could do to adjust
creatinine levels compared to their impact on a more obvious control feature such as blood pressure. Since the actionmatching performance of our algorithm, while appreciably high for fully-batch IRL, was still far from perfect, these
inconsistencies might simply be due to the fact that our reward function does not perfectly induce the expert behavior
and only approximates it reasonably; improving the IRL based on these kinds of expert inputs and the model, data
engineering suggestions discussed throughout this work are definitely interesting avenues for future work.
Discussion
In the previous section, we discussed many of the qualities of our batch AIRL and iAIRL algorithms in the context of
recovering rewards associated with hypotension management in the ICU. We provide an in-depth technical discussion
on certain key implementation aspects of the model in Appendix A4 and focus on the broader implications here. Being
able to extract possible reward structures from observational data has important applications, both for the design of
assistive agents—who need very precise descriptions of what they are to assist in optimizing—as well as general
introspection. While our work makes significant progress toward this goal, we do have some fundamental limitations.
One is that rewards are inherently non-identifiable (imagine adding 1 to every reward; the decisions will not change).
Our approach uses that non-identifiability as a feature to find an interpretable reward among many potential rewards.
However, there may be other interpretable rewards that recover expert policies. That said, we noticed that the feature
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bins combinations constituting extreme rewards (close to +1 or -1) were consistently similar across different runs of our
model while we observed variation in the relative ordering of the feature combinations signifying small/intermediate
rewards, implying that our model learns the decisions at the extremes of the reward spectrum robustly. Moreover,
the work here is intended to provide clinicians a starting point for defining and quantifying rewards, and that human
inspection will identify if a particular structure is not sensible.
Another key consideration is that all of our work is predicated on some definition of patient state. In this work, we
assume that the most recent raw observations are sufficient to capture the patient’s state. Future works could benefit
from more sophisticated latent space encodings. We also acknowledge the fact that several clinical decisions are made
using factors that are not part of our data, and that the ”clinician policy” that we see is, in fact, a mixture of decisions
made by many people. Our approach can be applied to any set of input, so advances in capturing better notions of
patient state, new variables, and specific decision-makers could be included; we again emphasize that the ability to
validate with experts that our interpretability provides protects us from catastrophic outputs.
Conclusion
Understanding motivations behind ICU interventions purely from logs of patient data is an important and challenging
task. In this work, we developed a robust, batch IRL algorithm (iAIRL) to learn these motivations in a clinically
interpretable fashion. With these enhancements, we learned a parsimonious description of the motivations behind
vasopressor and IV fluids prescription for hypotension management in the ICU from MIMIC-III data and also found
that the learned motivations are largely consistent with clinical practice. Apart from refining the algorithms, future
work can use this model of learning interpretable rewards for building reliable assistive agents, transferring the learned
motivations to similar clinical treatment tasks and further data-driven quantification of the differences between patients.
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Abstract
Our current big data landscape prompts us to develop new analytical skills in order to make the best use of
the abundance of datasets at hand. Traditionally, SQL databases such as PostgreSQL have been the databases of
choice, and newer graph databases such as Neo4j have been relegated to the analysis of social network and
transportation datasets. In this paper, we conduct a side by side comparison of PostgreSQL (using SQL) and Neo4j
(using Cypher) using the MIMIC-III patient database as a case study. We found that, while Neo4j is more time
intensive to implement, its queries are less complex and have a faster runtime than comparable queries performed in
PostgreSQL. This leads to the conclusion that while PostgreSQL is adequate as a database, Neo4j should be
considered a viable contender for health data storage and analysis.
Introduction
We live in a world of big data, where data scientists work with access to more information than ever before.
While this big data provides us with an unprecedented ability to investigate questions and find answers, it also
requires us to develop new analytical skills in order to make the best use of the datasets. These big datasets require
databases to contain and interpret them, and until recently relational databases such as PostgreSQL ¹ were the
default choice. Relational databases store data in a tabular format, in rows and columns, and interact with the data
through structured queries. Data values are stored within a predefined schema, which makes little allowance for the
ability to adapt the database in response to new data ² . Relational databases certainly have their value and offer data
safety (through ACID compliance) and query flexibility. They are also supported by many pre-built tools to enable
more effective data migration, interaction and analytics³. However, due to their reliance on static schemas, relational
databases can be inflexible and unsuited to a dynamic data environment. Relational databases can be difficult to
scale horizontally, and may show poor performance with large datasets as they have difficulty with high-volume
read and write requests⁴.
NoSQL databases were introduced to solve many of these issues, and because of this have had increasing
popularity. NoSQL databases follow CAP (Consistency, Availability, and Partition Tolerance) and are well suited to
network partitioning, enabling horizontal scalability⁵. This makes graph databases a useful tool for storing highly
variable data that is difficult to contain in a pre-defined schema. Graph databases such as AllegroGraph, Datastacks
and Neo4j are a particularly interesting form of NoSQL database, which store data in graph format as nodes and
relationships, focusing on the relationships between nodes as a key feature of the database (Figure 1). In property
graph databases such as Neo4j, every node and relationship can have properties⁶. For example, in Kan et al.’s 2017
paper “Topology Modeling and Analysis of a Power Grid Network Using a Graph Database”, one way that Kan et
al. use Neo4j is to determine which equipment has power if power is provided to certain nodes⁷. With buses
represented by nodes, each bus node has a voltage property and a transformer or line relationship to other bus nodes.
The transformer and line relationships have properties, such as whether the incoming switch is on or off.
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Figure 1. Relational vs Graph Databases
Graph databases are also built to easily run queries involving multiple levels of relationships between
instances⁸. Because graph databases focus on the relationships between instances, they are a natural choice to store
relationally focused data and have been widely implemented to store social network, transportation and biology
datasets⁹. Many large companies have also started to make use of graph databases, with companies such as Walmart
and eBay using Neo4j to generate recommendations for customers¹⁰. While these datasets seem to be natural fits for
graph storage, graph databases can also be applied to traditionally tabular datasets and can help users to gain new
insights on data clusters and relations.
In this project, we conducted a case study to investigate whether patient data could be viably stored and
analyzed within a graph database. This project is a feasibility study with a public dataset to ascertain whether
clinical researchers without previous database building experience would benefit from examining clinical data
within a graph database. While relational databases such as PostgreSQL do provide an acceptable level of query
speed, they are not well suited for tasks such as linking disparate data sets or gaining an intuitive understanding of
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the data at hand. With this project we hope to identify whether the graph database Neo4j can compete with
PostgreSQL in ease of use and query speed, while offering advantages in database flexibility and data exploration.
We chose Neo4j with Cypher as the graph database and PostgreSQL with SQL as the tabular baseline for
comparison (Figure 2). We compared the databases on command complexity and efficiency, as well as ease of data
importation and analysis. Our objective in doing so was to gain some insight on which database was better suited for
clinical researchers investigating patient data.

Figure 2. PostgreSQL and Neo4j
Methods
Data
For this project, we worked with the MIMIC-III Critical Care data, an open database containing
deidentified data from over forty thousand patients who stayed in critical care units of the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center between 2001 and 2012¹¹. For the purposes of this project we used a subset containing the data of
100 patients. We selected this dataset as this sample data is freely available to the public, making our project
reproducible by any interested party seeking to explore graph databases in a healthcare setting or build upon our
work.
Computational Environment
To ensure a similar computational environment all databases were created on the same computer, a
Macbook Pro with 8GB of RAM and a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor.
Queries
We compared operations between the three databases for twenty-two queries ranging in complexity from
two to thirty-five clauses. With the exception of the two queries used to compare operations with and without the
use of join tables, all SQL queries were sourced from the documentation page for MIMIC-III¹². These queries were
chosen as representative queries as they are freely accessible and available for any interested party to reproduce. We
created Cypher queries to best approximate the available SQL queries while attempting to minimize runtime. The
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Cypher queries attempted to replicate the same level of explicitness and readability as the SQL queries, so as to be
useable by a broad audience.
PostgreSQL
As the MIMIC-III database is designed to be interfaced through PostgreSQL, we started by building a local
PostgreSQL database using MIMIC-III’s provided instructions¹². To do this, we used pgAdmin 4 version 4.5 with
PostgreSQL. We then performed the example queries provided by MIMIC-III and recorded their time to completion
and complexity. These queries were used as a baseline to compare operations between PostgreSQL and Neo4j.
Neo4j - Unmodified
We then imported the patient data into Neo4j and replicated the PostgreSQL schema as closely as possible
within Neo4j, where data is stored as nodes with properties representing column values. We installed the Neo4j
APOC library extension to enable more efficient Cypher queries,¹³ in particular the ability to iterate over batches
was of especial use. Each table within PostgreSQL became a node label within Neo4j, and each row a node with
properties linked to the PostgreSQL column values for that entry. We replicated the PostgreSQL indexes and created
relationships between node labels wherever relationships were indicated within MIMIC-III’s schema¹⁴. We then
replicated the example queries within Neo4j using Cypher and recorded their time to completion and complexity,
with an example query presented in Table 1. It should be noted that no explicit relationships exist within the
PostgreSQL database and these relationships must be replicated by joining tables while performing SQL queries,
however the relationships were clearly intended to exist between the tables and so we included them within the
unmodified Neo4j database.
Table 1. Example comparison of command complexity and execution time in PostgreSQL (SQL) and Neo4j
(Cypher)
Show all of the patients diagnosed with Hypertension NOS
Language

Query

Number of
Clauses

Runtime

DB Disk
Size

Max DB
Memory
Usage

SQL

SELECT *
FROM diagnoses_icd dia
INNER JOIN admissions adm
ON dia.hadm_id = adm.hadm_id
AND dia.icd9_code = '4019'
INNER JOIN d_icd_diagnoses dicd
ON dia.icd9_code = dicd.icd9_code;

7

158 ms

152 MB

4 MB ͣ

Cypher
(unmodified
db)

MATCH
(adm:Admissions)-[r:ShareHADMID]-(dia:Di
agnoses_ICD {icd9_code:
'4019'})-[r2:ShareICD9Code]-(dicd:D_ICD_
Diagnoses)
RETURN adm, r, dia, r2, dicd;

2

38 ms

682 MB

1 GBᵇ

Cypher
(modified
db)

MATCH
(adm:Admissions)-[r:DiagnosedWith]-(dicd:D
_ICD_Diagnoses {icd9_code: '4019'})
RETURN adm, r, dicd;

2

21 ms

349 MB

1 GBᵇ
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ͣ work_mem: determines how much memory can be used by sort operations and hash tables before writing to
temporary disk files
ᵇ dbms.memory.heap.max_size: determines how much memory can be used for query execution, transaction state
and graph management
Neo4j - Modified
Next we created a modified Neo4j database to take advantage of Neo4j’s graph structure while performing
queries on the patient dataset. We began with a replica of the unmodified Neo4j MIMIC-III database and then
replaced all join tables with relationships containing the properties inherent in the join table. This reduced the
number of pass-through relationships. Following this, we eliminated redundant relationships where both the
Admissions and Patient node label were linked to the same node. In doing so we worked under the assumption that a
researcher querying the database would be primarily interested in the relationships between Admissions and other
node labels, as Admissions contains most of the relevant information on individual patients. We left a relationship
between Patients and Admissions as well as ICU_Stays so that a researcher could still easily access the necessary
patient information if needed. If this assumption of primary interest in Admissions was violated, runtime would
increase and queries would increase in complexity for any query involving Patients and another node label. This is
because either Admissions or ICU_Stays would essentially function as a join table between Patients and the relevant
node label. Lastly, we replicated the queries performed in the PostgreSQL and unmodified Neo4j databases and
performed some additional queries that took advantage of the simpler database structure and reduction of
pass-through relationships. We then replicated these additional queries in the PostgreSQL and unmodified Neo4j
databases. All queries were compared for complexity and completion time.
Results
Database Implementation
While importing data into Neo4j did not take noticeably longer than importing data into PostgreSQL,
creating relationships between the data in Neo4j did take a significant amount of time. This time increased sharply
with operational complexity and the number of nodes involved, with the creation of 753 relationships in an
operation involving 13,240 nodes taking 91 ms while the creation of 3432 relationships in an operation involving
16,457 nodes took 8, 948, 044 ms (2.5 hours). Though both Neo4j databases took up more disk space than the
PostgreSQL database, modifying the Neo4j database by replacing join tables with relationships and removing
redundant relationships caused the modified Neo4j database to occupy around half of the disk space of the
unmodified Neo4j database.
Command Complexity
With the exception of database metadata commands, for which no direct comparison exists between
PostgreSQL and Neo4j, commands were almost universally shorter with fewer clauses in Neo4j’s Cypher than in
PostgreSQL’s SQL (Table 2). There was no difference between the command clause number in the two Neo4j
databases trialed. The metadata commands have been excluded from comparison in the tables below.
Table 2. Clause Complexity in PostgreSQL (SQL) and Neo4j (Cypher)
Language

Average Number of Clauses per Operation

SQL

10.33

Cyper (unmodified database)

7.86

Cypher (modified database)

7.86
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Operation Runtime
Once the database was implemented, operations were substantially faster in Neo4j than in PostgreSQL
(Table 3). While there was very little difference in operation runtime between the modified and unmodified Neo4j
databases for most commands, for operations which involved the deleted join tables the modified Neo4j database
was faster (avg 47.5 ms for unmodified vs avg 30 ms for modified).
Table 3. Operation Runtime in PostgreSQL (SQL) and Neo4j (Cypher)
Language

Average Operation Runtime

SQL

154.48 ms

Cyper (unmodified database)

48.86 ms

Cypher (modified database)

45.26 ms

Repository
A repository of the Cypher queries used to create the modified and unmodified Neo4j databases, as well as
the SQL and Cypher queries used for comparison along with their clause count and runtime can be found at
https://github.com/JStothers/MIMIC-III-PostgreSQL-vs-Neo4j.
Discussion
After creating patient databases in PostgreSQL and Neo4j, we observed that both databases performed well,
but there were some notable differences between them. The PostgreSQL database was significantly faster to
implement with no commands taking more than a few minutes to complete. In contrast, while importing the data did
not take notably longer in Neo4j, creating complex relationships between node labels required a significant amount
of time and resources, even when using a reduced dataset of 100 patients. This discrepancy was most clear when
implementing relationships to replace join tables, as these relationships required matching between more than two
node labels and took ten thousand times longer than the creation of simpler relationships. We were able to reduce
the operation time from days to hours by utilizing a periodic iterate command, but even so this operation took
exponentially longer than any of the PostgreSQL implementation operations. It should be noted that PostgreSQL
does not include relationships in its structure so there is no comparable PostgreSQL operation other than the
creation of join tables, and so there was not a direct comparison for this implementation operation. It should also be
noted that, by including this relationship creation operation in implementation Neo4j, we were able to reduce the
operation cost to perform matching queries described by the relationship. So, while Neo4j required more time to set
up the database, by doing so it laid the groundwork for more efficient queries. This is an observation that has been
experimentally confirmed by other researchers⁴ ¹⁵ ¹⁶.
Overall Neo4j Cypher queries involved fewer clauses and were computationally more efficient than
PostgreSQL SQL queries, with the exception of metadata queries, which required use of the APOC library to
provide similar results to PostgreSQL’s built in metadata query. Neo4j also lacked a specific groupby function,
which made groupby style operations marginally more difficult than in PostgreSQL. The most notable downside to
Neo4j was the difficulty in creating relationships between node labels involving over ten thousand nodes. As the
dataset grew larger, relationship creation operations quickly became impossible to implement without resorting to
batch implementation methods from the APOC library. This problem can be mitigated in Neo4j by modeling data in
a way that makes queries more efficient with shorter, simpler query paths, a necessity that is not encountered to such
a large degree in relational databases¹⁷. While this is not an insurmountable barrier, it is a problem that will be
common to many seeking to translate relational datasets into graph databases.
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Implementation aside, Neo4j provided many advantages relating to operational simplicity, especially in the
use of relationships to avoid joining tables. For this particular project, Neo4j’s builtin date-time calculations were
also helpful in reducing code complexity and operation time when performing date-time operations such as age at
admission. The ability to include properties in a relationship as opposed to using a join table is a clear advantage of
Neo4j. While we did not fully take advantage of Neo4j’s flexibility in this project, it would be comparatively simple
to do so by integrating this dataset with another. For example, we could link a Medicare/Medicaid claims dataset
with the MIMIC-III dataset by forming relationships on shared ICD-9 codes without the need for new cumbersome
join tables. Neo4j’s lack of a rigid schema gives it an ability to link disparate datasets quickly and easily, without
compromising the existing network.
Neo4j is also well suited to storing information structures that are not well suited to relational databases,
such as ontologies or networks. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) semantic network was created to
link together different health and biomedical vocabularies and standards in the interest of promoting interoperability.
This network would be an ideal candidate for representation in a graph database. Relationships could be created
based on existing concept unique identifiers (CUIs) to easily link separate ontologies. The UMLS could also be
linked to existing patient datasets such as the MIMIC-III data by linking ICD to SNOMED codes, allowing patient
databases access to a wealth of relevant information. The potential uses for graph databases are endless, and many
studies have already made use of graph databases to understand connections between heterogenous biological data
such as disease networks or gene-disease associations¹⁸ ¹⁹ ²⁰. These studies have found that Neo4j is well suited to
storing complex biological relationships, and that the graph database structure enables researchers to gain insight
into novel relationships between biological entities. Neo4j’s simple language and meaningful, intuitive query results
make Neo4j an excellent database choice for domain experts without previous database experience, seeking to
explore their own data.

Conclusion
While PostgreSQL is adequate as a database and has the advantage of familiarity as well as a wider
resource library, Neo4j provides significant operational advantages that should not be discounted. Cypher has high
readability as a query language, and Neo4j’s ability to present query results in multiple formats allows for greater
flexibility than PostgreSQL and gives creative insights in data interpretation. The ability to immediately see data
clusters is helpful in gaining high level understanding of a dataset, as well as for identifying areas for further data
exploration. Neo4j is not necessarily a replacement for PostgreSQL, but it should be seen as a viable alternative in
areas other than social network or transportation mapping, such as healthcare. While this project did not explore the
comparative performance of Neo4j and PostgreSQL with large datasets, this investigation has shown that Neo4j is a
feasible database choice for clinical researchers and has laid the groundwork for future tests. In all, Neo4j’s efficient
queries and attractive interface lead to ease of use and an intuitive user experience, especially for clinical user
without previous database experience. Neo4j has value as a first choice for clinical database implementation and
should be trialed in many more dataset types in the future.
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Abstract
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia as well as a significant risk factor in heart failure
and coronary artery disease. AF can be detected by using a short ECG recording. However, discriminating atrial
fibrillation from normal sinus rhythm, other arrhythmia and strong noise, given a short ECG recording, is challenging.
Towards this end, we propose MultiFusionNet, a deep learning network that uses a multiplicative fusion method to
combine two deep neural networks trained on different sources of knowledge, i.e., extracted features and raw data.
Thus, MultiFusionNet can exploit the relevant extracted features to improve upon the utilization of the deep learning
model on the raw data. Our experiments show that this approach offers the most accurate AF classification and
outperforms recently published algorithms that either use extracted features or raw data separately. Finally, we
show that our multiplicative fusion method for combining the two sub-networks outperforms several other combining
methods.
1

Introduction

Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is a critical health condition among cardiovascular diseases due to its prevalence, complexity
and healthcare costs. Early diagnosis of AF is crucial as it can help prevent other diseases such as stroke [1]. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most prevalent and effective diagnostic tool for detecting cardiac arrhythmia. However,
identifying whether there is AF in an ECG recording remains a challenging task since AF is asymptomatic [2] and
may only appear briefly in the ECG signal.
In this paper, we are interested in detecting whether an ECG signal includes AF and distinguish it with other heart
rhythm issues. This is orthogonal to detecting the starting and ending positions of AF in an ECG signal which is not in
the scope of this study. Although using ECG is common practice, the actual AF detection is generally performed in a
manual or semi-automated manner by cardiologists who visually inspect the signal for abnormalities. This process is
time-consuming, requires an expert trained to interpret the signals, and is error-prone as signals may be misinterpreted
or not seen. During AF, the P-waves in the ECG signal degenerate into a series of fibrillatory f-waves with small
magnitudes [3], short and variable RR-intervals also appear [4]. P-waves, f-waves, and RR-intervals are described in
more details in Section 3. Many AF detection methods based on the statistical information of P-waves, f-waves, and
RR-intervals were developed as in [5, 6, 7, 8].
More recently, with the development of data-driven approaches in machine learning, some methods [9, 10, 11] for
automated classification of normal/abnormal ECG signals have been proposed, which offer higher accuracy than previous approaches. However, these machine learning algorithms require relevant hand-crafted features as input which
can be time-consuming to generate. The resulting performance heavily depends on the features and may not be robust.
With the advance of GPU technology, deep neural networks can approximate very complicated learning function with
a reasonable training time. Deep convolutional neural networks [12] that take raw data as input were proposed to
automatically learn latent features. One challenge of AF detection using this approach is that it requires a large labeled
ECG training dataset. To address these challenges, we develop a method to utilize both extracted features and raw
data values for more effective and robust AF detection without relying on a large training dataset or hand-tuned feature
selection benefiting from the best of the two worlds.
In particular, we propose a neural network MultiFusionNet using a multiplicative fusion method to combine two
networks trained with two different sources of knowledge, i.e., the raw data and the relevant extracted features, to
classify short single ECG signals. This approach utilizes the hand-crafted features to enhance the power of deep
learning model taking raw data as input. Our experiments show that the proposed approach offers higher F1-scores
and AUC ROCs for AF classification than the recent algorithms using only one source of knowledge. We also show
that our multiplicative fusion method to combine two sub-networks, the raw data sub-network and extracted feature
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sub-network, offers better classification performance than several other combining approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. In Section 3, we present
the problem definition and our proposed solution. In Section 4, we report our experiments and the results. Finally, in
Section 5, we conclude the paper.
2

Related Work

ECG classification is a problem that has been studied for decades. There are three main approaches to detect AF from
an ECG signal which are listed as follows.
Identifying the absence of P-waves and the presence of f-waves. During AF, the P-waves in the ECG signal
degenerate into a series of fibrillatory(f)-waves with small magnitudes [3]. Meanwhile, short and variable RR-intervals
appear [4]. Therefore, the absence of P-waves, the appearance of f-waves [5, 6, 7, 8] and the irregularity in the RRintervals [7, 13, 3, 14, 15] can be used to detect AF. Pan et al. [16] introduced a method to automatically extract
RR-interval sequence. Chandra et al. [17] proposed a CNN [18] network to extract RR-interval sequence. Gawde et
al. [19, 20, 21] proposed techniques to compute the features and classify ECG signals on GPU to reduce running time.
Non-linear classifiers using the extracted features. Many machine learning algorithms such as Random Forest [9,
10], Decision Tree Ensemble [11], Support Vector Machine [22], Linear Discriminant Analysis [23], Fully Connected
Neural Network (FCNN) [24], Bivariate Gaussian Markov Model [19, 20, 21] focusing on streaming ECG data, were
developed with the extracted features, e.g., RR-intervals statistics or statistics of the data transformed in the frequency
space. This approach requires expertise in the field of ECG analysis, feature generation and selection process which
can be time-consuming and error-prone.
Deep neural network using raw ECG signal. Deep neural network can make predictions directly from raw data.
Hence the effectiveness of the learning process is increased when large datasets are available. Ghiasi et al. [25]
combined the output of CNN network using RR-sequence and a feature based approach which compares each feature
to an optimum threshold. Rajpurkar et al. [26] proposed a deep residual neural network for a multi-label classification
task for ECG recordings. Pourbabaee et al. [12], Xiong et al. [27], Zihlmann et al. [28] proposed CNN neural networks
to classify ECG recordings using raw data. Xiong et al. [29] proposed a recurrent convolutional network combined
with CNNs and showed that it outperforms other recent traditional machine learning techniques. We implement our
raw data sub-network by following this last approach.
Fusion Neural Network. Fusion neural networks which combine several sub-networks have been introduced in many
data mining tasks such as traveling time estimation [30], action recognition [31], and object detection [32].
3
3.1

Method
Problem Formulation

We represent the discretized ECG signal as a raw data vector X = [x1 , ..., xk ] and formalize the AF detection problem
as a classification task that takes as input an ECG signal X and outputs its label y. We consider 4 possible labels:
L = [N ormal, AF, Other, N oisy], where N ormal represents a normal ECG signal, AF represents an ECG signal
that has AF, Other represents an ECG signal that has other abnormal heart rhythms and N oisy represents an ECG
signal that is too noisy to be classified. Note that we are not concerned with detecting the actual position of AF within
the ECG signal, we are only interested in detecting whether the ECG signal can be classified according to one of the
labels.
3.2

MultiFusionNet

As observed from existing studies, traditional machine learning methods using extracted features are shown to be
useful for ECG classification. However, their performance heavily depends on the correct feature extraction and
feature selection process. On the other hand, deep recurrent convolutional networks show great promise in inferring
latent features and temporal dependency of the ECG raw values that are not otherwise intuitive for feature engineering.
However, the training of such networks require obtaining a large labeled dataset, which is a challenging task because
ECG is part of private health record and the labeling process is time-consuming and error-prone. When trained on a
small dataset, the accuracy of the networks may be less than accurate. To utilize both the extracted features and the
raw data values, one approach is to use an ensemble of classifiers that are trained separately on the extracted features
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Figure 1: MultiFusionNet Architecture
and raw values. However, this approach cannot learn the importance of latent features from the raw data compared to
the extracted features. Therefore, we have developed MultiFusionNet, a method to combine two sub-networks,
one with raw data and the other one with the extracted features so that the combined network can be learned efficiently
with a small training dataset and without using a careful feature selection process, benefiting from the best of the two
approaches.
The structure of this network is shown in Figure 1. The extracted feature set is passed through a fully connected
sub-network, since with more layers we can approximate more complicated function of the input data. The raw data is
passed through a raw data sub-network to extract latent features and capture the temporal dependency. The extracted
features are passed through the extracted feature sub-network. The output of the fully connected sub-network and
the recurrent convolutional sub-network are merged by using a multiplicative fusion operator which will be described
later. With this approach, we can simultaneously learn the parameters in both sub-networks. After merging, data is
passed through fully connected layers. The output is a one-hot vector y = [y0 , y1 , y2 , y3 ] with yi = 1 corresponding to
the predicted label l = Li , L = [N ormal, AF, Other, N oisy]. After each fully connected layer, we apply a rectified
linear activation 1 . To reduce over-fitting, in each fully connected layer, we apply penalties on layer parameters during
optimization by using an L2 regularizer 2 . Because of the imbalance between classes in the training dataset, we use
a weighted categorical cross entropy loss. Let w be the vector of weights for the classes, where a larger wi value
corresponds to a higher penalty applied to incorrect predictions for the label i. The weighted cross entropy loss
function 3 is defined as follows:
D C
1 XX
CE = −
wi tji log pji
(1)
D j i
where D is the number of training examples, C is the number of classes, tji = 1 if example tj has class i, tji = 0
otherwise and pji is the predicted probability that example j has class i.
3.3

Raw Data Sub-network

The raw data sub-network takes the raw-data as input. It contains residual blocks and LSTM layers to capture temporal
dependency of the input data. Due to the long sequence of the inputs, the training time of CNN and LSTM layers can
be too high, thus in the raw-data sub-network, we apply an Average Pooling layer to the raw data, which works as
a down-sampling operator. Figure 2(a) shows an original ECG signal and its down-sampled signals after applying
average pooling operator with the pool sizes of 10 and 20. This aggregate operator reduces the length of the input
sequence with little information loss. We process the aggregated data in a sliding window fashion with windows of
W values and slides of S values. Each sliding window is the input for the deep residual blocks. In each residual
block, each convolutional layer feeds into the next layer and directly into the convolutional layers 2 hops away. The
skip connections in the residual blocks help to increase the number of layers with less over-fitting. After the residual
blocks, we use 3 recurrent layers to capture the temporal dependency between sliding windows.
1 https://keras.io/activations/
2 http://faroit.com/keras-docs/1.2.2/regularizers/
3 https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/weighted_cross_entropy_with_logits
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3.4

Extracted Feature Sub-network

The extracted feature sub-network contains several fully connected layers and takes extracted features as input. We
used the source codes provided by the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2017 [33] to identify RR sequence and then compute related RR-intervals features. In addition, we used the same statistical features as in [23],
including Poincaré plot features, average beat, cross correlation, fiducial points, named intervals and their amplitudes
composed of fiducial points, existence of P-wave and atypical ventricular morphologies.
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Figure 2: ECG signal with different pool sizes and related interval features
These ECG signal named waves and related interval features are shown in Figure 2(b) and defined in the following.
ECG signals are composed of five waves named P, Q, R, S, and T. Based on the positions of these waves, one can
derive PR, ST, TP segments, and PR, QRS, QT, RR intervals. RR-intervals features are extracted by using HRV (heart
rate variability) analysis, average beat morphology analysis, and analysis of f-waves based on RR-interval sequences.
The features are described as follows.
RR-intervals statistical features: The mean (RRmean), standard deviation, min, max, median, mean deviation, proportions of the standard and mean deviation from the mean value, ratio of the mean-to-median value of RR-intervals.
RR-intervals first-order difference statistical features: The mean value, min, max, median, standard deviation, median deviation and their proportions to RRmean, proportion of RR-intervals differing by > 50ms from the preceding
RR-interval, square root of the mean squared differences of successive RR-intervals (RMSSD) and its proportion to
RRmean (RMSSD).
RR-intervals second-order difference statistical features: The mean value, min, max, standard deviation value of the
RR-intervals second-order differences.
RR-Histogram: The ratio of total number of RR-intervals to the number of RR-intervals in the modal bin. HRV
Triangular Index is used to report this feature at a re-sampling frequency of 128Hz, as shown in the left part of Figure 3(a) [34].
Poincaré Plot: The geometry of the Poincaré plot is represented by 3 features which are short-to-long term HRV,
variability in the temporal structure (CCM), and the correlation coefficient respectively(corRR), as shown in the right
part of Figure 3(a). When there is an AF in the signal, the Poincaré plot is much more scattered.
Average beat calculation: We choose the most sustained beats which are in the window of [−300ms; 0.6 · RRmean]
around the QRS fiducial point and have peak-to-peak amplitudes within a standard deviation of the mean of all beats,
and then signal averaging them to get a robust average beat.
Cross-correlation analysis: Maximal cross-correlation (corBeat) describes the relationship between the morphologies
of all beats and the average beat, which can be used to show the effects of abnormal morphologies.
Detection of fiducial points (R, S, Q, J, T-end, Tpeak, Ppeak): As shown in Figure 2(b), R point has the biggest
positive amplitude, while S point can be recognized with the most negative value. Q, J, T-end, T-peak is detected using
the algorithm described in [35], as shown in Figure 3(c) and 3(d). P-peak has a peak in the window [Q − 330ms; Q].
Calculation of intervals (QRS, PQ, QT): QRS=J-Q, PQ=Q-Ppeak, QT=Tpeak-Q.
Calculation of amplitudes (QRS, J, T, P): The amplitudes of QRS can be calculated by definition above. The amplitudes of J, T, P points are the values relative to the value of Q point.
Detection of P-wave: As shown in Figure 3(b), P-wave is successfully detected if the requirements with certain thresholds in [23] are satisfied. Otherwise, in AF, we may detect a series of fibrillatory(f)-waves with small magnitudes.
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Detection of atypical ventricular morphologies: Atypical ventricular morphologies are the representative features of
“Other” category. Four types of the abnormal morphologies are QRS fragmentation, Inverted QRS and T-wave, Left
bundle branch block, and J-shift.
Calculation of curvature: c = 1/r is used to evaluate the curvature. We calculate three important curvature ratios
which are maxc(QRS/P ), maxc(QRS/T ), maxc(T /P ) based on the maximal curvature during P, QRS to evaluate
the relative activity of different waves.
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Figure 3: ECG signal named waves and related interval features
3.5

Multiplicative Fusion of Raw Data and Extracted Feature Sub-networks

In this section, we describe in more details how we merge the two sub-networks. As can be seen in Figure 1, after
the recurrent layer, LSTM, (in the raw data sub-network), we apply a fully connected layer to flatten the data. A fully
connected layer with the same size is applied after the fully connected network for the extracted features (the extracted
feature sub-network). Let A ∈ RM , A = [a1 , a2 , ..., aM ] and B ∈ RN , B = [b1 , b2 , ..., bN ] be the feature vectors
outputted from the last RNN layer with M units in the raw data sub-network and from the last fully connected layer
with N units from the extracted feature sub-network, respectively. Let K be the number of units of the fully connected
layer (in Figure 1) which are used to combine these two sub-networks. There are multiple options to combine two
feature vectors, e.g., element-wise addition or concatenation. We choose an element-wise product operator [31] which
was shown to be more effective at concurrently learning the feature importance of the features generated by the two
sub-networks. The output of the element-wise product operation is as follows:
M
X
ck = (
αki ai + θk )
i=1

where
4
4.1

(

N
X

βkj bj + δk ), k ∈ [1, ..., K]

(2)

j=1

is the element-wise product operator, α, β are weight matrices, θ, δ are the bias terms.

Experiments
Experimental Methodology

We compare MultiFusionNet with Random Forest [9, 10], Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN)
that take the extracted features as input and R-Resnet [29] with 21 convolutional layers that takes the raw data as
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input. Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) corresponds to a MultiFusionNet without the raw
data sub-network. With FCNN, the computed features are passed through multiple fully connected layers. We used
5-fold cross-validation and the scores were averaged over all the folds. The algorithms were implemented in Python
using Keras with Tensorflow backend. We first vary the pool size, network depth, and fusion operator to justify our
choice of parameters. Then, we compare the F1-score and AUC ROC of the methods. Finally, we compare the impact
of the extracted feature and training data size on the methods. The experiments were executed on a Linux machine
with 4 cores 2.7 GHz and 24GB memory.
4.1.1

Dataset

We use a dataset with short single lead ECG recordings [33], including 8528 ECGs which are sampled at 300 Hz,
for scoring of 4 classes: Normal rhythm (Normal), Atrial fibrillation (AF), Other arrhythmia (Other), and Too noisy
(Noisy). Each recording lasts from 9 seconds to 61 seconds. The statistics of the dataset are reported in Table 1.
Type

No. Recordings

Normal
AF
Other
Noisy
Total

5050
738
2557
46
8528

Mean
31.9
31.6
34.1
27.1
32.5

Time Length (s)
SD Max Median
10.0 61.0
30
12.5
60
30
11.8 60.9
30
9.0
60
30
10.9 61.0
30

Min
9.0
10.0
9.1
10.2
9.0

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.
4.1.2

Parameter Setting

In the raw data sub-network, the Average Pooling layer has a pool size of 1, the CNN layer in each residual block has
a kernel size of 15 × 1, the recurrent layer has 128 units. The window size W and slide size S of sliding windows
are set to 20 and 1, respectively. The extracted feature sub-network contains one fully connected layer of 512 units.
The fully connected layers that are the input of the element-wise product operator contains 512 units. After merging
two sub-networks, data is passed through fully connected layers with 1000, 200, 50 and 4 units. In the weighted
categorical cross-entropy loss function, we set the weight of class Normal, AF, Other and Noisy to be 1.0, 1.2, 1.2 and
1.0, respectively, according to unbalanced number of samples in each class. We use Adam optimizer, set the learning
rate to be 0.001, the batch size to be 64. For Random Forest, we used 250 estimators.
4.1.3

Evaluation Metrics

In this study, we compare the F1-scores and AUC ROCs of the algorithms. F1-score is the harmonic average of the
precision and recall, and reaches its best value at 1 and worst value at 0. AUC ROC represents the capability of
distinguishing between classes. Higher the AUC ROC, better the model is at prediction.
4.2

Experiment Results

Trade-off between Classification Performance and Training Time. Training the Raw data sub-network with a
sequence of thousands of data points is time consuming. The average pooling layer is used for reducing training time
with a small information loss. We vary the pool size from 1 to 20. When the pool size increases, the training time
decreases but the information loss grows. Table 2 reports the F1-scores and AUC ROCs of MultiFusionNet as
we vary the pool size of the Average Pooling Layer. As observed from these tables, when the pool size increases, the
F1-scores and AUC ROCs of the MultiFusionNet decrease as there is more information loss. Figure 4 shows the
training time for one epoch of MultiFusionNet in seconds as the pool size changes. When the pool size increases,
the sequences going through the CNN and LSTM layers are shorter, therefore the running time decreases. The default
value of pool size used in our following experiments is 1. When the pool size is set to 5, the training time is reduced
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significantly but the F1-score and AUC ROC only decrease slightly.

Figure 4: Training time per epoch for different pool sizes
Pool Size
1
5
10
20

Normal
0.9
0.89
0.89
0.88

F1-score
AF
Other
0.83
0.75
0.81
0.72
0.81
0.72
0.75
0.7

Noisy
0.69
0.66
0.54
0.58

Normal
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.85

AUC
AF
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.85

ROC
Other
0.82
0.79
0.8
0.79

Noisy
0.88
0.88
0.76
0.79

Table 2: F1-scores and AUC ROCs of MultiFusionNet for varying pool Size
Impact of the Network Depth in Raw Data Sub-network. We vary the number of residual blocks b from 1 to 8
to examine the impact of the network depth to the classification performance. The network with a higher depth is
capable of approximating a more complicated learning function. Because residual blocks are used for latent feature
extraction, when the number of residual blocks increases, the performance of the model is supposed to be improved
empirically. However, in practice, the model may be overfitted. Table 3 shows the F1-scores and AUC ROCs of
MultiFusionNet when b changes. As illustrated in this table, with b = 3, MultiFusionNet achieves the
highest F1-scores and AUC ROCs for most classes. Therefore, we set b to 3 in our other experiments.
Number of
Residual Blocks
1
3
8

Normal
0.89
0.90
0.88

F1-score
AF Other
0.81
0.68
0.83
0.75
0.79
0.69

Noisy
0.62
0.69
0.64

Normal
0.84
0.87
0.83

AUC ROC
AF Other
0.91
0.76
0.90
0.82
0.90
0.75

Noisy
0.81
0.88
0.78

Table 3: Impact of number of residual blocks in raw data sub-network
Fusion Operator Comparison. We compare our multiplicative fusion approach with some baseline fusion methods
using element-wise add and concatenate operators. The element-wise add operator takes as input multiple vectors
with the same size and returns a vector in which each value is the sum of the value in the corresponding column of the
input vectors. The concatenate operator concatenates multiple vectors to return a vector with the length as the total
length of the input vectors. Table 4 shows the F1-scores of all the classes with the 3 fusion methods. As illustrated in
Table 4, multiplicative fusion method offers the highest F1-scores for all the classes. Concatenate and element-wise
add operators perform very close to each other.
As depicted in Table 5, MultiFusionNet offers the highest F1F1-scores and AUC ROCs Comparison.
scores and AUC ROCs for all the classes. R-Resnet has lower F1-scores and AUC ROCs than those of the
MultiFusionNet due to the difficulty of automatically learning the features from raw data with a small training
dataset. Random Forest and FCNN offer similar F1-scores and AUC ROCs and lower than those of R-Resnet
and MultiFusionNet because they are trained with the same set of features but without the latent features that can
be learnt by neural networks. For all the methods, the F1-scores and AUC ROCs of the Normal class is the highest
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Fusion Method
Element-wise Product ( MultiFusionNet)
Element-wise Add
Concatenate

Normal
0.90
0.88
0.88

AF
0.83
0.79
0.79

Other
0.75
0.72
0.71

Noisy
0.69
0.68
0.65

Table 4: Fusion method comparison - F1-score
because majority of the ECG examples in the dataset are normal. Since noisy examples takes only 3% of the dataset,
the F1-scores of the Noisy class is the lowest among all the classes.
Data

Method

Raw Data

R-Resnet
Random Forest
FCNN

Normal
0.88
0.87
0.87

MultiFusionNet

0.9

Extracted Features
Raw Data and
Extracted Features

F1-score
AF Other
0.79
0.73
0.78
0.68
0.74
0.67
0.83

0.75

Noisy
0.63
0.53
0.55

Normal
0.84
0.85
0.82

0.69

0.86

AUC ROC
AF Other
0.88
0.78
0.86
0.78
0.81
0.73
0.88

0.81

Noisy
0.73
0.77
0.69
0.81

Table 5: F1-scores and AUC ROCs Comparison
Confusion Matrix. Table 6 shows the confusion matrix of MultiFusionNet with 5-fold cross-validation. Normal
samples are classified with the highest accuracy. Normal and AF samples are well distinguished. Small portions of
AF samples are mistakenly classified as Other and Noisy. MultiFusionNet has difficulty in distinguishing Other
and Noisy from Normal.
Predicted
Actual
Normal
AF
Other
Noisy

Normal

AF

Other

Noisy

4585
30
550
59

36
620
108
21

395
80
1852
25

34
8
46
179

Table 6: Confusion Matrix of MultiFusionNet
Impact of Extracted Features. We compare the average F1-score and AUC-ROC of Random Forest (RF), FCNN,
and MultiFusionNet when each feature is perturbed with a randomly generated noise within 10%, 20% and 30%
of the feature value. Both RF and FCNN only use extracted features. As can be seen in Table 7, both RF and FCNN
are quite sensitive to the noise while MultiFusionNet is fairly robust. When noise is increasing, the decrease in
average F1-score and AUC ROC of MultiFusionNet is significantly less than that of other methods. It shows that
our proposed method does not heavily depend on hand-extracted feature input compared to other methods.
Impact of Training Data Size. We vary the training data size from 1000 to 6000 ECG series and report the average
AUC ROC and F1-score of all the methods. As reported in Table 8, with smaller training sizes, the F1-score and
AUC ROC of R-Resnet which only uses raw data as input drop significantly because R-Resnet does not learn latent
features well from a small training dataset. In contrast, RF and FCNN, which only use extracted features, have smaller
drops in F1-scores and AUC ROC when reducing the training size. In all cases, our proposed method performs much
better than the methods using only either raw data or the extracted features because our method utilizes the advantages
of both data types.
5

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a deep neural network to classify single ECG records. The network combines two subnetworks that take the raw data and the extracted features as inputs using a multiplicative fusion approach. The network
architecture works well with a small training dataset. We showed that our approach outperforms the recent techniques
which take as input the extracted features or raw data separately. We showed that our proposed method to combine the
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Method
Random Forest
FCNN
MultiFusionNet

Without
Noise
0.74
0.75
0.80

Average F1-score
Noise
Noise
≤ 10% ≤ 20%
0.50
0.40
0.60
0.52
0.75
0.69

Noise
≤ 30%
0.32
0.43
0.59

Without
Noise
0.81
0.81
0.85

Average AUC ROC
Noise
Noise
Noise
≤ 10% ≤ 20% ≤ 30%
0.67
0.62
0.58
0.76
0.74
0.67
0.83
0.78
0.74

Table 7: Average F1-score and AUC ROC when perturbing feature inputs
Average F1-score
Average AUC ROC
Data
Method
W = 1000 W = 3000 W = 6000 W = 1000 W = 3000 W = 6000
Raw Data
R-Resnet
0.25
0.48
0.75
0.58
0.69
0.82
Random Forest
0.60
0.63
0.74
0.72
0.74
0.81
Extracted Features
FCNN
0.63
0.67
0.73
0.74
0.77
0.81
Raw Data and
MultiFusionNet
0.70
0.74
0.80
0.77
0.82
0.85
Extracted Features
Table 8: Varying training data size
two sub-networks offers higher F1-scores and AUCs than the other approaches. With the detected AF signals, finding
the starting and ending positions of AF can be explored in the future work.
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Abstract
Simvastatin is a commonly used medication for lipid management and cardiovascular disease, however, the risk of
adverse events (AEs) with its use increases via drug-drug interaction (DDI) exposures. Patients were extracted if
initially diagnosed with cardiovascular disease and newly initiated simvastatin therapy. The cohort was divided into
a DDI-exposed group and a non-DDI exposed group. The DDI-exposed group was further divided into gemfibrozil,
clarithromycin, and erythromycin exposure groups. The outcome was defined as a composite of predefined AEs. Our
results show that the simvastatin-DDI group had a higher illness burden with longer simvastatin exposure time and
more medical care follow-up compared with the simvastatin-non-DDI exposed group. AEs occurred more frequently
in subjects exposed to interacting drugs with a higher risk for clarithromycin and erythromycin exposed subjects
than for gemfibrozil subjects.
1. Introduction
Statins are commonly used to lower cholesterol levels for cardiovascular disease (CVD) patients in the primary and
secondary prevention of acute events1–3. The percentage of American adults over age 40 using statins increased from
18% to 26% during 2003-20124. Based on the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association
guidelines, an estimated 26.4 million U.S. adults could benefit from statin use5. Although statins are generally well
tolerated and show a relatively good safety profile, concerns have been raised regarding statin-associated adverse
events (AEs) especially muscle related events6,7, leading to medication non-adherence and discontinuation8. More
generally, drug-drug interactions (DDIs) are a common cause of AEs which are responsible for up to 2.8% of
hospital admissions9. Drugs that can interrupt the absorption, distribution, metabolism, or excretion of statin
medications may cause a statin-drug interaction. Many CVD patients may need statins as well as other therapies,
especially in those who have multiple comorbidities, and those at high CVD risk who cannot achieve optimal
therapeutic benefits from statin monotherapy10–12. The prevalence of exposure to all potential statin-drug interactions
is above 20%13. Cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) is the major enzyme responsible for the most statin medication
metabolism14–16. The interactions between statins and CYP3A4 inhibitors are well established17–19. In addition to
CYP3A4, the organic anion transporting polypeptide 1B1 (OATP1B1) has also been known to transport all statins
from plasma into hepatocyte for metabolism and elimination20–26. Hence, drugs that potentially inhibit OATP
transporters may also increase the plasma concentration of statins and thus may increase the risk of AEs.
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In this study, we focused on simvastatin as it is one of the earliest statins that was approved by Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and has a long history of medical application. Data showed that simvastatin was one of the
most commonly prescribed statins4. According to our data, atorvastatin (40.4%) and simvastatin (36.1%) are the top
two most prescribed statin agents. However, simvastatin undergoes more pre-systemic metabolism than atorvastatin,
which results in lower bioavailability for simvastatin (<=5%) compared with atorvastatin (12%)19. Drugs with high
intestinal and liver extraction are often involved in significant DDIs when concomitant use with enzyme inhibitors
or inducers. Therefore, simvastatin is more susceptible to drug-drug interactions than atorvastatin. Study showed
simvastatin blood levels may be increased five-fold or higher by CYP3A4 inhibitors27. In addition, FDA restricted
the use of the highest approved dose of simvastatin (80mg) because of its increased risk of muscle related events28.
FDA recommended that “simvastatin 80 mg should be used only in patients who have been taking this dose for 12
months or more without evidence of muscle injury (myopathy)”. Given the innate characteristics of simvastatin, its
long history of use and large number of individuals using the medication, it is an important medication on which to
assess the risk of AEs associated with DDI exposures.
The purpose of this retrospective study was to evaluate the effect of the combination therapy of simvastatin and
several pre-defined high risk interacting drugs, which belong to CYP3A4 and/or OATP inhibitors, on CVD patients
using simvastatin medications for secondary prevention in a large administrative claims dataset. Many case reports29–
32
of DDI associated AEs involve concomitant use of simvastatin and CYP3A4 or OATP1B1 inhibitors. A few
population-based studies33–36 also investigated the AEs associated with statins DDIs. However, they either focused on
composite statin use or composite interacting drugs which cannot be able to present the interactions between specific
statin and interacting drug. Better evidence on actual DDI risk is needed to help in addressing problems of DDI risk
alerting consistency37 which is important problem for both patients and providers. Our study extends these findings
by focusing on one specific statin (simvastatin) and several predefined high risk interacting drugs. To better
understand the interactions between simvastatin and specific interacting drugs, three drugs which were known
metabolic inhibitors were selected for subgroup analysis due to their relatively large sample size with adequate
power for statistical analysis. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, no published population-based study
specifically differentiated among different time periods: pre-DDI, DDI exposure, and post-DDI time periods.
Comparisons between the DDI-exposed group and non-DDI-exposed groups as well as the comparisons within
subjects among those with DDI-exposure including pre-DDI, DDI exposure, and post-DDI time frames were
performed.
2. Methods
2.1. Data source
We conducted a retrospective population-based cohort study using de-identified administrative claims data from the
OptumLabs® Data Warehouse (OLDW), which includes medical and pharmacy claims, laboratory results, and
enrollment records for commercial and Medicare Advantage (MA) enrollees. The database contains longitudinal
health information on enrollees and patients, representing a diverse mixture of ages, ethnicities and geographical
regions across the United States38. Since this study involved analysis of pre-existing, de-identified data, it was
exempt from Institutional Review Board approval.
2.2. Interacting drugs
The interacting drugs were selected by clinical expert review after carefully screening available DDI resources
including drugs.com, Lexicomp, and Epocrates, and published literature39. Drugs that had the highest DDI risk
across each of the DDI resources were selected, including clarithromycin, telithromycin, erythromycin, nefazodone,
itraconazole, ketoconazole, posaconazole, boceprevir, danazol, cobicistat, gemfibrozil, and cyclosporine. These
medications are CYP3A4 and/or OATP inhibitors and had been previously identified as increasing risk of AEs with
simvastatin.
To investigate the safety of specific interacting drugs, a subgroup analysis was conducted among three interacting
drugs - gemfibrozil, clarithromycin, and erythromycin, as they had a relatively large number of patients with
adequate power for statistical analysis.
2.3. Study population
Claims data adjudicated between January 2010 and September 2015 were investigated in the study. Cohort patients
were extracted based on the following inclusion and exclusion criteria: 1) age >= 40 years old, 2) no CVD diagnosis
and simvastatin prescriptions within one year prior to the CVD index date, 3) initiating simvastatin therapy within
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30 days of the CVD index date, 4) continuous one year medical and pharmacy enrollment before the CVD index
date and 1 year and 1 month after statin index date, and 5) no simvastatin treatment transitions during the study
period. Statin transitions were present when a subject had either a change in statin medication or a change in statin
medication dosage. It was necessary to limit the study to subjects without transitions in order to develop the
personalized treatment model in the prior study on this cohort. This approach also helps to focus on the DDI effect
on the same statin treatment. The study period was from the simvastatin initiation date to the end of the treatment or
the completion of one year, whichever occurs first. Treatment end date was identified when the persistent nonuse
gap between two simvastatin prescriptions was longer than 30 days. We used a >30-day gap to determine nonadherence based on the usage patterns in the cohort population, 85.9% of the claims had 30 days of supply and only
14.1% had 60-days or 90 days of supply. Other detailed information such as the rational of the above criteria on the
study cohort development can be found in our previous study and methods descriptions40,41.
The patient cohort was divided into two groups according to whether they were exposed to the predefined high risk
interacting drugs: DDI group (exposed to an interacting drug) and non-DDI group (not exposed to an interacting
drug). DDI group patients were identified when concomitant administration of at least one interacting drug during
the simvastatin exposure period. The concomitant medication is defined as occurring when the prescriptions of
simvastatin and interacting drug had an overlapping exposure period. Patients who took two or more different
interacting drugs during simvastatin exposure were excluded because they had a complex pre-DDI and post-DDI
period and a very small sample size (N<11). Results based on very small numbers are often meaningless. In addition,
to protect patient privacy and confidentiality, small numbers or small percentages which represent small numbers
(N<11) cannot be reported according to the OptumLabs cell size suppression policy.
2.4. Study time frames definition
For patients in the DDI group, the study period was divided into three time frames: 1) pre-DDI which was prior to
initiation of DDI agent, 2) DDI exposed period which was while the patient took simvastatin and an interacting
medication, and 3) post-DDI which was after the DDI exposure ended.
2.5. Outcome measurement
The International Classification of Diseases–9th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) was used to identify
AEs. Major clinically important AEs, including rhabdomyolysis, myopathies, renal AEs, hepatic AEs, and
medication poisoning events associated with statin medication use were considered. The ICD-9-CM codes that we
used to identify these events can be found in our previous study40.
Incidence rates (IRs), which accounts for the potential difference of length of drug exposure, were used to evaluate
the risk of AEs in different groups. IRs were reported as the number of cases per 10 person-years of exposure.
Incidence rate ratio (IRR) was used to compare IRs between groups. We used it to evaluate if DDI group had a
higher IR than non-DDI group, and assess if clarithromycin or erythromycin (CYP3A4 and OATP inhibitors) had a
higher IRs than gemfibrozil (OATP inhibitor) as double drug pathway may have a greater effect on simvastatin than
single drug pathway.
The number of physician claims per month was used as another study outcome to assess if patients with DDI
exposure had increased clinical follow-up to manage the potential DDI risk compared with non-DDI group since
they were exposed to well known interacting medications and it was hypothesized that subjects exposed to the
interactions would have more intense medical follow-up. Physician claims on the same day are counted as one claim.
Outpatient claims, emergency room (ER) visits, and office visits were included in the physician claim totals.
2.6. Statistical analysis
R software was used for analysis. Two-tailed t-students tests were performed for continuous variables. 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated for IRR. Analyses were carried out with RStudio version 0.98.1103. A pvalue < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
3. Results
13,801 new simvastatin CVD patients, who did not have any interacting drug or had only one interacting drug
exposure, were included in this study. A total of 264 patients were identified in the DDI group including 112
clarithromycin patients, 106 gemfibrozil patients, 32 erythromycin patients, and a total of 14 patients who took
ketoconazole, nefazodone, cyclosporine, or itraconazole. No patient used telithromycin, posaconazole, boceprevir,
danazol, or cobicistat.
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3.1 Baseline comparison between DDI group and non-DDI group
A comparison of baseline patient characteristics between simvastatin DDI group and non-DDI group is shown in
Table 1. From the table, we can see the DDI group has a significantly longer statin exposure time and higher
Charlson score than the non-DDI group. The IRR for DDI group to non-DDI group is 1.29 (IRR=1.29, 95% CI:
0.78-2.14). Table 2 shows IRs comparison between DDI and non-DDI group. DDI group had a 1.29 times higher
incidence risk of AEs compared with the non-DDI group after adjusting for statin exposure time.
3.2 Physician claims comparisons
Table 3 shows the results of the numbers of physician claims per month. Patients who did not have any physician
claims were counted as contributing zero visits. Among the patient cohort, 642 patients (4.7%) resulted zero visits.
Since only a small percentage of the cohort had zero visits, they were included in the following analysis. Our results
show that the DDI group has a significantly higher number of physician claims than the non-DDI group (2.53
claims/month vs. 2.17 claims/month with p=0.0060). Similar analysis had been done among the DDI group patients.
38 of 264 patients concomitantly use an interacting drug throughout the whole simvastatin period resulting in zero
days of DDI unexposed time period. The number of physician claims per month during the DDI exposed and
unexposed time period are 3.95 and 2.38, respectively, with a statistically significant p-value less than 0.0001. A
significant result was also found when comparing the two DDI unexposed time periods - a higher number of
physician claims in the pre-DDI period (3.22 claims per month) compared with the post-DDI period (1.91 claims per
month).
Table 1. Comparison of the patient baseline characteristics between DDI group and non-DDI group.
Patient Characteristics
Statin exposure time (days)
Age (years)
Male (%)
Charlson index score
Intensity (%)
Low
Medium
High
* Results are significantly different.

DDI Group
(N=264)
249.1
63.9
162 (61.4%)
1.55

Non-DDI Group
(N=13,537)
204.0
64.9
7,934 (58.6%)
1.10

p-value

30 (11.4%)
220 (83.3%)
14 (5.3%)

1,719 (12.7%)
11,226 (82.9%)
592 (4.4%)

0.5003
0.8616
0.505

<0.0001*
0.1555
0.3646
0.0002*

Table 2. Incidence rate ratio comparison between DDI and Non-DDI groups.
Group
AE Counts c
IRa
IRRb [95% CI]
Non-DDI group
1,957
2.84
--(N=13,537)
DDI group
13
3.66
1.29 [0.75, 2.22]
(N=264)
Note: a. IR = incidence rate
b. IRR = incidence rate ratio
c. In DDI group, AEs were counted when they occurred during DDI exposure period. In Non-DDI group,
AEs were counted when they occurred during the whole study period.
Table 3. Physician claims comparisons.
Patient Group

Group

Claim Number per Month (N)

All patients

DDI group

2.53 (N=264)

Non-DDI group

2.17 (N=13,537)

DDI exposed period

3.95 (N=264)

DDI patients

p-value
0.0060*
<0.0001*
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DDI patients

DDI unexposed period**

2.38 (N=226)

Pre-DDI

3.22 (N=164)

Post-DDI

1.91 (N=196)

<0.0001*

Note: * Results are significantly different.
** DDI unexposed period includes both pre-DDI and post DDI periods.
3.3 Baseline comorbidities comparisons
The above IRR and physician claim comparisons did not adjust for comorbidities, thus we compared individual
Charlson comorbidity between DDI and non-DDI group to get a better sense whether the differences may be able to
explained by underlying comorbidities or are more likely to be explained by DDI. Table 4 shows DDI group has
significantly higher percentage of patients with chronic pulmonary disease, rheumatologic disease, and diabetes
(mild to moderate). However, liver and renal disease, which could potentially affect the AEs during medication
exposure, does not show statistically significance.
Table 4. Baseline comorbidities comparison between DDI and Non-DDI groups.
Charlson Comorbidities

DDI Group, %
Non-DDI Group, %
p-value
(N=264)
(N=13,537)
Myocardial infarction
<4.2%
3.7%
NS1
Renal disease
4.9%
4.9%
0.9974
Moderate or severe liver disease
<4.2%
0.14%
NS1
Mild liver disease
4.9%
3.1%
0.1657
Congestive heart failure
5.7%
6.4%
0.6240
Peripheral vascular disease
11.7%
8.1%
0.0687
Cerebrovascular disease
8.3%
7.8%
0.7441
Dementia
<4.2%
0.92%
NS1
Chronic pulmonary disease
23.5%
16.1%
0.0052*
Rheumatologic disease
9.1%
2.8%
0.0005*
Peptic ulcer disease
<4.2%
0.85%
NS1
Diabetes (mild to moderate)
31.4%
18.9%
<0.0001*
Diabetes with chronic complications
6.8%
4.4%
0.1296
Paraplegia or hemiplegia
<4.2%
0.48%
NS1
Any malignancy, including lymphoma and leukemia
9.1%
7.8%
0.4839
Metastatic solid tumor
<4.2%
0.73%
NS1
AIDS
<4.2%
0.15%
NS1
Note: 1: NS: not significant. Small numbers or small percentages which represent small numbers (N<11) cannot be
reported according to the OptumLabs cell size suppression policy. The corresponding p-values are replaced by NS if
p-value is >0.05.
3.4 Relationship between DDI exposure time and adverse event rates
The estimated percentages of patients who had any type of AEs during DDI exposure period are shown in Figure 1.
A temporal association of percentage of AE patients with DDI exposure time was assessed. DDI group patients were
divided into six groups based on the length of DDI exposure time (1-7 days, 8-15 days, 16-30 days, 31-90 days, 91270 days, and 271-365 days) to provide a general time frame for the occurrence of AEs. This figure indicates the
number of people who have AE increases as the DDI exposure time increases.
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Figure 1. Estimated percentage of AE patients with DDI exposure time.
3.4 Subgroup analysis in three specific interacting drugs
Table 5 shows the results of the three specific interacting drugs in DDI group: gemfibrozil, clarithromycin, and
erythromycin. IRs were measured in pre-DDI, DDI exposure, and post-DDI time periods. Person time was
calculated as the total time from the start date to the date of index AE occurred or to the end of each time period,
whichever occurs first. IRRs were calculated using IR of non-DDI group (2.84 per 10 person-year) as the reference
group.
Both clarithromycin and erythromycin have higher IRs in all three time frames compared with non-DDI group.
Gemfibrozil DDI group has significantly higher IR in the pre-DDI and DDI exposure period, but lower IRs in the
post-DDI period (not significant) compared with the non-DDI group. The risks of AEs for clarithromycin and
erythromycin were higher than gemfibrozil during DDI exposure and post-DDI time. However, gemfibrozil had the
highest pre-DDI IR compared with the other two interacting drugs. The highest IRs of clarithromycin and
erythromycin occurred in the DDI exposed period. However, the highest IR of gemfibrozil occurred in the pre-DDI
time period.
Table 5. Risk estimate in concomitant use of simvastatin and interacting drugs.
Interacting Drugs (N)

Time Frames

IRs

IRRs** [95% CI]

Gemfibrozil (N=106)

Pre DDI

8.84

3.11 [1.17, 8.30]*

DDI exposure

3.11

1.10 [0.57, 2.11]

Post DDI

1.51

0.53 [0.23, 1.63]

Pre DDI

3.26

1.15 [0.65, 2.02]

DDI exposure

6.09

2.14 [0.54, 8.58]

Post DDI

3.64

1.28 [0.74, 2.21]

Pre DDI

4.69

1.65 [0.69, 3.97]

DDI exposure

16.04

5.65 [1.41, 22.60]*

Post DDI

3.48

1.23 [0.46, 3.27]

Clarithromycin (N=112)

Erythromycin (N=32)

Note: * Results are significantly different.
** IRRs were calculated to compare with the IR of non-DDI group which is 2.84 per 10 person-year.
4. Discussion
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The drug interactions between statins and CYP3A4 and/or OATP1B1 inhibitors are well recognized. However,
studies that focus on the interactions between simvastatin and specific interacting drugs are very limited. We preselected several high-risk of CYP3A4 and/or OATP1B1 inhibitors and conducted a population-based study using
administrative claims data to explore the actual exposures and risks of AEs in CVD patients who were prescribed
simvastatin combination therapy with these pre-specified high risk interacting drugs. Given the well-described risk
associated with these DDI exposures, it was expected that there would be very few individuals using these
medication combinations. It was also expected that if these combinations were prescribed that there would be a
need for greater clinical follow-up to monitor for potential adverse drug events related to DDI exposure. We also
did a subgroup analysis to investigate the interactions between simvastatin and three specific interacting drugs that
few previous studies had evaluated and had substantial numbers of DDI-exposures in the study cohort. Our study
used the real world data to provide empirical data on the actual risk of DDI exposure, the length of exposure, and the
risk of clinically significant AEs.
The baseline Charlson index score and simvastatin exposure time in the DDI group were significantly higher than
the non-DDI group indicating the DDI group was a sicker population with longer simvastatin exposure time. DDI
group had more medical follow-up than non-DDI group with a statistically significant result. The AE incidence rate
in the DDI group is higher than the non-DDI group but was not statistical significant. Although results are not
adjusted for Charlson comorbidity score, we compared the individual comorbidity between DDI and non-DDI group.
We found baseline liver and renal disease, which could potentially affect the AEs during medication exposure, are
not statistically different. This may indicate the differences between the two groups are more likely to be explained
by DDI, however, the increased comorbidities among those with DDI exposures may also contribute to a greater risk
of illness include adverse drug events.
Within the DDI group, the number of physician claims during the DDI exposed time period was more than that
during the DDI unexposed time period. This indicates patients were receiving more medical care during the
concomitant administration of simvastatin and interacting medications, potentially providing important clinical
monitoring or physician visits for AEs. When comparing the pre-DDI and post-DDI time periods, the results showed
patients generally had more physician claims in pre-DDI than post-DDI time period. This may be due to patients
having more intense physician follow-up in the months after the index CVD event to provide needed medication
adjustments and control of cardiovascular risk factors. This study also showed that the number of patients with AEs
increased with DDI exposure time which indicates longer DDI exposure may induce higher risk of AEs.
When comparing the three inhibitors, we found clarithromycin and erythromycin had higher risk of AEs than
gemfibrozil during DDI therapy. This may be because both clarithromycin and erythromycin are potent inhibitors of
CYP3A4 and OATP1B142–44, leading to a greater total effect on simvastatin by influencing two clinically important
drug pathways. Gemfibrozil, on the other hand, is primarily dependent on OATP inhibition but not CYP3A4 leading
to a weaker overall inhibition. An interesting finding about gemfibrozil was it had the highest AE IR during pre-DDI
time period compared with the other two inhibitors. Patients in gemfibrozil group may have a different pattern of
hyperlipidemia (high Triglycerides, low HDL and high LDL) than patients that don’t receive gemfibrozil. In
addition, we explored the basic characteristics among the three groups. We found that the gemfibrozil group had
substantially higher percentage of male patients (72.6%) compared with clarithromycin (55.4%) and erythromycin
(46.9%), which indicates the differences may be due to gender differences reflecting potentially different hormonal
influences and associated pharmacogenomics. Likewise, the dropout rate in gemfibrozil patients is the highest (17%)
among all the three groups.
Our findings are consistent with one population-based cohort study34 which was conducted in Canada showing that
the co-prescription of a statin metabolized by CYP3A4 with clarithromycin or erythromycin was associated a higher
risk of hospitalization with rhabdomyolysis, acute kidney injury, or all-cause mortality compared with azithromycin.
Their outcomes were based on a composite of atorvastatin, simvastatin, and lovastatin and a composite of
clarithromycin and erythromycin. Our study focused on one specific statin (simvastatin) and analyzed the three
inhibitors individually to extend on these previous findings. Kellick et al.42 pointed out that gemfibrozil had a less
profound effect on the statin medications that involve complete inhibition of CYP3A4 and OATP1B1 because it
only inhibits OATP1B1. In contrast, Mesgarpour et al.33 found the risk for hospitalization or death in persons
receiving clarithromycin is not causally associated with the interactions between statins (atorvastatin, simvastatin, or
lovastatin) and clarithromycin. Another cohort study35 focused on the concomitant use of statins and fibrates
indicating that the combination therapy of simvastatin and gemfibrozil increased the incidence of rhabdomyolysis
hospitalizations.
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Our study used the OptumLabs Data Warehouse that included both commercial and Medicare Advantage enrollees
for analysis. This database provides the ability to detect rare drug-related AEs such as rhabdomyolysis. Although it
has important advantages, there are several limitations: 1) diagnostic coding limitations such as disease severity
cannot reliably inferred from the diagnosis codes; 2) claims data documents clinical events via diagnosis codes and
procedure codes which may not capture all the events since some events may not have reimbursement like a patient
calling their provider or patients who did not seek medical attention or stopped therapy. Thus, we likely
underestimated the total risk; 3) drug information was extracted from filled pharmacy claims, but we cannot
guarantee patients actually took the prescribed drugs; 4) Patients may be misclassified when a) AEs were not
simvastatin-related AEs or caused by other interacting factors such as food (grapefruit juice45–47) and underlying
clinical diseases (liver disease and renal dysfunction); b) the initial AEs happened before starting interacting drugs
and the follow-up visits that occurred after initiating interacting drugs were identified as AEs due to timing accuracy
problems; c) events were not captured by the medical codes; 5) results that are based on the small size group, e.g.
erythromycin, are difficult to draw meaningful conclusions; 6) the associations based on observational study may
not be causal. Finally, since the study population only included subjects with a stable statin dosage, there may be
selection bias, however, it is not clear if this is likely to affect the occurrence of AEs in either the DDI or non-DDI
exposed groups, but may affect generalizability of the findings.
5. Conclusions
The potential statin-drug interactions in CVD patients are common and should be monitored to limit patient AEs.
The risk of AEs is amplified when concomitant administration occurs with simvastatin and clarithromycin or
erythromycin, which is likely due to the multiple paths to create drug interactions. The combination of simvastatin
and gemfibrozil yield fewer AEs than the combination with clarithromycin or erythromycin which may be due to
single pathway inhibition. If possible, these inhibitors, especially clarithromycin and erythromycin, should be
avoided in clinical settings when patients take simvastatin due to the risk of AEs.
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Abstract
An important task in biomedical literature precise search is to identify paper describing a certain disease. The traditional topic identification approaches based on neural network can be used to recognize the disease topic of literature.
To achieve better performance, we propose a novel word graph-based method for disease topic identification in this
paper. Word graphs are constructed from literature title and abstract. Graph features are extracted and used for
disease topic classification using a logistic regression or random forest classifier. Experiment results showed the word
graph features outperformed disease mention frequency by a large margin. Our approach achieved better performance in identifying disease topic compared to hierarchical attention networks, which is a deep learning approach
for document classification. We also demonstrated the use of the proposed method in identifying the disease topic in
an application scenario.
Introduction
Keywords chosen by authors of the respective research articles are subject-denoting words or significant words that
capture the topic of the article for the purpose of indexing. For biomedical literature, keywords facilitate clinicians and
researchers efficiently find articles in topics they are interested in. PubMed is a widely used and convenient biomedical
database for researchers1 . However, keyword indexing is poorly performed for some literature in PubMed2 . Learningbased keyword identification techniques which help to attribute a proper keyword to those literature would thus be
useful in making the most efficient use of such databases.
Topic classification is intended to classify documents into topics of diseases, genes, proteins, drugs, and so on, which
is a commonly used strategy for keyword indexing3, 4 . Specifically, disease topic identification aims at distinguishing
the disease the article is focusing on from diseases mentioned but not focused and identifying the disease topic of
the literature. As an example, when searching literature describing risk prediction models that predict diabetes risk
(disease topic of diabetes) using the term diabetes, we would also get models built on diabetes patient cohort and
predict risk of stroke (disease topic of stroke).
Method-wise, models built using supervised machine learning methods are commonly used for classifying the topic
of documents after they have been trained on example documents5 . Numerous classification methods have been
proposed6 to improve the performance of classifier. Naive Bayes is used in topic classification due to its simplicity and
quick to train7 . A simple Support Vector Machines variant using Naive Bayes log-count ratios as features is proposed
to improve performance8 . Convolution neural networks have been modified to perform topic classification, including
the use of individual characters as inputs9 and the use of word order through direct embedding of small text regions10 .
Hierarchical attention networks (HAN) is proposed to classify documents based on a hierarchical structure and two
levels of attention mechanisms11 .
Feature-wise, term mention frequency in article is a commonly used feature as input for many learning-based classifiers12 . However, performance is not satisfactory in topic classification if only using term mention frequency feature
and more exquisite features are thus required. Word graph, sometimes referred to as speech graph, is a directed graph
constructed from a paragraph of speech or written text13 . It has advantages of being visually appealing and easy to
interpret, and having good performance. It has been applied in mental health studies to measure quantitatively thought
disorder in psychosis by capturing specific features from the graph14 . Feasibility of the automatic differential diagnosis of psychosis has been demonstrated based on the word graph analysis of dream and waking reports13 . Different
features can be extracted from word graph, including graph features and node features. For a node of graph, node
features include node attributes, in-degree, out-degree, closeness centrality15 , local clustering coefficient16 , and so on.
Closeness centrality is a useful measure that estimates average shortest path distance through a given node to other
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nodes. Local clustering coefficient is a measure of the degree to which neighbors of a given node tend to cluster
together.
In this paper, we present a study on disease topic identification for biomedical literature based on word graph. The
study goes as follows: we first formulated and solved a binary classification problem of classifying whether a disease
is the topic of an article or not, then we introduced the disease topic identification workflow using the classifier trained
in the binary classification task. We proved effectiveness of our approach both using our experiment dataset and in an
application scenario.
Method
In this section, we will describe the details about our topic identification method. First, we will introduce the data
source and how the data set is prepared. Then, the construction of word graph on biomedical literature text will be
depicted. Finally, we will go through the overall workflow of topic identification on diseases and use the constructed
word graph as an important source of features.
Data Preparation
Data Source MEDLINE/PubMed biomedical literature records in XML format are retrieved, which are freely provided by NLM (National Library of Medicine). We randomly select a batch of records containing 90 XML files and
785,654 records/articles. Among them, only records who have title, abstract, and at least one keyword or MeSH
(Medical Subject Headings) term are included. Formally, we construct a triplet (TitleA, disease, label) for each record,
which are elaborated below:
• TitleA: a paragraph of text by concatenating title and abstract part of the record.
• Disease: the name of a disease to be classified.
• Label: takes value of either 1 or 0, representing whether the disease is or is not the major topic of the corresponding paper.
In this paper, we assessed the performance of our proposed method using diabetes from disease ontology1 as the
disease to be classified. We included the term ‘diabetes’ and all its sub category terms in MeSH hierarchy as the pool
of diabetes terms. Among all literature records mentioned in the data source section, a record is included in the data
set if any term in the pool of diabetes terms appears in TitleA, resulting in 18,040 records in our data set.
Label Construction In order to enable the supervised topic classification method, we provide a label construction
method. The method is based on the hypothesis that the disease in keywords or MeSH headings of an article is the
disease topic of the article. For each triplet in the data set, the label is assigned a value of 1 (positive case) if any term
in the pool of diabetes terms appear in the keyword or MeSH headings of the corresponding record and 0 (negative
case) otherwise. Distribution of positive and negative cases can be found in Table 1. The labeled data is a relative
balanced dataset which contains the same order of magnitude on number of positive and negative cases.
Table 1: Label distribution of the data set.
Class
Positive case
Negative case

Label
1
0

Number
10,784
7,256

Rate (%)
59.8
40.2

Word Graph Construction
Definition of Word Graph Inheriting from the speech graph13 , a word graph is a directed graph defined as G =
(V, E), where V represents a set of vertices and the edges E a subset of V × V . Vertices are words extracted from the
1 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/DOID
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target text. The weight of a vertex is the frequency of that word appearing in the text. The directed edge from vertex
vi to vj indicates that the word in vi is followed by the word in vj in the target text. The edge also has weights which
is the frequency of that relationship in the text. A sample word graph is shown in Figure 1.
Word Graph Construction For each triplet, a word graph was constructed from TitleA. The sentences were first
preprocessed, steps of which include word segmentation, lemmatization, removal of punctuation and stop words, and
standardization of disease synonym and abbreviation. Word segmentation and lemmatization were conducted using
NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit)17 . Punctuation and stop words were removed using a dictionary. Standardization
of disease was conducted to replace other terms in the pool of terms, disease synonyms, and abbreviations in TitleA
with standard name of disease. For example, words like diabetes mellitus, Type 1 diabetes mellitus, Type 2 diabetes
mellitus, DM, T1DM, T2DM were all standardized to the term ‘diabetes’. Disease ontology synonym dictionary can
be obtained in PubMed. The dictionary was extended by disease abbreviation for disease standardization.
Word graph was then built upon the consecutive word sequences obtained after preprocessing. The constructed word
graph is a directed graph with both edge weights and node weights. In a word graph, each distinct word was represented as a node, and the order of consecutive words was translated into edges, where each pair of word neighbors is
represented as an edge from the previous word to the next word. The node weight denotes the mention frequency of
the node word. The edge weight represents how many times such an edge should be drawn. Figure 1 shows a word
graph example constructed from the text on top of the graph from a publication18 . The node marked as red at the center
of the graph represents disease diabetes, from which graph features will be extracted for classification model.
Feature Extraction from Word Graph Features were extracted from the word graph. We used node features for our
task. For a disease node, we extracted the following features:
• Count: disease mention frequency.
• Number of neighbors and non-neighbors: number of neighbor nodes and non-neighbor nodes of the disease
node.
• In-degree and out-degree with weight: in-degree and out-degree of the disease node with consideration of the
edge weight.
• In-degree and out-degree: in-degree and out-degree of the disease node without consideration of the edge weight.
• Average relative position: Average relative position of the disease node in the sentences that contain it.
• Closeness centrality as elaborated below.
• Local clustering coefficient as elaborated below.
Closeness centrality14 of a node u is a measure of centrality in graph, which calculated as the reciprocal of the average
shortest path distance to the node u over all other n − 1 reachable nodes and can be defined as follows:
n−1
(1)
C(u) = Pn−1
v=1 d(v, u)
where d(v, u) is the shortest path distance between u and v, n is the number of nodes in the graph and n − 1 is the
number of nodes u can reach. Higher value of closeness of node indicate higher centrality. The closeness of disease
node demonstrates centrality degree in the graph.
For weighted directed graph, local clustering coefficient of node quantifies how close its neighbors are to a clique in
graph, which is defined as the fraction of all possible directed triangles or geometric average of the subgraph edge
weights and can be calculated as follows15 :
LC(u) =

T (u)
D(u)(D(u) − 1) − 2D↔ (u)

(2)

where T (u) is the number of directed triangles through u, D(u) is the sum of in-degree and out-degree and D↔ (u) is
the reciprocal degree of u. Local clustering coefficient of node can measure the embeddedness of the node in graph.
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Figure 1: An example of word graph constructed from corresponding TitleA (upper right corner).
Disease Topic Identification
The overall workflow of topic identification about diseases is illustrated in Figure 2, which contains five steps:
1. Identify all diseases in TitleA
2. Construct word graph from TitleA
3. Extract features for each disease from the word graph
4. Calculate probability of each disease by applying the classifier
5. Get the disease of maximum probability
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For each article, all diseases identified from its TitleA are taken as candidate topic diseases. After constructing a word
graph from TitleA and extracting features for each disease, classifier is applied and generate the probability for each
disease, which can be interpreted as the probability of the disease to be the topic of the article. The disease with the
highest probability is taken as the major topic of the article.

Figure 2: Workflow of disease topic identification.
Classification Classification was performed using logistic regression (LR) and random forest (RF) to directly assess
the importance of word graph features. The dataset was randomly split to a training set (67%; 12,086/18,040) and
a testing set (33%; 5,954/18,040). Classification performance was evaluated on the testing set using area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).
Comparison with HAN For HAN, we utilized pre-trained GloVe embeddings19 for word embedding since HAN
required words to be embed into vectors as input. For our approach, we used the word graph feature set and RF
as the classifier. Performance was compared on the testing set using AUC and area under the precision recall curve
(AUPRC). Using a cutoff value of 0.5, classification scores from HAN and our approaches were translation into 0/1
predictions. Precision, recall, and F1 score were compared based on the predictions.
Experimental Results
Classification using Word Graph
We first explored the performance of our approach using word graph. Classification performance was experimented
and compared between: (1) a baseline feature set using only disease mention frequency and the word graph feature
set; and (2) classifiers of LR and RF. Performance comparison results of diabetes topic on the testing set are shown in
Table 2. The best-performing method is highlighted in bold. From the results, we see that performance scores using
our word graph feature set is much better than using the baseline feature set, and that a combined use of word graph
feature set and RF for classification achieves the greatest performance.
Table 2: Performance scores (precision, recall and F1) comparison of diabetes topic.
Classification Method
LR
RF

Feature Set
Count
Graph
Count
Graph

Precision
0.80
0.77
0.75
0.84

Recall
0.44
0.74
0.69
0.83

F1 Score
0.56
0.75
0.72
0.83

To understand the contribution of word graph features in classifying the disease topic, we profiled the feature importance from RF and LR. Table 3 shows the importance score of word graph features using RF in descending order.
We can see that closeness centrality, number of non-neighbor, and average relative position are more important than
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feature count in feature importance score. Table 4 shows the LR feature profiles including the p-value, odds ratio
(OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for OR of each word graph feature and is organized based on descending
OR. Number of neighbor was not included in logistic regression due to its collinearity with the sum of in-degree and
out-degree. P-values less than 0.05 are highlighted in bold. As shown, closeness centrality has the largest impact on
the classification task, which is similar to the result of RF. This provides evidence that for the effectiveness of the
features extracted from word graph. This can be explained that closeness centrality measures the mean distance from
a node to other nodes in graph, while in our classification task, centrality of the disease node, which is more important
than word frequency count.
Table 3: RF feature importance score.
Feature
Closeness centrality
Number of non-neighbors
Average relative position
Count
Number of neighbors
In-degree with weight
Out-degree with weight
In-degree
Local Clustering coefficient
Out-degree

Score
0.3057
0.2332
0.1976
0.0617
0.0574
0.0463
0.0330
0.0267
0.0217
0.0166

Table 4: LR feature profiles.
Feature
Closeness centrality
Local clustering coefficient
Count
Out-degree
Average relative position
Number of non-neighbor
In-degree with weight
In-degree
Out-degree with weight

P-value
0.000
0.066
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.502
0.032
0.000

OR
160.6
2.260
1.678
1.310
0.993
0.989
0.952
0.918
0.803

95% CI for OR
51.97
496.3
0.947
5.395
1.440
1.956
1.210
1.420
0.991
0.994
0.987
0.990
0.823
1.100
0.848
0.993
0.732
0.881

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we compared the performance of our approach using RF with hierarchical attention networks (HAN)11 , which is a state-of-the-art deep learning approach. Table 5 shows the performance
measures of diabetes topic of our approach in comparison with HAN on the testing set. From the results, we can see
our approach performs better than HAN by about 4% in terms of F1 score.
Table 5: Comparison performance of our approach using RF with HAN.

HAN
Our method

Precision
0.78
0.84

Recall
0.81
0.82

F1 Score
0.79
0.83

Application
Here we demonstrated an application relating to our research. We attempted to search literature describing risk prediction models that predict diabetes risk but end up getting a mixture of risk prediction models prediction diabetes
risk and predicting other disease risk on a diabetes cohort. There is no easy way to distinguish the two aside from
manual inspection. We propose those predicting diabetes risk as having a disease topic of diabetes and others not. We
manually identified 32 such articles, among which 16 are predicting diabetes risk thus having a diabetes topic, others
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are predicting other disease risk on a diabetes cohort, thus not having a diabetes topic. For each article, we predicted
the probability of diabetes being the disease topic using the classifier constructed using word graph features and RF as
the classification method. The predicted scores are shown with boxplot in Figure 3. The two groups have significantly
different average prediction scores, which has a t-test p-value of 9.652−6 . The results proved the usefulness of our
proposed disease topic identification approach with an application.

Figure 3: Distribution of predicted scores of diabetes being the disease topic in two groups of articles.
Discussion
In this study, we proposed a word graph-based disease topic identification approach to determine the disease topic in
biomedical literature. The results show that our approach using RF can achieve better performance scores compared
with HAN for classification task. Compared with computing resources and time using deep learning algorithm, our
approach is interpretable and requires relatively few computing resources and little time for the classification task.
Application of our approach can be both targeted and untargeted. Targeted use of this approach can be to search
for articles with a certain topic and eliminate less relevant articles. Untargeted use of this approach can be that for
unindexed literature, a rank list of possible disease topics can be generated and sent for manual curation to reduce the
indexing efforts.
Our approach has great potential for extended use. First, in addition to disease topic classification of articles, the
approach can be extended to other topic classification tasks such as gene, protein, drug, and so on. Second, the article
type can be extended from biomedical literature to other materials especially online materials. These materials are
often not indexed and without an informative title and an abstract as an overall summary, making topic classification
necessary for efficient material search. Yet methods especially for word graph construction should be adapted for
such kind of articles due to the fact that they lack a general architecture and are less formal in the way contents are
presented.
Quality of our topic disease identification approach depends heavily on the quality of the disease ontology, which is
supposed to be comprised of disease terms, their synonyms and abbreviations, and hierarchical relationship between
terms. The importance of disease ontology is multi-faceted. First, it would enable synonyms and abbreviations
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of a disease term as well as its child terms to be properly normalized to the term, reducing redundant nodes, and
enabling more precise features to be constructed from the word graph. Second, it is useful for word segmentation.
An accurate word segmentation helps to increase performance of the classifiers. In our work, word segmentation is
obtained by NLTK, where the medical terminology is far from comprehensive. An ontology extended to other medical
terminologies would enable better word segmentation and reduce ambiguity of concepts.
From our experiment, constructing word graph from the whole article may bring in noise and lead to decreased performance. However, body of an article contains valuable information about the topic related to the article. Therefore,
extracting key sentences from the main text and using those sentences for topic identification may be useful to refine
the results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a word graph-based approach to identify disease topic in biomedical literature. Classification
model using word graph features can accurately predict whether a certain disease is the major topic of an article. The
classification model can be used for disease topic identification by calculating and ranking probabilities of all candidate
diseases. The approach has been proven useful in a scenario of determining the article topic.
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FHIR Lab Reports: using SMART on FHIR and CDS Hooks to increase the
clinical utility of pharmacogenomic laboratory test results
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The Department of Biomedical Informatics, 421 Wakara Way, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108
Abstract
Laboratory tests are a common aspect of clinical care and are the primary source of clinical genomic data.
However, most laboratories use PDF documents to store and exchange the results of these tests. This locks the data
into a static format and leaves the results only human-readable. The ordering clinician uses the results, but after
that the information is unlikely to be used again. Future use would require a clinician to know that the test was
performed, know where to find the PDF report, and take the time to open it and determine relevance to that future
scenario. New computational standards such as SMART on FHIR and CDS Hooks present opportunities to better
utilize these results, both physically upon receipt and asynchronously in future clinical encounters for that patient.
Full app available at https://github.com/mwatkin8/FHIR-Lab-Reports-App.
Demo available at http://hematite.genetics.utah.edu/FHIR-Lab-Reports/.
Introduction
Genetic laboratory tests are becoming increasingly common in clinical care. One study found that during the period
of 2014–17 there were approximately 75,000 genetic tests on the market with about ten new tests entering the market
daily.1 A growing subset of these tests are pharmacogenomic in nature. Although many of the promises of precision
medicine via clinical genomic data are years away from realistic utility, pharmacogenomics2 is an area which has
shown early promise.3, 4 Typically, these tests detect the presence of one or more variants which have been associated
with deficiencies in the metabolism of a type of drug. The ordering clinician then uses this information to tailor a more
appropriate medication regimen for the patient. Once the statuses of these variants are known, they are compiled into
a report to be sent back to the ordering clinician. Inclusion of external test validation, recommendations, and other
statistics into that report are specific to each laboratory as part of their business model. The actual transmission of the
report typically involves it being compiled as a PDF and sent via email or other secure messaging system. Once
received, the report is clicked open, viewed, and closed. The report is then likely saved to the patient’s record for
future reference.
This system of reporting results and exchanging genomic data is flawed and represents a waste of resources.5, 6 Locking
the data into a static PDF means that the data is no longer computable7 and is only beneficial when physically read by
a clinician or other provider. This means that potential medical knowledge is likely to be buried in the patient’s health
record in a form that is not accessible to computational clinical decision support systems. This could lead to
preventable adverse effects, the possibility of re-ordering tests to confirm findings that were previously tested for, and
an inability to reanalyze any genomic results included.8, 9 However, if the results were formatted in a standardized way
and returned electronically, they could be utilized by asynchronous clinical decision support systems for the rest of
the patient’s life.11, 12 Such a system could detect important reminders for clinicians which are based on a laboratory
test that may have been performed several years earlier. Due to the specific nature of genetic tests and results, it is
likely that the relevant implications would only surface periodically during the patient’s lifetime.13 It is highly
improbable to expect a clinician to consult a PDF report for a test performed years previously (whose link is probably
buried in the patient’s medical record) when such sporadic conditions do arise. The FHIR Lab Reports application has
been designed as a solution to these various problems and presents one way of using new standards to better utilize
the results of laboratory tests. The laboratory test which serves as a use-case for this application is pharmacogenomic.
This was done deliberately because the results of pharmacogenomic tests are relevant not only when the ordering
clinician first views the test results but at all later times when that certain drug class is being considered for the patient.
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Despite this specific use-case, the framework explained here can be applied to any type of laboratory test. The project
code can be found at https://github.com/mwatkin8/FHIR-Lab-Reports-App.

Figure 1. Example PDF report for the results of a pharmacogenomic laboratory test, taken from the ARUP Genetics
Test Menu.10
Background
Several standards have been actively developed in recent years to address these issues. While these standards are being
spread throughout the medical informatics community, there is a constant need for implementation projects to inform
the iterative process of refining and improving them.
SMART on FHIR
FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) is an HL7 data standard which has become very popular over the
past few years.14 It is designed to divide a clinical scenario into distinct entities called resources. These resources are
designed by HL7 workgroups and are now in their fourth version (R4).15 Each resource represents a clinical entity and
clearly outlines how to store data related to that entity (e.g., the birthday of a patient in the Patient resource, or the
date of a patient visit in the Encounter resource). These resources are then strung together according to defined profiles.
This ensures uniform implementation of the standard. In instances where the base resources do not provide a specific
data field needed for a certain scenario, extensions can be defined and published. FHIR is a very scalable clinical
standard which can be adopted even while more complex entities are still being debated and formulated by working
groups. This is an important characteristic which has played a major role in its widespread adoption. FHIR is being
implemented by stakeholders across the spectrum of healthcare. These include EHR vendors such as Epic, Cerner,
and AllScripts; commercial payers such as Anthem, the BlueCross BlueShield Association, Humana, and
UnitedHealthcare; and technology companies such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM, and Oracle.16 SMART on
FHIR17 is a design specification for clinical decision support (CDS) applications which use data formatted in the FHIR
standard. It dictates how to combine four important components of software development to produce a standardized
computer application. The four aspects of SMART on FHIR applications are: clean, structured data (FHIR), scopes
and permissions (OAuth2), simple sign-in (OpenID Connect), and lightweight UI integration (HTML5). Each of these
represent a solution to a slew of interoperability issues that have prevented the widespread adoption of CDS
applications in the past.
CDS Hooks
Another aspect which will become increasingly important as the volume of CDS applications begins to rise is the
ability to access them when needed and ignore them otherwise. While CDS applications promise increased quality in
care, injudicious triggering criteria can lead to over-alerting and clogged workflows. CDS Hooks is an HL7 standard
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which will “hook” relevant CDS services into the EHR to provide services only when relevant. There are eight hooks
in the current specification but the most commonly used are the patient-view hook (activated when a user opens a
patient’s record) and the order-select hook (activated when a user selects an order such as a test or medication). Once
activated, a hook queries the data server to access “pre-fetch” information. This information confirms whether or not
to use the hook to pull a certain CDS service into the health system for use. Once hooked, the CDS service (hosted
externally) returns a response card directly to the EHR which contains decision support for the clinician and can
include suggestions, warnings, or even links to relevant SMART on FHIR applications18. Previous work has explored
the use of the CDS Hooks specification in delivering pharmacogenomic recommendations and has shown it to be a
promising approach.19
FHIR Genomics
The FHIR genomics team has produced a new implementation guide, soon to be released, which details the process
of representing genomic lab reports, in all of their variety, as FHIR version R4 resources.20 Earlier work done by the
team resulted in a 2015 publication of a SMART on FHIR genomic application which demonstrated how those new
genomic profiles were to be implemented. With the new FHIR R4 General Genomics Reporting Implementation Guide
(version 1.0.0), representing four years of progress since that earlier application, a new implementation project to
provide similar feedback is timely. This was a driving factor in the development of the FHIR Lab Reports application.
The profiles in the guide provide a glimpse at the complexity and breadth of genomic test reporting data types. They
range from basic types such as variant, genotype, haplotype, etc., to specific types such as sequence phase relationship,
inherited disease pathogenicity, somatic prognostic implication, etc. Having the data points strictly profiled as FHIR
resources enables interoperable approaches to reclassification, exchange, and additional genomic services which
would otherwise be very difficult.9, 21, 22
Methods
One of the major contributions of the FHIR Lab Reports application is to demonstrate the duality which an approach
needs to adequately address the issues explained previously. In other words, the solution must involve both generating
and consuming the data. The data must be structured as appropriately-formed FHIR resources by the laboratory if it
is to be utilized by a SMART on FHIR application within the EHR. Also, the results must be accessed not only on
receipt of the report, but at all relevant future times. Thus, this application demonstrates how those two different parts
should operate at three main time periods, as explained in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of how, and when, this application is intended to be used.
Part 1—Lab
The use-case for this prototype is a test selected from the ARUP Genetics Test Menu. Most of the tests therein include
example PDF reports of the different possible results. The test selected for this project was a Statin Sensitivity test23
which reports the presence or absence of a variant of the SLCO1B1 gene. The main functionality of the first part of
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the FHIR Lab Reports application is to create resources for the clinical scenario in which the test was ordered, as well
as subsequent related clinical scenarios such as a blood draw or other consultation relating to the test.
Implementation of this part of the application in a live laboratory setting would involve intercepting the data before
the generation of the PDF report. The data concepts could then be mapped reliably to the appropriate fields of the
FHIR resources. However, since the inner file systems and workflows of laboratories are proprietary, this application
uses the publicly available example PDF report as input data and performs custom parsing to create the FHIR
resources. Parsing a PDF document is not a scalable solution because the text is largely unstructured and must be
extracted through regular expressions specific to each test. This approach is used only to allow relevant and realistic
test data to be made available for this proof-of-concept application. As a result of this limitation, a verification step
was included to allow the user to make sure that the data from the uploaded PDF has been parsed as expected. This
verification step is an HTML version of the test report, shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Report upload and verification screen of the FHIR Lab Reports application.
This has been made to resemble the PDF so that the user can confirm that the data are parsed into the appropriate
fields before they are used to generate the FHIR resources. The user can directly move or edit any misplaced data
before submitting. Because this application is not in a live production setting, a field for a FHIR data server URL has
also been included. On submission, the data is extracted from those user-verified fields to generate the twenty FHIR
resources needed to describe the full scenario. These resources are pushed to the specified FHIR data server. The chain
of events and their corresponding resource types relating to this test are described in Table 1.
Event in the clinical scenario

FHIR resource(s)24 created

The patient sits down with a clinician at a clinic.

Patient, Practitioner, Encounter, Location

The clinician orders the genetic test and the blood
sample needed for the test.

ServiceRequest (test), ServiceRequest (blood draw)
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The patient sits down with the in-clinic
phlebotomist.

Practitioner, Encounter

The phlebotomist performs the blood draw.

Procedure, Specimen

The blood sample is sent to the lab technician at
ARUP.

Practitioner, Location

The lab technician runs the test.

Procedure

A report is made of the findings.

DiagnosticReport, Observation (interpretation), Observation
(implication), Observation (genotype), Observation (variant)

A CDS service is defined to be hooked if the
implications ever arise.

PlanDefinition

A CDS Hooks card is created to be returned if
implications ever arise.

RequestGroup

Table 1. Resources created by the FHIR Lab Reports application for the results of a Statin Sensitivity test.
The FHIR Genomics working group implementation guide was used to create the four observation resources used to
represent the findings of the test. Specific FHIR profiles have been made for each of those observations.25–28
Explanations of each of these profiles are included in Table 2. Similarly, FHIR profiles guided the creation of the two
resources which are used to provide the CDS Hooks functionality of the application.29, 30 There is variability in the
types of results returned by the many pharmacogenomic tests available. Our use-case was chosen because its results
include a variant, an indicated medication, and a genotype. These data points are less complex than other test results,
but are common among pharmacogenomic tests. More complex results are possible and their modeling as FHIR
resources would be dictated by the implementation guide.
Profile

Explanation

Example from test report

Observation (obs-overall)

Overall Genomic Interpretation: a
high-level summary observation of
the entire report

One copy of the SLCO1B1*5 allele was
detected; therefore, decreased
transporter function is predicted.

Observation (obs-implication)

Genetic Implication: These
represent observations about the
patient based on the genetic test
results.

This patient is at increased risk for
muscle toxicity related to simvastatin
use…(snipped for brevity).

Observation (obs-genotype)

Genotype: combinations of genetic
variations that together are
associated with a particular
phenotype

*5/Neg

Observation (obs-variant)

Variant: differences between parts
of specimen sequences and the
equivalent portions of reference
sequence(s).

c.521T>C

*

Table 2. Explanations of genomic test result resource profiles and examples from the test report.
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Part 2—EHR
Once the test results are translated to FHIR resources and pushed to the appropriate data server, they are available to
be consumed by the SMART on FHIR part of the application within the EHR. This is anticipated to happen at two
different time periods. The first is upon completion of the test and the transmission of the results. This completion will
be communicated to the ordering clinician who can use the application to view the results. The second is any future
scenario where the findings of the test have direct implications for the care of the patient. This is achieved through the
two CDS Hooks resources created during part 1.
The first is a PlanDefinition resource which defines the application itself as a CDS service available to respond to
hook events with response cards if appropriate. This is not linked to the patient but is global to the health system and
is not duplicated for a new patient if already found in the data server. It defines the hook events supported by the
application as well as the pre-fetch information it requires. This resource would be consumed by the health system in
order to register the application as an available CDS Hooks service.
The second is a RequestGroup resource which defines the response card to be returned for the patient if a hook event
triggers the application. This is specific to the patient. It is also unique to the test which was used to create it. Since
each test will have different implications, each test will have one or more response cards which will ensure that those
implications are delivered to clinicians when appropriate. For example, a positive result to our example Statin
Sensitivity test means that the patient should not be prescribed Simvastatin as part of any medication regimen. To
ensure this, the app will return a response card if Simvastatin is ever the medication associated with an order-select
hook which is invoked during a clinical scenario where that patient is the subject. The response card contains the
implication directly from the test result as well as a link to launch the FHIR Lab Reports application. The card would
be displayed within the EHR to the clinician who is about to order Simvastatin for the patient.

Figure 4. Response card generated from the test result which is displayed when Simvastatin is ordered for the patient.
Through CDS Hooks, the result of the test is made available not only to the ordering clinician, but asynchronously for
the rest of the patient’s life. This ensures that all future clinicians will be warned against ordering Simvastatin for that
patient without those same clinicians needing to locate the original PDF for a test which they may or may not know
was ever performed for the patient.
Results
The application has four main views, as shown in Figures 5-8. Each of these views are the result of the design
considerations mentioned previously and can be viewed and demoed at http://hematite.genetics.utah.edu/FHIR-LabReports/. Each test result associated with the patient is shown in a list in order of the date it was performed. A search
bar is provided for finding a test by name rather than by date. When the app is used by the ordering clinician to view
the result, it will be at the top of the list since it was the likely most recent performed. The clinician will also be
familiar with the name of the test and will know which one to select since they are the ones who ordered it.
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If the application is launched from a CDS Hooks response card, the associated test is placed at the top of the list and
automatically selected for that clinician who won’t be familiar with the test and who will only know what the card
told them.

Figure 5. The “Report Details” view of the FHIR Lab Reports application.

Figure 6. The “View PDF” view of the FHIR Lab Reports application.
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Figure 7. The “FHIR Resources” view of the FHIR Lab Reports application.

Figure 8. The “CDS Hooks” view of the FHIR Lab Reports application.
Discussion
As clinicians increasingly rely on CDS applications to perform services and ease their cognitive load, efforts must be
made to foster their understanding of underlying standards and technologies being used. This application demonstrates
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how to provide those kinds of educational elements can be incorporated. Each of the views includes combinations of
educational elements and CDS functionality. While this is a proof-of-concept project, similar applications could be
made which include more robust combinations of popular CDS services, knowledge-retrieval tools, and educational
elements. Applications built for live implementation should prioritize clinician feedback in the design process to
ensure ease of use and simplicity in the display and available tools.31, 32
A summary view is displayed when a test is selected. It provides the same information as is in the PDF of the test
result. However, since it is not a static display, it can be enhanced with knowledge-retrieval CDS services. This test
example contains links to relevant medication and genetic knowledge bases. This allows clinicians who may have
little prior exposure to the jargon and formats of clinical genomics to be able to link directly to educational resources,
allowing them to provide more informed care for the patient.
The PDF is still a valuable source of information. In part 1 of the application, the PDF is stored as a base64 string in
the DiagnosticReport FHIR resource. This means that future clinicians don’t need to track down the link to the original
PDF in the patient’s medical history. The application is able to pull it right back out of the resource and render it when
needed. It is important that the current methods of laboratories returning results are not completely abandoned. PDFs
have value in their own right and represent various business services built up by the laboratory. Making this original
report more easily accessible and usable will foster adoption by the laboratory, helping them see these kinds of
applications as complementary rather than competing services.
Because FHIR is a relatively new data standard, a view was included that gives a very brief overview of FHIR and
allows the clinician to view all the resources which were created in part 1 of the application. This helps them get a
better understanding of FHIR and how it works. However, a more valuable contribution is to be able to quickly view
the original ordering clinician, the location of the clinic where the test was ordered, who the phlebotomist was, who
the lab technician was, etc. Every piece of relevant clinical data being linked and made available through FHIR.
Alerting clinicians directly within the EHR should be a closely-guarded privilege. This view gives a brief introduction
to CDS Hooks and explains how the response card was generated. This is a step toward helping clinicians understand
where the alert came from and develop trust that the application won’t send unnecessary alerts in the future.
Conclusion
Laboratory tests are filled with useful information. By standardizing their content and using SMART on FHIR
applications to display their results, various other types of CDS services can be included. By enabling CDS Hooks,
these results can be better utilized at future points in the care of the patient rather than just read upon receipt of the
test result. This is likely to result in reduced adverse events, reduced ordering of redundant laboratory tests, and
increased cost savings to participating health systems. The FHIR Lab Reports application demonstrates how to
combine these standards and technology into a useful innovation.
While it is still in the prototype stage, collaboration with participating laboratories can lead to more practical insight
about the translation of test results to FHIR resources before the final PDF is generated. This mapping process will be
unique to each laboratory depending on the intermediate file types being used and on how where the relevant pieces
of information are being pulled from for the final report. However, if this mapping process were completed, the
SMART on FHIR EHR-facing part of the application wouldn’t change because the underlying FHIR data structure
would not change. These efforts of a laboratory to implement the FHIR standard into their existing systems would be
a significant and complex challenge but would result in a more robust business model where interoperability is a
strong component. This and additional future reference implementations will hopefully demonstrate to laboratories
that the resources required to utilize the FHIR standard would be well worth the effort.
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Adapting a System-Theoretic Hazard Analysis Method
for the Analysis of an eHealth Interoperability Conformance Profile
Jens H. Weber, PhD, PEng and Oscar Costa, BSc
University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada
Abstract
Interoperability between heterogenous (health) IT systems relies on standards, which are communicated to system
vendors in the form of so-called conformance profiles. Clinical information systems are often subjected to
mandatory conformance testing and certification prior to being admitted into the health information exchange
(HIE). The requirements specified in conformance profiles are therefore instrumental for ensuring the correctness
and safety of the emerging HIE network. How can we ensure the quality and safety of conformance requirements
themselves? We have adapted a system-theoretic hazard analysis method (STPA) for this purpose and applied it to
an industrial case study in British Columbia, the Clinical Data eXchange (CDX) system. Our results indicate that
the method is effective in detecting missing and erroneous constraints.
Introduction
Establishing and increasing interoperability among heterogenous health IT systems has been an ongoing concern in
many jurisdictions, with the “goal of optimizing the health of individuals and populations”1. Interoperability
problems are not only sources of inefficiencies but also have been implicated as causes for technology-induced
medical accidents2–4. Interoperability quality assurance is usually based on some form of conformance testing and
certification of participating systems.5 The requirements communicated to system vendors and utilized in
conformance testing are often referred to as conformance profiles.6 These requirements play an instrumental role in
ensuring the quality and safety of the emerging health information exchange (HIE) network. This begs the question
of how to ensure their correctness and completeness.
A range of hazard analysis method have been developed to identify safety hazards in systems.7 However, while
hazard analysis methods have been used for analyzing healthcare processes in general,8 their application in the
context of health IT has been scarce. Most published studies are retrospective in nature, i.e., they seek to identify the
root causes for technology-induced accidents after their occurrence.2, 9 They target concrete IT system
implementations rather than system requirements. The authors are not aware of any prospective hazard analysis
study with the goal to analyse the safety of health IT system requirements, as published in normative conformance
profiles.
The objective of this paper is to fill this gap. We extend the system-theoretic hazard analysis method STPA (SystemTheoretic Process Analysis)10 for this purpose and demonstrate its effectiveness with an HIE case study in British
Columbia, the Clinical Data eXchange (CDX) system. Our analysis was able to identify several missing and
erroneous requirements in the CDX conformance profile.
Background and Literature Review
The various methods proposed for identifying hazards in safety-critical (health) IT systems fall into four categories:
(1) Model-based methods are analytical techniques for identifying hazards based on some abstraction of the system
under investigation. The method used in this paper is based on STAMP (System-Theoretic Accident Model and
Processes), a model that abstracts systems as webs of control loops.10 As a relatively new model, STAMP has mostly
been applied outside of healthcare IT. However, we demonstrated the use of STAMP for studying the causal factors
for a health IT related accident in our earlier work.9 More conventional model-based hazard analysis methods
abstract system behaviour in form of event chains and have seen more applications in healthcare, e.g., Fault Tree
Analysis (FTA) and Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)11–13. (2) Inspection-based methods seek to identify
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safety hazards by evaluating health IT-systems against design heuristics, which are often linked to usability.14, 15
(3) Simulation-based methods study system behaviour in simulated environments to identify hazards. These
methods include clinical usability studies that gather feedback from human participants 16, 17 as well as automated
tests of specific safety-related functions, e.g., clinical decision support alerts.18 (4) Reporting-based methods utilize
incident reporting processes to record and analyze safety concerns.19–22
Notably, the four above categories of hazard analysis methods align with subsequent phases of the information
technology lifecycle (cf. Figure 1) and should ideally be combined to provide a comprehensive safety management
process. In practice, however, most safety initiatives in health IT projects focus on the later lifecycle phases (V&V,
deployment and operation & maintenance), with little or no consideration of hazard analysis during requirements
analysis and design. This is seen as a problem as hazards identified earlier in the development lifecycle can be
mitigated with lower cost and risk.23 Our paper demonstrates that model-based hazard analysis is a feasible and
effective tool to identify hazards at the level of requirements for interoperable health IT systems.

Requirements Analysis

Design

Model-based HA

Construction

Verification/Validation

Inspection-based HA

Deployment

Simulation-based HA

Operation/Maintenance

Reporting-based HA

Figure 1. Alignment of hazard analysis (HA) method types with technology lifecycle phases
Methods
System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a relatively new prospective hazard analysis (HA) method introduced
by Leveson.10 STPA is more suitable for modelling socio-technical systems than other traditional HA methods, e.g.,
fault tree analysis (FTA) and failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA).7 STPA views safety as a process control
problem. A system under investigation is modeled and analyzed as a web of control loops, referred to as the “control
structure”. The elements in the control structure do not need to (and generally do not) represent components of real
system designs. Therefore, STPA can be applied early on in the system development lifecycle, even at the level of
requirements engineering.24
We extended STPA for the specific purpose of performing hazard analysis on interoperability conformance profiles.
Figure 2 summarizes this extended method. The analysis takes two inputs: (1) an interoperability Conformance
Profile and (2) a specification of the overall HIE system (referred to as “System Specification” in Figure 2). Note
that while these two types of inputs exist in all standards-based interoperability projects, they can be part of the same
physical document, or they may be contained in separate documents.
The first activity is to define the scope of the analysis, identifying losses to avoid as well as an initial set of systemlevel hazards and constraints that would mitigate these hazards. Losses may be related to anything of value to a
stakeholder, including but not limited to patient harm.
A central activity in STPA is to model the control structure, taking in consideration any constraints extracted from
the Conformance Profile as well as the constraints specified for the common HIE infrastructure (System
Specification). STPA control structures consist of hierarchical control loops, where each loop involves a controller
(active element), a process (passive element), an actuator (used by the controller to influence the process) and a
sensor (providing the controller with feedback on the status of the process). Any of these elements may represent a
device or a human actor.
Each controller in the resulting control structure will either be associated to a conformance target (e.g., an EMR
device participating in the HIE) or the common HIE infrastructure. The “extract target controller constraints”
activity in Figure 2 seeks to identify all safety-relevant constraints on controllers associated with the conformance
target. Target controller constraints can usually be identified easily, since conformance profiles tend to be highly
structured, normative documents that contain itemized lists and use controlled language. The extraction of
infrastructure controller constraints is not as simple, since overall system specifications often do not provide an
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itemized list of infrastructure controller constraints. These documents are not written as requirements specifications
(prescriptive) but as system explanations (descriptive). The analysts must therefore identify infrastructure controller
constraints in semi-structured narrative. Some relevant infrastructure constraints may not even be mentioned.
System
Specification

Define the scope
of the analysis

Model the control
structure

Conformance
Profile

Losses
System-level Hazards
System-level Constraints

Control Structure

Extract
Infrastructure
Cont. Constraints

Infrastructure
Cont. Constraints

Extract Target
Cont. Constraints

Conformance Target
Controller Constraints

}

Unsafe
Control Actions

Identify Loss
Scenarios

Identify Unsafe
Control Actions

Loss
Scenarios

Align constraints
and identify
missing or
incorrect ones

Missing
/ Incorrect
Constraints

Figure 2. STPA-based hazard analysis method for interoperability conformance profiles

Once the control structure has been modelled, the next step is to identify unsafe control actions. An unsafe control
action (UCA) is a control action that, in a particular context may lead to a hazard. UCAs are identified by examining
each control action in the control structure with a set of guide words to explore circumstances that may lead to
hazards, given worst case assumptions. The guide words are “not provided”, “provided (in error)”, “too early”, “too
late”, “out of sequence”, “stopped too soon”, and “applied too long”.
The analysis then seeks to identify loss scenarios, i.e., scenarios that may involve UCAs. Each loss scenario
describes the conditions under which a specific UCA may happen. Loss scenarios are elicited by considering two
types of questions: “why would Unsafe Control Actions occur?” and “why would control actions be improperly
executed?”. The first question explores issues relating to improper or missing feedback, while the second question
considers issues related to the execution of control actions.
The final step seeks to align the constraints in the control structure with the identified loss scenarios to determine
whether the controller constraints sufficiently mitigate these scenarios or whether there are missing or incorrect
constraints. In cases where loss scenarios are not sufficiently mitigated, there may be multiple alternative solutions
for adding additional constraints to controllers in the control structure. These can be pointed out as alternative
options to mitigate the hazard. The alignment step may also indicate incorrect constraints. The final output of this
activity is a list of missing constraints (including alternatives) and incorrect constraints.
We evaluated the effectiveness of the described above STPA-based hazard analysis method in context of an HIE
interoperability initiative in British Columbia, Canada (B.C.). The B.C. Clinical Data eXchange (CDX) system is an
HL7 CDA-based25 HIE for clinical information systems, including electronic medical record (EMR) systems,
hospital informations systems, and laboratory information systems. The CDX system infrastructure is operated by
the Interior Health Authority but also provides services to Northern Health Authority and Vancouver Coastal Health
Authority. Detailed information on the CDX system, including its technical specifications are publicly available at
www.bccdx.ca. Health IT vendors wanting to participate in the CDX system must pass conformance testing to
demonstrate their software’s compliance to a published conformance profile.26 The overall HIE infrastructure is
described in a separate document.27 We selected the CDX system for our experiment, because we were collaborating
with the CDX team on developing CDX capabilities in a major open source EMR system used in Canada
(OSCAR).28 The CDX system supports different clinical workflows, including e-referrals, consultations, laboratory
data exchange, general progress updates, etc. In order to contain the scope of our experiment, we focussed the
hazard analysis on the e-referral ordering workflow: A primary caregiver sends a referral order (including directions
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and medical information about the patient) to a secondary caregiver. We did not have any knowledge of incomplete
or incorrect safety requirements in the CDX conformance profile prior to our analysis. The hazard analysis method
was executed by one researcher (first author) and its results were checked by another researcher (second author). For
the purpose of this study, we consider the proposed hazard analysis method as effective if it indicates the existence
of unmitigated hazards due to missing or incorrect constraints in the CDX conformance profile.
Results
The results of the hazard analysis study are summarized in Figure 3. When scoping the analysis to the e-referral
ordering process, we identified two general types of losses, five system-level hazards and six system-level
constraints to mitigate these hazards (cf. Table 1).
Figure 4 shows the control structure modeled for the e-referral system: the primary caregiver (PCG) indirectly
controls the patient’s health process via the ordering actuator and the secondary caregiver (SCG). Moreover, the
PCG receives feedback on the patient’s health process via the reporting sensor. Since the focus of the analysis is
limited to the ordering workflow, the ordering actuator has been decomposed but the reporting sensor remains
opaque. This decomposition was done without making any assumptions about the design of the participating system.
It was purely based on the information provided in the CDX system specification.27 The elements belonging to the
common HIE infrastructure are highlighted with bold frames. The decomposed control structure is described as
follows:
• The PCG creates orders with a software device (referred to as Order Entry Controller – OEC in Figure 4).
• The OEC sends orders using the CDX middleware (Message Routing Controller – MRC).
• The OEC finds providers and clinics capable of receiving CDX messages using the CDX middleware (Provider
and Institution Registry – PIR).
• The SCG displays orders with a software device (referred to as the Order Processing Controller – OPC).
• The OPC checks the CDX middleware for new orders and downloads any messages that have been queued for that
clinic.
• The PCG controls an EMR chart for the patient (referred to as P EMR Charting). The OEC can read from and
write to it.
• The SCG controls an EMR chart for the patient (referred to as S EMR Charting). The OPC can read from and
write to it.
In the above list, we underlined words that give rise to actions or feedback the control structure. For similar reasons,
we use exclamation marks (!) and question marks (?) when naming actions and feedback in Figure 4. The use of
solid arrows for actions and dashed arrows for feedback provides further visual distinction.

Clinical Document
Exchange Technical Overview

Define the scope
of the analysis

Model the control
structure

CDX Conformance
Profile 001 EMR
System Conformance
CDA Level 1

2 Losses
5 System-level Hazards
5 System-level Constraints

e-Referral
ordering

Control Structure

Extract
Infrastructure
Cont. Constraints

9 Infrastr. Constraints
2 Target Constraints

Extract Target
Cont. Constraints

35(+5+2) Target Constraints

Figure 3. Summary of study results
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}

74 UCAs

Identify Loss
Scenarios

Identify Unsafe
Control Actions

Loss scenarios
for 28 UCAs
not mitigated

Align constraints
and identify
missing or
incorrect ones

22 missing and
5 incorrect
constraints

Losses
System-level Hazards
• L1: Patient is harmed as a • H1: incomplete or incorrect order
result of inappropriate (may lead to L1, L2)
intervention
by
the • H2: wrong / missing record target
secondary caregiver
(may lead to L1, L2)
• L2: Patient is harmed • H3: wrong / missing order recipient
because of missing or (may lead to L2)
delayed intervention by • H4: delayed / missing order (may lead
the secondary caregiver
to L2)
• H5: duplicate order (may lead to L1)

System-level Constraints
• C1: Timely delivery of order (mitigates
H4)
• C2: Order is well-formed & consistent
(mitigates H1)
• C3: Order is semantically correct &
complete (mitigates H1)
• C4: Order target is valid (mitigates H2)
• C5: Order recipient is valid (mitigates H2)
• C6: Duplicate orders are prevented
(mitigates H5)

Table 1. Scope of the analysis: System-level losses, hazards and constraints
The CDX conformance profile26 includes 62 nominal requirements statements. Not all of these requirements are
marked as mandatory. As in many normative standards, the CDX conformance profile uses the words SHALL,
SHOULD and MAY to define mandatory, recommended and optional requirements, respectively. Moreover, not all
requirements in conformance profiles are safety-relevant. Other types of requirements pertain for example to
information security and privacy. We extracted 42 safety-relevant controller constraints for the conformance target
from the CDX conformance profile, including five mandatory and two optional ones. They are listed in Table 2,
along with references to the respective nominal conformance requirements, the associated controller(s), control
action(s) and feedback. Non-mandatory constraints were highlighted. Moreover, we used bold font to highlight
control actions and feedback that will be added to the initial control structure.
«Sensor»

Reporting
«Actuator»

Ordering
«Process»

«Controller» (CDX)

«Process»

P EMR Charting

Provider and
Institution
Registry (PIR)

S EMR Charting

create!

find provider!
find clinic!

«Controller»
«Controller»

Order Entry (OEC)

Primary Care Giver (PCG)
send!

«Controller» (CDX)

«Controller»

Order Processing (OPC)

«Controller»

Secondary Care Giver (SCG)

check new!
download!

Message Routing (MRC)
queue?
receive?

display!
intervention!

observation?

«Process» (CDX)

Message Delivery

«Process»

Patient Health

Figure 4. Control Structure
We extracted 11 safety-relevant controller constraints from the CDX System Specification,27 as listed in Table 3.
Notably, two of these constraints can only be enforced by the participating systems and not by the HIE infrastructure
(highlighted in Table 3). The first constraints (CC43) requires that participating systems regularly check the CDX
infrastructure for newly queued messages. One reason why this requirement may have been omitted from the CDX
conformance profile could be to allow for manual polling functionality. For these types of systems, the onus would
be on the user (the SCG in our model) to regularly check for new messages. However, the second of these
constraints (CC52) should be associated with the conformance target and included in the conformance profile. It
requires that the OPC will retry any failed or incomplete message downloads. This constraint must be understood in
context of infrastructure constraint CC51, which states that messages are considered delivered (i.e., removed from
the list observed by feedback “queue?”) as soon as a participant has attempted a download action.
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Controller Constraint
CC1: sent orders are standards conform
CC2: receiver can link orders to patients manually if automatic linking is not possible
CC3: receiver can create a new patient chart with the demographic information provided
CC4: receiver alerts users of cancelled orders (MAY)
CC5: standards-conform orders can be received
CC6: standards-conform orders can be rendered
CC7: order routed to at least one provider at clinic
CC8: no automatic deletion of orders
CC9: automatic patient linking requires at least 4-point match
CC10: users are alerted of inconsistencies between order and EMR data (demographics)
CC11: inconsistencies between EMR data and order data can manually be resolved
(SHOULD)
CC12: User alerted of unlinked patient
CC13: Order authoring status displayed (preliminary, updated, final, cancelled)
CC14: a order with “final” authoring status that is received after a version of the same order
with “preliminary” status replaces the latter; they are not concatenated

Reference26
R39
R16
R16
R23
R1,2,3,4
R1,2,3,4
R12,13
R12,13
R14
R15
R15

Controller(s)
OEC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC

R16
R18,19,20
R21

OPC
OPC
OPC

CC15: if order with “cancelled” authoring status is received after previous order version,
cancelled order replaces previous one; history is maintained
CC16: if order with “updated/corrected” authoring status is received, previous version of
order is replaced; history is maintained
CC17: order is rendered with approved viewer
CC18: new (unviewed) orders are indicated
CC19: all previous versions of a order are retained
CC20: attachments of approved types / size can be received
CC21: attachments of approved types / size are rendered
CC22: sent order size is limited to allowed maximum
CC23: sent attachment types are limited to allowed types
CC24: record target shown clearly in user’s view (while creating / updating order)
CC25: record target identified with 4-point info in order
CC26: all specified recipient provider/clinic can be found in the CDX registry
CC27: recipient(s) shown clearly in user’s view (while creating order)
CC28: Order generation date is attached when order is sent
CC29: Sent order is typed using approved codes (LOINC)
CC30: Sent order has GUID
CC31: Audit record persisted when order is sent

R22

OPC

R24

OPC

R25
R26
R27
R31, R32
R30,R31
R34
R35
R41
R42
R44
R45
R48
R56
R58
R58-60

OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC
OEC

inconsistencies?
resolve
inconsistency!
unlinked patient?
authoring status?
receive?
authoring status?
replace!
receive?
replace!
receive?
replace!
render?
new?
retain!
receive?
render?
send!
send!
record target?
send!
find provider/clinic!
recipients?
send!
send!
send!
audit!

CC32: Order names at least one recipient (provider or clinic) when it is sent
CC33: attachments to sent orders are secured with cryptographic hash
CC34: user alerted of multiple order versions
CC35: Order sent status is in the user view
CC36: User is able to create an update of a sent order (SHOULD)
CC37: Updated data in an order is identifiably rendered (sender and receiver) (SHOULD)
CC38: An updated order identifies the parent document sent earlier
CC39: User is able to create a cancellation for a sent order, which is sent to all recipients of
the cancelled document (MAY)
CC40: The delivery status of a sent order is queryable (SHOULD)
CC41: Any orders related to a rendered order are indicated
CC42: Unmatched recipient providers can be linked manually (SHOULD)

R39
27
, p. 14
R27
R45
R55
R55
R55
R57

OEC
OEC
OPC
OEC
OEC
OEC, OPC
OEC
OEC

send!
send!
versions?
sent?
update!
edits?
parent?
cancel!

R62
R61
R12

OEC
OPC
OPC

delivery?
related?
link provider!

Table 2. Target controller constraints extracted from conformance profile
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Action / Feedback
send!
link patient!
create patient!
cancelled?
download! receive?
render?

Figure 5 shows the control structure after adding the actions and feedback from the extracted controller constraints.
The updated model includes 18 actions to be examined for identifying unsafe control actions (UCAs). STPA uses a
canonical form to denote UCAs: <Source><Type><ControlAction><Context><Hazards>, where <Source> is the
responsible controller, <Type> describes the guide word of the action (e.g., “provide”, “does not provide”, “too
early”, “too late”, etc.), <Control Action> identifies the action, <Context> describes any context relevant to this
UCA, and <Hazards> references the related hazards. For example, consider the following UCA: “PCG provides
create! with mis-identified / ambiguous / missing record target [H2]”
«Sensor»

Reporting
«Actuator»

Ordering

create!
update!
cancel!
«Controller»

Primary Care Giver (PCG)

«Process»

«Controller» (CDX)

«Process»

P EMR Charting

Provider and
Institution
Registry (PIR)

S EMR Charting

audit!

find provider!
find clinic!

«Controller»

Order Entry (OEC)
edits?
record target?
recipients?
sent?
delivery?

send!
valid?

«Controller» (CDX)

retain!
replace!
«Controller»

Order Processing (OPC)
check new!
download!

Message Routing (MRC)
route!
delivered!

queue?
receive?
authoring status?

«Process» (CDX)

Message Delivery

new?
render?
versions?
edits?
parent?
related?
canceled?
inconsistencies?
unlinked patient?
authoring status?

display!
link patient!
create_patient!
link provider!
resolve inconsistency!

«Controller»

Secondary Care Giver (SCG)

intervention!

observation?
«Process»

Patient Health

Figure 5. Control Structure with added actions and feedback (from extracted constraints)

Controller Constraint
CC43: Participating parties periodically check in with CDX for new documents
CC44: if message specifies recipient provider but no clinic, then it is routed to all locations
associated with provider
CC45: if message specifies recipient provider with specific clinic → route only to
specified clinic
CC46: if recipient clinic is specified but no provider → route to clinic
CC47: if message specifies recipient provider as well as a clinic, but (according to CDX)
the provider is not associated with the specified clinic, route to clinic
CC48: providers and clinics have unique identifiers
CC49: send messages must be valid in order to be routed. validation result returned to
sender.
CC50: message cannot be received by a party who is not a recipient
CC51: a message is considered “new” (i.e., undelivered) for a location if and only if that
location has not attempted to download it (download!)
CC52: receiver ensures that all messages indicated as new (i.e., undelivered) are eventually
successfully downloaded
CC53: messages are re-downloadable for a finite period of time

Reference27 Controller(s)
p. 11
OPC or SCG
p. 11
MRC

Action / Feedback
check new!
route!

p. 11

MRC

route!

p. 12
p. 12

MRC
MRC

route!
route!

p. 12
p. 14

PIR
MRC

valid?

p. 14
p. 15

MRC
MRC

receive?
delivered!

p 15

OPC

p. 17

MRC

queued?
download!
download!

Table 3. Infrastructure controller constraints extracted from system specification
We identified 74 UCAs using the STPA guideword technique and elaborated each UCA with one or multiple loss
scenarios, describing situations where these UCAs may occur. We then aligned the extracted controller constraints
with each UCA to determine whether the associated loss scenarios were sufficiently mitigated by the constraints
extracted from the conformance profile and system specification. We found that was not the case for 33 UCAs.
Table 4 shows an excerpt of the results of this analysis activity. The first UCA shown (UCA 1.1) is an example for a
case that was found to be sufficiently mitigated by the three controller constraints (CC1, 24 and 25) in the
conformance profile. The other shown UCAs are examples for cases that were not found to be sufficiently mitigated
by extracted constraints. In most cases, the identified loss scenarios could be mitigated by defining additional
constraints to be added to the conformance profile. In other cases, the analysis revealed errors in existing
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conformance requirements. This is the case, for example, for UCA 6.3: This UCA may occur when the HIE
infrastructure routes messages in a different order than they were received.
UCA
UCA1.1: PCG
provides create! with
mis-identified /
ambiguous / missing
record target [H2]

Loss Scenarios
• PCG picks wrong patient with similar name
• PCG has multiple patient charts open and creates order for
wrong chart
• PCG enters name / ID incorrectly
• PCG forgets to specify patient

Controller Constraints
CC1: sent messages are standards conform (implies
record target present)
CC24: record target shown clearly in user’s view (while
creating order)
CC25: record target identified with 4-point info in order
(Assumption: PCG validates shown record target is)

UCA1.3: PCG
provides create! with
incomplete/ incorrect
order content [H1]

•

(missing) Compiled order content is rendered
completely in user view (OEC)
(missing) CC17: order is rendered with approved
viewer (OEC)

PCG creates order while the OEC attaches data directly
from the EMR; PCGs mental model of the attached data is
not consistent with the actual data attached by the OEC;
• The data incorporated into the order is incorrectly/
incompletely transformed to the interoperability standard.
• The OEC displays order data to the PCG that is not (or not
correctly) displayed to the SCG
• PCG creates order but inadvertently exits before sending it
UCA1.4: PCG stops
providing create! too
(e.g., browser window is closed too soon).
soon, before providing • PCG creates order, attempts to send it but the CDX
send! for it [H4]
infrastructure cannot be contacted or is slow; PCG
dismisses the dialog assuming that it will be sent later.
UCA2.1: PCG
The PCG creates and order for a patient, which is sent to the
provides update! with receiving system and linked to the corresponding patient
updated (different)
record. The PCG later finds that the patient was misidentified
record target [H1,H2] and updates the order with the correct record target; The
update is received and matched to the previous version of the
order by means of the document ID. Since the first version of
the received order has already been linked to a patient record,
the updated order remains linked to the same (wrong) record.
UCA2.2: PCG
The PCG creates and order with multiple recipients; that order
provides update! with is received at the recipient clinics. Later the PCG updates the
a different set of
order, including the recipient list, removing some of the
recipients [H1,H3]
recipients. The update is sent to the new recipients list. The
“removed” recipients do not receive the update.
UCA2.4: PCG
The PCG updates an outdated version of an order. As a result,
provides update! of an the update is missing important information contained in the
older version [H1]
most recent order version.
UCA6.3: MRC
A message is sent by the OEC, followed by an update,
provides route! on
correction or cancellation message; the two messages are
subsequently sent!
routed (and queued) in reverse order; the receiving OPC
messages in an order accepts replaces the first received message by the later
differently from the
received message, leading to an incorrect /superseded order.
order the messages
were sent! [H1]

UCA7.3: MRC
provides delivered!
too early, before OPC
has completed
download! [H4]
UCA12.3: SCG
provides display! on
the wrong order
associated with the
right patient [H1]

(missing) Dismissing the order entry view requires
confirmation if order not sent; unsent orders are saved
(OEC)
(missing) The existence of unsent orders is indicated in
PCGs regular work view (OEC).
(missing) the record target of a sent order cannot be
updated. (OEC)
(an order created for the wrong record target must be
cancelled and a new order must be created)

(missing) When an order is updated, recipients can
only be added but not removed. (OEC)

(missing) Only the latest version of an order can be
updated (OEC)

(incorrect) CC14: a document with “final” authoring
status that is received was authored after a version of
the same document with “preliminary” status replaces
the latter; they are not concatenated
(incorrect) CC15: if document with “cancelled”
authoring status is received that was authored after
previous document version, cancelled document
replaces previous one; history is maintained
(incorrect) CC16: if document with “updated/
corrected” authoring status is received, previously
authored version of document is replaced; history is
maintained
The OPC begins downloading a message at which time the
(missing) CC52: receiver ensures that all messages
MRC marks it as “delivered”, but the download is interrupted indicated as new (i.e., undelivered) are eventually
due to either a failure of the MRC or the OPC. The MRC now successfully downloaded
considers the message delivered, while it has not been
(mentioned in implementation guide but not enforced in
downloaded.
conformance profile)
There are several active orders for a patient. The SCG opens
an order that was already acted on rather than opening the
order that has not yet been executed.

(missing) the order fulfillment status is indicated in the
user view (OPC)

Table 4. Unsafe control actions, loss scenarios and missing/incorrect conformance constraints
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In some cases, the possibility of whether or not a UCA can occur depends on assumptions about infrastructure
controller constraints. As discussed the methods section of this paper, in contrast to the constraints related to the
conformance target, not all constraints related to the infrastructure may be specified in the System Specification. We
therefore confirmed derived assumptions about the HIE infrastructure with the CDX technical team. In the case of
UCA6.3, the CDX team confirmed that the message bus does not guarantee preservation of the sequence of sent
orders. This means that UCA6.3 and its associated loss scenarios are indeed possible. As a mitigation, we suggested
corrections to controller constraints CC14-16 (as shown in Table 4).
Altogether, our STPA-based hazard analysis method identified 22 missing and 5 incorrect constraints in the CDX
conformance profile.
Discussion
In contrast to other safety-relevant industry sectors, prospective hazard analysis is rarely performed in the context of
healthcare IT projects. The socio-technical nature of health information systems has been seen as an impediment
when applying traditional, technology-focussed safety engineering methods.9 Therefore, current safety engineering
methods in healthcare IT are often limited to evaluating existing systems, for example using clinical simulations17
and usability studies.16
While these methods have shown to generate valuable results, we believe that there is an important role to play for
prospective hazard analysis methods that can be applied earlier in the development lifecycle of a health IT system,
even at the requirements stage. The quality (safety) of conformance requirements for interoperability infrastructures
should be ensured as much as possible, before vendors start implementing them in their products. STPA is a
relatively new hazard analysis method that lends itself well to the analysis of sociotechnical systems. The method
presented in this paper is STPA-based, with extensions specifically geared to analyze interoperability conformance
profiles. In our experimental case study, it delivered results that can be used to improve the quality (safety) of an
interoperability conformance profile. Critics of hazard analysis methods have raised questions of reliability and
validity of the analysis results.29 The question of reliability is concerned with whether different analysts would arrive
at the same result. Indeed, we do not claim that a different analysis team would arrive at exactly the same set of
missing and incorrect requirements. The question as to whether or not a specific UCA can be considered
“sufficiently mitigated” by a set of constraints depends on human judgement and is likely to vary in some cases
when considered by different analysts. Nevertheless, our hazard analysis method identified a number of high profile
loss scenarios that are objectively not mitigated given the requirements specified in the CDX conformance profile,
e.g., UCA 6.3 and UCA 7.3 in Table 4. The question of validity mainly concerns hazard analysis methods that
encompass quantitative measurements of risk scores, which are often based on estimates of probability, observability
and severity of events. The method used in this paper does not employ such measurements and thus avoids such
criticism.
At this point, we have only analyzed a part of the CDX interoperability workflows, i.e., the e-referral ordering
process. Our current work is on expanding the scope of our analysis to include additional workflows. Our long term
plan is to confirm the effectiveness of our method with a second, unrelated case study.
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Abstract
This study presents a novel workflow for identifying and analyzing blood pressure readings in clinical narratives using
a Convolution Neural Network. The network performs three tasks: identifying blood pressure readings, determining
the exactness of the readings, and then classifying the readings into three classes: general, treatment, and suggestion.
The system can be easily set up and deployed by people who are not experts in clinical Natural Language Processing.
The validation results on an independent test set show the first two of the three tasks achieve a precision, recall, and
F-measure over or close to 95%, and the third task achieves an overall accuracy of 85.4%. The study demonstrates
that the proposed workflow is effective for extracting blood pressure data in clinical notes. The workflow is general
and can be easily adapted to analyze other clinical concepts for phenotyping tasks.
Introduction
It is estimated that in 2015, 84% of all non-federal acute care hospitals had adopted a Basic EHR (Electronic health
record) with clinician notes. 96% of non-federal acute care hospitals have possession of an EHR certified by HHS
(United States Department of Health Human Services), and the percentage has held though 20171 . The quick adoption
of EHR presents a challenge as a great portion of data is often recorded in narrative clinical notes2 , where these notes
are unstructured and require an extra step of extraction. Whereas the information in clinical notes is often viewed
as the key to solving the problems of improving the quality of care, clinical decision support, and clinical research3 .
Multiple systems4–6 of clinical NLP (Natural Language Processing) pipelines have been developed to address the
challenges. These pipelines can be used for different tasks, which include named entity recognition, event extraction,
relation extraction, etc. And can be used to code the diagnoses, diseases, medications, and lab results. However, these
pipeline requires extensive knowledge in NLP, and may not perform well in very specific tasks. More recently, deep
learning7 models are getting attention among health informaticians, as they show improved performance on multiple
tasks including clinical phenotyping over the existing clinical NLP pipelines8, 9 .
Case Description
In this study, our goal is to identify and extract blood pressure readings in clinical notes. Blood pressure is considered
vital signs of a patient, and the readings are often stored in the clinical notes in an unstructured format. They can be
precious especially considering that we can gather a patient’s blood pressure readings over an extensive period, and
use them to monitor patient’s health status and provide assistance in making clinical decisions. Additional information
is often associated with blood pressure readings, which can help us understand the purpose of the readings. Thus, in
this study, we will demonstrate a system that can identify the blood pressure readings in the clinical narrative notes,
determine if the reading is vague or exact, and classify the purpose of the reading.
Method
Data Preprocessing and Preparation
In this study, we used a de-identified dataset of electronic medical records (EMR) of cardiology patients from Wake
Forest Baptist Medical Center, which in total contained 101696 clinical notes. We then randomly selected 3000 clinical
notes for further processing.
After manually reviewing these clinical notes, we found about 15% of the notes containing one or more blood pressure
readings. It would be time-consuming to annotate all 3000 notes. Thus, we developed search patterns using certain
keywords to find potential blood pressure readings. We randomly selected 1000 clinical notes from the 3000 notes,
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and had all blood pressure readings annotated. We then used 500 of the notes to develop the search patterns, which
were designed to find all potential blood pressure readings including false-positive cases. The patterns were tested on
the other half of 1000 notes, and the result showed it had covered all blood pressure readings. The developed search
patterns are in (Table 1). The search patterns were then applied to the 3000 notes, when search patterns found a match
in the clinical notes, a sub-string of 80 characters were extracted, tokenized, and any incomplete token at the beginning
and the end was removed. In total, 1465 potential blood pressure readings were found.
Table 1: Search Patterns and Examples
Search Pattern
bp

blood.{,10}pressure

rvsp
right ventricular
mmhg|mm hg

Example
with good effect. On day of discharge BP 126/63 resting and 133/67 with ambulation; HR 59. Patient instructed to take
The patient did pass SBP on 09/22 but secondary to his altered mental status it
was felt he was not
on Date of Discharge: Vital Signs: Blood pressure 145/73 pulse 78 temperature
97.7 F (36.5 C) temperature source
checks 3. Continued home diltiazem for blood pressure control 4. Continued
home divalproex 250 mg BID PO 5. Continued
with severe pulmonary hypertension and RVSP of 73.7 mmHg. No significant
valvular vegetations or shunt. CT PE protocol
pulmonary hypertension. Estimated right ventricular systolic pressure is 52
mmHg. Estimated right atrial
(*) 7.350 - 7.450 PCO2 42.5 35 - 45 mm Hg PO2 76.0 (*) 80 - 100 mm Hg
HCO3 12.1 (*) 22 - 26 mmol/L BASE

Reading
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

After annotating the potential blood pressure readings, we found 881 of the 1465 notes containing true blood pressure
readings. We further annotated these by:
1. Whether the blood pressure reading is exact or is a range.
2. The purpose of the reading, whether it is a general blood pressure reading, or it is a reading after certain drug
treatment, or it is a suggestion on how blood pressure should be controlled.
The example of the two types has been listed in the (Table 2).
Table 2: Blood pressure notes classification
Example
on Date of Discharge: Vital Signs: Blood pressure 121/69 pulse 83 temperature 98.9 F (37.2
C) temperature source
Diltiazem and metoprolol given SBP down to 130s overnight - Restarted metoprolol succinate 100 mg daily given
and mag replaced. Monitor INR. Keep SBP > 120 for brain perfusion. No need for PM per
EP cont to hold BB/CCB for

Exact
Yes

Purpose
General

No

Treatment

No

Suggestion

In the 881 actual blood pressure readings, 666 of them were exact readings, which could be a reading with both systolic
and diastolic blood pressure, or either one of the two. In terms of the purpose of reading, 776 of the readings were
classified as general-purpose reading, 40 of them were readings after treatment, and 65 of them were classified as
readings for suggestions.
For each classification task, the notes were randomly assigned to the training, validation, and test set with a ratio of
4:3:3. For the classification tasks having imbalanced data, efforts must be made to ensure the imbalance would not
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Table 3: CNN Layers
Layer (type)
Embedding
conv1d 1 (Conv1D)/(MaxPooling)
conv1d 2 (Conv1D)/(MaxPooling)
conv1d 3 (Conv1D)/(MaxPooling)
flatten 1 (Flatten)
dense 1 (Dense)
dense 2 (Dense)

Output Shape
80*100
79*128/39*128
38*256/19*256
18*256/6*256
1536
128
# of Class

Activation Function
ReLu
ReLu
Softmax
Relu
Softmax

impact the effectiveness of the classier. In this study, excessive data that may dominate the classification in training
and validation were removed to ensure the model will not be biased, while the test case retain the ratio of different
classes. Thus, leaving 430 total case for the exact readings task, and 170 total cases for the purpose of the reading task.
The test set was independent of the training and validation process so that it could reflect the real-world performance
of the system.
Classification System
To identify the blood pressure readings and classify the notes into different types, we have developed a CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) model. The input to CNN was word embedding of the blood pressure reading candidates.
Each blood pressure reading was transferred into a 2D-matrix using the word embedding algorithm described in10, 11 .
In this process, each word in a note was transformed into a vector as reference using a GloVe10 representation. We
used a GloVe model trained from Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 5. The vectors were then grouped into an 80 by 100
matrix. This matrix served as the input of the model.
Once we have a matrix representation of the notes, we can then use the data to train the model. In this study, a threelayer CNN model (Table 3) has been built for the classification tasks. We used in total 3 layers of 1-Dimensional
convolution, and each one is coupled with a max pooling layer for dimension reduction. Softmax and ReLu were used
as the activation function in different layers, which provided nonliterary and efficiency during the model training. As
for other hyper-parameters, we set the number of epoch to 15, and a batch size of 8.

Evaluation
We used 30% of the available data in each task as the test sets, and the test sets were isolated from the training and
validating process. The system generated the predicted output of classification for each note, then it was compared
with previously annotated labels. Since some certain tasks had imbalanced data, as a result, in those tasks some classes
may have relatively small dataset.
Precision, Recall, F-measure, and Accuracy were calculated for each task and each type of class, where:
P recision =
Recall =

T rue P ositive
T rue P ositive + F alse P ositive

T rue P ositive
T rue P ositive + F alse N egative

2 · P recision · Recall
P recision + Recall
T rue P ositive + T rue N egative
Accuracy =
T rue P ositive + F alse P ositive + T rue N egative + F alse N egative
F − measure =
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Table 4: Test set result
Task
1.Reading
2.Exact

3.Purpose

Class
Yes
No
Yes
No
General
Suggestion
Treatment

Total #
247
193
195
70
239
17
9

Precision
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.85
0.99
0.43
0.23

Recall
0.98
0.95
0.94
0.91
0.83
0.71
0.89

F-Measure
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.88
0.90
0.53
0.36

Accuracy
0.963
0.936

0.826

Results
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the number of epoch and loss, and the number of epoch and accuracy. From
the figure, we noticed that for identifying blood pressure readings and classifying if readings are exact, the model
converged after 5 epochs. While for the task of identifying the purpose of blood pressure readings, due to the limited
number of training and validating cases, the model converged after 12 iterations. The accuracy plot shows the first two
tasks perform well with accuracy around 0.95 on the validation set, while the third task has relatively low accuracy
compared with the first two. The figure also shows that the models are relatively stable, and there are no signs of
over-fit.
We then performed a test using the test set (Table 4). The model being used is the trained model after 15 epochs. For
the task of identifying the blood pressure readings, we had an overall accuracy of 0.963, with the precision, recall, and
F-measure for each class maintained over 0.95. For the task of identifying the exactness of readings, we had an overall
accuracy of 0.936, with the precision, recall, and F-measure around 0.95 for the exact reading, and over 0.85 for the
non-exact reading. For the task of classifying the purpose of the reading, the overall accuracy is 0.826, and the recall
are relative acceptable, while the precision were low for some classes because of heavily skewed data.
Figure 1: Epoch vs. Loss and Accuracy
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Discussion
In this paper, we present an approach to identify the blood pressure readings and classify the readings. There have been
various efforts made to extract the blood pressure readings, or extract blood pressure related information from clinical
notes. One approach is to use a rule-based system12 or regular expressions13 to extract the blood pressure information
from clinical notes. The benefit of such systems is that for someone familiar with text processing and clinical context,
such systems can be built in a short time and can achieve relatively good results. However, such systems can also
be inflexible. If there is a new note pattern, or the way of using certain keywords has been changed, the rules need
to be updated and re-evaluated. Another approach is to use certain clinical NLP systems5, 14, 15 to map and extract
medical terms in the clinical notes. These systems use a pipeline of NLP modules, usually with machine learning
models and rule-based models, coupled with bio-medical vocabularies16 , to perform tasks like medical term mapping
and extraction. Such systems also have drawbacks. These systems are designed for more general tasks, where they
often under-performs in very specific tasks. We noticed that some systems may not be able to identify ”bp” as blood
pressure in their general workflow. Additional fine-tuning is required if these systems are to be used for a specific task.
Our system used a novel workflow that can solve the issue of some existing systems. It first used certain keywords to
find notes that are related to blood pressure. These keywords can be very general, and false-positive cases are allowed
in this process. Then the long clinical notes are fragmented into small pieces, and only the ones contain potential
blood pressure readings will be recorded. These notes can be annotated at a relatively fast pace since they are selected
which contains blood pressure information and are relatively short. After the annotation, by using the annotated data
as the training and validating set, we can create a CNN model that identifies the blood pressure information in the
clinical notes. This model does not require someone to look into the clinical notes extensively to find certain patterns
and summarize them into rules. This can be a huge benefit as such systems can be deployed by someone who is not a
text processing or NLP expert.
In the result section, we have demonstrated that our system had a satisfactory outcome on the first two tasks. This
shows that the CNN model can extract the features and text patterns that are associated with blood pressure. We also
noticed the slow convergence on the third task, and the result seems to be not as good as the previous two tasks. We
reckon this is because the heavily skewed dataset cannot provide sufficient samples to train the model properly. And
the precision can be heavily influenced if the dataset is not well balanced. The recall shows the model was able to
extract the classes with very small proportions. We believe if we can bring in more data for this task, the model can be
substantially improved. Additionally, the annotation was done by one of the author. For the first and second task, the
annotation was very clear, however, for the third task, annotation can be subjective if only annotated by one annotator.
Although the model did clearly reflect the choice of the annotator, a dataset with good quality would definitely benefit
the training of the predictive model.
Currently, in our system, the notes were embedded by GloVe, which is a general-purpose word to vector representation. We believe it is more appropriate to use a Word2Vec that is specifically trained from the biomedical domain.
This approach ensures the word embeddings are more representative of the clinical notes. Another thing we want to
investigate in the future is to other up-to-date deep learning models like BERT17 or Bio-BERT18 to perform the tasks.
In conclusion, our study demonstrated that the workflow we designed can efficiently extract focused information from
clinical narrative documents. Our system can be built and deployed at a fast pace and does not require extensive feature
hunting or rule generation.
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Abstract

With widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), Real World Data and Real World
Evidence (RWE) have been increasingly used by FDA for evaluating drug safety and effectiveness.
However, integration of heterogeneous drug safety data sources and systems remains an impediment for
effective pharmacovigilance studies. In an ongoing project, we have developed a next generation
pharmacovigilance signal detection framework known as ADEpedia-on-OHDSI using the OMOP
common data model (CDM). The objective of the study is to demonstrate the feasibility of the framework
for integrating both spontaneous reporting data and EHR data for improved signal detection with a case
study of immune-related adverse events. We first loaded the OMOP CDM with both recent and legacy
FAERS (FDA Adverse Event Reporting System) data (from the time period between Jan. 2004 and Dec.
2018). We also integrated the clinical data from the Mayo Clinic EHR system for six oncological
immunotherapy drugs. We implemented a signal detection algorithm and compared the timelines of
positive signals detected from both FAERS and EHR data. We found that the signals detected from EHRs
are 4 months earlier than signals detected from FAERS database (depending on the signal detection
methods used) for the ipilimumab-induced hypopituitarism. Our CDM-based approach would be useful to
provide a scalable solution to integrate both drug safety data and EHR data to generate RWE for
improved signal detection.
Introduction
With widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), real world data (RWD) and real world evidence
RWE) have been increasingly used by FDA for evaluating drug safety and effectiveness1. According to FDA2, 3,
RWD is defined as the data relating to patient health status and/or the delivery of health care routinely collected
from a variety of sources including EHRs, whereas RWE is the clinical evidence regarding the usage and potential
benefits or risks of a medical product derived from analysis of RWD. FDA has created a RWE program4 to
investigate the potential of integrating RWD like EHR data with other drug safety data to support many types of
study designs (e.g., randomized pragmatic clinical trials, or observational studies) to generate RWE for regulation
decisions.
In fact, it is well recognized in the pharmacovigilance research community that multiple data sources including
EHRs are preferred in drug safety surveillance due to inadequacies of single source. For example, Wang, et al.5
performed a case study of signal detection for conventional disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs in rheumatoid
arthritis by combining both spontaneous reports and EHR data. Tang, et al.6, leveraged FDA AERS reports for
automated monitoring of EHR for adverse drug events (ADEs). Patadia et al.7 evaluated performance of real world
EHRs and spontaneous reporting data in drug safety signal detection in the exploring and understanding adverse
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drug reactions by integrative mining of clinical records and biomedical knowledge (EU-ADR) project. Iyer, et al.8
mined clinical text for signals of adverse drug-drug interactions. However, integration of heterogeneous drug safety
data sources and systems remains an impediment for effective drug safety surveillance and pharmacovigilance
studies. Moreover, social media data is also widely used for ADE signal detection9, 10, 11. But it is difficult to
compare distinct systems and their performances by using various social media data sources9.
Fortunately, standards-based interoperability solutions based on common data models (CDM) have emerged to
tackle the data integration challenges. Notably, the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI)12
has been established as a multi-stakeholder, interdisciplinary collaborative to create open-source solutions based on
the Observational Medical Outcome Partnership (OMOP) CDM, which brings out the value of observational health
data through large-scale analytics. The OMOP CDM is a deep information model that specifies how to encode and
store clinical data at a fine-grained level, ensuring that the same query can be applied consistently to databases
around world13. OHDSI has become an open collaborative with 200 researchers from 25 countries and with 1.26
billion patient records on about 400 million unique patients in its distributed data networks. The OMOP CDM
provides a standardized data interface that supports organizing clinical research data into a standard structure in an
integrated data repository. The OMOP CDM-based open-source informatics infrastructure and tools have been
adopted by a number of large research consortia including the All of Us Research Program14 (i.e., the Precision
Medicine Initiative) and the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) Research Network15, 16. This
makes large-scale international observational research feasible. Preliminary studies have demonstrated the viability
of the CDM-based approaches on the drug safety surveillance studies. For example, Ryan et al.17 utilized data
covering over 130 million cases generated from an amalgamation of the data contained within 10 OMOP CDMbased observational healthcare databases to assess the performance of eight distinct analytic approaches towards
adverse event risk identification. Vashishtet al.18 performed three different studies based on the data from OHDSI
community to identify which drug classes among sulfonylureas, dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP-4) inhibitors, and
thiazolidinediones are associated with reduced hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels and a lower risk of myocardial
infarction, kidney disorders, and eye disorders in patients with T2D treated with metformin as a first-line therapy.
In an ongoing project, we have developed a next generation pharmacovigilance signal detection platform known as
ADEpedia-on-OHDSI19 using the OMOP CDM, where open-source extraction, transformation and loading (ETL)
tool20 was developed to convert FAERS data into the OMOP CDM. We aimed to facilitate seamless integration and
combined analyses of both Spontaneous Reporting System (SRS) data such as FDA Adverse Event Reporting
System (FAERS) and EHR data for modern pharmacovigilance studies because of the following three reasons: 1)
Some data in the FAERS may not be standardized, such as drug name, which could be the brand name, ingredient
name, or even spelling error. That will bring bias for the data collection and analysis. So, it is important to
standardize the FAERS data into a standard driven CDM such as OHDSI CDM. 2) By integrating FAERS data and
EHR data together into one database, that would facilitate integrative data mining. 3) Using the CDM-based data
platform, we could design standard data retrieval queries, which could be reused in future studies, and the queries
also could be shared with the research communities. The details regarding the FAERS ETL processing and
validation could be found in our previously published paper19.
The objective of the study is to demonstrate the feasibility of the framework for integrating both FAERS data and
EHR data for improved signal detection with a case study of immune-related adverse events (irAEs). Specifically,
we focused on a FAERS confirmed irAE, ipilimumab-induced hypopituitarism, as our study target in this research.
We first collected normalized FAERS data and implemented a classical FAERS based ADE signal detection
algorithm, Reporting Odds Ratio (ROR), to detect the ipilimumab-induced hypopituitarism. To show the signal
detection ability of the normalized EHR data in our platform, we also conducted a case-control study. We compare
the timeline of the irAE signal detection between normalized FAERS data and EHR data to show the capacity of
signal detection in different data sources. This paper is a preliminary research to show the feasibility of our platform
in the next-generation ADE signal detection.
Materials and Methods
Materials
FAERS
FAERS21 is a database that contains adverse event reports, medication error reports, and product quality complaints
resulting in adverse events that were submitted to FDA. FAERS provides rich information on voluntary reports of
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suspected adverse events and has been widely used for drug safety signal detection and pharmacovigilance
applications. ADEs could be spontaneously reported by drug manufacturers, physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and
consumers. There are seven tables in FAERS and they will update quarterly. The main limitation of the FAERS
database is that it contains non-standardization of the data, lacks of a baseline number of patients taking the
medication, with the potential of the missing reports. To overcome those limitations, we propose to develop a
standard driven platform to perform data standardization and comprehensive ADE signal detection using both
FAERS data and EHR data. In this study, we used the FAERS data covering the time period from Janunary 2004 to
December 2018.
OMOP CDM
The OMOP CDM is a data model which focuses on transforming different observational databases into a common
format and a common representation to allows for the systematic analysis of disparate observational databases. The
CDM defines table schemas in a person-centric manner. As of Oct. 11, 2018, version V6.0 of the CDM was
released, containing 39 tables in 6 categories: standardized clinical data, standardized health system data,
standardized health economics, standardized metadata, standardized vocabularies and standardized derived
elements. Notably, terminology normalization enabled by standard vocabularies with focus on SNOMED CT,
LOINC, and RxNorm is a strong characteristic of the OMOP CDM.
Mayo Clinic EHRs
Mayo Clinic is an academic medical center that provides comprehensive patient care, education in clinical medicine
and medical sciences, and extensive programs in research. The Mayo Clinic Unified Data Platform (UDP) has been
implemented to provide practical data solutions and creates a combined view of multiple heterogeneous EHR data
sources (including Epic) through effective data orchestration, along with a number of data marts based on common
data models. The UDP serves as a data warehouse that contains millions of patients’ data for the support of both
clinical practice and research. UDP is also updated in real time.
Methods
Data integration in the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform
In this study, the SRS data and the EHR data were standardized and integrated into the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI
platform. Figure 1 illustrates the integration process of the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform. First, we used the ETL
tool developed for the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform to convert FAERS data from Janunary 2004 to December
2018 into OMOP CDM. Then, for EHR data, we collected the data of the patients who were administered with any
of the six FDA approved immunotherapy drugs (i.e., ipilimumab, pembrolizumab, nivolumab, atezolizumab,
durvalumab, and avelumab) from the Mayo Clinic UDP. We also implemented an ETL process to transform those
EHR data into the OMOP CDM. After the ETL process, both the FAERS and EHR data were loaded into the
ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform that uses the same data model and vocabulary standards.

Figure 1. ADEpedia-on-OHDSI framework
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Data Analysis
We focused on an irAE known as ipilimumab-induced hypopituitarism as our study target in this research. We chose
ipilimumab because it was the first oncological immunotherapy drug approved by the US FDA in 2011 to treat
melanoma. Therefore, in comparison with other immunotherapy drugs, there are enough ipilimumab administration
cases for data analysis. Hypopituitarism is one of the most common irAEs that induced by ipilimumab, and it was
reported by both FDA drug label22 and previous publications23. In this study, we implemented different signal
detection algorithms and compared the timelines of positive signals detected using standardized data in the
ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform. The goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of adverse event signal detection in the
different data sources and different signal detection methods. Figure 2 shows the study design of our irAEs signal
detection study.

Figure 2. Study design for ipilimumab-induced hypopituitarism signal detection
First, we designed a case-control group comparison using EHR data. The case-control comparison design is based
on the contingency table as shown in Table 1. For the case group, we collected all the patients’ data who had
ipilimumab for their treatment. Patients who had at least one drug administration but did not take ipilimumab as a
treatment were selected as controls. Then, hypopituitarism after patients taking an ipilimumab administration/other
administration for melanoma were seen as an exposure condition. Odds ratio between the case and control groups
were calculated separately for standardized FAERS data and EHR data. Fisher’s test was conducted to assess if there
was a significant difference for patients with hypopituitarism between case/control group. We also performed
Bonferroni correction to adjust the p-value. When the lower 95% CI of OR is greater than 1 and the adjusted p-value
is less than 0.05, we considered a positive adverse event signal detected. We used cumulative data to calculate the
OR and p-value monthly from Jan. 2011 and generated a signal detection timeline to observe the first date of a
positive signal detected.
Table 1. Contingency table of the Case-Control comparison.
Cases: Patients with ipilimumab
administration

Controls: Patients without
ipilimumab administration

Patients with hypopituitarism
after administration

a

b

Patients without hypopituitarism
after administration

c

d
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Furthermore, due to the fact that FAERS only recorded the report of patients who suffered an adverse event, the
baseline number of patients who used the target drug is not available in FAERS, which may cause a bias in detecting
adverse event signals by conducting a case-control comparison using FAERS data. So, we also implemented a
widely used adverse event signal detection method, Reporting Odds Ratio (ROR), to evaluate the signal detection
reaction time and effect size. The ROR is calculated by the following contingency table (Table 2) and Equation
(Equation 1). When the target drug-event pair’s lower limit of 95% CI of ROR > 1, we considered a positive signal
detected. Similarly, for the case-control comparison, we also used the cumulative data to calculate the ROR monthly
from Jan. 2011 to Dec.2018 to evaluate the ability of ROR in the adverse event signal detection.
Table 2. Contingency table for the ROR calculation.
Patient’s reports with ipilimumab

Patient’s reports without ipilimumab

Patient’s reports with
Hypopituitarism

a

b

Patient’s reports without
Hypopituitarism

c

d

𝑅𝑂𝑅 =

$/&
'/(

(Equation 1)

Results
Data ETL result
For the FAERS database, a total of 9,956,309 patients’ data between Jan. 2004 and Dec. 2018 were successfully
standardized and transformed into the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform. In addition, those patients were associated
with 37,288,989 records of drug exposures and 32,504,326 records of adverse events. All of the standard FAERS
data were loaded into 8 different OMOP tables. The details of the ETL process evaluation could be found in our
previous study16.
For EHR data, we identified 761 patients who had taken six oncological immunotherapy drugs (i.e., ipilimumab,
pembrolizumab, nivolumab, atezolizumab, durvalumab, and avelumab) from the Mayo Clinic UDP. The first dates
of immunotherapy drug administration for those patients were between Mar. 18th 2010 and Feb. 5th 2019. We also
collected and transformed 443,647 records of diagnosis data and 373,074 records of drug administration data from
those 761 patients into the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform.
Description of the data processing
Figure 3 shows the data collection results for the case-control comparison. We analyzed the distributions of both the
case group data and the control group data as we mentioned in the methods section. Those 4 bar plots in Figure 3
were used to illustrate the distributions of data in the four cells of the contingency table (Table 1 and Table 2) which
we employed to detect the ipilimumab-induced hypopituitarism signal. The cumulative case numbers of each group
were shown yearly from Jan. 2011 to Dec. 2018. The red bar and the blue bar represented that the data were
collected from EHR and FAERS respectively. Figure 3a and Figure 3c displayed the number of cases of the patients
who took the ipilimumab. These figures indicated that there were a significantly greater number of cases in the
FAERS than the EHR data. This is due to that the FAERS is a global database which gathers the adverse event
reports from all over the world, whereas our EHR data is only collected from several medical centers of the Mayo
Clinic. The difference in detected cases without ipilimumab administration between the EHR and FAERS as
indicated in Figure 3d can also be explained by the same reason. Besides, the earliest date of the cases who took
ipilimumab as a treatment in the FAERS was Nov. 2005, whereas the earliest date of the ipilimumab administration
in our EHR was Mar. 2010. This is because FAERS also collected the adverse reports of the clinical trials from
worldwide. On the contrary, the Figure 3b showed that the number of patients who had hypopituitarism but did not
take ipilimumab is significantly more in the EHR than that in the FAERS, which was caused by the reason that the
FAERS only recorded the adverse event reports in specific patients but couldn’t cover all the patients who took the
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corresponding medications. The EHR, by contrast, could provide a more accurate case number of drug
administrations as a study baseline.

Figure 3. Cumulative case number of case-control comparison. Figure 3a indicates the patients in the case group
which meet the exposure condition; 3b indicates the patients in the control group which meet the exposure
condition; 3c indicates the patients in the case group which do not meet the exposure condition; and 3d indicates the
patients in the control group which do not meet the exposure condition. The red bar represents the cases and controls
from EHR; The blue bar represents the FAERS cases and controls.
Ipilimumab-induced Hypopituitarism Signal Detection Results
Figure 4 demonstrates the ipilimumab-induced Hypopituitarism signal detection results for different analytical
methods and different data source. According to the positive signal detection criteria we defined in the methods
section, the earliest date of the positive signal we detected is Mar. 2011 by the case-control comparison of EHR
data, 4 months earlier than that using FAERS and ROR for the detection. For the effect size value (OR or ROR), in
most cases, the ROR value is greater than the OR value calculated by a case-control comparison.
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Figure 4. The timelines of the ipilimumab-induced Hypopituitarism signal detection results. The dot and the line
show the Log OR (or ROR) and the 95% CI value. The red line displays the detection results of the case-control
comparison by CDM-based EHR data, the red date shows the first detection date of positive signal by EHR; The
blue line displays the results of ROR-based detection by CDM-based FAERS data, the blue date shows the first
detection date of positive signal by FAERS.
Abbreviation: OR, Odds Ratio; ROR, Reporting Odds Ratio; EHR, Electronic Health Record; FAERS, FDA
Adverse Event Reporting System; 95% CI, 95 Confidence Interval.
Discussion
In this study, we utilized our standards-driven pharmacovigilance platform ADEpedia-on-OHDSI to implement a
signal detection algorithm and compared the timelines of positive signals detected from both FAERS and EHR data.
We also evaluated the effectiveness of different detection methods and data sources. Previous studies demonstrated
that specific adverse event signals would be detected earlier if using the EHR data rather than using the SRS data.
For example, rofecoxib, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, was withdrawn in 2004, 5 years after it was
approved by FDA, due to its severe cardiovascular adverse events. By the time it was withdrawn, it was estimated
that 80 million people had taken rofecoxib24. However, some studies had noted that with a real-world data on 100
million patients, a statistically significant “signal” of serious cardiovascular risk could have been detected after less
than 3 months of exposure with rofecoxib25. Patadia et al.26 further proved the point by implementing a signal
detection approach by the use of both SRS and EHR data. They used EU-ADR database (for EHR) and WHOVigiBase (for SRS) to detect the association between Rofecoxib and acute myocardial infarction. And they found
that the use of EU-EHR databases was able to detect the AMI signal 4 years earlier than the use of the SRS
databases. We argue that there are still very few studies regarding the discovery with respect to differences in early
signal detection between EHR and SRS and that there exists a need to conduct further comparative studies for
differing adverse events, particularly for those adverse events induced by newly approved drugs. According to our
signal detection results, the case-control comparison using EHR data showed the fastest reaction time for signal
detection. Utilizing SRS for the signal detection (one of the most important drug post-marketing pharmacovigilance
methods), we found that there is a 4 more months delay for detecting the same positive signal in FAERS in
comparison with the signal detected using the EHR data. This delay was probably because it would cost several
months for FDA to capture the adverse event reports. These findings provide clear evidence demonstrating the
importance of the EHR data on early signal detection of irAEs for the post-market drug safety surveillance studies.
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For the effectiveness evaluation, the EHR-based case-control comparison indicated the most accurate effect size for
the signal detection. Since the number of cases without target drug and target adverse event (the value in the column
“d” in Table 2) was tremendously large, the effect size of ROR calculated using the FAERS data was much higher
than that using the EHR data. Although our research finding indicated that EHR-based signal detection would have a
better signal detection reaction time and effectiveness than the SRS-based approach, a smaller number of adverse
event reports made it more unfavorable to detect those rare adverse events. Therefore, signal detection using both
SRS and EHR would strengthen current signal detection activities by decreasing the influences of systematic bias
when using one database27.
However, one of the biggest challenges for the heterogeneous database integration is data standardization. For
example, in this study, the drug names in raw FAERS are free text, while the drug names in our EHR are coded by
RxNorm. So, through converting those databases into the OMOP CDM, the medical concepts can be standardized
using the same set of standard vocabularies. In addition, data standardization using the CDM-based approach also
provides a mechanism that we could collect and integrate more EHR drug safety data from multiple institutions. At
the same time, the standard queries and applications could also be reused across institutions and research
communities, which may save a lot of time and resources for researchers in collaborations.
In this study, one of the limitations we met was regarding the storage of the FAERS’ adverse event report dates.
During the ETL process of the FAERS, we loaded all the adverse event data into the “OBSERVATION” table of the
OMOP CDM. And there is only one field, observation_date, for recording the adverse event occurrence dates. In
this research, we also need the date when FDA received adverse event cases to evaluate the first positive signal
detection time. In order to solve this problem, we created a workaround, i.e., storing the FDA report receiving date
into the “value_as_datetime” field. In future work, we will work with the OHDSI community to come up with a
better solution such as adding a new field in the OBSERVATION table to solve the problem. Another limitation is
about our case-control design, we should consider some confounding factors that could bias the analysis for the
cases and the controls. Those confounding factors include patients’ age, gender, race, social determinants, and
healthcare history. Other confounding factors such as dose response and the temporality of the case-control design
would also be considered in our future analysis.
Our research validated the feasibility of detecting adverse event signals by integrating both SRS and EHR data using
OMOP CDM. Our approach could be generalized easily to study other irAEs in a scalable manner. Both our FAERS
data transformation tool and the OMOP CDM are open source and publicly available. Researchers could use these
open source tools to integrate their own datasets for similar studies. We will collaborate with both the
pharmacovigilance research and OHDSI communities in the future to improve the scalability of our ADEpedia-onOHDSI platform for effective drug safety studies. In addition, we will design some more comprehensive ADE signal
detection methods such as cohort or time-series analyses for our ADEpedia-on-OHDSI platform in the future work.
Conclusion
In this study, we have demonstrated the feasibility of the ADEpedia-on-OHDSI framework for integrating both
spontaneous reporting data and EHR data for improved signal detection with a case study of immune-related adverse
events. We implemented a signal detection algorithm and compared the timelines and effectiveness of positive
signals detected from both FAERS and EHR data. The outcome of this research indicated that our CDM-based
approach would be useful to provide a scalable solution to integrate both drug safety data and EHR data to generate
RWE for improved signal detection.
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Abstract
Despite an abundance of information in clinical genetic testing reports, information is oftentimes not well
documented/utilized for decision making. Unstructured information in genetic reports can contribute to long-term
patient management and future translational research. Thus, we proposed a knowledge model that could manage
unstructured information in medical genetic reports and facilitate knowledge extraction, curation and updating. For
this pilot study, we used a dataset including 1,565 cancer genetics reports of Mayo Clinic patients. We used a
previously developed, data-driven discovery pipeline that involves both semantic annotation and co-occurrence
association analysis to establish a knowledge model. We showed that compared to genetic reports, around 56% of
testing results are missing or incomplete in the clinical notes. We built a genetic report knowledge model and
highlighted four key semantic groups including “Genes and Gene Products” and “Treatments”. Coverage of term
annotation was 99.5%. Accuracies of term annotation and relationship extraction were 98.9% and 92.9%
respectively.
Introduction
Large-scale cancer genomics studies have substantially advanced our understanding of common oncology pathways
and genetic alternations, and have benefited many novel therapeutic developments that target particular genetic
alterations. In addition, advances in sequencing technology have also made genetic panel testing a practical option to
examine genetic variants with well-known cancer treatment options1, 2. Several oncology drugs have become
standards of care with companion genetics indications, e.g. trastuzumab for human epidermal growth factor receptor
type 2 (HER2) breast cancer3 and vemurafenib for melanomas that have mutated BRAF4. Given the potential
benefits of targeting individual patients’ tumors, i.e. individualized medicine, genetics testing panels are increasingly
ordered by oncologists to facilitate decision-making during the creation of patients’ treatment plans.
Despite the abundance of information in clinical genetic testing reports, oftentimes only clinically actionable
mutations validated by existing evidence are included in the summary for treatment recommendations. Other
information, particularly that which is found in the unstructured text sections of genetic reports receives little
attention by oncologists despite containing rich information and knowledge (disease mechanism, altered pathway,
etc.) for long-term and future clinical decision support. For example, knowledge in the field of cancer genomics is
accumulating at such a rapid speed that during the time between literature review and drafting of new guidelines for
lung cancer treatment decisions with targeted inhibitors, major new discoveries were published for treating BRAFmutant lung cancers and for the use of immunotherapies 5. Since those guidelines are not updated frequently5-7, it is
difficult for oncologists to keep up with the most current knowledge about treatment options and patient outcome
expectations. Information in genetic reports is also a one-time snapshot of knowledge at the moment when the report
is written. Variants of uncertain significance (VUS) might become pathogenic and actionable variants in the future.
Research by Manrai et al. showed that multiple patients received misclassified variants based on the understanding
at the time of testing8. Therefore, there is a need to efficiently manage information in patient’s genetic reports so that
important information can be extracted, curated and periodically updated.
Taking into consideration unstructured data and the constantly updating knowledgebase of the genomics field,
successful management (i.e. extraction, curation, and updating) of information in patients’ genetic reports has the
potential to efficiently and deeply characterize the genetic conditions of patients, including genetic mutations and
their underlying altered pathways and biological functions. This could help oncologists match patients with optimal
treatment plans or clinical trials both at the moment of the test and in the future. Moreover, structuring patients’
genetic information could enable reusing clinical data for translational, such as discovery of biomarkers predictive
of drug sensitivity, identification of pathways associated with response to chemotherapies 9, etc. In addition, a pre1
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built knowledge base or knowledge graph for clinically relevant genetic information would further catalyze artificial
intelligence (AI) applications in the medical field for which appropriate knowledge models are critical before any
inference can be done10-13.
To achieve the above mentioned goals, we first need a knowledge model to manage the information in patient’s
genetic reports14, 15. A knowledge model is a computer interpretable model or schema that organizes entities (data)
and their relationships to one another within a knowledge base or database. From the database perspective,
knowledge modeling is useful for abstracting and decomposing complex concepts and can address issues related to
data integration and data curation15. Bimba et al.14 concluded that knowledge modeling techniques can be
categorized into four groups: 1) linguistic knowledge models such as FrameNet 16, WorldNet17 and ConceptNet18,
which represent knowledge as lexical and semantic relationships; 2) the expert knowledge model that represents
knowledge as logical and fuzzy rules19, 20; 3) ontologies that represent knowledge as taxonomies of concepts21-23; and
most recently 4) the cognitive knowledge model that mimics human learning and knowledge memorization through
concept algebra24. There have been several attempts to create a template for genetic reports 25-27. However, all these
efforts rely heavily on expertise and manual drafting. There lacks a data-driven way to construct a knowledge model
for genetic reports.
In this work, we first compared the information capture rate of genetic testing results from genetic reports to clinical
notes. Then we analyzed the sublanguage patterns of unstructured text sections in 1,565 oncology genetics reports.
Next, we mapped extracted terms to Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) semantic types and devised a
knowledge model through a data-driven discovery pipeline28 given regrouped UMLS semantic groups. Finally, we
evaluated the concept coverage of the knowledge model. We believe that using our proposed data-driven method to
construct a genetics knowledge model is superior to conventional and manual ways of curating domain knowledge
by trained experts because it can be fully automatic, objective and scalable for a much larger genetics report corpus.
Methods
1. Comparison of Genetic Testing Results in Reports and Information Recorded in Clinical Notes
Our dataset included 1,565 cancer genetics reports (by Foundation Medicine, Inc.) from 2006 to 2018 of Mayo
Clinic patients with research authorization. This research project was reviewed by the Mayo Clinic Institutional
Review Board. We examined the percentage of genetic testing information recorded in clinical notes retrieved from
the Mayo Clinic clinical data warehouse using a cohort of 189 gynecology (breast, ovary, cervix, and uterus) cancer
patients. Based on the genetics reports, we created a list of genes from all genes identified as pathogenic or VUS.
From clinical notes of the same patients, we used the list of genes to identify sentences that contained those gene
names. We compared genetic test information recorded in clinical notes with original genetic test results in the
reports by extracting gene name mentions from the notes. Gene name extractions were achieved using the natural
language processing (NLP) system MedTagger29. MedTagger enables a series of NLP processes including regular
expression matching and identification of positive/negative/possible gene name mentions with ConText 30, 31.
Mapping of names is insensitive to upper/lower case. MedTagger is also able to determine if the extracted keywords
are related to particular patients or their family members.
2. Construction of a Knowledge Model using Patients’ Genetic Reports
We organized text content from genetic reports according to eight originally provided major content categories:
Report, Demographic, Sample (including specimen type, specimen site, ordering MD, pathologist, etc.), Clinical
Profile (including submitted diagnosis and prior tests), Genetic Profile (including mutated genes, genetic variant
information and VUS), Therapy, Clinical Trials, and Variant Report (Figure 1a). Additionally, there were several
sub-sections in each content category. Within the “Genetic Profile” and “Therapy” categories, we first retrieved
unstructured information-rich “Interpretation” sections in those reports (Figure 1b). Those sections included
interpretations of biological functions of mutated genes and the effects of the alterations on gene functions, rationale
for suggested therapies and supporting evidence for clinical treatments and ongoing trials at the time of reports.
With rich textual data, we established a knowledge model using a previously developed, data-driven sublanguage
pattern mining pipeline28 which combines NLP and semantic network analysis. Figure 1c-1e shows the workflow of
our knowledge model construction process:
•

Term Extraction using MetaMap API: we automatically extracted medical and genetics related terms using
MetaMap API 2018AB32, 33 (Figure 1c). MetaMap API is able to combine words to form phrasal entities and
then assign semantic types to those phrasal entities according to 127 UMLS semantic types 34. We then
2
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•

combined the 127 semantic types based on UMLS-provided group mappings35 and made minor changes of
grouping based on our research context to reduce ambiguity in UMLS mapping. Our final grouping included 20
semantic groups: Activities, Anatomy, Genes and Gene Products, Treatments, Chemicals, Environmental
Exposure, Concepts, Function, Devices, Disorders, Disease Model, Geographic Areas, Human, Living Beings,
Objects, Occupations, Organizations, Physiology, Procedures, Pathway. Our customized regrouping of UMLS
semantic types differs from its original grouping mainly in two aspects: 1) we separated non-therapeutic
chemicals and therapeutic molecules from “Chemicals and Drugs” and created two groups – “Chemicals” and
“Treatment”; 2) we created a new group called “Pathway” by extracting all phrases containing “pathway” or
“signaling”.
Identification of Co-occurrence and Network Construction: co-occurrence relationships of semantic groups
that occur in the same sentence were calculated (Figure 1d). A semantic network (knowledge model) was built
based on the co-occurrence of semantic groups (Figure 1e). After review of the resulting knowledge model by
two medical experts, we proposed to use four most significant semantic groups (Disorder, Genes and Gene
Products, Pathway, Treatment) to represent a patient’s genetic profile: 1) cancer type and type of genetic
mutations (from semantic group “Disorder”), 2) altered genes (from semantic group “Genes and Gene
Products”), 3) altered pathways (from semantic group “Pathway”), and 4) suggested treatment (from semantic
group “Treatment”).

Figure 1. The workflow of our knowledge model discovery process. (a) XML parsing, (b) Extraction of unstructured text fields,
(c) MetaMap semantic annotation, (d) Regrouping and co-occurrence analysis, (e) Network formation.

3. Evaluations and Selected Use Case of the Knowledge Model
The knowledge model was evaluated by two medical experts based on a random sample of 200 sentences among the
entire corpus of 130,238 sentences. The process was completed in two steps. First, the automatically extracted
medical and genetics related terms as well as semantic annotations of the terms (Figure 1c-1d) were examined. An
annotation manual was given to the experts, which included a list of standardized gene symbols and gene names
from the human gene nomenclature committee (HUGO) database36 as well as normalized drug names from
RxNorm37. Missing terms were extracted manually by the experts. Then, co-occurrence inferences of relationships
between terms in one sentence (Figure 1e) were validated. Inter-rater agreement, coverage and accuracy were
calculated.
As use cases of our knowledge model in presenting cancer genetics knowledge, we chose all of the 529
gastrointestinal cancer reports and produced a knowledge subgraph. In addition, we demonstrated a subgraph from
one synthetic individual patient case with diagnosis of Colon adenocarcinoma (CRC) for better use case
representation. The synthetic patient was created by randomly selecting nine “Interpretation” sections from 150
CRC patient reports. The selected nine sections were from different genes among all 143 mutated genes in 150
reports. We then examined knowledge base and literature evidence associated with any subset of terms closely
connected with each other, i.e. term clusters.
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Results
1. Comparison of Genetic Testing Results in Reports and Information Recorded in Clinical Notes
We examined the percentage of genetic testing information recorded in clinical notes using a subset of 189 reports
of gynecology (breast, ovary, cervix, and uterus) cancer patients. Among all patients in this cohort, 57 patients
(30.1%) were tested for breast, 40 patients (20.8%) were tested for uterus, 4 patients (2.1%) were tested for cervix,
and 88 patients (46.6%) were tested for ovary. In our genetic reports, there were a total of 343 genes that had either
pathogenic alteration (189 genes) and/or VUS (327 genes). We used the list of 343 gene names to identify sentences
from clinical notes that contained those genes and variant classifications using MedTagger. Table 1 summarizes the
counts for altered genes, alteration type, and VUS for the gynecology cancer cohort. The most frequently altered
genes in this gynecology cancer cohort included TP53 and PIK3CA.This aligns with previous cancer genomics
studies which have reported high alteration frequencies in these genes, e.g. somatic TP53 mutation occurs in 96%
ovarian cancer38, and PIK3CA harbored mutations in 45% luminal A and 29% luminal B subtype breast cancer 39.
The most common genetic alteration was “amplification”. This matches with the genomics understanding that
ovarian and triple-negative breast cancers are commonly genome instable, harboring many oncogenic amplification
events40-42.
Table 1. Distribution of Altered Genes, Alteration Type, and VUS for Gynecology Cancer Cohort
Gene

Count

Alteration

Count

VUS

Count

TP53

149

Amplification

412

ATM

31

PIK3CA

51

Indel

368

TP53

29

MYC

28

Frameshift

140

BRCA2

29

PTEN

28

Loss

49

MSH6

14

KRAS

27

Splice

41

ALK

13

By comparing report-derived genetics data versus genetic testing information recorded in clinical notes, we found
that only 84 (44%) of patients’ genetics conditions were captured in clinical notes. Table 2 lists the 10 genes that are
most mentioned in clinical notes. According to each gene, we categorized the patients into three groups: “Positive”
means patient has pathogenic mutation in the gene, “Negative” means patient has normal gene allele, and “Possible”
means that genetic test identified a VUS for this gene. Among all 189 unique genes that harbored genetics
alternations reported as pathogenic, only 56 genes were captured at least once in EHR. Among 327 VUS genes
reported, only 17 genes were captured at least once in clinical notes. Taking TP53 as a single gene example, there
were only 26 total positive mentions in clinical notes (Table 2), representing a significant information gap compared
to the 149 TP53 pathogenic events from the genetics reports (Table 1).
Table 2. List of Most Mentioned Genes in EHR with Variant Classifications

GeneName

Positive

Negative

Possible

BRCA1

20

46

3

BRCA2

15

44

3

TP53

26

6

1

ATM

7

4

3

KRAS

10

1

2

PIK3CA

11

2

0

PTEN

9

4

0

NF1

7

1

1

CDH1

4

3

1

4
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GATA3

5

2

1

2. Construction of Knowledge Model using Patients’ Genetic Report
The entire corpus consisted of 130,238 sentences from 1,565 reports. 1,396,186 UMLS-identifiable terms were
mapped to 115 semantic types out of 127 complete UMLS semantic types. Then, they were further regrouped to 20
semantic groups. On average, each sentence had 10.7 words. Figure 2 shows that the top seven semantic groups
covered 87% of the terms in the corpus, revealing a sublanguage pattern in a confined context centered around
“Disorder”, “Genes and Gene Products”, “Function”, “Treatments” and “Procedure” with “Concepts” and
“Activities” being modifiers.

Figure 2. Frequency of Terms in Major Semantic Group Reflective of Content Coverage (with word clouds for group “Genes
and Gene Product” and “Treatments”)

As words tend to correlate with each other over a certain range within a sentence 43, we constructed a knowledge
model by calculating co-occurrence relationships between the semantic groups of terms within a sentence. As a
subgraph example of the knowledge model, Figure 3a shows the top 50 most frequently co-occurred relationships
represented as edges and the associated 14 semantic groups as nodes. The thickness of the edges in the network
represents frequencies of co-occurrence associations between two groups. The sizes of node labels represent the
number of terms in that semantic group. The graph is laid out according to edge betweenness where the betweenness
of edge is defined as the number of shortest paths between node s and node t that go through e divided by the total
number of shortest paths that go from s to t in the graph44, 45.
We selected a subset of four semantic groups to construct our knowledge model by considering semantic groups
with the highest content coverage (Figure 2) and greatest relevance to clinical treatment options as measured by
edge betweenness (distance between nodes shown in Figure 3a). Pink nodes are the selected nodes that represent a
5
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patient’s key genetic profile. Semantic groups “Function” and “Procedures” were not selected due to relatively large
edge betweenness for edges between these two nodes and the key groups. Also terms in these two groups are less
clinically relevant compared to terms in the other four groups. Orange nodes and edges represent an adjective
modifier relationship. Blue nodes and edges represent a verbal modifier relationship. Figure 3b shows an example
of an expanded subgraph for the term “PIK3CA”, demonstrating the power of built knowledge-base to highlight
functional and pathway roles of PIK3CA. As part of PI3K signaling pathway46, PIK3CA is linked to the available
targeted treatment “everolimus”47 and clinical trials related to “temsirolimus” 48, 49. This subgraph is comprised of
only pink nodes which are key elements of a patient’s genetic profile.

Figure 3 (a) Knowledge model subgraph (top 50 edges, 14 nodes); Pink: key elements for a patient’s genetic profile. Orange:
adjective modifies. Blue: verbal modifier. 14 semantic groups include: “Activities”, “Anatomy”, “Genes and Gene Products”,
“Treatments”, “Chemicals”, “Concepts”, “Function”, “Disorders”, “Human”, “Objects”, “Physiology”, “Procedures”, “Pathway”,
and “Disease Model”. (b) Expanded subgraph for term “PIK3CA”.

3. Evaluations and Selected Use Case of the Knowledge Model
Entity (Term) annotations were evaluated on only the four key semantic groups: “Genes and Gene Products”,
“Disorders”, “Pathway”, and “Treatments”. Coverage of terms by UMLS was 99.5%. Among all the captured terms,
accuracy of term annotation against HUGO and RxNorm was 98.9%. Only a few gene names, novel or complex
drug names, or abbreviations for disorders could not be accurately captured or categorized by UMLS. For example,
“FGF3”, “anti-PD-L1”, and “ccRCC” were gene, treatment, and disorder terms that could not be mapped by UMLS
to their respective category. Inter-rater agreement was 98.8% measured by Kappa statistics.
Relationship extraction results were also evaluated based on a subset of paired relationships among the four key
semantic groups. Coverage of relationship extraction was 100% i.e. our method covered all the co-occurrence pairs
in a given sentence. Based on expert evaluations, semantic accuracy of relationship extraction was 92.9%. We
noticed that our method had an increased error rate on complex sentences containing multiple drugs, diseases or
gene mentions with co-occurred but no direct semantic relationships. For example, “mRNA_expression” and
“carcinosarcoma” in “no differences were observed in FGFR2 mRNA expression in tumors as compared to normal
tissue in a study including four patients with carcinosarcoma”; “ipilimumab” and “atezolizumab” in “FDA approved
agents include ipilimumab, atezolizumab, avelumab, durvalumab, pembrolizumab, and nivolumab”. Inter-rater
agreement was 95.6% between the two experts.
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Figure 4 (a) Gastrointestinal knowledge subgraph centered on “CRC” and “colorectal cancer”. (Red: Disorder, Green: Genes and
Gene Products, Blue: Treatment, Purple: Pathway) (b) Knowledge subgraph of one patient with Colon adenocarcinoma (CRC)

A knowledge subgraph built from 529 gastrointestinal cancer reports is shown in Figure 4a. We examined
knowledge base and literature evidence associated with term clusters identified from subgraphs. For example, a
mismatch repair (MMR) cluster defined as first degree neighbors connected with a central term “MMR”, was chosen
from subgraph shown in the upper right area of Figure 4a. We used a square shape to represent the nodes in the
cluster. In this cluster, we found that key gene members in related MMR pathway, such as “MLH1”, “MSH2”,
“MSH6” and “PMS2”50, 51; in addition, we also found directly related disorder terms “MSI-H” (“microsatellite
instability – high”) and “MSI” (“microsatellite instability”) caused by deficiency of MMR pathway52; in terms of
treatment options, we found two treatment terms were co-clustered with “MMR”: “pembrolizumab” and
“irinotecan”, which are immunotherapy and chemotherapy reported to be associated with genetic defects of MMR
pathway53, 54.
In addition, subgraph from one synthetic individual patient case with diagnosis of Colon adenocarcinoma (CRC) is
shown as Figure 4b. We can see that this graph captured all the genetic mutations of this synthetic patient: KRAS,
AURKA, MYC, GNAS, APC, ARFRP1, TOP1, TP53, and ZNF217. Closely related genomic products and
pathways: “beta catenin”, “aurora kinases”, “bcl-xl protein”, “dna topoisomerase I”, “aurora kinase a”, “checkpoint
pathway”, “tgf beta signaling pathway”, and “wnt pathway” were also extracted. A list of recommended therapies
were also capture: “alisertib”, “aurora_kinases_inhibitor”, “cetuximab”, “carboplatin”, “mek_inhibitor”,
“nivolumab”, “pembrolizumab”, “panitumumab” and “taxane”. Most importantly, the relationships between terms
were also captured.
Discussions
In this pilot study, we described our investigation and initial attempt to utilize data-driven sublanguage analysis to
construct a knowledge model for genetic testing report results. We identified an information capture gap between
genetic reports and summarized genetic test results in clinical notes – 56% of test results were missing or incomplete
in clinical notes. Previous research has shown that only information used in diagnosis or treatment decision making
is captured in clinical notes55. Hence, our results indicate that although genetic tests have been increasingly used for
facilitating clinical decision making processes, actual genetic results were under-represented or -captured in clinical
notes. This suggests a further need to enhance capture of genetic results involved in decision making processes. The
incomplete documentation might be because gene alterations identified in the tests lack supporting evidence to guide
immediate treatment decisions. Even though current reports might not provide much useful information, it remains
critical to continuously monitor research updates that may be relevant to an individual patient’s long-term
management. Additionally, enabling data reuse for future translational research is also significant. Therefore, a
comprehensive genetic knowledge model that can provide guidance for capture and structure patient genetic
information from unstructured text is important.
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In this study, we used MedTagger to identify gene name mentions in clinical notes and used the built-in ConText
module to identify results as positive/negative/possible. However, we found the accuracy of ConText positivity
identification to be low (31%), and thereby manually curated positivity for a number of results. We believe this is
because ConText was built to identify the positivity of diseases or events but not test results. In some instances,
gene name mentions were identified as positive when the sentences were actually referring to genes included in the
testing panel or the oncologist was simply giving a general explanation of the risks of having mutations in these
genes. In future work, we will update the ConText module to achieve a better performance of positivity
identification.
Through our analysis of the unstructured information in genetic reports and clinical notes, we further highlighted a
critical need for mapping and normalizing genes, pathways, and treatment names using a standardized nomenclature
or ontology. In order to fully capture genetic variant-level information, Sequencing Ontology56 should be
incorporated into the future annotation system, in addition to the UMLS, to identify mentions of biological sequence
features e.g. binding site, exon.
Future work with our proposed knowledge model could involve the extraction, curation and visualization of multiple
facets (gene alteration type, recommended treatment, disorder) of patient characteristics given an affected gene. We
will be able to build a query portal for oncologists to identify similar patients in the database. A structured patient
genetic profile created from the knowledge model could also facilitate the collection and management of relevant
and up-to-date information for each patient. Curated information could also facilitate future translational research.
All three potential uses could help oncologists with better decision making and long-term management given a new
patient, as well as translational researchers with more structured and comprehensive dataset to work with.
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Abstract
Palliative care is a specialized service with proven efficacy in improving patients’ quality-of-life. Nevertheless, lack
of awareness and misunderstanding limits its adoption. Research is urgently needed to understand the determinants
(e.g., knowledge) related to its adoption. Traditionally, these determinants are measured with questionnaires. In this
study, we explored Twitter to reveal these determinants guided by the Integrated Behavioral Model. A secondary goal
is to assess the feasibility of extracting user demographics from Twitter data—a significant shortcoming in existing
studies that limits our ability to explore more fine-grained research questions (e.g., gender difference). Thus, we
collected, preprocessed, and geocoded palliative care-related tweets from 2013 to 2019 and then built classifiers to:
1) categorize tweets into promotional vs. consumer discussions, and 2) extract user gender. Using topic modeling,
we explored whether the topics learned from tweets are comparable to responses of palliative care-related questions
in the Health Information National Trends Survey.
Introduction
As a relatively new but promising medical specialty created in 2007, palliative care adopts an interdisciplinary
approach to provide physical, psychological, psychiatric, and spiritual support for terminally ill patients (e.g.,
advanced cancer patients) and their caregivers (e.g., family members). Palliative care is focused on relief from the
symptoms and stress of a serious illness, with the goal is to improve the quality of life (QoL) for both the patients
and their family. As a top priority identified to improve health care quality, palliative care has entered a period of
rapid growth. However, due to misconceptions that palliative care is only for patients with unmanageable diseases,
patients have been reluctant to accept this type of care; while oncologists also have delayed referring patients to
specialized palliative care physicians for the same reason.1 According to a survey in 2011 commissioned by the
Center to Advance Palliative Care (CAPC) with support from the American Cancer Society (ACS), nearly 70%
people do not know about palliative care.2 This situation has not improved; as in a more recent 2016 survey study of
800 New York State residents, it was reported 73% of the respondents did not know what the term “palliative care”
meant.3 However, after reading a brief description of palliative care services, 9 out of 10 survey respondents felt
that palliative care is important for patients and their families.3 Our own study used the 2018 National Cancer
Institute's (NCI) Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS) data—a nationally representative sample of
U.S. adults—also confirmed that 71% had no knowledge of palliative care.4 Furthermore, even for those who felt
confident in their knowledge of palliative care, around 15% respondents agreed that palliative care means giving up
or stop other treatments, 30% respondents agreed that palliative care is the same as hospice care, and 40%
respondents linked palliative care with automatically thinking of death.4 This lack of awareness and misconceptions
in turn leads to underutilization of palliative care services. In fact, palliative services are underutilized among both
cancer and noncancer populations. Data from the National Palliative Care Registry indicates that palliative care
service penetration—the percentage of annual hospital admissions seen by the palliative care team—although has
increased significantly since 2009, is still low at merely 4.8% as of 2015.5
To promote palliative care, the first critical step is to understand the factors that affect people’s health behavior
towards palliative care. Recognized by the Integrated Behavior Model (IBM) as shown in Figure 1, a general
theory of behavioral prediction, individuals’ intention is the most important determinant of their health behaviors,
while behavior intention is subsequently determined by attitude (e.g., feelings about the behavior), perceived norms
(e.g., the social pressure one feels to perform the behavior), and personal agency (e.g., perceived control, selfefficacy).6 Other factors such as knowledge (i.e., skills to perform the behavior), environmental constraints (e.g.,
access to care), habits, and salience of the behavior can also directly affect individuals’ health behaviors.
Traditionally, interviews, focus groups, and questionnaires are used to understand these determinants that affect
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individual’s behavior decision-making process. A few studies
used these traditional approaches to examine the determinants of
palliative care service utilization such as misconception, ignorance
and lack of awareness of resources, and false hope.7,8 However,
there are a number of shortcomings in traditional methods such as
(1) low response rates and difficulties in recruitment, (2) high
costs, (3) survey fatigue, (4) moderator bias, and (5) patients’
avoidances of sharing their real experience and feelings.9
Meanwhile, social media has brought rapid changes to the health
communication landscape. Individuals are increasingly sharing a
large amount of personal health information, including their health
experience, on various social media platforms such as Twitter.
Figure 1. The integrated behavioral model.
These user-generated data provide unique insights into
individuals’ health behaviors. On the other hand, researchers that use social media data are also facing
methodological issues, such as the lack of sociodemographic information and how social media results can be
compared with and/or supplement results from traditional survey studies.
In this study, we take the first step to fill these gaps aiming to (1) infer user attributes (i.e., age, gender, race) directly
from user postings, and (2) compare social media findings with survey results guided by the IBM. In particular, we
collected Twitter postings relevant to palliative care using a set of search keywords. We then built two machine
learning models to classify these tweets into (1) relevant vs. irrelevant to palliative care discussions, and then within
relevant tweets (2) promotional information (e.g., news, advertisements) vs. laypeople discussions. We used a topic
modeling method to learn the themes of palliative care discussions on Twitter, extracted the user attributes (with an
initial focus on age) and geolocation information of laypeople tweets, and assessed various associations between the
learned Twitter topics and responses to palliative care-related questions in the 2018 NCI HINTS 5 Cycle 2 survey
data10 to explore whether we can derived social media-based measures comparable to survey-based measures of
palliative care. More specific, we aim to answer the following 3 research questions (RQs).
• RQ1. What are the commonly discussed topics in promotional information and laypeople discussions on
Twitter related to palliative care? Are consumers’ palliative care discussions on Twitter affected by
promotional information? (i.e., through assessing the correlations between promotional palliative carerelated information and consumers’ discussions in terms of topic distributions)
• RQ2. Can the learned topics be mapped to the constructs in the IBM? If so, are the geographic
distributions of the learned topics comparable to the determinants measured from HINTS survey?
• RQ3. Can we extract a user’s gender from their Twitter postings? If so, are the geographic distributions
of the learned topics comparable to the determinants measured from HINTS survey stratified by gender?
If successful, the learned topics can potentially be used as measures of IBM constructs that ultimately can help us
identify and understand the determinants of consumers’ health behaviors towards palliative care.

Figure 2. The general analysis workflow.
Methods
The general process of our approach, as shown in Figure 2, is to (1) collect palliative care-related tweets, (2)
classify tweets into consumers’ discussions and promotional information, (3) predict Twitter users’ gender based on
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their posts, (4) abstract topics from both consumers’ discussions and promotional information, and (5) answer our 3
research questions based on the topic distributions.
Step 1: Data collection
Tweets related to palliative care. We collected two Twitter datasets related to palliative care: (1) we collected
1,110,632 palliative care-related tweets from March 1, 2019 to May 20, 2019 using a crawler that we developed
previously,11,12 based on a set of palliative care-related keywords (e.g., “palliative care” and “palliative medicine”).
We generated the keywords using a snowball sampling process: started with a set of seed keywords, then searched
on Twitter with these keywords to retrieve a sample of tweets, evaluated the relevance of each tweet, and identified
new keywords. We did this process iteratively until no new keywords were found; and (2) we used the keywords
developed above and identified 333,888 related tweets on a database of public random tweets (i.e., from 2013 to
2017, which we collected using the same Twitter crawler).
Training data for gender identification. To develop classifiers to identify gender, we obtained the author profiling
task dataset from PAN 2018, which focused on gender identification with Twitter data.13 A set of 100 tweets and 10
images were provided for each user and the users were grouped by three languages including English, Arabic and
Spanish. In this study, we focused on English tweets and text data only. The PAN 2018 dataset originally provided
3,000 Twitter users for training and 1,900 Twitter users for testing, where the truth labels were released at the end of
the competition. Thus, in total, we obtained 4,900 labeled Twitter users from the PAN 2018 dataset and the gender
distribution balanced (i.e., 2,450 male and 2,450 female) without missing labels, tweets, and images.
Survey data from HINTS. Further, we obtained survey data from 2018 HINTS 5, Cycle 2.10 HINTS is a nationally
representative survey on public’s use of cancer and health-related information. We extracted responses from 3,504
respondents who answered 12 palliative care-related questions. We also obtained state-level geographic information
and full-sample weight (i.e., to calculate population estimates) of each respondent.
Step 2: Twitter data preprocessing. We preprocessed the Twitter data to eliminate duplicate tweets and tweets that
were not written in English. To develop the tweet classifiers, we further preprocessed the tweets following the steps
used by GloVe 14: (1) removed hyperlinks, (2) removed mentions, (3) converted hashtags into English words (e.g.,
convert “#palliativecare” to “palliativecare”), (4) removed all emojis, and (5) geotagged each tweet to a US state with
a tool we developed previously.15 Twitter has three options to attach geographic information to each tweet or a user
profile: (1) a geocode (i.e., latitude and longitude) or a geographic ‘place’ can be attached to each tweet, if it is posted
with a GPS-enabled mobile device or the user chose to tag it with a ‘place’; (2) the associated user profile can be
geocoded (either to a GPS location or a ‘place'); and (3) the free-text ‘location’ attribute can be filled by the user. If
geocodes were available, we attempted to resolve the locations through reverse geocoding using GeoNames,16 a public
geographical database. Only 0.91% of tweets and 0.45% of Twitter user profiles in our datasets have geocodes (i.e.,
latitude and longitude pairs). For most tweets, we matched the free-text ‘location’ with lexical patterns indicating the
location of the user such as a state name (e.g., “Florida”) or a city name in various possible combinations and formats
(e.g., “——, fl”). For topic modeling, we also lemmatized each word and removed stop words (e.g., “it”, “is”).
Step 3: Tweet classification. Even though a tweet contains keywords related to palliative care, the tweet may not be
relevant to the palliative care discussions (e.g., “Comfort Care Toilet Paper”). Further, to answer RQ1, we need to
separate promotional information on Twitter from genuine consumer discussions. Thus, we developed a two-step
process with two classification models to categorize the massive number of tweets into 3 groups (i.e., irrelevant,
promotional, and consumer discussions).
To develop the classification models, we randomly selected and annotated 1,839 tweets from the overall dataset
based on keyword distributions to create a training set. We then experimented with one machine learning (i.e.,
Random Forest [RF]) and two deep learning algorithms (i.e., Convolutional Neural Networks [CNN) and Long
Short-Term Memory [LSTM)) to categorize the tweets into the 3 groups. We choose RF because it has good out-ofbox performance for Twitter text classification tasks,17 while deep learning methods have shown state-of-art
performance surpassing traditional methods.18 We implemented the RF via the scikit-learn19 library and used ngrams to convert tweet text into feature vectors. We implemented the CNN and LSTM in Keras20 on the top of the
Tensorflow21 framework and used the GloVe14 pretrained 100 dimension Twitter word embeddings in the
convolutional layer.
Demographic data are often missing or restricted to access in many social media platforms. For example, Twitter
users are not required to provide detailed demographics (e.g., race) or some of the attributes are restricted to only
visible to “friends” (e.g., year of birth). The missing of such information makes it challenging to answer more
specific research questions across subpopulation groups (e.g., “Is there any gender difference in terms of
individual’s attitude towards palliative care?”). However, new machine learning (ML) research can infer users’
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demographic attributes with high accuracy, including age,22 gender,23 and race/ethnicity. In this study, we leveraged
the PAN 2018 author profiling task dataset that focused on gender identification of Twitter users, whereas both text
(i.e., 100 tweets) and image (i.e., 10) were available. We focused on the text data when building our classifiers.
Following the same approach above, we experimented with three classification algorithms (i.e., RF, CNN, and
LSTM). 80% of the 4,900 Twitter users were used for training and the rest as an independent testing data.
Step 4: Topic modeling. Topic modeling is an unsupervised approach that can extract themes/topics from a collection
of documents. We used the biterm topic model (BTM) to identify the latent topics from all palliative care-related
tweets (i.e., combined both promotional information and consumers’ discussions).24 Different from the commonly
used latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model using document-level word co-occurrence patterns to reveal topics, BTM
directly models the generation of word co-occurrence patterns (i.e., biterms) in the whole corpus. Doing so, BTM
addresses the data sparsity issue commonly found in short documents, and thus, outperforms traditional topic models
like LDA on tweets.24 Similar to LDA, BTM represents each document (i.e., a tweet in our case) as a mixture of latent
topics, and each topic can generate words with certain probabilities. Although topic modeling is unsupervised, the
number of topics needs to be set a priori as a parameter. In previous studies,12 we tested various statistical measures
(e.g., KL divergence) for determining the optimal number of topics and found that these metrics often do not converge
and the number of topics discovered does not conform to human judgments. Additional qualitative analysis of the
generated topics to determine their quality is still necessary. Learned from this experience, we picked a relatively
large number (i.e., 50), so that the learned topics would cover all potential discussion themes. To evaluate the quality
of the learned topics, two annotators were presented with the word clouds and the top 20 tweets associated the topics
and were asked to assign each topic a label based on their judgments, independently. Each annotator was also asked
to assess the quality of each topic. A topic is considered of low quality if (1) the keywords in the topic did not represent
a cohesive concept, or (2) more than half of the 20 tweets were assigned to the topic incorrectly (i.e., the content of an
assigned tweet does not reflect the keywords in the topic’s word cloud).
The nature of the BTM allows all topics to occur in the same tweet with different probabilities, while topics with
low probabilities might not actually exist. Thus, we needed to determine a cutoff probability value to select the most
representative and adequate topics to be assigned to each tweet. We tested a range of cutoff values and manually
evaluated a random sample of tweets (i.e., 100) for each tested cutoff value to determine whether the topics (whose
probabilities were larger than the cutoff) assigned to each tweet were correct. We then selected the lowest cutoff
where more than 70% of topic assignments were adequate. Note that the cutoff values for promotional vs. consumer
tweets were established separately.
Step 5: Answer the three research questions
We answered the 3 RQs through analyzing the discussion themes learned from the BTM in the following steps.
For RQ1 (i.e., “What are the commonly discussed topics in promotional information and laypeople discussions on
Twitter related to palliative care? Are consumers’ palliative care discussions on Twitter affected by promotional
information?”), we visualized the learned latent topics as word clouds and qualitatively analyzed these topics. We
identified the top 10 topics within in each of the two categories of tweets (i.e., promotional information vs.
consumer discussions) and examined the common topics across the two. We plotted the monthly trends of the topics
for both categories and then calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between the two in terms of monthly
tweet volumes for each topic to assess whether consumer discussions are impacted by promotional information.
For RQ2 (i.e., “Can the learned topics be mapped to the constructs in the IBM? If so, are the geographic
distributions of the learned topics comparable to the determinants measured from HINTS survey?”), we first
mapped high-quality topics to IBM constructs through manually examining each topic’s word-cloud and a sample of
20 associated consumer tweets by two annotators (HZ and YP). For example, “fundraising for palliative care” with
a sample consumer tweet—“I am fundraising for Springhill Hospice (Rochdale). Please donate at my JustGiving
page”—can be mapped to the “environmental constraint” construct in IBM. A topic is excluded if it does not
represent consumer discussions (i.e., more than 10 out of the 20 sample tweets are irrelevant to the topic theme).
We then grouped the 12 palliative care-related HINTS questions into question groups (QGs) and mapped the QGs to
IBM constructs. For example, we merged “Imagine you had a strong need to get information about palliative care.
Where would you go first to get information” and “Image you had a strong need to get information about palliative
care. Which of the following would you most trust as a source of information about palliative care?” in to a
“palliative care trust information” group. We then established the correlations between consumer-related palliative
care Twitter topics and population estimates derived from the palliative care-related HINTS questions at state level.
Note that we excluded promotional information because (1) many of the user accounts are organizations and public
figures, and (2) these promotional posts do not represent consumer thoughts about palliative care thus does not
reflect consumer’s behavioral determinants towards palliative care. To calculate the correlations, we first calculated
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normalized geographic distribution of topic discussion rates (i.e., Twitter users who discussed a specific topic
divided by the total number of Twitter users who posted palliative care-related tweets in a state). From survey data,
to obtain the normalized geographic distribution of HINTS response rates, we divided the number of respondents
with the answers of interest (e.g., responded “strongly disagree” to “Accepting palliative care means giving up”) by
the total number of respondents for each state considering each respondent’s full sample weight in HINTS.
Considering that we grouped questions into QGs, we also combined answers for all questions in that QG (i.e., if a
respondent responds with the interested answer for any question in that QG). After normalized both Twitter and
survey data, we calculated the Spearman’s rank correlations between Twitter topics and the population estimates
(derived from HINTS survey responses to each QG) in terms of their geographic distributions.
For RQ3 (i.e., “Can we extract user attributes with an initial focus on gender from laypeople’s Twitter postings? If
so, are the geographic distributions of the learned topics comparable to the determinants measured from HINTS
survey stratified by gender?”), we used the gender identification classifier developed in Step 3 to extract the gender
information of each Twitter user whose tweets were classified as consumer discussions based on their most recent
100 tweets (regardless of whether the tweets are related to palliative care or not). Similar to the approach for RQ2,
we then calculated the Spearman’s rank correlations between Twitter topics and the population estimates (derived
from HINTS survey responses to each QG) in terms of their geographic distributions but stratified by gender.
Results
Twitter datasets
The snowballing process generated 77 keywords related to palliative care. Based on these 77 keywords, our
palliative care Twitter data were collected from two different sources: (1) we collected 1,110,632 tweets related to
palliative care from March 1, 2019 to May 20, 2019 (81 days). After removing duplicates, non-English tweets, and
tweets without keywords (e.g., “@Palliative_Bio”, where the keyword “palliative” is part of a user name), 333,888
tweets remained; and (2) we used the same list of keywords to extract tweets from our historical random sample
database, which was collected using the Twitter steaming application interface (API), from January 1, 2013 to May
31, 2018. From this dataset, we collected a total of 213,559 tweets. After removing duplicates, non-English tweets,
and tweets without keywords, 95,084 tweets were left. Table 1 shows the number of tweets by year.
Table 1. Number of tweets by year from the two data sources
Year
# of tweets
# after preprocessinga
# of geo-tagged tweets
# of users
2013
23,764
12,355
2,438
9,364
2014
29,258
14,282
2,958
10,583
2015
35,874
15,323
3,496
10,917
2016
47,767
20,399
4,425
13,264
2017
48,119
20,833
4,515
14,296
2018
28,777
11,892
2,218
9,446
2019
1,110,632
333,888
73,640
205,679
Total
1,324,191
428,972
93,690
273,549
a
Preprocessing: removed 1) duplicates 2) non-English, and 3) tweets without keywords

# of geo-tagged user
1,603
1,985
2,284
2,747
2,818
1,698
44,194
57,329

Tweets classification and identification of user gender
We explored 3 classification algorithms (i.e. RF, CNN and LSTM) to category the tweets into 3 categories (i.e.,
irrelevant, promotional information, and consumer discussions) using a two-step process. We used 80% of the
annotated data for training and the performance was measured on the reserved 20% independent testing data. As
shown in Table 2, the CNN models outperformed other algorithms in both tasks (i.e., (1) relevant vs. irrelevant; and
subsequently (2) promotional vs. consumer within relevant tweets). Thus, we adopted the CNN models as the final
classifiers. The CNN classifier identified 371,880 relevant tweets (out of 428,972 tweets with palliative care-related
keywords). Out of the 371,880 relevant tweets, 258,284 tweets were classified as promotional information; and
113,596 tweets (82,172 Twitter users) were classified as consumer discussions. Within consumer tweets, 29,993
tweets (27,089 Twitter users) can be geotagged to a US state.
We explored the same 3 classification algorithms (i.e., RF, CNN and LSTM) to develop a gender classifier based on
Twitter users’ tweets. The PAN 2018 dataset provided 100 tweets for each user. For RF, we used the n-grams scheme
to extract features from text. For deep learning models (i.e., CNN and LSTM), we used pretrained GloVe Twitter
word embeddings to convert tweets into feature vectors. We trained each model on the 3,000 users training set and
measured performance on the reserved 1,900 Twitter users testing dataset. Table 2 shows the performance of the
gender classification models; and CNN again outperformed other models. The CNN classifier identified 6,322 males
and 20,787 females from the 27,089 lay consumers who discussed palliative care on Twitter.
Table 2. Performance of tweet classification and gender identification models
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Model
Precision
Recall
Relevant vs. Irrelevant (1,397 vs. 442)
RF
0.73
0.66
CNN
0.75
0.76
LSTM
0.75
0.77
Promotional information vs. Consumers’ discussions (1,082 vs. 315)
RF
0.76
0.75
CNN
0.78
0.79
LSTM
0.77
0.76
Gender identification (male: 2,450 vs. female: 2,450)
RF
0.65
0.64
CNN
0.80
0.80
LSTM
0.58
0.58

F-score
0.68
0.76
0.74
0.76
0.79
0.76
0.64
0.80
0.57

Topic modeling
We trained a BTM using all the 371,880 tweets (i.e., both promotional and consumer tweets) relevant to palliative
care with the number of topics set at 50 to extract as many topics as possible. Two annotators (i.e., kappa: 0.79)
reviewed the 50 topics and a sample of 20 tweets associated with topic to (1) assess topic quality and (2) merge topics
with similar themes. Even through the BTM was trained using both promotional and consumer tweets, some of topics
might not be more prevalent in consumer discussions or vice versa in promotional tweets. Thus, a high-quality topic
identified based on consumer tweets might not be of high quality in terms of promotional tweets. Through this process,
we identified 17 high-quality topics from consumer tweets and 12 high-quality topics from promotional tweets.
We determined the cutoff probabilities for consumer and promotional tweets separately. For consumer tweets, the
cutoff probability is 0.2, where 72% of the 100 randomly selected consumer tweets’ topic assignments were adequate.
For promotional tweets, the cutoff value is 0.3, where 70% of the selected tweets had adequate topic assignments. We
were able to assign topics to 91.4% (i.e., 27,426) of the 29,993geocoded consumer tweets.

Figure 3. Word clouds of top 3 topics from consumer discussions and promotional information.
Research questions
RQ1: What are the commonly discussed topics in promotional information and consumer discussions on Twitter
related to Palliative care? Are consumer discussions affected by promotional information?
As shown in Table 3, we identified top 10 discussed topics across consumer and promotional tweets. Figure 3 shows
the word clouds and sample tweets of the top 3 topics in consumer discussions and promotional information.
Table 3. Top 10 most discussed topics in consumer discussions and promotional information related to palliative care.

ID
31, 45
38

Topic in Consumer
Family member in hospice
Care for non-viable newborn

Consumer
Tweets (%)
N = 113,596
26,866 (23.7 %)
8,692 (7.7%)

ID
6
17
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Topic in Promotional
Fundraising
Support for hospice

Promotional
Tweets (%)
N = 258,284
16,713 (6.5%)
12,320 (4.8%)

6
25
41
35
17
1
11
15

Fundraising
Palliative care for newborn
with bilateral renal agenesis
Documentary of patients
End of life care
Support for hospice
Comfort care for unwanted
newborn
Hospice patient and people
against Trump policy
Debate about palliative care
is infanticide

4,143 (3.6%)

33

3,718 (3.3%)
2,924 (2.6%)
2,557 (2.3%)

15
38
45

2,312 (2.0%)

3

2,266 (2.0%)

39

2,128 (1.9%)

5

2,120 (1.9%)

11

Palliative care events
Debate about palliative care
is infanticide
Care for non-viable newborn
Family members in hospice
A sexually assaulting
incident in hospice
People entered hospice care
Pioneers in palliative care
and palliative medicine
Hospice patient and people
against Trump policy

7,647 (3.0%)
5,872 (2.3%)
3,942 (1.5%)
3,119 (1.2%)
2,670 (1.0%)
2,485 (1.0%)
2,210 (0.9%)
1,420 (0.5%)

There are 12 high-quality topics in both promotional and consumer tweets as shown in Table 4. 5 out of the 17 highquality topics are unique to consumer discussions of palliative care (e.g., topic 14: “people ask for help and pray for
hospice patients” and topic 21: “People talked about their friends in hospice”). 7 out of the 12 common topics are
correlated between promotional and consumer tweets (p < 0.05) in terms of their monthly volumes.
Table 4. Common topics across promotional and consumer tweets and their correlations
Topic ID
1
15
25
38
5
6
31, 45
33
35
41
3
17

Common Topic across Promotional and Consumer Tweets
Comfort care for unwanted newborn
Debate about palliative care is infanticide
Palliative care for newborn with bilateral renal agenesis
Palliative care for non-viable newborn
Pioneers in palliative care and palliative medicine
Fundraising for palliative care
Family members in hospice
Palliative care related events
End of life care
Documentary of hospice patients
A hospice patient's final request
Support for hospice

Correlation Coefficient
0.34 (p < 0.01)
0.02 (p = 0.88)
0.98 (p < 0.01)
0.98 (p < 0.01)
0.69 (p < 0.01)
0.98 (p < 0.01)
0.35 (p < 0.01)
0.98 (p < 0.01)
0.98 (p < 0.01)
0.01 (p = 0.91)
0.07 (p = 0.56)
0.99 (p < 0.01)

RQ2: Can the learned topics be mapped to the constructs in the IBM? If so, are the geographic distributions of
the learned topics comparable to the determinants measured from HINTS survey?
16 out of the 17 high-quality consumer topics were mapped to 4 different IBM constructs: (1) knowledge (1 topic,
e.g., topic 33: “Palliative care related events”), (2) attitude (9 topics, e.g., topic 1: “comfort care for unwanted
newborn” and topic 15: “debate on palliative care is infanticide”), (3) perceived norm (5 topics, e.g., topic 31/45:
“family member in hospice”), and (4) constrains (1 topic, e.g., “fundraising”).
We grouped 12 palliative care-related HINTS questions into 11 QGs and mapped the 11 QGs to 4 types of IBM
constructs: (1) knowledge (2 QGs), (2) attitude (6 QGs), (3) perceived norm (2 QGs), and (4) habit (1 QGs). We then
explored Spearman’s rank correlations between the geographic distributions of the discussion rates (i.e., the proportion
of Twitter users who discussed that topic) for each of the 17 high-quality consumer topics in Twitter and the response
rates (i.e., the proportion of people who gave the answer of interest) for each of the palliative care-related QGs in
HINTS. Table 5 shows examples of (1) the mappings of Twitter topics in consumer tweets to corresponding IBM
constructs, and (2) correlations between Twitter topics and responses in HINTS.
Table 5. Examples of mapping topics in consumer discussions to the palliative care-related survey questions in HINTS
and corresponding constructs in the Integrated Behavior Model (IBM).
Palliative care-related survey
questions in HINTS
QG1.a How would you describe your
level of knowledge about palliative
care?
Answer: I’ve never heard of it
QG2.b To me, the goal of palliative
care is to help friends and family to
cope with a patient’s illness
Answer: Strongly/Somewhat disagree

IBM
Construct
Knowledge

Attitude

Correlation with the 17 high-quality consumer topics
Both gender
Female
Male
Topic 5 - “pioneers
Topic 21 – “people
Topic 3 - "A sexually
in palliative care and talked about their
assaulting incident in
palliative medicine”
friends in hospice”
hospice" (𝜌: 0.41; p <
0.02)
(𝜌: -0.47; p < 0.01)
(𝜌: -0.37; p = 0.03)
Topic 31/45- “family
members in hospice”
(𝜌: -0.39; p = 0.02)
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Topic 31/45- “family
members in hospice”
(𝜌: -0.38; p = 0.03)

Topic 35 - "End of
life care" (𝜌: 0.39; p
= 0.03)

QG7.a It is a doctor’s obligation to
inform all patients with cancer about
the option of palliative care
Answer: Strongly/Somewhat disagree
QG11.b Imagine you had a strong need
to get information about palliative care.
1) Where would you go first to get
information?
2) Which of the following would

you most trust as a source of
information about palliative care?

Perceived
Norm

Topic 33 - “palliative
care related events”
(𝜌: 0.38; p = 0.03)

N/A

Topic 35 - "End of
life care" (𝜌: 0.36; p
= 0.04)

Habit

Topic 6 “Fundraising for
palliative care” (𝜌:
0.36; p = 0.04)

N/A

NA

Answer: Health care provider (doctor,
nurse, social worker)

RQ3. Can we extract a Twitter user’s gender from users’ Twitter postings? If so, are the geographic distributions
of the learned topics comparable to the determinants measured from HINTS survey stratified by gender?
The gender classifier identified 6,322 males and 20,787 females from the 27,089 Twitter users whose tweets were
classified as consumer discussions. Similarly, we then explored Spearman’s rank correlations between the geographic
distributions of the discussion rates in Twitter and the response rates in HINTS stratified by gender shown in Table 5.
Discussion and conclusion
In this study, guided by the integrated behavioral model, we explored the potential of using user-generated content on
Twitter to assess the determinants of consumers’ behaviors towards palliative care, which have been traditionally
measured through surveys. A secondary goal is to assess the feasibility of extracting user demographics from Twitter
data—a significant shortcoming in existing studies that limits our ability to explore more fine-grained research
questions (e.g., gender difference). We collected palliative care-related tweets (i.e., 2013 to 2019), built classifiers to
1) categorize tweets into promotional vs. consumer discussions, and 2) extract user gender directly from user postings,
applied topic modeling to abstract themes of consumer discussions, and subsequently answer 3 research questions.
For RQ1, we found 4 out of the 12 common topics in both consumer and promotional tweets are related to newborns:
(1) topic 1:“Comfort care for unwanted newborn”, (2) topic 15:“debate about palliative care is infanticide”, (3) topic
25: “palliative care for newborn with bilateral renal agenesis”, and (4) topic 38:“Palliative care for non-viable
newborn”. One of the most difficult ethical dilemmas for parents and pediatric physicians arises when a child has
complex chronic conditions that may not be curable and cause discomfort with no prospect of any improvement on
quality of life. In the context of medical futility, it is harmful to prolong medical treatment. Then, palliative care
enters into the discussions of parents and physicians when the primary goal of treatments is no longer focused on
curing a condition but on making your baby as comfortable as possible25. In a rally in Panama City Beach, Florida on
May 8, 2019, president Donald Trump accused doctors of executing babies who would die soon after birth due to fatal
anomalies after a failed abortion attempt.26 A family may choose palliative care or comfort care, that might involve
“swaddling the newborn in a blanket and allowing the baby to die naturally without medical intervention”. It ignited
national debates over abortion and palliative care for newborns on Twitter (e.g., tweets like “Some infants are born
with … anencephaly where they have no brain. They cannot survive and need palliative, compassionate end of life
care. Trump has no Compassion! So of course, he would let babies live in pain for days!”. We observed that many of
these consumer discussions happened after the spread of “promotional information” on these topics; and there are
strong correlations on these topics between consumer and promotional tweets.
Further, the high-quality topics are similar between promotional information and consumer’s discussions, where 12
out of the 17 high-quality topics are the same across the two. We found that 9 out of the 12 common topics in consumer
tweets are correlated (p < 0.05) with promotional information, suggesting that promotional health information on
Twitter certainly has an impact on consumer discussions. This finding is consistent with our previous study on Lynch
syndrome and breast cancer.12 The strong correlations might also indicate that promoting public awareness of
palliative care through Twitter may be an effective health communication strategy.
For RQ2, 16 high-quality topics in consumer palliative care discussions can be mapped to IBM constructs. Most of
these topics are related to people’s attitude (9 topics) and perceived norm (5 topics). However, constructs such as
personal agency, salience of the behavior, and habit are not found in these topics. One possible reason is that compared
with attitude and perceived norm, constructs such as personal agency (i.e., individual’s capability to originate the
behavior) are rarely discussed on Twitter. People are more willing to talk about their feelings and perceived norms
(e.g., “People ask for help and pray for hospice patients”) than personal agency in performing the behavior. We then
explored the correlation between the determinants measured from HINTS survey and learned topics from Twitter
based on the geographic distributions. 14 out of the 17 high-quality consumer topics are correlated (p < 0.05) with
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HINTS responses, suggesting findings from social media data are comparable to—thus, may be an additional data
source to supplement—those from traditional survey methods. One of the highest correlations we found is between
topic 31/45: “family members in hospice” and QG2.b: Strongly/Somewhat disagree on “To me, the goal of palliative
care is to help friends and family to cope with a patient’s illness” (i.e., 𝜌 = -0.39, p = 0.02). In another word, in states
where less people discuss palliative and hospice care (as observed in Twitter data), the more people disagree with the
correct statements of those care (as observed in HINTS). A possible explanation is that in states with more discussions
on family member in hospice will increase an individual’s perceived norm towards palliative care use, which will
increase her positive feelings (i.e., attitude) towards the goal of palliative care. Through this example, social media
findings can be an excellent supplementary data source to traditional methods providing additional and deeper insights.
For RQ3, we successfully built models to accurately identify Twitter user’s gender based on her postings (i.e., the best
performed CNN classifier has an F1-score of 0.8). Our CNN model identified 6,322 males and 20,787 females out of
the 27,089 users who are considered as lay consumers. More female than male users joined palliative care-related
discussions. Following the same approach as RQ2, we calculated the correlations between Twitter consumer topics
and HINTS responses stratified by gender. Out of the 17 high-quality consumer topics, 8 common topics have strong
correlations with HINTS responses in all 3 groups of analysis (i.e., consider “both gender”, “male”-only and “female”only as examples shown in Table 5), 6 topics have strong correlations in “both gender” and “female”-only groups, no
topic in “both gender” and “male”-only groups, 2 topics in “female”-only and “male”-only groups, 1 topic in “male”only group, and no topic in “female”-only group. Our findings indicate (1) strong gender differences when discussing
palliative care-related topics, and (2) significant variations on how social media findings are correlated to survey
responses when the gender variable can be considered. This suggests the importance of being able to tease out user
attributes like gender in social media studies.
We also need to recognize the limitations of social media studies. First, beside the classifiers we used in this paper,
there are many other the state-of-art algorithms (e.g., ensemble models). We did not exhaustively experimented with
all methods. Second, social media users (i.e., Twitter users) are different from the general population (i.e., HINTS
survey respondents). Thus, a strong correlation of between Twitter topics with HINTS responses does not indicate
that findings from Twitter data can be translated or applied directly to the general population. Twitter users are
younger than the general population. Thus, the representativeness of social media populations should be carefully
considered when interpreting study findings. Third, there are lots of noise data in the Twitter, like ads bots and fake
accounts, which may also distort the representativeness of our findings.
Our study demonstrated that social media like Twitter offer unique opportunities to assess consumers’ health
behaviors. Nevertheless, social media data can only supplement traditional methods and biases of social media data
need to be carefully considered when interpreting the study results.
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Abstract
Non-lattice subgraphs are often indicative of structural anomalies in ontological systems. Visualization of SNOMED
CT’s non-lattice subgraphs can help make sense of what has been asserted in the hierarchical (“is-a”) relation.
More importantly, it can demonstrate what has not been asserted, or “is-not-a,” using Closed-World Assumption
for such subgraphs. A feature-rich web-based interactive graph-visualization engine called WINS is introduced, for
supporting non-lattice based analysis of ontological systems such as SNOMED CT. A faceted search interface is
designed for querying conjunctively specified non-lattice subgraphs. To manage the large number of possible nonlattice subgraphs, MongoDB is used for storing and processing sets of concepts, relationships, and subgraphs, as
well as for query optimization. WINS’ interactive visualization interface is implemented in the open source package
D3.js. 14 versions of SNOMED CT (US editions from March 2012 to September 2018), with about 170,000 subgraphs
in each version, were extracted and imported into WINS. Two types of non-lattice based ontology quality assurance
(OQA) tasks were highlighted to demonstrate use cases of WINS in sense-making of such non-lattice subgraphs.
Introduction
One of the generally applicable ontology design principle or pattern is that the subsumption relationship (or is-a
hierarchy) should form a lattice1, 2 . Non-lattice subgraphs, therefore, are indicative of possible structural anomalies in
ontological systems. For example, in SNOMED CT, subgraphs around non-lattice pairs had change rates (from one
version to the next) 38 times higher than the change rates of the overall background structure3 . Hence, visualization of
non-lattice subgraphs can support the analysis and sense-making of potential errors and underlying root causes, and to
suggest correction measures resulting in the conversion of non-lattice subgraphs to lattice-conforming subgraphs.
Existing browsers such as the SNOMED CT Browser4 and the NLM SNOMED CT Browser5 were not designed
to support the interactive visualization of non-lattice subgraphs. The size and complexity of SNOMED CT require
sophisticated techniques to handle algorithmic, perceptual, and real-time visualization challenges6 . Hundreds of thousands of non-lattice pairs and non-lattice subgraphs exist in each version of SNOMED CT, making speedy construction
of such subgraphs a difficult task. For example, 631,006 non-lattice pairs and 171,011 non-lattice, non-comparable
subgraphs were found in the September 2015 version of SNOMED CT (US edition). An efficient searching interface
is also indispensable to quickly locate non-lattice subgraphs of interest after they have been generated. Since lattice
and non-lattice structures are specific types of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), classical graph rendering algorithms
and techniques need to be adapted and implemented for visualizing subgraphs in ontological systems.
To overcome such challenges, we introduce a visualization tool called Web-based Interactive Visualization of NonLattice Subgraphs (WINS). WINS can effectively display all relevant information around non-lattice subgraphs specified by a user in virtually real-time while allowing the user to perform meaningful interaction with the ontological
substructure. This paper serves as a use case for WINS dedicated to supporting non-lattice subgraph visualization for
facilitating quality assurance of SNOMED CT.
1
1.1

Background
SNOMED CT

SNOMED CT7 is the world’s largest comprehensive and precise, multilingual premier comprehensive clinical terminology of healthcare-related terminologies worldwide. It provides broad coverage of clinical medicine, including
Findings, Diseases, and Procedures to support clinical decision, information retrieval, and semantic interoperability.
SNOMED CT is accepted as a common global language for health terms in over 50 countries. In the U.S., the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act8 have designated SNOMED CT as the U.S.
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national terminology standard for multiple purposes including supporting meaningful use of EHRs and cost-effective
delivery of care.
1.2

Non-Lattice Based Ontology Quality Assurance

Although being a lattice is a generally accepted ontology design pattern for the is-a hierarchy1, 2 , this property does not
always hold for biomedical ontologies1, 9, 10 . Figure 1 shows two examples of structures of SNOMED CT (September
2014 version): lattice structure on the left and non-lattice structure on the right. A lattice pair is a pair of concepts that
have a unique maximal lower bound and a unique minimal upper bound. For example, on the left, the two concepts
(in green) “Myocardial disease” and “Fetal heart disorder” form a lattice pair, since they have a unique minimal upper
bound “Heart disease” (in pink) and a unique maximal lower bound “Disorder of fetal myocardium” (in purple).
The fragment containing the lattice pair is called a lattice subgraph. A non-lattice pair (a, b) is defined as a pair
of concepts that have at least two maximal lower bounds. For example, on the right, “Heart disease” and “Disorder
related to cardiac transplantation” (in green) have two (hence not unique) maximal lower bounds: “Cardiac Transplant
disorder” and “Disorder of transplanted heart” (in purple). This fragment (including the maximal lower bounds) is
called a non-lattice subgraph.

Figure 1: Examples of lattice (left) and non-lattice (right).
1.3

Visualization Tools for SNOMED CT

Ontology visualization is essential to facilitate sophisticated quality assurance work in ontological evolution. Visualization tools for ontologies have been developed for viewing terminology content or hierarchy structure11, 12 . The
official SNOMED Browser4 is an online, multilingual, multi-edition ontology browsing application. It enables browsing of International Edition of SNOMED CT, as well as various National Editions. User can enter terms or navigate
in the taxonomy hierarchies to find the target concept, with filters in refset or language. The application provides the
details of concepts, including descriptions, parents and children, attributes and structural diagrams. Protégé13 is one
of the most widely used ontology development tools. Its framework allows interactive creation and visualization of
classes in a hierarchical view. Particularly, Protégé is extendable via plug-ins, enabling developers to add additional
functionality into the Protégé system. Web-Protégé14 is a web-based version of Protégé that focuses on collaborative
ontology development. OntoViz15 is a Protégé plug-in to display an ontology as a 2D graph with capability of showing the names, properties, inheritance, and relations. TGVizTab16 visualizes Protégé ontologies in the spring layout
where nodes repel one another, whereas the edges (links) attract them. It allows users to navigate gradually making
visible parts of the graph. Users may also perform expanding, retracting, hiding, and zooming operations to interact
with the graph. SHriMP17 is a domain-independent visualization technique designed to enhance how people browse
and explore complex information spaces. SHriMP uses a nested graph view and supports concept navigation. One
can expand the hierarchy graph by clicking the concept, which provides an intuitive visualization of its relationships.
Jambalaya18 is a Protégé plug-in based on SHriMP with the enhancement of advanced keyword search, allowing users
to search the whole ontology or limit the search scope by specifying the type of the searched item. OntoRama19 is
an ontology browser for RDF models based on a hyperbolic layout of nodes and arcs. OntoSphere20 is a 3D tool that
uses three different ontology views in order to provide an overview or detailed features, such as ancestors, children,
and semantic relations. OAF 21 is a unified framework and software system for deriving, visualizing, and exploring
partial-area taxonomy abstraction networks.
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1.4

Conjunctive Navigational Exploration

Searching is the process that helps people locate relevant information from an existing collection. Typically, a user
provides a textual query, and the search engine presents a ranked document list in accordance with the computed
degree of relevance. However, such searching process is not always effective in supporting navigation and browsing
while also locating the targeted results. Lookup and exploratory are two basic search modes in information retrieval.
In the lookup mode, a user knows precisely what to look for, enters search terms, and tries to get the corresponding set
of responses. While in the exploratory mode, a user may not be able to easily and effectively formulate a descriptive
search term, and must rely on navigational mechanisms such as menus or facets22 to browse and explore the content.
A single search mode may not handle all searching requirements, especially when the volume of search results can
be overwhelmingly large and needs to be further structured to allow relevant information to be located. Conjunctive
exploratory navigation interfaces CENI and SCENI23–25 have been developed for exploring consumer health questions
with health topics as dynamically search tags complementing keyword-based lookup. The conjunctive exploration
mechanism allows users to quickly narrow down to the most relevant results in the most effective way.
2

Methods

WINS follows a Model-View-Controller (MVC) design principle. Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture of WINS.
WINS uses MongoDB as the backend database to store non-lattice subgraphs extracted from SNOMED CT. The
view mainly contains four parts: a) facet options; b) query widgets; c) result display panel; and d) graph rendering.
Controller connects the model and view. Query translator converts user’s search requests to mongoDB queries. The
query results are then sent to topological sort and position calculation algorithms to obtain formatted data for D3.js to
render non-lattice subgraphs.

Figure 2: Functional architecture: a. facet options; b. query widgets; c. query results; d. graph rendering.
2.1

Generating Non-Lattice Subgraphs

Non-lattice fragments are graphs consisting of the concepts between any member of the non-lattice pair and any
member of their maximal lower bounds1, 3 . However, it is possible that multiple non-lattice pairs have identical
maximal lower bounds. In this case, multiple non-lattice fragments will share the same maximal lower bounds,
which could involve redundant work in analyzing each of these fragments. To avoid such redundant work, the definition of “non-lattice subgraph” has been introduced10 . A non-lattice subgraph is determined by a non-lattice pair
and its maximal lower bounds. We generate non-lattice subgraphs for WINS by only including the minimal concepts sharing the same maximal lower bounds. Given a non-lattice pair p and its maximal lower bounds mlb(p), a
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non-lattice subgraph can be obtained by (1) reversely computing the minimal upper bounds of the maximal lower
bounds, denoted by mub(mlb(p)), and (2) aggregating all the concepts and edges between (including) any concept in mub(mlb(p)) and any of the maximal lower bounds mlb(p)10 . We call mub(mlb(p)) and mlb(p) the upper bounds and lower bounds of the non-lattice subgraph, respectively. The size of a non-lattice subgraph is defined as the number of concepts it contains. For instance, given a non-lattice pair (1, 2) and its maximal lower
bounds {5, 6} as shown in Figure 3, computing the minimal upper bounds of {5, 6} yields {1, 2, 3}. Then the
non-lattice subgraph contains all the concepts and relations between {1, 2, 3} and {5, 6}, that is, concepts {1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and is-a relations {(5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3), (6, 1), (6, 4), (4, 2), (6, 3)}. In this case, we aggregate three non-lattice fragments {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}, {1, 3, 5, 6}, and {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} into one non-lattice subgraph.
2.2

Processing Data Model

1

2

3

9

We followed our previous work to compute non-lattice pairs
and non-lattice subgraphs for each version of SNOMED CT.
4
We store non-lattice subgraphs in MongoDB in the format of
document. The advantage of using MongoDB and document
5
6
format is that we do not need to restrict to specific schemas and
can dynamically extend existing data models with customized
attributes. To support facet-based conjunctive search and visu- Figure 3: An example of non-lattice subgraph of size
alization, a non-lattice subgraph document in WINS includes 6. Nodes represent concepts and edges represent is-a
the following information: upper bound concepts and size, relations.
lower bound concepts and size, total size of the non-lattice subgraph, all concepts and relations between them, synonyms, hierarchical information, and version. Pre-computed upper
and lower closures as a table of triples (c, ↑c, ↓c) for each concept c is stored in the database to speed up graph rendering
algorithms, where ↑c denotes concept c’s ancestors and ↓c denotes concept c’s descendants.

Figure 4: Conjunctive query interface of WINS.
2.3

Conjunctive Query Interface

Benefited from the mechanism developed in CENI23, 24 , a novel search method is designed to support fast and precisely
locating non-lattice subgraphs in WINS. By leveraging the semantic and structural information in the subgraphs, we
create a set of query facets to help narrow down the search scope, such as the subgraph size. Another feature is that
words and metadata are extracted and serve as topic tags for each subgraph, which could help improve the relevance
of search results. This search method allows the user to navigate to specific non-lattice subgraphs in multiple ways.
The WINS search interface supports arbitrary logical conjunction of options and provides the user with multiple paths
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to quickly narrow down to the most relevant contents. Figure 4 shows the layout of the conjunctive query interface of
WINS. It contains the query options panel and the query widgets construction panel.
Query facets allow users to navigate through different topics of the search results. In WINS, we have 9 facet options
(shown in Figure 4): search terms in upper bounds and lower bounds of subgraphs; search terms in concept descriptions
of subgraphs; search by the subgraph size, upper bound size, or lower bound size; search in a specific hierarchy; search
in a specific SNOMED CT version; and search a pair of concepts. By selecting one option at a time, in an incremental
fashion, a user arrives at narrower and narrower content areas that are relevant to all the options selected so far,
conjunctively. For example, searching “chronic heart disease” in the concept descriptions of subgraphs obtains 214
non-lattice subgraphs; and further setting the subgraph size as a range of 4 to 6 obtains 15 non-lattice subgraphs.
Each time a facet is selected, the corresponding query widget will pop up in the query construction panel. The user
can enter specific search requirements in each of these query widgets. WINS has several types of widgets to make
the inputting easier. Text box is used for entering strings; slider bar is used for setting size; drop-down menu is used
for selecting versions; and radio button is used for choosing hierarchies. As shown in Figure 4, users can remove one
widget by clicking its “X” or remove all selected widgets by clicking the “Reset” button. “Collapse All” and “Expand
All” are used when the list of query widgets is too long. By clicking “Query” button, all the query constraints in this
area will be translated into MongoDB queries through the controller of WINS.

Algorithm 1: Topological sort for layers.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16

Function Topological Sort(C)
Data: Upper bounds u, nodes N , adj[][]
Result: layer[]
index i = 1
layer[u]=i
visited[u]=u
queue q.push(u)
while q not empty do
u0 = q.pop()
i=i+1
foreach n ∈ N do
if adj[u0 ][n] is true and visited[n] is
f alse then
layer[n] = i and visited[n] =
true
q.push(n)
end
end
end
return layer[]

Queries are generated in the backend and executed. Each
query widget will be translated into one query. The intersection of all query results are the final result of subgraphs that
match the query criteria. Note here, we do not restrict the exact number and the order of words in query. For example,
when we search “chronic heart disease,” as long as there are
three words “chronic”, “heart”, and “disease” existing in one
concept of the subgraph, this subgraph will be included in the
query results. To make the query process fast, we implement
several optimization strategies. First, we build indexes on all
the subgraphs in MongoDB according to each search option
and use covered query technique, a query that can be satisfied
entirely using an index and does not have to examine any documents. Second, because the description of concepts is stored in
the format of an array of words, we use MongoDB’s multikey
indexes, which support efficient queries against array fields.
Third, for each query, instead of returning the whole document, we only capture the document ids, which can highly improve the performance of the intersection of multi-queries.

The result displaying panel in Figure 4 shows the result of nonlattice subgraphs related to the constructed query, displayed
in the ascending order of subgraph sizes. The number in the
green circle denotes the size of the subgraph, and is followed
by a hyper-link showing the identifiers of upper bound concepts of the subgraph. When clicking on these identifiers, the subgraph will be rendered in a new page in the browser.
2.4

Interactive Visualization

Visualization in WINS is created using force-layout form of D3.js, one of the most popular dynamic and interactive
data visualization libraries. Since ontology and non-lattice subgraphs are directed acyclic graph, hierarchical (topdown) layouts are easy for users to understand. We use Algorithm 1 (topological sort) to assign each node in a
subgraph a layer number. When rendering the non-lattice subgraph, nodes in the same layer are drawn at the same
vertical level. Several heuristic features have been put forth to capture the visual aesthetics of a graph, including
minimizing the number of edge crossings, coloring different types of nodes, minimizing overlapping of text, and
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maintaining symmetry.

Figure 5: Subgraph rendering page of WINS.
Figure 5 shows the graph rendering page for non-lattice subgraphs. The green nodes represent the upper bounds of
the subgraph, the purple ones represent lower bounds, and the gray lines represent is-a relations. WINS also provides
additional features to make this visualization tool functional and interactive. Users can choose to show the parents
of the upper bounds and the children of lower bounds of the subgraph and highlight primitive concepts and stated
relations to make them different from defined and inferred ones, which are useful functions for investigating the
subgraph. Since the graph is Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) rendered by D3.js, users can drag the nodes and edges
to make the subgraph easy to read, especially for large ones. If a user believes the subgraph is interesting, he or she
can save the subgraph for further investigation and also can share the finding to others, by clicking “Save Subgraph”
and “Share Subgraph” button respectively. Besides, user can download the graph in various formats including SVG,
PNG and TIKZ. Subgraph editing function is also available in WINS.
Tools
WINS
SNOMED
Browser
SHriMP
OAF
Protégé
Web-Protégé
Jambalaya
OntoSphere
Figure 6: Non-lattice subgraph rendering time.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the selected ontology visualization tools (D: Drag, S: search, Z: zoom, C: collaborative,
E: edit, NL: non-lattice).

Results

We used the distribution files of SNOMED CT (US edition) to generate non-lattice subgraphs. From the March 2012
version to the September 2018 version, we have generated 14 versions of non-lattice subgraphs and stored them into
the database, along with the corresponding concepts, relations, and term dictionaries.
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3.1

Performance Evaluation of the Layout Algorithm

The time complexity of the layout algorithm needs to be low to maintain efficient interaction with users. We randomly
chose 40 subgraphs (5 subgraphs for each size of 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 30, 40) and took the average rendering time to
evaluate the performance. Figure 6 shows the results. Even for size of 40, it only takes about 4ms, which indicates a
reasonable rendering time.
3.2

Feature Comparison with Other Ontology Visualization Tools

We compared WINS with several other ontology visualization tools, including SNOMED CT Browser4 , SHriMP17 ,
OAF21 , Protégé13 , Web-Protégé14 , Jambalaya18 , and OntoSphere20 . The comparison mainly focused on features and
functions for non-lattice-based OQA, including drag, search, zoom, collaborative, editing, and non-lattice display.
Table 7 lists those where we have found software prototypes. A check mark denotes the tool has the corresponding
feature, while cross mark denotes it does not have the feature. The functions of drag, zoom, and edit can improve the
ease of analysis of non-lattice subgraphs in WINS.
3.3

OQA Work Supported by WINS

Non-lattice subgraphs are generated and imported into WINS. With WINS’s conjunctive explore query interface and
graph rendering technique, ontology experts can easily find and view specific subgraphs, which dramatically reduces
the effort spent on quality assurance work compared to reading text-based descriptions. Two examples of OQA works
supported by visualization of non-lattice subgraphs are given in the following of this subsection.
Visualizing relation reversals in ontological evolution. The visualization of SNOMED CT’s hierarchical non-lattice
fragments is important not only for showing what has been asserted in relations, but also for demonstrating what is
NOT asserted. WINS provides a platform not only to perform exhaustive structural analysis of an individual SNOMED
CT version, but also to systematically track structural changes between versions. We demonstrated the using of
visualization to detect flip-flops in the evolution of an ontological system, which are direct reversals of relations from
one version to another in our previous work26 . When “A is-a B” in one version is reversed to “B is-a A” in another
version, which is an important structural change and could be a potential place that errors occur.

07/2013

merged

03/2014

Figure 8: Non-lattice subgraphs from two SNOMED CT versions and their merged graph27 . Left: a non-lattice
subgraph of 7/2013 version of SNOMED CT. Right: a non-lattice subgraph of 03/2014 version of SNOMED CT.
Middle: merged graph showing the changes.
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Figure 8 demonstrates an example non-lattice fragment around concepts “Arm (53120007)” and “Structure of ligament
of trunk (77638007)” from two SNOMED CT versions, 07/2013 and 03/2014. A merged graph27 of the two subgraphs
is shown in the middle. Green nodes represent non-lattice pairs and yellow nodes represent maximal lower bounds of
the non-lattice pairs. All nodes in-between non-lattice pairs and their maximal lower bounds are in light blue. Gray
lines represent is-a relations. In the merged graph, additional graph notations are introduced to represent changes
with red denoting deletion and blue denoting insertion. Nodes with solid red borders and solid red edges represent
deletion, which means these appear in old fragment but not new. Similarly, nodes with solid blue borders and solid
blue edges represent addition, which means these appear in new fragment but not old. Nodes with dashed borders and
dashed edges represent insertion and deletion appear in respective fragments in the two versions. With the merged
graph and these dedicated graph notations, one can easily find a loop (inside the red dotted rectangle) in the graph
involving one reversal pair of of “Joint structure of shoulder girdle (281415003)” and “Joint structure of shoulder
region (31398001)”. The is-a relation changed reversely between the two versions.
Detecting missing hierarchical relations and concepts using a structural-lexical method. Visualization of nonlattice subgraphs can transfer the text descriptions of concepts and relations into a more straightforward representation
format, which can facilitate interpretation and reduce effort spent in analyzing and evaluation. In our previous work10 ,
four lexical patterns were identified among the extracted non-lattice subgraphs: containment, intersection, union, and
union-intersection. Non-lattice subgraphs exhibiting such lexical patterns are often indicative of missing hierarchical
relations or concepts. Visualization of samples of the potential errors detected, as well as the proposed remediations
in WINS, are provided to experts for review and validation. Take the containment pattern as an example, which is
generally an indicative of a missing is-a relation between concepts in the upper bounds or lower bounds. The nonlattice subgraph shown in Figure 9A exhibits a containment pattern between the two concepts in the lower bounds, that
is, {duodenal, ulcer, with, perforation, and, obstruction} is contained in {chronic, duodenal, ulcer, with, perforation,
and, obstruction}. Here, there is a missing hierarchical relation between these two concepts, because the added notion
of chronic makes Chronic duodenal ulcer with perforation AND obstruction more specific. Figure 9B shows the
suggested correction for the non-lattice subgraph, that is, adding the relation Chronic duodenal ulcer with perforation
AND obstruction is-a Duodenal ulcer with perforation AND obstruction. This example showed that the visualization
of subgraphs can support OQA works, especially for experts to review and analyze.
Duodenal ulcer with
perforation

Obstruction of duodenum

Duodenal ulcer with
perforation

Obstruction of duodenum

Chronic duodenal ulcer with
obstruction

Chronic duodenal ulcer with
obstruction
Chronic duodenal ulcer
with perforation
Duodenal ulcer with
perforation AND obstruction

Chronic duodenal ulcer with
perforation AND obstruction

Chronic duodenal ulcer
with perforation
Duodenal ulcer with
perforation AND obstruction

(A) - Non-lattice Subgraph with
Containment Pattern

Chronic duodenal ulcer with
perforation AND obstruction

(B) - Suggested Correction

Figure 9: A non-lattice subgraph in the September 2015 US edition of SNOMED CT (left) and its suggested remediation (right).
4

Discussion

Interactive Visualization. Although WINS provides a practical and efficient method for users to access and visualize
non-lattice subgraphs, there are limitations as well. It highly relies on domain experts to manually check each subgraph
and provide remediation suggestions. One possible solution is to use Formal Concept Analysis1 to automatically
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suggest missing concepts and relations for each subgraph. Other lexical or structural auditing methods can also be
good supplements to enhance WINS to support automatic or semi-automatic ontology quality assurance work.
Generalizability. WINS was originally designed only for SNOMED CT, but its general and flexible system architecture allows it to be able to serve as a framework for similar systems that can visualize non-lattice subgraphs for other
ontologies such as Gene Ontology.
Collaboration. WINS provides a community function for users to share the assessment of their findings, so change
recommendations can be accessed by SNOMED CT editorial committee directly. In the “share” page, users can post
a subgraph and the correction suggestions. Other users can join the discussion and make their comments. Voting
function is also included. Basically, it functions like a common forum.
5

Conclusions

This paper presents WINS, an interactive platform for visualizing the structures of ontologies to support non-lattice
based ontology quality assurance and shared decision making. The purpose of WINS is to provide a browser for users
to access, retrieve, and visualize non-lattice subgraphs in identifying the most promising areas for quality assurance.
WINS is designed to serve as a community portal for SNOMED CT developers and users to perform collaborative
graph-sensemaking and change recommendation. Our preliminary results suggest that WINS has fulfilled these design
objectives.
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Abstract
Phenome Wide Association Studies (PheWAS) enables phenome-wide scans to discover novel associations between
genotype and clinical phenotypes via linking available genomic reports and large-scale Electronic Health Record
(EHR). Data heterogeneity from different EHR systems and genetic reports has been a critical challenge that
hinders meaningful validation. To address this, we propose an FHIR-based framework to model the PheWAS study
in a standard manner. We developed an FHIR-based data model profile to enable the standard representation of
data elements from genetic reports and EHR data that are used in the PheWAS study. As a proof-of-concept, we
implemented the proposed method using a cohort of 1,595 pan-cancer patients with genetic reports from
Foundation Medicine as well as the corresponding lab tests and diagnosis from Mayo EHRs. A PheWAS study is
conducted and 81 significant genotype-phenotype associations are identified, in which 36 significant associations
for cancers are validated based on a literature review.
1.

Introduction

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) performs a broad range of statistical tests over participants with disease
and without the disease to investigate the relation between the genome-wide set of genetic alterations and the disease
(1). While thousands of SNPs have been successfully identified to have associations with diseases (e.g., type 2
diabetes and osteoporosis (2)), GWAS only focuses on a restricted phenotypic domain based on the existence or
nonexistence of a particular disease, and neglects the benefit of using of phenotypes (including sub-phenotypes,
biomarkers, and endophenotypes). As genomic information and investment into the development of large-scale
Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems grow, a new trend to link rich phenotypic data accessible in EHR systems
to genomic data indicates a supplementary alternative, Phenome-wide association study (PheWAS) (3, 4). PheWAS
offers phenome-wide scans for exploring new associations between genotype and clinical phenotypes and gives
insights into underlying biological associations. PheWAS has been effectively employed as a proof-of-concept to
discover both expected associations (3, 5) as well as possible new associations (6).
The main idea behind PheWAS is to connect genetic data with phenotypic data in a variety of medical systems to
discover the genotype-phenotype associations. Integrating heterogeneous medical records with genetic data can
provide quantitative measurements (e.g., laboratory tests) along with detailed disease conditions (e.g., diagnosis),
which increases power for statistical analysis. However, data heterogeneity is commonly encountered when
integrating data from multiple sources thus hindering EHR data usage (7). In addition, PheWAS studies are limited
by data biases in single-center research (8, 9). Those issues can be solved by the validation of PheWAS conducted
across multiple institutions, which utilize heterogeneous medical records. Population Architecture using Genomics
and Epidemiology (PAGE) network is an example of such endeavors (5, 8).
A benefit of having a standard input data format in addition to having a clear standardized definition of what data is
present and what values are acceptable is plug and play functionality for conducting any PheWAS studies enabling
replication across the different institutions so long as data is generated in that standardized format. The model-driven
approach for standardizing phenotypic data has been increasingly adopted by the cancer research informatics
community. For example, cancer profiles for clinical applications, such as breast cancer, colorectal cancer, prostate
cancer, have been developed by the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) (10), Clinical
Information Modeling Initiative (CIMI) (11), and Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia (RCPA) (12).
Nevertheless, such a profile that represents patient genotypes (e.g., from the genetic report) and phenotypes (e.g.,
from lab test and diagnosis) for PheWAS study have yet to be studied. Furthermore, to support precision medicine,
the promotion of the standard to facilitate exchanging of data, such as clinical and genomic information, between
parties is the primary focus in healthcare communities, such as HL7 Clinical Genomics (13). There are many
standardized data models, including Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) (14), the National
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Quality Forum (NQF) Quality Data Model (QDM) (15), the OHDSI Common Data Model (CDM) (16), the HL7
Consolidated Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) (17). The Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)
enables the quickly exchanging of EHR data, which is considered as a next-generation standards framework (18).
FHIR is widely adopted by the major modern EHR vendors (e.g., Epic) and healthcare providers (e.g., Mayo Clinic
and Intermountain Healthcare) (19).
By creating a standardized data model profile to facilitate the PheWAS study across diverse research institutions, we
proposed a framework to populate the data of a PheWAS in a standard manner. We developed an FHIR-based data
model profile to enable the standard representation of the data elements used in the PheWAS studies. As a proof-ofconcept, we implemented the proposed method and the data model profile using 1,595 genetic reports from
Foundation Medicine as well as the corresponding lab tests and diagnosis codes from Mayo Clinic’s clinical data
warehouse known as the Unified Data Platform (UDP). An aggregated PheWAS study was conducted based on the
data matrices generated from the proposed data profile, and 81 significant genotype-phenotype associations were
identified as results, in which 36 significant associations for cancers were validated based on a literature review.
2.

Methods

The framework is designed to enable the results of PheWAS to be validated across multiple organizations via the
adoption of an FHIR-based data profile. There are mainly three modules in the framework as shown in Figure 1: 1)
data preparation and preprocessing, where the data is generated from diverse EHR systems and databases, 2) FHIRbased data model profiling, where an FHIR-based profile is developed based on the PheWAS study criteria, 3)
mapping to FHIR-based data profile, where the local data schema will be mapped to the standardized profile, and 4)
data population and PheWAS, where the local data will be used to populate the matrices for PheWAS based on the
FHIR-based profile.

Figure 1. The framework of FHIR-based PheWAS study
2.1. Data preparation and preprocessing
The two sources, genetic reports, and EHR data are used in this study. For the genetic reports, we utilized the 1,595
reports generated from Foundation Medicine, which is a clinically available test that provides actionable information
based on the results of the individual genomic profile of each patient’s cancer. Every test result provides
microsatellite instability (MSI) and tumor mutational burden (TMB) to assist immunotherapy decisions. For the
diagnosis and lab tests, we extracted the EHR data from Mayo Clinic’s UDP (20). The UDP is a clinical data
warehouse that provides a combined view of multiple heterogeneous data across multiple databases, e.g., EPICbased EHR. To integrate genetic reports and EHR data, we mapped the patients based on three data elements: 1)
patient clinic number, 2) names (first and last name), and 3) Date Of Birth (DOB). In practice, if only the names and
DOB were matched for a patient, a manual review was conducted for accurate mapping. Even though such a method
provides the mappings with high precision and recall rates, it may not be feasible on larger datasets. A customized
matching strategy that uses more features, such as race, sex, zip code, may provide an automated solution with an
acceptable recall rate in other cases. The report issue time was also recorded for the population of the matrix in
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Section 2.4. The diagnosis and lab tests are extracted from EHR based on the mapped patients. For the diagnosis, all
diagnosed diseases across the entirety of visits were collected. The diseases were encoded with International
Classification of Disease (ICD-9/10) codes and phecode (3), which is a custom grouping of ICD9 billing codes to
approximate the clinical disease phenome. Similarly, lab test records were collected from all visits. The Logical
Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) was adopted to encode the lab test items. The values were
normalized to remove the noises, e.g., “Neg”, “N”, and “Negative” are represented with “negative”. The top 10
elements in each dataset can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Distribution of the top 10 elements in each report.
Genes

Diagnosis

Lab tests

ID

Name

# Records
(Percentage)

Phecode “Description”

# Records
(Percentage)

1

TP53

818 (51.29%)

198 "Secondary malignant
neoplasm"

512 (32.10%)

2

KRAS

389 (24.39%)

401 "Hypertension"

381 (23.89%)

401.1 "Essential
hypertension"
272 "Disorders of lipoid
metabolism"

3

CDKN2A/B

194 (12.16%)

4

PIK3CA

165 (10.34%)

5

APC

155 (9.72%)

272.1 "Hyperlipidemia"

341 (21.38%)

6

PTEN

143 (8.97%)

285 "Other anemias"

317 (19.87%)

7
8
9
10

ARID1A

373 (23.39%)
343 (21.50%)

131 (8.21%)

427 "Cardiac dysrhythmias"

305 (19.12%)

CDKN2A

126 (7.90%)

512 "Other symptoms of
respiratory system"

273 (17.12%)

RB1

120 (7.52%)

276 "Disorders of fluid"

269 (16.87%)

111 (6.96%)

198.1 "Secondary malignancy
of lymph nodes"

269 (16.87%)

TERT

LOINC “Description”
777-3 " Platelets [#/volume] in Blood by
Automated count "
2160-0 " Creatinine [Mass/volume] in Serum or
Plasma "
4544-3 " Hematocrit [Volume Fraction] of Blood
by Automated count "
6690-2 " Leukocytes [#/volume] in Blood by
Automated count "
787-2 " MCV [Entitic volume] by Automated
count "
718-7 " Hemoglobin [Mass/volume] in Blood "
788-0 " Erythrocyte distribution width [Ratio] by
Automated count "
789-8 " Erythrocytes [#/volume] in Blood by
Automated count "
742-7 " Monocytes [#/volume] in Blood by
Automated count "
751-8 " Neutrophils [#/volume] in Blood by
Automated count "

# Records
(Percentage)
931 (58.37%)
928 (58.18%)
927 (58.12%)
927 (58.12%)
927 (58.12%)
927 (58.12%)
927 (58.12%)
927 (58.12%)
923 (57.87%)
923 (57.87%)

2.2. FHIR-based data model profile
We proposed a data model profile using the FHIR modeling mechanism to functionalize the standard representation
of genetic reports, lab test results, and diagnosis for the PheWAS study. The genetic entries were modeled by the
developed profile, “PheWASGeneticReport”. This profile was derived from the existing profile “Observationgenetics”, which was generated based on the resources “Observation”. “PheWASGeneticReport” models
observations about a mutated gene based on the extension “Observation-geneticsGene”. The alterations were
modeled with the extension, “Observation-geneticsVariant”, where the three types of alternations were encoded
with, 1) Disease-relevant genomic alteration, 2) Variants of Unknown Significance (VUS), and 3) Disease-relevant
gene with no reportable alterations identified. The lab test entries were modeled by the developed profile,
“PheWASLabTest”, based on the resource “Observation”. “PheWASLabTest” specifies the constraint with ‘code’
and ‘value’ to model the test items. A test item was encoded with LOINC with three types of the scale used in
PheWAS: numeric, ordinal, and categorical. Of note, for the Quantitative (Qn) type in LOINC, relational operators
(e.g., <, >, and =) were removed to change into numeric or categorized (e.g., 1-10). We have defined standard units
of measurement to be used for normalizing numeric values. However, selecting custom units for localized studies is
also supported. If the results are the only element that requires validation across different organizations, from a
statistical perspective, using consistent units of measurement within the organization is sufficient for conducting a
localized PheWAS study. The types, Narratives (Nar), Multi, Document (Doc), and Set were ignored. We modeled
the diagnosis entries with multiple diagnosis reports across the entirety of visits. While the lab test entities only
modeled the latest visit regarding the issue date of the genetic report, the profile could be easily extended by adding
more elements to represent multiple values, e.g., minimum, maximum, mean, and median, for the entries from
multiple visits. The diagnosis and lab test values for each visit can also be recorded based on the same extension
mechanism.
The diagnosis entries were modeled by “Condition” with a developed extension, “PheWASDiagnosis”, where each
disease was encoded with ICD 9/10 and Phecode vocabularies along with a frequency counter. The logical model in
UML can be found in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. FHIR-based PheWAS data model profile based on FHIR resources.
In practice, we used FHIR Release 4 (R4) (21) for laying out the model elements. In the absence of a UML symbol
for the profile, we reused the generalization symbol (inheritance) and distinguished profiles from extensions by
showing the class namespaces. The PheWAS model extensions and profiles were created using the Forge editor
(22). The UML Model was put together by manually extending and profiling the imported FHIR entities. A detailed
model report document and its web rendering are available at (https://github.com/BD2KOnFHIR/phewas-on-fhir).
2.3. Mapping to FHIR-based data model profile

Figure 3. The mapping between PheWAS patient profile and the FHIR-based PheWAS data model profile. The
elements of PheWAS patient profile are in green. The FHIR resources are represented in purple and the items
are in blue. The newly generated items based on FHIR “Extension” are in yellow.
To populate the data for PheWAS with FHIR resources, we established a mapping between the FHIR resources and
local data as shown in Figure 3. For the general information, the “identifiers”, “status”, and “subjects”, “cohort”, and
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“reported” are mapped to the corresponding elements in “Condition”. For each genetic report of a patient, the profile
“PheWASGeneticReport” was mapped. Specifically, the item “tumorType” was mapped to “bodySite” and the
remaining items mapped to the corresponding defined extensions. Of note, different with the cardinality of “gene”
(1..*) and “variant” (1..*) in the genetic report, “PheWASGeneticReport” has a cardinality defined as “0..1” in
“Observation”, therefore, a data entry of the genetic report will be represented with multiple data entries based on
“PheWASGeneticReport”. The lab test entries were mapped to “PheWASLabTest”, where “code”, “value”, and
“unit” were mapped correspondingly. The diagnosis entities were mapped to “PheWASDiagnosis”, where “Count”
and “ICD9”/ “Phecode” were mapped correspondingly.
2.4. Data population and PheWAS
Three matrices were populated based on the patient profile modeled in Section 2.2, which are patient-genetic,
patient-lab test, and patient-diagnosis. To form the matrices, the elements in diagnosis and lab test (i.e., diseases for
patient-diagnosis and test item for patient-lab test matrix), and the elements (i.e., genes for patient-genetic matrix) in
the genetic report, were extracted respectively as the columns. Each patient record was considered as a row in the
matrices. For a patient in the patient-genetic and patient-diagnosis matrix, each cell indicated the presence/absence
of each reported gene variant and disease diagnosis. For a patient in the genetic-lab test matrix, each cell is the value
of each lab test.
We conducted two kinds of tests based on two sets of cohorts that corresponded to the three matrices in an
aggregated PheWAS for gene mutations. For patient-diagnosis cohorts, a case was a patient record with a valid
phecode while other records were labeled as a control. We calculated the case and control chi-square distributionassociated allelic p-value. We selected only those that occurred in a minimum of 10 cases as a threshold of clinical
interest. For genetic-lab test cohorts, since all the lab test variables in this study are numerical, we conducted the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test of the value distributions for each gene-lab test pair. If the lab test with the
observed cell counts fell below a 10% threshold, then the entire population was filtered out of the study. Since the
conventional Bonferroni correction is considered conservative for PheWAS (3, 4, 23), we adjusted all the p-values
by FDR (24).
In addition, we also conducted a literature review to validate whether a significant association identified from the
PheWAS studies was a known association or not.
3.

Experiment and Results

Figure 4. Heatmap of the correlation of genes and lab tests.
Based on the two kinds of data matrices, we conducted two PheWAS studies, gene v.s. lab test and gene v.s.
phecode, which revealed well-established associations with significant p-values. As shown in Figure 4, four
associations were identified between the genes - CDKN2A/B, CDKN2A, TERT, and SKT11, and the lab tests.
CDKN2A/B was found significantly related to blood monocytes count (p-value=0.0269 in Figure 4) as it is related
to the regulation of monocyte–macrophage function. For example, CDKN2A/B locus performs as a modifier on
atherosclerosis. Atherogenesis is enhanced by the transplantation of heterozygous CDKN2A-deficient bone marrow,
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which increases the circulation of pro-inflammatory Ly6Chi monocytes and proliferation of peritoneal
monocyte/macrophage (25, 26). CNKD2A is also responsible for the activation of the D-CDK4/6-INK4-Rb
pathway. The pharmacodynamic decreasing in neutrophil counts is related to the increase of palbociclib exposure,
which is a treatment for CNKD2A mutation (27). Our study illustrated the correlation between CNKD2A and
neutrophil counts in blood (p-value=0.003). In addition, neutrophil counts are also correlated to STK11 (pvalue=0.0269), which is the most commonly inactivated tumor. Genetic ablation of STK11/LKB1 results in the
accumulation of neutrophils in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (28, 29). Myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN)
are a group of diseases, which produce excess cells in the bone marrow. They can develop myelodysplastic
syndrome and acute myeloid leukemia. We showed the correlation between TERT and erythrocyte count in blood
(p-value=0.0379), where TERT mutations increase the proliferation of common myeloid progenitor to affect
hematopoiesis (30, 31).

Figure 5. Heatmap of the correlation of genes and diagnosis (phecode).
We identified 58 significant associations between the genes and phecodes shown in Figure 5. Top 5 genes that have
the most phecode-related associations are KRAS (9 associations), STK11 (7 associations), TP53 (5 associations),
APC (5 associations), and BRAF (5 associations). The detail of the frequency for # association is shown in Figure 5.
We further validated 32 associations for the genes related to the carcinomas by a literature review, in which KRAS,
APC, TP53 are the genes having the most cancer-related associations. The rest of the associations, which are
potentially novel, are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Potential correlations without validation.
Gene Diagnosis

P-value Gene Diagnosis

P-value

APC Ileostomy status
BRAF Diseases of the larynx and vocal cords
BRAF Nontoxic multinodular goiter
BRAF Nontoxic nodular goiter
BRAF Secondary hypothyroidism
CCND1 Acquired absence of breast
CCNE1 Cancer of other female genital organs

5.49E-05
9.87E-06
2.30E-05
2.04E-04
9.55E-05
3.69E-03
1.02E-06

1.70E-02
1.70E-02
1.21E-12
1.65E-02
1.60E-02
3.48E-02
3.74E-03

EGFR Postmenopausal atrophic vaginitis

4.86E-02 STK11 Keratoderma, acquired

MLL2
MLL2
MLL2
STK11
STK11
STK11
STK11

Bone marrow or stem cell transplant
Herpes simplex
Non-Hodgkins lymphoma
Chronic airway obstruction
Degenerative skin conditions and other dermatoses
Dizziness and giddiness (Light-headedness and vertigo)
Emphysema

3.95E-04 STK11 Peripheral or central vertigo
Vertiginous syndromes and other disorders of vestibular
1.05E-03 STK11
system
KRAS Other biliary tract disease
5.87E-04 TERT Nontoxic multinodular goiter
KRAS Other disorders of biliary tract
2.59E-02 TERT Secondary hypothyroidism
Swelling, mass, or lump in head and neck [SpaceMYC Encounter for long-term (current) use of antibiotics 1.04E-02 TERT
occupying lesion, intracranial NOS]

8.44E-03

KRAS Diseases of pancreas

5.47E-05

KRAS Obstruction of bile duct

1.78E-03
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9.75E-05
7.77E-06
1.45E-02

KRAS functions as a switch for cell signaling and controlling cell proliferation during its normal function. However,
when KRAS mutates, it will disrupt negative signaling and cause cells to proliferate and grow into cancer. The
effect of KRAS mutations depends on the order of the mutations. If the KRAS mutation occur after APC mutation, it
often develops into cancers, such as colorectal (p-value=6.62 E-07), colon (p-value=1.65 E-04), and rectum cancers
(p-value=4.51 E-04) (32, 33).
In addition, somatic KRAS mutations are commonly found in pancreatic cancer (p-value=4.51E-04) (9.57 E-16)
(34). According to a previous study (35), the most frequent metastatic sites of 468 lung adenocarcinoma patients
were lung (45.6%), bone (26.2%) (p-value= 1.12 E-02), adrenal gland (17.4%), brain (16.8%), pleura (15.6%) and
liver (11%). APC is regarded as a tumor suppressor gene as it could prevent uncontrolled cell growth that can lead to
cancerous tumors. The protein encoded by the APC gene plays a key role in determining whether or not a cell will
grow into a tumor. APC mutation and inactivation is a critical event to malignant rectum neoplasm (p-value=6.9 E23), colorectal (p-value=2.04 E-44) and colon tumorigenesis (p-value=1.24 E-29) (36-38). In addition, the liver
metastasis (p-value= 1.57 E-04) could also be caused by the combinations including APC, KRAS, and TGFB2
mutations (39). TP53 encodes the tumor protein p53, which is critical for tumor suppressor in multicellular
organisms. TP53 is the most prevalent mutated gene in human cancers (> 50%), implying that the TP53 gene plays a
vital role in the prevention of cancer formation. The accumulation of genetic mutations in the driving genes
contributes to colorectal cancer development and malignant progression. APC, KRAS, and TP53 (p-value= 2.6 2E02) are often observed as driver genes. TP53 mutations, for instance, are discovered in 60% of colorectal cancers
(40, 41). TP53 is also regarded as the significant genetic variant of human ovarian epithelial and genital cancer (pvalue=1.45E-02 for malignant neoplasm of the ovary, p-value=1.03 E-02 for malignant neoplasm of the ovary and
other uterine adnexa, and p-value= 3.47E-03 for cancer of other female genital organs) (42-44). Multiple cancer
metastases are caused by TP53, such as metastasis of gastrointestinal cancer (p-value=1.45E-02 for secondary
malignant neoplasm of digestive systems) (45).
4.

Discussion and conclusion

To facilitate the validation of PheWAS-based studies across different research organizations, we proposed an FHIRbased PheWAS data model profile to enable the standard representation of the data elements from genetic reports
and EHR data that are used in the PheWAS study. A framework to automate the data population for PheWAS was
introduced. As a proof-of-concept, we implemented the proposed method based on 1,595 genetic reports from
FoundationOne CDx as well as the corresponding lab tests and diagnosis from Mayo Clinic’s UDP. A PheWAS
study was conducted and 81 significant genotype-phenotype associations were obtained as a result. We have
validated 36 significant genetic mutations for cancers based on a literature review.
There are several significant contributions and advantages of this study. Firstly, we demonstrated that it is feasible to
represent the PheWAS study data using FHIR. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to apply
standardization to model PheWAS study, with the ultimate goal of facilitating cross-validation for PheWAS studies.
Secondly, we developed an FHIR-based data model profile that represents the data elements needed for PheWAS.
The model uses the resources and profiles from FHIR, where a number of open-source validation mechanisms and
tools, such as FHIR specification and implementation guides, are supported by the FHIR community for ensuring
data quality. Our data model profile adopts the FHIR specifications to enable the modification of the constraints and
rules to accommodate real data, which can be easily adapted and extended.
There are a number of limitations in this study we would like to tackle for the future work. First, the genetic reports
are from FoundationOne CDx. As FoundationOne did not provide information on whether the data is generated from
the tumor or normal samples, we were unable to separate germline mutations from somatic mutations, which values
differ in initial diagnosis and progression, and are critical for cancer studies. The failure to capture differences in
genetic data weakens our contribution to cancer studies, which is considered as a limitation of this study. Since the
datasets used in this study are from multiple sources, an extra mapping effort between the proposed data profile and
the schema of the local datasets is needed to enable the data population. Nevertheless, with the FHIR-based APIs
under development through HL7 Argonaut project (46), such mapping between the local data and the proposed data
profile will no longer be needed, which greatly promotes the flexibility and adaptability of the proposed framework.
Second, by further exploring dependent phenotypes related to the same genetic alteration (e.g. KRAS and colorectal
cancer v.s. KRAS and malignant neoplasm of rectum, rectosigmoid junction, and anus), we notice the limitations of
performing individual genetics-phenotype associations without taking into consideration phenotype dependence and
ontology structure. The biological classification of the phenotypes illustrates a hidden connection between cancers.
Therefore, a more sophisticated PheWAS methodology can be designed to leverage genetic and phenotype
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ontologies structure to enhance the power of discoveries. In addition, by mapping lab tests in LOINC codes to more
comprehensive Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) (47, 48), will greatly advance the design of the refinement
methodology for PheWAS. Third, the ultimate objective of the proposed method is to facilitate validation for
PheWAS studies across multiple organizations. Due to a lack of resources, we cannot demonstrate the use case in
this study. We plan to reach out to other institutions or research networks (eg, eMERGE research network (49)) for
conducting PheWAS studies based on the proposed framework to have a comprehensive evaluation. In addition, for
the potential new associations identified (see Table 3), further validation can also be conducted. Fourth, this study
only considers the values of the diagnosis and lab test for the most recent visit. However, since the diagnosis and lab
test values may change over time, the temporal aspect needs to be taken into consideration for building more
sophisticated models for enabling unconfounded findings. Our future work will develop such a model based on the
proposed framework. Fifth, our PheWAS study is carried out on common variants. It will be valuable to explore
how the proposed FHIR-based framework will perform with common variants and non-cancer phenotypes in our
future work. Lastly, the proposed method developed based on the data standard, FHIR, was selected for two major
reasons: 1) FHIR is widely adopted among all modern EHR vendors and data providers and can be easily adopted.
The adoption requires less Extract Transform Load (ETL) effort for the data representation from original data
sources with the proposed data model; and 2) FHIR is not a data standardization model for data storage and
management but rather a data communication method for efficiently exchanging medical data among organizations,
which fits the original purpose of facilitating the validation for PheWAS studies across different organizations.
Although there are benefits, as mentioned above, regarding the adoption of FHIR for PheWAS, we agree that the
adoption of other standardization data models, such as OHDSI CDM, can be necessary for some cases where data
storage and management system is needed for long-term scientific needs. For such cases, comprehensive data
modeling strategies based on diverse standardization models require further study in the future.
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Introduction
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has the largest integrated health care system in the United States with 1,243
health care facilities and over 9 million veterans enrolled. The VA has a large amount of unique data including:
electronic medical record data, administrative and demographic information, genetic test and sequence data, imaging,
benefit information, cemetery information, and patient reported data. For example, the VA’s Million Veteran Program
(MVP) became the largest genomic database in 2016. With over 750,000 enrolled currently, is larger than the next
three largest ones (vet or non-vet) combined. The Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) is another example of a key VA
resource, providing information for clinical and administrative research as well as business management. It gathers
over 2 trillion records across over 3000 variables in over 900 tables coming from the Veterans Information Systems
and Technology Architecture (VistA) as well as various streams of complementary information across the country.
These resources are already enabling new types of insights to be gained. The VA conducted nation’s largest analysis
of veteran suicide, examined over 55 million Veteran records, 20 states, and discovered new patterns over time1. The
largest Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) study of its kind (>20,000) found new genetic links and cites need for
even more data2.
Integrating such heterogeneous and distributed data can help address vet needs and also be potentially applicable to
other populations. Yet, the existing relational databases in use are designed for transactional workloads. This is in
contrast with Big Data science, that has volume, velocity, and variability in data. Rather than single patient data
accesses, thousands or more of patient data requests are needed as well as compute power to create models and
leverage them for analysis and artificial intelligence/machine learning. In addition to computational infrastructure, the
VA needs tools for exploring, visualizing, and analyzing data at scale. At the same time, patient data sharing desires
need to be considered3,4. The VA Data Commons pilot described here will bring together these data, the compute, and
the scientific tools into one common platform (see Figure 1) and be based on veterans’ sharing preferences.
Methods
The VA Data Commons pilot has three goals. The first goal is establishment of a regulatory framework to securely
transfer, store, and use VA data within a VA Data Commons. The second goal is capturing the technical requirements
and software applications needed to conduct common research functions using VA data within a VA Data Commons.
The third goal is to obtain an estimate of the anticipated costs needed to maintain an on-premise and/or cloud-based
platform for a VA Data Commons capable of scaling to supporting thousands of approved research studies.
To this end, a set of principles for the VA Data Commons was developed, using VA strategic planning and vet
considerations as input. This was also mapped to other efforts and principles (e.g. Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
and Reusable, FAIR) in order to do a gap analysis and update the list of principles accordingly. In addition, newly
applicable standards (e.g. NIST SP 800-37 Rev. 2), laws (e.g. Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act),
executive orders (e.g. American Artificial Intelligence Initiative) were explored for potential synergy with this work.
Results
The principles developed for the VA Data Commons and described in this work include: Contain VA data, Access
capability outside VA, Collaborative with managed access, Secure, Scalable, Usable, Sustainable and designed for
longevity, as well as Reproducible and reusable. This includes the addition of the last two principles and modification
of the third one (i.e. Collaborative with managed access) based on gap analysis performed.
For each principle, acceptability metrics were designed to enable pilot evaluation and forge the path forward. Use
cases being explored include, as examples: Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) leveraging MVP-based
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genomic data, traditional health services research such as examining drug cardiotoxicity across certain veteran
populations, and study capabilities for non-programmers for running pre-specified analysis workflows. Initial results
of the pilot platform are promising.
One of the key aspects of the platform is the embedded scientific tools provided therein (see Figure 1). This enables
analysis to be done within the protected platform. As an added layer, applications are being designed that hide the
underlying data, thereby enabling similar IRB processes. For example, an expression-based genome-wide
association study (GWAS) app was created that enables analysis of a cohort without needing to see the underlying
data (see Figure 2). Analysis and conclusions can then be used for research without need of identifying patient
information.
Discussion
The VA Data Commons pilot provides a triad core of features for users, including secure data storage, scientific tools,
and compute. Analysis is currently ongoing on the underlying data models, use cases, and datasets. Building a national
VA Data Commons is the first step toward transforming VA data into a national resource.
Figures and Tables

Figure 1. VA Data Commons pilot layout.

Figure 2. eGWAS app screenshots on the VA Data Commons.
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Introduction
Watson for Oncology (WfO) is an artificial intelligence (AI)-based clinical decision-support system (CDSS) that
presents therapeutic options for consideration by cancer-treating physicians1. After release in 2015, WfO has been
deployed in over 200 institutions across the world. Many centers evaluated WfO’s performance by measuring
concordance between WfO therapeutic options and treatment decisions of multidisciplinary tumor boards (MTB) or
individual clinicians (IC) in practice. This study reviewed performance of WfO as measured by concordance with
such decisions.
Methods
We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis using a PubMed search and queries to an internal publication
database to identify WfO concordance studies, published in peer-reviewed abstracts or manuscripts from 01/01/2015
to 06/30/2019. Concordance was defined as agreement between WfO “Recommended” and “For Consideration”
treatment options and decisions made by MTB or IC. Mean concordance rates were calculated as an average,
weighted by the number of patients in each study. Concordance rates across MTB and IC were compared with z test
of two proportions.
Results
A total of 27 publications of 27 unique retrospective or prospective concordance studies of 9,302 patients from 6
countries were identified. Overall concordance was 71.8% (SD 15.8%). Fifteen studies from China, India and South
Korea compared concordance between WfO and MTB in 4,020 patients (Table 1). Mean concordance of WfO and
MTB was 77.5% (SD 17.2%) with a range of 34.0% for a gastric cancer study in China to 97.0% for a lung cancer
study in China.
Table 1. Studies of Concordance with Multi-disciplinary Tumor Board Recommendations.
Study/Location
Malignancy
Number
of
patients
Somashekhar 2018/India2
Breast
638
Xu 2018/China
Breast
132
Somashekhar 2019/India3
Breast
620
Chen 2018/China
Colon
229
Baek 2017/South Korea
Gastric
185
Choi 2019 /South Korea
Gastric
65
Yuwen 2018/China
Gastric
314
Chen 2019/China
Hepatocellular Carcinoma
550
Liu 2018/China
Lung
149
Zhou 2017/China
Lung
33
Kim 2019/South Korea
Colon, Rectum
69
Zhou 2017/China
Breast, Lung
152
Somashekhar 2017/India
Colon, Lung, Rectum
362
Yue 2017/China
Breast, Colon, Gastric, Lung, Rectum
160
Zhou 2019/China4
Breast, Cervical, Colon, Gastric, Lung, 362
Ovarian, Rectum
MTB subtotals
4,020
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Concordance
93.0%
76.5%
92.0%
89.1%
64.4%
87.7%
34.0%
58.5%
65.8%
97.0%
87.0%
82.8%
89.8%
95.0%
72.4%
77.5%

Twelve studies from Brazil, China, South Korea, Thailand, and the United States (USA) compared concordance
between WfO and IC treatment decisions in 5,282 patients (Table 2). Mean concordance between WFO and IC
decisions was 67.4% (SD 13.7%), ranging from 49.5% for a lung cancer study in China to 87.3% for an ovarian
cancer study in China. The mean concordance between WfO and MTB of 77.5% was significantly higher than the
mean concordance between WfO and IC of 67.4% (P < .0001).
Table 2. Studies of Concordance with Individual Clinicians’ Decisions
Study / Location
Malignancy
Jiang 2018/China
Pan 2019/China5
Lim 2017/China
Soochit 2018/China
Kris 2015/USA
Liang 2019/China
Zhang 2018/China
Rocha 2019/Brazil
Kim 2019/South Korea
Suwanvecho 2017/Thailand
Suwanrusme 2018/Thailand
Suwanvecho 2019/Thailand6
IC Subtotals

Breast
Breast
Cervical
Cervical
Lung
Lung
Ovarian
Prostate
Thyroid
Breast, Colon, Gastric, Lung, Rectum
Bladder, Breast, Colon, Gastric, Lung,
Prostate, Rectum
Breast, Colon, Gastric, Lung, Rectum

Number
Patients
1,997
1,301
370
83
20
99
79
48
207
211
590
277
5,282

of

Concordance
55.0%
69.4%
80.8%
81.9%
82.0%
49.5%
87.3%
69.0%
77.0%
81.0%
80.5%
80.0%
67.4%

Conclusions
Concordance between WfO therapeutic options and treatment decisions of both MTB and IC was high,
demonstrating agreement with oncologists and tumor boards from several countries in cancers of the bladder, breast,
cervix, colon, liver, lung, ovary, prostate, rectum, stomach, and thyroid gland. A significantly higher rate of
concordance was observed between WfO and MTB than that observed between WFO and IC, illustrating the need to
consider the implementation environment and users when interpreting concordance studies. Multidisciplinary care
has been shown to decrease mortality, improve quality of life, and reduce costs in cancer care7. The strong
agreement between MTB and evidence- and guideline-based therapeutic options provided by WfO demonstrates the
quality of WFO’s system output. Based on the results of this study, the lower rate of concordance with decisions
made by IC in practice may suggest a role for CDSS in supporting IC decision making. Concordance varied across
countries and malignancies, which may reflect the need for localization to address regional differences in oncology
practice. Further evaluation of treatment decision quality is warranted.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Abstract
As of January 2019, Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requires hospitals to publicly list their
standard charges, or chargemaster. We compare the presentation of chargemaster data across hospitals in the
Dallas, Texas area. Chargemaster data presentation varied greatly among the 13 institutions, making it difficult for
patients to interpret and use the data for healthcare decisions. Refining the minimum requirements for chargemaster
data publishing could increase the utility of the data.
Introduction
The United States (US) spends more per capita on health care than any other nation (1). Although it was previously
thought that health care utilization was the driving factor in spending, recent data suggests that the high spending is
likely related to prices, including prices of physician and hospital services, pharmaceuticals, diagnostic tests, and
administrative costs (1).
As of January 2019, CMS requires hospitals to publicly list their standard charges, otherwise known as
chargemaster. Hospitals are required to make the list available, “via the internet in a machine readable format and to
update this information at least annually, or more often as appropriate”(2). Hospitals can choose the formatting as
long as it fulfills the minimum requirements. While not mandated, CMS encourages a consumer-friendly
communication of charges that will enable comparison across hospitals (3). In this study, we compare the
presentation of chargemaster data across hospitals in the Dallas, Texas area.
Methods
We performed an internet search for the term “Dallas hospitals” using Chrome’s incognito setting and Google’s
search engine. We found 14 hospital systems and excluded one pediatric hospital. For the remaining 13 hospital
systems, we searched the hospital’s name and the terms “Dallas” and “price transparency” to find their respective
chargemasters. For the 11 institutions that published their prices on XLSX or CSV files, we pre-processed the data
and aggregated the files to create one masterfile with 3 columns: institution, description, and price. We manually
sampled the masterfile for the prices of 10 commonly performed laboratory tests. We used our medical knowledge
to determine synonymous tests descriptions among institutions (e.g. “protime” and “prothrombin time”; “CMP”,
“comprehensive metabolic panel”, “metabolic panel, comprehensive”, “comprehen metabolic panel”, and
“comprehen metabolic pnl”). We created a pivot table in Excel of descriptions and institutions and performed other
descriptive statistics on the prices among the hospitals.
Results
Seven institutions publish their chargemasters as a CSV file (53.8%), four as an XLSX file (30.7%), one as a PDF
file (7.7%), and one in table format on a website (7.7%). One institution makes you select an “I understand” button
after a disclaimer of what a chargemaster is before gaining access. 61.5% of institutions have information about
how to receive a price estimation for care published on the same page as their chargemaster. The median number of
columns on the chargemasters is 3 (range 2-6). Between eleven institutions, there are 7 unique names for a charge
code column including “Charge Code”, “CDM Identifier”, “Procedure ID”, “Default CPT/HCPCS Code”,
“Procedure Code”, and one “PX Code Procedure”. One institution has separate columns for “Charge_Code”,
“Revenue_Code”, “CPT_Code”, and “Pharmacy_NDC”. All institutions have columns dedicated to description and
price. Four institutions label the price column “Price”, four “Charge Amount”, one “Primary Price”, two “Standard
Amount”, one “Unit Price”, and one “Average”. The mean number of rows for the CSV and XLSX files is 12,016.8
(range 943- 38,235). Our master file contains 155,576 rows. After evaluation of aggregated data, there were no
overlapping descriptions among all institutions. For the10 laboratory tests analyzed, two of the eleven institutions
accounted for the cheapest test four times and one institution accounted for the most expensive test eight times
(Table 1).
Discussion
The chargemaster data presentation varied greatly among the 13 institutions. Two institutions did not meet CMS
requirements, three met the requirements, and eight surpassed the requirements. Of those that did not meet
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requirements, one institution posted their chargemaster as a pdf, which CMS stated is not machine readable (3).
Another institution used a third party to publish their data as tables on the website www.HospitalPriceIndex.com
(HPIC). The hospital’s HPIC website has 422 webpages and does not have search capabilities. We attempted to
screen scrape the data on this website, however it was prohibited and resulted in a temporarily block from the
website. An online statement about the company’s HPIC product reads “HPIC will not only meet the new regulation
for hospitals, but will mitigate potential risk for them. We believe posting full chargemasters online may open the
door for consumer and media scrutiny. (4)”
One major limitation of this policy is a function of the minimum requirements. Nonstandard coding and variation in
column descriptions prevents easy comparisons among institutions. Additionally, the difference in the price column
labeling makes it unclear whether institutions are publishing the same type of price.
While the policy has made a significant step towards promoting price transparency in health care, many barriers for
consumers remain. The amount of data preprocessing and level of sophistication needed to make insightful analyses
of hospital chargemaster prices is prohibitive. Areas for improved policy include refining the minimum requirements
for data publishing. Areas for future research include automated mapping of descriptions to a common ontology to
facilitate comparing prices among institutions.
Laboratory Test
Median,
IQR, $
Lowest Cost
Price from Highest Cost Price from
$
Institution
lowest cost Institution, $ highest cost
institution,$
institution,$
Complete Blood Count
162.88
43.00
2
48.00
7
708.00
Hemoglobin
57.75
62.17
9
13.13
7
200.00
Hematocrit
58.00
57.58
9
13.13
7
189.00
Comprehensive
445.90
425.14
4
43.00
7
1135.00
Metabolic Panel
Automated Platelet
83.13
83.70
9
12.00
7
362.00
count
Troponin, quantitative
370.72
189.51
2
73.00
7
829.00
Blood typing ABO
107.10
163.39
2
54.00
10
341.61
Blood typing Rh
113.40
68.10
2
52.00
7
310.00
Prothrombin Time
158.55
134.00
4
24.00
9
450.00
Partial Thromboplastin
145.00
128.53
9
18. 70
7
506.00
Time
Table 1. Median price, interquartile range (IQR), lowest price institution and highest price institution for common
laboratory tests. The 11 institutions included in the study were assigned numbers 1-11.
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Introduction
While breast cancer mortality has declined over time, early-stage disease may recur as incurable distant metastases 15
years or more after initial treatment. Despite rapid advances in the treatment and prognosis of early-stage breast cancer,
far less is known about survival outcomes over time after metastatic recurrence, with few studies at the population
level. Population-based cancer registries (e.g. SEER) are funded to collect data only on the first course of cancer
therapy and cannot conduct the continuous follow-up that would be necessary to capture the occurrence and timing of
metastatic cancer recurrence. There is growing interest in clinic-based data sources, such as claims and medical record
data, which may offer more clinically relevant details about the management and outcomes of distant metastatic
recurrence. However, creating such sources requires a substantial amount of manual curation to extract the relevant
data elements. Previous studies have developed algorithms to detect distant metastatic recurrence detection either by
analyzing structured electronic medical record (EMR) data, e.g., diagnostic and procedural codes or using natural
language processing (NLP) approaches applied to free-text notes. The structured EMR data elements are relatively
simple to extract and yield reasonable specificity in identifying metastatic recurrence. However, such approaches often
yield low sensitivity for the detection of metastatic disease because the accuracy and completeness of implementation
of diagnostic and procedure codes are limited by their inflexibility. For example, Nordstrom et al. included ICD-9
codes for secondary neoplasms and drugs typically used for treating metastatic cancer in a classification and regression
trees algorithm. They concluded that the sensitivity and predictive value were low and that additional sources of data
on metastatic recurrence should be included. Previous NLP approaches to detecting metastatic recurrence have been
limited by use of pathology reports only or by reliance on rule-based pipelines (e.g. prior knowledge based, regex)
that reduces generalizability outside of a single institution. In the current study, we developed a robust NLP algorithm
to detect the presence and timing of metastatic breast cancer recurrence using a variety of clinical text notes from a
widely used EMR platform. We aimed to reduce manual intervention in order to make the recurrence algorithm easier
to adopt and more broadly generalizable.
Method
Dataset: With the IRB approval from Stanford, we trained and validated the NLP algorithms on the Oncoshare breast
cancer research database. Unstructured data consists of free-text clinician notes, such as progression notes, radiology
and pathology reports. For this study, we focused on 8,956 patients treated at SHC, on whom 1,212,400 clinical notes
were available to us. Among the 8,956 breast cancer patients, we selected 1,519 patients to establish a set of cases for
which their recurrence status (definite recurrence or no recurrence) is known (“ground truth”) to be used for training
and validation of the NLP methods. To determine whether or not these patients had recurrence, we recruited three
senior medical students to undertake a chart-review of each case using a web-based in-house tool - STARR. Each of
them annotated ~500 patients in additional to 60 overlapping cases between readers for computing agreement (cohen’s
kappa>0.85). Subsequently, two senior oncologists removed the uncertain cases and finally 894 patients served as the
ground truth dataset.
Train – Test set splitting and quarterly division: To evaluate the NLP models, we performed a patient-level separation
of the 894 annotated patients, where we randomly selected 179 patients as test set (20%) and the remaining 715
patients as a training and validation set (80%). Following the NCCN Guidelines for surveillance, we defined the time
of recurrence of cancer in terms of the quarter of the year during the follow-up period that breast cancer recurred,
starting from the date of diagnosis. The goal of the NLP methods is to analyze all the clinical notes for a patient during
each quarterly text block and use that to classify the patient as either having recurrent cancer or no recurrence of
cancer. The NLP processing block is composed of basic text cleaning steps (e.g. segmentation, signature removal,
punctuation removal, number to string conversion) followed by named entity tagging. On average, patients belonging
to the training set contain 19 quarters [minimum 1 and maximum 78], i.e. 5 years follow up and test set contains 15
quarters [minimum 1 and maximum 67], 4 years follow up. If a patient did not have any visits on a particular quarter
(mainly no pathology, radiology, and progress noes), we dropped that time point from our study.
Knowledge-based processing of quarterly text blocks: To capture the vocabulary for the intended task, we compiled
two complementary dictionaries, (1) Target term list: a publicly available terminology CLEVER extended with 430
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additional metastatic terms which were primarily captured by analyzing the training set, and (2) Modifier list: a list of
modifier terms, which include clinical terms related to negations, temporality, family, anatomical locations, risk, and
discussion (‘risk of’). Finally, a key-word based sentence retrieval method was applied on each quarterly text block,
which selects only the sentences that contain at least one of the recurrence-related terms (terms from Target term list)
as a named entity and generates a text snippet by combining the sentences extracted from the whole targeted quarter.
On average, 17.16 (+/- 37.43) sentences were extracted from each quarter with 122.63 (+/-387.54) words.
NLP Model Development and Evaluation: We developed a neural network model that automatically classifies clinical
texts from each quarter of the year and computes a probability to reflect whether the patient’s cancer has recurred
within that quarter. The neural network model consists of an input layer (read vectorized text block), hidden layers
(transforming input using non-linear activation and creating embedding of the text block), a dropout layer (number of
hidden layer outputs are randomly “dropped out” to reduce overfitting), and finally a softmax layer for computing the
probabilistic output. To build the vectorized representation of the text, we trained a word embedding model by parsing
the clinical notes from Stanford Cancer Registry database (excluding notes from test set). The dimension of the layers
(number of neurons) is determined according to 2/3 of the size of vocabulary.
To compare the benefit of our approach over alternative, commonly used approaches, we created a rule-based
method as a sequential NLP pipeline in order to identify the recurrent status from each quarterly text block. As domain
knowledge, we supplied the candidate recurrence identification rules which were generated by consulting two
oncologists and notes in the training set and the prior domain knowledge, including rules defined by previous systems.
Result
Table 1 summarizes the performance at the patient- and quarter-level of three NLP models for identifying breast cancer
recurrence, based on comparing the recurrence timeline generated by the proposed models against manual chart review
on the test set (3,434 quarters from 179 patients). ‘Baseline rule-based’ presents a rule-based model which only
includes publicly available CLEVER1 basic terms and context related to negations and temporality (historical or
hypothetical). ‘Extended rule-based’ presents our rule-based model with the final ruleset, and ‘Neural recurrence’
presents our neural network model. As seen from the table, all of the methods, including the simple rule-based baseline
model, performed equally well in identifying the “No recurrence” cases. However, the specificity for the “Definite
recurrence” class of the rule-based NLP methods is low, and they generate more false-positive cases for recurrence,
which would require additional manual post-processing to identify the timeline for definite recurrence.
Table 1: Comparison of NLP model’s performance at the quarter-level and patient-level: class-wise Sensitivity, Specificity, f1score, and AUC-ROC. Best performance is highlighted in bold.

Baseline rule-based
Extended rule-based
Neural recurrence
Baseline rule-based
Extended rule-based
Neural recurrence

Quarter-level performance of the NLP methods
Definite recurrence
No recurrence
Specificity Sensitivity f1-score Specificity Sensitivity f1-score
0.2
0.9
0.33
0.99
0.83
0.9
0.35
0.88
0.5
0.99
0.92
0.95
0.82
0.73
0.77
0.99
0.99
0.99
Patient-level performance of the NLP methods
Specificity
Sensitivity
0.89
0.41
0.9
0.64
0.95
0.93

AUC-ROC
N/A
N/A
0.9
f1-score
0.45
0.7
0.94

The Neural recurrence model provided a better trade-off between sensitivity and specificity for “Definite
recurrence” cases and outperformed the baseline and extended rule-based model, and it preformed equally well for
tagging “No recurrence” cases. Table 1 also represents the overall patient-level performance of the NLP methods,
showing that the Neural recurrence model also outperformed the rule-based systems for identifying metastatic patients
from the EMR system.
Conclusion
We developed a fully automated approach to scan free-text EMR progress notes in addition to radiology and pathology
reports, in order to generate a patient-level timeline of metastatic breast cancer recurrence for each three-month period.
Our approach offers an efficient and generalizable strategy to detect and date metastatic recurrence-a clinically
important event that is not currently captured in population-based cancer registries and offer great potential to enhance
understanding of real-world cancer outcomes without manual chart-review.

1

https://github.com/stamang/CLEVER/blob/master/res/dicts/base/clever_base_terminology.txt
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Introduction
The ADAPTABLE trial is the first major randomized comparative effectiveness trial to be conducted by the National
Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network (PCORnet)1. ADAPTABLE encompasses several key features, including
enrollment of 15,000 patients across 40 health care systems and health plans; a web portal for collecting patientreported outcomes (PRO) data (e.g. medications and experiences); and reliance on existing EHR (Electronic Health
Record) data for baseline characteristics and outcomes1. Longitudinal data on patient-reported information, not readily
available in the EHR, is collected and provides the opportunity to evaluate the level of concordance between PRO and
EHR data. The ADAPTABLE Supplement project was a unique opportunity to develop, pilot and evaluate methods
to compare PRO data and EHR data stored in the PCORnet Common Data Model (CDM)2.
We will present our work that extends an existing Menu-Driven Query (MDQ) interface in the open source platform
PopMedNetTM (PMN)3. MDQs enable investigators to compose and distribute custom, sophisticated queries via a user
interface in PMN. We developed an analytic tool to quickly and efficiently compare patient-reported and clinical data.
Enhancements to MDQs included expanding the querying capability to the Trial and Patient Reported Outcome tables
within the PCORnet CDM, as well as developing temporal functionality that enables us to query for encounters that
are within a specified time window of a patient-reported hospitalization date. All features developed for the
ADAPTABLE Supplement study have been designed with the ability to re-use the tool for future studies.
Methods
The primary objective regarding MDQs was to develop a reusable tool that will output patient-reported information
and clinical information regarding hospitalization dates and events side by side for concordance analysis. There were
3 use cases that defined our requirements. The project included one Data Partner, Vanderbilt University Medical
Center (VUMC), who populated their PCORnet CDM in an Oracle database with approximately 2,000 patients with
PRO data captured as part of the ADAPTABLE Trial. The MDQ tool relies on a point and click, flexible structure to
identify cohorts of interest through defining preset Terms. The terms available are designed to query fields within the
PCORnet CDM. New queryable Terms were added to the interface that target the tables describing trials
(PCORNET_TRIALS) and patient-reported outcome measures and questionnaires (PRO_CM). The query output was
extended and produces a line list of the patient-reported outcomes alongside associated encounter, diagnosis, and
procedure code information. The specific functionality developed includes the following:
1.

Ability to query the PCORNET_TRIALS table within the database. This enables the investigators to restrict
the query to patients within the ADAPTABLE Trial.

2.

Ability to query the PRO_CM table within the database. This enables the tool to query certain patientreported outcome (PRO) fields within the database. This is key to extracting the PRO information of interest
regarding hospitalizations.

3.

Temporal event functionality. This provides the ability to enter an Index Event that is present within the
PRO_CM table, as well as a desired time window. For example, a use case for the ADAPTABLE Supplement
project included PRO Hospitalization date as the Index Event and the time window was set for 7 days before
and 7 days after the index event. The MDQ then searches the database for Encounters that fall within the
specified time window for each patient’s Index Event(s). The query will apply to every index event and will
return in the output all encounters that match the criteria and time window.
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4.

The MDQ output has been expanded to include both the PRO and EHR information that results from the
query, including information from the following tables: PCORNET_TRIAL, PRO_CM, ENCOUNTER,
DIAGNOSIS, and PROCEDURES.

Results
The tool was tested and validated against synthetic data populated to match how the Data Partner would store their
PRO data. Additionally, the ADAPTABLE Supplement team at VUMC successfully ran multiple queries of different
levels of complexity to view the patient reported responses within the same row as the patient’s matching EHR
information. The output in Figure 1 is for a query that was interested in finding any encounter that was within 1 day
of the patient reported hospitalization date, plus information on the patient-reported hospitalization events. Figure 1
provides an example of what the output could look like for a participant in the ADAPTABLE Supplement study who
reported two hospitalizations, both of which matched with an encounter in their EHR. The patient-reported events and
dates are on separate rows due to how the PRO_CM table is populated. Investigators in the ADAPTABLE Supplement
study were able to link the separate rows together through the use of the PRO_MEASURE_SEQ field (in circles in
Figure 1). Several rows with the same number in the PRO_MEASURE_SEQ column indicates that they are all a part
of the same hospitalization. Reading the first hospitalization in blue from left to right, we can see an Encounter on
9/1/2018 for the ICD-9 diagnosis of 434.91 (Stroke) and the patient reported event of a stroke on 9/1/2018. Due to
matching dates and events, the patient reported hospitalization in blue is considered to be in concordance with that
patient’s EHR information. The second hospitalization in red depicts an Encounter on 9/15/18 for a HCPCS procedure
for a CABG (two veins). The patient reported undergoing a CABG surgery on 9/14/18. In the case of the second
hospitalization, the patient reported the correct procedure, but the date was one day before the date reported in the
health record.

Figure 1. MDQ Output for Test Participant #W12.
Discussion
Menu-Driven Queries (MDQs) are a quick and efficient tool that require no programming expertise. The new
functionality developed for the ADAPTABLE Supplement project provides a rapid PRO assessment to investigators.
Importantly, the tool is Trial agnostic and the design allows for this functionality to be used for any future trial and
any PRO information. Additionally, the temporal event functionality provides flexibility with regards to what is
entered for the Index Event and the time window— any number of days before and/or after are acceptable. The
structure of the PCORnet CDM provides the flexibility that has enabled us to make the tool available and applicable
for future studies. Future plans for MDQs include building upon the functionality discussed and expanding the
temporal event functionality to query Index Events within the Encounter table. There are also proposals to add the
ability to query additional tables within the PCORnet CDM and potentially other Common Data Model schemas.
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Introduction
Until recently, Electronic Health Record systems (EHRs) were developed to house clinician-provided, lab, and
imaging data. Patients’ experiences and perspectives were typically in providers’ ambiguous, non-standardized
clinical note1. The interest in capturing patient-provided data for clinical care has increased to facilitate symptom
management, improve patients’ quality of life and enhance patient-clinician communication2. To this end, the
administration of patient reported outcome (PRO) measures are considered the “gold standard” approach in
capturing the patient perspective. Unfortunately, EHRs were not necessarily designed to utilize a patient centered
workflow and therefore the collection of patient-provided data including PROs is not always supported. Frequently,
the addition of this functionality by EHR vendors is slow due to competing health record system functional
requirements. Three large-scale academic medical centers have successfully integrated the collection of PRO
measures throughout their clinics using a PRO API system. Guided by implementation science framework
constructs, this study identifies common barriers and facilitators to the implementation and adoption of PRO data
collection into the workflow of these busy clinics.

Methods
Three large-scale academic medical centers, University of Utah Health Care, University of Rochester Medical Center
and Washington University School of Medicine, committed to the collection of PRO data in their clinics. These
healthcare systems integrated the Assessment Center API3 into their existing patient portal in order to administer,
score, and report PROMIS4 measures. Each site evaluated technical feasibility and impact on clinical workflow, before
expanding institution-wide. Collaborative teams (i.e. clinical, IT and administrative staff) carried out these integration
efforts addressing issues such as software integration, data storage and retrieval as well as impact on clinical workflow.
Software integration of the Assessment Center API enables the following tasks of PRO administration:
•
•
•
•

List all available PRO measures so clinicians can select the appropriate measure.
Generate a PRO assessment similar to an order that can be integrated with EHR scheduling.
Administer a PRO assessment that can be integrated into a patient-facing interface.
Score PRO measures and integrate scores in the clinician-facing interface.

All centers pilot tested the PRO data collection workflow in their Orthopaedic clinic(s), collecting PRO measures of
physical function, pain interference, and depression. After obtaining high capture rates of PRO assessments (> 80%),
all centers expanded the workflow to multiple clinics.

Results
All institutions had successful implementations with >80% patient assessment completion rates and minimal
disruptions to clinical workflow. At the University of Rochester Medical Center, PRO data collection workflow is
currently used in over 30 specialties. It has captured data on over 220,000 unique patients across 830,000 patient visits.
Over 2.2 million assessments have been collected. At Washington University School of Medicine, the patient
registration process takes less than 15 seconds to complete and the average time for a patient to complete assessments
is between 30-60 seconds allowing most patients to complete the assessment prior to departing the waiting room to a
clinic room. Over 2.25 million assessments have been collected. At the University of Utah Health Care, a QR code
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scanning process was implemented, which decreased the time spent setting up the assessment per patient introduction
of intervals by instrument/assessment. This allowed for scheduling an assessment by a pre-determined window, easing
the burden on patients and staff when the assessment is not required for that patient. Over 1.3 million assessments
have been collected.

Discussion
These case studies demonstrate not only the feasibility but also the pathway for the integration of PRO data
collection into the EHR and routine clinical care, with the intention of gaining clinician acceptance and improved
communication between clinicians and patients. Using implementation science frameworks in order to evaluate
these EHR implementations will support dissemination efforts and hopefully lead to best practice guides for PRO
EHR integrations. Facilitators to PRO data collection adoption that map to constructs from the Unified Theory on
the Adoption and Use of Information Technology (UTAUT)5 and the Consolidated Framework for Implementation
Research (CFIR)6 include leadership engagement, minimal changes to workflow and perceived usefulness. All
centers had institutional commitment with buy-in from center leads. The disruption to the existing clinical
workflow, especially the patient registration was minimum in part to the use of QR coding to link scheduling
information to PRO assessments. Since PRO scores are integrated into the EHR system in real time, perceived
usefulness is positive with clinicians and patients because results can be discussed during the encounter. Barriers to
PRO data collection adoption include lack of educational material both for patients and clinicians. More work is
needed in order to provide meaningful interpretation of PRO scores. A limitation of this study is the retrospective
nature of the study. As with many clinical HIT implementations, studies are often conducted after the completion of
the implementation and there is potential for unreliable qualitative data7.
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Introduction
Using the electronic health record (EHR) can be a source of dissatisfaction for healthcare providers 1. One major
challenge is that EHR systems have resulted in a massive expansion of patient data making it increasingly difficult
for providers to find, retrieve, and use relevant information. Search functionality within EHRs can help mitigate
some of these challenges by improving targeted navigation of a patient’s chart. Search patterns can also illuminate
the types of information that providers need routinely as well as those they have trouble finding. Insights from these
search data could improve customization of the EHR interface and optimization of practice patterns. We conducted
this study to understand health care providers' EHR search activities and to describe common search patterns.
Methods
We used data from Kaiser Permanente Northern California (KPNC), an integrated healthcare delivery system using
a single comprehensive EHR system (Epic; Verona, WI) since 2007 known as KPHealthConnect. In Epic software,
the ‘Chart Search’ feature allows users to search for specific terms present in a patient's EHR (e.g., including clinical
notes, laboratory data, medications, procedures, orders fields). We evaluated KPNC Chart Search metadata from
April 2018 - May 2019 including the search term, time stamp, search results and clicks, and the health care provider
type conducting the search (e.g., physician, nurse, pharmacist). We calculated the number and types of unique EHR
search terms grouped by user, patient, time of day, and provider types. We evaluated the most frequent search terms
overall and stratified by provider groups. We identified linked search patterns based on co-occurring searches within
a single search episode (i.e., a group of search terms entered by a single user for the same patient within a single
session). We displayed linked searches using network graphs, based on the Fruchterman-Reingold2 algorithm,
limited to the top 2% of linked searches by frequency within each provider group. Graph edge colors correspond to a
particular provider group based on the specialty with the strongest connection strength. We also calculated metrics
of centrality to identify highly connected terms. We conducted analyses in R 3.5.1 using ggnet and tidygraph.
Results
During the study period, 34,735 unique users performed 12,313,047 chart search activities including 4,328,330
individual searches and 7,984,717 clicks/hovers among 977,160 unique patients. Overall, the most frequent search
terms were for 'statin', 'colonoscopy', 'pft', 'palliative care' and 'asthma' (Table 1), however, the most frequent search
terms differed significantly by provider group. For example,
Table 1. Most common EHR search terms
physicians most commonly searched 'colonoscopy', 'pft', and 'ppd'
Term
n
whereas pharmacists most commonly searched 'statin', 'metformin',
1
statin
75,107
and 'lisinopril'. Among registered nurses, the most common terms
2
colonoscopy
73,545
were 'palliative care', 'palliative', and 'statin'. Among mental health
3
pft
54,990
providers, the most common terms were 'social work', 'social services',
4
palliative care
34,258
and 'msw'. Among Advanced Practice Registered Nurses and
5
asthma
28,277
Physician Assistants (APRN/PA), the most common terms were 'op
6
metformin
27,159
note', 'moca', and 'colonoscopy'.
7
8
9
10

depression
lisinopril
ppd
gabapentin

24,469
23,976
23,514
22,578

When evaluating the top 2% of linked searches co-occurring within a
single search session, we found dense search networks centered
around topics including cardiometabolic disease diagnoses and
medications, mental health treatment, routine diagnostic tests, respiratory symptoms and treatments, and cognitive
testing and end-of-life care (Figure, next page). For example, search networks were seen for antidepressant and
antipsychotic medication, with overlapping searches between different provider groups (physicians in blue and
pharmacists in green). Similarly, networks were also seen for autoimmune disease phenomena (e.g., pericardial
effusion, pulmonary arterial systolic pressure) and immunosuppressive treatment (e.g., methotrexate, cellcept,
prednisone). Key bridging search terms in linked search networks included common overall terms like ‘statin’,
‘colonoscopy’, and ‘lisinopril’ (Table 2, next page).
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Other central terms included ‘alcohol’ which bridged search concepts related to screening practices, suicide, and
social services. The term ‘moca’ (Montreal Cognitive Assessment) bridged search networks involving diagnostic

Figure: Complete network graph for five different provider groups. Connection colors are assigned to the provider
type with the strongest connection strength.
testing for dementia as well as social services. ‘Gabapentin’ was a highly searched and connected term suggesting
that diverse clinician groups commonly sought information about its use in their patients.
Table 2. Search terms ranked by centrality
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Degree
statin
lisinopril
colonoscopy
gabapentin
aspirin
moca
losartan
pft
metformin
mmse

Discussion

Betweenness
aspirin
statin
colonoscopy
alcohol
gabapentin
trazadone
msw
hiv
lisinopril
gerd

This study has several implications for EHR use and
optimization. First, EHR developers could make certain data
more readily available particularly for items that, in aggregate,
were searched tens of thousands of times. Second, further
customization of EHRs should focus on the specific needs of
different provider groups, given the diversity of search terms
across provider groups. For example, the EHR for different
provider groups could include hyperlinks to their most
commonly searched terms or terms they are more likely to
search than other provider groups. Third, networked searches
reveal serial searches using synonymous concepts (e.g., 'social work', 'social services', 'msw', and 'lcsw') suggesting
users face challenges finding the information without precise terms. Fourth, future enhancements could include
customizing user displays based on their prior search history. Finally, the search networks identified in this study
offer unique insights into patterns of information retrieval, revealing areas of dense networks of EHR data inquiry
and suggesting that these data could be optimally accessed in a single area. Understanding health care providers'
information seeking behaviors is an important first step towards enhancing EHR navigation and reducing the burden
of EHR use in real-time clinical practice.
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Abstract
Companion animals can be used to study the pathogenesis of human disease because, like humans, they develop
disease spontaneously. We developed an algorithm to construct a repository from veterinary hospital records. Our
framework contains two phases: a semantic and a domain-specific phase. We validated our algorithm against
known breed-disease predispositions in our population of 84,405 dogs from 194 distinct dog breeds. We observed
the expected breed-disease associations (P<0.05). We also report novel disease-breed associations.
1. Introduction
Understanding the origins of disease, including both environmental and genetic etiologies requires the use of good
models. Canines are a useful model for studying many diseases, including cardiovascular diseases [1]. Pets are
important because they develop disease spontaneously mirroring disease progression in humans [2]. To study
disease prevalence and perform comparative analyses between humans and dogs, it is necessary to develop an
accurate and validated data repository for clinical data obtained during routine veterinary care at the Matthew J
Ryan Veterinary Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (PennVet). Informatics methods are required to develop
and validate data repositories [3, 4]. Research data repositories use data collected during routine clinical care.
Unfortunately, data recorded during clinical care are often not collected for research purposes and therefore data
entry errors occur frequently, and disease related terms can be used inconsistently [5]. Methods, including outlier
detection, are often used in the human medical context to identify data anomalies and other issues with data
collection [6]. Many of these techniques need to be tailored to the specific context. However, much prior work has
been conducted in the human medical context with one study finding less then 2 articles published per year in the
clinical veterinary informatics space [7], therefore much information is still to be learned. Some informatics work
has been conducted in the veterinarian context[8], but recent work has focused mainly in the Natural Language
Processing domain [9, 10] and utilizing the UK/Australia VetCompass database[11].
This study describes the development of a veterinary informatics method that enables the construction of a canine
data repository validated using PennVet data, a veterinary hospital within the United States of America. This data
repository could be used for disease related studies [1], including identifying novel disease-breed associations.
2. Methods
We obtained data for canines treated at PennVet from their clinical records system. All canines were extracted from
the system by extracting all records where the animal field was ‘canine’. The veterinary context differs in several
key ways from the typical human medical system. For example, patient names (e.g., Fido) and birth dates of pets are
not required to be accurate for billing purposes. Therefore January 1st is often filled in for birth date if the
information is absent. Therefore, we removed all canine records where January 1st was listed. We primarily removed
these records because we were interested in investigating birth-related disease associations as part of our future
work. It is possible that some of these records could be useful for other researchers, depending on the research
question. Data cleaning consisted of first a semantic data cleaning phase and then a domain-specific data
cleaning phase. The semantic data-cleaning phase involved removing all breeds that were not dog breeds. Data
entry problems are endemic in human clinical records systems, and the veterinary context is no different. Therefore,
an individual could set the animal field to canine accidently and then select a non-dog breed (e.g., ‘ferret’).
During the domain-specific data cleaning phase, we removed birth dates that occurred after the admit date since an
individual or a pet can not be admitted prior to their own birth. We also excluded patients where their birth date
differs across visit encounters and where their weight was beyond 500 pounds as this signals a data entry error. Our
final dataset consisted of 84,405 canines. We iteratively refined our algorithm until we were satisfied that the data
were adequately cleaned. We investigated the relationship between dog breed and age, and the relationship between
dog breed, weight and age. If outliers were identified, then we revisited the cleaning process to make further
changes. We also assessed each dog breed’s association with disease and compared with the literature.
Association Analyses to Validate Data Accuracy: We performed several association analyses to validate our
clinical data repository of 84,405 canines. For data validation purposes, we compared the results from our datasets to
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the disease. We then performed breed association
analysis adjusting the p-values for multiple
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3. Results
We started with a dataset containing 84,580 canines. After the cleaning process was complete, we obtained a dataset
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Figure 1. Precision and Recall for PennVet vs. Random: Only Osteosarcoma Shown Due to
results
demonstrating
Space Limitations.
that we were able to
replicate known disease–breed associations.
Novel Disease Associations: We are the first study to report dog breeds that are protected against developing
osteosarcoma, namely Yorkshire Terriers (OR=0.0, CI: 0.0, 0.37) and Shih Tzus (OR=0.0, CI: 0.0, 0.47). We are
also the first to report at risk associations for osteosarcoma and Anatolian shepherds (OR=45.90, CI: 4.97, 208.26)
and bullmastiffs (OR=10.90, CI: 4.60, 22.15). We also reported novel associations between dogs breeds protected
against developing mitral valve disease, including the Pug (OR=0.24, CI=0.05, 0.70) and the American Pit Bull
Terrier (OR=0.03, CI: <0.001, 0.15).
4. Discussion
Our study describes a two-phase method to construct a clinical data repository using canine data obtained during
routine clinical care at a veterinary hospital while maximizing data retention (99.8% retained). Our final population
contained 84,405 dogs treated between 2000 and 2017 from 194 distinct dog breeds. We observed the expected
breed associations with mitral valve disease, atrial fibrillation, and osteosarcoma (P<0.05). We achieved high
precision (average 74.2% across three diseases) and recall (53.3% across three diseases). Furthermore, we were able
to uncover novel disease-breed associations that warrant further investigation.
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Introduction
The universal adoption of electronic health records presents an unprecedented opportunity to fuel population-scale
development of research-grade computational phenotypes (CPs). CPs can enable large-scale biomedical research
and ultimately improve therapeutic decision-making and drive mechanistic insight1,2. However, several barriers to
the development, validation, and implementation of CPs must be overcome before their potential can be fully
realized.
Phenotype knowledge-bases like eMERGE's PheKB are rich repositories of domain expert-derived CPs.
Unfortunately, most of the CPs cannot easily be implemented across different electronic health records systems
because they are tailored to specific source vocabularies (SV). Common data models provide a practical solution to
this problem by enabling the harmonization of multiple SVs to a smaller set of pre-aligned standard terminologies
(ST). However, even with robust common data models like the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
(OMOP), one could employ different strategies to align clinical codes (e.g. ICD-9CM, LOINC) provided in a CP
definition to a common data model (e.g. exact string- or manual-mapping). Understanding the trade-offs of these
different vocabulary mapping strategies is vital for enabling common data model-driven CP automation.
Recent work by Hripcsak et al.3 provides one of the first robust examinations of the effects of different vocabulary
mapping strategies on patient cohort creation. They translated the diagnosis codes of nine PheKB CPs from
ICD-9-CM to SNOMED CT, OMOP's ST for diagnoses. They demonstrated that for most phenotypes, little
information was lost and error rates varied by the mapping approach, when mapping from the SV to the OMOP ST.
In some cases, information was gained (i.e. using the SNOMED CT hierarchy enabled the inclusion of additional
relevant diagnosis codes). This work had important limitations: (1) mapping only a single SV to an OMOP ST; (2)
examining only condition (or diagnosis) codes; and (3) creating patient cohorts using only the presence of at least
one diagnosis code, thus ignoring the clinical logic. Our objectives were to address these limitations by providing a
comprehensive examination of how different vocabulary mapping strategies, using both the clinical code sets and
the clinical logic across all clinical domains (i.e. conditions, medications, labs, procedures, and observations),
impacts the creation of patient cohorts.
Methods
We used two independent de-identified datasets: (1)
all 11,354,364 Children's Hospital Colorado pediatric
patient visits and (2) 58,976 adult intensive care visits
from the MIMIC III database. Both datasets were
standardized to OMOP V5. The study was approved
by the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board.
Using these data, five PheKB phenotypes were
implemented:
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder, appendicitis, Crohn’s disease, sickle cell
disease, and systemic lupus erythematosus. We
performed the experiments outlined in Figure 1,
which were designed to elucidate the effects of using
(1) different vocabulary mapping strategies (i.e.
exact- vs. fuzzy string mapping using varying levels
of the ST terminology hierarchies as well additional
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OMOP resources, like the concept synonym table), (2) different data types (i.e. using only condition codes vs. all
available clinical domains), and (3) different CP approaches (i.e. using only the clinical code sets, like Hripcsak et
al.3, or using clinical codes and clinical logic) on constructing patient cohorts. This resulted in 36 mapping strategies,
2 types of clinical data, and 2 CP approaches for a total of 144 comparisons for each case and control group across
the five CPs. Similar to Hripcsak et al.3, for each comparison, we calculated false negative (FN) and false positive
(FP) error rates as the number of incorrectly missed patients divided by the total number of patients with that
condition and the number of incorrectly included patients divided by the total number of patients without that
condition, respectively. The patient cohorts created by the CP authors were used as the gold standard patient cohorts,
using the same gold standard definition defined by Hripcsak for comparability3. Due to space limitations, only the
results for the Children's Hospital Colorado case cohorts are presented here.
Results
As shown in Table 1, when using only codes, the FP and FN error rates ranged from 0-88% (only conditions) and
0-25% (all data). For both data types, the highest error rates were observed in the ADHD CP when using a
fuzzy-matching mapping strategy that included concept synonyms/descendants. When using codes and clinical
logic, the observed FP and FN error rates ranged from 0-49% (only conditions) and 0-37% (all data). For both
evaluations, the fuzzy-matching mapping strategy using all concept synonyms/descendants resulted in the highest
error rates.
Table 1. Performance of mapping strategies for the Children's Hospital Colorado case cohort-derived phenotypes.
DATA TYPE

ONLY CONDITION DATA

APPROACH
a

ONLY CODES
FP

ALL CLINICAL DATA

CODES + CLINICAL LOGIC

METRIC

Actual Predicted

FN Actual Predicted

ADHD

19980

17639
20464

Appendicitis

4178

2629
4178

0

Crohn's
Disease

754

751
754

0
8

0
11

SCD

333

333
338

0
5

SLE

446

446
447

0
1

FP

ONLY CODES

FN Actual Predicted

FP

CODES + CLINICAL LOGIC
FN

Actual

Predicted

FP

FN

0
0
3624
2853 4907

2647
3624

0
78

0
4472
1056

4209
8061

0
0
3937 1567

1706

1519
2541

0
0
835 615

0
4178
1549

2629
4178

0

0
2948
1549

1706
3088

0
0
140 1247

367

119
916

0
0
549 275

230

230
287

0
57

0

477

477
679

0
212

0
10

199

199
280

0
81

0

0

1351

1351
1355

0
4

0

333

333
338

0
5

0

1308

1308
1312

0
4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

Cell values contain the min and max (min-max) of all 144 examined mapping strategies. A single number means the min/max were the same.
SCD: Sickle Cell Disease; SLE: Systemic Lupus Erythematosus.

Conclusions
When using only codes and only condition data, our results overlapped with Hripcsak et al.3; an exact mapping
strategy that included all concept descendants resulted in the lowest error. Our findings extend Hripcsak’s work by:
(1) using all clinical data types and (2) defining CPs using codes and clinical logic. We found that using codes and
clinical logic with all clinical data resulted in lower FNs and caused some previously eligible CPs to become
ineligible (i.e. no patients returned from cohort query). Future work will: (1) evaluate additional CPs; (2) include
new domain expert verified mapping strategies; and (3) perform expert verification of resulting patient cohorts.
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Introduction
Childhood obesity remains a major challenge in the United States, 1 where approximately 35 percent of children and
adolescents had an age- and sex-specific body mass index (BMI) greater than or equal to the 85th percentile per
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) growth charts. Despite its prevalence, it remains uncertain if
childhood obesity represents a single condition or is composed of different phenotypes with possibly different
underlying causes. We present a study of electronic health record (EHR) data for which we sought to identify clinically
similar subgroups among a population of newly obese pediatric patients. Specifically, we examine whether certain
temporal condition patterns associated with childhood obesity incidence tend to cluster together to characterize
subgroups of clinically similar patients.
Methods
In a previous study, 2 a novel application of the sequence mining algorithm, SPADE, 3 was developed and implemented
on a large retrospective cohort (n= 49,594 patients) to identify common condition trajectories surrounding pediatric
obesity incidence. Temporally ordered sequences of conditions were identified from patients’ EHRs for healthcare
visits in which an obese BMI was first recorded (the index visit), as well as immediately before (pre-index visit) and
after (post-index visit). These sequences were then compared to a matched control population of patients with a healthy
BMI. Controls were matched by age, sex, and prior healthcare utilization. SPADE identified 80 temporal condition
patterns present in at least 1% of cases that were significantly more common among cases (p<0.05, McNemar’s test).
In this study, we used Latent Class Analysis (LCA) to identify potential clusters formed by the temporal condition
patterns that were significantly more common among obese pediatric patients. The poLCA package 4 was used in R
Version 3.6.1 for this analysis. 5 Each patient was assigned to the group for which he/she had the highest probability
of membership. High-prevalence diagnoses, defined as those with ³ 20% prevalence among patients in a given LCAidentified class, were used to clinically characterize the subgroups. The Institutional Review Board at the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) approved this research study and waived the requirement for consent.
Results
To obtain a clinically meaningful number of
Table 1. Latent Class Model Development Comparison
patient subgroups, we restricted evaluation
to LCA models with 3-8 classes. Table 1
%
%
presents the Akaike information criterion
Number
reduction
reduction
(AIC) and Bayesian information criterion
of Classes
AIC
in AIC
BIC
in BIC
(BIC) values for each model, as well as the
percent reduction in each indicator’s value
3
402,634
404,015
between model iterations. AIC and BIC
4
395,335
1.81%
397,179
1.69%
values both declined as the number of
5
392,236
0.78%
394,543
0.66%
classes in the latent class models increased.
6
390,577
0.42%
393,347
0.30%
The model with 8 latent classes had both the
7
389,175
0.36%
392,408
0.24%
lowest AIC and BIC values, and was the
8
387,606
0.40%
391,302
0.28%
final model selected to study clinical
subgroups.
We assessed the eight subgroups identified by LCA for clinical similarity (Table 2). Patients in Class 1 had a high
prevalence of respiratory and sleep disorders, including sleep apnea and chronic pharyngitis and tonsillitis. Patients in
Class 2 had high rates of inflammatory skin conditions, patients in Class 3 had a high prevalence of seizure disorders,
and patients in Class 4 had a high prevalence of Asthma. Patients in Class 5 lacked a clear characteristic morbidity
pattern – no condition had a prevalence rate above 5%. Finally, patients in Classes 6, 7, and 8 had a high prevalence
of gastrointestinal issues, neurodevelopmental disorders, and physical symptoms (e.g. fever and headaches),
respectively. Table 3 presents the mean probability that patients categorized in their respective clusters belong in that
group. Mean probability of class membership ranged from 70.21% (patient in Class 8) to 89.7% (patients in Class 1).
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Table 2. Prevalence Rates of Common Temporal Diagnoses by Patient Subgroup (n= 49,594 patients). The numbers
before each diagnosis in a sequence represents the diagnosis timing class: ‘1’ denotes that the observation was
recorded during a patient’s pre-index visit, ‘2’ represents the index visit, and ‘3’ signifies the post-index visit.
Class (N)
Class 1 (n= 2,336):
Upper Respiratory and Sleep
Disorders

Class 2 (n= 3,743):
Inflammatory Skin Conditions
Class 3 (n= 1,266):
Seizure Disorders and Epilepsy
Class 4 (n= 6,446):
Asthma
Class 5 (n= 28,821): Other, no
characteristic morbidity pattern
Class 6 (n= 2,131):
Gastrointestinal/Genitourinary
Symptoms
Class 7 (n= 1,925):
Neurodevelopmental disorders

Class 8 (n= 2,925): Physical
Symptoms

Diagnoses
1-Chronic pharyngitis and tonsillitis
(33.05%)
1-Sleep Apnea (23.54%)
1-Sleep Problems (21.79%)
2-Chronic pharyngitis /tonsillitis (45.51%)
2-Sleep Apnea (26.5%)
2-Sleep Problems (22.35%)
3-Chronic pharyngitis/ tonsillitis (33.99%)
1-Dermatitis and eczema (54.21%)
2-Dermatitis and eczema (60.65%)
1-Seizure Disorder (62.32%)
2-Seizure Disorder (79.15%)
3-Seizure Disorder (46.84%)
1-Asthma w/o Status Asthmaticus (50.20%)
2-Allergic Rhinitis (31.06%)
2-Asthma w/o Status Asthmaticus (98.37%)
No diagnoses recorded at ³ 5% prevalence
1-Constipation (47.07%)
2-Constipation (61.76%)
1-Autism Spectrum Disorder (26.81%)
1-Deafness, hearing loss (20.10%)
2-Autism Spectrum Disorder (47.12%)
2-Developmental disorder (49.82%)
3-Autism Spectrum Disorder (29.87%)
3-Developmental disorder (36.21%)
1-Fever (30.02%)
1-Gasteroenteritis (22.56%)
1-Headaches (28.10%)
1-Nausea, vomiting (20.00%)
2-Headaches (21.81%)

Table 3. Mean Probability of Class Membership (Mean (SD))
Class
1
2
3
4
Mean
89.7%
80.64%
86.87%
87.33%
Probability
(18.02)
(13.78)
(19.83)
(14.9)

5
77.77%
(11.86)

Discussion
The preceding study identified
patient subgroups with temporal
condition patterns that are
significantly more common
among obese pediatric patients.
LCA allows individuals to have
a probability of membership in
multiple clusters, however our
results
showed
subjects
generally had a very high
membership probability for a
single class (>70%), suggesting
shared clinical characterization
within the individual groups.
Our findings may be used to
characterize the prevalence of
common conditions among
newly obese pediatric patients
and to identify pediatric obesity
subtypes.
The
identified
subgroups align with prior
knowledge on comorbidities
associated with childhood
obesity,
including gastrointestinal,
dermatologic,
developmental,
and
sleep
disorders, as well as asthma.6, 7
Future work will focus on
studying the demographic
characteristics
of
patient
subgroups and using class
membership to predict future
health outcomes.
6
81.95%
(15.74)

7
84.00%
(18.7)

8
70.21%
(19.5)
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Introduction
Hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection, a common cause of acute hepatitis, can lead to morbidity and occasional mortality.
A vaccine introduced in 1995 led to a steady decline, with annual infection incidence decreasing by 86.9% from 2001
(10,615 cases) to 2015 (1,390 cases). However, since 2016 the US has experienced a huge hepatitis A outbreak, with
more than 28,000 cases reported in 30 states. Homeless persons and drug users are at most risk. Virus transmission is
facilitated in dense shelter populations and by sharing drug paraphernalia [1, 2]. The rapid spread has nearly returned
us to the pre-vaccine era. Lack of real-time surveillance data limits ability to predict disease dynamics and plan state
level vaccination campaigns. Such concern prompted us to use non-traditional data sources, an emerging healthcare
trend that has augmented traditional approaches in tracking disease outbreaks when surveillance data are missing [3,
4, 5]. Our main objective was modeling the outbreak to quantify percentage of the susceptible population needing
vaccination to curb propagation. Our second goal was evaluating whether news media data are an appropriate proxy
for traditional surveillance sources to accurately model real-time disease propagation. We also discovered insights
revealed by news media.
Methods
Our study focused on outbreak dynamics in two states, California (CA) and Kentucky (KY), which have major highrisk homeless and drug-use populations. CA has 24% of the US homeless population. KY is among the top five states
in drug overdose-related deaths, with 54 counties (45%) receiving special CDC funding [7, 8]. We applied a
combination of provisional weekly reports from CDC WONDER as a structured source, or traditional data, and news
articles from HealthMap as an unstructured source, or non-traditional data. CDC WONDER weekly reports and 568
HealthMap news articles, with title and content, were obtained for the period from 3/24/2017 to 3/31/2019. We used
the Incidence Decay and Exponential Adjustment (IDEA) model and a non-linear optimization procedure. The IDEA
model relies on the basic reproduction number R0 and a discounting factor d [8]. To calibrate their values, we fitted
the theoretical representation to empirical data using Python scipy.optimize.curve_ﬁt method. All news articles were
aggregated in a bag-of-words model to make them ready for the text analysis. Important preprocessing steps included
sentence tokenization, stopping word removal, and word lemmatization. These steps were accomplished in Python
using, respectively, the word_tokenize function from nltk.tokenize, the list of English stopwords as provided by
nltk.corpus, and the WordNetLemmatizer module from nltk.stem. We further measured the intersection of the models
for CA and KY using the Spearman rank correlation to estimate their similarity based on the words’ relative
frequencies.
Results
Choice of serial interval. Our procedure performs well for both states when using traditional data, as measured by the
Mean Absolute Error or MAE (Figures 1, 2). We assessed the sensitivity of our calibration to the choice of serial
interval value, using in turn three and four weeks. The MAE does not significantly differ from one scenario to another.
Handling missingness in non-traditional time-series data. Unlike the CDC-reported number of cases, the cumulative
incidence extracted from news articles suffers from missing data. Both carry-forward (Figures 1, 2) and linear
smoothing can handle this problem. In this work, we investigated both strategies and obtained similar outcomes.
Parameter calibration for CA and KY. Interestingly, the basic reproduction number was 38% higher in CA than in
KY (R0CA = 1.65, R0KY = 1.19), signifying a much faster spread of the virus there. However, CA was able to quickly
curb the outbreak, with a discount factor almost ten times larger than in KY (dCA = 0.0131, dKY = 0.00142). The
reported point estimates for R0 and d correspond to a three-week serial interval using CDC data.
Vaccination assessment for CA and KY. Using a 100% vaccine efﬁcacy, the current (as of 3/31/2019) vaccination
rates were estimated and compared to the target thresholds to curb the outbreak. The estimates for vaccination
percentages are different due to a higher sensitivity of the model based on news articles to missing data. However, the
delta estimation (how much more vaccination is needed at this stage), which is important for policymakers, is quite
stable (Table 1). This is because the difference between estimated threshold and estimated actual vaccination
percentage is relative and not affected by the under- or over-reporting tendencies that news articles may suffer from.
Text analysis. The intersection of the two bag-of-words models contained 1,157 terms in total (i.e. 40% vs. 63% of
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the language elements used in KY vs. CA, respectively), which is surprisingly low considering they cover the same
topic. Furthermore, the Spearman rank correlation of 54% (p-value < 0.001) points out that the intensity of even the
same words differs significantly. For example, the word "homeless" ranks 7th in CA while ranking 52nd in KY,
conﬁrming the association between homelessness and hepatitis A in CA. Also, the word "child" ranks 309th in CA
but 21st in KY, also aligning with the fact that KY is more insistent on children’s vaccination than is CA, making it a
state priority during the outbreak.

Figures 1, 2. The epidemic curve ﬁt using CDC WONDER (upper) and news articles (lower) with a three-week
serial interval. The carry-forward method was applied to the model using the news articles.
Table 1. Vaccination assessment in CA and
KY, assuming 100% vaccine efﬁcacy and
as of the data collection end time on
3/31/2019. Columns indicate serial interval
length in weeks, estimated vaccination
percentage threshold, estimated actual
vaccination percentage, and delta
(the difference between the second and the
third columns).
Discussion
Through the comparison of the use of traditional and non-traditional data for modelling the hepatitis A outbreak, we
found that the latter can be an appropriate source of information – leading to similar estimates of the basic reproduction
number describing the speed at which the epidemic propagates and of the discount factor signaling how fast the state
is able to react and curb it. Taking a qualitative approach with the same HealthMap news dataset, we could extract
more insights to be further utilized in the health policy making process. Through both sentiment analysis and word
cloud visualization, we showed the power of auxiliary information obtained from non-traditional data sources. Media
features the hepatitis A outbreak differently from one state to another, e.g., strikingly focusing on its connection with
the homelessness issue in CA. Finally, we determined that a larger size of the news dataset does not always
commensurate to an actual outbreak and leads to the increasing predictive power of a model.
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Introduction
An estimated 47% of Americans at age 65+ take statins, which are highly effective in lowering low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol, preventing atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, and reducing all-cause mortality. Unfortunately, ~50%
of patients prescribed statins do not obtain these benefits because they discontinue use within 1 year of treatment
initiation. Thus, statin discontinuation has been identified as a major public-health concern due to increased morbidity,
mortality, and healthcare costs. Statin-associated symptoms (SAS) often result in dose reduction or discontinuation of
these drugs. Currently, physicians reactively manage SAS after they manifest, such as alter treatment plan (e.g.,
changing medication and dosage) or a ‘statin holiday’. To prevent SAS and increase adherence, we propose a proactive
strategy using AI and big data to personalize treatment plan (statin agent + dosage) employed prior to statin initiation
or rechallenge.
Methods
In this proof-of-concept study, we develop a machine-learning model trained with big data (OptumLabs® Data
Warehouse) to produce the proactive strategy. Specifically, we develop a 2-step Personalized Statin Treatment Plan
(PSTP) platform including: (1) Prediction: Deep learning model simultaneously estimate an individual’s risks of SAS
and discontinuation for each treatment plan. (2) Optimization: Multi-objective optimization actively identifies
treatment plans with the lowest risks (proactive strategy).
Results

Figure 1. Comparison between human with machine to produce the proactive strategy.
In practical settings, a prescribing physician usually take a few important characteristics of an individual into account
when prescribing statin therapy to reduce SAS and increase benefit. Therefore, the concept of proactive strategy has
been widely considered in practice, but the implementation is usually limited to a few characteristics. Simultaneously
taking many characteristics and interactions into account may further improve the implementation, but that becomes
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a huge burden for human and infeasible in practice. As a result, we develop a machine-learning algorithm that takes
multiple individual characteristics and interactions into account aimed at empowering physicians to implement this
concept and more accurately make the proactive decisions.
Figure 1 demonstrates comparison of performances between human and machine. In general, performance of the
proactive strategy when taking a few important characteristics (three sets of columns to the left; represent proactive
strategy by only human) is in the range between 40% and 60%. On the other hand, with the machine’s support (that
take over 70 variables and complex interactions into account), the performances of the proactive strategy are improved
to the range between 60% and 95% (two sets of columns to the right). In other words, we have a large space to improve
the implementation of proactive strategy using machine learning and AI approaches.
Figure 2 shows a visual example of the proactive strategy (produced by the proposed PSTP platform) that helps to
distinguish the best treatment plan (low risks of discontinuation and SAS) for a patient. Each dot represents a possible
treatment plan (specific statin agent + dosage) for an individual. For example, the dot RO40 (one of the proactive
strategy in Figure 2) represents Rosuvastatin 40 mg. The treatment plan RO40 is most likely to prevent future SAS.
Consequently, the proposed method will create a new precision-medicine tool to empower the treating physicians.

Figure 2. A visual example of the proactive strategy produced by the Personalized Statin Treatment Plan (PSTP)
platform for an individual. Each dot represents a possible treatment plan (statin agent+particular dosage).
Conclusions
In this study, we have tested feasibility to create the proactive strategies using big-data and AI approaches for patients
who were initially diagnosed with cardiovascular disease. Meanwhile, we are intensively working on expanding our
work to include various patient subgroups. The most important and challenging lesson learned so far is to explore the
process of translational research (data-science discovery to clinical implementation). Although we can develop AI
methods to discover proactive strategy in the data, in other words, that mean no one had used the AI tools before. As
a result, it is a challenge to have evidence to support the subsequent clinical trial, which is a gold-standard and
important step in the translational research. In the near future, we plan to evaluate, validate, add practical components,
and add another dimension of LDL reduction to improve our translational-research agenda.
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Abstract
Precision oncology requires large standardized datasets to accurately characterize patient, tumor, treatments, and
outcomes. Standardized terminologies provide unambiguous concept codes, but may not cover specialized domains. We
characterized gaps in terminology coverage identified while mapping over 300,000 cancer concepts. Target specific
treatments and condition specific variants accounted for the majority of gaps in terminology coverage. Coordination
between standards development organizations and domain specific experts will be needed to close existing and future
concept gaps.
Introduction
Advances in precision oncology promise to deliver tailored treatments to cancer patients for improved outcomes.
However, access to standardized clinical data to accurately characterize patients, their disease, treatments, and outcomes
remains a limiting factor. Several factors limit the ability to bring these data together for large scale analyses, including
variably complete EHR data which requires significant manual data extraction, limited informatics resources, concerns
of data privacy and governance, and inconsistent mapping of clinical data to widely recognized terminology standards
such as ICD, ICD-O, LOINC, SNOMED or RxNorm.
Standardizing clinical data to consistent terminologies (concept mapping) is both art and science, sometimes with
multiple choices available to represent a single clinical concept. Since 2017, the informatics team at Tempus has focused
on transforming clinical data for oncology patients into standardized datasets to inform more precise cancer treatments.
In this presentation we characterize and classify gaps in terminology coverage identified from 2 years of data to inform
future terminology development efforts.
Methods
Both structured and unstructured data extracted from Electronic Health Records for patients using Tempus laboratory
testing is abstracted through a standardized data pipeline with a focus on oncology relevant domains (e.g. cancer stage,
treatment, outcomes, etc). Our team of terminology experts map concepts to standardized clinical terminologies
including SNOMED, ICD 9/10/O, LOINC, and RxNorm, and also cross reference concepts with the National Cancer
Institute Thesaurus (NCIt) when a code is not available in a primary terminology. Concepts without clear terminology
coverage at the time of abstraction and concept mapping are flagged for creation of custom codes.
Results
Out of over 300,000 clinical concepts extracted from Electronic Health Record data, we identified 82 concepts without
coverage from standardized clinical terminologies. We grouped uncovered concepts into 6 categories (Table 1). Beyond
this subset of concepts deemed as immediately essential to cancer treatment, an abundance of granular data is not
captured regularly due to the lack of detailed standardized codes.
Table 1. Type, number, and examples of orphan concepts without a clear equivalent in common standardized clinical
terminologies.
Type

Number

Example

Target specific treatment

32

Anti-HER3 Monoclonal Antibody instead of Antineoplastic
antibody (C129822)

Condition specific variant

24

Specific gene variant KIT p.K642E

784

Sequence of Line of Therapy

10

Ninth Line of Therapy (NCIt only has codes up to 8th line
therapy)

specific

7

Splice site deletion

Missing codes to represent specific exon
numbers

5

Certain numbers and ranges are missing: 11-13, 25-26, 25-27,
34, 53

Generic tissue type descriptors

3

Tumor tissue vs. normal tissue

Specific Lab Test

1

EndoPredict

Pathogenic
mutation

effect

of

a

These 82 unique concepts represent a majority of over 141,000 custom codes by volume; e.g. a genetic test result of
“overexpressed” with closest NCIT Code C18211 “Protein Overexpression” occurred over 800 times in reviewed patient
records.
Discussion
Standardized terminologies continue to grow and evolve with the scientific communities they support. While many
organizations maintaining standard terminologies allow the informatics community to request new content when
insufficiencies are identified, release cadence typically lags behind the current state of the scientific knowledge. The
interim use of an organized internal custom code system has become essential for this reason.
Our experience suggest several focused domains to guide terminology development efforts within the precision
oncology community. In particular, specific codes to represent targeted cancer treatments (e.g. interventional drugs
targeting specific receptors) as well as standard concept codes for pathologic molecular variants will likely be a
significant area for growth and thoughtful concept modelling as new testing modalities emerge and more normal and
pathologic variants are inevitably discovered. Because both the tests and test results which correlate with molecular and
genetic variants are likely to increase at a rapid pace, adopting a strategy to represent cancer genetic testing and results
modeled on prior terminology mapping efforts as espoused in the LOINC community may be an ideal approach1.
Recently, cancer researchers have developed and evaluated ontologies to provide coverage of key concepts for solid
tumor outcomes or adverse events of immunotherapies2,3. Building on these efforts, we anticipate that domain gaps in
terminologies will be best addressed through coordinated community efforts given the likely rapid future growth of
precision oncology discoveries.
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Abstract
To identify transmission vectors and characterize risk factors for Vancomycin-resistant enterococcus (VRE)
acquisition, a computational network model to determine the “betweenness centrality” as a proxy for VRE
dissemination has been developed, and network analysis was added to the arsenal of traditional infection
control tools. This network model allowed the identification of risk factors for interpersonal transmission of
VRE, and the applicability of data-based infection control has been tested. The model can be assumed to work
with other hospital-acquired infections as well, for which further studies are being conducted.
Introduction
Vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) are multi-drug-resistant micro-organisms that cause nosocomial infections
and spread through healthcare workers or the environment1. VRE infections are the fourth leading cause of mortality
from antibiotic-resistant pathogens in the United States and in 2013, the CDC categorized vancomycin- resistant
Enterococcus as a “serious threat”, suggesting the need for increased monitoring and prevention activities 2.
Understanding VRE epidemiology, transmission in health care settings, and risk factors for colonization and infections
are keys to prevention3.
In 2018, a previously locally unknown sub-type of VRE (sequence type 796) caused a nosocomial outbreak in our
hospital group. Our intention was to control the nosocomial infection as quickly as possible after its introduction,
given the challenges associated with VRE endemicity4. Thus, we aimed to go beyond traditional hospital epidemiology
methodologies5, and established an interaction graph system based on electronic patient data to identify VRE infection
hot spots and dissemination vectors. Our goals were to characterize risk factors for VRE acquisition, elicit potential
hot spots of transmission, and delineate an optimized approach to tracing contacts.
Methodology
To examine the underlying variables contributing to the VRE dissemination, we developed a network model in which
patients, medical devices, employees, and rooms constitute the nodes. The edges of the network represent the patientroom, patient-device, patient-employee, employee-device, employee-room, and device-room interactions. Note that
there is no patient-patient interaction since the patients are never in direct contact with each other.
The data for the model were obtained from different electronic information systems during the outbreak period
(1/2018-9/2018). Data sources include Electronic Medical Records, the Patient and Staff Scheduling System, the
Rostering System, the Electronic Patient Administration System, and the Laboratory Information System (LIS). The
LIS provided the screening results thus the annotation of each patient to be VRE-positive or negative. Data from all
other systems represents the patient pathway through the hospital(s) during the treatment process and is used to define
the network to identificaty the transmission for Vancomycin-resistant enterococcus. Patients who tested VRE-positive
during this period were compared to controls, defined as having had 0-3 negative screenings.
The following three methods were applied:
1. Risk factors for VRE colonization were determined by fitting uni- and multivariate logistic regression
models
2. Hotspots: Transmission pathways and hot spots were identified by analyzing the relative importance of nodes
in our network model. The metric consists of calculating the ratio of infected edges to all edges for all nodes
where infected edges are characterized by the nodes being in direct connection with at least a VRE-positive
patient node.
3. Network Modelling: We sought to understand whether cases with characteristics and connections similar to
VRE patients were missed during contact tracing using betweenness centrality metrics. According to
Borgatti6, betweenness centrality is the correct metric to identify nodes in a network that are critical in terms
of occurrence in shortest pathways across the whole network thus this is the preferred metric for infection
transmission scenarios .
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Results
Table 1. Size of the data set (network)
Results of logistic regression:
Independent predictors of VRE colonization were ICU
admission (OR 4.9, with 95% confidence interval [3.7,
6.5], p < 0.001)], number of records in the database (as a
proxy for severity-of-illness, OR 1.1 [1.1, 1.1], p <
0.001), length of hospital stay (log10 OR 2.7 [2.0, 3.5], p
< 0.001), age (OR 1.3 per 10 years [1.2, 1.4], p < 0.001),
weeks of antibiotic administration (OR 1.2 [1.1, 1.3], p
< 0.001), along with marginally significant effects for
both gender (male, OR 1.4 [1.1, 1.9], p = 0.02) and
number of employee contacts (OR 1.1 [1.0, 1.2], p =
0.04).
We compared 340 VRE patients to 53,667 controls. (Table 1) By using complex network analysis, we were able to
establish three main pathways by which the 340 VRE cases are connected: healthcare personnel, medical devices, and
patient rooms. This multi-dimensional network extends beyond our current contact tracing strategy, which captures
inpatients based on geographical proximity. We calculated the ratio of infected edges to all edges identified hotspot i.e.
individual rooms, devices and employees allowing to intensify and targeted room cleaning, to review device
disinfection protocols, and to test employees for carriage.
Table 2. Results of Network Modeling
Clear ranked list allows a deep dive to define
actionable interventions on the individual nodes
#
Patient
Device
Employee
Room
#
Patient-Room
Patient-Device
Patient-Employee
Employee-Device
Employee-Room
Device-Room

Node
53667
440
2054
1689
Edge
554548
139826
274813
157477
376943
262340

Conclusion
By utilizing a computational model to determine the
“betweenness centrality” as a proxy for VRE
dissemination within our hospital network and to
identify high-risk patients as potential screening
targets, we could show its usefulness to help hygiene
stewardship during a VRE outbreak. Three main risk
factors for being a VRE carrier (ICU admission, length of hospital stay, and antibiotic exposure) and three important
links between VRE cases (healthcare personnel, medical devices, and patient rooms) have been identified 7. The
model is being introduced as a standard tool for hospital epidemiology at our hospital group, and further evaluation
is being performed to validate its utility and robustness.
Outlook
Beside further optimization of the transmission vector and hot spot analysis, we plan to develop a machine learning
approach in order to predict (and thus reduce) infection risk on individual patient level. Data scarcity might be a serious
caveat to successfully apply supervised learning, therefore generative adversarial networks (GANs) and/or Monte
Carlo simulation will be tested. In addition, the model can be assumed to work with other hospital-acquired infections
as well, for which further studies are being conducted.
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Introduction
Performing privacy-preserving data analytics across different healthcare organizations has been a significant
challenge. Overseen by laws and regulations such as HIPPA, healthcare institutions are hesitant to share data with
external entities. Recent developments1-3 in privacy-preserving machine learning (PPML) and homomorphic
encryption have produced a plethora of secure computing technologies that can be leveraged in the clinical domain.
However, such technologies are normally tailored for specific machine learning algorithms or attached to a particular
secure computing infrastructure, such as blockchain. Those limitations hinder the adoption of these technologies in
multi-site clinical data analytics. Presently, the prevalent method is performing privacy-preserving record linkage
(PPRL) via a third-party honest broker;4 however, such an approach is typically cumbersome and does not provide
sufficient security.5 Garbled circuits,6 on the other hand, have long been viewed as purely theoretical research and
impractical to use in practice. Thanks to a host of optimization techniques from the cryptography community in recent
years,7 garbled circuits have become a viable alternative. It has advantages over traditional PPRL because the
computation does not require a trusted third party. Moreover, a properly constructed garbled circuit protocol is
considered to be provably secure against any computationally bounded adversary.
In this preliminary work, we evaluate the usability and performance of some cutting-edge garbled circuit platforms.
We identify a few which appear mature enough to consider for practical cross-site clinical data analytics. We also
compare the performance of one such platform to recently published work8 describing the first application of garbled
circuits to the PPRL task. We find the chosen platform easy to install, but also significantly more performant.
Methods
A recent survey article7 from the cryptography community performs a systematic review of the available open-source
garbled circuit platforms. We evaluated several platforms and have successfully completed the test cases described in
the survey. In this work, we focus our attention on EMP-toolkit,9 which enables a programmer to develop the multiparty secure computation protocol as a high-level design document written in C++, from which the garbled circuit is
automatically generated. In addition, this platform also allows the programmer to specify the proper threat model for
his or her domain. In our proof of concept, we consider the following motivating example: Two hospitals H1 and H2
want to find out how many diabetic patients they have in common in order to complete a city-wide public health
report. The naive method often used is simply adding two individual counts together, denote as !𝐻#$ ! + !𝐻%$ !, but this
leads to significant overcounting, especially for common diseases. We therefore design a secure two-party
computation to compute the size of their set intersection !𝐻#$ ∩ 𝐻%$ !, while revealing no additional information about
the individual matches. Such a security protocol is commonly referred as private set intersection cardinality (PSI-CA).
In order to implement such a security protocol, we first determine the proper threat mode as semi-honest, which means
parties involved are curious but not malicious. They may want to infer extra information, but they will not violate the
protocol or intentionally lead the computation to produce incorrect results. Semi-honest mode is the de facto threat
model in cross-institution clinical data analytics, since full trust cannot be granted to parties outside the covered
entities, but reputational pressures should discourage overtly malicious behavior. Such choice of threat model leads
to special consideration in the implementation. One example is when comparing two patients, one party (evaluator)
can glean the if-else statement execution. Even though both the circuit and the other party’s input have been
sufficiently encrypted, the semi-honest evaluator can still learn the other party’s patient information when there is a
match. In order to mitigate such a security risk, we implement the if-else using a multiplexer. As a result, all inputs
and outputs for the multiplexer are encrypted in the garbled circuit, so a semi-honest adversary would have no way to
obtain any information.
Results
Using the EMP-toolkit, we implemented the security protocol discussed above. We compared the performance to the
recently published result from Chen et al.8 To our knowledge, this is the only prior research to perform EHR linkage
using garbled circuits and realistic synthetic data. To replicate their experimental setting, we generated two synthetic
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cohorts of the same size (10,000) and overlap (6000), and obtained the hash output with same precision (36-bit). The
prior work does not provide specifics for network latency, but it appears to be a LAN. Indeed, network latency may
not be included in the prior work’s results at all. Some performance results taken from figures (such as ~20GB) may
not be the exact results produced by the other work. Nonetheless, as we can see in Table 1 that EMP-toolkit
significantly outperforms the other work. The major difference is that whereas our garbled circuit outputs only the
cardinality of the private set intersection, the Chen system establishes linkage for the matching records, and therefore
reveals the matched records exist in the other private set. It is also worth noting that in our experiments, even in a
simulated WAN setting, the computation only takes 3 hours and 16 minutes, which is comparable to the prior work’s
result in a likely LAN setting. The EMP-toolkit generated a garbled circuit containing 10.8 billion AND gates, and
two-party computation takes a total of 360,000 oblivious transfers. We adopt the LAN and WAN parameters from
another paper that uses simulated latency to evaluate the garbled circuit system.10 The experiment was performed on
a system has an Intel i7-8750H 2.2 GHz CPU and 16GB memory. Software to reproduce our results may be found on
GitHub.1
Table 1. Performance comparison for the 10k by 10k cohort.
Running time
Memory Usage
Hash size
Security
Network
Cardinality Only

Our Result
1 hour 47 minutes
~32 MB
36 bits
128 bits (AES)
LAN (0.2 ms latency)
Yes

Chen et al.8
~3 hours
~20 GB
36 bits
80 bits
LAN (likely)
No (likely)

Discussion
Our proof of concept case study indicates that cutting edge garbled circuit framework can plausibly satisfy the security
and performance of real-world cross-institution clinical data analytics applications. We discourage practitioners from
developing garbled circuit protocols from scratch, as optimized open-source frameworks like EMP-toolkit may be
leveraged to reduce the opportunity costs in the biomedical domain.
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Introduction
Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are designed to support evidence-based clinical decision making. Using electronic
health record (EHR)-based clinical decision support (CDS) systems to implement CPGs has been an ongoing
challenge1. Translation of CPGs into sharable, scalable, computable and actionable CDS artifacts (e.g. alerts and order
sets) requires significant effort and is difficult due to challenges in the availability of data to drive CDS and the lack
of widely adopted approaches to share computable CDS implementations. To better understand these challenges, we
assessed barriers, facilitators, and feasibility considerations when implementing CPGs within EHR systems.
Methods
We conducted in-depth structured interviews with dyads (consisting of an informatics specialist and an emergency
department physician) who work at seven health systems across the US that implement CDS in their EHR. Participants
were queried about data availability and anticipated challenges when implementing 10 Choosing Wisely® guidelines
for emergency medicine2 as CDS alerts in two distinct EHR systems (Epic® and Cerner®). The interviews were
recorded, transcribed and analyzed using a standard theme analysis method consisting of five steps: (i) interview
transcripts were broken into units; (ii) the four study authors developed a code book by working in pairs, and
independently and iteratively coding the transcript units; (iii) coding disagreements were discussed and resolved
through consensus; (iv) codes were grouped into broad categories; and finally, (v) salient themes were identified. The
study was classified as exempt from human subject research by the Duke University Institutional Review Board.
Results
We identified five themes (Table 1) organized into three domains: Sociotechnical, Knowledge, and Data. Average
Cohen’s Kappa for interrater reliability was 0.41, or moderate agreement.
Discussion
Our methods uncovered barriers, facilitators, and feasibility considerations that CDS implementers should consider
when implementing CPGs within an EHR. The themes may guide improvements in the full CPG knowledge cycle,
from knowledge generation to implementation and dissemination. While our study has limitations (we only explored
CPGs available in Choosing Wisely® and included academic medical centers), it also has strengths. For example, we
stimulated interviews by requesting that experts assess the feasibility of implementing a well-known set of CPGs
(Choosing Wisely®), interviewed participants from multiple healthcare systems using different EHRs (increasing
generalizability of the findings), and juxtaposed clinical and IT perspectives by interviewing multidisciplinary dyads.
Sociotechnical: For most of the 10 guidelines, there were multiple approaches to implementing the guideline based
upon workflows and available data and system features. The clinical and informatics experts had different perspectives
on feasibility and suggested approaches. Due to the repetition of this work across sites, we recommend a learning
health system approach to CPG implementation in which implementers disseminate their methods and experiences.
Knowledge: For every guideline, our experts identified one or more ambiguous or unclear concepts that were difficult
to operationalize in a computable way. Some concepts were noted to be more important than others for ensuring that
the automated guidelines would function as intended and with adequate specificity. Despite decades of research in
knowledge representation formalisms for computable guidelines, CPGs are still being authored and published in a
narrative format, imposing a critical implementation challenge for CDS. To reduce implementation effort and error,
we recommend that CPG authors provide guidance for implementers and operational definitions for each concept.
Data: We noted a persistent misalignment between concepts referenced in guidelines and available data. To address
these issues, the experts explored a number of solutions including the use of proxy data and asking for additional data
from the end-user. Notably, experts reported that they would accept poor data quality and a lack of specificity in the
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CDS if the clinical problem were a priority of the organization. Again, we recommend that implementers disseminate
their experiences when implementing CPGs as CDS and their strategies for mitigating problems in data availability.

Domain: Knowledge

Domain: Sociotechnical

Table 1. Themes and exemplar quotes identified from qualitative analysis of the expert interviews
Themes

Example Quotes from Interviews

Alignment of
expected CDS
outcomes with preexisting clinical
strategy impacts
implementation

“Yeah, from a workflow standpoint, this is not how this works… You might have
ordered your antibiotics prior to that just on how things look like so, this one’s
difficult from just a logistics workflow standpoint. You are probably [going to]
drain the abscess before you have laboratory criteria back. And the latest literature
suggests that the use of antibiotics empirically actually improves outcomes after
abscesses, so this would not be very well received anyway.”

Individual level
factors of endusers must be
considered when
selecting and
implementing
CDS tools

“A lot of times I think this is kind of provider dependent as well, because if you see
a lot of kids… because ultrasound is limited by body habitus too and some kids are
just… I know they’re not going to be able to find appendix, I’m going to order the
CT scan [regardless].”

Customized
strategies are
needed to mitigate
uncertainty when
translating CPGs
to an EHR-based
CDS tool

“… is it recent trauma, is it trauma two weeks ago when you had your car accident
and never got seen? So, I think this … guideline itself suffers from lack of
specificity. We don’t know …which one they’re trying to address and the overall
criteria in [the guidelines] are also vague, so ... all require clinician input.”

Domain: Data

Complex data
quality concerns
impact design and
outcomes

The nature of the
data that the CDS
tool depends on is
a primary factor
for implementation
feasibility

“… we’re going to try to get ‘otherwise healthy’ logic factored in, I think that it
would be much more difficult and time consuming if [we did not address it] …
there’s two different ways to approach this… would we capture ‘otherwise healthy’
as [a new] question… or do you think it makes sense to have that automatically
computed?”
“The problem is … a variable quality and it assumes that all their care has been
within the system so I think that you would want to have that as a question in the
[CT] order.”
“So I think when you go to order a CT and there’s an indication sometimes [it’s a]
hard stop… I guess it depends on the institution and if they turn that on or not…
but if it’s a hard stop you have to put something in… [if] the clinician is rushing to
order a head CT and they don’t bother to put a reason, then it’s not going to trigger.”
“Well, this is similar to the other imaging rules in that we don’t have structured data
for diagnoses or physical exam findings or symptoms or history at a time when
somebody would be placing this order. So, we basically have to fire an alert for
every order for a CT of the abdomen and pelvis asking you for an indication and
then asking you some additional questions to verify that it was appropriate.”
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Introduction
Healthcare providers may wish to assess how relevant a clinical study result is for a specific patient based on how
closely the patient’s characteristics (e.g., demographics or laboratory results) match those of the study’s cohort. We
have previously built the Study Cohort Ontology (SCO) to model population characteristics and encode this knowledge
as Resource Description Framework (RDF) Knowledge Graphs (KGs), intended for use as a knowledge source in
physician-facing applications that enable clinical decision support [1]. In our current work, we seek to populate the
SCO KG by automatically extracting the study cohort information from tables in a research publication. Study cohort
tables exhibit wide variance in representation, style and content and thus create challenges for direct translation into
KGs. We are developing a general, scalable knowledge extraction pipeline to address these challenges. In this paper
we describe our methodology for the pipeline, present initial results based on a set of research publications for Type-2
Diabetes and discuss future work to achieve complete automation of KG creation from study cohort tables.
Methods
We use a pipelined approach to gradually identify the structure of study cohort tables and build a preliminary KG.
While study cohort table formats vary, certain patterns are widely observed, and each step of the knowledge extraction
pipeline uses different heuristics to exploit these patterns.
In Step 1, we start with a PDF file of a research publication. After manually identifying the study cohort table in this
PDF, we use IBM’s internal Corpus Conversion Service [2] to create a JSON file of the extracted text, font, style, and
pixel bounding boxes for each cell contained in these identified tables. The tool is suited to parsing many varying
tables, and can identify nested column headers–but not nested rows, which we develop a heuristic to address in Step 2.
In Step 2, the row subheadings from the tables are identified. Our heuristic measures pixel differences between
different rows to identify indentation, and infers the nesting of rows. By identifying row parents and children, we
reorganize the flat tabular structure into a tree table structure.

Figure 1: The knowledge extraction pipeline consists of four steps. 1: PDF-JSON conversion, 2: Creation of tree
table, 3: Annotating tokens with KG components, and 4: Filling of incomplete RDF triples where possible.
In Step 3, KG components are identified from the text of table cells. The cell’s text is first tokenized, according to a
regular expression that identifies numbers, punctuation, and alphanumerical words as separate tokens. Each row and
column gets their own annotation, i.e., ‘subject characteristic’ for rows and ‘study arm’ for columns. For each ontology
concept we intend to identify, we maintain a list of recurring terms or keywords that indicate this concept is being
measured in a study cohort table. Tokens that match a keyword are annotated with the matching concept. Numerical
tokens are annotated with their parsed value. Tokens without a match are labeled with their corresponding row/column
header (e.g.in Figure 1, a subject characteristic is labeled ‘Systolic, Blood Pressure’). Each of these annotations
corresponds to a concept in the provided ontology, and is translatable to an RDF graph component instantiating this
concept. However, most of these components are initially incomplete, e.g., a ‘mean’ node is associated with both a
complete triple (‘type-of Mean’) and an incomplete triple (‘has-value unknown-literal-value’).
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In Step 4, these components (serving as KG nodes) are combined with one another to construct the KG, using the
relationships between concepts from the provided ontology. As seen in Figure 1, a mean node could have its ‘unknownliteral-value’ component filled with a literal value 141, creating ‘mean has-value 141’. To form edges between the
correct nodes, we perform a depth-first search of the nested tree table structure that we constructed in Step 1. In this
way, nodes from row subheadings (such as ‘mean’ and ‘SD’ in Figure 1) are combined with nodes in child rows.
Results
To evaluate our pipeline, we selected 18 research publications cited in the pharmaceutical interventions and hypertensive comorbodities chapters of the American Diabetes Association (ADA) Standards of Medical Care guideline 2018
[3]. We only evaluate the efficiency of our pipeline in organizing the tabular content and correctly recognizing it,
and thus excluded 2 tables that failed to convert during the PDF-JSON conversion process. Aggregatively, the study
cohort tables we considered included 1492 statistical measures recorded for 720 subject characteristics reported on 44
distinct study arms. We use the previously developed SCO ontology [1] for the output KG. The SCO ontology reuses
concepts from standard, well-used biomedical ontologies, to support the modeling of study cohort table components,
and enables a system that supports cohort similarity applications and population analysis scenarios.
Accuracy of parsing the correct numerical value is 97.5%, accuracy of assigning values to the correct statistical measure in SCO is 88.9%, accuracy of assigning statistical measures to the correct subject characteristic grouping is
95.0%. The accuracy of associating a value with its correct statistical measure, subject characteristic, and study arm is
84.0%. Errors are primarily localized in the first two steps of the pipeline, when tabular data is extracted from PDFs
and when this tabular data is converted into a nested tree table structure.
Discussion
Currently, our pipeline is able to take a research publication in PDF form, and produce a preliminary KG that assembles
the tabular components as per the relationships in the provided ontology. Although this preliminary KG only matches
terms to specific concepts when keyword mappings are provided, unidentified terms are included as metadata associated with placeholder concepts. Prior work [4] shows that keyword-matching can be used to identify tabular data from
clinical literature, but requires specific rules for each extracted data type (e.g. characteristics such as BMI or age).
Our pipeline avoids this issue of manually designing or training these rules by incorporating relationships between
data types, already described by existing ontologies, into the extraction pipeline. Our initial results show that we are
able to mitigate variance in the format of study cohort tables, as we have been able to identify the statistical measures
of subject characteristics, and build a KG encapsulating associations between these measures and other components
of the table. We can improve our results by improving the heuristics used for identifying row sub-headers, as some
tables do not use indentation to indicate these. In order to make the system scalable, we plan to augment the manually
assembled keyword mappings with methods based on Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) tagging, such as
UMLS MetaMap [5]. Overall, the KGs we are creating show the validity of an ontological approach to extracting
study cohort data from tables and are a step in the automatic recovery of clinical trial data for analysis purposes.
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Introduction
Preprints are a common way to freely disseminate research findings while manuscripts are under review. This is
standard practice in disciplines such as physics and computer science – primarily through arXiv – but is a more
recent practice in the life sciences. There remains reluctance from both authors and publishers, perhaps for fear of
being scooped or losing novelty. Consequently, most peer-reviewed articles in the life sciences are not preceded by a
preprint1.
Although the qualitative advantages of preprints have been well articulated, the quantitative evidence remains
relatively sparse. In particular, how does releasing a preprint relate to the subsequent outcomes of the peer-reviewed
article? Previous work based on 776 peer-reviewed articles with preprints found that articles with preprints had
higher Altmetric Attention Scores and more citations2. In this study (in press and available as a preprint
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/699652v2), we sought to build upon previous literature by taking
advantage of the currently available bioRxiv dataset and by accounting for article-, author-, and journal-level
variables.
Methods
We collected data from four sources: PubMed, Altmetric, CrossRef, and Rxivist. Altogether the dataset contained
74,239 peer-reviewed articles published in 39 journals from January 1st, 2015 to December 31st, 2018. Of these,
5,405 articles were preceded by a preprint on bioRxiv. The chosen date window allows ample time to publication for
even the earliest bioRxiv articles (November 2013). For each article, we extracted Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) terms for identifying the focus area of the article, and two metrics: Altmetric Attention Score and number of
citations. Each journal included in the analysis had at least 200 articles, with at least 50 previously released as a
preprint. Manual inspection of 100 randomly selected articles found all 100 were peer-reviewed research articles,
and none were commentaries, reviews, etc.
For each journal, we fitted separately a regression model for log2(Altmetric Attention Score + 1) and for
log2(citations + 1). The independent variables for each model were whether the article had a preprint, the
publication date, number of authors, number of references, country and institution affiliations of authors, publication
age of last author, and the top 15 principal components for MeSH terms. For each log-linear regression model, we
exponentiated the preprint status coefficient to obtain a journal-specific fold-change associated with having a
preprint. We used a random effects meta-analysis to quantify the evidence of association for each of the model
coefficients with Altmetric Attention Score and citations. As secondary analyses, we performed the regressions (i)
using an added term for the amount of time between preprint release and article publication and (ii) without MeSH
term principal components.
We then performed a meta-regression using each journal’s fold-change for Altmetric Attention Score and citations
as the dependent variable. The independent variables were each journal’s open access status (“immediately open” or
“closed or hybrid”), log2(impact factor in 2017), and log2(percentage of articles released as preprints).
Results
For most analyzed journals, the preprint associated fold-change and 95% confidence interval for both Altmetric
Attention Score and citations were greater than 1. Based on the random effects meta-analysis across journals,
releasing a preprint was associated with 1.49 times higher Altmetric Attention Score (95% CI 1.42 to 1.57) and 1.36
times more citations (95% CI 1.30 to 1.42) for the corresponding published article (Figure 1A). An article’s
Altmetric Attention Score and citations were also positively associated with the number of authors, number of
references, affiliation of any author with the U.S. or a Nature Index institution, and slightly negatively associated
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with its last author publication age. Notably, the effect size for having a preprint were ~4x larger than those for
author affiliations (Figure 1B). The results were similar for when we included an additional term for time between
preprint and article and when we excluded the MeSH term principal components. No associations were found for
either metric with journal-level characteristics (access model, impact factor, or percentage of articles with preprints).

Figure 1. A: Journal-level fold-changes and random effects meta-analysis for releasing a preprint. B: Association of
article-level variables with Altmetric Attention Score and citations
Discussion
Here we found that peer-reviewed articles with a preprint on bioRxiv tend to have higher Altmetric Attention Scores
and more citations. This positive correlation is robust across article-, author-, and journal-level characteristics. Our
findings confirm and extend previous work suggesting the positive impact of preprints.
Our dataset and analysis have several limitations. First, our dataset does not include preprints published on other
sites (e.g. PeerJ or arxiv Quantitative Biology). Second, we have not analyzed other article-level metrics such as
number of views, or preprint characteristics such as downloads. Third, scientific article classification by subfield is
an ongoing challenge and we have not examined how certain MeSH terms may be associated with a higher number
of articles as preprints. Fourth, our analysis does not indicate whether the association between preprints and article
metrics is changing over time. Finally, our analysis is observational and thus does not necessarily imply that
releasing a preprint is causal for increased attention and citations. There could be other factors for why articles with
preprints are more likely to receive higher attention and more citations. Despite these caveats, our findings
contribute to the growing evidence base for preprints, and we anticipate that our study will help promote the use of
preprints among researchers and publishers in the life sciences.
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Introduction
Increased cellular density (CD) is a hallmark of cancerous growth and a particularly key feature in histologic analysis and grading
of gliomas (1). For practical purposes, being able to estimate cellular density point-wise throughout a tumor would be a valuable tool
to probe how tumors infiltrate healthy brain as well as to guide therapies like biopsy and surgery. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is one possible means to accomplish this. Acquisitions like diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) are directly affected by increased cell
packing, which decreases the extracellular diffusivity of water, and other sequences that visualize tumor and surrounding edema are
likely correlated with cell density as well. A strong way to explore and quantitate these relationships is through the careful acquisition
of spatially specific tissue samples with known location in the brain.
Previous work has shown this is effective to demonstrate correlation with cellular markers like Ki67 and to probe genetic
heterogeneity (2,3). In other previous work, Durst et al. used DTI and dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) image data to predict
nuclear density, showing good correlations to actual values from tissue (4). Our work presented here follows a similar methodology
with the addition of advanced imaging features from dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) imaging, a greater number of samples,
advanced machine learning modeling via random forest, and a smaller number of variables included in the final model.
Methods
Data was collected as part of an IRB-approved clinical trial protocol for adult, treatment-naïve, glioma patients at our institution. Up
to 5 separate biopsies were collected per patient, which were targeted at areas of heighted perfusion, high K trans (transfer constant),
and/or restricted diffusion. Biopsy locations were sampled under stereotactic guidance using cranial neuronavigation software
(Brainlab AG, Feldkirchen, Germany), and the sampling coordinate locations were recorded. Tissue samples were stained with H&E
and cell density measured in nuclei/mm2 via image analysis software (Aperio ImageScope, Leica Biosystems, Inc., Buffalo Grove IL).
Four clinical categories of imaging were obtained for every patient on a 3T MRI scanner up to three days before surgery:
Anatomic/conventional, diffusion weighted (DWI), perfusion and permeability. Anatomic images comprised T1, T1-post gadolinium,
T2, T2*/susceptibility, Fluid Attenuation Inversion Recovery (FLAIR), and susceptibility-weighted angiography (SWAN) sequences.
Diffusion images were acquired and processed to maps of diffusion coefficients and anisotropy. Perfusion (DSC) images were
processed using NordicICE (Nordic Neuro Lab, Bergen, Norway) to yield maps of relative cerebral blood volume (CBV), blood flow,
transit time, and leakage parameters. Permeability images were similarly processed to yield blood-brain-barrier transfer constants,
vascular and extracellular contrast fractions, and contrast time-intensity curve metrics. A total of 23 images or parametric maps were
collected per patient.
Anatomic images were normalized to internal reference tissue intensities and parametric maps from DWI, DSC, and DCE were
used as provided. All images were mutually co-registered using a 12 degree-of-freedom affine registration. For each biopsy, a 5 mm
spherical region of interest (ROI) was placed at the sampling coordinate location and intensity measurements were made using the
average intensity in this ROI. Corresponding “virtual biopsy” regions were placed in contralateral normal white matter and imaging
measurements were similarly extracted. Virtual biopsies were assumed to have a cell density consistent with brain tissue of 403 +/- 80
nuclei/mm2 (mean +/- sd) based on the average total white matter nuclei and volume in the brain (5,6).
Before predictive modeling, we performed feature selection. The best single feature was selected from each family of imaging
(anatomical, diffusion, perfusion, and permeability) using random forest variable importance rankings (2,7). This maintained
complementary information provided by the different imaging families while reducing redundancy between images or derived
parameters from the same source data. To evaluate the sensitivity to data partitioning, this selection was repeated within each fold of
cross-validation. These selections were then combined by voting to for a final fixed variable set and these final four variables were
used to train a random forest regression model to predict cell density. Parameters for the random forest are: 500 trees, n/3 variables
tried per split, and max node size 5. For comparisons, we repeated the analysis using all possible input variables, conventional
(anatomic) imaging only, and fit a linear model as a baseline. We evaluated the model performance using the correlation (R2) between
predicted and observed CD amongst the hold-out observations from each round of cross-validation.
Results
23 evaluable patients with 52 image guided biopsies were included in the final analysis. Of these patients 7 had grade II gliomas,
9 had grade III, and 7 had grade IV. The cell density among all tissue samples was 6237 +/- 3552 nuclei/mm2. The best predictor from
each family for the random forest was determined by majority vote from each fold of cross validation and produced a four variable set:
T2, fractional anisotropy, K2 (leakage parameter), and kep (transfer constant). The best modeling performance was the random forest
trained on all 23 variables. However, comparable performance was achieved using the much smaller four-variable set chosen by
random forest importance. (R2 of 0.733 vs 0.747). A small decrease in performance was observed when only conventional imaging
variables were considered (R2 of 0.660), see Table 1. Figure 1 shows the predicted and observed cell density using conventional plus
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advanced imaging and conventional imaging only. Note the R2 value for pooled test predictions (R2 = 0.66) is not necessarily the same
as the average R2 of 0.744 across folds. As another baseline comparison, we fit a linear model to each variable subset. The linear
model’s predictions showed smaller correlation with true CD values than the random forest.
Discussion
We estimated cellular density in biopsy samples using a combination of conventional and advanced MR imaging which represents
an ability to predict local (point-wise) CD throughout a tumor volume. The strong correlations we found between imaging and local
cellular density improves our understanding of how these imaging sequences correlate with underlying tumor physiology. We found
the top predictors of cell density to be T2, fractional anisotropy, K2, and kep. This study confirmed the relationship between nuclear
density and FA (4), which is a natural expectation considering that increased nuclei means increased cells, which reduces water
movement and affects diffusion parameters. It also confirmed the relationship between K2 and nuclear density (4), a link that exists
likely because vessel leakage and cellular density are both associated with cancer growth, and not because they themselves have a
direct, 1st-order connection.
High cellular density is indicative of areas of unchecked cell division associated with tumor growth and infiltration. Being able to
non-invasively estimate cell density locally with imaging data as we have shown has the potential to guide biopsy procedures and
therapeutic intervention towards areas of high cellular density to improve diagnosis and treatment for glioma patients.
Figure 1: Test set predictions versus observed cell
density (nuclei/mm2) for the random forest model
using four fixed inputs from conventional plus
advanced imaging (a). The dashed gray line represents
perfect agreement, the solid is the best-fit for all
predictions (R2 = 0.76) and the dashed black line is the
best fit for real-sample predictions only (R2 = 0.45).
Panel (b) shows the predictions using conventional
imaging only. The model performance decreased
slightly with R2 = 0.66 overall and R2 = 0.24 for real
samples only.

Table 1: Average R2 for predicted vs observed cell density using each model and variable combination. The best performing models
are bolded.
Model (# variables) All variables (23) All conventional (6) RF importance (4) RF importance – conventional (4)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Random Forest

0.747

0.631

0.733

0.660

Linear Model

0.562

0.597

0.692

0.601
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Introduction
Inadequately managed post-surgical care can trigger complications, including a longer length of stay
(LOS), higher readmissions, and ultimately increased healthcare costs1,2 Studies have investigated the
impact of nurses’ experience and skills, and the nursing team’s composition on patient outcomes, but
these studies were mainly based on administrative, claims, and self-reported survey data, which does
not accurately measure the unique characteristics of the nursing team at various time points across the
continuous care process3,4. Electronic Health Record (EHR) documentation of assessments and
interventions (e.g. medication administration records) can be used to quantify nursing activities across
patient populations5. Linking nursing characteristics extracted from human resources information
systems (HRIS) with EHR data further enriches the ability to test hypotheses related to the impact of
nursing characteristics on patient outcomes. The purpose of this study was to link EHR and related
HRIS datasets to examine the associations between nursing team experience and education on LOS
and evaluate this association at different time intervals of post-surgical care.
Methods
This study is based on retrospective EHR data from inpatient post-surgical patients at the large urban
pediatric hospital and the individual nurses who were staffed to care for them from January 2015 to
December 2016. The study cohort was restricted to post-operative patients (48 hours) with documented
assessments. A logistic regression approach was used to test the associations between nursing-teamrelated characteristics and LOS, controlling for the effect of clinical and resource use, patient care
location, and socio-demographic factors. The binary outcome variable was created based upon the ratio
of actual LOS relative to the estimated All Patients Refined Diagnosis Related Groups (APR-DRG)
LOS. Post-surgical care was grouped into eight-hour intervals starting at the postoperative period. For
each of the six-time intervals, several nursing team-related explanatory variables were created
representing care activity (number EHR particulars related to medication administrations and
flowsheet documentation), team experience (average value for years of experience of all the nurses
involved with care), and education level. In addition, APR-DRG Relative Weight and APR-DRG
Severity Index were used to represent the difference in clinical and resource use between patients.
Patients’ socio-demographic variables (age at visit, gender) and care location (nursing unit) were
considered as other potential covariates.
Results
The study sample consisted of 6172 pediatric encounters with 1396 nurses involved with
documentation of pain assessments and medication administrations. Among the caregiving nurses, the
majority (53.36%) had more than five years of experience, and also the majority (73.16%) had
bachelor's or graduate-level education. As shown in Figure 1-A, the level of nursing activity was
highest immediately post-surgery and dropped significantly after the first 8-hour interval for all care
locations and continued to slightly decrease to the last interval. The hospital uses 12-hour shift staffing
which could be attributed to the variability seen with experience. The highest experienced nurses were
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assigned immediately post-surgery (12-hour day shift) and dropped at the 2nd 8-hour interval (night
shift) in most locations (Figure 1-B). This tread was replicated with a rise at the 3rd 8-hour interval (day
shift) and 5th 8-hour interval (Night shift).

Figure 1. Variation in nursing activity and nursing team experience between care locations.
Among the patients, 40.65% had longer LOS relative to their APR-DRG LOS benchmarks. Logistic
regression parameter estimates showed that controlling for other covariates, the patients with longer
LOS were associated with more experienced (p<.001, odds ratio=1.015) teams providing care during
the first eight hours. Experience of the nursing team during the second day, at 4th (with p=.07, odds
ratio=1.008), 5th (with p=.03, odds ratio=1.011), and 6th (with p=.04, odds ratio=1.009) 8-hour intervals
were found to be associated with differences in LOS outcomes. Even though our results did not reveal
a strong association between educational level and LOS at most time intervals, it showed marginal
evidence that having nurses with higher levels of education (with p=.08, odds ratio=0.890) at the start
of the second day (at the time interval 4) is associated with shorter LOS.
Discussion
The data came from a single pediatric hospital with a high proportion of experienced (>5 years) and
highly educated nursing staff limiting the generalizability to other settings. Yet our study demonstrates
the feasibility of using EHR data combined with other data sources to examine the impact of individual
and team characteristics on health outcomes. Furthermore, the association or correlation with other
variables and factors identified, especially with regards to the timing of care delivery, could be used as
inputs for developing nursing assignment models to efficiently use available nursing human resources.
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Introduction
Almost fifteen years ago, Christopher P. Wild brought forward the idea of the exposome (all exposures that an
individual encounters over the course of their life) with the intention of highlighting the necessity for methodologies
to explore an individual’s exposome to a similar standard of genomic methods1. Interest in the exposome concept has
greatly developed in the last few years however compared to its genomic analog and the physical manifestations of
the phenome it has yet to reach the same great heights that was envisioned by Wild. Biomedical informatics has greatly
contributed to and enhanced the genomic and phenome research fields through ontologies such as the Gene Ontology
(GO)2,3 which is regularly used for enrichment analysis to glimpse at the plausible biological roles of a set of genes,
or through phenotype ontologies such as the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO)4 respectively. Biomedical informatics
is positioned to develop the tools necessary to advance exposomic research and deliver an interactivity framework
between the exposome, genome and phenome5.
Currently, the exposome field has notable resources such as the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD)6 which
provides curated links between chemicals and genes. CTD additionally offers links between chemicals and phenotypes
which have been represented as GO terms. Although these approaches provide relevant insights, diseases are made up
of different phenotypes whereas GO terms are focused on the biological outcomes at a cellular or molecular level.
Therefore, we have detected the need to implement a method to relate chemical compounds to the different phenotypes
that are encountered in human disease. For this purpose, we have developed phexpo (phenotype - exposome) a
methodology to carry out bidirectional enrichment analysis of chemicals and phenotypes. This methodology has been
bundled inside an R package. Phexpo incorporates chemical and gene data from CTD and phenotype and gene data
from HPO. Using a chemical or phenotype derived gene list built from genes in both data sources, phexpo will provide
enriched chemicals or phenotypes respectively.
Methods
Datasets of chemical and genes7, and chemical vocabulary8 were downloaded from the 5 February 2019 update of
CTD. Phenotypes and gene annotations were downloaded from the 2019-02-12 version of HPO. The datasets used
within phexpo were further preprocessed before integration. Phexpo is built and depends upon the following R
packages; dplyr, tibble, ggplot2, magrittr, rlang, tidyr and shiny.
Phexpo provides functions for the enrichment of single or multiple chemicals or phenotypes. The user inputs a selected
chemical or phenotype into the respective function and phexpo by default will run a one-sided Fisher’s exact test to
calculate enriched chemicals or phenotypes which are presented within a tibble data frame and arranged by p-value.
To correct for multiple testing, phexpo employs Bonferroni correction and False Discovery Rate (FDR) p-value
adjustments. Users can additionally visualise their results using a function which deploys a shiny interface.
Results
To demonstrate the capabilities of phexpo we present here two chemical analyses. One for the drug warfarin, used as
a positive control, and chloroform as an industrial chemical example. We set a significant FDR threshold p-value
<0.05. The enriched results are displayed using the visualisation function (Figure 1). To validate phexpo enrichment
results we searched for and found evidence in the literature supporting these relationships. Warfarin’s enriched results
mirror its application as a blood thinner, commonly prescribed to patients who suffer from deep vein thrombosis.
Alternatively, the enriched results of chloroform show an association with lethargy and hepatic related phenotype
terms (e.g. ‘Abnormality of the abdominal organs’, ‘Jaundice’, ‘Abnormality of the liver’ and ‘Abnormal liver
morphology’). These phenotype terms reflect the known association of hepatotoxicity caused by chloroform9.
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Figure 1. Enrichment result visualisation using visEnrich function incorporating a shiny app to show (A) the first nine
warfarin results in tabular format or (B) chloroform bar chart results with enriched human phenotype ontology terms.
In (B) p-value selection can be changed to original p-value, Bonferroni correction or FDR. Threshold value of p-value
can additionally be chosen.
Conclusion
We are confident that phexpo provides a new approach for the analyses of chemical and phenotype interactions using
enrichment analysis. This is a novel application in its bidirectional approach providing relationships from chemicals
to phenotypes and from phenotypes to chemicals. Phexpo is not without its own limitations, although we utilise gold
standard resources within the domain we only use one chemical-gene database and we are restricted to the information
within the resources. Phexpo cannot detect the directionality of the association between a chemical and phenotype for
example whether it is a treatment or a cause. Multiple chemicals or phenotypes analyses employ a simplified approach
based in gene additivity and does not account for the magnitude or directionality of gene interactions. Phexpo is only
for research purposes. Phexpo will be a valuable asset to further exposome research and we wish to keep expanding
upon this initial version of phexpo.
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Introduction
Predictive models created via Machine learning (ML) are being explored in healthcare to risk stratify patient
populations and efficiently allocate clinical resources to the right patient at the right time. While researchers typically
evaluate whether the model predictions are accurate, few evaluations assess whether a model delivers its intended
clinical utility1. We describe a pre-deployment assessment of clinical utility for a mortality prediction model that is
intended to improve advanced care planning (ACP) for hospitalized patients.
Advanced care planning is integral to aligning patient care with patient wishes, but studies show that high-need
patients often do not receive it or in a timely manner2. Recently, predictive models created via machine learning have
been proposed for improving advanced care planning and advanced illness management3,4. A model that predicts a
surrogate outcome of death within a given timeframe could be used for ensuring that those patients are prioritized for
access to advanced care planning. Such a model may improve care by several mechanisms, including being more
accurate, more consistent, and scalable than existing processes for identifying patients in need of advance care
planning. We are working towards improving ACP delivery enabled by such predictive models at our institution. As
part of the pre-deployment assessment, we completed a stakeholder and current state analysis of ACP delivery and
identified that the number of hospitalizations in the prior year is a common heuristic that clinicians use for identifying
patients for ACP. In order to quantify the potential clinical utility of our model, we compared the proposed machine
learning model to the existing heuristic by asking if the model would detect a larger proportion of patients in need of
ACP with more lead time than the heuristic.
Methods
We used a dataset of electronic health record (EHR) data from Stanford Hospital from January 2010 to December
2018, consisting of 116,067 admissions of 58,016 patients. We define admissions to be in high need for ACP if the
patient dies within 12 months of the admission date. All admissions that occurred after 2017 and were seen by the
medicine department were isolated for comparison between the machine learning model and the clinical heuristic for
flagging patients for advanced care planning. A gradient boosted tree model using 73,085 features (representing patient
treatments, diagnosis codes, and clinical encounters within the year preceding admission) was used to predict the
patient’s risk for death within 1 year of the admission date. The clinical heuristic was the number admissions in the
year prior to the current admission. In total there were 3,058 admissions (representing 2,152 patients) that were
analysed, of which 1139 (37.2%) ended in death within the selected time-frame and were therefore considered high
need for ACP. To explore how much time before death the model and heuristic afforded clinicians for ACP, we
analysed a subset of patients (N = 458) who died in 2018 and had at least one medicine admission in the preceding
one year.
Results
The model has significantly higher precision at all levels of recall than all possible cutoffs for the number of admissions
clinical heuristic. At a threshold of three or more admissions (which was reported by our clinicians as their trigger for
ACP referral), the heuristic detects only 21% of admissions that are high-need for ACP at a cost of screening 2.46
admissions for correctly finding every 1 admission in need5. In contrast, at the same recall, the model only prompts
for screening of 1.08 admissions. For further analysis, we chose three or more admissions as the threshold of operation
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for the clinical heuristic. For the model, we selected the threshold at which the model would yield the highest recall
while prompting fewer than 2 admissions to screen (denoted by the markers in Fig 1a).

Figure 1. a) Precision and recall at different thresholds (for the admission heuristic this translates to numbers of prior
admissions ranging from 1 to 12). The red dot marks the threshold (>=3 admissions in prior year) that clinicians report
using for initiating ACP, while the blue star represents the highest recall possible while keeping the number needed
to screen to 2 (the capacity of the palliative team). The second graph shows of death cases (N=458 patients) who were
detected and the earliest prior year admission that they are flagged. The final graph shows the difference in days that
the model flags a patient for ACP versus when the clinical heuristic flags a patient in mutually detected cases (58.5
days, 95% CI 36.82 to 80.18; P<0.005; N=64).
In comparing detection of patients likely to benefit and the timing of detection, we see that the heuristic detects 71
(15.5%) patients who died while the model detects 392 (85.6%). The model co-detects 64 (90%) cases detected by the
heuristic; thus, the heuristic only uniquely identifies 7 (1.8%) of all cases. On average the heuristic identifies patients
101 days (median = 44 days, SD = 110.5) before death, while the model flags patients 84 days (median = 40 days, SD
= 95.8) before death. In cases that are co-detected by the model and heuristic, the model flags patients 58.5 days,
approximately 2 months, before the heuristic.
Discussion
We compare a machine learning model for identifying patients likely to benefit from advanced care planning against
an existing clinical heuristic for the same task. The model is significantly better at detecting patients in high-need for
ACP, cuts the number of patients needed to screen by half and confers a lead-time advantage of almost 2 months over
the heuristic. Yet, most patients are detected by the model less than three months before death. This is largely because
only a quarter of the patients were admitted more than six months before death. Thus, patients may need to be identified
outside of inpatient encounters in order to maximize lead time. We are currently working on models for this use case.
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Introduction: Medications are often mentioned as part of the patient treatment, but rarely as allergies. Proper allergy
documentation is crucial for many undesirable medical errors prevention.1 Although many studies focused on
extracting medications from clinical text, there is relatively little research on allergen detection. Some studies2-5
showed that natural language processing can play an important role in the automated identification of drugs, food, and
environmental allergens. To automatically extract relevant information from the electronic health record (EHR) with
high accuracy and then improve the completeness, correctness, and timeliness of electronic lists of medical problems
and allergies, we focus on extracting medications mentioned as causing allergies. As a comparison, we also perform
medical problems extraction. Identifying the presence of concept phrases is a fundamental step in both tasks, but
further consideration of local context (e.g., medication preceded by “allergic to…”) is critical for allergen extraction.
Methods: We randomly selected 770 clinical notes from the EHR of patients treated for cancer at the Huntsman
Cancer Institute (Salt Lake City, Utah). Medical experts annotated medical problems and medications causing allergy
(i.e., allergens). The inter-annotator agreement was good with an F1 score of 70%. High-level domain experts
adjudicated annotation disagreements. We randomly divided the corpus into 495 training notes and 275 test notes.
Table 1 shows the number of annotated concepts in each category. Allergen concepts appear only in about 1% of the
data.
Table 1. Concept type distribution.
Category
Problem
Allergen
All

Training

Test

9,337 (99.3%) 5,360 (98.8%)
70

(0.7%)

63

(1.2%)

9,407 (100.0%) 5,423 (100.0%)

To extract mentions of medical problems or allergens, we
experimented with and compared four different approaches: 1) a
direct dictionary lookup, 2) machine learning-based named entity
recognition using long-short-term memory (LSTM)6 deep neural
networks, 3) the dictionary lookup followed by the LSTM using
dictionary annotations as additional features, and 4) the dictionary
lookup followed by the LSTM for problems extraction or by
another machine learning classifier for allergens extraction.

For dictionary lookup, we used Apache UIMA ConceptMapper7, an easily configurable dictionary annotator. We
created a custom dictionary based on the UMLS Metathesaurus8. For each selected problem or allergen, the parent
and all children (i.e., more detailed concepts) were added to our dictionary. This dictionary eventually included 57,624
problem and 52,721 allergen concept terms. We trained LSTM-based deep neural network models using a bidirectional
LSTM network, character-level CNN (convolutional neural network), and CRF (conditional random field)9 decoding
architecture. We trained two LSTM models with or without dictionary lookup outputs. To fine-tune the neural network
model parameters, we randomly selected 100 documents from the training set as a held-out validation set. We set the
learning rate at 0.0001 and the models were trained within 50 epochs.
Although effective for problems extraction, when using the held-out validation data, the LSTM models performed
poorly with the allergen concepts due to the small number of labeled examples. Also, it was difficult for the LSTM
model to incorporate non-local information, as features for word token inference were derived from the local context.
To overcome these drawbacks, we formulated allergen detection as two-stage instance filtering instead of sequence
labeling. As shown in Figure 1, allergens found by the dictionary lookup were used as inputs to the learner in the
second layer. Then the Support Vector Machine (SVM) learner focused on finding medications specifically mentioned
as causing allergies. For binary SVM classification, we used the LIBLINEAR software package10 with default
parameters. We assigned True class to the medication (i.e., allergen candidate) when mentioned in the text as an
allergen, and False otherwise. We used lexical
Problem extraction
features that included the words in the
(LSTM)
medication name, five preceding words and five
Dictionary
Concepts
EHRs
following words. A manual analysis of the
lookup (DIC)
Allergen extraction
labeled examples revealed that allergy-related
(SVM)
words (e.g., 'allergies' and 'allergic') were
important lexical clues. Once we captured clue
Figure 1. System architecture for concept extraction.
words, we counted the number of characters,
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words, and sentences to calculate the distance between these clues and each medication name mention. We also used
the words between them as features.
Results: We conducted several experiments to evaluate each approach and measured recall, precision, and the F1 score
(harmonic mean of recall and precision with equal weight). A labeled phrase was scored as correct if it was assigned
the correct concept type and its text span overlapped with the reference standard text span. Table 2 shows the results
measured with each approach for problems and allergens. Our dictionary lookup (DIC) showed good performance for
problems, but the results for allergens were very imbalanced, with 100% recall but low precision. The LSTM model
produced higher precision than the dictionary lookup, but identified fewer allergens. When using the outputs of the
dictionary lookup as LSTM features (DIC à LSTM), the F1 scores for problems and allergens increased by 3.4% and
2.5%, respectively. However, the performance for allergens was still lagging behind problems. SVM filtering (DIC à
(LSTM+SVM)) was far more effective than LSTMs for allergen extraction and achieved the best results with an F1
score of 95.2%. Paired t-tests
Table 2. Concept extraction results for each approach (%).
demonstrated that the F1 score of the DIC
Problem
Allergen
à (LSTM+SVM) approach for allergens
Approach
Pre
Rec
F1
Pre Rec
F1
was significantly better than all of the
1) DIC
*93.1 *91.6 *92.4
*1.9 100.0 *3.8 other methods at the 95% significance
2) LSTM
*93.1 *89.8 *91.4 *76.6 *57.1 *65.5 level. Models significantly different than
3) DIC à LSTM
95.8 93.7 94.8
91.9 *54.0 *68.0 DIC à (LSTM+SVM) are preceded by an
4) DIC à (LSTM+SVM) 95.8 93.7 94.8
96.7 93.7 95.2 asterisk (*) in Table 2.
We analyzed false negatives from the DIC à (LSTM+SVM) approach. It was difficult for the SVM classifier to
identify allergens when not mentioned in the allergy section. Although some unseen concepts were often recognized
correctly, most false negatives were problem concepts that did not occur in the training data. Abbreviated concept
names were missed when not listed in the dictionary or appearing in the training data.
Limitations: The performance of our approaches was evaluated with documents from only one medical institution.
We expect they might under-perform when used with data from other health care facilities. We are creating a new text
collection from the Medical University of South Carolina (Charleston, SC), and our system will be evaluated for
accuracy and reliability with this new collection of clinical notes.
Conclusion: We explored approaches to extract medical concepts by incorporating different information extraction
methods. We showed that our two-step approach including dictionary lookup and SVM filtering could effectively
extract allergen mentions from clinical notes. Our future endeavors include efforts to enable our classifier to extract
allergens even if no allergy-related word is mentioned nearby.
Acknowledgments: This research was supported in part by the National Cancer Institute (R41CA180190).
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Introduction
Electronic patient data is critical to the conduct of clinical and translational science, and experts have noted that “an
[enterprise] data warehouse (EDW) and related services for research purposes are no longer optional components for
a robust translational research enterprise” (1). Among Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) hubs funded
by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Center for Advancing Translational Science (NCATS), adoption
of EDWs containing EHR data for research has increased steadily over time (2). Although EDW for research
(EDW4R) services are now nearly ubiquitous (2), little is known about how individual CTSA hubs have implemented
EDW4R activities, hindering the optimization of informatics for biomedical research across the CTSA consortium.
The goal of this qualitative study was to understand the ways in which CTSA hubs have operationalized EDW4R
infrastructure and services to support clinical and translational investigators.
Methods
The Informatics Domain Task Force (iDTF) of the CTSA consortium commissioned this study through the Enterprise
Data Warehouse Working Group (EDW WG) co-led by two co-authors (BK, TRC) with support from one co-author
(DAD) as liaison from the NCATS National Center for Data to Health (CD2H).
We conducted semi-structured interviews with informatics leaders responsible for EDW4R activities at 22 CTSA
hubs. Interviews occurred at the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) Informatics Summit as well as
the iDTF/CD2H Face-to-Face meeting held March 2019 in San Francisco and teleconferences through May 2019. All
semi-structured interviews followed a guide covering three areas—organizational and technical architecture, processes
for access, and service management—developed by two authors (BK, TRC) based on their experience operating
EDW4R activities in two CTSA hubs. Using transcripts of interview notes, the study team performed a thematic
coding analysis using a modified grounded theory approach. The University of Iowa Institutional Review Board
determined this study to be non-human subjects research.
Results
Architecture
The relationship between a CTSA hub and health systems (i.e., clinical enterprises) influenced EDW4R organization.
Approaches spanned the spectrum from CTSA hubs having no EDW4R to a separate EDW4R. Specifically, where
no EDW4R existed, a health system-only EDW was in operation and provided limited research support. Some hubs
reported having a shared EDW between health system and research groups. Others described a separate EDW4R
containing data from a single health system whereas some hubs described a separate EDW4R storing data from
multiple systems and/or statewide health information exchange efforts. CTSA informatics leaders characterized their
relationships with health system information technology (IT) organizations variably with some noting a close
partnership and others noting a “significant separation” or being treated as a “client.”
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All CTSA hubs hosted their EDW4R in an on-premises data center, although six described planning but not yet
implementing cloud approaches. Some hubs described remote access to a health system EDW to perform specific
data extracts.
Respondents indicated their hubs supported multiple common data models (CDMs) including PCORnet CDM (n=10),
i2b2 (n=17), and OMOP (n=7) as well as a number of research networks such as PCORnet, NCATS ACT, SHRINE
networks separate from NCATS ACT, the NIH All of Us Research program, TriNetX, and professional society
registries. Hubs also described supporting a number of self-service tools for investigators to interact with electronic
patient data including those designed for clinical data (e.g., i2b2, TriNetX, Epic SlicerDicer), commercial business
intelligence tools (e.g., BusinessObjects, Tableau, QlikView), statistical software (e.g., Rshiny), and direct structured
query language (SQL) access along with other custom tools. Consolidation trends appeared with hubs describing
NCATS ACT subsuming separate SHRINE networks as well as a shift from i2b2 to TriNetX for self-service queries.
EDW4Rs contained data from health systems’ Epic and/or Cerner EHR implementations as well biorepository, clinical
trials management, electronic data capture, and legacy clinical systems along with external data sources such as the
Social Security Death Master File. Respondents also described availability of secure data analysis environments and
reported challenges in managing user identity, especially across multiple institutions involved in a CTSA hub.
Processes for access
In processes for access, we sought to understand pathways for approving and managing how investigators obtain data.
Governance and engagement emerged as major themes. For governance, not all hubs described having a formal
governance process for determining researcher access to EDW4R resources. Some hubs described an IRB protocol
covering the EDW4R with the EDW4R leader as principal investigators that required clinical researchers to be added
as co-investigators; others reported separate IRB protocols from investigators needing to have EDW4R personnel
added to them. For investigator engagement, approaches varied with respect to community awareness. Hubs described
in-person training sessions as well as online announcements and training. Recognizing varying skillsets of
investigators, some hubs provided levels for novice (those requiring concierge service), power users (adept at selfservice tools), and expert users (SQL/SAS/Python programmers). Managing demand was an area where hubs struggled
with some using governance driven prioritization processes and others fee-for-service mechanisms.
Service management
Service management, or methods of delivering activities, was the most varied of all domains. Almost all institutions
lacked any formal service management framework. One institution reported having ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library) training a number of years ago but not continuing to practice it. Many had a ticketing system
for tracking requests. Some reported a connection with their enterprise IT service desk either as a front end to the
EDW4R services or as a referral mechanism. There was a growing trend to improve service management with hubs
stating “we are working on a new ticketing system” and “we are looking at ways to work closer with enterprise IT.”
Hubs described capturing four broad areas of service metrics including usage (number of requests, number of
interactions), impact (number of grants supported, number of publications), performance (time to respond to data
requests), and financial (cost of supporting requests, staff time, return on investment).
Discussion
Our motivation for adopting a qualitative approach was the observation that the CTSA community lacks a common
vocabulary for discussing operational aspects of EDW4R. Initial observations described here may yield more
substantive relationships as we continue our analysis across domains. For example, is there a link between formality
of service management and data governance as well as architecture and processes for accessing the data? Such higher
order trends could provide key elements to inform best practices and models for maturity in EDW4R operations.
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Abstract
Heterogeneity in the e-cig population may lead to sub-populations with distinct risk profiles and different levels of
susceptibility to progressing to established tobacco users. Via hierarchical agglomerative clustering over the multiwave database from the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) Longitudinal Study, we were able to
identify sub-groups of distinct profiles in their baseline characteristics as well as the trajectories of progression to
use of other tobacco products.
Introduction
The emergence of e-cigarettes (e-cigs) has profoundly disrupted a positive trend of a steady decline in cigarette
smoking among adults during recent decades and instead brought uncertainties about the likely public health impact.1
In particular, there have been concerns on the gateway effect for e-cigarettes to cigarette smoking and use of other
tobacco products. Evidence indicates that e-cig populations may exhibit heterogeneity.2 Heterogeneity may attribute
to potential disparity in terms of susceptibility to progressing to established use of tobacco products.
The objective of this study was to better understand the underlying heterogeneity among the young e-cig user
population using data from the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) study, a nationally
representatively sampled, longitudinal survey database of tobacco use. By means of hierarchical agglomerative
clustering, we aimed to 1) identify subgroups among the youth e-cig users; 2) describe and compare their baseline
characteristics; 3) examine their progression to established users of cigarettes and other tobacco products.
Methods
The PATH Study is a national longitudinal study of tobacco use among youth and adults designed for use in evaluating
the health effects on people in the United States. Three waves of data were available at the initiation of our study. We
identified subgroups of e-cig users according to characteristics at the baseline (wave 1) with respect to the following
domains: demographics; patterns of use of e-cig and other tobacco products; exposure and dependence; psychological
and behavioral tendency; perception and other domains.
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) was used to form distinct subgroups.3 It begins by separating all
participants into single clusters, and then continues recursively by combining the two nearest clusters in to one at each
step. Nearness was defined as the dissimilarity matrix calculated using Euclidean distances between sets of variables.
Clusters were combined at each step using complete linkage, which combines clusters whose further members are
closest at each step. To determine the final number of clusters, the NbClust package in R was used,4 in which a set of
24 metrics were calculated to determine the optimal number of clusters under various criteria and assumptions.
Results
The cohort contains 600 participants. Our algorithm identified two clusters (Figure 1). Cluster I has 361 (60.2%) and
cluster II has 239 (39.8%) subjects. Cluster I contains 96.3% of females from the cohort, but only 100 out of 329 male
subjects (30.4%). In contrast, cluster II contains 229 males, compared to only 10 females. On average, subjects from
cluster I were younger. In both clusters most subjects had their first e-cig flavored (98.3% of cluster I vs. 79.5% of
cluster II). Most subjects from cluster I were in a fairly early stage of experimenting e-cigs, with 66.2% had just 1 or
more puffs but never a whole one, and only 1.9% owned an e-cig. In contrast, over half (54%) of subjects from cluster
II had consumed at least one e-cig and 10.5% had consumed more than 10 e-cigs during lifetime; 15.9% owned their
own e-cigs (See Figure 1 for between-cluster differences from the variables used for the clustering).
Having examined all these marked differences, it is not surprising that more subjects from cluster II than cluster I of
the youth cohort progressed into becoming established users of cigarettes and other type of tobacco projects during
wave 2 and wave 3, making cluster II a high-risk group, with cluster I as relatively low-risk group (Table 1). The fact
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that we were able to see a clear separation of risk of progression to cigarettes and other tobacco use, as indicated
longitudinally by the two subsequent waves of data since baseline validated the utility of sub-group identification in
predicting future risk of progression tobacco products.

Figure 1. Mean values of rescaled variables by clusters.
Table 1. Outcomes stratified by HAC clusters for each survey wave.

Current cigarette
smoker
No
Yes
Current other
tobacco user
No
Yes
Current e-cig user
No
Yes

Cluster 1
(N=361)

Wave 2
Cluster 2
(N=239)

267 (82.9%)
55 (17.1%)

168 (81.6%)
38 (18.4%)

260 (83.6%)
51 (16.4%)

155 (75.2%)
51 (24.8%)

266 (84.4%)
49 (15.6%)

151 (73.3%)
55 (26.7%)

p value
0.688

0.019

0.002

Cluster 1
(N=361)

Wave 3
Cluster 2
(N=239)

239 (79.7%)
61 (20.3%)

139 (69.8%)
60 (30.2%)

245 (84.2%)
46 (15.8%)

135 (69.2%)
60 (30.8%)

228 (76%)
72 (24%)

127 (63.8%)
72 (36.2%)

p value
0.012

<0.001

0.003

Conclusion
Via hierarchical agglomerative clustering, our study has provided robust evidence on the heterogeneity in the youth
e-cig user population using wave 1 (baseline) data from the PATH study. We were able to systematically identify the
e-cig user subgroups of distinct signatures. Further understanding the risk factors in these subgroups would help design
more efficient regulation policies and interventions with optimal effects on the targeted sub-populations.
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Introduction
Recent advances in clinical sequencing technologies have resulted in unprecedented access to the genomes of
individual tumors. High-depth, hybrid-capture-based assays aim to identify somatic mutations in cancer cells for
accurate diagnosis and treatment. However, most clinical-grade implementations lack patient-matched germline
DNA, and additional analyses are needed to estimate specimens’ tumor content and to infer variants’ mutational
status. For instance, when a potentially pathogenic mutation in a tumor suppressor gene is detected, it is imperative
to determine whether it is germline or somatic and resolve any evidence for the loss of the wild-type copy, which
may be pertinent for treatment efficacy. Genomic heterogeneity in both tumor and non-tumor cell populations also
confounds distinguishing subclonal tumor alterations from those possibly originating from the non-tumor
component in the tumor microenvironment.1 Therefore, as the use of tumor-only sequencing assays increases,
systematic interpretation of clinical-grade data is necessary to accurately describe the genomics of a single tumor.
Methods
Here, we present a set of integrated bioinformatics tools to interpret mutations in individual tumor samples. These
information-theoretic algorithms permit selecting the most consistent somatic-versus-germline model for detected
variants, and infer loss of heterozygosity (LOH), mutated allele’s copy-number, and cancer cell fraction (CCF),
while accounting for biases inherent to clinical sequencing and sample purity estimation. 2,3
All-FIT (Allele-Frequency-based Imputation of Tumor Purity) is developed to estimate specimen purity and its
associated confidence intervals (CI) based on allele frequencies (VAF) and focal copy-numbers of detected variants,
which may be heterozygous, under LOH, or amplified at their loci. For a mutation with observed frequency of f and
D coverage at its position, each model’s likelihood is binomially distributed. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
weights can then be calculated to compare these likelihoods.
CCF for somatic mutations is the ratio of observed and the expected VAFs. Although CCF for unfiltered germline
heterozygous mutations is always equal to 1, CCF for LOH, copy-neutral LOH, and amplification events at the loci
of germline mutations can be calculated (Figure 1). Intuitively, at the correct purity estimate, CCFs are equal to 1
for the variants’ likeliest mutational
Normal Tumor
CCF
Somatic models
CN
CN
1-p
p
model. Thus, we postulate that if variants
2f
are clonal, the parsimonious estimate of
Heterozygous
1
1
p
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f (2 p)
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p
an AIC-weighted least square model.
f
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mutated allele’s copy-number, incorporating VAF and purity CIs. We calculate aggregate weights Wgerm and Wsom,
by summing all germline and all somatic models, respectively. Simulations show that when either Wgerm or Wsom is
>0.7 for a mutation, its status is statistically robust; otherwise, the status should be marked as ambiguous.
Patient samples in this study are composed of tumor FFPE specimens analyzed using the FoundationOne assay
(Foundation Medicine, Inc., Cambridge, MA).! Anonymized patient-matched clinical and deep-sequence data
(>500x) were acquired from Rutgers Cancer Institute’s Bioinformatic Data Warehouse under IRB protocols of
2012002075, 2017000027, and 20170001364. All algorithms are freely available at software.khiabanian-lab.org.
Results
We evaluated All-FIT using a comprehensive set of simulated datasets that included somatic and germline variants
under different mutational models, while assessing the impact of subclonal and highly amplified variants. In general
simulations, All-FIT performed with 92% accuracy compared to ABSOLUTE’s 35% accuracy. We also applied
All-FIT to clinical sequencing data of 1,861 solid tumors including 199 specimens harboring only one hot-spot
mutation in TP53 and 73 colon cancer specimens with 1-2 pathogenic APC mutations. All-FIT’s results showed
improved correlation when compared to the expected purity from the biological nature of mutations whereas
histological estimates often did not correspond to observed allele frequencies (Pearson r = 0.6 vs. r = 0.3).
Next, we used LOHGIC to assess BRCA1/2 alterations in these solid tumors and evaluated its results with traditional
genomic testing data, demonstrating 93% accuracy, 100% precision, and 96% recall. This analysis highlighted a
differential tumor spectrum associated with BRCA1/2 mutations. Germline BRCA1 mutations with evidence of LOH
were exclusively found in women and were either breast cancers or cancers of mullerian origin, whereas germline
BRCA2 mutations with evidence of LOH led to a wider spectrum of cancers in both sexes. Most somatic BRCA1/2
mutations were in the setting of a relatively high mutation burden and tended not to show evidence of LOH.
All-FIT and LOHGIC are now implemented for user-friendly analysis of clinical sequencing data for presentation at
a multidisciplinary Molecular Tumor Board (MTB), especially to guide the evaluation and treatment of patients with
pathogenic mutations detected in tumor-suppressor genes or familial cancer genes. For example, in one case, a 38
year old patient with advanced, mixed histology, ovarian cancer was found to have truncating mutations in a number
of tumor suppressors involved in germline tumor syndromes including ATM, BRCA1, DICER1, MSH2, NF1, and
PTCH1. Application of LOHGIC indicated the ATM, BRCA1, DICER1, and PTCH1 mutations were somatic without
LOH, and therefore these were likely passenger mutations. There were two NF1 truncating mutations that were
inferred to be somatic and likely resulted in loss of function of neurofibromin. There were also two MSH2 truncating
mutations; one inferred to be germline and the other somatic. The potential germline MSH2 mutation,
p.Phe694Leufs*16, was a known pathogenic germline mutation previously reported to result in Lynch syndrome. In
addition, there was evidence of microsatellite instability in the mutational signature. Therefore, the patient was
recommended by MTB to have genetic counseling to confirm that the MSH2 mutation was germline. MTB also
recommended treatment with immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy, which has resulted in tumor going to remission.
Discussion and Conclusion
Despite limited breadth of clinical assays that often interrogate only a few hundred genes, simulations showed that
their sequencing depth of ≳300x provides sufficient power for All-FIT and LOHGIC to distinguish mutational
models and to infer LOH events. Our analyses may be confounded by the absence of variants from different
mutational models, presence of reversion mutations, poor specimen quality, or low sequencing depths. Overall, this
work demonstrates that utilizing an interactive presentation of molecular data for clinicians for accurate inference of
mutational signatures and dissection of heterogeneity can generate diagnostic hypotheses that when clinically tested,
lead to improved prognostication, ensuring that treatment strategies are correctly focused on tumor alterations.
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Introduction
Modern Clinical Decision Support (CDS) applications are crucial components of enterprise Electronic Medical Record
(EMR) systems serving as a platform for managing patient data and improving healthcare delivery, while decreasing
clinical errors and adverse events. CDS tools, such as clinical alerts, can intelligently filter information to enable
healthcare providers with patient-specific recommendations, including warning on duplicative procedures and
medications as well as providing order validation and alternative treatment to help improve the delivery of care.
However, best practice clinical alerts, are subject to numerous changes as they are regularly maintained to keep up
with new clinical and research findings. Furthermore, manual cataloguing and maintaining those alerts in encoded
format impose a major challenge. Therefore, it is highly desirable to create and maintain a structured catalog of best
practice clinical alerts bound to standard terminologies to facilitate access, discovery and life-cycle driven
maintenance in a dedicated enterprise knowledge management system1.
At Vanderbilt University Medical Center, our legacy clinical best practice alert glossary has been recently migrated
to a new EMR system with currently no dedicated catalog for them within the enterprise EMR system. A clinical alert
consists of a description for the intended usage as well as optional group (or groups) of related components such as
diagnosis, medication, or procedure. For example, the “CAD or MI DX Recommended Antiplatelet Therapy” alert
consist of two diagnosis components (“HX Coronary Artery Disease”, “HX Myocardial Infarction”) and one
medication component (“General Antiplatelet”). Our vendor-supplied EMR CDS content curation tools lack some
sophisticated content management features, which would’ve expedited content delivery. We hypothesized that by
analyzing display names and description of clinical alerts through natural language processing methods, we could
annotate them with structured and coded concepts relevant to diseases, medications, and procedures semantic concept
types and ultimately help optimize classification, retrieval, update, and maintenance of such CDS knowledge assets.
Methods
The display name of all clinical alerts (n=313) together with their textual descriptions (n=234) were analyzed through
a Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline with pre and post processing components wrapped around MetaMap2.

Figure 1. Classification of clinical alerts by disease and medication in the NCBO OntoPortal3 environment
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For example, analyzing the display name and description of “CAD and No Antiplatelets” by NLP exposes coded
concepts such as “Coronary Artery Disease” [UMLS C1956346], “Antiplatelet Medications” [UMLS C1704311], and
“Antiplatelet Therapy” [UMLS C1096021]. Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Concept Unique Identifiers
(CUIs) was used both for classification and adding standards synonyms to the clinical alert catalog. We also leveraged
a local instance of the National Center for Biomedical Ontologies OntoPortal3 environment to visually represent
classification of clinical alerts under International Classification of Diseases Clinical Modification (ICD10CM) and
Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) Classification terminologies (v2018). Based on the identified CUIs from
NLP output and equivalent matches in those terminologies, we were able to automatically classify clinical alerts under
ICD10CM and ATC hierarchies. A sample clinical alert classification is shown in Figure 1. For standard synonym
retrieval from UMLS knowledge base (v2018AB), the query output was limited to preferred names excluding fully
specified names, plurals, prefixes and suffixes bound in parenthesis. The NLP pipeline output was also limited to three
UMLS sematic groups (Disorders, Medications, Procedures) and MetaMap evaluation score threshold of 580. Results
were validated against a manually annotated gold standard and precision, recall, and F-measures were calculated.
Results
Approximately 70% of clinical alerts in our catalog were
mapped to at least one disease or medication concept. Six
clinical alerts didn’t generate any NLP result. Figure 2
shows the distribution of semantic groups from the NLP
output. Using extracted CUIs, 56% of the alerts were
classified under ICD10CM and 50% by ATC terminologies.
The average number of identified concepts and synonyms
by NLP for each alert was 2.8 and 13.4 respectively. NLP
performance achieved high precision, recall, and F-measure
(94%, 96% and 95% respectively), partly due to the existing
fine-tuned pre and post-processing filters for CUIs known
to cause false positives from other studies.
Discussion

Figure 2. NLP findings of clinical alerts by semantic group

Creating a structured catalogue for clinical alerts and
binding them to standard terminologies is a critical step in enabling efficient development and maintenance of
knowledge assets used in clinical applications with EMR systems, as it facilitates execution-time functionality ranging
from addressing patient safety concerns, such as medication order deduplication to helping with provider frustration
through easier EMR navigation. Such enrichment is best performed in dedicated knowledge management systems
(KMS), preferably with extensions to support content and functionality specific to the clinical domain (e.g. clinical
terminologies, EMR-specific content loaders). The aforementioned benefits of a structured catalogue of alerts can be
obtained by the use of design-time features of typical KMSs, including formal knowledge representation, versioning,
life-cycle management, and metadata enrichment. These ultimately increase efficiency of content curation by aiding
update, review, and analytic processes.
We are evaluating the initial data from this study to quantify the time saved from preventing duplicative effort by
using a structured catalogue in order to enhance the overall discovery and maintenance processes. Semantic
enrichment of clinical alert names with standard terms from terminologies will enable our knowledge engineers to
quickly search, find, and review relevant content. We are also considering using such codes for classification and
validation of alerts by relevant order sets, patient diagnosis, and integration with other structured components captured
elsewhere in the EMR system such as patient problem list. Such linkage of alerts would allow them to be viewed in
context of other CDS assets, which enables the optimization of CDS coverage, as in different CDS assets and types
(e.g. order sets, calculators, patient handouts) working in tandem to achieve the desired holistic care.
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Abstract
Predicting the impact of missense protein variants on drug binding would have a widespread impact on the practice
of genomic medicine, and enable matching a molecular therapy and dosage to an individual’s genomic sequence.
Using simulations of opioid binding to naturally occurring variants in opioid receptor mu 1 (OPRM1), the ligand
specific changes to binding energy demonstrate how specific drug:variant predictions can inform clinical decisions.
Introduction
Genomic profiling studies of healthy individuals have revealed an enormous amount of naturally occurring variation,
and understanding the functional significance of these differences presents a major challenge to genomic medicine.
This is especially true for missense variants, which presumably persist in the population because the underlying change
to the protein structure only minimally impacts the wildtype function. However, when these variants occur in the
functional domains of small molecule drug targets it can alter the drug response1.
Predicting the impact of genomic variation on ligand binding would help inform clinical decisions when selecting an
appropriate molecular intervention and dosage. This is particularly important when adverse drug responses can lead
to a public health crisis, as with opioid misuse2. While the driving factors underlying tolerance, addiction, and abuse
are complex, the responsible administration of these powerful interventions would benefit from insight into how
specific drug:target interactions will be altered.
The combinatorial explosion that results from the limitless pool of potential variants and continuously expanding list
of drug candidates necessitates the use of a computational method inform clinical decision making. Our previous work
highlighted the translational potential of a simulation based approach for predicting the impact of drug resistant
somatic variation on available kinase inhibitors3, leading to an improved workflow (SNP2SIM4) and its extension to
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) using opioid receptor mu 1 (OPRM1) presented here.
Methods
Binding simulations were run using the drugSearch module of the SNP2SIM4, a Python-based workflow built to
enable large scale computational simulations of variant protein structures. The initial structure of active OPRM1 and
variants to the binding interface were obtained from GPCRdb5, and an opioid drug library was built from 27 opioid
structures downloaded from DrugBank6.
SNP2SIM was used to run 10 independent
simulations of AutoDock Vina7 for each of
the variant:drug combinations, and results
for prediction to the wildtype system were
validated using experimental inhibitory
constants8 (R2 = 0.79, not shown).
Results
Comparing the predicted binding affinity
of a variant to that of the wildtype provides
a relative measure of the variant impact on
drug binding (Figure 1). Increases in the
relative binding energy correlate to

Figure 1. Predicted impact of variants in OPRM1. Increases in the
binding energy relative to the wildtype indicate weaker binding.
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decreased binding of the drug compared to the wildtype
simulations. In general, variants show a similar impact across
the opioid library, enhancing (238I, 302I) or diminishing
(235M, 235N) the interactions of OPRM1 with the ligand.
However, depending on the ligand, the 153V variant
predicted both increased (morphine, fentanyl) and decreased
binding (oxycodone, oxymorphine) compared to the wildtype
structure.
These trends are highlighted in the plots for the variant
impact on individual drugs (Figure 2). For some ligands,
binding to variant structures did not drastically alter
interactions compared to the wildtype, showing a similar
pattern to endomorphin. The predicted robustness of this
natural OPRM1 ligand to variation in the binding pocket
Figure 2. Predicted impact of variants in OPRM1 on seems reasonable, given that these variants are not associated
with any adverse conditions and found in healthy individuals.
opioid binding for select ligands.
Discussion
The emerging discipline of genomic medicine will rely on an individual’s genome to guide treatment decisions.
Robust, accurate models of how variants in the protein targets of molecular interventions can inform prioritization or
dosage of a particular drug. The simulation results provide additional insight into structure based drug design. For
example, drugs whose variant binding profile correlates with endomorphin (hydrocodone, mitragynine, PZM21) may
be good candidates to seed the next generation of targeted therapeutics.
This current study is limited to variants that interact directly with the bound ligand, despite many more OPRM1
variants curated in GPCRdb. These changes to the proteins primary structure will influence conformational dynamics
and spatial organization of binding residues. A structure based prediction would require simulating the variant protein
structures using molecular dynamics. Additional modules of SNP2SIM enable these computationally intensive
simulations for cytoplasmic or extracellular protein domains, and will be extend to membrane embedded structures in
a future update.
The current guidelines for the clinical interpretation of variants (American College of Medical Genomics, Association
for Molecular Pathology) justifiably do not allow for the sole use of computational evidence to make a strong assertion
of a variants functional impact. But this is largely in part to the uncertainty of methods that only provide a generalized
or non-ligand specific prediction. The ligand-dependent impact on binding observed in OPRM1 153V is lost when the
prediction is categorical (pathogenic/disruptive or benign) or doesn’t explicitly consider differences in the biochemical
nature of individual ligands. SNP2SIM enables the protein specific characterization of variants of unknown
significance, providing a more robust form of computational evidence to support their clinical interpretation and
translation to clinical practice.
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Introduction. Specialization of healthcare delivery and increased mobility of patient populations has led to the
fragmentation of patient data across healthcare facilities and information systems1. Aggregation of fragmented patient
data enables better patient care by preventing lengthened hospital stays, poor patient outcomes, and costly testing2.
Due to legal restrictions on use of a uniform patient identifier, patient data is integrated using record linkage methods
which utilize patient demographic information such as name, date of birth, address, and identifiers such as social
security number. Probabilistic methods that leverage a wide range of patient demographic records for linkage are
widely used for record linkage3, 4. However, probabilistic methods rely on human experts for many aspects of decision
making, including selection of blocking schemes and evaluation of various matching thresholds for linkage. In
contrast, supervised machine learning (ML) has been utilized to address various healthcare challenges with great
success5. ML approaches are well suited for this challenge given their ability to learn complex rules using
combinations of features. There have been successful attempts within other domains using ML for record linkage6.
We hypothesize that supervised ML classifiers can efficiently identify duplicate patient record pairs with equal or
greater accuracy than standard probabilistic linkage methods.
Methods. We leveraged two manually curated gold standard datasets representing two use cases; (a) deduplicating a
public health registration file, which identifies multiple instances of the same individual within a single patient registry
(MCHD), and (b) linking death records to clinical data, which identifies instances of the same patient across different
systems (SSDMF). The MCHD dataset consisted of 33,005 patient record pairs with 5.9% true duplicate pairs, while
the SSDMF dataset consisted of 20,000 record pairs with 84.3% true matching pairs7. Each dataset consisted of a
series of demographic features for each patient (Appendix A). We standardized these features in accordance with
recommendations by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC)8. We also
calculated a series of features (Appendix B) representing the exact and marginal agreement between demographic
information for each record pair7. We split each dataset into train (60%), validation (20%) and holdout test (20%)
datasets, and we used these datasets to train and optimize three ML approaches: a decision tree classifier (XGBoost),
a single-layer feed forward neural network (SLNN), and a multi-layer feed forward neural network (MLNN) to
perform record linkage9. The models were selected due to their high performance on other high dimensional
classification tasks while also remaining computationally inexpensive. To limit the computational expense of our
models we did not perform k-fold cross validation. These models were then compared to the widely used FellegiSunter probabilistic matching algorithm (FS) using four metrics: sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value
(PPV), and overall accuracy10.
Results. Standardization and calculation of additional features representing exact and marginal agreement led to 48
features for ML and FS based linkage. FS linkage was performed using multiple blocking schemes identified by
experts. Each of the four record linkage methods reported satisfactory performance metrics that were >80%, and often
exceeded 95%. ML models reported results that were comparable, or statistically superior to the FS approach (Figure
1). XGBoost surpassed FS in specificity, PPV, and overall accuracy for both datasets. Both single (SLNN) and multilayer (MLNN) neural networks outperformed FS in specificity and PPV for both datasets.
Discussion. We present one of the first documented comparison of supervised ML and probabilistic record linkage
approaches in healthcare. We note that each of the ML models reported results that were comparable, or statistically
superior to the FS approach. However, supervised ML requires manually reviewed training datasets. Thus, it is unclear
if the cost of manually reviewing a dataset for supervised learning is justified by the performance improvements they
yield due to the possible generalizability of supervised learning. Our efforts are relevant to a wide array of healthcare
institutions and health information exchanges that seek to reduce fragmentation of patient data. Next steps include
expanding our analysis to other datasets representing more diverse use cases, and investigating performance of our
models across larger patient datasets. We hypothesize that feature engineering to maximize the representation of match
status with minimal features and utilization of larger datasets for training would enhance predictive performance and
reduce computational complexity, thereby leading to ML models that could be generalized across varying datasets.
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Appendix A. List of original features included in each dataset
Social Security Number (SSN), Last name (LN), First name (FN), Middle name (MN), Gender (G), Birth Month
(MB), Day (DB), and Year (YB), Street (STR), Zip code (ZIP), City (CITY), State (ST), and Telephone no. (TEL)
Appendix B. Methods used to standardize and compare various demographic fields.
•
•
•

Algorithmic standardization: Conversion of strings using NYSIIS, double metaphone, and Soundex
transformations.
Rule based standardization: Validation of SSN, address, DOB fields, identifiers and telephone numbers.
Marginal comparators: Jaro-Winkler distance, Levenshtein distance, Longest Common Subsequence (LCS), and
dice coefficient based on bloom filter to compare marginal differences between two raw or standardized features.

Figure 1. Comparisons of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and overall accuracy with 95% confidence intervals for (a) deduplication data (MCHD) and (b) record linkage data (SSDMF)
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Introduction: Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems growth results in very large quantities of patient data becoming
available in electronic format. Secondary use of this patient data is essential to fulfill the potentials for effective clinical
research, high quality healthcare, and improved healthcare management. Instead of relying on existing but often biased and
insufficiently detailed codes assigned for reimbursement and administrative purposes, high quality and efficient healthcare
and effective clinical research need accurate and detailed clinical data that can only be found in patient EHRs. Trials based
on this clinical ‘big data’ are even expected to reshape clinical research.1 For flexibility, expressiveness, efficiency, and
historical reasons, most detailed clinical data found in EHRs is captured in free-text, with neither structure nor coding.
To extract information from this unstructured text, a dictionary lookup task, which links text to standard terminologies,
is typically required. This task consists in searching the text for mentions of concept terms from the ‘dictionary’ (i.e.,
standard terminology). It is sometimes also called “concept normalization” or even “concept recognition” even if the latter
would be closer to “named-entity recognition” or “entity recognition” (i.e., simply finding mentions of some categories of
entities without linking them to specific concepts in some terminology, like finding that “diabetes mellitus” is a Disease,
but not that it maps to [C0011849; Diabetes Mellitus] in the UMLS Metathesaurus2). Most natural language processing
(NLP) software applications used with EHR text include some dictionary lookup. These applications include prominent
examples such as MetaMap,3 MedLEE 4 (now commercially available as REVEAL, from Health Fidelity, Palo Alto, CA),
NOBLE Coder,5 the NCBO Annotator,6 Textractor,7 or Apache cTAKES.8,9 Some use their own dictionary lookup
algorithm while others use existing algorithms like Apache Lucene10 or Apache UIMA ConceptMapper.11
In the context of a larger project to automatically extract information from the EHR with high accuracy to then improve
the completeness and timeliness of lists of medical problems and allergies, we examined the opportunity to improve or
replace a dictionary lookup module based on Apache Lucene with a focus on accuracy and speed.
Methods: A variety of dictionary lookup tools, text corpora, and dictionaries were used in this study, as explained below.
Dictionary lookup tools: We compared Apache Lucene, ConceptMapper, and cTAKES (fast lookup). Lucene is a popular
and powerful text search engine library used by numerous websites and applications (e.g., LinkedIn and Twitter). It is used
in Textractor7 and in our prototype application for extracting medical problems and allergens from clinical notes.12 In that
application, Lucene is combined with a normalization process that includes abbreviation expansion, stemming, removal of
punctuation, lowercasing, reordering of tokens and removal of stopwords. On top of word tokens, it is fed noun phrase
chunks and named entities detected by a machine learning classifier. To allow for even comparisons between tools, we also
evaluated a simpler implementation of Lucene without this normalization process.
ConceptMapper is a dictionary lookup tool distributed as part of Apache UIMA's suite of tools. It is also a powerful and
highly configurable tool, capable of non-contiguous terms mapping and fast performance.
Apache cTAKES is a popular open source clinical NLP application built on Apache UIMA. It offers a fast dictionary
lookup module in its latest version (4.0).
Clinical text corpora: Two collections of clinical text notes were used in this study. Both contain a variety of notes randomly
selected from patient populations at the University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) and at the Medical University of South
Carolina (MUSC, Charleston, SC). The Utah collection includes 770 notes and the MUSC collection 522 notes. Both
collections were automatically de-identified and manually annotated for a selection of medical problems and allergens.12
Dictionaries: Two different dictionaries were used. The first is the Clinical Observations Recordings and Encoding
(CORE) problem list subset of SNOMED-CT, a collection of concepts used for coding problem list entries or other
summary documentation. 13 It includes 6,117 concepts with 106,616 terms. The second was semi-automatically built to
focus on the selection of medical problems and medications causing allergies used for annotating both corpora. A seed list
of manually-curated concepts was automatically augmented with narrower/child concepts and other relations found in the
UMLS Metathesaurus. This ‘custom’ dictionary includes 24,833 concepts with 134,408 terms.
Results: Speed metrics included seconds per note and seconds per 5,000 characters to account for note size differences
between corpora. As seen in Table 1, ConceptMapper was the fastest, about 1.5-7 times faster than cTAKES fast lookup
and about 160-780 times faster than Lucene with normalization. Without normalization, Lucene was faster with times
between ConceptMapper and cTAKES fast lookup.
Accuracy metrics included recall, precision, and the F1-measure. Accuracy was assessed in two separate steps: 1) concept
mentions in text identification and 2) identified mentions normalization (i.e., mapping to standard terminologies) accuracy.
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Table 1: Dictionary
lookup tools speed
Lucene v7.7 normalized
Lucene v7.7 no normalizat.
ConceptMapper
cTAKES fast lookup

SNOMED CORE
Utah corpus
MUSC corpus
s/note
s/5K char s/note
s/5K char
0.924
0.797
2.264
2.356
0.008
0.007
0.009
0.009
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.022
0.019
0.023
0.023

Custom dictionary
Utah corpus
MUSC corpus
s/note
s/5K char s/note s/5K char
1.111
0.959
2.379
2.476
0.007
0.006
0.009
0.009
0.007
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.010
0.008
0.010
0.011

Average
s/5K char
1.647
0.008
0.004
0.015

Average size of notes in each corpus: Utah 5,793 characters; MUSC 4,803 characters.

Concept mentions identification: When only considering the identification of mentions of problems or allergens with
overlapping text spans, recall ranged from 59.65% (with cTAKES, MUSC corpus, and SNOMED CORE) to 91.52% (with
ConceptMapper, Utah corpus, and SNOMED CORE), as seen in Figure 1. By design, our dictionary lookup was identifying
all mentions of medications rather than only the ones causing allergy. A subsequent classifier not included in this study
then focuses only on medications causing allergy. Precision measurements were therefore low, between 8.41% and 86.03%.
Identified concepts normalization: When assessing the mapping of mentions of problems or allergens identified in the
previous step with UMLS concepts, the F1-measure ranged from 84.2% to 97.49% (Figure 2).
All evaluations were realized on Apple MacBook Pro (Core i7 2.8 GHz processors, 16 GB of RAM) laptop computers.
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Discussion: This abstract provides an overview of more detailed information to be presented as a podium presentation.
Very large variations in processing speed were measured, but these were mostly caused by normalization processes. When
comparing similar dictionary lookup processes without normalization, differences in speed shrank, but accuracy was also
negatively affected. Using Lucene without normalization caused a drop in mention identification recall (3.7-9.2% less), a
slight increase in mention identification precision (0.3-4.7% more), and an increase in normalization to concepts F1measure of 5.2%.
Acknowledgments: Research supported by the National Cancer Institute (R41CA180190).
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Introduction: The American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status Classification System (“ASA Score”)1
has been widely used for stratifying the fitness of a patient prior to surgery (ordinal scores or classes from 1 to 6,
with 6 representing the severely unfit group). Additionally, the ASA score serves as a major component in other risk
calculators2,3 and drives Medicare billing rates for surgical patients. Despite its long history and broad influence, the
scoring has been afflicted by a low inter-rater agreement ranging from 0.21 to 0.60 due to the lack of a published
guideline and the challenging diversity of pertinent factors4-6. The advancements in data science hold great promise
to such an overdue solution that would boost the consistency in ASA scoring, which will directly impact the quality
of preoperative assessment. Specifically, it is known that many scoring determinants can only be captured in clinical
notes. In this study, we made an initial attempt by leveraging Natural Language Processing (NLP) and regression
modeling to reveal the medical conditions contributing to the differential ASA scoring.
Methods: A total of 12,500 surgical cases (2,500 surgical cases per ASA class from 1 to 5 to stratify by a minimum
sample number of ASA class 5) corresponding to 9,044 patients between 1987 and 2018 at the Mayo Clinic were
randomly selected from the institutional clinical data warehouse. Cases of score 6 were excluded due to insufficient
number. For each ASA score, we collected clinical narratives within one year prior to the date when the ASA score
was assigned, and identified clinical concepts (represented using Concept Unique Identifiers, i.e., CUIs) using the
Unified Medical Language System (2018AA) and MedTagger, an open-source clinical NLP tool. We limited our
concept identification to only the diagnosis section (available in our data warehouse) of the clinical notes. A random
forest (RF) regression model in the Apache Spark Machine Learning Library (Version 1.6.3) using identified CUIs
associated diagnosis sections was employed to assess the contributions of different CUIs (predictors) in determining
the ASA scores (response variable). RF regression is an ensemble of decision trees suitable for feature selection and
known for low risk of overfitting. We chose regression modeling because the ASA classes presumably represent a
severity gradient. (i.e., a higher ASA score may subsume a lower score in terms of the concepts.) We applied a 5fold cross validation with a 7:3 training to tuning ratio, where the best model was selected by minimizing the root
mean squared error (RMSE) of prediction on the tuning set. As feature mining, the learned regression weights were
used to rank the top predictive CUIs overall. To illustrate the relative importance of a specific CUI across all the
ASA classes, we simply computed the proportion of patients that had the CUI within each class.
Results: A total of 126,848 CUIs—surgical case pairs (including 7,546 unique CUIs) were extracted from the
clinical notes. Among them, 40% of the cases had less than 10 CUIs, 28% had between 10 to 20 CUIs, 14% had
between 20 to 30 CUIs, and the remaining 18% were associated with more than 30 CUIs. Table 1 shows the top 30
predictive CUIs found by the RF regression and their relative importance per ASA class. The relative importance
suggested the decision weight in assigning the ASA scores. The majority of these top 30 CUIs consisted of known
score-driving conditions such as kidney disease, heart disease, infection, liver disease etc. For hypertensive disease
(Rank=17), it clearly presented as a booster raising the suggested ASA score from 1 to ≥2, consistent with the
agreed scoring rule by a panel of anesthesiologists. However, in the case of coronary arteriosclerosis (Rank=3), we
observed a sizable proportion in ASA score of 2 as well, despite the anesthesiologists recommended a minimum
score of 3. Note that in Table 1 some of the conditions did not have a minimum ASA score explicitly assigned by
the seven of anesthesiologists at Mayo Clinic.
Discussion: By leveraging commonly available NLP and machine learning techniques instead of the prevailing
manual chart review, we demonstrated a great potential in improving the ASA classification through: 1) validating
known rules via weighted evidence based on already scored cases, 2) auditing conditions that tend to be underscored and recommending an evidence-justified score, and 3) suggesting the minimum score for conditions not yet
covered by explicit rules. Our findings indicated the need for more well-grounded guidance on how ASA risk scores
should be determined to achieve the consistency in ASA risk scoring system.
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Table 1. Significant disease concept with corresponding CUI per class suggested by Random Forest regression
Rank*
CUI
Disease concept
ASA class
Min ASA**
1
2
3
4
5
1
C0022660 Kidney Failure, Acute
0.000
0.047 0.106 0.518 1.000 2
2
C0018801 Heart failure
0.000
0.015 0.118 0.908 1.000 3
3
C0010054 Coronary Arteriosclerosis
0.000
0.570 0.732 1.000 0.759 3
4
C0004238 Atrial Fibrillation
0.000
0.295 0.517 1.000 0.942 3
5
C0002940 Aneurysm
0.000
0.253 0.351 1.000 0.742 6
C1145670 Respiratory Failure
0.000
0.035 0.046 0.560 1.000 3
7
C0009450 Communicable Diseases
0.000
0.222 0.156 0.935 1.000 8
C0003507 Aortic Valve Stenosis
0.000
0.161 0.257 1.000 0.866 2
9
C0018802 Congestive heart failure
0.000
0.112 0.216 0.919 1.000 3
10
C0040034 Thrombocytopenia
0.000
0.054 0.082 0.533 1.000 11
C0002871 Anemia
0.000
0.204 0.281 1.000 0.945 12
C0022658 Kidney Diseases
0.000
0.028 0.124 1.000 0.671 2
13
C0036690 Septicemia
0.000
0.116 0.130 0.627 1.000 14
C0029408 Degenerative polyarthritis
0.565
1.000 0.818 0.123 0.000 2
15
C0023895 Liver diseases
0.000
0.078 0.168 0.704 1.000 3
16
C0027051 Myocardial Infarction
0.000
0.114 0.244 0.958 1.000 3
17
C0020538 Hypertensive disease
0.094
0.975 1.000 0.455 0.259 2
18
C0154286 Iron
deficiency
anemia 0.036
0.000 0.022 0.479 1.000 secondary to chronic blood loss
19
C0040961 Tricuspid Valve Insufficiency
0.000
0.093 0.113 0.978 1.000 20
C0024117 Chronic Obstructive Airway 0.000
0.464 0.589 1.000 0.781 2
Disease
21
C0011847 Diabetes
0.000
0.779 0.978 1.000 0.791 2
22
C0023890 Liver Cirrhosis
0.000
0.036 0.051 0.809 1.000 3
23
C0020725 Type II Mucolipidosis
0.000
0.000 0.039 0.607 1.000 24
C0729233 Dissecting aneurysm of the 0.157
0.000 0.237 1.000 0.654 thoracic aorta
25
C0012634 Disease
0.473
0.000 0.245 1.000 0.836 26
C0007194 Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
0.000
0.028 0.064 1.000 0.297 3
27
C0001168 Complete obstruction
0.000
0.187 0.374 1.000 0.972 28
C0013274 Patent ductus arteriosus
0.054
0.007 0.000 1.000 0.788 29
C0022661 Kidney Failure, Chronic
0.000
0.159 0.299 1.000 0.877 2
30
C0023518 Leukocytosis
0.000
0.050 0.172 0.522 1.000 *Predictor rank by the RF regression model; **Suggested minimum ASA score by anesthesiologists.
Acknowledgement: This study was supported by NCATS U01TR002062 and the Department of Anesthesiology.
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Introduction
Heterogenous clinical symptoms caused by rare genetic variation may complicate identification of the
underlying cause, prolonging diagnostic odyssey and delaying opportunity for potential medical benefits. Recent
literature has shown that there exists a substantial population of individuals carrying deleterious genetic variants that
go undetected in our current healthcare system, including those that cause known syndromes.[1] There is a clear need
for us to maximize our ability to identify patients carrying genetic variants which could inform diagnosis, prognosis,
and potentially treatment. We hypothesize that unique combinations of phenotypes seen infrequently in the population
are likely to correspond to increased probability of an underlying genetic variant. Here, we aim to use only structured
diagnostic information from electronic health records (EHR) in order to identify individuals at increased risk for
carrying deleterious genetic events with the ultimate goal of validating these predictions through genetic assays.

Methods
We define our case population as 2,388 recipients of a form of genetic testing (chromosomal microarray)
designed to identify large deletions and duplications of genetic material. These individuals were selected through
analysis of patient notes within the Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) Synthetic Derivative. We then
matched these cases in a one to four ratio with controls based on age, sex, race, record length within our EHR, and the
number of unique years in which the patient had visited VUMC. We posed a prediction problem in which we aim to
distinguish individuals who received genetic tests from those who did not, ideally replicating the suspicion which led
clinicians to indicate which patients should receive genetic tests. We utilize a four-fold cross validation scheme on
80% of the data, and tested on the remaining 20%.
Utilizing only ICD9CM and ICD10CM codes translated to a vector of 1,685 unique pheWAS[4] codes
(phecodes) as input information, we considered two methods of representing these patients. The first of the methods
consists of a binary matrix indicating presence or absence of phecodes, and the second is a broadly defined phenotypic
risk score[2]. The phenotype risk score (pheRS) was originally defined as a disease-specific score indicating the
likelihood of a given disorder based on the sum of the phenotypes specific to said disorder weighted by their loginverse prevalence within the population. We instead calculated a pheRS for no specific disorder, creating a single
score which aims to balance both the diversity of a patient’s phenotypes as well as the rarity of those phenotypes. For
the binary phecode matrix we additionally evaluated three different methods of dimensionality reduction. They
consisted of principal component analysis (PCA), uniform manifold approximation and projection[3] (UMAP), and
PCA fed into UMAP. Finally, we considered four different classification algorithms on this dataset; naïve Bayes,
logistic regression, support vector machines, and random forest. After selecting a range of reasonable hyperparameters
we applied a classic exhaustive grid search within our cross-validation framework and optimized our model selection
on the F1 score, due to its balance of precision and recall.
For external validation with our best model, we identified a set of ~800,000 VUMC medical home patients,
defined as having a record length of at least four years at VUMC. To assess the performance of our model, we
identified 11,617 individuals within this sample who have at some point visited a genetic counseling clinic.

Results
Our sample included 2,388 case individuals who received genetic testing with chromosomal microarray, and
9,552 demographic matched controls. The case population is primarily very young, with 95% of individuals falling
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below 20 years of age. Additionally, the reported race information of the cases is as follows: 1728 white, 269 black,
204 unknown, 62 asian, 57 ‘other race’, 14 declined, and 5 ‘Alaskan/Indian’ (remaining individuals reported multiple
races). We performed a pheWAS using chi-squared tests in order to identify the phecodes which differed the most in
prevalence between cases and controls. The most significant phecodes found in this comparison represented largely
developmental diagnoses such as delayed milestones, autism, and lack of normal physiological development which
all had odds ratios > 10 and p-values < 10-200.
During four-fold cross-validation, the mean F1 score of all classifiers was found to be significantly higher
when using the binary matrix of phecodes as input, rather than the generalized pheRS. For example, the mean F1 score
of logistic regression classification models using the binary matrix as input was ~0.63, while the same score for an
input of the generalized pheRS was ~0.18. The F1 score was used as the optimization measure in our search, as
opposed to PPV (precision). This was due to the fact that within the validation results, when optimizing on PPV, we
found that the classifier with the highest PPV had extremely poor recall, compared to the classifier optimized for F1,
while maintaining similar PPV. With respect to dimensionality reduction, the average classifier performance improved
when any one of the three dimensionality reduction methods was applied. However, this average improvement came
at the expense of the maximal performance. For our best performing classifier(random forest), the F1 scores of all
classifiers given an input matrix reduced by PCA ranged from ~0.60 to ~0.67, while the same classifiers given the
binary phecode matrix had F1 scores ranging from ~0.25 to ~0.71. This implies that optimal performance requires
more complete information than was preserved during dimensionality reduction.
The best performing model selected through four-fold cross validation used a binary phecode matrix with no
additional dimensionality reduction as input to a random forest classifier. Within the held-out test set this classifier
had PPV of 0.73, NPV of 0.93, total accuracy of 0.89, and AUROC of 0.94. Further, our model is well-calibrated with
a Brier score of 0.08. Projecting to an age comparable subset of VUMC medical home patients using genetic clinic
visits as a target produced an AUROC of 0.86, suggesting that our model generalizes to the larger medical system.

Conclusion
As genetic testing becomes easier and clinical decision making based on genetic information becomes more
valuable it is imperative that we are able to identify those patients most likely to benefit. Here, using a set of patients
that received genetic testing and phecodes we demonstrated the ability to predict these patients.
The performance of our model supports our initial hypothesis that unique combinations of diagnostic codes
indicate the presence of a deleterious genetic variant. The success of an ensemble model such as random forest and
the worsening of performance when the features are reduced or when using more linear approaches suggests complex
patterns of phecodes are present among these individuals. These unique constellations of phenotypes likely contribute
to the challenge in identifying these patients clinically. Our current approach is most akin to building a model to
replicate clinical suspicion since we depend on patients where providers previously believed genetic testing was
warranted. This clinical suspicion will vary dramatically across clinical entities and likely has biases. Our ultimate
aim is to refine our model to build an agnostic approach to optimally identify patients that carry clinically relevant
genetic variants. Further work using more complete genetic data will be required for this effort.
We conclude that easily available phenotypic information within the EHR can provide evidence for those
who should receive genetic testing. This evidence can potentially be used to both inform who should receive genetic
testing so as to speed the diagnostic odyssey, as well as to prioritize selection of individuals for research purposes in
a cost-effective manner.
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Introduction:
Contemporary approaches to identification of potential on-market adverse drug effects (ADEs) depend upon
aggregation of many data sources, including spontaneous reporting systems (SRSs) and the biomedical literature.
Due to inherent scale and complexity, information from these data sources require robust and scalable methods. The
aim of this research is to leverage distributed representations (embeddings) of both relational information extracted
from the biomedical literature and observational signal extracted from the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System
(FAERS, a SRS) as feature bases for supervised machine learning, in the domain of drug safety monitoring.
Methods:
Distributed semantic vector representations of concepts were derived from around 90 million concept-relationshipconcept triples (semantic predications) extracted from the biomedical literature, available via SemMedDB1.
Representations were generated using a neural-probabilistic technique: Embedding of Semantic Predications (ESP)2.
Representations covering 394 of 399 drug-ADE control pairs from the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
(OMOP) and 93 of 94 drug-ADE control pairs from the Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions
(EUADR) reference standards3,4 were composed from these concept vectors to generate abstract “relational
embeddings”, shown previously to hold promise for pharmacovigilance research5. Additionally, a skip-gram
negative sampling model (similar to ESP)6 was used to generate embeddings from a normalized and standardized
edition of FAERS7. These FAERS embeddings were used to generate entangled embeddings by convolving
embeddings for each component of the drug-ADE pairs in each reference standard. In either case, both models
generate embeddings which are similar for similar pairs of input concepts. For example, the embedding for
ibuprofen combined with myocardial infarction would be close to an embedding for a similar drug, such as
diclofenac, and a similar side-effect, such as angina. Using each data source (FAERS and literature) individually and
combined,* cross-validated F1 scores at varying training set sizes were calculated for regularized logistic regression
(LR) models. These scores were then organized into learning curves for each model/data-source combination.
Additionally, disproportionality measures (DPMs) were extracted from Harpaz et al8 and Banda et al7 for each of the
drug/side-effect pairs in the reference standards and used for a baseline comparison.
Results:
Across all models, incorporating information from both the disproportionality and literature data sources resulted in
the highest performance, with a maximal F1 of ~0.9 for training sizes of >=70% on the OMOP reference set, a
~40% relative increase over baseline DPMs-based models, and a ~15% increase over FAERS embeddings.
Compared to literature-based models, the combination models resulted in a modest but consistent ~1-3% absolute
increase. FAERS embeddings on the OMOP set account for a ~20% relative increase over leveraging a combination
of several DPMs and the lower 5th percentile of their distributions. Performance on the EUADR set differs from
OMOP when comparing DPM and FAERS embeddings baselines but is otherwise consistent with trends seen with
the OMOP set.
Discussion:
Integrating signal from the SRS and information from the literature results in improved performance over a single
data source alone, demonstrating their complementation in a supervised machine learning setting. Moreover, a
distributed representation of FAERS data outperformed a baseline of standard disproportionality measures by a
significant margin on the OMOP set, showing the potential power of distributed representations over traditional
DPMs, likely a result of their ability to draw on similarities intrinsically captured in FAERS not captured by purely
co-occurrence measures. The same could not be said for the case of the EUADR set when considering FAERS
*

A total of three configurations: literature only features, FAERS only features, and FAERS features concatenated to
literature features.
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embeddings compared to DPMs. This may be due in part to the EUADR having increased ADE coverage (10 versus
4 in the OMOP set) and far fewer controls. Combined results exceed the previous state of the art on both reference
standards tested, even accounting for methods which consider SRS, literature, product label, and other sources of
data5. These models represent, to the best of our knowledge, the first implementation of supervised machine learning
on distributed representations of both literature-derived relational information and FAERS-derived data. Their
complementation provides a robust avenue for further research in drug safety, whereby these models can be
leveraged on out-of-training examples for the purpose of predicting previously undetected side-effects for on-market
drugs. Additionally, by virtue of their general purpose, similarity-based representations, they should be translatable
to other biomedical tasks, such as drug repurposing. Further research is necessary to fully examine these avenues,
and further research is warranted in looking at optimal combination strategies for these vectors.
Figures:

Average cross-validation F1 scores at various training set sizes, plus or minus the standard error of the mean across
multiple cross-validation runs, for disproportionality only based models (black), FAERS-based embeddings alone
(orange), literature only (green) and combined literature-disproportionality based models (blue), on the OMOP
reference standard.
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Abstract
Suicide is an important public health concern in the United States. There is active research in establishing predictive
models for suicide to help direct patients to proper care. Here we examine a novel approach for using a deep learning
classifier to identify patients with suicidal behavior and prediction of future suicidal attempts.
Introduction
Suicide ranks among the leading causes of death in the United States (US)1. More than 100 individuals in the U.S. die
by suicide each day, on average. Suicidal ideation (i.e., having thoughts about harming oneself or taking one’s own
life) and suicidal/self-harm behavior (i.e., harming oneself or attempting to take one’s own life) are relatively common
risk factors for suicide. Better understanding predictors of suicidal behavior can help the development of approaches
to preventing patient suicides. There has been significant work in the area of utilizing machine learning approaches to
help address the limitations of traditional statistical models in the prediction of suicidal behavior and attempts2. Several
researchers have explored the use of electronic health record (EHR)-based models3, Others have focused on using
natural language processing and linguistics-driven prediction models4,5. In this presentation, we explore the utility of
a deep learning approach for a) automated detection of concurrent self-harm International Classification of Diseases
(ICD) code assignment based on clinical text; and b) the prediction of future suicide attempt and intentional self-harm
based on ICD labeled encounters within the EHR.
Methods
This project was approved by the IRB at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) under protocol
Pro00087416. We extracted clinical text notes from the MUSC EHR for 835 patients with ICD codes for suicide
attempt and intentional self-harm (ISH) as defined in a National Health Statistics Report from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in the US6, and 1670 control cases who never had any ISH ICD codes within our EHR. We
first trained a number of algorithms on clinical notes using the ISH codes as a positive label. Clinical notes associate
with the first visit with ISH codes (on average 5 notes per patient) were concatenated chronologically and truncated
at 8000 words. The following models were tested: Naïve Bayes classifier (NBC); single decision tree (SDT) with a
maximum depth of 20; Random Forrest (RF) with 201 trees and the number of variables randomly sampled as
candidates at each split (mtry)=150; Support Vector Machines (SVM) Type 1 with a radial basis kernel; a simple
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with 64-node input and hidden layers; and finally a deep learning model with a randomly
initialized word embedding layer (200 dimensions per word), a convolutional neural network (CNN) layer with multifilter sizes (3, 4 and 5), 200 nodes each, with global maxpooling, followed by a merge tensor, a fully connected 200
node layer, then a single sigmoid activation output node. A dropout rate of 0.2 was used after both the embedding
layer and the last dense layer. Text pre-processing included lower casing, and punctuation removal. In addition, stopword removal and stemming was used for bag-of-words models, i.e. all the models except the CNN. The vectors for
the CNN were generated using tokenization, followed by sequence padding to ensure that all sequences have the same
length. Thirty percent of the data were held out as a test set and 70% was used for training and cross validation. We
used R version 3.6.1 for constructing the machine learning pipelines, and Keras and TensorFlow for the deep learning
models.
After establishing the best performing model, we trained the model on clinical text prior to the dates of the first ISH
ICD code assignments (the index visit). We selected patients and controls who had visits with dates ranging from 180
to 30 days prior to the index visit. In order to test future predictive power, we used patients with index visits prior to
2018 for training, and patients with index visits in 2018 or later for testing. The training set included 480 patients and
645 controls, and the test set had 106 patients and 106 controls. Again, controls never had ISH codes throughout the
span of the EHR.
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Results
The results for the training and testing on the notes concurrent with ISH codes are shown in table 1. Since the CNN
was the best performer in detecting ISH in clinical notes concurrent with ICD codes, it was used for the second part,
namely prediction of future ISH. The results of the CNN for predicting future ISH codes on the test set were as follows:
AUC of 0.868 (with a 95%CI of 0.82-0.915), precision: 0.869, recall: 0.689 and F1: 0.768.
Table 1. The results for the training and testing on the notes concurrent with ISH ICD codes.
Model
NB
DT
RF
SVM
MLP
CNN

AUC (95% CI)
0.929 (0.909-0.949)
0.927 (0.903-0.951)
0.973 (0.96-0.986)
0.959 (0.944-0.975)
0.966 (0.953-0.979)
0.988 (0.981-0.996)

Precision
0.818
0.932
0.876
0.912
0.884
0.950

Recall
0.896
0.884
0.904
0.788
0.888
0.916

F1-score
0.855
0.908
0.890
0.845
0.886
0.933

Discussion
Most of the models showed a relatively good performance when detecting initial ISH ICD code assignments within
clinical notes associated with concurrent hospital visits. This is likely due to a strong signal within concurrent notes,
and is likely associated with a high fidelity of ICD code attribution specifically for ISH. This has yet to be established
by manual chart reviews (as a gold standard). The deep learning model (CNN) was the best performer with an area
under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) approaching 99%. When applied to predicting future ISH
code assignment for the first time in a patient chart based on clinical notes preceding those visits by anywhere from 6
months to 30 days prior, the AUC for the CNN was 87%, with modest recall and precision. Expectedly, this is
significantly lower than prediction from concurrent clinical notes. There are several limitations to our work so far. We
intend to perform chart reviews on a number of patients in our data set to use as a gold standard for both training and
testing of the models. Our model currently only addresses features within clinical text. Other clinical information
could be added to the model e.g. associated demographics, comorbidities and risk factors e.g. codes for depression or
substance use. With respect to suicide prediction, EHR data alone may not provide the full picture. Ideally, our data
should be linked with statewide cause of death data, which should yield an improved predictive power.
Nevertheless, our results are competitive with results from other models reported in the literature, and indicate that
some patients with potential suicidal behavior or ideation are being missed, or not flagged with relevant ICD codes.
Improving the precision of these algorithms could lead to better follow up and care by mental health professionals for
patients who are at risk. Future work will include manual chart reviews to provide verification of the accuracies for
both ISH ICD codes and deep learning algorithms.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
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Introduction: In health informatics, record linkage (RL) refers to a family of computational methods that determine
if two or more electronic health records belong to the same individual.1 In the absence of a shared unique identifier,
RL methods must use one or many non-unique data fields, called linkage variables, such as date of birth and last name,
to uniquely identify an individual.2 Methods such as the Fellegi-Sunter method use field similarity of values and
agreement/disagreement weights for each linkage variable to determine the likelihood of a link between two records.3,4
Linkage variables with poor quality, low completeness, or low discrimination can negatively impact RL performance.
5,6
Linkability is defined as the potential of a linkage variable to contribute to uniquely identify a patient record. Data
sets are linkable if they share variables with high linkability. 1 For example, a high degree of missing values, a small
number of distinct values (e.g., all male or female), or an extremely skewed distribution resulting in a low
discriminating power reduces the linkability of a data set.6 Currently there is no systematic way to assess the linkability
of a data set prior to conducting RL work. The objective of this work is to develop linkability measurements to evaluate
the potential linkage capability. We generated synthetic data to observe the association between the data quality (DQ)
features and a set of proposed linkability metrics.
Methods: Synthetic data generation: To observe the association between DQ and linkability, we created a synthetic
dataset with 300K records, containing values for 12 fields such as: first name (FN), last name (LN), date of birth
(DOB), social security number (SSN), sex, and address. Realistic initial values were obtained using the Mockaroo
tool. To simulate data errors and missingness, we applied data corruption methods described Table 1. Each corruption
method allows the user to select the percentage of values in each column which are modified by the corruption.
Corruption rates were chosen based on our team’s experience with linkage data. Source code and documentation on
Github: https://github.com/cu-recordlinkage/ipprl_tools.
Table 1 - Data corruption methods
Method
Delete
Transpose
Insert
Soundex
Replace
Drop

Description
Randomly deletes characters from strings
Randomly transposes character positions within a string
Randomly inserts alphabetical characters (a-z) into a string
Randomly replaces a string with another string having the
same soundex code
Replaces a number with a random (different) value
Replaces a string with a NULL value

Example
“MICHAEL” -> “MICHAL”
“MICHAEL” -> “MICHEAL”
“MICHAEL” -> “MICHAELL”
“MICHAEL” -> “MICHEL”
“MICHAEL” -> “PETER”
“MICHAEL” -> NULL

Linkability measurements: Table 2 defines a core set of linkability and distributional measures, which provide insight
into the linkage characteristics of a variable. Intrinsic DQ measures the availability (data field is present or not) of
linkage data, data missingness and data validity. Distributional measures of a linkage variable are critical to
understanding its discrimination power. A linkage variable that has high completeness, but only a single value, has no
ability to discriminate unique individuals. In contrast, a value that is often missing, but when present is extremely
discriminating, can be valuable for matching unique individuals. The quality of a linkage variable is also measured
using Shannon’s entropy. PTME is a normalized SE value, which represents the diversity and the distribution of values
in a linkage variable. High quality linkage variables have PTME values approaching 1. Table 2 - Linkability measures
Name
Linkage variable availability
Data completeness: Missing Data
Ratio (MDR)
Data validity

Distinct values Ratio (DVR)

Intrinsic Data Quality Measures
Description
For all potential linkage data elements listed in the data dictionary, list availability
either as not available, available as a data element, or available as a computed data
element.
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑖
𝑀𝐷𝑅$ =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑖
Percent of rows that exceed simple validation rules that test for extreme upper and
lower limits of valid values, and impossible values.
Distributional Measures
The number of distinct values compared to all records with non-missing values.
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒$
𝐷𝑉𝑅$ =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒$
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Average, max and standard deviation
of group size (GS)

Related to DVR: Number of individuals that have the same value for a variable.
𝐺𝑆$,@ = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒$, 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒@
𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝐺𝑆$ ) = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(𝐺𝑆$,@ ) 𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐺𝑆$,@ ) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑛 (𝐺𝑆$,D )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐺𝑆$ ) = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐺𝑆$,@ ) 𝑆𝐷(𝐺𝑆$ ) = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐺𝑆$,D )
The mutual information of a linkage variable with itself. For Variable x with values i
J

Shannon Entropy (SE)

𝐻F = − H 𝑃(𝑖) 𝑙𝑜𝑔M 𝑃(𝑖)
$KL

Theoretical Maximum Entropy
(TME)
Percentage of Theoretical Maximum
Entropy (PTME)

where N is the number of unique values that Variable x may take on.
The maximum entropy possible for a given Variable V with N values. Maximum
entropy is reached when each possible value occurs with the same probability in
L
Variable V: 𝑇𝑀𝐸F = −𝑙𝑜𝑔M OJP
Q

R
Percentage of the TME reached by the SE for variable x: 𝑃𝑇𝑀𝐸F = STU

R

Results: Table 3 - Results of key quality and linkability measures using the 30K corrupted synthetic data set.

Discussion: Table 3 highlights how linkability measures for a variable pertain to RL. For example, the Mean and
Median Group Size metrics suggest that the Email field contains relatively unique values. However, MDR identifies
many records with missing emails (75%), resulting in low SE and PTME. In this data set SSN has a 25% missing rate
but high entropy measures, making it an acceptable linkage variable. Even though FN and LN have the same missing
data rate, there are more unique values for LN (lower DVR) producing slightly lower SE and PTME. While Gender
has a high PTME, its SE and TME are very low. Among the linkage variables in this data set, FN, LN, SSN, Address1
are the top candidates to be selected as linkage variables because they have the highest SE, TME and PTME. Each
data set will have its own linkability measures used to assess fitness for RL. These results illustrate the feasibility of
computing linkability measures for linkage datasets. Future work will explore approaches for leveraging these metrics
to inform/improve matching strategies.
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Introduction
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD), defined as having a eGFR of 15-60, affects approximately 13% of the US population1.
The majority of these cases are likely due to Diabetes Mellitus (DM) and/or hypertension (HT), and while many people
with CKD will not face any complications from their condition1,2, people with DM are at an increased risk of End
Stage Renal Disease (ESRD)3. Other clinical risk factors strongly associated with CKD are cardiovascular disease
(CVD), structural renal tract disease, hereditary kidney disease/family history, and systemic lupus4. These latter
conditions are often treated in conjunction with nephrologists, ensuring that patients are receiving appropriate
monitoring to maintain renal function.
However, given that DM, and HT are common conditions, precision medicine approaches to differentiate between
individuals at high risk of progression to ESRD and individuals with stable CKD is essential for efficient monitoring
and improved patient outcomes2. Previous work developed a clinical CKD registry for tracking patient outcomes1,5,
but the scale and scope of information captured was mostly limited to billing codes. In this work, we aim to augment
an existing code-based registry1 with additional clinical details derived from EHR measures to construct a higherresolution research registry for examining the impact of CKD causes, its comorbid conditions, and factors that
influence ESRD trajectories over time.
Methods
We accessed complete medical records for 203,344 patients seen at the Cleveland Clinic. These patients were
abstracted from an existing clinical CKD registry1, kidney transplant registry, and a chronic renal insufficiency cohort.
Our primary aim was to robustly identify CKD, DM, and HT in individuals with clinically identified kidney disease.
Two methods of identifying the primary phenotypes were used: ICD billing codes, and laboratory test results. ICD-9
code inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed from existing clinical registries 1,5 and converted to ICD-10; both
ICD-9 and ICD-10 were utilized in order to identify all pertinent records. A1c and eGFR values were extracted from
laboratory reports and utilized to confirm a diagnosis of DM and CKD respectively. Blood pressure was extracted
from visit vitals to confirm a diagnosis of HT. Vectors of eGFR values per patient over time were retained for
estimating slopes and clinical trajectories.
To create a high-resolution research registry, we identified individuals who had 1) at least one ICD code for the
phenotypes of interest (CKD, DM, HT) and 2) two confirmatory laboratory/vital measures at least 90 days apart.
Records which had documented CKD via either a mix of a single ICD code and single blood measure or only contained
one data source were retained as a low-resolution validation set for future clinical application testing.
We are in the process of abstracting medications lists in conjunction with these two other data sources. Medications
for DM and/or HT documented twice at least 90 days apart are considered strong evidence for actual phenotype
presence. The number and quality of records available from all pairwise measures (medication/lab, medication/ICD,
lab/ICD) as well as the number and quality of records when all three sources are required will be evaluated compared
to a gold standard manual review of 30 records.
Results
Out of 18,580,162 ICD codes for 203,344 individuals, 18,240 ICD codes for 13,464 individuals met the eMERGE
CKD algorithm exclusionary criteria5. These individuals were not considered for further analyses.
We identified 286,023 ICD billing codes related to CKD for 82,721 individuals. We obtained 5,144,227 eGFR
measures <60 on 150,922 individuals. Given the criteria of one ICD code and at least two blood measures >90 days
apart, we were able to label 65,777 records as being high- resolution for CKD documentation.
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For DM, we identified 985,849 ICD billing codes for 52,840 individuals. We obtained 532,824 A1c measures > 6.5
for 60,971 individuals. Given the criteria of one ICD code and at least two blood measures >90 days apart, we were
able to identify 44,126 records as having high resolution DM documentation.
For HT, we identified 1,461,110 billing codes for 96,574 individuals. We obtained 7,084,818 blood pressure measures
that met the stage 2 HT criteria (>140 systolic or >90 diastolic) for 177,272 individuals. Given the criteria of two ICD
codes and at least two vital measurements >90 days apart, we were able to label 14,331 records as having high
resolution HT documentation.
Overall, we classified 65,777 (34.6%) of 189,880 patients with documented kidney dysfunction as having high
resolution records. For these 65,777 records, we also had high-resolution documentation of DM 1,568 (2.4%), HT
33,725 (51.3%) and both DM and HT 23,793 (36.2%); only 6,691 high-resolution records. Additionally, we classified
102,089 (53.8%) records as low resolution for CKD reporting; 16,944 contained ICD codes only, and 85,145 records
contained lab measures only. In the low resolution CKD records, some individuals had high quality reporting for DM
and HT. Finally, we were unable to verify CKD status on 22,014 (11.6%) records.
Table 1. Counts of high-quality CKD records by major known risk factors for 65,777 patients
No HT

HT

No DM

6,691 (10.2%)

33,725 (51.3%)

DM

1,568 (2.4%)

23,973 (36.4%)

Discussion
Development of a high resolution registry for CKD requires additional data beyond clinical codes. Additional
validation of code-based conditions through laboratory values, requiring longitudinal follow-up for individuals, and
usage of multiple data sources to confirm the presence of a phenotype is necessary to ensure that those included in the
registry have high resolution records useful for addressing clinically relevant questions.
Understanding data missingness is equally important for research applications. We retained records that fail to meet
the full requirement (verification of the primary phenotype from two data sources on at least two dates >90 days apart).
These records can be utilized later on in the research process for 1) determining if there is differential missingness
between those with high resolution records and those without and 2) assessing if any novel phenotypic patterns
identified in the high resolution set can be found in those with incomplete records. Since this lower-resolution set is
the more typical state of records, validation within the lower resolution cohort will provide more accurate information
on the likely impact of precision medicine algorithms in a clinical setting.
The research registry we report on here has been developed with OMOP data formatting considerations in mind so
that future work can include validating primary and secondary findings in other clinical datasets. We are in the process
of integrating medications lists as a third source of phenotype data for DM and HT, assessing the concordance between
our registry classification and expert reviewers, and data mining for relevant novel clinical patterns that contribute to
ESRD.
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Introduction
Remote patient monitoring (RPM) is an automated technology for the transmission of data on a patient’s health status
from home to the respective healthcare setting. RPM is a promising strategy for improving chronic disease
management by facilitating early clinical intervention and providing cost-effective care. Many studies have suggested
improvements in patient health by using an RPM system while some studies did not show significant benefits, perhaps
because of low adherence rates, or poor handling of situations when patient’s vital signs are outside of normal ranges1.
To date, most studies focus on developing and implementing RPM systems that enable the continuous data flow. There
has been little effort to study what makes an RPM system effective in managing population health.
Objective
The purpose of this research is to evaluate design features of the RPM system by conducting a case study of data from
a RPM company in Texas to identify key elements of the system that improve population health.
Methods
There was a total of 823 patients, with hypertension, enrolled in Medicaid, and who initiated RPM for blood pressure
and pulse from January 2016 to June 2018. Our main analysis covered the population of patients that were monitored
for at least six months. We also analyzed the clinical effectiveness in the sub-population of 202 patients who had a
greater need for RPM indicated by red or yellow alerts within 30 days after enrollment and with higher adherence
(=transmission) rate (> 0.8). There are two key processes in using the RPM system effectively: two automated alerts
(the computer process) and corresponding two follow-up phone calls (the human process). Automated alerts were
generated when vital signs were not transmitted on time (adherence alerts), or the values exceeded preset thresholds
(clinical alerts). Daily transmission times were set by patients and the vital sign thresholds were set by the primary
physician. Both alerts were followed up with a phone call to the patient or caregiver. Non-clinical staff followed up
on adherence alerts with reminder calls to troubleshoot in order to receive the daily reading and improve the
transmission rate. Clinical staff followed up on clinical alerts and classified the situation as red, yellow, or green,
depending on the real clinical severity and followed set protocols. Green means no clinical intervention is required,
and email is sent to designated people. Red or yellow each mean clinical intervention is required, and email is sent
with the phone call to the clinical contact. In rare cases for red alerts, the clinical staff may contact 911. Weekly reports
were transmitted to primary care physicians with the vital signs and alert classification so physicians could efficiently
monitor their patient panel. We conducted a trend analysis on the population to examine daily trends during the sixmonth study period. We modeled the (1) daily transmission rate (% of patients in the program who transmitted their
vital sign on any given day), the (2) daily supported transmission rate (% of patients who required a reminder call
to transmit their vital sign of those that transmitted their vital sign on a given day), and the (3) daily clinical alert rate
(% of patients whose blood pressure or pulse was out of a defined range of those that transmitted their vital sign on a
given day). The supported transmissions are patients who only responded after a reminder call. Linear models were
used to estimate changes over time from the second to sixth month after enrollment in RPM. The first month was
excluded from the trend analysis because most patients seem to take one month to get on the RPM system.
Results
The average age of the patients was 73 (SD=12), with 65% female, and thus almost all being dual eligible for Medicaid
and Medicare. Patients lived in a zip code close to the primary physician and typically worked with one physician
during the study period. However, 3% of patients had switched doctors during the study period. Within six months of
enrollment, on average, patients transmitted their vital signs for 75% of the days, but 17% of these days required a
reminder call. 93% of patients had thresholds for diastolic/systolic blood pressure set as 60/90-90/160 mmHg and
pulse set to 60-120 beats. On average, a patient had 42% of their monitored days exceed at least one threshold. On
average, non-clinical and clinical staff called 10 and 7 patients in an hour (SD= 4.8 and 4.1), respectively.
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Figure 1. Daily transmission rate, daily supported transmission rate, and daily clinical alert rate within six months.
As a population, the percent of patients with vital signs out of a defined range on any given day declined from 44% in
the second month to 39% in the sixth month of the study providing evidence that the RPM system was effective in
managing population health. More specifically, among 823 patients in our population, from the second to sixth month,
on average daily transmission rate was 77%=636 patients (SD=2.6%), supported transmission rate was 23%
(SD=1.8%), and clinical alert rate was 41% (SD=2.4%). In our linear spline model, as expected there was a slight
decline in the transmission rate over time, at a rate of 9.4 patients less a month (p<0.001). This amounts to a total of
47 patients no longer transmitting their vital signs in the last month compared to the second month (Figure 1 (a) blue
dots). There was no statistically significant change in the supported transmission rate over time (p=0.44; Figure 1(a)
pink squares), which accounted for almost a quarter of the daily transmissions. This indicates the importance of these
reminder calls in continuing to monitor the patients over time. Most importantly, from those monitored patients, the
linear spline model indicated that on average, 9.6 more patients a month were able to bring their vital signs under
control (1.2% decrease a month; p<0.001; Figure 1 (a) green triangles). That means, an increase of 48 patients who
had their vital signs under control by the last month.
The effectiveness of the RPM program in increasing the number of patients with their vital signs under control for the
subpopulation of 202 patients, who both needed the RPM program the most and were adherent, were even better.
From the second to sixth month, on average daily transmission rate was 92%=185 patients (SD=2.1%). The
transmission rate declined by only 0.5 patients a month (p=0.02), resulting in only 2.7 less patients in five months
(Figure 1 (b) blue dots). Of the monitored patients, the supported transmission rate was 19% with no statistically
significant change over time (p=0.44; Figure 1(b) pink squares). The clinical alert rate declined from 51% to 45%
within five months, at a rate of 2.8 patients a month (1.4% decrease a month; p<0.001; Figure 1(b) green triangles).
That means 14.2 patients got their vital signs under control during the five-month period.
Conclusion
On any given day, a little less than 8 in 10 patients registered for the RPM program transmitted their vital signs, with
a quarter of them needing a reminder call for the transmission. 7.5% of these monitored patients kept their vital signs
under control in five months using the RPM program consisting of quick follow up calls from clinical staff when vital
signs were out of a defined range and weekly review of vital signs by physicians to support timely clinical intervention.
The impact is even greater for patients who had a greater need and were regularly transmitting their vital signs with
7.7% of monitored patients getting their vital signs under control.
RPM is an innovated technology that allows patients to be monitored in near real-time so that physicians can intervene
early if there is evidence of clinical deterioration. However, transmitting vital signs daily requires patients to be
diligent and quick actions are needed when vital signs are out of range in order for the RPM system to be effective.
We found that both non-clinical and clinical follow-up phone call processes at appropriate times could help to have
higher transmission rate and to control the vital signs. Further analysis is needed on the impact of RPM on mortality
and rehospitalization rates.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a detrimental neurodegenerative disorder that affects millions of people worldwide. Subjects with
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) are at an increased risk of developing AD, but currently, there is a lack of clinical
measurements that can inform a physician whether an at-risk patient is undergoing the prodromal phase of the
neurodegenerative process. Associating imaging-based features with genomic data has proved useful for various AD-related
questions (1), including associations between genomic data and brain structure (2) or brain function (3). However, validated
imaging tools able to quantify the neurodegenerative process at the early stages are still lacking.
Here, we present a method that combines imaging and genomics analysis through the use of our imaging-based phenotyping
algorithm (4) and available single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) data to investigate associations with AD-like progression
in MCI subjects. We further identify adjacent genes to AD-progression associated SNPs and verify their enrichment in
pathways. Our discovered SNPs and genes can be used for risk estimation of AD progression, allowing development and
administration of new preventative treatments.
Methods
Data: Whole genome sequencing data and imaging data was downloaded from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI) in June 2019 and November 2018, respectively. We focused on 613 subjects from non-Hispanic Caucasian
ancestry with MCI, determined according to imaging-based progression score (Table 1).
Table 1. Demographic breakdown of MCI subjects
Average Thresholding Strategy

Number of Subjects

AD-like
No AD-like
progression progression
362
251

p-value
-

Median Thresholding Strategy
AD-like
No AD-like
p-value
progression progression
302
311
-

Age, years (mean (s.d.))

72.2 (7.3)

76.2 (6.9)

<0.001 *

71.7 (7.3)

75.9 (7.0)

<0.001 *

Sex (male, n (%))
Education, years (mean (s.d.))

211 (58%)
15.9 (2.8)

159 (63%)
15.7 (2.9)

0.24 **
0.29 *

175 (58%)
16 (2.9)

195 (63%)
15.8 (2.8)

0.25 **
0.27 *

*Wilcoxon Ranked Sum Test, **Fisher Exact Test

Figure 1. High-level overview of the methodology’s pipeline: pre-processing (green & yellow) and analysis (blue)
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Detection of AD progression: We used our custom deep learning model, DeepSymNet (4), that identifies structural brain
changes in AD subjects at two different imaging timepoints. The algorithm was benchmarked against pipelines that used both
region and voxel-based analyses. Further, the model’s output was a progression metric that identified how similar a patient’s
change in brain structure was to that of an AD-like pattern. Finally, we extended this metric to an external set of MCI subjects
that used in this study. None of the MCI subjects used in this study were used for training DeepSymNet.
Genetic association: We excluded SNPs with low quality calls and only included SNPs that were available for all subjects. In
order to minimize the hypothesis space, we focused on SNPs with known information in NCBI dbSNP, resulting in 261K SNPs
(Figure 1). We used Fisher’s exact test to associate SNPs with the phenotype and applied Bonferroni correction of 0.01.
Results
We tested two progression score thresholds to identify AD-like progression (cases) and no progression (controls). Using a
threshold of the median score, we identified 1 significant SNP associated with the AD-progression phenotype (rs4799404).
rs4799404 resides within 50Kb of TSPYL1, previously implicated in relation with Parkinson’s Disease (PD) (5) and within
250Kb of ELP2, previously associated with Frontotemporal Dementia (6) neurodevelopmental disabilities (7). Using
MAGMA gene-set analysis, we identified a significant enrichment of potassium and sodium ion channels which aligns well
with the described involvement of microglial ion channels in formation of AD (8).
Using a threshold of the average score, we identified five significant SNPs. Out of these five SNPs, three are located within,
or next to, the FAF1 gene. FAF1 is associated with PD cases with AD pathology (9). An additional SNP is adjacent to SFPQ
whose dysregulation and dislocation might be a novel pathway in the progression of AD (10). The last significant SNPs is an
intron in the RBFOX1 gene, which was found to be associated with functional neuroimaging biomarker for AD degeneration
(11). We note that using the average progression score we detected over-inflation of the p-values based on the Q-Q plot,
which may indicate an increase in the number of false positives, which will require more experiments to validate.
Discussion
Our methodology for association of genetic variations with an imaging-based progression-specific phenotype can identify
genetic risk factors for progression from MCI to AD. Our main limitation is the small sample size, which may have reduced
our detection power. In future work, we intend to include additional cohorts for training and validation.
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Introduction
Hypofunction of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor, involved in glutamatergic signaling, has been recently
implicated in schizophrenia pathophysiology.1 Evidence for this hypothesized mechanism arises from NMDA receptor
antagonists (e.g., ketamine and phencyclidine) causing schizophrenia-like symptoms in healthy subjects.2
Additionally, dysregulation of the NMDA receptor has been shown to cause addiction.3 For this reason, recent work
has called for finding treatments that activate the NMDA receptor.1
Activation of the heterotetrameric NMDA receptor, distributed throughout the brain and important for synaptic
plasticity, causes a cascade of Ca2+ ions to flow across the channel.4 In order to trigger this depolarizing ion flow, two
separate binding events must occur: (1) glutamate, or an agonist like NMDA, at its binding site and (2) glycine at an
allosteric binding site called the glycine modulatory site (GMS).5 As the glutamate binding site is saturated in vivo,
the allosteric GMS may be a more promising therapeutic target for patients with hypofunction. Administration of
GMS agonists could enhance activation of NMDA receptors.1 For example, d-serine is a known agonist of the GMS
and exhibits even more potency than glycine itself due to stronger non-covalent interactions.6
Since NMDA GMS agonists may relieve symptoms,1 this research aims to find additional NMDA GMS agonists and
investigate this receptor. For this purpose, we use structural biology methods, including binding pocket similarity and
protein-ligand docking, to repurpose drugs as agonists of the NMDA receptor GMS. Then, we use existing literature
and drug knowledge databases to validate these proposed drugs for psychoactive effects.
Methods
In order to find repurposable drugs, we first found druggable proteins with structurally similar pockets to the NMDA
NR1 subunit’s GMS. For this task, we used pocketFEATURE7, a method which computes physicochemical properties
of multiple microenvironments – concentric spheres of 7.5 A radius – in a binding site and computes a similarity score
between the two binding pockets based upon pairwise comparison of each of their microenvironments. The
pocketFEATURE similarity score, which is normalized against background similarity, is more negative if the binding
sites are more similar. We computed the pocketFEATURE similarity of the GMS for 14 input PDBs of the NMDA
receptor (1PB7, 1PB8, 1PB9, 1PBQ, 5U8C, 4PE5, 4NF5, 5IOU, 5IOV, 5VIJ, 5I57, 5DEX, and 5VII) compared to
approximately 4,000 proteins with druggable targets from the sc-PDB database.8 After only keeping comparisons
between one input PDB and one druggable protein, we filtered for the proteins with a score magnitude in the 95th
percentile and above (score < -1.8) and kept their associated ligands.
Since we are only looking for repurposable drugs with well-known indications and safety, we further filtered the list
of ligands by only keeping ligands with valid DrugBank identifiers. For each drug present after this filtering step, we
performed protein-ligand docking with AutoDock Vina to rank the predicted binding affinities of the repurposable
drugs and find important residues for the NMDA GMS binding.9 We defined the binding site for docking by using
1PB7, finding the coordinates of glycine bound to the GMS, and then removing glycine from the crystal structure.
After this, we validated our findings with an automated and manual literature review. First, we used the global network
of biomedical relationships (GNBR), a knowledge graph with connections between biological entities, derived from
PubMed abstracts, to find diseases associated with each drug (including indications, side effects, etc.) and noted if a
drug was associated with psychiatric disease.10 Additionally, we manually looked up each drug to find clinical trials
and studies supporting our hypotheses.
Results
From the pocketFEATURE analysis, we found the similarity scores between the 14 input proteins were between -8
and -6, and the cutoff for the 95th percentile was -1.8. 118 protein-ligand combinations remained after this step. After
filtering for ligands that could be mapped to drugs, we obtained a list of 27 potentially repurposable drugs (Table 1).
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Table 1. The 27 repurposable drugs ranked by highest pocketFEATURE score. Also shown is whether the drug is
associated to a psychoactive effect in GNBR and the most favorable binding affinity from protein-ligand docking.
We validated our docking method by redocking glycine and d-serine
into the GMS site; the most favorable model for glycine and d-serine
matched their crystal structure and had an affinity of -4.1 kcal/mol. For
each drug, docking the ligand into the GMS site with AutoDock Vina
returned an estimate of the binding affinity in kcal/mol (Table 1). Each
drug had a positive binding affinity, so binding for each is an endergonic
process and none of the drugs are as strong agonists as glycine or dserine. The drugs whose target protein had the highest
pocketFEATURE similarity were liothyronine, phosphocholine, and
flavin-adenine dinucleotide.
From GNBR, 14 out of the 27 proposed drugs were associated with
psychiatric disease in the knowledge graph including: liothyronine,
phosphocholine, methotrexate, disopyramide, tacrolimus, riboflavin,
calcitriol,
trimethoprim,
adenosine,
rifampicin,
dopamine,
pyrimethamine, fludarabine, and androstenedione. Manual searching
validated four potential candidates that have known psychoactive
effects. Liothyronine, the synthetic form of thyroid hormone indicated
for hypothyroidism, has been shown to be effective in conjunction with
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) for major depressive disorders and a clinical trial completed in 2015
for bipolar depression demonstrated therapeutic effect.11 Liothyronine may also be used for schizophrenia. Next,
methotrexate, indicated for cancers, showed some benefit for early stages of schizophrenia in an ongoing clinical trial
(NCT03369795) and has been associated with depression symptoms; both may potentially arise from NMDA receptor
activation. Trimethoprim and pyrimethamine, traditionally indicated for toxoplasmosis, have been tested in a
randomized controlled trial for schizophrenia, which demonstrated a decrease in schizophrenic symptoms on the
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS).12 Finally, researchers have detected increased enzymatic
degradation of adenosine in patients with schizophrenia. The pocketFEATURE similarity of adenosine to the NMDA
receptor may explain this finding.
Additionally, we found that synthetic T3 has a more negative median score (-2.775) and stronger binding affinity
(+67.6 kcal/mol) than synthetic T4 (-0.655 and +72.5 kcal/mol). T3 has one fewer iodine at the 5’ position than T4.
These differences in potential for binding the NMDA receptor may contribute to the reported lower rates of depression
and higher satisfaction in patients taking synthetic T3 versus T4.
Conclusions
Reduced function of NMDA receptor is associated with schizophrenia and addiction pathophysiology. Therefore, we
have used binding pocket similarity and protein-ligand docking methods, along with literature-mining, to suggest and
validate repurposable drugs as NMDA receptor agonists. We have generated a list of drugs that have already been
approved for other indications which may serve as NMDA agonists. Additionally, some of these suggestions
corroborate findings in previous trials and studies of drugs and their neuropsychiatric effects. Finally, we have shed
light on some of the psychoactive effects of preexisting drugs, including synthetic T3.
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Introduction
Race and ethnicity information has long been collected by hospitals in the United States for clinical, administrative,
and research purposes.1 There have been efforts to standardize data structures for storing race and ethnicity
information. The Meaningful Use program specified that race and ethnicity data collection should follow the standard
developed by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).2 According to this standard, race and ethnicity
information can be collected in either a single-question or in a two-question format. Race includes “American Indian
or Alaska Native,” “Asian,” “Black or African American,” “Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander,” or “White,”
while ethnicity is described as “Hispanic or Latino,” or “Not Hispanic or Latino.” Furthermore, the OMB also
established that patient-provided information, such as that collected on a paper form or through an electronic tool, is
considered the gold standard for the collection of race and ethnicity data.
Previous research has shown that data completeness, particularly in administrative data from the electronic health
record (EHRs), has been an issue.3 As patient portals and tools like check-in kiosks become increasingly common,
greater opportunities exist to digitally capture race and ethnicity information directly from the patient. Despite these
opportunities, there has been little effort to assess the impact of implementing patient-facing tools on the quality of
race and ethnicity data. With approval of our Institutional Review Board, we undertook a study to evaluate the
completeness of race and ethnicity data in a large academic medical center in New York. We also analyzed the impact
of patients’ participation in recording their race and ethnicity directly using a tablet in the clinic.
Methods
We conducted a retrospective analysis of race and ethnicity data for patients who were seen at least once among 20
outpatient clinics at NewYork Presbyterian/Columbia University Irving Medical Center from November 1, 2018 to
June 30, 2019. In late October 2018, these clinics began using a standalone patient-facing tool to collect demographic
and other patient-reported data using a tablet. The patient-facing tool was not integrated with the EHR; therefore, race
and ethnicity data was collected independently in each system.
In both the EHR and patient-facing tool, race and ethnicity were collected using a two-question format, with one field
recording the patient’s race and the second field capturing the patient’s ethnicity. Both sources contained a drop-down
list with the options as described by the OMB, in addition to “Other.” The EHR also had additional options such as
“Unknown.” In the patient-facing tool, “Unknown” was not one of the options in the dropdown, but patients could
choose to skip the question; therefore, these cases were reported as “Unknown.” In the EHR, patients’ race and
ethnicity information was collected by registration clerks verbally, whereas patients were able to directly record their
information using a tablet with a patient-facing tool.
We calculated descriptive statistics on the frequency of race and ethnicity categories. Completeness was assessed
based on the percentage of patients with race and ethnicity not as “Unknown” in the database. Since patient-recorded
data is considered to be the reference standard, we compared the race and ethnicity data stored in the EHR to what the
patient self-recorded using the tablet during the same visit. We reported the concordance rates for race, ethnicity, and
race and ethnicity pairs.
Results
We identified 7,348 visits for patients who were seen at least once in the clinics during the study period. These patients
had their race and ethnicity information recorded in two ways: 1) patients directly provided the information into the
patient-facing tool and 2) a patient registrar entered the information into the EHR-based record for that visit. Overall,
72.6% of patients had race recorded as “Unknown” in the EHR versus 27.6% in the patient-facing tool. Patients selfrecorded race as “Other” frequently (44.1%) when compared to the EHR (3%). Completeness rates for ethnicity also
differed between the two groups, with 58.9% in the EHR versus 21.2% in the patient-facing tool documented as
“Unknown” (Table 1). When looking at race and ethnicity pairs, 29.6% self-recorded race “Other” and ethnicity
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“Hispanic or Latino” versus 1.9% in the EHR. Similarly, 24.7% skipped the race question (race “Unknown”) and selfrecorded ethnicity as “Hispanic or Latino” in comparison to 15.3% in the EHR. When comparing data from the EHR
to the patient self-recorded, we found that race was concordant between data sources in 26.8% of the cases and
ethnicity, 42.1%. Overall, 32% of the race and ethnicity pairs were concordant.
Table 1. Frequency of race and ethnicity data from the EHR and from a patient-facing tool.
Patient SelfEHR
Recorded
Race
%
%
American Indian/Alaskan Native
0.1
2.1
Asian
0.7
1.3
Black
8.7
12.2
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
0.8
0.9
White
14.2
11.8
Other
3.0
44.1
Unknown
72.6
27.6
Ethnicity
Hispanic or Latino
36.3
67.9
Not Hispanic or Latino
4.8
10.9
Unknown
58.9
21.2
Discussion
In the United States, there are regulatory requirements to record race and ethnicity data in a structured manner. Despite
these efforts, we observed a high rate of clinically uninformative race and ethnicity data in the EHR. Race and ethnicity
can be collected from patients in a variety of formats and by a variety of personnel. This information is often collected
either verbally and documented in the EHR, or through the use of paper forms that are later transcribed into the EHR
system.1
There are many challenges in the collection of race and ethnicity information that may degrade the quality of this data
in the EHR. Reasons for poor data quality include cultural insensitivity and lack of understanding of the importance
of collecting race and ethnicity information. Verbally asking patients their race and ethnicity can be an uncomfortable
situation for both healthcare workers and patients.4
One method to improve the completeness and quality of race and ethnicity data is to allow patients to record and
review their information directly. When comparing the race and ethnicity recorded in the EHR against the same
information collected using a patient-facing tool during the same clinical encounter, we observed a significant
difference in the completeness. It is unlikely that patients would report different races and ethnicities verbally and via
the tablet, highlighting the importance of allowing patients to self-record. Furthermore, we noticed a large proportion
of our Hispanic population often did not identify with a specific race, selecting either “Other” or skipping the race
question, and then selecting “Hispanic or Latino” as their ethnicity. This finding raises questions around the clarity of
race and ethnicity as two distinct concepts for patients.
Conclusion
In summary, the appropriate collection of race and ethnicity data along with other social determinants of health is
imperative for the recognition of health disparities that often affect minority populations. The use of patient-facing
tools that allow patients to directly record their information can significantly improve data completeness and quality.
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Introduction: Over 16 million adults suffer from a major depressive episode each year[1], and depression remains a
leading cause of disability among people over 15 years of age. An estimated two-thirds of patients with depression
are not diagnosed[2]. To address this issue, our national primary care clinic system launched routine depression
screening at wellness visits via a quality improvement collaborative model.
In launching this collaborative, we also sought to understand
the most impactful method of communicating quality
measure data to clinic staff. Two hypotheses emerged during
this program design around how to increase the depression
screening rate: provide specific and directive information to
clinic staff regarding what action is necessary to improve
their quality measure rates (e.g., “Screen 70 patients for
depression”), versus providing the quality measure rate and
associated trend information and allowing the staff to
interpret and act accordingly (e.g., “Your depression
screening rate is 20%”).
Methods: Study Design. For a three month period starting in
September 2018, 72 primary care clinics collectively focused
on improving their depression screening rate. Each clinic
designated a clinic Quality Champion (QC), who was
responsible for facilitating improvement activities and who
received weekly email data reports summarizing their clinic’s
current performance. Clinics were grouped into geographic
districts. Districts were matched based on size of patient
population and average patient tenure with the practice.
Each matched pair was split, and randomly assigned to a
different report.

Figure 1. Example of “Interpretive” Report

Intervention. Each report contained the depression screening
and follow-up rates for the past 12 months. The interpretive
report (Figure 1) also contained the same rates among
patients seen in the past 30 days, and a trend arrow indicating
a statistically significant change over the previous week.
This report only contained rate information, and relied on
staff to interpret their performance and necessary actions for
quality improvement. In contrast, the directive report (Figure
Figure 2. Example of “Directive” Report
2) contained the number of patients scheduled in the next
week who need to be screened for depression, and the
number of patients seen in the previous week who should have been screened for depression. Smiley faces with
positive, negative, and neutral emotions gave simple visual feedback on performance in the previous week, as a way
to validate behavior or motivate a behavior change. This report focused on sharing the number of patients who need
to be screened, thus directing staff on the actions necessary to improve their quality rates without focusing on the
rate itself. Reports were sent via email to QCs weekly and included links to retrospective and prospective patient
lists, measure definitions, and a report interpretation guide.
Evaluation. Data was collected on patient screening status after their visit, as well as QC utilization (opening,
clicking links) of the reports. A logistic regression model predicting completed depression screening was built using
stepwise regression with R stats v3.4.1.
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Results: On average each week, 78% of the QCs opened their email report. They generally opened the report
within two hours of it being sent, and 90% of those opened were opened within the first 48 hours. Click rates
among links within the report are shown in Figure 3; on average through the entire period, 31% of offices opened
their retrospective patient list (i.e., screening performance on last week’s patients) each week, 11% opened their
prospective patient list (i.e., screening status on this week’s patients), 14% opened the report guide, and 9% opened
at least one measure definition link.

Figure 3. Click Rates by Link Type

Figure 4. Depression Screening over Time

During the collaborative, depression screening rates improved from 12% to 39% (p < 0.0001). Two-thirds of clinics
saw at least a 20 percentage point increase in their depression screening rates; Figure 4 shows the average clinic
screening rate over time, with 95% confidence shown in shaded region. Receiving the interpretive report was
associated with an 18% decreased odds of completing depression screening (AOR=0.82; 95% CI=0.78-0.85). Other
factors influencing depression screening included: staff opening weekly data report (AOR=1.13; 95%
CI=1.03-1.23), staff viewing patient-level data provided in report (AOR=1.12; 95% CI=1.06-1.18), patients seeing
their primary care provider as opposed to other providers in the practice (AOR=2.50; 95% CI=1.61-2.72), and
patient complexity as measured by the Charleston comorbidity index (AOR=0.89; 95% CI=0.87-0.92).
Discussion: After adjusting for report usage and provider characteristics, the directive report was associated with a
statistically and clinically significant increase in odds of screening for depression during a visit. It is not clear why
this is the case; one explanation is that clinic staff are busy and want simple actions they can take to improve their
clinical care. Further, keeping the reporting focused on the patient instead of rates potentially allows staff to also
stay focused on the patients instead of the rates. Further study is necessary to understand why this phenomena
exists.
This analysis comes with certain limitations. It is difficult to properly measure clinic engagement with quality
improvement initiatives. This study found that, even when adjusting for opening the report (a proxy for
engagement), the report design remained a significant predictor. However, further efforts to understand the
interaction between clinic engagement and report design should be undertaken. This is particularly true given that
these data reports were deployed in conjunction with quality improvement coaching: it is difficult to disentangle the
role improvement coaching had from the role of the data reports. This work also focuses solely on depression
screening, it remains unclear if directive communication is as impactful for other types of screening (e.g., cancer
screening), as well as other clinical activities (e.g., hypertension control).
This finding could have implications for quality improvement initiatives: the feedback methodology used in sharing
data may independently impact performance. Directive reports, like those specifying the number of patients to
screen for depression in the next week, appear to increase screening rates when compared to interpretive reports
which only specify measure rates. This suggests that clinic staff may be more motivated by actionable, patientcentric data than simple quality measure rates. Thus, communication style is an important design consideration in
data reporting.
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Introduction
Drug-drug interactions (DDIs) are one of the major causes of adverse drug events (ADEs) and have been demonstrated
as a public health burden.1,2 However, barriers among diverse scientific domains makes it difficult to provide a
comprehensive understanding of the pharmacokinetics (PK), pharmacodynamics (PD) as well as the pharmacogenetics
(PG) and molecular mechanisms of drug interactions.3 Despite the existence of several databases built to tackle these
issues, none of them sufficiently address this knowledge gap. Informatics research provides an opportunity to bridge
this gap between the different domains, enabling translational research as well as the study of a large number of drugs
simultaneously. In this context, text and data mining approaches have been applied to mine drug interaction signals
from the literature and are efficient knowledge discovery tools.4,5 As a result, we developed a novel translational
research method by using text mining to screen in-vitro, in-vivo and clinical DDI as well as PG studies.6 Additionally,
we determined overlaps and subsequently discovered knowledge gaps between the DDI and PG studies.
Methods
Text mining was accomplished in two phases: information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE). For this, a
lexica of drug names, enzymes, action terms, and ADEs was first prepared. Separate corpora for the IR and IE phases
were then constructed for each of the four study types. The IR phase included the training and testing of documentlevel classifiers to build IR models that maximized the recall rate of identifying relevant abstracts. The recall rates
were 0.98, 0.99, 0.86, and 0.97 for the optimal in-vitro PK DDI, clinical PK DDI, clinical PD DDI, and PG models.
These IR models were then used to screen 25 million PubMed abstracts to identify relevant DDI and DGI abstracts.
The IE phase included training and testing of relation-level classifiers that maximized F-measure of extracting relation
pairs. The F-measure for optimal in-vitro PK DDI was 0.83 using feature group G5 and the Naïve Bayes classifier, for
clinical PK DDI was 0.85 using feature group G1 and the Iterative Classifier Optimizer, for clinical PD DDI was 0.73
using feature group G1 and the Naïve Bayes classifier, and for DGI was 0.82 using 50 features and logistic linear
regression classifier. These IE models were then used to extract DDI and DGI pairs from the retrieved abstracts. An
overlapping analysis was conducted to identify common DDI pairs. Validation was performed using manual review and
comparison with DrugBank of the top 20 DDI pairs from all the different areas of DDI evidences. Finally, knowledge
gaps between the DDI and DGI evidences were determined using results from the overlapping analysis.
Results
Figure 1 shows the number of abstracts retrieved in the IR phase and the number of DDI and DGI pairs extracted in
the IE phase for each of the four study types. Among these, 986 unique drug pairs across all three DDI study types
were identified. In case of the DGI pairs, a total of 217,562 drug pairs were further generated given shared enzyme
relationships between the two drugs. Overlapping analysis performed to compare “extracted DDIs” from DDI IE to
“predicted DDIs” from DGI IE revealed that 94.8% of the 986 unique drug pairs can be predicted by DGI results.
Comparison with DrugBank DDI showed 88% overlap of DDI pairs shared between all three DDI studies. Almost all
of the top 20 frequently reported DDI pairs as well as those identified in the overlapping analysis were validated as
true DDIs through manual review, but only some of them were reported in the DrugBank database.
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Figure 1. Text mining results from the IR and IE phases and the overlapping analysis
Hypotheses generation
Two different types of hypotheses with respect to ADEs were generated based on the knowledge gaps revealed through
our text mining approach: 1) genetic hypotheses were generated by translating DDI signals. For example, 150 and 31
genetic hypotheses were generated from 68 CYP3A and 25 CYP2D6 substrates, respectively, of which 119 and 18
were new genetic hypotheses, and 2), molecular mechanistic hypotheses were generated by translating PG signals.
For example, 68, 38, and 12 DDI pairs were found to share common molecular pathways, genes, and genetic variants,
respectively. Seven of the 38 DDI pairs with shared genes were validated to have DDI effects, of which three had invitro DDI evidence. Thus, our text mining approach provides integrated drug interaction knowledge that can be used
to facilitate discoveries by generating novel hypotheses.
Conclusion
We developed a translational research method using text mining approaches to help discover knowledge gaps that
exist in drug interaction studies. One of the unique aspects of our method is that it helps categorize the evidence based
on the type of DDI studies available, something most databases have not yet done. Secondly, the 986 unique DDI pairs
shared across all three study types have potential for future clinical applications. Therefore, this text mining approach
will enable us to investigate drug-ADE and genetic/molecular interactions that may not have been considered through
conventional drug interaction research methods.
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Introduction
City social service departments seek to support their clients with food, housing, and other essential benefits. To
deliver these benefits, varied challenges such as increasing caseload volumes, budgetary constraints, labor-intensive
processes, coordination of benefits across various channels, accessibility, and trust in government must be
overcome. In order to improve services and outcomes for clients, social service departments constantly seek ways to
improve the efficiency and accessibility of their operations.
The New York City Human Resources Administration/Department of Social Services (NYC HRA/DSS) is the
largest social services agency in the United States. The NYC HRA/DSS employs more than 14,000 individuals to
deliver 12 major public assistance programs with an operating budget of $9.7 billion. The population they serve
consists of over 3 million residents who speak a variety of languages and hail from diverse ethnic backgrounds.
Since food insecurity has been associated with health expenditures1 and adverse outcomes2, the NYC HRA/DSS
elected to enhance its screening and application tool for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
benefits to provide greater configurability for reacting to policy changes, increase access to benefits, provide
benefits more cost-effectively, and improve eligible individuals’ experiences and outcomes. NYC provides nutrition
assistance for more than 1.6 million city clients each month, or approximately 4.5% of national SNAP recipients.
This retrospective analysis of factors associated with SNAP benefit screening, application preparation and
submission, and application profile management was conducted to understand the impact of enhancing to a usercentered online self-service web/mobile application on SNAP benefit application adoption and efficiency.
Methods
An adapted design thinking methodology incorporating naturalistic shadowing sessions and contextual inquiry
interviews was applied. Data were analyzed to identify and classify current system challenge themes. Co-creation
sessions were used to resolve any discrepancies. The agreed upon system challenge themes were then addressed in
interpretation sessions to inform the new system design.
IBM Social Program Management (SPM) utilizes the IBM SPM Platform and a set of configurable application
modules. The SPM Platform consists of an extensible data model, an integrated administration application enabling
system configuration, business services providing cross program functional support, and technical services
providing the necessary infrastructure to support connectivity and security.
For this study, the SPM Platform operated in conjunction with the IBM Universal Access (UA) application module.
This module provides users with access to features that help them to screen for programs, apply online for benefits,
and manage their account information. Individuals apply for benefits online using UA by entering their name, date
of birth, gender, phone number, email, address, income, expenses, and employment to automatically be registered
with an evidence record. An application case is created by inserting evidence mapped from UA. April 2018 and
April 2019 system data were pulled to conduct year-over-year metric analyses. Demographic data regarding NYC
SNAP recipient characteristics show 66.5% are aged eighteen years or older, 57.3% are female, 17.9% have at least
a high school degree, 73.7% are single / never married, and the diverse population has majority ethnicities of 27.8%
Black African American and 24.4% White and Hispanic.
Results
As part of the adapted design thinking method, a total of five naturalistic shadowing sessions of 20 SNAP center
clients and 37 SNAP center facilitators, lasting 3-5 hours each (25 total hours), were conducted at computer banks in
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5 centers around the five boroughs of New York City. Additionally, thirty contextual inquiry interviews were
conducted with SNAP center facilitators and outreach workers from community-based organizations to better
understand current system challenges. Interpretation sessions identified 331 insights, including 116 specific issues
and needs, which provided the foundation for design of the new user-centered system.
The user-centered enhanced system was made available in January 2019, continuing support for the seven languages
(English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Haitian Creole, and Russian) in the original system. Table 1 depicts the
increases in logins, online applications and recertifications, document uploads, and profile update calls compared to
the same month in the year prior to deployment. Consequently, application rejections due to failure to provide
documentation were reduced by 20% and center visits by 37%.
Table 1. Monthly system metrics
Metric

Logins (web + mobile)
Online applications/recertifications received
Document uploads
Profile update calls

April 2018
Pre-deployment

April 2019
(% increase)

915,532
33,421
26,419
9,696

1,684,248 (84)
40,198 (20.3)
43,057 (63.0)
17,547 (81)

As of August 2019, 80% of the approximately 30,000 total SNAP applications per month, are submitted via UA and
8,849 survey response reviews of the application have been received with an average rating of 4.31/5.
Discussion
This retrospective analysis demonstrates that digital tools implementing user-centered design can decrease social
service department administrative workloads while simultaneously increasing digital access, efficiency, and growth
in client-centered care. Sustained use of this digital tool may indicate increased user trust in this government service
through greater transparency. Digital tool use frees more social services employee time for benefit coordination with
those most in need of in-person support. Further, observed gains in efficiency are likely to contribute to maximizing
the availability of benefits to all eligible clients. The size, composition, and urban focus of the population in this
study likely limit extrapolation of these results to rural and smaller communities. However, the complexity,
diversity, and size of the NYC SNAP program suggest that aspects of this work will be applicable in many
communities. Future research analyzing user characteristics such as age, gender, race, and income, all of which have
been associated with differential outcomes in previous SNAP technology adoption studies 3-5, will be important for
identifying the specific populations that benefit most from user-centered digital tools.
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Is my SMART on FHIR app ready for prime time? A review guideline for
building and evaluating apps from proof of concept to production
Andrey Soares, PhD, Lisa M. Schilling, MD, MSPH
Data Science to Patient Value, University of Colorado School of Medicine, Aurora, CO
Abstract
Integrating third-party apps to EHRs is a concern to health system EHR IT leadership. The aim of this study is to
identify guidelines from standards organizations and expert sources to review and approve SMART on FHIR apps to
be developed and tested in a proof of concept/development environment and deployed to production. We identified
and compiled a summary and checklist of technical and non-technical aspects for reviewing these apps.
Introduction
The proliferation of Electronic Health Record (EHR) Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) use and
(strong) platforms for mobile health integration such as Substitutable Medical Applications, Reusable Technologies
(SMART) on FHIR1 have provided vast opportunities for leveraging data and bringing value to patients, health-care
teams, payers, and health systems. The 21st Century Cures Act2 requires that a certified health information technology
developer or entity have application programming interfaces (APIs) to allow interoperability and access to “all data
elements of a patient’s electronic health record”. The dominant EHR industry method for meeting these requirements
is via the use of FHIR to support data exchange, and SMART standards to support authorization and connection with
the EHR. However, supporting 3rd party apps to exchange patient data with an EHR leads to a host of technical,
regulatory, and privacy concerns for both health systems, who are responsible for securing their EHR systems and
serving as guardians of patient data, and patients, who may not fully understand the consequences of data sharing 3.
Despite the straightforward development, authentication, and authorization of SMART on FHIR apps, there are other
important factors to consider when developing apps or supporting their EHR integration. As EHR-integrated 3rd party
apps run outside of EHR systems, they may need to comply with privacy and security regulations and be responsible
for their accuracy, reliability, safety, and data security as well as risks and issues4,5. An app collecting, storing and
transmitting patient data outside of the EHR, for example, may require Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) compliance and provide and follow a privacy policy.
This study identified current guidelines and policies to address the collaborative needs of health system Information
Technology (IT) leadership, researchers, and developers to mitigate technical concerns such as privacy, safety, and
security of SMART on FHIR apps that interact with EHR systems. Health systems seeking to use EHR-integrated 3rd
party app, either internally or as recommended apps for their patients, will want to review these apps using a vetted,
systematic process4. These guidelines should assist both app developers with pre-, post- and during- development
review processes and the health system’s app review team with approvals and rejections of apps in a clear and
consistent manner. For example, at Duke Health, new apps are vetted based on a standard process called the Service
Transition Readiness Assessment (STRA)6, and Epic App Orchard has a submission questionnaire for vetting apps
with questions related to their principles of qualities of ‘well-behaved’ apps7.
Methods
We identified relevant guidelines for SMART on FHIR apps by searching for recommendations produced by standards
organizations, such as Substitutable Medical Applications, Reusable Technologies (SMART)8, International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)9 and the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)10,11 , and 3rd party
vendors sources, such as Epic Systems7, Android Developers12, and Apple Developers13. To ensure that the guidelines
are relevant and appropriate to the specific phase of app development, and not unnecessarily burdensome, we
categorized them for application to three distinct stages: Proof of Concept (POC)/ Development, Testing and
Production, and we categorized each individual recommendation by the information source, recommendation type
(policy or procedure), and category of concern addressed. From this we then synthesized the recommendations to
create a single summarized checklist.
Results
Our preliminary results included the following categories of concern: safety, security, privacy, reliability, scalability,
data integrity, system integrity, workflow, launch, performance, compatibility, stability, design and development,
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updates, and legal responsibility, and over 150 individual recommendations or policies. Following the examples from
Google Play, App Store and Epic App Orchard, we developed a review checklist to assist developers in obtaining
approval for testing SMART on FHIR apps using a Proof of Concept/Development environment (e.g., FHIR server
API endpoint with synthetic data and non-production instance of the EHR system) and a Test environment (e.g., FHIR
server API endpoint with patient data and a production instance of the EHR), and for system leaders to evaluate and
approve the apps.
Discussion
This study compiled a summary and checklist of technical and non-technical aspects for building and evaluating well
designed, safe, secure and interoperable SMART on FHIR apps that intend to integrate with EHR systems to support
patient care. The protection of patient data and privacy is of the utmost priority to health systems. Health systems and
physicians that either recommend EHR-integrated apps to their patients or use internal apps to supplement their own
EHR functionality need to have systematic and robust processes in place to ensure the privacy, security and safety of
their own EHR and IT systems. Health system and hospitals need policies and concrete steps to evaluate the safety
and performance consequences on their critical IT systems before integrating either vendor- or investigator-developed
applications, whether for research or clinical care. For example, apps should be assessed and monitored as to the FHIR
Resources used, how they store and potentially share patient information, how they communicate with other external
apps and web services, and how they collect and store patient data on external repositories and databases. Having well
developed and vetted review processes that align with the developmental stage of the app, from proof of concept to
production, will facilitate collaboration and partnerships between health systems and health innovators, researchers
and industry, and should contribute to the development and adoption of quality applications. This project is a work in
progress and future directions include evaluating the selected guidelines with internally developed applications and
seeking feedback about the quality of the recommendations from key stakeholders such as IT leaders and physicians.
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Introduction
The need to represent complex patient data as a feature vector for tasks such as phenotyping and risk stratification is a
common problem faced by researchers using electronic health record (EHR) data. EHR data are inherently sparse, high
dimensional, of variable length, and have complex and temporal structure, while most supervised learning algorithms
required fixed length feature vectors as inputs. The transformation of EHR data into suitable fixed length feature
vectors (representations) has traditionally been manually specified. However, the success of deep neural networks in
computer vision1 and natural language processing (NLP)2 has spurred work on EHR representation learning, in which
this transformation is learned from the data.
Most work on representation learning from EHR data uses end-to-end learning, i.e., learning the representation simultaneously with the task of interest, such as predicting 30 day readmission upon admission3 . Another line of work
focuses on learning general purpose representations that are used for a variety of tasks instead of for a specific problem.
For example, one may learn a representation for a task with little clinical utility but plentiful data – e.g., predicting
diagnosis codes that will be assigned in the next visit – and use the learned representation as a feature extractor for
a model predicting post-operative complications. This approach is a standard technique in computer vision and NLP
when the task of interest has limited data available for training a model. However, prior work on representation learning from the EHR has had limited evaluation of the general utility of the learned representations, and typically focused
on performance on the same task used to learn the representation4 . Here, we present analyses filling this evaluation
gap, showing that it is possible to learn representations that are useful for a range of other new tasks. These learned
representations outperform both standard baseline representations and task specific representations learned by neural
networks trained end to end on the new tasks.
Methods
Our data comprised EHR data from Stanford Hospital and Clinics from 2010 through 2017, spanning 3 million patients. Records from 2010 through 2015 were used for training, data from January 2016 through June 2016 were used
for validation, and data from July 2016 through June 2017 were used as a final held out test set. Our approach to learning a representation of EHR data is analogous to language modeling in NLP. Instead of predicting the next word given
the previous words in a sentence, however, we fit a model to predict the ICD9, CPT, HCPCS, RxCUI, and LOINC
codes observed the next day given codes seen previously. We use ’EHR-LM’, for EHR language model, to refer to
this representation, and note that this general approach has been widely used previously4 . Models were implemented
in PyTorch, and hyperparameters were tuned using the training objective on the validation set. The resulting representations were used as input to L2 regularized logistic regression and gradient boosted tree models on five clinical
prediction tasks (Table 1), tuned on our validation set. Performance was evaluated on the held out test set.
Task Name
Inpatient Mortality
Long Admission
ICU Transfer
Inpatient 30-day Readmission
High HbA1c

Num Labels

Num Positives

Num Unique Patients

212,599
212,636
761,658
187,866
83,550

4,294
48,508
8,094
29,693
1,651

130,708
130,719
101,999
112,264
51,654

Table 1: Final Task Characteristics
We compared the performance of models using the language model derived representation against widely used baselines, including counts-based bag of words, aggregations of code embeddings learned by word2vec5 , and latent semantic indexing (LSI)6 . Finally, we fit GRU RNNs trained end-to-end for each of the clinical prediction tasks, with
hyperparameters tuned on the validation sets.
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Results
We assess the performance of each representation on each clinical task with the area under the ROC curve with
standard deviations computed by bootstrapping the test set (Table 2). We report results for the best performing of the
logistic regression or gradient boosted tree models for each representation and task. We find that the language model
representation outperforms the task specific representations learned by end-to-end neural nets in all tasks. In general,
the best representation for all tasks is the language model, followed by the task specific representation learned when
training an end-to-end neural network and a counts based bag of words representation, with the exception of predicting
high HbA1c lab test results (> 6.5%), where the bag of words and language model representations perform similarly.
Task Name

Bag of words

Word2Vec

LSI

EHR-LM

End-to-end GRU

Inpatient Mortality
Long Admission
ICU Transfer
Inpatient 30-day Readmission
High HbA1c

0.834 ± 0.007
0.770 ± 0.003
0.800 ± 0.007
0.799 ± 0.003
0.742 ± 0.012

0.810 ± 0.008
0.761 ± 0.003
0.714 ± 0.008
0.789 ± 0.004
0.711 ± 0.015

0.789 ± 0.007
0.752 ± 0.003
0.715 ± 0.007
0.767 ± 0.004
0.692 ± 0.016

0.852 ± 0.007
0.792 ± 0.003
0.849 ± 0.006
0.814 ± 0.003
0.739 ± 0.013

0.804 ± 0.008
0.770 ± 0.003
0.831 ± 0.006
0.809 ± 0.003
0.680 ± 0.017

Table 2: Representation Performance on final tasks - AUROC with bootstrap standard deviation
Discussion
Our results show that it is possible to learn a general purpose representation of EHR data that enables better performance on a range of clinical prediction problems than standard baseline representations and task specific representations learned by end-to-end neural network models. These results suggest that such a learned representation may be
valuable in problems with limited training data, where neural networks trained end to end tend to perform poorly. We
note that while training the language model required extensive tuning of hyperparameters, this cost can potentially
be amortized over the use of the learned representation in many subsequent tasks. We acknowledge that the current
results do not demonstrate that the learned representation is useful across institutions.
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Predicting Suicide Attempts from Large, Imbalanced Clinical Data
Lina Sulieman, PhD, Colin G. Walsh, MD, MA
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Introduction
Suicide attempts are the 10th leading cause of death in the United States and cause devastating emotional and
economical losses ($69 billion, 2015)1. Prior suicide attempt is a strong predictor of death from suicide and other
causes2. To reach Zero Suicide, identifying every potential death from suicide counts. Predictive models show promise
in identifying suicidal thoughts and behaviors that might not be identified with traditional screening instruments3. In
clinical situations where resources are limited, well-calibrated, discriminating, and accurate models might identify
high-risk patients in time to take action to prevent self-harm3,4.
The relative rarity of suicide at health system-scale means data scientific studies to predict suicidality often show case
imbalance. While area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) is a common metric to measure model
discrimination performance, predictive models with imbalanced datasets, can achieve high AUC values yet lack
clinical utility. For example, identifying majority classes (not at risk) shows high AUC despite poor precision and
high false positives. Effectiveness of suicide prevention depends in part on minimizing false positives especially in
transitioning to new clinical settings. Thus, reporting precision, recall, calibration, and concentration of risk are critical
for judging suicide risk models’ readiness for implementation.
Methods
We extracted our data from the Synthetic Derivative (SD), a de-identified version of the Electronic Medical Record
(EMR) at VUMC to predict risk of suicide attempt within 7 days. More detailed about the dataset is provided in 4. We
compared model validation using an undersampled dataset using controls drawn from the general medical population
at VUMC (DatasetSUB) with a second dataset including any individual in the VUMC SD with a biobank sample and
at least three historical encounters (DatasetFULL). We oversampled the minority class in Dataset SUB with random
sampling and SMOTE (imblearn 0.4.3) to equalize numbers of minority and majority samples in training.
We selected Random forest (RF) and Deep neural networks] (DNN) in our study. We used hyperOpt to select the
optimal model. Table 1 describes the packages and parameters search strategy used in optimization. We split datasets
into 80% training, 10% validation, and 10% testing. We calculated accuracy, recall, and precision using two
thresholds: suicide attempt prevalence and the threshold selected using Youden index (the maximum sum of sensitivity
and specificity. We calculated risk concentration for predicted probabilities by sorting predicted risk in testing and
calculating cases proportions in risk ventiles. We trained the models with validated features including demographics,
diagnoses, medications mapped to Anatomic Therapeutic Classification level-4, Area Deprivation Indices, body mass
index, and previous utilization (admission, outpatient, and emergency visits) in the previous five years.
Results
The DatasetFULL had 235,932 patients with 608 nonfatal attempts (0.26%), and DatasetSUB had 55,688 patients with
567 attempts (1.02%). The DatasetFULL splits had 500, 47 and 61 positive cases in training, validation, and test
respectively versus 516, 27, 24 in Dataset SUB . The AUC of RF trained on DatasetFULL and DatasetSUB were 99.4% and
86.9% respectively, while the AUC of DNN on the same splits were 94.4% and 80.1%. Accuracy, which is the
summation of true positives and true negatives over all patients, of RF was higher than DNN on DatasetSUB (91% vs
77%) while DNN accuracy was slightly higher on DatasetFULL. Table 2 summarizes model performance. The precision
of DNN trained on DatasetFULL was the highest (17.2%) in the highest risk ventile – those most likely to receive
outreach and prevention in practice with these models. Using random sampling and SMOTE to balance the dataset
did not improve performance. Figures 1-4 depict the calibration curves for RF and DNN for the probabilities of suicide
attempt for samples in the test set of DatasetFULL and DatasetSUB. The logistic calibration curves of DNN were closer
to ideal than RF. Models trained on DatasetFULL had over 45% of cases identified above 5% predicted risk (Figure 5).
Discussion and Conclusion
Training a scalable and reliable prediction model is crucial to enable prevention by predicting suicide risk, a highstake, low-prevalence, and complex clinical problem. The majority of biomedical studies report AUC and accuracy
which does not guarantee the scalability or reliability of the model especially when applied on real clinical dataset.
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We evaluated the performance of RF and DNN; both achieved high AUC and accuracy when trained on a real,
imbalanced dataset for patients who were at risk of attempting suicide. Thus, the vast majority of patients might be
labeled “high-risk” yet be false positives and low precision clinical models cannot be tolerated. DNN trained on
DatasetFULL was more precise, better calibrated, and improved risk concentration. Our study has multiple limitations
including single center study data and testing calibration only using outcomes at 7 days.
Table 1. Search space of parameters for optimal for RF, DNN
Random forest (Python 3.5.1, Scikitlearn 0.20.4)
Parameter name
Number of trees

Range of values
100 to 1000 incremented by 10

Neural network (Python 3.5.1, Keras 2.1.3)
Parameter name

Range of values

Hidden units and layers

[120],[400],[500],[600],[700],[800],[300],[120,40],[100,45],[13
0,45],[130,80,45],[200,100],[300,150],[400,200,200],[500,400],
[500,400,200],[1000,500],[1000,500,200],[100],[600,200],[500,
300],[500,200],[400,200],[1000,600,200],[1000],[700,100]
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, and 0.5
Tanh and ReLu
Normal, uniform, glorot normal, glorot uniform, He normal, He
uniform
Adam, Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), Adagrad, adadelta ,
adamax

Splitting criteria
Gini and entropy
Maximum tree depth 10 to 100 incremented by 5
Minimum samples/split 2 to 30

Drop out
Activation functions
Weight initialization

Minimum samples/leaf 4 to 40

Optimization function

Table 2. Metrics of optimal RF and DNN models trained, validated, and tested on Dataset FULL , and DatasetSUB.
Model
RF (prevalence)
RF (Youden)
DNN (prevalence)
DNN (Youden)

Accuracy
Full
Sub
84.2% 70.5%
96.5% 91.2%
98.6% 77.2%
99.3% 77.0%

Precision
Full
Sub
1.3%
2.3%
5.6%
5.6%
9.6%
2.3%
17.2% 2.5%

Recall
Full
100%
100%
68.0%
60.0%

Sub
79.2%
58.3%
62.5%
66.7%

Figure 1. Calibration plot of Figure 2. Calibration plot of Figure 3. Calibration plots Figure 4. Calibration plots
RF – DatasetFULL test set
RF – DatasetSUB test set
of DNN – DatsetFULL test set of DNN – DatasetSUB test set

(a) Models trained on DatasetSUB
(b) Models trained on DatasetFULL
Figure 5. Concentration of predicted risk for attempts/no attempts in each ventile .
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Introduction
Wearable devices are changing the healthcare horizon, including arrhythmia detection. The primary signal inputs for
arrhythmia detection include PPG (photoplethysmography) and ECG (electrocardiography). However, ECG
waveforms require experts to interpret, which is time-consuming and impractical in out-of-clinic settings. Aside
from ECG waveforms, inter-beat (RR) intervals and thus heart rate regularity remain the core to screen arrhythmia
in patients with dominant sinus rhythm. Two traditional time-domain metrics of regularity measurement, the
standard deviation of RR intervals (SDRR) and the root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD), have been
adapted into several algorithms to enhance the power of detection1.
In addition to the two metrics, dispersion is a numerical value derived from RR intervals and the related Poincare
plot2. Although it is sensitive to irregularity such as atrial fibrillation, its power hasn’t been compared to the two
aforementioned metrics in settings of new-onset irregularity. Moreover, for patients with dominant sinus rhythm,
new-onset irregularity usually serves as a red flag for abnormal rhythm, which triggers health attention. Therefore,
we conducted a head-to-head comparison for these 3 metrics in their overall performance on new-onset irregularity
in patients with dominant sinus rhythm.
Method
In order to examine their detection power, we will need to specify an indicator of irregularity and public data source
for benchmark performance. Here, ventricular premature complex (VPC) was chosen because of its clinical
applicability and significance. VPC happens not only in diseased populations but also healthy individuals under
certain circumstances. Despite the fact that it alone is not life-threatening, VPC is worthy of users’ awareness since
it signals cardiac electrical disturbance. Furthermore, frequent VPCs are considered to be a clinical risk factor of
cardiac health. As for database, a PhysioNet beat-annotated database, namely St. Petersburg Institute of
Cardiological Technics 12-lead Arrhythmia Database3, was selected. It consisted of 75 thirty-minute ECG
recordings from 32 patients’ Holter records. 5 recordings were prematurely excluded due to non-sinus rhythm.
In order to augment the sample size, the remaining 2,100-minute ECG recordings (29 patients, age range: 18-80,
male-to-female ratio: 15:14) were further sampled by a sliding window into overlapped 1-min segments with a stride
of 5 seconds. These segments were then manually examined by a board-certified physician, MT Tsai. Since the
focus of this study was on VPCs, only those noise-free, sinus-rhythm dominant segments which consisted of either
all sinus rhythm (N segment) or VPC contained sinus
rhythm (V segment) were selected. For each of these
selected 1-min segments, dispersion, RMSSD and SDRR
were calculated from the consecutive RR intervals. AUCs
of the 3 metrics in distinguishing V segments from N
segments were assessed. Meanwhile, their performances in
each category of segments with different VPC counts were
evaluated, based on their optimal cutoff values that were
determined at the operating point of high sensitivity (90%).
Result
Overall 15,533 1-min segments met the inclusion criteria, of
which 6,589 (42.4%) were N segments (shown in Figure 1).
In terms of distinguishing V from N segments, the
AUROCs of dispersion, RMSSD, SDRR were 0.97, 0.92
and 0.85 respectively (Figure 2). At the same level of 90% Figure 1. The histogram of the number of segments
sensitivity, dispersion demonstrated higher specificity (94%) versus the number of VPC counts in each segment.
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than the other two.
In subgroup analysis (figure 3), when N segment was the
case, dispersion made fewer mistakes than RMSSD and
SDRR in prediction. The mis-classification rates of the
three metrics were 6% for dispersion, 27% for RMSSD,
and 48% for SDRR respectively. On the other hand,
dispersion had favorable performance in those segments
containing VPCs (V segments). For those 1-min
segments with more than 10 VPC beats, dispersion
outperformed the other two in recognition of V segments.
Moreover, dispersion could precisely identify those
segments with more than 15 VPC counts. Meanwhile, the
other two couldn’t reach the same predictive power until
the number of VPCs was up to 20.
Discussion
To enable intelligence in wearable heart rate monitors, a
feasible algorithm, small but efficient enough to run in
any chip, plays an essential role. In terms of being
computationally economic, the three chosen metrics,
dispersion, RMSSD, and SDRR, are all qualified since
they measure the regularity of heart beats
through different mathematical formulas.

Figure 2. ROCs of the three metrics in distinguishing
N from V segments. Each specificity was specified
at the level of 90% sensitivity.

However, our head-to-head study showed that dispersion
was superior to these two well-known parameters in early
detecting VPCs in dominant sinus rhythm. In predicting
N segments, dispersion demonstrated the lowest
misclassification rate while the other two suffer from
difficult distinction between normal sinus rhythm and
sinus arrhythmia, a common physiological phenomenon
in healthy people. Furthermore, it required fewer VPC
counts in a 1-min segment to identify V segments.
There are several limitations. First, only N segments and
Figure 3. The performances of the three metrics in
V segments were taken into consideration in this study,
subgroups of segments with different VPC counts.
which limited its generalizability. Our intention was to
test dispersion in a controlled setting to illuminate its value. The results properly suggested the readiness to move
forwards to other domains of arrhythmia such as atrial fibrillation. Second, some segments were discarded due to
noise, which might introduce bias. In fact, 198.6 minutes out of 2,100 minutes recording were identified as noise. In
addition, noise was an inevitable factor in the real-world setting, which required further treatment anyway. Hence,
the results from our work were much more reflective in an era of real-world data.
From the findings above, we concluded that dispersion outperformed RMSSD and SDRR in detecting VPCs in a
patient with dominant sinus rhythm. Given its discriminating potential and technical feasibility, further
examinations in other arrhythmia domains and even incorporation into current detection models should be promoted.
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Introduction
Standards exist for describing gene variants (e.g., Human Genome Variation Society), but there is not a
definitive standard for encoding diseases for information exchange. Existing sources of disease definitions
include the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIt), the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM),
SNOMED CT, ICD, ICD-O, OncoTree, MedGen, and numerous others. Our census of disease ontologies [1]
identified 37 such resources, each of which has been designed for a particular purpose, and as such has
different strengths. However, these standards partially overlap and often conflict, making it difficult to align
knowledge sources - for example, there are multiple resources describing variant interpretation or drug
responsiveness in different ways. This need to integrate information has resulted in a proliferation of mappings
between disease entries in different resources; these mappings lack completeness, accuracy, and precision, and
are often inconsistent between resources. The UMLS provides intermediate concepts through which other
resources can be mapped, but these mappings also suffer from the same challenges: they are not guaranteed to
be one-to-one, especially in areas with evolving disease concepts such as rare disease. Moreover, the UMLS is
not intended for classification - for example, it contains cycles.
In order to computationally leverage the available knowledge sources for diagnostics and to reveal underlying
mechanisms of diseases, we need to understand which terms are truly equivalent across different resources.
This will allow integration of associated information, such as treatments, genetics, phenotypes, etc. We
therefore created the Mondo Disease Ontology to provide a logic-based structure for unifying multiple disease
resources.
Methods
Mondo was created by a combination of algorithmic
equivalency determination using the k-BOOM
algorithm [2], and expert curation. Mondo spans both
rare and ‘common’ disease, as well as monogenic and
acquired. Mondo provides equivalence mappings to
other disease resources, but in contrast to other
mapping sets, Mondo precisely annotates each
mapping using strict semantics, so that we know when
two diseases are precisely equivalent or merely closely
related - allowing computational integration of
associated data.
Mondo development is coordinated with the Human
Phenotype Ontology (HPO) [3], which describes the
individual phenotypic features that define a disease
concept. Like HPO, Mondo provides a hierarchical
structure which can be used to annotate data at
different levels of precision. Mondo allows for multiple parentage, meaning terms can be classified in multiple
ways. Figure 1 shows a partial representation of the classification of an example term, MONDO:0021054
‘bone sarcoma’ (yellow). This type of classification allows for query expansion – for example, if you query on
bone sarcoma, you will retrieve data annotated to subclasses, such as MONDO_0002625 ‘Ewing sarcoma of
bone’ (dark grey). In addition, you can search on synonyms of bone sarcoma such as ’skeletal sarcoma’ and
find the same results.
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Results and Discussion
Mondo is an OBO Foundry ontology, and currently contains over 20,000 disease classes. Mondo is iteratively
developed with the community and is under continuous revision, with future efforts to further revise the toplevel classes. Recent efforts have been made to classify rare diseases [4], pulling in terms from various sources
(Figure 2). Mondo can be viewed on the OBO website (obofoundry.org/ontology/mondo.html), or with other
ontology browsers such as the Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) (ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/mondo). The
ontology files and current releases are available on GitHub (github.com/monarch-initiative/mondo). We invite
the community to contribute to Mondo;
visit github.com/monarchinitiative/mondo for details.
Mondo is being utilized in diverse
applications and resources such as the
Monarch Initiative [5], ClinGen [6], and
Gabriella Miller Kids First Data
Resource [7], which is a curated
database of clinical and genetic
sequence data from pediatric patients
with structural abnormalities or
childhood cancers. The Experimental
Factor Ontology (EFO) employs
Mondo’s classifications and axioms to
facilitate annotation of disease
information in applications that use
EFO. Incorporating Mondo into variant
prioritization tools such as Exomiser [8]
could improve their efficiency and
accuracy, by reducing redundancy and
inconsistencies between the many
disease terminologies in use. By
integrating information from multiple disease resources, acquired through years of work by researchers,
clinicians, ontologists, and other scientists from around the world, Mondo aims to make this knowledge readily
available to the scientific community and grow its value through logical connections across resources.
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Introduction. Machine learning approaches are well suited to leverage large volumes of varied patient datasets for
modeling the complex relationships underlying disease status, care delivery, patient factors, and health outcomes. ML
approaches have been used to successfully predict various health care outcomes and patient events1–3. Problematically,
health and health care information is inherently longitudinal and repetitive. Further, patient data may be clustered
around a single event such as an encounter or lab test. A common approach in ML modeling research is to use the
patient as the unit of analysis and aggregate, or summarize, historical diagnoses and experiences, e.g. total number of
admissions during a recent time period or only the most recent observations per patient. This minimizes the statistical
impact of non-independence among observations by removing multiple observations per individual. However, this
does not exploit the longitudinal and repeated measure nature of the information. An alternative to patient-level
analyses would be an encounter-level analysis that includes multiple observations per encounter, and retains the
potential advantages of longitudinal and repeated measurement. In research design terms, the patient-level is
analogous to cross-sectional information, while the encounter-level is reflective of longitudinal or panel information.
This analysis explores the differential performance of patient-level and encounter-level analytic approaches for
predicting need of referral to a social worker.
Methods. We compared the performance of the Random Forest (RF) classification algorithm applied to patient-level
information with cluster adjusted Random Forest (RF++) algorithm4, a novel variation of Random Forest to encounterlevel information. The patient sample consisted of adults seeking care from an urban, Federally Qualified Health
Center (FQHC) over a two-year period. We obtained a wide range of clinical, behavioral, and demographic data
consisting of patient demographics, chronic conditions, addictions and narcotics use, medication history, encounter
and visit history including hospitalizations, emergency visits and past referrals for machine learning. These features
were extracted from the FQHC’s Electronic Health Record (EHR) and the Indiana Network for Patient Care (INPC),
the statewide Health Information Exchange (HIE) of Indiana. The primary outcome of interest was a referral to a
social worker5, which was identified using provider orders. We created patient-level (i.e. one patient-per-row) and
encounter-level (i.e. one encounter-per-row) data vectors consisting of binary or count variables for each feature.
Encounter-level data vectors preserved the sequence of occurrence. For each dataset, we only included patient data
that had been recorded prior to an occurrence of the outcome (referral to a social worker). For each machine learning
approach, we split patient and encounter-level data into training and holdout test datasets using a 5:1 ratio. We applied
the RF classification algorithm to the patient-level data and RF++ to the encounter-level data. The RF and RF++
algorithms leveraged their internal feature selection methods to identify optimal features. We calculated performance
measures and 95% confidence intervals for each model using thresholds that optimized F1-Score, the harmonic mean
between Precision and Recall (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Workflow representing our study approach
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Results. The training dataset consisted of 50,000 patients and 165,423 encounters. The holdout test dataset consisted
of 10,000 patients and 38,848 encounters. Prevalence of need of social services were 5.1% (patient level) and 5.2%
(encounter level) across the training dataset, and 5.2% (patient level) and 5.0% (encounter level) across the test
datasets. Both decision models performed well on the holdout test dataset with predictive metrics between 65%-100%,
with ROC scores > 90%. (see Figure 2). However, the encounter-level model significantly outperformed the patientlevel model across F1-Score, Recall and Area under the ROC curve (AUC ROC) measures. Precision-Recall curves
(figure 3) present model performance across various cutoff thresholds. Area under the Precision Recall curve scores
(AUCPR) were 78.91% for the patient-level model, and 88.32% for the encounter-level model.

Figure 2. Performance metrics

Figure 3. Precision-Recall curve

Discussion. Results suggest that both patient and encounter-level models were capable of predicting need of social
work referrals with high performance metrics despite low prevalence of the target outcome. However, encounter-level
based analysis yields statistically superior performance to the patient-level model. The Precision-Recall curve
indicates that the model yields high performance across various thresholds, allowing users to select cutoff thresholds
that best reflect their ideal precision or recall scores for implementation. However, it is unclear if these results are
generalizable across other non-FQHC populations. Further investigations will explore the roles of patient and
population-level social determinants factors in improving predictive performance. These findings provide a basis for
further comparison of alternative ML modeling strategies that leverage the longitudinal and clustered nature of health
care data for non-clinical outcomes.
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Introduction: Plasma lipids, i.e. high-density lipoprotein (HDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), total
cholesterol (TC), and triglycerides (TG) are known heritable factors associated with risk for
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. Previous meta-analyses and studies based on electronic health
records (EHR) and biobanks have identified hundreds of loci associated with plasma concentrations of
lipids using genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and transcriptome-wide association studies
(TWAS). Increasing evidence also supports shared genetics between cardiovascular disease and other
disease categories such as Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, psoriasis, gout, and arthritis. In this
study, we devised (1) an integrative framework that combines TWAS with probabilistic fine mapping
across multiple large-sized cohorts to identify novel, replicating lipid-associated genes with evidence
for causality and (2) an innovative expression-based phenome-wide association study (exPheWAS)
approach conducted on lipid-associated genes to identify pleiotropic signatures among phenome-wide
disease outcomes.
Methods: We first conducted GWAS for each of the four lipid traits using individual-level data from
31,838 European American (EA) adults with 7,666,566 SNPs from electronic Medical Records and
Genomics (eMERGE) network Phase III (covariates: age, age2, sex, batch, and the first 6 ancestryderived PCs) and 377,921 EA adults with 8,284,911 SNPs from the UK Biobank (UKBB) cohort
(covariates: age, age2, sex, batch, and the first 20 ancestry-derived PCs). We also used summary-level
data from 76,627 Non-Hispanic EA adults with 11,196,892 SNPs from Genetic Epidemiology
Resource on Adult Health and Aging (GERA) and 188,578 predominantly EA individuals with
2,447,442 SNPs from Global Lipids Genetics Consortium (GLGC) 2013. We next performed TWAS
using S-PrediXcan on summary-statistics obtained from each of the four cohorts. We used tissuespecific weights (~8300 genes) derived from Genotype Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project v7 for
adipose subcutaneous, adipose visceral omentum, liver, small-intestine terminal ileum, and whole
blood. We then conducted statistical colocalization analyses in each of five tissues using the coloc R
package to filter out LD-contaminated genes and subsequently performed probabilistic fine mapping
of causal gene sets using the software FOCUS to fine-map associated regions that have strong evidence
for causality. We also estimated local SNP heritability for all four traits using HESS. We selected
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Bonferroni-significant genes that (a) had FDR-adjusted prediction accuracy p-value<0.05 and (b)
replicated for the same trait-tissue pair in at least two cohorts. We then classified the selected genes as
either novel or known lipid-associated genes. Subsequently, we identified all variants in a 1 Mb
window upstream and downstream from the transcription start and end sites of each selected gene that
also overlapped with GTEx v7 prediction model databases across all 48 tissues. There were 66,871
such SNPs from eMERGE-III and 62,813 SNPs from UKBB. We then collapsed the ICD-10 and ICD9 codes in UKBB and eMERGE-III respectively, to 3-digit categories. After removing injury,
poisoning, accident and other non-genetic codes, there remained 646 ICD-10 categories in UKBB and
414 ICD-9 categories in eMERGE-III with at least 200 cases per category. Next, we ran PheWAS
(logistic regression) using PLINK2 on (1) 42,930 EA adults and 66,871 SNPs from eMERGE-III
(covariates: age, sex, site, and the first 4 ancestry-derived PCs) and (2) 377,921 EA adults and 62,813
SNPs from UKBB (covariates: age, sex, batch, and the first 10 ancestry-derived PCs). Finally, we
performed exPheWAS using S-PrediXcan in eMERGE-III and UK Biobank across all 48 GTEx v7
tissues and examined the extent of replication among the disease categories across both cohorts.
Results: We identified 374 Bonferroni-significant genes from S-PrediXcan with FDR-significant gene
expression prediction accuracy, of which 87 were novel and 287 were known lipid-associated genes.
All novel lipid genes replicated, i.e. had the same direction of effect for the same trait-tissue pair in at
least two cohorts; 48 of these replicated in two cohorts, 35 replicated in three cohorts while 4 replicated
in all four cohorts. 25 novel lipid genes had FOCUS posterior inclusion probabilities > 0.5 in at least
two cohorts for the same trait-tissue pair. These included genes that replicated in all four cohorts for
the same trait and tissue (ZSWIM1 for TG in adipose subcutaneous tissue and MT3 for HDL in small
intestine) as well as genes that replicated in two to three cohorts for the same trait in all five tissues
(RP11-109L13.1 and CYP21A1P for TG). We used the 374 lipid-associated genes as gene regions for
the exPheWAS. 116 of these genes (including 16 HLA genes) associated with 45 ICD-10 categories
in UKBB and 11 ICD-9 categories in eMERGE-III at the Bonferroni-significance threshold. These
include circulatory-system disorders (angina pectoris, hypertension, phlebitis and thrombophlebitis),
endocrine and metabolic disorders (diabetes mellitus, hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism), digestive
disorders (cholelithiasis, ulcerative colitis, diverticulosis), respiratory disorders (asthma),
musculoskeletal disorders (ankylosing spondylitis, gout, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus erythematosis),
retinal disorders, and even neoplasms (non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma), among others. 30 of the 116
Bonferroni-significant genes (including 9 HLA genes) associated with the same disease categories in
the same tissue in both UKBB and eMERGE-III. An example is a novel lipid-associated pseudogene
STK519P (chr. 6), which was also associated with hypothyroidism when under-expressed in adrenal
gland and psoriatic arthropathy when over-expressed in the hippocampus in both cohorts.
Discussion: In this study, we uncovered and replicated novel and known lipid-associated genes and
also identified their associations with several diseases pertaining to the nervous system,
musculoskeletal system, circulatory system, digestive system and endocrine system, among other
organ systems. We were also able to elucidate the interplay between tissue, gene-expression, and trait.
We demonstrate the performance of the exPheWAS framework in identifying novel lipid-associated
genes that have strong evidence for causality as well as in visualizing the landscape of their associations
with disease outcomes from across the phenome. This framework can likewise be extended to other
traits or clinical laboratory measures of interest and can not only deepen our insights into the underlying
disease etiology but also help with drug repurposing in future research. Finally, this exPheWAS can
also be scaled to perform the expression-based PheWAS across the entire transcriptome and phenome
for a comprehensive analysis of potential genome-phenome-transcriptome relationships.
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Introduction
Early detection of subtle changes in a patient’s condition is critical to patient safety. A 5-day stay in the hospital has
an average of 24 patient handoffs [1]. Through these high-risk events and during the course of the stay, subtle signs
of early deterioration can easily be missed. Traditional vital sign-based early warning systems, which trigger during
decompensation, have largely failed to impact outcomes [2,3]. The Rothman Index (RI) is a finely graduated,
continuously updated, general measure of patient acuity based on empirically derived univariate relationships between
1-year post-discharge mortality and each of 26 clinical measurements and has been validated in many studies [4]. In
addition to vital signs, it uses nursing assessments, which show the functional failures (loss of appetite, confusion,
edema, difficulty walking…) which precede decompensation, during the “compensation” process. Implementation of
surveillance protocols based on the RI have been shown to reduce unplanned transfers to ICU [5] and risk-adjusted
mortality [6].
Methods
In a nurse-driven initiative at Houston Methodist Hospital (an 889-bed tertiary referral hospital), a surveillance system
based on RI was implemented on 11 intervention clinical units. Historical controls (1/2014 – 9/2014) were used for
the 11 clinical units as well as a concurrent control of 20 clinical units during the intervention period (10/2014 –
6/2015). A total of 33,797 patients were included in the controlled study, with additional post-study analysis conducted
on data through 12/2016). The RI (by PeraHealth, Inc) was integrated into the hospital’s EMR and updated in real
time (Fig. 1). Implementation was supported by a robust training agenda. On each unit, RI graphs, one for each patient,
organized so that patients with poor or deteriorating scores were highlighted, were displayed. Monitors displaying
the RI graphs for all patients on a unit were placed at nursing stations in each unit. Graphs were reviewed several
times each day by nurses, e.g. at shift-change and during safety huddles. Nurse practitioners rounded on those patients
whose RI graphs indicated high-risk. Protocols were established for bedside nurses, and charge nurses, specifying
actions (e.g. increased monitoring, notification of physicians) to be taken when RI graphs indicated elevated risk
(Table 1). After the study, the same surveillance protocols were implemented across the entire hospital.
Results
Risk adjusted mortality (using the UHC mortality model) fell 32% (Fig. 2) in the 9-months following the start of
intervention as compared to the prior 9-months (historical control). In addition, there was a concurrent control group,
20 units comprising the remainder of the hospital, where risk-adjusted mortality, similar to the 11-unit treatment cohort
prior to the study, was unchanged throughout the entire 18-month period. Studies following the controlled evaluation
period showed that as the system was implemented across the whole hospital, overall hospital mortality decreased.
Results could be deconstructed into two effects: 25% fewer patients falling to a “worrisome” acuity level indicated by
an RI below 60 which accounted for 98% of hospital deaths, and a 16% lower mortality rate of those patients who did
(Fig 3). Whole hospital mortality fell 37%. As such the beneficial effects generated by this protocolized surveillance
affected patients across the acuity spectrum.
Discussion
To calibrate the reader, an RI value of 100 represents “unimpaired”. A value of 65 represents the acuity of a patient
discharged to a skilled nursing facility, a value of 40 would warrant consideration for ICU transfer. Mortality rates
for patients whose scores fall below 20 are about 25%, and for scores below 0, 50%. However, successful
implementation starts with a timely signal but requires more. It is only through the modification of clinicians’ behavior
as evidenced by integration into daily workflow that outcomes are affected. It was the combination of the RI
technology with appropriate processes and personnel, i.e. robust nursing-based protocols to ensure enhanced
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surveillance, that resulted in the mortality reduction observed in the trial. When the results were available it was
ethically required that these protocols needed to be and were implemented throughout the hospital, and then throughout
the seven community hospitals within the larger hospital system. Patients across the acuity spectrum were impacted,
with fewer patients deteriorating into an RI-defined worrisome state, and lower mortality rates for those who did
deteriorate to worrying levels. The finding is that rather than responding to vital sign derangement indicative of
imminent decompensation, protocols for intervention based upon subtle, early signs of deterioration, as measured by
a broad-based acuity score, can reduce mortality and improve the general quality of care.
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Fig. 1. RI Graphs stratified by risk

Fig. 2. Mortality Index reduction following
implementation. Risk-adjusted mortality
decreased 32% (0.7 to 0.48), p-value < 0.001.

Table 1. Roles of clinicians and protocols for warnings

Fig. 3. Mortality Reduction, Study and Post-Study
Deconstructed into 2 Effects: Reduced Mortality
for Sick Patients, and Fewer Sick Patients.

Risk-Adjusted Mortality
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Abstract
Integration of genomic data into the EHR is a critical step to achieving the goals of precision medicine. In this pilot
study, we integrate the genetic variants from 1,317 patients for four actionable genetic conditions and seven
pharmacogenes. We assessed this implementation for scalability to additional genes and a much larger patient
population. Several challenges to scalability were identified, including: data standards for genomics, the laboratory
to EHR interface, and maintenance of decision support.
Introduction
Genomic data has potential to improve health through targeted clinical management based on genetic sequence. The
integration of genetic information into healthcare is considered a major priority with several national and international
initiatives that have been launched to pursue this goal[1]. Despite this, only recently have EHR vendors allowed for
the storage and access of discrete genomic data. Even with this new capability there remain many challenges related
to adoption and implementation of such technologies. As part of the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics
(eMERGE) network[2, 3] and through our MyCode® Community Health Initiative[4] Geisinger has exome
sequencing data available for more than 145,000 patients. With the goal of integrating genetic data into the EHR for
our entire sequenced population, we first performed a pilot study on 1,317 patients from the eMERGE patient cohort
to assess the plausibility of scaling the deployment to more genes and a larger sequenced population.
Methods
We imported discrete pathogenic and likely pathogenic genomic variants for the Center for Disease Control Tier one
conditions (Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer Syndrome, Lynch Syndrome, and Familial Hypercholesterolemia),
and variants from seven pharmacogenes (CYP2C19, SLCO1B1, DYPD, TPMT, IFNL3, CYP2C9, and VKORC1).
Variants for hereditary hemochromatosis were also included to assess for challenges related to implementation of
autosomal recessive conditions. We constructed context sensitive maintenance guidelines in the EHR for each of the
disease conditions and built best practice alerts for medications impacted by the pharmacogenomic variants. Patient
and provider facing information was developed for all disease variants as these were accessible through both the
physician chart and the patient portal. Through the implementation process weekly calls were held with pertinent
stakeholders to address challenges and barriers to implementation as they arose. A list of these challenges was
maintained throughout the process. After implementation, we analyzed the noted challenges and identified barriers to
scaling our implementation to more genes and our entire sequenced population.
Results
We were able to successfully implement all conditions for 1,317 patients with minimal compromises. Several
challenges were encountered that affect our ability to scale the process. We encountered some vendor specific
informatics challenges including the inability to store discrete variants for pharmacogenomics, instead resorting to
star allele diplotypes, and having inadequate infrastructure for autosomal recessive conditions where the patient is a
compound heterozygote. Although these were vendor specific issues, the vendors data implementation was based on
the Health Level Seven International (HL7) V2.5 Clinical Genomics Report standard, which had deficiencies that
contributed to these problems. Other global challenges include: 1) Need for standardization of genetic phenotypes.
2) Difficulty in sending discrete data from the genetic testing laboratory directly to the EHR. 3) Addressing the role
of the Laboratory Information System (LIS) in the genomics process. 4) Inadequate and discordant standards for
genomics in the HL7 genomic report format and the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource (FHIR) molecular
sequence resource. 5) Challenges related to maintenance of patient/provider information and decision support in a
rapidly changing field. 6) Lack of publicly available standard resources for patient/provider information. 7) Disparate
implementation needs for clinical geneticists compared to primary care providers. 8) Differing perceptions of discrete
genomic data versus a scanned PDF of the genetic report. 9) Classification and reclassification of variants.
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Discussion
While we were able to achieve a successful integration of genomic data into the EHR, there are many challenges that
need to be addressed prior to scaling our implementation. One of the greatest challenges is the long-term maintenance
of gene/variant specific information and decision support. Genomic medicine is a rapidly changing field and many
EHR systems including our own require support from vendor specific technical personnel to implement changes to
patient/provider facing information and decision support. Engaging this technical team can be challenging given their
responsibility to maintain all aspects of the EHR for the entire healthcare system. In addition, these personnel are not
skilled in genomics requiring an alignment of teams to make any changes to the system. EHR vendors adhering to
more open standards for genomics and decision support, including SMART on FHIR, and CDS hooks would allow
for integration of external applications where maintenance can be performed by staff with genetics training and less
technical skill. This is particularly important while we are in the “Wild West” phase of genomics where many of
applications and developments are still in their infancy. Another important component to this, is the need for
maintained resources such as PharmGKB that are Infobutton compliant and can allow for rapid access to the most
current recommendations and information on a specific gene or variant. To our knowledge no vendor has implemented
Infobutton support for genomics, and outside of pharmacogenomics no such Infobutton compliant resources exist.
Difficulty in passing data from the laboratory to the EHR is a considerable challenge and one of the greatest
components of this challenge is the standardization of the genetic phenotype (i.e. disease, metabolizer status, gene
specific phenotype, modifier variant phenotype). We were able to capture discrete genomic data from our primary
genetic testing laboratory, however; neither the current FHIR molecular sequence resource or the HL7 V2.5 Genomic
report standard were adequate for their reporting so the laboratory used their own proprietary JSON structured format.
Even with the ability to pass discrete genetic data our efforts in this area were hampered by lack of standardized
genetic phenotypes. We developed the ability to pass the phenotypes included in the pilot study but would have to
specifically define and build out any additional phenotypes that might be discovered on exome sequencing to enable
the lab to report all exome results this way. The initial role of our LIS in this process was unclear, since laboratory
data currently enters the EHR from the LIS and our LIS did not have the ability to store or report discrete genomic
variants. In our design, we opted to keep the existing pathway for ordering and reporting genomic testing through the
LIS intact and build an additional messaging pathway that bypassed the LIS and delivered data directly to the EHR.
We opted to bypass automated processes to classify variants and accepted the laboratory classification as the value
that first enters the EHR. Reclassification of variants based on clinician reinterpretation presented several challenges.
Vendor specific challenges included the inability to reclassify at the variant level, requiring the updating of each
patient with the same variant separately. Although variant reclassification was allowed and tracked appropriately in
the EHR, this presented the possibility of having structured genomic data that was discordant with the scanned PDF.
This demonstrates the need for bidirectional communication between the clinician and the lab when variants are
reclassified, particularly if both parties submit their classification to ClinVar. While the need was expressed to
automatically reclassify all patients with a given variant once reclassification was warranted, there was no clear
process to manage this at scale.
Geisinger has developed extensive processes for the management and return of clinically actionable genetic results
that may be able to be optimized through EHR integration. To most efficiently utilize Geisinger’s existing resource
would require interfaces that allow non-technical clinical experts to manage the information and decision support
around genetic variants. Moving genetic data from the lab to the EHR and managing it in a scalable way requires
adequate standards for storing and transmitting genomic data and standard API’s that allow ancillary systems,
including those in laboratories, to interface with the EHR. Classification and reclassification of variants remains a
challenge. We have identified key areas to address to scale our clinical implementation.
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Introduction
Immune related adverse events (irAE) occur in >80% of patients receiving immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) 1, a
novel class of antibody-based drugs that block negative regulatory signals to T lymphocytes by interfering with the
CTLA-4 and PD-1/PDL1 pathways, thereby “releasing the brakes” on the immune system to support a more effective
response to cancer. Currently, most data about the incidence of irAE comes from clinical trials with restrictive
eligibility requirements. With the wide use of ICI therapy as standard of care for many cancers, it is important to assess
incidence of irAE in a general patient population. The Chicago Area Patient Reported Outcomes Research Network
(CAPriCORN) is a clinical data research network within the Patience Centered Outcomes Research Network
(PCORnet). CAPriCORN contains medical records for >9.5M patients who receive care in 11 institutions spanning
diverse patient populations and healthcare settings across the Chicago metropolitan area2. Using CAPriCORN, we
wanted to determine whether we could identify a large, diverse cohort of patients who received ICIs as a foundation
for exploring the incidence of irAE in a real-world data source.
Methods
We identified all patients within CAPriCORN who were 19-88 years old, had a diagnosis for an ICI-approved cancer,
and received an ICI from 1/1/2011 through 12/31/2018. To create our computational phenotype algorithm to identify
our cohort, clinical experts identified the International Classification of Disease 9 and 10 codes used to document
cancer diagnosis and the RxNorm codes for each ICI documented as a medication ordered in the medical record (Table
1). The query was developed against the PCORnet Common Data Model version 4.13, validated on the Northwestern
University site node in CAPriCORN and distributed to all CAPriCORN sites. Six of 9 sites returned counts. Data
was centrally aggregated and stratified by age, race, sex and therapy. All data are aggregated counts.
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Results
As shown in Table 2, we identified 6,541 patients within CAPriCORN who received ICI therapy for cancer. 45%
are female, 75% identify as white, 13% African American, 2% Asian and 1% Native American, and 86% are 51-83
years of age. The most well represented cancers were Non-small Cell Lung Carcinoma (50%) and Metastatic
Melanoma (18%). Overall, 67% received anti-PD1 therapies, followed by combination ICI therapies (anti-CTLA-4
and anti-PD1 or anti-PDL1), anti-PDL1 and anti-CTLA4, though usage varied within cancer types.

Conclusion
Our results demonstrate that a large cohort of cancer patients who have received ICI therapy can be identified in an
integrated medical record data environment that spans 11 institutions in a major urban center. This population is
racially diverse, represents both sexes, a wide range of ages and includes all cancer types approved for ICI therapy
and the spectrum of approved therapeutic interventions as of 2018. This real-world cohort will be an effective
foundation on which to explore the period prevalence of irAE, particularly rare (1% or lower) irreversible
autoimmune irAE such as type 1 diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis that require large sample sizes to investigate.
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Introduction
Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are the well-regarded gold standard for generating high-quality medical evidence
(Gul 2010). The success of RCTs depends on successful patient enrollment (Gul, Penberthy 2012), which remains the number
one barrier to RCTs. A major bottleneck step in RCT recruitment is eligibility screening (Penberthy 2012). However,
conventional methods for eligibility screening involves laborious manual review for accurate patient identification (Penberthy
2010). Much effort (Kopcke 2013) has been made to advance automated identification of eligible patients with some
approaches reducing workload by up to 90% (Kopcke 2013). However, one of the most significant concerns in automatic
eligibility screening lies in the criteria themselves which have been shown to be highly subjective and inconsistent in
identifying patients (Penberthy 2012). Current processes rely heavily on manual review of criteria, which is not only costly, but
is difficult to scale (Musen 1987).
Eligibility criteria are largely documented as unstructured free text which is not immediately amenable to computer
processing, but modern developments in natural language processing (NLP) have provided a means to overcome this hurdle. A
new open-source program titled Criteria2Query (C2Q, http://www.ohdsi.org/web/criteria2query/) was designed which allows
for the translation of free-text eligibility criteria into executable cohort definition queries using a standard data model (Yuan
2019). C2Q works by parsing each line of the eligibility criteria, identifying medical concepts and corresponding type (e.g.
condition, drug) using various technical methods, and mapping these terms to concept sets using the OMOP Common Data
Model which can be formulated into logic-based queries. These queries are then submitted to a central patient data portal called
ATLAS (http://www.ohdsi.org/web/atlas/) for coherent cohort identification and simplified eligibility screening. As C2Q was
only recently published, it is currently undergoing other real-world evaluations, but this stands as the first user-centered study
comparing it to the current state-of-the-art ATLAS cohort builder.
This study aims to further examine the real-world utility of C2Q by using eligibility criteria pulled from
ClinicalTrials.gov and surveying users to more accurately assess its use in the clinical realm. We hypothesize that using C2Q
will make cohort generation simpler and faster and participants will find it easier to use and more user-friendly than the
ATLAS portal alone. Following these hypotheses, this study aimed to answer the following questions: (1) Does the use of C2Q
save time building patient cohort queries, and if so, by how much? and (2) How do participants score the usability of C2Q for
cohort definition compared to the ATLAS portal? By analyzing how C2Q impacts the cohort generation process and allowing
users to provide feedback, this study will help shape the future of this platform and automated cohort generation in general.
Methods
Participant Selection
Participants were recruited from the Columbia University Department of Biomedical Informatics Department, the Summer
Research Fellowship, and Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians & Surgeons. Participants completed an online
survey about their technical background and expertise (https://tinyurl.com/userexpertise) and followed a brief slideshow
tutorial about the C2Q and ATLAS platforms before building patient cohorts.
Trial Selection and Cohort Pre-Processing
To allow study participants with varying technical backgrounds and ATLAS experience to participate equally, clinical trials
were manually selected by the authors to have simple eligibility criteria. As such, clinical trials with fewer than 20 total
eligibility criteria were selected. Within ATLAS, concept sets were manually created for all relevant concepts included in these
trials to be used by participants throughout the study.
Cohort Generation
Each participant was assigned two clinical trials with distinct NCT IDs and was responsible for making one patient cohort for
each trial totaling two cohorts per participant. For each participant, one query had to be generated using ATLAS alone and the
other had to be generated using C2Q. The order in which these platforms were used was random for each participant.
Participants also timed themselves while creating the patient cohorts. Overall time was captured for both methods but the
following additional times were recorded for C2Q: time making deletions, time making corrections, and time making additions.
For cohort generation using ATLAS alone, timing began when the user clicked ‘Define New Cohort.’ For cohort generation
using C2Q, timing began when the user clicked ‘Check on ATLAS.’
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Participant Feedback
Participants completed a questionnaire after generating both cohorts (https://tinyurl.com/c2qfeedback). The survey asks a total
of three 5-Likert scale questions comparing the user satisfaction and usability of C2Q and ATLAS.
Results
Time Efficiency
Using C2Q saved an average of 47.93% in building patient cohort queries across 14 trials. 13 out of 14 trials showed a time
reduction when building patient cohort queries using C2Q with a maximum reduction of 86.22% and only 1 trial took longer
when using C2Q. Study participants also recorded a timing breakdown of ATLAS modifications after processing through C2Q.
The most time was spent making corrections, which occupied 67.9% of the total modification time (e.g. updating incorrectly
mapped concept sets, changing logic rules when multiple criteria were listed in a single line) while additions and deletions
occupied 16.8% and 15.3%, respectively.
Usability
8 out of 11 participants completed a feedback form at the end of their study, which assessed ease of use of the study platforms.
On a scale of 0 to 5 (with 0 being very difficult and 5 being very easy), the mean usability for the C2Q website and ATLAS
website was 4.38 and 3.13, respectively. When asked how much easier was cohort generation using C2Q compared to ATLAS
alone on the same scale, the average response was 4.38.
Discussion
Study participants were able to save time building patient cohorts by using C2Q. Because the study shows positive results
supporting the time reduction possible with C2Q, it can be a helpful tool for advancing and expediting cohort definition, a
crucial step in recruiting for clinical trials. The study assessed the current usability of C2Q by asking for ratings and feedback
from participants from a variety of academic and professional experiences. Results indicate that C2Q was easy to use and
showed marked improvement over cohort generation using ATLAS alone.
Limitations and Future Work
The limitations in this study were number of trials, pre-building concept sets, and capping trial complexity. The study was
limited by its size in order to have a more interactive tutorial phase and aim for greater accuracy. Concept sets were pre-built in
ATLAS to minimize the impact of a user’s technical expertise and previous experience in building cohort queries. The same
logic was applied to limiting trial complexity to 20 or fewer criteria. In the future, C2Q improvements can increase its time
efficiency. Since 67.9% of modifications in ATLAS were corrections, improving concept-mapping accuracy can greatly reduce
the time it takes to make modifications. An additional future work can involve the assessment of different data standards (e.g.
Fast Health Interoperability Resources [FHIR]) and their impact on query accuracy.
Conclusion
Criteria2Query saves time in creating cohort definition queries. We need to more carefully document how the time saving is
related to criteria complexity and results accuracy by developing more robust measures for both.
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Introduction
The FDA Adverse Event Reporting System1 (FAERS) can monitor unexpected drug outcomes over a large
population of patients in the form of adverse drug event (ADE) reports. ADEs and medication errors are coded
using the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities2 (MedDRA) terminology in the FAERS database.
MedDRA has a 5-level, organ-based hierarchical structure, which provides the functions of both coding adverse
effects and grouping related terms for database searches.
Although MedDRA improves the accuracy of coding ADE, it has some limitations: It does not provide formal
definitions of terms; The multiaxial linkages of terms are incomplete, etc. Clustering ADRs from the FAERS
can show us an unbiased characteristics of ADEs and their similarities. In this paper, we utilized a hierarchical
clustering method to identify the consistent or evolving ADE patterns from 2004 to 2018 by System Organ
Classes (SOCs) and High Level Group Terms (HLGTs) in the MedDRA.
Methods
FAERS data processing: The event reports submitted from 2004 to the third quarter of 2018 were downloaded
from the FFAERS. To eliminate the data redundancy caused by multiple case versions in FAERS system,
duplicated cases were removed based on the following data fields: case id, case initial/follow-up code, event
date, age, sex, reporter country, drug names, and reaction/outcomes preferred terms). If cases match all these
fields, only the latest case report was kept. In addition, if case reports contained the same symptoms both in
ADEs and drug indications, those ADEs were removed. After the data processing, there were 9,237,447 ADE
reports, which contained a total of distinctive 19,904 ADEs. ADEs in the FAERS database were annotated
using the MedDRA.
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering: In order to find underlying clusters of ADEs in a patient incidence profile
similarity, we performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering on the constructed ADE-case matrix. Briefly, a set of
similarities were generated from the matrices using Jaccard distance4, and each element (SOC or HLGT) was
assigned to a cluster; iteratively. Clustering was performed using Ward’s linkage5 with the hclust function in the R
stats package.
Results
The cluster dendrogram reproduced in Figure 1. As demonstrated in Figure 1(A), the incidence of ADE is
generally grouped into three clusters on the SOC level. We found that some severe and chronic ADEs have
similar incidence patterns, e.g., Cardiac disorders (Card), Vascular disorders (Vasc), Metabolism and nutrition
disorders (Metab) and Renal and urinary disorders (Renal). Further, we conduct HLGT level based hierarchical
clustering analysis for these four SOCs (Figure 1B). The cluster dendrogram indicates that HLGTs are also
grouped into three clusters. Particularly, Arteriosclerosis, stenosis, vascular insufficiency and necrosis and
Coronary artery disorders share the same incidence patterns (distance is 0.3714).
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(A) SOC level cluster dendrogram

(B) HLGT level cluster dendrogram
Figure 1. Cluster dendrogram of ADR incidence

Discussion
Although MedDRA is widely used in ADE spontaneous reporting database, it has some limitations. We
perform a hierarchical clustering analysis in the FAERS database using SOCs and HLGTs. The results
demonstrate that in HLGTs, Arteriosclerosis stenosis, vascular insufficiency and necrosis (AVIN) and
Coronary artery disorders (CAD), share similar ADE patterns. However, these two terms are solely linked to
Vascular disorders and Cardiac disorders separately on SOC level in MedDRA, which shows no linkage
between them. This indicates that they may have a potential missing linkage.
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Introduction
Twitter posts are now recognized as an important source of patient-generated data, providing unique insights into
population health. A fundamental step towards incorporating Twitter data in pharmacoepidemiological research is to
automatically recognize medication mentions in tweets. A common approach is to search for tweets containing lexical
matches of drug names occurring in a manually compiled dictionary. However, this approach has several limitations.
Many tweets contain drugs that are misspelled and, even when a match is found, oftentimes, the referent is not actually
a drug; for example, tweets that mention Lyrica are predominantly about the singer, Lyrica Anderson, and not about
the antiepileptic drug. In this study, when using the lexical match approach on a corpus where names of drugs are rare,
we retrieved only 71% of the tweets that we manually identified as mentioning a drug, and more than 45% of the
tweets retrieved were false positive. Enhancing the utility of social media for public health research requires methods
that are capable of improving the detection of posts that mention drugs.
Methods
We present Kusuri (薬, “medication” in Japanese), an Ensemble Learning classifier able to identify tweets mentioning
drug products and dietary supplements. Kusuri is composed of two modules: Module 1, four different filters (lexiconbased, spelling-variant-based, pattern-based, and a weakly-trained neural network) are applied in parallel to discover
tweets potentially containing medication names; Module 2, an ensemble of deep neural networks (DNNs) encoding
morphological, semantic, and long-range dependencies of important words in the tweets makes the final decision. The
architecture of Kusuri is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Kusuri Architecture
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Each DNN of the ensemble in Module 2 starts by independently encoding each sequence of characters composing the
tokens of a tweet through 3 layers sequentially connected: a recurrent layer (GRU), an attention layer, and a densely
connected layer. All resulting vectors are then concatenated with their respective pretrained word embedding vectors.
The concatenated vectors are passed to a bidirectional-gated recurrent unit (GRU) layer, followed by an attention
layer. A final dense layer computes the probability for the tweet to contain a mention of a drug.
To evaluate Kusuri, we collected all publicly available tweets posted by 112,500 Twitter users (their timelines). To
decide which users to include, we used a set of manually defined keywords and a simple classifier to detect tweets
announcing a pregnancy. Once a tweet announcing a pregnancy was identified, we collected the timeline of the author
of the tweet. Following this process, we collected a total of 421,5 million tweets.
Building a corpus of tweets containing drug names to train and evaluate the Module 2 of Kusuri was a challenging
task. Tweets mentioning drug names are extremely rare. We found that they only represent 0.26% of the tweets in the
UPennHLP Twitter Pregnancy Corpus (see below), and are often ambiguous with common and proper nouns.
Therefore, to build a gold-standard corpus we had to rely on a more sophisticated method than simply lexicon
matching. We obtained positive examples by selecting tweets retrieved by at least two filters of Module 1, as they
were most likely to mentioned drug names. We obtained negative examples by selecting tweets detected by only one
filter of Module 1, given that if these tweets did not contain a drug name, they were non-obvious negative examples.
Following this process, we created and manually annotated the Upenn HLP Twitter Drug Corpus, a corpus of 15,005
tweets containing ~50% of positive and ~50% of negative examples. Two annotators annotated the corpus in its
entirety, with a high interannotator agreement (IAA) measured as Cohen's kappa of .892. In November 2018, we
organized the 3rd Social Media Mining for Health Applications shared task (SMM4H)1 with Task 1 of our challenge
dedicated to the problem of the automatic recognition of drug names in Twitter. Eleven teams tested multiple
approaches on the Upenn HLP Twitter Drug Corpus.
Due to the mechanism of its construction, the UPennHLP Twitter Drug Corpus does not represent the natural
distribution of tweets mentioning drugs on Twitter. Consequently, an evaluation made on the corpus will not be
indicative of the performance to expect of the classifier in the presence of a large proportion of tweets not containing
a drug mention, as is expected in studies based on tweets collected over time. In order to further assess whether Kusuri
could reliably be used in such a study, we manually identified all drugs mentioned in the timelines of 113 users (98,959
tweets) from our collection and evaluate Kusuri on this corpus, the UPennHLP Twitter Pregnancy Corpus. An IAA
of 0.88 Cohen’s kappa was computed over 12 dual annotated timelines of the UPennHLP Twitter Pregnancy Corpus.
Results
On the UPennHLP Twitter Drug Corpus, Module 2 of Kusuri demonstrated performances close to human annotators
with 93.7% F1-score (95.1% Precision, 92.5% Recall) and outperformed the best system of the Task 1 of the SMM4H
2018 competition. We analyzed randomly selected labeling errors made by Module 2 and found that most errors were
made on tweets discussing medical topic without actually mentioning a drug or were caused by the ambiguity, not
only of common English words (e.g. airborne), but also of dietary supplements and food products sometimes
consumed for their medicinal properties (e.g. clove, arnica or aloe).
On the UPennHLP Twitter Pregnancy Corpus, Kusuri (i.e. both modules applied sequentially) obtained 78.8% F1score (94.6% Precision, 67.5% Recall), a score comparable to the score obtained on the most frequent types of NEs
by the best systems competing in well-established challenges2, despite our corpus having only 0.26% positive instances
in it.
Discussion
Kusuri identifies tweets mentioning drug names with performance high enough to ensure its usefulness, and is ready
to be integrated in pharmacovigilance, toxicovigilance, or more generally, public health pipelines that depend on
medication name mentions. Kusuri is freely available at https://healthlanguageprocessing.org/kusuri/
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Introduction
Clinical practice variation is a common phenomenon where clinicians perform differently in assessment, diagnosis,
treatment, or prevention. As a gateway to cascaded decisions and dispositions, clinical assessment variation (CAV)
has profound influence on the quality and cost in care delivery. For example, inaccurate assessment can lead to
misclassification of the disease type, resulting in suboptimal choice of therapy1 and resource waste. The reasons for
CAV are known to be highly diverse, posing difficulty in resolution. A fundamental step prior to tackling any complex
CAV problem is being able to depict it in a sensible way. We believe modern visualization techniques hold terrific
potential to addressing this challenge by meaningful presentation of the data. In principle, the pertinent factors and
degree of variation both need to be rendered into a cognitive map for intuitive scrutiny. The representation should also
suggest which variants are desirable and point out a direction for improvement.
To demonstrate the usefulness of a framework that we propose for visualizing CAV, the American Society of
Anesthesiologist Physical Status Classification (ASA scoring) was picked as the example application in this study.
ASA scoring is commonly used in the stratification of a patient’s fitness before surgery, by considering a range of
preoperative factors such as major comorbidities. A score of 1 indicates the healthiest end and 6 the opposite. Despite
its wide adoption, ASA scoring exhibits significant CAV with reported inter-rater agreements as high as a moderate
0.61.2 Our methods used deep learning to represent the preoperative medical history of each surgical case into a dense
vector. The dense vectors were learned by modelling the nonlinear and progressive correlations in the original feature
space. Unsupervised clustering was applied to reveal comorbidly similar groups based on the rich representation. By
color-coding the ASA ordinal scores on top of the clusters with a 2D plot, we were able to intuitively summarize the
spatial distribution of CAV. Moreover, the framework allowed inspection into the cluster contents, which greatly
facilitate audits of the scoring consistency and score recommendations through cases with similar medical histories.
Methods
The current analytics pipeline involves four major steps: representation encoding, unsupervised clustering, visualizing
CAV, and inspection of the clusters. Implementation in the ASA scoring is elaborated as follows:
Step 1: Deep encoding of longitudinal medical history for each surgical case. The study cohort consisted of
83,908 surgical cases corresponding to 67,020 patients from the Mayo Clinic data warehouse between 12/1/2018
and 7/28/2019 (IRB #18-011585). The sequence of encounters and their ICD-10 CM codes within past 6 months
were retrieved for each surgical case. The Med2Vec3 program was then applied over the cohort to learn dense
vectors (dimension=200) for representing a rich semantic space of the progressive comorbidities.
Step 2: Dimension reduction and unsupervised clustering of the surgical cases. The t-SNE4 algorithm was used
to model the nonlinear (dis)similarity of the surgical cases and map them onto a 2D plane. The inputs were the
Step 1 dense vectors and a perplexity=90 was empirically tuned. The clusters would reflect the spatial distribution
of preoperative comorbidities of the patients in a distilled space, without using the known ASA scores as any part
of the input features.
Step 3: Visualizing the ASA scores on top of the comorbidity clusters. We color-coded the past clinician-assigned
ASA scores on the surgical cases and rendered a 2D plot combing both aspects of information. The superimposed
view was meant to reveal the scattering pattern and association of the scoring with the comorbidity subgroups.
Step 4: Determining cluster boundaries and inspection into the cluster contents. The DBSCAN5 algorithm was
used to assign membership of adjacent cases into a definite cluster. This allowed quantifying cluster purity
(consistency in scoring) and identifying the representative diagnoses for each cluster. The purity here is defined
as an adjusted distribution across the scores within a cluster, computed by first normalizing the in-cluster score
distribution over the whole-cohort score distribution, and then renormalizing to a sum of 1 within the cluster.
Results
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The clusters by t-SNE are shown in Figure 1, with the temperature hue corresponding to ASA score severity. We can
see that close-color cases did tend to cluster together, suggesting that comorbidities drove the scoring decisions as
they were supposed to. On the other hand, there were noisy areas where the scores appear diffuse.

Figure 1. Preoperative comorbidity-clustered surgical cases and their color-coded ASA scores
From Step 4 we found 146 distinct clusters, with a varying degree of purity. In Table 1, we give an example of a
highly consistent and inconsistent cluster respectively. The purer cluster is represented by conditions relating to severe
reduction of ejection fraction, consistent with the score=4 criterion in published guidelines. The noisier cluster consists
of general chronic conditions that are subject to diffuse interpretation (and thus widespread scoring).
Table 1. Example clusters with high versus low scoring consistency
Top frequent ICD-10 CM codes
I42.2, I42.1, I34.0, I51.7, Z45.02
I10, E78.5, E11.9, Z00.00, Z12.11

ASA score in-cluster distribution (obtained from Step 4)
1
2
3
4
5
6
0%
1.04%
13.60%
85.36%
0.00%
0%
2.76%
24.88%
31.41%
19.65%
21.31%
0%

Discussion
We propose an intuitive approach to visualizing CAV and revealing the source of variation. By superimposing the
(assumed) response variable and clusters learned according to the explanatory variables, a color-coded 2D scatter plot
is informative for representing the spatial proximity and class composition of the clusters. Without loss of generality,
the example on ASA scoring demonstrated the approach can assist in auditing inconsistent human classification and
reconciling the scores of adjacent surgical cases that share similar preoperative comorbidities. Inspection into the
cluster contents did find that relevant ICD codes tend to be grouped together. The noisy clusters remain challenging
by nature, but the clusters with high scoring agreement could be curated to refine practice guidelines. Our ongoing
work focuses on the development of an interactive frontend that allows our clinician collaborators to conduct a formal
evaluation of the cluster quality and utility for scoring assistance. Integration into EMR will be desirable ultimately.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Abstract
Cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL/P) is the most common facial malformation. However, elucidating the etiology
of CL/P has been hindered by the lack of appropriate biological data during craniofacial development. The objective
was to investigate TF and miRNA co-regulation in the facial primordia at embryonic day 10.5 to 14.5. Our study
provided a deeper understanding of molecular regulation mechanisms, which can aid in managing malformations for
CL/P.
Introduction
Cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL/P) is the most common congenital malformation during craniofacial
development. It is critical to understand the abnormal events resulting in CL/P, thus elucidating the etiology of CL/P.
However, this effort has been hindered by the lack of appropriate biological data during craniofacial development.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that silence gene expression at the post-transcriptional level.
Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins that activate or repress the expression of genes or miRNAs at the transcription
level. Previous studies indicate that both transcriptional (e.g. TF) and post-transcriptional (e.g. miRNA) regulation
plays critical roles in craniofacial development, and its disruption results in craniofacial anomalies, such as CL/P.
However, a systematical investigation to identify developmental stage-specific regulation and network, especially in
their co-regulation, has not been done yet. In this study, we developed a novel time-course network based analytical
approach to clarify the co-regulation of TFs and miRNAs in a temporal-specific manner during craniofacial
development.
Methods
The mouse gene/mRNA expression data of 30 samples isolated from the maxillary processes at embryonic days 10.5,
11.5, 12.5, 13.5 and 14.5 (E10.5-E14.5), as well as miRNA expression data of 10 samples, were obtained from the
FaceBase Portal. The differentially expressed genes, TFs and miRNAs were identified through the comparison
between two adjacent time points. We further developed an integrative method to investigate the co-regulatory
mechanisms between genes, TFs and miRNAs, by assembling Feed-Forward Loops (FFLs) in which at least two nodes
are differentially expressed.
Results
We identified four co-regulatory networks along the five developmental stages in the maxillary processes of mouse
embryos. In the resultant network from E10.5 to E11.5, several genes (e.g. Col1a1, Fzd3), TF (e.g. Foxm1, Hif1a)
and miRNAs (e.g. miR-340-5p, miR-129-5p) were identified (Figure 1). Specifically, it was found to be involved in
the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, one of the most important pathways that modulate the formation of the upper
lip in many studies1. The subsequent co-regulatory network (E12.5 vs E11.5) implied the importance of hormones.
For example, estrogen can facilitate the growth and migration of cranial neural crest cells2, which derive the
mesenchyme of lip and palatal shelves3. The network in later stages highlighted the importance of bone and tissue
development and remodeling, which is concordant with developmental biology with the growth and re-orientation of
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palate shelves during E12.5-14.54. Of note, the miR-129-5p, which was previously reported to regulate epithelial-tomesenchymal transformation5, has been consistently identified as a key regulator in each time-course regulatory
network, suggesting its critical role in the facial morphogenesis. Additionally, Egr1 is a key regulator in our coregulatory networks from E11.5 to 13.5, which has been shown to involve in the development of cranial cartilage in
mice and zebrafish6.
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Figure 1. The TF-miRNA co-regulation network from E10.5 to E11.5 visualized by Cytoscape. A triangle (green)
represents a miRNA; a diamond (brown) represents a TF; and a circle (pink) represents a non-TF protein-coding gene.
The area of the node is proportional to the degree in the network.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the regulatory networks function differently at the different developmental stages to collectively
contribute to normal craniofacial development. Our study provided a deeper understanding of dynamic molecular
regulatory mechanisms during facial morphogenesis, which can aid in managing malformations for CL/P. The novel
key regulators identified in our analysis provide a new insight regrading to the morphological process of CL/P.
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Introduction: Assessing the causal tissue(s) of human traits and diseases is important for better
interpreting trait-associated genetic variants, understanding disease etiology, and improving
treatment strategies. The past decade has witnessed a dramatic growth of genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) to investigate the susceptibility of genetic. In addition, the recent
success of the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) and the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
(ENCODE) projects provided comprehensive resources to investigate the tissue specificity of
disease genes. Here, we systematically applied our recently developed method, deTS (decoding
Tissue Specificity)1, for tissue-specific enrichment analysis (TSEA) using >5000 GWAS datasets
covering a wide range of human traits and diseases, providing a landscape view of traitassociated tissue specificity.
Methods: We collected two reference panels for tissue gene expression profiles (Figure 1). The
GTEx panel has 47 tissues, each having ≥ 30 samples. We fitted multiple linear regression
models to quantitatively measure the tissue specificity of each gene while controlling covariates.
The ENCODE panel has 44 tissues, each having ≥ 2 samples. Due to the small sample size, we
calculated z-scores for each gene to measure their tissue-specificity in each tissue. We collected
mostly available GWAS summary statistics data for a wide range of human traits and diseases
followed by rigorous quality control. The raw data included ~5000 GWAS datasets from the UK
BioBank (UKBB) resource, ~900 from GWAS Catalog, and others through extensive literature
mining. We used the Pathway scoring algorithm (Pascal) to calculate gene-based p-values based
on the GWAS summary statistics. To fully address the trait unique association distributions, for
each GWAS dataset, we defined five sets of trait-associated genes (TAGs) by using different
thresholds for the gene-based p-value: p < 0.05, p < 0.01, p < 1×10-3, p < 1×10-4, and p < 1×10-5.
For each TAG set, we applied deTS using the default chi-square test for the association test.
Results: After a comprehensive quality check, a total of 5019 GWAS datasets with 15,770
qualified TAG sets remained. For the GTEx panel, by applying deTS p-value < 0.001 (0.05/47,
Bonferroni correction), we identified 4453 trait-tissue associations covering 1637 GWAS
datasets (3000 TAG sets). Similarly for the ENCODE panel, 1743 GWAS datasets had at least
one significantly enriched tissue through 3113 trait-tissue associations (deTS p-value < 0.001
[0.05/44]). The two panels shared 986 GWAS datasets with significant associations (Figure 1).
Trait-enriched tissues. For each GTEx tissue, there were on average 151 (median: 127
and range: 6 – 712) TAG sets from 95 (median: 79 and range: 6 – 289) GWAS datasets (deTS p
< 0.001). The tissues having the largest number of enriched GWAS datasets were spleen (289
GWAS datasets), lung (234), whole blood (227), and brain - frontal cortex (BA9) (159). These
results were similarly replicated in the ENCODE tissue: the tissues having the largest number of
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enriched GWAS datasets were spleen (310), parietal lobe (232), upper lobe of left lung (210),
and suprapubic skin (176). This high level of consistency indicated that our panels and the traittissue associations were reproducible.
Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD) as an example. AUD is one of the most severe substance
use disorder. The GWAS-implied genes are mainly related to alcohol metabolism while alcohol
abuse could cause cerebellar dysfunction and cognitive impairment. Though our deTS analysis,
we identified AUD-associated tissues included cerebellar hemisphere (p = 1.61×10-4),
cerebellum (p = 2.85×10-4), and liver (p = 1.19×10-3), which recapitulated the known biology and
provided insights to understand the etiology of the AUD (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Illustration of the workflow to construct the trait-tissue association map. We constructed with two
human tissue panels and a comprehensive collection of GWAS data with stringent quality controls. By applying
deTS, we identify the enriched tissues for each GWAS dataset. An example using Alcohol Use Disorder is
presented to show the significant tissues. An overview of the trait-tissue association network is also presented.

Discussion: Decoding disease-relevant tissues is of utmost importance to understand disease
etiology. Here, we employed the raw GWAS signals and tissue-level gene expression to infer
trait-tissue associations at large-scale. Our results are publicly available at TSEA-DB:
https://bioinfo.uth.edu/TSEADB, included many enrichment associations that could recapture
known biological mechanisms as well as provide new insights.
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Abstract
Electronic health records (EHRs) are valuable resources for medical research. However, developing algorithms to
extract disease phenotypes from EHRs can be difficult and time-consuming. We propose PheMap, a natural language
processing (NLP) based resource that assigns a “phenotype score” to each patient using their EHRs. In an initial
validation, PheMap distinguished cases and controls for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), demonstrating its potential
for high-throughput phenotyping.
Introduction
Phenotyping algorithms and electronic health records (EHRs) have facilitated medical research1. However,
phenotyping algorithms can be difficult to develop, often requiring particular domain knowledge and several iterations
of manual chart review to achieve reasonable accuracy2. To overcome this expensive and lengthy development
process, we applied natural language processing (NLP) to five publicly available resources to create PheMap, a
knowledgebase that streamlines the phenotyping process within EHRs.
Methods
PheMap is a knowledgebase of medical concepts with quantified relationships to phenotypes. We collected articles
describing diagnoses, symptoms and treatments for diseases of interest (phenotypes) from five online medical
resources: Mayo Clinic, MedlinePlus, MedicineNet, WikiDoc, and Wikipedia. We combined the articles related to
each disease phenotype into a single “phenotype document.” We used KnowledgeMap Concept Indexer, our locally
developed NLP pipeline, to identify Unified Medical Language System concepts in each phenotype document3. To
estimate the importance of a concept to a phenotype, we computed and assigned the term frequency–inverse document
frequency (TFIDF) score to each concept.
To calculate a phenotype score, we search a patient’s EHRs for the top weighted concepts from PheMap for the
phenotype of interest, including observations, billing codes, laboratory test orders, procedure orders, medication
prescriptions, and sum across the weighted scores of uniquely identified concepts. To validate the utility of PheMap,
we calculated the type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) phenotype scores for 131,347 patients from Vanderbilt’s
deidentified EHR data using the top 100 weighted concepts for T2DM. We compared the phenotype score distributions
between T2DM cases and controls defined by clinician-validated T2DM algorithm from the eMERGE network4.
Results
PheMap contains quantified concepts for 942 unique disease phenotypes. We were able to incorporate information
from two or more online resources for 875 (93%) of the disease phenotypes.
Using the eMERGE T2DM algorithm, we identified 18,313 patients as cases and 38,233 patients as controls from a
total number of 131,347 patients. There were 74,806 patients that did not fulfill either criteria. Other than T2DM
diagnosis codes, the PheMap for T2DM also highlighted concepts such as ‘blood glucose measurements’,
‘hyperglycemia’, ‘metformin’ and ‘thirst’. The average PheMap phenotype score (standard deviation) was 54.23
(16.92) for eMERGE cases, 5.26 (5.50) for eMERGE controls, and 17.31 (17.69) for eMERGE unclassified patients
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(Figure 1). The t-test for T2DM phenotype scores between eMERGE cases and eMERGE controls yielded a p-value
< 2.2*10-16. From manual chart review, we observed that many “low-score” eMERGE cases lacked a T2DM diagnosis
but were taking T2DM medication for other reasons. There were only a few “high-score” eMERGE controls, but all
of them had some sort of blood sugar disorder.

Figure 1. PheMap phenotype score distributions for eMERGE T2DM classification
Discussion
In our initial validation, PheMap effectively differentiated T2DM cases from controls. PheMap assigns a markedly
higher average phenotype score for eMERGE-defined cases than controls. We observed that many of the eMERGE
unclassified patients with high phenotype scores were diagnosed with prediabetes or blood sugar disorders, suggesting
that the phenotype score may capture information about disease progression. Although PheMap does not assign a
case-control label, the significant difference between the distributions of the phenotype score between T2DM cases
and controls may allow researchers to use the score as a feature to identify case and control groups. Moreover, the
PheMap phenotype score could be used as a continuous variable in future T2DM studies as it may reflect the
continuum of disease progression.
PheMap significantly streamlines the phenotyping process with EHRs. We can quickly calculate a phenotype score
for all 942 unique phenotypes. Moreover, PheMap is easily portable since the knowledgebase of can be mapped to
local EHR structures.
There are some limitations to our current approach. PheMap does not currently incorporate clinical note parsing or
evaluate whether a given lab measurement is normal or abnormal. PheMap also relies on online medical resources,
which may not include some specific phenotypes or concepts. However, in both of these instances, PheMap and its
dictionary of concepts offer a good starting point for researchers to develop enhanced approaches. We plan to continue
improving our approach and validating against additional eMERGE phenotyping algorithms.
In conclusion, the PheMap approach has the potential for high-throughput phenotyping that can accelerate the pace of
impactful clinical or translational research.
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Abstract
This study reported if the implementation of the CARE Act (Caregiver Advise Record Enable) was associated with
improving diabetic patients’ outcomes. The Care Act was implemented in a large integrated academic health center
and applied to patients ³65 years of age discharged to home between May 2017 and October 2017. Our study found
that identifying a caregiver for patients with diabetes being discharged to home and caregivers who received
education had impacts on patient outcomes.
Introduction
Pennsylvania is one of 40 states that has enacted the CARE (Caregiver Advise Record Enable) Act [1], which
requires all admitted hospital inpatients have the opportunity to identify a home caregiver to participate in their
discharge education [2]. A home caregiver is someone designated by the patient to assist with tasks at home such as
administering medications (e.g. insulin management, dietary adherence, and skin and foot care) [3, 4]. The
objectives of our study were to investigate whether complying with this new law is associated with improved patient
outcomes. This project focused on patients with diabetes and any associations between caregiver
identification/education and post discharge patient outcomes. The aims were to determine 1) whether identifying a
caregiver for a patient with diabetes being discharged to home is associated with patient outcomes (i.e., reducing
hospital readmission, emergency department (ED) visits, and mortality) compared to patients who declined to
identify a caregiver; 2) whether identified caregivers who received education on how to care for a patient with
diabetes was associated with patient outcomes compared with those whose identified caregivers did not receive
education.
Methods
This was a retrospective, observational study. The Care Act was implemented in a large integrated academic health
center and applied to patients ³65 years of age discharged to home between May 2017 and October 2017. Patients
who were discharged to home health, a skilled nursing or rehabilitation unit, or transferred to another hospital were
excluded. A caregiver was identified after patients were admitted, and the caregiver was scheduled to receive the
education related to the patient’s conditions, (e.g., medication or insulin management, dietary adherence, and skin
and foot care). Caregiver information and patient demographics, characteristics, diagnoses, and outcomes were
extracted from inpatient electronic health records (EHR). Diabetes was defined based on ICD-10 Diagnosis Codes.
Patient outcomes included 7-day and 30-day hospital readmission, ED visits, and mortality. Outcome intervals were
from date of index discharge date. Likelihood-ratio chi-square tests and multi-variate logistic regression model were
used for statistical analysis. A P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
The patient population consisted of 2,591 patients with diabetes. Of these patients, 1,801 (69.5%) identified a
caregiver, while 790 (30.4%) declined to identify a caregiver. Demographically, the patient population was 46.5%
female with a mean age of 74.6±7.1 years. Moreover, 56.7% of patients were married, and had a median zip code
income of $47,577±15,007. Clinical characteristics showed that patients had a mean Elixhauser
Comorbidity Index of 5.0±2.0. Of these patients, 10.8% had a stay in the ICU, and the mean hospital length of stay
of 3.7±3.1 days. After adjusting for risk factors (including Elixhauser Comorbidity index, ICU (no/yes), ICU length
of stay (LOS), age, medical/surgical, race, sex, marital status, and median zip code income), the 30-day readmission
rate among the patients who identified a caregiver was significantly higher than the rate for patients who declined to
identify a caregiver (12.2% vs. 9.9%, respectively; P<0.05) (Table 1). There were no significant differences in other
outcomes between the two groups (Table 1). We then compared differences in patient outcomes between identified
caregivers who received education vs. identified caregiver who did not receive education. There were significantly
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lower rates of 7-day readmissions as well as 7-day and 30-day ED utilization among diabetes patients whose
identified caregiver received education compared with those whose identified caregiver did not receive education
without adjusting for risk factors (Table 2). Although not statistically significant, there was a trend toward decreased
7-day readmissions and ED utilization after risk adjustment.
Table 1. Differences in Patient Outcomes Between Caregiver Identified vs. Caregiver Declined
Caregiver Identified Caregiver Declined Unadjusted @Risk Adjusted
(n=1,801)
(n=790)
p-Value
p-Value
Readmission
7-Day
82 (4.6)
30 (3.8)
.378
.163
ED Utilization
Mortality

30-Day

219 (12.2)

78 (9.9)

.089

.025

7-Day

135 (7.5)

53 (6.7)

.474

.279

30-Day

302 (16.8)

128 (16.2)

.721

.241

7-Day

11 (0.6)

3 (0.4)

.445

.357

30-Day

27 (1.5)

12 (1.5)

.970

.675

@ Risk factors included number of comorbid conditions, ICU (no/yes), ICU length of stay (LOS), age,
medical/surgical patient type, race, sex, marital status, and income.
Table 2. Differences in Patient Outcomes between Identified Caregivers who Received Education vs. Identified
Caregivers who did not Receive Education
@
Education
No Education
Unadjusted
Risk Adjusted
(n=399)
(n=1402)
p-Value
p-Value
Readmission
7-Day
10 (2.5)
72 (5.1)
.018
.070

ED Utilization

Mortality

30-Day

39 (9.8)

180 (12.8)

.091

.144

7-Day

20 (5.0)

115 (8.2)

.026

.068

30-Day

51 (12.8)

251 (17.9)

.013

.066

7-Day

1 (0.3)

10 (0.7)

.249

.258

30-Day

4 (1.0)

23 (1.6)

.333

.320

@ Risk factors included number of comorbid conditions, ICU (no/yes), ICU length of stay (LOS), age,
medical/surgical patient type, race, sex, marital status, and income.
Discussion
Our study findings indicated that identifying a caregiver for patients with diabetes being discharged to home was
associated with an increased 30-day hospital readmission rate. This might be attributed to caregivers paying more
attention to patients’ abnormal signs or symptoms, but further investigation into this is warranted. We also found
that having a caregiver who received education had an association with lower rates of 7-day readmissions and 7- and
30-day ED utilization. Future work aimed at examining who delivers the education and the material taught (e.g.,
medication administration, food and nutrition choice, and skin and foot care) will provide a complete understanding
of how the critical component of providing education improves patient outcomes.
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Mounting evidence suggests that more than half of complex disease risk is attributed to differences in an individual’s
environment1. There is growing consensus on the need to incorporate more social and behavioral characteristics of patients2,3
into research and clinical care in order to accurately portray all factors that may impact a person’s health. Many social
determinants of health variables are available in public datasets but these datasets can be large and difficult to navigate for
those inexperienced with them. This complexity became apparent as Regenstrief Institute, Inc. began developing the Indiana
Addictions Data Commons (IADC), a growing resource which seeks to integrate clinical and social data sources to enable
comprehensive addictions research. Regenstrief has partnered with several organizations addressing Indiana’s opioid
epidemic to create both a technical infrastructure and a governance process to facilitate gathering, managing, sharing, and
using population health data for both care delivery and health research in Indiana. The technical infrastructure leverages a
common data model that reconciles individual and population-level data. Recently, the IADC has seen a growing demand for
datasets which integrate electronic health records and area level measurements from the American Community Survey
(ACS).
Problem
ACS is a publicly available dataset that offers researchers an opportunity to incorporate community level variables into
research. This annual survey contains a multitude of questions related to social, economic, housing, and demographic
variables4. Within each category a researcher will find multiple variables represented in a variety of ways. Additionally, the
ACS offers aggregated data for the most recent year as well as estimates for the past five years aggregated by demographic
variables such as gender, race, or head of household. This results in a large number of permutations for each variable. For
example, one variable – Occupants per Room – has 450 permutations to select from. All told, the 2017 ACS 5-Year
Estimates dataset contains 25,070 variables across 1,128 tables. From the perspective of a researcher with limited background
to ACS variables, it can be difficult to select the data elements that best align to their research question. While data can be
easy to download in bulk, identifying and understanding where the data element of interest resides within specific tables can
be difficult. The breadth, depth, and complexity of data available in the ACS introduce potential barriers which raise the
threshold of knowledge required to incorporate valuable community level variables into project specific datasets.
Solution
To support researchers in their ability to incorporate ACS variables
into observational research studies, the team created a new
application (built with R shiny) that guides researchers through the
hierarchy of ACS content. This interactive tool, named Quick Use
of ACS (QUACS), provides a review the 30 ACS tables subjects in
an appealing visualization whereby users may drill down into layers
of desired information. A resulting list of variables can be exported
from QUACS or downloaded directly from the ACS API.

Conclusion
Creation of a tool that allows researchers to rapidly identify
and extract ASC variables greatly lowers the threshold for
incorporating these important social variables into
observational research. With the QUACS, researchers can
quickly reduce the 25,070 values to the ten to twelve
variables that are relevant to their research study.
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Abstract
This study aims to demonstrate a relationship between diagnosis prevalence and system performance using machine
learning models to predict a wide range of ICD-9-CM codes. We extracted data from the MIMC-III dataset for each
admission, evaluated 43 different machine learning classifier configurations, finding the Multi-Layer Perceptron
classifier to be most robust. We found that F1 scores fell from 0.28 when considering only the 50 most prevalent codes
to 0.03 when broadening the classifier’s scope to the 1000 most prevalent codes.
Methodology:
We utilized the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) database that holds data about 61,532
intensive care unit stays in the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts from 2001 to 2012.
Using SQL queries, we extracted demographical data (age, gender, marital status and religion), lab events, chart
events and presence of co-morbidity ICD-9-CM codes. The resulting feature vectors contained 51 attributes per
admission. Missing values were imputed using the population mean of each respective attribute. The resulting
dataset contained 27,615 admissions for the 50 most prevalent ICD-9-CM codes. We examined the 50, 100, 200,
500, and 1000 most prevalent ICD-9-CM codes to test the effect of prevalence on machine learning model efficacy.
Each dataset is split into stratified training (80%) and test sets (20%). Using the most common 50 disease dataset we
trained and evaluated 43 different machine learning model configurations using the Python scikit-learn library. We
considered logistic regression, support vector classifiers (SVC), nu-support vector classifiers (NuSVC), nearest
neighbor classifiers, decision trees, random forests and multi-layer perceptrons (MLP). We then ran the best
performing models on the larger datasets. Finally, we selected the most successful classifier in the 50 disease setting
and determined the importance of each feature in an ablation study. We iteratively removed each feature and ran the
model on the remaining 50 features, quantifying the importance of that feature based on the change of the F1 score
without it.
Results:
We found that the top performing classifier was the MLP classifier, with an F1 score of 0.281. Other competitive
model configurations included Random Forest and NuSVC classifiers with F1 scores ranging between 0.280 and
0.255. When the top three models were ran on increasingly larger datasets, as hypothesized, the F1 scores
progressively decrease as the number of examined ICD-9-CM codes increases. When predicting a broader range of
diagnoses of lower individual prevalence the classification performance dropped markedly. To further demonstrate
the relationship between diagnoses prevalence and system performance we calculated the Pearson correlation
coefficient between F1 scores and the corresponding number of admissions. The resulting coefficient range from
0.5833 (a moderate positive relationship) to 0.70 (a strong positive relationship), indicating a systematic
performance bias favoring diagnoses with higher numbers of available observations.
For the feature importance experiment, the three most important features for the MLP classifier were co-morbidity
ICD-9-CM codes. Additionally, different lab measurements such as heart rates and lymphocytes were important.
Interestingly, marital status turned out to be an influential feature.
Conclusion:
The majority of machine learning studies consider only a limited number of highly prevalent conditions to distinguish
between. This study investigated the relationship between diagnosis prevalence and machine learning model
performance, showing that, indeed, standard models perform well for the few most frequent conditions and rapidly
deteriorate in performance as the range of considered conditions grows to more realistic scopes.
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Cancer immunotherapy treatments aim at inducing an immune response in the patient, specifically targeting and
eliminating tumor cells1. Some of the most promising immunotherapies are based on the cellular immunity, which
relies on the functions of T-cell lymphocytes1. T-cells are “trained” to identify peptides displayed at the surface of
other cells by Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) receptors. In other words, if a cell is diseased (e.g., viral infection
or cancer), it will express proteins that are not commonly expressed in healthy tissue. Peptides derived from these
“non-self” proteins are regularly displayed at the cell surface by HLAs, and recognition of these non-self peptides
activates the T-cells. Activated T-cells can eliminate the diseased cell and generate an immunological memory
against the recognized peptide-target. This natural immune response can be boosted for cancer treatment, through
vaccination with cancer-derived peptides or adoptive transfer of engineered cancer-specific T-cells. Despite
successful treatment of many patients, recent clinical trials have also reported serious off-target toxicity induced by
these treatments. In a famous example, T-cells specific to a melanoma associated antigen (MAGEA3) mistakenly
recognized a titin-derived peptide in healthy cardiac cells, causing the deaths of at least 4 patients 2. This recognition
of unrelated peptide-targets is known as T-cell cross-reactivity. It is influenced by patient-specific variability and
represents a major safety concern for many immunotherapies. Unfortunately, there are currently no reliable methods,
computational or experimental, to predict the cross-reactivity risk for new immunotherapies. Here, we describe a
new computational tool, CrossDome, to predict potential off-target toxicity in cancer immunotherapy. CrossDome
relies on a locally built database of self-derived peptides from SysteMHC Atlas3 and from immunopeptidomics
experiments conducted at MD Anderson Cancer Center. Given as input the amino acid sequence of a cancer peptide
that will be targeted by a new immunotherapy, this tool retrieves a list of highly similar, experimentally determined,
self-derived peptides that represent a potential safety concern for the treatment. This retrieval can be based on a
variety of similarity metrics including sequence-based algorithms and 3-D structural analysis, being consistent with
recent findings on the molecular basis for T-cell cross-reactivity. Our initial implementation focused on peptide
sequence analysis, and used algorithms to quantify sequence identity, shared biochemical properties, shared
sequence motifs, HLA binding affinity and predicted immunogenicity. Our methods were tested by predicting
known cases of cross-reactivity, such as the MAGEA3-Titin reaction. In this example, the cross-reactive target was
ranked within the top 1.5% out of 3,742 screened peptides. We are also building a local database of modeled
structures of peptide-HLA complexes, to account for structural features that are determined by the specific HLA
alleles of a given patient. Once concluded, CrossDome can be used as a virtual screening tool, suggesting unrelated
peptide-targets that should be experimentally tested to determine the specificity and safety of new T-cell based
immunotherapies.
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Introduction
Familial Hypercholesterolemia (FH), an autosomal dominant genetic disorder, increases the risk of premature
coronary heart disease including myocardial infarction. Cascade testing for early diagnosis of FH has limited uptake
in the US and the yield is low using conventional methods for contacting relatives 1. Innovative digital tools may
lower barriers to cascade testing by facilitating family communication.
Methods
Nine genetic counselors participated in usability testing to validate a web-based tool— ‘FH Family Share.’ The tool
was designed to: a) facilitate cascade testing using templated emails to allow for faster communication between FH
probands and family members; b) using a family tree tool to build pedigrees and identify at-risk relatives and c)
promote knowledge dissemination through learning modules and resources. Counselors were asked to assess
educational content and interface design by navigating the tool using the “Think Aloud” usability technique. They
provided insights on how the tool would fit their clinical workflow and completed a brief 7-item satisfaction survey.
Results
Usability testing with counselors resulted in key workflow insights and highlighted specific modifications that could
be made to FH Family Share (Figure). Survey analysis revealed that 66.7% of counselors found information ‘very
easy to find’ within FH Family Share and 55.6% of counselors found information ‘very easy to understand,’ All
counselors found FH Family Share to be a resource worth returning to.

Figure: Genetic counselor workflow validation (left column) and usability testing findings (right column).
Conclusion
We describe the creation of a website to facilitate cascade testing for FH by improving communication between FH
probands and their family members, thereby leading to earlier disease detection and treatment. FH Family Share will
undergo further refinements and additional usability testing prior to its implementation into clinical practice.
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Introduction
A major goal of healthcare systems is to provide a positive experience to every patient during their medical journey.
Positive patient experience is a healthcare quality aim proposed by the Institute of Medicine (IOM)1 and patient
experience is positively associated with clinical effectiveness and patient safety 2. The HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems) survey is the first national, standardized, publicly reported survey
of patients' perspectives of hospital care, and represents an objective measure of patient experience. The Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has developed HCAHPS star ratings to assess excellence in healthcare
quality1. Of the 19 questions on the HCAHPS survey, 3 deal directly with provider communication. The three
questions are: 1) how often did doctors treat you with courtesy and respect, 2) how often did doctors explain things
in a way you could understand, and 3) how often did doctors listen carefully to you? This study aimed to predict
patients’ responses to the provider communication questions in order to identify those patients at risk of having a
negative experience.
Methods
The patient cohort consisted of 26,617 patients who were admitted to one hospital within the Northwell Health
system between January 1, 2016, and October, 31, 2019, and responded to the post-discharge HCAHPS survey.
Random forest and logistic regression models were trained on 70% of available data and their predictive ability
tested on the remaining 30%. The data was balanced by under-sampling so that there was an equal number of
positive and negative responses. Area under the receiving operator characteristic curve (AUC) was used as the
primary metric, with 95% confidence intervals calculated by bootstrapping with 1,000 iterations. The distinct
features that were included in the model are patient interactions with 2,575 doctors, patient demographics, admission
through the emergency department (ED), Charlson comorbidity index, hospital length of stay, number of ED visits
in the prior 6 months, pain score, duration of ICU stay, duration of ED stay, and allergy count. The doctor-patient
interactions were calculated by the taking total number of documents authored and number of orders placed for the
particular patient by that care provider. Separate models were created to predict a negative experience to each of
three HCAHPS provider communications questions. All clinical data were collected from the enterprise inpatient
electronic health record database (Sunrise Clinical Manager; Allscripts, Chicago, IL). At Northwell Health, all
HCAHPS surveys are administered by Press Ganey Associates (South Bend, IN), and results are returned to the
health system.
Results
A random forest model using optimized hyperparameters showed better performance than a logistic regression
model. The ROC curves of the three models to predict doctor ratings are shown in the table below. The patient
survey responses to three HCAHPS questions in the provider communication domain were predicted and validated
on out-of-sample data, with AUC ranging from 0.794 to 0.855.
Questions
Random Forest
Logistic Regression
AUC
PPV
NPV
AUC
PPV
NPV
Care Provider: Courtesy & Respect 0.855
0.797
0.796
0.825
0.775
0.784
Care Provider: Understand
0.794
0.774
0.722
0.758
0.714
0.721
Care Provider: Carefully listen
0.803
0.793
0.733
0.767
0.726
0.728
Conclusion
A random forest model using data routinely available in medical records provided guidance for improving patient
experience by accurately predicting patients at risk of having a negative experience.
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Introduction
ROBOKOP (Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects linked in Knowledge Oriented Pathways) (robokop.renci.org) is
an open question-answering system designed to explore relationships between biomedical data types. With
ROBOKOP, varied biomedical datasets are semantically integrated into a knowledge graph (KG) of high-level
concepts mapped to entities within the datasets. Nodes represent entities such as gene, biological process/activity, and
disease. Edges between nodes provide predicates that explain the associations such as “treats”, “causes”, or “is
associated with”. Using a structured query language, users pose questions to the ROBOKOP user interface such as:
Why is isopropyl alcohol effective in the treatment of cyclic vomiting syndrome? Why is sickle cell disease protective
against malaria? ROBOKOP then locates applicable answer subgraphs in its KG and applies a complex algorithm to
score the putative answers, thereby allowing users to view the results and supporting evidence (i.e., PubMed literature
citations). The open ROBOKOP KG (robokopkg.renci.org) currently contains approximately 500,000 nodes and 12M
edges and can be accessed independently via cypher query. We tested the ability of ROBOKOP to support human
reasoning on a Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) question. This exercise was prompted by similar efforts by
IBM researchers during development of Watson Health. While ROBOKOP is not designed to provide clinical decision
support, in contrast to Watson Health, the research and development of IBM Watson Health is informative and inspired
our efforts. Specifically, we are using MCAT questions as a source of “ground truth” to test, troubleshoot, and train
ROBOKOP by identifying missing/incomplete data sources, issues with data sources, and gaps in capabilities. As
ROBOKOP is currently unable to provide an exact answer to MCAT questions, we investigated whether ROBOKOP’s
suggested answers could support human reasoning when answering MCAT questions.
Methods
Participants: Participants included data scientists, engineers, informaticians, project managers, and others with little
or no background in the life sciences. A total of 10 participants volunteered to complete the educational exercise and
training activity.
Instructions: Participants were provided standardized written and verbal instructions that included an explanation of
the task (i.e., use ROBOKOP’s answers to eliminate incorrect answers and/or identify the correct answer to an MCAT
question) and guidelines to rely only on ROBOKOP answers, not Google or other external sources.
MCAT question: Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) refers to a large group of genes that code for proteins that
play an essential role in which of the following? a. Antigen presentation to T lymphocytes; b. Phagocytosis by
neutrophils; c. Antigen presentation to B lymphocytes; d. Phagocytosis by macrophages
ROBOKOP query: ROBOKOP was queried via a Jupyter notebook in GitHub: https://github.com/ncats/translatorworkflows/blob/master/greengamma/workflow3/MCATS_Immune_Question1_MHC.ipynb.
ROBOKOP top 10 answers: immune response; interferon-gamma-mediated signaling pathway; peptide antigen
binding; antigen processing and presentation of exogenous peptide antigen via MHC class II; antigen processing and
presentation of peptide or polysaccharide antigen via MHC class II; T cell receptor signaling pathway; MHC class II
receptor activity; immune system process; signaling receptor binding; regulation of immune response.
Results
● 10 out of 10 participants (100%) identified the correct answer to the MCAT question (choice a)
● Response time: mean = 6.6 minutes; median = 4.5 minutes; range: ≤1 to 21 minute
Conclusion
Despite the fact that none of the ROBOKOP answers exactly matched the multiple choice answer options, participants
with little or no background in the life sciences were able to successfully identify the correct answer, with a success
rate of 100%. We are currently expanding our preliminary study by testing ROBOKOP with additional MCAT
questions and users.
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Introduction
Suicide is a leading cause of death worldwide. Prior efforts to predict suicide attempts using electronic health record
(EHR) has focused on coded data1. We aim to enhance EHR-based suicide prediction models by incorporating data
from unstructured clinical notes and reports extracted using natural language processing (NLP). Common NLP
methods rely on clinical entity extracting using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
(https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/). However, the UMLS contains over 3.8M semantic concepts requiring
some curation to reduce dimensionality and sparsity for prediction models. Manual dictionary curation by experts is
resource-intensive and is often not comprehensive enough. In this work, we utilize semi-automated extraction of
concepts from the literature and other prior work to define a custom dictionary of concepts relevant to suicidality.
Methods
With the aim of capturing and incorporating as many suicide-relevant concepts as possible we utilize a variety of
approaches to build a custom NLP dictionary including, (1) selecting relevant UMLS vocabulary subsets; (2)
mapping of DSM symptoms and concepts from structured instruments2; (3) automated feature extraction from
public sources, (4) incorporating RDoC domain matrix terms3, (5) selecting predictive features from coded suicide
attempt prediction models1 and (6) manual annotation terms by clinical reviewers. A mapping of knowledge sources
to UMLS was performed using a combination of string-matching and manual mapping.
The initial NLP dictionary was then used to process a sample of ~21k notes from patients presenting in the
psychiatric emergency room or inpatient unit at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). We pruned the dictionary
to include concepts and synonyms that were mentioned in 1+ note and excluded concepts appearing in 90% of notes.
Results
The initial mapping step yielded 3102 unique semantic concepts and 8255 synonyms. After processing a sample of
clinical notes, we pruned the dictionary to 480 concepts and 1273 unique strings. Figure 1 provides a summary of
the pipeline and results of the semi-automated curation.

Conclusion
In this work we have curated an NLP dictionary of diverse terms relevant to suicidality for use in machine learning
models to predict suicide attempts. Future work will evaluate the performance of models using these NLP terms.
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Abstract
This research is a proof-of-concept application of a market-basket analysis to identify procedure codes associated with
particular diagnoses codes. The objective is to develop a recommender system to aid clinicians by increasing coding
frequency and reducing variability. We conducted a case study using a total of 6,023 coded diagnoses (810 distinct
codes) and 3,435 procedure codes (300 distinct procedures) for a total of 3,879 encounters derived from electronic
medical records for a vascular surgeon in the Military Health System for the years 2015-2017. The top 10 diagnosis
codes consisted of more than 30% of all the diagnoses coded while the top 10 procedure codes represented over 60%
of all the procedures.
Description of the Problem
A conservative estimate of the number of surgeries that go uncoded at Brooke Army Medical Center (BAMC) is 40 60%. Given the Department of Surgery accounts for approximately 30% of BAMC’s annual production value, the
under coding of surgical procedures results in significant productivity loss as well as an inaccurate representation of
surgeons’ readiness skills.
Purpose of the Project
Our objective is to conduct a market-basket analysis of the procedural codes associated with particular diagnoses
codes to increase coding frequency and reduce coding variability among surgeons in the Military Health System
(MHS). This proof-of-concept will demonstrate the potential for adoption as a clinical decision support tool for
surgeons at BAMC and across the MHS.
Methods
For this proof-of-concept, we analyzed one physician’s encounters from Jan to Dec in 2015-2017, resulting in 6,023
procedure codes and 3,435 diagnoses codes from a total of 3,879 encounters. We tested different thresholds to
determine the optimal number of association rules while evaluating their clinical relevance. To demonstrate the
economic value of this technique, we considered the difference in Relative Value Units (RVUs) of improving coding
frequency among physicians. Likewise, the same methods will be applied to the MHS Purchased Care records to
evaluate the association rules compared to those derived from the Direct Care System.
Results
The top 10 diagnosis codes consisted of more than 30% of all the diagnoses coded while the top 10 procedure codes
represented over 60% of all the procedures. The case study indicated 43.8% under-coding of the work RVUs, for a
difference of approximately 177 RVUs (592 in actuality compared to the credited 412). Improving coding frequency
using a clinical decision support tool could have potentially resulted in approximately an additional 1,597 RVUs.
Conclusions
This research indicates implementing a market-basket analysis as a recommender system of CPT codes would yield
large economic returns and be profitably adopted by other departments and MHS-wide. Future research should
validate these results on a larger sample, however, before implementing as a clinical decision support tool.
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According to the FDA, adverse drug reactions (ADRs) are the fourth leading cause of death in the US although up to
half are preventable1. The variation of ADRs across demographic groups is not comprehensively understood. Many
population specific ADRs remain unidentified because clinical trials have historically focused on evaluating safety
and efficacy in homogenous patient populations (ie. white males). Until 1993, the FDA classified women as a special
‘subgroup’ and medications were approved without sufficient awareness of potential sex differences. For example,
women often take longer to metabolically clear medications and report significantly more side effects than men2. These
differences are not widely known or used in clinical decision making.
We present a novel pharmacovigilance algorithm that quantifies the sex-risks posed by individual drugs and drug
classes. To ensure that sex-specific drug prescription is not driving sex risks, we require minimum sample sizes and
exclude sex-specific conditions. A minimum of 100 males and 100 females are required for each drug evaluated. Sexspecific conditions such as ‘prostate cancer’ or ‘miscarriage’ are excluded using the list of MedDRA gender-specific
conditions. We use propensity score matching to correct for confounding factors. Propensity scores are calculated
using out-of-bag scores from a random forest model, that is trained to predict a patient’s sex from input features age
and co-medication. For each drug, a sex-balanced sub-population is derived by matching on propensity scores. Within
this balanced drug-consuming cohort, the sex disproportionality of each ADR is tested using Chi Squared tests. DrugADR pairs posing significant sex differences (adjusted P < 0.01) are retained. For each significant drug-ADR pair, the
sex-specific risk is quantified using log(ROR). A positive score indicates female risk and negative indicates male risk.
For each drug, the drug-ADR pairs posing significant sex-specific risks are summed to derive comprehensive sex risk
scores for the drug(s). By mining the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System, we have developed a comprehensive
database of drugs that pose an increased risk of ADRs to either sex.
Of the 1501 drugs evaluated, 379 signal sex-specific risks with 74.9% of these indicating female risks. To validate,
we curated a set of 39 drugs with clinically established sex-differences — all of which demonstrated greater risk
towards females. Our algorithm predicts 28 drugs to have sex differences, 23 of which are comprehensively identified
as female risk (sensitivity=71.8%, positive predictive value=82.1%).
We noted significant sex differences in ADR risks of proton pump inhibitors (PPI). While PPI exposure has been
associated with an increase in cardiovascular mortality (HR = 2.00; 95% CI 1.07–3.78; P = 0.031)3, no sex differences
were noted. We replicate their survival analysis in the CUIMC EHR and stratify the adjusted Cox Proportional Hazards
Model by sex, we discover that women (HR = 1.94; 95% CI 1.80-2.09; P < 0.005) are 26% more likely than men (HR
= 1.68; 95% CI 1.59-1.77; P<0.005) to experience a fatal cardiovascular event after exposure to PPIs. In our results,
when adverse reactions of PPIs are grouped by ICD 10 cardiovascular conditions their sex-risks become noisy. Thus,
we have not be able to corroborate the general female risk found in our results with the cardio-specific risk in the
EHR.
In conclusion, we provide a method to quantify sex-differences in ADR risk from post-marketing surveillance data
and a comprehensive database of these risks. Although novel risks suggested here require further validation before
modifying clinical practice, there is an opportunity to minimize adverse events by tailoring prescription to sex.
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Introduction. Monitoring particulate matter (PM) is important because exposure has been associated with various
negative health outcomes. While PM levels have been measured for decades at discrete regulatory stations, concern
for PM’s effects on health along with broad demand for accessible environmental monitoring have led researchers
and manufacturers to develop low-cost, portable pollution sensors in recent years. These sensors offer an alternative
method for PM monitoring with the advantage of taking measurements anywhere and at any time, despite having
less accuracy than regulatory monitors. In Philadelphia, PM sensors have been utilized by citizen scientists,
researchers, and non-profit groups to assess neighborhood-level exposures to air pollution. Other health-related
variables, including neighborhood socioeconomic status, crime incidence, and exposure to vehicular traffic, exhibit
high geospatial variability in Philadelphia and have been linked to negative health outcomes such as asthma
exacerbations. Understanding the drivers of geospatially varying health disparities in Philadelphia thus requires finescale, neighborhood-level data on the physical and social environments. We created Sensor-based Analysis
of Pollution in the Philadelphia Region with Information on Neighborhoods and the Environment (SAPPHIRINE),
an app that integrates sensor-based PM data from online databases, PM measurements taken by our lab, and other
geospatial data on Philadelphia neighborhoods into an interactive, highly specific visualization tool to
facilitate neighborhood-level health studies.
Methods. SAPPHIRINE was created using the R shiny library. Code used to create the app, as well as links to the
data sources used, are available at https://github.com/HimesGroup/sapphirine. The app can be accessed
at http://sapphirine.org. The app includes measurement data for PM2.5, PM1, and PM10 concentrations as well as
temperature, humidity, timestamp, and location. Some of these measures were taken by our lab with AirBeam
sensors in Philadelphia between October 23, 2017, and July 26, 2018, and the rest were downloaded from
crowdsourced databases, spanning a timeframe from June 2015 to May 2019. Daily summary data for PM 2.5
concentration from the EPA were downloaded and, using inverse-square-distance-weighted interpolation, rendered
as a color-scaled raster layer projected over a map of Philadelphia. Tabular datasets of publicly available
Philadelphia crime incidents, Area Deprivation Index (ADI), and Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) were also
downloaded and incorporated into SAPPHIRINE.
Results. SAPPHIRINE allows users to generate custom maps with color-scaled raster layers of bins that display
PM1, PM2.5, PM10, temperature, humidity, crime, poverty, and traffic variables. Adjustable parameters include
variable type, grid resolution, location, timeframe, and sensor ID. For sensor-based data types, all available data
points falling within each bin are averaged, whereas crime incidents are summed. For ADI and AADT, pre-existing
raster layers are imported and resampled using bilinear interpolation. Measurement densities for sensor-based data
types are plotted as log-transformed sums. Comparison of sensor-based versus EPA PM 2.5 measures found that the
former covered a larger geographical area and captured finer-scale fluctuations with a greater range of values. For
example, while there was little apparent correlation between traffic volume and PM 2.5 concentrations when PM2.5
was estimated from all available sensor data, such a relationship was observed when PM 2.5 was estimated from only
measurements taken between 4pm and 6pm.
Conclusion. We created SAPPHIRINE, an online web-application that integrates sensor-based pollution measures
alongside other geographically informative data in the Greater Philadelphia Area to facilitate its use for research,
policy, and citizen-science efforts. Data visualized in SAPPHIRINE can be customized according to several userdefined parameters, enabling tailored queries for a variety of purposes, including the linking of environmental and
social data to health outcomes.
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Introduction
Much effort has been placed on approaches for integrating and harmonizing the myriad biomedical datasets that are
openly available today in an attempt to derive value from the data and answer challenging biomedical questions such
as: Why do asthma complications vary by geographical location? Why do sex differences exist in asthma
exacerbations? In order to answer these questions and others, numerous practical challenges must be addressed. For
instance, the most impactful answers will require data from different scientific domains, each of which has its own
culture, language, concepts, and analytic methods. In addition, data are often siloed and collected at various levels of
abstraction. Moreover, certain types of informative data such as clinical data are sequestered from the public due to
issues related to privacy and other sensitivities. We have been working to process, openly expose, integrate, and
semantically harmonize disparate biomedical datasets, including clinical datasets. As part of this effort, we have
developed TranQL (tranql.renci.org) as an open, knowledge graph (KG)–based query language and visualization
platform that semantically harmonizes graph-represented data sources to provide a Neo4j-based interactive
visualization environment for iterative, deep exploration of federated KGs. TranQL is flexible and can query any KG
that adheres to its application programming interface (API) specification. Research and development of TranQL is
being driven by a use case focused on understanding the impact of airborne pollutants and other exposures on patients
with asthma-like conditions. In this study, we queried TranQL to ask a generic drug discovery/repurposing question.
Methods
As part of our driving use case, TranQL leveraged two novel models that our team has developed and that conform to
TranQL’s KG API specification. ICEES (Integrated Clinical and Environmental Exposures Service)
(icees.renci.org/apidocs) is an open regulatory-compliant framework and approach for exposing clinical data that have
been enriched with a variety of public exposures data (e.g., airborne pollutant exposures, socioeconomic exposures).
ROBOKOP (Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects Linked in Knowledge-Oriented Pathways) (robokop.renci.org) is
an open biomedical question-answering system based on federated KGs of integrated non-clinical biomedical data
sources. A specific query was submitted to TranQL that required both ICEES and ROBOKOP to answer and asked
(in natural language): What chemical substances are associated with phenotypic features that are differentially
expressed in males and females with asthma? Of note, this particular query was intended as both a positive control for
our driving use case, as there are known phenotypes that exhibit sex differences and are treated differentially with
medications, and an exploratory query designed to identify chemicals that may mitigate the impact of asthma.
Results
We successfully executed the TranQL query to generate an integrated
KG that combined ICEES and ROBOKOP input/output to answer the
query (inset). We are now evaluating the results, refining query
parameters, and developing new TranQL features, including an option
to view the results in tabular form with ranked answers, as opposed to
an interactive graph, which early users have found cumbersome to
navigate.
Conclusion
While TranQL remains in a prototype stage of development, we are
confident that we will be able to apply the tool to ICEES,
ROBOKOP, and any other KG that conforms to TranQL’s KG API specification in an effort to further explore our
driving use case and answer other questions of critical biomedical importance.
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Problem:
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in the world.
At the James J. Peters VA, we have a resident run smoking cessation clinic with a large patient base of current and
past smokers, a particular population that would benefit from COPD screening. Research suggests a COPD
diagnosis may also serve as an additional deterrent to tobacco use in this population. The goal of this project was to
improve and streamline the process of diagnosing COPD in a high-risk population by utilizing order automation and
backend EMR logic.
Methodology:
A COPD screening algorithm was integrated into our clinic within the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) that
utilized order automation to make the decision and ordering process more intuitive and streamlined for physicians.
We used the COPD Population Screener (COPD-PS), which is a validated, published, screening tool developed by
the University of Michigan, to screen new and established patients who presented to a resident-run tobacco cessation
clinic. By utilizing backend logic within the EMR, the questionnaire was targeted so it would not appear for neversmokers, patients with COPD, or patients who completed a Pulmonary Function Test (PFT) within the last 5 years.
A cutoff of ≥ 5 on the COPD-PS was chosen as it offered an 84.4% sensitivity and 60.7% specificity. If patients
scored ≥ 5 on the questionnaire, a pre-populated order for a PFT was automatically generated.
Results:
There were a total of 40 patients that were screened through the smoking cessation clinic between November 2018
and April 2019. Sixteen (40%) of those patients scored ≥ 5 on the COPD-PS questionnaire and were referred for
PFTs. Ten (62.5%) patients completed the PFTs. Seven (70%) tested positive for COPD.
Conclusions:
The screening algorithm served as a clinical decision support tool for providers to improve workflow via automated
processes. The logic built into the screening tool successfully distinguished patients based on COPD diagnosis, PFT
history (in years), and previous COPD-PS completion. We hope that utilization of these EMR modifications
embedded in the clinical workflow will assist with earlier diagnosis and treatment for COPD in high-risk
individuals.
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Introduction
Older adults are considered one of the most vulnerable population in the society. The goal of this research is to
explore characteristics of malpractice claims in older adults and to use unsupervised learning to identify potential
cohorts in older adults.
Methods
The National Practitioner Data Bank’s (NPDB) Public Used Data File was used to create analytical dataset for this
study. Care delivery entities are required to report any malpractice payments to the data bank. All data were
stratified into 3 age levels. We defined older adults as patients over 70 years old, middle-age adults as patients
between 40 to 69 years old, and young adults as patients between 20 to 39 years old. We performed an exploratory
data analysis and calculated summary statistics. In cluster analysis, we compared three algorithms, hierarchical
clustering, K-Medoids and K-Prototype, due to the non-numerical characteristics of the dataset. Sum of squared
error and silhouette value were used to evaluate the performances of these algorithms.
Results
Over 113, 000 malpractice claims in a period of 10 years were analyzed in this study. Around 12% of malpractices
were related to older patients. In the past 10 years, around $32 billion went into malpractice payments out of which
$2.7 billion were awarded to older adults. In addition, there were over 600 death cases of older patients each year,
which constituted almost 45% of malpractice cases for older adults (Figure 1). Despite the high death rate, older
adults only received a median payment of $128,866 per case of death, which was over 50% less than the amount that
middle-aged and young adults received. The payment disparity persisted across different malpractice types.
In cluster analysis, we used Gower coefficients to calculate dissimilarity matrix and K-Prototype was the best model
to use. 5 clusters of older patients were identified. Payment amount, patient’s gender, patient’s type, malpractice
allegation group, first specific allegation, multiple allegations and patient’s residential state were the important
variables to distinguish clusters.

Figure 1. Proportion of Claims by Age and Outcome
Conclusion
Older adults were paid significantly less for the same malpractices claims as compared to younger adults. Distinct
clusters were discovered. The NPDB database is an important dataset to study malpractice claims in older patients.
Further analysis of information extracted from this dataset and building predictive models are warranted.
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Introduction
Operations in the perioperative domain of a specialized cancer hospital are complex. Matching increasing demand for
surgical resources (blocks, staff, equipment) with the available capacity of those resources becomes particularly
difficult. Although the data for every surgery is captured on a timely basis within the Electronic Health Records (EHR),
accessing it to conduct insightful analytics is slow, difficult and labor intensive. Timely, smart metrics pushed
automatically to surgeons and administrators raise awareness and facilitate decision making. At Memorial Sloan
Kettering (MSK), we have developed a suite of Perioperative Dashboards, robust analytic visualization tools that
provided surgical leadership with the insights they needed to address operational challenges and make data-driven
decisions and interventions.
Methods
MSK Perioperative Dashboards were developed using Human-Centered Design principles, in an iterative manner by
working closely with stakeholders and collecting feedback at each development step.
The Dashboards were designed in Tableau using the method of Guided Analytics. The Dashboards provide
visualization and drill down capabilities out of the box, allowing end-users to find answers to a wide spectrum of
analytic questions and provide a mechanism for in-depth analysis when needed. Each dashboard view is designed to
answer questions based on specific end-user role or function and provides the appropriate level-of-detail, from
executive snapshots to drill-down into individual records.
The data and metrics reported were predefined and linked together in the Perioperative Datamart built as a star schema,
a high-performance relational data model. Building of the Datamart was preceded by data discovery and profiling,
and development of imputation and transformation techniques. For each use case, we developed fit-for-use data quality
measures and checks, and built reports for monitoring of key data quality measures.
The process used in the development, deployment, and maintenance of the Perioperative Analytic Tools adhered to
best data governance practices. A business owner was assigned to each domain of metrics; consensus of all
stakeholders was reached on metric definitions; continuous data integrity was ensured by respective data stewards;
and metric definitions were published on the Dashboards and MSK Datapedia.
Results
Since 2016, we have developed Perioperative Dashboards covering Case and Procedure Volume, First Case Delays,
Scheduling Accuracy, Space and Block Utilization, Rooms Running and PACU Hold.
The MSK Surgical Block Committee uses the tools in decision making for granting additional blocks to surgeons and
services. The First Case Nursing Workforce monitors first case delays and identifies delay reasons to develop and
assess effectiveness of interventions. Operational Engineers assess the rising demand and need to expand Operating
Room capacity. MSK Strategy and Finance use Case Volume trends to forecast volume budgets.
The Datamart became a single source of truth and business intelligence for perioperative data throughout MSK. Data
profiling resulted in changes to some Standard Operating Procedures that improved quality of collected data. The new
dashboards replaced the need for manually curating fifteen reports, freeing valuable resources.
Conclusion
Perioperative visualization tools equipped MSK operational and strategic teams with actionable data. Future work will
include establishing metrics that evaluate and quantify the effectiveness of these visualization tools.
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Introduction
Hormonal therapy is an adjuvant therapy that can help reduce breast cancer recurrence and mortality rates. However,
it is estimated that approximate 50% of breast cancer patients are unable to complete the prescribed five-year treatment
protocol. While studies have shown that patient portal messages were associated with hormonal therapy medication
discontinuation, few studies investigated the patterns of such back-and-forth message threads and their association
with medication discontinuation. In this study, we applied text mining and regression analysis to characterize message
thread patterns and examine the extent to which they were associated with medication discontinuation.
Materials and Methods
We focused on a study cohort of 1,991 breast cancer patients with
cancer stage I, II (early stage, encoded as 0) and III (advanced stage,
encoded as 1) and who sent patient portal messages in Vanderbilt
University Medical Center (VUMC) between 2005 and 2017. These
patients had ages between 22 and 89 and generated a total of 51,477
message threads. Among these patients, 1,107 of them discontinued Figure 1. The average number of messages sent
medications. Once obtaining the study cohort, we first examined the per patients in each year.
communication patterns of these patients based on the number of messages, the response delay, namely, the time a
patient or a healthcare provider takes to respond back to the last message in that specific message thread, and who
initiated and closed a message thread. Next, we relied on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to extract the topics
conveyed in these messages. Finally, we applied survival analysis to infer the association between message thread
patterns and medication discontinuation.
Results and Discussion
Our findings are listed as follows: 1) The number of breast cancer
patients being treated at VUMC based on the age and year of diagnosis,
stratified by their cancer stage. We found that the age range of 49-59 was
the most vulnerable in our study cohort. We also observed a steady increase
in the number of patients over the years from 2005 to 2017. 2) The average
number of messages sent per patient (Figure 1). We found that patients
Figure 3. Comparison on response delay
diagnosed with an advanced stage of cancer tended to have greater number
during different time periods.
of messages than patients with early cancer stage. After applying NMF on
the messages, we found that seeking information was the top priority of all the patients when communicating with
healthcare providers. We also found that patients frequently expressed their appreciation to healthcare professionals;
3) Response delay (Figure 2). Although there was no notable
Response_Delay @ Day
Number of messages
response delay during weekends as compared to weekdays,
sent during the day
there was a significant delay during nighttime (from 6:00PM
Message Thread Length
Msgs initiated by nurse
to 8:00AM) as compared to that during the daytime (8:00AM
and closed by patient
Cancer Stage
to 6:00PM). Particularly, such delay was approximate 40
Msgs initiated and
hours on average, which was much larger than the expected
closed by nurse
Age of Diagnosis
14 hours’ gap due to the definitions of nighttime and daytime;
Response_Delay @ Night
4) Survival analysis (Figure 3). we found that patients who
Msgs initiated and
experienced higher message response delay from healthcare
closed by the patient
providers and sent more messages during daytime had an
increased risk of discontinuing hormonal therapy medications. Figure 2. Association between message thread patterns
Message threads initialized and closed by a patient suggested and medication discontinuation.
an active engagement in online communication by the patient. This might further indicate that the patient was more
involved in their health. Such patients were more likely to complete their treatment protocol. Our study suggested that
communication patterns between patients and healthcare providers were associated with medication discontinuation.
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Abstract. We present our findings using commercial claims data to replicate policy effects and trends in “doctor
shopping” from published research using state prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs). Specifically, we
examine the impact of requiring PDMP use on the “doctor shopping” rate through time. Initial results indicate that
analyses from commercial claims correlate well with existing findings from state all-payer PDMP data.
Problem Description. State PDMPs were designed, in part, to help identify patients seeking controlled substances,
particularly opioids, from multiple providers inappropriately by increasing electronic access to their all-payer
prescription histories. 21 states during our study required prescribers to check their PDMP prior to prescribing
controlled substances. Studies examining whether prescriber requirements to view PDMP information reduces the
incidence of doctor shopping are limited to restrictive state PDMP data.
Methods. We utilized the Clinformatics Data Mart by OptumInsight which contains insurance claims from 2007 to
2017 sourced from a large national health insurer offering both commercial and Medicare Advantage plans. Patients
closely reflected US census population trends for gender and geographic region. We mirrored existing studies1,2 by
analyzing a) the quarterly rate of multiple provider episodes (MPEs) adjusted per state population and b) the change
pre/post mandating PDMP use.
Results and Discussion. Approximately 19.8 million patients received a controlled substance prescription; of these,
15.3 million received an opioid. Approximately 185,000 patients visited at least four distinct pharmacies and four
distinct prescribers within a 90-day period (i.e., “4x4” criteria); roughly 56,000 met “5x5” criteria. A previous study
using Kentucky’s PDMP found a percent change of -52% post-PDMP mandate in total number of MPEs1; we
observed a percent change of –35% using commercial claims data. Replications for Ohio (2011 and 2015
implementations) and West Virginia (2013) are on-going. Insurance claims may enable future analysis of doctor
shopping policies nationally, including the impacts to patients with specific health conditions such as cancer (data
typically unavailable to state PDMPs).

Figure 1. Multiple provider episode rates per 100,000 population in KY, OH, and WV. Control states are those
where PDMP use is voluntary. Trends in observed pre/post-PDMP mandates were similar to Strickler et. al (2019),
despite the difference in patient population (commercial enrollees versus all-payers, respectively).
References.
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Introduction Breast implants have been increasingly popular over the last 20 years [1]. Meanwhile, there have been
growing concerns with the risks of breast implants, and media phenomenon called “breast implant illness” (BII) has
emerged. Unlike other possible medical illnesses, however, BII has primarily come to attention on social media,
Toward identifying and summarizing key attributes of BII, in this study, we conducted social media data analysis to
better understand the symptoms, signs, etc., that are associated with BII.
Methodology We first use Clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) [2] to extract mentions from the posts on social media that describe breast implant associated diseases, disorders, signs, symptoms
and medical procedures, etc. The cTAKES tool also associates each mention with concept identifiers (CUIs) and
preferred terms in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). Thus, the mentions are normalized into standard
medical terminologies. To categorize and summarize the extracted mentions, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [3], a very popular topic modeling tool, to derive the latent ”topics” among the normalized mentions. Out
of LDA, each derived topic is represented by its most representative mentions and thus summarizes such mentions.
Each mention also has a probability of belonging to a certain topic. We analyzed 4 major BII-related social media
websites (accessed on 05/10/2019): breastimplantillness.com, healingbreastimplantillness.com, and two twitter pages
twitter.com/IllnessBreast and twitter.com/hashtag/breastimplantillness. These websites/pages have been accumulating
patient self-reported BII-associated issues, patient discussions and comments. Table 1 presents the 5 topics and their
associated mentions from healingbreastimplantillness.com.
Discussions and Conclusions Our analysis over
social media identifies mentions such as rupture,
mastectomy, pains and fatigue that are known
as common complications of breast implants.
Our analysis also identifies cancers, lupus and
autoimmune disorders that are less studied for
breast implants. In addition, our analysis shows
that most of the patient comments and posts are
concerned with mental and physical health, and
toxicity issues after breast implants. Cancers
and autoimmune disorders are also emerging,
big concerns. Our study provides the first analysis and derived knowledge of BII from social
media, and demonstrates the potential of using
social media information to better understand
BII and detect BII related issues. Further study
could include causality inference between BII
and symptom/sign mentions from social media
to understand their relations, etc.

Table 1: Experimental Results
topic

top mentions

interpretation %posts

ruptured; mastectomy; supported; read; anguish;
1 loved; thinks; happier; spoke; work; able; learn;
worried; wanted; reconstructive surgeries
pain; pain, joint; fatigued; sick; removal; loss, hair;
2 headaches; laboratories; severe; explanation; aching
muscles; rashes; infections; backpain; allergies
problems; disease; cancers; breast cancer; thinks;
3 autoimmune; procedure; scarred; severe; diagnoses;
treats; autoimmune disorder; deteriorate; lupus; sick
sick; toxic; healings; infections; capsulectomy;
4 laboratories; inflammatory reaction; probably;
detoxification; foreign materials; damages; bleed
emotions; thinks; feelings; normal; laboratories;
5 problems; anxiety; feel bad 3 sensations; nothing;
weight; fearing; swell; read; tired

mental &
physical 37.1%
health
pain &
other signs11.5%
cancer &
disorders 11.5%
toxic
infections 26.3%

feelings

13.6%
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Introduction
Although rare, two of the most severe drug-induced diseases, Stevens Johnson Syndrome (SJS) and Toxic Epidermal
Necrolysis (TEN), are associated with high rates of mortality ranging from 1%-5% for SJS and 25%-35% for TEN (1)
Prompt identification and withdrawal of the causative agent is known to improve survival rates, but the mechanism of
action by which medications cause these diseases is not fully understood, making it difficult to target classes of
medications or their chemical functional groups (e.g. sulfonamides) and for clinicians to know when their patient may
be at risk to develop the disease. Medications that have an association with these diseases have typically been identified
through retrospective chart review and are limited in scope due to the infrequent occurrence of the diseases. We aim
to assess the correlation between medications described in the literature as having an association with the disease by
leveraging a large network of research data.
Methods
Using a commercially available claims dataset totaling over two-hundred million patients, we queried for patients who
had taken a known causative agent of SJS or TEN within sixty days before the first instance of an ICD10-CM diagnosis
code (L51.1, L51.2, L51.3) for SJS, TEN or overlapping SJS/TEN (n = 26,937 patients). With each individual
medication from the target list in focus, we queried for patients who had no record of taking the medication after
diagnosis, hypothesizing that patients who had no instance of taking the medication post-diagnosis implied a
correlation between the cessation of the medication and that medication being the offending agent further reducing
the cohort to 3,760 patients.

Results
We tabulated counts for each instance and determined a weighted percentage of overall diagnosis attributed to each
medication (Figure 1). Our results aligned strongly with what was reported in the literature--with the exception of
“shot-gun” antibiotics. Vancomycin and Pip-Tazo highlight a shortcoming of our method: patients who are acutely ill
may have the medication discontinued not due to disease trigger, but because they aren’t used in chronic treatment.
Low allopurinol and phenytoin results could be due to therapeutic choice to maintain patients on more contemporary
agents.
Conclusion
Using our method for analyzing Real World Data for triggers of SJS and TEN, we have demonstrated a strong
alignment to literature; therefore, we feel that this approach can be extended to look for other causative agents.
References
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Exploring the Lag in Migraine Diagnoses using Unstructured Clinical Notes
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Abstract
Headache is a common medical condition encountered within primary and specialty care clinics and within the
emergency room. Despite the clear diagnostic criteria for headache conditions, many patients don’t receive specific
diagnoses for their headaches, and hence, may receive guideline discordant care. We explore the lag between
patient reported headache and headache symptoms and receiving a formal headache diagnosis using clinical notes.
Introduction
Migraine headache is a common condition encountered by healthcare providers at the Veterans Health Administration
(VHA) facilities, however, little literature has been published regarding headache burden and timeliness of diagnoses.
Neurologists anecdotally report that veterans suffer migraine headaches for years before the diagnosis is formally
coded in their charts, thereby delaying the delivery of guideline-concordant migraine care. While sub-par care seems
plausible with a formal diagnosis, the impact of lag and care quality has not been formally studied. We characterized
the lag in migraine diagnoses by retrospectively exploring unstructured clinical notes years before the index date.
Methods
Based on structured data, we composed a cohort of patients who were first coded/indexed for migraine in 2017. The
index date was defined as the first date with a migraine diagnosis during an outpatient or inpatient visit. We pulled
primary care clinical notes in years 2014, 2015, and 2016 for patients that satisfy this condition. We searched for
language related to migraine symptoms in the notes in the 2-3 years prior to diagnosis, recognizing that these
patients may not be seen annually for their headache. We used a list of terms provided by neurologists including
photophobia, nausea, staying in a dark room, sensitivity to light and variant expressions of the same terms.
Table 1: Demographics of the migraine cohort 2017

Table 2: Patients not diagnosed prior to 2017
Year

#Patients with #Notes with
migraine symp. migraine symp.

2016

161

210

2015

128

163

2014
2014 and 2015

107

140

29

74

2014 and 2016

22

49

2015 and 2016

38

82

2014,2015 and 2016 12

70

Results
Using coded structured data, we found that 2,844 patients were indexed for migraine in 2017. As shown in Table 1,
the majority are male, white and between 31-50 years old. We retrieved unstructured primary care clinical notes on
those patients in 2014, 2015 and 2016. As per Table 2, 14% (396) patients reported migraine symptoms in one year
(2014, 2015, or 2016) before their formal diagnoses in 2017. Of those, 22% ((29+22+38)/396) patients had
documented migraine symptoms in >1 year before their diagnoses in 2017.
Discussion
Using a sample of notes on outpatient visits and search queries, we established that a lag in migraine diagnoses exists
at the VHA. For example, 30% of patients who reported symptoms in 2015 continued to suffer from migraine before
their formal diagnoses in 2017. This sample of migraine patients is unique given it is 76% male, whereas the literature
is based on predominantly female samples. In future work, this approach will (1.) allow us to determine whether
headache care quality differs dependent on the presence and duration of a lag in migraine diagnosis; (2.) be applied to
a longer lookback period; and (3.) monitor the impact of an educational initiative to improve proper headache
identification.
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One-Year, Weekly Online Survey to Monitor Healthcare Visits and its Association With Walking-Speed in
Older Adults.
Ibukun E. Fowe, MBChB, MSGH1,
OHSU-PSU School of Public Health, Portland, Oregon2.
Background: Walking speed is recognized in the literature as an indicator of
health status. Lower walking speeds in the elderly population have been
associated with poorer health outcomes, lower survival rates from chronic health
conditions such as cardiovascular and hematologic conditions and higher
hospitalization rates for heart failure and hematologic cancers.1,2 Conversely,
higher walking speeds in this population have been associated with better health
outcomes. Walking speed has also been highlighted as an important biomarker of
healthy aging.3 Studies have indicated the need to incorporate walking speed
monitoring as part of routine care for the elderly population in order to better
predict clinical and health outcomes.1,2,3 This is an exploratory study that is
focused on evaluating the association between walking speed and health care
visits in community dwelling older adults aged 60 years and above. This is with a
view to further explore the possibility of the use of walking speed as a predictive
measure of health care utilization based on the already established relationship
between walking speed and health status or health outcomes within the
literature.1,2,3.

Results: The median, max, and min of walking speeds for all study participants
were 0.45, 0.83, and 0.17 (m/s) respectively, while that of all participants with
ER visits were 0.45, 0.63, 0.21 (m/s). Although most of the correlations
observed were not statistically significant due to limitations with the sample size,
it was observed that ER visits increased with decreasing average baseline
walking speed; furthermore, one and two-time ER visits were found to be
moderately negatively correlated with walking-speed (Spearman’s r = -0.39, pvalue = 0.069), and all ER visits were observed to be moderately negatively
correlated with walking speed (Spearman’s r = -0.34, p-value = 0.063). A weak
negative correlation was observed between age and walking speed (Pearson’s r
= -0.27, p-value = 7.738e-05), however, no statistically significant relationship
was observed between age and ER visits. Planned visits increased with
increasing average baseline walking speed; however, a statistically significant
relationship could not be established.

Methodology: Study Design and Participants: Data from a longitudinal cohort
study which was developed by the Oregon Center for Aging and Technology
(ORCATECH) was used in this study. Study participants were independent, able
to live alone, not wheelchair bound and had no precluding medical conditions for
participating in the study. Participants were assessed to have normal cognition
and normal average health status for age. Health status in the past week including
health care visits were self-reported once weekly by participants through an online
questionnaire. Participants with no filled forms in two weeks were contacted by a
representative. A retrospective analysis of planned and unplanned healthcare
visits reported by 203 older adults (age > 60 years) through the weekly on-line
survey over a one-year period (June 2018 - July 2019) was compared with
baseline walking-speed of study participants.
Clinical Assessment procedures: Baseline stopwatch measured walking speed of
participants’ average pace was measured at the outset of the study, measurement
was based on a 15 foot out and back timed walk.

Walking Speed Test:
https://images.app.goo.gl/CXgMZHMdfVCTUXmLA

Other baseline clinical assessments included
standard cognitive tests, health status evaluations,
mental state examinations and the geriatric
depression scale. Care was taken to select study
participants that were considered in relatively good
health conditions to avoid the selection of study
participants with co-morbidities or uncontrolled
health conditions that could result in confounders in
the analysis.

Statistical analysis: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to assess
the strength of association between the frequency of planned and unplanned (ER)
healthcare visits and average baseline walking speed.
Inferences and Conclusion: Participants with lower walking speeds may need
more healthcare monitoring by health care providers to prevent unplanned health
care utilizations. Increasing walking speed with increasing planned healthcare
utilization may be indicative of improving health status due to adequate clinical
care by healthcare providers. Overall, there is an opportunity for further studies
with a larger number of ER users to explore the use of walking speed to predict
health care utilization and also the exploration of the use of digitally enabled
walking speed monitors (e.g. in-home sensors and sensors in wearable devices)
as potential predictors of unplanned healthcare utilization in this population. Future
research on walking speed variability and (sudden) decline can help in
understanding how walking speed can be utilized as an important biomarker for
aging in different populations and its relationship to healthcare use.
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Figure I: A graphical illustration of the relationship between walking speed and
ER Visits for one and two-time ER Visits

Wireless Monitor: MIT News. https://bit.ly/2qFPG1K

Digital shoe Insoles: https://bit.ly/2TyeuZo
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Distributed High Performance Computing for MIMIC-III:
Lessons Learned Implementing MIMIC on SparkSQL
Travis R. Goodwin, PhD, and Dina Demner-Fushman, MD, PhD
Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications
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Bethesda, MD, USA
Objective
As clinical data warehouses continue to grow, so, too, does the need for scaleable data processing. In this poster we
explore the use of Apache Spark’s distributed SQL engine for interacting with the MIMIC-III critical care database. 1
Developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lab for Computation Physiology to support research
in intelligent patient monitoring. MIMIC contains de-identified health data associated with 46,520 patients, 58,976
hospital admissions, 27,854,055 laboratory events, 330,579,163 chart events, and 2,082,294 clinical notes. We explore
the impact of distributed data processing enabled using Apache SparkSQL, 2 providing our software for loading MIMIC
data into a persistent distributed database, as well as example applications and interactive Apache Zeppelin notebooks.
Background
As part of a larger project to identify and predict nosocomial infections from ICU notes, we found that using a single
MySQL or PostgreSQL server was insufficient for our needs, especially as data requirements changed and queries
needed to be updated and re-run. Consequently, we investigated multiple distributed database processing engines,
include Apache Cassandra and Hive, and found SparkSQL to be the most flexible to use.
Methods
We developed software for loading MIMIC-III datafiles into SparkSQL as well as three Scala applications for distributed
MIMIC data processing: detecting and extracting hospital acquired acute kidney injuries (HAAKI), hospital acquired
pressure injuries (HAPI), and hospital acquired anemia (HAA). We generalized and published our software at https:
//github.com/h4ste/mimic-on-spark. Example interactive Apache Zeppelin notebooks (fig. 1) illustrating how
SQL, Python, and Scala can be combined to explore MIMIC on SparkSQL will be provided to PhysioNet. 3
Table 1: Elapsed time taken to identify extract specific events
from chart, lab, and note data in MIMIC using SparkSQL.
Cluster Size

HAAKI

HAPI

HAA

1
4
8

3 hour 38 min 14.07 s
1 hour 14 min 1.05 s
41 min 58.54 s

1 min 4.99 s
3 min 29.57 s
4 min 4.75 s

8 min 32.42 s
5 min 51.87 s
5 min 30.22 s

Figure 1: Excerpt from Apache Zeppelin notebook.
Results and Conclusions
We explored the impact of cluster size on SparkSQL performance and found that while increasing the number of
nodes in the distributed cluster did improve performance, the relationship was sub-linear, with the optimal number of
nodes at four. Table 1 presents these findings. Overall, we found that SparkSQL enabled faster and more flexible data
processing pipelines than traditional RDMSes like MySQL or PostgreSQL (which took 4 h to 16 h), particularly due
to Spark’s ability to integrate custom Scala and Python functions and aggregations within the SQL engine.
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PhenoNLP: Phenotype-centric Natural Language Processing on Over 200
Million Clinical Notes
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Introduction
Electronic health record (EHR) phenotyping is increasingly important in ascertaining clinical cohorts for discovery
research. Algorithms for quickly developing sensitive and precise models have surfaced in recent years and many
rely on features derived from natural language processing (NLP)1. While many NLP frameworks exist, few tools
are capable of enterprise-grade processing of a massive corpus and focused on phenotyping. In this work we
describe a scalable and simple-to-use NLP pipeline based on state-of-the-art components that runs on Apache Spark.
Methods
NLP components
The PhenoNLP pipeline supports computable phenotypes in EHR data and is focused on fast named-entity
recognition (NER) with appropriate modifiers. The pipeline is built on the Apache UIMA framework
(https://uima.apache.org/) configured with the following modules: (1) tokenizer module to detect token boundaries;
(2) sentence splitter to detect sentence boundaries in the document (accounting for clinical abbreviations, such as
‘p.r.n.’); (3) phenotype extraction module that uses regular-expression rules for fast phenotype extraction; (4)
negation module based on the NegEx tool2 and (5) a rules-based family history component.
Notes Repository \ NLP Pipeline Deployment
The Research Patient Data Registry (RPDR) notes repository is a Microsoft SQL Server database with over 200M
clinical notes and reports for 5M+ patients. The repository is updated nightly with the latest notes from the EHR.
The PhenoNLP pipeline is packaged in a form of a single Java jar file with no external dependencies. We have also
developed a wrapper library to run the pipeline in an Apache Spark environment, a distributed cluster-computing
framework. Files from the RPDR notes repository are exported to a Hadoop file system. The pipeline is then
submitted to the spark environment for computation across over 200 nodes.

Results
The PhenoNLP pipeline is currently supporting NLP for over 80 phenotypes on a monthly basis. The full pipeline
runs in 75 hours and extracts over 15M results into structured tables using an i2b2 schema.
Conclusion
PhenoNLP is a fast and scalable NLP pipeline focused on phenotyping. This pipeline is currently in use at Partners
Healthcare to compute over 80 phenotype algorithms in the RPDR on a monthly basis.
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InfoUsion (Informatics + Transfusion Medicine): A Big Data Solution for Monitoring Blood Product Utilization Data
in Near Real-Time
Bryan Guillory MD, Lori Silva RN MSHI, Brad Elkins, Danielle Sylvester MT, Diana Hendon RN, Daniel Heisler, James
Sikora MD, Lance Williams MD, X. Long Zheng MD PhD, Marisa B. Marques MD
Division of Laboratory Medicine, Department of Pathology, The University of Alabama at Birmingham; Birmingham,
AL 35249
Abstract: InfoUsion is a web-based blood utilization application that provides a big data solution to creating
automated, actionable blood utilization data visualizations that are updated in near real-time. Thus, InfoUsion can
facilitate quick detection and intervention when inappropriate transfusions happen, thereby reducing usage and
contributing to positive outcomes for patients.
Introduction: Studies show that a restrictive
transfusion approach leads to better outcomes.1,2
Therefore, in order to improve patient outcomes
by optimizing blood product utilization, we must
develop tools that allow for monitoring blood
product utilization in near real-time. With the
advent of the electronic medical record and data
warehousing, we now have a container for
electronically capturing and storing blood
utilization data. That data can then be organized
and visualized using big data analytics tools. These
tools also allow for reporting data trends in near
real-time.
Methods: A list of blood product codes were obtained from the UAB Blood Bank and used to locate blood
utilization data within the data warehouse. The data were organized into tables, and big data analytics tools were
used for visualization. We validated the data in InfoUsion by comparing the results with the previous method of
manually collecting data and creating reports using Excel.
Results: When comparing one month of utilization data, our manual method showed 8% more transfused units
than that reported in InfoUsion. Deeper analysis showed approximately 5% discordance between the numbers of
blood products transfused reported with the manual method versus InfoUsion. This discordance was attributed to
errors in the manual method that led to single units being counted multiple times in patients who had more than
one medical record number in the electronic health record. Once the duplicates were removed, there was 100%
concordance between the manual reporting method and InfoUsion. When broken down by units transfused by
location, the manual method reported 7% more units being reported at a specific location over that reported by
InfoUsion. Further analysis showed that no location was listed for 7% of the units reported in InfoUsion.
Conclusion: InfoUsion can be used to generate accurate, actionable blood utilization data visualizations that are
updated in near real-time. Future plans for InfoUsion include incorporating predictive analytics capabilities as well
as research studies on how it impacts blood product utilization and patient outcomes at our institution.
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Predicting Cancer Rates Based on Radon and Smoking Levels Using Machine
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Introduction
Cancer is the leading cause of death in North Carolina, having surpassed heart disease in 2009. Lung Cancer in
particular exceeds the national average in our state. Smoking is both a major risk factor for Lung Cancer and
COPD. Slightly less known is that Radon exposure can also quite dramatically increase the risk for both diagnoses.
Studies have already shown that smoking and Radon exposure have a dramatic effect on cancer rates. As such we
propose using machine learning to predict cancer probability based on a patient’s smoking and Radon risk factors.
Methods
Using a dataset of 6500 patients provided by Wake Forest Baptist Health, a database was created. Around 5500
patients had a positive lung cancer or COPD diagnosis, while the rest presented with no lung cancer or COPD. The
data was eventually pared down to just over 6300 patients, as some patient data was incomplete or missing.
Statistically significant fields included location by zip code, smoking rates, Radon levels, age, and overall diagnosis.
The main programming language used to work with this data was Python, and the major packages used to synthesize
the data was TensorFlow, Pandas, and Numpy
Smoking rates were split into three categories and given weighted values. A non-smoker received a weighted value
of 1, a former smoker a value of 2, and a current smoker a value of 3. Similarly, the Radon data was split into three
categories. Radon data for this study was measured in picoCuries per liter of air, and measured on a by zip code
basis. For a picoCurie level between 0 and 2, the weighted value was 1. Between 2 and 4 picoCuries received a
value of 2, and 4 or more picoCuries received a value of 3. The overall diagnosis was split into two categories; one
for smoking/Radon related diagnosis, and the other for non-smoking/Radon related diagnosis. A logistic regression
based on the data was created, using 89 percent of the entire data to train the model, and the remaining 11 percent to
test the data.
Results
The results of this study showed that as smoking levels increased, so did the occurrence of a positive lung cancer or
COPD diagnosis, which is in line with other similar studies. The Radon data was a bit more mixed, showing that the
highest occurrence of positive diagnosis happened in the 2 to 4 picoCurie range, while the 4 and higher picocurie
range lagged just behind. The amount of data points in the 2 to 4 picoCurie range far outpaced those in the 4 or
higher range; having more data from patients in a higher Radon zip code would likely change the results.
As the amount of positive diagnosis far exceeded the amount of negative diagnosis in the data, that data was
adjusted to give equal populations for each diagnosis using a function available in Tensorflow. The resultant
receiver operating characteristic curve showed favorable results. The precision of the data was 87 percent, while the
recall and the accuracy were both 77 percent. The area under the curve for the ROC was a .79.
Conclusion
Knowledge is power, and the knowledge that smoking, as well as Radon exposure, greatly increases one’s risk of
developing lung cancer or COPD in the future might help them to move to mitigate those factors. The logistic
regression created in this study proved that it is possible to accurately estimate a person’s risk of having a lung
cancer or COPD diagnosis based on their smoking, Radon, and other factors. A larger dataset, as well as the
addition of other factors that were not considered in this study will likely improve the functionality of this logistic
regression and increase the accuracy in the future.
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Computer Psychiatric Interview Productivity and Transcription Load Effects
David C. Hager, M.D.
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Introduction
Integration of electronic health record (EHR) systems into clinical practice has raised concerns about usability,
productivity and clinician burnout1,2. A branching logic computer psychiatric interview was developed using
LimeSurvey to help address these concerns. The goals for this tool are to 1) standardize clinical data acquisition, 2)
improve clinician productivity, 3) reduce clinician burnout, and 4) reduce transcription load.
This study tested a hypothesis that this computer interview tool would improve clinician productivity and diminish
transcription load.
Methods
At a residential substance use disorder rehabilitation facility, patients for whom psychiatric consultations were
requested initially sat for the computer psychiatric interview. Responses were extracted via application programming
interface and formatted using Python code, with results copied into the facility’s EHR. Direct clinical evaluation
interviews were then conducted, dictated and transcribed.
After obtaining IRB exemption, data from one clinician’s services were collected from six-month periods before and
after implementation of the computer interview. Python code was written to extract evaluation and follow-up
appointment counts (productivity) from calendar and EHR entries, and evaluation word counts (transcription load)
from the EHR. Analysis was performed on 791 appointment entries and 307 evaluation reports.
Results
Results are summarized below in Table 1. Compared to the six months prior to implementation of the computer
psychiatric interview, the subsequent six months saw significant reductions in follow-up appointments per week,
follow-up to evaluation ratios and transcription load, disproving the null hypothesis. However, an increase in
evaluations per week did not reach statistical significance.
Table 1. Appointment counts, ratios and transcription load pre and post computer psychiatric interview
Parameter
Mean follow-ups count / week
Mean evaluations count / week
Follow-up / Evaluation Ratios
Transcription:
mean word count per evaluation

Pre-computer interview Post-computer interview % change P value
11.08
5.56
2.69

7.5
6.46
1.52

-32.3
16.2
-43.5

0.000075
0.20
0.0156

2573.7

2074.4

-19.4

8.67e-18

Conclusion
This pilot project measuring productivity and transcription load effects of a computer psychiatric interview by one
clinician at one work site indicates possible benefits for these studied parameters. The reduced follow-up/evaluation
appointment ratio suggests more was accomplished in consultative evaluation appointments, diminishing the need for
follow-up appointments. Further study of this computer interview with a larger number of clinicians and patients
would be appropriate to clarify potential impacts of this tool upon patient flow and productivity.
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Background: Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths among men in the United States,
underscoring the urgent need to improve overall outcomes. For patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer
(CRPC) or progression to the high Gleason score, new treatment strategies are highly desirable. Cell death pathways
have shown great promise in understanding prostate cancer biology, but their interactions, i.e. cross-talks, have not
been fully studied. Computational modeling of biological network crosstalk requires not only a thorough
understanding of the biological system being depicted but also the ability to accurately interpret such biological
systems. A good design model of the deep neural network can systematically identify the molecular switching
mechanisms during disease progression.
Method: We developed a visualized deep neural network that connects the model’s network topology with the cellular
status and translates transcriptome change to its cell phenotype. The new deep learning model can learn the dynamic
biological process caused by the single cell transcriptome variation. Hierarchical topology networks include elements
of interaction between genes/pathways associated with state changes. The structure of the model consists of extensive
prior knowledge of the interaction of intracellular gene-gene interactions and pathway-pathways. This model is used
to characterize the structure change of the gene regulatory network during a biological process. The topology of this
visualized neural network is built according to the Gene Ontology (GO) hierarchical structure to learning the truly
biology network variation and show a vivid observation in visualization. For each term in GO, we built a sub-neural
network to simulate the term in GO. For the objective function of the visualized deep neural network, not only the
error of the entire neural network is been calculated, but also the error of each sub-network is also been calculated. To
the objective function of status change, we considered minimizing the mean square error of all the subsystems from
the root node and all the child nodes of the topology.
Results: Five thousand and fifty prostate cancer patients follow a trajectory covering multiple known Gleason score
states transitions are simulated and studied. We observed the topological properties of the deep neural network and
the quantitative modeling of regulation on 29 pathways associated with 7 cell death modes to prostate cancer disease
progression contribution. MYC, PLK1, DNMT3A related pathways showed strong correlations with disease
progression during Gleason Score increasing. Their associated autophagy is activated and leads to cell proliferation.
While AR and WNT pathways decrease sharply. Another interesting results are that apoptosis and Chuang oxidative
stress response up interaction are correlated with Gleason Score positively; while Wnt signaling pathway and Weigel
oxidative stress response pathway interaction are correlated negatively. On the other hand, we simulate the new deep
neural network on large 7689 gene expression data and reacting to drug response that can serve as a benchmark for
the testing of network inference algorithms. We observed the pathways shuffle process with cell growth relationships.
The results illustrate that visualized deep learning model out-performance to DCell-master, FBA (Flux Balance
Analysis), GBA (Guilt By Association), MNMC (Multi-Network Multi-Classifier), Ontotype and matched black-box
structures in which gene mappings are randomly permuted with a high F1 score 0.948.
Conclusion: Our visualized deep learning model had successfully identified interaction changes of gene-gene and
modes of cell death between tumor and normal tissues under different Gleason Scores (GS) states. From our visualized
deep learning model, we can see the crosstalk between the pathways. This model can help us to study more detailed
cell death wiring patterns and gene regulatory pathways switches. The limitation of this approach is that we cannot
use this model to visualize the biological process with loops.
Abstract Keyword: Deep learning, Signaling pathways, Visualize deep neural network, Mechanistic interpretation,
Gene Ontology
Reference: Ma, J., Yu, M., Fong, S. et al. Using deep learning to model the hierarchical structure and function of a
cell. Nat Methods 15, 290–298 (2018)
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Abstract
Prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) have been established as a cornerstone of the effort to curb poor
and illicit prescribing practices for the past two decades. However, their impact is undermined by various factors
limiting their functionality, notably the underwhelming amount of state-to-state data sharing practices. By
characterizing the growth and current state of the United States (US) PDMP as a network, we were able to describe
data sharing in a new way for policy and research.
Introduction and Methods
PDMPs keep track of all narcotic prescriptions made by medical providers and are an essential tool in addressing the
US opioid epidemic. However, their design is highly varied by state and their overall impact has been questionable.1
Data sharing is a key feature in their functionality and effectiveness but has yet to be quantified or explored in the
literature. We used network analysis to describe PDMPs data sharing behavior in the US to generate descriptive
information that can be used to improve practice, policy and research regarding their implementation. Each node was
defined as a state or territory. Sharing data with another state was considered an out-degree and receiving data was an
in-degree. Each edge represents a continual communication between PDMPs that may be uni- or bi-directional.
Primary outcomes of interest were features associated with network size, connectedness, and clustering characteristics.
Results and Discussion
State PDMP sharing practices were captured in two-year intervals beginning in 2012 (2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018).
Through that time, the number of states and territories sharing data increased steadily from 11 to 47, with 876
associated edges between them in 2018. The network was found to have an average of 18.638 degrees per node and a
graph density of 0.405 in 2018 (table 1). Data sharing behaviors remained largely consistent over the last several years
with clustering patterns showing preferences strongly associated with geographical regions within the US (Figure 1).
Figure 1. (left) 2018 data sharing between US states and Washington DC
color-coded per modularity relationship and size by node centrality.
Modularity was calculated using a validated community detection
algorithm, with results demonstrating geographic ‘sharing segregation’.

Legend:
Cluster 1 (Northeast)
Cluster 2 (South)
Cluster 3 (West)

Conclusion
States have clear geographic preferences and possible prejudices with PDMP data sharing. This has clear implications
on policy and future research is intended to correlate network features with state-level opioid outcomes.
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Background: Asthma exacerbations, which are acute episodes of airflow obstruction, commonly occur in children.
Over three million children suffer from at least one asthma exacerbation per year [1]. Ground ozone, which results
primarily from motor vehicle exhaust, is a known asthma trigger. In this poster, we assess the association between
asthma exacerbation and distances to highways in Durham County, accounting for other patient-level factors using a
recurrent events survival analysis.

Methods: Using data from the Duke University Health System (DUHS) electronic health record (EHR), we
identified 5,105 children with asthma and correct address information between 2013 – 2017. We abstracted patientlevel factors, including sex, age, race, insurance type, atopy, and obesity, from those records. Additionally, we
geocoded each child’s distances to highways (both 35 MPH+ and 55 MPH+) as well as neighborhood socioeconomic status (nSES). The dataset was set up for survival analysis. We accounted for recurrent events using the
Andersen-Gill (AG) model.

Results: We had 4,251 asthma exacerbations (3 exacerbations per 10 patient years). Figure 1 shows the address
locations of all the cohort along with the location of all highways with speed limits greater than or equal to 55 MPH.
Table 1 presents the hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals from our AG Models after adjusting for different
covariates. The unadjusted hazard indicated a 4% (0% - 8%) decreased risk of exacerbation for every mile farther
from a highway. After adjustment the effect estimate was minimally changed. There was a consistent significant
effect for a decrease in outpatient-based exacerbations. Distance from 35+ MPH roads did not affect exacerbations.
Figure 1. Geospatial map of the
neighborhood VS distance to highway

Table 1. Association between Asthma Exacerbation and Distance to Highway (55+mph) – AG
Model
HR (95% CI)
Overall

Inpatient

ED

Urgent Care

Outpatient

Unadjusted

0.96
(0.92 - 1.00)

0.98
(0.93 – 1.02)

0.96
(0.89 – 1.03)

0.96
(0.93 – 1.00)

0.96
(0.94 – 0.99)

+ SES Score

0.95
(0.91 – 0.99)

0.95
(0.89 – 1.00)

0.95
(0.86 –1.05)

0.97
(0.94 -1.01)

0.96
(0.93 – 0.98)

+ Race/
Insurance

0.96
(0.92 – 1.00)

0.94
(0.87 – 1.00)

0.96
(0.89 – 1.04)

0.99
(0.95 – 1.02)

0.96
(0.93 - 0.99)

+ Age/Sex/
Medication/
Obesity/
Atopy

0.97
(0.93- 1.01)

0.94
(0.88 – 1.00)

0.96
(0.88 – 1.04)

0.98
(0.95 – 1.03)

0.96
(0.94 – 0.99)

Conclusion: There is a consistent weak effect between residential distance from highway and any asthma
exacerbation (~4% decrease). This analysis shows how EHR data can inform population health and environmental
impacts.
[1] Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Asthma-related Missed School Days among Children aged 5–17
Years [Internet]. [cited 2018 Feb 13]. Available from: https://www.cdc.gov/asthma/asthma_stats/missing_days.htm
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Abstract
Our objective was to determine whether automated tools might efficiently support the retrieval of Adverse Drug Event
(ADE) information from biomedical abstracts. We used SemRep and own code to process PubMed abstracts and
retrieve the full ADE information for Aliskiren, a hypertension drug withdrawn from the market in 2011 due to
angioedema. We found 1,203 PubMed abstracts and were able to detect the safety issue associated with Aliskiren.
Introduction
Adverse Drug Event (ADE) information can be found in multiple sources, including federal repositories and
biomedical literature. It is challenging though to retrieve and process this information due to data quality and access
issues. Here, we examine the ability of automated methods to support the processing of PubMed abstracts and retrieve
the ADE information for a drug product associated with a serious safety signal.
Methods
Aliskiren was the first in a class of renin inhibitors indicated for hypertension and was withdrawn in 2011 due to
increased reporting of angioedema.1 We initially ran a PubMed query on Jan. 20, 2019 and retrieved all abstracts for
Aliskiren. We subsequently processed the abstracts with SemRep, a Natural Language Processing tool that extracts
semantic relations between entities, and developed code in Python 3.6.4 to post-process the SemRep output (code is
publicly available at https://github.com/tinghe14/ADE.git). Our focus was the detection of the DRUG and SYMPTOM
“super-types” (composed of Unified Medical Language System semantic types) and the association of the underlying
entities with Aliskiren towards the identification of the aforementioned safety signal (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Our experimental approach for the literature-based ADE detection
Results
We found 1,203 abstracts for Aliskiren and processed them with SemRep and our code. This resulted in the
identification of 127 unique drugs and 809 unique symptoms. Aliskiren was associated in the same sentence with 38
drugs and the most common were Losartan (N=33), Hydrochlorothiazide (N=29), and Ramipril (N=29). Hypertensive
disease (N=1,045) was the most frequent symptom associated with Aliskiren followed by systemic arterial pressure
(N=898) and heart failure (N=311). The Aliskiren-Angioedema association was confirmed in 6 abstracts. Interestingly,
three of these abstracts were published before Aliskiren’s withdrawal from the market.
Discussion and Conclusion
Our work shows that SemRep may automatically support the extraction of ADEs from biomedical literature and agrees
with similar previous approaches that relied on SemRep.2 Although automated approaches are of paramount
importance in safety surveillance, further investigation on the achieved accuracy is required. We plan to refine and
validate our approach using larger datasets for other drug products.
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Introduction: Evaluation of natural language processing performance should not be limited to precision, recall and
F-measure as these do not capture the intricate failings that appear when evaluating performance in one domain for a
system developed and trained on a separate domain. In an effort to generate more actionable insights into our domain
adaptation work, we have put together a guide to help classify types of system errors we have encountered. First, we
will introduce criteria2query1, a tool for semi-automatically transforming criteria text into executable standards-based
cohort database queries. Then we will analyze our evaluation of generalizing this tool from a neurology domain to an
oncology domain and discuss how this analysis can serve as a guide in other ontology-rich annotation tasks.
Methods: To evaluate criteria2query's off-the-shelf generalized performance for the oncology domain, we used
criteria2query, as developed for neurology trials, to parse three clinical trial eligibility criteria listings for real cancer
trials. A reference annotation of these listings, done in collaboration with an oncologist, involved linking concepts in
the clinical trial eligibility criteria description with their counterparts in an ontology2. The concepts were composed
with numerical and logical operators to match the semantics of the trial's criteria. For example, all three trials required
a minimal ECOG Performance Status, which is often used in oncology and measures a patient's level of functioning.
We linked mentions of ECOG Performance Status with UMLS CUI C1520224. In tandem, we created a rule limiting
values associated with code C1520224 to zero or one for trials that required participants to have "ECOG PS<=1".
Results: Table 1
Table 1. Strict Evaluation of Concept & Rule Extraction Performance for 3 Clinical Trials
highlights a basic
Manual Ref.
criteria2query Extraction
evaluation of the
Concepts
Rules
criteria2query
Concepts Rules
Trial
Relevant
Ref. %
Derived Ref. %
Correct
extraction against
NCT01901094
6
4
2
1/2
2
0/4
1/2
the manual
NCT01872975
6
4
7
3/7
5
1/4
1/5
reference
NCT01953588
9
6
7
3/7
7
2/7
2/7
extraction. Let us
walk through the first trial's results from left-to-right to understand this table. A manual annotation yielded six
concepts and four criteria rules. The criteria2query extraction included two relevant concepts. One of those two
concepts was included in a manually extracted rule (Ref. % in Table 1). The other concepts are important to trial
eligibility but were not the focus of this experiment and, thus, were not annotated. Criteria2query derived two rules.
Zero of them matched the four manually annotated reference rules. One of those two rules was a correct criterion
(but did not count towards the previous column because it contained concepts not in the manual annotation).
Discussion: Manually extracted and criteria2query's results differed in several aspects. We will discuss reasons for
missing a concept extraction and then we will discuss reasons for incorrectly composing a rule. As a sample, the
most common failure was extraction at the wrong ontological level or extraction of inconsistent granularity levels.
For instance, "neoplasm" was extracted rather than "neoplasm of the breast", a child concept of the former term.
Across all of these errors, it is useful to calculate how many are domain issues versus general vocabulary issues.
Because the manual annotation only focused on domain concepts, the "matching concepts" ratio approximates this
value. Some notable composition errors arise because a criterion can be encoded in multiple ways. For instance, an
ECOG Performance Status <= 1 is the same as an ECOG Performance Status of 0 or 1, since zero is the lowest valid
value. We will need to include special logic around evaluation of any rules including numerical components. A less
tractable variant of this same problem is for non-numerical ordinal concepts. Tumor stages are often defined as
ranges (e.g., T1-T3) but ontologies treat these as equal siblings with no annotation that T0 < T1 < ... < T4.
Acknowledgements: Research supported by R01LM009886-10 and the SmartState Endowment for Translational
Biomedical Informatics.
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Introduction
Record linkage, often called entity resolution or patient matching, refers to identifying the same person across several
databases. In most cases, there is no unique identifiers common to all the databases; so, the available fields common
to the databases are compared and a decision is made on whether the two records refer to the same person or not. Most
often hybrid systems are used where automated methods are applied in the first pass, followed by manual resolution
of the more complex records that the algorithms are uncertain on. In this research we developed a benchmarking
system to systematically evaluate the performance of different automated methods under different conditions on
different outcomes and to use the system to compare three popular machine learning algorithms for record linkage.
Methods
We developed open source code to infuse different levels of data heterogeneity most often found in record linkage
projects (duplicates, twins, suffixes, day-month swaps, first-last name swaps, nick names, last name change due to
marriages, typos on names and dates) into any given data (github.com/pinformatics/rlErrorGeneratoR). The system
allows the user to control the overall rate of heterogeneity in the data making it easy to run systematic controlled
experiments. We used the system to compare the impact of (1) the data heterogeneity rate and (2) the amount of
training data on two performance measures, F1 score and the percentage of the database that require manual review,
in three popular machine learning algorithms for record linkage- Random Forests, SVM (RBF kernel) and Dense
Neural Networks (DNN with 2 hidden layers). Since the predictions of algorithms are given in terms of probabilities,
selecting the uncertain pairs can be achieved by selecting two thresholds T1 and T2, defined based on two measures:
Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV), between which predictions fall into the
uncertain category. The two thresholds T1 and T2 are chosen such that the predictions with predicted probabilities
greater than T1 or lesser than T2 have to meet the pre-specified performance requirement. All models used 10-fold
cross validation for tuning model parameters, and we repeated each experiment 10 times.
Results and Discussion
We found that the record linkage benchmarking system
worked well to systematically compare different ML
algorithms. There were several interesting findings in
our comparison. First, it is very clear that in a hybrid
system the price for perfect algorithmic performance in
the first pass has to be paid by a lot of manual review in
the second pass. We found that when the PPV and NPV
requirements are dropped by as little as 1%, the manual
review percentage dropped by as much as 50`%. Thus,
Figure 1. Data heterogeneity
negligible errors should be allowed during the tuning
phase whenever possible to ensure more stable and generalizable models that are not over fit to the training data.
Second, acquiring quality labeled data can be expensive and is often resource-intensive. Doing a simple benchmarking
study with our proposed open source system during the tuning phase can provide guidance on the optimal training set
size. Finally, we found that Random forest outperforms the other models in terms of both F1-score and the
heterogeneity in the data as well as requiring the least amount of training data.
Conclusion
Proper use of computing resources typically requires understanding the trade-offs between different algorithms, and
selecting the most appropriate algorithm for your data and context. We demonstrate that the benchmarking system is
critical to understanding these trade-offs in record linkage algorithms and supports optimal choices. The benchmarking
system and machine learning algorithms released on github supports the ecosystem needed for good patient matching.
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Brief Abstract:
Clinical phenotyping is a difficult task to conduct at scale. Automating this task is confounded by the need for deep
expertise in a particular domain and the terminology. We propose to construct a knowledge graph where the
relatedness of UMLS terms is determined by their semantic relationship in biomedical literature. This approach
would both help overcome the variability inherent to the UMLS terminology and the lack of deep domain knowledge
needed to phenotype a patient.
Introduction
Clinically phenotyping a patient as having a particular disease is often a difficult task to conduct at scale and a
persistent problem for healthcare systems. Automating the task of phenotyping is confounded by the need for deep
expertise in particular domains and the terminology itself. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), a
controlled vocabulary developed for the task of extracting biomedical concepts, has been utilized to overcome some
of the aforementioned issues1. However, the UMLS is known to be fraught with inconsistencies and errors which
has affected the ability of researchers to use this vocabulary to automate tasks2.
Methods
Previous work related to identifying phenotypic information in full-text literature, such as the PhenoCHF annotated
dataset, have paid special attention to specific disease-entity relationships such as risk factors and treatments3. We
are interested in extracting UMLS entities that have at least one of four basic relationships to a disease: risk factor,
diagnostic criteria, treatment, and signs/symptoms. These relationships will be used as the basis for constructing a
knowledge graph where the relatedness of UMLS terms is determined by their semantic relationship in biomedical
literature rather than where they are in the UMLS hierarchy. Grounding the relationship between the terms on the
literature filters the UMLS for the most utilized terms for a specific disease. The approach we suggest would both
help overcome the variability inherent to the UMLS terminology and the lack of deep domain knowledge needed to
phenotype a patient.
We have identified about 19K articles in the Pubmed Open Access Archive that are related to Congestive Heart
Failure (CHF). From these articles, sentences containing the aforementioned relationships will be identified with the
aid of Snorkel, a system used to create weakly labeled training data4. With the weakly labeled data, we will be able
to train classifiers to identify the disease-entity relationships we are interested in and evaluate our extractions against
the PhenoCHF corpus.
Conclusion
A patient would be phenotyped by comparing the UMLS terms in a patient’s EHR to the knowledge graph to yield a
probability of the patient having a phenotype, e.g., breast cancer. This process can be conducted across thousands of
records in far less time than the gold standard of having a physician review the patient’s record.
Lastly, our method is based on literature and can be expanded to phenotype other disease, therefore it is widely
applicable to any healthcare system and disease.
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Introduction
Clinical practice guidelines (CPG) are a constructive response to the clinical situations providing
systematically developed statements that include recommendations intended to optimize patient care. A
considerable body of research has focused on effectively representing CPG with clinical decision support
(CDS) system. As a usability testing of CDS is essential to assess physician users’ satisfaction, the effect
of CDS deployment on physician burnout, and care outcomes, content validation is also important to
increase the value of CDS tools. Usability study of CDS is getting more important to decrease resistance
from physicians and make the adoption cycles frictionless. This article highlights the Think Aloud usability
testing in order to expose all significant usability deficiencies of the preop-app in terms of user interface
and the medical contents for cycles of iterative improvement.
Method
The mobile application, preop-app, was built by two Internal Medicine specialists to better deliver curated
clinical content from perioperative cardiac risk assessment CPG to the physician users. The tool contains
a series of algorithmic clinical questions, and the physician users simply answer the questions by clicking
one of the provided answers. After the creation of the app, a qualitative observational study was
conducted at the Englewood Hospital, a regional hospital in New Jersey. The Think Aloud testing was
completed with 12 Internal Medicine residents. The participants were divided into three groups containing
6, 3, 3 individuals respectively. The tool was updated iteratively after conducting usability testing with
each group. After individual usability session, the participant’s comments were reviewed for thematic
analysis in order to update the app. The Think Aloud usability testing was completed with successive
participants until saturation was demonstrated.
Results and Discussion
Participants were all medical doctors. Our sample was 58% female with ten third-year residents, one
second-year resident, and one first-year resident. All residents have evaluated pre-operative cardiac risk
for patients in a resident clinic.
The participants’ feedback included the following themes: (1) user interface (UI), (2) clinical content, and
(3) overall impression of the app. In further deciphering the comments, we identified the user experience
as UI discoverability, UI comprehensiveness, unexpected behavior, content presentation, terminology,
content availability, content validity, and practical benefit.
The overall users’ experience was promising, and Average Systemic Usability Scale (SUS) was 86.7
during “Think Aloud” testing. SUS scores range from 0 to 100, with 100 being a perfect score, and 68 is
considered average. This raw score would correspond to above 95th percentile rank for the Think Aloud
testing.
Conclusion
Think Aloud usability study allowed us to successfully capture user experience and usability deficits for
iterative versioning of the mobile CDS for perioperative management. The overall physician users’
satisfaction was promising, and a future efficacy testing of the app may help evaluate the novel CDS
system further.
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Introduction
Home-based physical rehabilitation delivered via internet has been shown to improve clinical outcomes in patients
with multiple sclerosis (PwMS). However, association between system usage pattern and impact of web-based
telerehabilitation in PwMS has not been systematically studied. The goal of this study was to analyze web usage
logs generated by PwMS during home-based telerehabilitation.
Methods
Seventeen PwMS aged between 39 and 76 years old used a telerehabilitation system for 153.6±38.3 days.
Telerehabilitation was delivered via an interactive website which documented time spent by PwMS at each page.
The Two Minute Walk Test (2MWT), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Multiple Sclerosis Quality of Life
(MSQOL) were measured at beginning (BL) and end (FU) of the study.
Results
Significant association was found between system usage pattern and impact of telerehabilitation on mobility, sleep
and quality of life (Table 1) assessed as a difference between the end and baseline of the study (FU-BL).
Table 1. Association between system usage pattern and impact of telerehabilitation.
Parameters
Total system usage time
PSQI sleep efficiency (FU-BL)
PSQI total (FU-BL)
Total page number
Exercise repetition number
Visit page number
Exercise set number
Day page number (for only log-in days)
Exercise repetition number
PSQI sleep efficiency (FU-BL)
PSQI total (FU-BL)
Average set completed
MSQOL physical health (FU-BL)
Average percent set completed
2MWT (30 sec)
2MWT (120 sec)
Total exercise time
Total system usage time
Visit number
Day number
Exercise repetition number
PSQI sleep efficiency (FU-BL)
PSQI total (FU-BL)

Correlation

p-value

0.757
-0.507

0.000
0.038

0.507

0.038

0.895
0.931

0.000
0.000

0.532
-0.536

0.028
0.027

0.503

0.047

-0.835
-0.729

0.005
0.026

0.886
0.702
0.614
0.494
0.814
-0.702

0.000
0.002
0.009
0.044
0.000
0.002

Conclusion
Usage pattern may be a valuable indicator of potential impact of telerehabilitation on clinical outcomes in PwMS.
Building outcome prediction models based on system usage patterns may facilitate rehabilitation in PwMS.
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Objective
It has been recognized that efficient resource allocation can improve patient care quality and reduce health care
expenditure, especially in a trauma setting, where inpatient resource consumption is extremely high. Predicting
patient discharge disposition early can help healthcare organizations allocate an appropriate amount of resources for
an estimated number of inpatient stays. Concurrently, early prediction of discharge disposition can help providers to
schedule subsequent post-trauma care to ensure continuity of care. With patient overcrowding being a widespread
issue in hospitals across the US, proper allocation of resources and early coordination of post-trauma care can
alleviate this issue. The objective of our study is to apply graph convolutional networks (GCN) on electronic health
records (EHRs) to predict discharge dispositions one day after patient admissions.
Methods
Our data samples were pulled from the National Trauma Data Bank. Since our aim was to predict trauma inpatient
discharge dispositions one day after admission, we excluded samples whose length of stay (LOS) was less than one
day. Each sample includes a patient’s demographics, comorbidities, vital signs, and cause of injury prior to
admission, and one-day inpatient data (e.g., procedure codes and injury severity scores) in the trauma center. Our
data consists of 5,085 samples, presenting an average age of 54, with 59.4% male and 40.6% female patients. The
samples were discharged to 13 unique locations, 57.3% of which were sent home and 42.7% being sent to 12 other
locations (e.g., nursing facility, inpatient rehab, etc.). We assume patients sharing similar contextual information
should be discharged to the similar places. Therefore, we measure patient similarities through cosine similarity and
leverage GCN to train disposition prediction models based on the created patient similarity network. To measure
similarity between patients, we represent each patient sample as a numeric vector which is learned via feature
engineering approaches including Doc2Vec and Term-Frequency-Inverse-Document-Frequency (TF-IDF). GCN
aims to amplify relationships between patients with high similarity and weaken relations of patients whose
similarities are low. At the same time, GCN can build non-linear associations between neighborhood of a patient
sample and the patient discharge disposition, which will be used to predict dispositions of new patients. We divided
our cohort into training (80%) and test sets (20%). To train the models, we used 5-fold cross validation. To compare
the performances of GCN models, we also trained several baseline models using logistical regression (LR).
Results
Table 1. Performance of GCN vs. Logistic Regression
Model
TF-IDF + GCN
Doc2Vec + GCN
Accuracy
70.98%
69.33%

TF-IDF + LR
70.32%

Doc2Vec + LR
64.34%

The performances of GCN and baseline models are depicted in Table 1. Through the table, it is evident that the
accuracy of GCN models have a miniscule improvement over LR. TF-IDF is better than Doc2Vec to characterize
each patient sample and create patient similarity network.
Discussion
A potential reason that GCN failed to achieve a high performance may be due to the high dimensionalities and
complexities of the patient records, which are insufficiently to be characterized by using TF-IDF or Doc2Vec. In
future, we will create a network (graph) of features for each patient sample rather than a single patient similarity
network. In that case, GCN can deal with similarities between patient samples via their corresponding networks.
Such a strategy will rely on similarities between patient networks (each node is a feature) to predict dispositions.
Conclusions
Despite the small improvement of GCN, we believe that it has the potential of high performance with further
experimentation and learning strategy (networks of features). Furthermore, we will conduct a comparative study
between human intelligence (guidelines in clinical practice) and artificial intelligence (GCN models) to predict
discharge disposition.
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Introduction
Human Albumin (HA) is a crucial regulator of tissue fluid balance¹. Administration of exogenous HA can be effective
in indicated scenarios; however, HA is often administered for indications that lack literature -based support1. Given its
high cost and existence of less expensive substitutes, HA usage within health systems should be examined. It is unclear
how much variation exists among HA dispensation, and the value of self-service analytics tools for clinical content is
unknown. We sought to define HA usage and variation at M Health Fairview (MHF), Minnesota’s largest integrated
health system, by clinical diagnosis, provider specialty, and sites.
Methods
LogicStream™, an Electronic Health Record (EHR) analytics software, was used to identify HA usage trends across
MHF from 07/2018 – 07/2019. Two high volume hospitals comprised the majority of HA dispensation: University of
Minnesota Medical Center (UMMC) and Fairview Southdale Hospital (FSH). Clinician HA ordering data was
collected at hospital, provider, specialty and diagnosis levels. Variation by volume and unique patients was assessed.
Results
The top five “Clinical Diagnosis Categories” were “Other Nervous System Disorders” (10,735), “Complication of
Device; Implant or Graft” (10,121), “Disorders of Lipid Metabolism” (7,033), “Septicemia” (5,318) and “Coronary
Atherosclerosis and Other Heart Disease” (5,172) (Figure 1). When total quantity of HA dispensed per number of
unique patients was considered, variations were noted across each category (Figure 1). Throughout UMMC and FSH,
“Cardiology,” “Nephrology,” and “Surgery” were among the top usage specialties (Figure 2).

Figure 1.
Figure 2.

Discussion
Our analysis demonstrates the value of EHR analysis tools in identifying variation in HA utilization, which was
observed across provider and diagnosis categories. This is likely in part due to different diagnoses requiring
administration of varying HA quantities. However, variations were large, suggesting lack of provider standardization.
The data also showed the significant impact of a small number of high-usage outliers. One data limitation is that
patients may have multiple comorbidities, and the diagnosis indicated for HA may differ from the captured “primary
diagnosis.” A long-term goal is to interview providers across departments to understand habits and awareness of best
practice literature, and leverage analytics tools to reduce costs without forfeiting on quality of patient outcomes . These
interviews will help identify interventions to reduce unnecessary, literature-unsupported usage.
References
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Introduction
Patients often message their healthcare providers using online
patient portals. These messages have proven effective to
investigate health-related behaviors and outcomes. In this study,
we demonstrated that these portal messages can be categorized
based on their relationship with clinical visits by applying
supervised machine learning models, which might enable
clinicians to gain insights into portal messages, thus helping to
process the requests in the patient portal efficiently.
Methodology
209,781 messages from breast cancer patients undergoing
Figure 1: Classification workflow for labeling messages
hormone therapy at Vanderbilt University Medical Center from
2005 to 2017 were used for analysis. 1,000 messages were randomly selected and manually labeled into three
categories to serve as training data for building machine learning classification models: 1) past visit, a message that is
related to a previous clinical visit (161 messages); 2) next visit, a message that is related to a next clinical visit (275
messages); and 3) miscellaneous, a message that is not directly related to any clinical visit (564 messages). These
classifications can indicate the relevant information in a message, who it needs to be directed to, or where new
information should be added to the patient’s EHR. Two binary logistic regression classifiers were first trained and
evaluated via cross-validation using stemmed, bag-of-word features generated from these labeled data and then
applied to unlabeled messages. A negative binomial regression model was applied to examine the association between
the number of different types of messages and the number of clinical visits. CLAMP (version 1.5.1) was applied to
extract medical terms.
Results and Discussion
The miscellaneous vs. visit classifier had an
accuracy of 84.45%, and the past visit vs. next
visit classifier had an accuracy of 88.64%
(Figure 1). After applying these two classifiers,
138,869 miscellaneous messages, 17,352 past
visit messages, and 53,378 next visit messages
were obtained. The number of messages in all
three categories was positively associated with
the number of clinical visits that a patient had,
Figure 2: Relation of messages, age, and cancer stage to number of clinical visits after controlling the model for cancer stage and
age at diagnosis (Figure 2). Examining the most frequent medical terms in each category showed that miscellaneous
messages were more related to symptoms such as pain, problem, and cough, while the messages related to clinical
visits were more related to lab tests and procedures (Table 1).
Despite using messages from breast cancer patients, our work
could be extended to messages from patients with other conditions.
Through analyzing messages by quantity and content, we were
able to determine several ways in which patient portal messages
were related to clinical visits. Clinicians can leverage these
detailed categories to speed up request processing. Furthermore,
we found that patients often applied informal language to describe
medical related terms. In the future, it will be interesting to
examine the extent to which patient portal messages can
supplement structured EHRs to learn patients’ health-related
Table 1: The most frequent extracted medical terms per label
behavior and outcomes.
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Introduction. Improper opioid prescribing patterns contribute significantly to the misuse and addiction to opioids.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in 2019 published guidance1 citing the need for better evidence on the benefits
and harms of clinical decisions on opioid prescribing, including when and how to reduce opioid dosage for patients
receiving Long Term Opioid Treatment (LTOT). As a majority of patients receiving LTOT present at primary care
settings, the ability to make informed prescription decisions at primary care is particularly relevant. However, primary
care providers lack appropriate decision tools to identify patients at risk of various harmful side effects associated
with LTOT. We leveraged comprehensive longitudinal patient datasets to develop deep learning networks capable of
predicting risk of various harmful side effects in patients undergoing LTOT.
Methods. We extracted comprehensive longitudinal medical data on patients presenting for primary care at Eskenazi
Health systems of Indiana between 2016-2018 from the Indiana Network for Patient Care (INPC) a large, statewide
Health Information Exchange (HIE). We leveraged medication records to identify a subset of adult patients undergoing
LTOT. We also identified a variety of harmful side effects that impact patients undergoing LTOT. We prepared a gold
standard for supervised learning by using International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes to identify occurrences
of various side effects per each patient. Next, we prepared feature vectors representing a wide range of patient-level
clinical, behavioral and past visit history data. Feature vectors were randomly split into train (60%), validation (20%)
and test sets (20%). Train and validation datasets were used to train deep learning models to predict risks impacting
selected biological systems using Keras, a python based deep learning library. We also applied early stopping to
prevent overfitting of our models. To increase clinical accuracy, we only included clinical data reported prior to
occurrences of the side effect under test. Each model was trained to optimize F1-Score, an accuracy measure
representing the harmonic mean between precision and recall.
Results. We identified 72,484 adult patients who had received at least one primary care visit at Eskenazi health. Of
these, 5,544 (7.65%) patients were identified as patients receiving LTOT. A total of 177 clinical, behavioral and
demographic features were extracted from INPC data for machine learning. We elected to build deep learning models
to predict side effects impacting neurological systems (confusion, delirium, hallucination, sedation, seizures) and
musculoskeletal systems (fractures and falls) due to their higher prevalence (6.5% and 39.8% respectively), as well as
their clinical value. Optimal deep learning models for predicting each outcome consisted of two hidden layers each.
When tested on the 20% holdout datasets, each model reported F1-Score and Area Under the ROC Score values (AUC
ROC) > 70%, and recall values > 95%.
Discussion. Deep learning models predicted harmful side effects associated with neurological and musculoskeletal
systems with considerable accuracy. We hypothesize that these models can be integrated into primary care workflows
by mimicking similar efforts to predict need of referrals to address various social risks2. However, further assessment
is necessary to evaluate the feasibility, acceptability, and efficacy of these models at a primary care setting. Other next
steps include leveraging clinical information contained in free-text medical datasets to augment the feature sets
available for supervised learning, expanding predictions to cover side effects impacting other biological systems, and
performing risk factor analysis to identify which features influenced each side effect. Further, we hypothesize that use
of patient and population-level Social Determinants of Health (SDoH) may also impact decision model performance.
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Introduction
The goal of the Phenotype Execution and Modeling Architecture (PhEMA) project (https://projectphema.org/) is to
improve the portability of electronic health record (EHR)-based phenotyping algorithms using healthcare data
standards. The Clinical Quality Language (CQL) is a Health Level Seven (HL7) standard used to represent
electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs). CQL has a prescribed syntax that allows the algorithm logic to be
authored in a human readable format, which may be then parsed into the HL7 Expression Language Model (ELM) a computable format represented using XML. A software system would then be able to interpret the ELM and
execute queries against a data repository. The objective of study is to test feasibility of executing phenotype
algorithms written in CQL against a data repository based on the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
(OMOP) common data model (CDM).
Methods
We used the cql-to-elm open source program - developed by the Clinical Quality Framework - to transform the CQL
file into the ELM format. We then developed an execution pipeline (https://github.com/PheMA/elm-to-ohdsiexecuter) that performs the following steps: 1) read the ELM file and value set definition and then map the logic
encoded by the ELM to a JSON format used by ATLAS, including the specification of all value sets (called concept
sets within OHDSI); 2) submit the JSON via the OHDSI WebAPI to create a cohort definition; 3) submit a request
through the WebAPI to generate the cohort from the cohort definition; 4) use the WebAPI to poll the service for the
execution status; 5) retrieve the cohort record count. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Workflow to transform and execute a phenotype algorithm in CQL in an OHDSI environment
Results and Discussion
We created a simple phenotype algorithm to retrieve patients diagnosed with type 1 diabetes mellitus. A value set of
9 concepts from SNOMED CT and Columbia International eHealth Laboratory (CIEL) were selected to define the
query. Manual verification showed that the OHDSI definition generated by our program matched the natively
authored definition using the ATLAS user interface. Both the CQL-to-OHDSI translation and the OHDSI authored
version of the phenotype generated a cohort of 246 patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus in this test case. The 246
patient identifiers for each result set were compared and the cohorts were found to have 100% overlap. We
demonstrated the ability to convert CQL-based logic to the JSON format used by the OHDSI ATLAS application.
This is an important proof-of-concept in our goals to improve portability of phenotypes across CDMs. Future work
will focus on more complex algorithms, incorporating inclusion and exclusion criteria, temporal relationships and
multiple value sets. Our ongoing work also includes porting our existing i2b2 translation engine to incorporate CQLto-i2b2 translations. We will also consider other repositories based on PCORnet CDM and FHIR to execute CQL.
Acknowledgments: This work has been supported by funding from PhEMA (R01 GM105688), eMERGE (U01
HG006379, U01 HG006378 and U01 HG006388), and BD2K (U01 HG009450).
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Background
Cell death modes (CDMs) are fundamental in human development in order to sustain good health and
homeostasis. Originally coined as “programmed cell death”, when an organism’s body detects any type of
instability, various cell death modes are employed with the help of other biological agents, such as
transcription factors, pathway cascades, to either correctly kill (or help kill), or initiate clean-up of the
damage and remaining ruins of the affected cell to maintain health as efficiently as possible. However,
when cell death pathways are compromised, it can introduce a plethora of problems, such as tumorigenesis
and all kinds of disease. There are ten-cell death databases related to human cell death. Databases present
quantitative data of relevant pathway proteins/caspases for few cell death modes. Some only explore one
cell death mode or one protein family. RNA data is available as well. However, all lack explicit contrasts
between 12 CDMs and their relations with other biochemical agents. None of the databases provide visual
crosstalk networks and annotations. To provide this function allows users to elucidate connections and
collaborations between different biochemical pathways across humans systems. A unique source cell death
crosstalk systems CROSSTALKDeathDB is developed in this paper.
Methods
In this database, crosstalk within networks of 12 cell death modes have been integrated in order to allow
interpretations of the involved systems of compromised environments in which malignancies or diseases
occur. Literature review and data collection from data sources such as PubMed, Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG), Gene Ontology (GO), and functional protein association networks (STRING)
were conducted to form a repository of raw data. From the literature review we extracted twelve different
cell death modes: Apoptosis, Autophagy, Autosis, Efferocytosis, Ferroptosis, Immunogenic cell death,
Lysosomal cell death, Mitotic cell death, Mitochondria Permeability Transition cell death, Necroptosis,
Parthanatos, and Pyroptosis. Each cell death modes’ annotations give a framework of their function and
environs. Next, the collected networks and their respective genes clarify the cell death modes’ specific role
and activity in the human system. The number of different gene collected is 4,218. The number of
subnetworks collected is 123. The number of pathways collected from KEGG, GO, and STRING is 154 and
the number of genes within these pathways is 4,567. An R-Shiny system with a JavaScript signaling
network visualizer constructed the platform.
Results
Crosstalk DEATHDB provides the community with access to data regarding the implications of cell death
modes’ authority in the human system and ways to possibly manipulate them for future advancements.
Relevant or shared gene searching allows novel relationships to emerge. The platform with powerful userconfigured output capabilities to build countless interaction maps.
Conclusions
We ultimately hope that Crosstalk DEATHDB can serve as a powerful “headquarters” for cell death
research in regards to crosstalk, molecular function, drug advancement and future therapies for a
range of diseases. Crosstalk DEATHDB is a free open source for data source. The database link:
https://pcm2019.shinyapps.io/LijunLab-CD-pathway/
Keywords
Cell death, interactions, pathway, network analyses, crosstalk, visualization, database
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Introduction
Early interventions are important to improve cognitive function of children suffered from developmental disabilities
(DD) 1. However, intervention and screening for DD require financial and human resources for implementation 2. In
that this requirement is relatively free and there is no time and spatial constraint, serious games designed to change
to cognitive ability or behavior for health using smart device are getting attention 3,. However, there has been
minimal research regarding the effect of serious games for intervention. The objective of this study is to identify the
effect of serious game on cognitive improvement in children with developmental disabilities.
Methods
DoBrain is a serious game based on animated cartoon and the objective of this game is to enhance primary cognitive
and, high-level thinking abilities(URL 1). The randomized clinical trial based on single-blinded, parallel was
performed on children aged five to seven years old. We conducted Wilcoxon signed rank test to identify the effect of
intervention by comparing the K-WPPSI scores. Also, Mann-Whitney U test was performed to investigate the effect
of serious game (DoBrain) by comparing the improvement of scores in both groups. Further, we compared PEP-R,
BOT-2, and PEDI scores to verify effect of this serious game on developmental disabilities group in detail.
Result
Full Scale IQ increased in both intervention group and control group, although there was not significant difference
in it (P=0.11, n=21; P=0.36, n=18 respectively) (Table 1). However, K-WPPSI scores of intervention group were
more improved than those of control group (n=38, median difference ≥ 2 respectively).
Table 1. A summary of outcome before and after intervention.

Conclusion
The serious game called DoBrain can help children improve cognitive function in children
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Abstract
We ported CDA-based discharge summaries to a Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) system that both
supports gradual progression from narrative text to structured data entry and enhances secondary usability.
Introduction
Japan lacks a national Electronic Health Records system; healthcare institutions exchange discharge summaries within
regional health networks. We sought to support clinical decision-making using artificial intelligence to structure
discharge summary data; we ported legacy CDA (Clinical Document Architecture ) documents to a FHIR system.
Methods
We reviewed the discharge summary specification ver. 1.41 of the HL7 Japan and mapped elements in CDA
documents to FHIR STU3-based documents by defining FHIR profiles using Forge (an officially recognized profiling
tool). If elements of the summary specification were not included in the standard FHIR Resource, we sought to identify
useful elements in the extension registry of the HL7 International database; if this failed, we created our own
extensions. We focused specifically on chief complaints, past and current medical histories, and problems and allergies
that have not yet been well-structured or recognized as important in terms of clinical decision-making.
Results
We found that resources pertaining to religion, race, language skills, reading of a Chinese characters, and medical
institution identifiers required expansion. Each element corresponding to a CDA document was covered by 21 unique
FHIR resources. Current and past medical histories, chief complaints, and reasons for visiting hospital were integrated
into a Condition resource by combining discriminators, clinical status, and asserters (Table 1). Compared to the
Nakayama allergy model [1], we found differences in the extent of critical granularity. Also, there was no element for
an alert level on the FHIR side.
Table 1 Consolidated medical information incorporated into an FHIR condition resource
CDA
Section

FHIR Condition
Discriminator

Clinical Status

Asserter

Current medical history

LOINC:10164-2 History of Present illness
Narrative

Active/Recurrence

Practitioner

Past medical history

LOINC:11348-0 History of Past illness Narrative

Inactive/Resolved/Remission

Practitioner

Chief Compliant

LOINC:10154-3 Chief complaint Narrative Reported

Active/Recurrence

Patient / Related Person

Reason of visit

LOINC:29299-5 Reason for visit Narrative

Active/Recurrence

Practitioner with reference to Encounter

Conclusion
FHIR emphasizes pragmatism in daily usage and seeks to attain convergence using minimal resources; an effort is
made not to scatter identical data among multiple locations. Homogeneous information that changes its name over the
time, and by the reporter, context, and target is collected in the Condition resource and separated CDA elements are
mapped to that resource. This careful information model organizes data contained in electronic medical records,
minimizes information scattering, and promotes the collection of structured data. Porting of CDA data to the FHIR
environment will minimize information rearrangement and enhance secondary usability.
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Introduction
Automated segmentation is an increasingly valuable tool in radiology and radiation oncology as deep learning (DL)
segmentation algorithms are clinically implemented. However, even advanced DL networks output segmentations that
usually require correction by a clinician. To improve the robustness of DL automated segmentations, training data
should be representative of variation. In lung oncology, clinical variation is routinely communicated as TNM staging
and histology. However, these clinical data points do not fully describe anatomic and spatial variation. While they are
useful for stratifying patients in terms of oncologic outcomes, we hypothesize that they do not capture important
variation capable of influencing DL segmentation quality. We sought to rigorously quantify the influence of clinical
and imaging variables on lung volume segmentation quality of a common deep learning (DL) architecture (U-Net)
and subsequent time required for manual correction.
Methods and Results
Lung volumes and tumor from 402 CTs from the National Cancer Imaging Archive (stages I, II, IIIA, and IIIB) were
segmented by a U-Net (pre-trained on an external lung dataset without cancer; https://github.com/imlab-uiip/lungsegmentation-3d) and manually recontoured by a medical student using ITK-SNAP v3.6. In the Python programming
language, Jaccard index (JI) and Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) volume overlap metrics were computed between
automated and corrected lung mask binary arrays. Statistics were calculated in JMP® (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The
null hypotheses that JI, DSC, and recontour time were normally distributed were in each case rejected (Shapiro-Wilks,
p values < 0.05) so nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests were used. Spearman’s rank correlation test related JI and
recontour time.
Table 1: Automated segmentations of lungs with localized peripheral or central tumors were significantly more
conformal and took less time to correct than those of lungs with tumors that traversed from the hilum to the
periphery (p values << 0.001)
Location

Jaccard Index

Dice Similarity Coeff

Recontour Time (min)

Peripheral

0.93

0.96

18.38

Central

0.93

0.96

18.5

Both

0.87

0.93

21.59

Lungs without pleural effusions were more conformal (JI 0.93, DSC 0.96) than lungs with them (JI 0.87, DSC 0.93)
(p values << 0.001), but this did not impact recontour time. T, N, and overall stages, tumor laterality, and histology
did not significantly affect JI, DSC, or recontour time. Similarity between automated and corrected segmentations
explained only a small fraction of the variability in correction time (R2 = 0.066, p << 0.001).
Conclusion
Automated segmentations are a valuable tool for radiologists and radiation oncologists, but most require manual
correction to be acceptable. We validate our hypothesis that clinical variation capable of influencing
autosegmentation accuracy is absent in routine TNM staging or histology, but we also report the surprising finding
that accuracy (as gauged by volumetric indices) correlates poorly with manual correction time. This may engender
some scrutiny of autosegmentations’ time-saving benefits in lung cancer and further study in other anatomic sites.
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Introduction
The core of a learning healthcare system is a virtuous cycle of converting data to knowledge and feeding that
knowledge back into the system to collect more data. To do this, a cycle of data must be established: out from datamarts
into analytic tools (derivation) and then back into datamarts for further processing (ingestion).
Derivation. Data must be made available to machine-processing
algorithms to derive knowledge (e.g., risk score calculators or
deep learning algorithms). This can be done with a variety of data
export approaches, either as raw data or as the wide tables
desirable for many machine-learning algorithms. Such a process
could run nightly or on some other scheduled basis.
Ingestion. The new derived data (“knowledge”) must be reingested into the data mart so that it can be utilized by
downstream tools, such as for display, search, or further
computation.
System Description

Figure 1. The learning data cycle.

We are refining a data pipeline that interacts with the Partners
clinical data warehouse servers and uses Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2), a well-established
clinical data warehousing and analytics platform in use at over 200 locations worldwide. [1] Its flexible data model
supports unusual data sources like custom observations, derived facts, and risk scores. Additionally, the diverse
community of users and contributed tools makes i2b2 is an ideal demonstration tool.
Derivation. This is implemented via a data export plugin that produces a configurable “wide table” appropriate for
machine learning algorithms.
Ingestion. A variety of i2b2 import tools exist that can be modified to automatically ingest derived facts, and we are
presently evaluating the best approach.
To demonstrate this pipeline, we are working toward an integrated clinical decision support and risk stratification tool
that targets the Cardiovascular Genetics Center (CVGC) at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH). It will employ
machine learning models that utilize the wide table output to produce risk scores that are fed back into the datamart.
These data will be consumed by visualization apps for use at the point-of-care.
Discussion and Conclusion
This cycle is generalizable to other applications, and it will form the base of a “Data Enclave” platform for researchers.
Our approach enables a true learning cycle, a seamless loop of real-time data filling i2b2, enabling it to be the hub of
the dynamic decision-making process.
Over the coming months, we will be finalizing the full loop of transactions and will further develop and refine our
CVGC analytic algorithms as well.
Acknowledgements
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i2b2. Also thanks to Kavi Wagholikar for his work on i2b2 data import.
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Introduction
Researchers have sought inpatient nursing process measures that permit examination of relationships between
structural indicators (e.g., nurse staffing levels) and patient outcomes, but such data have been unavailable or
impractical to gather on a large scale. We developed a method for analyzing inpatient nurse processes through
secondary use of bar code medication administration (BCMA) data. Inpatient nurses engage in a collective
timebound effort (“medpass”) to administer medications scheduled at standard times (e.g., 9 am). We assessed
variation in the length of time it takes for nursing staff to administer all medications scheduled at these peak times,
producing a potential process indicator that can be determined at any hospital that uses BCMA, and which can
support structure-process-outcome analyses of inpatient nursing care. Isolating inpatient nurse processes from
existing bar code medication administration (BCMA) data offers a pathway to progress in nursing research and
quality improvement, through use of large-scale data already being gathered at over 90% of US hospitals.
Methods
Using FY2015 barcode medication administration data from a large, complex, academic, urban VA medical center,
we identified the peak time for scheduled medications and times that the medications were given by nursing staff. A
mixed-effects model was estimated to examine sources of variability in cumulative delivery time (time from first to
last dose given of medications scheduled for the peak time) using daily data. Variations across units, days, and
months were accounted for as fixed effects. Per unit number of nurses, number of patients and their interaction were
used to assess unit-level workload and resources to meet workload. The effect of number of patients per nurse, a
time-varying covariate, was treated as random.
Results
453,310 9am medications were given, representing 33% of daily scheduled medications. The median time of first
medication administration was 08:20am (40 minutes prior to scheduled time). The median number of patients
receiving medications from a single staff member is 3.0 (mean: 3.2, SD: 1.2). A typical nurse with three patients
took 55.16 minutes (intercept; SD 10.26) to deliver all 9am medications. Each additional patient per nurse resulted
on average in an additional 14.89 minutes (slope; SD 3.6). Total time per nurse varied by unit (-4 to +7 minutes) and
across days of the week compared with Wednesdays (Friday +2.7 minutes; Sunday -2.3 minutes). Month had little
impact. Significant unexplained variation over time remained (SD 34 minutes) after accounting for unit, day of the
week, month, and individual nurse. Daily within unit median difference between longest and shortest individual staff
cumulative time to administer medications was 88 minutes (mean: 85.0, SD: 43.6).
Discussion
Variability across nurses in cumulative delivery time and time per patient may reflect differences in medication
workload, non-medication patient needs, unit responsibilities, and nurse ability to manage assigned workload. The
scale of BCMA data availability creates new opportunities for robust examination of staffing adequacy, skill
progression of nurses over time, and within-unit workload balance. Our team is exploring new avenues for assessing
systemic structural factors that influence inpatient nursing processes-of-care and how these impact patient and other
important outcomes. Use of BCMA data collected as a part of usual care may allow for use of these assessments
beyond research as integral parts of a learning health care system’s efforts to improve inpatient nursing care.
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Introduction
The widespread implementation of electronic health records (EHRs) over the last decade has generated an enormous volume
of data that could be applied to precision medicine (PM). However, much of the key phenomics data needed, such as whether
a cancer is improving or worsening after a given treatment, is recorded only in unstructured text. Previously, we developed
PRISSMM – a data standard utilizing EHR pathology and imaging reports, medical oncology notes, and biomarker data to
define a consistent, cancer-agnostic approach to ascertaining cancer outcomes, integrating timing and provenance in a
reproducible manner from real world data (RWD). While standards for measuring overall survival (vital status) exist,
standards for measuring essential cancer treatment outcomes such as real-world progression-free (rwPFS), disease-free
survival (rwDFS) and response to treatment (rwResponse) do not exist outside clinical trials (CTs). Here, we describe a
pragmatic, real-world implementation of this data standard.
Methods and Results
As a proof of concept, 1,328 lung cancer patients who had somatic panel testing at DFCI starting in 2013 were curated into
the PRISSMM Phenomic Data Project. Curation timing metrics were recorded, and data quality review was performed. Prior
to curation, structured patient data were piped into the project, eliminating manual curation for 100% of demographic, 64%
of cancer diagnosis, and 99% of vital status data. Pathology reports, imaging reports, and medical oncologist notes were
curated using PRISSMM standards, resulting in longitudinal structured data for outcomes measures (See Table 1), providing
rich longitudinal data on rwPFS and rwDFS that can be used for research and to generate communication tools (See Figure
1). For imaging, 57% (9,185/16,052) of the reports were found to have evidence of cancer, of which 41% (3,783/9,185)
showed progression and 17% (1,536/9,185) showed response.
Table 1. Across 1,328 Patients, Median Number of Structured Phenomic Curated Data Generated per Patient

Total # Curated, All Cases
Median # (Range) per Case

# Ca
Dx
673
1 (1-7)

# Ca
Directed Tx
2,598
1 (0-10)

PPISSMM
Pathology
5,334
3 (0-28)

PRISSMM
Imaging
16,052
9 (0-66)

PRISSMM Med
Onc Assessments
14,331
7 (0-112)

Total Clinical
Concepts
40,185
34 (2-369)

Figure 1. Communication tool for describing patient’s status at any point over his/her disease trajectory

Conclusion
Curation of clinical data using the PRISSMM taxonomy is feasible and provides reproducible data; it provides the structured
data necessary to advance oncology outcomes research initiatives, including those using machine-learning and natural language
processing1.
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Introduction
Brain metastasis (BM) develops when cancer cells migrate from their primary site to the brain. The most common
origins of BM include lung cancer, breast cancer, and melanoma1. Early detection of BM will allow non-invasive
therapies such as radiosurgery and thereby reduce neurological morbidity. In this study, we took a data drive approach
and employed RETAIN to utilize the historical EHR data of lung cancer patients to predict risk of BM2.
Materials and Methods
Cerner Health Facts® is a de-identified EHR database that contains over 70 million unique patients from over 600
clinical organizations in the United States3. In this study, we identified 203,504 lung cancer patients whose diagnoses
were made before 2016 using ICD-9 code ‘162.*’ and ICD-10 code ‘c34.*’. Among these patients, we identified
26,923 BM patients with ICD-9 code ‘198.3’ and ICD-10 code ‘C79.3’.
Table 1. AUC on the separated test set with different models.
Model

AUC

RETAIN – Demographic, diagnosis,
medication and surgical

0.797

RETAIN – Lab test and clinical event

0.688

RETAIN – All data

0.825

Logistic Regression

0.756

Logistic Regression using embedding

0.788

Results and Conclusions
We employed a deep learning model, RETAIN4, to predict the brain metastasis development from lung cancer patients
using a large EHR dataset. A list of brain metastasis related diagnoses and medications were automatically identified
and manually reviewed by a clinical expert to accurately define cases and controls.
After a series of well-designed case-control matching criteria, the overall performance using RETAIN with all features
including demographic, diagnosis, medication, surgical, lab test and clinical event reaches to 82.5% for AUC as shown
in Table 1. A list of high contribution factors was identified by averaging the contribution weights from RETAIN
model, which indicates metastasis has already observed in other organs like bone and liver, and these patients are in
their late stage of lung cancer.
Discussions
This is the first deep learning application to predict incident BM in lung cancer patients using EHR data. A main
challenge for this study is to design good criteria for constructing a high-quality cohort. A limitation of this study is
the absence of many important information in Cerner EHR database.
Acknowledgement This work is supported by the CPRIT grant RP170668 (WJZ). We would like to acknowledge the
use of “Cerner Health Facts” and the assistance provided by UTHealth SBMI Data Service team to extract data.
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Introduction: Unlike other fields in medicine where patient encounter documentations are typically succinct,
psychiatric notes are notoriously lengthy and free-formatted. Transforming such notes to a tabular format suitable
for analysis is laborious. This is potentially a major barrier in a lot of quality improvement and research studies in the
field of mental health. The Child and Adolescent Psychiatric Emergency (CAPE) unit at BC Children’s Hospital provides
rapid stabilization and emergency intervention for youth in psychiatric crisis across BC and the Yukon. At admission
and discharge, CAPE patients receive diagnostic assessments and discharge reports, recorded largely as minimally
structured and mostly free-text clinical notes.
Objectives: Our study explores the application of Natural Language Processing (NLP) methodologies in distilling
clinically-relevant information from psychiatric records. By training an automated data extraction system, we aim to
extract structured information from mostly unstructured psychiatric admission and discharge summaries to enable
large-scale analyses, generate patient statistics, and construct predictive models.
Methods: Leveraging insights from a literature review of existing NLP tools, we designed and prototyped our own
Python rule-based NLP pipeline to process CAPE clinical notes. Our preliminary dataset consists of 1559 admission
and discharge records for 595 patients admitted to CAPE from January 1st 2015 to May 5th 2018 over 759 encounters.
To de-identify our dataset, we removed Medical Record Numbers (MRN) and encounter numbers from each
document and applied the deid software package from PhysioNet [1] to locate and remove protected health
information (PHI). Psychiatric clinical notes, although free-text, tend to be semi-organized in subsections with specific
content (e.g. ‘discharge medications’, ‘family history’, etc.). To form a hierarchical categorization of the section
headers, we built a custom version of SecTag [2], and lemmatized individual section header words to reduce them to
their root forms. Then, we used cosine similarity measures to identify header synonyms and account for variances in
header lexicons. Next, we detected medical entities, including medications, symptoms, and diagnoses, through
ontology-based mappings via a local implementation of the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO)
application programming interface. We then determined the negation, experiencer, and temporal status of each
extracted entity by adapting the ConText algorithm [3]. Lastly, we packaged all extracted concepts in their respective
sections, preserving the hierarchical relations of each section using the JSON format.
Preliminary Results: We are evaluating the performance of our pipeline using precision/recall measurements against
a set of 350 clinical reports with manual annotations of medial entities found and grouped in fields such as
“admission medications” and “discharge diagnoses”. Preliminary results looking only at “Mental, behavioural
disorders” ICD10 codes show a good precision but low recall. We are currently extending our evaluation to other
medical entities and optimizing our pipeline around entity extraction and context detection to improve the
performance.
Conclusion: Our study indicates that NLP approaches can be an effective tool in analyzing psychiatric records.
Through automating information extraction from CAPE records, our project would support a wide variety of analyses
valuable in pediatric mental health.
References: [1] I. Neamatullah et al., “Automated de-identification of free-text medical records,” BMC Med Inform Decis Mak,

vol. 8, p. 32, Jul. 2008. [2] J. C. Denny, A. Spickard, K. B. Johnson, N. B. Peterson, J. F. Peterson, and R. A. Miller, “Evaluation of a
method to identify and categorize section headers in clinical documents,” J Am Med Inform Assoc, vol. 16, no. 6, pp. 806–815,
Dec. 2009. [3] H. Harkema, J. N. Dowling, T. Thornblade, and W. W. Chapman, “Context: An Algorithm for Determining Negation,
Experiencer, and Temporal Status from Clinical Reports,” J Biomed Inform, vol. 42, no. 5, pp. 839–851, Oct. 2009.
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BACKGROUND: With an increase in clinically actionable PGx findings, institutions are beginning to implement PGx into
provider workflows via the creation of PGx CDS. Many patients show a lack of knowledge about PGx, which hinders ability to
participate in or initiate important conversations about their treatment. Results from a previous survey show a significant
improvement in PGx knowledge after viewing a mockup of a patient education and results delivery portal. There is a need for
PGx CDS-complementary patient portals in order to research the role of shared decision making in PGx.
METHODS: A novel administrative web dashboard was developed with the .NET AngularJS framework to facilitate the
creation of patient-targeted PGx summaries informed by our >6,000 article manually curated and annotated PGx Knowledge
Base. The summaries written for patients here map directly to provider summaries in our existing provider CDS, which links
genotypic information to phenotype recommendations. The dashboard supports a secure patient-centered user interface, the
YourPGx Patient Portal, to serve as an educational tool and delivery system to share individualized PGx results with
patients. These results correspond directly to the results available to that patient’s provider. Login to the dashboard and
portal are available only through institutional SSL encrypted sign-on, and all data is housed in a HIPAA-compliant data
center; all PHI is secure in transit and at rest.
RESULTS: The patient portal and administrative dashboard in tandem allow our team of pharmacists and physicians to
create patient-oriented summaries based on gene-phenotype or SNP-variant combinations, which map directly to provider
summaries already available in GPS. The dashboard allows the providers to save drafts, add images, reference GPS
summaries, and push new summaries to YourPGx. The concordant mapping of GPS results to YourPGx results has been
validated programmatically for the 58 summaries and 353 patients eligible for the first stage of rollout. Additionally, all results
are further reviewed independently by two members of our team before they are delivered to patients. This workflow
supports the creation of patient-oriented summaries that are inspired by and complementary to their GPS counterparts, and
the secure delivery of those results in a user-friendly web-based application.

Fig 1. Simplified schematic of the relationship between GPS summaries and YourPGx Summaries

CONCLUSIONS: As of June 2019, this portal has been clinically implemented at our institution to support an NIH-funded
program. The primary continuing objective is to demonstrate clinical benefit due to shared decision making facilitated by the
complementary relationship of GPS and the YourPGx Patient Portal. Secondary objectives include evaluating longitudinal
effects in patient comprehension and self-advocacy after being exposed to the portal, and exploring integration with the EHR
to facilitate real time medication alerts for patients.
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The study of drug metabolism is a critical part of drug design studies. Metabolic processes in the human
body can alter the structure of a drug through the action of enzymes, affecting its efficacy or even leading to toxicity.
Understanding the associated mechanisms is necessary in order to optimize the structure of a candidate drug and
manipulate its metabolism to achieve efficacy and safety. Although traditionally drug metabolism is studied
experimentally, there is great interest in developing computational methods to assist and speed up this process or
even achieve a more comprehensive investigation. To that end, over the last few years, there have been extensive
efforts for developing databases that gather information regarding drug metabolism, such as the involved enzymes
and resulting metabolites. The availability of these data now facilitates the application of machine learning methods
for drug metabolism prediction [1]. Existing approaches, though, have been hindered by the challenge of working
with structured data such as chemical molecules. The structure of a molecule is determined by the arrangement and
connectivity of its atoms, and it can be abstracted in a graph representation in which the nodes correspond to atoms
and the edges correspond to bonds formed between atoms. The applicability of traditional machine learning methods
on such data relies on expert knowledge in order to extract meaningful features that describe the data. Our work
derives from recent developments in the field of machine learning which facilitate learning directly on graph
structured data. We propose a novel framework, consisting of two modules, for predicting drug metabolism. The
first module predicts which enzymes are likely to metabolize a given molecule through identifying the Enzyme
Commission (EC) number, which provides a hierarchical classification of enzymes. The second module predicts
which atoms are involved in the metabolic transformation. For the first problem, we attempt to cluster molecules
based on the associated EC number, while we approach the second problem as a node classification task. Both
modules are based upon Graph Convolutional Neural Networks (GCNNs). A GCNN is a neural network-based
model for learning graph embeddings, i.e., vector representations of graphs, based on the connectivity of the graph
and attributes that characterize the graph nodes. Applying a GCNN over the molecular graph, we generate
descriptive representations that encode the graph structure, enabling automatic feature extraction for the downstream
prediction tasks. We have trained the model of the first module on a dataset of about 6500 human metabolic
reactions that we constructed by collecting information from publicly available metabolic databases. We trained the
second model on a standard dataset, comprised of 680 drugs, that has been used in the literature for developing and
testing computational methods that predict reacting atoms in metabolizing drugs [2]. Our model for predicting
enzymes comprises the first effort for associating molecular structures with the EC number of the metabolizing
enzymes and our preliminary results are promising with more than 85% of the drugs in the test set having at least
one enzyme correctly identified up to the second EC entry. Regarding our method for predicting the atoms involved
in metabolic reactions, it has reached the level of performance of existing approaches without the need for
expert-engineered features. Coupling the two modules together paves the way for obtaining a computational tool
that provides a more comprehensive study of drug metabolism in order to ensure the safety and efficacy of drugs.
References:
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Introduction.
Clinical guidelines influence medical screening and diagnosis but change frequently and are sometimes not evaluated
experimentally. Regression discontinuity (RD) design is a quasi-experimental technique for estimating causal effects
that is attractive in the context of clinical guidelines, as it exploits changes in treatment assignment according to
thresholds of a continuous variable, such as age, to estimate treatment effects without the need for randomization. We
apply RD designs to diabetes diagnoses using claims data to evaluate various outcomes associated with treatment.
Methodology.
We examine the use of A1C as a diagnostic criterion for diabetes under the RD framework. A1C is a marker of longterm blood sugar control and by American Diabetic Association guidelines set in 2010, an A1C ≥6.5% is the basis for
diabetes: patients above this threshold should be diagnosed with diabetes. We use Optum’s de-identified
Clinformatics® Data Mart Database (2007-2016), which contains medical claims, prescriptions, and labs for patients
covered under commercial health plans and Medicare. Patients are filtered for commercial coverage as well as no prior
diabetes diagnosis or diabetes drug prescription based corresponding ICD9 and NDC codes in their claims.
Results.
Our pre-guideline data (n=276,714) contained claims between 01/01-12/09, while post-guideline data (n=219,694)
contained claims between 01/11-11/16. Both populations are similar, with a mean age of 48.8 years, 48.9% women,
56.8% white, 13.3% black, 12.2% Hispanic, and 3.9% Asian in the pre-guideline population, and a mean age of 49.4
years, 48.9% women, 50.3% white, 12.6% black, 17.2% Hispanic, 6.2% Asian in the post-guideline population. We
identify a discontinuity in diabetes diagnoses at 6.5% that is only present in records after 2010 (Figure 1, left). To
examine treatments that may accompany diagnoses, we plot the metformin fill rate, a commonly prescribed drug for
initial diabetes treatment, which also exhibits a discontinuous jump at 6.5% post-guideline change (Figure 1, right).

Figure 1. Diabetes diagnosis (left) and metformin fill rate (right) for patient records from a 2010 pre-post comparison.
Conclusions.
Our preliminary work shows that the 2010 guideline led to more diabetes diagnoses and metformin prescriptions at
the A1C threshold, illustrating the feasibility of RD design for evaluating diagnostic guidelines. Limitations of our
study include the sample population of only commercial plans, imperfect physician adherence to the guideline, and
the incomplete view claims provide on a patient's medical history. Further investigation will leverage RD to examine
diabetes-relevant outcomes such as heart attack incidence, as well as optimize the guideline thresholds themselves.
RD designs show promise in evaluating and optimizing clinical guidelines when randomized trials may not be feasible.
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Background: Many academic health systems struggle with how best to make EHR data accessible to clinical
researchers. Many of these centers – including our own – participate in research networks like PCORnet, which spur
the creation of curated EHR datamarts. As a general data model, the PCORnet common data model (CDM) does not
necessarily meet all of research needs for a given research community. Moreover, the CDM contains protected
health information, which needs to be properly governed. In this poster we describe our efforts to build off of the
PCORnet CDM to make EHR data accessible to our local research community within a protected analytics
computing environment. This work was partially funded by a Clinical and Translational Sciences Award.
Methods: We envisioned our target users being statistical analysts supporting research projects as well as
computationally oriented clinicians. We started with our institution's implementation of the PCORnet CDM v4.1.
After having focus sessions with different research groups, we identified additional “data sidecars” that enhance the
PCORnet CDM to provide the additional data elements required for different use cases and medical specialties. Our
PCORnet model currently sits on an Oracle Server within our data warehouse. We created views to be accessed via
analytic software (i.e. R, SAS, Python) within Duke’s Protected Analytics Computing Environment (PACE).
Results: Figure 1 shows a schematic of how we built off the PCORnet CDM. We obtained a single IRB to allow the
data to exist. Each project then requires project-specific IRBs. The database is also meant to be linkable to other data
assets such as specialty-specific datamarts (e.g. tumor registry, cath lab data etc.) as well as external data assets (e.g.
environmental data, neighborhood data). Table 1 lists the data sidecars that we developed to extend the PCORnet
CDM to meet our research needs. We note that some of these data sidecars can fit into the PCORnet v4.1 CDM, but
were not implemented at our institution. We performed user tests across different analytic teams to assess the extent
the environment met user needs and led to consistent analytic queries.

Table 1: Additional Sidecars
Time Varying Addresses with Geolocation
Provider Specialties
Detailed Encounter Info
Immunizations
Psychiatric Data
External Death Data
Figure 1: Datamart integration with other data resources

Conclusions:
By leveraging and extending the existing PCORnet CDM we have been able to efficiently build out an EHR data
resource that can support retrospective analyses for population health and health services research. In future, we will
develop a GitLab-based code repository to extend best practices for working with EHR data. We will monitor user
engagement and assess changes in research efficiency.
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Introduction
Frailty is characterized as a clinical syndrome of reduction in physiological functioning and is associated with higher
risks of fall, disability, institutionalization, and mortality.1 An algorithm is needed to identify individuals with
different levels of frailty for tailoring interventions to optimize outcomes. This study aimed to develop and test a
frailty assessment algorithm using a standardized terminology, the Omaha System.
Methods
An Omaha System Frailty Index (OSFI) algorithm was developed for frailty assessment. The first author initially
mapped each frailty criterion suggested in the Physical Frailty Phenotype2 to a clinical terminology, the Omaha System
Problem Classification Scheme3 signs/symptoms. The mapping was finalized through iterative discussions and
revisions within the research team. Ten Omaha System signs/symptoms from four problems were mapped to the frailty
criteria to construct the OSFI. Then, the OSFI was tested using an existing de-identified community-based care dataset
generated during routine documentation using the Omaha System. Cases aged 65 or over were divided into five frailty
groups based on the sum of their OSFI items. Data visualization was used to identify patterns and generate hypotheses
regarding the associations between cases’ outcomes and frailty. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the
hypotheses. Cases’ outcomes were operationalized using the Omaha System Problem Rating Scale for Outcomes3
which consists of three five-point Likert-type ordinal scales measuring the concepts of Knowledge, Behavior, and
Status (KBS). This study was deemed exempt from review by the University Institutional Review Board.
Results
There were 5,782 cases with an average age of 80.3 ± 8.6
years, 58.9% female, and 63.9% white. Sample distribution
was 25.1%, 16.4%, 19.0%, 18.1%, 21.4% of cases in frailty
0, 1, 2, 3, 4+ groups, respectively. Visualizing the data
revealed 2 patterns leading to 2 supported hypotheses
regarding associations between frailty and final KBS scores
(Figure 1). In general, higher frailty was associated with
lower final Behavior and Status scores (Behavior: F(4, 5778)
= 16.08, p < .001; and Status: F(4, 5778) = 7.18, p < .001).
Discussion

Figure 1. Final Knowledge, Behavior, and Status
The results showed that the OSFI likely identified
scores by frailty groups
individuals with higher frailty who were at risk of lower
outcomes. There is potential to use the OSFI to identify
older adults with differing levels of frailty. Further prospective study is needed to understand if personalized
intervention strategies by levels of frailty aid in optimizing outcomes and to adapt and test the algorithm using other
terminologies and datasets.
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Introduction
Patient handoffs refer to the transfer of care from one healthcare provider to another and necessitate the transfer of
clinically relevant patient information.1 If critical information is inaccurate, incomplete, or misinterpreted, the
potential risk of patient harm can increase substantially, and efforts are being made to improve handoffs through
standardization. In this study, we analyzed handoff transcripts using natural language processing (NLP) and semantic
techniques to better characterize the content of clinical handoffs. We provide a proof-of-concept for an automated
pipeline that extracts semantic categories that can be used to compare and analyze handoff conversations.
Data and Methods
The dataset consists of 235 resident-to-resident and 133 nurse-to-nurse handoff transcripts, both collected from four
inpatient medicine services at a large, tertiary care academic medical center.2 The deidentified transcript for each
conversation was analyzed using (1) a NLP pipeline developed in Python using Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK)
and MetaMap 4,5 and (2) a manual coding process of dividing the conversations into phrases and identifying 13 unique
clinical content categories for the phrases.3 We first performed a phrase-level distribution analysis for the manually
tagged phrases, for which we computed the frequency of each manually coded category appearing in resident and
nurse handoffs. The automated analysis included word tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, caselowering, and stop-word removal using NLTK. Then, using MetaMap tool the phrases containing medically relevant
terminology were identified and categorized. The extracted categories were merged into higher-level categories
according to the semantic groups provided by Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). We then compared and
analyzed the overlap between the manually and automatically obtained categories.
Results
Phrase-level distributional statistics revealed differences in the content
proportion of handoffs that resident and nurses spend discussing the different
categories. Although both residents and nurses spend 35% of the handoff
conversing about the Assessment of Active Problems, residents use 15% of the
content to converse about Medications/Treatments and 10% to converse about
Active Problems, while nurses spend 20% and 4%, respectively. The results of
automated NLP analysis using MetaMap tagging are shown in Figure 1. In
general, nurse conversation is more about Concepts & ideas and Chemicals &
Drugs compared to residents. When comparing the automated tagging results
with the manual coding, certain words in semantic categories can be mapped to
manually encoded categories – for example, while words belonging to Concepts
and Ideas appear in all categories frequently, words tagged as Disorders have a
concentration in manual categories Active Problems and Past Medical History.
Figure 1: Distribution of phrases
automatically identified by MetaMap

Discussions and Future Steps

Our analysis provides a proof-of-concept pipeline using automated methods such as NLP and automatic semantic
analysis for analyzing and comparing clinical handoffs. In the future, we will conduct a more in-depth analysis on the
categories we obtained from MetaMap and perform expert evaluations. Automated NLP analysis for handoffs will be
useful in designing standardized clinical handoff documents and evaluating quality of clinical handoffs.
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Introduction
In the IRB reliance model, institutions develop networks in which each of the IRBs in a multisite study agrees to rely
on a single involved IRB to review, approve and monitor the study. That IRB is designated as the “IRB of Record,”
and it takes on most or all of the human subjects protection responsibilities for the study. The other IRBs agree to rely
on the decision-making of the IRB of Record.
SMART IRB – a unique way to collect metrics and speed up IRB reliance
SMART IRB is a platform designed to ease common challenges associated with initiating multisite research and to
provide a roadmap for institutions to implement the NIH Single IRB Review policy1. Freely available for institutions
and investigators, SMART IRB is an integrated, comprehensive platform that allows flexibility in the size and scope
of collaboration to enable IRB reliance for multisite studies across the nation. Investigators and institutions use the
SMART IRB ORS to request, track, and document reliance arrangements on a study-by-study basis. Since May 2017
we have captured metrics regarding achieving reliance using the ORS. These metrics have given us insight into the
reliance process, barriers to achieving rapid reliance and the
Users Over Time (Cumulative)
effectiveness of systematic support for the process. Usage
of the ORS has steadily increased since its introduction. By
tracking requests from inception to completion we have
been able to determine the time to achieve reliance to be a
rapid 4 weeks or less for 60% of the studies. Furthermore,
using system metrics we have also been able to identify
long running requests, identify the barriers involved and
make systematic improvements to address these issues.
These barriers have included: slow to respond institutions
and the need for greater visibility across study teams and
institutional officials. We will describe these barriers, their
solutions and show how this has impacted the speed of
Figure 1: Usage of the ORS over time (cumulative).
achieving reliance.
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Conclusion
The systematic approach of the SMART IRB Online Reliance System provides detailed and reliable metrics about the
overall process of achieving reliance that both informs stakeholders and provides the opportunity to identify barriers.
The SMART IRB team has used this information in order to drive significant improvements to the system and speed
achievement of reliance, supporting the overall research enterprise for NIH sponsored multi-site studies.
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Comprehensive Integration of public omics data and metadata enable target discovery
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INTRODUCTION
There is a wealth of omics data available in the public domain but extracting information from them to generate
hypothesis is an unsolved problem. Finding public datasets related to a biological context and generating
hypothesis takes a long time and many of the important studies are missed due to huge numbers of studies
available.
METHODS and RESULTS
We have used WGCNA algorithm and machine learning techniques to mine a collection of 50,000 datasets on
GEO and create a database of co-expressed genes and classify samples in these datasets to generate novel
signatures. In addition, we use NLP tools to annotate biomedical keywords from the publications to create a
database of biomedical terms and use topic modelling techniques to further extend our recommendations to 1.8
million papers on PubMed. This engine can be used to mine public omics data to uncover known and novel
connections between biological entities. This, in turn, can be used as a hypothesis generation tool to improve our
understanding of complex diseases and enable target discovery. For instance, the system picks up known and
novel insights about the hypoxia signature presented in the network below.
We use the gene coexpression database and fisher test with genes as input to recommend similar public datasets.
We then use the same gene coexpression database to create a network of related entities given a geneset
input. This network is able to pick up proteins such as HIF1A which is the main regulator of the hypoxic response.
The network is also able to predict proteins binding to HIF1A such as p300, ch1 domains etc. The network
also is able to pinpoint diseases containing the hypoxic module such as tumor metastasis, cardiac abnormalities
etc. This network can also be used to find novel connections which are not recorded in public databases,
as an example, we found the association between SIRT1 and HIF1A which is not explicitly mentioned in public
databases but can be found in the publically available literature.
Furthermore, we use topic modelling on 1.8 million papers and derive a model which can recommend similar
publications, this was done to extend the capability beyond 50000 datasets.
Overall the system recommends datasets and papers based on data rather than simply the textual information
present in the paper. These recommendations are then used to create a knowledge graph which can be used to
find novel and known connections.
Below figure consists of the methodology and result from input hypoxia gene signature
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Introduction
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a cell staining technique routinely used by pathologists to diagnose cancers and make
prognoses1. However, significant inter-rater variability has been reported regarding the annotations of IHC images, specifically
in glioma (kappa value = 0.04-0.32)2. Although methods such as deep learning have been used to analyze IHC images3, the
concordance of IHC-derived protein expression levels and those measured by reverse-phase protein array (RPPA) were not
systematically investigated. Here, we develop deep learning methods to predict the IHC annotations from raw images and
correlate the semi-quantitation of protein expression from IHC with the protein expression measurements from RPPA.
Methods
We developed a transfer learning pipeline to predict pathologists’ annotations on IHC images (staining, intensity, quantity, and
location) using VGG-164 as the base model. To predict these annotations, the models were trained on 120,000 IHC images
from the Human Pathology Atlas stained by 11,938 proteins and tested on 20,000 IHC images stained by 2,343 proteins not
presented in the training set. We further gathered the RPPA data from The Cancer Genome Atlas and identified 28 proteins
with IHC images, annotations, and RPPA measurements. We computed the correlations between RPPA levels and
pathologist’s annotations on the IHC images as well as between the RPPA levels and our model’s predicted annotations.
Results
In a simplified binary classification task, the model correctly predicted high
(strong or moderate) and low (low and negative) levels of intensity annotation
values with an AUC of 0.886 (Figure 1). We further developed multi-class
classification models to predict the detailed levels of intensity (4 classes),
quantity (5 classes), staining (4 classes), and location (4 classes) annotated by
pathologists, with top-1 accuracies of 0.58, 0.53, 0.56, and 0.59, respectively.
For the 28 proteins with both RPPA and IHC data, pathologists’ annotations
of intensity and staining levels were negatively correlated with the RPPA
measurements (Spearman’s correlation coefficients = -0.039 and -0.164,
respectively). The predictions of intensity and staining annotations from our
model attained slightly better correlations with RPPA levels (Spearman’s
correlation coefficients of 0.014 and -0.038, respectively).

Figure 1. The receiver operating characteristic
curve of the binary intensity prediction task. The
area under the ROC curve for high and low
intensity classification is 0.886.

Discussion
Our results suggest that convolutional neural network models can predict the
pathologists’ annotations on IHC images with limited accuracy. Large-scale
data collection and further optimization are needed to achieve accuracies sufficient for clinical usage. Such quantitative
approaches could reduce the subjectivity involved in annotating the images. Interestingly, the pathologists’ annotations did not
correlate well with RPPA data, while our model’s predicted annotations presented slight improvement. The low strengths of
the correlations highlight the discordance between IHC and RPPA levels. Further investigations are needed to examine the
reasons leading to these discordances. The improved correlation may suggest our model detects signals from the image
associated with protein levels not captured by the manual pathology evaluation. Our approaches can facilitate the development
of reliable methods for objective IHC semi-quantitation.
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Abstract
Emergency physicians (EPs) require comprehensive patient data delivered in the emergency department information
system in a supportive manner. While the HL7 Emergency Care Domain Analysis Model provides a set of standards
for EDIS systems it does not specify usability of EDIS functions. This poster describes the preliminary consensus work
of the American College of Emergency Physicians ED Information Systems Task Force.
Introduction
Emergency physicians (EP) practicing in freestanding and hospital-based emergency departments (ED) require ondemand access to patient information from multiple sources beyond the institutional EHR. Currently, EPs must adapt
to local implementations of various emergency department information system (EDIS) when they work at different
EDs. Fragmentation of patients’ records and a lack of EDIS user interface standards creates increased cognitive work
for EPs. Improvements in EDIS functionality with integration of health information exchange (HIE) records1 may
greatly aide EPs in the assessment and treatment of emergency patients while reducing the cognitive burden on
providers.2 An ED Information Systems Task Force is addressing the issues of information system safety and cognitive
load. We report the results of preliminary efforts to arrive at consensus on best practices in EDIS design.
Methods
The HL7 Emergency Care Workgroup (ECWG) published a
set of models for ED data and EHR functions, the HL7
Domain Analysis Model of Emergency Care (EC-DAM.)3
The EC-DAM specifies standardized models for ED data,
information, workflow processes and EDIS functions (figure
1) but lacks specification on EDIS usability. A Task Force
consisting of ED informatics specialists used a consensus
process based on wireframe diagrams to incrementally
improve the organization of EDIS functionality and display of
integrated HIE data.
Results
Early results indicate the need for a chief complaint driven
view of patient information and emergency department
workflow status. Functionally, HIE data should be integrated
into a comprehensive view of available patient data rather
than directing the EP to different information sources.
Consensus EDIS interface design elements focus on a chief
complaint-based organization of data and workflow steps.

Figure 1: The components of the HL7 EC-DAM. The top
model of the EDIS functions does not specify the user
interface or organization. Addressing "what the user sees"
may impact cognitive burden.

Conclusion
The EDIS Task Force seeks to create a comprehensive, standardized patient data view to improve EP cognitive load.
Building atop existing standards for HIE data integration these results inform ongoing efforts to standardize ED
information systems by the HL7 ECWG.
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Abstract
With increasingly available healthcare data and advances in computational techniques, artificial intelligence (AI)
approaches to clinical decision support (CDS) have re-emerged in the field of informatics. The impact of AI on CDS
effectiveness is unknown. We systematically reviewed literature to characterize and evaluate the impacts of
implemented AI-enabled CDS with respect to clinical outcomes to suggest best practices. AI-enabled CDS has
enhanced the ability to assess morbidity, affect health-related quality of life, and prevent adverse events.
Introduction
Clinical Decision Support (CDS) applications vary widely, assisting clinicians with limited binary data from
laboratory results and clinical metrics to recommending diagnoses and treatment, avoiding adverse events, and
supporting adherence to clinical guidelines. Artificial intelligence (AI) can enhance CDS by identifying novel clinical
trends and aggregating data from medical texts, laboratory studies, imaging data, patient portals, and electronic health
records (EHRs). However, as types of CDS and applied AI expand, the impact of AI-enabled CDS is unknown. CDS
design, partnerships with AI, and means of implementation vary across institutions and practices. Thus, we reviewed
the literature to understand the effects of modern CDS with AI with respect to patient outcomes.
Methods
We conducted a systematic review of the literature to aggregate and contextualize the potential effects of AI-enabled
CDS on providers and their patients. We searched four databases, PubMed, IEEE, Web of Science, and ACM Digital
Library and mined reference lists. We followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses (PRISMA)1 model for independently screening and excluding studies. We included studies that fully
implemented CDS which incorporates any type of AI into a clinical setting and evaluated the impact of these systems
on clinical outcomes and the clinical process. We noted facilitators and barriers to effective development and
implementation of such systems to guide best practices for reaching patients.
Results
The initial search identified 4456 manuscripts from four databases, where 436 described fully implemented AIenabled CDS. Preliminary results indicated that an overwhelming number of AI models fail to have a structured,
formal evaluation in a clinical environment. Evaluation was often limited by a lack of interoperability with and
access to EHRs. Across departments, AI-enabled systems were demonstrably improving imaging interpretations,
standardizing and mandating the usage of interoperable ontologies, intelligently managing physician workload,
quickly developing more tailored, holistic treatment plans, and assessing adverse events and responses through
smart reminder systems. Inefficient or incompatible EHRs, unstandardized evaluation guidelines, and clinician
adoption served as barriers for effective use.
Conclusion
Preliminary findings from abstract screening in a systematic review of the implementation of AI-enabled CDS have
identified trends in improving patient outcomes in diverse clinical domains. More research is necessary to fully
characterize and evaluate the impact of AI-enabled CDS on broader healthcare contexts and clinician decision-making
to identify best practices in implementation.
1.
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Abstract. Environmental, social and economic exposures can be extrapolated using address information recorded in
Electronic Health Records (EHRs). However, these data often contain administrative errors. In addition, patients can
move from one residence to another (i.e., a relocation event). Understanding whether a patient has moved or not is
important for appropriate exposure assessment. We developed an algorithm to identify patient relocation events
(PREs) from EHRs with 95.7% accuracy, evaluated using manual review of 3,362 patient addresses.
1. Introduction. Accurate information
regarding where people live is crucial for the
characterization and assignment of exposures
based upon a residential address.1 Most of these
approaches focus on location as a static point
without incorporating patient relocation events
(PREs) or moves. Residential mobility is
important to incorporate into exposure
assessment
otherwise
differential
misclassification can occur.2 However, to our
knowledge no study has put forth an algorithm
that can deal with very large Electronic Health
Record (EHR) datasets that contain both
administrative errors and true relocation events.
In this study we construct an algorithm to adjust
for administrative errors and identify PREs. We
apply this method to a large hospital cohort. 2.
Methods. We designed an algorithm to
determine whether a PRE had occurred (Figure
1). We cleaned the data by making all text
uppercase, and abbreviating street and avenue.
We also discarded all unit/apartment number
Figure 1. Algorithm for Identifying PREs from EHRs
information. We chose to disregard apartment number changes because in many cases it was absent for one address
entry. We used the Damerau–Levenshtein (DL) distance string metric to determine the number of character differences
between addresses. The DL metric allows for transpositions, for example “Guardian” and “Gaurdian” would be
recognized as being the same street name. We then included the rule that if a first numeric variable was present, and
if it was the same then it would be counted as a non-move (e.g., "423 Guardian Drive" and "423 Guard Dr" would be
considered a non-move even though there are 6 changes between the 2 addresses). Additionally, we determined that
even if the character difference were less than or equal to five, but the address number was present and different (“423
Guardian Drive” and “123 Guardian Drive”) it would be counted as a move. 3. Results. We manually reviewed 3,362
addresses to assess the accuracy of our algorithm, which was 95.7% accurate. Our algorithm outperformed a method
using only changes in zip codes, which achieved 82.9% accuracy. Two issues occurred for zip code moves: a) moves
occurred within zip code and b) data entry errors with the zip codes (e.g., inversion of numbers). Our method was
robust to identify moves within zip codes and was not as dependent on inversions. 4. Discussion. Our study addresses
an important exposure characterization problem of those factors that are assigned based upon residential addresses.
Identifying patients that move will enable assignment of partial exposures based upon the old address from where
someone moved from and the new address for a more accurate representation of individual exposures. This will allow
for more accurate assessment of the association between exposures and outcomes, giving researchers and policy
makers more reliable information. We will make our algorithm shareable for others using EHR data.
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Bayesian Modeling to Improve Mobile Device Interactions in
Older Adults
Asweel KK. Mehaboob, Suwen Zhu, Wenzhe Cui, Yoonsang Kim, Dr.Xiaojun Bi
Sachem East High School Holbrook Ny.,Stony Brook University
Introduction:
Age related degradation in motor control and the presence of hand tremors decrease the ability
of older adults to accurately select targets with finger touch [1, 2], posing significant hurdles for older
adults to reap the benefits of smartphone use as much as younger users can. The conventional way of
deciding the selected target if and only if the touch point falls within the boundaries of the object (the
“boundary criterion”, or BC) – is ill suited for handling the uncertainty during touch input. We argue
that Bayes' theorem, rather than the boundary criterion, should be the principle for deciding the
pointing target especially for older adults who are error-prone. It views the touch point as a random
variable that carries information of the belief of the target and combines this information with the prior
belief of the target to form the posterior belief of the target. The target candidate with the highest
posterior probability should be decided as the target.
Methodology:
I designed a circular target acquisition task on the touchscreen . The independent variable was
the target width with 4 levels: 8, 12, 16, and 20 mm for phone (4mm and 8mm for watchOS).Every
condition consisted of 20 trials. In each trial, a circular target would appear at a random position on the
touchscreen. After the participant successfully selected the target, the next target would show up. A
target was considered correctly selected if the touch point fell within the target boundary. It mimicked
the experience of selecting targets on the existing touchscreen UI. The orders of the 4 conditions were
randomized across participants, and the target positions within each condition were also randomized.57
older adults (32 female) aged between 60 and 84 (M=67.25) participated in the study. Participants were
instructed to use their preferred postures in the study. 36 (63.2%) participants used their index fingers;
21 participants used their thumbs. A Nexus 5X running Android 6.0.1 and a Tic watch S was used. In
total, the study consisted of 57participants × 4 conditions× 20 trials = 4560 trials.
Results:
Our experimental results prove that applying the Bayes theorem has drastically improved
target selection accuracy by 18.3% on the phone application and 3.66% on the watch
application in older adults and has drastically reduced the touch error rate in older adults.
Discussion:
The study results showed that the Bayes’ theorem outperformed the existing boundary
criterion. Using Bayes’ theorem substantially reduced the touch pointing error rate across all
the conditions. Since the Bayes’ theorem is algorithmic, these improvements were achieved
without altering any UI visual. The empirical study results echoed the findings obtained in
the simulation study that Bayes' theorem is superior over the boundary criterion.
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Background
The electronic health record is a rising resource for quantifying medical practice and discovering adverse effects of
drugs. One of the challenges of health care data is the high dimensionality of the health record. Any study of patterns
in health data must account for tens of thousands of potentially relevant diagnoses or treatments. In particular,
comparative cohort studies are a major tool for assessing drug safety, but these studies require appropriate adjustment
for confounding variables. Propensity score methods adjust for confounders by estimating the effect of these
confounders on treatment assignment. One of the challenges of applying these methods to health care data is the high
dimensionality of the health record, with tens of thousands of potential confounders. Thus, recent studies have
proposed improvements to the propensity score, including large-scale regularized estimation, and automatic
determination of relevant confounders(1–3). In this work, we develop indication embeddings, a way to reduce the
dimensionality of health data while capturing the information relevant to treatment decisions.
Approach
We describe a new strategy to create embeddings that represent the relationship between medical history and the first
prescription of a drug. This could include diseases that are indications for prescription of a drug, or drugs that act to
ameliorate the side effects of other drugs (such as potassium supplements for diuretic prescriptions), or procedures
that require prescription of a drug (such as colonoscopy preparations). In particular, we assess the performance of our
embeddings for identification of de facto drug indications. While databases such as UMLS(4) and MEDI(5) codify
the most well-established uses for drugs, these may not reflect off-label uses and changes in medical practice. Our
method provides a data-driven way to identify such prescription choices.
Results
We demonstrate that these embeddings recover therapeutic uses of drugs. Then we use these embeddings as an
informative representation of relationships between drugs, between health history events and drug prescriptions, and
between patients at a particular time in their health history. We show the application of these embeddings for drug
safety studies. In retrospective cohort studies, our low-dimensional representation helps in finding appropriate
comparator drugs and constructing comparator cohorts.
Conclusions
Our embeddings create a representation of medical history centered on provider treatment choices. We expect that our
approach will enable researchers to more rapidly conduct cohort studies and discover characteristics of medical
practice.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
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Introduction
Linguistic variation is a main contributing factor to the challenges for enabling computers to understand human language.
Because language as a communication medium is meant to be expressive to convey complex concepts and thoughts,
variations for stating the same or very similar information will inevitably continue to be an integrated part of language.
However, computationally determining linguistic variation is surprisingly challenging as humans readily perform this task quite
easily. For any section of text, multiple thoughts are typically expressed in the form of phrases that make up lexical
subsections of sentences. Determining the different ways of conveying the same thought requires identifying the phrases that
correspond to those thoughts. This is challenging because phrases are not easily implied from syntactic structure alone and
sometimes do not conform to syntactic groupings at all.
Methods
We applied a pattern-based technique developed for information extraction tasks that utilizes sequence alignment techniques
to automatically determine common subsequences between sentences that contain the same thought [1]. These common
subsequences (or context windows) were shown to be good at capturing the words and phrases surrounding a particular
target phrase that influence the meaning of the target. For this work, we used the patterns to automatically identify linguistic
variations for phrases that express pertinent negatives within clinical documents. More specifically, we annotated findings
from 200 documents of the I2B2 obesity corpus for whether they were negated or not. These documents were pre-processed
using a General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) pipeline that generated annotations for syntactic structure, numeric
values, gazetteer mappings, and Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) mappings (MetaMap) among others. The
annotated documents were then used to generate a set of patterns that were filtered for high precision (> 0.95) and overlap
(details on the patterns and their generation process are found in [1]).
Results
Table 1 shows 5 of the top patterns ranked by frequency when applied to our annotated training set. As can be seen, many of
the commonly used phrases for expressing pertinent negatives rank near the top (e.g., “no disease”) and many high-ranking
phrases are variations on the common phrases. The #target# token represents the targeted finding labeled for negation,
#finding# represents a finding labeled by UMLS and #adj# represents any adjective. The patterns identified the labeled
pertinent negatives at 95% precision and 80% recall levels, showing that they were effective at determining the context
windows.
Pattern
no #target#
without #target#
#finding# or #target#
no evidence of #target#
denies #target#

Frequency
293
77
56
19
19

Table 1: Frequently used patters corresponding to pertinent negatives
Conclusion
We showed that our pattern-based system is effective at identifying the linguistic variation in clinical documents, particularly
for our application domain of pertinent negatives. Characterizing linguistic variation can be an important preprocessing step
to determine the difficulty of a natural language processing (NLP) task as well as to understand the structures and
mechanisms that are in play for selecting features when developing statistical models.
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Introduction
An estimated 150,000 people in the United States undergo a lower-limb amputation each year with over 1,000,000
people currently living with one. The current standard of care for these patients is to provide a socket-based prosthetic
which is associated with muscle atrophy, stump pain, altered gait, and back pain. A percutaneous osseointegrated
prosthetic (POP) can alleviate many of these issues but little research has investigated the in-vivo healing process
associated with implantation surgery and associated systemic markers of healing. In this study we analyzed gene
expression at multiple time points from patients who were implanted with a POP.
Methods
Patients recruited to participate in an FDA-approved, Early Feasibility Study of a POP device, underwent a two-stage
surgical procedure to be fitted with an osseointegrated implant with a wait time of 4-6 weeks between surgeries.
Whole-blood samples were collected from these patients at the following time points: pre-surgery 1 (PrS1), postsurgery 1 (PoS1), pre-surgery 2 (PrS2), post-surgery 2 week 1 (PoS2-W1), post-surgery 2 week 2 (PoS2-W2), postsurgery 2 month 1 (PoS2-M1), post-surgery 2 month 3 (PoS2-M3), post-surgery 2 month 6 (PoS2-M6), post-surgery
2 month 9 (PoS2-M9), and post-surgery 2 month 12 (PoS2-M12). Whole-blood RNAs were isolated and single-end
base pair sequencing was performed. Gene read counts were quantified via featureCounts and differential gene
expression (DEG) analysis was performed using DESeq2. For the DEG analysis, pair-wise comparisons were made
in two sets: first, between PrS1 and all subsequent time points; second, between PrS2 and all subsequent time points.
Results from the DEG analysis were used to perform an enrichment analysis which implemented topGO’s elim graph
algorithm paired with the Fisher’s test for significance. Enrichment analysis were run on each of the Gene Ontology’s
(GO) sub ontologies: biological process (bp), cellular component (cc) and molecular function (mf).
Results
Compared to PrS1 baseline, the number of significant DEGs at each time point were: PoS1 (246), PrS2 (75), PoS2W1 (51), PoS2-W2 (306), PoS2-M1 (109), PoS2-M3 (96), PoS2-M6 (27), PoS2-M9 (120), PoS2-M12 (94). Many
non-coding (LINCs and LOCs) DEGs were statistically significant at all time points while DEGs related to
hemoglobin were specific to PoS2-W1 and PoS2-W2. The number of DEGs identified when comparing to PrS2
baseline were: PoS2-W1 (171), PoS2-W2 (235), PoS2-M1 (182), PoS2-M3 (184), PoS2-M6 (186), PoS2-M9 (188),
PoS2-M12 (169). Also, chemokine-related DEGs were identified at multiple time points. Compared to PrS1 baseline,
significant GO terms were identified at the following time points for the GO sub ontologies (bp, cc, mf): PoS1 (319,
35, 39), PrS2 (178, 6, 24), PoS2-W1 (153, 22, 32), PoS2-W2 (158, 35, 35), PoS2-M1 (140, 33, 28), PoS2-M3 (135,
40, 51), PoS2-M6 (66, 13, 6), PoS2-M9 (246, 45, 56), PoS2-M12 (168, 41, 45). The number of significant terms when
comparing to PrS2 baseline were as follows: PoS2-W1 (153, 22, 32), PoS2-W2 (158, 35, 35), PoS2-M1 (140, 33, 28),
PoS2-M3 (135, 40, 51), PoS2-M6 (66, 13, 6), PoS2-M9 (246, 45, 56), PoS2-M12 (168, 41, 45). Similar to the
differential expression analysis results, immune response related biological processes were identified at multiple time
points.
Conclusion
Statistically significant DEGs were identified at all time point comparisons with gene expression primarily involved
in biological processes related to immune response. PrS1 vs PoS2-W2 had the most DEGs with hemoglobin-related
genes being unique to these time points and PoS2-W1. The presence of DEG PoS2-M12 imply that these patients
exhibit a sustained response to osseointegrated implants. These results provide further insight into the biological
processes involved in the post-surgery healing process of patients who receive POPs.
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Introduction
Severe hypoglycemia is an acute condition that if uncorrected, can lead to death. Hypoglycemia has been shown to
cause abnormalities in electrocardiogram (ECG)1. Studies suggest that severe hypoglycemia-associated fatality is
mediated by cardiac arrhythmias1,2. Unsupervised learning methods have successfully categorized cardiomyopathies
with human-engineered features of ECG data, but have not been tested in the context of hypoglycemia. K-means is a
widely used machine learning method that extracts data subgroups. We propose to identify appropriate k-means based
clustering methods in order to characterize ECG changes in severe-hypoglycemia induced rats.
Methods
91 Sprague-Dawley rats (37 diabetic, 54 non-diabetic) were administered insulin beginning at euglycemia (>15 mg/dL
glucose). Once severe hypoglycemia (<15 mg/dL glucose) was achieved, rats were administered insulin for either 3
hours or until death. ECGs were measured in millivolts (mV) and collected every millisecond (ms) while glucose
measurements were collected every 15 minutes. ECGs were filtered using a finite impulse response (FIR) bandpass,
standard scaler, and absolute scaler. ECGs were partitioned 7.5 minutes after every glucose reading into segments of
10 seconds, 1 second, 300 ms, and 200 ms. This resulted in 1,534 samples for analysis.
Time segments were de-identified of all experimental groups before analysis. K-means clustering (k-means) was
tested using the elbow method for 2-30 clusters and evaluated using the silhouette coefficient (SC). K-means for
longitudinal data (kml) was tested for 2-26 clusters and evaluated using the Calinski Harabatz score (CH). K-means
for longitudinal data using shape-respecting distance (kmlShape) was tested for 2-10 clusters and evaluated using SC
and CH. Python 3.7 was used for data preparation while k-means analyses were conducted with R-packages.
Results
The best performing method was kmlShape. Neither the kmeans nor kml identified useful clusters. kmlShape used 300
ms segments and identified five clusters with a SC of 0.0500
and CH of 30.721. The colors indicate clusters of ECG that
kmlShape identified while the grey represents all ECG
segments used for analysis (Figure 1).
Cluster 1 and 5 demonstrates irregular rhythm (no discernable
P, QRS, or T wave). Cluster 2, 3 and 4 demonstrate regular
rhythms, with Cluster 2 having the fastest HR and Cluster 3
and 4 having slower HR. Notably, Cluster 2 contained the
greatest proportion of samples from euglycemic conditions
while Clusters 3 and 4 contained the greatest proportions of
samples from hypoglycemic conditions. Cluster 3 additionally
contained more samples from diabetic rats while Cluster 4
contained more samples from non-diabetic rats.
Conclusion
These findings suggest that kmlShape may be an appropriate
method to cluster minimally processed ECG data. The patterns of varying HR in Clusters 2, 3, and 4 support previous
findings linking bradyarrhythmia (slow HR) to sudden hypoglycemia-associated arrhythmias1.
Studies of severe hypoglycemia are unethical in humans, thus this study demonstrates a novel method to classify ECG
waves in previously unexplored conditions. Specifically, these findings provide a foundational understanding to
cardiac electric activity in low glycemic states, and have implications for management of severe hypoglycemia and
for severe-hypoglycemia induced cardiac arrhythmias. Future work entails increasing the number and types of
samples, conducting a beat-by-beat kmlShape analysis, and investigation of more sophisticated clustering methods.
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Introduction
The traditional brick and mortar clinical trial experience is a, lengthy, costly and inconvenient process for patients and clinical research sites.
However, digitizing clinical research may help keep patients more engaged during the trial, lower cost of the trial for both patients and research
sites, allow for data collection in real time and increase overall participation. More importantly, the patient centered attributes, or characteristics
of the individual patients, need to be consider when digitizing a trial. Failing to understand the importance of patient centered attributes may
reduce the participants in the trial or the number of trials in general.
Methods
The data collected was derived between May 2019 and July 2019 from individuals (n= 15) through fifteen (15) semi-directed interviews with
participants from business (n=2), clinical team (n=5), technology (n=4) and clinicians (n=4). The data from the interviews was collected in field
notes and analyzed through descriptive analysis. The interviews and published literature lead to the development of recommended participant
centered attributes when implementing digital health technologies in clinical trials.
Results
From the interviews and literature search produced digital criteria consisting of 17 participant-attributes (Figure 1) that should be considered
when running a digital study. The most frequently mentioned participant attributes provided further insight into the benefits and challenges of
implementation the digital approaches (Table 1).

Figure 1. Participant Attributes Criteria Digitizing a Clinical Trial
Table 1. Frequently Mentioned Digital Health Participant Attributes - Benefits and Challenges

Discussion
Through the semi-directed interviews many stakeholders reflected the same participant attributes that must be considered for digital studies;
participants disease state, participants age and data collection method were the most frequently mentioned. The literature reviewed overlapped
with the information provided from the interviews. When the regulatory approaches do not add up it can lead to variations in practice, privacy
and safety of the participant’s which the participants will question. However, the literature and interviews showed that digital trials may assist the
patient in helping them comply to the study which could lead to an influence on the outcomes of the study.
Conclusion
Understanding specific participant-attributes when implementing digital tools into a clinical study allows the study to be patient centric and can
improve the digital aspects of the study. Considering this criteria for digital health components of a study will benefit overall study design.
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Abstract
The creation of an innovative automated predictive model designed to identify which patients are likely to require
post-acute care allows case managers to allocate more time and resources ensuring these patients are being
discharged with fewer delays and to the right care environment. The model was then tested live in a 3 week pilot to
confirm whether the model was able to identify those patients requiring post-acute care prior to case manager review.
Background/Approach
One of the common barriers to discharge from hospital for many patients is the need for post-acute care (PAC)
following their admission. Post-acute care includes skilled nursing facilities, inpatient rehab and home health. Patients
who require PAC have on average an increased length of hospitalization due to both complicated admissions, as well
as the time to arrange suitable care upon discharge. The national prevalence rate is 22% of patients requiring some
form of PAC1. In our patient population (a large safety-net hospital in Dallas) the prevalence rate through the hospital
is 4%. Every inpatient is reviewed by a case manager to identify what will be required for discharge as well as most
appropriate discharge disposition which can take hours at a time. As the prevalence rate is so small, this results in case
managers spending a significant amount of time reviewing patients who will not require PAC, and not being able to
prioritize their daily work flow to optimize their time by providing earlier assessment and thorough planning for the
patients who will require placement for PAC upon their discharge. Through the creation of a predictive model, we
believe that this problem could be improved by providing the team with lead-time to facilitate placements earlier and
targeted valuable resources for high risk groups. We used data from an 862 bed safety-net academic county hospital,
building the model using over 70,000 inpatient admissions over a period of 2 years. We used published guidelines,
and literature to identify elements within the EMR relevant to post-acute care placement. The model ingests real-time
patient clinical data from EMR including laboratory results, orders, diagnoses and flow sheet data, including variables
that are social determinants of health. The result of the prediction as to whether a patient will need PAC as well as
contextual insights (i.e does this patient have orders for DME pending) was provided to the care team by 7 am each
morning for their review.
Conclusion
In our pilot, the automated model could identify 65% percent of patients who will be discharged to PAC by day 1 of
admission. This rate increased to 80% of patients by day 2 of admission. With an NPV of 98%, and PPV of 39%, this
predictive model achieved the goal of identifying patients who are likely to need PAC. The case managers felt that
there was significant value in time saved reviewing case notes of all patients, having the ability to prioritize review of
the patients that were predicted to require PAC, and the unique insights brought to the front of the report. The pilot
was a three week pilot over 1 unit within the hospital, during which time there were 84 patients admitted. There are
plans to further extend the model throughout the hospital, as the care team was very enthusiastic about potential impact
and changes to workflow. There will be lookback analysis to compare length of stay and readmission for patient
included in the pilot once sufficient time has passed to effectively evaluate this. The next phase will also include
snippets using NLP to identify common barrier to discharge and increased length of stay in addition to identifying
what level or type of PAC is the most appropriate for each patient needing PAC. The overall goal with the next phase
is to not only reduce medically unnecessary length of stay and the complications that so often occur during these extra
days in hospital, but also reducing readmission rates through patients receiving the care they need in the right location.
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Introduction
The primary source of residency program information is typically found on a program’s website. This usually serves
as the first point of contact for potential future residents and creates an initial impression for better or worse. Our
institution, Rutgers University, is a large state university comprised of multiple schools making system wide change
to the style and layout of a website difficult to rapidly change. Because of the design standards for the school, the
website tends to be difficult to update and maintain current information and there is no feedback of data regarding
users or how they interact with the site. By moving to an independently hosted server with a distinct URL outside of
the legacy systems, we are able to utilize and gather data from our users from Google Analytics, which provides
demographic, acquisition, and behavior data. Although using Google Analytics is not a new too, this is a novel
approach in using website data to aid recruitment for an Internal Medicine residency program.
Results

Figure 1. Comparison of the 2018 and 2019 recruitment periods user sessions of website data

Figure 3. Comparison of the 2018 and 2019
recruitment periods user locations

Figure 2. Comparison of the 2018 and 2019
recruitment periods acquisition data

Conclusion
The data that we observed for our users of the site
gives us insight into our potential candidates and
gives us the tools to improve our site’s most viewed
pages. Most users spend approximately 3 minutes
browsing the website, with the most viewed pages
being the bios and pictures of our current residents.
One hypothesis for this is the users may want to view
the medical schools of our residents, the percentage
of DO or international graduates, and to see if they
“fit in”. The viewership spikes in mid-September,
immediately preceding the submission of applications
which likely represents applicants ensuring their
application is complete with all required documents.
The smaller spikes during recruitment season from
November through January usually represent days
prior to upcoming interview days. When compared to
the actual applicant pool from ERAS (the application
service for medical students), our demographics
neatly align with the observed demographics of our
viewers. This may allow us to be informed of our
future applicant pool in real time which can give a
competitive advantage during selection for our
residency. One area of improvement must be social
media acquisition, as we do not have a presence and
are aware of the impact it may have to drive
applications. These insights give us the ability to
adjust our website to meet the needs of a growing
applicant pool to improve their user experience.
Further study is needed to gain insight into user
experience

Table 1. Comparison of the 2018 and 2019
recruitment total number of sessions and the
applications received
2018 Recruitment
Period

2019 Recruitment
Period

Websi
te
Sessio
ns

Applicati
ons

Websi
te
Sessio
ns

Applicati
ons

Male

1858

1874

2318

1876

Fema
le

1561

1427

1972

1347

18-24

639

72

743

71

25-34

2164

2905

2605

2855

35-44

293

297

422

258

45-54

139

25

226

38

55-64

106

2

157

1

65+

42

0

91

0

Gend
er

Age
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Introduction
The EHR Access to Seamless Integration of PROMIS (EASI-PRO) consortium consists of nine universities sharing
the goal of integrating measures from the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS)
into electronic health records (EHRs). To develop best practices for PRO implementation, a subset of institutions
worked together to develop a planning process that clinics can use to prepare for EHR-integrated PROs. Our results
are applicable to any group that aims to bring the benefits of patient-reported outcomes to the clinical setting.
To implement PROs successfully in a clinical setting, a clinic and an institution must make many collaborative and
highly consequential decisions and arrangements. These include defining clinical goals; selecting measures;
determining optimal populations, triggers, workflows, technical resources, and results management; and weighing
institutional priorities and requirements. This presentation will present a planning process for PRO implementation
and discuss results at four initial sites.
Methods
Information from past AMIA workshops, websites, and papers on PRO integration was assembled and clustered
thematically into an Implementation Guide that incorporates sociotechnical factors from the Human-OrganizationTechnology Fit (HOT-fit) framework1, 2. Content from the Implementation Guide was transformed into a Decision Log
consisting of over 90 discrete fields, which each implementation team completed through semi-structured interviews
and collaboration among key stakeholders, including clinicians, informaticians, and PRO measurement scientists.
Information in each clinic’s Decision Log was then summarized into a Clinic Implementation Plan for that clinic.
Results
Salient themes in our results include the critical role of the clinic PRO champion in providing leadership, the
importance of working with multiple partners and diverse stakeholders, and the need to customize the PRO
implementation to meet clinical aims. As an example of customization, an orthopedic clinic scheduled assessments of
key variables at pre-determined timepoints; whereas a geriatrics clinic synchronized assessments with appointments
to ensure prompt clinician attention. Workflow issues required the most tailoring by site and involved financial,
technical, cultural and practical considerations. Implementation required both a step-wise and an iterative approach.
Conclusions
Our project elucidated the many local factors that are highly consequential in the success of clinical PRO
implementation. We produced an Implementation Guide, a Decision Log, and a Clinic Implementation Plan Template
to facilitate integration of PROs in clinical practice. These materials can be used by future clinics wishing to implement
EHR-integrated PROs to plan for PRO implementation in a systematic manner.
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Diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) is an aggressive type of brainstem cancer that targets
young children. Novel approaches are urgently needed to treat this disease. We hypothesize
that reversing signature gene expression derived from DIPG RNA-Seq samples will facilitate
novel therapeutic discovery for DIPG. DIPG RNA-Seq reads obtained from EGA were
processed through the TOIL pipeline developed by the UCSC treehouse project (n=22). RNASeq reads of
normal tissue samples obtained through GTEx were processed through the same pipeline to mitigate batch
effect (n=7,412). The best 50 normal tissue samples for the DIPG samples were selected using a machine
learning method where deep-learning autoencoder was employed to embed both tumor samples and
control samples. EdgeR was used to perform differential expression analysis and establish DIPG disease
signature. A previously-published drug repurposing pipeline was used to compute summarized reverse
gene expression score (sRGES) for each of the approximately 12,000 LINCS L1000 drugs and DIPG
disease signature. Subsequently, FDA-approved drugs were selected, which were not previously studied
in DIPG, tested more than once in LINCS L1000, and showing sRGES < -0.2. The candidates were tested
against multiple DIPG cell lines in viability assays. RNA-Seq before and after drug treatment in DIPG
cells was further profiled.
A total of 1,131 disease signature genes were identified for DIPG. Among these, 49 genes were
included for drug prediction through sRGES pipeline. The sRGES is significantly correlated with
drug efficacy for 35 compounds which have both gene expression profiles and drug efficacy
data (Spearman correlation: 0.53). Four novel drugs are consistently predicted among multiple
runs where parameters in the pipeline were changed. These drugs were tested against three
DIPG cell lines (SF8628, DIPG4, and DIPG-NYU) and normal human astrocytes. All three drugs
reduced cell viability in three cell lines with average IC50 < 10um for each. Two drugs are at
least 8 fold more cytotoxic to DIPG cells than normal astrocytes. Further RNA-Seq analysis of
the treatment samples in DIPG cells confirmed that expression of the 49 genes was significantly
reversed after the drug treatment, suggesting the feasibility of the computational approach
(Spearman correlation < -0.3, p value < 0.001).
This study helped to identify clinically available drugs with the ability to reverse DIPG gene
expression signatures and significantly decrease the growth rate of primary DIPG cells in vitro.
The pipeline developed in this study has the potential to identify novel therapeutic candidates for
other cancers, especially for those where adjacent normal tissue samples were not readily
accessible.
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Introduction
The US Social Security Administration (SSA) manages federal disability programs in the United States. A challenge
for SSA is identifying evidence in a claimant’s clinical records relevant to their alleged limitations. Limitations in
mobility are some of the primary sources of disability in the US1. Thus, developing tools to identify information related
to mobility status in clinical records could improve SSA’s disability determination process under heavy workloads.
Mobility information is complex, and typically documented in free text, involving the interaction of an individual, a
specific action, and a specific environment; for example, “The patient was able to walk 300’ in the clinic.” We
investigate the use of a neural network model that predicts the relevance of each token in a document for mobility
information in heterogeneous collections of clinical documents at SSA, as a first step in an automated pipeline.
Methods
We analyzed two SSA datasets. Collection 1 contains 304 consultative exam (CE) reports with a detailed evaluation
of the disability claimant, annotated for the descriptions of mobility status. Collection 2 contains 1,200 documents,
both CEs and third-party EHR notes provided to SSA, with binary annotation for whether the document contains
mobility information or not. We applied our recent neural network model for token-level relevance tagging3, to run
three sets of experiments. Experiment 1 evaluated the accuracy of our relevance tagger at the token level on Collection
1, as a strict measure of exactly recovering mobility information. Experiment 2 evaluated the efficacy of ranking the
documents in Collection 1 by the predicted amount of mobility-relevant information, to measure the utility of our
relevance tagger as a document triage tool. Experiment 3 expanded our ranking evaluation to the highly heterogeneous
Collection 2, and measured our ability to rank the relevant documents higher than the non mobility-relevant records.
Results
Experiment 1. Our best relevance tagging model achieved 72.3% F-2 measure (favoring recall over precision) on
identification of relevant tokens in the 304 CEs, measured via 5-fold cross validation. Our model achieves high recall
of 82.3%, at the expense of a high false positive rate (precision 48.9%). Experiment 2. Comparing to ranking the 304
CEs by the true number of relevant segments, ranking our model’s predictions after a smoothing process to reduce
noise achieved a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of 0.887, indicating very strong positive correlation.
Experiment 3. Our model ranked the truly relevant documents with an average precision (AP) of 97.1%, demonstrating
clear success in bringing documents with relevant information to the fore. Furthermore, qualitative review of the
relevance tagging results suggests that documents with more mobility information were ranked higher.
Conclusion
We found that a neural network model for predicting word-level relevance to mobility status successfully indexed
heterogeneous SSA records with high positive correlation to the true amount of mobility information in them. Our
findings suggest that a simple relevance model can be useful for document triage in large-scale review for evidence
of functional limitations in clinical records.
This research was supported by the Intramural Research Program of the National Institutes of Health, Clinical
Research Center and through an Inter-Agency Agreement with the US Social Security Administration.
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Introduction
Circadian rhythms are endogenous oscillations in gene expression that synchronize biological functions with the 24 h
night and day cycle. Bulk transcriptome data suggest that up to half of mouse genes may have a circadian rhythm in
any one organ. However, each organ is composed of various cell types, and the contribution of these cell types to
tissue-level rhythmicity remains unclear. We aim to infer the cell-type-specificity of circadian rhythms in gene
expression by integrating bulk circadian transcriptome data with single-timepoint single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq)
data.
Methods
We used two publicly available datasets: one of bulk gene expression measured by microarray and one of single-cell
gene expression measured by scRNA-seq from Tabula Muris1,2. The microarray data had 3 replicates sampled every
2 h for 48 h while scRNA-seq data had samples collected from 8AM -10AM. We only analyzed data from the five
organs in common between the two datasets. We quantified gene-wise rhythmicity for each organ in the bulk data
using cosinor regression (period of 24 h) in limma. For the scRNA-seq data, we performed a Kruskal-Wallis test to
assess gene-wise differential expression across cell types in each organ. Tabula Muris investigators manually
identified cell types according to their expression of known biomarkers.
Results
In the microarray data, an average of 3,192±1798 genes were rhythmic in each organ (q < 0.05). The single-cell
dataset consisted of 5,910 genes after quality control and 7,722 cells. On average, 827 genes were rhythmic and
differentially expressed in each organ. For example, the gene Por (cytochrome p450 oxidoreductase) is highly
rhythmic in the aorta based on bulk data (Figure 1A) and is also differentially expressed between cell types based on
single-cell data (Figure 1B). Thus, we hypothesize that Por’s circadian rhythm in the aorta is largely specific to
fibroblasts.

A

B

Figure 1: A) Normalized gene expression (black points) and fit (yellow line) for gene Por in the aorta from bulk
microarray data. B) Log count expression in four cell types of the aorta from scRNA-seq.
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Introduction: Accelerating the discovery of therapeutic interventions for rapidly emerging infectious
diseases such as Lassa Fever (LF) and Nipah Virus infection (NiV) is pivotal in the event of an outbreak or
public health crisis. These neglected diseases are associated with significantly high mortality rates, and the
incentives for pharmaceutical companies to research them are limited. Therefore, novel approaches that can
reduce the time from identified drug targets to a clinical candidate are imperative in an outbreak or endemic
situations. In this study, we leverage biomedical data and tools to identify drug targets and putative hostpathogen interactions.
Methods: The workflow (Figure 1)
involves five distinct modules
i)
Identification of druggable targets using
genomic and proteomic evidence ii)
Identification of putative host-pathogen
interactions
using
domain-domain
interaction evidence iii) Computational
drug repositioning using RepurposeDB
Figure 2:Translational Bioinformatics Workflow
(http://repurposedb.dudleylab.org/) and
chemogenomic
enrichment
analyses
(CGEA) using host transcriptome data to
match drug that can reverse the virusinduced gene signature in human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells iv)
Druggability and prioritization of proteins Figure 1:Translational bioinformatics workflow for target discovery and
with interactant of viral proteins in human
therapeutic recommendation
proteome v) Functional enrichment and
biological interpretation of viral interacting proteins to understand molecular modules associated with hostpathogen interaction.
Results: We compiled a catalog of publicly available data via multiple open-access databases related to
two infectious diseases and analyzed using a translational bioinformatics workflow. Using the approach,
we identified drug targets and potential therapies using computational drug repositioning. Integrated
analytics approach yielded prostaglandin E2 (Alprostadil), Nicardipine, Niclosamide, and Dinoprost
Tromethamine, as candidate drugs for LF, while 2 FDA approved drugs, trihexyphenidyl and S-propranolol
were identified as candidate drugs for NiV. Confirmatory studies, including adaptive trials and real-world
evidences, are required to enable the clinical Drawing on public data sets, and computational methods for
rapid drug target selection and therapeutic recommendation may help to reduce disease incidence in the
event of an outbreak.
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Introduction
Many genetic variants are of unknown significance (VUS). Efficient and accurate electronic health record (EHR)
phenotyping, having facilitated genome-wide association studies (gwas.org), could identify patients with genetic
variants who exhibit phenotypic features that might indicate pathogenicity of those variants 1. Identifying and
following up with these patients could improve their healthcare, and assist in improving genetic variant categorization.
Methods
Subjects (N=3860) were recruited at Northwestern Medicine for 2 studies and sequenced on 2 platforms with the 3
genes (LDLR, APOB, PCSK9) containing variants that collectively explain ~40% of diagnosed cases of familial
hypercholesterolemia (HC) (FH)2. Rare variants in these genes were queried in ClinVar (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar)
for pathogenic/likely pathogenic (P/LP), conflicting interpretations of pathogenicity (CP), and VUS classifications;
and unreported non-synonymous variants (URV) were noted. Four EHR phenotype algorithms of varying complexity
were implemented (Figure 1) to find the most efficient and effective algorithm(s) for identifying patients with HC: 2
algorithms, for primary HC (PH) and FH (PheKB.org/node/602); a subset of the PH algorithm: maximum low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) without recurring high triglycerides (high LDL); and ICD diagnosis codes, grouped into phecodes
(maps 1.2, 1.2b1, PheWAScatalog.org) for HC phenotypes. Overlap of subjects with both the genotypes and
phenotypes was assessed, and also, if a VUS was found in >1 subject, we calculated % of those with HC.

Figure 1. Number (%) of patients by algorithm for: a:Whole Genome Sequenced2, b:eMERGEseq (gwas.org), c:both
Results, Discussion, and Conclusion
Of the 23 patients with P/LP FH variants, 21 were found by any algorithm to have a record of HC in the EHR.
Furthermore, 324 out of 570 patients with CP variants were found to have HC, 120 out of 174 patients with VUSs but
no P/LP nor CP variants were found to have HC, and 178 out of 308 with only URVs were found to have HC. As
expected the phecode algorithm (the simplest), found the most patients with HC with P/LP variants (21), or other
queried variant types (599). Both the high LDL and PH algorithms found a similar number of HC patients with P/LP
variants or other variants, although overall PH found more than high LDL algorithm. As expected, the FH algorithm
(the strictest), found the least number of patients with HC with P/LP variants (3) or other variants (15). Since none of
the phenotyping algorithms found evidence of HC in the EHR for all patients having P/LP variants, and nor did a
single phenotype algorithm identify most of them, for patients with FH genetic variants, both phecode and PH
algorithms are needed to identify patients for diagnostic evaluation. Of the 128 subjects with VUSs in FH genes in
cohort b, 71% had evidence of HC in their EHR, indicating those 25 VUSs may be P/LP. With further assessment,
these methods, combined with other data, could be used to identify phenotypes in patients with VUSs and similar
variants for categorizing VUSs, URVs, or CP variants as either P/LP or benign/likely benign.
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Introduction. Despite the increasing availability of genomic research datasets, cross-study analysis
remains a challenge given the lack of common phenotypic and environmental exposure data across
studies. The PhenX Toolkit (www.phenxtoolkit.org), funded by NHGRI, addresses this issue by providing
the research community with a catalog of well-established, high-priority common measures to capture
such data for inclusion in genomic, clinical, and translational research. To date, the Toolkit has been
recommended in 342 National Institutes of Health (NIH) Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs)
and guide notices for collaborative research.
Methods. PhenX is driven by the research community. A Steering Committee provides overarching
guidance for the project, prioritizing research domains and establishing the criteria for inclusion of
measurement protocols in the PhenX Toolkit. For each domain, a Working Group of experts recommends
standard data collection protocols using a consensus process that relies on input from the research
community. We mapped PhenX protocol concepts to Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and used its
hierarchical tree for developing a cross-domain organization of protocols.
Results. Currently, the PhenX Toolkit includes 786 protocols addressing 25 broad research domains and
5 collections that add depth in specific research areas. Newly released content includes the Geriatrics
domain and Hemophilia Inhibitor Research collection. Additional domains in progress include Pediatric
Development, Social Determinants of Health, Cancer Outcomes and Survivorship, and Genomic Medicine
Implementation. The PhenX Toolkit, including 90 PhenX protocols, has been cited in 275 publications.
New features include an ontology-based cross-domain organization of protocols and a citation-based
Research Using PhenX. To increase interoperability, PhenX developed links to the database of
Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) studies, Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) and Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH),
and a pilot project to
Figure 1. Use of PhenX protocols in REDCap and publications: 2016–2019
make it compatible
with the
1000
Observational
800
Medical Outcomes
Partnership
600
(OMOP) Common
Data Model.
400
To date, 387 PhenX
200
protocols are used
in REDCap for
0
active data
2016
2017
2018
2019
collection with a
total of 936 protocol
Total protocols used in REDCap (#)
Protocols used in REDCap (#)
use across 129
Publications citing PhenX (#)
Protocols cited in publications (#)
REDCap
institutions. The
most widely accessed protocol is implemented at 36 institutes, and 73 protocols are used at a single
institute (Figure 1).
Conclusion. PhenX continues to expand and evolve to meet the changing needs of the genomic, clinical,
and broader human health research communities. This growth ensures that PhenX will remain relevant
and useful for data sharing among studies with common and related outcomes and exposures for
collaborative research and cross-study analysis.
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ABSTRACT
It is difficult to make accurate predictions based on medical data because patients’ treatment
periods are sampled irregularly. It is particularly desirable to predict castration-resistant
prostate cancer (CRPC) in prostate cancer (PCa) patients and this study aims to predict patients’
likely outcomes to support physicians’ decision making. Serial data is collected from 1592 PCa
patients and phased long-term short-term memory (phased-LSTM) model with a special
module called a “time-gate” is used to process the irregularly sampled data sets. A synthetic
minority oversampling technique is used to overcome the data imbalance between two patient
groups, those with and without CRPC treatment. The phased-LSTM model is able to predict
the CRPC outcome with an accuracy of 90.1% using 120 days of data or 95.9% using 360 days
of data. The validation loss converged slowly with 120 days of data and quickly with 360 days
of data. In both cases, the prediction model takes 4 epochs to build. The overall CPRC Likely
outcome prediction model using irregularly sampled serial medical data is accurate and can be
used to support physicians’ decision making, which saves time compared to cumbersome serial
data reviews. This study can be extended to make clinically meaningful prediction models.
Keywords
Prostate Cancer, Castration-resistant Prostate Cancer, Deep Learning, Phased Long-term
Short-Term Memory
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Background
Despite desiring imaging examination information, over 20% of patients receive no explanatory information1. The Department
of Radiology at a tertiary referral center sought to change this through an innovative pilot project. A SMS (cellular texting)
based Digital Navigation Program (DNP) was created to provide patients with relevant pre-test information. The specific
content to be relayed was designed using patient and patient advocate feedback, however, it was noted that little published
information existed on many patient preferences regarding these types of SMS programs.
Objectives
To compare patient preference for shorter individual message length with increased touch points versus longer message length
with fewer touch points utilizing Net Promoter Score (NPS) scaled from 0-10 (unlikely to extremely likely).
Methodology
Rx.Health’s RxUniverse platform delivered tailored DNPs for all adult outpatient MRI scans (220+ scan types) across 6
locations. Each DNP included information such as what to expect before and during each scan, and 2 patient cohorts (Split
content vs Consolidated content) were assessed. The substance of the content delivered was identical in both cohorts with the
only difference being whether the DNP messages were short in length, and delivered as 5 separate messages over 4 days (split
content) or 3 longer combined messages delivered over 4 days (consolidated content). Patient satisfaction was calculated for
each cohort using NPS collected via SMS and compared using a Chi-Squared test. Inclusion criteria included a quantified
patient response (e.g. “10”, “10 extremely likely”). Unquantifiable qualitative responses were excluded from analysis (e.g.
“Very good”).
Results
A total of 3632 patients interacted with the DNP and 957 patient NPS responses were included for analysis – 781 responses
to the split content and 176 responses to the consolidated content. A significant NPS difference was noted between the split
content cohort (61) vs consolidated content cohort (66) (p=0.017). Also of note a 37% relative reduction (14.47% vs 9.09%)
of detractor scores (patient scores 0-6) was seen in the consolidated content cohort vs split content cohort (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Change in patient NPS detractor responses: Split Content vs Consolidated Content.
Conclusion
From the results seen we conclude that when interacting with DNPs there is an apparent patient preference towards longer
and fewer messages. Additional work will need to be performed to explore further details such as any differences in NPS
responses by scan type and whether the findings are unique to the radiology setting or are replicated in other specialty areas.
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Introduction
Acute stroke is a devastating medical condition which occurs when a region of the brain suddenly losses its supply of
blood due to the blockage of a blood vessel (ischemic stroke, 87% of cases), or rupture of a blood vessel (hemorrhagic
stroke, 12%). The consequences of the disease can be limited, however, and its outcomes improved significantly if
the condition is accurately diagnosed and the appropriate treatment is administered soon after the onset of symptoms.
Imaging is essential in providing the differential diagnostic between ischemic and hemorrhaging stroke, and no
intervention is done without an imaging result. The clinical guidelines suggest that a CT scan should be performed
within 20 minutes of patient arrival, and a result should be available no later than 45 minutes. Here we present our
approach based on process mining for monitoring and improving the efficiency of imaging examinations in the context
of the acute stroke care process.
Methods
A data platform that will support the stroke care process, including a user-facing stroke dashboard, is presented in
Figure 1. In this study, we assessed the feasibility of using a hybrid collection of manually documented and
automatically generated event data for creating a comprehensive stroke dataset and the role of process mining as a
complementary step to extract-transform-load (ETL). The first dataset was obtained by extracting from the EMR
manually collected care steps for 80 suspected stroke cases presented at Emergency Department in 2018. The data
collected included patient demographics (name, date of birth, gender), administrative data (medical record number
MRN, visit number FIN), and care
Clinical Decision Support
FHIR
process information (arrival time
and source, time imaging
ADT
Visit
investigations were performed,
Clinical
time treatment was administered,
HL7
etc). Computer generated event
FHIR
Electronic Medical Record
data consisted of 1305 records for
728 patients obtained from the
during the same timeframe and
Event Log
included patient demographics,
MRN, FIN, imaging accession
Stroke Datastore
number AN, imaging order time,
Process
exam start, complete, dictated and
ETL
Mining
finalized. The two datasets were
Syslog
merged and processed using
RStudio version 1.1.456 with R
version 3.5.2. Process mining
Event Log
Event Log
related
to
imaging
stroke
investigations was performed
using the BupaR version 0.4.1
package.
Stroke Dashboard
PACS

Dictation

Results
Radiology

After
the
process
mining
supported ETL was performed, Figure 1 Stroke care data platform
an analytic and operational
stroke dataset was obtained which included not only the manually collected stroke process steps, but the radiology
steps as well, and powered the StrokeTracker dashboard used to monitor processes and inform improvement projects.
The process mining step was able identify several cases where process steps were performed out of sequence (exam
started before patient arrival, exam dictated before started, etc). These cases were flagged as exceptions for further
analysis, but were removed from the user-facing dashboard. They highlight the need for better, more consistent data
collection methods and to systematically leverage computer generated logs.
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Introduction
Tumor registries provide high-quality data on tumor type and stage. However, data on follow-up care utilization,
testing, outcomes, and non-cancer health data are generally not present in tumor registries. The electronic health record
(EHR) may provide this missing detail; however, EHR users are often non-specific or inconsistent in their tumor
coding practices. Thus, while both data sources provide valuable information, neither is complete; moreover, linkage
may be challenging if regulations prevent the sharing of identifiers. To provide researchers with a fuller picture of
patients’ health, we are linking patients in the North Carolina Central Cancer Registry (NCCCR) with patients in the
Carolina Data Warehouse for Health (CDWH), UNC Health Care System’s clinical data warehouse. In this paper, we
report on the performance of our deterministic, hash-based, privacy-preserving linkage techniques (though identifiers
were able to be shared for this study), which we plan to reuse for future projects requiring privacy-preserving linkage.
Methods
We acquired (1) NCCCR data from 2014 (66,928 cancer cases, including duplicates due to multiple cases per patient),
and (2) CDWH data, spanning 2009 through 2014 (1,124,107 patients, including duplicates due to changing identifiers
over time). Duplicates were purposely left in both datasets in an attempt to match any “version” of a patient in one
dataset to any version of that patient in the other. Available identifiers for linkage include social security numbers
(SSN), names, dates of birth (DOB), gender, and zip code, with varying levels of completeness in each dataset.
As no gold standard linkage exists between the datasets, we opted to compare the performance of our algorithms with
a gold standard algorithm, NCI’s SEER-Medicare algorithm,[1] as described in Dusetzina, et al.[2] Rather than define
our denominator as the Cartesian product of all possible links between the datasets, we pre-selected a set of potential
matches in a blocking phase using loose criteria (e.g., matching on DOB, first name initial, and gender) also described
in Dusetzina, et al. This identified 256,110 potential matches. Using this set of possible matches, we ran three linkage
algorithms (Table 1) and compared performance against 10,595 matches identified by the SEER-Medicare algorithm.
Results
Table 1: Sensitivity and specificity of three linkage algorithms, compared with 10,595 SEER-Medicare matches
Algorithm

# of matches

Sens.

Spec.

#1: Social security number only (hashed)

11,278

0.888

0.992

#2: First 3 characters first name, first 8 characters last name, date of birth, gender (hashed)

10,310

0.97

1

#3: First 10 characters first name, last four digits SSN, date of birth, gender (hashed)

8,571

0.809

1

Discussion
A goal of our study is to evaluate identifier subsets that work well for deterministic, hash-based, privacy-preserving
linkage, which can be reused for other studies that require linkage but are unable to share identifiers.[3] Though it is
a gold standard, SEER-Medicare’s logic would be quite complex to code in a manner to allow for privacy-preserving,
hash-based linkage; thus, Algorithm #2’s high performance and simplicity makes it a strong contender. Our data show
that algorithms requiring SSN (or last four digits) are at a disadvantage, as SSN may be recorded inaccurately (leading
to false positives) or not at all. (SSN was missing in 16.2% of our pre-blocked records.) For this use case, post-linkage,
“flags” can be exported and provisioned to the stewards of both NCCCR and CDWH, allowing each side to know
which of their patients also exist in the other data source. This information can be used to more accurately identify
cohorts of cancer patients, and to allow researchers to access a more holistic picture of patient data in the cancer space.
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Introduction
Poor EHR usability increases user dissatisfaction and risks to patient safety. Typical EHR implementations allow for
considerable variation in configuration and usability1 with no usability test requirements or site-specific
implementation guidelines. Jakob Nielsen proposed that usability testing requires only five participants2 while the
Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) set a minimum of 10 test participants for vendor usability testing.3 We
performed a pilot summative usability testing project at University of Missouri Health Care (MUHC) and Tiger
Institute with two aims: (1) improving the specific EHR features under test and (2) investigating the minimum inputs
and participants needed to support usability testing as part of the regular development and implementation cycle.
Methods
Annual risk assessments are part of routine patient intake in MUHC ambulatory settings. Usability defects were
identified in the existing user interface (UI) by heuristic analysis. The UI was redesigned using a collaborative,
multidisciplinary, iterative process, in particular to reduce duplicate data entry and to assist the user in accurate
identification of overdue screens. Tasks using the existing UI and the redesigned UI were configured, and formal
summative usability testing was performed with 12 nurses and medical assistants. Participant audio and screen
actions were recorded using Morae® software. The primary outcomes of interest were SUS scores, total errors, and
time on task for tasks related to identification of overdue assessments. To determine the number of participants
needed for effective usability testing, we compared the results for 10 randomly selected subsets of 3, 5, 7, and 9
participants to the results for all 12 participants.
Results
The 12 participants using the redesigned UI had reduced error rate of 0.10 vs 0.83 errors/task (difference in means 0.73 errors, SD 0.78, 95% CI [-0.50, -0.98,] P<.0001), higher SUS (96.9 vs 80.8, difference in means 16.0, SD 20.8,
95% CI [3.0, 29.1], p=.02) and reduced task time (8.3s vs 6.0s, difference in means 2.3s, SD 4.8s, 95% CI [1.0, 3.6],
p<=.001). No significant usability problems were found with the redesigned UI. The 40 randomly selected subsets
of 3, 5, 7, and 9 participants had differences in means in the same direction as the larger sample in every instance for
all three primary outcomes. The difference in means for these subsets was outside of the 95% CI for the entire
sample in 13%, 7%, 3%, and 0% of the 3, 5, 7, and 9 participant subsets respectively. The number of comparisons
that remained statistically significant dropped, but even among the subsets of 5 participants, all of the comparisons
of error rate and half of the comparisons of task time remained statistically significant in favor of the redesigned UI.
Conclusion
Summative usability testing using 3-9 participants yields valuable findings of identical direction and similar
magnitude to those of a larger sample, with potentially lower testing resource requirements. Expansion of usability
testing to site-specific implementations is warranted. Following ONC guidelines for vendors for numbers of
usability test participants may increase barriers to incorporating a site-specific usability test program into the product
development and implementation cycle.

1.
2.
3.
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Background
Locating answers to medication-related questions can be challenging. The comprehensive pharmacological knowledge
base, Micromedex,® has been adopted by over 4500 healthcare organizations worldwide. In August of 2018,
Micromedex introduced an artificial intelligence tool, Watson Assistant (WA), a conversational agent that interprets
natural language queries and maps them to a pharmacological information type, called an intent, in the Micromedex
ontology. Intents are subsequently linked to appropriate content in Micromedex to address the query. WA offers a
search method as an alternative to the conventional Micromedex search, which uses a keyword search paradigm that
allows users to enter a drug name and returns the related content section, called a drug topic. Users can search for
information using either the conventional search or WA, both of which are available on the Micromedex home page.
In this work, we examined the types of information sought through this conversional agent to characterize global
pharmacologic information needs.
Methods
Intents triggered by WA conversations between August of 2018 and June of 2019 by 3,932 sites were recorded and
summarized. Eighty percent of conversations during this period originated from 423 distinct sites. The most common
intents triggered by user queries in WA were calculated as a percentage of all intents triggered. Corresponding drug
topics that were accessed through the conventional search interface through either keyword searches, hyperlinks, or
links to more information arising from conversations within the WA chat window were recorded, summarized, and
calculated as a percentage of all drug topic queries.
Results
A total of 126,765 conversations with WA were mapped to 32 different intents during the study period. Table 1 shows
the most common types of information sought and an example of a query for each category. The most frequent intents
triggered in WA conversations included dosing (n=30,239; 23.9%), administration (n=14,520; 11.5%), drugs that treat
specific conditions or diseases (n=10,199; 8.0%), on- and off-label uses (n=8651; 6.8%), pharmacokinetics (n=8495;
6.7%), intravenous (IV) compatibility (n=7942; 6.3%), and adverse effects (n=6676; 5.3%). In the conventional search
interface, 79,204,838 queries were mapped to 206 drug topics during the same time period. The most common topics
assessed through the conventional search interface during the same time period were dosing (n=34,222,058; 43%),
on- and off- label uses (n=5,641,662; 11.5%), and adverse effects (n=5,416,938; 6.8%). The “drugs that treat” intent
in WA has no analogous drug topic listing in Micromedex.
Table 1: Conventional Search Topics

Watson Assistant Intent
Dosing
Administration
Drugs That Treat

a

Uses (FDA, Non-FDA, All)
Pharmacokinetics
IV Compatibility
Adverse Effects
a

Conventional
WA Search
Search Interface
N (%)
N (%)
Watson Assistant Example Query
30,239 (23.9%) 34,322,058 (43.3%) "What is the dosage of azithromycin?"
"Can burosumab be administered SQ in the legs or
14,520 (11.5%) 2,764,488 (3.5%)
abdomen?"
a
10,199 (8.0%)
"Medications used for hypertension"
N/A
8651 (6.8%)
8495 (6.7%)
7942 (6.3%)
6676 (5.3%)

5,641,662 (11.5%)
1,544,830 (1.9%)
435,461 (0.05%)
5,416,938 (6.8%)

b

"Can moxifloxacin be used in UTI?"
"How is nimbex metabolized?"
"Is daptomycin compatible with micafungin"
"Diazepam side effect"

b

Not a drug topic in Micromedex. Sum of on-label and off-label uses

Conclusion
Queries to Micromedex from users across the world were most commonly mapped to content about drug dosing
regardless of the search interface employed. WA searches of Micromedex mapped to a broader distribution of content
compared with conversations using the standard search interface, suggesting that the conversational agent may enable
users to access answers to different types of questions. Future research will explore the reasons for these differences,
examine mapping failures to improve the search engine performance, and evaluate usability and question answering.
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Introduction
Progressive hearing loss (PHL) is a significant clinical problem; however, the ability to predict which patients will
ultimately develop PHL is poor. Clinicians are often asked by patients and parents whether a hearing loss will change,
particularly worsen, over time. PHL has been reported in 4-30% of patients with pediatric sensorineural hearing loss
(SNHL)1, 2. Sources contributing to the reported variation include (a) use of different criteria to define PHL, (b)
demographics of the populations studied, and (c) underlying etiologies. Without a better understanding of the factors
involved in PHL and the ability to efficiently integrate sequential hearing test data with patient history and relevant
electronic health record (EHR) information, clinicians have little or no information to rely upon when counseling
patients about future changes in hearing status. Advances in EHR systems provide a means to efficiently capture
digital clinical data to substantially increase the size of patient samples for observational clinical research. We now
have powerful new means to discover previously unrecognized associations within the clinical data, to better define
the strength of these associations with clinical outcomes, and to use these associations to better predict outcomes.
Results and Discussion
We have developed the Audiological and Genetics Database (AudGenDB) to overcome obstacles to acquiring clinical
data for research, leverage digital forms of hearing data from the clinic, and advance methods for observational
research in the pediatric hearing loss domain3. AudGenDB integrates audiologic, otologic, radiologic, and genetic
patient information from a consortium of pediatric audiology and otolaryngology clinical practices that includes
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VU), and Boston Children’s
Hospital (BCH).
We have used AudGenDB to identify a cohort of patients that demonstrates progressive hearing loss (PHL), which
we defined as a worsening (≥10 dB) of masked bone conduction hearing thresholds for the four-frequency pure-tone
average (PTA4) of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz from first to last hearing test. Of the 15,581 children in AudGenDB meeting
our inclusion criteria, 425 had PHL. To determine whether there are diagnosis codes with higher prevalence in the
PHL patient cohort, a non-progressive cohort that was matched for age and hearing loss-severity was identified. Using
algorithms scripted in R, we developed a linear regression model that compared the log frequency of ICD-9 diagnostic
codes in progressive and non-progressive hearing loss cohorts from two institutions (CHOP & VU). Analysis of the
residuals between the observed and predicted values of our linear model identified several diagnostic codes whose
prevalence was significantly higher in the progressive cohort when compared with the non-progressive cohort. Further
chi-squared analyses demonstrated that cholesteatomas were more prevalent in patients with PHL (ICD9 385.32
𝜒2=123 p<< 0.00001] & 385.33 [𝜒2=101 p<< 0.00001]).
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a significant prevalence of cholesteatoma in pediatric patients with progressive sensorineural
hearing loss. Overall, there were 33 diagnoses with a significant 𝜒2 > 6. To our knowledge, this is the first study to
demonstrate progressive hearing loss in children with cholesteatoma.
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Introduction
In the current clinical big data era and with raised availability of secondary electronic health record (EHR) data,
researchers focus on developing predictive algorithms using such big data especially with the availability of powerful
computational resources. However, there are questions around the best practices utilizing such big secondary data,
mainly on relevant data selection and preparation. For example, patient’s diagnoses are recorded in different sections
within the EHR and in different formats and with different terminologies. Additionally, Terminology standards are
always updating and newer versions are presented introducing another level of data redundancy1. As a result, EHR
data will contain information represented in heterogeneous formats and different terminology representation. The goal
of our study was to investigate which terminology representation should be used to train clinical predictive models.
Firstly, should we simply feed the model with the raw data as it was originally collected or do we need to preprocess
the data and map to a unique terminology. Secondly, if we need to map which terminology is better to use.
Methods
We evaluated the use of different diagnosis terminologies on the prediction of the type II DM patients’ risk to develop
heart failure after 30 days from the current visit. (Figure 1) is showing the different terminologies used and the mapping
tools used. We built our predictive models using a baseline logistic regression (LR) and a Bidirectional Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). Our study cohort is extracted from the Cerner Health facts database version 2017 and it
consists of a balanced set of 60,000 each cases and controls, which is later divided into a training, validation and, test
set with the ratio of 7:1:2. We use the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) as the evaluation
metric for the model prediction accuracy. We apply the Delong test 2 to calculate the significance of the difference
between different models AUROC.
Table 1. Results using AUROC on the same Test set.
Diagnoses Terminology

LR

RNN

Cerner Diagnosis ID

26,427

80.61

84.92

CCS – Single Level

284

78.07

82.62

11,187

80.12

84.69

22,893

79.78

84.11

UMLS CUI

29,491

81.15

85.14

PHEWAS3

1,820

80.05

83.80

ICD-9’

9,063

79.28

83.69

ICD-10’

14,644

79.23

83.86

5

ICD-9

1

ICD-10

1
4

Figure 1. Terminology mapping roadmap

Codes Count

Results and Conclusion
The test AUROC range between 78 to 81% for LR and between 82 to 85% for the RNN model as shown in (Table 1).
The difference in the AUROC is mostly significant based on the Delong test results and it remains nearly the same
between RNN and LR among all diagnosis terminology (4%). The terminology rank remains consistent for both
models, except for PHEWAS3. The best AUROC is associated with the use of UMLS CUI4, which is the terminology
with highest granularity, followed by the Cerner diagnosis id which represent the raw data form, then ICD-91, ICD101, and PHEWAS, while CCS5 is showing the worst AUROC. We additionally investigated the possible loss-intranslation as appear in the results of ICD-9’and ICD-10’. In an ideal world with perfect terminology mapping, we
recommend using the most expressive terminology, such as UMLS for harmonizing heterogeneous terminologies and
to facilitate model scalability. However, due to loss in translation in current mapping tools, evaluation of mapping
quality may be needed before determining the optimal target terminology for predictive modeling.
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Purpose
Our project seeks to develop single Institutional Review Board (sIRB) national standards-based document exchange
processes using the HL7 International® FHIR® (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) 1 standard to support
widespread implementation of the "NIH Policy on the Use of a Single Institutional Review Board for Multi-Site
Research” (NOT-OD-16-094)2. Current systems employ laborious processes involving email exchange, uploads and
downloads or third party systems. We propose a standards-based systematic lifecycle for the creation, population,
storage, display and exchange of documents using HL7 FHIR, in order to facilitate document population and exchange.
Methods
We began by documenting data elements in Harvard’s SMART IRB 3 Determination Letter for single IRB reliance to
serve as a prototype for our process. Next, we mapped these data elements to FHIR resources. Lastly, we built the two
central FHIR document lifecycle components: the question template (FHIR Questionnaire) and the display template
(FHIR document). The Questionnaire resource is comprised of a series of questions that can be used to generate a
QuestionnaireResponse resource for storing the responses. The Questionnaire can be extended with Structured Data
Capture (SDC) profiles to further enrich the resource with added mechanisms for rendering, population and data
extraction. The FHIR document is an immutable bundle containing a Composition resource that serves as a template
for the structure and narrative content of the document along with supporting resources.
Results
We created the FHIR Document life cycle in the figure below. (Figure 1) The steps include: 1) Retrieve Questionnaire
from storage. 2) Render the Questionnaire as an HTML form. 3) Populate known form entries. 4) Generate the
QuestionnaireResponse resource. 5) Store the QuestionnaireResponse resource. 6) Extract resources from
QuestionnaireResponses 7) Store extracted Resources. 8) Generate the FHIR Document. 9) Render a PDF and store
within the FHIR Document. 10) Store the FHIR document. 11) Transfer the FHIR document to a remote location.

Figure 1. FHIR Document Life Cycle.
Conclusion
Although some aspects of the FHIR Document Life Cycle are still un-tested or under ballot measures at HL7, we have
created a viable lifecycle for the creation, population, storage, display and exchange of documents to form a basis of
future discussions to steer the direction for efficient document data exchange methods.
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Introduction: Sepsis is a life-threatening disease caused as a result of the body's response to infection [1].
According to the World Health Organization, it is estimated that more than 30 million people are affected
by sepsis worldwide every year, potentially leading to 6 million deaths. Early diagnoses of sepsis are critical
to reducing clinical acuity of sepsis. Recent studies have shown that an increase in lactate level rate as a
crucial biomarker to diagnose sepsis. However, it is unclear how lactate level increase with other routinely
measured clinical biomarkers or survival rate in sepsis population. We hypothesize that lactate dynamics
will have an impact on other clinical biomarkers, and changes in lactate levels could be detected using a
combinatorial, digital biomarker composed of
routinely measured laboratory tests.
Methods: Briefly, we compiled a training cohort
and testing cohort with patients diagnosed with
sepsis and associated laboratory data from
MIMIC databases. A validation cohort was
compiled using phenomic data in UK Biobank
for validation. Collectively, essential variables
affecting the lactate levels are identified. A
library of features was evaluated for correct
classification type (lactate increase, lactate
decrease, lactate increase with sepsis test definite
and lactate increase with sepsis test negative) and
adjusted if necessary. In the Model stage, after
partitioning the dataset, a GridSearchCV on at
least three different ML algorithms are run to
Figure 1:Analytics Workflow
identify the best parameters to use for a model.
Three model interpretability plots, such as partial dependence plot, variable importance plot, and
scatterplots from the best fitting model, were compiled to represent the variable importance. Lastly, in the
Analyze stage- Error metrics table (i.e., RMSE, MAE, standard deviation, MAPE, bias), the variable
importance plot of different algorithms is compared. The best model was chosen from the models run based
on comparing the model accuracy and error metrics. Figure 1 shows the workflow diagram of the analytic
approaches used in the study and can be extended to other data-driven analytics investigations.
Results: It is imperative to treat sepsis in its early stages due to its fatality. Analyzing the phenotype
trajectories and applying machine learning algorithms, we can study how the lactate level rate affects the
sepsis patients. Additionally, this could result in better healthcare delivery systems for the population-scale
risk stratification of sepsis and improve patient outcomes.
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Introduction
The number of youth living with HIV in the United States continues to rise, and the epidemic is exacerbated in racial,
ethnic, and sexual minority youth who bear a disproportionate burden of the HIV epidemic. Estimates of ~ 80% of
new infections occur in young men who have sex with men and young transgender women, and the epidemic is further
magnified in Black and Latino youth.(1) In response, our study developed the mLab App, an innovative mobile and
connected technology that combines HIV prevention information with push notifications/reminders to complete HIV
testing and an automated image processing feature to provide accessible, objective, secure, and real-time feedback on
home-based OraQuick (lateral flow assay) HIV test results. The purpose of the usability evaluation was to refine the
user interface of the mLab App – a mobile and connected health intervention for increasing the uptake of rapid home
HIV self-testing (OraQuick) and linkage to care – by employing rapid cycle iterative design methods.
Methods
The usability evaluation was comprised of a think-aloud protocol with 20 end-users at 2 study sites (Chicago, New
York) and a heuristic evaluation with human computer interaction experts (N=5) and youth advisory members (N=6).
Think-aloud protocols focus on peoples’ cognitive process during the execution of tasks and are one of the principle
methods for assessing usability.(2) This type of usability testing requires participants to articulate aloud their thoughts,
feelings, and opinions about an interface, which informs usability outcomes such as user satisfaction, task
performance, and problem analysis. We used a traditional approach with our heuristic evaluation and asked 5 experts
to use the mLab app to evaluate its usability by employing a defined heuristic scale.(3) The heuristic evaluations relied
on experts’ previous experiences to identify usability concerns within a system while end-user testing relies on targeted
end-users to identify and communicate issues encountered while using the technology.
Results
During usability testing a number of key changes were made to the app to improve usability. An overlay of the app
was added to walk the user through various functions during the first four logins. The overlay explains how to use the
app in conjunction with OraQuick testing. Second, the timer, which is needed to ensure that participants read the HIV
test results within the correct time interval was made consistently visible as a pop-up in the top right corner of the app.
This allows users to navigate within the app, switch tabs in their browsers, and leave the app during the 20min timer
window, and to access mindfulness activities during the waiting period. Previously, if a user exited the app, the timer
stopped, preventing participants from reading their test results within the window period. Third, the testing timeline
has been updated to include testing history and the schedule of future test dates to optimize testing-related information
provided to the user.
Conclusion
Findings from our usability evaluation informed the iterative refinement of the mLab App. Once these key changes
have been incorporated, we plan to test this intervention in a randomized controlled trial with young men and
transgender women.
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Introduction
When documenting in electronic health records (EHRs), clinicians can record patient care and findings in both
structured (e.g., flowsheets) and unstructured (e.g., notes) formats. Previous studies have shown that hospital nurses
use unstructured flowsheet comment fields to add detail to structured flowsheet data1. For example, nurses comment
that they informed a physician about an abnormal vital sign or that they performed an intervention1. Evidence also
shows that an increase in flowsheet comments written by nurses is associated with increased likelihood of cardiac
arrest and death2. However, little is known about the variability in the use of flowsheet comments by hospital nurses.
In this study, we analyzed vital sign flowsheet comments to assess variability among individual nurses with regards
to their experience, shift type (day/night), and unit (medical/surgical [MS] or intensive care [ICU]).
Methods and Analysis
We analyzed EHR flowsheet and provider data from 2015-2017 collected at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for vital sign flowsheet comments written per shift per nurse. The number of
days that the nurse had an active EHR user ID was used as a
proxy for clinical and EHR experience.
Results
We analyzed 73,003 shifts from 1,003 nurses and found that the
average comments written per shift per nurse was not uniform
(Figure 1). 21% of all nurses averaged 1 or more comments per
shift and wrote 59% of all comments, representing the 78th
percentile and above. These “high-comment” (HC) nurses on
average had 21% less days of experience than non-HC nurses and
worked the majority of shifts on MS units, while the majority of
shifts worked by non-HC nurses were on ICUs (see Table 1).

Figure 1. Comments/shift

Table 1. Variability among HC and Non-HC nurses
Nurses

Comments/shift
Mean
(95% CI)

Days of Experience

Shift Type

Unit

Median

SD

Mean
(95% CI)

Median

SD

Day/Night
(95% CI)

MS/ICU
(95% CI)

HC

1.91
(1.75-2.06)

1.54

1.17

2139.35
(1993.88-2284.81)

1962

1092.23

58/42%
(57-59/41-43%)

67/33%
(66-68/32-34%)

Non- HC

0.19
(0.17-0.21)

0.00

0.27

2581.17
(2484.30-2678.04)

2073

1381.73

65/35%
(65-66/34-35%)

44/56%
(44-45/55-56%)

Conclusions
Factors related to the nurse and their environment influence EHR documentation behavior which is known to relate
to patient outcomes. This work is limited by lack of data on other potentially confounding variables such as training
and patient acuity. However, our findings indicate the need for more research to explore why this variability exists so
that predictive modeling of patient outcomes based on EHR data is informed by nursing factors.
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Purpose:
Study-related information and documents are manually exchanged through email, third party systems and direct
upload to electronic Internal Review Board systems (eIRBs). With the requirement to use Single IRB (sIRBs) for
clinical trials the number of documents and parties involved in the exchange has grown significantly. A national
standard should help reduce the burden of document exchange for sites, coordinating centers and sIRBs. Recruitment
materials information is shared with sIRBs. We have proposed the use of Health Level 7 (HL7) FHIR to standardize
the exchange of recruitment materials. FHIR is an interoperability standard intended to facilitate the exchange of
healthcare information between healthcare providers, patients, caregivers, payers, researchers, and anyone else
involved in the healthcare eco-system. FHIR helps with sharing data in a computable manner, and allows for the
exchange of healthcare information between electronic systems. Our goal was to determine FHIR coverage of
recruitment materials across a wide range of Media Types and to propose a standard set for clinical trial use.
Methods:
Recruitment documents and IRB related templates from 44 Clinical Translational Science Awards institutions were
reviewed and information abstracted, aggregated and synthesized. The unique recruitment methods were defined and
categorized. Afterwards the recruitment methods were mapped to specific FHIR resources.
Results:
Forty-three recruitment methods including media were identified. Four of them were considered edge cases and not
retained. The remaining 39 concepts were categorized into two data elements: (1) recruitment media type and (2)
recruitment method each with three valid values (Table 1). The data elements mapped to a single FHIR resource, the
Communication Resource in a one-to-one manner.
Table 1: Recruitment Material Data Elements Identified from the CTSA Institutions.
Data Elements and Valid Values

Definition of Valid Values

Valid Value Examples

Broadcasting is the distribution of audio or video content to a dispersed audience via any
electronic mass communications medium, but typically one using the electromagnetic spectrum
(radio waves), in a one-to-many model.

Audio Clips, Video Clips, Radio, TV Spots

Printed Materials

Printed matter was produced by printers or publishers, such as books, magazines, booklets,
brochures and other publicity materials and in some cases, newspapers.

Magazines, News Paper, News Letters, Professional Journal, Post Cards

Internet Based Communication

Social media are interactive computer-mediated technologies that facilitate the creation and
sharing of information, ideas, career interests and other forms of expression via virtual
communities and networks.

Social Media, Podcasts, Press Releases, Networking Sites, Web Banners,
Web/Internet Postings, Web page ads, Web Sites

Recruitment Media Type:
Broadcasting

Recruitment Method:
Public

Bulletin Boards, Billboards, Bus or metro posted advertisements, radio and
TV spots

Indirect/Individual Communication

Communication addressed to a specific person

Announcements, In-person Discussion, Letters/Invitations, Mail, Soliciting
Volunteers in Public spaces, Table Tents, Telephone/Phone Calls, Snowball
Sampling

Defined Group

Communication addressed to more than one person

Advertisements, Brochures/Pamphlets, Flyers/Notices, Posters/Signs, Tip
Sheets, email, listserv or social media posts

Conclusion:
A wide variety of clinical trial recruitment materials are used across the CTSAs. Standardizing this information can
provide institutions with options they may not have previously considered for automated data and document exchange
and will facilitate a consistent method of recruitment material collection and exchange in eIRB systems. This early
work may need to be extended to include additional recruitment materials for clinical research purposes.
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Introduction
Hematologic malignancies are a burdensome disease for over 500,000 U.S. residents. Flow cytometry is an established
method in diagnosing and examining these diseases. We previously developed the Cancer Cell Ontology (CCL) as an
extension of the Cell Ontology to represent types of hematologic malignancies including acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) based on immunophenotype1. Our current work aims to check the utility and coverage of CCL by analyzing
de-identified flow cytometry data from past patients at Roswell Comprehensive Cancer Center (RPCCC) using CCL
to classify cell populations in AML found for particular patients.
Methods
The Python programming language and FlowPy2 package were used
to extract marker data from 1300 de-identified AML patients treated
at RPCCC and were used to create AML cell populations for use in a
modified FlowCL algorithm3. The FlowCL algorithm essentially runs
a SPARQL query and ranking algorithm to match cell populations and
their markers with corresponding ontological representations in the
CCL. We assessed the percentage of cell populations that matched and
the degree to which they matched.
Results and Discussion
A sample extracted cell type can have an ontology class of
‘MPO+/CD13+/CD117+ myelomonocytic lineage leukemic cell’
Figure 1. The components of the
which can have a child class that is CD33+. We were able to find
proposed system
partial matches for virtually all patient-derived AML cell populations
(93%, 1209/1300). However, there were few complete matches (2%, 26/1300). We attribute these results to differences
in the antibody panels used to characterize AML. Our ontology is based upon panels from the European Group for the
Immunological Characterization of Leukemias (EGIL) which do not exactly align with panels used at RPCCC4. We
have used these results to develop over 100 additional cancer cell type definitions in CCL, most of which are either
subclasses or siblings of EGIL-based classes. The lower half of Figure 1. shows how we intend to use the enhanced
CCL as part of an automated system based on the ImmPort Galaxy service to perform automated classification of a
larger set of patient data files.
Conclusion
Using patient-derived AML data, we have improved our past ontological descriptions of cancer cells and provide a
strong foundation for a larger automated, analytic pipeline based upon pre-existing tools and the ImmPort Galaxy
service in order to diagnosis hematologic malignancies.
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Introduction
Sepsis is life-threatening organ dysfunction due to a dysregulated host-response to infection1. Early identification
and appropriate management of sepsis is vital to providing optimal care: delay in antimicrobial therapy can increase
mortality by up to 7.6% per hour2. Early warning scores (EWS) for assessing clinical deterioration, commonly used
in hospitals, are now being evaluated for sepsis prediction. Prior studies evaluating EWS to predict sepsis have been
limited to the intensive care unit (ICU) and not formally evaluated on the general ward. In this research, we
calculated EWS for patients on the general ward and assessed their predictive performance.
Methods
Clinical data was extracted from the electronic health record at Barnes-Jewish Hospital, a large tertiary-referral
academic medical center in St. Louis, MO. All adult admissions to a non-ICU floor between 2012 and 2017 were
eligible for inclusion. Admissions were excluded if they had no diagnosis code, no vital signs recorded, ICU transfer
during or prior to prediction period, or if the admitting service was psychiatry or obstetrics/gynecology. Sepsis cases
were identified using the Sepsis-2 criteria with suspicion for infection1. Sepsis onset was defined as the first time the
criteria were met within a 24-hour window. For the non-sepsis population, the index time was defined as the
midpoint between admission and discharge. Each EWS was calculated 6-hours before the index time using clinical
data from the preceding 24 hours. The EWS evaluated included the National Early Warning Score (NEWS),
National Early Warning Score 2 (NEWS 2), Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS), Systemic Inflammatory
Response Syndrome (SIRS), Quick Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (qSOFA), and Sequential Organ Failure
Assessment (SOFA). Missing data were imputed using normal physiologic values. All analyses were completed
using Python and packages (i.e., NumPy, pandas, and scikitlearn).
Results
Of the 61,364 admissions, 20,868 met inclusion criteria, of
which 471 (2.26%) met sepsis criteria. Area under the
precision recall curve (AUPRC) ranged from 0.028 to 0.066
and area under the receiver-operating characteristic
(AUROC) ranged from 0.521 to 0.701 for all EWS (Figure
1). The median number of missing elements for EWS
calculation were: 1 out of 7 for NEWS; 3 out of 9 for
NEWS 2; 1 out of 5 for MEWS; 0 out of 4 for SIRS; 1 out
of 3 for qSOFA; and, 3 out of 7 for SOFA.
Conclusion
The low AUPRC and AUROC suggest EWS measures are
not reliable indicators for sepsis-specific prediction on the
general ward. Missing data elements may have played a role
in the unreliability of the EWS as predictors of sepsis, and
showcase them as impractical measures for many hospital floors. Future analysis includes evaluation of temporal
patterns, missing data subgroups and clinical outcomes, as well as comparisons of the EWS to machine-learning
models for sepsis prediction.
Figure 1. EWS Performance. Definition of abbreviations: National Early
Warning Score (NEWS); Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS);
Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS); Quick Sequential
Organ Failure Assessment (qSOFA); Sequential Organ Failure Assessment
(SOFA); Area under the precision recall curve (AUPRC); and Area under
the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC).
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Introduction
Prescription opioid related overdose rates in the United States have been steadily increasing since 1997.1 While
research has been conducted on prescription opioid usage, there is a significant lack of information regarding patient
subgroups who take opioids in conjunction with other drugs, particularly Schedule II stimulants, and the effect on
adverse events and overdose.1,2 We examined patterns of overdose and opioid related risk events among patients
who were taking opioids and stimulants concurrently compared to patients taking only opioids to assess the trends
and risk factors associated with these patient subgroups.
Methods
Multi-site outpatient practice and hospital retrospective electronic health record data from January 2013 to March
2018 for patients with an opioid medication between the ages of 18 and 90 were collected, merged, and deidentified
for a total sample of 11,104 patients. Patients were grouped into three treatment groups: overlapping stimulant and
opioid prescriptions, non-concurrent opioid and stimulant prescriptions within the time window, or only an opioid
prescription. To determine the effect of concurrent stimulant and opioid use on opioid poisoning and abuse, defined
by ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes, a logistic regression model using additional patient risk factors. These included sociodemographic variables, race, age, insurance, and ethnicity, diagnostic variables, such as ADHD and narcolepsy,
heart disease, abnormal glucose, substance abuse, smoking status, and mental illness, and medications specific
variables, such as long or short acting opioids and number of overlapping prescription days were included.3
Results
153 patients were taking opioids and stimulants concurrently, 227 were taking stimulants alone, and 10,885 were
taking opioids alone. Of the concurrent prescriptions, 22% were taking buprenorphine with amphetamine and 17.6%
were taking hydrocodone with amphetamine. 40% of patients prescribed both medications simultaneously had
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder or narcolepsy and 25.5% of the patients had hypertension. 56% of the patients
prescribed stimulants also had opioid use disorder. The logistic regression model showed an opioid risk event is less
likely to occur if a patient is taking opioids and stimulants (OR:0.497 (0.03, 2.7)). However, this was non-significant.
In addition, insurance, as a predictor of socio-economic status, age, history of alcohol abuse, and ethnicity were
significant risk factors for opioid-related events.
Discussion
Further research is being done to assess the hypothesis that concurrent stimulant use reverses the respiratory
depression that is typically associated with opioid overdose including looking at longitudinal modeling of long-term
concurrent users versus short-term concurrent users and looking at the specific effects of amphetamines,
dextroamphetamines, lisdexamfetamine, and methylphenidate.
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Introduction
Approximately 75% of adults age 65 years and older live with multimorbidity, defined as the concurrent
presence of two or more chronic diseases and account for a disproportionate share of health care expenditures. Our
prior work on patients with multimorbidity shows decreased emergent health care utilization and disease
exacerbation when care teams incorporate documented psychosocial needs into tailored health care plans,
acknowledging the utility of psychosocial vital signs in electronic health records (EHR).(1) Bejan et al.(2) used lexical
association and word2vec to mine social concepts, such as homelessness, from a large EHR repository. Here, we
replicate this concept in a local EHR repository and extend this work to other psychosocial concepts- chronic stress,
financial insecurity, and social isolation.
Methods
We extracted and standardized EHR notes from 120 primary care and specialty clinics in Oregon,
representing 3.23 million patients. From this, a subset of 2016 and 2017 data were extracted for total of 80,000
patients. Using lexical association and expert input we identified seeds most likely to be used in narrative notes
representing four psychosocial vital signs- chronic stress, social isolation, financial insecurity, and homelessness.
A modified bag of words approach was applied to identify notes with a minimum one seed word, in patients
65 years of age and older with multimorbidity from the aforementioned subset. These notes were then vectorized
using word2vec, with higher weights assigned near selected seeds in notes. Negex was used for negation. Terms
with higher average weights were examined to determine potential new seeds. The relevance of identified patients to
psychosocial vital sign of interest was assessed by the standard term frequency–inverse document frequency (TFIDF) weighted cosine metric. To assess the precision of retrieved patients and to facilitate query reformulation,
research staff and faculty completed a manual annotation process. This validation was completed in the top 100
patients based on relevance score for each concept. While the main corpus of notes included 80,000 patients, a range
of 14,507 to 609 patients from all four concepts, met the inclusion criteria for validation- patients 65 years of age
and older with multimorbidity whose notes contained minimum one seed word.
Results
NLP identified 12-18% of patients with psychosocial issues compared to structured data (ICD-10 diagnosis
codes) which showed that less than 0.2%. As illustrated in Table 1, NLP matched substantial numbers of patients
moderate to strong precision (.78-.94). The average score across all four concepts ranged from 3.93- 4.64.
Discussion
Using NLP to identify vulnerable older adults with multimorbidity and high psychosocial needs prior to
disease exacerbation is a lower cost, higher efficiency method with multiple implications for health care policy,
clinical care, and refinement of clinical guidelines.
Table 1. NLP approach to extract subset of Psychosocial Vital Signs
Topic
Chronic stress
Social isolation
Financial insecurity
Homelessness

Matches (Total N =
80,748)
14507 (18.0%)
609 (.8%)
6,945 (8.6%)
4,449 (5.5%)

Retrieval
IPF range

Relevance (Mean 95%
CI) of top 600
51.35 (48.4-54.6)
14.75 (12.3-18.2)
22.70 (19.8-26.4)
64.95 (48.9-82.9)

2.03 - 7.61
5.94 - 10.90
2.43 - 10.90
3.06 - 10.90

Validation
Patient precision (Patients
Average score (0-5, 5 highly
relevant / patients reviewed)
likely), min-max
0.90 (90/100)
4.38
0.80 (80/ 100)
4.02
0.78 (78/100)
3.93
0.93 (93/100)
4.64

+ Note: 2017 seed for Social Isolation was companionship/friendship
** Abbreviations: a&dh/ads: Accessibility and Disability Services, aps: Adult Protective Services, afh: Adult Foster Home
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Introduction
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease that causes the demyelination of neurons in the brain and has a
variety of symptoms (e.g. limb pain and vision loss). MS patients in the New York State Multiple Sclerosis
Consortium (NYSMSC) registry fill out an enrollment form and self-report the severity of their symptoms. Our
previous work created a Multiple Sclerosis Patient Data Ontology (MSPD) with classes based on the NYSMSC
enrollment form and allowed analysis of significant trends in how certain patient subsets experience MS symptoms
compared to the overall NYSMSC population. While our earlier study only focused on patients reporting more
severe symptoms, the current work analyzes results from all patients with symptoms of any severity. We visualize
our analysis using an enhanced graphing technique simultaneously displaying low, intermediate, and high levels of
reported symptoms for selected patient subsets.
Methods
We used Protégé to update the class names and definitions in MSPD to represent a broader range of symptom
severity and performed all subsequent steps using Python scripts. We annotated the NYSMSC data by sorting the
patients based on the severity of their self-reported symptoms and creating datasets listing each de-identified patient
ID and the ontology classes for their symptoms in each severity level; the enrollment form asked patients to report
their symptoms on a numeric scale, so we created low, intermediate, and high levels based on the scale. We then
used term enrichment, an analysis technique used with other ontologies, to select a subset of patients and compare
the proportion of that subset reporting a symptom at a certain level to the proportion of the overall population
reporting the same symptom. We used GraphViz to display the MSPD ontology and incorporated color gradients to
display the term enrichment p-values associated with each class.
Results and Discussion
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Figure 1: Visualization of symptom trends for patients based on Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores

In Figure 1, we sorted the patients based on their Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score, a clinical measure
of patients’ physical limitations; higher scores mean higher levels of limitation. Compared to the overall patient
population, we found a seemingly counter-intuitive point: patients with lower scores reported negative emotions
(e.g. stress, agitation) more frequently, whereas patients with higher scores reported life satisfaction at a higher rate
compared to the patient population as a whole. Our continuing work includes: visualizing trends for different patient
subsets, examining factors affecting these trends (e.g. the influence of pharmacological treatments for MS on
patients’ perceptions of the disease), and presenting these analyses to clinicians so they may better treat their
patients based on our results regarding patterns in the data associated with different populations.
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Background and Motivation
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common type of dementia, comprising 60-80% of cases1. There were an estimated
5.8 million Americans living with Alzheimer’s dementia in 2019, and this number will almost double every 20 years 1. The
total lifetime cost of care for someone with dementia is estimated to be $350,174 in 2018, 70% of which is ass ociated with
family-provided care1. Most family caregivers face emotional, financial and physical difficulties. As a medium to relieve
this burden, online communities in social media websites such as Twitter, Reddit, and Yahoo! Answers provide potential
venues for caregivers to search relevant questions and answers, or post questions and seek answers from other members.
However, there are often a limited number of relevant questions and responses to search from, and posted questions are
rarely answered immediately. Due to recent advancement in Artificial Intelligence (AI), particularly Natural Language
Processing (NLP), we propose to utilize AI to automatically generate answers to AD-related consumer questions posted by
caregivers and evaluate how good AI is at answering those questions. To the best of our knowledge, it is rare in the
literature applying and evaluating AI models designed to automatically answer consumer questions related to AD.
Methods
There are several AI models that have recently shown promising results for NLP tasks. Most of them are language models
based on the Transformer architecture, among which BERT 2 and GPT-23 have achieved state-of-the-art performance for
most NLP tasks. Since BERT generates sentences that are more diverse but of slightly worse quality than GPT-24, we
utilized GPT-2 (medium model with 345M parameters) to automatically generate responses to consumer questions. GPT-2
is an unsupervised deep learning model trained from 40 GB of Web texts, which generates coherent and semantically
relevant textual responses for prompted texts that can be served as inferred answers. Since the questions are related to AD
and care of disease, we additionally trained a transfer learning based GPT-2 model, named EduGPT-2, on a dataset of
patient education materials from Mayo Clinic which contains more than 9k patient education documents related to
diseases, symptoms, causes, treatment, preparation for and care after procedures, etc. To create a consumer question
corpus, we crawled 1000 question titles under the topic “Alzheimer’s disease” from Yahoo! Answers. Since many
questions are fragmented and poorly formed, we asked two annotators with medical background to manually classify these
questions into two categories “well-formed” and “poorly-formed”. Then we randomly selected 30% questions from the
“well-formed” category, and applied GPT-2 and EduGPT-2 to generate responses separately. We asked two annotators to
evaluate the responses by giving a relevance score between 1 and 4 with 4 being the most relevant response and 1 being
completely irrelevant to the question. In order to avoid bias, the responses generated for each question by GPT-2 and
EduGPT-2 were shuffled so that the annotators would not know which response corresponded to which model.
Results
Based on the question categorization, there is a total of 277 “well-formed”
questions. 84 questions (30% of 277) were randomly selected for the
evaluation of automatically generated answers. Figure 1 depicts the
annotation results for the responses to 84 questions generated by two AI
models. Most responses are relevant to the questions and have relevance
scores of 4 or 3. We utilized the average relevance score of the two
annotators for each question to evaluate the AI models. The mean relevance
score of responses generated by GPT-2 and EduGPT-2 are 3.0 and 2.8, with
inner annotator agreement scores of 0.43 and 0.22, respectively.
Conclusion

Figure 1. Annotation results.

Annotation results showed the feasibility of applying AI models to automatically answer consumer questions related to
AD. The results are also interesting in that the original GPT-2 performs slightly better than EduGPT-2 based on transfer
learning, which may be due to the slightly poor generalizability of EduGPT-2 and needs further study.
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Introduction
Some current tools and databases that facilitate translation between different medical and scientific vocabularies have
allowed genotype-phenotype association studies to be conducted using EHR data. However, researchers may lack the
training necessary to use them appropriately. For instance, researchers commonly use the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS)1. However, the UMLS is not a comprehensive solution to translate across vocabularies. It can be
difficult to use, may not include some clinical vocabularies (e.g., consumer health vocabularies), and may lack the
necessary synonymy2. The complex data structures and concept relationships in these resources creates an obstacle
for scientists interested in mapping their phenotypes to a standard vocabulary. In this poster, we present WikiMedMap,
an open-source tool designed to facilitate the translation of phenotype strings to standard vocabularies using “infobox”
in Wikipedia. WikiMedMap takes raw strings as inputs and outputs standard codes from common medical.
Methods
WikiMedMap is a standalone package that leverages the Wikipedia API, MediaWiki, to extract concepts codes from
different terminologies documented in Wikipedia. The Wikipedia API retrieves the most probable page based on the
passed source or search string. We parsed the page returned by the API to locate the presence of eight standardized
vocabularies: ICD-9, ICD-10, MeSH, MedlinePlus, OMIM, Orphanet, DiseaseDB, and ICD-O. We compared the
effectiveness of the WikiMedMap to UMLS in extracting medical vocabularies for strings from two well-known
biomedical research repositories: disease substrings from UKBB questionnaires and Mendelian disease terms from
OMIM. We extracted codes for each string using UMLS and using WikiMedMap.
Results
To assess the potential of WikiMedMap in the phenotyping pipeline, we used 691 UKBB phenotypes strings that
UKBB participants were asked in questionnaires and 347 HPO terms, to compare WikiMedMap with UMLS.
Overall, we found that WikiMedMap finds more standard concept links than UMLS for UKBB terms for all tested
vocabularies and more links between the HPO terms for 0.75 (6/8) of the standard clinical vocabularies (Table 1) .
Table 1. Number of UKBB and HPO phenotypes with ≥1 mapping for each standard clinical vocabulary.
Vocabulary
ICD-9
ICD-10
ICD-O
MeSH
MedlinePlus
OMIM
Orphanet
Disease Database

WikiMedMap
332
344
24
292
300
114
6
282

UMLS
57
56
0
154
112
104
0
0

210
206
16
153
152
71
8
173

67
54
0
170
74
253
0
0

Both
51
54
0
122
100
38
0
0

59
51
0
114
67
65
0
0

Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we developed and applied WikiMedMap, a tool that mines Wikipedia to match phenotypes strings to
standard clinical vocabularies. Compared to UMLS, WikiMedMap found matching clinical vocabulary codes for
more UKBB phenotypes and HPO terms. We envision WikiMedMap as a complementary tool to existing resources
by matching concepts codes for phenotype strings that may not be found with automated mapping strategies using
conventional databases. By facilitating the mapping of phenotypes to standard clinical vocabularies, WikiMedMap
can resolve a key bottleneck in biomedical research and has the potential to accelerate the translation of biomedical
data to improve human health.
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Abstract
This study is an application of latent profile analysis to provides interesting finding in the
heterogeneous profiles of innovation ability of nurses in China. Different profiles help us to target
the suitable population for training to be informatics nurses in the future.
Background
Taiwan TIGER model aims to train the information skills of nursing staff, so as to cultivate a
group of informatics nurses. However, any training takes a lot of manpower and time costs. It’s
better to focus on the target population to improve training results. Thus, innovation ability as one
of the core abilities of informatics nurses, we can screening nurses with higher innovation ability
and then training them basic information skills.
Objectives
To understand the current status of nursing staff's innovation ability, to identify the classification
of nursing staff's innovation ability characteristics.
Methods
A cross-sectional survey of 496 nursing staff in a tertiary hospital was conducted using Creativity
and Innovation Effectiveness Assessment, and latent profile analysis was used to classify the
characteristics.
Results
The total innovation ability of nursing staff was 2.82±0.701, which was at a low level. According
to the model fitting results, three potential groups were finally determined, which were the higher
level of innovation ability (89 cases, 17.94%), which average score was 3.96±0.54; the middle
level of innovation ability (214 cases, 43.15%), which average score was 2.95±0.37; the lower
level of innovation ability (193 cases, 38.91%),which average score was 2.14±0.37.
Conclusions
The innovation ability of nursing staff is generally at a low level, and there is group heterogeneity,
which can be divided into three sub-types. Based on the identified target population, those who
have a higher level of innovation ability could participate in Taiwan TIGER training to develop
their information skills.
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Introduction
Application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques in Intensive Care Units (ICUs) showed evidence of continual
growth in predicting high-risk events due to the advancement in computing technology and with freely available
datasets such as the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) [1]. The purpose of this literature review
is to evaluate the effectiveness of applying ML methodologies in ICUs.
Methods
A systematic search in the PubMed, Web of Science, CINAHL, and Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
databases has been performed according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis
(PRISMA) guidelines, to identify all potential relevant studies as of June 16, 2019 [2]. The search syntax was built
with the guidance of a professional librarian-using search terms related to “Machine Learning” and “Intensive Care
Unit”. After exhaustive literature review of all articles for relevance to the purpose, the final collection included 211
articles. We did qualitative analysis on these articles, furthermore, a subset of 33 articles specific to MIMIC data were
chosen for quantitative analysis. MIMIC data allows researchers around the world free access to highly granular and
comprehensive de-identified ICU.
Results
Qualitative Analysis: In this analysis, the selected 211 articles were categorized into seven ICU application domains
(Improve Prognosis, Predict LOS Mortality Readmission, ICU Alerts Classification, Feature Identification, AI-ML
Assessment, Risk Assessment, and Intuitive Decision Making). We further classified the above articles into 15 ICU
sub-categories based on type of disease, clinical area of application and ML techniques used (ICU-ResourceManagement, Pediatric Complications, Improve Prognosis, Sepsis, Predict LOS Mortality Readmission, Cardiology,
Neurology, AI-ML Assessment, Feature Identification, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Acute Kidney Injury
(AKI), Trauma Surgery, Respiratory, Imaging, Waveform Data Analysis). A model was developed based on the
categories/subcategories that provides insight into the current state of advancement of ML and its potential to improve
clinical decision making with respect to time sensitivity and heterogeneous data processing in complex ICU settings.
The model depicts common investigated findings that includes application of ML in 1) Prediction of Outcomes:
Mortality, LOS, Re-admission, and Complications 2) Area of Disease: Sepsis, AKI, Seizures 3) Type of data:
Unstructured documents, Waveform, and Time-series data.
Quantitative Analysis: The 33 articles that applied ML models on MIMIC dataset were selected to summarize the
study findings with respect to applied ML algorithm, data elements, data pre-processing methods, quality of their
predictive performance and validation techniques employed. It was evident that Deep Learning and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) prevail as the main techniques. ML model performance heavily depends on data pre-processing,
about 50 percent of studies applied imputation methods and rest of them completely removed records with missing
data to avoid bias. More than 80 percent of studies used 5-10 fold cross validation to evaluate model performance.
About 63 percent studies used feature identification to improve accuracy
Conclusion
ML is gaining popularity and success in some specific domains related to ICU, where authors claim to have developed
and validated models capable of early prediction of high risk-events. Despite these promising results on retrospective
data, significant hurdles remain in implementing ML models on prospective data and as a decision support tool.
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common joint disease worldwide, and knee OA takes more than 80% of the disease with
influencing at least 23% of Americans. The early detection of knee OA significantly helps clinicians to take the right
treatment plan at the right time. While radiographs are the most common imaging modality to assess knee OA, analysis
of the images is still highly subjective. Additionally, overlapping structures within the radiographs and the large volume
of images needing to be analyzed make the interpretation challenging for both naive and experienced practitioners. Thus,
there is a pressing need to implement an artificial intelligence strategy to objectively and automatically interpret the
radiographs, assisting to triage abnormal radiographs in a timely fashion. This work is the first to ever attempt to utilize
deep learning strategy to automatically localize knee joint space in plain radiographs.
Materials and Methods
We first obtained the data from a publicly available knee X-ray repository, namely The OsteoArthritis Initiative (OAI)
(https://oai.epi-ucsf.org/datarelease). Then, the knee joint space of 8,193 of these images were manually segmented
among 3 annotators. We ensured that the inter-rater reliability between the annotators for knee joint space localization
remains good (> 0.73) on an initial same batch of 60 images before we start with the rest of all radiographs. We got an
average Intersection Over Union (IOU) of 0.883 for the initial batch of 60 images. To detect the region of interest (ROI),
the knee area in the whole radiographs image, we did account for the ROI detection method developed in1 . In doing
autonomous localization of knee joint space, we utilized the U-Net convolutional neural networks architecture2 which
basically included a set of down-sampling layers to learn and generate an output localization mask.
Results, Conclusion, and Outlook
All 8,193 manually segmented images were divided into 4,093 for training, 2,700
for validation, and 1,400 to test the model. Figure 1 shows a sample of the localization maps generated by the method and compares them with the ground truth
mask provided by the annotators. Within the figure, one can see the IOUs for
those samples are above or equal to 0.93. The average of IOU among the entire test set was 0.907 which demonstrate an excellent performance. This study
demonstrates the very successful application of U-Net deep neural networks to
reliably localize knee joint space in radiographs. As part of our future work, we
are combining these masks with the original images to automatically grade knee
OA within Kellgren and Lawrence (KL)-grading schema.
Figure 1: The original knee X-ray
images (left), the prediction of knee
[1] Tiulpin A, Thevenot J, Rahtu E, Saarakkala S. A novel method for automatic
joint space localization mask prolocalization of joint area on knee plain radiographs. InScandinavian Conference
vided by the proposed method (midon Image Analysis 2017 Jun 12 (pp. 290-301). Springer, Cham.
dle), and the ground truth localization
[2] Ronneberger O, Fischer P, Brox T. U-net: Convolutional networks for biomedi- mask made by the annotators (right).
cal image segmentation. InInternational Conference on Medical image computing
and computer-assisted intervention 2015 Oct 5 (pp. 234-241). Springer, Cham.
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Abstract
Differential analysis and network clustering methods often output large lists of biovariables related to a disease state.
Unfortunately, large lists of biovariables are often difficult to interpret. A novel method, CTD, finds the optimally
connected subgraph within a larger subgraph in a network. We show that CTD can break down large transcript lists
called by other methods and uncover a set of gene transcripts more related to disease by discarding noisy features.
Introduction
Many molecular profiling experiments (e.g., transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics) output several tens to
hundreds of biological variables that are significantly different between cases and controls in a given molecular
profiling experiment. The size of these variable sets are often difficult to interpret when using current pathway
enrichment methods, and biomarkers identified at the group level are not always validated at the level of the individual.
Computational approaches that can parse relevant from irrelevant molecular features and provide smaller lists of
variables for improved interpretation are lacking.
Differential Analysis and Network Clustering Methods
Differential analysis methods2 and network clustering methods1 are two examples of analysis methods that can help
interpret molecular profiling experiments. We focus on comparing the Weighted Correlation Network Analysis
(WGCNA) network clustering method, differential expression analysis using DESeq2, with a novel network method,
CTD.

Figure 1. CTD breaks down clusters called from WGCNA.
Conclusion
We show that when CTD is combined with the features identified as disease-relevant by popular methods WGCNA
and DESeq2, the interpretation of those features is improved with more specific pathway enrichment analysis results
(Figure 1), fewer selected features, and stronger relationship to disease status.
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Introduction
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is widely prevalent in hospitalized adults and hyperglycemia is a predictor of poor outcomes.
Medications, consistent carbohydrate meal planning (CCMP) and certified diabetes educators (CDEs) are important
to achieve optimal glucose control, reduce adverse outcomes and make healthcare more cost-effective [1]. Our multidisciplinary, diabetologist-led glucometrics team took a bundled, informatics-driven approach to optimize DM care.
The bundle has 3 pillars: standardized physician order entry, clinician education, and a near-real-time and historic DM
dashboard. Previously, retrospective reports for care quality reporting were not actionable in a timely fashion and
challenging to interpret by stakeholders. With prior efforts showing usefulness of glucometrics [2], we developed the
dashboard as a data visualization tool that leverages the electronic health record (EHR) to enable near-real-time
population management. The dashboard enabled actionable data-driven care with an internally built infrastructure that
best fit our institution’s needs.
Methods
The dashboard is built with Tableau Server, hosted on the hospital intranet. Data is extracted hourly from the Cerner
Millennium EHR to balance data availability and system burden. The Dashboard inclusion criteria are based on the
American Diabetes Association (ADA) standards and capture patients upon admission with: (1) known diabetes within
last 10 years or (2) 2 consecutive blood glucose ≥180mg/dL during admission or (3) hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) >
6.4%. Adopting standards of care primarily from ADA [1], Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, and The
Joint Commission [3], the team implemented key quality metrics such as 30-day readmission rates, HbA1c order rates,
length of stay, standardized insulin order utilization rates, hyper-and hypoglycemia, point of care glucose
measurements, insulin pump presence, CCMP orders, as well as active consults. Of the monthly 700-plus admitted
patients with DM the Dashboard clearly identifies those at greatest risk of acute complications from DM in a single
display, to drive optimal nutrition and effective use of limited CDE resources.
Outcomes
Since introducing the bundled implementation of the dashboard, standardized order entry, and clinician education in
2015, the length of stay index was reduced from 1.22 to 1.06, 30-day readmission rate was reduced from 16.82 to
12.99, and HbA1c monitoring rate within 90 days of admission has increased from 57% to 88%.
Conclusion
Dashboard implementation has enhanced monitoring by providing a curated near-real-time, actionable data display,
and has been a key component of system-wide improvements in outcomes for patients with DM. Moving forward, we
hope to create a provider team-based dashboard to allow integration into daily rounds. Further, we plan to add features
to surveil for the development of diabetic ketoacidosis in the hospital, a potentially lethal but preventable acute DM
complication.
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Background:
Statistical analysis of large data sets using the ‘Symptom-Disease Pair Analysis of Diagnostic Error’ (SPADE)
approach has been proposed as a method to determine frequency of misdiagnosis-related harm.1,2 Conversely,
electronic triggers (or e-trigger tools) first mine vast amounts of clinical and administrative data and are followed by
validation record reviews on highly-selected records to confirm presence/absence of diagnostic error. We developed
an e-trigger of two symptom-disease pairs (headache and dizziness followed by stroke) and examined its
performance for identifying missed opportunities in stroke diagnosis in emergency departments (ED).
Methods:
We developed a stroke e-trigger using a knowledge discovery framework, the Safer Dx Trigger Tools Framework. 3
Using a previously published “look-back” SPADE methods2, we identified all patients admitted to VA facilities in
2016-17 for stroke (based on ICD-10 codes) that also had a “treat-and-release” ED visit with discharge diagnosis as
headache or dizziness within prior 30 days. We then conducted record reviews for validating this method. A trained
physician reviewed each record for a) presence/absence of red-flags and stroke risk factors associated with stroke or
transient ischemic attack (based on American Stroke Association guidelines, such as speech abnormalities, limb
weakness, hypertension, hyperlipidemia); and b) actions in response to red-flags, such as neurological consultation
or appropriate imaging. A second physician reviewed 20% of randomly selected records to assess reliability. We
defined missed opportunity in diagnosis (MODs) when no additional action or evaluation was undertaken despite
stroke-related red-flags and potential missed opportunity in diagnosis (P-MODs) when red-flags at ED visit were
absent but patient had multiple stroke risk factors and abnormal or incomplete neurological examination.
Results:
From an electronic health record data warehouse containing >9 million patient-records, we identified 398 trigger
positive records. Reviewers identified 124 (31.20%) “Missed” cases (MODs or P-MODs), 162 (40.70%) miscoded
as having stroke, 93 (23.40%) “Non- missed”, and 19 (4.80%) were inconclusive. The PPV of SPADE method was
thus 31.2 %. Agreement between reviewers was 87.3% (Cohen’s kappa=0.81). Average numbers of red flags in
missed (MODs and P-MODs) was higher compared to non-missed group (0.49 vs 0.19; p=0.002).
Conclusion:
Using the SPADE method, we developed and tested an e-trigger using data mining and confirmatory record reviews
to identify patients with missed strokes in emergency departments. The SPADE measurement method has modest
PPV for misdiagnosis by itself and would require confirmatory reviews for validation because a majority of patients
either did not encounter delays in stroke diagnosis or had miscoded strokes.
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Abstract
It is essential to reconstruct tumor sub-clonal architecture and its evolution to understand tumorigenesis and
resistance to therapy1. Fast and accurate sub-clonal reconstruction methods CliP and CSR were used to analyze
2,778 whole-genome sequencing tumor data from PCAWG study2 . We propose combining these methods and using
co-clustering distances in order to infer the phylogenetic evolution of tumors using multi-sample or multi time-point.
Introduction
Tumors are a mixture of distinct cell types and cancerous cell sub-clones. Heterogeneity of tumors and its change
through time are mechanisms of resistance to therapy and a clinical challenge1. As such, evolutionary reconstruction
of tumor heterogeneity is critical for understanding tumorigenesis and resistance to therapy1. Existing phylogenetic
architecture reconstruction methods for next-generation sequencing data fail to correctly address structural
aberrations in tumors and/or are too computationally intensive for large studies2. The sub-clonal architecture
reconstruction method “Clonal Structure Identification through Pair-wise penalization (CliP) was used in the
PCAWG study to reconstruct fast and accurately the tumor heterogeneity of 2,778 whole-genome sequencing
samples1. Caesar (CSR – sparse Clustering for Subclonal Reconstruction) was developed in the same study to
address discrepancies that arose due to different sub-clonal reconstruction methods1.
Methods:
We propose a computational framework applicable to multi-sample next-generation sequencing data which
combines per sample sub-clonal reconstruction estimates by CliP to generate co-clustering matrices. These
co-clustering matrices are defined as n × n matrices where n is the number of somatic mutations and each entry eij
of the co-clustering matrix is 1 if i and j are in the same cluster and 0 otherwise. We follow by using CSR to average
these co-clustering matrices, after which we use the averaged co-clustering matrix as a novel distance matrix which
we can use to estimate a phylogenetic tree. We propose a robust method for measuring phylogenetic distances and
reconstructing the architecture of sub-clonal evolution in cancer.
Conclusion
We’ve proposed a framework for measuring phylogenetic distance between cancer sub-clones applicable to
multi-sample next-generation sequencing data of tumors.
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Introduction
I2b2 has been widely deployed to enable researchers to identify patient cohorts for clinical studies. Over 200
institutions have deployed i2b2 worldwide, and the deployments at several institutions in the United states are
connected into networks for federated querying. However, despite the widespread use of the i2b2 platform, there
remain substantial challenges for importing EHR data into i2b2 and for querying the data in i2b2.
To address the above shortcomings, building on our previous work we have implemented cloud-based services to
augment patient cohort identification on the i2b2-data store. 1 In our previous work we had described a framework to
facilitate rapid development of apps on i2b2, which involved a semantic abstraction of the EHR data involving four
facets: (1) transforming EHR data into csv files having a simplified schema to facilitate import into i2b2; (2) use of
standard vocabularies to create a hierarchical concept catalogue; (3) mapping local codes to those from standard
vocabularies; and (4) definition of clinically meaningful ‘derived concepts’ that involve computation on imported i2b2
facts, resulting in generation of “derived facts.” Together these four facets aim to facilitate IT teams to rapidly import
EHR data into i2b2, and to create derived facts that are closer to the cognitive concepts of clinicians.
Methods
We have built a graphical user interface (GUI) to enable a knowledge engineer to define the artefacts needed to
implement the framework, and for users to construct complex queries using Sankey-like flow diagrams. The GUIs are
linked to the cloud for execution and housekeeping of the framework. Furthermore, we present the evaluation of the
developed system using the real-world MIMIC III dataset.
Results
For selecting a cohort of Diabetic patients from the MIMIC III dataset, we created Logics for importing relevant data
and for defining the concepts required for building a query for diabetes patients. Execution of the system resulted in
the import of the diagnosis and labs tables from the MIMIC III data set. The results demonstrate that the Logic
construct is useful to capture the knowledge required to import data from an external repository and to apply
transformations that facilitate query, and that the query GUI successfully provides the functionality to create a cohort
and to visualize the resulting flow diagram.
Concluding remarks and future work
We have implemented a system that allows the knowledge enginner to declare the key components needed for
importing EHR data and for transforming it into clinically meaningful concepts that facilitate querying. As the defined
components are automatically converted into processes managed by the cloud service to move and transform data, our
system significantly reduces the need for manual programming and for managing the compute environment. The
systems’s graphical interface allows creation of complex queries and provides a visualization of the results as a flow
diagram, which can immensly simplify the identification of complex cohorts. Our future work includes evaluation of
the system in a real-world setting and benchmarking the scalability of the system on larger datasets.
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Introduction
There exist substantial challenges for importing EHR data into i2b2, despite the widespread deployment of the i2b2
platform. In the absence of community best practice guidelines or official tooling, HIT teams resort to ad-hoc
approaches to import EHR data. Consequently, HIT team members face a steep learning curve of understanding the
i2b2 schemas, and documentation of webservices to populate the i2b2 CRC tables, as any non-compliance with the
schema risks loss of functionality of the i2b2 web-services. We present the difficulties associated with importing
data into the i2b2 data model and a simplified schema of the EHR for facilitating data import. Furthermore, we
describe and implement a tool to simplify the import process. Our motivation is that simplifying the import of data
into i2b2 will be useful for the i2b2 community and will facilitate interchange of data between other models.
Methodology and Results
We investigated the process of importing data into the i2b2 data model and identified challenges. We developed a
simplified schema of the EHR data, that is sufficient to populate the i2b2 data model, and developed tooling that can
ingest data from the simplified schema to successfully populate an i2b2 instance. The import-tool is called ‘Clinical
Data Infrastructure’ (CDI) plugin and
is available as open source.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1. demonstrates that the
simplified observation fact table has
only three mandatory elements, and a
very simple mechanism for
representing numerical or textual
values. While radically simplifying
the import of commonly occurring
data, the model allows for use of
columns from the detailed i2b2
schema, to represent the rare data
instances if needed for ensuring
reverse compatibility.
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Purpose
Despite showing great promise for improving chronic disease management, little is known about the factors that
contribute to the adoption of remote health technology in underserved populations 1. As diabetes and the relative risk
of cardiovascular disease (CVD) disproportionately affect medically underserved and minority individuals, the aim of
this study was to systematically review the published literature for barriers and facilitators influencing the use of
remote health technology, as perceived by underserved adult patients with diabetes or CVD.
Methods
We conducted a systematic review of the literature utilizing four electronic databases (i.e., PubMed, Embase, CINAHL,
and PsychINFO). We sought studies that included underserved adult patient feedback about remote health technology
as an assessment or intervention tool for their diabetes or CVD-related self-management. Broadly, the search terms
captured studies mentioning “telehealth”, “diabetes mellitus”, cardiovascular disease”, “medically underserved” or
“minority” groups. We collected information such as: characteristics of remote health technology used, diversity of
the sample, and patient feedback on facilitators and barriers to the adoption of the technology. Categories were derived
and then placed under broad themes after analyzing the article content for patient-reported feedback.
Results
After a full review of 3,258 papers, 39 studies met the inclusion criteria. Five broad themes were identified for barriers
(n=83) and facilitators (n=142) to utilization of remote health technology: characteristics of the remote health
technology in use, clinical and lifestyle risk management, access, knowledge, and attitudes (Figure 1).
Percentages of themes for facilitators (largest theme expanded by categories)
Clinical and lifestyle risk
management
18%

19%

Knowledge
7%

Characteristics
of remote health
tech in use
36%
Attitudes
20%

Design
67.31%

Content
17.31%

Technical issues
9.62%
Privacy
5.77%

Figure 1: Pie chart depicting percentages of themes for facilitators (largest theme broken down into categories).
The design of the remote health technology (daily reminders, features, and message frequency) was the most
frequently mentioned facilitator (Figure 1) and barrier to remote technology use.
Conclusion
This systematic review highlights the challenges and opportunities for the adoption of remote health technology by
underserved adult patients with diabetes or cardiovascular disease. Specifically, the technology design (i.e., usability,
extra features, and message frequency) was mentioned most often during patient feedback sessions as either
facilitating or hindering their use of remote health technology for disease management. Future studies may build upon
this work in order to increase implementation of remote health technology among underserved populations.
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Introduction
Many clinical decision support (CDS) systems use a manually curated knowledge base of defined rules to provide
recommendations to clinicians to facilitate decision-making tasks. However, with the use of artificial intelligence
(AI), rather than depending on a knowledge base, CDS potentially could learn from medical records and datasets.
Machine learning may find patterns humans cannot determine, leading to a more rigorous decision support system.
Although different types of AI-based CDS have been proposed, and extensive research has been done to develop AI
algorithms to incorporate into CDS, much of this progress has not been actualized into practice, leaving a gap in
knowledge on how AI-based CDS performs in a clinical setting. Our goal was to conduct a systematic review to
determine to what extent AI-based CDS has already been incorporated into clinical practice, noting the percentage
of user acceptance and other factors that may have facilitated or served as a barrier to adoption.
Methods
The published literature in the databases PubMed, IEEExplore, the ACM Digital Library, and the Web of Science
were scanned using the key terms “artificial intelligence”, “machine learning”, “clinical decision support systems”,
“reminder systems”, and “implement*” and other similar phrases. Studies that included an AI-based CDS system
that had been implemented into the health care delivery process were included; simulation studies, closed loop
systems where a clinician was not involved in making the final decision, and studies describing tools not yet
incorporated into CDS were excluded. Two reviewers (SW, JM) independently screened all abstracts, with
disagreements being resolved through discussion or by seeking a third opinion.
Studies passing abstract review will proceed to full text review, where further exclusions will occur. Eligible studies
will have data extracted about study context and size, clinician acceptance, and barriers or facilitators to adoption.
Results
The initial search identified 4456 studies from the four databases. After screening, 436 studies were included for a
full text review. From the preliminary abstract review, most included studies were either small in scale or limited to
a pilot study, potentially suggesting difficulty incorporating AI-based CDS into the clinical workflow. Many studies
identified provider alert fatigue, interoperability with existing health information technology systems, and trust in
CDS recommendations from AI as potential barriers.
Conclusion
Abstract screening from a systematic review of CDS studies did not reveal facilitators, but identified provider alert
fatigue, interoperability of AI-tools with the EHR, interoperability between different health care systems, and trust
as barriers to implementation of AI into CDS. A full review of identified studies will address the extent AI-based
CDS has been incorporated into clinical practice. We expect to identify best practices in implementing AI-based
CDS from the results of our full review.
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by the IBM Research Project Agreement #VUMC 73633
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Description
A rule-based data quality assessment system has been developed based on design science framework to assess and
monitor data quality in EHR data1,2 motivated by recent increases in national attention towards secondary use of
healthcare data. The design validation was conducted through interview sessions in which the rule result reports were
reviewed with physicians and information system owners. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used to
answer a key design validation question: does the system meet the design goal of finding data quality problems of
importance to key healthcare stakeholders?
Methodology
A questionnaire was used to guide and document the interview sessions. Because this is early formative work, we
specifically wanted to impose as little theory on the participant responses as possible to remain open to stakeholder
goals and reactions that had not previously occurred to us. At the same time, we equally valued structured questions
to obtain clear indication of whether the approach could identify data quality problems of importance to the
organization. Thus, open-ended probes were used for each question and participant analysis and articulation of
rationale was encouraged.
Result
Nine out of eleven participants (82%) stated that data quality problems were identified. The remaining two voiced that
the rule results weren’t specific enough for them to tell if there were data quality problems identified. Eight out of
eleven participants (73%) voiced that the data quality problems identified were in data used in clinical decision
making. 54% participants choose medium to high impact to patient safety, the rest of participants is unable to judge
because the data is not specific enough and there is no real cases that proves the effect. For financial and regulatory
impact, 55% and 36% participants are unable to judge for the same reason. Among the participants, more participants
indicated that data quality problems identified had a higher potential impact on finance (45%) than regulatory
compliance (36%). Participants indicated multiple possible causes for the data errors. Manual input error, incorrect
using code system and incorrect clinical practice were the most often selected potential reasons for data quality
problems. 48% participants indicated that they would like to initiate an analysis to better understand the data quality
problems, including the reason, correction and prevention of data quality problem. Only one participant choose no
action and stated three reasons: (1) It is unlikely to find anything from large volume of data, (2) has no resources to
analyze the problems and (3) the participant saw no likelihood of profit. In addition to enrichment of structured data,
five themes were identified from the qualitative data: (1) Preferences to support use of rule results in practice, (2)
Suggestions for additional representations of rule results, (3) Unintended uses of rule results, (4) Limitations of a rulebased approach, and (5) Organizational barriers to rule-based data quality management.
Conclusion
The empirical validation yielded evidence (1) supporting the ability of a rules-based approach to identify potentially
important data quality problems, and (2) indicating potential organizational willingness to further evaluate rule-based
data quality management. All participants indicated willingness to attend a follow-up meeting to review results of
actions taken. Participants give constructive comments and ideas to improve the system. We gained so much useful
information that a second iteration with participants to review the results of actions taken would be a logical next step
for future research. This research directly evaluated the potential value of rule-based data quality assessment results
for secondary use of healthcare data and found evidence to support further development and investigation of the
approach.
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Automatically extracting genes and proteins in the biomedical literature is a crucial step in many biomedical text
mining tasks. Despite many previous attempts, automatic gene recognition remains challenging. A critical bottleneck
lies in accurately associating genes with their corresponding species information. There are a few existing taggers (1,
2) for species recognition but none was designed for assigning recognized species to corresponding genes. Here we
present a new tagger that optimizes both species recognition and gene recognition.
Our proposed tagger is based on approximate string matching via the widely used prefix tree structure that utilizes
space for search speed. In our implementation, every node in the tree is a token. A child of a node is the next token in
a species name. For an example, “Acidithiobacillus” is a generic name of “Acidithiobacillus ferrivorans” and
“Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans”. “ferrivorans” and “ferrooxidans” are two individual children of the
“Acidithiobacillus”. Besides, the tree node can process name variation by partial match. “A” and “Ac” are considered
as a potential match with “Acidithiobacillus” if “ferrivorans” is followed. In particular, the species strain codes and
generic names are commonly used in the literature to refer to the correspond species but were rarely addressed by
previous species taggers. For example, the strain “MG1655” refers to the specific strains of Escherichia coli. In such
a case, our tagger can detect the correspond species by tracing the tree.
We compared our tagger with four state-of-the-art methods (Linnaeus (1), SPECIES (2), and two deep learning-based
models BioBERT (3) and D3NER (4)) for two relevant tasks: (a) species recognition and (b) downstream gene
recognition. For each task, two separate benchmarking datasets are used.
Table 1. The species and gene normalization performance. All numbers are F1-score. N/A means not applicable.
Our tagger Linnaeus SPECIES BioBERT D3NER
Corpus
Task
String Matching
Machine Learning
Linnaeus (1)
Species
94.3%
90.3%
92.0%
89.6%
89.1%
normalization
SPECIES (2)
82.7%
79.6%
77.8%
80.7%
79.8%
BC3GN (5)
GNormPlus (6)

Gene
normalization

54.7%

48.8%

N/A

49.3%

48.4%

82.2%

79.0%

N/A

79.1%

78.4%

As shown in Table 1, our tagger achieves a high accuracy in the species recognition task. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that improved species recognition by our tagger can subsequently improve the performance of the downstream gene
normalization task.
Acknowledgement: This research is supported by the NIH Intramural Research Program, National Library of
Medicine.
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Introduction
Traditionally, anti-platelet agents and, more commonly, warfarin have been used to prevent stroke in atrial fibrillation
patients. Recent studies suggest that non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs) such as apixaban and
rivaroxaban are noninferior to warfarin with an improved safety profile1. However, despite the noted decrease in
adverse events, many physicians remain hesitant to use any form of anticoagulation in elderly patients who are deemed
to have an increased of falls. The purpose of this study is to assess whether fall risk should be considered in the
decision to initiate NOAC therapy in elderly patients with atrial fibrillation.
Method
A Markov decision process was constructed for treatment groups of no treatment, aspirin, warfarin, rivaroxaban, and
apixaban. Health states contributing to quality of life years (QALY) were well, non-disabling stroke, disabling stroke,
transient ischemic attack (TIA), intracranial hemorrhage (ICH), myocardial infarction (MI), and death. Events of
interest compared efficacy (ischemic stroke, TIA, and MI) and safety (ICH and major extracranial bleed) of
anticoagulation. The model was run starting from age 75 utilizing a cycle length of 2 weeks for a duration of 30 years.
Outcomes were expressed in QALYs and discounted at 3% per annum. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to
determine the robustness of optimal treatment strategy against a range of input probabilities.
Results
Table 1. QALY outcomes for each treatment group
QALY

Number of falls per year to make
no treatment optimal therapy

Number of falls per year to
make aspirin optimal therapy

No treatment

10.19

-

-

Aspirin

10.70

-

-

Warfarin

11.14

9.2

8.3

Rivaroxaban

11.42

12.8

14.7

Apixaban

11.44

15.1

21.1

Conclusion
Even considering an increased risk of falls, anticoagulants, especially NOACs, were predicted to increase QALY in
the elderly compared to no treatment or aspirin. The benefit of anticoagulation shown in this study was smaller than
that shown by a previous Markov decision process2. Sensitivity analysis revealed that compared to warfarin, apixaban
was the optimal therapy even if stroke reduction remained the same. Given that elderly patients who fall average 2.18
falls per year, it is unlikely that a typical fall risk would justify withholding anticoagulation in elderly patients with
atrial fibrillation3, 4.
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Abstract
Patient portal use has increased as has the functionality available within these portals. The ability to collect patient
reported information is key to efficient health care and can be a key tool for research data capture. This project
describes the transition from using REDCap to using the EHR patient portal for an autism center that conducts clinical
intake and research screening via a questionnaire.
Introduction
Use of the patient portal for research recruitment and data capture is on the rise and health care organizations have
embraced it as a bi-directional communication tool between patient and provider1. However, uptake by patients has
been mixed and found to be dependent upon user comfort-level with technology and the design of the portal2. The
University of Kansas’ Center for Child Health and Development (CCHD) maintains a research registry and database
captured within RedCap. Data includes assessment results and diagnosis following interdisciplinary evaluations as
well as information collected via survey prior to patient visits. The CCHD provides family centered care and conducts
research regarding child development so the initial intake process for families must be easy to use and support both
missions. The intake requires collection of a detailed patient family and medical history in order to inform the potential
diagnosis of autism. The Patient Intake Form (PIF) was built as a survey and data collected via REDCap. When a
patient contacted registration to schedule an appointment the registration staff triaged and if the patient qualified, an
email was sent to the patient or guardian with a link to the REDCap survey. Having this rich set of data in REDCap
streamlined research workflows but required clinicians to navigate both RedCap and the EHR during patient visits.
Therefore the PIF survey was transitioned to a questionnaire in the EHR for ease of access.
Methods
The REDCap survey was reviewed and questions pruned so as to not duplicate current EHR fields. The data capture
form was built as a flowsheet in the EHR then as a questionnaire in the patient portal. Where possible, data was
mapped from the questionnaire to the appropriate existing fields in the EHR such as family history, medical history
so that data was not duplicated in the chart. A decision tree was also built in the EHR for registration staff to
automatically generate the questionnaire and register the patient/guardian for portal access if needed.
Results
The new portal questionnaire and associated workflows were deployed in July 2019. The new workflow utilizes a
registration decision tree in the EHR to determine whether the patient qualifies and should be provisioned with portal
access and the questionnaire sent. The questionnaire results are now visible to providers to use for patient care.
Conclusion
Utilizing the EHR patient portal for patient-reported research data collection is an opportunity to incorporate research
into clinical care workflows and provide detailed information to the clinicians. Mapping questionnaire data to existing
data fields in the EHR was time consuming as was the governance process to approve the build. Challenges remain
with acceptance of research information being part of the medical record. Future work includes implementing the
REDCap FHIR API in the EHR to send these data to the REDCap database.
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Introduction
Rare diseases, defined by the NIH as those affecting fewer than 20,000 individuals in the U.S., collectively impact an
estimated 25-30 million Americans and nearly 400 million people worldwide1,2. Thus, though individually rare, they
play an important role in overall public health. An estimated 80% of rare diseases are caused by genetic mutations
present at birth2. Many diseases once viewed as single entities are increasingly recognized as stemming from multiple
distinct genetic causes. A notable example is autism, which is viewed as a common disorder but is increasingly
recognized as resulting from multiple possible mutations, some of them extremely rare3. Because characterizing
patients with rare diseases is challenging, researchers often struggle to recruit patients eligible for studies. Electronic
health record (EHR) systems coupled with standardized genomic data could potentially address these challenges, but
little is known about how EHR systems incorporate genomic data to support patients with rare diseases.
Methods
We conducted a literature review focused on genomic data standards, barriers to inclusion in EHR systems, and key
organizations and NIH-funded initiatives pertaining to rare diseases. As a preliminary step, we also conducted a singleinstitution case study to assess the prevalence of structured vs. unstructured genomic data, and the extent to which
these data were connected with genetic rare diseases in the EHR.
Results
Our literature review found major deficiencies rare disease representation in ICD-10, which are only partially
addressed in ICD-11. Of the approximately 7,000 recognized rare diseases, only about 500 are currently represented
in ICD-10. While over 5,400 rare diseases are now catalogued in ICD-11, these categorizations are based largely on
OrphaNumbers derived from the Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology, which classifies diseases by phenotype rather than
genotype. Thus, even the more specific ICD-11 codes for rare diseases will not unambiguously identify specific gene
variants, which may have important implications for research and treatment. The Human Genome Variant Society
(HGVS) nomenclature4 is an established standard for representing gene variants, and HL7 FHIR’s STU2 through
STU4 offer increasingly refined vehicles for genomic data exchange. However, in our case study, genomic data in the
EHR was heterogeneously represented. Results from Next Generation Sequencing of cancer patients was one of the
few areas where discrete variant-level data was stored in the EHR. A limited subset of germline and somatic variants
were structured, while results were predominantly in an unstructured format. When structured, variants were typically
represented by LOINC codes which lack the specificity needed to fully characterize rare diseases.
Conclusion
Standards development for genomic data far surpasses adoption in EHR systems. Incentives and funding should be
aimed at supporting variant level data in standards such as HGVS for storage and FHIR for exchange. References to
external resources such as Orphanet and ClinVar can be used to map variant-level data to phenotypic representation,
providing the necessary flexibility in the rare disease arena where knowledge is constantly evolving.
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Introduction
Risk score can be useful in clinical risk stratification and accurate allocations of medical resources, helping health
providers succeed with value-based care. Point-based scores are more understandable and explainable for clinicians
than other complex models and now widely used in clinical decision making. However, the development of risk
scores is non-trivial. With the popularity of risk score in practice, there is a need to develop disease-specific or
population-specific score conveniently or automatically. To achieve this, we proposed AutoScore, an automatic
clinical score generator, based on random forest feature selection, regression model, and categorization of
continuous clinical variables.
Methods
We performed variable selection based on random forest algorithm, converted numeric clinical variables to
categorical variables, and then calculated scores based on a regression model. The total score is a sum of several
breakdown points that are automatically generated. To evaluate the performance of AutoScore, we used data of
1,000 inpatients obtained from Singapore General Hospital. We used our AutoScore algorithm to build a score for
30-day readmission risk prediction and then compared it with the logistic regression model with receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis. We also developed an R package for AutoScore implementation.
Results and Evaluation

Figure 1. Comparison of our readmission risk score with a logistic regression model in ROC.
Table 1. The score of readmission prediction generated with our AutoScore algorithm.
Our score was better than logistic regression model in terms of ROC analysis. The automatically generated, pointbased score is easy-to-use in clinical practice and able to capture non-linear association than logistic regression
model for many continuous clinical features. In this study, our AutoScore algorithm selected less than 10 best
predictors from dozens of available variables based on random forest, making it clinically applicable. Given a new
dataset, our AutoScore tool can be conveniently implemented to generate a point-based clinical score.
Conclusion
We developed an easy-to-use, automatic clinical score generator, AutoScore, to conveniently build risk scores for
big data or population-specific cohort. AutoScore algorithm integrates both the advantage of machine learning in the
strong predictive power and the merit of regression analysis in its excellent accessibility and interpretability.
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One primary cancer drug discovery approach is to identify agents that modulate single proteins (e.g., EGFR for
lung cancer). This approach led to the discovery of many successful drugs (e.g., EGFR inhibitor Gefitinib);
however, some oncogenes (e.g., MYC and RAS) are still challenging to target, partially due to the lack of
favorable binding pockets. One alternative is to target the protein on which the function of the undruggable
oncogenes depends (for example, targeting MYC via CDK4 inhibition); however, such dependencies are largely
unelucidated. The cancer dependency map projects led by the Broad Institute and Sanger Institute produced large
amounts of data for defining genetic dependencies, which covered cancer cell fitness with 18,333 gene knockout experiments in 1210 cancer cell lines along with molecular profiles of these cell lines. These genetic-based
data provide opportunities for identifying targets as a surrogate for traditional undruggable proteins such as
suppressors; however, more pharmacological evidence is expected to support the dependency. By leveraging
open drug-induced gene expression change (GEC) signatures from the Library of Integrative Network-based
Cellular Signatures (LINCS) L1000 dataset (Level 5)1 and drug-target binding affinities from the ChEMBL
(v25)2 dataset, we built ParmacoDepMap, a dependency map between gene expression and druggable protein
activity, to provide a strategy for pharmacologically modulating expression of oncogenes under different cellular
contexts. PharmacoDepMap consists of 115,252 pharmacological dependencies between 978 landmark genes
and 1723 druggable proteins in individual cell lines or across 15 cancer cell lines. Universally, 938 genes were
connected to at least one drug target. For an individual cell line, this number ranges from 20 to 907, with a
median of 125. On average, the expression of one gene could be regulated by nine druggable targets, while one
druggable target could regulate the expression of 21 genes. In addition, we identified biomarkers to predict
pharmacological dependencies via gene expression analysis using the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia database.
PharmacoDepMap can be further validated and augmented, providing more accurate solutions for oncogene
intervention and therapeutic development. In the future, we will also collaborate with bench scientists to identify
new biomarkers for MYC related cancer treatment and screen compounds or drug combinations.
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Introduction
Disease staging is a clinically based measure of severity that uses objective medical criteria to assess the state of
disease progression1. Subdivision of disease stages allows more precise classification. Disease staging and substaging have valuable applications in many areas such as assessing the quality of care, analyzing clinical outcomes,
reviewing of utilization of resources, etc. Data-driven disease stages and sub-stages learning with observational data
is challenging. Moreover, it is crucial to generate clinically meaningful descriptions for the learned stages. We
propose an interpretable deep learning framework, named Deep Staging, for data-driven disease staging and substaging, as well as generating clinically relevant characterizations of the learned disease stages and sub-stages.
Method and Materials
We assume that a target disease can be separated into a number of disease stages, and the number of disease stage is
given. The goal is to learn disease stages and their clinical description using longitudinal observations (Xt). The
proposed framework consists of two steps (Figure 1), which are the Deep Staging model (left panel) and the postmodeling description learning (middle panel). The Deep Staging model is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model
that characterize the temporal patterns. The RNN model consists of two key components: 1) generating disease stage
probability distribution (Pt) and 2) reconstructing observations (Xt). In the next step, the description learning leverages
the two key components and learns representations of each disease stage in the clinic observation space. In this way,
medical practitioners can directly understand the characteristics of the disease stages w.r.t. observable clinical
measures or manifestations, without having to digging into the complicated RNN model. The framework also provides
the flexibility for users to divide the learned disease stages into sub-stages with pre-defined topological structures.

Figure 1. Left: architecture of the Deep Staging model; Middle: description learning process; Right: Distribution of a
group of most frequent ICD-9 codes in four states.
A preliminary experiment was performed on a Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) cohort from a real-world EHR database
with the number of stages set to 4. The diagnosis coded in ICD-9 codes were used as the input. The right panel of
Figure 1 shows the probabilities of a group of ICD-9 codes in the learned stages. The results showed that the
distributions of some critical ICD-9 codes differ in the four stages, indicating that the framework is capable of
separating different typical status along the progression pathway. The probabilities also provide a clinical description
of each learned stages in terms of the most common diagnosis in the corresponding stage.
Conclusion
This article proposed a deep learning framework for disease staging. It also generates stage characterization in the
original input space. Therefore, users can directly understand the learned stages through observable measures. More
thorough experiments will be conducted in future for better investigating the proposed framework.
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Abstract
Our health region is implementing Cerner, and our mandate is to make the Cerner data analysis-ready for
secondary users. To do that, we transform Cerner data to the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
(OMOP) Common Data Model (CDM) and then into i2b2 (Integrating Biology and the Bedside) for cohort
browsing. We wish to share our data mappings to vocabularies including SNOMED CT, LOINC, and RxNorm
within the domains of Diagnoses, Medications, Measurements, Observations, and Procedures.
Introduction
In 2013, three large health organizations in the Southwest corner of British Columbia Canada decided to implement
one instance of Cerner. Cerner was designed for front-end clinical care data entry, clinical and administrative
operational purposes such as billing, but not for analytics/research. The Cerner data model does not have data in an
analysis-ready format, so it is difficult to run reports that support analytics, research, or other secondary use. Thus,
the partners agreed to initiate a project to make the Cerner data analysis-ready for secondary users.
Methods
We developed processes, work flows, business rules, and mappings from Cerner data to standard vocabularies to
comply with the OMOP CDM. In addition, to retain specificity and local context, we extended the OMOP standard
values with the Canadian Extension to SNOMED CT. We mapped Cerner data pertaining to different domains
according to the table below:
Domain
Conditions (diagnoses)
Procedures
Medications
Measurements (including lab, vital signs, etc.)
Observations

OMOP Vocabulary
SNOMED CT Clinical Findings
SNOMED CT Procedures
RxNorm
LOINC
SNOMED CT Observable Entities

To make the OMOP-based data accessible, we also implemented i2b2 for OMOP.
Challenges
We overcame several challenges and wish to share our solutions. These include separating operations-related data in
Cerner from clinically relevant data, such as identifying providers or places of service, and having to decide whether
to model a given concept as a measurement or an observation.
Conclusion
We have successfully made over 80% (by volume) of Cerner data available for secondary use and analysis. The
poster will show some research questions that can be answered with this analysis-ready data, using the i2b2
interface, and will showcase how providing researchers with access to current, comprehensive and fully linked data
with a common format, and easy-to-use tools can maximize the quality of research and outcomes.
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Introduction
Identifying drug-drug interactions has a significant impact on both clinical patient care and translational biomedical
research1. The extraction and management of DDIs from the literature is a critical problem because of the
overwhelming amount of DDI information. In order to develop and evaluate various text mining methods, a well
annotated corpus is highly valuable. Therefore, in this study, a new drug-drug interaction (DDI) corpus is developed
based on a novel annotation scheme.
Methods
The annotation guideline is developed based on the scheme recommended by Shatkay et al2. The unit of the annotation
is a fragment. Each fragment is characterized along the following eight dimensions: focus, polarity, certainty,
evidence, direction/trend, study type, interaction type, and mechanism. In selecting positive abstracts, DDI candidate
abstracts are screened from a PubMed search with a keyword query [“drug interaction” AND (Type of Study)].
Negative abstracts are collected from the other abstracts identified from the same query. The DDI corpus is built up
after the manual validation and classification process. Three annotators who develop the annotation guidelines form
the Expert Group; while four other students form the Student Group. The sentence level annotation is processed
through two rounds of annotation by all the annotators in two groups. Training is conducted at the beginning of each
round of annotation. The expert annotator group validate and finalize all the annotations in the DDI corpus.
Results
DDI corpus has totally 1,650 DDI abstracts. It covers eight types of studies: in vivo DDI pharmacokinetics (PK)
studies (n=300); in vitro DDI PK studies (n=300); clinical/in vivo DDI pharmacodynaomics (PD) studies (n=300); in
vitro DDI PD studies (n=200); drug-nutrition interaction studies (n=100); single drug studies (n=200); clinical case
reports (n=50); and non-drug studies (n=200).
To examine the reliability of the annotations, inter-annotator agreement is used to assess the quality of corpus
development in a random subset of our corpus, 102 abstracts and 938 sentences. It covers all the study types. In order
to assess the quality of annotations for student annotators and expert annotators, we compared the annotation
agreement between students vs experts (SE) and between experts vs experts (EE). The SE agreement has improved
from the first round 82% to the second round 90%. While the EE agreement improves from 90% to 93%. This evidence
suggests that after further training student annotators are equally accurate and consistent comparing to the expert
annotators. The final inter-annotator agreements among eight annotation dimensions are within 90~98%.
Conclusion
The goal of this work is to construct a comprehensive DDI corpus allowing the training of machine learning algorithms
for identifying relevant DDI abstracts and extract DDI drug pairs. To obtain the quality annotation, a two-round
annotation process is conducted by seven well-trained annotators. After two rounds of annotation, the student
annotators perform equally well as expert annotaters. The overall annotation agreement among all dimensions reaches
above 91%.
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Introduction
Patients who prescribed with statin therapy are at increased risk of developing muscular tissue related adverse effects.
The main side effects related to statin therapy is myopathy, and they may lead to statin discontinuation. There are
about 1% of patients reported with myopathy during statin monotherapy.
Method:
Electronic medical record (EHR) data were extracted from Indiana Network of Patient Care (INPC) database for
patients took statins between 01/04/2004 and 31/10/13/2015. The total number of patients selected into our model is
40,000. Our focused health outcome of interest is myopathy, which include symptoms such as disorder of skeletal
muscle (myopathy), muscle pain (myalgia and myositis), muscle weakness and polymyositis.
A multistate transition model characterizes 12 transitions among four states: take statin no myopathy, take statin with
myopathy, stop statin no myopathy, and stop statin without myopathy (Figure 1). Cumulative hazard for transition in
our model is estimated using a non-parametric method, Nelson-Aalen estimator. A Markov transition state analytic
approach was used to measure the probabilities of transitioning from one state to the other.

Figure 1. Multistate model: 12 transitions between all four states and estimated probabilities 0f transitions during
the whole study time.
Results:
In Figure 2, the probability of myopathy after statin discontinuation is much higher than the statin induced myopathy
(p <0.05). The difference between two probabilities increases over time.

Figure 2. Aalen- Johanson estimates of the transition probability.
Conclusion:
For the first time, we have shown strong data and demonstrates that for those patients who discontinues statin
therapies, they usually have a much higher risk of myopathy (p <0.05).
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Introduction
Immunotherapy is an effective treatment for cancer patients; however, it is associated with significant adverse drug
events (ADEs)1. Unstructured Electronic health records (EHRs) provide useful information to detect ADEs related to
immunotherapy. Before developing and evaluating text mining methods, it is critical to construct corpus that have
well annotated AEs related to immunotherapies.
Methodology
We collected total 195,401 clinical notes from 1097 individual patients treated with immunotherapy in The Ohio State
University James Cancer Hospital. The first step was to identify the notes having immunotherapy drugs and ADE
symptoms. We considered the drugs, Pembrolizumab, Nivolumab, Atezolizumab, Ipilimumab and Tremelimumab.
We used the vocabularies based on Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 5.0 for some
of the common immune-related AEs, such as colitis, pneumonitis, rash, myalgia, hepatitis and thyroid abnormalities.
After the screening, there were 35,331 notes having drug names and ADE symptoms among 1084 immunotherapy
patients. We selected 600 notes from 17 patients. The annotations were further performed using the brat rapid
annotation tool2. Before annotation, all the selected notes were segmented into sentences using cTAKES3. The
immunotherapy drugs, ADE symptoms and dates mentioned in the clinical notes were tagged automatically. The other
entities, such as grades and causal terms, were annotated manually. We further manually annotate the relations
between entities, including drug-date, ADE-date, ADE-grade, drug-causal term, ADE-causal term, and drug-ADE.
We annotated relations in the same sentence as well as in different sentences. We annotate both positive and negative
relations between drugs and ADEs.
Results
In our corpus, there were totally 3822 drugs, 8106 ADE symptoms, 282 causal terms, 1331 grades and 30,716 dates
found in those 600 notes. We were also able to extract 381 single sentence positive drug-ADE relations, 118 cross
sentences positive drug-ADE relations, 42 single sentence negative drug-ADE relations, 7 cross sentences negative
drug-ADE relations, 551 single sentence causal term-drug/ADE relations, 65 cross sentences causal term-drug/ADE,
343 grade-ADE relations,1023 drug-date relations and 1321 ADE-date relations.
Conclusion
In this study, we develop a corpus for the immunotherapy induced ADEs reported in the clinical notes. After manual
annotations, we recognize that drug-ADE relations were reported in the notes in a highly diverse format.
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Background
Karyotyping is the practice of visually examining and recording chromosomal abnormalities and is commonly used
to diagnose diseases of genetic origin, including cancers. Karyotypes are written in a language known as the
International System for Human Cytogenomic Nomenclature (ISCN). Analyzing karyotypes is currently done in a
manual, non-computational manner due to the structure of the ISCN. The ISCN however is computationally
intractable and there is no mature software that automatically parses karyotypes, thus precluding the potential of
these genomic data from being fully realized. ISCN standards have been in place for almost half a century and, due
to its widespread use in the field of medicine (both academia and industry), a tool that can unlock the wealth of
genomic data from ISCN karyotypes is badly needed.
Software
We developed a software program, CytoGenetic Pattern Sleuth (CytoGPS), to fill this gap. Built using the tools of
ANTLR (Another Tool for Language Recognition)1 and Java, CytoGPS first examines the validity of an inputted
karyotype based on the latest ISCN manual. Our software is designed to automatically suggest a revised karyotype
when an incorrect but correctible karyotype is entered; for example, incorrect use of brackets and/or commas. This
effective spell check system is a useful user-friendly feature since human errors and typos are ubiquitous in the
process of inputting medical files. This form of data quality assurance can aid in both data entry and in processing
large retrospective data sets.
CytoGPS then extracts important and relevant biological information embedded in the karyotypes. Such information
includes 1) the number of occurrences of loss, gain, and fusion of each band (or sub-band) on each chromosome, 2)
detailed systems for characterizing derivative chromosomes, and 3) the relationship of clones in the karyotypes
composed of multiple related clones. The loss gain fusion (LGF) model is a means of representing a karyotype in
vector space, enabling downstream computational analysis. Thus, CytoGPS allows cytogeneticists and biomedical
data scientists access to new analyses using karyotype data. By converting text-based karyotypes into a
computational format, CytoGPS makes it possible to combine them with complementary clinical and genomic data
for knowledge discovery purposes.
Deployment
For the ease of use of the CytoGPS tool, we developed a website (http://www.cytogps.org), which is free to use for
any nonprofit purpose. We adopted the Ideogram API for data visualization. Users can examine single karyotypes
for details or upload a text file for batch analysis. Details of our web portal can be found in our recent publication2.
We believe CytoGPS will gain in popularity among cytogeneticists and biomedical data scientists.
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Introduction
The explosion of digital data, coupled with powerful open-source software, has provided unprecedented opportunities for
data scientists to accelerate scientific discoveries. More recently, this opportunity is being exploited through the use of Jupyter
Notebooks,1 which have enabled complex software pipelines to be more accessible, understandable, and reusable by analysts
other than the original developers. However, while these data resources and technologies have been exploited by analysts
with a background in science, technology, engineering, or math (STEM), they can be a hurdle for non-STEM disciplines such
as nursing and occupational therapy. Users from such disciplines could greatly benefit from opportunities to leverage
powerful analytical tools, without the need of being proficient in coding. Here we demonstrate two Jupyter Notebooks that
were developed and iteratively refined with feedback from non-programmer medical students attending a course on big data
visual analytics.
Method
Jupyter (a portmanteau of the software languages Julia, Python, and R) are editable documents that enable the combination
of live code (e.g., R code that opens a specified datafile and displays the number of rows), narrative text (e.g., description
and instructions on how to use the code), and graphics (e.g., visuals on what to expect as an output). The document is run
through an application (e.g., Anaconda that runs the live code through a “kernel”), which can be executed on a personal
laptop, or on a server. The Jupyter Notebook content can be structured in “cells”, which are independent executable and
viewable sections for each of the above types of information, or can be structured as a batch process on a server where the
code is run without user interaction. Jupyter Notebooks can be shared on open-source platforms such as GitHub, and are
increasingly being required by funding agencies (e.g., American Heart Association) for sharing analytical pipelines.
We used the Jupyter framework to develop two notebooks that were designed for students with minimal to no programming
background: (1) Bicluster Identification and Data Transformation. This notebook was developed for enabling the
automatic identification of biclusters in large datasets through the use of modularity, and formatting the output for analysis
by a sever-based application called ExplodeLayout.2 The targeted application used machine learning methods to optimally
separate and display biclusters in highly-dense bipartite networks, facilitating their interpretation and application in precision
medicine. (2) Server-Based Processing to Measure Significance. This notebook was designed to measure the significance
of the biclustering conducted by modularity. As this computationally-expensive method requires 1000 random permutations
of the data, the notebook specifies how to conduct the analysis through the use of parallel multiple cores. Both notebooks
were developed by a programmer, and iteratively refined after a demonstration by the instructor, and subsequently after use
by the students to analyze their own data.
Results and Demonstration
The notebooks underwent three types of improvements, ultimately enabling students to use them independently: (1)
Declarative Knowledge. Both notebooks assumed knowledge of concepts that confused some students. For example, most
Windows/Mac users are familiar with the concept of “folder”, but not of “directory” which confused users when transferring
files to the server. (2) Procedural Structure. Although the programmer had correctly described the steps required to run the
program (Fig. 1A), it lacked procedural structure for comprehending the steps and preventing out-of-sequence execution1
common in the use of such notebooks. This was addressed by having a common procedural structure: goal, data input format,
method, and output (Fig. 1B). (3) Redundant Graphical Instructions. For critical conceptual and procedural knowledge,
the students suggested including graphics even if it was redundant
with the text, to provide visual orientation in the overall pipeline.
While the above two Jupyter notebook demonstrations are
specific to big data visual analytics, the lessons learned from
refining them should enable the design of other notebooks
targeted towards motivating non-programmers to analyze their
own data, and engage more fully in the data science revolution.
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Introduction
The National Center for Advancing Translational Science, National Institutes of Health has funded over 50 Clinical
and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program Hubs to accelerate the development, demonstration and
dissemination of new health interventions by the advancement of translational science processes. In order to support
these research activities each hub needs to match, prioritize and allocate infrastructure, resources and services across
multiple projects initiated by individual investigators, maintain a trajectory of services utilized within projects, and
record service utilization events for supporting billing, evaluation and meta-research. In addition, researchers, service
providers and CTSA Hub administration require information about availability of resources, status of projects,
recharge costs and other critical information. Capturing, consuming and disseminating these information has three
major challenges: 1) Information collection affecting normal workflows of investigators and CTSA staff; 2) Disparate
nature of data from multiple institutional sources; and 3) Shareability of information within and across CTSA Hubs.
Methods, Results, Discussion
We
inventoried
various
services (including costs),
cores,
investigators
and
projects utilizing translation
research artifacts. We then
characterized
existing
workflows, processes and
communication between these
actors to design the architecture
of the Project Tracking
System (ProTrackS). Due to its
familiarity with investigators,
we adopted REDCap for its
user facing survey and
dashboarding functionalities of
ProTrackS, and developed a
Spring Framework based data
integration and orchestration
layer for collecting and
dissemination various services
related data streams (Figure 1).
We followed a participatory
model in its design in order to
provide a single point of access Figure 1. Architecture of ProTrackS implementation at Utah.
to the same data and support its
main stakeholders: investigators and services providers/CTSA hub staff. Investigators access the system via a
REDCap survey link to initiate new projects and service requests, and use the REDCap’s Survey Queue feature to
initiate subsequent requests for existing projects. Service provider and Hub staff are notified about incoming requests
via a Notification module. Both investigators and service providers are provided with up-to-date information of
various project activities via custom REDCap Dashboards. A Project Budget Calculator module developed at the
University of Iowa interfaces with ProTrackS and provides users with costs and billing information for various
services. Future versions of ProTrackS will include a core integration and orchestration functionality with added
abilities to configure to specific needs at each Hub. ProTrackS provides a virtual mall for investigators to shop for
translational research services, and Hubs a FAIR ecosystem for streamlined and seamless management services.
Statement of the Degree of Deployment & Demonstration
ProTrackS has been implemented and utilized by the Center for Clinical and Translational Science, University of Utah
since July 2019, and has so far supported 424 projects initiated by 313 investigators with services provided by all
cores (Figure 1) including 313 informatics services. In this demonstration, we discuss the architecture of ProTrackS,
its implementation and translational research management impact at Utah, and its generalizability to other institutions.
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Introduction
Multi-site clinical trials often require identifying and locating a statistically significant number of patient subjects,
yet a majority of these studies are unable to meet their initial recruitment goals. The Accrual to Clinical Trials
(ACT) network is a nationwide federation of Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) institutions that
share aggregate patient counts from electronic health record data. The network consists of local installations of
Informatics for Integrating Biology at the Bedside (i2b2) EHR data repositories that are linked by the Shared Health
Research Information Network (SHRINE) platform. The SHRINE platform includes a web-based query tool that
allows researchers to construct complex Boolean queries to obtain real time aggregate count of patients at
participating hospitals who meet a given set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Because of the national scope of the
ACT network, researchers have access to patient sets with regional diversity helping with clinical trial cohort
discovery and study feasibility. To date, the network connects 41 CTSA sites and contains data on more than 125
million patients1. The existing SHRINE user interface (UI) was derived from and closely resembles i2b2 code that
is over 12 years old. In order to serve the needs of a larger researcher audience who are unfamiliar with i2b2, the
SHRINE/ACT team at Harvard Medical School are developing a more intuitive, user-friendly UI with modern
usability standards of design, look-and-feel, and accessibility.
Discussion
The expansion of the user community driven by continued growth of the ACT network to over half of the CTSA
consortium, and the availability of a large number of patient records, necessitates a new UI and user experience for
SHRINE/ACT to be as intuitive as possible for novice users while conveying complex query construction and
eliminating the need for extensive training.
Assumptions* for*new SHRINE/ACT*User*Interface

Working with the assumptions listed in Figure 1, the
development team underwent a series of internal and
Focus&on&“novice”& researchers&who
external analysis including 1. A review of 100 selected
• Are$not$familiar$with$querying$EHR$data
studies from https://clinicaltrials.gov to categorize the
• Understand)Boolean)logic)concepts)(AND,)OR,)AND)NOT)
degree of difficulty of inclusion and exclusion criteria as it
• Understand)the)purpose)of)SHRINE)and)the)ACT)network
relates to constructing Boolean logic 2. Producing a
Include)only) functionality)that)is)most)valuable)to)“novice”)users
landscape analysis of existing tools, both open source and
proprietary, to learn how similar efforts have developed
Follow)the)ACT)Ontology)created)for)the)ACT)Network
modern web user interfaces, including: transSMART,
Maintain)the)current) user)interface)for)more)experienced)or)
TriNetx, LEAF (UW) and Glowing Bear (Hyve) and 3.
advanced)users)of)ACT
Working collaboratively with the i2b2/TranSMART
Foundation User Interface working group, various ACT
Figure 1: Assumptions for new SHRINE/ACT User Interface
working groups, and conducting focus groups to gain insights
into creating a more intuitive workflow while ensuring that
the resulting web client is positioned to meet SHRINE/ACT’s growing needs. The system demonstration will unveil
the new UI developed by iterative prototyping and rapid user feedback focusing on novice users.
Build&to&meet&the&use&case&of&ACT:& cohort& discovery&and&study&
feasibility

Conclusion
Producing a new SHRINE/ACT web client that is well understood by the user community involves collaboration
with prospective and current users, incorporating feedback, and validating assumptions to encourage the research
use case of the ACT network.
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Abstract
Nearly 15 million individuals in the U.S. live with cancer. Most of these have records in an EHR, but
incompatibilities in these systems limit the valuable information researchers could pull from these records. mCODE
is a data standard being developed by the American Society of Clinical Oncology with MITRE, the Alliance for
Clinical Trials in Oncology, the FDA, and other stakeholders. mCODE’s goal is to improve data interoperability in
oncology care and research. Compass is a SMART on FHIR application that extracts mCODE data elements from
electronic health records. These data are then compared against retrospective, deidentified data. The practitioner
and patient can then review treatment options, survival rates, and side effects based on the comparative
effectiveness data in the deidentified set. Compass is one of the first implementations of mCODE.
Proposal
Most of the nearly 15 million individuals living with cancer in the U.S. have a record in an EHR. However, many of
the 1,500 EHR systems in use are incompatible. This limits the valuable information cancer researchers can pull
from these records.
Development of the mCODE (minimal common oncology data elements) data standard is led by the American
Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), MITRE, the Alliance for Clinical Trials in Oncology, and the FDA. This
group is also working with other stakeholders. mCODE’s goal is to improve data and records interoperability in
oncology care and research. mCODE is currently undergoing a STU ballot with HL7 for release 1 of its FHIR (fast
healthcare interoperability resources) implementation guide. mCODE is currently being piloted at several cancer
centers to assess its value in two use cases – one focused on improving research (ICAREdata) and one on improving
care (Compass).
Compass is a SMART (substitutable medical applications and reusable technologies) on FHIR application that
extracts mCODE data elements from electronic health records to deliver reports to providers and patients empowering better diagnosis, improved care planning, and shared decision making at the point of care. Compass
facilitates this by comparing that patient’s data to aggregated data from thousands of previous cancer patients who
are similar to the current patient.
At the time of this submission, Compass is in the final stages of implementation at Intermountain Healthcare in
Utah, utilizing a source of retrospective, de-identified data provided by ASCO CancerLinQ. The use of FHIR APIs
and mCODE reduces the burden of implementation, data exchange, and comparison of data for the current patient
versus previous patients. The practitioner and patient can review together the treatment options, survival rates, and
side effects of each option in real time, based on a cohort of prior patients with similar demographics, genotypes,
and disease characteristics.
For more information, please see the following resources:
- MITRE Compass Press Release (link)
- The mCODE Initiative (link)
- mCODE’s STU Ballot (link)
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Abstract
As we begin to utilize genomic data in clinical care, systems that can interface to the EHR and provide rapid access
to genomic data are needed. PACS-like systems have been suggested as a way to integrate genomic data into clinical
care. Structured phenotype data is also important as it is critical to genetic diagnosis and currently has no way to be
stored in the EHR. We have developed a rapid access system with a SMART on FHIR interface that stores discrete
genetic data and structured phenotype data and integrated it with the HSPC platform. We have populated the system
with simulated patient data including 90,000 simulated exome sequences. This dataset and platform has allowed us
to develop and test SMART on FHIR genomics applications on realistic data.
Systems Description
Discrete genomic data has only recently found a small place in the electronic health record, however no current EHR
is designed to store and access full sequence data. Discrete phenotype data is critical to the interpretation of genetic
data and has no place in the data structure of current EHRs. The SMART on FHIR industry standard has been pushed
by the NIH to facilitate interoperability between EHR systems and external systems. We have developed a hybrid
NoSQL/RDBMS database with a SMART on FHIR interface that stores patient variant data and phenotype data
structured as HPO or UMLS terms. Our approach allows for rapid queries on large datasets to enable rapid access to
genetic data at the point of care. The Health Services Platform Consortium (HSPC) has created an open platform that
allows for creation and testing of source system agnostic clinical applications1 which we were able to interface with
our GPACS system creating an open genomics application development environment.
We used several methods to populate our system with high quality simulated data: The eMERGE consortium generates
many cross site, cross platform, validated EHR phenotyping algorithms2. Multiple phenotyping algorithms were used
to select a control population from which to extract notes. The corpus was deidentified by replacing identifiable
information, such as names and locations, with randomly generated information. All dates and other values were
shifted in multiple directions. The resulting notes set was then reviewed to ensure that it contained no real identifiable
information. Textgenrnn3 is an OTS software package to generate synthetic realistic de novo text from a training
corpus’. We fed in our training set and generated realistic notes that would contain pseudo identifiable information
as well as the misspellings and errors commonly found in notes. The resulting notes were imported into HSPC and
fed into our cTAKES 4.0 UMLS pipeline generating structured phenotype data that was loaded into our GPACS
database for dynamic access. Synthetic genetic variation data was generated using the gnomAD data set for population
frequencies with variant frequencies being used as occurrence probabilities. Resulting VCFs were then annotated
with Ensembl VEP for functional annotations. These variants and annotations were then loaded into our GPACS
database, alongside ClinVar annotations. Patients with specific genetic conditions were created by inserting
pathogenic variants and related phenotypic terms and condition specific simulated notes into existing simulated
patients. This combination of Genomic and extracted Phenotypic information accessible through a SMART on FHIR
app will help clinicians diagnose and treat genetic disorders.
Development Status
The database system for variant data has been in production use for three years and recently prototyped the SMART
on FHIR HSPC App for integration with the GPACS system as well as the synthetic note generation.
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